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Abstract  

Change is inevitable in accountancy as in all professions. In this case, it implies a broader set 

of responsibilities for professional accountants. Among the many causes of change, the 

development of technology is certainly one of the most significant cause. Adapting to change 

is a prerequisite for survival. This adjustment for professional accountants means constantly 

acquiring new knowledge and developing new skills and attitudes. Due to the changing 

conditions in which professional accountants operate, the nature of the knowledge and skills 

that they require in order to be able to face the challenges, and the meaning of the term 

competent professional accountant today require thorough re-examination. Hence, the main 

research question in this paper is, what knowledge, skills, and attitudes (KSAs) are essential 

for a professional accountant of today? According to the research conducted over the last 

three decades there is no clear consensus on the required KSAs that are expected from 

accounting professionals by all involved parties: academics, accounting professionals and 

employers. The main objective of this paper is to analyse the KSAs of the accounting 

professionals that have been promoted by the prominent international professional 

accountancy bodies (PABs) and associations. It analyses the requirements stipulated in the 

most recent competency frameworks issued for all accounting professionals as well as the 

specific requirements issued for management accountants, the public sector, audit 

professionals, internal auditors, and accounting technicians, as well as for the students 

entering the accounting profession. The paper aims to provide a review of the prerequisite 

knowledge, skills and attitudes of professional accountants in order to identify the 

expectations for professional accountants and the aspiring professional accountants that will 

serve as a basis for providing the recommendations for accounting education in the given 

context.  The results of the conducted analysis should provide useful information to higher 

education community as well as the overall professional community.  

 

Keywords: professional accountant, professional competence, knowledge, skills, attitudes  
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Introduction  
 

The role of professional accountants traditionally related to collecting and recording data from 

business events (Klovienė, Gimzauskiene, 2015) has evolved into strategic management 

support (Belfo, Trigo, 2013, p. 538; IFAC, 2019), consulting, and providing information 

design (Doost et al, 2011, 62). There is “an expectation of integrity and expertise in all 

matters relating to accounting information” (Brewer et al, 2014, p.30) and the professional 

accountants have “evolved to become enterprise performance managers” (Lawson et al, 2014; 

Brewer et al 2014). A summary phrase that “involves the integrated use of methods to 

enhance organizational value by coordinating strategy formulation and analysis, planning, and 

execution.” (Lawson, 2014). IFAC (2019a, p.1) describes the evolving role of the professional 

accountants as “moving from the delivery of data and results to interpreting information and 

contributing to decision-making activities”. A broader set of responsibilities of professional 

accountants has been fostered by many changes. Russell et al. (2000, p.6) identify technology 

and globalization as two of the three factors that have had a significant impact on the 

contemporary labour market. The constant changes in the working environment challenge 

professional accountants to adapt to these conditions (IFAC, 2019b).  

 

Future for professional accountants holds many changes, “they will need to collaborate and 

partner with people in other parts of the business and outside the business; interpret and 

explain the numbers; provide insight and information; help organisations to achieve short-

term goals and longer-term objectives; think and behave more strategically and become more 

involved in decision-making than before” (ACCA and CA ANZ, 2018, p. 16). The evolution 

of the role of professional accountants has “enormous implications for defining the 

determinants of success within profession, the most important of which involves becoming 

collaborators and integrated thinkers” (Brewer, 2014., p.30).  

 

According to some analyses, major changes in performing accounting tasks are expected in 

the near future from future accountants that will involve acquisition of new skills. A report 

from CA ANZ and PwC (2017, p.19) focusing on the skills required by businesses to succeed 

in the future revealed that “the accounting profession rated its top four very important skills 

for the future as problem solving (76%), communication skills (68%), collaboration (56%), 

and the ability to work with data and the latest technology and systems (54%)”. The reason 

for this can be found in “the increased use of technology by the profession, which has 

removed much of the lower-order processing work” (CA ANZ and PwC (2017, p. 19).  

 

According to the report from ACCA (2016, p. 16) “professional accountant of the future will 

need an optimal and changing combination of professional competencies: a collection of 

technical knowledge, skills and abilities, combined with interpersonal behaviours and 

qualities.” IFAC (2019a, p.2) articulates the existence of “an increased demand to apply 

strategic, forward-thinking skills, to provide more and sophisticated strategic analysis of data, 

and to draw on business and relationship skills”. Hence, there is a continuing need for 

accounting education to harmonize with the market demands and develops required skills of 

present and future professional accountants. Understanding the role of a professional 

accountant that is “comprehensive and well-articulated vision of the role of accounting in the 

wider society” is considered as one of the fundamentals of accounting education (Pathways 

Commission, 2012, p.10). Bearing in mind the changeable working environment in which 

professional accountants operate the question arises as to what knowledge and skills should 

the professional accountants embrace in order to be able to face the challenges of modern 

times. Hence, the main research question of this paper examines the professional 
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competencies that are important to the accounting profession today. The following section of 

the paper provides analyses of professional accountant KSAs that have been promoted by the 

professional accountancy bodies. 

 

 

Conceptualisation of professional accountants’ competence  
 

IFAC (2019, p. 204) defines a professional accountant “an individual who achieves, 

demonstrates, and further develops professional competence to perform a role in the 

accountancy profession and who is required to comply with a code of ethics as directed by a 

professional accountancy organization or a licensing authority.” Accordingly, professional 

competence is inherent to the accounting profession. Generally, competence “embodies the 

ability to transfer and apply skills and knowledge to new situations and environments” 

(ACER, 2001, p. 15). Hence, competence embodies knowledge, skills and ability (KSAs). It 

is important to underline the “definitional problems” and inconsistency when using certain 

terms, especially in academic debates (Jones, 2010, p.) where terms like competences, 

capabilities, attributes and skills, are often “seemingly interchangeable”. 

 

There are many different ways of conceptualising the accounting competence. In this context 

IFAC (2019) defines professional competence as “the ability to perform a role to a defined 

standard” (p. 10), which “goes beyond knowledge of principles, standards, concepts, facts, 

and procedures; it is the integration and application of technical competence, professional 

skills, and professional values, ethics, and attitudes” (p. 10). Technical competence “is the 

ability to apply professional knowledge to perform a role to a defined standard” (p. 33). 

Professional skills “are the (a) intellectual, (b) interpersonal and communication, (c) personal, 

and (d) organizational skills that a professional accountant integrates with technical 

competence and professional values, ethics, and attitudes to demonstrate profession 

competence.” (p. 44). Professional values, ethics, and attitudes “are the characteristics that 

identify professional accountants as members of a profession. They include the principles of 

conduct (e.g., ethical principles) generally associated with and considered essential in 

defining the distinctive characteristics of professional behaviour” (p. 54). Lawson et al (2014, 

p. 298) define competencies as “the set of knowledge, skills, and abilities required for 

professional success in accounting; knowledge is the intellectual content to be learned, skills 

are the capacity to apply the knowledge to achieve specific goals and objectives; abilities are 

the application of knowledge and skills in a professional work environment.”  

 

The development of accounting KSAs, both for the professional accountants and for the 

aspiring accounting professionals is “the area in which there is most diversity world-wide, and 

for which both universities and PABs can claim some advantages” (Sundem, 2014, p.625). 

Also, as Sundem (2014, p. 625) stated “in the U.S.A. this has generally been the domain of 

universities but, in other parts of the world, the profession and PABs have played a larger 

role.” Palmer, Ziegenfuss and Pinsker (2004) compared various competency studies, mostly 

based in the U.S.A. from 1989 to 2003, and some of them are the subject of the analyses in 

this paper only their revised versions, like IIA Competency Framework for internal auditing 

and AICPA Core Competency Framework for entry into the accounting profession. The 

authors analysed IIA Competency Framework for internal auditing from 1999 that comprised 

the assessment criteria of an entering internal auditor and included composite role 

performance attributes, knowledge and understanding composites and cognitive and 

behavioural skills composites. Regarding AICPAs Core Competency Framework for entry 

into the accounting profession, released by AICPAs Task Force, it was comprised of 
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functional competencies, personal competencies and broad business perspective competencies 

(Palmer, Ziegenfuss and Pinsker, 2004, p. 892). The general conclusion of the study, based on 

the comprehensive analyses of KSAs, and found in all analysed competency studies, was that 

the requirements for entry-level accountants were: “communication skills, interpersonal skills, 

general business knowledge, accounting knowledge, problem-solving skills, information 

technology, personal attitudes and capabilities, and computer skills”. Authors also identified a 

certain trend that “indicated that some skills are becoming more important than some of the 

accounting knowledge normally included in accounting curriculum” (p. 892) which implies 

need for change in the accounting education and that the gap between higher education and 

the accounting practice has been a subject of an ongoing debate in the last decades (Bui, 

Porter, 2010; Marshall et al 2010; Webb, Chaffer, 2016). 

 

The Pathways Commission on Accounting Higher Education, created by the American 

Accounting Association (AAA) and the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants 

(AICPA), created for developing recommendations for higher education for the accounting 

profession, considers that, regarding its role, professional accountants have to embrace 

“technical competency and professional integrity” (Pathways Commission, 2012., p. 131.). 

This body (2012, p. 131-132) defines “the framework of competency needed by current and 

future accountants” where in order “to be competent, an accountant must acquire both 

technical knowledge and professional skills, such as the ability to apply knowledge in making 

reasoned judgments and to communicate effectively. Additionally, accountants must act with 

integrity (...). Integrity demands ethical action based on professional values. These 

characteristics of technical knowledge, professional skills, and integrity form the framework 

of competency needed by current and future accountants.” 

 

Based on the competencies identified by the Pathways Commission in 2014 joined the Task 

Force comprised of Institute of Management Accountants (IMA) and the Management 

Accounting Section (MAS) of the American Accounting Association (AAA) formed a 

comprehensive educational framework that defined the required competencies of all 

accountants (Lawson et al, 2014). The Task Force formed the framework on the basis of the 

identified need “for accountants to be able to integrate their competencies” (Lawson et al, 

2014, p. 306). The framework incorporates foundational competencies, broad management 

competencies and accounting competencies. The foundational competencies, that are required 

of all graduates as well as of all accountants, are the basis for all other competencies and they 

include communication, quantitative methods, analytical thinking and problem solving, 

human relations, and technology. Broad management competencies enable accountants to 

collaborate with all company members and comprise leadership, ethics and social 

responsibility, process management and improvement, governance, risk management, and 

compliance (GRC), and additional core management competencies. Accounting competencies 

“enable accountants to integrate management and analytical methods, supported by 

technology, to assist an enterprise to formulate and execute its strategy successfully” (Lawson 

et al, 2014, p. 303) and they incorporate the following six categories: external reporting and 

analysis; planning, analysis and control; taxation compliance and planning; information 

systems; assurance and internal control and professional values, ethics, and attitudes. 

 

Quality Assurance Agency for UK Higher Education (QAA, 2019), that “defines the 

academic standards that can be expected of a graduate in the subject” for all providers of 

higher education in the UK, considers that accounting graduates should obtain subject-

specific knowledge and skills, as well as cognitive abilities and generic skills. Subject specific 

knowledge includes for instance knowledge about “the main current technical language and 
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practices of accounting (for example, recognition, measurement and disclosure in financial 

statements; managerial accounting; auditing; taxation) in a specified socioeconomic domain”. 

Subject specific skills (QAA, 2019, p. 5) are  “skills in recording and summarising 

transactions and other economic events; preparation of financial statements; analysis of the 

operations of business (for example, decision analysis, performance measurement and 

management control); financial analysis and projections (for example, analysis of financial 

ratios, discounted cash flow analysis, budgeting, financial risks) and an awareness of the 

contexts in which accounting data and information is processed and provided within a variety 

of organisational environments and the relationships with other systems providing 

information in organisations”. Cognitive and generic skills include “critical evaluation of 

arguments and evidence, independent and self-managed learning, analysis, filtering and 

evaluation of data and drawing reasoned conclusions, location, extraction and analysis of data 

from multiple sources, numeracy, using contemporary information and communication 

technology, communication, working with others” (QAA, 2019, p. 6).  

 

Regarding the issue of the ways of enhancing professional competence, IFAC (2019, p. 11) 

designates “learning and development” as “an ongoing process of developing and maintaining 

professional competence throughout the career of a professional accountant.” The primary 

types of learning and development are defined as education, training and practical experience 

(IFAC, 2019, p. 11). Professional accountants first develop competence through initial 

professional development (IPD) that includes “professional accounting education, practical 

experience, and assessment“ IFAC, 2019, p. 12). Thus, IFAC seems to place great emphasis 

on professional accounting education and practical experience as the basis for gainining as 

well as maintaining professional competence, i.e. professional knowledge and professional 

skills. Also, in order to develop and maintain their professional competence, professional 

accountants have to undergo through continuing professional development (CPD), which also 

consists of learning and development (Murphy, Hassall , 2020). However, the same source 

claims that “as a professional accountant’s career progresses, emphasis tends to shift from 

structured learning activities to practical experience and informal learning” (IFAC, 2019, p. 

13). 

 

 

Analysis of most recent professional accountants’ competency frameworks  
 

This section contains analyses of the accounting professionals’ required KSAs that are 

articulated by prominent international professional accountancy bodies and associations. The 

main subject of analyses were the recent competency frameworks with the exception of 

IFACs International Education Standards (IES) that are evidently the base for many analysed 

competency frameworks. In general, competency frameworks, are distinct “conceptual 

models” that constitute multiple competencies required for a given profession or occupational 

role. They are “rather dynamic in nature and seek to define the elements needed to drive 

success” (INTOSAI, 2019, p. 10) and usually communicate the key competence areas, which 

are in some cases measured in proficiency levels, and include required knowledge, skills and 

attitudes. Some choose “simple models” to “communicate key areas of competence” (IIA, 

2013, p. 4) while others describe the competencies (along with skills, knowledge and 

attitudes) though observable behaviours (INTOSAI, 2019) or illustrative examples (IFAC, 

AAT, 2019). 

 

On the international level, the IAESB (International Accounting Education Standards Board) 

with its International Education Standards (IES) has an objective to “develop and set high 
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quality international education standards that enhance the competence of aspiring professional 

accountants and professional accountants“ (IFAC, 2019, p. 4). IES, implementation support 

materials, and application guidance address the IFAC member bodies, but are also open for 

use to all other interested stakeholders in professional accounting education (like universities 

and education providers, employers, regulators, government authorities, accountants, and 

prospective accountants). The education standards developed by IAESB “are authoritative 

pronouncements that have the same force as standards promulgated by other boards operating 

under the auspices of IFAC” (McPeak, Pincus, Sundem, 2012, p. 744) but are also “principle-

based standards that provide IFAC member bodies flexibility in implementing the IES’s 

requirements” (IFAC, 2019, p. 14).  The IAESB “seeks and supports convergence in 

educational outcomes and the competence of accounting professionals worldwide” (McPeak, 

Pincus, Sundem, 2012, p. 744). In this context, the variety of education systems worldwide 

and variety of professional education is seen as the one of the most significant obstacles to 

convergence (McPeak, Pincus, Sundem, 2012, p. 744) and “while here is general agreement 

that professional competence is developed and assessed by the ‘‘three E’s’’- education, 

experience, and examination (assessment) – there is a host of approaches to each of the E’s in 

the countries represented in the IFAC member bodies, and there is no evidence that there is 

one ‘‘best’’ approach.” 

 

IES 2 Initial professional development – Technical competence, IES 3 Initial professional 

development – professional skills and IES 4 Initial professional development – professional 

values, ethics, and attitudes include learning outcomes and competence areas (“a category for 

which a set of related learning outcomes can be specified”, IFAC, 2019, p. 38) and the level 

of proficiency for a competence area, that describes technical competence, professional skills 

and professional values, ethics, and attitudes, which are integral parts of professional 

competence of professional accountant “that aspiring professional accountants shall achieve 

by the end of initial professional development (IPD)”. Also, IES 8 Professional competence 

for engagement partners responsible for audits of financial statements establishes “the 

professional competence that professional accountants are required to develop and maintain 

when performing the role of an Engagement Partner responsible for audits of financial 

statements” (IFAC, 2019, p. 97) and describes the competence areas and learning outcomes 

for technical competence, professional skills and professional values, ethics, and attitudes. 

IES 2, defines the competence area of technical competence that includes financial accounting 

and reporting, management accounting, taxation audit and assurance, information technology 

etc. According to IES 3, professional skills are the (a) intellectual, (b) interpersonal and 

communication, (c) personal, and (d) organizational skills. In accordance with IES 4, IFAC 

member bodies should provide, through professional accounting education programs, a 

framework of professional values, ethics, and attitudes for aspiring professional accountants 

to (a) apply professional scepticism and exercise professional judgment, and (b) act in an 

ethical manner that is in the public interest. These Standards have been revised and improved 

in 2019 since former” IESs did not sufficiently address the learning and development needed 

in areas of Information and Communications Technologies (ICT) and professional scepticism 

for professional accountants to perform their roles competently, now and in the future” 

(IAESB, 2019, p. 4). 

 

The Association of International Certified Professional Accountants (AICPA) has developed 

Pre-certification Core Competency Framework (AICPA, 2018) that defines a set of critical 

skills-based competencies needed by students entering the accounting profession. AICPA 

believes that, due to the rapidly changing accounting profession, knowledge requirements will 

change over time, and consequently the framework identifies a core set of competencies that 
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future CPAs should have instead of focusing on traditional subject-content areas. The 

competencies are categorized into three areas: accounting competencies, business 

competencies and professional competencies. The Framework (AICPA, 2018, p. 1) defines 

the accounting competencies as “technical competencies of the profession that add value to 

business and contribute to a prosperous society”. Business competencies are defined as 

“broad business environment in which accounting professionals work”, while Professional 

competencies are related “to the skills, attitudes and behaviours of accounting professionals”. 

 

The Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA) is a global professional 

accounting body offering the ACCA Qualification. This association has created the ACCA 

Competency Framework as an online, interactive tool that demonstrates the different 

competencies developed through all elements of the ACCA Qualification (exams, ethics 

module and experience requirement – 3Es) and links these competencies to several job 

profiles in the accountancy profession. The Framework is based on thorough studies into the 

knowledge, skills and behaviours required of finance and accounting professionals in 

organisations today and is used by ACCA to develop its qualification in line with the 

emerging needs of business and other stakeholders (ACCA, 2020, p. 3). According to ACCA 

(2020, p. 3) “competency’ (competencies) describes the behaviour that lies behind competent 

performance and describes what people bring to a job role (output of the ACCA 

Qualification)”. This Competency Framework constitutes twelve competency areas, and 

Ethics and Professionalism are in their core.  

 

Pursuant to the changes in the business environment and due to technological advances, the 

Institute of Management Accountants (IMA), a worldwide association of accountants and 

financial professionals in business, has analysed the emerging competencies needed by 

management accountants. As a result of the conducted analysis they have updated the IMA 

Management Accounting Competence Framework in 2019. As a result, this enhanced 

framework identifies six areas of the core knowledge, skills, and competencies that financial 

and accounting professionals need to perform their roles competently in the digital age. 

 

The Chartered Global Management Accountant (CGMA) Competency Framework was 

updated in 2019 (the previous version was issued in 2014) in order to “help management 

accountants and their employers understand the knowledge requirements and assess the skills 

needed for both current and desired roles”. CGMA was established in 2012 by the American 

Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) and the Chartered Institute of Management 

Accountants (CIMA). The Framework was developed through comprehensive research that 

included face-to-face interviews, round tables and an online survey on employers, students, 

the wider finance community, and academics from all over the world. It outlined “continuous 

commitment to acquiring new skills and knowledge” and “stressed the need for the 

competencies to be seen as integrated”. The Framework encompasses four knowledge areas: 

technical skills, business skills, people skills, leadership skills and digital skills and the last 

knowledge area (digital skills) has been included in the updated version of 2019. In addition, 

it defines four proficiency levels for competencies: foundational, intermediate, advanced and 

expert. Since the results of the conducted study revealed that accounting professionals have 

various needs and requirements of knowledge and skills depending on the career level, the 

Framework also encompassed skills weightings that represent “relative weight of each 

knowledge area relates to the importance of the defined skill sets at each proficiency level”. 

Thus, for example, “the importance of technical skills is high at foundational level but reduces 

as the finance professional progresses through their career, for someone operating at the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Professional_accounting_body
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Professional_accounting_body
https://www.accaglobal.com/gb/en/qualifications/why-acca/competency-framework.html
https://www.accaglobal.com/gb/en/qualifications/why-acca/competency-framework.html
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advanced level there will be a greater emphasis on leadership skills and digital skills are 

expect to be a key for finance professionals…” (p. 4). 

 

In 2019 INTOSAI updated the Competency Framework for the public sector audit 

professionals at Supreme Audit Institutions (SAI). It was aligned to the public sector’s 

specific professional declarations contained in the INTOSAI Framework for Professional 

Pronouncements (IFPP). This Competency Framework encompasses the cross-cutting 

competencies that are applicable for any public sector audit professional in a SAI and for the 

specific audit-related competencies (financial, compliance, performance, jurisdictional). 

According to INTOSAI (2019, p. 10) competencies can be described “as the measurable or 

observable knowledge, skills and personal attributes critical to successful job performance“. 

Hence, only individual core competencies are defined, in terms of observational behaviour, 

and these core competencies are universally applicable within the SAI's mandate, while 

defining additional discretionary competencies is left to each individual organization, as they 

are specific to its environment. 

 

The key areas of competence specific to internal audit are contained in the IIA Global Internal 

Audit Competency Framework (IIA, 2013) issued by the Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA). 

According to the Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA) (IIA, 2013, p. 2) a competency is “the 

ability of an individual to perform a job or task properly, being a set of defined knowledge, 

skills and behaviour.” The Framework contains ten core competencies recommended for each 

broad job level (internal audit staff, internal audit management and the chief audit executive). 

“Each core competency is supported by a list of more detailed competencies that further 

define the core competency statement”. Accordingly, internal auditors require technical 

expertise in IPPF, governance risk and control, and business acumen as well as they need to 

be competent in communication, persuasion and collaboration, and critical thinking.  

According to CBOK (2015, p. 1) analytical/critical thinking and communication are personal 

skills that bring together all the other components of an audit practitioner’s competency set, 

and they are in several recent IIA surveys at the top skills which any chief audit executive 

looking for. The next five skills that CAEs rank the highest are technical skills that are 

broadly needed for internal audit activities: accounting, risk management assurance, 

information technology (general), industry-specific knowledge and data mining and analytics 

(CBOK, 2015, p. 2). 

 

The International Federation of Accountants (IFAC) and the Association of Accounting 

Technicians (AAT) in the UK jointly developed An illustrative competency framework for 

accounting technicians (IFAC, AAT, 2019) in 2019. In this framework, they define the 

accounting technician as “an individual who plays a key role in the production of timely, 

credible, and reliable financial information for decision-making by senior accountants” and 

“assists senior accountants, using manual or computerized systems to process invoices, 

receipts and payments, completing and submitting tax returns, managing payroll and 

expenses, producing monthly accounts, planning and controlling budgets, etc.” (p. 5). 

Accounting technicians may operate at different levels and in various job roles and this job 

title is increasingly being recognized as “a fundamental part of the accountancy profession” 

(p.5). The Framework incorporates competencies that “are written from an employer 

perspective” (p. 7) and have four levels from the lowest (Level 1) to the highest (Level 4). 

Each level describes the role profile and competency area with illustrative requirements of 

knowledge and skills. Along with the technical competencies, the Framework encompasses 

the following skills and attitudes: communicating effectively, personal organization and 

teamwork, decision making, meeting customer needs, professionalism and digital skills (p. 
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77). Table 2 provides a brief overview of professional accountants’ knowledge, skills and 

attitudes articulated in most recent competency frameworks.
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Table 2: Comparative overview of professional accountants’ knowledge, skills and attitudes articulated in most recent competency frameworks 

 

IESs, IFAC, 2019 

The IIA Global Internal 

Audit Competency 

Framework, IIA, 2013 

Competency framework for 

public sector audit 

professionals at Supreme audit 

institutions, INTOSAI, 2019 

CPA Canada, Competency Map, 

2019 
The AICPA Pre-certification 

Core Competency Framework, 

AICPA, 2018 

Professional competence is the 

integration and application of:  

(a) technical competence,  
Competence area: 
Financial accounting and reporting, 

Management accounting, 

Finance and financial management, 
Taxation, 

Audit and assurance, 

Governance, risk management and internal 
control, 

Business laws and regulations, 

Information and communications 
technologies,  

Business and organizational environment,  

Economics and 
Business strategy and management. 

 (b) professional skills: 
Competence area: 
intellectual,  

interpersonal and communication, 

personal, and 
organizational skills.  

(c) professional values, ethics, and 

attitudes 
Competence area: 
Professional scepticism and professional 

judgment 

Ethical principles and 
Commitment to public interest. 

The Framework consists of 

ten core competencies: 

Professional ethics 

Internal audit management 

Technical expertise: 

IPPF 

Governance, risk and control 

Business acumen  

Personal skills: 

Communication 

Persuasion and collaboration 

Critical thinking 

Internal audit delivery 

Improvement and innovation 

Competency framework for a 

public sector audit 

professional 

Cross-cutting competencies 

for an audit professional 

Competencies for an audit 

professional involved in 

compliance auditing 

Competencies for an audit 

professional involved in 

financial auditing 

Competencies for an audit 

professional involved in 

performance auditing 

Competencies for an audit 

professional involved in 

jurisdictional responsibilities 

Enabling competency areas: 
Acting Ethically and Demonstrating 

Professional Values 
Leading 

Collaborating 

Managing Self 
Adding Value 

Solving Problems and Making 

Decisions 
Communicating 

Technical competency areas: 
Financial Reporting 
Strategy and Governance 

Management Accounting 

Audit and Assurance 
Finance 

Taxation 

Accounting competencies 
Risk assessment, analysis and 
management 

Measurement analysis and interpretation 

Reporting 
Research 

System and process management 
Technology and tools 

Business competencies 
Strategic perspective 
Global and industry perspectives 

Process and research management 

Governance perspective 
Customer perspective 

Professional competencies 
Ethical conduct 

Professional behaviour 

Decision-making 
Collaboration 

Leadership 

Communication 
Project management 

 

 
The ACCA 

Competency 

Framework, 2020 

IMA Management Accounting Competency 

Framework, IMA, 2019 

The Chartered Global 

Management Accountant 

(CGMA) Competency 

Framework, 2019 

IFAC & AAT, 2019 
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Ethics and 

Professionalism 

Advisory and 

Consultancy 

Audit and Assurance 

Corporate and Business 

Reporting 

Data, Digital and 

Technology 

Financial Management 

Governance, Risk and 

Control 

Leadership and 

Management 

Management 

Accounting 

Stakeholder 

Relationship 

Management 

Strategy and Innovation 

Taxation 

Competencies by domain: 

Strategy, Planning & Performance 
Strategic and Tactical Planning 
Decision Analysis 

Strategic Cost Management 

Capital Investment Decisions 
Enterprise Risk Management 

Budgeting and Forecasting 

Corporate Finance 
Performance Management  

Reporting & Control 
Internal Control 

Financial Recordkeeping 

Cost Accounting 
Financial Statement Preparation 

Financial Statement Analysis 

Tax Compliance and Planning 
Integrated Reporting 

Technology & Analytics 
Information Systems 

Data Governance 

Data Analytics 
Data Visualization 

Business Acumen & Operations 
Industry-Specific Knowledge 

Operational Knowledge 

Quality Management and Continuous Improvement 
Project Management 

Leadership 
Communication Skills 

Motivating and Inspiring Others 

Collaboration, Teamwork, and Relationship Management 
Change Management 

Conflict Management 

Negotiation 
Talent Management 

Professional Ethics & Values 
Professional Ethical Behavior 

Recognizing and Resolving Unethical Behavior 

Legal and Regulatory Requirements 

Framework encompasses 

four knowledge areas: 

technical skills, 

business skills, 

people skills, 

leadership skills and 

digital skills 
  

Four proficiency levels for 

competencies: 

foundational, 

intermediate, 

advanced and 

expert 

Competency for Technician Level 1 

Competency Area 1: Bookkeeping basics 

Competency Area 2: Accounting Software basics 
Competency Area 3: Introduction to Working in 

finance 

Competency Area 4: Working with numbers and 
simple calculations 

Competency Area 5: Understand principles of sales 

and purchases 
  

Competency for Accounts Assistant Level 2 

Competency area 1: Bookkeeping Transactions 

Competency Area 2: Bookkeeping Controls 

Competency Area 3: Elements of Costing 

Competency Area 4: Using Accounting Software 
Competency Area 5: Working effectively in finance 

  

Competency for Accounting Technician Level 3 
Competency Area 1: Financial Reporting and 

Bookkeeping 

Competency Area 2:Financial Accounts Preparation 
Competency Area 3: Management Accounting: 

Costing 

Competency Area 4: Goods and Service Tax 
Competency Area 5: Ethics 

Competency Area 6: IT systems and processes 

  

Competency for Accounting Technician Level 4 

Competency Area 1: Management Accounting: 
Budgeting 

Competency Area 2: Management Accounting: 

Decision and Control 
Competency Area 3: Financial statements of limited 

companies 

Competency Area 4: Accounting Systems and 
Controls 

Special Units 

  
Skills and attitudes: communicating effectively, 

personal organization and teamwork, decision 

making, meeting customer needs and 
professionalism and digital skills. 
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Conclusion 
 

Based on the review of the analysed competency frameworks that contain the expected 

competencies of professional accountants in the various fields of the accountancy profession, 

it can be concluded that the professional accountant of today is expected to be a renaissance 

man in many ways. Besides the professional competence as an inevitable attribute, today’s 

professional accountants have to update knowledge, various new skills, and attitudes in order 

to fulfil their responsibilities.  

 

The requirements of the analysed competency frameworks include specific knowledge that is 

typical for the accountancy profession, combined with the skills like communication skills, 

personal organization and teamwork, decision-making, leadership and digital skills, common 

in almost all analysed frameworks. Digital skills are especially important in the business 

environment which is highly characterised by the presence of the ongoing digital revolution. 

In addition, more than ever before modern professional accountants have to base their actions 

on professional scepticism and adhere to ethical principles. Integrated competencies are the 

requirements of most of the analysed competency frameworks, which implies integration of 

different knowledge, skills and attitudes. Of course, the need for a certain competence area 

will vary depending on the career level, but again digital skills stand out as key regardless of 

the level. 

 

Understanding the overall competencies of the professional accountant is vital because it 

provides the criteria for comparison and offers the future professional accountants or those 

aspiring to enter the profession an insight into the competencies that are expected of them. 

Nevertheless, this insight is also crucial for the accounting educators as it lays the foundation 

for the necessary change aimed at aligning the accounting curricula with the market demands. 
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Abstract 

The aim of this paper is to investigate the quality and usefulness of external financial reports 

at Croatian public higher education institutions for management purposes. Previous studies 

have pointed out the fact that external financial reports are prepared in accordance with the 

legal reporting requirements and have the required structure and content that are unified for 

all budgetary users and do not reflect the specifics of higher education institutions. But 

however, there is no studies about usage of external financial reports for management 

purposes. In that context, the authors have conducted empirical research based on web 

questionnaires at public higher education institutions in Croatia. The statistical analysis of 

the obtained data has shown that external financial reports are useful for presenting the 

financial position at higher education institutions and for decision-making process. 

Accountants' views on ways and obstacles to improve the external reporting system were also 

explored. The overall conclusion of the conducted research is that regardless of current usage 

of external financial reports for different purposes there is a strong need to improve the 

existing external reporting system in order to expand the existing scope of accounting 

information making the external financial reports more useful for management purposes. 

 

Keywords: External financial reports, Higher education institutions, Croatia, Public sector 
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Introduction 
 

Public higher education institutions are part of the public sector and are involved in numerous 

reform processes because there are various requirements in the public sector regarding better 

management and efficiency. Public higher education institutions play a key role in the social 

and economic development of every country and are held responsible for the use of public 

funds to finance their activities (Sordo et al., 2012). Due to aforementioned, higher education 

institutions are involved in a variety of financial and institutional reforms to achieve financial 

sustainability, institutional autonomy and quality measurement (Kyvik, 2004, Sursock, Smidt, 
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2010). In order to accomplish successfully reform processes, a developed and quality 

accounting system is needed. 

 

Because public funding is predominant source of financing of universities there is a whole 

new array of reporting requirements which changes the nature of mandatory reporting and 

data collection (Institutional Research and Planning in Higher Education, 2015). In that sense, 

Austria has introduced funding agreements in 2004 which are contracts between the federal 

government and the universities. According to that the progress in the fulfillment of 

performance targets is monitored through annual ‘’Intellectual Capital Reports’’ (Institutional 

Research and Planning in Higher Education, 2015). Poland also made some steps as well as 

Romania in 2011 when differential funding based on performance was introduced. Slovenia 

combines a formula-based system, i.e. output-based elements with contracts that specify 

targets and goals for universities. 

The reporting requirements of higher education institutions are under change because of 

changes in quality assurance and funding arrangements that are set by governments. 

 

If state entities seek increased evidence of the value of investment in higher education the 

evidence of the value of investment should be sought in external reporting (Burden or Benefit: 

External Data Reporting, New Directions for Institutional Research, no. 166). 

 

External reporting is very important for all higher education institutions but also for 

institutional researchers to understand the reasons for and nature of external reporting (Visser 

and Skene, 2016). 

 

The fact is that the current accounting information system of higher education institutions in 

the Republic of Croatia is primarily aimed at meeting the legal provisions regarding external 

financial reports while reporting for decision-making purposes is not sufficiently developed. 

The external financial reports are the product of the financial accounting of a higher education 

institution that is in the function of recording all business events, with the application of the 

law-defined accounting basis. The main feature of financial accounting is the processing of 

information related to past business events and is also prescribed primarily for external 

reporting (Vašiček, Dražić Lutilsky, 2007; Dražić Lutilsky et al., 2010). However, in the light 

of the reform processes initiated in the Croatian higher education system, the accounting 

information systems and reporting methods are becoming more and more important not just 

for satisfying legal requirements but also for management purpose as well. Currently, there 

are no studies about the usage of external financial reports for management purposes in 

Croatia. In that context, the authors have conducted empirical research based on web 

questionnaires at public higher education institutions in Croatia and the results of this research 

are presented later in the paper. 

 
 

Financial reporting in Croatia – normative framework for budgetary users 

 
In defining the budget and budgetary process in Croatia, the starting points are determined by 

the Budget Act and the Amendments to the Budget Act (Official Gazette of the Republic of 

Croatia, 87/2008, 136/2012, 15/2015). The budget processes relate to budget preparation, 

budget approval, budget execution and supervision of the budget and are prescribed for the 

central budget and the budgets of local and regional government, with differences appearing 

in the application of the budget, as a consequence of differences in the level of public 

authorities and the size and structure of their budget. Thus, the Budget Act is applied equally 

to both the state budget and the budgets of local and regional government, as well as to their 
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budgetary and extra-budgetary users. The system is unified and prescribes the application of 

the same rules for all users. Therefore, it does not include the specifics of individual sectors 

(for example, education, healthcare, or the judiciary) nor does it allow specifics exemption. 

Accordingly, public higher education institutions in Croatia are budgetary users that apply the 

same normative framework as all budgetary users. 
 

The basics of the accounting and financial reporting system date back to 2002. The changes 

that were introduced into the Croatian budgetary system during 2001 and 2002 were primarily 

driven by the need to develop and align the national classification system with international 

standards and practices and ensure quality information on business operations of individual 

public entities and the government as a whole, as well as to adapt to global trends and 

harmonization requirements imposed by major macroeconomic statistical systems (change of 

the accounting principle). All general government entities now use a single Chart of Accounts 

based on the economic classification of public revenues and expenditure and a decimal system 

with five levels of detail. The new system of budgetary accounting is based on the modified 

accrual-based accounting principle (Ministry of Finance, 2007). The aforementioned modified 

accrual-based accounting principle with some minor changes is still in use today.  

 

Accounting is organized to enable the compilation of budget execution reports and general 

purpose financial reports. The budget execution reports are the source of information for the 

national statistics in accordance with ESA 2010. Accounting is highly prescribed and 

standardized. The Resolution on Budgetary Accounting and the Chart of Accounts (Official 

Gazette of the Republic of Croatia, 2014; 2015; 2016) established the chart of accounts, rules 

of measurement and evaluation, as well as rules for recording transactions and events, which 

has made the budget accounting framework unified and uniformly defined for all reporting 

entities. 

 

The Budget Act states that budgetary accounting should be based on International Public 

Sector Accounting Standards. However, budgetary accounting is not based on the direct 

application of International Public Sector Accounting Standards. Budgetary accounting is 

based on the modified accrual principle, with the specificity of the financial statement 

elements of recognition and measurement. 

 

The reporting system is separated into two sets of reports: the semi-annual and annual budget 

execution reports, as prescribed in the Budget Act and the Resolution on Semi-annual and 

Annual Budget Execution Reports (Official Gazette of the Republic of Croatia, 2013a, 2013b) 

and financial reports pursuant to the Resolution on Financial Reporting in Budget Accounting 

(Official Gazette of the Republic of Croatia, 2015).  

 

Budget execution reports are produced to make the government accountable for the execution 

of the budget and are subject to approval by Parliament.    

 

The Budget Act prescribes that the state budget and local government budgets need to draft an 

annual and semi-annual budget execution report. Semi-annual and annual budget execution 

reports need to contain the following: 

general section of the budget consisting of revenues and expenditures at the level of the 

section of economic classification; 

special section of the budget divided by organizational and program classification and by 

level of section of economic classification; 

report on loans borrowed in domestic and foreign currency and capital markets; 

report on the use of budgetary reserves; 
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report on issued state guarantees and expenditures pursuant to state guarantees; 

explanation of macroeconomic indicators;  

explanation of generated revenues and receipts, expenditures and outlays; 

general budget deficit.  

Semi-annual and annual budget execution reports of extra-budgetary users need to contain the 

following:  

general section of the financial plan containing the Revenue and Expenditure Account and the 

Financing Account at the level of the section of economic classification; 

special section of the financial plan by organizational and program classification and the level 

of the section of economic classification; and 

explanation of generated revenues and receipts, expenses and expenditures.  

The annual budget execution reports must also include a report on the implementation of the 

public debt management strategy (the Budget Act). 

 

The Resolution on Semi-annual and Annual Budget Execution Reporting prescribes the 

content of the reports. These reports are closely related to the execution of the budget and 

their structure follows the content and structure of the budget itself. It is clear that the budget 

planning shown on a cash basis and reports on budget execution must follow the same budget 

basis. Due to the fact that the accounting basis has changed and that expenses are now 

recognised on an accrual basis, it was necessary to adjust financial reporting on account of the 

differences in the bases between budgeting and accounting. In conditions of using a different 

basis in budgeting and accounting, semi-annual and annual budget execution reports need to 

be shown on a budgetary basis, with financial statements which emphasise the differences in 

the data which occurred due to the application of different bases. 

 

Financial reporting is prescribed as mandatory, with the Resolution on Financial Reporting in 

Budgetary Accounting prescribing the form and content of financial reports, the periods 

covered by the reports, as well as liabilities and deadlines for their submission. The mentioned 

legislation defines a universal analytical financial reporting framework. The prescribed form 

and content of financial reports enable the consolidation of financial reports, with the use of 

uniform accounting policies for all similar transactions and events. The budget and the 

budgetary users whose signature is listed in the Register of Budgetary and Extra-budgetary 

Users are obliged to apply budgetary accounting and financial reporting.  Extra-budgetary 

users are obliged to apply financial reporting in compliance with budgetary accounting.  

 

Financial reports are drafted on the following forms:  

Balance Sheet - Form BIL; 

Report on revenues, expenses, receipts and expenditures - Form PR-RAS; 

Report on expenditure according to functional classification - Form RAS-FUNKCIJSKI; 

Report of changes in the value and volume of assets and liabilities - Form P-VRIO; 

Report on liabilities - Form OBVEZE. 

 

An analysis of the content and structure of these reports shows that, with the balance sheet as 

the fundamental financial statement of financial position, two additional reports are drawn up, 

containing elements of the balance recorded as specific requirements: Reports on Liabilities, 

and Reports of Changes in the Value and Volume of Assets and Liabilities. 

The specifics of recognising liabilities are evident on the balance sheet, where liabilities are 

classified according to the sources of the liabilities, rather than the usual criteria of the 

maturity date. Monitoring of the maturity of liabilities is conducted by a special report - 

Report on Liabilities, in which the liabilities are listed by maturity dates, in order to detect 

matured and unpaid obligations. 
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The Report of Changes in the Value and Volume of Assets and Liabilities is drawn up to 

monitor changes in the assets and liabilities that have no impact on the revenues, expenses, 

receipts and expenditures of the reporting period and are not accompanied by cash flows, but 

are still reflected in the value of assets and liabilities. 

 

The Report on Expenditure According to Functional Classification presents expenditures 

through the functional classification according to the Resolution on Budgetary Classifications.  

The Report on Revenues and Expenses, Receipts and Expenditures presents all types of 

revenues and expenses, both from operations and transactions in nonfinancial assets (revenues 

from the sale of non-financial assets, expenditure for the purchase of non-financial assets) and 

receipts and expenditures from transactions of financial assets and liabilities (receipts from 

financial assets and borrowing and expenditures for financial assets and repayment of loans). 

The Report on Revenues and Expenses, Receipts and Expenditures combines the recognition 

of revenues and expenses on both an accrual and cash basis.  

 

The Cash Flow Statement is not prescribed as mandatory. Parts of this report are contained in 

the Report on Revenues and Expenses, Receipts and Expenditures. 

 

The abovementioned financial reports are publicly presented and submitted to the Registry of 

financial reports led by the Ministry of Finance. The Ministry of Finance does not publish the 

consolidated financial reports at central budget level and general government level. 

Semi-annual and Annual Budget Execution Reports are publicly announced and accepted at 

the Parliament. This means that reports represent the basis for monitoring public spending and 

are the subject of public hearings and political decisions. 

 

The application in practice of the aforementioned dual system (financial reports based on 

modified accrual basis and budget execution reports based on cash basis) regarding the 

presented normative frameworks adversely affects comparisons of budgetary information and 

accounting information on budget execution. The current practice of reporting does not put 

sufficient emphasis on the differences arising from the application of a different basis, which 

results in a certain lack of understanding and lack of transparency in reporting. These 

problems are also addressed in the findings of the State Audit Office, whose Annual Report 

on the execution of the Croatian State Budget for 2014 shows that the assessment of general 

government deficit, based on different accounting bases used by budgetary and extra-

budgetary users, is not reliable (State Audit Office 2015: 3).  

 

 

Empirical research of the quality and usefulness of external financial 

reports at public higher education institutions in Croatia 

 
In previous chapter, it was highlighted, that public higher education institutions are budgetary 

users that prepare the same set of financial reports as all other budgetary users in Croatia. 

Therefore, the real usage of these financial report is questionable, especially for the purpose 

of management. In that context, authors have conducted empirical research in order to reveal 

the quality and usefulness of external financial reports at public higher education institutions 

in Croatia. 

 

Research methodology and data 
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Research methodology is based on the survey questionnaire that was conducted in the year 

2016 among the Heads of Accounting at Croatian public HEIs. It is important to highlight that 

in Croatia there was 104 public HEIs and therefore our data were collected taken into account 

the whole population instead of sample. 

 

The main aim of the questionnaire was to analyse and evaluate quality and usefulness of 

accounting information systems obtained from external financial reports and budgetary 

accounting. Therefore, the questionnaire was divided into the following parts: 

A. General information about the higher education institution; 

B. Assessment of usefulness and quality of external financial reporting; 

C. The development of internal accounting and internal reporting. 

The research was conducted as a part of project 8509 „Accounting and financial reporting 

reform as a means for strengthening the development of efficient public sector financial 

management in Croatia“ financed by the Croatian Science Foundation. 

 

For the purpose of this paper focus was put on part A and part B. The main aim of the paper 

was to research usefulness of the external financial reports for the purpose of decision making 

and management. We have therefore set up four research questions for Croatian public HEIs: 

Q1) How useful are the financial reports at HEIs? 

Q2) What are the most important purposes of financial reports usage at HEIs? 

Q3) In which areas of decision making process does management use information from 

financial reports? 

Q4) What are the most important constraints of implementing the budgetary accounting 

reform (accounting information system reform) at HEIs? 

 

All research questions were tested for Croatian higher education institutions. For the purpose 

of statistical analysis, we have used descriptive and inferential statistics.  

 

The main instrument of this research was questionnaire for accountants that consist mostly 

from closed questions. Likert scale was used in order to assess importance of usage of 

financial reports for certain purpose (0 = does not use, 1 = not important, 2 = slightly 

important, 3 = moderately important, 4 = important, 5=very important). Only for a few 

questions there was the possibility of bringing their own opinions through open type 

questions. Usage of information from financial accounting and financial reporting for decision 

making process was also assess by using Likert scale from 1 till 5 (1 = not used at all, 2 = 

mainly not used, 3 = neither used nor not used, 4 = mainly used, 5 = completely used).  

 

Research results  

 

A response rate for questionnaire at Croatian public HEIs was 33,65% (35 out of total 104 

public HEI's). 

 

In order to answer on the first research question that was address to investigate usefulness of 

financial reports at Croatian public HEIs, we have tested the hypothesis that most of 

respondents think that the usefulness of existing financial reporting system for the purpose of 

decision making and management is partial or small (table 1). For that purpose, we have used 

one-tail z test about a population proportion. Based on literature review and previous analysis, 

it is assumed that more than 50% of Heads of accounting think that the usefulness of existing 

financial reporting system for the purpose of decision making and management is partial or 

small. Thus the test hypotheses are: H0... p≤0.50, H1... p> 0.50. Conducted statistical test 

confirmed that assumption. In other word we reject the null hypotheses at significance level of 
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5% (test statistic = 2,9593, p-value = 0.0015). Respectively, we can accept the assumption 

that the percentage of Heads of accounting who believe that the usefulness of existing 

financial reporting system for the purpose of decision making and management is partial or 

small is higher than 50%. 

 

Table 1:  Z Test of Hypothesis for the Proportion 

 

Data 

Null Hypothesis            p = 0,5 

Level of Significance 0,05 

Number of Items of Interest 25 

Sample Size 33 

  

Intermediate Calculations 

Sample Proportion 0,757575758 

Standard Error 0,0870 

Z Test Statistic 2,9593 

  

Upper-Tail Test   

Upper Critical Value 1,6449 

p-Value 0,0015 

Reject the null hypothesis   

Source: authors’ calculations 

 

The second research question was focus to research the most important purposes of financial 

reports usage by management at HEIs. Therefore, the respondents were asked to assess on 

Likert scale from 1 till 5 different purposes of the financial reports: 

as an important source of information for decision making prices and management, 

for compliance with legal requirements regarding reporting, 

to monitor the execution of financial plan, 

for comparison with other higher education institutions, 

for informing wider public and for promotion of the institution, 

for the purpose of external and internal audit and control. 

 

 

The descriptive statistics of the results have been calculated and are presented in the table 

below. 
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Table 2: Descriptive statistics for usage of financial reports for different purposes 

 

Category 

Management use financial reports for different purposes (1 not important, 

5 very important)  

as an 

important 

source of 

informatio

n for 

decision 

making 

prices and 

manageme

nt 

for 

compliance 

with legal 

requiremen

ts regarding 

reporting 

to 

monitor 

the 

executio

n of 

financia

l plan 

for 

compariso

n with 

other 

higher 

education 

institution

s 

for 

informing 

wider 

public and 

for 

promotion 

of the 

institution 

   for the 

purpose 

of 

external 

and 

internal 

audit 

and 

control 

Number of HEIs  32 35 35 32 33 33 

Mean 3,34 4,54 3,63 2,88 2,94 4,12 

Standard 

deviation 1,33 0,89 1,14 0,91 1,14 0,96 

Coefficient of 

variation 39,91 19,50 31,41 31,55 38,92 23,30 

Median 3,00 5,00 4,00 3,00 3,00 4,00 

Mode 3 5 4 3 3 5 

Source: authors’ calculations 

 

As seen from the table 2, the most important purpose of financial reports by management is 

for compliance with legal requirements regarding reporting (M 4,54), followed by the external 

and internal audit and control purpose (M 4,12). Also, from the obtained results we can see 

that for all other suggested purposes means goes somewhere around 3 which stands for 

moderately important.  

 

Third research question was aimed to reveal areas of decision making process for which 

management is using information from financial reports. Respondents were asked to evaluate 

the usage of information from financial accounting and financial reports in making following 

decisions: 

for allocation of resource from the budget, 

for the approval of the implementation of individual programs, 

for determination of prices for provided services, 

for asset procurement, 

for planning, calculation and control of costs, 

for decision making about employment, 

for performance measurement, 

to monitor the effectiveness of the services provided and fiscal responsibility. 

Descriptive results for usage of information from financial accounting and financial reporting 

for different decisions are presented in the table 3.  
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Table 3: Descriptive statistics for usage of information from financial accounting and 

financial reporting for decision-making process 

Category 

Usage of information from financial accounting and financial reporting for decision making process  

(1 = not used at all, 2 = mainly not used, 3 = neither used nor not used, 4 = mainly used, 5 = completely used)  

For 

allocation 

of resource 

from the 

budget 

For the approval 

of the 

implementation of 

individual 

programs 

For 

determination of 

prices for 

provided 

services 

For asset 

procurement 

For 

planning, 

calculation 

and control 

of costs 

 For decision 

making about 

employment 

For 

performance 

measurement 

To monitor the 

effectiveness of 

the services 

provided and 

fiscal 

responsibility 

Number of 

HEIs  35 35 34 35 35 35 35 35 

Mean 3,54 3,69 2,74 3,80 4,00 2,69 3,03 4,06 

Standard 

deviation 1,22 0,96 1,11 1,08 1,03 1,23 1,18 0,97 

Coefficient 

of variation 34,46 26,13 40,56 28,40 25,72 45,84 38,81 23,87 

Median 4 4 3 4 4 3 3 4 

Mod 4 4 3 4 4 4 3 5 

Source: authors’ calculations 

 

It is evident that the highest average grades were given for the following decision making 

processes: to monitor the effectiveness of the services provided and fiscal responsibility (M 

4,06) and for planning, calculation and control of costs (M 4,00). On the other side, it is 

evident that the lowest average grades were given: for determination of prices for provided 

services (M 2,74), for decision making about employment (M 2,69) and for performance 

measurement (M 3,03). 

 

Moreover, we ask respondents what is there opinion regarding the need to change/ improve 

existing budgetary accounting and financial reporting in order to expand the scope of 

available accounting information. From the figure 1 it is obvious that most of respondents 

(51%) are affirmative in relation to the need for improvement of existing budgetary and 

financial reporting. 

 

Figure 1: Need for improving existing budgetary accounting and financial reporting 

 
Source: authors’ calculations 

 

51%

29%

20%

Is it necessary to change/ improve existing 

budgetary accounting and financial reporting in 

order to expand the scope of available accounting

information?

yes

no

i do not know
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In close connection with aforementioned issue, the last research question was focus on the 

most important constraints of implementing the budgetary accounting reform at HEIs. 

Therefore, respondents were asked to evaluate significance of the following constraints: 

Human resources,  

Financial resources,  

IT support,  

The long duration and complexity of the reform process,  

Political and legislative support of the reform,  

Support of the management at HEIs. 

The research results are presented in the figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Constraints of implementing the budgetary accounting reform 

 
Source: authors’ calculations 

 

From the figure 2 it can be concluded that according to opinions of the Heads of accounting in 

the sample, the support of the management at HEIs is assessed with the highest average grade. 

Average grades for other constraints are between 3 and 4 on the level of significance.    

 

 

Conclusion  
 

Presented reporting system of higher education institutions in Croatia can be described as a 

general and not adapted to the specific activities of higher education. From the obtained 

research results, it can be concluded that existing financial reporting system at Croatian public 

HEIs is not fully useful for decision-making process and management. Regarding the different 

purposes of financial reports by management, still the most important is to satisfy legal 

requirements regarding reporting and audit. While there is a moderate use for decision making 

process, for comparison with other HEIs and for informing wider public. Regarding the usage 

of information from financial accounting and financial reports, research results have shown 

that management uses financial reports most often to monitor the effectiveness of the services 

provided and fiscal responsibility and for planning, calculation and control of costs. However, 

we should have on mind that all public HEIs are preparing financial reports based on modified 

accrual basis and therefore the scope and the quality of the information is different than by 
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using full accrual basis. Nevertheless, regardless of the accounting basis used, from the 

conducted survey it can be concluded that the usage of financial reports for decision making 

process and management is perceptibly underestimated, since it is mainly being used to 

satisfy normative requirements regarding reporting. However, most of respondents agree that 

it is necessary to implement budgetary accounting and financial reporting reform in order to 

expand the scope of available accounting information. But it is necessary to have on mind that 

research results have also shown that management support is most important constraint of 

aforementioned reform.  
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Abstract  

The use of information technology affects our lives more and more every day. It is no different 

in education. The use of information technology in education can be divided into two 

categories - use in teaching and use in knowledge testing.  

This paper is devoted to a specific application of information technology in testing students' 

knowledge in the accounting course. And it analyzes possible benefits in the data extracted 

from the already submitted tests, such as the difficulty of the test, the purposefulness of filling 

regardless of the best possible grade, and finally whether students are better in the winter 

semester than students in the summer semester. The analysed data are obtained from twenty 

semesters from 2010 to 2019. The dataset contains 24,000 evaluated tests. Based on the 

theory and experience of the authors two hypotheses were put. The first hypotheses: students 

in the winter semester achieve worse results than students in the summer semester. The 

second hypothesis: students complete the final test for the successful completion of the course 

regardless of the grade 

  

Keywords:  Accounting, ICT, Education  

 

JEL classification: A20, M41  

 

 

Introduction 
 

The technologies and artificial intelligence are more and more used on the daily basis and we 

can also see new trends in how to implement technologies into teaching practise. There is 

evidence that some schools use phones, tablets and computers in an education process. 

Technologies of this century can be also used in evaluation of students´ knowledge and skills 

and substitute the work of professors. There are several types of testing used in evaluating 

students at the university. The table summarizes types of testing with the complexity of using 

technologies 
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Fig. 1 Types of testing with the complexity of using technologies  

Type of testing  Basic properties of the used method, 

evaluation just in time  

Use of technology for evaluation  

Oral exam  Very expensive for teacher´s time, 

subjective evaluation, on-site 

evaluation, specific feedback.  

Almost impossible (use 

of voice recognition, database of 

keywords)  

Case study exam  Expensive for teacher´s time, various 

correct solutions, off-site 

evaluation.  

Very difficult (use 

of image recognition, database of 

all possible solutions)  

Essay exam  Expensive for teacher´s time, 

evaluate all knowledge about 

specific topic, off-site evaluation.  

Difficult (image recognition, 

database of keywords)  

Short-answer 

questions exam  

Time consuming preparation of tests, 

objective evaluation, off-site 

evaluation or on-site evaluation.  

Widely used in practise (database 

of answers)  

Yes - No 

questions exam  

Easy preparation, objective 

evaluation, uncomplex evaluation, 

off-site evaluation or on-site 

evaluation.  

Widely used in practise  

(database of answers)  

  
Accounting I.  (1FU201)  

This paper analyses results of specific subject Accounting I. (1FU201) which is taught at the 

University of Economics in Prague. It is a compulsory course for all students except for those 

who study the Faculty of Finance and Accounting. It can be determined that the students 

enrolling in this course are those without primary interest in financial fields. Upon successful 

completion of this course, students will be able to understand the content of 

financial,  statements for external users, define and explain the nature of fundamental 

elements of financial statements, record the basic economic transactions on the face of 

financial statements, master the accounting cycle, including double-entry, prepare an 

elementary set of financial statements, describe the main features of accounting regulation and 

harmonisation both in national and international context (University of Economics, 2019).   
  

Course contents is set as follows:   

Introduction to accounting: the nature, principles of financial accounting, characteristics of 

accounting. Objectives of financial accounting, scope of financial reporting, users of financial 

statements.   

Accounting categories and definitions, characteristics of accounting elements, accounting 

cycle, standardization of financial reporting. Elements of accounting method: balance sheet 

equation, nature of accounts, double-entry and duality concept. Trial balance.   

Documentation, controls, measurement; transaction analysis. Accounting cycle. Income 

statement accounts: expenditures and receipts, expense and revenue, classification of 

expenses by nature and by function.   

Business models: a trade company vs. a manufacturer.   

Conceptual framework. Features of world harmonization process. EU Directives, EU, US 

GAAP and IFRS.   

Non-current assets: Definition, classification, measurement, depreciation and amortisation.   

Inventory: definition, classification, measurement.   

Investments: definition, classification, measurement, presentation, transactions.   

Receivables and revenues: recognition principle, measurement, accruals and contingent 

assets.   
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Liabilities and provisions: classification, measurement, accruals and deferrals, contingent 

liabilities.   

Equity: classification, features of different types of companies, capital contribution and 

distribution, Statements of Changes in Equity, Statement of Comprehensive Income.  

Cash flow statement. Notes to financial statements.   

Audit. Issuing of financial statements. Annual Report (University of Economics, 2019).  

  

The learning activities are divided into activities during semester and the final test. During the 

semester students are tested in techniques of accounting in mid-term tests and also in complex 

case study.  
  

Fig. 2 Learning activities  

Learning activities, teaching methods and workload  

Type of teaching method  Daily attendance  

Participation in lectures  26 h  

Preparation for lectures  13 h  

Attendance at seminars/workshops/tutorials  26 h  

Preparation for seminars/workshops/tutorials  26 h  

Preparation for mid-term test(s)  13 h  

Preparation for final test  26 h  

Case studies  26 h  

Total  156 h  

  

The course is graded according to the ECTS system, number of ECTS credit allocated is 6 and 

the grading system is as follows:  

Konec stránky  

Fig. 3 Assessment methods and criteria  

Assessment methods and criteria  

Requirement type  Daily attendance  

Active lecture/seminar/workshop/tutorial participation  10 %  

Mid-term test(s)  15 %  

Final test  60 %  

Case studies  15 %  

Total  100 %  

  

Fig. 4 Assessment  

Assessment  

Graded courses    

1  Excellent (90 - 100%)  

2  Very good (75 - 89%)  

3  Good (60 - 74%)  

4  Insufficient (0 - 59%)  

  

The Accounting I. course is attended by more than a thousand students each semester. For 

successful completion of the course, in addition to the points collected during the semester, it 

is necessary to obtain a sufficient number of points from the final test. The final test is the 

same for all students and the structure is publicly known. A new test variant is created for 

each term. On average, 200-300 students attend each term, so the tests are evaluated using 

ICT.  
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Final test  

The final test is 60 % of the total course evaluation. As a general rule for all courses at the 

University of Economics, it is necessary to obtain at least 60 % of the total course evaluation 

for successful completion of the course. It is not necessary for the student to earn points 

during the semester, because the final test is conceived in such a way that it is very difficult to 

get the full number of points from the final test. The structure of the final test is as follows. 

The test consists of 30 questions. Each question has 4 possible answers, with only one answer 

correct. The correct answer is scored by two points, the wrong answer is scored minus one 

point. If the student does not answer the question, the question is rated zero. Obviously, the 

student can get a negative score from the final test. If a student has not scored many points 

during the semester, his or her overall course evaluation may be negative (below zero), even 

though the course evaluation counts with a range of points ranging from zero to one hundred. 

The final test has two parts, the theoretical part and the "practical" part. The theoretical 

part consists of 10 questions and the "practical" part consists of 20 questions. The practical 

part means that the student will receive an assignment, which must be solved and 

answer questions of the following character: What is the value of accounting depreciation, 

what is the value of cash flow and what is the value of financial result.  

  

Evaluation of the final test  

Due to the large number of students participating in the Accounting I course, the way of 

testing and subsequent evaluation is sophisticated and standardized. Testing proceeds as 

follows, students already have a pre-prepared seating order which they have to follow. Each 

student will receive a paper assignment of the final test and an answer sheet. The answer 

sheets already contain the student's name and are arranged according to the seating order. The 

student signs on the sheet and marks the variant in the sheet. He fills his answers in the above-

mentioned sheet. The student submits both the assignment and the answer sheet. Only the 

answer sheet is evaluated. After the students submit the completed answer sheets, the answer 

sheets can be evaluated. The response sheet is a pre-made template, allowing all necessary 

data to be extracted by scanning. From the answer sheet for evaluation we extract the name, 

surname, student identification code, test date, variant and marked answers for each question. 

The response sheets are extracted using Remarq. After all answer sheets have been extracted, 

the software compares each answer sheet with the correct solution and assigns points to the 

student. The result is a CSV file containing a list of students with points and answers.  

  

Fig. 5 The process of final test evaluation  

  

Multiple-choice test as type of evaluation   

Multiple choice tests are widely used at universities, especially in subjects which are attended 

by hundreds of students each semester. There are experts who support this method and, on the 

other hand, those who mention a number of disadvantages.   

  

There are some advantages and disadvantages of multiple-choice questions, which can be 

found in literature. 
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 Fig. 6 Advantages, disadvantages of multiple - choice test  

Advantages  Disadvantages  

Simple grading of grades  Possibility to get points even for betting  

Cost savings  Remembering bad information due to bad 

answers  

Automated setup of tests and their variants  Difficulty of assignment  

Objectivity of evaluation  Escape questions  

Statistical evaluation of the test  Purpose of the test  

  

Multiple choice tests are definitely very demanding in the preparation of the test, because 

the examiner has to think about the answers and their correctness. There can´t be any doubts 

about the correct answer, it has to be irrefutable and on the other hand the other answers can´t 

be completely off topic. In these days there are two possibilities how to write tests – on 

computers or on paper. The tests written on computers can be evaluated automatically without 

any help from the teachers. This type of testing is very demanding on technological 

equipment, because each student needs a school computer where it is impossible to cheat 

(open documents or browse internet). The tests written by hand can be evaluated by teachers 

manually or there exist technologies which can automate the evaluation but there is a need at 

least to scan the tests.   

  

Ways to evaluate multiple choice tests  

From a technical point of view, multiple choice tests can be evaluated in two ways. First, the 

tests will be written on a computer, which means they can be evaluated automatically by the 

software immediately. Secondly, tests are written on paper and can be obtained by manual 

correction, that is, teachers manually compare the correct solution to the student's answers, 

mark the correct answers and add points, all by hand. Or, you can evaluate by template data 

mining by scanning the tests and extracting the data and evaluating and allocating points with 

appropriate software.   

  

From the above description, it is clear, that for subsequent use and evaluation of the data, only 

the methods where the data is processed by the computer are applicable. With these methods, 

you can still prove the convenience of completing tests for students and the time consuming, 

preparation of tests by teachers. Of course, for students it is more convenient to complete 

paper tests and at the same time, it is clear, that teachers need more time to prepare paper tests 

than they were all digitally. The result of both methods is the same and that is the data from 

students' answers and their evaluation. In the process of teaching, students' success should be 

evaluated on an ongoing basis. Especially evaluating whether they have successfully 

understood students. Indeed, the data from the final tests for several consecutive periods is a 

suitable basis. There are no criteria in the literature or commonly available sources for how to 

evaluate this data, so one of the aims of this paper is to look at how to evaluate this data.   

  

The first view may be the development of success after each semester. This view can be 

followed as the success rate of students varies by semesters, interleaving data trends. In the 

event, that the trend changes dramatically. Based on this information, action can be taken and 

change the conditions of course. Another use may be the evaluation of success within a single 

term. It may happen that most data from one term will be out from normal distribution of 

historical data. This may indicate a system error test. Such as incorrectly labeled correct 

answers or inadequate test difficulty. Furthermore, the data can be used to monitor, for 

example, whether students in the summer semesters are more successful than students in the 

winter semesters and intends to look for the causes of this difference.  
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The authors of this thesis encounter in their teaching practice also the problem of purposeful 

solution of tests, where the aim of the student is not to get the best possible result, but only to 

pass the test. The student will create only such knowledge that he / she is able to meet the 

requirements of the exam, not to apply his / her knowledge in practice. The use of ICT allows 

us to identify the trend in completing multiple-choice tests in terms of purposefulness, where 

it is possible to evaluate whether most students aim to answer only a number of questions to 

pass the test, or whether students try to complete the test to the maximum possible number of 

points.  

  

As can be seen, the use of ICT in test evaluation brings many new approaches to test 

evaluation. It is necessary to add that due to the statistical evaluation of tests (with sufficient 

number of students) it is possible to identify problems and links that are not obvious in 

individual manual examinations.  

  

Literature Review  

The aim of this paper is rather specific since it is targeting a course that is taught only at the 

University of Economics in Prague, on the other hand the conclusions of this paper can be 

generalized to all multiple-choice tests.   

  

Janhubová (2007) analyzed the success of her 99 students in the course Accounting I. 

(1FU201). Students' satisfaction with partial duties during the semester, including the final 

test, was also surveyed. It was found out that it does not make any significant difference in the 

success whether students attended high school or grammar school. However, it was 

established using questionnaire research that the final test was considered more difficult by 

high school graduates – the author considered this result interesting. Kučera (2019) tried to 

find out if there exist any study predisposition such as graduated secondary school, studied 

faculty etc. The analysis shows that there is a strong connection between the type of 

completed secondary school and the success in the course Accounting I. (1FU201).  

  

The problems and use of multiple-choice questions have been examined by many researchers. 

Roediger and Marsh (2005) examined the consequences of taking a multiple-choice test. The 

results show a large positive effect that prior testing of facts led to cued-recall 

performance, however, prior testing also had negative effect. Prior reading and studying 

multiple-choice questions decrease the positive effect of testing, because multiple-choice 

testing can lead to the creation of false knowledge. Alzoubi and Assaf (2017) made a research 

in suitability of multiple-choice questions in evaluating students of accounting subjects. The 

study recommends that there is a need to re-consider the use of multiple-choice questions as a 

tool to evaluate the students’ abilities and skills in subjects of accounting specialization. The 

authors proposed that essay questions in university exams should be used to test students' 

practical abilities regarding accounting specialization. Bible and Kuechler (2005) analyzed the 

suitability of use of multiple-choice questions to evaluate students´ understanding to 

accounting. Their study evaluated the knowledge and competences of students of intermediate 

accounting course both by multiple-choice questions and short-answer questions on the same 

examination. The results showed that the efficiency and impact of multiple-choice questions 

and short-answer questions is comparable.   

  

Beichner and Ding (2009) introduced five approaches to analyzing multiple-choice test data; 

these are classical test theory, factor analysis, cluster analysis, item response theory, and 

model analysis. The authors demonstrate a huge benefit which is brought to light due to 

archived results of tests in a computer database. The paper from Yimyam and Ketcham (2018) 
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describe the technology of image processing and its use in evaluating test via mobile phone 

application.   

   

Dataset and methodology  

For the research part, our aim is to show the possibilities of working with statistical data and 

based on model hypotheses to verify relationships within the dataset. The research part could 

be characterized as a type of case study. It should be added that the field of exploration within 

the dataset is more than what we see in our analysis.  

  

Due to the long-term use of this method of evaluating the final test in subject Accounting I, 

we have a lot of data. We managed to collect data from summer semester 2010 to summer 

semester 2019. In total, we have 24 753 evaluated answer sheets available. In the figure 

7 there are the basic statistics divided into the detail of semesters. It can be said that the 

overall average result is 34 points with standard deviation 12, which is 56,7 % of maximum 

points. Interesting information is that in every semester there was a student who got maximum 

points 60. In the semester column, each row is a semester for each year. After each year there 

is a suffix that indicates whether it is a summer or winter semester. Suffix L means summer 

semester, suffix Z means winter semester. The same suffix can be seen in figure 11.  
 

Fig. 7 Description of dataset  

Semester  Number of 

students  

Average points 

per test  

Max. of points  Min. of points  St. Deviation  

2010L  1077  32  60  -2  10  

2010Z  1943  30  60  -12  12  

2011L  1124  30  60  -4  12  

2011Z  1895  35  60  -9  12  

2012L  1082  33  60  -12  12  

2012Z  1492  34  60  -12  12  

2013L  1506  37  60  -8  12  

2013Z  1574  33  60  -10  11  

2014L  956  33  60  -14  12  

2014Z  1686  32  60  -11  12  

2015L  1127  37  60  1  11  

2015Z  1793  33  60  -12  12  

2016L  1064  34  60  3  11  

2016Z  1585  32  60  -12  13  

2017L  792  33  60  -5  12  

2017Z  1123  39  60  -9  12  

2018L  803  32  60  -12  12  

2018Z  1205  34  60  -3  11  

2019L  926  37  60  -3  12  

Total sum  24753  34  60  -14  12  

  

Figure 8 shows the number of average points obtained for each period when the 

individual values are interlaced by the trendline. From the picture it can be concluded that the 

behavior of students is basically the same over the whole period. The trendline shows a 

slightly increasing trend, which means that students are increasingly getting more points. The 

result cannot be verified with statistics analysis because the dataset is small from the point 

of view of semesters.   
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Fig. 8 Points per semester  

  

 

Hypotheses  

The following hypotheses can be defined from the basic dataset description. The hypotheses 

are based on the personal experience of authors of this thesis.  
 

H1: Students in the winter semester achieve worse results than students in the summer 

semester.  
 

This hypothesis is based on experiences of authors of this paper, who also teach the subject of 

Accounting I. Based on their experience, the students who attend the course in 

winter semester after almost three months of holidays work worse during the semester. 

Authors think that holiday has negative effect on the process of learning new knowledge.  

  

H2: Students complete the final test for the successful completion of the course regardless of 

the grade.  

There exists evidence that some students answer only the number of questions, which they 

need to get 60 points in overall. In other words, they complete the test purpose-built to 

absolve the subject and in these cases the test does not test the overall knowledge. If the tests 

are completed regularly in this way, then it does not fulfill its purpose of assessing students' 

knowledge.  

  

Methodology  

This paper focuses on the success of students of the course Accounting I. (1FU201). There is 

used linear regression model to confirm the Hypothesis 1. The dependent variable is the result 

in final test expressed in points. The independent variable is the type of semester- summer or 

winter. For the purpose of linear regression, the summer semester is represented with dummy 

variable 1 and winter semester is represented with dummy variable 0. The regression linear 

model is set as follows:  

  

𝑌𝑖𝑖 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 × 𝑆𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 
 

 

Where Y is the result in final test with maximum points of 60.    
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The Hypothesis 2 is verified with basic statistics of average number of answered questions.  

Results  

The dataset is normally distributed (Fig. 9) and students achieved average total points of 34 

with standard deviation 12. The graph also shows that some students get less points than zero, 

on the other hand the most students get 20 to 40 points.  

 

Fig. 9 Normality of data testing  

  

Linear regression analysis shows significant relation between students results in final test and 

type of the studied semester.   

  

Yii=33,3065+ 0,5166×Semester 
  

  

It was concluded that students in summer semester are about 0,5155 points more successful 

than students in winter semester. On the other hand, the model explains very little of the 

points gained according to multiple and adjusted R-squared. The multiple regression 

coefficient reveals that used model explains 0,04 % of the variability of the data around its 

mean.  
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Based on the results from linear regression it is not possible to confirm the Hypothesis 1 

because the model does characterize really small part of gained points.  

Fig. 10 Output of linear regression model  

  

  

For the purpose of Hypothesis 2, individual semesters are analyzed. For this hypothesis, it is 

necessary to take into account another assumption, which is the points gained during the 

semester at seminars. From the lecturer's statistics, the average student will take 31 points 

from the seminar. This means that the student needs to complete 15 answers from the final 

test in average in order to get the minimum required points to pass the exam. Figure 11 shows 

the average number of answered questions and the average number of incorrectly answered 

questions for each semester. The figure shows that on average students complete 24 questions 

out of 30 and usually have 4 questions wrong. Of the 24, the rationality of the students can be 

inferred because, given the point loss of points from the exercise, most students have no 

chance of getting excellent and see a greater risk of losing points in the case of poorly 

answered questions than would be beneficial. At the same time, it can be seen that the average 

number of answered questions is significantly more than 15, which suggests that students do 

not complete the tests purposefully.  
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Fig. 11 Compare average of answered vs average of wrong  

Semester  Average of 

answered questions  

Average of 

wrong questions  

Percentage of 

wrong questions  

2010L  22  4  17%  

2010Z  22  5  21%  

2011L  22  5  22%  

2011Z  23  4  17%  

2012L  23  5  20%  

2012Z  24  4  18%  

2013L  27  2  9%  

2013Z  27  2  9%  

2014L  23  4  19%  

2014Z  28  1  5%  

2015L  24  4  16%  

2015Z  23  5  20%  

2016L  22  4  16%  

2016Z  23  5  20%  

2017L  23  4  19%  

2017Z  24  3  12%  

2018L  23  5  20%  

2018Z  22  3  15%  

2019L  23  3  15%  

Total sum  24  4  16%  

  

 

Conclusion 

  

This paper describes how to evaluate the final tests of the basic course Accounting I. at the 

University of Economics in Prague using information technology. Thanks to the use of 

information technologies in the evaluation of the final tests, we managed to collect a large 

amount of data, namely during the summer semester 2010 to the summer semester 2019. The 

data set contains over 24 thousand evaluated tests. In each semester there are students who get 

negative points, the worst result for the whole period is minus 14, and at the same time there 

are students who earned maximum points, i.e. 60. Two hypotheses were set based on this:  
 

1) Students in the winter semester achieve worse results than students in the summer 

semester.  

2) Students complete the final test for the successful completion of the course regardless of the 

grade.  

  

The first hypothesis was tested by linear regression. The results of the linear regression model 

can be seen in the Results chapter, which implies that the hypothesis cannot be confirmed or 

refused. The model has a very low p-value. We also tested hypothesis no. 2, where we tried to 

find out whether the students purposefully fill in the questions so that they could benefit in the 

course regardless of the best possible grade. This hypothesis corresponds to Fig. 11 showing 

that students answer more questions than necessary for successful completion.  

  

This paper tried to demonstrate the use of information technology with possibilities of data 

analysis. The teachers can analyse data mined from tests in many other ways depending only 
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on the width of dataset. Further research should be made in the topic of what statistics are 

relevant to improve the tests used.  
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Abstract  

 

The accounting of small and medium enterprises is specific, compared to the accounting of 

large enterprises, for several reasons. First of all, lower business volume implies less 

demanding accounting in terms of less turnover and the number of accounts to be processed, 

lower financial reporting requirements, more favourable tax treatment is expected and the 

like. Practical experience in the years of application of EU-accounting directives, which 

represent the framework of financial reporting of companies at the EU level, pointed to 

certain difficulties or excessive administrative burden of small and medium enterprises in 

relation to the requirements for large companies and identified areas for improvement. The 

complexity of these regulations as well as problems in practical application have led to the 

need to develop and publish a revised single accounting directive (2013/34/EU). This 

Directive was primarily adopted with the aim of simplifying the accounting and financial 

reporting of small and medium-sized enterprises. 
 

Today, it is common for small and medium-sized enterprises to go beyond the borders of one 

country. In the internationalization of business, SMEs face many challenges and potential 

barriers. First of all, it refers to financial, human and procedural barriers, but also to 

informational barriers related to regulations, rules and laws of other countries. Since the 

accounting and tax treatment of the same business transaction may differ between countries, 

it seems entirely justified to investigate whether there are differences in the regulation and 

regulation of the accounting system between the two countries. This paper compares the 

characteristics of small and medium-sized enterprises’ accounting systems between two 

economically strongly connected countries, Germany and Croatia, which is the main goal of 

this paper. It is well known that financial reporting is a particularly important, final phase of 

accounting data processing. Namely, financial reporting system of these two countries is 

compared by using the method of comparison and classification analysis. The types and scope 

of financial statements have been defined and the content of financial statements that SMEs 

are obliged to compile and publish has been analysed. The paper pays additional attention to 
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the analysis of similarities and differences between these two accounting regulations as well 

as current events in the implementation of the revised accounting directive into national 

legislation, especially in simplifying the financial reporting of the smallest, but numerically 

most represented micro enterprises. The important finding of the research show that some 

changes have been made but there is still room to improve accounting regulations for this 

segment of entrepreneurship. 

 

Keywords: Financial reporting, financial statements, SMEs, Germany, Croatia 

 

JEL classification: M41 

 

 

Introduction 
 

More than 64% of the total European Union (EU) trade occurs with other EU member states 

(intra EU-trades) (European Union, 2019). As Croatia and Germany do not only interact on a 

cultural (Statista GmbH, 2020b)1 and political level (Federal Foreign Ministry, 2020)2 but 

also on an economic level (Statista GmbH, 2020a)3, multiple small and medium-sized entities 

(SMEs) have set up subsidiaries in Croatia. SME are the backbone of the European Economy: 

99.8% of all businesses in the EU are SME (European Commission, 2020b). They generate 

56.4% of the value added and provide 66.6% of the employment in the non-financial business 

sector of the EU (European Commission, 2019). An analysis of trends shows the enormous 

growth of the SME-sector in the EU and therefore demonstrates the great importance for the 

European economy (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1: Growth of the SME-importance within the European Union 

 
Source: European Commission (2019b). Infographics European SMEs according to the 

Annual Report on European SMEs 2018/2019. Retrieved from 

https://ec.europa.eu/growth/smes/business-friendly-environment/performance-review_en. 

 

 
1 Croatia was one of the most popular travel destinations in 2019.  
2 For example, there are regular visits in both directions and the two countries´ Foreign Ministers signed a 

bilateral Action Plan in 2019.  
3 Germany is one of Croatia´s largest trading partners. 
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Against this economic background, reciprocal knowledge of mutual accounting principles is 

essential. Business relations rely frequently on financial statements as a significant basis for 

trust. For example, reliability in respect of solvency and future supply may be crucial for 

starting a cross-border business relationship on which financial statements contribute through 

transparency. 

 

Besides the particular national legal systems, Croatian and German Accounting are directly 

connected as member states of the EU through legally binding supra-European Union 

regulation4 respectively harmonisation5 (Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, 

2010: Art. 288 (2) et seqq.). A holistic approach shall be in principle complemented by 

considering the regulations of the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). While 

the “full” IFRS are mostly adopted by the EU for capital market-oriented entities within its 

member states, the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) published the IFRS for 

SMEs (IFRS Foundation, 2020) in 2009 that have not been endorsed by the EU. Because of 

the lacking relevance in application for EU SMEs, IFRS for SMEs for the purpose of this 

paper are waived.6 The objective of this paper is to analyse the legal requirements for 

accounting, to emphasize similarities and differences. This should contribute on the one hand 

to reduce risks in bilateral trade through familiarizing the accounting regulation sets. On the 

other hand, this is a contribution to mitigate accounting related obstacles in setting up a 

subsidiary in the partner country.   

Figure 2: Topics and extend of accounting for SMEs  

 
 

The following explanations will guide through the most important German and Croatian 

accounting regulations with a special view to SME to work out similarities and differences of 

the respective legal frameworks for accounting and their financial reporting practices. 

 
4 EU- Regulations and Decisions have immediate legal effect in the EU Member States on the date they enter 

into force. 
5 EU-Directives need to be transposed into national law before they can be considered valid. 
6 The major source of criticism can be combined to the question if the idea of the “full” IFRS - which are set for 

publicly traded entities - can be adopted for private entities that work in a different legal and economic 

environment, (Fülbier & Gassen, 2010). 
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German financial reporting requirements for SMEs 
 

German financial reporting is framed by several legal accounting frameworks. At national 

level, the German Commercial Code (GCC, German Commercial Code, 2019; Rittler, 2019)7 

provides and standardises (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2020)8 generally accepted accounting 

principles. Pramount the EU Accounting Directive (European Commission, 2020a) must be 

taken into account that is legally binding EU member state entities through transposition into 

national law, namely the German Commercial Code (Official Journal of the European Union, 

2010: Art. 288 (3) in conjunction with Official Journal of the European Union, 2013: Art. 55; 

for further information see Mamić Sačer, Meeh-Bunse & Luer, 2019). 

 

SME require particular protection (see Peters, 2018), which is why the criteria of size plays an 

important role when it comes to accounting within the German accounting framework. 

Beforehand a special characteristic of the German system referring to company structures is 

notable:  

The German legal system basically differentiates between sole traders/business partnerships 

on the one side and incorporated companies on the other side. Attached to this differentiation 

requirements concerning accounting, auditing obligations and disclosures are regulated 

differently. Every sole trader and every business partnership is obligated to account 

meticulously (Federal Law Gazette, 2019: § 238 (1) 1 GCC ), to draw up an inventory 

(Federal Law Gazette, 2019: § 240 (1) GCC) and to prepare a financial statement (Federal 

Law Gazette, 2019: § 242 GCC). § 238 (1) 1 GCC explains in more detail that: 

“Every merchant is obliged to keep books clearly showing his commercial transactions and 

his financial position in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles”.  

Bookkeeping - as a continuous and systematic documentation of business transactions -   

therefore is the basis for accounting and (digitized) financial reporting. The bookkeeping has 

to be maintained in a way that an overview of the business transactions and the position of the 

undertaking can be derived from it within a reasonable period of time by an outside expert 

(Federal Law Gazette, 2019: § 238 (1) 2 GCC ). Business transactions have to be traceable 

from their origin and throughout subsequent settlement (Federal Law Gazette, 2019: § 238 (1) 

3 as well as § 239 GCC ). Based on the documentation of the business transactions every 

merchant has to prepare a balance sheet showing the relations between assets and liabilities 

(Federal Law Gazette, 2019: § 242 (1) 1 GCC ) as well as a profit and loss account showing a 

comparison of expenses and revenues (financial statement, Federal Law Gazette, 2019: § 242 

(2) and (3) GCC ).9 In contradiction to incorporated companies (Federal Law Gazette, 2019: § 

264 (1) GCC ), sole traders and business partnerships do not need to prepare notes or a 

management report – with exceptions regardless of the size. Financial statements have to be 

prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and need to be clearly 

arranged and easy to comprehend (Federal Law Gazette, 2019: § 246 (1) GCC ). In need of 

specific classification requirements, great importance will be attached to the principle of 

clarity and transparency. These principles are underpinned by the legally defined principle of 

completeness (Federal Law Gazette, 2019: § 246 (1) GCC ) and the prohibition for offsetting 

 
7 It should be noted that there is no legal English translation of the German Commercial Code, but there are 

textbooks, that deal with the content in English. 
8
 Attention should be paid to the fact that the German law is civil law, what makes legislation the most 

frequently used source of law - short and generally valid in a multitude of cases with a long history.  
9 Exceptions are sole traders generating a turnover revenue less than 600.000 € annually and an annual net 

income less than 60.000 € in two subsequent fiscal years (Federal Law Gazette, 2019: § 242 IV in conjunction 

with § 241 a GCC). 
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(Federal Law Gazette, 2019: § 246 (2) GCC ). Preparers or users looking for binding 

regulations that are more concrete referring to sole traders or business partnerships will be 

disappointed.10 Hence, the following explanations refer to incorporated companies more 

particularly. Notwithstanding this, a voluntary more extensive reporting is feasible.  

 

Components of the financial statement 

 

Depending on the size of the concerned incorporated company, the German Commercial Code 

determines the minimum components of the financial statement differently. For this purpose 

considering the definition of size classes on a national as well as on European Union level is 

essential. It should be noted that the EU-Accounting Directive does not involve the sole trader 

as it is known in the German Commercial Code. The Directive only refers to legal forms that 

are characterised by limited liability (Official Journal of the European Union, 2010: Art. 1 (1) 

lit. a, b in conjunction with Annex I and II).  The concerned regulations can be summarised as 

follows: 

To begin with, the German Commercial Code defines micro corporations in the way that the 

corporation does not exceed at least two of the following three characteristics (Federal Law 

Gazette, 2019: § 267a (1) GCC ): 

A balance sheet total of 350.000 € 

Turnover revenues of 700.000 € in the last twelve calendar month preceding the end of the 

reporting year  

10 employees in average during the reporting year 

 

On a national level a small corporation is a corporation that does not exceed at least two of the 

following three characteristics (Federal Law Gazette, 2019: § 267 (1) GCC ): 

A balance sheet total of 6.000.000 € 

Turnover revenues of 12.000.000 € in the last twelve calendar month preceding the end of the 

reporting year  

50 employees in average during the reporting year 

 

Medium-sized corporations are defined for national reasons as a corporation that does not 

exceed at least two of the following three characteristics (Federal Law Gazette, 2019: § 267 

(2) GCC): 

A Balance sheet total of 20.000.000 € 

Turnover revenues of 40.000.000 € in the last twelve calendar month preceding the end of the 

reporting year  

250 employees in average during the reporting year 

 

On a European level, the Accounting Directive states consistent threshold values to 

characterise micro, small and medium-sized corporations (Official Journal of the European 

Union, 2010: Art. 3 no. 1-3). 

 
10 For instance, classification criteria for the balance sheet or the profit and loss account cannot be found in the 

German Commercial Code. 
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Figure 3: Threshold values concerning size classes 

 
Figure 3 visualises the strong attachment of the German Commercial Code and the EU-

Accounting Directive: The illustration clearly shows the parallelism and congruency of both 

regulations concerning the definition of size classes. Directly linked to the definition of size 

classes, the German Commercial Code as well as the EU-Accounting Directive determine the 

components of financial statements: 

Basically, on a national level every merchant has to prepare a financial statement (Federal 

Law Gazette, 2019: § 242 (1) GCC) containing the balance sheet and profit and loss account 

(Federal Law Gazette, 2019: § 242 (3) GCC). Both regulations have fixed formats for these 

components for corporations (Federal Law Gazette, 2019: § 266 (2) GCC and Official Journal 

of the European Union, 2010: Art.10 as well as Federal Law Gazette, 2019: § 275 (2), (3) 

GCC and Official Journal of the European Union, 2010: Art.13 et seqq.). 

Small corporations need to provide further information in the notes additionally (Federal Law 

Gazette, 2019: § 264 (1) 4 GCC and Official Journal of the European Union, 2010: Art.14 

(1)). 

For medium-sized corporations the reporting is extended by the compulsory management 

report (Federal Law Gazette, 2019: 264 (1) 1 in conjunction with 289, 289a, 315 GCC and 

Official Journal of the European Union, 2010: Art.19 (3)). This report is a separate account 

and is not defined a part of the financial statements as the notes (Hachmeister et al, 2018: 569 

et seqq.). 
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Figure 4: Components of the financial statements depending on the size of corporation 

 
 

Extend and structure of the financial statements for SMEs 

 

Not only the components of financial statements depend on the size classes of the concerned 

corporation but also the extent and structure. Because SME require particular protection, the 

rule applies that the smaller the corporation is, the less extend and detailed structure need to 

be implemented in the financial statement. This is why the §§ 264, 266, 276, 288, 316, 326 

and 327 of the GCC determine size-dependent facilitations, such as abridged balance sheet 

((Federal Law Gazette, 2019: § 266 (1) 2 GCC ), profit and loss account (Federal Law 

Gazette, 2019: § 276 GCC ) as well as notes (Federal Law Gazette, 2019: § 288 GCC ). In 

addition, micro corporations are exempted from the obligation to explain certain matters, such 

as receivables or obligations in the notes (Federal Law Gazette, 2019: § 274a GCC ). This is 

why figure 4 distinguishes notes into basic and qualified. 

Exemplary the following figures illustrate the “evolution” of an abridged balance sheet in case 

of a micro, a small and a medium-sized corporation.  
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Figure 5: Abridged balance sheet of a 

micro SME referring to the German 

Commercial Code 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Balance sheet for a medium and large 

corporation referring to the German Commercial Code 

 
 

 

Figure 6: Abridged balance sheet for a small corporation 

referring to the German Commercial Code 
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For the notes, as well an extensive omission of information for small corporations is granted 

(Federal Law Gazette, 2019: § 288 GCC ) referring to the GCC as the following figure 

emphasizes:11 

Figure 8: Comparison of information requested in the notes referring to the German 

Commercial Code  

 

Large 

corp.  

Small  

corp. 
  

Large 

corp.  

Small  

corp. 

§ 285 No. 1 ✓ ✓  § 285 No. 15   

§ 285 No. 2 ✓   
§ 285 No. 

15a   

§ 285 No. 3    § 285 No. 16   

§ 285 No. 3a    § 285 No. 17   

§ 285 No. 4    § 285 No. 18   

§ 285 No. 5 

cancelled  
§ 285 No. 19   

§ 285 No. 6 
 

§ 285 No. 20   

§ 285 No. 7    § 285 No. 21   

§ 285 No. 8    § 285 No. 22   

§ 285 No. 9a    § 285 No. 23   

§ 285 No. 9b    § 285 No. 24   

§ 285 No. 9c    § 285 No. 25   

§ 285 No. 10    § 285 No. 26   

§ 285 No. 11    § 285 No. 27   

§ 285 No. 11a    § 285 No. 28   
§ 285 No. 

11b    
§ 285 No. 29   

§ 285 No. 12    § 285 No. 30   

§ 285 No. 13    § 285 No. 31   

§ 285 No.  14    § 285 No. 32   

§ 285 No. 14a    § 285 No. 33   

    
§ 285 No. 34   

  

 
11 Figure 8 takes large corporation as a reference to show the full extent of omission and contains a quantitative 

depiction only. For qualitative aspects, see Hoffmann et al, 2019: 1633 et seqq. 
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As shown, due to abridged notes the possibilities of interpretation for (potential) business 

partners and/or other creditors are partially severely restricted for the supposed benefit of 

SMEs. Thus, a lack of information can be denounced: for example, a small corporation does 

not need to include a breakdown of revenue according to lines of business and geographically 

defined markets (Federal Law Gazette, 2019: § 285 No.4 GCC ) or the total amount of 

research and development costs (Federal Law Gazette, 2019: § 285 No.22 GCC ). Such 

supposed benefit in reduced itemizing can show adverse effects. E.g. research and 

development costs are of particular interest for potential investors that may need to be 

recruited by an assumed start-up in the size of a small corporation. The possibility of 

volunteer disclosure or the internal ability to display should be considered.  

 

Audit and disclosure of the financial statements for SMEs 

 

Directly connected to the preparation of the financial statements is the aspect of the duty to 

audit and disclosure those reports. On a German view, SMEs - again – benefit from large 

facilitations. § 316 I GCC states that small corporations have not to be audited by a statutory 

auditor whereas medium-sized corporations have to. § 326 GCC regulates a disclosure related 

relief for micro corporations as well as small corporations: Small corporations only have to 

submit the balance sheet and the notes (Federal Law Gazette, 2019: § 326 (1) 1 GCC ). The 

notes do not need to include information related to the profit and loss account (Federal Law 

Gazette, 2019: § 326 (1) 2 GCC ). For a micro corporation it is sufficient to disclose its 

balance sheet. This is a consequence of its exemption to provide notes (see figure 4, Federal 

Law Gazette, 2019: § 326 (2) 1 GCC ). 

The accounting regulations can be summarised as “the smaller the less transparent”, but it 

should be noted that key indicators - such as equity - can still be recognized and provide 

initial assistance in reaching a for a first engage or obstain-decision.  

 

Interim conclusion 

 

Overall, after presenting the German national regulations on accounting, it becomes apparent 

how the EU affects the national law of the member states. Accounting regulation as 

determined by the German Commercial Code is congruent with the EU-Accounting Directive 

in all respects. Directly connected to this finding is the idea of the EU regulations as a 

“mirror” through which the respective national regulations can be reflected and transmitted to 

any other member state (Figure 9) or vice versa. 
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Figure 9: The European Union as a "mirror" of national regulations 

 
This assumption will be analysed by showing the Croatian accounting regulations and 

matching them to the EU-Accounting Directive directly and therefore - through the “mirror” - 

with the German regulations. If it is confirmed, directly connected to knowing the preparers 

national accounting regulations, is - at least in terms of the basics - the knowledge of the 

respective EU country in focus accounting principles. This would in case of awareness 

accelarate mutual understanding of the business partners´ financial statements as a significant 

basis for trust and reliability in any cross-border business relationship. 

 

 

Croatian financial reporting requirements for SMEs 
 

The Accounting Act, accounting standards and other tax regulations, predominantly define the 

Croatian accounting system. The most important legislation act that regulates the accounting 

of entrepreneurs regardless of size is the Accounting Act. Namely, it regulates all significant 

aspects of entity accounting: accounting documents and business books, inventory of assets 

and liabilities, determines the application of financial reporting standards, defines the types of 

financial statements that companies need to prepare, audit and public disclosure of annual 

financial statements, content of annual reports, etc. (Official Gazette, 2020). As in Germany, 

the Republic of Croatia is dominated by small and medium-sized entities, which make up 

99.7% of the total number of registered enterprises in Croatia, and their share has not changed 

significantly in the last 5 years (Table 1). 
 

Table 1: Number of entities by size in Croatia from 2014 to 2018 
 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

Number 

of entities 
% 

Number 

of entities 
% 

Number 

of 

entities 

% 
Number 

of entities 
% 

Number 

of 

entities 

% 

SME 

sector 
104,116 99.7 106,221 99.7 114,156 99.7 119,752 99.7 130,757 99.7 

Large 

entities 
354 0.3 348 0.3 327 0.3 329 0.3 360 0.3 

Total 104,470 100 106,569 100 114,483 100 120,081 100 131,117 100 

Source: CEPOR, 2019: 13 
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In 2018, the micro, small and medium-sized enterprise sector employs over 70% of the 

working-age population of Croatia. In the same year, SMEs accounted for 58% of total 

income generated at the level of Croatia and they participate in total exports of Croatian 

entities with a share of 53% (CEPOR, 2019: 14). More details about the significance of micro, 

small and medium enterprise sector see CEPOR, 2019: 13-18.  

 

In addition to companies organized as legal entities, there is a significant number of natural 

persons who perform economic activities, ie so-called craftsmen. “In 2018, there were 81,430 

crafts in Croatia, the most in the observed 2014–2018 period. Of the total number of all active 

trading companies in 2018, crafts accounted for 39.1%. At the end of 2018, active crafts 

employed 180,155 people (including owners/partners in the craft and their employees), that is, 

12.8% of the total number of employees in legal persons in Croatia” (CEPOR, 2019: 27). The 

accounting of craftsmen and entities differs significantly in: 

(1) recognizing business events (craftsmen predominantly apply the cash principle in 

recognizing business events, while entities must keep business books with the application of 

the accrual principle), 

(2) keeping business books (craftsmen keep business books according to the Income Tax Act 

while entities keep books according to the Accounting Act) as well as 

(3) in the field of financial reporting (craftsmen are obliged to prepare only a tax return for the 

purposes of determining the tax liability, while entities, in addition to the tax return, are 

required to prepare a set of financial statements in accordance with accounting standards and 

publish them). In the following chapters, the financial reporting requirements are considered 

from the perspective of small and medium-sized enterprises organized as legal entities. 

 

Components of the financial statement 

 

In the Republic of Croatia, the Accounting Act prescribes, among other things, which set of 

financial statements companies are required to prepare, depending on their size. It is known 

that all EU member states were obliged to incorporate the provisions of Directive 2013/34 / 

EU into national lending by mid-July 2015. In this sense, for the first time, the category of 

micro entities is introduced in Croatian Accounting Act in addition to the already existing 

small, medium and large entities. “The indicators on the basis of which entrepreneurs are 

classified are the amount of total assets, the amount of revenues and the average number of 

employees during the business year. Micro entities are all those entities that do not exceed 

two of the following three criteria: 

• total assets HRK 2,600,000.00 

• total revenues HRK 5,200,000.00 

• average number of employees during the business year - 10 employees. 

Small entities are those who are not micro entities and do not exceed the thresholds in two of 

the following three conditions: 

• total assets HRK 30,000,000.00 

• total revenue HRK 60,000,000.00 

• average number of employees during the business year - 50 employees. 

Medium entities are those who are neither micro nor small entities and do not exceed the 

thresholds in two of the following three conditions: 

• total assets HRK 150,000,000.00 

• total revenue HRK 300,000,000.00 

• average number of employees during the business year - 250 employees. 
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Large entities are entities that exceed at least 2 of the three thresholds from the definition of 

medium entities. Moreover, banks, savings banks, building societies, insurance companies, 

leasing companies, pension companies and others are always considered to be large entity” 

(Official Gazette, 2020). If these amounts were converted into Euros, then it could be 

concluded that the threshold values concerning size classes do not differ from those of the EU 

Directive. (Figure 10). 

 

Figure 10: Threshold values concerning size classes according to Croatian Accounting Act 

 
Source: systematized by authors according to Official Gazette (2020) and European 

Commission (2020a) 

 

The Accounting Act defines what constitutes annual financial statements, which are: “(1) 

statement of financial position (balance sheet), (2) profit and loss account, (3) statement of 

other comprehensive income, (4) statement of cash flows, (5) statement of changes in equity, 

(6) notes to the financial statements” (Official Gazette, 2020, Article 19). Depending on the 

size of the company, the set of financial statements that companies are required to prepare 

will differ (Figure 11). Article 19 of the same Act allows an exemption for micro entities, 

according to which these entities are obliged to compile only three financial statements, the 

balance sheet, the profit and loss account and the notes to the financial statements. In addition, 

they are not obliged to compile an annual report or a management report, but in the notes to 

the annual financial statements they should provide information on the purchase of own 

shares, i.e. stakes. On the other hand, medium-sized companies are required to prepare all 

financial statements except one - the statement of other comprehensive income. Unlike micro 

and small entities, medium-sized entities are required to compile both an annual report and a 

management report, but are not required to include non-financial indicators in the 

management report. (Official Gazette, 2020, Article 21). 

  

   Accounting Act  
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Figure 11: Components of the financial statements depending on the size of entity in Croatia 

 
Source: systematized by authors according to Official Gazette (2020) 

 

Extend and structure of the financial statements for SMEs 

 

Financial reporting of small and medium entities in Croatia is defined, in addition to the 

Accounting Act, by national accounting standards issued in 2008 - Croatian Financial 

Reporting Standards (CFRS). CFRS are specially designed for micro, small and medium 

entities in the Republic of Croatia. Large companies, those listed on the capital markets and 

compiling consolidated financial statements, and other public interest entities are required to 

apply International Financial Reporting Standards. “Croatian Financial Reporting Standards 

regulate topics related to financial statements, primarily intended for external users. They 

contain requirements for the recognition, measurement, measurement, presentation and 

disclosure of transactions and events relevant to general purpose financial statements” 

(Official Gazette, 2015). Although CFRS 1 - Financial Statements defines the basic financial 

statements, this standard does not prescribe either the content or structure of financial 

statements, but these issues are regulated by a special act - the Regulation on the structure and 

content of annual financial statements. (Official Gazette, 2016). Figure 12 shows the structure 

and content of the balance sheet, noting that the same structure of financial statements is 

prescribed for all entity sizes. In short, the balance sheet is compiled using the principle of 

increasing liquidity, the profit and loss account should be compiled using the method of 

classifying costs by natural types (total cost methods). Further, in the statement of cash flows, 

entities can apply either the direct or the indirect method, and the structure of the notes is not 

prescribed but the provisions of the CFRS prescribe the information to be published in them. 

Unlike in Germany, in Croatia all companies are obliged to compile notes to the extent and 

requirements that are the same for all micro, small and medium entities, and are defined in the 

Croatian Financial Reporting Standards. Only large companies and public interest entities 

compile notes using disclosure requirements in accordance with full International Financial 

Reporting Standards. 

 

 

Statement of financial position (balance sheet)

Profit and loss account

Notes 

Statement of cash flows

Statement of changes in equity

Annual report and management report

Statement of other comprehensive income

Micro and Small 
entities  

(Official gazette, 
2020, Article 19) 

Medium-sized 
entities  

(Official gazette, 
2020, Article 19, 21) 
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Figure 12. Abridged content and the structure of the balance sheet for a micro, small, medium 

and large entity in Croatia 
Assets 

 

Equity and Liabilities 

A. Receivables for subscribed but unpaid capital A. Equity and Reserves 

B. Non-current Assets    I. Subscribed Equity 

    I. Intangible Assets […]   II. Capital Reserves 

   II. Tangible Assets   […]   III. Profit Reserves  […] 

  III. Financial Assets  […]   IV. Revalorization Reserves 

  IV. Receivables        […]   V. Fair Value Reserves […] 

   V. Deferred tax assets   VI. Retained Earnings / Loss Carried Forward 

C. Current Assets   VII. Profit or Loss for the business year 

    I. Inventories     […] B. Provisions  […] 

   II. Receivables   […] C. Non-Current Liabilities  […] 

  III. Financial Assets    […] D. Current Liabilities   […] 

  IV. Cash in bank and cash register     E. Deferred Payment of Expenses and Deferred Income 

D. Prepaid expenses and accrued income  

Source: Official Gazette, 2016 

 

Audit and disclosure of the financial statements for SMEs 

 

Regarding auditing annual financial statements, similar to Germany, smaller companies are in 

a better position than larger companies are. Namely, the audit is not mandatory for micro and 

most small businesses. According to the provisions of the Accounting Act, “the annual 

separate and consolidated financial statements of public interest entities and large and 

medium-sized enterprises that are not public interest entities are subject to audit. Therefore, 

all those companies that are listed or have applied for the listing of their securities on the 

regulated market are also subject to the audit obligation. In addition to these conditions, the 

audit obligation is also imposed on those companies whose separate or consolidated data in 

the year preceding the audit exceed the indicators in two of the following three conditions (1) 

the amount of total assets HRK 15,000,000.00; (2) the amount of income HRK 

30,000,000.00; (3) average number of employees during the business year - 25 ”(Official 

Gazette, 2020). Regarding public disclosure, micro and small entities are required to disclose 

the balance sheet, profit and loss account and notes to the financial statements, while medium-

sized enterprises are also required to publish a statement of cash flows, a statement of changes 

in equity and an annual report. All entities are required to attach the decision on the 

determination of the annual financial report and the decision on the proposal for profit 

distribution or loss coverage. If the entity is obliged to audit, then an audit report with 

attachments is additionally published (Financial Agency, 2020). 

 

 

Analysis of the compliance of German and Croatian national regulations 

with the requirements of the EU Directive regarding the simplification of 

financial reporting to micro entities 

 
The publication of the Accounting Directive (2013/34/EU) is the result of the process of 

simplification and modernization of the directives started in 2008, with the aim of achieving 

the desired level of harmonization of financial reporting at the level of European Union 

countries. This Directive is primarily aimed at regulating the financial reporting of small and 

medium-sized enterprises, with special reference to the reporting of micro-enterprises.  
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“The super simplified regime aims to reduce the administrative burden of limited liability 

micro companies. These companies are exempt at the EU level from the general publication 

requirement of annual accounts, provided that their balance sheet information is duly filed. 

They are also exempt from additional reporting obligations, such as notes to financial 

statements and management reports, as well as being allowed to draw up an abridged profit 

and loss account and an abridged balance sheet” (European Commission, 2019a: 3). With the 

publication of this Directive, member states have been given the opportunity to choose the 

extent to which they will simplify financial reporting for micro-enterprises. In May 2019, the 

European Commission published the results of a study on the implementation of this 

directive, and in order to monitor the implementation, it defined the so-called “burden relief 

index”. It determines the extent to which each member state has adopted simplification 

proposals under the Directive intended for micro-enterprises and the extent to which accepted 

simplification proposals have the effect of reducing administrative burdens. Namely, for the 

purposes of this study, member states are divided into three groups depending on the degree 

of implementation of the available relief for micro-enterprises. According to the results of the 

research, Germany is one of the countries that leads in the first group of those member states 

that have the most implemented simplifications (burden relief index = 95). On the other hand, 

Croatia belongs to the third group, namely those member states that have not implemented 

simplifications for limited liability micro companies (burden relief index = 0). For more 

details on the experiences of adopting available simplifications for micro-enterprises in other 

member states, see Žager, Dečman & Rep (2019). 

 

In Germany the legal requirements of EU accounting directive 2013/34/EU were implemented 

by the Accounting Directives´ Implementation Act and led to some adjustments of the 

German Commercial Code so that basically most requirements were adopted (see inter alia 

table 2 and figure 3).  

 

Table 2: Comparative overview of the implementation of Directive 2013/34 / EU in the part of 

simplification of financial reporting of micro entities in Germany and Croatia 
 Germany Croatia 

Preparation of "abridged" financial 

statements 
adopted not adopted 

Exemption from public disclosure of 

financial statements 
adopted not adopted 

Exemption of micro-enterprises from the 

obligation to present 'Prepayments and 

accrued income' and 'Accruals and 

deferred income' 

not adopted not adopted 

Exemption of micro-enterprises from the 

obligation to prepare Management report  
adopted 

Adopted, although they had 

already been exempted from 

preparation of the management 

report 

Exemption from the obligation to 

prepare notes or compile limited notes 
adopted not adopted 

using the cost model without the need to 

estimate fair value in preparing the 

financial statements 

not adopted not adopted 

Source: systematized by authors according to German Commercial Code and Accounting Act 

 

As mentioned earlier, the latest amendments to the Accounting Act introduced micro-

enterprise categories for the first time in the financial reporting system in the Republic of 

Croatia, but currently no simplifications of regulations that would apply exclusively to micro-
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enterprises have been recognized. Micro entities actually have access to the same 

simplifications that were previously available to them when they were categorized as small 

entities. Taking into account the specifics of the system and business characteristics of these 

entities in each country, Table 2 provides an overview of the implementation of available 

simplifications of financial reporting of micro entities in Germany and Croatia. 

 

Conclusion 
 

In conclusion, this article illustrates that the German Commercial Code is still the most central 

regulation for German accounting. Notwithstanding this, the influence of the EU-regulations 

is enormous and is to be found in the national GAAP almost congruently: The classification 

of size classes as well as the corresponding exemptions referring to financial statements are 

adapted essentially. The possibilities of interpretation for users such as (potential) other 

creditors and/or business partners are severely restricted for the supposed benefit of SMEs. 

From the EU operating perspective, the accounting regulations in each member state should 

be in principle the same. The comparison between the German and Croatian accounting 

regulations for SMEs confirmed this. EU regulations also have a significant impact on 

accounting in Croatia. Many similarities have been noted in the area of SME financial 

reporting, although Germany still seems to have accepted to a greater extent the possible 

simplifications given in the EU Directive on micro entities than Croatia. The reasons for the 

resulting differences can be found in the fact that the Croatian authorities are reluctant to 

simplify the content of the annual financial statements as this significantly affects the 

availability of relevant information for their users. The omission of certain information could 

have the opposite side effects in the transparency of financial reporting of a significant 

number of entities, since micro companies (over 90%) dominate the Croatian economy. 
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Abstract 

In order to improve financial reporting of financial instruments and eliminate certain 

deficiencies and limitations regarding recognition and measurement of financial instruments 

revealed by global financial crises, International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) has 

developed International Financial Reporting Standard 9 Financial Instruments (IFRS 9) 

which replaced former International Accounting Standards 39 Financial Instruments: 

Recognition and Measurement (IAS 39) on 1 January 2018. IFRS 9 established new criteria 

of classifying and, therefore, measuring financial instruments based on business model of 

certain financial instrument as opposed to IAS 39 which was rule based standard. The 

purpose of this paper is to identify and to analyse how were financial instruments previously 

classified and measured under IAS 39 reclassified and measured under IFRS 9 in Croatian 

banking sector. The paper also aims to identify to what extend the initial reclassification and 

measurement of financial instruments under IFRS 9 affected the financial position and 

performance of Croatian banking sector. The analysis of data regarding the reclassification 

process suggested that the implementation of IFRS 9 didn’t bring any changes regarding the 

classification and the way the financial instruments are subsequently measured in Croatian 

banking sector. However, the implementation of IFRS 9 did have impact on financial position 

and performance of Croatian banking sector due to the recognition of impairment losses and 

loss allowances according to expected loss model established in IFRS 9 and re-measurement 

of financial assets at fair value through profit or loss. The major effect on financial position 

and performance of banking sector in Croatia came from the recognition of additional 

impairment losses and loss allowances based on expected credit loss model rather than from 

re-measurement of financial assets at fair value through profit or loss. The research results 

also revealed that initial classification and measurement of financial instruments under IFRS 

9 had stronger impact on financial performance than on financial position of Croatian 

banking sector. 

 

Keywords: financial instruments, IFRS 9, banking sector, Croatia 

 

JEL classification: M41 

 

 

Introduction  
 

Recognition and measurement of financial instruments is the significant issue in modern 

financial accounting and reporting. The key question regarding financial reporting of financial 

instruments is the question of initial and subsequent measurement. While, for initial 

measurement accounting experts and users of financial statements have reached consensus, 
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the consensus hasn’t been reached when it comes to subsequent measurement. All interested 

parties have agreed that initially financial instrument should be measured at cost of 

acquisition, while for subsequent measurement there is an option that certain financial 

instrument can be measured either at cost or at its fair value at the reporting date. Users of 

financial statements, particularly investors and creditors, prefer the appliance of fair value in 

financial reporting. For many years the question of financial instrument’s recognition and 

measurement was the prevailing issue of International Accounting Standards Board (IASB). 

Finally, IASB developed International Accounting Standard 39 Financial Instruments: 

Recognition and Measurement (IAS 39) which started to apply on 1 January 2001. This was 

the first accounting standard regarding recognition and measurement of financial instruments 

which prescribed for certain categories of financial instrument to be measured at fair value at 

the reporting date and also the first standard which officially implemented fair value concept 

as the concept of subsequent measurement of assets and liabilities. The application of 

financial instrument’s recognition and measurement principles established in IAS 39 revealed 

their deficiencies and limitations. Preparers and users of financial statements complained that 

IAS 39 was rule based, too complex and therefore too difficult to apply. Furthermore, global 

financial crises, which reached its peak in 2008, revealed the deficiencies and limitations of 

fair value concept and that concept was implemented in IAS 39. So, in order to eliminate the 

deficiencies and limitations of financial instrument’s principles of recognition and 

measurement established in IAS 39, IASB conducted the project of developing the new 

standard for financial reporting of financial instruments. IASB has completed this project and 

developed International Financial Reporting Standard 9 Financial Instruments (IFRS 9) in 

July 2014, although the application of IFRS 9 started on 1 January 2018. IFRS 9 established 

new principles of recognition and measurement of financial reporting based on business 

model of certain financial instrument, one impairment model for all debt financial instruments 

as well as new improved rules for hedge accounting. This paper aims to identify and to 

analyse how were financial instruments previously classified and measured under IAS 39 

reclassified and measured according to IFRS 9 as well as to determine were the 

reclassification and measurement of financial instruments under IFRS 9 had a strong effect on 

financial position and performance of Croatian banking sector.   

 

Theoretical framework and literature review 

 

Classification and measurement of financial instruments 

 

The first international accounting standard that established the principles for recognizing and 

measuring financial instruments was IAS 39 which started to apply on 1 January 2001. IAS 

39 was the result of IASB’s long-time project of establishing the appropriate principles for 

recognizing and measuring financial instruments and it was an initial accounting standard that 

adopted the fair value concept as the obligatory concept for subsequent measurement of 

certain categories of financial instruments. For the purpose of measuring financial 

instruments, IAS 39 established four categories of financial assets and two categories of 

financial liabilities. The categories of financial assets under IAS 39 were following: (a) 

financial assets at fair value through profit or loss; (b) held to maturity investments; (c) loans 

and receivables and (d) financial assets available for sale (Bakran, Gulin and Milčić (Ed(s)., 

2016: 367 – 369). The classification of financial asset into one of the financial asset’s 

category depended on the entity’s intention regarding the certain financial asset. Financial 

assets at fair value through profit or loss had included those financial assets that the entity 

held for trading or at initial recognition of financial asset, the entity designated for 

measurement at fair value through profit or loss. Both, equity and debt financial instruments 
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representing financial assets could have been defined as financial assets at fair value through 

profit or loss. This category also included derivative financial assets not defined as a hedging 

instrument. Held to maturity investments were non-derivative financial assets that the entity 

had the positive intention and ability to hold to maturity (Bakran, Gulin and Milčić (Ed(s)., 

2016: 368). This category of financial assets included mainly debt financial instruments like 

bonds which entity had purchased in financial market and which had been quoted in an active 

market. Loans and receivables were non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable 

payments that were not quoted in an active market (Bakran, Gulin and Milčić (Ed(s)., 2016: 

369). This category of financial assets included debt financial instruments representing 

financial assets that were created by an entity itself and that were not quoted in financial 

market. Financial assets available for sale was residual category of financial assets that had 

included all financial assets that did not fall within one of the other categories (Bakran, Gulin 

and Milčić (Ed(s)., 2016: p. 369). Financial liabilities were, under IAS 39, classified either as 

financial liabilities at amortised cost or financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss 

(Bakran, Gulin and Milčić (Ed(s)., 2016: 379). Most of the financial liabilities were classified 

as financial liabilities at amortised cost. Only financial liabilities that were held for trading as 

well as derivative financial liabilities were classified as financial liabilities at fair value 

through profit or loss.  

 

According to IAS 39, all types of financial assets were initially measured at cost of 

acquisition which had included fair value of financial asset at the date of its acquisition and 

transaction costs, except financial assets classified at fair value through profit or loss which 

had initially measured only at fair value at the date of acquisition (without including 

transaction costs) (Bakran, Gulin and Milčić (Ed(s)., 2016: 378). Financial liabilities at 

amortised cost were initially measured at cost which had included its fair value at the 

inception date less transaction costs, while financial liabilities at fair value through profit or 

loss were initially measured only at fair value at the inception date (without reducing 

transaction costs) (Bakran, Gulin and Milčić (Ed(s)., 2016: 378). Regarding the subsequent 

measurement, financial assets classified as held to maturity investments and as loans and 

receivables had subsequently measured at amortised cost, while financial assets at fair value 

through profit or loss and financial assets available for sale had subsequently measured at fair 

value at the reporting date (without reducing transaction costs) (Bakran, Gulin and Milčić 

(Ed(s)., 2016: 379). Gains and losses resulting from the changes in fair value were recognized 

in profit or loss in the case of financial assets at fair value through profit or loss and in other 

comprehensive income (ie as fair value reserves in equity) in the case of financial assets 

available for sale (Bakran, Gulin and Milčić (Ed(s)., 2016: 382). Fair value reserves formed 

on the basis of changes in fair value of financial assets available for sale were recognized in 

profit or loss upon the derecognition of financial asset. Financial liabilities at amortised cost 

were subsequently measured at amortised cost, while financial liabilities at fair value through 

profit or loss were subsequently measured at fair value at the reporting date and the changes 

in fair values between two reporting dates were recognized in profit or loss (Bakran, Gulin 

and Milčić (Ed(s)., 2016: 379 and 382).  

 

Many preparers and users of financial statements found the requirement for reporting 

financial instruments under IAS 39 too complex and therefore too difficult to apply (IASB, 

2014: 6). The majority of their complaints regarding the requirements of IAS 39 were related 

to the classification and measurement of financial assets. Preparers and users of financial 

statements complained that classification of financial assets under IAS 39 contained many 

different classification categories and associated impairment models and also had complicated 

reclassification rules (IASB, 2014: 6) and there was also the problem of own credit gains and 
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losses that had been recognised in profit or loss for fair value option liabilities. In order to 

improve financial reporting of financial instruments, IASB had developed IFRS 9 as the new 

standard for recognition and measurement of financial instruments. Contrary to IAS 39, 

classification of financial assets under IFRS 9 is based on business model and nature of cash 

flows of financial assets. Besides, IFRS 9 has implemented one impairment model for all debt 

financial instruments representing financial assets as well as business model-driven 

reclassification of financial assets. Furthermore, IFRS 9 requires that own credit gains and 

losses need to be presented in other comprehensive income for fair value option liabilities 

(IASB, 2014: 6).       

 

IFRS 9 has established one classification approach for all typed of financial assets based on 

two criteria: (a) the entity’s business model for managing the financial assets; and (b) the 

contractual cash flow characteristics of the financial asset (IASB, 2014: 7). A business model 

for managing financial assets refers to the way “an entity manages its financial assets in order 

to generate cash flows - by collecting contractual cash flows, selling financial assets or both” 

(IASB, 2014: 8). The other criteria for “determining the classification of a financial asset is 

whether the contractual cash flows are solely payments of principal and interest (SPPI)” 

(IASB, 2014: 10). IFRS 9 has defined three categories of financial assets based on 

classification criteria and two categories of financial liabilities. The categories of financial 

assets under IFRS 9 are following: (a) financial assets at amortised cost; (b) financial assets at 

fair value through other comprehensive income and (c) financial assets at fair value through 

profit or loss (IFRS 9, 2017: A375 and A376). Financial asset is classified as financial assets 

at amortised cost if “the financial asset is held within a business model whose objective is to 

hold assets in order to collect contractual cash flows and the contractual terms of the financial 

asset give rise on specified dates to cash flows that are solely payments of principal and 

interest on the principal amount outstanding” (IFRS 9, 2017: A376). Only debt financial 

instruments representing financial assets which meet the abovementioned criteria can be 

classified as financial assets at amortised cost. Financial asset is classified as financial assets 

at fair value through other comprehensive income if “the financial asset is held within a 

business model whose objective is achieved by both collecting contractual cash flows and 

selling financial assets and the contractual terms of the financial asset give rise on specified 

dates to cash flows that are solely payments of principal and interest on the principal amount 

outstanding (IFRS 9, 2017: A376). Debt financial instruments representing financial assets 

that meet the abovementioned criteria can be classified as financial assets at fair value through 

other comprehensive income. IFRS 9 also permits the option for equity financial instruments 

representing financial assets that is not held for trading to be classified as financial assets at 

fair value through other comprehensive income (IASB, 2014: 7). Any financial asset that is 

not held in one of the two business models mentioned are classified as financial assets at fair 

value through profit or loss. Basically, financial assets held within a business model whose 

objective is achieved only by selling financial assets are classified in this category of financial 

assets. Both, debt and equity financial instruments representing financial assets can be 

classified as financial assets at fair value through profit or loss.  

 

IFRS 9 sets the criteria for recognition and measurement of financial assets. At initial 

recognition, a financial asset or a financial liability is measured at its fair value plus or minus, 

in the case of a financial asset or a financial liability not at fair value through profit or loss, 

transaction costs that are directly attributable to the acquisition or issue of the financial asset 

or the financial liability (IFRS 9, 2017: A380). Subsequently, financial assets classified in the 

category of financial assets at amortised cost are measured at amortised cost while financial 

assets classified either as financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income or 
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as financial assets at fair value through profit or loss are measured at fair value at the 

reporting date (IFRS 9, 2017: A380). Gains and losses resulting from the changes in fair value 

of financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income between two reporting 

dates are recognized in other comprehensive income – ie as fair value reserves in equity until 

the financial asset is derecognised or reclassified (IFRS 9, 2017: A387). When the financial 

asset is derecognised the cumulative gain or loss previously recognised in other 

comprehensive income is reclassified from equity to profit or loss as a reclassification 

adjustment, if the derecognized financial assets is a debt financial instrument (IFRS 9, 2017: 

A389). If the derecognized financial asset is an equity instrument, cumulative gain or loss 

previously recognized in other comprehensive income will not be reclassified to profit or loss 

but may be transferred within equity (for example from fair value reserves to retained 

earnings) (IFRS 9, 2017: A487). Gains and losses resulting from the changes in fair value of 

financial assets at fair value through profit or loss between two reporting dates are recognized 

in profit or loss (IFRS 9, 2017: A387).  

 

IFRS 9 retains almost all requirements of IAS 39 regarding the classification and 

measurement of financial liabilities. Under IFRS 9 there are also two categories of financial 

liabilities: (a) financial liabilities at amortised cost and (b) financial liabilities at fair value 

through profit or loss. Only those financial liabilities that are held for trading or, at initial 

recognition, are defined to be subsequently measured at fair value through profit or loss can 

be classified as financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss and therefore 

subsequently measured at fair value at the reporting date. Gains and losses resulting from the 

changes in fair value between two reporting dates are recognized in profit or loss except those 

changes resulting from own credit risk that are recognized in other comprehensive income and 

cannot be transferred to profit or loss when financial liability is derecognized but can be 

transferred within equity (IFRS 9, 2017: A488 and A489).  

 

All financial instruments that were previously recognized in financial statements according to 

IAS 39, need to be classified in the appropriate financial instrument’s category established in 

IFRS 9 based on business model for managing the financial assets and the contractual cash 

flow characteristics of the financial asset and, according to the classification, appropriately 

measured.  

 

Review of previous related research results  

 

The recognition and measurement of financial instruments as well as the implementation of 

IFRS 9 was the intriguing research issue for many accounting academics and researches. The 

results of some relevant previous researches are systemized here and presented. 

 

Bradbury (2003) has described some of the most important “issues faced by standard setters 

in developing guidance on accounting for financial instruments and the implications these 

issues have for the conceptual framework” of financial reporting. He has highlighted the 

implications regarding an accounting for financial instruments that require the modification of 

existing concepts of conceptual framework of financial reporting (such as element definitions, 

recognition, measurement and qualitative characteristics) and implications that require the 

implementation of new concepts in conceptual framework of financial reporting (such as 

derecognition, transaction costs, and the role of management intent). He has assumed that the 

implications will be most relevant to the conceptual framework inherited by the International 

Accounting Standards Board (Bradbury, 2003: 388). 
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Lopes and Rodrigues (2007) have studied the determinants of disclosure level in the 

accounting for financial instruments of Portuguese listed companies. They have concluded 

that the disclosure degree regarding the accounting for financial instruments is significantly 

related to size, type of auditor listing status and economic sector (Lopes and Rodrigues, 2007: 

25). 

 

Cuzman, Dima and Dima (Cristea) (2010) have analysed “the Eurozone stock markets’ 

reaction to a number of events associated with the post-implementation amendments of the 

IFRSs regarding financial instruments (IFRS 7, IFRS 9, IAS 32 and IAS 39)”. The results of 

their research have suggested that “the adoption of the IFRS can lead to a stabilization of 

European financial markets but this result is not necessary a robust one since investors prefer 

a higher stability on standards’ contents and application conditions” (Cuzman, Dima and 

Dima (Cristea), 2010: 1). 

 

Laghi, Pucci, Tutino and Di Marcantonio (2012) have conducted an empirical research on a 

sample of domestic and foreign listed banks in USA who adopted fair value hierarchy in line 

with SFAS 157 and IFRS 7 recommendations in order to determine “does fair value hierarchy 

improve transparency in financial instruments evaluation in banks annual report or it can be 

considered as a tool for earnings management” (Laghi, Pucci, Tutino and Di Marcantonio, 

2012: 23). On the basis of their research results they have concluded that “even if fair value 

hierarchy principles allow a better understanding about trend in value and composition of 

financial instruments portfolio of banks, they suffer of two main limitations: (i) subjectivity 

problem in value estimation; (ii) short term volatility in results due to changes in 

macroeconomic variables” (Laghi, Pucci, Tutino and Di Marcantonio, 2012: 32).   

 

Ferreira da Mota Carvalho, Ferreira de Albuquerque, Texeira Quirós and Do Rosário 

Fernandes Justino (2015) have analyse the cultural differences based on the replacement 

project of IAS 39: Financial Instruments – Recognition And Measurement. They have 

concluded “that the countries classified as conservative prefer more conservative measuring 

practices, based, namely, on the cost or amortized cost, to the detriment of fair value-based 

measuring criteria” (Ferreira da Mota Carvalho, Ferreira de Albuquerque, Texeira Quirós and 

Do Rosário Fernandes Justino, 2015: 5). 

 

Kohlbeck, Smith and Valencia (2016) have examined whether firms opportunistically transfer 

fair valued financial instruments into Level 3 classification as well as whether auditors 

influence the decision to transfer fair valued financial instruments into the Level 3 

classification and/or alter audit fees. They have found evidence that supports the thesis that 

firms opportunistically transfer fair valued financial instruments into Level 3 classification, 

but they have also found evidence that high quality auditors constrain this behaviour due to 

mitigating some risks associated with Level 3 instruments. They have also found out that 

auditors tend to increase fees when managers transfer instruments into the Level 3 

classification (Kohlbeck, Smith and Valencia, 2016: 3).  

 

The impact of implementing IFRS 9 in Croatian banking sector – Results and discussion   

 

The purpose of this paper is to determine were there a significant difference in classification 

and measurement of financial instruments in Croatian banking sector after the implementation 

of IFRS 9 compared to IAS 39 as well as to examine were the reclassification and 

measurement of financial instruments under IFRS 9 had a strong effect on financial position 

and performance of Croatian banking sector. In order to achieve the basic purpose of this 
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paper, data from Croatian National Bank’s bulletin were used and analysed. Since IFRS 9 has 

started to apply in Croatian banking sector on 1 January 2018, on that date Croatian banks had 

to reclassify financial instruments previously recognized, classified and measured under IAS 

39 to categories of financial instruments defined in IFRS based on business model for 

managing the financial asset and the contractual cash flow characteristics of the financial 

asset. So, every financial instrument regardless the classification according to IAS 39 

categories had to be classified based on the above-mentioned process. The process of 

reclassifying financial instruments from IAS 39 categories to IFRS 9 categories in Croatian 

banking sector were based on economic substance that links IAS 39 and IFRS 9 categories 

(Croatian National Bank, 2018: 3). The structure of financial assets based on classification 

groups of financial assets defined in IAS 39 is shown in table 1. 

 

Table 1. The structure of financial assets in Croatian banking sector based on IAS 39 on 31. 

December 2017 

Financial assets according to IAS 39 Percentage 

Financial assets at fair value through profit and loss 1,48% 

Loans and receivables  85,42% 

Held to maturity investments 0,62% 

Financial assets available for sale 12,48% 

 Total  100,00% 

Source: Author’s calculation according to data from Croatian National Bank, 2018: 64-88 

 

As it can be seen from table 1., at the last day of applying IAS 39, 85,42% of financial assets 

in Croatian banking sector were classified as loans and receivable, 12,48% were classified as 

financial assets available for sale, 1,48% were classified as financial assets at fair value 

through profit and loss while only 0,62% were classified as held to maturity investments. So, 

the dominant type of financial assets in Croatian banking sector were loans and receivables, 

following financial assets available for sale, while the share of financial assets at fair value 

through profit and loss and held to maturity investments were practically negligible. Based on 

this classification, it can be concluded that 86,04% of financial assets in Croatian banking 

sector were subsequently measured at amortised cost, while only 13,96% were subsequently 

measured at fair value, out of in 12,48% of financial assets the changes in fair values were 

recognized in other comprehensive income and in only 1,48% this changes were recognized 

in profit or loss. Financial assets that were classified as financial assets at fair value through 

profit or loss under IAS 39 are also classified in the same category under IFRS 9 due to the 

fact that these assets were and still are held for trading. Financial assets classified as held to 

maturity investments as well as financial assets that met the definition of loans and 

receivables under IAS 39 are mainly classified as financial assets at amortised cost under 

IFRS 9. Financial assets classified as available for sale under IAS 39 are mainly classified as 

financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income. Since IFRS 9 retained the 

categories of financial liabilities from IAS 39, there were no any changes in classification of 

financial liabilities in Croatian banking sector after the implementation of IFRS 9. 

Considering the fact that the reclassification of financial instruments from IAS 39 to IFRS 9 

categories were conducted on the base of economic substances that linked those categories, 

there aren’t significant changes regarding the way the financial instruments are subsequently 

measured. According to Croatian National Bank, 86% of financial assets were and still 
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remained measured at amortised cost after the reclassification process conducted due to IFRS 

9 implementation in Croatian banking sector. Furthermore, 13% of financial assets of 

Croatian banking sector are financial assets measured at fair value through other 

comprehensive income while only 1% of financial assets relates to financial assets at fair 

value through profit or loss (Croatian National Bank, 2018: 3). Therefore, financial assets at 

fair value through profit or loss as a residual category is practically negligible in Croatian 

banking sector.  

Graph 1. The Structure of financial assets in Croatian banking sector at IFRS 9 

implementation (on 1 January 2018) 

 
Source: Author according to Croatian National Bank, 2018: 3 

 

Based on the above mentioned data, it can be concluded that the implementation of IFRS 9 

didn’t bring any changes regarding the classification and the way the financial instruments are 

subsequently measured. However, the implementation of IFRS 9 did have impact on financial 

position and performance of Croatian banking sector due to the recognition of impairment 

losses and loss allowances according to expected loss model established in IFRS 9 and re-

measurement of financial assets at fair value through profit or loss. Croatian National Bank 

has identified and quantify the total impact of IFRS 9 implementation in Croatian banking 

sector. The initial implementation of IFRS 9 in Croatian banking sector resulted in additional 

losses at the amount of 1,46 milliard kunas, out of 1,2 milliard kunas referred to impairment 

losses and provisions while 217 million kunas referred to the changes in fair value of financial 

assets at fair value through profit or loss (Croatian National Bank, 2018: 2 and 3). The total 

effects of initial implementation of IFRS 9 in Croatian banking sector are systemized and 

summarized in table 2. 

 

 Table 2: The impact of IFRS 9 on capital in credit institutions and banks in Croatia (in 000 

kunas) 

Item Amount  

The impairment of financial instruments that are 

subject to impairment test  

-1.277.233 

Loss allowances for off-balance sheet items  24.508 

 

The change in fair value of financial assets at fair 

value through profit and loss 

 

-217.000 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Financial assets at amortised cost
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Financial assets at FV through PL

The structure of finanncial assets in Croatian banking 
sector at IFRS 9 implementation
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Other effects 12.878 

Total effects of IFRS 9 on retained earnings  –1.456.848 

Source: Croatian National Bank, 2018: 3 

 

The total impact of IFRS 9 implementation was negative and resulted in recognizing 

additional loss at the amount of 1,46 milliard kunas. Since the recognition of additional loss at 

the amount of 1,46 milliard kunas represented 0,3% of total assets of Croatian banking sector 

on 31 December 2017 and 35,2% of total profit before tax for 2017, it can be concluded that: 

(a)  the effect of the implementation of IFRS 9 in Croatian banking sector wasn’t negligible, 

(b) the effect had stronger impact on financial performance than on financial position of 

Croatian banking sector and (c) Croatian banking sector have successfully absorbed the loss 

arisen from initial IFRS 9 implementation.  

 

 

Conclusion 
 

IFRS 9 replaced IAS 39 and established new criteria for recognising and measuring financial 

assets. The aim of this paper was to identify the impact of IFRS 9 implementation on 

classification and measurement of financial instruments in Croatian banking sector as well as 

to determine whether the initial classification and measurement of financial instruments under 

IFRS 9 significantly affected on financial position and performance of Croatian banking 

sector. IFRS 9 started to apply in Croatian banking sector on 1 January 2018 and on that date 

Croatian banks have reclassified financial instruments from IAS 39 categories to IFRS 9 

categories. The process of reclassifying financial instruments from IAS 39 categories to IFRS 

9 categories were based on economic substance that links IAS 39 and IFRS 9 categories. The 

analysis of data regarding the reclassification process suggested that the implementation of 

IFRS 9 didn’t bring any changes regarding the classification and the way the financial 

instruments are subsequently measured. But, the implementation of IFRS 9 into Croatian 

banking sector resulted in recognizing additional loss which Croatian banking sector have 

successfully absorbed. This loss needed to be recognized due to the implementation of 

expected credit loss model. The recognition of additional loss had stronger impact on 

financial performance then on financial position of Croatian banking sector.  
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Abstract 

Audit market is a specific type of market, where the quality of service provided in most cases 

in hardly noticeable to audit users, and yet quality audit is a prerequisite for users to have 

confidence in the auditor's opinion. Such specific and complex characteristics of audit market 

are one of the reasons why the audit profession is strictly regulated and why regulators are 

concerned by any market development that may jeopardize audit quality. Recent experiences 

with corporate scandals have additionally highlighted why constant oversight of the audit 

profession is essential. One of the issues that is seen as potentially dangerous from the aspect 

of audit quality is high audit market concentration. In theory, there are both pros and cons 

when it comes to possible effects of high audit market concentration. One the one hand, audit 

firms with high market shares are not financially dependent on a single client and are in a 

better negotiating position when dealing with clients' management. Independent auditors 

should be better at detecting and restraining any attempts of earnings management. On the 

other hand, it could be argued that audit firms with higher market shares have no incentives 

to further increase audit quality, especially since they are aware that large audit clients have 

limited choice of auditors and that smaller audit firms have high barrier to entry. This paper 

contributes to the field of audit market concentration by summarizing the results of the 

previous relevant research in this area. The aim of the paper is to presents and compare the 

results of the research related to levels, consequences and measures implemented to reduce 

audit market concentration. 

 

Keywords: audit of financial statements, audit concentration, audit market, audit reform, Big 

4 audit firms. 

 

JEL classification: M41, M42 
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Introduction 
 

External audit of financial statements has been imposed as a statutory measure for certain 

companies for a reason. Companies that are obligated to conduct an audit to a certain extent 

represent a public interest, which is why it is in everyone's best interest that the statutory audit 

is conducted in a high-quality manner. However, different audit market developments could 

potentially jeopardize its required stability. Regulators are especially concerned regarding 

reduced market competition, that could potentially be caused by high market concentration. 

High market concentration is especially visible in the most important segments of the audit 

market, such as audits of public interest entities (PIEs). 

 

There are several reasons why audit market has become so concentrated on four largest audit 

firms: 1) complexity of accounting standards, 2) global reach, 3) reputation, and 4) 

infrastructure investment (Topazio, 2010:5). Financial reporting standards require a 

significant technical expertise, which goes in favor of large audit firms. One the one hand, 

they have more people in their technical departments, and on the other, their staff is exposed 

to similar issues that arose during other audit engagements. Therefore, both expertise and 

experience are usually an important competitive advantage of Big 4 audit firms. Additionally, 

multinational audit clients operate on different territories and need an auditor with similar 

coverage. In other words, they usually require audit firms that are present globally. Large 

audit firms are also perceived as being able to provide added value and better insurance 

against reputational risks (Topazio, 2010: 5). Because of their size, medium-sized audit firms 

have difficulty in competing with the level of their infrastructure investments. 

 

The purpose of this paper is to provide an overview of previous research that explored audit 

market concentration. The research has been divided into three logical segments: 1) research 

conducted with the aim of determining levels of audit market concentration in different 

countries, 2) research that tackled the issue of potential consequences of high audit market 

concentration levels, and 3) research that investigated if the measures implemented to reduce 

audit market concentration provide visible results. 
 

 

Levels of audit market concentration  
 

Markets generally can range from perfect competition to monopoly, which depends on the 

number of participants on the supply and demand side of the market. In case when a small 

number of suppliers satisfy the demand of large number of clients, the market is considered to 

be concentrated. “Low concentration suggests competitive markets, which mean that the 

market is evenly split between market participants. If the market is dominated by a small 

number of firms, this market is referred to as concentrated and oligopolistic, and in case of 

one dominant company even monopolistic” (Mijić, Jakšić & Vuković, 2014: 117).  

 

Levels of audit market concentration have been in focus of regulators for many decades, even 

when the market was not dominated by only four largest audit firms. In 1976 a US Congress 

study questioned how the Big 8 firms' dominance affected competition in the market (Doogar 

& Easley, 1998: 236). Due to the mergers that followed, as well as corporate scandals, the 

number of largest audit firms since then has been halved. 

 

According to the report of European Commission (2017: 4), there are over 25.000 PIEs in the 

EU, and about 5% of the total number of registered audit firms in the EU carry out statutory 
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audit of PIEs. The figure is below 2% in the Netherlands, the UK, Denmark and Ireland, 

suggesting very high concentration in this segment of audit market. Numbers confirm the 

dominance of Big 4 audit firms: their average market share is almost 70% in the number of 

statutory audits of PIEs, and around 80% on average in turnover. The results have shown that 

Big 4 audit firms hold a concentrated oligopoly in 11 EU Member States for the number of 

statutory audits, and in 15 EU Member States for turnover. Concentration is the highest for 

banks and insurance companies. 

 

As for specific countries, UK market can generally be described as diverse, since it accounted 

for a highest share in total number of registered audit firms in EU. However, audit market for 

listed companies is not immune to the dominance of Big 4 audit firms. “For FTSE 350 audits, 

they have 97% of audit engagements, generate 99% of audit fee income and 98% of non-audit 

fees” (Financial Reporting Council - FRC, 2018a: 5). When it comes to all main market of 

listed companies in UK, the percentage is lower – 80% in 2017 (Financial Reporting Council 

- FRC, 2018b: 50). The Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales - ICAEW 

(2018; 3) concludes that “outside the FTSE 350, medium-sized companies and small 

businesses across the UK economy are served by thousands of audit-registered firms: 

competition is strong and quality is high.” In terms of dynamics of the overall audit market, it 

should be noted that other market segments are significantly smaller than FTSE 350 

(Financial Reporting Council - FRC, 2018a: 5). Very similar conclusion was reached in 

Ukraine. Makarenko & Plastun (2016: 35) found out that the largest global audit networks 

serve the needs of the largest companies, while a relatively competitive segment of national 

audit firms cooperates with smaller companies. High concentration was also confirmed on 

Stockholm NASDAQ using Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (Ohlsson & Carisson, 2018: 55), as 

well as Ljubljana Stock Exchange, where four largest audit firms account for 70% of the 

market on average in the four-year period (Groff & Salihović, 2016: 44). As for Serbia, Mijić, 

Jakšić & Vuković (2014: 124) concluded that the market is oligopolistic when measuring 

market shares in terms of operating revenue of audit firms. In the Nordic and Baltic countries, 

the market concentration of listed companies is “heavily skewed towards Big 4, averaging 

89% over the period under review” (Pakaluk, 2018: 2), which is 2014-2017. Borsa Italiana is 

very similar in terms of level of audit market concentration, with the average of 83% of Big 4 

market share and an increase since 2015. Germany and its stock exchange Xetra are less 

concentrated and have a downward trend – from 64% in 2014 to 60% in 2017. Among EU 

countries, Euronext Paris in France has the lowers Big 4 market share – 50%, which means 

that half of the listed companies are served by other audit firms, primarily Mazars (Pakaluk, 

2018: 2-4) which is large enough to compete with Big 4 audit firms. 

 

United States are in the similar situation as most EU countries. Big 4 audit firms collectively 

audit about 97% of the total US market capitalization. Market concentration is even more 

pronounced in certain industries, such as telecommunications services or energy, materials, 

and information technology sectors, where one or two audit firms account for over 75% of 

market capitalization (Haris, 2017).  

 

Audit market in China is relatively new, but it is not out of reach for largest international audit 

firms. This is understandable since the Chinese audit market has a great potential. The rise of 

Big 4 in China began after China joined the World Trade Organization in 2001.Their 

dominance was intended to be disrupted by adopting a strategy to create 10 national audit 

firms that would be capable of auditing Chinese companies globally. Although Chinese large 

audit firms have been growing faster than the Chinese economy itself, the strategy of 

encouraging domestic audit firms still has not yielded desired results. In 2018, Big 4 audit 
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firms plus BDO are still top five accounting firms in China (Walker, 2018). However, their 

market share is significantly lower than in most EU countries. According to Bandyopadhyay 

(2014: 18), Big 4 audited only 17% of all listed Chinese companies during the period 1999-

2007. Their share of the Top 100 market is 34% in 2017. “The measures of market 

concentration reveal an Herfindahl-Hirschman Index of 498, higher than the two years ago 

measure of 444, but well below the 1500 typical of Western economies” (Gillis, 2018). 

 

Another interesting audit market is India, where global audit firms operate through a network 

of affiliates, in accordance with domestic regulations. According to Rawat (2019), Big 4 have 

a market share of 45% in the segment of companies that are included in the index of Bombay 

Stock Exchange BSE 500, with the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index of 599. These number 

indicate low market concentration. 

 

 

Consequences that arise from high audit market concentration 
 

An important question that occupies researchers for decades is how high audit market 

concentration affects competition. “A key issue for debate is the extent to which the mega-

mergers have resulted in an increase in market power (reflected in fee levels and audit firm 

profitability), an increase in efficiency, or a combination of the two effects” (Beattie, 

Goodacre & Fearnley, 2003: 254). Therefore, in theory, the effect of high concentration on 

market competition and audit quality can both be positive and negative, so it is crucial to 

determine which effect prevails. An increase in market power could be a result of high 

barriers to entry (especially in the segment of the audit market which refers to listed clients) 

and clients' reluctance to voluntary change the audit firm. Such conditions could lead to an 

increase in audit fees. Additionally, costs of large audit firms may be reduced due to their 

ability to take advantage of the positive effects of economies of scale (Beattie, Goodacre & 

Fearnley, 2003: 254). Both increased prices and lower costs would increase profitability and 

consequently market power of large audit firms. 

 

Another consequence of increased audit market concentration is a reduced choice available 

for large clients. If multinational clients can be served only by a small number of international 

audit firms, their choice and negotiating power is severely limited, especially if they prefer to 

hire an audit firm that is not associated with their direct competitors (Beattie, Goodacre & 

Fearnley, 2003: 254). Lack of choice reduces auditors' incentives to improve audit quality 

(Huang, Chang & Chiou, 2016: 123). Apart from these limitations that are imposed simply 

due to the available resources of audit firms, there are also artificial restrictions that prevent 

other audit firms from entering a certain segment of the market, even in cases where they 

could compete with the largest players. These artificial restrictions are imposed by using 

different covenants (prescribed by e.g. investors or creditors) that explicitly state the 

preference for international audit brands, therefore discriminating other audit firms 

(Makarenko & Plastun, 2016: 27). There is also a concern that Big 4 audit firms are large and 

powerful enough to have a strong influence on the development of international accounting 

and audit standards (Velte & Stiglbauer, 2012: 146), which puts them in a position of 

conflicted interests. Usually the biggest concern for regulators is a systemic risk if one Big 4 

audit firm should fail (Kavanagh, 2018: 1), which would further limit the choice for large 

clients and could potentially undermine the confidence in audit profession. 

 

As for the final effect on audit quality, there are high concerns that high market concentration 

reduces market competition and consequently deteriorates audit quality. However, despite the 
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ongoing concerns of regulators, actual research results on this matter are mixed, without 

definite proof that this is the case. There are certain results that imply that the audit quality is 

decreasing. In 2018, Financial Reporting Council, a regulator for UK market, “announced a 

deterioration in audit quality across the Big 4 firms… compared to previous year” (Kavanagh, 

2018: 1). At the same time, International Forum of Independent Audit Regulators found 

significant deficiencies in 40% of the PIE audits that were the subject of inspection 

(Kavanagh, 2018: 1).  

 

The fact that there are also research results that prove the opposite effect of high concentration 

on audit quality suggest that this matter is too complex to reach a definite and universal 

conclusion. Kallapur, Sankaruguruswamy & Zang (2010: 36) found a positive correlation 

between audit market concentration (measured by Herfindahl index) and audit quality 

(measured by discretionary accruals as a sign of earning management). Based on the results of 

their research, they conclude that existing levels of concentration do not compromise audit 

quality. However, they also state that public policy may still be justifiably concerned because 

of the other negative effects of high concentration, such as limited choice of auditors available 

to clients. Similarly, Eguasa & Urhoghide (2017: 1) found out that audit market concentration 

increases audit quality of sampled firms in Nigeria, using audit fees as proxy for audit quality. 

Huang, Chang & Chiou (2016: 121) conducted a research in China and concluded that 

“concentration improves audit quality indirectly through increased audit fees and this positive 

indirect effect offsets the negative direct effect of concentration on audit quality.” In other 

words, concentration provides auditors with more market power and increased independence, 

reducing their cost of telling the truth, as well as pressure of losing a client. This position 

allows them to charge higher fees and invest more resources and efforts to audit process, 

indirectly improving audit quality. Ohlson & Carisson (2018) found no significant 

relationship between audit market concentration and audit quality. 

 

To add to the complexity of studding the effect of high concentration on competitiveness and 

audit quality, Xu (2017) states that increasing market concentration produces differential 

effects on different segments of audit market. Using a sample of US data, author finds that 

audit market concentration increases the audit fees of specialist auditors, therefore lowering 

competition in the oligopolistic segment of the market. However, market concentration 

intensifies competition in the atomistic segment, referring to non-specialist auditors. The 

finding leads to the conclusion that “market concentration may enlarge the gap between 

oligopolistic and atomistic segment rather than simply intensify of alleviate the competition 

among the audit industry” (Xu, 2017: 122). Very similar conclusions were reached by 

Francis, Michas & Seavey (2013). Based on their research conducted in 42 countries, they 

found out that generally Big 4 dominance does not harm audit quality, since the results 

showed that both Big 4 and non-Big 4 audit are of higher quality in countries where Big 4 as a 

group have higher cumulative market share. Authors justify such results by stating that such 

markets are used to and require high audit quality, which consequently drives lower quality 

auditors out of the market. However, they also concluded that market concentration within the 

Big 4 group, meaning that individual audit firm has a significantly higher market share than 

others, is potentially harmful to audit quality. Therefore, such conditions should be alarming 

for regulators, rather than the total Big 4 market share. De Groot (2018: 107) states that 

market share competition should not be judged through measures of market concentration. 

The author suggests using measures such a market chare instability, which is a dynamic 

measure. Using a sample of US data, she finds that there is a high degree of market share 

instability, and that such conditions have a positive effect on audit quality. 
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Measures implemented to reduce audit market concentration and their 

effects 
 

Even though the effects of high audit market concentration are not completely clear, 

regulators have considered different measures to mitigate the dominance of Big 4 audit firms 

with the aim of encouraging competition. “The capitalist market model depends upon healthy 

competition and it is difficult not to agree that more competition would be a good thing. 

However, it is not easy to see how this might be achieved” (Topazio, 2010: 10). In their 

attempts to increase the dynamics of audit markets, regulators must be careful in order to 

avoid undesirable side effects, such as increased costs or impaired audit quality. Many 

institutions, such as European Commission, the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England 

and Wales, the US Government Accountability Office, House of Lords, Financial Reporting 

Council etc., have issued their reports and studies on the subject of reforming audit market 

with the aim of reducing concentration. The measures that have been most frequently 

mentioned are: 1) mandatory joint audit, 2) mandatory audit firm rotation, 3) elimination of 

restricting and discriminatory covenants that narrow the choice of audit firms, 4) mandatory 

tenders of audit arrangements, 5) changes to the law of unlimited liability, 6) ownership 

changes of audit firms, and 7) creating contingency plans for the potential demise or exit of 

Big 4 audit firm (Sever Mališ & Brozović, 2015: 343). Some of these measures are still only 

discussed, but others have been implemented, which is why their effectiveness and 

appropriateness can be studied. 

 

Two measures that have been most adopted are mandatory audit firm rotation and joint audit. 

Mandatory audit firm rotation implies periodical brakes to audit engagements to avoid 

excessively long relationships between auditors and their clients. Although this measure is not 

implemented primarily to reduce concentration, but to protect the independence of auditors 

and consequently audit quality, it could have a positive impact on reducing concentration if it 

would achieve more market dynamics and competitiveness among audit firms. By forcing 

audit clients to change their audit firm after certain period of time, it might also encourage 

them to consider non-Big 4 audit firm in this process, and therefore lower barriers to entry for 

other audit firms. Similar intention is behind joint audit. 

 

EU adopted such measures as part of the audit reform that started in 2014. “As such, the Audit 

Reform introduces a mandatory audit firm rotation regime for PIEs and encourages joint 

audits and tendering. At the same time, it seeks to promote new market opportunities via the 

prohibition of certain non-audit services” (Willekens, Dekeyser & Simac, 2019: 17). By 

November 2018, 27 Member States had transposed all articles into their respective national 

legislative statutes, apart from Slovenia (Willekens, Dekeyser & Simac, 2019: 18). Regulation 

sets a rotation period at a maximum of 10 years, with the flexibility of extension in case of 

public tendering and joint audit to maximum of 24 years. However, Member States are free to 

impose stricter rules, which is why Willekens, Dekeyser & Simac (2019: 21) in their report 

for the European Parliament noticed 17 different mandatory audit firm rotation regimes across 

the EU. Joint audit, on the other hand, is not mandatory by the Regulation 537/2014, but is 

strongly encouraged, which is why certain Member States have made it mandatory for 

selected audit clients in their national legislation. According to Willekens, Dekeyser & Simac 

(2019: 61), joint audits are only mandatory in three EU countries: 1) in France for all PIEs, 2) 

in Bulgaria for banks, insurers and pension funds, and 3) in Croatia under certain conditions 

that isolate the largest audit clients. Other countries have the option of voluntary joint audits. 

Excluding France, the average percentage of joint PIE audits in EU in 2017 is 9.1%. Sweden 

and Spain are leaders with 37.6% and 33.1%. 
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As for the effectiveness of implemented measures in reducing market concentration, 

Willekens, Dekeyser & Simac (2019: 32) concluded that the non-Big 4 audit firms' share did 

slightly increase after the implementation of the audit reforms in the EU. Additionally, they 

found out that there was an increase in competition within the group of the four biggest 

market players across the EU, “where the market leaders and their runners-up lose ground to 

the third and fourth market players, and a small increase in noticed in the aggregate market 

share of the smaller audit suppliers across the EU” (Willekens, Dekeyser & Simac, 2019: 33). 

The dynamic measure of competition in terms of market share mobility (market share 

percentage that shifts between audit firms form one year to the next) has increased from 3.2% 

in 2013/2014 to 7.6% in 2016/2017, suggesting increased rivalry between audit firms. 

However, switches to a different type of auditor does not follow this pattern. Namely, most 

switches from Big 4 to non-Big 4 audit firms occurs in case of smaller clients with lower audit 

fees, while larger clients mostly switch to another Big 4 auditor. At the level of individual EU 

Member States, 14 Member states experienced a reduction in Big 4 dominance after the audit 

reform (Willekens, Dekeyser & Simac, 2019: 45). Regarding the effectiveness of individual 

measures implemented, mandatory audit firm rotation yielded better results in those countries 

with strict implementation rules, while Big 4 market share remained stable in flexible 

Member States. When it comes to joint audits, the percentage of pairs of Big 4 and non-Big 4 

auditors slightly increased in the audit reform post-implementation period – from 66.4% in 

2013 to 68.3% in 2017.  

 

Studies at the level of certain countries are less optimistic about cost effectiveness of 

implemented measures to reduce audit market concentration. According to UK Competition 

and Markets Authority review, mandatory tendering and rotation “has not delivered either 

greater diversification, or the emergence of any new competitors. There is also a risk of 

companies not finding auditors willing to compete” (Financial Reporting Council - FRC, 

2018: 5). “Whilst tendering has resulted in strong competition (usually between Big 4 firms), 

it has not done anything to dilute the levels of market concentration…” (Financial Reporting 

Council - FRC, 2018: 22). UK Financial Reporting Council report additionally states that it is 

more likely that the current concentration of Big 4 audit firms will continue for the 

foreseeable future, expressing worries that further reform could result in even less choice and 

impaired quality, if audit firms choose not to apply to tenders in favor of more lucrative non-

audit services engagements (Financial Reporting Council - FRC, 2018: 25). Lesage, Ratzinger 

& Kettunen (2012: 2) conducted a research on Denmark and matched French-German sample, 

finding that the association between abnormal accruals (used as a proxy for audit quality) and 

joint audit is not significant, and therefore questioning the effectiveness of joint audits. 

Perucca, Mirza & Schiller (2018: 3) argue that “increasing competition in the audit market 

reduces the dispersion of fees which tends to increase, rather than decrease concentration”. 

Regarding the combination of auditors that perform joint audit, Lobo, Paugam, Zhang & 

Casta (2017: 148) documented better audit quality for the Big4 – non-Big 4 audit pair than the 

Big4-Big 4 audit pair. Possible explanations are that Big 4 and non-Big 4 auditors perform 

better because they are not direct competitors, and that in such cases Big 4 auditors have 

stronger incentives to conduct better quality audit due to greater litigation exposure risk. 

 

Regarding future measures that could potentially be implemented, the Institute of Chartered 

Accountants in England and Wales - ICAEW (2018: 3) stipulates a balanced and integrated 

package of measures, addressing three main issues: 1) introducing changes to how the largest 

audit firms operate, 2) reducing barriers to entry for potential challengers, and 3) supporting 

audit clients to utilize their freedom of choice. One possible measure is to impose a market 
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share cap on the Big 4 in the FTSE 350, that would be large enough to keep Big 4 audit firms 

in the market, but still low enough to encourage challengers to invest resources to be able to 

operate at this level. However, the same institution does not favor breaking up the Big 4 as a 

viable measure, as well as forming an independent public body that would appoint auditors 

for large PIEs. Other potential measures could include consideration of horizontal and/or 

vertical separation of Big 4 audit firms. Vertical separation would imply separating Big 4 

firms into audit and non-audit services, with the aim of removing the conflict of interest, 

improving audit quality, and increasing the choice for large audit clients. Horizontal 

separation of Big 4 audit firms into more audit firms would be more effective in increasing 

choice for the biggest audit clients. However, although the break-up of Big 4 audit firms is 

discussed as a potential measure to improve competition, it is not likely for any authority to 

force upon such drastic measure, unless the Big 4 audit firms opt voluntarily for such 

scenarios. 

 

As an EU Member State, Croatia is obligated to transpose EU regulatory requirements into 

national law, with the ability to impose stricter rules than those prescribed by EU Directives 

and Regulations. Regarding the statutory audit of PIEs, Croatian Audit Act prescribes 

mandatory joint audit for certain PIEs that satisfy at least one of the following conditions: 1) 

they employ on average more than 5000 employees, and 2) they have over 5 billion HRK in 

total assets on the last day of the business year (Audit Act, 2017). Rules on mandatory audit 

firm rotation are also stricter than those set in the EU Regulation. The same audit firm may 

perform a statutory audit of PIEs for a maximum of seven consecutive years, including an 

initial engagement period of at least one year (Audit Act, 2017). Since the new Audit Act is 

effective from 1st January 2018, it is still early to be able to assess if these measures provided 

results. However, these rules are among the strictest rules in the EU. 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

Audit market is a specific market that is under strict supervision of regulators, who have 

expressed concerns regarding developments that could jeopardize the quality of services 

provided by audit firms, namely statutory audit of financial statements. One of the issues in 

the audit market is related to market concentration and whether the market is too concentrated 

and not enough competitive. Regarding levels of audit market concentration, previous 

research has shown that the measures of concentration vary between different segments of 

audit market. The most concentrated is the segment of public interest entities (PIEs), where 

small number of audit firms satisfy the demand of large number of clients. Such audit market 

that is dominated by a few audit firms, primarily Big 4, can be considered as an oligopoly. 

Big 4 audit firms have very high PIEs audit market shares in the majority of EU countries, as 

well as United States. Although newer audit markets, such as China and India, are not out of 

reach for international audit firms, the concentration in those markets is significantly lower. 

 

There are several reasons why regulators are concerned when it comes to high audit market 

concentration. When there are only several audit firms that can serve large audit clients, there 

is limited choice of auditors from the clients' standpoint. The additional concern is that the 

lack of choice reduces auditors' incentives to improve audit quality. There are also high 

barriers to entry for small and medium-sized audit firms, which lack resources and experience 

to be able to compete with the largest market players. Due to their high negotiating power and 

international reach, some researchers have expressed worries that the Big 4 audit firms are 

large enough to have a significant influence on the development of international accounting 
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and audit standards, therefore causing issues related to conflict of interests. Although these 

consequences are important and severe, the real question is: what is the final effect of high 

audit market concentration on audit quality?  The results of the empirical research that tackled 

this question are mixed, without definite proof that high concentration deteriorates audit 

quality. 

 

However, regulators' concerns when it comes to high audit market concentration have resulted 

in imposing several measures aimed at reducing concentration. Two measures that have been 

most adopted are mandatory audit firm rotation and joint audit. These measures were directed 

toward increasing dynamics in audit market by restricting audit tenure and involving smaller 

audit firms. Although certain studies showed that these measures were starting to show 

positive results in increasing competition, there are also researchers that have concerns that 

the measures are not cost effective. It should be taken into account that the results of 

regulatory measures are not immediately visible, which is why the audit market situation in 

every country should be closely monitored in the following years. 
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Abstract  

Intangible assets represent important resource for most companies, especially in terms of 

company’s brand, reputation in the market, intellectual capital, relations with suppliers and 

customers, etc. From accounting point of view, an asset can be presented in financial 

statements only if meets two criteria: (1) future economic benefits and (2) measurement 

reliability. If one of two mentioned criteria is not met, asset cannot be presented in the 

balance sheet. That is especially true for brand as an internally generated goodwill due to the 

fact that measurement of such asset is very demanding. Accounting for intangible assets is 

regulated by international and national accounting standards. According to Croatian and 

International accounting standards, intangible assets should be initially measured at their 

cost. Specific types of intangible assets such as intellectual capital, brand, customer lists, and 

supplier lists are considered as internally generated goodwill, wherefore the expenses related 

to these types of assets should not be capitalized as company’s assets, but should be recorded 

as expense when incurred. Moreover, a problem that accrues in initial recognition of 

internally generated brand as a company’s intangible asset is estimation of its useful life. In 

order to compare brand values among different measurement approaches, three independent 

agencies have been chosen in order to compare brand values of worlds’ most famous 

companies from 2016 to 2019. Additionally, paper seeks to compare various approaches for 

valuation of a company value. In that context, companys’ book value (total assets value), 

stockholders’ equity, market capitalization, enterprise value, and brand value of the world’s 

most famous companies have been analysed and compared. Research results showed that the 

brand value and the book value of the companies usually differs. At all observed companies, 

goodwill as well as intangible assets do not have significant share in total assets (book value 

of the company). Comparing the market value and enterprise value with the brand value, it 

can be concluded that for most companies market and enterprise values are greater than 

brand value up to 10 times. Moreover, a complete financial and non-financial analysis should 

be performed in order to evaluate which company is more valuable. Considering the fact that 

the brand is of great importance for company’s business, additional efforts of experts in order 

to find adequate measurement model and adequate presentation in the balance sheet can be 

expected.   
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Introduction 

 

In the modern economy, technology is evolving on a daily basis. In such environment, 

intangible assets are becoming more and more important for many companies, which leads to 

increasing investments in such assets. Although intangible assets are a part of company’s total 

assets, not all intangibles should be recorded at the company’s balance sheet according to 

accounting standards. Intangible assets presented in the company’s balance sheet should meet 

certain criteria defined in accounting standards. „The terms brand and brand name, often used 

as synonyms for trademarks and trade names, are general marketing terms that typically refer 

to a group of complementary assets such as a trademark (or service mark) and its related trade 

name, formulas, recipes, and technological expertise“ (Reilly and Schweihs, 2014: 433). It is 

well known that brand increases a price of products and services, and finally the value of 

company. This is especially visible in acquisitions where it often happens that the market 

value of the acquired company is much higher than its book value. Therefore, the key 

question is whether the brand as intangible asset should be an integral part of the company's 

balance sheet. The intellectual property such as the intellectual capital is also of a great value 

for most companies today. Without the employee’s knowledge and their motivation for work, 

most businesses would not be able to meet their goals. Except employees, companies business 

depends on its customers and suppliers, which are of a great value for companies and without 

them business operations would not be possible. Nevertheless, customer lists or relations with 

suppliers are not capitalized as assets in the balance sheet. 

 

In recent decades, the role and importance of intangible assets such as brand or trademark 

catch the attention for both marketing and accounting professionals. “The accounting 

consequence of intangible assets is a “hot issue” with great practical relevance because of the 

relative significance which these assets, and quite often brand names, may have on the 

presentation of the balance sheet of certain companies” (Stolowy, Haller and Klockhaus, 

1999: 3). According to Aaker (1991) “a brand is a distinguishing name and/or symbol (such 

as a logo, trademark, or package design) intended to identify the goods or services of either 

one seller or a group of sellers, and to differentiate those goods or services from those of 

competitors”. In practice, the term increasingly mentioned is brand equity presented by Keller 

(1993: 2) from the point of individual customer as Customer-based brand equity that “is 

defined as the differential effect of brand knowledge on consumer response to the marketing 

of the brand”. Simon and Sullivan (1993) “define brand equity as the incremental cash flows 

which accrue to branded products over and above the cash flows which would result from the 

sale of unbranded products”. “The incremental cash flows are based on the value consumers 

place on branded products and on cost savings brand equity generates through competitive 

advantages” (Simon and Sulliven, 1993). They have also presented a new technique for 

estimating a firm’s brand equity. Su Park and Srinivasan (1994: 271), based on a new 

research, have developed “a new survey-based method for measuring and understanding a 

brand's equity in a product category and evaluating the equity of the brand's extension into a 

different but related product category”. Many other authors have presented their methods of 

measuring brand value. 
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With the aim of getting a complete overview, this paper seeks to compare various approaches 

for valuation of a company. In that context, authors have compared and analysed book value 

(total assets value), stockholders’ equity, market capitalization, enterprise value, and brand 

value of the world’s most famous companies. By the analysis of financial statements of 

companies, it is explained whether the value of intangible assets affects the companies’ 

financial ratios. Special attention in this paper is given to the brand or trademark, which is 

explored in more detail in relations to other types of intangible assets. 

 

 

Specific Forms of Intangible Assets from the Perspective of Accounting 
 

Accounting for intangible assets could be regulated by international or national accounting 

standards. In Croatia, large companies should apply International Accounting Standard 38 - 

Intangible Assets (IAS 38), while micro, small, and medium-sized companies should apply 

Croatian Financial Reporting Standard 5 - Non-Current Intangible Assets (CFRS 5). Due to 

its intangible features, intangible assets can sometimes be difficult to define and measure. IAS 

38 defines intangible assets as “identifiable not monetary assets without physical content”. A 

similar definition is given by CFRS 5 according to which intangible assets include 

development costs, patents, licenses, concessions, trademarks, software, fishing licenses, 

franchises and other rights, goodwill, advances for intangible assets and other intangible 

assets. An entity should recognize intangible assets as a part of its' total assets only if (1) 

company can expected future economic benefits from intangible assets and (2) the cost of 

acquiring the intangible assets can be reliably measured. 

 

According to Croatian and International accounting standards, intangible assets should be 

initially measured at their cost. The cost of intangible assets is the purchase cost of the asset 

itself, plus import duties and non-refundable taxes after deduction of trade discounts and 

rebates, and plus any costs directly attributable to bringing the intangible asset to its use. 

Specific types of intangible assets such as intellectual capital, brand, customer lists, and 

supplier lists are considered as internally generated goodwill, wherefore the expenses related 

to these types of assets should not be capitalized as company’s assets, but should be recorded 

as expense when incurred. Why is that so? “In some cases, expense is incurred to generate 

future economic benefits, but it does not result in the creation of an intangible asset that meets 

the recognition criteria in this standard. Such expense is often described as contributing to 

internally generated goodwill. Internally generated goodwill is not recognised as an asset 

because it is not an identifiable resource (i.e. it is not separable nor does it arise from 

contractual or other legal rights) controlled by the entity that can be measured reliably at cost” 

(IFRS 38, par. 49). Expenses related to specific item of intangible assets could be capitalized 

as the value of those assets only if there would be applied appropriate model insuring 

expenses related to specific forms of intangible assets are reliably attributed to particular 

assets. In practice, this is still not possible since there is no single model by which these 

expenses should be allocated to a particular item of intangible assets. 

 

Internally generated brands 

 

Nowadays, many companies allocate significant resources to increase the value of internally 

generated goodwill. “Despite the fact that financial accounting solved the problem of 

identifying and posting a brand purchased from another company, the problem of determining 

the value of an internally developed brand, as well as the impact of its value on the creation 

and preservation of the company's value, is still considered inadequate” (Brlečić Valčić and 
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Hodžić, 2016). Brand is internally generated goodwill and according to the Croatian Financial 

Reporting Standards (CFRS) or International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) it should 

not be recognized as an asset within company’s balance sheet, and does not represent 

intangible assets of a company in accounting sense. According to accounting standards, 

expenses related to internally generated goodwill cannot be uniquely allocated to a particular 

item of intangible asset, respectively they cannot be separated from the investment in the 

business of the enterprise as a whole, wherefore are considered as a part of the investment in 

the enterprise as a whole. From the accounting point of view, the accounting profession faces 

a major problem related to the measurement of brand value. The International Accounting 

Standards Board (IASB), which develops IFRSs, makes continuous efforts to solve this issue. 

As there is no generally accepted method of measuring brand value, IFRSs do not allow the 

value of an internally created brand to be presented in the balance sheet. 

According to CFRSs and IFRSs, an internally generated brand should not be recognized as an 

asset of the company. Costs related to the brand of the company, such as costs of advertising 

with the aim of strengthening the brand, should not be capitalized in the value of assets. They 

are recognized as expenses in the period when they occurred. In addition to the brand, 

employees of the company and their knowledge, intellectual capital, as well as relations with 

leading customers and suppliers will not be presented at the company's balance sheet. Many 

wonder why that is so, since the brand, knowledge, and commitment of employees as well as 

key customers and suppliers certainly satisfy the condition of creating future economic 

benefits for the company. Thus, they increase the value of the company and if they would be 

an integral part of total assets of the company presented in the balance sheet, they would have 

a positive impact on certain financial indicators of the company such as the financial stability 

ratio and indebtedness ratio. “When it comes to the intangible assets, conservative accounting 

standards, regardless of the efforts and amendments, are still not conceptualized in such a way 

as to incorporate into their recognition, valuation, and disclosure the elements of changes in 

ordinary business operations, and even throughout the economy, caused by the importance 

and role of intangible assets” (Černe, 2011: 105). However, the reason why the brand, as well 

as other similar sources of future economic benefits, is not recognized as intangible assets is 

that its cost cannot be measured reliably as well as the moment when research phase turns into 

development phase in which costs can be capitalized. As scientists and practitioners have 

recognized the importance of brand since the 1980s, numerous models have been developed 

to measure brand value, but a unique solution for measuring the brand value has not been 

found yet. 

 

The assessment of the useful life of brands 

 

A problem that accrues in initial recognition of internally generated brand as a company’s 

intangible asset is an estimation of its useful life. Generally, the useful live of particular long 

term tangible or intangible asset can be limited, unlimited and indefinite. Management 

estimates the useful life of an asset and its residual value at the end of its useful life. 

Moreover, management in its accounting policies determines the depreciation method of non-

current assets. The useful life of intangible assets can be limited or indefinite. A common 

problem related to measurement of internally created brand in practice is estimating its useful 

life. It is difficult to determine whether a brand has a limited or indefinite useful life and to 

estimate its residual value. According to different agencies that measure brand value, it is 

evident that from year to year the value of particular brand can significantly change wherefore 

it is unrealistic to estimate the useful life of a brand over a long-term period, since the market 

is very turbulent and unpredictable in the long run. For this reason, the useful life of brand 
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could be interpreted as indefinite and measured at fair value for which there is still no reliable 

model for measurement. 

If a model for measurement of brand value would be developed and if authorized agencies 

would measure such value, that value could be adjusted on the balance sheet date to the fair 

value calculated by the authorized agencies. Authorized agencies would then be certified 

assessors. 

 

 

The Existing Brand Measurement Methods 
 

Various authors provide different methods and models that can be used to evaluate and 

measure a particular brand. “The way of brand value measurement is based on the basics of 

generating a brand – understanding that consumer satisfaction allows for a higher price, and 

that better brand meaning is closely related to market shares” (Vranešević and Marušić, 2003: 

133). Cravens and Guilding (1999: 58) emphasize that „the various methods of determining 

the value of a brand can be placed into four categories: (1) cost-based approaches; (2) market-

based approaches, (3) income-based approaches; and (4) formulary approaches incorporating 

future benefits or comparative advantages“. According to Smith and Richey (2013), there are 

three accepted valuation methods: the cost, market, and income methods. “Good valuation 

practice instructs that all three methods should be employed when it is possible and 

appropriate” (Smith and Richey, 2013: 83).  

 

In order to compare brand values among different measurement approaches, three 

independent agencies have been chosen as sources for the comparison. Since there is no 

generally accepted measurement method to measure the value of brands, each of the three 

agencies uses internally developed techniques. “Brand Finance calculates the values of the 

brands in its league tables using the Royalty Relief approach – a brand valuation method 

compliant with the industry standard set in ISO 10668. This involves estimating the likely 

future revenues that are attributable to a brand by calculating a royalty rate that would be 

charged for its use, to arrive at a ‘brand value’ understood as a net economic benefit that a 

licensor would achieve by licensing the brand in the open market. The steps in this process are 

as follows: 
Calculate brand strength using a balanced scorecard of metrics assessing Marketing Investment, 

Stakeholder Equity, and Business Performance. Brand strength is expressed as a Brand Strength Index 

(BSI) score on a scale of 0 to 100. 

Determine royalty range for each industry, reflecting the importance of brand to purchasing decisions. 

In luxury, the maximum percentage is high, in extractive industry, where goods are often 

commoditised, it is lower. This is done by reviewing comparable licensing agreements sourced from 

Brand Finance’s extensive database. 

Calculate royalty rate. The BSI score is applied to the royalty range to arrive at a royalty rate. For 

example, if the royalty range in a sector is 0-5% and a brand has a BSI score of 80 out of 100, then an 

appropriate royalty rate for the use of this brand in the given sector will be 4%. 

Determine brand-specific revenues by estimating a proportion of parent company revenues attributable 

to a brand. 

Determine forecast revenues using a function of historic revenues, equity analyst forecasts, and 

economic growth rates. 

Apply the royalty rate to the forecast revenues to derive brand revenues. 

Brand revenues are discounted post-tax to a net present value which equals the brand value” (Brand 

Finance, 2020, 38).  
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The second chosen agency, Interbrand uses a slightly different approach in brand valuation. 

Interbrand is a pioneer in brand valuation since 1988 and “was the first company to have its 

methodology certified as compliant with the requirements of ISO 10668” (Interbrand, 2020). 

There are three key components of Interbrand brand valuations: 
“Financial Analysis – This measures the overall financial return to an organization’s investors, or its 

economic profit. Economic profit is the after-tax operating profit of the brand, minus a charge for the 

capital used to generate the brand’s revenue and margins. 

Role of Brand – This measures the portion of the purchase decision attributable to the brand as 

opposed to other factors (for example, purchase drivers such as price, convenience, or product 

features). The Role of Brand Index (RBI) quantifies this as a percentage. RBI determinations for Best 

Global Brands derive, depending on the brand, from one of three methods: commissioned market 

research, benchmarking against Role of Brand scores from client projects with brands in the same 

industry, or expert panel assessment.  

Brand Strength – Brand Strength measures the ability of the brand to create loyalty and, therefore, 

sustainable demand and profit into the future. Brand Strength analysis is based on an evaluation across 

10 factors that Interbrand believes constitute a strong brand. Performance in these areas is judged 

relative to other brands in the industry and relative to other world-class brands. The Brand Strength 

analysis delivers an insightful snapshot of the strengths and weaknesses of the brand and is used to 

generate a road map of activities to grow the brand’s strength and value into the future” (Interbrand, 

2020).   

 

Finally, Kantar Millward Brown agency uses BrandZTM valuation methodology by calculating 

and combining financial value and brand contribution. Calculating Financial Value is a three-

step process followed by determining Brend Contribution, which starts with quantifying 

brand’s strength relative to competitors (Kantar, 2020). “Using BrandZ™’s unique survey 

based brand equity model (The Meaningfully Different Framework) we are able to quantify a 

brand’s abilities in each of these three areas relative to competitors, with a survey based 

measure: 

𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 = 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 

𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑢𝑚 = 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑢𝑚 

𝐹𝑢𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 = 𝑃𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 
 

Each of these measures contributes to the proportion of the company’s total value accounted 

for by the brand’s equity alone” (Kantar, 2020). Finally, “Brand Value is the $ amount that 

the brand contributes to overall business value of the parent company. 

 

𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 = 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 ∙ 𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛” (Kantar, 2020). 

 

Analysis of different approaches of measuring company value 

 

Nowadays, several agencies measure the brand value of world’s most famous companies. 

Although their aim is the same, each of them uses the own methods based on which conducts 

researches in order to evaluate the brand value. Based on the methods used, the agencies 

assign the Brand Ratings to each company’s brand. The top 10 most famous world’s brands 

according to the Brand Finance agency in 2020 are delivered in Table 1. 
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Table 1. The world's most valuable brands in 2020 according to the Brand Finance agency  

Rank Name Logo Country 
2019 (in 

millions) 

2020 (in 

millions) 
2020/2019 

1 Amazon 
    

$187.905  $220.791  17,5% 

2 Google 
    

$142.755  $159.722  11,9% 

3 Apple 
    

$153.634  $140.524  -8,5% 

4 Microsoft 
    

$119.595  $117.072  -2,1% 

5 Samsung 
  

 

$ 91.282  $ 94.494  3,5% 

6 ICBC 
    

$ 79.823  $ 80.791  1,2% 

7 Facebook 
    

$ 83.202  $ 79.804  -4,1% 

8 Walmart 
    

$ 67.867  $ 77.520  14,2% 

9 Pingan 
    

$ 57.626  $ 69.041  19,8% 

10 Huawei 
    

$ 62.278  $ 65.084  4,5% 

Source: https://brandirectory.com/rankings/global/table 

 

In order to compare brand values among different rating agencies, authors have chosen three 

agencies and compared brand values from 2016 to 2019 (Table 2).  
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Table 2. Comparison of brand values among different agencies from 2016 to 2019 
                      

  

Agency: Brand Finance 
  

  

Rank 
Name 

Brand value (in millions) 
  

  

2016 2017 2018 2019 2016 2017 2018 2019 
  

  

3 3 1 1 Amazon  $ 69,642   $ 106,396   $ 150,811   $ 187,905  
  

  

1 2 2 2 Apple  $ 145,918   $ 107,141   $ 146,311   $ 153,634  
  

  

2 1 3 3 Google  $ 88,173   $ 109,470   $ 120,911   $ 142,755  
  

  

4 5 6 4 Microsoft  $ 67,258   $ 76,265   $ 81,163   $ 119,595  
  

  

7 6 4 5 Samsung  $ 58,619   $ 66,218   $ 92,289   $ 91,282  
  

  

6 4 5 6 AT&T  $ 59,904   $ 87,016   $ 82,422   $ 87,005  
  

  

17 9 7 7 Facebook  $ 34,002   $ 61,998   $ 76,526   $ 83,202  
  

  

13 10 10 8 ICBC  $ 36,334   $ 47,832   $ 59,189   $ 79,823  
  

  

5 7 8 9 Verizon  $ 63,116   $ 65,875   $ 62,826   $ 71,154  
  

  

14 14 11 10 
China Constr. 

Bank 
 $ 35,394   $ 41,377   $ 56,789   $ 69,742  

  

             

  

Agency: Interbrand 
  

  

Rank 
Name 

Brand value (in millions) 
  

  

2016 2017 2018 2019 2016 2017 2018 2019 
  

  

1 1 1 1 Apple  $ 178,119   $ 184,154   $ 214,480   $ 234,241  
  

  

2 2 2 2 Google  $ 133,252   $ 141,703   $ 155,506   $ 167,713  
  

  

8 5 3 3 Amazon  $ 50,338   $ 64,796   $ 100,764   $ 125,263  
  

  

4 3 4 4 Microsoft  $ 72,795   $ 79,999   $ 92,715   $ 108,847  
  

  

3 4 5 5 Coca-Cola  $ 73,102   $ 69,733   $ 66,341   $ 63,365  
  

  

7 6 6 6 Samsung  $ 51,808   $ 56,249   $ 59,890   $ 61,098  
  

  

5 7 7 7 Toyota  $ 53,580   $ 50,291   $ 53,404   $ 56,246  
  

  

9 9 8 8 Mercedes  $ 43,490   $ 47,829   $ 48,601   $ 50,832  
  

  

12 12 10 9 McDonalds  $ 39,381   $ 41,533   $ 43,417   $ 45,362  
  

  

13 14 14 10 Disney  $ 38,790   $ 40,722   $ 39,874   $ 44,352  
  

             

  

Agency: Kantar Millward Brown 
  

  

Rank 
Name 

Brand value (in millions) 
  

  

2016 2017 2018 2019 2016 2017 2018 2019 
  

  

7 4 3 1 Amazon  $ 98,988   $ 139,286   $ 207,594   $ 315,505  
  

  

2 2 2 2 Apple  $ 228,460   $ 234,671   $ 300,595   $ 309,527  
  

  

1 1 1 3 Google  $ 229,198   $ 245,581   $ 302,063   $ 309,000  
  

  

3 3 4 4 Microsoft  $ 121,824   $ 143,222   $ 200,987   $ 251,244  
  

  

6 7 7 5 VISA  $ 100,800   $ 110,999   $ 145,611   $ 177,918  
  

  

5 5 6 6 Facebook  $ 102,551   $ 129,800   $ 162,106   $ 158,968  
  

  

18 14 9 7 
Alibaba 

Group 
 $ 49,298   $ 59,127   $ 113,401   $ 131,246  

  

  

11 8 5 8 Tencent  $ 84,945   $ 108,292   $ 178,990   $ 130,862  
  

  

9 10 8 9 McDonalds  $ 88,654   $ 97,723   $ 126,044   $ 130,368  
  

  

4 6 10 10 AT&T  $ 107,387   $ 115,112   $ 106,698   $ 108,375  
  

                      

Source: https://brandirectory.com/rankings/global/table, https://www.interbrand.com/best-

brands/best-global-brands/2019/ranking/, http://www.millwardbrown.com/brandz/rankings-

and-reports/top-global-brands/2019 
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According to the Brand Finance agency, the most valuable brand in 2019 was Amazon with 

the value of $ 187,905M. On the other hand, Interbrand named Apple as the most valuable 

brand in the same year with the value of $ 234,241M, while Amazon was the third with the 

value of        $ 125,263M. Kantar Millward Brown agency has the same ranking for the first 

four brands in 2019 as the Brand Finance, but the value of Amazon was $ 315,505M. 

Furthermore, only first four brands according to each agency (Amazon, Apple, Google, and 

Microsoft) appear in each categorization, while the others are not in top 10 of each agency. 

Based on the different rankings and brand values given by each of these three agencies, it can 

be concluded that brand values significantly differ. A reason for such inconsistency comes 

from different measurement methods and techniques used by each agency.  

 

The comparison of brand values is obviously not sufficient for estimating the real value of a 

company. For a deeper insight, the other available valuations of the company should be 

analysed too. From the perspective of accounting, there are several ways of company 

valuation. Valuation of company’s value based on the balance sheet implies the value of total 

assets (long-term and current assets), although the value can also be measured in terms of 

total stockholders’ equity which implies the residual value of total assets reduced for total 

liabilities. In addition, the company’s value can be measured by the value of market 

capitalization, which is calculated as the share price times the total shares outstanding. 

Furthermore, there is also an enterprise value, which is described as the “theoretical takeover 

price”, “more comprehensive than market capitalization, which only includes common equity. 

Enterprise value is calculated as the market capitalization plus debt and minority interest and 

preferred stocks, minus total cash, cash equivalents, and marketable securities” (GuruFocus, 

2020). In order to get a whole picture of differential company’s value measurements, Table 3 

summarizes all above measurement techniques for nine companies with the highest brand 

value in 2020 according to the Brand Finance. All the values were taken from GuruFocus 

LLC which is “engaged in the business of financial news, commentaries, research and 

publishing” (GuruFocus, 2020). All values were also verified from the official annual reports 

of the companies. The values are as of the end of 2019 or, where those values were missing, 

as of September 2019 and January 2020. The formulas for calculating each value are 

presenting below: 

 

𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 = 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑜 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑓𝑜𝑟 2020 

 

𝐵𝑜𝑜𝑘 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 = 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠 

 

𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠′ 𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠 = 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠 − 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐿𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠 

 

𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 = 𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 ∙  𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 

 

𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 = 

𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 + 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑠 + 𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔 − 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 𝐷𝑒𝑏𝑡 + 𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡 − 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 𝐷𝑒𝑏𝑡
+ 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑂𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 − 𝐶𝑎𝑠ℎ
− 𝐶𝑎𝑠ℎ 𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 − 𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠 

 

Table 3 also includes values of goodwill and intangible assets for calculating the shares in 

total assets and in brand value. 
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Table 3. Comparison of companies’ values 

                        

  
Company 

Brand value Book value 
BrandV/ 

BookV 
Goodwill 

Goodwill/ 

BookV 

Goodwill/ 

BrandV 

Intangible 

assets 

IntAssets/ 

BookV 

IntAssets/ 

BrandV   

  
1 2 3 (1 / 2) 4 5 (4 / 2) 6 (4 / 1) 7 8 (7 / 2) 9 (7 / 1)   

  
Amazon  $ 220,791  $    225,248  98%  $ 14,754  6.55% 6.68%  $ 18,803  8.35% 8.52%   

  
Google  $ 159,722  $    275,909  58%  $ 20,624  7.47% 12.91%  $ 22,603  8.19% 14.15%   

  
Apple  $ 140,524  $    340,618  41%  $           -    0.00% 0.00%  $           -    0.00% 0.00%   

  
Microsoft  $ 117,072  $    282,794  41%  $ 42,248  14.94% 36.09%  $ 49,374  17.46% 42.17%   

  
Samsung  $   94,494   $    295,940  32%  $           -    0.00% 0.00%  $ 13,153  4.44% 13.92%   

  
ICBC  $   80,791   $ 4,277,153  2%  $           -    0.00% 0.00%  $           -    0.00% 0.00%   

  
Facebook  $   79,804   $    133,376  60%  $ 18,715  14.03% 23.45%  $ 19,609  14.70% 24.57%   

  
Walmart  $   77,520   $    236,495  33%  $ 31,073  13.14% 40.08%  $ 31,073  13.14% 40.08%   

  
Pingan  $   69,041   $ 1,172,410  6%  $   2,984  0.25% 4.32%  $   6,946  0.59% 10.06%   

              

  
Company 

Stockholders' 

equity 

StckE/ 

BrandV 

No. of 

shares 
Share price Market value MV/BookV 

MV/ 

BrandV 

Enterprise 

value 

EV/ 

BrandV   

  
10 11 (10 / 2) 12 13 14 (12 * 13) 15 (14 / 2) 16 (14 / 1) 17 18 (17 / 1)   

  
Amazon  $   62,060  0.28 498 $ 1,847.84   $    920,224  4.09 4.2  $    928,408  4.20   

  
Google  $ 201,442 1.26 688 $ 1,337.02   $    920,318  3.34 5.8  $    816,610  5.11   

  
Apple  $   89,531  0.64 4,384 $    293.65   $ 1,287,370  3.78 9.2  $ 1,288,500  9.17   

  
Microsoft  $ 110,109 0.94 7,611 $    157.70   $ 1,200,255  4.24 10.3  $ 1,142,782  9.76   

  
Samsung  $ 213,885 2.26 6,792 $      44.20   $    300,236  1.01 3.2  $    235,205  2.49   

  
ICBC  $ 373,209 4.62 356,406 $        0.65   $    231,664  0.05 2.9  $    138,980  1.72   

  
Facebook  $ 101,054 1.27 2,852 $    205.25   $    585,373  4.39 7.3  $    541,743  6.79   

  
Walmart  $   74,669  0.96 2,868 $    114.49   $    328,357  1.39 4.2  $    398,208  5.14   

  
Pingan  $   95,978  1.39 8,914 $      23.80   $    212,165  0.18 3.1  $    331,121  4.80   

                        

Source: https://brandirectory.com/rankings/global/table, https://www.gurufocus.com/screener, and authors’ calculation 



 

 

From the very beginning of the Table 3, it is obvious that the brand value and the book value of 

the companies differ. For all observed companies the share of brand value in book value goes 

from 32 % up to 98 %, except for two companies with the share of brand value in book value of 

2 % and 6 %. These companies (International and Commercial Bank of China and Ping an 

Insurance) operate in financial sector so that is the reason why their book value and share of 

brand value in book value vary from the other companies. Although these nine companies have 

the highest brand value, three of them do not have any goodwill value recorded at their balance 

sheets as well as two of them have no intangible assets at all. The reason for that comes from the 

accounting standards, which do not allow recording the value of internally generated goodwill 

(where brand belongs) as an intangible asset of a company. In all observed companies, goodwill 

as well as intangible assets do not have significant share in total assets (book value of the 

company). It is very surprising that Apple, as one of the leading IT company, has no intangible 

assets at all. Comparing the market value and enterprise value, which are similar, with the brand 

value, it can be concluded that for most companies market and enterprise value are greater than 

their brand value up to 10 times. Given the differences between various company’s values, 

neither of them should be observed individually. Moreover, a complete financial and non-

financial analysis should be performed in order to evaluate which company is more valuable.  

 

 

Conclusion 

 

Although intangible assets are very significant for business operations, for most companies they 

do not represent a significant share in their total assets value. Summarizing all of the above, it 

can be concluded that internally generated goodwill in terms of brand has significant value since 

the most famous brands in the world have a high share of estimated brand value in the book 

value, market value, and enterprise value. Despite that, companies from financial sector have 

shown the opposite results. Having that in mind, it is important to understand the measurement 

models to be able to analyse their results. A complete picture of company’s financial position 

have to be clear to the stakeholders. However, despite the great efforts of experts in obtaining a 

formula to calculate the brand, a unique solution to reach that value has not been found yet. In 

order to present true and fair financial position, internally generated goodwill should be 

considered too. Since its value is not easy to determine, accounting standards do not allow the 

presentation of internally generated goodwill in the company’s balance sheet because allowing 

recognition of such assets in the balance sheet might enable possible manipulations with the 

company’s book value. Considering the fact that the brand is of great importance for company’s 

business, additional efforts of experts in order to find adequate measurement model and adequate 

presentation in the balance sheet can be expected. However, companies are encouraged to 

present information of their brands in the notes to financial statements as well as in the annual 

report. 
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Abstract 

Since its independence Kosovo continues to face a high rate of unemployment. The purpose of 

this research paper is to study the labor market administration by the Public Employment 

Service in Kosovo. The result of the research is to understand the extent to which the employment 

policies offered by the Public Service have addressed unemployment. The methodology used in 

this paper is different. For the theoretical part of the paper we have used various books, papers 

and scientific articles on the role of the Public Service in addressing unemployment. Whereas for 

the practical part we have used reports, public and studies of local and international institutions 

as well as semi-structured interviews with the middle level management of the Public 

Employment Service. The conclusions of the paper are: (i) the Public Employment Service has a 

role in a state that is in the transition process; (ii) the Public Employment Service should be 

reformed and modernized as well  by increasing cooperation with employers; (iii) the Public 

Employment Service operates in a competitive environment with private employment agencies 

and the work of these agencies should be seen as complementary to the PES; (iv) The Public 

Employment Service should expand the list of services and measures offered by clients, diversify 

active labor market policies for different categories of unemployed, and offer, in addition to 

active policies, passive policies the labor market for the unemployed who cannot be integrated 

into the labor market; (v) The Public Employment Service should provide professional trainings 

required by the labor market. 

 

Keywords: Kosovo, employment, Public Employment Service, role, labor market. 

 

JEL classification: J, J08  

 

 

Introduction  
 

Unemployment is one of the main problems Kosovo has faced since declaring independence 

until now. A key role in solving the problem of unemployment has the Public Employment 

Service (after: the Employment Agency). In the study we will analyze the institution 

responsibilities for regulating the labor market administration in Kosovo, as well as the main 

value of this study is empirical research through semi-structured interviews with leaders of the 

Office of employment and Vocational Training Centers. 
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The main research questions of the paper are: 

What is the theoretical framework regarding the role of employment agencies? 

What is the legal framework that regulates the responsible institutions for labor market 

administration in Kosovo? 

What are the views and experiences of the Employment Offices leaders and the Vocational 

Training Centers related with services and active labor market policies offered in Kosovo? 

 

The research paper hypotheses are: 

The Public Employment Service has a role in a state in the process of transition; 

The Public Employment Service should be reformed and modernized as well  by increasing 

cooperation with employers; 

The Public Employment Service operates in a competitive environment with private employment 

agencies and the work of these agencies should be seen as complementary to the PES; 

The Public Employment Service should expand the list of services and measures it offers to 

clients, diversify active labor market policies for different categories of unemployed, and offer, 

besides active policies, policies labor market passives for the unemployed who cannot be 

integrated into the labor market; 

The Public Employment Service should provide vocational training required by the labor market. 

 

Three main methods of data collection were used in this paper. First, data collected from 

academic literature on the theoretical framework portion. Second, the legal method elaborating 

on the content of the legal framework that regulates the administration of the labor market in 

Kosovo. Third, the empirical method by collecting data through semi-structured interviews with 

Heads of Employment Offices and Vocational Training Centers. 

 

Theoretical framework 

 

The theoretical debate on the Public Employment Service (PES) will start from the analysis of 

the concept of unemployment. 

 

According to Shiveley, “Unemployment is a situation in which there are no jobs for everyone 

looking to work” (Shiveley, 2012, p. 144). The greatest negative effects of unemployment 

compared to all other social groups are on youth. This is because "When unemployment is high 

and persistent it mostly hits youth" (Winfield, 1993, p. 1). 

 

An example of “… the difficulty governments have in lowering unemployment is the efforts of 

Western European states, whose strong governments have tried hard to reduce it, but still 

maintain unemployment rates of almost 10%” (Wajdenfeld, 2002, p. 263). However, still "All 

European Union countries, within the framework of their economic, labor market or social 

policy, pursue certain forms of employment policy" (Ibid). However, for the government to be 

successful with policies to 'fight' unemployment, it must develop policies that target certain strata 

of citizens (Eberts, O'Leary, Wander, 2002). 

 

Where as according to Mankiw and Taylor, "... an unemployed person is someone who does not 

have a job" (Mankiw, Taylor, 2012, p. 162). The problem of unemployment is compounded by 
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the methodology of its measurement. One way of measuring is “One simple way is to count 

people who every day claim government unemployment benefit payments, so called claimants” 

(Ibid). The duration of unemployment depends also on the “Term of the employment contract” 

(Leschke, 2006, p. 71). 

 

But what is the role of government policies in fighting unemployment? Should the state 

intervene in the labor market in order to facilitate and promote employment or not?  

 

The state, "... in the context of a market economy, appears as a regulator in the function of a 

progressive social policy" (Çela, 2015, p. 170). But this mission cannot be properly fulfilled 

except in agreement with employers and professional organizations. Thus, “Government policies 

try to facilitate job search in a variety of ways. One way is through state-run employment 

agencies or job centres that disseminate information about vacancies” (Ibid, p. 172). And, 

"Proponents of these policies believe that they make the economy operate efficiently while 

keeping the workforce fully employed and reduce the inequalities inherent in a constantly 

changing market economy" (Ibid, p. 173). 

 

Appearance of the PES regarding the industrialization process as a result of social and economic 

problems caused by unemployment. Initially, “Early workforce offices mainly dealt with 

employment mediation, that is, with the process of arranging opportunities for job seekers to find 

work while employers fill vacancies, but some have also been incorporated into new 

unemployment insurance systems” (Phan, Hansen, Price, 2001, p. 13). 

 

In 1919, then newly established, International Labor Organization (the ILO) by the 

Unemployment Convention (No 2) recommended member states to establish PES. According to 

Article 2 of this Convention, "Each State Party (author's remark: each State Party to the 

International Labor Organization) ratifying this Convention shall establish a public employment 

agency under the control of the central authority" (International Labor Organization, 1919). 

Where public and private employment agencies exist, actions must be taken to coordinate the 

action of these agencies by a national authority. 

 

The four main functions of the PES are: employment mediation; providing labor market 

information; administration of labor market adaptation programs; as well as the administration of 

unemployment benefits (Ibid, p. 15). Thus, “First, there is the tension between a universal self-

help service and advanced personalized services. Second, there is a tension between providing 

customer-oriented services and unemployment benefits policies. Third, is the role of the future 

PES in the process of lifelong learning and professional orientation” (Phan, Hansen, Price, 2001, 

p. 21). 

 

The European Commission, namely the DG on Employment, Social Affairs and Inclusion, 

requires European countries' PESs to develop, in addition to the classical functions, additional 

functions such as: lifelong learning to have close relations with employment policies, social 

cohesion, and economic policies. The new career guidance approach, called lifelong learning, is 

potentially a strong bridge between these policies at both the civic and individual levels. Lifelong 

learning includes: employment counseling, career counseling, rehabilitation counseling, job 
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market information, etc (European Commission, DG Employment, Social Affairs and Inclusion, 

2011, p. 3). 

 

The European Commission has gone a little further in establishing the PES network of EU 

member states. The purpose of establishing this network is to exchange views as well as assess 

the learning needs between Member States' Public Employment Services. In 2018 the Work 

Program of this network contained a large number of network activities, as joint lessons aimed at 

modernizing and improving PES performance (European Commission, 2018, p. 7). 

 

Also, in the last twenty years there has been a great deal of pressure to reform PES in many 

countries (Dell'Aringa, Rocca, Keller, 2001, p. 1). This pressure is due to several key factors: “1. 

The privatization process and keeping the labor costs under control. 2. New management 

practices and the effectiveness and efficiency of public services. 3. Centralization vis-à-vis 

decentralization. 4. The role of trade unions and their response to increasing the need for 

flexibility, performance and quality in public services” (Ibid, p. 4). 

 

Many other studies have found that public employment services are under the pressure of 

'survival' from two other processes, globalization and European integration (Bach, 1999, p. 2), 

(the latter applies only to aspiring states that want to integrate into the EU). The nation-state, 

with its legal and administrative characteristics, is under constant pressure from the globalization 

process, which has an impact on both the public sector and, consequently, the PES. 

 

In the last decade, the pressure for PES has increased due to the global economic crisis which has 

led to an increase in unemployment. Different states have been forced to develop measures to 

deal with the crisis. For example, “Spain has undertaken some labor market reforms with the aim 

of flexibility in the labor market, strengthening of the Public Employment Service and active 

labor market measures” (Suarez, Cueto, Mayor, 2014, p. 3). Part of the reforms has been to allow 

private employment agencies to supplement PES action and to provide individual counseling to 

jobseekers. The global economic crisis has also influenced employers' behavior in planning labor 

force recruitment policies, as is the case in the UK (Johnstone, 2018). 

 

The success of the PES in hiring jobseekers and the unemployed who advise depends on contacts 

and cooperation with employers. The case of PES in Switzerland best argues that contacts and 

cooperation between employees in the Employment Offices and employers influence the increase 

of job opportunities for the unemployed (Behncke, Frölich, Lechner, 2007, p. 3). 

 

In a summary of the World PES Association, labor market challenges and trends, PES 

implications, identify some as: demographic changes, globalization, technological change: PES 

in lifelong learning, market mismatches Labor: States' capacity to change circumstances and 

slow productivity growth, income growth inequalities: PES can be an important tool in 

improving the opportunities of disadvantaged groups to help reduce income inequality 

(Peromingo, Baptista, Lima, Rubin, Froy, 2015, p. 2 and 3). 

 

Another factor that has influenced PES reform requirements is the emergence and growth of 

private employment agencies. According to the ILO, “Private Employment Agencies are those 

agencies where the employee is hired by the private employment agency, and then hired to 
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perform his / her work under the supervision of the employer company” (International Labor 

Organization, 2009, p. 1). The ILO has also approved a 1997 Private Employment Agencies 

Convention No. 181 (International Labor Organization, 1997). These agencies, especially in the 

Western countries, have gained tremendous ground by profiling particular clients (Grund, 

Minten, Toporova, 2017, p. 2). Some other authors have argued that the flexibility of triangular 

employment relationships allows employers to reduce labor and employment and the cost of 

training, while other researchers see the work of private employment agencies associated with 

low wages, minimal labor benefits, negligible job security. work, little training and no job 

prospects (Mitlacher, 2008, p. 1). 

 

Context of the problem: labor market indicators 

 

The main labor market indicators are indicators of national labor market data that include 

variables related to employment, unemployment, labor force, etc .; many of these indicators have 

sub-indicators. 

 

Key labor market indicators in the last five (5) years in Kosovo argue that unemployment 

remains one of the main problems. As can be seen from Table 1, labor force participation rate, 

inactivity rate, employment-to-population ratio, unemployment rate, youth employment rate and 

the percentage of youth in the NEET category (young people who are not employed, not 

studying and not looking for work), constantly have negative trends. Meanwhile, youth 

unemployment and the NEET category have also increased. 
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Table 1: Comparison of key labor market indicators in the last five years in %. 

 

 
Source: Kosovo Agency of Statistics. (2018). Labor Force Surveys for 2018. Prishtina: KAS; Kosovo Agency of 

Statistics. (2017). Labor Force Surveys for 2017. Pristina: KAS; Kosovo Agency of Statistics. (2016). Labor Force 

Surveys for 2016. Prishtina: KAS; Kosovo Agency of Statistics. (2015). Labor Force Surveys for 2015. Prishtina: 

KAS; Kosovo Agency of Statistics. (2014). Labor Force Surveys for 2014. Prishtina: KAS; Kosovo Agency of 

Statistics. (2018). Statistical Yearbook of the Republic of Kosovo, 2018. Prishtina: KAS. 
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The legal framework 

 

The responsible institution for the labor market administration in Kosovo is the Employment 

Agency. According to the Law for the EARK, "The Kosovo Employment Agency is a public 

service provider in the labor market, aimed at administering the labor market and implementing 

employment and vocational training policies" (Assembly of the Republic of Kosovo, 2014). 

 

According to this law, the EARK has the following duties and responsibilities: implementation 

of MLSW policies in the field of employment, training and vocational rehabilitation, adapted to 

unemployed persons, jobseekers, employers, employees and foreign nationals employment in 

Kosovo; monitoring and coordinating the implementation of active labor market measures and 

programs; preparing labor market information, analysis, research, and studies on labor market 

needs; drafting of curricula, teaching materials and assessment procedures; outsourcing services 

accredited by non-accredited providers in vocational training, advanced profiles and profiles not 

developed in the VTC; advising and providing information on labor migration, giving official 

confirmation of the time the foreigner can work in the Republic of Kosovo; proposing legislative 

initiatives in the field of employment and vocational training or employment protection policies; 

etc (Ibid). Whereas, the Ministry of Labor and Social Welfare, as responsible for policy-making, 

has drafted and approved the Regulation on Active Labor Market Policies, which is the basic 

document that defines and regulates active labor market policies that should be provided by the 

Employment Agency (Ministry of Labor and Social Welfare, 2018). 

 

Results of empirical research 

 

This section includes the presentation of data collected from the semi-structured interviews 

conducted with the Employment Office Directors as well as the Vocational Training Centres 

Directors. 

  

In the first part of the questions personal data about the respondents were extracted. These data 

refer to age, gender, education, and ethnicity. In terms of age group, 18 EO leaders are aged 55 to 

64 years. Whereas, the rest of the 9 EO leaders are aged 45 to 54 years. Only 3 EO leaders 

belong to the age group of 35 to 44 and 22 to 34 years, respectively. 
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Table 2: Age Group of Employment Offices Directors 
Number Age Results 

1 15 - 21  

2 22 - 34 1 

3 35 - 44 2 

4 45 - 54 9 

5 55 - 64 18 

6 65 +  

In total  30 

 

After completing the first part, we continued with the part of the questionnaire, where the second 

question was "How much do you know about the employment policies implemented by the 

Employment Offices in Kosovo?".  

 

Figure 1: Knowledge about employment policies in Kosovo.  

 
In the second question, the EO Leaders were asked, 'What active labor market policies 

implemented by the Employment Offices have been most successful in Kosovo?'. So, each 

respondent had the opportunity to determine the three active labor market policies that have 

proved most successful in Kosovo. From the responses received, we found that 28 respondents 

consider 'on the job training' as the most successful active policy implemented by the EO. Then, 

they listed 'Public Works' and 'Vocational Training'. And, at the end of it all is 'Wage subsidy'. 

Whereas, no EO Leader mentioned 'Entrepreneurship'. The success or failure of active labor 

market policy has been evaluated in terms of the extent to which candidates involved in these 

policies find a sustainable job after completing this scheme. And, as a result, we find that 

candidates who complete ' Work Training' achieve easier employment. 
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Table 3: Policies implemented by the Employment Offices have been most successful in Kosovo 

(you can round up to three).  

What active Market policies implemented by the Employment Offices have been most 

successful in Kosovo 

 Alternatives Answers 

 Public work 26 

 Working practices 14 

 Work training 28 

Wage subsidy    6 

Entrepreneurship - 

Vocational training     14 

Other policies - 

 

In the third question, the EO Leaders were asked, 'Should active or passive policies be 

implemented in Kosovo's labor market?' The majority of EO 90% of them responded that, 

'Active policies should be implemented in the labor market in Kosovo'. Where as, a small portion 

of the 7% opted for 'Passive Policies', respectively 3% 'Combined Policies'. So active policies are 

clearly preferred to these three alternatives. 

 

Figure 2: Active or passive employment policies. 

 

  
 

 

In the fourth question, EO leaders were asked, 'Should active labor market policies be geared 

towards supporting marginalized groups in the labor market?' EO leaders were able to respond 

with 'Yes 'or' No 'to this question. And, from the responses received, we have realized that, all 

100% of EO leaders think, 'Active labor market policies should be geared towards supporting 

marginalized groups in the labor market'. So, from this we can see that the leaders of EO 

consider that active labor market policies should focus on marginalized groups in society. 

Marginalized groups are those social groups that have more limited opportunities than the rest of 
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society. So it is about groups that need to be in the focus of state policies in order to support 

them. 

 

Table 4: Active labor market policies which supporting marginalized groups in the labor market.

 
Should active labor market policies be geared towards supporting marginalized groups in 

the labor market? 

 
Alternatives                                                           

Answers                                                                                                                                         

 

Yes                                                                100 %  

No                                                                  0%  

 
 

 

 

In the fifth question, EO Directors were asked, 'Which marginalized groups should be supported 

through active labor market policies?' In this question, EO leaders could (but were not necessary) 

enumerate up to three marginalized groups that should be supported through active labor market 

policies. So this has been an open-ended question. From the results obtained, we can see that 

'People with disabilities' is the marginalized group that is most preferred to be supported through 

active labor market policies. Next up is the group of 'Family Supporting Women' and then 'Social 

Assistance Users'. Except of these groups, EO leaders have also cited 'Unemployed above 50.' 

Minorities' and 'Long-term unemployed' are two other marginalized groups that should also be 

supported through active market policies. And the last two marginalized groups to be supported 

through active labor market policies are 'Rural Unemployed' and 'Extreme Poverty Unemployed. 

 

 

Table 5: Marginalized groups which supported through active labor market policies.  

Which marginalized groups should be supported through active labor market policies? 
 

 

 Alternatives Answers 

 

                Persons with disabilities 22 

Unemployed people over 50 years of age 9 

Family Supporting Women (Head of Household) 18 

   

                      Minorities                                                                                             6 

          Beneficiaries of social assistance                                                                   10 

   

                    Young people                                                                                          9 

   

           Unemployed in rural areas                                                                            4 

  

Long-term unemployed on record                                                                           6 
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The unemployed in extreme poverty                                                                       4 

 

 

In the sixth question, the EO Leaders were asked, 'At what level would you categorize the 

collaboration with the employer sector?' Collaboration with the employer sector is key to the 

success of EO activities. The reason is that employers are the ones who offer the jobs, job 

seekers and the unemployed. From the answers given, we find that the majority of EO leaders 

categorize 60% cooperation with the employers sector as 'Satisfactory'. The other 30% see this 

collaboration as 'Slightly satisfactory'. Whereas, only a very small 7% categorize cooperation 

with the employer sector as 'Fully Satisfactory', ie 'Not Satisfactory' at all. 

 

Figure 3: Collaboration of Public Employment Service with the employers. 

 

 
 

In the seventh question, EO leaders were asked, 'How do you evaluate the EO's role in relation to 

private employment services?' EO leaders had two opportunities to respond: first, 'EOs have 

advantages over private employment services', and second, 'Private employment services have 

advantages over employment offices'. From the responses we received, we found that, 99% of 

EO leaders think that EO have superiority over private employment services'. Whereas, only 1% 

of them think that 'Private employment services have advantages over EO. These findings are 

quite indicative, giving us the understanding that still EO leaders think that they are the main 

labor market institutions that provide employment and vocational training services while 

ignoring the role of private services. 

 

Table 6: Role of Employment Offices in compare with private employment services. 
How do you evaluate the role of Employment Offices in relation to private employment services? 

 Alternatives Answers 

 

Employment offices have advantages over private employment services                   99% 

Satisfied
60%

Slightly 
enjoyable

30%

Completely 
satisfied

7%

Not at all 
pleased

3%
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     Private employment services take precedence over 

relationship with the Employment Offices.                                                         1% 

 

 

 

In the eighth question, EO Leaders were asked if, 'Are active labor market policies implemented 

each year in line with the number of new jobseekers entering the labor market?'. The answers we 

have received are different. 50% of EO Leaders state that, 'I don't know', whether the active labor 

market policies implemented each year are in line with the number of new jobseekers entering 

the labor market. The rest, 36% of EO leaders say, 'Agree', if policies are active in relation to the 

number of job seekers entering the labor market within a year. But there are also those who say 

(7%) that, 'Not at all disagree', active labor market policies are out of line with the number of job 

seekers entering the labor market. Whereas, only 3% state that 'I do not agree', the active policies 

implemented in the labor market are in line with the number of job seekers. And, only 4% state 

that active labor market policies are 'Completely agree', are in line with the number of job 

seekers entering the labor market each year. 

 

Figure 4: Active labor market policies implemented every year in compare with the number of 

new jobseekers entering the labor market.  

 

 
 

In the ninth question, and the last question, the EO leaders were asked, 'If they have anything 

else to add?' The answer has been open, and the answer to this question has not been necessary. 

Therefore, only those respondents who felt the need to add anything other than the questions 

contained in the questionnaire could answer. There are a total of 4 respondents who answered 

this question. The things they have range from evaluating active labor market policies to the 

necessary administrative and logistical tools that the EO needs to perform its duties and 

obligations
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Table 7: Others important things which need to add. 

 
At the end of the questionnaire, respondents were asked if they had anything else to add? 

Respondent 1 In the implementation of active labor market policies 

such criteria as gender, age, remembrance and waiting 

time as unemployed should be respected, which have so 

far not been respected and considered discriminatory. 

Respondent 2 The active labor market programs implemented so far 

have assisted and supported the unemployed and those 

with difficulties in the labor market in gaining work 

experience, training and training. 

Respondent 3 I think that the implementation and expansion of active 

labor market policies in the field of employment should 

continue, and I believe that a greater commitment of the 

staff of the Employment Offices is needed in 

implementing these policies. 

Respondent 4 ------------------------------------------------------ 

 

 

VTC Leaders have also been part of the research. The Employment Agency manages 7 VTCs 

covering the whole territory of the country. Research with VTC Leaders has been conducted 

through a semi-structured questionnaire method. 

 

The main purpose of this research is to see how VTC leaders view vocational training policies, 

how well the VTC trainings are in line with the needs of the labor market, at what level is the 

cooperation with the VET community. business, which profile is most and least required in the 

labor market, and the issues considered most needed for VTC support. 

 

In the first question, 'To what extent are the training provided in the VTCs compatible with the 

needs of the labor market?'. VTC leaders provided different answers. 28% of them answered 'I 

don't know'. Whereas, 43% of VTC Leaders responded 'Agree' and another 29% responded 

'Completely Agree'. Thus, it can generally be concluded that VTC Leaders feel that 'to some 

extent' are in line with the labor market needs of the VTC training provided. Through this 

question we aimed to know the direct assessment of VTC Leaders in terms of matching training 

with labor market needs. 
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Figure 5: Trainings provided at Vocational Training Centres in line with the needs of the labor 

market. 

 

 
 

 

In the second question, 'What is the level of cooperation with the business community?', 57% of 

VTC Leaders stated 'Satisfactory'. Whereas, 14% of them stated that cooperation is 'Not at all 

satisfactory', and 29% stated 'I don't know'. Collaboration with the business community is the 

most important activity for job seekers and the unemployed. The reason is that the business 

community is generating new jobs, and VTCs need to be oriented towards providing the training 

required by the labor market. 

 

Figure 6: Collaboration with the business community.  

 

 
 

 

In the third question, 'Which profile (profession) is most needed in the labor market?' 

Respondents responded that the most demanded profiles (profession) in the labor market are: 

welding, cooking and construction. The least demanding occupations are waterproofing, air 

conditioning, heating, waiter, hairdresser, administrative assistant, baker, and pastry chef. 

Respondents, respectively VTC Leaders, on the basis of their daily experience and contact with 

the business community have identified the welding profession as the most demanding 

occupation in the labor market. Consequently, VTCs should be oriented by the training of 

welding training, as in the sense of expanding the cabinets where this training is provided, they 

should equip the cabinets with the tools and equipment needed to provide training, recruiting 

‘I don't know’
28%

Agree’ 
43%

‘I 
totally 
agree’
29%

57%
14%

29%

‘Satisfied' not at all satisfied I don't know
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competent and qualified staff. capable of providing this training as well as increasing the number 

of unemployed and job seekers providing welding training. 

 

Table 8: Profiles which most requested by the labor market. 

 
Respondents Which profile is most needed in the labor market? 

 

Respondent 1 All profiles 

Respondent 2 Construction, hydro installation, air conditioning, 

heating, welding 

Respondent 3                                 Welding 

 

Respondent 4             Chef, waitress and hairdresser 

 

                         Respondent 6 

 

Administrative assistant, baker, pastry chef 

Respondent 6 Kitchen and construction 

Respondent 7 welding 

 

In the fourth question, 'Which profile (profession) is required at least in the labor market?', The 

respondents provided different answers. No respondents gave the same answer to this question. 

Respondents listed as less demanding in the labor market: entrepreneurship, hydraulics, 

pneumatic, auto electronics, textiles and woodwork. The reason they did not give the same 

answers is thought to be the fact that VTCs differ in the type of professional training profiles they 

offer. Consequently, in the absence of the same profiles (professions) offered throughout the 

country, we have the fact that the answers to this question are not the same. 

 

Table 9: Profile which is least required in the labor market.  

 
Respondents Which profile is least required in the labor 

market? 
Respondent 1 ------------------------------ 

Respondent 2 Entrepreneurship 

Respondent 3 Required to a certain extent 

 

                         Respondent 4 

 

Hydraulic and pneumatic 

 

Respondent 5 

Auto-electrics 

 

Respondent 6 

Textile and woodwork 

  

 Respondent 7 

------------------------------ 
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While in the fifth question, 'What do you think is most needed for the VTCs', respondents 

provided different answers. Looking at the data it is easy to see that 'Cooperation with the 

business community' is the main lack of VTCs, and consequently this is the most needed activity 

for VTCs. 6 of the respondents mentioned 'Cooperation with the business community' as the 

main activity most VTCs need. Except the collaborating with the business community, other data 

are also mentioned, such as: 'Cabinet equipment', a much needed element in providing vocational 

training to jobseekers and the unemployed, physical infrastructure of objects: some of the VTC 

objects need to be expanded and enriched with new vocational training modules. 

 

Table 10: Others important things which need to add. 

 
Respondents What do you think is needed at Vocational Training 

Centers? 

Respondent 1 Collaboration with the business community 

Respondent 2 Physical infrastructure and equipment of cabinets 

Respondent 3 Collaboration with the shopping community 

Respondent 4 Collaboration with the business community 

Respondent 5 Equipping cabinets and collaborating with 

business community 

Respondent 6 Physical infrastructure and equipment of cabinets 

Respondent 7 Physical infrastructure, equipping cabinets and 

collaborating with the business community 
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Conclusion 
 

In the context of this project, we have tried to argue that, in a transition country, where the 

unemployment rate is high, such as Kosovo, the Public Employment Service has a key role in the 

labor market. The Public Employment Service needs to be reformed and modernized by increasing 

the quality and variety of employment services provided to its clients: employers, the unemployed 

and jobseekers. The Public Employment Service needs to understand that the key to increasing 

success is to increase cooperation with employers. Without vacancies and good cooperation with 

the private sector, the Public Employment Service has nothing to offer the unemployed and job 

seekers. Therefore, the lower management of the Public Employment Service need to adapt their 

services to the private sector (business community) to obtain vacancies, as well as to mediate the 

sustainable employment of the unemployed. The Public Employment Service in a transition state, 

such as Kosovo, must understand that it operates in a competitive environment where non-public 

providers or private employment agencies are part of institutions providing active labor market 

services and measures. The role of these agencies is an important role in the labor market, so the 

Public Service should find forms and ways of collaborating and complementing each other rather 

than looking at the role of these agencies from a critical perspective. Unlike the Public Service that 

is mandated to provide services to all unemployed and job seekers, private agencies have focused 

clientele. The Public Employment Service should expand the list of services and measures it offers 

to clients, diversify active labor market policies for different categories of unemployed, and offer, 

besides active policies, passive market policies employment for the unemployed who cannot be 

integrated into the labor market. The Public Employment Service should provide vocational training 

required by the labor market. Professional training should be based on labor market requirements. 

The private sector should be part of the policies for selecting the training profiles to be provided. 
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Abstract 

Many companies around the world have attempted to not only succeed but, become the leaders of 

the industries in which they operate. A good number of them aim to increase the market share by 

lowering prices, others focus on investing time and financial resources in delivering what they 

believe to quality, some other believe that they have to engage heavily in marketing to be able to 

last as a company and yet, there are numerous cases of companies that fail to succeed consistently. 

However, a majority of companies understand the importance of having a vision for the future but, 

in many cases the underlying steps and techniques get often mixed or misunderstood by decision 

makers.  

This paper aims to distinguish the often-confused concepts of “goals” versus “strategy” and 

highlight the potential strategies to achieve at least temporary competitive advantage. Furthermore, 

the paper elaborates on the corporate social responsibility and how the concept of triple bottom 

line could help companies to not only care for people and the environment but, as importantly, to 

maintain sustainable growth.  

One important factor for daily business operations, without a doubt is a company’s energy usage as 

well as the sources of energy. Traditionally, the main sources of energy for public and private 

institutions directly or indirectly, have been fossil fuels and coal, also known as nonrenewable 

sources of energy. However, awareness on the negative effects of those sources as well as their 

scarcity has contributed to gradually shape a new mindset of energy consumption. Many countries 

have committed to gradually increase the share of renewable energy in respect to total energy 

consumption. The business sector on the other hand might be able to yield benefits beyond the 

reduction on the negative effects of nonrenewable. Many companies nowadays perceive the 

investment in renewable energy to be a good step towards low-cost business strategy and might 

even affect a company’s differentiation business strategy.  

Kosovo, as a relatively new country has a number of difficulties in terms of doing business but, at 

the same time offers many advantages. Due to the early development stage of the energy sector, the 

switching cost towards renewable energy is relatively low. There is potential for solar power 

energy, wind power energy as well as biomass. Each type of renewable requires different expertise 

and investment associated with different risks. Due to the lower risk associated with photovoltaic 

energy, this paper analyzes the potential of investing in solar power for self-consumption by 

different companies in Kosovo. 

 

Keywords: Sustainability, Business strategy, Competitive advantage, Renewable energy 

 

JEL Classification: M10, M14, L21, O13, Q2. 

 

 

Introduction 

 
Considering the ever-increasing pressure from increasing competition in almost every industry, 

there is an ever-increasing pressure for businesses and corporations to constantly innovate and 
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strive to gain an upper hand in the markets that they operate. A number of businesses focus on 

widening their market share through different means, other businesses strive to come up with the 

best services and products out there and devote a considerable amount of resources towards 

research and development, whereas others may be focused strictly on profit. However, the question 

that many times arises has to do with strategy and what different companies do to pursue a well-

defined strategy. Moreover, one might ask what is strategy altogether and do all companies have the 

same view on strategy?  

For most decision makers, business strategy and goals do not represent the same thing. Goals 

represent the dream that a company wants to achieve whereas the business strategy represents the 

path and the plans to achieve those goals. (Guru, 2017). Therefore, a good business strategy should 

be one through which the company has a clear vision on what to do in order to gain competitive 

advantage in the industry that it operates. In order to achieve such an advantage, a good 

understanding of the industry shall be a must for company decision makers. Therefore, according to 

Porter (2008), there are five forces that shape strategy which in terms of configuration may vary 

from industry to industry but, in essence are the same and apply to every industry. By analyzing 

Porter’s Five Forces, decision makers not only will have a better understanding on the industry as a 

whole but, will be able to make educated business strategy decisions in terms of either lowering 

cost, adding additional value to their product/service, or ideally both. To be able to do so, in many 

cases different types of investments might be needed. Furthermore, because of the increasing social 

pressure, and increasing risk associated with the scarcity of natural resources such as fossil fuels as 

well as climate change, companies and governments have started to change the focus of investments 

towards alternative energy and therefore, gradually increase corporate social responsibility as well. 

Having all those factors in mind, one might rightfully ask what are the linkages between all those 

components and is green energy investment actually worth it? Does investment in alternative 

energy enable companies to leverage the concept of competitive advantage and furthermore, do 

those concepts apply in a developing country like Kosovo? 

 

 

GOST (Goals, Objectives, Strategy, Tactics) 

 
With the rapid increase in technological advancement, individuals, companies, shareholders and 

stakeholders, have now become able to be exposed to many types and forms of information thought 

the internet. It is not uncommon that individuals may have surprisingly detailed information on 

companies that they like for instances, they might know things from, when will the new iPhone be 

released, up to what features it will have; what are Elon Musk’s plans for SpaceX and when are 

people going to land on Mars, how Amazon’s prime shipping works and so on. With all this 

incoming information, one can see that sometimes companies do not perform as well as one might 

want them to.  

According to Guru (2017), there are four main aspects that a company needs to pay attention that 

might lead the company towards a better future or in the contrary leave a company behind. These 

four aspects (Goals, Objectives, Strategy and Tactics) in many cases can be confusing and may lead 

to the inability of decision makers to distinguish between them. 

Goals in the business perspective can be defined as the process of defining what the company aims 

to achieve. It represents a broader structured framework (Guru, 2017). As such, it is very important 

for companies to set goals due to the fact that an organization needs to understand where they want 

to reach. On the other hand, objectives are very close to goals but usually targeted and tied to 

certain number i.e. an increase of 2% in market share, while goals represent a bigger picture. 

Strategy is one of the most important elements of doing business. Business strategy in particular 

emphasizes the path of the business and how it will achieve its goals. And finally, strategy is 

complemented by tactics, which basically enables the company to understand what techniques it 

will use to support the strategy.  
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As one can infer, business strategy is a key element in striving to ensure at least temporary 

competitive advantage with no competitive disadvantage. Michael Porter makes a clear 

differentiation between operational effectiveness and strategy. According to him, operational 

effectiveness does not mean business strategy but nevertheless it enables companies to make better 

use of its inputs. Strategy on the other hand is basically “performing different activities from rivals 

or performing similar activities in a different way” (Porter, 1996). Strategies can be good and 

unfortunately there are many cases of bad strategies as well. Uncertainty management plays a big 

role in the effort to mitigate risk. In general, the less the uncertainty, the less is the risk.  

 

 

Porters’ Five Forces 

 
Potentially, one of the greatest tools and techniques to try to reduce uncertainty about the industry 

in which a company operates is by analyzing what Porter has portrayed as the “five competitive 

forces that shape strategy” (Porter, 2008). 

Every industry has its uniqueness and differ in the way that companies operate in them however, in 

every industry there are clear signs of these five forces according Porter (2008), no matter if a 

company operates in the aviation industry, food industry, metal industry, service sector or any other 

industry for that matter.  

In essence, every industry (non-monopolistic) has the same players: suppliers, buyers, competition. 

As a result, they all have a specific role in the industry and because of that, a good strategist is one 

that focuses on: 

Threat of new entries- Every new player in the industry represents additional industry 

fragmentation. Every company in the industry will try to increase its own market share which then 

affects the rest of the players in the industry. Market share is not the only factor affected, more 

competitors bring price pressures, a change in the investment rate, which affects costs which then 

affect profits. Many decision makers tend to try to mitigate the effect of this force by introducing 

what are known as “barriers to enter” (Porter, 2008). There have been 7 sources identified that 

contribute to entry barriers. 

“Entry barriers are advantages that incumbents have relative to new entrants. There are seven major 

sources” (Porter, 2008) 

 

Supply side economies of scale 

Demand side benefits of scale 

Customer switching cost 

Capital requirement 

Incumbency advantages independent of size 

Unequal access to distribution channels 

Restrictive government policy (Porter, 2008) 

Bargaining power of suppliers represents the power that big suppliers have and therefore may 

charge a higher premium price, therefore companies shall strive to diversify the inputs that they get 

supplied. 

Bargaining power of buyers represent the opposite side of power of suppliers. If buyers have more 

bargaining power, it is not uncommon to experience price reductions therefore lowering profits. 

Threat of subsidies relates to risk associated with substituting a product, process or function. i.e in 

cases of shortage of coffee, there might be a tendency to switch to tea; or in the case of the latest 

pandemic Covid-19, online platforms have gained special attention and may substitute in-class 

learning. 

Rivalry among competitors – basically refers to the need to understand who the current players in 

the industry are and what strategies are they using.  
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Source 1 (Bal, Plangger & 

Parent, 2011) 

Figure 8 Willingness to pay 

Once a company has better understanding about the industry it operates in, by leveraging these tools 

and techniques as described by Porter and therefore reducing uncertainty, it will be in a stronger 

position to achieve competitive advantage.  

Porter’s Five Forces among other theories aims for a better business strategy. The concepts of price, 

cost and profit is very common when analyzing each and every aspect of the five elements. 

Ghemawat & Rivkin (2010) introduce the concept of added value to the mix as well. The more 

value that a company brings to consumers, the higher is the potential to utilize greater profits. The 

concept of added value has been recognized by the HBS Press (2005) as well, when elaborating on 

the different ways to ensure competitive advantage through business strategy.  

 

A good business strategy can be considered one that aims to 

empower at least one of three strategies: 

Low-cost business strategy 

Differentiation business strategy 

Integrated low cost and differentiated business strategy 

 

All three strategies aim to widen the gap between the price of a 

product or service and the cost associated with the production. They 

can be illustrated in the picture below where the bottom horizontal 

line represents the cost of production for a certain good/service. As 

indicated, the middle horizontal line represents the price of that 

product/service and the top horizontal line reflects the willingness to 

pay by consumers.  

 

Low cost business strategy focuses on creating suitable mechanism, 

processes and procedures that will reduce the cost of production. This, 

however, does not mean a strictly profit oriented perspective. It rather 

focuses on the lowering costs with having in mind profits, people and the environment; a concept 

also known as the triple bottom line.  

 

On the other hand, differentiation strategy might be considered to be more complex as it emphasizes 

the need to increase the value of a product or service. It is closely associated with qualitative 

features for instance Toyota cars can are considered to be very reliable but, BMW cars are more 

fun. This particular strategy aims to increase consumer’s willingness to pay therefore, increasing the 

profit margin.  

 

If analyzed from the cost perspective, it is commonly known that a good share of operating cost in 

many industries come from energy usage. At the current technological stance, a number of 

companies in different industries have the ability to shift towards renewable energy despite the cost 

associated with changing. A shift towards renewable energy sources in fact implies a larger 

investment cost and therefore on the short run may not seem as a wise investment. However, wise 

investments are those that focus on the long run. With an exponential decrease in costs from 

switching to renewable energy, not only do businesses increase profit margins but they may ensure 

competitive advantage and sustainable growth in the long run as well. Moreover, this could 

potentially increase entry barriers at the same time due to a new standard operating procedure 

enforced by the investing companies.  

 

Additionally, investment in renewables has a positive connotation in the perception of the consumer 

as well. In many cases, individuals are more likely to buy from companies that care about the 

environment and strive to preserve it for future generations as are businesses more likely to work 

with other businesses that implement clear and sustainable business strategies.  
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Triple bottom line 
 

There are many definitions on what sustainability means but, one of the best way to describe it 

according to Weybrecht is “… adopting business strategies and activities that meet the needs of the 

enterprise and its stakeholders today while protecting, sustaining and enhancing the human and 

natural resources that will be needed in the future” (Weybrecht, 2014, p15).  So, to gain sustainable 

development, companies have to focus on more than just the profit aspect of the company which 

could e grouped into environmental factors and the human factor. Such focus is known as the triple 

bottom line.   

 

The economic metric of the triple bottom line deals with the financial health of the organization 

starting from revenues, expenditure, the need for financing, the cost of underemployment, the cost 

of marginal employment etj. 

 

The social metric on the other hand deals with the well being of workers, their health, their quality 

of life, the level of education that they have and explores ways to increase that level, training of 

employees, their commute time and other relevant factors. The triple bottom line acknowledges the 

fact that employees with better wellbeing, on average tend to perform better. 

And finally, the environmental metric of the triple bottom line deals with footprint of a company to 

the environment. It emphasizes the importance of the air quality, water quality, waste management, 

the use of land as well as the energy consumption. (Slaper & Hall, 2011).  

 

Companies around the globe strive to become the best at what they do and last forever. In that 

effort, one can infer that sustainable business strategy plays a key role. Companies need to know 

where they are heading and more importantly how to get there. They need to pay attention to a 

number of factors including the financial health of the company, it’s employees, the overall 

environment and others, and establish strategies to ensure low cost and differentiation. Only then, a 

company might exploit the benefits of competitive advantage over other companies and therefore 

try to smoothen the business cycle which in the long run helps them to last long.  

 

Having all that in mind, no false perception should be created that there a single key aspect or tool 

to achieve all of that. In the contrary, a combination of different decisions inside the company, a 

combination of different procedure changes as well a combination of leadership change may be 

necessary for companies to position themselves in the path to sustainable growth. One of these 

measures could be to switch from non-renewable energy sources to renewable energy sources. 

 

 

Potential benefits of switching to renewable resources 
 

With advancements in technology, humans have not only found different ways to boost their 

economic activity, but also create economic activity in sectors and industries unknow in the near 

past. The more innovation has occurred throughout the years, the more has increased the need for 

energy. It is not a surprise that the increase in the energy consumption has increased exponentially 

as can be seen in the graph below. Additionally, the graph illustrates the fact that more then 80% of 

the energy consumption comes from fossil fuels and coal which continue to be one the greatest 

pollutants on the planet. Renewable energy on the other hand can be seen to have found its way into 

the global energy consumption only in the past few years.  
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Figure 9 Global primary energy consumption 

 
Source 2 (Ritchie & Roser, 2014) 

 

For different reasons including climate change, cost efficiency, pollution, the scarcity of coal and 

fossil fuels and other relevant reasons, countries around the world have already started to undertake 

measures to reduce carbon footprint which can be seen from the Sustainable Development Goals 

(SDG). According to UNDP (2015) around 170 countries have agreed to adopt 17 sustainable 

development goals in order to ensure prosperity and peace by 2030. Number 7 of the SDG’s deals 

with affordable and clean energy and one of the sub goals is to increase the share of renewable 

energy consumption by 2030.  

 

The issue remains the fact that a number of countries might not be able to meet those targets. 

Furthermore, if the current targets are enough remains debatable. However, a great accomplishment 

has been achieved already, in the sense that awareness among companies have been raised. 

Additionally, potential benefits of going green have been put to the spotlight. This has triggered 

mixed reaction of companies around the world where a number of them have already started to 

implement necessary changes towards shifting to renewables.  

 

Kosovo is a relatively new country and the focus of public institutions has not been exactly in line 

with SDG’s to say the least. Kosovo is rich in coal especially lignite and according to Rizaj et al. 

(2018) it has reserves of up to 14.7 billion tons of lignite. However, despite the large amount of 

lignite availability, it is important to understand that it has low caloric value containing only 25-

35% carbon (National Geographic, 2012). This implies that more has to be burned to achieve a 

certain amount of energy, adding to the overall pollution. The Kosovo institutions have made 

several attempts to increase the share of renewable energy and among others, there has been 

adopted a law that aims to increase the share to 25% of total consumption by 2020 however, the 

timeline seems to be very ambitious especially considering the current state of energy in Kosovo. 

(Assembly of Kosovo, 2016).  
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Nevertheless, considering the geographic position of Kosovo, there is considerably potential for 

solar (photovoltaic) energy as well as wind energy and energy derived from biomass. In many 

instances, as long as the potential is there and as long as there are no legal barriers, businesses tend 

to strive to ensure sustainability even if it is not mandated. Moreover, due to the fact that Kosovo’s 

markets and industries are at early stages of development, one might argue that the investment cost 

of switching to renewable energy can potentially be lower than in developed countries where 

companies own machines and equipment suitable for energy creation from nonrenewable sources. 

Nevertheless, a good starting point may be to consider investing in renewables that have a higher 

risk tolerance. In that sense, the least costly option associated with the lowest risk is considered to 

be solar power (Dinich, 2020). 

 

Solar energy 
The International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA, 

2017) ranks Kosovo among countries with high 

technical potential for solar. The World Bank in 

collaboration with International Financial 

Organization have also contributed to the increase 

of information pool about solar energy and solar 

potential. They have created a Global Solar Atlas 

by which they tend to show the potential for solar 

energy in countries where they operate in. Data 

from 1994 up to 2018 have been gathered and 

represented in graphical form as seen below. 

The graph shows the annual average of kWh/kWp. 

As can be seen, the majority of the country is 

exposed to more than 3.6 hours of direct sunlight 

and a potential of above 1,314 kWh/hWp.  

From a doing business perspective, any investment 

can be justified if the NPV of that investment is 

positive. Therefore, a more focused case by case 

analysis might be needed. House (2017) indicates 

that another very important metric in order to 

justify an investment has to do with the payback 

period. If for instance a hotel in Prishtina (capital of 

Kosovo) decides to invest in solar energy and the 

investment cost is €35,000 but on the other hand, the savings from that investment amount for 

€6,000 annually, the payback period is less than 6 years. Another example might be an investment 

in a shopping mall where the majority of the company’s cost is related to energy, and in the long 

run the energy cost could be drastically decreased with such an investment. 

 

The demand side of solar energy has lately seen an increase in interest. More and more individuals 

as well as companies are at least thinking about the idea of installing solar panels to their homes and 

businesses. An increase in demand usually triggers an increase in supply as well and therefore it 

should not come as a surprise that new solar panel production companies are entering the industry 

i.e. In 2016 a company named Jaha Group with a co-funding of the EBRD has created the first solar 

factory in Kosovo (Jaha Solar). In Turn, prices of solar panels as well as solar systems in general 

goes down which could also explain the fact that solar panels have never been cheaper and more 

efficient before (Sendy, 2020). In the USA a 6 kW system in 2008 used to cost approximately 

$50,000 however, in a decade time, the price has decreased by more than 60%, hitting prices as low 

as $16,200 in 2018 for the same capacity (Sendy, 2020).  

On another note, financing institutions like the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development 

have created specific programs to aid businesses and other organizations in investing in renewable 

Source 3 (World Bank Group, n.d.) 

Figure 10Photovoltaic Power Potential in 
Kosovo 
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energy in terms of financial aid, as well as professional consultancy. The EBRD states that the 

vision that they have for the energy sector “is of a partnership between industry, governments and 

consumers that delivers the essential energy needs of societies and economies in a manner that is 

sustainable, reliable and at the lowest possible cost.” (EBRD, n.d.) 

 

At the end of the day, an investment in solar powered energy might require fewer financial 

resources than initially believed. The focus is not in the short term only. Investment in solar energy 

will yield lower cost of operation in the long run, which will require minimum maintenance effort.  

 

Conclusion 
 

In conclusion, despite being rich in lignite, Kosovo’s attention should be directed towards 

renewable sources of energy. Kosovo has a great potential for renewable energy sources and 

especially in photovoltaic power. It has the right geographical position with a good amount of 

sunlight exposure throughout most of the country. A good set of laws have already been approved 

but, more effort towards liberalizing the energy sector should be devoted. 

 

Some other factors that foster the incentive to invest in renewable energy include the fact that many 

international financial institutions have already implemented aiding frameworks for businesses that 

want to engage in renewable energy investment. Besides, Kosovo has been lagging behind in terms 

of solar investment which can be used as an advantage. Due to that lag, companies in Kosovo 

nowadays can implement the latest technology available which is much more efficient than ten 

years ago and costs less. Another factor might be the fact that the electricity prices in Kosovo show 

an increasing trend and it is believed that in the short run, prices will further increase above the 

inflation rate. Additionally, Kosovo aims to become integrated in the EU which means that it will 

have to obey to much stricter rules in terms of carbon dioxide emissions as well as the share of 

renewable energy on the total energy consumption.  

 

Because of all those external factors on one hand, and because of the aim to create competitive 

advantage on the other hand, companies in Kosovo should start to alter their energy supply. In the 

long run, the decrease of operating cost to do solar generated power enables a company to pursue a 

low-cost business strategy. As seen above, this creates more room for higher profits by increasing 

the gap between the willingness to pay and the cost of production. Indirectly, the willingness to pay 

may also be affected by such an investment. With a well-established marketing strategy, the 

consumers could be informed on the added value that the company brings to the market by offering 

products at a lower carbon footprint. The idea of sustainability may also be interpreted as an added 

effort to take care about the planet and the future generations which indirectly may differentiate a 

company from the rest.  

 

Finally, it is about time that decision makers start to think about their companies and the wellbeing 

those companies by thinking about people, the environment and ways to achieve sustainable growth 

by positively impacting stakeholders. 
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Abstract 

Economic growth and the environmental protection, primarily through reduction of greenhouse 

gases (GHG) and increase in the share of the renewable energy sources (RES) in total energy 

consumption, are one of the most important economic policy goals of the European Union (EU) and 

hence part of the EU's 20-20-20 agenda. Post-Socialist member states of the EU have so far had a 

special status compared to the older EU member states when it comes to achieving the EU climate 

targets, either through laxer individual counties' targets, exemptions from regulation or greater 

availability of funds. This paper hence focuses on this particular group of countries to analyze the 

interaction between the economic growth, renewable energy consumption and carbon dioxide (CO2) 

emissions. Given the lack of the analyses of the GDP – RES – GHG nexus in the post-Socialist EU 

countries in the existing empirical literature, this paper adds to the existing literature. We apply 

ARDL framework on a panel data of the eleven post-Socialist EU Member States from 1992 to 

2014. The results show, first, that there is bidirectional positive relationship between RES and GDP 

in the long and short run. In the short run the link between growth rate of RES and GDP growth is 

not confirmed. Second, the analysis found the short-run positive impact of GDP growth on 

CO2growth and the long-run positive impact of CO2on GDP, but these results are not robust. 

Finally, there is a negative and likely bidirectional long-run and short-run relationship between CO2 

and RES, but the short-run link between their growth rates is not confirmed. These results mostly do 

not differ from the existing conclusions about the GDP – RES – GHG relationship in the other EU 

countries. It suggests that although they have a positive relationship between emissions and 

economic growth, meaning that their emissions reductions cannot significantly occur without taking 

a toll on their GDP, their special status did not affect their ability to complete the main goals of the 

EU. Namely, they can ensure economic growth while expanding the use of RES in their energy mix 

and at the same time have a decrease in the emissions due to this greater RES share. 

 

Keywords: economic growth, renewable energy, greenhouse gas emissions, ARDL, post-Socialist 

EU member states 

 

JEL classification: Q43, Q50 

 

 

Introduction 
 

Economic growth represents a fundamental interest of economic policy. More recently, however, 

especially in the European Union (EU), awareness of global climate change and the necessity of 

ensuring energy security has put a spotlight on the environmental protection through the reduction 
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of greenhouse gases (GHG) and increasing the role of renewable energy sources (RES). These three 

goals, depending on the economic policy design, may be conflicted, but may just as well be 

complementary and mutually reinforcing. The EU's 20-20-20 agenda aimed, among other things, to 

reduce greenhouse gases by 20% from 1990 levels and to increase the share of RES in total energy 

consumption to 20% by 2020. The new EU member states, including the post-Socialist EU member 

states, have thus far had a special status compared to the older EU member states, either through 

laxer individual counties' emissions targets, exemptions from regulation or greater availability of 

funds. This makes this group of countries particularly interesting for research. In which way do 

these three specific policy goals interact in these countries? Do they mutually support each other 

regardless of these countries' special status? 

 

The empirical literature on the individual links between renewable energy consumption, GHG 

emissions and economic growth is large and conclusions are often opposed. The empirical literature 

linking all three variables is much less frequent and the specificities of EU post-Socialist countries 

have not yet been fully explored in this context. The aim of this paper is therefore to fill this gap in 

the existing empirical literature. The analysis is carried out using ARDL methodology on the panel 

data of eleven post-Socialist EU member states data from 1992 to 2014.  

 

The remainder of the paper lays out the overview of the existing literature on the topic. This is 

followed by the description of the used data, empirical model and the results of the analysis. 

Finally, we close with some of the most important conclusions of the research. 

 

 

Literature review 
 

The literature that deals with the relationship between economic growth and the environment, 

represented by the use of RES and GHG emissions, is extensive. We first analyze the theories on 

the determinants of the economic growth, share of RES in energy consumption and GHG emissions. 

Next we proceed with the findings of the empirical literature. 

 

The theory of economic growth determinants has acknowledged that in addition to the traditional 

Solow growth model production factors (Solow 1956, Mankiw, Romer, & Weil 1992), an important 

production inputs are also energy and GHG emissions. According to the so called growth 

hypothesis, energy as an input positively contributes to economic growth. GHG emissions, on the 

other hand, although an output in their nature, being increasingly regulated, can be viewed either as 

an output with a negative price or alternatively as an "input" with a positive price (Baumol & Oates, 

1988). They change the optimization behavior of enterprises which means that emissions affect the 

optimum level of production, investment behavior and location of production (Raguž Krištić, 2018). 

Namely, although greater emissions are in general related to greater production, if emissions are 

regulated, they can put a strain on production if alternative production processes and technologies 

aren't found. 

 

There are many factors that may theoretically impact the share of RES in total energy consumption 

which can be classified into the factors of environmental sustainability, security of energy supply 

and competitiveness (Lucas, Francés & González, 2016). We will focus on just the two of the many 

possible factors, namely the GDP and GHG emissions. The conservation hypothesis implies that 

higher economic growth leads to higher energy consumption. It can also be assumed that higher 

GDP will be related to greater renewable energy consumption and its share in total energy 

consumption since the changes in the composition of energy sources in a country is connected with 

high financial investments. And consequently, this RES development is usually a consequence of 

decisions made over a period of several years and the effects can be expected in the long run 

(Papież, Śmiech & Frodyma, 2018). GHG emissions are also expected to impact the development 
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of RES, although mostly indirectly i.e. through a public pressure for GHG reduction when these 

emissions get too high (Aguirre & Ibikunle, 2014). However, the direction of causality is more 

often analyzed the other way around, i.e. from RES to the GHG emissions. 

 

The main theoretical determinants of GHG emissions are GDP growth and the type of energy 

sources used in the economy. Empirical literature on the link between economic growth and GHG 

emissions is predominantly based on the environmental Kuznets curve (EKC) i.e. the inverted-U 

hypothesis where economic growth is assumed to increase pollution at lower  levels of 

development, but  after a certain threshold further development brings about the decrease in 

pollution due to disutility that pollution causes to the population (Grossman & Krueger, 1995). 

However, the EKC in the case of GHG emissions might not hold since this type of pollution creates 

global instead of local disutility and it tends to be intergenerational thus preventing the 

implementation of GHG abatement measures (Ansuategi & Escapa, 2002). Regarding RES, since 

the Kyoto protocol, RES appeared as a viable solution to reduce GHG, especially in the electricity 

sector (Böhringer and Löschel, 2006). 

 

The empirical literature on the interactions between GDP growth, RES and GHG emissions is large 

and diverse in its samples, methodologies and conclusions. We provide just the brief summary of 

the empirical literature on the sample of the EU countries.  

 

Regarding the existence and directionality of the relationship between GDP and RES, there is no 

consensus (Payne, 2010). A detailed overview of the economic growth and RES research on the EU 

countries is provided in (Bogdan & Raguž Krištić, 2020). The conclusions are mixed, but the GDP-

RES relationship appears to exist and there is evidence of its bi-directionality (so called feedback 

hypothesis). 

 

The link between GHG emissions and growth has also been extensively analyzed. A comprehensive 

review of this empirical literature is provided by Shahbaz & Shina (2019), who conclude that there 

is no consensus on the existence or form of the impact of growth on GHG emissions across the EU 

countries. The impact of emissions on economic growth has not been in the exclusive focus of 

empirical analyses so far. The results on the direction of causality between these two variables has 

only been secondary to some other main analyses, and these results are also inconclusive (Shahbaz 

& Shina, 2019). 

 

The empirical analyses of the link between RES and CO2  mostly focus on how RES impact the 

GHG emissions and those are predominantly part of the wider investigations of GHG determinants, 

often in the EKC context, meaning that they simultaneously analyze the impact of GDP and RES, 

and at times some other determinants such as trade, on the GHG (Dogan & Seker, 2016). This 

growth-energy-emissions literature on the EU sample is analyzed in the table 1. 

 

Table 1. Literature on economic growth, RES and emissions nexus  
Paper Sample Method Conclusions 

Bogdan & 

Raguž 

Krištić, 

(2020) 

11 Post-

Socialist EU 

countries: 

1990-2014 

ARDL for individual 

countries 

No robust long run relationship except for Czech 

Republic (positive GDP→RES and GDP→ CO2); 

short run g.r. CO2→g.r.GDP (positive), 

g.r.RES→g.r.GDP (initially negative, but turns 

positive) 

Bolük & Mert 

(2014) 

16 EU 

countries: 

1990-2008 

OLS with FE GDP, RES, non-RES → CO2 (positive) 

Dogan & 

Seker (2016) 

EU: 1980-2012 panel estimation 

robust to cross-sectional 

dependence, DOLS, 

Dumitrescu-Hurlin panel 

DOLS: RES → CO2 (negative), GDP → CO2 

(inverted-U shape) 

Dumitrescu-Hurlin: bidirectional causality RES - 

CO2 , unidirectionalcausality GDP → CO2, no 
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Granger causality test 

 

causality GDP-RES 

Menegaki ( 

2011) 

EU-27: 1997-

2007  

Granger causality  RES→GDP (minor positive), GHG→GDP 

(positive), GDP→RES (positive), GHG→RES 

(negative)  

Ucan, 

Aricioglu, & 

Yucel (2014) 

EU-15: 1990- 

2011 

Panel VECM RES→GDP (weak positive), non-RES→GDP 

(negative) 

Long run: RES, non-RES, GHG→GDP  

Silva, Soares, 

& Pinho 

(2012) 

USA, 

Denmark, 

Portugal, 

Spain: 1960-

2004 

SVAR RES→GDP and CO2 (negative) 

López-

Menéndez, 

Pérez, & 

Moreno (2014) 

EU27: 1996-

2010 

OLS with FE and RE GDP→GHG (functional form differs between 

countries), higher RES intensity of 

production→greater support for the inverted-U 

hypothesis (i.e. RES mitigates GHG) 

Bengochea & 

Faet (2012) 

EU: 1990-2004 OLS with FE and RE, 

DFGLS 

GDP and CO2 increase RES 

Al-Mulali, 

Ozturk & Lean 

(2015) 

European 

countries: 

1990-2013 

IPS, ADF, PP, Pedroni 

cointegration, 

FMOLS, VECM causality 

Five sources of RES mitigate CO2; GDP contributes 

to CO2 

Note: ADF (Augmented DickeyeFuller unit root test), ARDL (autoregressive distributed lag model), DFGLS 

(DickeyeFuller test in generalized least squares), DOLS (Dynamic Ordinary Least Squares), FE (fixed effects), , 

FMOLS (fully modified ordinary least squares), IPS (ImePesaraneShin unit root test), PP (PhillipsePerron unit root 

test), RE (random effects), SVAR (structural vector autoregression), VECM (vector error correction mechanism) 

causality 

 

Studies simultaneously exploring this link between economic growth, RES and emissions in the EU 

are presented in table 1. Bogdan & Raguž Krištić (2020) analyze post-Socialist EU countries using 

ARDL on the individual countries’ time series and  mostly do not find a long run relationship 

between GDP, CO2 and RES, but they do find a positive impact of CO2 growth rate and RES growth 

rate on the GDP growth in the short run. Menegaki (2011) and Ucan, Aricioglu, & Yucel (2014) 

also find the positive impact of RES on GDP in the EU, but the Granger causality test for EU-27 

does not confirm a significant relationship in either direction (Dogan & Seker (2016), Menegaki 

(2011)). Emissions have a positive significant positive relationship with GDP in most papers. 

According to Bolük & Mert (2014), both GDP and RES have a positive impact on emissions, but 

López-Menéndez, Pérez, & Moreno (2014) show on the EU27 sample that countries with higher 

RES share reach the peak of the emissions in the inverted-U hypothesis at lower levels of GDP. 

This means that RES contribute to GHG decreasing at lower levels of GDP. Finally, Dogan & Seker 

(2016) show bidirectional causality between RES and CO2 emissions. Given that Menegaki (2011) 

does not single out new EU member states into a separate analyzed group when performing Granger 

causality test, nor do the López-Menéndez, Pérez, & Moreno (2014), and Bogdan & Raguž Krištić 

(2020) perform ARDL on a very short period sample of the post-Socialist EU countries 

individually, we analyze the specifics of the post-Socialist member states using a panel ARDL 

approach thereby adding to the existing literature. 

 

 

Data and methodology 
 

The sample consists of eleven post-Socialist EU Member States (Bulgaria, Estonia, Croatia, Czech 

Republic, Latvia, Lithuania, Hungary, Poland, Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia) from 1992 to 2014. 

The three variables are the real GDP per capita (GDPPC) from Bolt, Inklaar, Jong, & Zanden 

(2018), the energy consumption from RES in kilos of oil equivalent (RENEWABLE) from World 

Development Indicators and CO2 emissions per capita in metric tons (CO2EMISSIONS) from 

World Development Indicators. Natural logarithms are taken of all the variables (prefix LN).  
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The first question in empirical analysis was whether to use individual country or panel data 

analysis. The first approach has already been applied in (Bogdan & Raguž_Krištić, 2020) but the 

conclusions are mixed. Individual economies were analyzed using ARDL models and ARDL 

bounds test which allows using the variables of different degrees of integration (Pesaran & Shin, 

1999; Pesaran, Shin, & Smith, 2001).  It is widely known from empirical papers that the long-run 

relationships exist only in the context of cointegration among the variables with the same order of 

integration (Johansen, 1995; Philipps, 1990). However, the advantage of ARDL model (with 

bounds test) is its ability to combine stationary I(0) and nonstationary variables I(1), making the 

unit root testing unnecessary, which is useful when dealing with relatively small samples. 

Nevertheless, the variables should not be integrated of order two or higher.  

 

The ARDL framework is also applicable using panel data. One of the options in such an 

environment is to apply a traditional fixed effects model. This estimator (DFE – Dynamic fixed 

effects) is usable on highly persistent series, but its drawback is the assumption of equal slopes 

across all countries. This assumption may not be valid in panel models with large T and N so other 

estimators have been developed. One of them is the mean group estimator (MG) proposed by 

Pesaran & Smith (1995). In this case the model is fitted separately for each group and a simple 

arithmetic average of the coefficients is calculated. Therefore, with this estimator the intercepts, 

slope coefficients and error variances may be different across groups. The difference between these 

two estimators is obvious –compared to MG estimator, in DFE the intercepts and the slope 

coefficients are the same across the groups. The combination of these two estimators is pooled 

mean group (PMG) estimator developed by Pesaran, Shin, & Smith. (1997) and Pesaran, Shin, & 

Smith (1999). It allows for the variation of short-term coefficients (similarly to MG), but the long-

term component is the same (like with DFE). The PMG estimation is efficient if this restriction is 

valid, but it is inconsistent if the true model is heterogeneous. MG estimates are consistent in both 

cases. This must be tested using the Hausman test (Hausman, 1978) which accepts the MG 

estimator if the null hypothesis is correct, and the PMG estimator is accepted by the alternative 

hypothesis. Similarly, Hausman test is applicable to the choice between the DFE and MG estimator. 

DFE estimators are affected by simultaneous equation bias but it is minimal if the null hypothesis is 

accepted (Blackburne_III & Frank (2007) and Baltagi, Griffin, & Xiong (2000))12.   

 

ARDL (q, p) model  in the panel data takes the following functional form:  

𝑦𝑖𝑡 = ∑ 𝜑𝑖𝑗𝑦𝑖𝑡−𝑗
𝑝
𝑗=1 + ∑ 𝛽𝑖𝑘′𝑥𝑖𝑡−𝑘

𝑞
𝑘=0 + 𝜇𝑖 + 𝑢𝑖𝑡                            (1) 

Equation (1) is simplified to include p lags of the dependent variable and one independent variable 

with q lags, but it can be extended to more variables. The model of order (1, 1) becomes:  

𝑦𝑖𝑡 = 𝜑𝑖𝑦𝑖𝑡−1 + 𝛽𝑖0𝑥𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽𝑖1𝑥𝑖𝑡−1 + 𝜇𝑖 + 𝑢𝑖𝑡.                                   (2) 

Alternatively, in a form of Error Correction Model (ECM) can be written as13: 

∆𝑦𝑖𝑡 = −𝛼𝑖(𝑦𝑖𝑡−1 − 𝜃𝑖𝑥𝑖𝑡) − 𝛽𝑖1∆𝑥𝑡 + 𝜇𝑖 + 𝑢𝑖𝑡                              (3) 

where 𝛼𝑖 = 1 − 𝜑𝑖 and 𝜃𝑖 =
𝛽𝑖0+𝛽𝑖1

𝛼𝑖
 for each i. This form of equation (3) is applicable to the MG 

estimation, but PMG and DFE estimators assume 𝜃𝑖 = 𝜃 . DFE also assumes 𝛽𝑖1 = 𝛽1. As the MG 

estimator is not accepted in later estimates, the country-specific index i may be excluded and long-

term component in equation (3) is 𝑦𝑡−1 = 𝜃𝑥𝑡 with 𝜃 as long-term parameter. The speed of 

adjustment must be negative if the model is correct and it is equal across countries (𝛼𝑖 = 𝛼) if the 

DFE estimator is used. −𝛽𝑖1∆𝑥𝑡 is short-run component of model. After the formulation of model 

we can present its  results and main conclusions of the paper.   

 

 

 
12 In this paper the estimates were made using the Stata command, xtpmg developed by Blackburne_III & Frank (2007). 
13 This reparametrization is easily obtained by subtracting 𝑦𝑖𝑡−1 on both sides in (2) and inserting  𝑥𝑖𝑡−1 = 𝑥𝑖𝑡 − ∆𝑥𝑡.  
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Results 
 

Before presenting the results of the research, we point out that the Hausman test (table 2) did not 

accepted MG estimator, neither compared to PMG (hausman1), nor to DEF (hausman2). So the 

choice of estimators is narrowed to PMG and DFE estimators which means that the long-term 

dynamics are similar14. The differences between these two models concern short-term dynamics, 

but this has not been formally tested15.  By comparing MG and DFE estimators, the Hausman test 

ruled out the existence of long-term and short-term differences in dynamics, so we can assume that 

DFE is the most acceptable of the three. Nevertheless, all estimations are presented in the table 2.  

 

Table 2 consists of three main parts that differ according to the choice of the dependent variable (as 

well as regressors) and each part contains all three estimators. The first part includes columns 2 – 4 

and there is a dependent variable CO2EMISSION. In the second part GDPPC is used as a 

dependent variable but it has only two columns (5 – 6) since the PMG estimator was not calculable. 

In the rest of the table the dependent variable is RENEWABLE (columns 7 – 9).  

 
Table 2 The results from PMG, MG and DFE models  

 CO2 EMISSIONS GDPPC RENEWABLE 

VARIABLES PMG MG DFE MG DFE PMG MG DFE 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

LONG  RUN  

lngdppc 0.21*** 0.42 0.11     0.77*** 1.07*** 0.53*** 

 (0.06) (0.28) (0.10)     (0.05) (0.26) (0.19) 

lnrenewable -0.07* -0.29** -0.15* 3.22 1.02***       

 (0.04) (0.14) (0.09) (2.34) (0.20)       

lnco2emissions       4.78 -1.07 -0.67*** 0.34 -0.58 

       (4.35) (1.02) (0.18) (1.74) (0.68) 

SHORT RUN  

ect_ver1 -0.19** -0.42*** -0.29*** -0.09*** -0.05*** -0.25*** -0.43*** -0.15** 

 (0.09) (0.10) (0.07) (0.03) (0.02) (0.07) (0.08) (0.07) 

D.lngdppc 0.32*** 0.27** 0.18     -0.04 -0.13 -0.13 

 (0.12) (0.12) (0.20)     (0.30) (0.32) (0.28) 

D.lnrenewable 0.01 0.05 0.05 -0.09** -0.06       

 (0.04) (0.05) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04)       

D.lnco2emissions       0.17** 0.17 0.20 0.33*** 0.11 

       (0.07) (0.11) (0.15) (0.12) (0.19) 

Constant 0.03 1.09*** 0.47* 0.38 0.31*** -0.06 -0.73 0.31 

 (0.05) (0.40) (0.24) (0.30) (0.11) (0.07) (0.79) (0.21) 

Observations 250 250 . 250 . 250 250 . 

N 250 250 . 250   250 250   

n_g 11 11 . 11   11 11   

g_min 22 22 . 22   22 22   

g_max 24 24 . 24   24 24   

g_avg 22.73 22.73 . 22.73   22.73 22.73   

Ll 401.0 437.4 . 499.6   248.7 276.0   

sigma 0.00261 0.00211 0.135 0.00135 0.0601 0.0104 0.00876 0.147 

hausman1 p value 0.180       0.608    

hausman2 p value     1.000   0.999     0.991 

SOURCE: Own calculations  

 

 
14 Of course, due to a different estimation, the value of long-term parameters will differ.  
15 The main reason why this has not been formally tested is related to hypothesis assumptions. Under null and 

alternative hypotheses MG is consistent. However, PMG and DFE estimators are inconsistent under null but efficient 

under alternative hypotheses, but this is not true when we choose between these two estimators (now one of these two 

estimators would be inconsistent although this was argued when the alternative was the MG estimator).    
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The long-term estimates could be interpreted as long-term elasticities since the variables are in the 

log form. Additionally, from the long-term component in the equation (3), i.e. 𝑦𝑖𝑡−1 = 𝜃𝑥𝑖𝑡, this 

relationship can be interpreted similarly to Granger causality. Bearing in mind that past can cause 

the present, but the present cannot cause the past, the direction of causality is determined from 𝑦𝑖𝑡−1 

to 𝑥𝑖𝑡. 16  Among the significant long-term relationships in table 2, the elastic correlation is visible 

between variables RENEWABLE and GDPPC, it is positive and most likely bidirectional, 

supporting the feedback hypothesis (columns 6,7 and 8). Next, according to the DFE model, the 

relationship between GDPPC and CO2EMMISIONS is insignificant (columns 4 and 6). However, 

the PMG estimator shows positive and significant impact of CO2EMISSIONS on  GDPPC (column 

2). Finally, the relationship between CO2EMISSIONS and RENEWABLE is negative (columns 2 – 

4 and 7 – 9).  

 

In this table most of the short-term parameters are not significant with the exception of correction 

term (ECT) which validates the models. The majority of significant short-run parameters are in the 

MG estimator which is rejected by the Hausman test. However, these results may lead to the 

erroneous conclusion that there is no connection in the short-run. But, long-term parameters capture 

the multiplier effects, and they are meaningless without effects in the short-run. In the short run, the 

relationship between the growth rate of the dependent variable and the growth rate of the 

independent variable is analyzed. The deviation from the long-run equilibrium also affects the 

growth rate. As the disequilibrium is corrected, the change in growth rates is decreasing, so in the 

long-run it completely disappears and the relation in levels is monitored. Our results indicate that 

the relationship between growth rates mainly does not exist. The exception is only column 2  which 

indicates that the positive correlation between the growth rates of the GDPPC and 

CO2EMISSIONS cannot be completely rejected. The second interpretation of these results follows 

directly from equations (2) and (3). The results indicate that βi1  from equation (3) is generally not 

significant. That means that the lag of the regressor variables in equation (2) is mainly not 

significant, but does not mean the absence of relationships in the short run in levels (represented by 

the βi0). And the sign of βi0 is expected to be the same as the sign of the  long-term parameter i.e. 

𝜃𝑖 if βi1 is insignificant i.e. 0.  Therefore, we can conclude that the relationship between the short-

term levels of RENEWABLE and CO2EMISSION is negative. Similarly, the short-term link 

between the levels of RENEWABLE and GDPPC is expected to be positive, and probably bi-

directional.  

 

 

Conclusion 
 

The specifics of the post-socialist EU countries in the context of the interactions between RES, 

GHG and economic growth are insufficiently explored in the empirical literature. The aim of this 

paper was to contribute to the existing literature by analyzing these interactions using the ARDL 

methodology on the panel data for the period from 1992 to 2014. 

 

The results show, first, that although in the short run the link between growth rate of RES and GDP 

growth is not confirmed, there is bidirectional positive relationship between RES and GDP in the 

long and short run. These results support the feedback hypothesis for the post-socialist countries, 

which corresponds to the majority of the findings of the existing EU-level findings. However, we 

 
16 However, this is not Granger causality, since the Granger causality test is not performed. Namely, the 

reparametrization of (3) can be made in the different way. Instead of 𝑥𝑖𝑡−1 = 𝑥𝑖𝑡 − ∆𝑥𝑡 we could insert 𝑥𝑖𝑡 = 𝑥𝑖𝑡−1 +
∆𝑥𝑡 the EC form becomes:  

∆𝑦𝑖𝑡 = −𝛼𝑖(𝑦𝑖𝑡−1 − 𝜃𝑖𝑥𝑖𝑡−1) + 𝛽𝑖0∆𝑥𝑖𝑡 + 𝜇𝑖 + 𝑢𝑖𝑡 

From this EC form, no relationship similar to Granger causality is visible. But both reparametrizations must lead to the 

same conclusion of the same model.  
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were not able to confirm the short-run positive impact of RES growth rate on the GDP growth in 

post-socialist countries found by Bogdan & Raguž Krištić (2020). 

 

Second, the analysis found the short-run positive impact of GDP growth on CO2 growth and the 

long-run positive impact of CO2 on GDP, but these results are not robust. This is somewhat different 

than the results obtained by Bogdan & Raguž Krištić (2020) who find positive short run impact of 

CO2 growth on the GDP growth, but no long-run connection between these variables in the post-

Socialist countries. However, most of the EU literature agrees on the positive relationship between 

GHG and GDP of some kind, and this analysis confirms it. 

 

Finally, there is a negative and likely bidirectional long-run and short-run relationship between CO2 

and RES, but the short-run link between their growth rates is not confirmed. These results are in 

line with findings such as López-Menéndez, Pérez, & Moreno (2014) which suggest that greater 

share of RES might bring down emissions sooner. 

 

Given the lack of the analyses of the GDP – RES – GHG nexus in the Post-socialist EU countries in 

the existing empirical literature, this paper adds to the existing literature. As we have seen, these 

results mostly do not differ from the existing conclusions about the GDP – RES – GHG relationship 

in the other EU countries. It suggests that although there is a positive relationship between 

emissions and economic growth in the Post-socialist EU countries, meaning that their emissions 

reductions cannot significantly occur without taking a toll on their GDP, their special status did not 

affect their ability to complete the main goals of the EU. Namely, they can ensure economic growth 

while expanding the use of RES in their energy mix and have a decrease in the emissions due to this 

greater RES share at the same time. 
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Abstract 

The issue of unemployment is one of the most important topics in any country since it’s directly 

related with wellbeing of its citizens.  The unemployment of European Union (EU) member 

countries is under influence of country–specific policy measures and EU-wide frameworks. 

Therefore, the desirable property of regionally integrated countries is the similarity in dynamics 

and properties of its unemployment, among others. The unemployment in European countries has 

been mainly examined under the two competing approaches.  The first assumes that unemployment 

dynamics is under influence of cyclical factors and deviation from natural rate of unemployment 

arises as a consequence of macroeconomic shocks. The other approach assumes the increase in 

natural rate of unemployment and so the change in unemployment is not considered to by cyclical 

but rather long-lasting.  The paper documents the phenomenon of hysteresis in unemployment of the 

EU member countries, namely, Czech Republic, Finland, Greece, Italy, Portugal, Slovakia and 

Spain. Univariate time series approach is followed on a data sample of quarterly data from 1998q1 

up to 2016q4. The hypothesis of hysteresis in unemployment of the considered EU member 

countries is supported and Self Excited Threshold Autoregressive model (SETAR) model is well 

suited to explain dynamics of unemployment in each of the examined countries. The research results 

under framework of fractional integration suggest the unemployment series displays a long term 

memory but also will revert to the mean. The process is considered to be stationary with long 

memory. Country-specific estimates revealed nonlinear, regime specific and threshold dependent 

dynamics of unemployment for the considered countries. The unemployment in each of the 

considered countries may converge to either of two unemployment level, low unemployment level 

and high unemployment level. The low and high unemployment level is found to be country-specific. 

The results from the presented research support the existence of hysteresis and reveal the difference 

in dynamics of unemployment patterns among countries and between high and low unemployment 

regime. 
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The issue of unemployment is one of the most important topics in any country since it’s directly 

related with wellbeing of its citizens.  The unemployment of European Union (EU) member 

countries is under influence of country–specific policy measures and EU-wide frameworks. 

Therefore, the desirable property of regionally integrated countries is the similarity in dynamics and 

properties of its unemployment, among others. The unemployment in European countries has been 

mainly examined under the two competing approaches.  The first assumes that unemployment 

dynamics is under influence of cyclical factors and deviation from natural rate of unemployment 

arises as a consequence of macroeconomic shocks. The other approach assumes the increase in 

natural rate of unemployment and so the change in unemployment is not considered to by cyclical 

but rather long-lasting.  The paper considers the permanent effects of shocks to unemployment or 

hysteresis in the EU member countries, namely, Czech Republic, Finland, Greece, Italy, Portugal, 

Slovakia and Spain.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly summarizes existing literature 

related to the topic under consideration. Section 3 presents empirical procedure, methodology and 

research data, while Section 4 empirical analysis. The final section provides an overview of the 

main findings of the research.  

 

 

Brief related literature overview 
 

Saint-Paul (2004) pointed and discussed the divergence among European countries in their 

unemployment experience. Meng et al. (2017) employed linear and nonlinear unit root tests and 

examined the hysteresis hypothesis for 14 OECD countries.  The results suggested that shocks to 

unemployment have permanent effects or hysteresis in 11 of the 14 countries. O’Shaughnessy 

(2011) pointed on the importance of understanding how hysteresis mechanisms work in order to 

manage its adverse effects since the economic history of the 1970s and 1980s exhibited adverse 

unemployment shocks with long-lasting effects and serious social consequences. Cuestas and 

Harrison (2014) used seasonally adjusted quarterly unemployment rates for the EU-15 countries and 

United States. The reported results revealed different properties of hysteresis for a different 

countries or group of countries. Blanchard (2018) considered the two hypotheses. The first tested 

independence between unemployment and monetary policy while the second tested trade-off 

between the deviation of unemployment from the natural rate and inflation. The results provided 

suggestive but not conclusive evidences.  Akdogan (2018) examined the hypothesis of 

unemployment hysteresis for 31 European countries, the USA and Japan.  The hysteresis hypothesis 

is rejected for 60 % of the countries in the considered sample and nonlinear models are suggested to 

capture the asymmetries in unemployment dynamics of some countries. Naccarato et al. (2018) 

used a big data with a monthly frequency to improve the forecasting of the youth unemployment 

rate for Italy. Estimated ARIMA model on the official youth unemployment rate series and a VAR 

model combining the former series with the Google Trends query share are compared. The results 

indicated that the usage of Google Trends information helped to decrease in the forecast error. 

Andini and Andini (2018) employed panel quantile autoregressive model to examine the 

unemployment rate United States from 1980 to 2010 and found that hysteresis and natural rate 

hypotheses can co-exist along quantiles of the unemployment distribution. Following the presented 

literature, it is evident that the heterogeneity of unemployment among countries exists. 

Furthermore, the dynamics of unemployment might differ between the different states of the 

economy. So, it’s reasonable to believe that for each country exist its own level of unemployment 

that might be considered as the critical level of unemployment and when the critical level of 

unemployment is reached the dynamics will be changed. Therefore, the paper contributes to the 

existing literature with country-specific estimates of unemployment dynamics while allowing for 

the nonlinearity.    
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Empirical procedure and methodology 
 

The research is based on a data sample of quarterly data from 1998q1 up to 2016q4 obtained from 

Eurostat. The data are taken in its (natural) log levels. To compensate the low power of unit root 

tests and improve the validity of the results, paper employs several different unit root tests. The 

considered tests are: Augmented Dickey‐Fuller (1979) (ADF test), Phillips–Perron (1988) (PP test), 

the Generalized Least Squares and Dickey-Fuller test (DF-GLS) test that is developed by Elliot et 

al. (1996), Kwiatkowski et al. (1992) (KPSS test) and  Zivot and Andrews (1992) unit rot test (ZA 

test). ADF test, PP test and DF-GLS test under null hypothesis consider the presence of a unit root, 

while the KPSS test assumes the stationarity under the null hypothesis and the presence of a unit 

root as the alternative hypothesis. The standard unit root tests are biased towards non-rejection of 

unit root, in case of structural break in the series under consideration. The null hypothesis of ZA test 

assumes that the data follow a unit root process and the alternative hypothesis is a trend stationary 

process that allows for a one-time break in the level, the trend or both. Table 1 reports standard unit 

root tests results, while Table 2 summarizes ZA test results.  
 

The mixed results out of unit root tests for unemployment of some countries raise the question of 

long memory in unemployment series and strength of the long-range dependence. The literature 

recognizes two measures of the long-range dependence. Namely, the Hurst or self-similarity 

parameter (H) originally introduced by Mandelbrot and van Ness (1968) and the fractional 

integration parameter (d) introduced by Granger and Joyeux (1980).  Fractionally integrated 

autoregressive moving average (ARFIMA) model is presented by the equation (1): 

 

𝜙𝑝(𝐵) (1 − 𝐵)𝑑𝑥𝑡 = 𝜃(𝐵)𝑎𝑡                                      (1) 

 

where:  

d – fractional integration parameter allowed to assume any real value, 

𝐵 – the backward operator and  

𝑎𝑡 – need to be independent and identically distributed with finite variance. 

The relationship between the self-similarity parameter (H) and the fractional integration parameter 

(d) is given by the equation (2):  

 

𝐻 = 𝑑 + 1/2                                                    (2) 

 

The estimates of the self-similarity parameter (H) and the fractional integration parameter (d) can be 

obtained out of many developed estimators. This paper employs GPH estimator from Reisen (1994) 

and Reisen et al. (2001) developed by Geweke and Porter-Hudak (1983), Whittle estimator for 

fractional Gaussian noise (Beran, 1994) However, unit root test results pointed that unemployment 

for some countries is a stationary time series. Following the unit root test results and univariate time 

series approach, several models are estimated and tested. Firstly, the ARMA model specification in 

equation (1) with assumed fractional integration parameter (d=0) is estimated and tested. Diagnostic 

tests revealed misspecification and pointed on integrated series and ARIMA model. Recalling the 

results from unit root tests, ARIMA estimates could be biased due to over-differencing. 

Consequently, several nonlinear specifications are estimated and tested. Namely, Markov Switching 

specification (Hamilton 1989), Smooth Transition Autoregressive specification (Van Dijk et al. 

2002) and Self Excited Threshold Autoregressive specification (Tong, 1990). Since the model 

specification Tong (1990) is found to be the only one that passed the diagnostic tests, the rests of 

the section provide more details on the Tong’s (1990) model specification. 

 

The Self Excited Threshold Autoregressive model (SETAR) represented by the equation (3) is the 

only one that passed the diagnostic tests. 
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𝑁𝑋𝑡 =  𝜇1𝐼(𝑁𝑋𝑡−𝑘 > 𝑛𝑥) + 𝜇2𝐼(𝑁𝑋𝑡−𝑘 ≤ 𝑛𝑥) + [𝛼1𝐼(𝑁𝑋𝑡−𝑘 > 𝑛𝑥) + 𝛼2𝐼(𝑁𝑋𝑡−𝑘 ≤
𝑛𝑥)]𝑁𝑋𝑡−𝑘 + [𝛽1𝐼(𝑁𝑋𝑡−𝑘 > 𝑛𝑥) + 𝛽2𝐼(𝑁𝑋𝑡−𝑘 ≤ 𝑛𝑥)]𝑡 + 𝑢𝑡                                        (3)                                                                                              

 

Where the k and nx represents delay and threshold, respectively. The equation (3) illustrates the 

specification for the two regime SETAR process. The delay value is obtained by minimizing the 

sum of squared errors among values between 1 and 10, while the threshold value is given by the 

variation of the variable under consideration. As already stated, in SETAR procedure we follow the 

specification of Tong (1990). 

 

 

Empirical results and discussions 
 

Following the empirical procedure described in the previous section, Table 1 brings standard unit 

root test results.  

 

Table 4 Unit root test (ADF test, PP test, DF-GLS test and KPSS test) results 

Variable and 

test (Country) 

Levels First difference  

Constant Constant and trend Constant 
Constant and 

trend 

ADF test t-stat. 

Czech Republic -1.540401 -2.815817 -3.455753 -3.606287 I(1) 

Finland -2.826391 -2.511014 -4.266025 -4.446749 I(1) 

Greece -0.971025 -1.869314 -4.274424 -4.326133 I(1) 

Italy -1.261414 -1.586915 -4.929607 -5.344881 I(1) 

Portugal -1.604874 -1.043619 -4.415189 -4.486019 I(1) 

Slovakia -1.429927 -2.918982 -3.507561 -3.765004 I(1) 

Spain -1.357152 -2.237110 -3.944580 -2.897027 I(1) 

PP test Adj. t-stat.   

Czech Republic -1.158000 -2.544817 -3.422134 -3.612187 I(1) 

Finland -2.340508 -1.926035 -7.494965 -7.663104 I(1) 

Greece -0.487365 -1.505034 -4.178012 -4.249938 I(1) 

Italy -1.095415 -1.263475 -5.049580 -5.403830 I(1) 

Portugal  -0.884998 -1.675308 -4.531898 -4.567137 I(1) 

Slovakia -1.049075 -2.291566 -3.578560 -3.877897 I(1) 

Spain -1.203334 -1.986467 -3.958191 -4.030459 I(1) 

DF-GLS  t-stat.  

Czech Republic -1.731949 -2.210372 -2.233527 -3.337220 I(1) 

Finland -0.721289 -1.885129 -4.054533 -4.232531 I(1) 

Greece -0.911921 -1.636315 -2.712470 -4.382663 I(1) 

Italy -0.997379 -1.054930 -4.581658 -4.837785 I(1) 

Portugal -1.001443 -1.634323 -1.792791 -2.677564 I(1) 

Slovakia -1.499241 -2.019598 -3.492730 -3.808646 I(1) 

Spain -1.243897 -1.487861 -2.927485 -2.947928 I(1) 

KPSS test LM-stat.  

Czech Republic 0.574884 0.066350 0.243563 0.074751 I(0) 

Finland 0.471470 0.241131 0.216846 0.040771 I(0) 

Greece 0.716711 0.237965 0.223606 0.115350 I(0) 

Italy 0.305656 0.279300 0.432603 0.103935 I(0) 
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Portugal 1.048161 0.099783 0.180337 0.171590 I(0) 

Slovakia 0.563455 0.086467 0.251855 0.108009 I(0) 

Spain 0.574499 0.212154 0.240990 0.166676 I(0) 

Source: Authors  

 

Following the unit root tests presented in Table 1, the results seem to depend on the null hypothesis 

of the test being employed. The KPSS test that assumes the stationarity under the null indicate 

stationary series, while other considered tests that under null hypothesis assume the presence of a 

unit root.  Unit root tests are biased and exhibit a tendency to be nonstationary in case of structural 

breaks or nonlinearity. To account for structural breaks or nonlinearity ZA test is employed and 

results are reported in Table 2. 

 

 

Table 5 ZA test results 

Country Alternative Test statistic Critical values (significance level) 

 

 

 

Czech 

Republic 

 

Level -4.2415 

  

-5.34 (1%) 

 

-4.8 (5%) 

  

-4.58 (10%) 

 

Slope of the 

trend -2.5809 

  

 

-4.93 (1%) 

 

 

-4.42 (5%) 

 

  

-4.11 (10%) 

Level and the 

slope of 

the trend -4.7486 

 

 

-5.57 (1%) 

  

 

-5.08 (5%) 

  

 

-4.82 (10%) 

Finland 

 

 

Level -3.2528 

  

-5.34 (1%) 

 

-4.8 (5%) 

  

-4.58 (10%) 

 

Slope of the 

trend -2.8846 

  

 

-4.93 (1%) 

 

 

-4.42 (5%) 

 

  

-4.11 (10%) 

Level and the 

slope of 

the trend -3.6818 

 

 

-5.57 (1%) 

  

 

-5.08 (5%) 

  

 

-4.82 (10%) 

Greece 

 

 

Level -5.2698 

  

-5.34 (1%) 

 

-4.8 (5%) 

  

-4.58 (10%) 

 

Slope of the 

trend -1.7581 

  

 

-4.93 (1%) 

 

 

-4.42 (5%) 

 

  

-4.11 (10%) 

Level and the 

slope of 

the trend -1.903 

 

 

-5.57 (1%) 

  

 

-5.08 (5%) 

  

 

-4.82 (10%) 

Italy  

Level -3.2455 

  

-5.34 (1%) 

 

-4.8 (5%) 

  

-4.58 (10%) 

 

Slope of the 

trend -3.0776 

  

 

-4.93 (1%) 

 

 

-4.42 (5%) 

 

  

-4.11 (10%) 

Level and the 

slope of 

the trend -2.9215 

 

 

-5.57 (1%) 

  

 

-5.08 (5%) 

  

 

-4.82 (10%) 

Portugal  

Level -3.0923 

  

-5.34 (1%) 

 

-4.8 (5%) 

  

-4.58 (10%) 

 

Slope of the -4.3422 
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trend -4.93 (1%) -4.42 (5%) -4.11 (10%) 

Level and the 

slope of 

the trend -4.1846 

 

 

-5.57 (1%) 

  

 

-5.08 (5%) 

  

 

-4.82 (10%) 

 

 

 

 

Slovakia 

 

Level -3.8749 

  

-5.34 (1%) 

 

-4.8 (5%) 

  

-4.58 (10%) 

 

Slope of the 

trend -2.1815 

  

 

-4.93 (1%) 

 

 

-4.42 (5%) 

 

  

-4.11 (10%) 

Level and the 

slope of 

the trend 

 

 

-3.7314 

 

 

-5.57 (1%) 

  

 

-5.08 (5%) 

  

 

-4.82 (10%) 

 

 

 

 

Spain 

 

Level -6.9023 

  

-5.34 (1%) 

 

-4.8 (5%) 

  

-4.58 (10%) 

 

Slope of the 

trend -2.1788 

  

 

-4.93 (1%) 

 

 

-4.42 (5%) 

 

  

-4.11 (10%) 

Level and the 

slope of 

the trend -2.8784  

 

 

-5.57 (1%) 

  

 

-5.08 (5%) 

  

 

-4.82 (10%) 

Source: Authors 

 

The ZA Unit root test results reported in Table 2 do not help a lot. The results are ambiguous and 

the series might be fractionally integrated. Following the empirical procedure and unit root test 

results, Table 3 summarizes GPH estimates of fractional integration parameter for unemployment 

series of the considered countries. 

 

Table 6 GPH estimates for unemployment series of the considered countries 

Country GPH estimate (d) Asymptotic standard 

deviation 

Standard error deviation 

Czech 

Republic 

1.043409 0.3473779 0.3629207 

Finland 0.7816996 0.3473779 0.3726592 

Greece 1.269121 0.3473779 0.3108549 

Italy 1.63613 0.3473779 0.5289791 

Portugal 1.463284 0.3473779 0.3387482 

Slovakia 1.280962 0.3473779 0.265449 

Spain 1.649326 0.3473779 0.1507535 

Source: Authors  

 

Labys (2016) pointed that regression based GPH estimates in levels tend to be higher and therefore 

biased. Afterwards, Whittle estimates of self-similarity parameter (H) and the fractional integration 

parameter (d) were obtained and reported in Table 4.  

 

Table 7 Whittle estimates of fractional Gaussian noise for Unemployment series of the selected 

countries 

Country Estimate (H) Std. Error z value p-value 

Czech 

Republic 

0.98994628 0.07800395 12.69098 < 2.22e-16 

d = H - 1/2 = 0.49 (0.078) 
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Finland  

 

0.9873323 0.0779896 12.65979 < 2.22e-16 

d = H - 1/2 = 0.487 (0.078) 

Greece 

 

0.98991975 0.07800379 12.69066 < 2.22e-16 

d = H - 1/2 = 0.49 (0.078) 

Italy  0.98995831 0.07800401 12.69112 < 2.22e-16 

d = H - 1/2 = 0.49 (0.078) 

Portugal 0.98991971 0.07800379 12.69066 < 2.22e-16 

d = H - 1/2 = 0.49 (0.078) 

Slovakia 0.98992855 0.07800384 12.69077 < 2.22e-16 

d = H - 1/2 = 0.49 (0.078) 

Spain 0.989959 0.078004 12.69113 < 2.22e-16 

d = H - 1/2 = 0.49 (0.078) 

Source: Authors 

 

The results in Table 4 showed that fractional integration parameter ranges between 0 and 0.5 (0 < d 

<0.5) suggests the unemployment series displays a long term memory but also will revert to the 

mean. The process was considered stationary with long memory. Conclusively, unemployment of 

Czech Republic, Finland, Greece, Italy, Portugal, Slovakia and Spain are weakly stationary and 

exhibit persistence, long memory, mean reversion and covariance stationarity. 

 

Taking into account the potential hysteresis or persistence, there might be the difference in 

employment dynamics between states of high and low unemployment. So firstly, the country 

specific SETAR parameters were estimated and reported in Table 5.  

 

Table 8 SETAR Hyper parameters for unemployment 

Country SETAR Hyper parameters Number 

of 

Possible 

Threshold 

Value 

Number of 

Threshold 

Values 

tested with 

Hyper 

Parameters 

m Threshold 

 Delay 

mL mH Threshold 

Value 

Pooled AIC 

Czech 

Republic 

4 2 2 3 1.770121 -275.1227 3200 50 

Finland 4 0 4 1 2.038609 -304.1269 3200 50 

Greece 4 1 2 2 2.498033 -282.3868 3200 50 

Italy 4 2 2 3 2.169350 -305.3616 3200 50 

Portugal 4 1 2 2 2.616374 -302.4489 3200 50 

Slovakia 4 1 2 2 2.417926 -298.5948 3200 50 

Spain 4 0 2 2 2.883097 -300.4455 3200 50 

Source: Authors. Note: m denotes The autoregressive level of the whole model; Threshold Delay 

denotes the delay level of the Self-excited model and mL denotes low regime level, mH: High 

regime level. 

 

The country specific hyper parameters in Table 5 were obtained using pooled AIC and 

autoregressive order from liner model specification. Using hyper parameters estimates country 

specific SETAR model is estimated and tested. Consequently, country - specific estimates were 

obtained and discussed.  

 

Firstly, SETAR model estimates for unemployment series dynamics in Spain were presented in 

Table 6. 
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Table 9 SETAR model with one threshold for the unemployment dynamics in Spain (delay=0) 

Regime Variable Coefficient t- Statistic p-value 

 

 

 

Low 

𝜇1 -0.110339 

(0.199041) 

-0.5544 0.581105 

𝛼1 1.505839 

(0.172375) 

8.7358 8.075e-13 

𝛼2 -0.449279 

(0.133650) 

-3.3616 0.001259 

 

 

High 

𝜇2 -0.030879 

(0.053800) 

-0.5740 0.567828 

𝛼3 1.863087 

(0.117251) 

15.8897 < 2.2e-16 

𝛼4 -0.854936 

(0.114456) 

-7.4695 1.728e-10 

 

Threshold Value 

= 2.362 

 

Residuals 

variance = 

0.001471 

 

AIC 

= -482 

 

Proportion of points in each 

regime 

Low regime 

= 26.39% 

High regime 

= 73.61% 

Diagnostic tests for the estimated SETAR specification: 

ARCH Test statistic:  1.157829 p – value: 0.2858 

Ljung-BoxTest statistic (12):  0.20278 p – value: 0.6525 

Jarque-Bera Test statistic: 5.936507 p – value: 0.051393 

Source: Authors 

 

The results in Table 6 illustrate the threshold dependent dynamics of unemployment in Spain. The 

estimated threshold amounts 10.68%. When the estimated threshold has been reached, the regime of 

high unemployment dynamics has started with no delay. Following the same procedure, the 

estimates for Finland were obtained and reported in Table 7. 

 

Table 10 SETAR model with one threshold for the unemployment dynamics in Finland (delay=0) 

Regime Variable Coefficient t- Statistic p-value 

 

 

 

 

 

Low 

𝜇1 0.2678709 

(0.1922268) 

1.3935 0.16794 

𝛼1 1.5928764 

(0.1891758) 

8.4201 3.409e-12 

𝛼2 0.5269175 

(0.2619065) 

2.0119 0.04814 

𝛼3 -0.0070537 

(0.3505384) 

-0.0201 0.98400 

𝛼4 -1.2161139 

(0.2786802) 

-4.3638 4.383e-05 

 

 

High 

𝜇2 0.0731543 

(0.0988667) 

0.7399 0.46185 

𝛼5 0.9622710 

(0.0454071) 

21.1921 < 2.2e-16 

 

Threshold Value 

= 2.039 

 

Residuals 

variance = 

 

AIC 

= -543 

 

Proportion of points in each 

regime 
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0.0006351 Low regime 

= 20.83% 

High regime 

= 79.17% 

Diagnostic tests for the estimated SETAR specification: 

ARCH Test statistic:  0.758946 p – value: 0.3867 

Ljung-BoxTest statistic (12):  0.038129 p – value: 0.8452 

Jarque-Bera Test statistic: 0584247 p – value: 0.746676 

Source: Authors 

 

Following the results presented in Table 7, the regime of high unemployment states at threshold 

level amounting 7.68%.  Comparing to Spain, the threshold level of unemployment in Finland was 

lower and regime of high unemployment lasted for a bit longer period.   The estimates for 

unemployment series in Czech Republic were obtained and summarized in Table 8. 

 

Table 11 SETAR model with one threshold for the unemployment dynamics in Czech Republic 

(delay = 2) 

Regime Variable Coefficient t- Statistic p-value 

 

 

 

 

 

Low 

𝜇1 0.63679457 

(0.14721188) 

4.3257 5.178e-05 

trend -0.00271473 

(0.00079789) 

-3.4024 0.001131 

𝛼1 1.73771792 

(0.12594226) 

13.7977 < 2.2e-16 

𝛼2 -1.05201511 

(0.17831118) 

-5.8999 1.323e-07 

 

 

High 

𝜇2 0.06384424 

(0.09876132) 

0.6464 0.520196 

trend -0.00030777 

(0.00029559) 

-1.0412 0.301518 

𝛼3 1.38362192 

(0.13936123) 

9.9283 8.575e-15 

𝛼4 -0.14810439 

(0.22794977) 

-0.6497 0.518092 

𝛼5 -0.26714335 

(0.12444303) 

-2.1467 0.035440 

 

Threshold Value 

= 1.698 

 

Residuals 

variance = 

0.000983 

 

AIC 

= -506 

 

Proportion of points in each 

regime 

Low regime 

= 15.28% 

High regime 

= 84.72% 

Diagnostic tests for the estimated SETAR specification: 

ARCH Test statistic:  0.451187 p – value: 0.5040 

Ljung-BoxTest statistic (12):  0.17812, p – value: 0.673 

Jarque-Bera Test statistic: 1.544 p – value: 0.462088 

Source: Authors 

 

Following the results presented in Table 8, the unemployment dynamics in Czech Republic differs 

from the unemployment in Spain and Finland. Firstly, there was negative and significant trend 

component in unemployment series during the regime of high and low unemployment as well. The 

threshold value of amounts 5.46% and regime change occurred with lag two.  The estimates for the 

Slovakian case are summarized in Table 9. 
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Table 12 SETAR model with one threshold for the unemployment dynamics in Slovakia (delay =1) 

Regime Variable Coefficient t- Statistic p-value 

 

 

 

 

 

Low 

𝜇1 1.52748521 

(0.31701496) 

4.8183 8.461e-06 

trend -0.00058445 

(0.00065864) 

-0.8874 0.378013 

𝛼1 1.46890259 

(0.14383289) 

10.2126 2.296e-15 

𝛼2 -1.11609627 

(0.15666897) 

-7.1239 8.481e-10 

 

 

High 

𝜇2 0.22371048 

(0.09201316) 

2.4313 0.017686 

trend -0.00070523 

(0.00025841) 

-2.7291 0.008077 

𝛼3 1.58153487 

(0.09457803) 

16.7220 < 2.2e-16 

𝛼4 -0.65639737 

(0.09241118) 

-7.1030 9.251e-10 

 

Threshold Value 

= 2.418 

 

Residuals 

variance = 

0.0007383 

 

AIC 

= -530 

 

Proportion of points in each 

regime 

Low regime 

= 13.89% 

High regime 

= 86.11% 

Diagnostic tests for the estimated SETAR specification: 

ARCH Test statistic:  0.507855 p – value: 0.4785 

Ljung-BoxTest statistic (12):  1.5857 p – value: 0.2079 

Jarque-Bera Test statistic: 0.172812 p – value: 0.917222 

Source: Authors 

 

The estimates for the Slovakian case provided in Table 9 are similar to case of unemployment in 

Czech Republic. Comparing to unemployment in Czech Republic the threshold value is much 

higher and amounts 11.22%.  The regime of high unemployment in Slovakia occurred with lag one 

and lasted longer comparing to case from Czech Republic. Therefore, unemployment in Slovakia is 

more severe in comparison to unemployment in Czech Republic.  The dynamics of unemployment 

series for Greece is reported in Table 10. 

 

 Table 13 SETAR model with one threshold for the unemployment dynamics in Greece (delay =1) 

Regime Variable Cofficient t- Statistic p-value 

 

 

 

 

 

Low 

𝜇1 -0.09773424 

(0.06864760) 

  -1.4237 0.159103 

trend 0.00104216 

(0.00036031) 

2.8924 0.005131 

𝛼1 1.38862774 

(0.12124217) 

11.4533 < 2.2e-16 

𝛼2 -0.35555370 

(0.13563586) 

-2.6214 0.010796 

 

 

High 

𝜇2 1.52506063 

(0.51312088) 

2.9721 0.004087 

trend -0.00535756 

(0.00222858) 

-2.4040 0.018946 
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𝛼3 0.59752524 

(0.39424969) 

1.5156 0.134255 

𝛼4 0.03676141 

(0.32197088) 

0.1142 0.909435 

 

Threshold Value 

= 2.925  

 

Residuals 

variance = 

0.001012 

 

AIC 

= -506 

 

Proportion of points in each 

regime 

Low regime 

= 73.61% 

High regime 

= 26.39% 

Diagnostic tests for the estimated SETAR specification: 

ARCH Test statistic:  0.696629 p – value: 0.4068 

Ljung-BoxTest statistic (12):  0.33361 p – value: 0.5635 

Jarque-Bera Test statistic: 0.408659 p – value: 0.815194 

Source: Authors 

 

Following estimates for unemployment in Greece in Table 10, the estimated threshold amounts 

18.63% and regime change occurred with lag one. The regime of high unemployment estimated for 

the case of Greece is shorter comparing to the case for regime of low unemployment. Furthermore, 

the regime of low unemployment exhibited positive trend while regime of high unemployment was 

characterized with negative trend.  The dynamics of unemployment series for the case of Italy is 

summarized in Table 11. 

 

Table 14 SETAR model with one threshold for the unemployment dynamics in ITALY (delay =2) 

Regime Variable Coefficient t- Statistic p-value 

 

 

 

 

 

Low 

𝜇1 0.12929126 

(0.14510172) 

0.8910 0.37610 

trend 0.00772026 

(0.00181709) 

4.2487 6.795e-05 

𝛼1 0.90322492 

(0.19849192) 

4.5504 2.313e-05 

𝛼2 -0.11714452 

(0.19666133) 

-0.5957 0.55341 

 

 

High 

𝜇2 0.07809127 

(0.04906820) 

1.5915 0.11621 

trend 0.00034669 

(0.00017332) 

2.0003 0.04953 

𝛼3 1.30639860 

(0.13787068) 

9.4755 5.426e-14 

𝛼4 -0.16353221 

(0.23007033) 

-0.7108 0.47968 

𝛼5 -0.18290803 

(0.13322203) 

-1.3730 0.17434 

 

Threshold Value 

= 2.035 

 

Residuals 

variance = 

0.0006023 

 

AIC 

= -544 

 

Proportion of points in each 

regime 

Low regime 

= 22.22% 

High regime 

= 77.78% 

Diagnostic tests for the estimated SETAR specification: 

ARCH Test statistic: 0.134591  p – value: 0.7148 

Ljung-BoxTest statistic (12):  0.13845 p – value: 0.7098 
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Jarque-Bera Test statistic: 1.346205 p – value: 0.510124 

Source: Authors 

 

Following the estimates in Table 11, the regime change in Italy occurred at unemployment level of 

7.65% with lag two. The unemployment series in Italy was characterized with positive trend during 

the high and low unemployment regime. Furthermore, the high unemployment regime is found to 

be more persistent in Italy. Eventually, the dynamics of unemployment series for the case of 

Portugal is summarized in Table 12. 

 

Table 15 SETAR model with one threshold for the uneployment dynamics in Portugal (delay =1) 

Regime Variable Cofficient t- Statistic p-value 

 

 

 

 

 

Low 

𝜇1 -6.2788e-01 

(2.8181e-01) 

-2.2280 0.02919 

trend 1.6749e-02 

(3.9199e-03) 

4.2729 6.149e-05 

𝛼1 8.2969e-01 

(3.2453e-01) 

2.5566 0.01281 

𝛼2 5.0429e-01 

(4.6203e-01) 

1.0915 0.27893 

 

 

High 

𝜇2 3.1533e-02 

(3.9519e-02) 

0.7979 0.42769 

trend 6.4021e-05 

(5.0784e-04) 

0.1261 0.90005 

𝛼3 1.6056e+00 

(8.7099e-02) 

18.4342 < 2.2e-16 

𝛼4 -6.1986e-01 

9.2514e-02 

-6.7002 4.898e-09 

 

Threshold Value 

= 1.562 

 

Residuals 

variance = 

0.000659 

 

AIC 

= -539 

 

Proportion of points in each 

regime 

Low regime 

= 18.06% 

High regime 

= 81.94% 

Diagnostic tests for the estimated SETAR specification: 

ARCH Test statistic:  2.015351 p – value: 0.1602 

Ljung-BoxTest statistic (12): 0.76067  p – value: 0.3831 

Jarque-Bera Test statistic: 2.846865 p – value: .240886 

Source: Authors 

 

Following the estimates in Table 12, the regime of high unemployment in Portugal started at the 

lowest unemployment level amounting 4.76% and with delay of one quarter. Similarly, to Italian 

case the regime of high and low unemployment in Portugal exhibited positive trend.  

 

 

Conclusion 
 

There are several conclusions that can be drawn out of the research presented in this paper. Firstly, 

the hypothesis of hysteresis in unemployment of the considered EU member countries is supported 

and Self Excited Threshold Autoregressive model (SETAR) model is well suited to explain 

dynamics of unemployment in each of the examined countries. Therefore, the dynamics of 

unemployment is nonlinear and threshold dependent. However, the threshold is not unique but 

country-specific. The lowest threshold value amounting 4.76% is found in Portugal, while the 
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highest threshold value is found in Greece and amounts 18.63%. The unemployment in each of the 

considered countries may converge to either of two unemployment level, low unemployment level 

and high unemployment level. Conclusively, there are heterogeneities in unemployment dynamics 

among the considered countries. The heterogeneities might arise out of different structures of the 

economies and country-specific measures might be efficient to resolve the issue of unemployment. 

Furthermore, EU-wide but flexible measures towards the issue of unemployment would be 

desirable.  

 

 

Appendix 

 

Figure 11 Unemployment rate development for the considered countries 
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Abstract  

Business should always be ready to adapt to rapidly changing conditions, so should people. It is 

easier to practice that kind of adaptation if you had an experience while studying. This article 

suggests to take a look at Incoterms business game which helps in training that ability to take the 

decision in economic challenge situation. Two companies: manufacturer and retailer try to 

negotiate in the conditions of unstable exchange rate, price decrease for production items, 

potentially growing demand on the product one even have not bought and sold yet.  

This game is a combination of theoretical and practical knowledge of studied course and reality. 

Moreover, this is a situation, which students can face up later, and they have a chance to go all the 

way up to the result and to experience it from two opposite sides. This is named a practical view on 

economic challenge. 

The Incoterms business game was given to the students and was tested in real time in several 

groups of different levels. A lecturer on behalf of supervisor gave the news to the groups in random 

time intervals and random order. Students’ task as “analysts” was to study the terms and to make 

necessary calculations on each step of product movement. Conclusions for the test are as follows: 

1) acceptable error level; 2) good group work indicator; 3) skill improvement of negotiations; 4) 

use of knowledge got while studying; 5) real idea how it happens in live; 6) chance to be on both 

sides in the market; 7) students follow the changes. 

That kind of practical approach reduces the borders between studying and financial world. That 

should help the graduates to join the business more smoothly and well prepared.  

 

Keywords: Incoterms, business game, economic challenge, calculation, result 

 

JEL classification: A22, F17, F23, G15 

 

 

Introduction 
 

Business should always be ready to adapt to rapidly changing conditions to survive in economic 

battles. It is about making decisions, calculations, signing contracts on the background of market 

changes and global events. It would be much easier for people going to business world to be ready 

for those provocations if they were prepared since their studying. For instance, most problems given 

to the students during the education process are rather fragmentary or shown in “ideal 

circumstances”, so these problems do not give the idea of how the situation can develop. There is 

more interest in solving tasks in “real conditions” when you see how your decision in circumstances 

of economic challenges arranges a new chain of events, which leads to substantive result.         

 

Business game 

 

That is why on the basis of International pricing course the author made a group business game. 

Most significant facts are that all calculations here should be done on the background of economic 

changes and when two groups are done with it, the time to negotiate comes. Besides that, there are 
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some more points this game includes: both group and individual work, use of knowledge students 

got during the theoretical part of course, calculations training and ability to use Incoterms. 

 

The group is divided into two companies: manufacturer and retailer. Retailer is planning to buy the 

product directly from the manufacturer on terms of EXW or CIF depending on the result of 

agreement they should come to. No intermediaries are involved. Both groups are given a number of 

initial conditions but they are warned the situation can change while the news from the market are 

coming. The news are given randomly and students should decide whether this or that item of news 

could affect their calculations or their position in the market. 

 

Here below is given detailed version of the Incoterms business game, but all the calculations and 

phrases underlined are the answers which should be not given to the students before groups solved 

all the problems and reached an agreement.  

 

 

Kandalaksha Aluminium Smelter (group 1) 
 

Manufacturer of aluminium and aluminium products 

 

Your company produces a fundamentally new product. The Trader – “Berg of Norway” company is 

going to make a treaty with you about 100 000 units. This is a kind of a trial parcel, so if you both 

succeed in making an agreement on the issue of price and quality it would be a great beginning for 

your future bilateral commercial relationships. 

Terms for calculating: 

Each step is taken by two analytics (students), they make calculations individually and then 

compare the results to find out whether the answers are the same. Afterwards analytics give the info 

for the unit file for further calculation-step. 

Take into account that there is also a tendency for changes – the news of the market, which 

randomly appear on the background of your work. Supervisor of the group gives the news in 

random time intervals. Your task is to make two files with calculations: the first one with the given 

data, the second one with news’ correction data which change the final price of the product. 

 

Step 1. (2 analysts) Prime cost 

 

National currency – Ruble (1 ₽). 

You may need further rates of exchange for calculations: 

 

Table 1: Rates of exchange 

Norwegian krone NOK // The U.S. dollar $ // Russian ruble ₽ 

1 $ = 73,9 ₽ 1 NOK = 7, 047 ₽  

1 $ = 10,49 NOK 1 ₽ = 0,1419 NOK 

Source: www.cbr.ru/currency_base/daily/ 

 

Table 2: Prime cost calculation for 100 000 units 

 For 100 000 units  ₽ (necessary to 

fill the column) 

1. Alumina purchase costs 6 481 000 6 481 000 

2. Bauxite purchase costs 3 658 000 3 658 000 

3. Others mineral materials purchase costs 2 091 400 2 091 400 

4. Electricity costs 7 929 500 7 929 500 

5. Personnel expenses 4 300 100 4 300 100 
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6. Extra charge on personnel expenses 30% of personnel 

expenses 

1 290 030 

7. Repair and technical maintenance 15% of personnel 

expenses 

645 015 

8. Reserve recovery 25% of repair and 

technical maintenance 

161 254 

9. Packaging and marketing costs 3% of manufacturing 

expenses 

796 689 

 

Source: partially from here www.rusal.ru/about/geography/kandalakshskiy-alyuminievyy-zavod-

kaz/ partially invented by the author 

 

1) Manufacturing prime costs for 100 000 units: (necessary to calculate taking data from the table 

above) 

6 481 000 + 3 658 000 + 2 091 400 + 7 929 500 + 4 300 100 + 1 290 000 + 645 015 + 161 254 = 26 

556 300 ₽ 

2) Commercial costs: (necessary to calculate taking data from the table above) 

26 556 300 * 0,03 = 796 689 ₽ 

3) Full prime costs for 100 000 units: (necessary to sum up Manufacturing prime costs with 

Commercial costs) 

26 556 300 + 796 689 = 27 352 990 ₽ 

Full prime costs for 1 unit: (necessary to divide Full prime costs over 100 000 units) 

27 352 990 ₽ / 100 000 = 273, 52 ₽ 

 

Table 3: Full prime costs 

 ₽ NOK 

Full prime costs for 100 000 units 27 352 990 ₽ 3 881 389 

Full prime costs for 1 unit 273, 52 ₽ 38,8 

Source: calculated by the author 

 

Step 2. (2 analysts) Manufacturer price justification 

 

Your company is interested in selling within maximal reasonable price. 

 

1) As the Smelter produces lots of stuff besides your new product so here is given the sum of prime 

costs for all the Smelter production, which shows total production and sale costs for company: 

Total production prime costs for the Smelter = 550 259 400 000 ₽ 

 

2) If the products price is equal to prime costs so there will be simple loss for the company. Here 

you are given Smelter minimal profit margin, which is necessary for plain reproduction: 

Minimal Smelter profit margin = 99 765 000 000 ₽ 

 

3) Now you have to find out minimal profit margin, which is included in the price of 1 unit. For 

that, you can divide Minimal Smelter profit margin into Total production prime costs for the 

Smelter to get Minimal production profitability: 

Minimal production profitability = (Minimal Smelter profit margin / Total production prime costs 

for the Smelter) * 100% 

PPmin = 18 % 

 

4) Now it’s time to justify Manufacturer minimal wholesale price. You take Full prime costs for 1 

unit from the previous Step 1 and add Minimal production profitability of this value:   

Min wholesale price = Full prime costs for 1 unit + PPmin of  Full prime costs for 1 unit 
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Min wholesale price = 273,53 + 18% of 273,53 = 322,77 ₽ 

 

5) Minimal selling price for the Manufacturer. This price includes VAT tax: 

Min selling price = Min wholesale price + VAT 

Find out what the VAT for export from Russia is and make calculations. 

VAT export = 0% 

Min selling price = 322,77 ₽ 

Min selling price for 100 000 units = 32 277 000 ₽ 

Fulfill the table below. 

 

Table 4: Calculation of minimal selling price 

  ₽ NOK 

1. Total production prime costs for the 

Smelter 

550 259 400 000 - 

2. Minimal Smelter profit margin 99 765 000 000  - 

3. R min в % 18,13% - 

4. Min wholesale price 322,77 45,8 

5. VAT  0% 0% 

Min selling price 322,77 45,8 

Min selling price for 100 000 units 32 276 540 4 580 041,03 

Source: partially taken from here 

www.rusal.ru/upload/iblock/a80/a80d85131b9767b1a6eabbe0ab40bae8.pdf partially calculated by 

the author 

 

Step 3. (2 analysts) Delivery expenses according to Incoterms 

 

You can use shipping route for transfer. Take CIF (Cost, Insurance and Freight) according to 

Incoterms. When you make calculations give the information about transfer costs to the Trader-

group so their analytics could make a choice between CIF and EXW. 

Make sure your group can negotiate allowing the Trader to pick the price EXW or price CIF. For 

that purpose, fulfill the table below: 

 

Table 5: Cost Insurance and Freight (for 100 000 units) 

  ₽ NOK 

Auto-transport to the port, 

marina delivery 

74 000 ₽ 74000 10500,6 

Embarkation and storage on the 

vessel 

20 000 ₽ 20000 2838 

Sea freight to destination port 3794 $ 280376,6 39799,06 

Insurance  2% 653018,33 92663,3013 

Customs fee 0 0 0 

Export customs duty 0 0 0 

Source: made and calculated by the author 

 

Transfer expenses to the customer port for 1 unit: 10,27 ₽ 

Transfer expenses to the customer port for 100 000 units: 74000 + 20 000 + 280 376,6 + 653 

027,532 =  1 027 404,13 ₽ 

 

To calculate insurance take Min selling price for 100 000 units (32 276 540₽) from the previous 

step and add the Transfer expenses. 

Insurance: (32 277 000 +74000 + 20 000 + 280 376,6) * 0,02 = 653 027,532 ₽ 
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Check the VAT percentage for export, export customs duty and customs fee: while exporting goods 

from Russia there is no export customs duty and no customs fee, VAT – 0%. 

 

Step 4. (2 analysts) Final manufacturer price for 1 unit and 100 000 units consignment 

 

Do not forget that this price will be the lowest level for negotiation with the Trader – “Berg of 

Norway”. Take the data necessary for calculation from the previous steps. 

 

Table 6: Calculation of final manufacturer price for consignment  

  ₽ NOK 

1. Full prime costs for 1 unit 273,53 38,8 

Full prime costs for 100 000 units 27 353 000 3 881 390,7 

2. Minimal production profitability % 18,13% - 

3. Min wholesale price for 1unit 322,77 45,8 

Min wholesale price for 100 000 units 32 276 540 4 580 041 

4. Min selling price for 1 unit, including: 322,77 45,8 

   VAT 0 0 

5.  Min selling price for 100 000 units, including: 32 276 540 4 580 041 

    VAT 0 0 

6.  Transfer expenses to the customer port for 1 unit 10,27 1,46 

Transfer expenses to the customer port for 100 

000 units 

1 027 395 145 787 

7. Final manufacturer price for 1 unit, including all 

the expenses 

333,04 47,26 

Final manufacturer price for consignment, 

including all the expenses 

33 303 935 4 725 828,36 

Source: made and calculated by the author 

 

Final manufacturer price for consignment, including all the expenses: 

32 276 540 + 1 027 395 = 33 303 935 ₽ 

Final manufacturer price for 1 unit, including all the expenses: 

322,77 + 10,27 = 333,04 ₽ 

Now try to make limits for your price expectations to make an agreement with the consumer. When 

you know the price for the contract find out your cumulative economic effect: Price of the contract 

for 100 000 units subtract Final manufacturer price for 100 000 units. 

Be ready to bargain with the retailer to get maximum profit for your company but not to lose the 

customer. 

 

 

Berg of Norway (group 2) 
 

Retail trader of tourist equipment 

 

Your company is planning to buy the first consignment of 100 000 units of new accessory 

equipment from Kandalaksha Aluminium Smelter. This is a trial parcel so you need to be sure in the 

quality and in reasonable price for the product. If you find out that there is a good demand for the 

unit your commercial relationships with the seller will have big future. But this is a competitive 

market so your company should be the first for the supply. It means the agreement should be 

profitable as for you so for the Smelter otherwise the next time there will be no supply for you.  

Terms for calculating: 
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Each step is calculated by several analytics (students), they make calculations individually and then 

compare the results to find out whether the answers are the same. Afterwards analytics give the info 

for the unit file for further calculation-step. 

Besides your estimates it is necessary to take into account tendency for changes – the news of the 

market, they will randomly appear on the background of your work. Supervisor of the group gives 

the news. Your task is to make two files with calculations: the first one with the given data, the 

second one with data from the seller and adjusted for the news change. 

 

Step 1. (2 analysts) Available financial resources for purchase purposes. Maximum selling price 

 

National currency – Norwegian krone (1 NOK). You may need further rates of exchange for 

calculations: 

 

Table 7: Rates of exchange 

Norwegian krone NOK // The U.S. dollar $ // Russian ruble ₽ 

1 NOK =0,0953$ 1 NOK = 7, 047 ₽  1$ = 73,9 ₽ 

1 $ = 10,49 NOK 1 ₽ = 0,1419 NOK  

Source: www.cbr.ru/currency_base/daily/ 

 

1) Financial indicators: 

 

Table 8: Financial indicators 

Financial indicator mln $ ₽ 

Total assets  375, 315 mln $ 27 735 778 500 ₽ 

Total liabilities including: 

Credit  

245,272 mln $  including: 

         80 mln $ 

18 125 600 800 ₽ 

5 912 000 000 ₽ 

Equity  134,047 mln $ 9 906 073 300 ₽ 

Net income  44,58 mln $ 3 294 462 000 ₽ 

Source: made by the author as firm does not exist in real 

 

Financial management of your company agreed to allocate further funds to buy the product (based 

on final manufacturer price): 0,8% of Net income and 0,2% of Total company’s credit, which is  

80mln$ (839,2 mln NOK).  

In case allocated funds will exceed the price of the contract you will obtain in negotiations with the 

seller, so then the borrowed funds will not change but own funds will reduce.  

 

Table 9. Available financial resources for purchase purposes:   

 $ NOK ₽ 

Own funds 356 640 3 739 873 26 355 696 

Borrowed funds 160 000 1 677 826 11 824 000 

Total 516 640 5 417 699 38 179 696 

Source: calculated by the author 

 

Own funds: 44580000*(0,8/100) = 356 640 $ 

356 640$*10,49 NOK = 3 739 873 NOK 

 

Borrowed funds: 80 000 000 * (0,2/100) = 160 000 $ 

160 000$*10,49 NOK = 1 677 826 NOK 

 

Total available financial resources for purchase purposes:  

356 640 + 160 000 = 516 640 $ 
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516 640$*10,49 NOK = 5 417 699 NOK 

 

2) Maximum selling price: 

Based on analogue comparison and market analyses the analytics of “Berg of Norway” concluded 

that the maximum selling price would be about 54 NOK for one product unit. 

 

Answer whether company has enough available financial resources to buy first 100 000 units: 5 

417 699 NOK / 100 000 units = 54,17 NOK for 1 unit is available 

Yes, there is enough financial resources. 

 

Step 2. (2 analysts) Trade margin 

 

1) Borrowed funds are taxed with loan interest 2%  

Fulfill the Table below: 

 

Table 10: “Berg of Norway” costs for 100 000 units: 

 NOK ₽ 

Interest on amounts drawn 33 556,52 236 472,796 

Payroll and extra charge on 

personnel expenses  

8500 59899,5 

Room and storage 2000 14094 

Additional transport and other 

costs as part of total costs 

distributed in proportions to 

the new product 

1000 7047 

Total 45 056,52 317 513,296 

Source: made and calculated by the author 

 

To calculate Loan interest (2%) take the value of borrowed funds from the previous Step 1: 1 

677 826 * 0,02 = 33 556,52 NOK 

Total costs for 100 000 units: 33556,52 + 8500 + 2000 + 1000 = 45 056,52 NOK 

 

2) There is expected average profit as for the similar class products – 15% of the value before VAT. 

To calculate that you should take for that value maximum selling price from Step 1: 

 

Profit put in the retail selling price for 1 unit:  54*0,15 = 8,1 NOK 

8,1 NOK * 7,047₽ = 57,0807 ₽ 

 

Profit put in the retail selling price for 100 000 units:    

8,1 NOK * 100 000 = 810 000 NOK or 5 708 070 ₽ 

 

3) Trade margin for 100 000 units is calculated as Total costs for 100 000 units and Profit put in the 

retail selling price for 100 000 units:  

45 056,52 + 810 000 NOK = 855 056,52 NOK 

317 513,296 ₽ + 5 708 070 ₽ = 6 025 583 ₽ 

 

Step 3. (4 analysts) CIF (shipping) suggested by manufacturer and alternative transfer EXW (air 

freight) comparison 

 

Yet your company does not have exact price for CIF. Ask the manufacturer to provide the data as 

soon as possible to make exact calculation. Up to the moment, you handle the maximum selling 

price from Step 1 which is 54 NOK for 1 unit and 5 400 000 NOK for 100 000 units. Besides that 
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you have the information from the market about supposed average price for CIF transfer up to your 

port of disembarkation (including insurance) which is customs border and is approximately 160 000 

NOK.  Fill the following table based on available data. 

 

Table 11: Cost Insurance and Freight calculation 

for 100 000 units  NOK ₽ 

Disembarkation  486,84 $ 5 107 35 977,5 

Destination delivery by 

auto transport 

31 501,8 NOK 31 501,8 221 993 

Customs clearance, 

customs fee 

10,7% 594 920 4 192 401 

Source: made and calculated by the author 

 

Customs fee = (Selling price + Transfer to customs border + Insurance) * 10,7% 

Customs fee: (5 400 000 NOK + 160 000 NOK) * 10,7% = 594 920 NOK 

Your additional shipping costs from port are:  

5 107 NOK + 31 501,8 NOK + 594 920 NOK = 631 529 NOK 

CIF: 160 000 NOK + 631 529 NOK = 791 529 NOK or 5 577 903 ₽ 

 

Table 12: EX Works calculation (heavy cargo) 

  NOK ₽ 

Auto transfer to Moscow 

and to the airport to the 

plane 

360 000 ₽ 51 084 360 000 

Embarkation aboard the 

plane 

36 000 ₽ 5 108 36 000 

Air transfer 6 400 $ 67 136 472 960 

Insurance 2,5 % 138 083 973 069 

Customs clearance, 

customs fee 

10,7% 605 771 4 268 854 

Disembarkation 7 500 NOK 7 500 52 853 

Destination delivery  28 000 NOK 28 000 197 316 

Source: made and calculated by the author 

 

To calculate insurance take Maximum selling price for 100 000 units (5 400 000 NOK) from the 

first step add the Transfer expenses. 

Insurance: (5 400 000 NOK + 51 084 NOK + 5 108 NOK + 67 136 NOK) * 0,025 = 138 083 NOK  

Customs fee = (Selling price + Transfer to customs border + Insurance) * 10,7% 

Customs fee: (5 400 000 NOK + 51 084 NOK + 5 108 NOK + 67 136 NOK + 138 083 NOK) * 

0,107 = 605 771 NOK 

EXW: (51 084 NOK + 5 108 NOK + 67 136 NOK + 138 083 NOK + 605 771 NOK + 7 500 NOK 

+ 28 000) = 902 683 NOK or 6 361 051 ₽ 

According to your calculations, make a conclusion which way of transfer is more reasonable CIF or 

EXW. 

CIF 

 

Step 4. (2 analysts) Retail selling price  

 

Calculate retail price based on maximum selling price from step 1, trade margin from step 2 and 

transfer expenses from step 3. 
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If your company chooses CIF it means you base your retail-selling price on final manufacturer 

selling price, which includes minimal selling price plus transfer to your custom border. Then you 

add to the calculated value customs fee, trade margin, additional transfer costs (delivery to your 

shops) and VAT. 

 

If your company chooses EXW it means that you base your retail selling price on minimal selling 

price of manufacturer and your company pays itself for full transfer. Here you would add trade 

margin and you would add VAT which differ with CIF VAT as the price for transfer and customs 

fee in this situation are absolutely different values. 

 

Take the missing data from previous steps and fill the table if “Berg of Norway” chose CIF. In case 

retailer chose EXW you should change the table and fill it taking into account difference of prices 

for transfer, custom duties and VAT: take off customs fee and additional transfer costs and add 

EXW transfer costs instead.  

 

Table 13: Retail price calculation for CIF case 

for 100 000 units NOK ₽ 

Maximum selling price 5 400 000 38 053 800 

Trade margin, including: 855 057  6 025 583  

        Total selling costs 45 057 317 513 

        Profit 810 000  5 708 070 

Customs fee 594 920 4 192 401 

Additional transfer costs 36 609 257 983 

VAT (25%) 1 572 916 11 084 342 

Retail price 8 459 502 59 614 109 

Source: made and calculated by the author 

 

Additional costs = Disembarkation + Destination delivery by auto transport  

5 107 + 31 502 = 36 609 NOK or 257 983 ₽ 

 

Here you calculate VAT as: (Maximum selling price + Trade margin + Additional transfer costs) * 

0,25  

VAT: (5 400 000 + 855 057 + 36 609) * 0,25 = 1 572 916 NOK or 11 084 342 ₽ 

 

Retail price: Maximum selling price + Trade margin + Customs fee + Additional transfer costs + 

VAT  

Retail price for 100 000 units: 5 400 000 + 855 057 + 594 920 + 36 609 + 1 572 916 = 8 459 502 

NOK or 59 614 109 ₽ 

Retail price for 1 unit: 8 459 502 NOK / 100 000 units = 84,6 NOK or 596 ₽ 

 

After all calculations you made it is necessary to negotiate with the Smelter about manufacturer 

selling price and fill second file with following changes: maximum selling price change to minimal 

or final selling price of manufacturer (depends on your choice of transfer), make corrections in 

customs fee, VAT and as result for that in retail price. Besides that, make corrections according to 

the market news if necessary.  

Note for yourself the maximum price limit for 100 000 units and for 1 unit to be ready to bargain. 

 

News for the market (are given randomly by the supervisor) 

 

1. Aluminium showed sharp decrease for 15% of price for ton at London Metal Exchange. 

First of all this item of news students from the first group should use to reduce the price of their 

product. It will change the calculation from the first step and as the result will give a lower Final 
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manufacturer price. The second group should keep this information in mind to have a strong 

argument while making an agreement about price. 

 

2. The official U.S. dollar rate increased on 1,5%. 

All raw materials if they were bought in dollars will grow in price. Here as the manufacturer uses 

the inside market for that purpose so this news will affect the transfer price. Both groups should 

recalculate CIF and EXW. 

 

3. Kandalaksha Aluminium Smelter got Certificate ISO 9001 (this document proves that the 

manufacturer has a quality management system, which was implemented according to requirements 

of the international standard ISO 9001-2015).  

This certificate proves the quality of the product is high, so the Smelter has the winning position in 

comparison to competitors. This is a good background for negotiations for the first group. 

 

4. Fjord trekking is getting more popular. In the upcoming year there is expected increase in tourist 

flow for 18%.   

The second group should expect the growing demand for the product. It means they’d better to 

cooperate with the Smelter as they have a product of a good quality. If the price is reasonable it 

means potentially stable supply according to growing demand in future. 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

The Incoterms business game was given to the students and was tested in real time in several groups 

of different levels. Notes after test are as follows: 

Acceptable error level. Students as analysts were asked to make their own calculations. As each 

step was checked by two students they shared information after calculations and that helped to cut 

the number of mistakes. 

Good group work indicator. Figures in following steps depended on the data from the previous 

calculations. That increased responsibility as students did not want to let down the team. 

Skill improvement of negotiations. The members of the group discussed all strong and weak points 

of their company, including the news changes. Representatives of Smelter and Retailer both knew 

which facts they could use while bargaining. 

Use of knowledge got while studying. Theoretical and practical aspects were closely interconnected 

in the game. “Analysts” implemented them for achieving the result – to find the final price and to 

come to an agreement with the opposite side. 

Real idea how it happens in live. The first group had a long way to go from buying the raw 

materials up to calculating the price for the product which included costs, profit and transfer up the 

moment of selling their production. The second group had to find out the size of available financial 

resources, trade margin, they had to choose the way for transfer before they came to the conclusion 

on which circumstances they could finally buy the product. This is not a task cut of the context but 

the way which shows all the steps before one reaches the result in life. 

Chance to be on both sides in the market. Here you can try whatever ones could be after graduation. 

Students choose their “side”. 

Changing reality. Economic challenge helps to keep it real and not to let one’s guard down. 

Students follow the changes. 

That kind of practical approach reduces the borders between studying and financial world. That 

should help the graduates to join the business more smoothly and well prepared. 
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Abstract  

Global sport organisations gather all professional sport organizations on national or local level, 

providing uniform rules for competition. This can be established under one organisation, as in the 

example of football, or under several organisations, as in the example of boxing. The difference is 

mainly in the market power of such organisations, as less organisations on the market generate 

higher market power. Market power indicates the strength of an individual on the market, and is 

derived from the market share, which is the percentage of a market covered. Only one organisation 

is a characteristic of a monopoly, and in this case the market power is the highest possible, as well 

as the profits. Other possibility for global sport organisations is oligopolistic structure, where 

several organisations compete and act simultaneously on the market. Monopoly is the most 

desirable market structure from the aspect of the organisation that is a monopolist, but the most 

unwanted from the aspect of users, in this case players/clubs/boxers. In this paper, authors compare 

these two options on the example of global football and global boxing. FIFA (Fédération 

Internationale de Football Association) is the umbrella football organisation in the world, and thus 

has become a key partner and regulator of all players in the professional football market. 

Professional boxing is regulated at the worldwide level by the group of four organisations which 

currently enjoy the highest reputation and influence: WBA (World Boxing Association), WBC 

(World Boxing Council), IBF (International Boxing Federation) and WBO (World Boxing 

Organization). The analysis will show the implications of these two different possibilities of setting 

up global sport organisations. 

 

Keywords: football, boxing, global sport, monopoly, oligopoly  

 

JEL classification: D42, D43, Z20 

 

 

Introduction  
 

Market power indicates the strength of an individual on the market. It is derived from the market 

share, which shows the percentage of a market covered. Global organisations of professional 

football and boxing, as their name already implies, encompass the notion of globalisation and the 

global market, but these organisations in the global sports markets have different status, influence 

and role which derives precisely from the actions of all the participants involved in global sports 

market. The growth and development of the market, as well as the form of professional activity in 

the market, requires the existence of some kind of regulation. Under the term regulation, in reality 

there is often an organisation established for the purpose of regulating the relationship of market 

participants. However, before presenting the role of global sports organisations, it is necessary to 
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identify the markets in which global sports organisations operate. Market identification in this paper 

marks the process of discovering the products, participants, and relationships of participants in the 

market of these two professional sports. Understanding the focus of this work on the professional 

dimension of business is extremely important because professional sports activities cover almost all 

the financial benefits associated with a particular sport. 

 

Professionalism as a term reflects the establishment of a market in modern business and is also the 

necessary factor for the existence of sellers and buyers in the specific market. In the world of 

modern business, professional sport has become one of the world's most popular and largest 

markets. The size and strength of the specific market relates to the power of generating financial 

benefits for all participants associated with the organisation of sporting events and competitions of 

the most popular world sports. In order to be able to analyse the role, business operation and 

influence of global sports organisations in the world market, it is necessary to identify the product 

on observed market and after apply the same view to find all relevant players in a particular market.  

 

 

Literature overview and methodology 
 

Comparison of these two sports from the aspect of global sport organizations is not covered in the 

scientific literature. However, there are some researches about global sport organizations in general, 

as well as about global football and boxing. Here we present some of these researches.  

 

Little is known about innovation in the non-profit sport sector. Winand et al.17 made a research by 

questioning whether and to what extent sport federations innovate. It aims to identify types of 

innovation implemented by sport federations and their attitude and preferences towards innovation. 

Directed content analysis of the service innovations described by respondents reveals ten different 

types of sport and non-sport service innovations. Results suggest that membership size and 

categories of sport influence preferences in knowledge creation/appropriation, and ultimately the 

type of innovation developed. Authors also suggests that sport federations are driven by demands 

by members in meeting their expectations of new services and are not risk averse. On average, the 

sport federations surveyed have a positive attitude towards newness that favours innovativeness. 

 

Global sport organisations and federations are non-profit organizations and face challenges as they 

compete for membership and resources such as sponsorship, grants, facilities and volunteers 

(Winand, et. al., 2016; Vos; Scheerder, 2014; Winand et. al., 2013; Wicker; Breuer, 2011; Newell; 

Swan, 1995).18 As a result, the ideal market structure from the aspect of these organizations would 

be monopoly. On the other hand, more organisations or federations would enable member to choose 

which one to join. In this paper authors present both these situations. Football is under one global 

organisation – FIFA, which is a monopoly, while global boxing market is shared among several 

organisations, which means an oligopoly.  

 

 
17 Winand, M.; Scheerder, J.; Vos, S.; Zintz, T. (2016) Do non-profit sport organisations innovate? Types and 
preferences of service innovation within regional sport federation , Innovation: Management, Policy & Practice; Vol. 
18, Iss. 3, pp. 289-308 
18 Newell, S.; Swan, J. (1995) The diffusion of innovations in sport organizations: An evaluative framework, Journal of 
Sport Management, Vol. 9, Iss. 3, pp. 317-337 
Vos, S.; Scheerder, J. (2014) Fact or fiction? An empirical analysis of cooperation between mass sport providers at the 
local level, European Journal for Sport and Society, Vol. 11, pp. 7-34 
Wicker, P.; Breuer, C. (2011) Scarcity of resources in German non-profit sport clubs, Sport Management Review, Vol. 
14, Iss. 2, pp. 188-201 
Winand, M.; Vos, S.; Zintz, T.; Scheerder, J. (2013) Determinants of service innovation: A typology of sports 
federations, International Journal of Sport Management and Marketing, Vol. 13, Iss. 1/2, pp. 55-73 
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Forster19 examined global sports organisations (GSOs) in the light of the findings of corruption 

against them. In a seemingly unprecedented step in world sport, FIFA, the global governing body of 

football, has banned its own president Sepp Blatter from any activity in the sport for 8 years for not 

fulfilling his fiduciary duties to the organization. It suggests why this corruption exists and persists 

and in this light, it also suggests what form remedies must take. In briefly describing the genesis of 

the GSOs, it is argued that the roots of the corruption go back to the structures put in place in the 

early days of the GSOs, most notably a lack of transparency, even though they were not then 

necessarily corrupt. The current power of the GSOs comes from the monopoly status that 

aggravates the tendency to corruption. Such monopolistic status can be maintained even when it is 

known or suspected that a GSO is corrupt.  

 

The wide variety of martial arts styles and disciplines is one of the reasons why many different 

associations and federations are involved in the organization of full contact martial arts. As a result, 

a fragmentation of the full contact martial arts structures exists. For example many international 

boxing federations exist for boxing, which results in escaping certain regulations and are less 

controllable regarding, among other things, the ethical and medical concerns. This situation occurs 

not only at the global, but also at national levels.20  

 

Football has become a significant economic sector and a crucial source in many funding 

instruments. The euphoria that is generated when a national football team takes part in a world 

championship brings along certain financial investments. The impact is not only of a financial 

nature, but its implications are also relevant in the psychological context; both regarding the host 

country as well as all other teams that compete in the championship. Jerkunica et al.21 focus on the 

effects that are realized in the field of economy. The emphasis is on the significance of football 

among different sports, espacially through the largest sporting event - The World Cup.  

Sport is a cultural mechanism used throughout the century as an incentive to peace and union of 

peoples, and the FIFA has a key role in your organization worldwide. Pizzaro and Moraes Rial22 

conducted a research with the general objective to analyze and understand the behavior of the FIFA 

in the historical development and the political aspects. The work aims to understand especially from 

the 1990s, due to the globalized world and the internal context in which the organization had been 

subjected during that period.  

 

Taylor23 examined professional boxing as a compelling and dynamic example of globalization from 

below between 1890 and 1914. The article explores the sport's fluctuating legal and organizational 

status and maps the movement of professional boxers - and the networks that facilitated this 

movement - across the anglophone world. Boxing was particularly suited to cross-national mobility 

because it developed alongside, and built upon, the global circuits of the late nineteenth-century 

entertainment industry. Yet the main sites of the anglophone boxing world were not connected in 

any structured or standardized fashion. Channels of communication and routes of traffic were 

continually shifting, with no one city, region or nation emerging as a consistent hub of activity. This 

 
19 Forster, J. (2016) Global sports governance and corruption, Palgrave Communications, Vol. 2, Iss. 1 
20 Vertonghen, J.; Theeboom, M.; Dom, E.; Bosscher, V.D.; Haudenhuyse, R. (2014) The Organization and Regulation of 
Full Contact Martial Arts: A Case Study of Flanders, Societies, Vol. 4, Iss.. 4, pp. 654-671 
Collinet, C.; Delalandre, M.; Schut, P.; Lessard, C. (2013) Physical Practices and Sportification: Between 
Institutionalisation and Standardisation - The Example of Three Activities in France, The International Journal of the 
History of Sport, Vol. 30, Iss. 9, pp. 989–1007 
21 Jerkunica, A.; Jadric, I.; Zec, J. (2014) Economic Impacts of FIFA World Cups, Proceedings of the 7th International 
Scientific Conference on Kinesiology: Fundamental and Applied Kinesiology - Steps Forward, pp. 461-464  
22 Pizarro, J.O.; Moraes Rial, C.S. (2018) FIFA: historical, organizational and political aspects, Revista brasileira de futsal 
e futebol, Vol. 10, Iss. 37, pp. 186-192 
23 Taylor, M. (2013) he global ring? Boxing, mobility, and transnational networks in the anglophone world, 1890-1914, 
Journal of Global History, Vol. 8, Iss. 2, pp. 231-255 
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article explores boxing's fluid, multiple and loosely structured 'networks', and shows how the sport 

remained largely resistant to international regulation and standardization in this period. 

 

This paper analyses the similarities and the differences between football and boxing in the terms of 

global organizations. The main methods used throughout the research are description and 

comparison. The main idea is to show the different ways of organization on the world level for 

competing in the professional sport. From the microeconomic perspective24, these two examples can 

be considered as monopoly and oligopoly.  

 

 

Professional Football Market Identification and Market Role of Global Sports 

Organizations 
 

From a market point of view, football nowadays exists solely as a professional activity. The 

exception to previously stated are the amateur clubs and related to that are the players who pursue 

their core business elsewhere and access such clubs on a voluntary basis. Although football started 

its core existence through the amateur concept, it is impossible to imagine football today without 

professionalism as its most constitutive part. 

 

Football, in its earliest organised form, has existed as an association, and for the first time in 

modern history appears in the United Kingdom during 1863, when the first commonly agreed set of 

rules were codified through an organisation called the FA (The Football Association). In European 

literature, football is known as the association football, and the term association refers to the 

essence of the football emergence as a team sport. In the beginning, football was considered as an 

amateur activity and the transition to professional sphere began at the end of the 19th century, when 

professional players from Scotland were started to being hired across the United Kingdom to play in 

the contracted teams and teach local football players as instructors at the local clubs. In connection 

to this, as the demand for professional players grew, so did the need for football market creation, 

and consequently, the need for regulation at the regional level. It was at the end of the 19th century 

that FA was the organisation that enjoyed the highest reputation and authority in overseeing all 

aspects of football in the area. 

 

 

Football then spread further as a professional sport beyond the UK, and at the heart of the process 

was professional football as the key element in emerging of the new geographic markets. From the 

foregoing, it can be concluded that the existence of a professional football market requires the 

existence of professional footballers, and for this reason professional footballers can be considered a 

prerequisite and the origin of such a market. With the development of professional football across 

the world, there have been a plurality of participants whose growing numbers have necessitated the 

need to regulate the relationships and especially the flows of money between all the participants 

worldwide. 

 

In order to bring legal and regulatory support to the professional football market, seven European 

states in Paris on May 21, 1904, agreed to form a football regulatory organisation under the 

acronym FIFA (from French: Fédération Internationale de Football Association). Nowadays, FIFA 

is the umbrella football organisation in the world, and thus has become a key partner and regulator 

of all players in the professional football market. As organisation, FIFA went through the turbulent 

business development which included the process of commercialisation and regionalisation that 

stabilised and made FIFA the highest governing body in the professional football. The 

 
24 Besanko, D.; Braeutigam, R. (2013) Microeconomics, 5th Edition: Fifth Edition, Wiley Global Education 
Pindyck, R.S.; Rubinfeld, D.L. (2018) Microeconomics, 9th Edition, Pearson 
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commercialisation of football continued in the 21st century under the presidency of Joseph "Sepp" 

Blatter, who established FIFA's position as a major player and intermediary in the professional 

football market. Therefore, it can be concluded that in the 21st century, FIFA operates on the 

principle of a worldwide corporation that has a significant global, commercial and political impact 

on world market flows. 

 

From the very beginning of professionalism, professional footballers were affiliated with clubs, and 

this trend continued into the 21st century. Although the career of a professional football player 

begins with the signing of a professional contract that binds a football player to perform for a 

particular club, it is usually not the first contract he signs. Nowadays, there are numerous market 

intermediaries in the role of personal career managers of athletes who, as a market innovation, have 

become one of the significant players in the international streams of professional football. 

Regardless of the significance and the role of clubs and personal managers, professional footballers 

remain a prerequisite for the existence of a professional football market. Therefore, professional 

football players will be crucial as a starting point of the market in identifying all the players in the 

professional football market and in identifying the products in the professional football market as 

well. 

 

The starting point of watching every market in professional sports is a professional athlete as a 

"conditio sine qua non" of the same. In the case of professional football, this means that without the 

existence of football players in professional status, one cannot speak of the professional football 

market, nor can the basic components of such a market be determined. Therefore, an accurate 

identification of the market requires an understanding of professional status within football. When 

determining a product in the observed market, it is important that the product includes all of the 

market participants, that is, all relevant market participants can be allocated to sellers and buyers of 

the product so designated. 

 

In an attempt to capture the picture of an overall market, a look at the football market begins by 

examining the market's origins and professional football players as well as entities in that market. 

Other entities that build direct value on the basis of professional football players are personal 

managers and professional clubs. Personal managers represent a professional football player in the 

professional football market for player transitions between clubs, and professional clubs are in the 

roles of buyers and sellers in such a market. In other words, in such a triad of relationships between 

footballers, managers and clubs, professional footballers technically represent the product on the 

market. But does this case cover all the relevant factors in the overall professional football market? 

The answer is in the presented case is no, as the organisations regulating the professional football 

market are somewhat excluded from observing the overall market, and the supposed product of 

such a market does not have a comprehensive dimension that would include all relevant market 

players. 

 

If professional football players are not a product of the professional football market, and assuming 

they are the starting point of the market, the next possibility is that the product may be related to the 

notion of professional football players. In that case, the product could be a “right to operate” in the 

professional football market, assumption that covers all of the relevant players in that market. The 

logic behind this assumption is that if a market participant requires a certain license to be approved 

by a particular entity, while covering the whole market and all relationships between market 

participants, then one can freely conclude that all conditions are satisfied for the existence of a 

theoretical product in that specific market. 

 

Having successfully identified the product of the professional football market that meets theoretical 

and empirical conditions, it is consequently possible to identify sellers and buyers in such a market. 

Therefore, as the product manifests itself in the context of licenses, that is, of a particular group of 
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rights in the professional football market, it is necessary to see who in the market is in the position 

of selling those rights on the one hand and who has an interest in buying them on the other hand. 

Holders of licenses and right-holders in the observed market are regulatory organisations, so it can 

be clearly and unequivocally concluded that such organisations are in the capacity of sellers in the 

market. But it also raises the question of whether all regulatory organisations are necessarily sellers 

in such an assumed market? The answer is no in the present case because organisations at national 

and regional level are only enforcers of the primary approval of FIFA's rights of action. 

 

On the other hand, all other participants in the market for rights of action need the permission of a 

regulatory organisation are in the capacity of a buyer in such a market. In other words, the 

organisation that is in the position of granting the rights of action is the seller in the market, with all 

of those who need to be granted license to act are the buyers in that very same market. As noted 

earlier, there is only one seller in the monopoly market, as well as FIFA in the example of the 

professional football market, provided the product is right to operate in such a market. The product 

has no close substitutes in the monopoly market, which corresponds to the observed market in 

which there is no entity that can substitute for FIFA's operating licenses. It is extremely important to 

note here that continental organisations like UEFA in Europe, as well as national ones like HNS in 

case of Croatia, are only enforcers of FIFA's primary provisions. A third condition for a market to 

be considered monopolistic is that space to compete on the market is closed for either legal or 

technical reasons. In the professional football market, FIFA as a seller prevents competition that 

could replace it in its role as an umbrella sports organisation and defends its position as a 

monopolist by a combination of technical and legal obstacles. In view of all the above, all the 

conditions are satisfied for the professional football market to be represented by the market 

structure of the monopoly. 

 

 

Professional Boxing Market Identification and Market Role of Global Sports 

Organisations 
 

Modern boxing began its development by arrangement of fighting between professional athletes 

motivated solely by earnings, unlike football, which has through its voluntary associations brought 

up the professional component of modern football. In the mid-19th century, while still unregulated 

due to the lack of competent institutions, sport of boxing made it possible for the participants to 

earn betting on outcomes, sponsor involved fees, or ticket sales revenue for a growing number of 

spectators. With the return of the Olympic Games to the world sports scene, the construction of 

amateur sports competitions began, and thus the process of creating amateur boxing began with the 

adoption of boxing in the system of Olympic sports in 1908. 

 

Boxing has been divided between its amateur and professional part since the beginning of the 20th 

century. Therefore, in the sport of boxing, regulating organisations are clearly distinguished from 

those related to the amateur and those to the professional form of boxing. The explicit mention of 

the term "professional boxing" is therefore of great importance in the writing of this paper as a 

distinction from the notion of amateur boxing in which the market does not exist in the business 

sense, and also in order to represent the core of the professional boxing market as well as all the 

influences on the same market. 

 

The history of modern boxing, much like the history of modern football, has its roots in England. 

Namely, in 1891, during the transition from bareknuckle fighting, the foundations of modern boxing 

were laid out in London through the organisation of the N.S.C. (National Sporting Club) which, in 

addition to gloves, also introduces clearly written rules called “Queensberry Rules”. It is worth 

noting that over time, the role of sanctioning organisations and their influence is increasing, so 

today's professional boxing sanctioning organisations are included in the total revenue distribution 
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of professional boxing events. The term of sanctioning refers to the official approval and licensing 

of the fights in the professional boxing. In this connection, professional boxing fight sanctioning is 

the basic income from the activities of professional boxing sanctioning organisations, which all 

participants associated with professional boxing pay for, in order to achieve World Champion status 

and the title of world champion granted by the one of the four main world organisations. 

 

Professional boxing began to expand rapidly beyond the borders of Europe, and only with the 

popularity of the United States did it begin to shape its global character. At the centre of the 

expansion were professional boxers who, through their achievements in the boxing ring, 

individually expanded the recognition of boxing as one of the most followed sports in the early 20th 

century. Again, similar to the football market, the existence of professional boxers is also necessary 

for the existence of professional boxing, so here they can also be considered a prerequisite and 

origin of such a market. The further development of professional boxing as a global sport and the 

international expansion of the growing number of boxing fights has created the urge to regulate 

sports at the international level including all participants and specially rapidly rising financial flows. 

 

When it comes to the development of professional boxing at the international level, it is important 

to emphasise the adoption of a law called "Walker Law", the implementation of which regulates 

professional boxing activity within the state of New York. The legal basis of professional boxing in 

the United States came to the foundation of the NYSAC in 1920 and the NBA in 1921 as a 

counterweight to the NYSAC by 13 US states. An important difference between these predecessors 

of today's professional boxing sanctioning organisations is that, despite supervising professional 

fights, the NBA neither collected fees for that sanctioning nor appointed judges for boxing fights. 

NYSAC, by contrast, had the ability to license judges, boxers, promoters and managers while 

overseeing such professional boxing events in its entirety. The NBA and NYSAC have been 

performing in the professional boxing market by recognising their own champions, keeping official 

lists of challengers in the title fight, and all four internationally recognised organisations of 

professional boxing in the 21st century can recognise their own roots from these two organisations. 

 

In modern boxing today, the career of most boxers begin in amateur component of the sport, in 

which they gain valuable experience within relatively safer environments and protective gear. 

Therefore, most professional boxers start their amateur careers before signing their first professional 

contract with a personal manager. Nowadays, there are many intermediaries within professional 

boxing in the various roles of participants in the professional boxing market. After signing a 

contract with a personal manager, boxers begin their professional careers by signing a contract with 

a promoter for their first professional fight. From all of the above, it can be concluded that 

professional boxers are the starting point of the market and will be crucial in identifying all market 

participants in professional boxing. 

 

Professional boxing (prizefighting) is now a sanctioned and regulated sport at the world level. 

Almost all professional boxing fights are regulated and sanctioned by international professional 

boxing organisations. Of all the internationally recognised boxing sanctioning organisations at the 

world level, the group of four organisations which currently enjoy the highest reputation and 

influence are WBA (World Boxing Association), WBC (World Boxing Council), IBF (International 

Boxing Federation) and WBO (World Boxing Organization). The four largest professional boxing 

organisations enjoy a high reputation, respect and authority that are used to affect the safety of the 

boxers and raise the trust and confidence of all involved participants in the contracted boxing event. 

It is safe to say that these organisations, with their international reputation, create a sense of security 

and thus become responsible for reducing the risk and complexity involved in contracting 

professional boxing fights. Boxing sanctioning organisations are, like football regulatory 

organisations, non-profit organisations, which means that their primary goal is to regulate and 
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improve sports through various programs and projects, not to make a profit with conducting their 

core business. 

 

For a complete understanding how the global professional boxing sports organisations in the market 

operate, it is necessary to mention the term boxing commissions. Boxing commissions are 

organisations of a local character, usually within the borders of a country, whose activities are 

related to the licensing of professional boxers and health approvals for boxers. Boxing commissions 

are also responsible for hosting amateur competitions and work closely with all four global 

professional boxing organisations within professional boxing. The parallel with professional 

football is reflected in the connection of boxing commissions with national football organisations, 

which are also local in nature, and who with their membership within the global sports organisation 

achieve the goals of their activities because they do not have enough economic power or influence 

on the worldwide sports market. 

 

Market research begins with professional boxers who are also the core entities in that market, while 

other entities build their own value based on professional boxers. In professional boxing, the career 

of professional boxers is most significantly related to the actions of personal managers and 

promoters. The main task and purpose of personal managers is to represent the interests of 

professional boxers in the market. Afterwards, in order to have the opportunity to gain the necessary 

recognition, reputation and profit, professional boxers, as a rule, also contract through a particular 

promoter in the market, who is in charge of promoting and organising boxing events. Participants in 

the professional boxing market as promoters are subjects of extremely high funding power, which 

in addition often have access to television rights. 

 

From all of the above, it is possible to identify the so-called triad of participant relations in the 

personal manager-professional boxer-promoter relationship. Just like in the professional football 

market, so in the professional boxing market, the growth and development of the market 

conditioned the need for regulation. Despite the existence of boxing commissions as local regulators 

of professional boxers, their limiting scope is insufficient to make a significant impact on the world 

market. Thus, the real regulators of the professional boxing market are the four worldwide 

professional boxing sanctioning organisations. 

 

The leading interest of all interested participants in the professional boxing market covered by the 

so-called triad of relationships in professional boxing is the great profit, fame and prestige that 

come from achieving the status of world champion. In order for participants in the triad of 

relationships between personal manager-professional boxer-promoter to pursue their desired 

interests, they must be prepared to cooperate with market regulators, who in the long term act as 

forces in the market for deciding the status of world champion in professional boxing. 

 

In the football market, as a theoretical product, there has been recognised a set of rights to act on the 

world market. Therefore, because of the similarities in the market assumptions in the two sports, it 

is necessary to examine the already recognised principle used to identify the professional football 

market. In examining this principle, it is necessary to adjust the circumstances of the observed 

boxing market, but also at the same time also to achieve a comprehensive market dimension that 

would include all relevant players in that same market. As the professional boxing market requires a 

certain license from the market regulator to act and earn significant profits for all the participants in 

the triad relationship, it is possible to conclude that the requirements of a theoretical product in the 

professional boxing market is covering all actions between the key participants. 

 

As mentioned earlier, there are a small number of sellers in the oligopoly market, which is 

equivalent to the professional boxing market, with only four internationally recognised international 

organisations operating on the global level market. In addition, the market structure of an oligopoly 
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in the case of only four sellers implies that each of the four organisations observed has a certain 

amount of market power by which, depending on its market share, it can influence the price of its 

product. Sellers are interdependent in the example of the market structure of oligopolies, and their 

behaviour has a direct influence on each other, which is in line with the four professional boxing 

organisations. Specifically, four global professional boxing organisations exercise their influence 

based on the rankings, and in the event that a boxer becomes a champion against one of the 

organisations, he simultaneously loses his place in the rankings of other organisations. Products in 

the oligopoly market can be homogeneous or differentiated, and as all four professional boxing 

sanctioning organisations operate through a ranking system to fight for world champion status, it 

can be concluded that the product in this case is homogeneous, that is, identical for all observed 

organisations. 

 

Finally, in order to confirm the assumption of the market structure of the oligopoly for the observed 

market, it is important to determine the limitation of the entry and exit process. The mere fact that 

there is a relatively small number of sellers in the professional boxing market, and given that the 

market brings great economic benefits, it can be concluded that market access to potential 

competitors is somehow limited. This is supported by historical facts that indicate a relatively 

lengthy process for establishing an organisation in the world market, and the reputation that 

organisations gain over time has a significant impact on the performance of global sports 

organisations in the professional boxing market. The fact that entry on the market is restricted is 

further confirmed by the fact that the mutual recognition of the organisations is a condition of 

access to the global market and reputation, and they, if united, may prevent entry for potentially 

unwanted competitors. Thus, taking into account all of the above, it can be confirmed that all the 

assumptions are fulfilled so that the professional boxing market in the example of this paper can be 

represented by the market structure of the oligopoly. 

 

 

Comparison 
 

In addition to the difference in market structure between the observed markets, one of the most 

significant differences between the two professional sports is in the amount of financial power they 

generate, for both regulatory organisations and for all other participants, and these amounts are 

directly correlated with the relationship in the popularity of football sports and boxing. 

Accordingly, the professional football market records millions of US dollars in the financial 

statements of FIFA, while those same categories in the financial reports of global sports 

organisations within the professional boxing market range in the thousands of US dollars. Despite 

the numerous differences between the two observed markets, there are also certain similarities that 

are particularly evident in the empirical part of the study of both markets. The product in both 

markets is described as a set of rights or licenses, and market regulators, as global sports 

organisations, act as sellers in the markets so represented. 

 

In the professional football and boxing markets, global sports organisations act as market 

regulators, who are represented in these markets as sellers of certain rights of action to other 

participants in the observed markets. While in the professional football market this is the right to 

operate under the control of one organisation, in the professional boxing market there are four 

organisations which, depending on their market share, exercise some of the control of that market. 

Both observed markets are characterised by high entry and exit barriers, based on appropriate 

market structures. In order to be able to observe the market shares of global sports organisations in 

the observed markets, the category of total revenues can be used as a kind of indicator of the power 

of revenue generation by using the reputation and influence of the observed organisations. Global 

sports organisations in both markets act as non-profit organisations, whose role is to promote and 

regulate professional sports at the global level, rather than focusing on making large sums of profit. 
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Figure 1. Participant relationship and professional football and boxing market coverage 

 

 
 

Source: Authors 

 

Although the observed global sports organisations in this paper cover the activities of 

professional sports at the world level, they, given the market structure, achieve market 

coverage in a more or less effective way. Within the market structure of the monopoly, FIFA, 

as the sole vendor organisation in the market, solely encompasses the entire world market, 

and in the professional football market there are no financial flows of an identified product 

that will not be under the control of the umbrella football organisation. In this connection, the 

inefficiency of FIFA stems solely from the corruption within the organisation, that is, the 

inefficiency of its own business. On the other hand, within the market structure of the 

oligopoly, there are four global professional boxing sports organisations whose premises of 

inefficiency are not exclusively related to the business of the observed organisations. 

Considering that there is a theoretical possibility of making money for buyers outside the 

authority of the observed four world organisations, although of relatively small amounts, it is 

possible to conclude that four global sports organisations in the professional boxing market, 

despite their significant coordination and large coverage of the world market, cannot cover in 

an absolute share the entire world market. It is important to mention that, despite the 

possibility of circumventing the authority of the observed organisations in the oligopoly 

market, in most cases oligopolists manage to secure control of the market with their 

international reputation and influence, whose market power can be measured by the share of 

the total revenue generated from the sanctions of professional boxing fights. 

 

Global sports organisations in the professional football and boxing markets, with their 

regulatory role at the global level, are a prerequisite for making multimillion-dollar profits for 

all involved players in the role of customers in the observed markets. Although, in 
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comparison to the size of the total observed markets, regulatory organisations in both sports 

have relatively small incomes, they have become a necessary factor in the functioning of the 

professional football and boxing markets during the 20th century. Global sports organisations 

in both professional sports cover the entire world market, and it is precisely their deep 

organisational structures with clearly defined action lead by their internal committees that 

produce high levels of efficiency in exercising control of the world sports market. While, in 

the professional football market, FIFA covers both the amateur and professional aspects of 

business, in the future of business, professional boxing organisations are beginning to see an 

interest in sanctioning amateur competitions. 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

Throughout this paper, authors have analysed two different models of organization for global 

sport: covered by one organization or covered by various organizations. The first case was 

shown on the example of football, where the world level is covered by the organization FIFA. 

The second case was analysed on the example of boxing, where several organizations cover 

the total market on the worldwide level. We have discussed the historical background for both 

these markets to understand the circumstances in which such markets structures have 

emerged.  

 

As organisation, FIFA went through the turbulent business development, which included the 

process of commercialisation and regionalisation that stabilised and made FIFA the highest 

governing body in the professional football. The commercialisation of football continued in 

the 21st century and today FIFA operates on the principle of a worldwide corporation that has 

a significant global, commercial and political impact on world market flows. 

 

Professional boxing is regulated at the worldwide by the group of four organisations, which 

currently enjoy the highest reputation and influence: WBA (World Boxing Association), 

WBC (World Boxing Council), IBF (International Boxing Federation) and WBO (World 

Boxing Organization). The four largest professional boxing organisations enjoy a high 

reputation, respect and authority that are used to affect the safety of the boxers and raise the 

trust and confidence of all involved participants in the contracted boxing event. It is safe to 

say that these organisations, with their international reputation, create a sense of security and 

thus become responsible for reducing the risk and complexity involved in contracting 

professional boxing fights.  

 

From the market structure perspective, these two markets are examples of monopoly and 

oligopoly. Football at the worldwide level would be a monopoly, as FIFA is the only one 

organization. One the other hand, boxing is the oligopoly – four organizations dominate the 

worldwide boxing, and they are competing. From the aspect of organizations, in the terms of 

economic indicators, it is better to have a monopoly. Participant would rather have oligopoly, 

as this gives them higher power to negotiate, but there are also some advantages of monopoly 

for them, such as complete standardization.  

 

For further research, it would be interesting to compare global sport organizations for other 

sports and to detect whether one or several organizations is the dominant situation. 

Additionally, comparing profits, earnings, costs, audience and similar factors could give 

additional findings about global sport organizations.  
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Abstract  

Electricity as the energy form of final energy consumption is necessary for functioning of 

economy and society in general. It is an input in creating added value for goods and services 

in national economies. The correlation between electricity consumption and gross domestic 

product, as the most significant macroeconomic variable, is strong. Electricity indisputably 

has a positive impact on a nation’s standard and its growth as it is necessary for functioning 

of the life of individuals and families in their households with regard to their technological 

equipment. The importance of electricity is also seen in exceptional, extraordinary 

circumstances where significant, sudden “disturbances” in functioning of societies and 

countries in general occur. One of such extraordinary disturbances is an occurrence of 

various pandemics. The latest one appeared in the first quarter of 2020 in almost all countries 

in the world. Croatia was no exception, and the pandemic has impacted its functioning. For 

the first time in the most recent history of the world all countries were brought to a state of 

isolation from other countries in the world and a shutdown of almost the entire economic 

activity i.e. the lockdown. The COVID-19 pandemic broke out in China in December 2019, 

and its world-wide spread, with the exponential growth in the number of infected and death 

cases as pandemic consequences, has impacted a significant decrease in economic activity as 

well as changes in people's habits. Decreasing in population activities and “shutting down” 

economies has resulted in a significant impact on all goods and service markets, both on the 

side of supply and demand. The impact has spread onto energy markets, crude oil and 

electricity market, where the demand has decreased significantly. The decrease in electricity 

demand is different from country to country. In addition, significant changes in load 

characteristics with respect to consumption categories, household and enterprise, have 

occurred. The paper analyses the stated changes in Croatia in the first four months of 2020 in 

relation to a three-year average, from 2017 to 2019. In addition, changes in a daily electricity 

demand in selected EU countries which have also been pandemic-hit are analysed. Significant 

changes in daily diagrams of household and enterprise consumption with minor changes in 

total electricity consumption have been noticed. 
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Introduction 
 

Electricity is nowadays an indispensable input in functioning of economy and society in 

general. Even though electricity accounts for 20 percent in the final energy consumption in 

Croatia (2018; EUH)25, it is essential for performing everyday economic activities and 

functioning of the society. In the beginning, electricity was a luxury for the rich, then a desire 

for the middle class, and today it is a necessity for everyone. Electricity is the fastest-growing 

form of final energy due to the structural change in demand for final energy forms which is 

evident in electrification of some activities, e.g. traffic. In addition, electricity demand is 

growing since the consumption of all energy forms is growing along with economic 

development in almost all countries in the world. Thus, electricity also holds a key position in 

energy transition which replaces fossil fuels with electricity generated from renewable sources 

(Gelo 2020).  

The importance of electricity can also be seen in extraordinary circumstances which occurred 

in the world in the first half of 2020 due to the pandemic (also called the Coronavirus). No 

economic crisis (The Great Depression 1929-30, The Great Recession 2008-9) has thus far 

occurred so fast with such a deep fall in economic activities and engulfed the entire world 

(Čavrak, 2020). The epidemic broke out in December 2019 in the city of Wuhan in China, and 

the first case in Croatia was reported soon after, on 25th February 2020. Its rapid spread 

worldwide and almost an exponential growth in diagnosed people in almost all countries in 

the world (millions of ill and hundreds of thousands of dead people) have significantly 

impacted both entire countries as well as individuals and their families. In order to prevent the 

continuation of the exponential growth in diagnosed and dead people, most countries in the 

world have introduced measures which temporarily “lock down countries”, i.e. economic 

activity is decreased to a minimum, public institutions (schools, theatres, kindergartens, 

universities, etc.) are closed, and restrictions in gathering of people are introduced. Public 

transport has stopped, as well as inter-city and international traffic, in almost all traffic 

aspects, by bus, rail and air. All service activities have been shut down, and operations of a 

larger number of economic entities have been limited. Measures have been introduced to the 

population which restrict their mobility and gatherings, so they spend most of the time in their 

homes and apartments. The impact on people’s mobility is unprecedented in today’s modern 

history. According to the Apple report dated 19th April 2020 (Monday), 67 percent less people 

drove a car in Croatia, and 62 percent were outside their homes less than on Monday, 13th 

January 2020 (Mobility Trends Reports)26. The relaxation of the measures introduced in 

Croatia started at the beginning of May, and by mid-May the situation almost returned to 

normal as the pandemic started to subside. At the same time, the pandemic resulted in a drop 

in GDP in the first quarter and a decrease in manufacturing industry activities in March 2020. 

IMF forecasts at the level of the entire 2020 also indicate a decrease in economic activity at 

the annual level for Croatia, the world, and several chosen countries (Table 1). As a result of 

the pandemic, the World economy is projected to contract sharply by 3 percent in 2020. 90 

percent of countries will have negative per capita growth according to IMF. Croatia has been 

following similar negative trends as other analysed countries. Forecasts indicate that it will 

 
25 World 2018, 19.2 percent (IEA2); EU 2017, 22.7 percent (Eurostat) 
26 Italy 80-85%; Germany 24-36%; France 76-86%; Spain 85-92%; USA 47-54%. 
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have a more significant drop in GDP in 2020 than other countries, namely 9%, which is the 

result of expected poorer results in tourism which has a significant share in GDP.  

Table1 Economic result of the COVID-19 pandemic 

Country 
GDP growth 

in Q1 2020 (according to Q1 2019) 

Manufacturing growth 

in March 2020 (according to February) 

IMF projections 

GDP in 2020 

Croatia 0.4% -6.6% -9.0% 

Germany -2.3% -11.5% -7.0% 

France -5.4% -18.3% -7.2% 

Spain -4.1% -13.9% -8.0% 

Italy -4.8% -30.6% -9.1% 

EU 27 -2.6% -2.5% -7.4%27 

USA -4.8% -5.5% (-13.7%28) -6.1% 

World NA NA -3.0% 

Source: IMF; European Economic Forecast; Eurostat1; Bureau of Economic Analysis; FED, 

DZS1 

 

The expected GDP decrease in Croatia is also seen through Tax Administration indicators 

regarding the number of issued invoices and their amount (fiscalisation). A decrease in the 

number of invoices of 35% and a decrease in the invoice amount of 22% is evident for all 

activities in the period from 24th February to 19th April 2020 with respect to the period from 

23rd February to 19th April 2019.29 A decrease in the number of invoices of 62% and a 

decrease in the invoice amount of 52% is evident for all activities in the period from 13th 

April to 19th April 2020 with respect to the same period from 2019 (Tax Administration). 

COVID-19 has significantly impacted both economic activities and changes in people’s 

behaviour and habits. It has led to significant disturbances on goods and service markets, both 

on the side of supply and demand. One of them is also the energy market. The impact is most 

significant on the oil and electricity market. Oil demand was also hit strongly, down nearly 

5% in the first quarter. Demand in April 2020 was estimated to be 29 mb/d lower than a year 

ago, about 30 percent30, down to a level last seen in 1995 (IEA). Mostly by curtailment in 

mobility and aviation, which account for nearly 60% of global oil demand. By the end of 

March, global road transport activity was almost 50% below the 2019 average and aviation 

60% below. Global electricity demand decreased by 2.5% in Q1 2020. Full lockdown 

measures pushed down electricity demand by 15% in France and Spain or 25% in Italy (IEA 

3). Demand depression depends on duration and stringency of lockdowns. 

Apart from the total decrease in electricity demand, a change in the demand structure also 

occurred. Electricity consumption increased in households, decreased in the service sector, 

and somewhat decreased in the industry sector.  

 

 

Electricity demand determinants 
 

Electricity demand and the fact that there are limited potentials for storing large quantities31 

 
27 European Economic Forecast 
28 Manufacturing output dropped 13.7 percent in April in the USA. 
29 In the G activity – wholesale and retail, motor vehicle and motorcycle repairs – a decrease in the number of 
invoices of 29%, and a decrease in the invoice amount of 17% is evident. In the I activity – providing 
accommodation, and preparing and serving food a decrease in the number of invoices of 59%, and a decrease 
in the invoice amount of 62% is evident. 
30 Global demand for crude oil in 2019 amounted to 100 million barrels per day (Statistica). 
31 There is a possibility of indirect storage through accumulation lakes for hydropower plants, underground 
storages for natural gas, hydrogen storages, etc. 
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affect electricity supply dimensioning. Figure 1 depicts a theoretical example of electricity 

demand and its supply (generation) through an inclusion into the system of individual 

electricity sources with various costs for electricity generation in the example of classic, 

conventional energy sources. 

Aggregate energy demand is defined based on partial energy demand in individual sectors: 

ADe = PD e1 + PDe2 + PDe3 + …+ PDen,  

where: 

ADe – is aggregate energy demand 

PDe – is partial energy demand in sectors 1 to n 

The most important sectors for electricity demand are households, services, industry and 

transport. 

Figure 1. Conventional electricity sources depending on the source price 

 
Source: authors  

 

The demand curve is usually determined by electricity price, citizens’ income, economy 

structure, population number, the level of technological and economic development, changes 

in the residential structure (apartments and houses), climate conditions, etc. Depending on the 

trends of the stated variables, the demand curve (D) shifts left or right. Market supply and 

demand are established by summing up individual supply and demand schedules. These 

schedules represent the quantity individuals are willing to trade at any unit price (Buzoianu at 

al., 2005). 

The COVID-19 pandemic has definitely become a new, so far unknown, variable which 

affects the demand and the application of the electricity demand structure. With regard to the 

decrease in the economic activity, it is expected that the demand curve (D1) will have a left 

shift. On the other hand, people’s continuous stay at home will definitely impact the increase 

in electricity demand and shift the demand curve (D2) right. The final demand effect depends 

on the strength of the demand increase due to the population or on the demand decrease due to 

the decrease in the economic activity. 

Electricity supply depends on the generation capacities and their inclusion into the power 

system in dependency of the variable generation price, hydrological conditions, etc. In case of 

a generation capacity shortage within a country, the difference is imported. The energy source 

price (HRK / generation unit – kWh) depends on fixed and variable costs. Generally, the 

higher the variable costs, the higher the source prices. Substantial investments into 

hydropower and nuclear power plants presuppose their long lifespan, and continuous and 

long-term electricity generation which results in lower fixed unit costs. On the other hand, 

variable (unit) electricity generation costs are very low, both for hydropower and nuclear 
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power plants. Thermal power plants on natural gas or fuel oil have lower investments, shorter 

lifespan and higher variable electricity generation costs. Thus, if there are no other 

restrictions, sources with lower electricity generation costs per unit are first dispatched into 

the power system, and the ones with higher electricity generation costs per unit are dispatched 

subsequently. Similar observations apply to technologies for generating electricity from 

renewable energy sources which are characterised by high fixed and low variable electricity 

generation costs.  

 

 

Electricity load characteristics 
 

Loading order of power plants and their dispatch into the power system also depends on the 

daily load diagram of the power system (electricity demand). Figure 2. illustrates the daily 

load diagram of power system in a day (24 hours).  

The load diagram of power system is divided into three parts, specifically, base load which 

represents constant electricity load (late night and early morning hours when there is no major 

production in industries and services, and inclusion of a majority of household appliances into 

the power system, etc.), intermediate load (when load increases due to industrial facilities and 

services, and inclusion of a part of household appliances into the power system, etc.), and 

peak load (when the majority of people are at home and when almost all appliances in 

households are included into the power system, as well as the service sector, public lighting, 

etc.). Power plants which meet peak load are called peak power plants, and those that cover 

base load are called base power plants. Which power plants will generate electricity at a given 

moment depends on a series of factors such as: needs for electricity, hydrological conditions 

and hydropower accumulation condition, expected inflows into hydropower plant 

accumulations, the price of fuel for thermal power plants, the need for heat generation in 

cogeneration thermal power plants, the price of electricity on the market in particular, etc. In 

rain periods, it is expected that the majority of electricity will be generated in hydropower 

plants whereas a larger part of electricity will be generated in thermal power plants during the 

periods of lower hydrological conditions. 

 

Figure 2. Daily load diagram of power system 

 
Source: authors 
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Maximum power system loads are most common in December or January, conditioned by 

winter weather conditions, and minimum loads are in late spring, when the temperatures have 

increased, and there is no need for space heating, but there is still no need for air condition. 

The aforementioned refers to most European countries, as well as Croatia, which have similar 

climate conditions. 

Power system load is measured with certain indicators, namely: 

Load factor shows the relation between electricity demand in a certain period relative to 

maximum possible demand (i.e., maximum load of power system times duration of period). A 

cost-benefit analysis of a power plant is essentially determined with the load factor of the 

power system, and it is higher, as expected, if the load factor is higher. On the other hand, an 

increase in the load factor affects the increase in the cost-effectiveness of the investment into 

the power system itself. 

Average load is obtained when the daily demand is spread across 24 hours. This factor can 

also indicate a “false” state due to substantial oscillations in hourly consumption. 

Daily load factor for a power plant is defined as a ratio between electricity generated in 24 

hours and maximum potential hourly generation of that power plant in 24 hours. A high load 

factor indicates higher technical usability of power plant capacities which impacts higher 

profitability and return on investment. 

 

When electricity load characteristics of an individual consumer are observed, it can be 

concluded that electricity consumption depends on consumer needs and is followed through a 

load curve which illustrates the load in kW/MW in a certain period. Thus, we have:  

annual load curve – shows a seasonal trend in load changes throughout the year with 

indicative amounts of maximum and minimum load values 

monthly load curve – shows a weekly and daily load trend with minimum and maximum load 

values per day 

daily load curve – shows a load trend within a day with maximum and minimum load values 

and its duration. 

 

The annual load curve is characterised by a seasonal trend throughout the year – periods when 

the load is increasing and decreasing, summer and winter peak loads, and summer and winter 

minimum loads. 

 

The monthly load curve is characterised by a weekly trend, load increase and decrease per 

weeks in a month (January is atypical month during the first two weeks – non-working days 

and annual leave) and days in a week, daily load minimums and daily load maximums. 

The daily load diagram is characterised by a daily trend of load per hours, a daily load 

minimum and a daily load maximum. 

In order to analyse individual consumer category, so-called load curve patterns are prepared 

which are made for characteristic consumer category. Thus, we have: 

household load curves (which are measured and systematic, and created based on a sample) 

enterprise load curves (systematic and created based on a sample). 

 

The load curve significantly depends on the temperature – load maximums at high and low 

temperatures, and load minimums at moderate temperatures (no heating and cooling) from 

which the seasonal character of electricity load arises. 

A common characteristic of load curve for all customer categories is temperature dependency 

and seasonal trend. 

The temperature dependency of the load is such that the load is increased at temperatures 

which are higher and lower than the average ones for the observed period. 
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The seasonal trend means that the temperature load is increased in winter and summer 

periods. 

 

Each consumer category has its characteristics: 

Household has a different load curve for a working and non-working day – Saturday is 

somewhat between a working and a non-working day depending on the characteristics of 

household members. 

Small enterprise has a different load curve for a working and a non-working day – which 

highly depends on the activity type – service, craft, trade. 

Large enterprise has a load curve which depends on work organization and the activity type – 

working in one shift, two shifts or three shifts, seasonal or year-long character. 

Public lighting has a fairly stable load curve from the viewpoint of amount of electricity 

consumed, but load pattern changes depending on night-time. 

 

 

The impact of the pandemic on electricity demand in Croatia 
 

The measures for preventing the spread of COVID-19 have changed life to a considerable 

extent. Nearly all service activities are closed, schools and institutions do not work, a part of 

employees works from home, only essential staff go to working areas, and industrial 

production is decreased. All of the aforementioned has had an impact on total electricity 

consumption. Total electricity consumption comprises energy delivered to consumers who are 

connected to the transmission and distribution system. The analysis of monthly and daily 

electricity consumption was conducted in the paper. The monthly electricity consumption 

analysis is based on real data for the first four months in 2020 (January, February, March and 

April) and the comparison to monthly consumption average over the last three years (2017, 

2018, and 2019). The daily consumption analysis is based on the analysis of typical working 

and non-working days in a week – typical Wednesday and Sunday. Wednesday and Sunday 

are used in the daily analysis of consumer behaviour in the electricity sector as a typical 

working day – Wednesday and a typical non-working day – Sunday. The daily consumption 

diagram for Wednesday is used for all working days, and the daily consumption diagram for 

Sunday is used for all non-working days in a week. The main characteristics of a change in 

electricity consumption throughout the year are seasonality and temperature dependency. 

Seasonality refers to seasonal consumption change throughout the year, summer, 

autumn/spring and winter, and temperature dependency refers to changes in consumption 

depending on the temperature deviations from seasonal averages. 

 

The electricity in the transmission system comprises energy import and export, generation in 

the transmission system and consumption in the transmission system, and energy transmitted 

to the distribution system. Transmission network consumption comprises large industrial 

consumers and operating of pumped-storage power plants32, and it amounts to c. 6.6% of the 

total consumption in Croatia (HERA 2019). The consumers in the transmission system are 

large industrial consumers such as cement factories, Croatian Railways, the petrochemical and 

chemical industry, and the metal-processing industry. The electricity in the distribution 

system is electricity transmitted from the transmission network and generation in the 

distribution network and consumption, as well as consumption in the distribution network 

 
32 Operations of pumped-storage power plants are exclusively conditioned with price trends at wholesale 
electricity markets, so the impact of COVID-19 on their consumption should be observed as an effect of 
decreased demand in the electricity price on the market and a subsequent increase in pumped-storage power 
plant consumption.  
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which amounts to c. 93.4% of the total electricity consumption in Croatia (HERA, 2019).  

 

The customer electricity consumption in the distribution network under the influence of 

measures for preventing COVID-19 is observed for the total electricity consumption of the 

entire distribution system, the electricity consumption of customers with remote meter 

reading33 (hereinafter: large enterprise) and other electricity consumption. The latter 

comprises small and medium enterprises customers34 (hereinafter: SME), public lighting 

customers (hereinafter: public lighting) and household customers (hereinafter: households). 

The electricity consumption share of large enterprise in the total consumption in 2018 

amounted to c. 45%, and other consumption c. 49%. In other consumption, SMEs had a share 

of 8.5%, public lighting 2.5% and households 37.8% of the total consumption (HERA, 2019). 

The analysis is based on electricity consumption in the distribution network with regard to the 

availability of metering data and a dominant share in total electricity consumption. Based on 

the data for electricity consumption in the distribution system (HEP ODS, 2020), the 

consumption in the first four months of 2020 compared to average consumption over the last 

three years for the same period was analysed (Figure 3). 

  

Figure 3. Electricity consumption in 2020 with reference to average 3-year consumption 

according to consumer categories 

 
Source: authors’ calculation (based on HEP ODS data) 

 

By comparing electricity consumption data at the distribution system level for 2020 and 

average consumption in the previous three-year period, a decrease in consumption in 2020 in 

analysed months can be seen. Consumption change is different with respect to consumer 

categories. Air temperature could have one of the most significant effects on the consumption 

decrease. Air temperature is an effective predictor for electricity demand, especially during 

hot periods where the need of electric air conditioning can be high (Felice et al., 2015). The 

change in air temperature was analysed through the average deviation from average 

temperatures in a thirty-year average (DHZM 1980-2010). Based on average temperature 

deviations in 2017, 2018, 2019 and 2020 (DHMZ), the effect of temperature change on 

 
33 Consumers with over 20kW connection power. 
34 Consumers such as crafts, various service activities, hospitality up to 20kW connection power.  
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electricity consumption is analysed. The data on the deviation in average temperature 

affecting electricity consumption ∆T (0C) with respect to a year-long average for the observed 

period are shown in Figure 4.35  

 

Figure 4. The impact of temperature on electricity consumption 

 
Source: authors’ calculation (based on HEP ODS and DHMZ data) 

 

The temperature deviation in 2020 was higher in January and February, and lower in March 

and April than the three-year average. Due to temperature effects, total electricity 

consumption was lower in January and February. Similarly, it should have been higher in 

March and April, but it was not, which indicates extraordinary deviation causes. In addition, 

electricity consumption changes in large enterprise and other consumption was different. 

Large enterprise consumption, which is significantly subject to the impact of the production 

process itself where electricity is one of the inputs36 and considerably less subject to the 

impact of temperature in heating production facilities, had a slight growth in the first two 

months of 2020. Other consumption dominated by households was decreased in January by 

5.7%, and in February by 8.9% which indicates their significant temperature elasticity. 

Electricity demand shows a significant trend related to temperature (Valorat al, 2001). 

 

The aforementioned extraordinary causes are special measures of the Croatian Government 

due to COVID-19. The measures were introduced on 19th March and lasted until 27th April 

when a gradual relaxation occurred. In that period, changes in electricity consumption were to 

be expected. Total electricity consumption in the distribution system decreased by 3% in 

March and 10.3% in April compared to the three-year average, and the temperature deviation 

from the three-year average was -0,91 Co in March and -0,93 Co in April. Consumption was 

decreased, and the temperature change indicated that consumption was supposed to be on the 

rise which pointed to a consumption decrease resulting from the consequences of introducing 

COVID-19 prevention measures. The change impact is different for March and April because 

the measures lasted 12 days in March and 27 days in April. There was also a more significant 

change in the consumption structure. Large enterprise decreased consumption by 3.9% in 

March and 16.9% in April whereas other consumption decreased by 2.4% in March and 5.5% 

in April. COVID-19 had a larger impact on large enterprise than on other consumption. The 

 
35 Taking into consideration various climate characteristics in Croatia (and various electricity demand 
elasticities), the analysis was based on four regions: eastern, central, western, and southern Croatia. Three 
measuring points were chosen for each region on whose basis average temperature deviation was calculated 
for that region. Taking into account electricity consumption in that region, the electricity consumption 
coefficient was calculated for each region in the total Croatian electricity consumption. The average 
temperature deviation affecting electricity consumption in Croatia was calculated for each month from average 
temperature deviations and energy consumption per each region. To obtain a more accurate impact, it is 
necessary to conduct an econometric analysis. 
36 The production trend in the manufacturing industry compared to the production average in 2017, 2018 and 
2019 in January is 1 percent below, and in February 1 percent above the three-year average (DZS). 

Consumption 

(MWh)
∆T (C)

Consumption 

(MWh)
∆T (C)

Consumption 

(MWh)
∆T (C)

Consumption 

(MWh)
∆T (C)

2017 1 653 148 -3.39 1 344 773 2.83 1 340 871 3.63 1 239 805 0.87

2018 1 470 731 4.75 1 432 085 -1.99 1 416 189 -0.86 1 231 635 4.64

2019 1 585 884 -0.07 1 353 366 2.61 1 358 689 2.61 1 258 772 0.95

Average (3years) 0.43 1.15 1.79 2.16

2020 1 526 940 1.33 1 305 276 4.39 1 363 344 0.88 1 114 877 1.23

Year

Januray February March April
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reason is in the structure of the other consumption category where two trends are present: one 

is a decrease in SME activities which affected lower electricity demand and an increase in 

household consumption as people were constantly at home. 

Apart from the total consumption, changes in daily consumption (typical days) in consumer 

categories occurred. Figure 5 shows consumption on typical days in a week in March and 

April (first Sunday and Wednesday) for consumer categories.  

 

Figure 5. Electricity consumption on typical days for consumer categories  

 

 
Source: authors’ calculation (based on HEP ODS data) 

 

Total electricity consumption on the first Sunday in March compared to the three-year 

average at the distribution system level is lower by 0.1%. Other consumption is lower by 

1.4%, and large enterprise is 2.8% higher. Total consumption on the first Wednesday in 

March in the distribution system is higher by 3.8%, other consumption is lower by 0.7%, and 

large enterprise is 10.4% higher. The consumption on the first Sunday in April at the 

distribution system level is lower by 3%, other consumption is lower by 0.7%, and large 

enterprise is lower by 10.4%. The consumption on the first Wednesday in April at the 

distribution system level is lower by 7.1% in total, large enterprise consumption is lower by 

10.2%, and other consumption is also lower by 4.9%.  

 

In March, consumption changes on Wednesday and Sunday had opposite directions among 

consumption categories. There was a decrease in other consumption, and a consumption 

increase in customer category of large enterprise in accordance with previous conclusions 

regarding the dependency of electricity consumption on air temperature. In April, electricity 

consumption changes had the same direction in consumer categories. Decreases in consumer 

categories are also different for Wednesday and Sunday which indicates that changes in the 

consumption structure occurred which is a result of the change in the manner of consumption. 

Observed differences in the structure and the level of electricity consumption change on 

typical days due to the prevention measures in April are shown on Figure 6 and 7. 

  

Av 3y 2020 % Av 3y 2020 % Av 3y 2020 % Av 3y 2020 %

Other conusmption 28 914 28 511 -1.4% 24 617 24 473 -0.6% 27 076 26 877 -0.7% 24 022 22 844 -4.9%

Large enterprise 13 603 13 983 2.8% 12 663 11 699 -7.6% 18 653 20 590 10.4% 17 388 15 619 -10.2%

Distribution Total 42 518 42 494 -0.1% 37 280 36 172 -3.0% 45 729 47 466 3.8% 41 410 38 464 -7.1%

1st Wed April

Electricity consumption (MWh)

1st Sunday March 1st Sunday  April 1st Wed March
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Figure 6. The load curve on the first Wednesday in April in 2020 and the 3-year average  

 

 
Source: authors’ calculation (based on HEP ODS data) 

 

Large enterprise had decreased consumption the entire day, and the most significant decrease 

was observed at working hours from 06:00 to 23:00. Other consumption also had decreased 

consumption the entire day with occasional deviations observed from c. 06:00 to 09:00 which 

was a result of the change in life organization as most people stayed at home. Other 

consumption consists of SMEs, households and public lighting. Public lighting does not 

depend on external effects. SMEs decreased consumption in the expected amount as did large 

enterprise, households increased consumption and the total effect of the category is a decrease 

which is lower than the large enterprise decrease.  

 

Figure 7. The load curve on the first Sunday in April in 2020 and the 3-year average 

 
Source: author’s calculation (based on HEP ODS data) 

 

The change in electricity consumption on the first Sunday in April shows that the load curve 

did not change its form since Sunday is a non-working day and the measures did not have a 

significant impact on the consumption pattern. Large enterprise had significantly lower 

decrease in consumption on Sunday with respect to Wednesday since there are generally 
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fewer business activities. Other consumption did not have a more significant change in 

consumption due to very similar Sunday consumption habits in that consumer category. 

 

 

The impact of the pandemic on electricity markets in the EU and Great 

Britain 
 

The pandemic has affected almost all countries in the world. European countries were among 

the first, after China, which were hit by the pandemic i.e. the measures that the governments 

of certain countries had introduced. Electricity demand in Spain and France37, the countries 

that the pandemic hit the most, were c. 10% lower in March 2020 compared to the three-year 

average. The daily demand decrease per day is even more evident. Daily electricity demand 

during peak hours in 2020 with respect to the identical periods in 2019 in certain countries 

(Bruegel, 2020) are shown in Figure 8.   

 

Figure 8. Average daily electricity demand during peak hours in 2020 relative to the identical 

period in 2019 

 
Source: Bruegel 

  

 
37 No data was published for Italy on Eurostat for March by 24th May. 
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The Figure 8 shows the average electricity demand during peak hours (8am – 6pm) from each 

week in 2020 with the corresponding week from 2019. Percentages are adjusted for 

differences in temperature from 2019 to 2020 using the National Centres for Environmental 

Information. (Bruegel). The change in electricity demand in analysed countries in March and 

April 2020 ranges from -5% to -40%. The country with the largest decrease in electricity 

demand is Italy whereas Germany is among the countries with the lowest drop. Sweden, the 

country with the most lenient measures, had a decrease of 7% in March compared to the 

three-year average. Load change, i.e. its decrease, depends on the electricity demand structure 

in a certain country (household, large enterprise and SME share) and the level of COVID-19 

prevention measures introduced. With the relaxation of measures and improvement of the 

epidemiological situation in each country in May, electricity demand increases again. 

 

As seen on Figure 9, the demand was significantly decreased at energy markets under the 

influence of COVID-19 prevention measures. Electricity demand changes also reflected on 

electricity markets where a supply surplus occurred, which in short-term affected electricity 

price trends. Price trends for the standard product (Baseload Day Ahead Market38) on power 

exchanges in Croatia and Hungary in €/MWh are shown in Figure 9 (CROPEX 2019/2020; 

HUDEX 2019/2020).  

 

Figure 9. The comparison of prices on CROPEX and HUDEX power exchanges  

typical day -

Wednesday  

CROPEX (€/MWh) HUDEX (€/MWh) 

2019 2020 Change  2019 2020 Change 

March 1. 39.58 39.61 0.08% 38.01 36.84 -3.08% 

March 2. 37.27 37.61 0.91% 35.89 35.80 -0.25% 

March 3. 41.52 28.19 -32.11% 35.97 26.11 -27.41% 

March 4. 41.78 26.72 -36.05% 45.72 26.56 -41.91% 

April 1. 45.30 25.37 -44.00% 48.85 31.00 -36.54% 

April 2. 60.48 27.16 -55.09% 59.02 27.93 -52.68% 

April 3. 56.34 21.20 -62.37% 45.38 25.89 -42.95% 

April 4. 41.36 37.35 -9.70% 25.88 33.60 29.83% 

Source: authors’ calculation (based on CROPEX and HUDEX data) 

 

Baseload day-ahead product prices in March and April on the CROPEX power exchange in 

2019 ranged from 37.27 €/MWh to 60.48 €/MWh. In the same period in 2020, they ranged 

from 21.20 €/MWh to 39.61 €/MWh. At the same time, the prices for the same product on the 

HUDEX energy exchange in 2019 ranged from 25.88 €/MWh to 59.02 €/MWh, and in 2020 

from 25.89 €/MWh to 36,84 €/MWh. From the aforementioned data, it is evident that the 

Baseload product prices on the day-ahead market in the second part of March and April 2020 

are significantly lower than the prices in the same period of 2019. The decrease on the 

CROPEX power exchange is up to 62%, and on the HUDEX energy exchange up to 53% 

which depends on the flexibility of the generators on the power exchange and the change in 

demand.  

 

 

Conclusion 
 

The pandemic broke out unexpectedly and spread rapidly across the entire world which 

 
38 Baseload is a standard product in MW on power exchanges in 24 hours in a certain day e.g. X MW/24h   
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resulted in the introduction of prevention measures. The measures led to a “lockdown” of 

countries which caused a drop in economic activities and changes in people’s behaviour. All 

that impacted a fall in GDP in the first quarter of 2020 and forecasts for a GDP decrease in 

2020. Consequently, more significant changes in the energy market occurred, primarily in the 

oil and electricity markets. The pandemic has also had an effect on Croatia. IMF forecasts that 

GDP will decrease by 9% in 2020. According to DZS, the production in the manufacturing 

industry decreased by 7% in March. All of the aforementioned has affected a drop in 

electricity demand. A drop caused by the pandemic was surprisingly small in March, c. 3%, 

and c. expected 10% in April. A change in electricity consumption structure also occurred. 

Large enterprise had a decrease of c. 4% in March and as much as 17% in April. Other 

consumption, which consists of households, SMEs and public lighting, decreased by 2.4% in 

March and 5.5% in April. SMEs had a decrease, households had an increase, whereas there 

were no changes in public lighting load. Apart from the change in the total consumption, 

changes in daily load diagrams also occurred on typical days, Wednesday and Sunday. Large 

enterprise had a decrease of consumption on the first Wednesday in April, and a more 

significant decrease was observed during working hours. Other consumption also had a 

decrease during the entire day with observed occasional deviations. The total effect is a 

decrease. Electricity consumption on the first Sunday in April did not have a significant 

change as the working Wednesday. The load curve did not change its form because Sunday is 

a non-working day, and the prevention measures did not have a significant impact on the load 

dynamics. 

 

Electricity demand in the EU countries decreased at a monthly level and was even down by 

10% in March. Daily demand changes ranged from -5% to -40%. The largest drop was 

expectedly in Italy, and Germany was among the countries with the lowest change. The 

pandemic also influenced electricity prices. Thus, due to decreased demand, the prices on the 

CROPEX power exchange decreased down to 62%, and on the HUDEX energy exchange to 

53%.  

 

In the next study, once the pandemic is over, it will be necessary to conduct more detail 

research and quantify the pandemic impact on economic and energy variables per EU 

countries. By that time, the extent of the economic depression and reduced electricity demand 

will be known. The impact will definitely depend on the economic structure of each country, 

as well as on the structure of electricity demand. 
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Abstract  

Firm growth has received considerable attention in entrepreneurship research. Most of the 

researchers have focused their research efforts on organic growth even though SMEs can 

achieve growth in different ways (e.g. acquisition). Acquisitions as a phenomenon have 

predominantly been studied on large companies, therefore published research and theories 

have been developed almost exclusively from the studies of large acquisition deals. The 

acquisitive growth of SMEs represents an under-researched topic in entrepreneurship 

research, as do different barriers hindering acquisitive growth. The aim of this paper is to 

identify and further explore barriers to the acquisitive growth of SMEs in a specific 

entrepreneurial ecosystem context of Croatia. Qualitative research design, primarily semi-

structured interviews with SME owners provided identification and a deeper understanding of 

barriers to acquisitive growth. The research pointed to deficiencies of the entrepreneurial 

ecosystem in Croatia regarding acquisitive growth, especially regarding financing and 

commercial and legal infrastructure, and provided recommendations for improvement of its 

certain components. 

 

Keywords: SME, acquisition, growth, entrepreneurial ecosystem, barriers 

 

JEL classification: L20, L26, L29 

 

 

Introduction 
 

Firm growth has been in the focus of entrepreneurship research for past decades (Adomako 

and Mole, 2018; Lockett et al., 2011; Davidsson et al., 2010). Apart from scholars, 

policymakers have been also interested in scaling businesses due to their contribution to 

employment and GDP growth (OECD, 2018; Henrekson and Johansson, 2008). 

Entrepreneurial growth as such has traditionally been viewed and referred to as organic 

growth, even though SMEs can achieve growth in different ways (e.g. by acquisition).  

 

Acquisition as a growth method has often been mentioned in the context of larger enterprises, 

however, that does not mean that small and medium enterprises do not use it as a way of 

achieving growth. According to OECD (2018) in the period from 1996 to 2007, across Europe 

and the US, mergers and acquisitions (M&A) by SMEs accounted for 20% of total deals 

involving firms from the same country. Also acquisition is becoming an interesting growth 

strategy recognized by Croatian SMEs. Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) data for 

Croatia indicates that 9,1% of entrepreneurs had experience with business takeover in buying 

or taking over another firm (GEM dataset 2019). 
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Different growth modes represent different management challenges. Furthermore, by 

choosing different growth modes SME owners come across a different set of barriers to 

growth. Davidsson (2004) highlights that barriers tend to be a growth deterrent. In 

entrepreneurship literature various barriers or constraints to growth have been researched, 

focusing mainly on organic growth. The acquisitive growth of SMEs has been a rather under-

researched topic in entrepreneurship research (Davidsson et al., 2010), as well as the barriers 

hindering acquisitive growth. 

 

Considering the limited number of research on the acquisitive growth of SMEs this paper 

aims to make an empirical contribution to SME and business growth literature by exploring 

barriers to acquisitive growth of SMEs in a specific entrepreneurial ecosystem context. 

The paper begins with a review of the literature on acquisitions and constraints to growth. 

Then the methodology of research is outlined and findings of the study are presented and 

discussed. Finally, the implications of findings for theoretical development and managerial 

practice are identified. 

 

 

Acquisitive growth of SMEs 

 
Acquisitive growth is not a common topic in entrepreneurship research (Salvato et al., 2007) 

since organic growth is usually seen as entrepreneurial growth. However, there are various 

ways small and medium businesses can achieve growth such as growth through networks and 

alliances, internationalisation, or by acquisition (McKelvie and Wiklund, 2010; Davidsson et 

al., 2010). Organic (internal) growth means that business growth is achieved through the 

firm’s capabilities and resources. In contrast, acquisitive (external) growth implies a strategy 

that is achieved by buying another business (Park and Jang, 2010). Internal growth requires a 

longer time while external growth is usually perceived as a faster strategy (Trautwein, 1990). 

 

Penrose (1959) emphasised the existence of different growth modes, particularly organic and 

acquisitive growth. Furthermore, she discussed limitations of organic growth, highlighting 

that organic growth can be limited by three factors: internal (e.g. managerial capabilities), 

external (e.g. market conditions) and a combination of internal and external factors (Penrose, 

1959). 

  

Mergers and acquisition (M&A) have been an important source of external growth typically 

used by large corporations, and as such they have been studied in business literature in past 

decades (Cartwright and Schoenberg, 2006). Using acquisition as a mode of growth can be 

beneficial also for small and medium businesses. Evidence shows that SMEs tend to rely 

more intensively than large firms on mergers and acquisitions to grow rather than to limit 

competition (Weitzel and McCarthy, 2011). This indicates that SMEs seek synergies with the 

target firm and are focused on seizing growth opportunities through acquisitions.  

 

Using acquisition small businesses can overcome market deficiencies and achieve faster 

growth (Adomako and Mole, 2018). Small and medium businesses can also benefit from 

acquisitions by facilitating further technological synergies, expanding to new markets, and by 

technology recombination (Graebner 2004). Arvanitis and Stucki (2014) found that the 

performance of acquiring firms after acquisition enhanced three important levels: sales 

growth, growth of value-added per employee, and sales of innovative products per employee. 

Additionally, the acquisition allows businesses to gain flexibility, share resources, and create 

opportunities that otherwise would be impossible (Marks and Mirvis, 2001). 
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Research from Hay and Liu (1998) indicates that faster growth may occur even after 

acquisition since firms that have completed acquisition experience lower costs due to their 

larger size. Lockett et al. (2011) research show that acquisition can impact firm subsequent 

growth, meaning that acquisition growth in one period facilitates organic growth in the 

following period. 

 

 

Barriers (constraints) to growth 

 

Literature review on growth barriers recognizes a difference between internal and external 

barriers to growth (Adomako and Mole, 2018; Allinson et al., 2013; Davidsson et al., 2010; 

Robson and Obeng, 2008). Davidsson et al. (2010) emphasize that certain factors, especially 

the external ones are more frequently discussed from the perspective of their negative 

influence. 

Small and medium business owners and managers often lack business skills required for 

business growth (Bartlett and Bukvič, 2001; Robson and Obeng, 2008). Likewise, it is hard 

for SMEs to attract and retain skilled employees (Adomako and Mole, 2018) and training of 

employees requires additional financial resources SMEs frequently lack (Carter and Jones-

Evans, 2006). 

 

Financial resources can be hard to come by. Therefore, financial barriers are often mentioned 

barriers that hinder small and medium business growth. Literature suggests that access to 

finance is the main problem for enterprises (Van Teeffelen, 2011a; Robson & Obeng, 2008; 

Tagoe et al., 2005). Binks and Ennew (1996) identify that difficulty in assessing capital is 

attributed to attitudes of lenders or the information gap between suppliers of money and small 

business owners. Bukvič and Bartlett (2003) point out that an additional challenge for 

transition countries is the undeveloped capital market that forces entrepreneurs to rely on self-

financing. Adomako and Mole (2018) emphasise that business owners face obstacles in 

accessing capital or accessing it at a high cost.   

 

Other external barriers to growth, apart from financing, can be related to regulatory, 

economic, or market constraints. Particular institutions can hamper small business growth and 

discourage entrepreneurial activities (Carter and Jones-Evans, 2006; Davidsson and 

Henderson, 2002). Different regulatory and institutional barriers can influence the decisions 

and actions of small businesses (Aldrich & Fiol, 1994) and prevent them from pursuing 

growth opportunities. 

  

As discussed different barriers to organic (internal) growth have been identified in previous 

research, but it is rather unclear what are the barriers to acquisitive (external) growth of SME. 

A significant number of mentioned constraints to growth come from the external 

environment, so it is important to study both internal and external barriers in a specific 

context. For the purpose of this research barriers to acquisitive growth have been studied in 

the specific context of the Croatian entrepreneurial ecosystem. 

 

 

Role of entrepreneurial ecosystem in SME growth 

 

Entrepreneurial activity is taking place within an entrepreneurial ecosystem that plays an 

important role in creating a fostering environment for entrepreneurship development as well 
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as for SME growth. Stam and Spigel (2018: 407) define entrepreneurial ecosystems as “a set 

of interdependent actors and factors coordinated in such a way that they enable productive 

entrepreneurship within a particular territory”. Isenberg (2010) points out that the 

entrepreneurship ecosystem comprises of a set of individual elements (e.g. leadership, culture, 

capital markets, customers) that are combined in complex ways. Academic researchers have 

shown an enormous interest in studying entrepreneurship ecosystems driven by its popularity 

among policymakers. Creating fostering entrepreneurial ecosystem and enabling SMEs to 

grow has been policy priority across countries (OECD, 2018). Policymakers and researchers 

are committed to identifying important parts of particular ecosystems, analysing them, and 

providing recommendations for their improvement. There is no doubt that some part of the 

ecosystem can foster entrepreneurship growth while others can hinder it. 

 

Some of the previous research on business transfer identified important parts of the ecosystem 

in which acquisitions of SMEs take place. Van Teeffelen (2012) recognizes SME buyers and 

sellers as the most important elements of the business transfer ecosystem which encompasses 

a set of elements influencing business takeovers. Other components are market and economic 

conditions, tax policy, financial institutions, and advisors provide support in the transfer 

(acquisition) process. Viljamaa et al. (2015) add business support organisations to the model 

as an important part of the ecosystem, and finally business transfer platforms were also added 

to the model by van Teeffelen (2016) as they play a crucial part in matching business sellers 

and buyers. 

 

Market and economic conditions have an impact on certain sectors and can significantly 

influence the number of firms coming to the market (Van Teeffelen, 2012) as well as their 

performance in the post-acquisition period (Van Teeffelen and Uhlaner, 2010). 

 

Various studies such as The Global Competitiveness Report, Doing Business and Global 

Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) point to different administrative obstacles, as well as the 

underdevelopment of informal forms of financing in the business environment (Alpeza et al., 

2018). GEM research collects the opinions of experts in the field of entrepreneurship to assess 

the quality of nine components of the entrepreneurship ecosystem: access to money, 

government policies toward entrepreneurship, government programs for entrepreneurship, 

entrepreneurship education, R&D transfer, commercial and legal infrastructure, the openness 

of the domestic market, physical infrastructure, cultural and social norms (GEM, 2018). 

 

GEM survey shows that Croatia is significantly lagging behind by quality of entrepreneurial 

environment compared to other EU countries, as well as compared to the countries with high 

income (GEM, 2018). According to GEM there is a good offer of bank loans on the market, 

however there is a lack of alternative types of financing, such as the possibility of financing 

through venture capital funds. Financial institutions, banks in particular, play an important 

role in financing acquisitions, and their negative decision on financing often cause withdrawal 

from the planned transaction (European Commission, 2002). There is empirical evidence that 

indicates that acquirers face financing problems (Van Teeffelen, 2012). 

 

Apart from financing, other parts of the ecosystem, such as physical or commercial and legal 

infrastructure, are important in supporting acquisitive growth. Advisors play an important role 

in SME acquisition providing advisory support to both sellers and buyers in solving 

organisational, financial, tax, legal issues (European Commission, 2011). Evidence on SME 

advisory support indicates that small and medium business owners in Croatia are not 

favourable toward using advisory support. Empirical research from Delic and Alpeza (2017) 
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points out that only 78% of surveyed entrepreneurs used advisory support in the past three 

years. Business transfer platforms are an important part of a commercial infrastructure that 

can have an important role in matching buyers and sellers of small businesses. In EU member 

states there is a variety of different matching platforms that, apart from matching, offer 

advisory support and other services needed in acquisition processes of SMEs (Van Teeffelen 

et al., 2016). Some of the previous analysis of the Croatian entrepreneurial ecosystem showed 

the absence of such components as business transfer platforms (Alpeza et al., 2015). 

 

 

Methodology 

 

To explore barriers to acquisitive growth of small and medium businesses, a qualitative 

research design was applied (Saunders et al., 2012). Data was collected using semi-structured 

(qualitative research) interviews (King, 2004). Semi-structured interviews enabled to ask the 

SME owners that grew their business using acquisitions a standard set of questions but also 

probe the interviewee for additional details. Interviews helped to gain a better understanding 

of specific situation that owners encountered, as well as to gain understanding of specific 

context. Because there is no statistical data on SME acquisitions in Croatia, critical case 

purposive sampling was employed. Critical case sampling enables the researcher to select 

critical cases on the basis that they are important (Saunders et al., 2012). Sample comprised of 

SME business owners that participated in workshop on acquisitive growth organised by local 

SME and entrepreneurship policy centre and were conducted in June and July 2019. In total 8 

interviews were conducted with SME owners who have used acquisitive growth strategy in 

past 5-7 years, as shown and described in table. 

 

Table 1: Sample of business owners that have used acquisitive growth strategy 

Interview Industry Description / Entrepreneur and firm profile 

A 
manufacturing 

industry 

Interview A was conducted with a business owner of a group of companies 

specialised in producing and processing of herbs and. The first company 

within the group was established in 1990 Up until 2015 owner exploited 

only organic growth opportunities. Since then the owner has been involved 

in several acquisition processes both as the buyer and the seller.  

B 
manufacturing 

industry 

Interview B was led with the business owner of a group of companies, 

with the first company established in 1992 Firms within the group are 

specialised in the manufacturing of industrial packaging material. A 

business owner has used acquisition to grow its business, acquiring several 

companies at the same time in 2015.  

C retail 

Interview C was conducted with an entrepreneur owning a retail business 

selling sports equipment. The business was established in 1994 and its 

owner developed the business via organic growth. In 2018 the owner made 

an acquisition of a competitor in order to utilize growth opportunities. 

D 

printing and 

manufacturing 

industry 

Interview D was led with SME business owner that has a portfolio of 

firms. The first company in the portfolio was established in 1989 and since 

then owner used organic growth or setting up new ventures. In 2018 the 

owner exploited acquisitive growth opportunities and bought a company 

within the same industry. 

E IT industry 

Interview E was conducted with an entrepreneur that has had several 

acquisition activities undertaken in order to expand his business within the 

industry. Company of the owner specialised in providing complex ICT 

solutions bought a competitor in 2017 enabling it to expand the number of 

products and services offered.  

F retail 

Interview F was conducted with the owner of a company founded in 2004 

specialised in distributing installation materials. From 2007 company 

owner has used acquisition on several occasions to grow his business. 
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G 
logistics 

industry 

Interview G was conducted with the owner of a logistics company founded 

in 1990.  Up until 2016 company grew organically, then in 2016 the owner 

exploited acquisitive growth opportunity and bought a competitor 

expanding the number of services offered to its customers. 

H 
hospitality 

industry 

Interview H was conducted with the business owner of a portfolio of firms 

who hast the tendency to buy and sell business (serial entrepreneur). The 

owner combines both organic and acquisitive growth to develop his 

businesses in the hospitality industry. In 2016 and 2018 owner had 

undertaken two acquisitions in order to expand his business. 

Source: Autors collected data 

 

The interview protocol consisted of two parts. In the first part of the interview, the 

entrepreneurs were asked to talk about their entrepreneurial path and their companies. In the 

second part of the interview, the participants were asked about their acquisition experience 

and the challenges they faced during the different phases of the process. During the interview, 

additional questions were asked depending on the information obtained from the entrepreneur. 

 

All interviews were recorded and transcribed. A comparative analysis of the interviews was 

made to identify barriers to acquisitive growth. Collected qualitative data was organised and 

analysed in order to find pattern matching. All data was appropriately coded and interpreted to 

highlight identified barriers to the acquisitive growth of SMEs in the Croatian entrepreneurial 

ecosystem context. 

 

 

Empirical findings 

 

Qualitative analysis of semi-structured interviews conducted with SME business owners that 

have grown their businesses using acquisition highlighted several common barriers to 

acquisitive growth. Certain research findings pointed to shortcomings within the Croatian 

entrepreneurial ecosystem, mainly in terms of access to money and commercial and legal 

infrastructure. As previously mentioned asses to finance makes huge impact on business 

growth. Research findings indicate that there are limited sources of funding acquisitions 

available in the Croatian market. Entrepreneurs in the sample relied on self-financing of 

acquisitions and in some cases were able to get bank loans. 

 

Table 2: Acquisition financing among sampled entrepreneurs 

Interview Acquisition financing model Reported financing problem 

A Combination of self-financing (30%) and bank loan (70%) 
Lack of adequate financing 

options 

B Bank loan financing 
No financing problems were 

reported 

C Company funds (self-financing)  
No financing problems were 

reported 

D Entrepreneurs private funds (self-financing) 
Lack of adequate financing 

options 

E Bank loan financing 
Lack of adequate financing 

options 

F Bank loan financing 
No financing problems were 

reported 

G Combination of self-financing (50%) and bank loan (50%) 
Lack of adequate financing 

options 

H Company funds (self-financing) 
Lack of adequate financing 

options 
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Source: Primary data collected through semi-structured in-depth interviews with 

entrepreneurs  

 

It is important to highlight that the banks did not have financial products intended for business 

takeover. Instead they offered different short-term commercial loans or working capital loans.  

 

“We received as a loan to finance working capital in agreement with the bank. There were no 

acquisition loans offered by a bank.” (Interview G) 

 

This finding is in line with GEM survey findings. According to the GEM (2018) survey, 

Croatia lags behind EU countries in access to finance. There is a good offer of bank loans on 

the market, but there is a lack of alternative types of financing, such as the possibility of 

financing through venture capital funds.  

 

Access to finance for acquisitions financing in Croatia is limited. Until 2019, financial 

institutions, whether state-owned or commercial, did not offer financial products to facilitate 

business takeovers. At the beginning of 2019, the Management Board of the Croatian Agency 

for Small Business, Innovation and Investment (HAMAG BICRO) adopted a guarantee 

scheme aimed on supporting business takeover. 

 

Introduced guarantee program points to positive developments within the ecosystems, which 

should ultimately make it easier for those entrepreneurs willing to pursue acquisitive growth. 

Nevertheless, there are still obstacles to the financing of business takeovers by individuals. 

This indicates difficulties in acquiring a business as an individual especially for those 

individuals who would like to start their entrepreneurial career through acquisition or for 

entrepreneurs who plan to acquire businesses without merging them with existing companies 

like the entrepreneur in interview D.  

 

“Bank said you were granted a loan, and then 8 days before the payment they said that a loan 

was given to my company. But I have asked for a personal loan, not for the company, and they 

said no it can only be like this." (Interview D) 

 

Conducted interviews have shown an interesting phenomenon concerning the way buyers find 

potential acquisition targets. In analysed cases buyers found potential acquisition targets 

amongst their close business partners and firms within their industry. All of the interviewed 

entrepreneurs highlighted the importance of trust and previously developed a business 

relationship with the owners of the target companies. In the developed ecosystems virtual 

markets for the sale of small and medium-sized enterprises play a significant role in matching 

sellers and buyers of business. Selling or buying a business through a platform is common in 

countries such as Belgium, Finland, or Germany (Van Teeffelen et al., 2016). In Germany, for 

example, one of the largest platforms is owned by the German Development Bank – KfW 

(KfW, 2019). Without having alternative ways of finding acquisition targets, Croatian 

entrepreneurs depend on personal contact with business partners within their industries. 

 

Online platforms do not only serve to connect buyers and sellers of companies, but also 

provide access to other components of the ecosystem, such as advisory services. 

 

Although there are different advisory services available in Croatia, they are not tailored to 

small business owners’ needs. Most of the advisors focus on large companies and some on 
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medium-sized companies, leaving small businesses without advisory support. Business 

owners in the sample were rather reluctant to use advisory support. 

 

 

 

 

Table 3: Use of advisory support in acquisition process by sampled entrepreneurs 

Interview Services used by advisor Additional information 

A 
Using the services of a law firm – preparation of 

takeover agreements 
- 

B Using business advisors in company valuation - 

C Owner didn’t use any advisory services 
Company valuation was made by 

entrepreneur (buyer) himself.   

D Owner didn’t use any advisory services 

Takeover agreement was prepared by 

seller lawyer. Company valuation was 

made by entrepreneur (buyer) himself.   

E 
Using business advisors in company valuation and 

a law firm for preparation of takeover agreements 
- 

F Using business advisors in company valuation - 

G Owner didn’t use any advisory services 
Company valuation was made by 

entrepreneur (buyer) himself.   

H Owner didn’t use any advisory services 
Company valuation was made by 

entrepreneur (buyer) himself.   

Source: Primary data collected through semi-structured in-depth interviews with 

entrepreneurs 

 

Three of the interviewed entrepreneurs used advisory support in the company evaluation 

process (Interview B, E, and F) while others relied on their competences in the process. Some 

of the interviewed entrepreneurs didn’t use advisory support because of their self-confidence 

in their competencies while another important argument was the inadequacy of the advisory 

support offered to SMEs. Entrepreneurs in the selected sample used the services of law firms 

to prepare takeover contracts, but only a small proportion of them used the services of 

advisors in assessing the value of the company. 

 

“The seller was our business partner for over 15 years. I saw the numbers, I knew the volume 

of production, I knew everything. It was not necessary to hire advisors.” (Interview A) 

 

“We worked with the seller, he was our customer. I received financial statements from his 

accounting. He was an old school entrepreneur, everything was fine." (Interview D) 

 

Certain internal barriers were also identified, namely lack of management capacity as well as 

lack of experience or knowledge in acquisition processes. Conducting the acquisition process 

without advisory support revealed lack of management capacity of owners especially in 

managing and integrating new employees. One of the business owners highlighted the 

problem of retaining employees of the acquired company. 

 

"Simply with acquisitions, you need to have the internal capacity of the management. If you 

don't have a set of people internally available to take over employee management in the 

process, don't expect integrated employees to do the work as you expect.” (Interview E) 
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Even though all of the interviewed entrepreneurs were very much involved in the process and 

the acquisitions resulted in positive synergy, it is important to stress that some challenges 

could have been better dealt with if there had been better support offered from some 

components of the entrepreneurial ecosystem. 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

The conducted empirical research pointed to certain deficiencies of the entrepreneurial 

ecosystem in Croatia regarding acquisitive growth. Findings indicate that Croatia has a rather 

undeveloped ecosystem concerning support to SMEs that pursue growth opportunities 

through acquisition. There are certain improvements being done to different parts of the 

ecosystem, but there is still a lot of work that needs to be done in order to build a fostering 

ecosystem for acquisitive growth. Even though there is a guarantee program introduced to 

help to finance acquisition it is still difficult to finance takeovers by individuals. This 

indicates that there is a need for alternative types of acquisition financing such as financing 

through business angels or venture capital funds. 

 

Another noted barrier to SME acquisitive growth is associated with commercial and legal 

infrastructure. Lack of appropriate advisory services for small and medium businesses has 

been noted. This finding has implications for SME business advisors. Advisory services 

should be better tailored to the need of small and medium businesses, especially ones that 

want to undertake different growth opportunities. There is a need for specialisation of 

advisory services in terms of offering company valuation tailored to SMEs needs, but also 

additional consulting services to owners who want to use acquisitions as a growth strategy. 

 

This qualitative empirical research has contributed to identifying and further exploring 

barriers to acquisitive growth. It is important to stress out that in terms of such research it is 

not possible to generalize conclusions. Now that certain barriers have been identified it is 

important to carry out large scale quantitative surveys and to further test the research findings. 
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Abstract 

This paper examines the effects of active (ALMP) and passive labor market policy (PLMP) 

expenditures on labor market outcomes. The analysis covers the sample of 15 EU countries 

during the period from late 1990s/early 2000s to 2017. We use a local projection method to 

estimate linear and nonlinear country-specific effects of LMP expenditures on labor market 

outcomes during the different phases of the business cycle. The results indicate that in more 

than half of the analyzed countries ALMP expenditures improve labor market outcomes. This 

conclusion holds for at least two years after the initial expenditure shock. Furthermore, the 

(median) effects seem to be independent of the business cycle phase. Concerning PLMP 

effects on labor market outcomes, the results indicate that in more than half of the analyzed 

countries PLMPs worsen labor market outcomes by decreasing employment and increasing 

youth and long-term unemployment. Regarding the overall unemployment rate, the results are 

inconclusive. In comparison to ALMPs, it seems that the business cycle phase matters in the 

case of PLMPs. Namely, adverse (median) PLMP effects on employment and long-term 

unemployment are found to be lower (employment) or insignificant (long-term unemployment) 

during times of subdued economic activity. Conversely, in the case of the overall and youth 

unemployment, the PLMP effects are insignificant during expansionary phases but 

detrimental during slack periods. Still, the finding that PLMP adverse (median) effects on 

long-term unemployment seem to be insignificant during slacks slightly mitigates usual 

concerns regarding generous benefit systems and the equilibrium unemployment rate, at least 

during recessionary times. However, median responses conceal significant differences of 

LMPs effects on labor market outcomes during distinguishable stages of the business cycle 

between different countries, i.e. the effects seem to be country, and policy type specific. 

 

Keywords: Active Labor Market Policy, Passive Labor Market Policy, Labor Market 

Outcomes, Business Cycle 
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Introduction 
 

From the 1970’s onward, European countries have been consistently plagued by high 

unemployment, low employment and low labor market participation rates (Scarpetta, 1996). 

The situation has worsened after the financial crisis. Although labor market conditions have 

improved since then, EU member states still employ a wide array of labor market policies. 

From the labor market policy point of view, increasing reliance on LMPs raises the questions 

of their effects on labor market outcomes in the short and long run.  

 

In this paper we use a local projection method to estimate both, linear and nonlinear, country 

specific effects of ALMP and PLMP expenditures on labor market outcomes. We extend the 

usual set of labor market outcomes (unemployment and employment) by including youth and 

long-term unemployment. Our sample consists of 15 EU countries during the period from the 

late 1990s/early 2000s to 2017. We opted for country-level, instead of a panel, analysis 

approach to account for the possible heterogeneity of LMP effects between the analyzed 

countries. This approach enables identification of countries which use ALMPs (more) 

efficiently and countries with PLMP systems which are less distortive for the labor supply 

incentives. 

 

Our results indicate that in more than half of the analyzed countries ALMP expenditures 

improve labor market outcomes for at least the first two years after their implementation. 

Although the median effects seem to be independent of the business cycle (BC), nonlinear 

effects are found in some countries. However, the observed country-specific nonlinearities do 

not necessarily imply higher efficiency of ALMPs during recessions vs expansions. 

Additionally, it seems that in the long run (2-years+ horizons) in more than half of the 

analyzed countries the effects on employment and overall unemployment reverse. 

 

As far as PLMP expenditures are concerned, our results indicate that in more than half of the 

analyzed countries PLMPs worsen labor market outcomes. Additionally, their effects seem to 

differ during different phases of the BC. We found that the adverse (median) effects on 

employment and long-term unemployment are lower or statistically insignificant during 

recessions, but more detrimental in the case of overall and youth unemployment. Although the 

effects of PLMPs in some countries are found to be in line with earlier research that concludes 

that these types of policies are less detrimental during recessionary periods, in some countries 

we found the opposite to be true. 

 

Although this paper does not deal with possible implications of the asymmetric effects of 

LMP expenditure shocks on labor market outcomes in different countries, differences in both 

linear and nonlinear responses might be relevant for BC synchronization between E(M)U 

member states. This could be especially pronounced during recessions, since they are 

regularly followed by LMP expenditure growth. Namely, asymmetric effects of LMP 

expenditure shocks on labor market outcomes in different countries might reduce BC 

synchronization between them. 

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a literature review, while 

section 3 deals with database construction and methodology issues. Our main results are 

presented in section 4 which is followed by concluding remarks in section 5. 
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Literature Review 

 

There is an abundant body of literature on LMP effects on labor market outcomes. Most of the 

literature can be roughly divided into theoretical and empirical micro and macro-based 

research. The ample literature makes an exhaustive review difficult, if not impossible. While 

we tried to summarize some of the findings related to LMP effects on labor market outcomes, 

we put more emphasis on recent empirical macro-level papers comparable to our own 

research. 

 

Among the first to hypothesize that effective activation policies can reduce unemployment are 

Baily and Tobin (1977). In their seminal paper they argue that some types of ALMP measures 

can help to achieve a long-term goal to diminish the natural rate of unemployment. This view 

has also been supported by the analysis conducted by Layard et al. (1991). Card et al. (2010) 

conducted a meta-analysis of 97 empirical evaluations of active labor market policies from 

1995 to 2007. They categorized 199 program impacts from those 97 studies and their findings 

can be summarized in several main conclusions: first, longer-term evaluations tend to be more 

favourable than short-term evaluations; second, subsidized public sector jobs programs are 

less successful than other types of ALMPs; third, ALMP programs do not appear to have 

differential effects on men versus women. Also, in their more recent study, Card et al. (2017) 

summarized estimates from over 200 recent studies of ALMPs and conclude that: first, 

ALMPs have relatively small average effects in the short run, but larger average effects in the 

medium to long run (more than two years); and second, programs in recessions tend to have 

larger average impacts, particularly if the recessions are short-lived. Other authors, such as 

Martin and Grubb (2001), Heckman et al. (1999) and Kluve (2010) also give extensive 

reviews on microeconomic evaluations of active labor market policies for Europe.  

 

Regarding PLMP evaluations, Katz and Meyer (1988) conclude that a one week increase in 

potential benefit duration increases duration of the unemployment spells of the benefit 

recipients. Schmieder et al. (2012) study how the effect of extensions in the duration of 

unemployment insurance benefits on nonemployment and benefit duration varies over the BC. 

They find that the nonemployment effects of a month of additional insurance benefits decline 

in recessions. Moreover, the additional coverage provided by unemployment benefit 

extensions rises substantially during a downturn. Also, the effective moral hazard of 

unemployment insurance extension is lower in recessions than in booms. The analysis by 

Schmieder and von Wachter (2016) also confirms some negative effects of PLMPs 

(unemployment insurance primarily) of the previous literature. 

 

From the macro perspective the empirical setup is a bit more complicated due to endogeneity 

and simultaneity. Due to simultaneity, Kraft (1998) uses an error-correction model (ECM) to 

investigate the effectiveness of ALMPs and PLMPs on employment. It turns out that PLMPs 

have a negative and ALMPs have a positive effect on the number of employed persons. 

 

Often cited paper of Bassanini and Duval (2006) explore the impact of policies and 

institutions on employment and unemployment. Several main conclusions can be drawn from 

their econometric panel data analysis: first, high and long-lasting unemployment benefits, 

high tax wedges lead to higher aggregate unemployment; second, highly coordinated wage 

bargaining systems and some ALMPs are estimated to be associated with lower 

unemployment; thirdly, macroeconomic conditions also play an important role in shaping 

employment patterns the effects of macroeconomic shocks appear to be amplified by high 
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unemployment benefits and dampened by highly coordinated wage bargaining systems. The 

analysis carried out by Bassanini and Duval in 2009 confirmed these results.  

From a methodological point of view, our approach is similar to Hijzen et al. (2017) and 

Duval and Furceri (2018). Hijzen et al. (2017) empirically assess the role played by labor 

market policies by estimating impulse response functions using the local projection method. 

Regarding their results on ALMPs, public investment and spending on ALMPs (e.g. job-

search assistance, hiring subsidies and training) are particularly effective in reducing 

unemployment during economic recessions. 

 

Duval and Furceri (2018) also use a local projection method to a dataset of major reform 

shocks in various areas of labor market institutions. Concerning ALMPs, estimates of 

impulse-response functions show that increases in public spending on ALMPs raise output 

and employment gradually, but these positive shocks tend to have bigger effects in bad times. 

Also, unemployment benefit reforms are found to have statistically significant positive effects 

on employment. 

 

 

Methodology and Data 

 

In this paper we use a local projection (LP) method to estimate the effects of active (ALMP) 

and passive labor market policy (PLMP) expenditures on labor market outcomes. Our analysis 

covers the sample of 15 EU countries during the period from late 1990s/early 2000s to 2017 

(depending on the labor market outcome of interest, see Table 1 in the Appendix for details). 

Although our approach is not new, it differs from similar research in several ways.  

 

Firstly, unlike similar papers which use LP in a panel setting (Hijzen et al., 2017; Duval and 

Furceri, 2018) and annual or semi-annual data, we perform country-level analysis using 

quarterly data. Country-level analysis enables us to assess possible differences in linear and 

non-linear LMP expenditures effects on labor market outcomes in individual countries. 

Though country specific analysis has its advantages (one size does not fit all), a lot of 

generality might be lost and we take the ”risk” of ambiguous results consciously. We are also 

aware that the use of measures of central tendency may be necessary to shed some light on the 

research questions at hand. 

 

Secondly, we evaluate labor market effects of both types of LMPs (passive and active) within 

the unified framework. Finally, we extend the usual set of labor market outcomes by 

including youth and long-term unemployment in the analysis, since various groups may be 

affected differently by different types of LMPs. 

 

We first estimate linear impulse responses with LPs developed by Jordà (2005). The 

estimation of impulse response functions using local projections (LP) has become a popular 

alternative to (S)VARs introduced by Sims (1980). In a recent paper Plagborg-Møller and 

Wolf (2019) demonstrated a general non-parametric equivalence of local projection and VAR 

impulse response function estimators. Since several papers found non-linear effects of LMP 

shocks during the distinguishable phases of the BC (slack vs non-slack) we also estimate BC 

dependent LMP shock effects using the LP approach in a non-linear framework (see Duval 

and Furceri (2018)). 

In this paper the linear model is given by: 

𝑦𝑡+ℎ =  𝛼ℎ  + 𝐵ℎ
1 𝑦𝑡−1  + · · ·  + 𝐵ℎ

𝑝 𝑦𝑡−𝑝  +  𝑢𝑡+ℎ
ℎ    , ℎ =  0, 1, . . . , 𝐻 −  1 (1) 

where 𝛼 ℎ is a vector of constants, and 𝐵  ℎ
𝑖  are parameter matrices for lag 𝑝 and forecast 
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horizon ℎ. The vector elements 𝑢𝑡+ℎ
ℎ    are autocorrelated and/or heteroscedastic disturbances. 

The collection of all regressions of Eq. (1) are called LPs (Adämmer, 2019). The slope matrix 

𝐵ℎ
1  can be interpreted as the response of 𝑦𝑡+ℎ to a reduced form shock in 𝑡 (Kilian and Kim, 

2011).  

Structural impulse responses are then estimated by the following: 

𝐼�̂�(𝑡, ℎ, 𝑑𝑖)  =  𝐵ℎ
1𝑑𝑖  (2) 

where 𝑑𝑖 = 𝐵0
−1. The shock matrix 𝑑𝑖 is identified from a linear VAR as LP approach does 

not overcome the problem of identification (Adämmer, 2019). Therefore, the elements of 𝑢ℎ 

are autocorrelated and/or heteroscedastic disturbances. Due to serial correlation, it is a 

common practice (which we follow) to estimate LPs using Newey-West corrected standard 

errors. In our analysis we focus on labor market outcomes impulse responses on one standard 

deviation shocks in ALMP and PLMP expenditures growth. 

 

In our empirical setting, 𝑦 in equation (1) includes three variables: i) GDP growth (yoy rate, 

%), ii) growth of one of the measures of labor market outcomes (i.e. yoy percentage change of 

employment, unemployment, youth or long-term unemployment rate) and iii) growth rate of 

labor market policy expenditures (yoy, in %). 

 

GDP, employment, unemployment, youth and long-term unemployment data are retrieved 

from the Eurostat database (see Table 1 in the Appendix). Yearly data on PLMP and ALMP 

expenditures are taken from the European Commission and OECD (see Table 1 in the 

Appendix). To derive higher (quarterly) frequency data of LMP expenditures we applied the 

Chow-Lin method (Chow and Lin, 1976, 1971). We used the overall unemployment rate as an 

indicator of the high frequency data which contains information regarding the short-term 

dynamics of different LMP expenditures. 

 

We obviously utilize LPs in the small-sample environment. We are aware that the sample size 

might be problematic even in the linear model. Therefore, we didn’t have many choices at 

hand on how to test for possible state-dependency as the simple dummy variables approach 

would lower the degrees of freedom. We opted for a logistic function approach which uses all 

observations in the state-dependent estimations. State probabilities are calculated using the 

logistic function proposed by Auerbach and Gorodnichenko (2012, 2013). The transition 

function is given by: 

𝐹(𝑧𝑡) =  
𝑒(−γ𝑧𝑡)

(1 + 𝑒(−γ𝑧𝑡))
, 

(3) 

With 𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑧𝑡)  =  1 and 𝐸(𝑧𝑡)  =  0. To obtain the variable 𝑧𝑡 we utilize the data on real GDP 

(see Table 1 in the Appendix) and standardize the cyclical component of the Hodrick-Prescott 

filter as proposed by Auerbach and Gorodnichenko (2013). The value of 𝛾 is set to 6. Values 

of transition functions close to the value of zero correspond to the upswing stages of the BC 

(Regime 1) while values close to one correspond to slack periods (Regime 2). 

To evaluate whether the LMPs expenditure shocks generate different effects on labor market 

outcomes over distinguishable states of the BC we follow the approach used by Ahmed and 

Cassou (2016). Therefore, the linear model in equation (1) is modified to a state-dependent 

model using the values of the transition function obtained by equation (3). The non-linear 

model is given by: 

𝑦𝑡+ℎ =  (1 − F (z𝑡−1))[𝛼𝑅1
ℎ

 +  𝐵ℎ
1,𝑅1 𝑦𝑡−1  + · · ·  + 𝐵ℎ

𝑝,𝑅1 𝑦𝑡−𝑝  ]   +  F (z𝑡−1)[𝛼𝑅2
ℎ

 

+  𝐵ℎ
1,𝑅2 𝑦𝑡−1  + · · ·  + 𝐵ℎ

𝑝,𝑅2 𝑦𝑡−𝑝  ] +  𝑢𝑡+ℎ
ℎ   ,  

 ℎ =  0, 1, . . . , 𝐻 −  1 

(4) 
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The variables notation in equation (4) corresponds to the previously described notation in 

equation (1). The impulse responses are obtained using coefficient estimates 𝐵ℎ
1,𝑅1 in the 

upswing stages of the BC and using the coefficient estimates 𝐵ℎ
1,𝑅2 during the slack periods. 

Structural nonlinear impulse responses are estimated using the equation (2) whereas now we 

have two 𝐵  ℎ
1 , i.e. one for each regime (𝐵ℎ

1,𝑅1  and 𝐵ℎ
1,𝑅2

). 

 

 

Results 

 

In this section we first discuss country-level responses39 of the labor market outcomes to 

ALMP and PLMP expenditures. We then move to the discussion of the median responses. 

Summary tables of the results are provided in the Table 2 and Table 3 in the Appendix. The 

IRFs are calculated as responses of labor market outcome growth rates to a standard deviation 

shock in LMP expenditure growth. The analysis of linear impulse responses covers three 

possible cases (1) positive, 2) negative or 3) no/mixed effect. On the other hand, the analysis 

of nonlinear impulse responses, in which the labor market outcome response to LMP shock 

can differ between distinguishable stages of the BC, covers nine40 possible cases.  

Employment 

 

The analysis of linear impulse responses of employment to ALMP shock indicates positive 

effects in seven countries, negative in five countries and mixed or insignificant effects in three 

countries. In some countries linear impulse responses conceal significant differences of the 

employment response to ALMP shocks between distinguishable stages of the BC. In only four 

countries effects are positive in both regimes (Austria, Denmark, France and Poland). 

However, there are no countries in which the effect is negative in both regimes (see Table 2 in 

the Appendix for details).  

 

Linear impulse responses of employment to PLMP shock suggest negative effects in seven 

countries, positive in three countries and mixed or insignificant effects in five countries. 

Regarding nonlinear impulse responses of employment to PLMP shocks in different stages of 

the BC, the effects are negative in both regimes in four countries (Finland, Greece, Italy and 

Netherlands), while there are no countries in which the effect is positive in both regimes (see 

Table 3 in the Appendix for details). 

 

Figure 1 shows the median responses of employment to active and passive labor market 

policy expenditure shocks. Median responses are broadly in line with expectations. Namely, 

without taking into account the BC phase, in more than 75% of the analyzed countries ALMP 

expenditures improve labor market outcomes by increasing employment while PLMP 

expenditures decrease employment (parts (a) and (d) of the Figure 1).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
39 Country-level responses are not presented due to space constraints but are available upon request. 
40 Three possible effects in two possible regimes gives nine possible combinations 
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Figure 1: LMPs on Employment - Median, Lower quartile (Q1) and Upper quartile (Q3) IRFs 

 
Source: Authors 

The middle and right-hand side sub-figures of the Figure 1 indicate that LMPs effects on 

employment are independent of the BC phase as median impulse responses look similar 

across the two regimes. However, as the interquartile range shows, estimates of the effects of 

ALMP expenditure shocks on employment are insignificant when taking into account the BC 

phase. Regarding the PLMPs median effects during the different stages of the BC, the 

interquartile range shows that the negative effects on employment are significant but short 

lived during the upswings and significant and long lived during the slacks (see (e) and (f) part 

of the Figure 1). 

 

Unemployment 

 

Linear impulse responses of unemployment to ALMP shock suggest negative effects in five 

countries, positive in three countries and mixed or insignificant effects in seven countries. 

Considering nonlinear impulse responses of unemployment to ALMP shocks during the 

economic slacks and upturns, the effects are negative in both regimes only in three countries 

(Denmark, France and Greece). There are no countries in which the effect is positive in both 

regimes (see Table 2 in the Appendix for details). 

 

The analysis of linear impulse responses of unemployment to PLMP shock indicates positive 

effects in seven countries, negative in five countries and mixed or insignificant effects in three 

countries. Again, in some countries linear impulse responses conceal differences of the 

unemployment rate growth response to PLMP shocks between distinguishable stages of the 

BC. In four countries (Germany, Finland, Greece and Portugal) effects are positive in both 

regimes and in Austria the effect is negative in both regimes (see Table 3 in the Appendix for 

details).  
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Figure 2 shows the median responses of unemployment to ALMP and PLMP expenditure 

shocks. In comparison to the employment effects, median responses are less in line with 

expectations. Still, without taking into account the BC phase, in more than 50% of the 

analyzed countries ALMP expenditures improve labor market outcomes by decreasing 

unemployment up to the 11th quarter while PLMP expenditures decrease unemployment in 

the short run and increase it after the 8th quarter (parts (a) and (d) of the Figure 2). However, 

the variability of responses is relatively large and, as the interquartile range shows, almost all 

estimates of the effects of LMP expenditures shocks on unemployment are insignificant. 

 

The middle and right-hand side sub-figures of the Figure 2 indicate that ALMP effects on 

unemployment are independent of the BC phase as median impulse responses look similar 

across the two regimes (see (b) and (c) part of the Figure 2). On the contrary, the PLMPs 

median effects seems to differ during the distinguishable stages of the BC. The interquartile 

range shows that the negative median responses of unemployment are insignificant during the 

upswing stages of the BC but positive and significant at horizons 5 and 8 during the slacks 

(see (e) and (f) part of the 2). 

 

Figure 2: LMPs on Unemployment - Median, Lower quartile (Q1) and Upper quartile (Q3) 

IRFs

 
Source: Authors 

 

Youth Unemployment 

 

Linear impulse responses of youth unemployment to ALMP shock suggest negative effects in 

seven countries, positive in four countries and mixed or insignificant effects in four countries. 

Regarding nonlinear impulse responses of youth unemployment to ALMP shocks during 

economic slacks and upturns, the effects are negative in both regimes in the Czech Republic, 

Finland and the Netherlands. On the contrary, the effect is positive in both regimes in Portugal 

(see Table 2 in the Appendix for details). 
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The analysis of linear impulse responses of youth unemployment to PLMP shock indicates 

positive effects in nine countries, negative in four countries and mixed or insignificant effects 

in two countries. Considering nonlinear impulse responses of youth unemployment rate 

growth to PLMP shocks during economic slacks and upturns, the effect is positive in both 

regimes in four countries (Finland, Greece, Hungary and Portugal) while in Denmark, Austria 

and Poland the effect is negative in both regimes (see Table 3 in the Appendix for details). 

 

Figure 3 shows the median responses of youth unemployment to ALMP and PLMP 

expenditure shocks. Median responses are roughly in line with expectations. Without taking 

into account the BC phase, in more than 50% of the analyzed countries ALMP expenditures 

decrease youth unemployment up to the 6th quarter, while PLMP expenditures increase youth 

unemployment (parts (a) and (d) of the Figure 3). However, the interquartile range shows that 

almost all estimates of the effects of LMP expenditures shocks on youth unemployment are 

insignificant. 

The middle and right-hand side sub-figures of the Figure 3 lead to the conclusion that ALMP 

effects on youth unemployment are independent of the BC phase as median impulse responses 

look very similar in both regimes (see (b) and (c) part of the Figure 3). On the other hand, the 

PLMPs median effects look non-identical during different stages of the BC. Still, the 

interquartile range shows that the positive median responses of youth unemployment are 

significant during both stages of the BC but at different horizons (at horizon 6 during the 

upswings and at horizon 8 during the slacks) (see (e) and (f) part of the Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3: LMPs on Youth Unemployment - Median, Lower quartile (Q1) and Upper quartile 

(Q3) IRFs 

 
Source: Authors 

 

Long-term Unemployment 

 

Analysis of the linear impulse responses of long-term unemployment to ALMP shock 

suggests negative effects in eight countries, positive in two countries and mixed or 

insignificant effects in five countries. In the case of nonlinear impulse responses of long-term 
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unemployment to ALMP shocks during economic slacks and upturns, the effects are never 

negative in both regimes. On the contrary, the effect is positive in both regimes in Italy (see 

Table 2 in the Appendix for details). 

 

The analysis of linear impulse responses of the long-term unemployment to PLMP shock 

indicates positive effects in nine countries, negative in two countries and mixed or 

insignificant effects in four countries. Regarding nonlinear impulse responses of long-term 

unemployment to PLMP shocks during economic slacks and upturns in three countries 

(Finland, Greece and Ireland) effects are positive in both regimes while in Denmark the 

effects are negative in both regimes (see Table 3 in the Appendix for details). 

 

Figure 4 shows the median responses of long-term unemployment to ALMP and PLMP 

shocks. Median responses are in line with expectations. Without taking into account the BC 

phase, in more than 50% of the analyzed countries ALMP expenditures decrease long-term 

unemployment while PLMP expenditures increase long-term unemployment in more than 

75% of the analyzed countries (parts (a) and (d) of the Figure 4). The interquartile range 

indicates that almost all estimates of the effects of ALMP expenditure shocks on long-term 

unemployment are insignificant. In the case of PLMPs, adverse effects are significant up to 

the 7th quarter. 

 

Figure 4: LMPs on Long-term Unemployment - Median, Lower quartile (Q1) and Upper 

quartile (Q3) IRFs 

 
Source: Authors 

The middle and right-hand side sub-figures of the Figure 4 indicate that ALMPs decrease 

long-term unemployment in the short run during upswings. During periods of subdued 

economic activity, median responses on 3+ horizons also indicate negative effects of ALMPs 

on the long-term unemployment rate (see (b) and (c) part of the Figure 4). However, the 

interquartile range suggests that the effects of ALMP expenditure shocks on long-run 

unemployment are insignificant during periods of subdued economic activity. The PLMPs 

median effects look different in economic upturns and downturns. Namely, positive effects 
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are significant during expansions (at horizons 4-6) and turn out negative (but insignificant) at 

longer horizons (9+). On the other hand, during recessionary times, the effects are 

insignificant. However, the positive median effect becomes greater at longer horizon (see (e) 

and (f) part of the Figure 4). 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

The aim of this paper was to investigate the country-level effects of active (ALMP) and 

passive labor market policy (PLMP) expenditures shocks on labor market outcomes in 15 EU 

countries during the period from late 1990s/early 2000s to 2017. We used a local projection 

method to estimate the effects of LMP expenditures shocks on labor market outcomes. 

 

We first estimated linear impulse responses with local projections. We then estimated 

business cycle (BC) dependent LMP shock effects using the LP approach in a non-linear 

framework, as several papers found nonlinear effects of LMP shocks during the 

distinguishable phases of the BC (slack vs non-slack). 

 

To summarize, median responses suggest that ALMPs improve labor market outcomes and 

that there are no significant differences in the effects of ALMP’s during distinguishable stages 

of the BC. On the other hand, adverse (median) PLMPs effects on employment and long-term 

unemployment seem to be lower (employment) or insignificant (long-term unemployment) 

during times of subdued economic activity. From the LMP perspective, this finding slightly 

mitigates usual concerns regarding the adverse effects of benefit system extensions on the 

long-term unemployment rate (which is a concept close to structural unemployment) during 

recessionary times. However, in the case of overall and youth unemployment, adverse 

(median) PLMPs effects are insignificant during the expansionary phases. 

 

The overall effects and existence of the BC phase dependent nonlinear effects seem to be 

country, outcome (employment, overall, youth or long-term unemployment) and policy type 

(active or passive) specific. Additionally, the nature of the nonlinearities of LMP effects 

during the BC also varies between countries, outcomes and policy types. For example, in 

some cases nonlinear effects imply favourable labor market effects during the slacks and 

adverse effects during the upswing stages of the BC, while in other cases we found the 

opposite BC dependent effects. In some cases, nonlinearities imply no/mixed effect of a 

particular LMP in one regime and positive/negative effect in another regime. 

 

The puzzling results might be the outcome of unequal representation of different types of 

LMP expenditures in analyzed countries (e.g. training vs job assistance/job-counselling within 

ALMPs or unemployment benefits vs early retirement within PLMPs). Additionally, LMP 

interventions are usually focused on specific categories of unemployed or on a particular 

vulnerable group(s) in the labor market. Therefore, it might be that the definitions of labor 

market outcomes considered in this paper are not always appropriate due to the different 

coverage of measures (participants) within individual LMP programs. However, such 

considerations are beyond the scope of this analysis. Also, in some countries IRFs look very 

volatile and unstable. This might stem from a generally small sample or too short periods of 

time in one regime or another. 

 

Although puzzling, our results might be important from two perspectives. Firstly, differences 

in the linear responses identify countries which use ALMPs efficiently and countries with 
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PLMP systems which are less distortive for the labor supply. Secondly, differences in 

nonlinear responses might be relevant for BC synchronization within the EU, especially 

during recessions, since they are regularly followed by LMP expenditure growth. Thus, the 

asymmetric effects of LMP expenditure shocks on labor market outcomes in different 

countries might reduce BC synchronization between them. This is particularly important from 

the perspective of the EMU member states. However, the question of the implications of LMP 

labor market outcome effects for BC synchronization is well beyond the scope of our analysis.  
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Appendix 
 

Table 1: Data description 

  
 

Table 2: Summary of reactions of labor market outcomes to ALMPs expenditures 
 
  Positive Negative Mixed or No Effect Difference 

between 

Regime 1 and 

Regime 2? 

  Regime 1 Regime 2 LP Regime 1 Regime 2 LP Regime 1 Regime 2 LP 

Employment Germany, 

Austria, 

Denmark, 

France, 

Austria, 

Denmark, 

France, 

Greece, 

Austria, 

Czech, 

France, 

Hungary, 

Belgium, 

Hungary, 

Ireland, 

Italy 

Germany, 

Czech, 

Spain 

Germany, 

Belgium, 

Denmark, 

Ireland, 

Czech, 

Finland, 

Greece, 

Portugal 

Belgium, 

Finland, 

Italy, 

Netherlands 

Finland, 

Greece, 

Spain 

Germany, 

Belgium, 

Czech, 

Greece, 

Variable (transformation)

Period (data availabile from) Last obs: 

2017 Frequency Database Description

GDP (index, % yoy)
Eurostat, (namq_10_gdp)

s_adj = 'SCA', na_item= 'B1GQ', unit ='CLV_I15' & 

'CLV_PCH_SM'

Employment rate (% 

yoy)

Eurostat, (lfsi_emp_q)

s_adj = 'SA', indic_em = 'EMP_LFS', age = 'Y15-64', 

unit ='PC_POP', sex = 'T'

Unemployment rate (% 

yoy)
Eurostat, (une_rt_q)

s_adj = 'SA', age = 'TOTAL', unit ='PC_ACT', sex = 

'T'

Youth unemployment 

rate (% yoy)
Eurostat, (une_rt_q)

s_adj = 'SA', age = 'Y_LT25', unit ='PC_ACT', sex = 

'T'

Long-term 

unemployment rate (% 

yoy)

1998(CZ, ESP, GRE,  PT)                  1999 

(AT, BE, DK, FI, IR, HU)                   

2000 (PL, IT)                                   2003 

(FR, GER, NL)

Eurostat, (une_ltu_q)

s_adj = 'SA', indic_em = 'LTU', age = 'Y15-74', unit 

='PC_ACT', sex = 'T'

Active LMP 

expenditures (% yoy)

Expenditure by LMP intervention,                           

million units of national currency,                             

EC: Total LMP measures (categories 2-7)                            

OECD (112) Categories 20-70 only

Passive LMP 

expenditures (% yoy)

Expenditure by LMP intervention,                                                                                                                      

million units of national currency,                               

EC: Total LMP measures (categories 8-9)                                              

OECD (120) Passive measures (80-90)

Countries
Austria (AT), Belgium (BE), Czech (CZ), Denmark (DK), Finland (FI), France (FR), Germany (GER), Greece (GRE), Hungary (HU), Ireland 

(IR), Italy (IT), Netherlands (NL), Poland (PL), Portugal (PT), Spain (ESP)

yearly

1998

1998

quarterly

OECD, Public expenditure and 

participant stocks on LMP - CZ, ESP, 

IR, PT, PL, HU                                                                                                                                                       

European commission (EC), 

Employment, social affairs & inclusion - 

AT, BE. DK, FI, GER, NL, FR, IT, 

GRE
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Netherlands, 

Poland, 

Spain 

Hungary, 

Ireland, 

Poland, 

Portugal 

Italy, 

Netherlands, 

Poland 

Portugal Hungary, 

Ireland, Italy, 

Netherlands, 

Portugal, 

Spain 

Unemployment Hungary, 

Ireland 

Germany, 

Poland, 

Spain 

Ireland, 

Italy, 

Portugal 

Germany, 

Denmark, 

Finland, 

France, 

Greece, 

Netherlands, 

Poland 

Austria, 

Belgium, 

Denmark, 

France, 

Greece, 

Hungary, 

Ireland 

Austria, 

Belgium, 

Czech, 

Greece, 

Hungary 

Austria, 

Belgium, 

Czech, 

Italy, 

Portugal, 

Spain 

Czech, 

Finland, 

Italy, 

Netherlands, 

Portugal 

Germany, 

Denmark, 

Finland, 

France, 

Netherlands, 

Poland, 

Spain 

Germany, 

Austria, 

Belgium, 

Finland, 

Hungary, 

Ireland, 

Netherlands, 

Poland, Spain 

Youth unemployment Austria, 

Belgium, 

Ireland, 

Portugal 

Germany, 

Portugal, 

Spain 

Germany, 

Greece, 

Ireland, 

Portugal 

Germany, 

Czech, 

Denmark, 

Finland, 

Netherlands, 

Poland 

Austria, 

Belgium, 

Czech, 

Finland, 

France, 

Greece, 

Hungary, 

Ireland, 

Netherlands 

Austria, 

Belgium, 

Czech, 

Finland, 

France, 

Hungary, 

Italy 

France, 

Greece, 

Hungary, 

Italy, 

Spain 

Denmark, 

Italy, 

Poland 

Denmark, 

Netherlands, 

Poland, 

Spain 

Germany, 

Austria, 

Belgium, 

Denmark, 

France, 

Greece, 

Hungary, 

Ireland, 

Poland, Spain 

Long-term unemployment Belgium, 

Greece, 

Hungary, 

Ireland, 

Italy 

Germany, 

Denmark, 

Italy, 

Netherlands 

Ireland, 

Italy 

Czech, 

Netherlands, 

Poland, 

Portugal, 

Spain 

Austria, 

Belgium, 

Finland, 

France, 

Greece, 

Hungary, 

Ireland 

Germany, 

Austria, 

Belgium, 

Czech, 

France, 

Hungary, 

Portugal, 

Spain 

Germany, 

Austria, 

Denmark, 

Finland, 

France 

Czech, 

Poland, 

Portugal, 

Spain 

Denmark, 

Finland, 

Greece, 

Netherlands, 

Poland 

Germany, 

Austria, 

Belgium, 

Czech, 

Denmark, 

Finland, 

France, 

Greece, 

Hungary, 

Ireland, 

Netherlands, 

Poland, 

Portugal, 

Spain 
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Table 3: Summary of reactions of labor market outcomes to PLMPs expenditures 

  
Positive Negative Mixed or No Effect Negative  

 
Regime 1 Regime 2 LP Regime 1 Regime 2 LP Regime 1 Regime 2 LP 

Employment Germany, 

France, 

Poland 

Austria, 

Belgium 

Austria, 

Belgium, 

Spain 

Denmark, 

Finland, 

Greece, 

Hungary, 

Ireland, 

Italy, 

Netherlands, 

Portugal 

Germany, 

Czech, 

Finland, 

France, 

Greece, 

Italy, 

Netherlands, 

Poland, 

Spain 

Germany, 

Finland, 

Greece, 

Hungary, 

Netherlands, 

Poland, 

Portugal 

Austria, 

Belgium, 

Czech, 

Spain 

Denmark, 

Hungary, 

Ireland, 

Portugal 

Czech, 

Denmark, 

France, 

Ireland, 

Italy 

Germany, Austria, 

Belgium, Czech, 

Denmark, France, 

Hungary, Ireland, 

Poland, Portugal, 

Spain 

Unemployment Germany, 

Belgium, 

Finland, 

Greece, 

Hungary, 

Portugal 

Germany, 

Denmark, 

Finland, 

France, 

Greece, 

Italy, 

Netherlands, 

Portugal, 

Spain 

Germany, 

Belgium, 

Finland, 

France, 

Greece, 

Hungary, 

Italy 

Austria, 

Denmark, 

France, 

Italy 

Austria, 

Poland 

Austria, 

Denmark, 

Ireland, 

Poland, 

Spain 

Czech, 

Ireland, 

Netherlands, 

Poland, 

Spain 

Belgium, 

Czech, 

Hungary, 

Ireland 

Czech, 

Netherlands, 

Portugal 

Belgium, 

Denmark, France, 

Hungary, Italy, 

Netherlands, 

Poland, Spain 

Youth  

unemployment 

Germany, 

Finland, 

Greece, 

Hungary, 

Netherlands, 

Portugal 

Belgium, 

Finland, 

Greece, 

Hungary, 

Portugal, 

Spain 

Germany, 

Finland, 

France, 

Greece, 

Hungary, 

Italy, 

Netherlands, 

Portugal, 

Spain 

Austria, 

Denmark, 

Poland 

Germany, 

Austria, 

Denmark, 

Italy, 

Poland 

Austria, 

Belgium, 

Denmark, 

Ireland 

Belgium, 

Czech, 

France, 

Ireland, 

Italy, Spain 

Czech, 

France, 

Ireland, 

Netherlands 

Czech, 

Poland 

Germany, 

Belgium, Italy, 

Netherlands, 

Spain 

Long-term  

unemployment 

Austria, 

Belgium, 

Finland, 

Greece, 

Hungary, 

Ireland, 

Spain 

Finland, 

France, 

Greece, 

Ireland, 

Portugal 

Belgium, 

Finland, 

France, 

Greece, 

Hungary, 

Ireland, 

Italy, 

Portugal, 

Spain 

Denmark, 

Italy, 

Poland 

Germany, 

Austria, 

Denmark, 

Netherlands 

Germany, 

Netherlands 

Germany, 

Czech, 

France, 

Netherlands, 

Portugal 

Belgium, 

Czech, 

Hungary, 

Italy, 

Poland, 

Spain 

Austria, 

Czech, 

Denmark, 

Poland 

Austria, Belgium, 

France, Italy, 

Netherlands, 

Poland, Portugal, 

Spain 
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Abstract 

Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) have a crucial role in the European economy, 

but simultaneously face much larger administrative difficulties in their business compared to 

large ones. Current rigidities in the labour market have further slowed down their position in 

creating new jobs. Accordingly, the main aim of this paper is to assess the current state of 

administrative barriers to employment for SMEs in Croatia and Slovenia. The empirical 

results on a sample of about 700 SMEs for both countries reveal some differences between 

them. As regards administrative barriers to employment for SMEs, the most pronounced 

problem in Croatia is related to frequent changes in the regulation, while in Slovenia the most 

emphasized problem is related to extra time and excessive number of documents. Moreover, a 

comparison between Croatia and Slovenia reveals some differences regarding the perception 

of administrative barriers to employment. The findings are important especially for economic 

policy makers, who need to consider the specific characteristics and needs of SMEs when 

preparing legislation. 

 

Keywords: SMEs, administrative burdens, employment, Croatia, Slovenia, EU 

 

JEL classification: J80, L26 

 

 

Introduction 
 

Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) have a crucial role in the European economy, as 

they represent the engine of job creation and economic growth. Currently, SMEs in the 

European Union (EU) represent 99.8% of all enterprises, providing 66.6% of employment and 

56.4% of value added (European Commission, 2019a). However, in comparison with the 

large enterprises, SMEs often have worse performance, which is reflected in lower 

profitability, higher staff turnover, lower rate of survival etc. (European Parliament, 2016). 

The main cause of the aforementioned problems arises presumably from a variety of barriers 

that SMEs encounter in the EU (Ravšelj et al., 2019). Generally, SMEs do their business 

within their national market, since relatively few SMEs are engaged in cross-border business 
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within the EU. However, they are affected by EU legislation in different areas, such as 

taxation, competition and company law. Accordingly, the EU policy for SMEs strives to 

ensure that policies and actions are implemented in a way, which is friendly for the business 

environment in which SMEs operate. Consequently, this will make the EU a more attractive 

place to set up an enterprise and do business (European Parliament, 2017). 

 

According to the previously emphasized importance of SMEs for the economic growth of 

each economy, the main aim of this paper is to assess the current state of administrative 

barriers to employment for SMEs in Croatia and Slovenia. Namely, SMEs often emphasize 

that administrative and regulatory barriers are perceived as a significant burden on their 

growth and competitiveness (Obadić, 2018; Ravšelj & Aristovnik, 2018). Therefore, the 

reduction of administrative barriers for entrepreneurship has become an increasingly 

important area for economic policy makers. Namely, the costs for smaller enterprises are 

usually much higher than for larger enterprises and therefore several EU member countries try 

to consider their specific characteristics and needs into account when preparing legislation. In 

this context, the European Parliament has been recognised a supporter of as a growth-friendly 

environment for SMEs on the EU supranational level (Obadić, 2018). The economic literature 

emphasize that SMEs face numerous barriers primarily due to their size (Szczepaǹski, 2016). 

Moreover, some of the empirical studies also highlight the importance of other characteristics 

such as legal form, sector, region, etc. (Aliu et al., 2019; Obadić, 2018; Ravšelj & Aristovnik, 

2020). Therefore, reducing administrative barriers represents a central issue that needs to be 

addressed in order to improve the business environment and competitiveness and increase job 

creation as it is emphasized in the recent scientific literature (Belas et al, 2019; Hamplova & 

Provazníková, 2015; Kamil et al., 2017; Ntaliani & Costopoulou, 2017; van der Horst et al., 

2017; Virglerova et al., 2016). 

 

Given the importance of SMEs for job creation and economic growth in the EU as well as in 

individual national economies, the paper examines the relationship between SMEs 

characteristics and their perception of administrative barriers in the area of labour market 

regulation by considering cross-country perspective between Croatia and Slovenia. Based on 

this, the following research question is addressed: What is the perception of SMEs on 

administrative barriers to employment? The remaining sections of the paper are structured as 

follows. The second section presents theoretical background and literature review. In the third 

section, a description of data and research method is provided. In the fourth section the 

empirical results are presented. The paper ends with conclusion, where main results are 

summarized. 

 

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Significance of small and medium-sized enterprises in the European Union 

 

Huge importance of SME sector has made the EU follow active policy supporting 

entrepreneurship as well as small and medium enterprises. Due to this fact, one of priorities 

identified by European Commission is support micro, small and medium enterprises in order 

to stimulate economic growth, create new jobs as well as promote economic and social 

cohesion (Samitowska, 2011). Small and medium-sized enterprises are mostly defined by the 

number of person’s employed, total income or exports, although the definitions differ between 

countries and institutions. As Hyman points out, the most common criterion used is the 

number of employees (Hyman, 1989). 
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The most common upper limit for the number of employed persons in the EU countries is 

250. The definition of enterprise size used in this paper is based on the definitions used by the 

European Commission's Statistical Office (Eurostat) in its Structural Business Statistics 

(SBS). This definition is primarily based on the number of employees, but also defines small 

and medium-sized enterprises as a business with less than 250 employees, annual turnover of 

less than EUR 50 million and total balance less than EUR 43 million (European Commission, 

2003). The following Table 1 shows the most commonly used division of small and medium-

sized enterprises within which it is possible to distinguish three categories of enterprise size: 

micro, small and medium-sized enterprises. 

 

Table 1: Definition of small and medium sized enterprises in the EU 

Enterprise category Employees Turnover Total balance 

Micro < 10 < 2 million EUR < 2 million EUR 

Small < 50 < 10 million EUR < 10 million EUR 

Medium < 250 < 50 million EUR < 43 million EUR 

Source: European Commission (2003). 

 

SMEs form the backbone of the European economy making a significant contribution to the 

non-financial business economy (see Table 2). In 2018, slightly more than 25 million of 

SMEs (99.8% of total registered enterprises) in the EU-28 area employed 97.7 million people 

(66.6% of total employment) and created 4,357 billion value added (56.4% of total value 

added generated). According to the size of SMEs, micro enterprises were the most common 

size of enterprise in 2018, accounting for 93.0% of total registered enterprises. They also 

contributed the largest shares of both employment and value added at 29.7% and 20.8% 

respectively. 

 

Table 2: Structure of enterprises in EU-28, Croatia and Slovenia according to different 

indicators (in %), 2018 
Enterprise 

category 

Number of enterprises Number of persons employed Value added 

EU-28 Croatia Slovenia EU-28 Croatia Slovenia EU-28 Croatia Slovenia 

Micro 93.0 90.9 94.7 29.7 29.6 34.8 20.8 19.7 23.7 

Small 5.9 7.5 4.3 20.1 20.9 18.3 17.6 20.0 19.5 

Medium 0.9 1.2 0.8 16.8 18.4 18.9 18.0 19.7 21.3 

SME - 

total 

99.8 99.7 99.8 66.6 68.9 72.0 56.4 59.4 64.5 

Large 0.2 0.3 0.2 33.4 31.1 28.0 43.6 40.6 35.5 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Comment: Due to rounding, some categories may not add up to 100%. 

Source: European Commission (2019a). 

 

In Croatia, 149,541 SMEs (99.7% of total registered enterprises) employed 716,562 people 

(68.9% of total employment) and created 14.9 billion value added (59.4% of total value 

added), while in Slovenia 145,996 SMEs (99.8% of total registered enterprises) employed 

466,092 people (72.0% of total employment) and created 15.8 billion value added (64.5% of 

total value added). Compared with large companies, SMEs often produce slightly weaker 

results, such as lower profitability, higher employee fluctuation, lower survival rates, less 

innovation success, lower investment capacity for development and improvement of 

employees, etc. (Szczepaǹski, 2016). This can partly be attributed to the existence of 

significant obstacles to the entry of new employees and growth, which is characteristic for 

most economies. Smaller companies are faced with disproportionately greater regulatory 

barriers compared to larger companies (Aristovnik & Obadić, 2015), and inefficient public 

administration, weak judicial capacity and legal uncertainty remain the main obstacle to 

industrial competitiveness and economic growth in EU member states (European 
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Commission, 2014). In this paper, we concentrate on administrative barriers that SMEs are 

facing in two new EU countries, because in many cases, private business in transition 

countries must struggle with governmental interference, corruption and environmental 

changes on a much larger scale than in advanced western economies (Aidis, 2005). 

 

Administrative and other obstacles 

 

Administrative barriers represent all the things that unjustifiable complicate business activities 

and operations of the company, as opposed to administrative burdens that can be broadly 

defined as all costs that results from mandatory obligations placed on businesses by public 

authorities on the basis of laws, degree or similar acts. Administrative burdens differ among 

European countries and include: (a) EU law and domestic legal acts required to transpose it 

into national law; (b) accounting and taxation requirements; as well as (c) sectoral and 

industrial specific laws reporting and coordinating obligations (Szczepaǹski, 2016). 

Administrative barriers represent costs to companies and citizens in fulfilling fundamental 

obligations based on government laws and regulations (European Commission, 2014). 

 

For years, the European Parliament is stating in its resolutions that the specific obstacles faced 

by small and medium-sized enterprises are the result of their small size (Szczepaǹski, 2017). 

The European Commission (EC) and the European Central Bank (ECB) carry out joint annual 

surveys on enterprise financing access and also address the most critical issues that small and 

medium-sized enterprises are facing. Among the six biggest problems identified by 

enterprises in the period 2014-2019 are customer finding, availability of expert staff and 

managers, competition, regulation, production or labour costs and access to finance, and they 

are shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: The biggest problems faced by small and medium-sized enterprises in the EU-28, 

2014-2019 

 
Note: * The data is rounded. 

Source: European Commission (2019b) 

 

The ranking of all of the above-mentioned problems is calculated based on grades of 

respondents who were asked to assign a fixed set of problems. Accordingly, the problem with 

the highest importance is considered as the most pressing problem faced by SMEs. 
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Considering all of the potential problems and time dimension, SMEs point out the availability 

of skilled staff or experienced managers and finding customers as the most frequent problems. 

Currently, the problem of availability of skilled staff or experienced managers represents the 

most pressing problems for SMEs. This problem has steadily increased every year since 2014 

and now is considered as the most frequent problem for more than a quarter of SMEs (26%). 

The second most pressing problem is finding customers for products or services (22%). After 

2016, this problem was in the phase of decline, meaning that the position of SMEs has 

improved in last years as the demand on their market is approaching the pre-crisis level. The 

third most pressing problem is represented by the costs of production or labour occupies 

(12%), while the fourth and fifth problem are regulation (12%) and competition (12%). All of 

these three problems have been fairly stable since 2014. Finally, the problem related to the 

access to finance has dropped to be the least pressing of the all-possible problems identified 

(7%) as it has steadily declined in importance throughout the observed period. The following 

Figure 2 provides a breakdown of the most pressing problems SMEs face in EU-28, Croatia 

and Slovenia, whereby the proportions of the EU-28 correspond to those in the previous 

figure. 

 

Figure 2: The biggest problems faced by small and medium-sized enterprises in the EU-28, 

Croatia and Slovenia in 2019 

 
Note: * The data is rounded. 

Source: European Commission (2019b) 

 

The comparison between Croatia and Slovenia and EU-28 reveals significant differences. The 

most obvious differences can be observed especially in the availability of skilled staff or 

experienced and finding customers. The former is considered as the most pressing problem 

(41%), while the latter is considered as the least pressing problem (4%) for SMEs in Croatia. 

For Slovenia, however, both of these problems are considered as the most pressing problems, 

having similar proportion of SMEs emphasizing them as the most frequent problems. 

Moreover, the large gap can be observed also in finding customers, which is significantly 

lower in Croatia (4%) than in Slovenia (20%). As regards other four identified problems 

(costs of production or labour, regulation, competition and access to finance) the position of 

SMEs is similar regardless of the country. Nevertheless, there are still more than 12% of 

SMEs on the EU-28 level, pointing out regulation as their most frequent problem. This share 
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is higher for Slovenia (13%) and even higher for Croatia (14%), often resulting from rigidity 

and administrative barriers at the labour market. 

 

Rules and barriers at the labour market 

 

Creating new jobs in small and medium-sized enterprises is never or driven by just one factor 

(Kambey et al., 2018; Nawangsari & Sutawidjaya, 2019; Setyawati, et al., 2019). There exist 

different external and internal barriers (Eurofound, 2016). Existing economic literature 

highlights the administrative and institutional business environment as a crucial factor in job 

creation in small and medium-sized enterprises in all EU member states (OECD, 2010; Napier 

et al., 2012; Criscuolo et al., 2014; Lee, 2014). At the top of the problems that are caused by 

other numerous restrictions, such as the complexity and incomprehensibility of a large 

number of different labour market regulations, are slowing growth and job creation in the 

international content (Pierre, Scarpetta, 2004). Gauthier and Gerzovits (1997) suggested that 

there are fewer middle-sized companies because they face the highest tax rates and labour 

costs, since smaller enterprises can choose to remain informal in order to avoid paying taxes, 

and larger companies seek to lobby for special treatment. 

 

Design and content of legal regulations are not the only factors that make it difficult to create 

new jobs in small and medium-sized enterprises. The problem is also their stability. Frequent 

changes in legal regulations are very challenging for small and medium-sized businesses and 

unfortunately can have a negative impact on creating new jobs. For example, since 2006, 

around 500 regulations have been introduced and changed in Croatia, which need to be 

continuously monitored and adapted by companies (Eurofound, 2016). Similarly, in Slovenia, 

regulation and inefficient government bureaucracy is considered as a highly problematic 

factor affecting SME competitiveness. Moreover, recent Europeanization and globalization 

processes has made this problem even more prominent for both countries (Ropret et al., 

2018). 

 

The Croatian and Slovenian labour market, as in most other EU member states, is 

characterized by relatively high "rigidity in the labour market", which is a major obstacle for 

SMEs development (Obadić, et al., 2017; Obadić, 2018; OECD, 2009). However, the 

situation in Slovenia is still better than in Croatia. This is also confirmed by the latest Doing 

Business Report 2020 data of the World Bank (see Table 3), covering four aspects of labour 

market regulation – hiring, working hours, redundancy rules and costs (World Bank Group, 

2017, 2020). 

 

Table 3: Indicators of labour market regulation in Croatia and Slovenia 
1) Hiring 2) Working hours 3) Redundancy rules 4) Redundancy costs 

Indicator HRV SVN Indicator HRV SVN Indicator HRV SVN Indicator HRV SVN 

Fixed-term 

contracts 

prohibited for 

permanent 

tasks? 

Yes Yes 

Standard workday 8.0 8.0 

Dismissal due to 

redundancy 

allowed by law? 

Yes Yes 

Notice period 

for redundancy 

dismissal 

(weeks of 

salary) 

7.9 5.3 

Maximum 

working days per 

week 

6.0 6.0 

Third-party 

notification if 

one worker is 

dismissed? 

Yes No 

Maximum 

length of a 

single fixed-

term contract 

(months) 

No 

limit 
24 

Restrictions on 

night work? 
Yes No 

Third-party 

approval if one 

worker is 

dismissed? 

No No 

Restrictions on 

weekly holiday 

work? 

Yes No 

Third-party 

notification if 

nine workers are 

dismissed? 

Yes No 
Severance pay 

for redundancy 

dismissal 

(weeks of 

salary) 

7.2 5.3 Maximum 

length of fixed-

term contracts 

(months) 

No 

limit 
24 

Restrictions on 

overtime work? 
No No 

Third-party 

approval if nine 

workers are 

dismissed? 

No No 

Minimum wage 569.3 1000.2 Paid annual leave 20.0 20.0 Retraining or No No 
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for a full-time 

worker 

(US$/month) 

for a worker with 

1 year of tenure 

(in working days) 

reassignment? 

Ratio of 

minimum wage 

to value added 

per worker 

0.3 0.3 

Paid annual leave 

for a worker with 

5 years of tenure 

(in working days) 

20.0 22.0 
Priority rules for 

redundancies? 
Yes No 

Unemployment 

protection after 

one year of 

employment? 

Yes Yes 
Maximum 

length of 

probationary 

period (months) 

6 6 

Paid annual leave 

for a worker with 

10 years of tenure 

(in working days) 

20.0 24.0 
Priority rules for 

reemployment? 
Yes No 

Source: World Bank Group (2020).  

 

 

DATA AND RESEARCH METHOD 

 

The data for the research is collected using a questionnaire. The content of the questionnaire 

was formed by academia experts in the economics and law fields together with the 

recommendations provided by the practitioners, i.e. representatives of the Croatian 

Employers’ Association, the Croatian Chamber of Trades and Crafts and the Slovenian 

Chamber of Craft and Small Business. The questionnaire contains about 40 questions and 

cover different key fields, where SMEs can face administrative barriers, whereby the 

respondents could leave certain questions blank if the content was not appropriate to them. 

The questionnaire was distributed via two paths, namely through the web and field survey. 

The survey for Croatia has been running from 5th December 2016 to 31st March 2017 in 

Croatia and form 7th November 2016 to 29th April 2017 in Slovenia. It resulted in 960 replies 

in Croatia and 925 replies in Slovenia, including those who only partially answered the 

questionnaire. For the purpose of the empirical analysis, only those questions related to the 

area of labour market regulation are taken into account. Moreover, in the sample is reduced 

for those enterprises, which cooperate only with one business partner from the beginning of 

their foundation, since these are so-called fictitious enterprises. This is particularly 

problematic in the Slovenian context. Finally, the sample is also reduced for those companies, 

which did not fully answer the questions that represent the main variables in the empirical 

analysis. Accordingly, the final sample includes 699 Croatian and 747 Slovenian SMEs. The 

final sample covers SMEs from all Croatian and Slovenian regions, which means that 

representative coverage of all regions in the sample has been achieved for both countries. 

 

Table 4 shows the structure of the sample of SMEs by Croatian regions and comparison with 

the SME population. The majority of SMEs included in the sample are from City of Zagreb 

region (30%). This is in line with the official Croatian business statistics showing the largest 

share of SMEs are operating in that region (35%). Regarding the remaining regions, the 

sample structure corresponds to the structure presented by the Croatian official business 

statistics. 

 

Table 4: Sample structure by Croatian regions and comparison with the SME population 

Region 
Official source Sample 

Number Number (%) Number Number (%) 

City of Zagreb 58,291 35% 209 30% 

Zagreb County 10,707 6% 90 13% 

Primorje-Gorski Kotar 14,997 9% 69 10% 

Split-Dalmatia 18,332 11% 44 6% 

Vukovar-Srijem 2,308 1% 35 5% 

Istria 14,119 8% 33 5% 

Varaždin 4,958 3% 32 5% 

Međimurje 4,401 3% 23 3% 

Osijek-Baranja 6,763 4% 20 3% 

Krapina-Zagorje 2,704 2% 19 3% 
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Bjelovar-Bilogora 2,593 2% 18 3% 

Šibenik-Knin 2,966 2% 15 2% 

Sisak-Moslavina 2,653 2% 14 2% 

Virovitica-Podravina 1,330 1% 13 2% 

Zadar 5,269 3% 13 2% 

Dubrovnik-Neretva 5,519 3% 11 2% 

Brod-Posavina 2,595 2% 10 1% 

Koprivnica-Križevci 2,401 1% 9 1% 

Karlovac 2,861 2% 8 1% 

Lika-Senj 1,090 1% 7 1% 

Požega-Slavonia 1,146 1% 7 1% 

Total 168,003 100% 699 100% 

Source: HGK (2016); FINA (2016); Questionnaire Survey (2017); authors’ elaboration. 

 

Table 5 shows the structure of the sample of SMEs according to the Slovenian counties. The 

majority of SMEs included in the sample are from Central Slovenia region (48%). This is in 

line with the official Slovenian business statistics showing the largest share of SMEs are 

operating in that region (33%). Regarding the remaining regions, the sample structure 

corresponds to the structure presented by the Slovenian official business statistics. 

 

Table 5: Sample structure by Slovenian regions and comparison with the SME population 

Region 
Official source Sample 

Number Number (%) Number Number (%) 

Central Slovenia 65,412 33% 360 48% 

Upper Carniola 19,462 10% 63 8% 

Drava 26,125 13% 54 7% 

Gorizia 11,705 6% 50 7% 

Savinja 21,490 11% 40 5% 

Lower Sava 5,772 3% 28 4% 

Coastal-Karst 13,855 7% 28 4% 

Carinthia 5,526 3% 27 4% 

Central Sava 3,916 2% 27 4% 

Mura 7,983 4% 24 3% 

Southeast Slovenia 10,378 5% 24 3% 

Littoral-Inner Carniola 4,448 2% 22 3% 

Total 196,072 100% 747 100% 

Note: The official source provides regional level data only for total number of enterprises in 

Slovenia. 

Source: SURS (2016); Questionnaire Survey (2017); authors’ elaboration. 

 

The main variable “the extent of administrative barriers to employment” is measured on a 

scale from 0 to 3, given that each item can be assessed with a value of 0 or 1 and each 

enterprise could select up to 3 of the 7 items, which represent the largest administrative 

barrier for them, and therefore value 3 represents maximum. The empirical results utilizes 

descriptive statistics for the presentation of relative frequencies. Table 6 presents seven 

statements related to administrative barriers to employment. 

 

Table 6: Potential administrative barriers to employment 
No. Question 

1 It requires additional time to implement the required procedures and activities. 

2 It requires additional financial resources to implement the required procedures and activities. 

3 Changes in various regulations are too frequent. 

4 The number of different procedures is excessive. 

5 It requires additional personal communication of a company with administrative authorities. 

6 Excessive number of different documents is needed. 
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7 Additional support/external services is/are needed. 

Source: Questionnaire Survey (2017); authors’ elaboration. 

 

 

 

 

EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

 

The empirical results presented in Figure 4 reveal the following. In Croatia, the majority 

(54%) of SMEs identify frequent changes in the regulation as the most burdensome potential 

administrative barrier to employment. Further, more than a third (34%) of SMEs emphasize 

that they need outsourcing to perform administrative tasks related to employment. One third 

(33%) of SMEs argue that employment administrative tasks require excessive number of 

documents, while 31% of SMEs think that they require excessive number of procedures. In 

addition, 31% of SMEs state that employment administrative tasks require extra time. Finally, 

extra personal communication (15%) and extra financial resources (9%) are perceived as the 

least burdensome potential administrative barriers to employment for SMEs in Croatia.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Perception of administrative barriers to employment 

 
Note: Croatia (N=699), Slovenia (N=747). 

Source: Questionnaire Survey (2017); authors’ elaboration. 

 

In Slovenia, the largest share (41%) of SMEs identify extra time and excessive number of 

documents as the most burdensome potential administrative barriers to employment. Further, 

more than a third (37%) of SMEs point out that the main problem related to the employment 

lays in the frequent changes in the regulation, while about one third (34%) of SMEs sees the 
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central problem in excessive number of procedures. Additionally, 31% of SMEs emphasize 

that they need outsourcing to perform administrative tasks related to employment. Finally, 

extra financial resources (23%) and extra personal communication (7%) are perceived as the 

least burdensome potential administrative barriers to employment for SMEs operating in 

Slovenia. 

 

A comparison between Croatia and Slovenia reveals some differences and similarities 

regarding the perception of administrative barriers to employment. It can be observed that 

Croatian SMEs perceive administrative barriers to employment from the perspective frequent 

changes regulation and extra personal communication, while Slovenian SMEs perceive them 

from the perspective of additional (time and financial) resources and excessive number of 

documents. Moreover, a similar perception of Croatian and Slovenian SMEs can be observed 

for excessive number of procedures and need for outsourcing. 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

The importance of SMEs in the EU is enormous as they represent the engine of job creation 

and economic growth. However, there is no doubt that they are often much more sensitive to 

administrative difficulties in their business compared to larger enterprises. Numerous 

rigidities in the labour market further aggravate the job creation. This represents a 

contemporary issues especially in the new member EU states, such as Croatia and Slovenia, 

which are characterized by relatively high rigidity in the labour market. Accordingly, the main 

of the paper is to assess the current state of administrative barriers to employment for SMEs 

in Croatia and Slovenia.  

 

The paper highlights the fact that compared to other EU countries, Croatia and Slovenia still 

has relatively strict labour market regulations, which is a major obstacle for SMEs 

development. However, the comparison reveals that Slovenian labour market is more flexible 

then Croatian, especially in the aspect of working hours and dismissal rules, which makes 

business environment friendlier especially for individual entrepreneurs or smaller enterprises. 

The empirical results reveal some interesting insights. As regards administrative barriers to 

employment for SMEs, the most pronounced problem in Croatia is related to frequent changes 

in the regulation, while in Slovenia the most emphasized problem is related to extra time and 

excessive number of documents. Moreover, a comparison between Croatia and Slovenia 

reveals some differences regarding the perception of administrative barriers to employment. 

 

A number of relevant issues are beyond the scope of this paper. Accordingly, the main 

limitation of this paper is related to the primary online research, which can suffer from 

subjectivity, uncertainty in the true identity of the participants, non-completion of the survey. 

Nevertheless, a representative coverage of all regions in the sample has been achieved for 

both countries. Although this study focuses on Croatia and Slovenia, the results discussed 

here may also be relevant for other new EU members. The situation in these countries may 

not be identical, but given some similar heritage and institutional change and relative new 

SMS sector development, some issues can be generally applicable. Accordingly, the findings 

are important especially for economic policy makers, who need to consider the specific 

characteristics and needs of SMEs when preparing legislation. 
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Abstract 

The concept of competiveness tries to discover and measure the level of county’s economic 

well-being by means of a construction that that makes it possible to compare nations. Global 

Competitiveness report published by World Economic Forum (WEF) provides an overview of 

competitive performance of around 140 economies and ranks (indexes) each country on the 

basis of its global competitiveness on annual basic. The objective of this study is conduct a 

comparative analysis on competitiveness in CEE countries with emphasis on Romania and 

Bulgaria. The competitiveness in CEE is analysed using descriptive statistics, correlation and 

cluster analysis. The results of the cluster analysis showed that the most competitive pillars in 

cluster one are pillar 3: Macroeconomics, pillar 4: Health and primary education, pillar 5: 

Higher education and training and pillar 9: Technological readiness and that of cluster two 

are pillar 3: Macroeconomics, pillar 4: Health and primary education. The assessment of the 

performance of Bulgaria and Romania based on the Global Competitiveness report, 2016-

2017 of the World Economic forum reveals that Bulgaria is more competitive in market 

efficiency and Innovation and sophistication than its neighbor Romania. The two CEE are 

competitive in almost all the pillars with exception 1st pillar: Institution, 3rd pillar: 

Macroeconomic environment and 10th pillar: Market size. The Spearman’s correlation 

coefficient shows a weak and positive relationship between the GCI and GDP per capita in 

CEE countries. 

 

Keywords: Competitiveness, European Union countries, Cluster analysis 
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Introduction 

 
The problem of macroeconomic competitiveness has been observed as the greatest concern in 

the economic literature and has been advocated by Krugman (1994), his view was that 

competitiveness has all the necessary characteristics for it be researched from the public and 

business zone. The concept of competiveness tries to discover and measure the level of 

county’s economic well-being by means of a construction that that makes it possible to 

compare nations. This done with the main objective of separating the success level achieved 

by every country. The economic literature has identified a list of important factors persuading 

nations competitiveness. These factors are social infrastructure, consisting of education, 

health, public insurance and political institutions, comprising of monetary and fiscal policies. 

These factors are promoted by institutions which in a wider context hinges on the productive 

economic activities of a country (Delgado et al., 2012). The World Economic Forum an agency 

that is responsible for the measuring of competitiveness among countries defines 
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competitiveness as a set of institutions, policies and factors that purposely determines the 

level of productivity of a county. The productivity is meant to fix the level of prosperity and 

the rate of return gained by investment in an economy. The definition of competitiveness 

discloses the relevance of the national environment in the process of doing business, this is 

mostly determined by the behavior of these institution and policies implemented by them. 

 

To discuss the overall level of competiveness in central Europe and eastern Europe and to also 

access in a clear and definite manner the pillars underpinning competitiveness. I resulted to 

perform series of comparisons among these countries in central Europe and Eastern Europe. 

From the economic point of view, these are emerging countries aiming to bridge the growth 

and development gap relating to developed economies, such as those in Western Europe. 

These countries are the oldest as far as the European union is concern. For the purpose of this 

analysis I chose the following countries Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia, 

Slovenia, Estonia, Lithuania, Latvia, Bulgaria, Romania and Croatia. Countries such as, 

Estonia, Lithuania, Latvia properly known as Baltic states joined the EU in 2004, Bulgaria 

and Romania in 2007. 

 

The final analysis will be a comparative analysis on the competitive between neighboring 

Bulgaria and Romania. These countries were chosen for the comparative analysis because 

both countries have some similarities in terms their geopolitical or historical, they are both 

post-communist countries. They joined the European Union the same year, 2007, and their 

climate topology are almost the same. 

 

 

Measurement of Competiveness 

 
Competitiveness indices are calculated by different international organizations, one of them is 

the World Economic Forum. They publish the Global Competitiveness report on years’ basis 

for both developed and developing economies. Their construction of the Global 

Competiveness Index is based on the approach proposed by Porter’s a professor of Harvard 

Business School. The World Economic Forum, have been evaluating competitiveness Index 

using this approach since 2005, and the approach for evaluating global competitiveness has 

different components, relating to the static and dynamic perspectives, imitating the aspect of 

competiveness are group into 12pillars of competiveness by the World Economic Forum. 

They are 1st Pillar: Institution; 2nd Pillar: Infrastructure; 3rd Pillar: Macroeconomic 

environment; 4th Pillar: Health and primary education; 5th pillar: Higher education; 6th pillar: 

Goods market efficiency; 7th Pillar: Labor market efficiency; 8th pillar: Financial market 

development; 9th pillar Technological; 10th pillar: Market size; 11th Pillar: Business 

sophistication and 12th pillar: Innovation. 

 

The analysis of Competiveness in Central Europe and Eastern Europe which is the objective 

of this study will be based on the twelve pillar of competiveness by the world economic 

forum (Figure1)  
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Figure1: 12 Pillar of Global Competitiveness 

 
 

Source: Global Competitiveness Report 

 

 

Table1: Empirical Literature Review on Pillars of Competitiveness 

Name and 

year  

Data 

source 

Scope 

and 

study 

Country

(s) 

Analysis Results 

  

Dima et 

al. (2018) 

 

GCI 

report, 

2006-

2016 

WEF 

European 

Union  

counties 

Pillar of Competitiveness 

and R&D 

The results showed found 

that innovation and 

education are the main 

determinants of EU 

competitiveness and 

economic convergence 

Naqvi, 

R.S. 

(2016). 

 

GCI 

Report 

2006-

2016 

WEF 

India Pillars of Competitiveness 

and GDP 

His analysis revealed that 

India has improved its 

ranking in corruption, the 

market size, and 

Innovation. 

Global Competitiveness 
Index

Basic 
Requirements

Institutions

Infrastructure

Macroeconomic 
Environment

Health and 
Primary 

Education

Efficiency facilitators

Hiher education 
and training

Goods market 
efficiency

Labor market 
efficiency

Financial market 
development

Technological 
readiness

Market size

Innovation and 
sophistication factors

Business 
Sophistication

Innovation
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Ostoj, I. 

(2015) 

 

 

GCI 

Report 

2007-

2014 

WEF 

EU-

countries 

Pillar of competitive for 

LME 

The results of their 

analysis showed that LME 

diversity may help 

determine what type of 

labor market regimes are 

most efficient 

 

Bujancă, 

G. V., & 

Ulman, S. 

R. (2015) 

GCI 

Report 

2012-

2013 

WEF 

World 

countries 

Competitiveness Pillars 

and economic freedom 

The result of the analysis 

reveals that standard of 

living, rate of employment, 

productivity, commercial 

equilibrium, national 

attractiveness, 

ability of objective 

implementation, are direct 

determined by economic 

freedom 

 . 

 

 

Methodology 

 
The competiveness analysis of the CEE countries was based on the World Economic Forum 

Global Competiveness Index report for 2016-2017. The competiveness of CEE countries is 

analyzed using descriptive statistic, correlation and cluster analysis. The results are presented 

using tables and charts  

 

Table 2: Global Competitiveness Index at CEE-EU Level 

 

Authors own compilation based on Global Competitiveness Index historical dataset,2007-

2017 

 Table 2 shows the competitive of the CEE counties from period 2012-2013 to 2016-2017. 

This gives an overview of the global competiveness index comparing with the CEE-EU 

countries. From the above table comparing the global ranking for the CEE- EU countries for 

the period 2015-2016 and 2016-2017 it is observed that countries such as Bulgaria, Poland, 

Country  

Position 

2012- 

2013 

of 144 

Score 

2012- 

2013 

Position 

2013- 

2014 

of 148 

Score 

2013- 

2014 

Position 

2014- 

2015 

of 144 

Score 

2014- 

2015 

Position 

2015- 

2016 

of 140 

Score 

2015- 

2016 

Position 

2016- 

2017 

of 138 

Score 

2016- 

2017 

Bulgaria  62 4,3  57 4.3 54 4.4 54 4.32 50 4.44 

Croatia  81 4,0  75 4.1 77 4.1 77 4.07 74 4.15 

Czech 
Rep.  

39 4.5 46 4.4 37 4.5 31 4.69 31 4.72 

Hungary  60 4.3 63 4.2 60 4.3 63 4.25 69 4.2 

Poland  41 4.5 42 4.5 43 4.5 41 4.49 36 4.56 

Romania  78 4.1 76 4.1 59 4.3 53 4.32 62 4.3 

Slovakia  71 4.1 78 4.1 75 4.1 67 4.22 65 4.28 

Slovenia  56 4.3 62 4.3 70 4.2 59 4.28 56 4.39 

Estonia  34 4.6 32 4.7 29 4.7 30 4.74 30 4.78 

Lithuania  45 4.4 48 4.4 41 4.5 36 4.55 35 4.6 

Latvia  55 4.3 52 4.4 42 4.5 44 4.45 49 4.45 
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Slovakia, Lithuania and Slovenia made progress in their competiveness raking globally in the 

period under consideration. CEE-EU countries such as Hungary, Romania and Latvia, whiles 

Czech Republic and Estonia remain the positions and made improvement in their scores. 

Comparing neighbors, Bulgaria and Romania who are both post-communist counties and also 

joining the EU in the same year,2017, Bulgaria went up 4 positions from the previous year 

(rank 54 out of 140 countries in 2015 with a score of 4.32 and rank 50 in 2016 with 4.44 point 

for overall competitiveness, whiles Romania in 2015 ranked 53 out of 140 with score 

4.32points and reduced by 9 points in 2016 ranked 62 with a score of 4.3 points for overall 

global competitiveness. 

 

Figure 3: Rank of GDP Per Capita and Global Competitive Index 

 
Source: Authors own construction 

 

Figure 2 is pictorial representation of the ranking of GDP Per Capita and GCI for CEE 

countries. The analysis showed that CEE countries with low rank in GDP have low GCI rank. 

and vice versa. This is confirmed by the line of best fit for figure 2 

 

Table3: Spearman's Rank Correlation Matrix 

  GCI rank GDP Per Capita rank 

GCI rank 1 0.284 
GDP rank 0.397 1 

  Source: results of SPSS version 25 

 

The Spearman’s correlation coefficient shows a weak and positive relationship between the 

GCI and GDP per capita in CEE countries. This also means that countries that have low GDP 

per Capita have low Global Competitive Index and CEE countries with high GDP have high 

GCI. The result has shown that there is a positive relationship between these two indicators in 

CEE countries, but their relationship is not strong. 
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 Table 3: Cluster analysis of CEE-EU Countries on the 12 pillars of competitiveness 

Source: results of SPSS version 25 

 

The analysis in Table 3 is an overall picture of competiveness in the CEE-EU. From the 

cluster analysis results, its observed that CCE-EU countries in cluster one, are Bulgaria, 

Hungary, Poland, Croatia, Romania and Slovakia. Cluster two consist of countries such as 

Czech Republic, Slovenia, Estonia, Lithuania and Latvia. The second cluster is dominated by 

the Baltic states who join the EU in 2004. The analysis further showed that both countries in 

each of the clusters are homogenous in all the twelve pillar of competitiveness comparing 

their individual standard deviation and the that of the overall deviation except in cluster one 

where pillar 8 is not homogenous. The analysis further showed that all the countries in cluster 

one performed well in all the pillars except pillar 10: Market size. The most competitive 

pillars in cluster one are pillar 3: Macroeconomics, pillar 4: Health and primary education, 

pillar 5: Higher education and training and pillar 9: Technological readiness and that of 

cluster two are pillar 3: Macroeconomics, pillar 4: Health and primary education. The analysis 

on cluster 1 showed that all the countries are more competitive except pillar 10: market size. 
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1 

Mean 4.32 4.72 5.58 6.36 5.28 4.70 4.52 4.20 5.38 3.48 4.28 3.78 

N 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 

Std. 

Deviation 

0.44 0.22 0.47 0.13 0.19 0.23 0.33 0.64 0.18 0.54 0.15 0.26 

2 

Mean 3.58 4.15 5.10 5.83 4.60 4.37 4.08 4.03 4.77 4.22 3.82 3.25 

N 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 

Std. 

Deviation 

0.23 0.33 0.37 0.26 0.23 0.19 0.17 0.36 0.20 0.55 0.25 0.14 

Total 

Mean 3.92 4.41 5.32 6.07 4.91 4.52 4.28 4.11 5.05 3.88 4.03 3.49 

N 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 

Std. 

Deviation 

0.50 0.40 0.47 0.34 0.41 0.26 0.33 0.48 0.37 0.65 0.31 0.34 
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Analysis on Competitiveness in CEE Countries based on the 12 Pillars  

 

Table 4.a: The 12 Pillar of Global Competitiveness at CEE-EU Level 

 Countr

y 
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Score  2
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 p
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 p
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Scor

e 

Bulgaria  97 3.5 70 4 42 5.2 57 5.9 56 4.6 57 4.4 

Croatia  89 3.6 46 4.6 84 4.4 66 5.8 49 4.7 95 4.1 

Czech 

Rep.  
54 4.2 43 4.7 19 5.9 25 6.3 27 5.2 36 4.7 

Hungary  113 3.3 62 4.2 47 5.1 78 5.6 72 4.4 59 4.4 

Poland  65 4 53 4.3 45 5.1 38 6.2 37 5 47 4.6 

Romania  92 3.6 88 3.6 28 5.5 88 5.5 67 4.4 80 4.2 

Slovakia  102 3.5 61 4.2 37 5.3 55 6 61 4.5 53 4.5 

Slovenia  58 4.1 39 4.8 58 4.9 16 6.5 22 5.4 42 4.6 

Estonia  23 5.1 33 5 12 6.1 12 6.5 18 5.5 20 5.1 

Lithuania  51 4.2 45 4.7 34 5.4 32 6.3 26 5.3 39 4.6 

Latvia  64 4.0 51 4.4 24 5.6 42 6.2 39 5 49 4.5 

Authors own compilation based on Global Competitiveness Index historical dataset,2007-

2017 

Table 4.a and 4.b is a brief analysis on the overall state of competitiveness for the period 

2016-2017 in the CEE-EU region based on the 12 pillar of competitiveness proposed by 

Porter’s a professor of Harvard Business School and adopted by the World economic forum.  

 

Table 4.b: The 12 Pillar of Global Competitiveness at CEE-EU Level 

 Country 
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Score 
Bulgaria  54 4.4 59 4.1 38 5.1 65 3.9 79 3.8 65 3.4 

Croatia  100 3.9 95 3.6 47 4.7 78 3.5 80 3.8 103 3.1 

Czech Rep.  44 4.5 27 4.7 29 5.5 46 4.4 32 4.5 37 3.8 

Hungary  80 4.1 70 4 54 4.5 53 4.3 113 3.5 80 3.2 

Poland  79 4.1 46 4.2 46 4.8 21 5.1 54 4.1 60 3.4 

Romania  88 4.0 86 3.7 48 4.7 42 4.5 104 3.6 93 3.1 

Slovakia  93 4.0 33 4.6 44 4.8 61 4.0 55 4.1 68 3.3 

Slovenia  85 4.1 118 3.2 35 5.2 84 3.3 48 4.2 33 3.9 
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Estonia  15 5 22 4.8 32 5.4 100 3.0 44 4.3 28 4.1 

Lithuania  59 4.4 60 4.1 27 5.6 77 3.5 42 4.3 39 3.7 

Latvia  34 4.6 52 4.2 34 5.2 96 3.2 58 4.1 64 3.4 

Authors own compilation based on Global Competitiveness Index historical dataset,2007-

2017 

Table 5: A comparative analysis between Romania and Bulgaria on Basic requirement 

  Romania  Bulgaria 

  
Position  Score  Position  Score 

Ist pillar: Institution 
92 3.6 97 3.5 

2nd pillar: Infrastructure   88 3.6 70 4.0 

3rd pillar: Macroeconomic environment 28 5.5 42 5.2 

4th pillar: Health and Primary education 
88 5.5 57 5.9 

Authors own compilation based on Global Competitiveness Index historical dataset,2007-

2017 

Pillar 1: Institution 

Institution as a pillar of competitiveness depends on the efficiency and behavior of 

shareholders in both the private and public sector of a country. The legal framework under 

which individual, firms and government cooperate to regulate the quality of nations public 

institutions. These institutions have strong effect on competitiveness and growth of a country. 

The analysis in Table 2.a and 2.b on the 12 pillars of competitiveness in the CEE-EU 

countries shows that the lowest ranked countries in terms of this pillar are Hungary (113th 

position out of 138 countries), followed by Slovakia (102nd position out of 138 countries) and 

Bulgaria (97th position out of 138 countries). A comparative analysis between neighboring 

countries Romania and Bulgaria in the first pillar which one of the basic requirement of 

competitiveness show that Romania performed better than Bulgaria. Romania was ranked 

92nd out of 138 countries with a score of 3.6points for overall competitiveness, whiles 

Bulgaria was ranked 97th out of 138 countries with score point of 3.5point for overall 

competitiveness. The analysis in (Appendix A) shows that Romania performed well in the 

private and public institutions than their neighbour Bulgaria. 

 

Pillar 2: Infrastructure 

A country cannot growth without infrastructure development. Good roads, railways, ports and 

air transport reduce travel time. A constant power supply in a country with disruption, have 

effect on the production process of enterprises in that country. It is important to consider 

telecommunication network in the infrastructure pillar of competitiveness. A competitive 

country must have wider and rapid flow of information for effective communication all 

economic agencies in the country. The analysis in table 2.a and 2.b revealed that, the most 

competitive country in pillar 2: Infrastructure in the CEE-EU countries are Estonia (33rd 

position out of 138 countries with a scope point of 5) and Slovania (39th position out of 138 

countries with a score point of 4.8 in overall competitiveness in infrastructure. Comparing the 

neighbouring countries Romania and Bulgaria in this pillar, the analysis in table 3 shows that 

Bulgaria was more competitive in this pillar compared to their neighbour Romania. Bulgaria 

is ranked 70th out of 138 with a score of 4.0points, whiles Romania is ranked 88th out of 138 

countries with a score of 3.8point in overall competitiveness for infrastructure. The analysis 

shows that Bulgaria is superior in infrastructure areas such as transport, telecommunication 

network and electricity supply than their neighbour Romania (Appendix B). 
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Pillar 3: Macroeconomic environment 

A stable macroeconomic environment is very essential for business as well the overall 

competitive of a country. A good macroeconomic environment should be accompanied with a 

number of determinants to boost competitiveness. It is fact that macroeconomic stability is 

linked to national economy. In this pillar, the most completive countries are Estonia (12th 

place out of 138 countries, 6.1), Czech Republic (19th position out of 138countries, 5.9), 

Latvia (24th position out of 138, 5.6) and Romania (28th position out of 138 countries, 5.5). 

The least performed CEE-EU countries in this competitive indicator is Croatia (84th position 

out 138 countries with a score of 4.4points in overall competitiveness for macroeconomic 

environment. Analyzing the neighboring countries Romania and Bulgaria comparatively, the 

results displayed in table 5 shows that Romania is more competitive in this pillar than their 

neighbour Bulgaria. Romania is ranked 28th out of 138 and 4th position among CEE-EU 

countries in this pillar whiles, Bulgaria is placed 42nd out of 138 countries and ranked 7th 

among CEE-EU countries in this pillar. The analysis shows that Romania is more competitive 

in macroeconomic indicators such as state budget balance (%GDP), inflation and government 

debt which are used to measure the macroeconomic environment competitiveness than 

neighbour country Bulgaria (Appendix C).   

 

  

Pillar 4: Health and Primary education 

The heath workforce of a countries is one of the indicators that increases competitiveness and 

productivity. A country with poor health status has low productivity which is associated with 

high business cost. An investment is seen as vital for economic sustainability. The sustainable 

of a country is also contributed by the primary education received by the population. In terms 

of this pillar, the most competitive countries in CEE-EU are Estonia (12th position out of 138 

countries), Slovenia (16th position out of 138 countries) and Czech Republic (16th position out 

of 138 countries). The lowest performing country in this pillar among CEE-EU countries is 

Romania, ranked 88th out 138 countries with a score of 5.5points in overall competitiveness 

and placed last among CEE-EU countries. Between Romania and Bulgaria, Bulgaria (57th 

position, 5.9) is ranked higher than Romania (Rank 88th, 5.5), the lowest in this pillar among 

CEE-EU countries. Bulgaria performed better in most of the indicators in this pillar as 

compared to Romania. The analysis shows that Bulgaria is more competitive in indicators 

such as the number of cases of tuberculosis(TB) PER 100,000 inhabitants, HIV prevalence (% 

of total adult population, infant mortality (Number of deaths per 1,000 births), Life 

expectancy, quality of primary education and enrolment rate of primary education at national 

level (%) (Appendix D). 

 

In the basic requirement, Romania is more competitive in Pillar 1: Institution and Pillar 3 

macroeconomic environment whiles Bulgaria is also more competitive in pillar2: 

Infrastructure and pillar 4: Health and Primary education 

 

Table 6: A comparative analysis between Romania and Bulgaria on Efficiency enhances 

  Romania  Bulgaria 

  Position  Score  Position  Score 

5th pillar: Higher education and training 
67 4.4 56 4.6 

6th pillar: Goods market efficiency 
80 4.2 57 4.4 
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7th pillar: Labour market efficiency 
88 4 54 4.4 

8th pillar: Financial market development 
86 3.7 59 4.1 

9th pillar: Technological readiness 48 4.7 38 5.1 

10th pillar: Market size 
42 4.5 65 3.9 

Authors own compilation based on Global Competitiveness Index historical dataset,2007-

2017 

  

Pillar 5: Higher education and training 

A substantial value added needs expert workforce, who has the ability to handle complex task 

and adapt in no time short to the needs of customers. The main target of this pillar is to 

measure the quantity and quality of secondary and tertiary education of a country. Another 

target of this pillar is to consider the willingness of personnel and how it benefited from 

training, since most countries reject this form of expertise at work.  CEE-EU countries that are 

more competitive in this pillar are Estonia (18th, 5.5), Slovenia (22nd ,5.4), Lithuania (26th ,5.3) 

and Czech Republic (27th ,5.2). The least performing CEE-EU country in this indicator is 

Hungary (72nd position with a score of 4.4points for overall competitiveness in this pillar. 

Comparing neighbouring countries Bulgaria and Romania in variables measuring this 

indicator, Romania is competitive in quality of education in mathematics and science, Internet 

access in school and availability of local training services, while Bulgaria is also more 

competitive in secondary school enrolment rate (%), Tertiary education enrolment rate (%), 

Quality general education system and the readiness of staff. (Appendix E). The overall 

analysis in Table 6, shows that Bulgaria is more competitive in this pillar than Romania. 

Bulgaria is ranked 56th and Romania is ranked 67th out of 138 countries. 

 

Pillar 6: Goods market efficiency 

Efficient markets attract only firms whose area of operation is in goods production and 

services that are competitive both at the national and international level. The demand of 

production good and services has effect on the labour market. The most competitive CEE-EU 

country in this pillar is Estonia (20th position with a score of 5.1points for overall 

competitiveness in this pillar and the lowest performing CEE-EU country in this pillar is 

Croatia (rank 95th out of 138 countries). A comparative analysis between neighbouring 

Bulgaria and Romania revealed that Romania is more competitive in indicators such as 

Foreign competitors and the degree of orientation towards the client company for this pillar. 

Bulgaria is also competitive in the following indicators, Domestic competition and the 

sophistication of the client/exigency (Appendix F) The final analysis on this pillar in table 6 

shows that Bulgaria is more competitive in this pillar than its neighbour Romania. Bulgaria is 

ranked 57th out of 138 countries and ranked 8th among CEE-EU countries while Romania is 

ranked 80th out of 138 countries and 9th in CEE-EU countries. 

 

 Pillar 7: Labour market efficiency   

The allocation of workers in an efficient way in an economy can be measured using the 

efficiency and flexibility of its labour market. The flexibility of workforce of an economy is 

just the velocity of moving workers from one economic activity to another with less cost. 

Labour market efficiency and flexibility will not promote changes in salary to bring about 

social disturbances, promote advantages in the workplace and ensure equality between male 

and female workers. If these conditions are met, the country will become more viable for 

workers and talent. Estonia is the most competitive CEE-EU country in this pillar ranked 15th 
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position with a score of 5.0 points for overall competitiveness in this pillar and the least 

performing CEE-EU country in this pillar is Croatia (rank 100th out of 138 countries and 11th 

position among CEE-EU countries). Comparing neighbouring countries Romania and 

Bulgaria in this pillar, the analysis shows that Bulgaria is superior over Romania all the 

indicators measuring this pillar except, Flexibility in wage determination (Appendix G). The 

overall analysis on this pillar shows that Bulgaria is more competitive in this pillar than its 

neighbour Romania. Bulgaria is placed 54 position in this pillar out 138 countries and 

Romania is also ranked 88th position out of 138 countries. The position of Bulgaria in pillar 

among CEE-EU countries is 4th, while that of Romania is 8th with a score of 4.0 for overall 

competitiveness in this pillar. The analysis on efficiency enhancers have shown that Bulgaria 

is more competitive in almost all the pillars measuring efficiency enhancing. They are pillar 5: 

Higher education and training, pillar 6: Goods market efficiency, pillar 7: Labour market 

efficiency, pillar 8: Financial market development and pillar 9: Technological readiness. 

 

Pillar 8: Financial market development 

Resources saved by people in a country and those abroad are allocated by an efficient 

financial sector in the form of entrepreneurial projects and also into investment with high 

rates of return. The allocation of financial resources to private investors will requires a 

sophisticated financial market. In order to achieve an efficient financial sector, banking sector 

must be dependable and clear. The financial market must be regulated by an accredited body 

that will protect the interest of investors and other agents in the economy. 

In terms of this pillar the most competitive CEE-EU country are Estonia and Czech Republic. 

Estonia is ranked 22nd out of 138 countries and 1st in CEE-EU countries, whiles Czech 

Republic is placed 27th out of 138 countries and 2nd among CEE-EU countries. Analysing 

neighbouring countries Romania and Bulgaria comparatively, the results showed that Bulgaria 

is more competitive in all the variables measuring Financial market development apart from 

soundness of the banking system which Romania is Superior over Bulgaria (Appendix H). 

The results of the analysis in 6 shows that Bulgaria is more competitive in this pillar than 

Romania which is positioned 86th out of 138 countries and ranked 9th among CEE-EU 

countries for this pillar. 

 

Pillar 9: Technological readiness 

This pillar measures the quickness at which an economy embraces current technology to 

improve the productivity of its existing industries, with particular focus on information and 

technology events and everyday production processes, boost efficiency and innovation. The 

place a county develops its technology is very important, as far as that country is able to 

increase productivity and competitiveness in international market through effective use of the 

technology. In this Pillar, Estonia is not ranked the most competitive country. Its position is 

taken by Lithuania which is ranked 27th out of 138 countries, with a score of 5.6point in 

overall competitiveness for this pillar. Followed by Czech Republic (29th position, 5.5). The 

lowest ranked CEE-EU country in terms of this pillar is Hungary (ranked 54th position out 

138 countries). The comparison for neighbouring countries Romania and Bulgaria showed 

that Bulgaria is more competitive in almost all the variables measuring this pillar its 

neighbour Romania (Appendix I). Bulgaria is more superior in variables such as Availability 

of latest technologies, integrating technologies in business companies, Subscription to fixed 

broadband internet (per 100 inhabitant and internet subscriptions on mobile devices (per 100 

inhabitants. The analysis in terms of this pillar in table 6 showed that Bulgaria is more 

competitive in this pillar the its neighbour Romania. Bulgaria is placed 38th in this pillar out 

of 138 countries and 6th among CEE-EU countries, Whiles Romania is Ranked 48th out 138 

countries and 10th in CEE –EU countries. 
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Pillar 10: Market size 

The productivity of an economy is affected by its market size, since an economy with large 

market size allows firms to achieve economies of scale. However, the market at the disposal 

of firms are controlled by national boundaries, but currently, in the age of globalization, we 

replace domestic market with international market and in most cases domestic demand is 

replaced with export. 

 

In terms of this pillar Croatia and Latvia are the lowest CEE-EU ranked countries. Croatia is 

position 100th out of 138 countries and Latvia ranked 97th out of 138 countries. The most 

performing ECC-EU in terms of this pillar is Poland (21st position, with a score of  5.1point 

for overall competitiveness in this pillar. The comparative analysis results for Romania and 

Bulgaria represented in Appendix J, reveals that Romania is more competitive in this pillar 

than its neighbour Bulgaria. Bulgaria is more superior in indicators such as Domestic market 

size, Foreign market size compared to Bulgaria. Romania is ranked 42nd out of 138 countries 

and 2nd among CEE-EU countries. Its neighbour Bulgaria is positioned 65th out of 138 

countries and ranked 7th among CEE-EU countries. 

 

The analysis on efficiency enhancers have shown that Bulgaria is more competitive in almost 

all the pillars measuring efficiency enhancing. They are pillar 5: Higher education and 

training, pillar 6: Goods market efficiency, pillar 7: Labour market efficiency, pillar8: 

Financial market development and pillar 9: Technological readiness. 

 

Table 7: A comparative analysis between Romania and Bulgaria on Innovation and 

sophistication factors  

  Romania  Bulgaria 

  
Position  Score  Position  Score 

11th pillar: Business sophistication 104 3.6  79 3.8  

12th pillar: Innovation 
93 3,1 65 3.4 

Authors own compilation based on Global Competitiveness Index historical dataset,2007-

2017 

 

Pillar 11: Business sophistication  

The degree of business sophistication in a country is mostly denoted by two linked elements, 

namely; general business network of a country and the quality of operations and strategies of 

individual firms.  The two elements are mostly important for countries that are in advance 

level of development and their elementary sources of productivity advancement have been 

shattered. The comparative analysis result between Romania and Bulgaria shows Bulgaria’s 

superior over Romania in terms of this pillar. Bulgaria is more competitive in all the 

indicators of this pillar, except marketing as shown in appendix K. Bulgaria (placed 79th out 

of 138 countries,3.8) and Romania (104th position, 3.6).  

 

Pillar 12: Innovation 

Innovation is an essential element for economies forthcoming to border of knowledge and 

value developed through simple addition and edition of technologies tend to disappear. In 

such economies, companies must plan and developed quality products and process in order 

keep its competitive advantage over other competitors and concentrate activities with higher 

additional value. The most competitive CEE-EU country in the indicator are Estonia (28th 
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position, 4.1) and Slovenia (Ranked 33rd position, 3.9). The lowest performing CEE-EU 

country in the pillar is Croatia (placed 103rd position with a score of 3.1point in overall 

competitiveness in this pillar. In terms of results recorded for this pillar Bulgaria performed 

better than Romania. Bulgaria is ranked 65th, with a score of 3.4, of whiles Romania (65th 

,3.4). The analysis in appendix L shows that Bulgaria is more competitive in the variables 

measuring this indicator, hence being more competitive in this pillar than their neighbour 

Romania. 

The analysis in Table 7 shows that Bulgaria is more competitive in pillar 11 and 12 a measure 

for innovation and sophistication. In conclusion, Bulgaria is more competitive in innovation 

and sophistication than its neighbour Romania. 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

The global competitive report of the World Economic Forum provides the most detailed 

performance of developed and developing economies worldwide. The assessment of the 

performance of Bulgaria and Romania based on the Global Competitiveness report, 216-2017 

of the World Economic forum reveals that Bulgaria is more competitive in market efficiency 

and Innovation and sophistication than its neighbor Romania. They were competitive in 

almost all the pillars with the exception of Ist pillar: Institution, 3rd pillar: Macroeconomic 

environment and 10th pillar: Market size. The rank correlation analysis has also shown high 

GDP per capita could also contribute to the competitiveness in CEE countries. Even though 

the relationship is not strong, however, improvement in GDP per capita cannot be ignored 

when considering indicators to increase competiveness in CEE countries. 
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APPENDICES 
 

Appendix A: Comparative analysis of Romania and Bulgaria on variables in pillar 1 – 

Institutions 

  Romania  Bulgaria 

  Position  Score  Position  Score 

Intellectual property rights  88 4 114 3.6 

Ethics and corruption in the public sector  105 2.8 91 3.1 

Judiciary independence  70 3.9 110 3 

Officials favoritisms  119 2.2 97 2.7 

Public sector’s performances  113 2.9 95 3.2 

Terrorism costs  40 5.7 107 4.5 

Organized crime costs  61 5.1 118 3.7 

Violence costs  39 5.3 97 4 

Police services  80 4.2 105 3.5 

Authors own compilation based on Global Competitiveness Index historical dataset,2007-

2017 

 

B: Comparative analysis of Romania and Bulgaria on variables in pillar 2 – Infrastructure 

  Romania  Bulgaria 

  Position  Score  Position  Score 

The quality of roads infrastructure  128 2.6 94 3.4 

The quality of rail transport infrastructure  79 2.4 54 3.1 

The quality of port infrastructure  98 3.4 79 4.0 

The quality of air transport infrastructure  101 3.7 77 4.1 

The quality of electricity supply  75 4.7 79 4.6 

The number of mobile phones per cent of residents  88 107.1 46 129.0 

Authors own compilation based on Global Competitiveness Index historical dataset,2007-

2017 

  

Appendix C: Comparative analysis of Romania and Bulgaria on variables in pillar 3 – 

Macroeconomic environment  

  Romania  Bulgaria 

 
Position  Value  Position  Value 

State budget balance (% of GDP)  32 -1.5 63 -2.9 

Gross savings of households (% GDP)  44 24.4 49 23.5 

Inflation (annual% change)  77 -0.6 91 -1.1 

Government debt (% GDP)  51 39.4 20 26.9 

Authors own compilation based on Global Competitiveness Index historical dataset,2007-

2017 
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Appendix D: Comparative analysis of Romania and Bulgaria on variables in pillar 3 –Health 

and primary education 

  Romania  Bulgaria 

  Position  value  Position  value 

The number of cases of tuberculosis (TB) per 
100,000 inhabitants  

87 81 57 27 

HIV prevalence (% of total adult population)  1*  0.1 1*  0,1 

Infant mortality (no. Deaths per 1,000 births)  59 9.7 58 9.3 

Life expectancy  63 75.1 59 75.4 

The quality of primary education  79 3.9 67 4.1 

The enrolment rate of primary education at the 

national level (%)  
114 87 72 94.5 

Authors own compilation based on Global Competitiveness Index historical dataset,2007-

2017 

 

 

Appendix E: Comparative analysis of Romania and Bulgaria on variables in pillar 5 – Higher 

education and training 

  Romania  Bulgaria 

  Position  Score  Position  Score 

Secondary school enrollment rate (%)  63 94.8 41 100.9 

Tertiary education enrollment rate (%)  50 53.2 26 70.8 

Quality general education system  121 2.8 91 3.3 

The quality of education in mathematics and 

sciences  
32 4.7 75 4 

Quality education in management  121 3.4 111 3.6 

Internet access in schools  44 4.8 52 4.6 

Availability of local training services  99 3.9 111 3.7 

The readiness of staff  103 3.5 102 3.5 

Authors own compilation based on Global Competitiveness Index historical dataset,2007-

2017 

 

Appendix F: Comparative analysis of Romania and Bulgaria on variables in pillar 6– Goods 

market efficiency 

  Romania  Bulgaria 

  Position  Score  Position  Score 

Domestic competition  87 4.4 58 4.6 

Foreign competition  38 4.9 44 4.8 

The sophistication of the client / exigency  122 2.7 82 3.3 
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The degree of orientation towards the client 

companies  
69 4.6 73 4.6 

Authors own compilation based on Global Competitiveness Index historical dataset,2007-

2017 

 

Appendix G: Comparative analysis of Romania and Bulgaria on variables in pillar 7– Labour 

market efficiency 

  Romania  Bulgaria 

  Position  Score  Position  Score 

Cooperation in labor relations (worker - 
employer)  

106 4 92 4.2 

Flexibility in wage determination  31 5.4 71 5 

Hiring and firing practices  82 3.6 60 3.9 

The effect of taxation on incentives to work  119 3.1 66 3,9 

Correlation productivity talent - their 

remuneration  
89 3.7 67 4 

The country's ability to attract talent  127 2.2 110 2.5 

The country's ability to retain talent  133 2.1 125 2.6 

The rate of female participation in the labor force 
(compared to men)  

81 0.77 35 0.89 

Authors own compilation based on Global Competitiveness Index historical dataset,2007-

2017 

 

Appendix H: Comparative analysis of Romania and Bulgaria on variables in pillar 8– 

Financial market development 

  Romania  Bulgaria 

  
Position  Score  Position  Score 

The degree of satisfaction of the needs of business 
from the financial services 

available 

125 3.4 57 4.5 

Availability of financial services  121 2.9 67 3.8 

Financing through local equity markets  123 2.6 75 3.5 

Ease of access to credit  110 3.1 61 4.1 

Availability of venture capital  125 2.1 47 3.1 

Soundness of the banking system  90 4.4 107 4.2 

Regulate trade in securities  114 3.5 100 3.8 

Authors own compilation based on Global Competitiveness Index historical dataset,2007-

2017 

 

Appendix I: Comparative analysis of Romania and Bulgaria on variables in pillar 9– 

Technology readiness 

  Romania  Bulgaria 

  Position  Score  Position  Score 

Availability of latest technologies  71 4,8  63 4,9 

Integrating technologies into business companies  88 4,3  56 4,7 

Internet users (% of population)  70 55,8  68 56,7 

Subscriptions to fixed broadband internet (per 100 

inhabitants)  
44 19,8  41 22,4 
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Internet bandwidth (kb / s / user)  22 146 23 145,2 

Internet subscriptions on mobile devices (100 

inhabitants)  
50 63,5  27 81,3 

Authors own compilation based on Global Competitiveness Index historical dataset,2007-

2017 

 

Appendix J: Comparative analysis of Romania and Bulgaria on variables in pillar 10– Market 

size 

  Romania  Bulgaria 

  Position  Score  Position  Score 

Domestic market size  42 4,3  71 3,5 

Foreign market size  39 5,2  56 4,8 

Exports (% of GDP)  44 44,6  19 68,7 

Authors own compilation based on Global Competitiveness Index historical dataset,2007-

2017 

 

Appendix K: Comparative analysis of Romania and Bulgaria on variables in pillar 11– 

Business sophistication  

  Romania  Bulgaria 

  Position  Score  Position  Score 

Local suppliers - quantitatively  112 4.0 78 4.4 

Local suppliers - quality  72 4.3 46 4.6 

Stage cluster development  104 3.2 78 3.6 

General nature of the competitive 

advantage held by companies in the foreign 

market 

118 2.7 87 3.2 

Control of international distribution  115 3 76 3.5 

The complexity of the production process  97 3.4 68 3.8 

Marketing  100 4.1 112 3.9 

Authors own compilation based on Global Competitiveness Index historical dataset,2007-

2017 

 

 

Appendix L: Comparative analysis of Romania and Bulgaria on variables in pillar 12– 

Innovation  

  Romania  Bulgaria 

  Position  Score  Position  Score 

The innovativeness  80 4,0  59 4,3 

The quality of scientific research 

institutions  
71 3,8  64 3,9 

Research & development expenditure of 

companies  
111 2,8  50 3,5 

University-industry collaboration on 

research and development  
80 3,3  74 3,4 

Patents (deposits per million inhabitants)  52 3,4  45 7,0 

Authors own compilation based on Global Competitiveness Index historical dataset,2007-

2017 
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Abstract 
Empirical investigation about industrial location and its changes take two different but 

connected approaches. First refers to the question whether regions are becoming more 

specialized and the second approach examines the question whether industries (or economic 

activities) are becoming more concentrated. Aim of this paper is to examine the processes of 

economic concentration and regional specialization and to compare them on the example of 

NUTS2 regions of the EU. Specialization and concentration have long been treated as very 

close phenomena, if not identical. They usually move in the same way over time but they can 

also take opposite directions. The favourable situation is when regional specialization is 

increasing and the concentration of economic activity is decreasing. This generally means 

that regions become more specialized in the production of some product or service which can 

boost their economy and enhance their competitiveness. On the other hand, lesser 

concentration means that economic activity is evenly distributed in space which can have 

positive benefits on local economy. In order to examine the movement of regional 

specialisation and economic concentration on the example of 237 NUTS 2 regions of the 

European union, Herfindahl-Hirschmann index was calculated as an absolute measurement 

of these two phenomena from 2005 to 2017. The results of the analysis show that 

specialisation and concentration both increased in the observed time period but their 

movement was not synchronised, especially in the eve of the financial crisis in 2008 when the 

specialisation decreased and the concentration increased. 

 

Keywords: industrial concentration, regional specialization, European Union, NUTS 2 

regions, Herfindahl-Hirschman (HH) index 

 

JEL classification: L60, R10, R12  

 

Introduction 
 

Specialization and concentration have long been treated as very close phenomena, if not 

identical. At the theoretical level, the relationship between concentration and specialization 

depends on theoretical background, while empirical analysis uses the same data for both 

phenomena. Identification of these processes has its basis in treating trade and location as 

“two sides of the same coin” (Isard, 1956, pp 207). Ohlin (1933) argued that the theory of 

international trade is only a part of the general theory of localization. But the real merge of the 

two theories has happened recently under the influence of “New economic geography” in 

which the typical elements of trade theory, such as the externalities and imperfect competition 

were successfully incorporated in the theory of location.  

Aiginger (1999) points out several reasons for studying the problem of concentration and 

specialisation in the context of EU economic policy and competitiveness: first, companies’ 

decisions on their optimal size and location are the main channel through which integration 

processes increase the efficiency and competitiveness of the common EU market. If 
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production factors and natural advantages are unevenly distributed across countries, this will 

certainly lead to greater specialisation. Countries with more expensive labour and higher 

wages will specialize in highly productive industries with an emphasis on R&D activities 

while countries with low labour costs and lower wages will specialize in labour-intensive 

activities. Second, the specialisation of countries in the production of narrow product groups 

may increase the risk of “asymmetric shocks”.  

 

Dalum et al. (1998) analyzed the relationship between concentration and specialization by 

studying the export specialization of 20 OECD countries in period 1965-1992. They 

concluded that the processes can move in opposite directions at different speeds. Furthermore, 

Amiti (1999), Hallet (2000), Traistaru, Nijkamp and Longhi (2002), Traistaru, Iara and Pauna 

(2002), Aiginger and Davies (2004), Goschin et al. (2009), Cutrini (2010), Neagu and Neagu 

(2016) and others have dealt in their papers with the problem of concentration and 

specialization in European countries. Suedekum (2006) examined concentration and 

specialisation of Germany for all levels of territorial aggregation 1993-2001 and concluded 

that there is no evidence neither for specialisation nor concentration of economic activity. 

Park (2003) and Long and Zhang (2012) examined the processes of concentration and 

specialization in Eastern Asia. More recently, Churski et al. (2017) systematically examined 

old measures for regional specialisation and presented new statistical models which can be 

used in regional policy.  

 

Empirical investigation about industrial location and its changes take two different but 

connected approaches. First refers to the question whether regions are becoming more 

specialized. Therefore, the focus is on the productive/industrial structure of the region. The 

second approach examines the question whether industries are becoming more concentrated. 

Here, the emphasis is more on industries and less on regions, i.e. the aim is to examine 

geographical changes in the distribution of an industry across regions. Regional specialization 

examines whether the share of a region (or a location) in the production of a good is relatively 

higher in relation to the shares of other regions (or locations). For a region it can be said that it 

is highly specialized if a small number of industries have large (combined) share in the 

economy of a region. On the other hand, geographic concentration shows to what extent some 

small area of a national territory has a share in a particular economic phenomenon. If a 

particular industry is analysed, geographical concentration is used to measure distribution of 

its regional shares. High concentration of industry means that much of the production is 

located in one or several regions. Geographic concentration and regional specialization can be 

measured by absolute and relative indicators. There are a number of suggested indicators in 

the literature, each of which has its advantages and disadvantages. In this paper, concentration 

and specialization will be examined using the Herfindahl-Hirschman index on the basis of 

data on Gross value added at basic prices (GVA) collected by Eurostat for NUTS 2 regions of 

the EU for period 2005-2017. The lack of data for Polish and French NUTS 2 regions limited 

the analysis sample to 237 NUTS 2 regions, instead of 276.  

 

 

Herfindahl-Hirschman index of concentration and specialization  
 

Herfindahl-Hirschman (HH) index is commonly used indicator of concentration and 

specialization. As an absolute measure of specialization, HH index is defined as the sum of 

squares of industry share in total production. The value of 1 indicates that a region is fully 

specialized in one industry while close to 0 means a high value of diversification. The similar 

calculation of HH index is in the case of concentration but instead of aggregating the industry, 
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the regions are aggregated for a particular industry. The HH specialization index takes the 

following form:    

 𝑯𝑗
𝑐 = ∑(𝒈𝑖𝑗

𝑐 )2

𝑛

𝑖=1

  

where: 

 

 𝒈𝑖𝑗
𝑐 =

𝑿𝑖𝑗

∑ 𝑿𝑖𝑗
𝑛
𝑖=1

=
𝑿𝑖𝑗

𝑿𝑗
  

For specialization, HH index is calculated as: 

 𝑯𝑖
𝑠 = ∑(𝒈𝑖𝑗

𝑠 )2

𝑚

𝑗=1

  

where: 

 𝒈𝑖𝑗
𝑠 =

𝑿𝑖𝑗

∑ 𝑿𝑖𝑗
𝑚
𝑗=1

=
𝑿𝑖𝑗

𝑿𝑖
  

 

𝑯𝑗
𝑐 – Hefindahl-Hirschman index of concentration; 

𝑯𝑖
𝑠 – Herfindahl-Hirschman index of specialization; 

i – region; j – sector; 

X – total gross value added;  

Xij – gross value added in sector j and region i; 

Xj – total gross value added of sector j; 

Xi – total value added in region i; 

𝒈𝑖𝑗
𝑐  – share of region i in total national value of sector j; 

𝒈𝑖𝑗
𝑠 – share of sector j in total value of region i. 

 

 

Concentration of economic activity in the EU41 
 

Calculation of the HH index of concentration is based on Eurostat data on gross value added 

(GVA) for NUTS 2 regions in period 2000-2017. Data show that sector Financial and 

insurance activities (K) was in 2017 the most concentrated sector with value of HH index 

0.0195. It is followed by the sector Information and communication (J) with HH index value 

of 0.0170 and the sector Professional, scientific and technical activities and administration 

(M, N) with HH index value of 0.0118. The most scattered activity across NUTS2 regions of 

the EU was sector Construction (F) with HH index value of 0.0071 (Table 1).  

 

Table 1: Herfindahl-Hirschman index of concentration - Gross value added at current prices, 

2005-2017 

NACE Rev.2 activity  2005 2009 2013 2017 

A Agriculture, forestry and fishing  0.0106 0.0104 0.0095 0.0106 

B,D,E Industry 0.0076 0.0081 0.0081 0.0076 

C Manufacturing 0.0100 0.0100 0.0104 0.0111 

 
41 French and Polish NUTS 2 regions are excluded from this analysis because of the lack of data.  
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F Construction  0.0093 0.0093 0.0076 0.0073 

G,H,I Wholesale and retail trade, transport, 

accomodation and food service activities 0.0088 0.0089 0.0086 0.0087 

J Information and communication 0.0152 0.0152 0.0155 0.0170 

K Financial and insurance activities 0.0170 0.0168 0.0176 0.0195 

L Real estate activities 0.0090 0.0093 0.0092 0.0088 

M,N Professional, scientific and technical 

activities; administrative and support service 

activities 0.0125 0.0120 0.0119 0.0118 

O,P,Q Public administration, defence, education, 

human health and social work activities  0.0075 0.0076 0.0074 0.0074 

R,S,T,U Other service activities 0.0100 0.0103 0.0101 0.0100 

Source: Author’s calculations using data from Eurostat database (2020) [nama_10r_3gva] 

 

When HH index of concentration is analyzed through time, it is evident that its movement is 

not uniform. Namely, for four sectors the HH index of concentration increased in period 

2000-2017 (most notably for sectors Finance and insurance activities (K) and Information and 

communication (J)) and for seven sectors the HH index declined (the largest decrease was for 

Construction (F)) (Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1: Change (%) of the Herfindahl-Hirschman index of concentration using data on 

gross value added for the EU NUTS 2 regions 2005/2017 

 
Source: Author’s calculations using data from Eurostat database (2020) [nama_10r_3gva] 

 

It is interesting to notice that for Manufacturing (C) the HH index increased from 2005-2017 

which means that this sector has become more spatially concentrated, i.e. manufacturing 

became unevenly distributed across NUTS 2 regions of the EU. At the same time, European 

Union is faced with the process of deindustrialization. Since 1995 until 2017, the share of 

manufacturing in total GVA of the EU has declined from 20% to 16% (Figure 2).    
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Figure 2: Comparison of the share (%) of Manufacturing in total GVA of the EU and HH 

index for Manufacturing 2005-2017 

  
Source: Author’s calculations using data from Eurostat database (2020) [nama_10r_3gva] 

 

Figure 2 displays comparative movement of the share (%) of Manufacturing (C) in total GVA 

of the EU and the HH index of concentration. In the same time as Europe is facing with the 

relative decline of industry (notably manufacturing) in economy, it is becoming more 

concentrated.  

 

 

Regional specialization in the EU 
 

Herfindahl-Hirschman index has also been used to calculate degree of specialization for 

NUTS 2 regions. Data on GVA for period 2005-2017 has also been used to examine trends in 

regional specialization for 237 NUTS 2 regions. Data show that the most specialized regions 

in 2017 were Southern (Ireland) (HH specialization index is 0.3519), Notio Aigaio (0,2886), 

Ciudad Autónoma de Melilla (HH specialization index is 0.2853), Ciudad Autónoma de 

Ceuta (0.2844) and. The least specialized regions, i.e. with the lowest value of HH index were 

Bucuresti – Ilfov (0.1250), Kontinentalna Hrvatska (0.1251) and Helsinki-Uusimaa (0.1253) 

(Table 2).  

  

 

Table 2: Herfindahl-Hirschman index of specialization-Gross value added at basic prices by 

NUTS 2 regions 2005-2017 

NUTS 2 regions with highest HH index 2005 2009 2013 2017 

Southern (Ireland) 0.1773 0.1904 0.1787 0.3519 

Notio Aigaio 0.2982 0.2739 0.2690 0.2886 

Ciudad Autónoma de Melilla (ES) 0.2936 0.2927 0.3060 0.2853 

Ciudad Autónoma de Ceuta (ES) 0.2883 0.2913 0.2987 0.2844 

Ionia Nisia 0.2911 0.2506 0.2494 0.2605 

Közép-Dunántúl 0.2098 0.1996 0.2168 0.2325 

Strední Cechy 0.1939 0.1895 0.1980 0.2279 

Algarve 0.1870 0.1851 0.2134 0.2235 
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Nyugat-Dunántúl 0.1882 0.1910 0.2112 0.2226 

Braunschweig 0.1933 0.1717 0.1948 0.2206 

NUTS 2 regions with lowest HH index 2005 2009 2013 2017 

Surrey, East and West Sussex 0.1312 0.1308 0.1269 0.1304 

Eesti 0.1362 0.1289 0.1311 0.1301 

Leipzig 0.1251 0.1256 0.1268 0.1292 

Hampshire and Isle of Wight 0.1300 0.1268 0.1259 0.1286 

Stockholm 0.1299 0.1282 0.1269 0.1284 

East Anglia 0.1291 0.1277 0.1299 0.1284 

Gloucestershire, Wiltshire and 

Bristol/Bath area 

0.1272 0.1265 0.1278 0.1271 

Helsinki-Uusimaa 0.1385 0.1312 0.1328 0.1253 

Kontinentalna Hrvatska 0.1274 0.1191 0.1222 0.1251 

Bucuresti - Ilfov 0.1420 0.1253 0.1140 0.1250 

Source: Author’s calculations using data from Eurostat database (2020) [nama_10r_3gva] 

 

 

Comparison and relationship between concentration and specialization on 

the example of NUTS 2 regions of the EU   
 

By calculating Herfindal-Hirschman index for concentration of economic activity and 

regional specialization it is possible to compare these two phenomena. If average values of 

concentration and specialization indices are calculated, it can be seen that in period 2005-

2017 concentration of economic activity was increasing from 2005 to 2009 and after 2009 it 

declined. The lowest point was in 2012 and after that it steadily rose reaching the final value 

of 0.0109 in 2017. For regional specialization, movement was slightly different. From 2005 to 

2009 the HH index for specialisation declined and it reached the lowest point in 2009. After 

that year, it was mostly growing and in 2017 it amounted 0.1570 (Figure 3).  

 

Figure 3: Comparison of concentration and specialization on the example of NUTS 2 regions 

in the EU 

 

 
Source: Author’s calculations using data from Eurostat database (2020) [nama_10r_3gva] 
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Although in most of the literature these two phenomena are identified and treated as related, 

these processes can go in reverse directions as it can be seen on the example of the EU around 

2009. Reverse direction of motion is considered problematic if the concentration increases 

and specialization decreases. On the other hand, increasing specialization is desirable because 

it increases productivity, while increasing concentration is undesirable because it can cause an 

increase in the difference in income p.c.  

 

 

Conclusion  
 

Regional specialization examines whether the share of a region in the production of a good is 

relatively higher in relation to the shares of other regions. For a region it can be said that it is 

highly specialized if a small number of industries have large (combined) share in the economy 

of a region. On the other hand, geographic concentration shows to what extent some small 

area of a national territory has a share in a particular economic phenomenon. If a particular 

industry is analysed, geographical concentration is used to measure distribution of its regional 

shares. 

The analysis has shown that divergent movements of concentration and specialization are 

possible and in some cases they can be considered as independent processes because they do 

not always have to move in the same directions and at the same rate. 

The analysis showed that in the case of NUTS 2 regions of the EU both the concentration of 

economic activity and regional specialization increased. The most interesting finding is their 

divergent movement before and during the global financial crisis, especially when the 

specialisation is decreasing and the concentration is rising. 
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Abstract  

A low carbon economy is part of the green economy based on low energy consumption and 

low environmental pollution in order to prevent further consequences for global economies 

and human life. Shifting to a low carbon economy on a global scale might bring extensive 

benefits for countries around the world.  The European Union Member States took first steps 

towards a low carbon economy in 1990 when they agreed to implement the first European 

climate target, namely, to soothe greenhouse gas emissions of the European Community at 

1990 levels by 2000. During the years, the EU worked on frameworks that will help them to 

stabilize greenhouse gas emissions and will have an impact on the European economy. In 

2005, the European Union established the EU ETS known as the world's first international 

emissions trading system. The EU ETS has proved that putting a price on carbon and trading 

can work, furthermore since the EU ETS has been established, greenhouse gas emissions 

from sectors covered by the system are lower than in 2005. In March 2020, the EU proposed 

the long-term strategy with the most important objective - to become the first continent by 

2050 with zero greenhouse gas emissions. This paper examines differences between Central 

and Eastern European countries (CEE countries) who are Member States of the EU and the 

other EU Member States. Their progress regarding lower energy consumption and lower 

pollution for the period 2008 to 2017. This paper intends to discover differences between 

CEE countries and the Member States in their greenhouse gas emissions and their 

greenhouse gas emissions per GDP. Out of 12 CEEC defined by OECD, 11 countries were 

analyzed since Albania is not Member State of the EU. Data on greenhouse gas emissions for 

all the countries were obtained from Eurostat, the data for the gross domestic product (GDP) 

per country in US dollars. Univariate and bivariate statistical methods were used to analyze 

differences between countries and to give recommendations for further research. 

 

Keywords: low carbon economy, greenhouse gas emissions, Central and Eastern European 

Countries, frameworks 

 

JEL classification: Q58, P18 

 

 

Introduction 
 

In the past few decades, climate change is the main topic among many scientists, country 

leaders, and other professionals as well as non-professionals. Many organizations such as the 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), the United Nations (UN), the United 

Nation Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNEP), the World Meteorological 

Organization (WMO) and many other are emphasizing the awareness about that topic saying 
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it is essential to deal with climate change. The first thing connected to climate change is the 

level of greenhouse gas emissions where the levels of carbon dioxide (CO2) in the atmosphere 

are seen as the main problem.  

 

The term low carbon economy was first mentioned in 2003 in a white paper for the British 

Department for Trade and Industry called “Our energy future – creating a low carbon 

economy." A low carbon economy is described as “a green ecological economy based on low 

energy consumption” (Chen and Wang, 2016:252). Concepts such as green economy, green 

growth, and low carbon economy have become increasingly popular as a way out of the 

economic crisis in the international discourse of organizations such as the OECD, the UN and 

the EU in 2008 in conjunction with the financial crisis (Council of the Baltic Sea States, 2013, 

as cited in Olsen, 2012; Allen & Clouth, 2012). Each of the concepts has been utilized in an 

assortment of ways covering a run of concerns such as green advancement or mitigation of 

climate change (Huberty, Gao, Mandell & Zysman, 2011; Allen & Clouth, 2012). 

 

The United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) characterizes green economy as an 

economy "that results in improved human well-being and social equity, while significantly 

reducing environmental risks and ecological scarcities." UNEP's definition is considered as 

the foremost broadly utilized definition of green economy underlining the significance of 

"getting the economy right" as a prerequisite for accomplishing sustainability (EEA, 2011; 

UNEP, 2011:2). As one of the most influential leading bodies in the development of green 

growth strategies, the OECD has described the term green economy as "fostering economic 

growth and development while ensuring that natural assets continue to provide the resources 

and environmental services on which our well-being relies. To do this, it must catalyze 

investment and innovation, which will underpin sustained growth and give rise to new 

economic opportunities” (OECD, 2011:9).  

 

If the focus is set on the concept of the low carbon economy, the emphasis is unambiguously 

on greenhouse gas emissions and how to reduce them. The concept of the low carbon 

economy in the narrow sense is described as an economy characterized by activities that emit 

low levels of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere (Council of the Baltic Sea States, 2013, as 

cited in Levy, 2010). The main objectives of the transition towards low carbon economy are 

related to increased energy efficiency, clean and renewable energy, as well as green GDP via 

technological innovation, involving all sectors (Regions for Suitable Change, 2011). Also, it 

is essential to find suitable practices and technologies that produce less GHG emissions while 

not compromising economic growth.  

 

In the last half a century, air quality has significantly improved in Europe thanks to the 

adoption of more and more stringent regulations and the deployment of appropriate 

technologies. Nevertheless, objectives that are set by these regulations need to be 

accomplished, and significant room for improvement remains among all observed sectors. 

The European Commission sets three crucial goals as smart growth, sustainable growth, and 

inclusive growth within its document Europe 2020 Strategy. In particular, regarding 

sustainable growth, few actions are highlighted, such as competitiveness, combating climate 

change, and clean and efficient energy. Under "clean and efficient energy," specific objectives 

have been defined: 20% increase in energy efficiency, 20% of energy from renewable sources 

that shall help to reduce oil and gas imports, as well as costs and emissions, to secure energy 

supply and to create jobs. A resource-efficient and low carbon economy is the policy goal 

(Council of the Baltic Sea States, 2013, as cited in EC 2010). To set the regulation more 

rigorous, in 2015, the European Union, as a signatory of the Paris Agreement, has set 

ambitious targets in terms of greenhouse emission reductions (Crippa, Oreggioni, Guizzardi, 
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Muntean, Schaaf, Lo Vullo, Solazzo, Monforti-Ferrario, Olivier, & Vignati, 2019). These 

targets are set very high, and they will be a crucial topic of the future Commission's political 

agenda since it has the objective of becoming the first carbon-neutral continent by 2050. 

Nevertheless, it is essential to know that global effort is needed to act and monitor emission 

reduction policies. Therefore, the imperative is on the development of transparent and 

consistent emission inventories at the global scale becomes crucial for the identification and 

assessment of undertaken measures. 

 

 

Historical overview of the transition towards low carbon economy in the 

EU 
 

In the last few decades confronting climate change is one of the most critical challenges that 

the global community is facing. If a country wants to tackle climate change, it can reduce 

greenhouse gas emissions. However, energy-related activities are and will stay a significant 

wellspring of greenhouse gas emissions at the worldwide level, in the most recent decades the 

European Union has prevailing with regards to decoupling the energy sector from the 

financial development. Without a doubt, the progress to an advanced, low carbon, and the 

energy-efficient economy is in progress, and Europe is on a dependable pathway to meeting 

its Paris Agreement duties signed in 2015.     

 

In 1990, EU leaders consented to execute the main European atmosphere target, in particular, 

to settle greenhouse gas emissions of the European countries at 1990 levels by 2000. This 

objective was generally planned as an indicator to the worldwide community about the 

aspirations of Europe, as EU leaders did not decide around then how the objective ought to be 

reached or who might do what among its Member States (Oberthür, 2010). 

 

In 1996 the European Community initially settled its longstanding objective to keep global 

temperature ascend beneath 2°C contrasted with pre-industrial levels (Council of the 

European Union, 1996). In anticipation of the forthcoming summit in Kyoto and to encourage 

universal responsibilities to environmental change by leading through example, a particular 

greenhouse gas emissions decrease focus of 15% in 2010 (contrasted with 1990 levels) was 

settled upon by EU Ministers in mid-1997, which the EU would distribute within in an 

alleged " burden-sharing " consent to present explicit national focuses for every one of the 15 

Member States (otherwise called the "EU bubble") (Prahl, 2014). 

 

As UNFCC refers to, at the climate summit in Kyoto in December of 1997, the industrialized 

nations conceded to a lot of quantitative greenhouse gas emission objectives, with the 

European Community focusing on 8% decreases of a basket of six greenhouse gas emissions 

during the responsibility time frame 2008-2012 contrasted with 1990 levels (UNFFC, 1988). 

That was the most elevated supreme decrease focus among the industrialized nations, yet at 

the same time not exactly the inside concurred decrease objective proposition set out in 

anticipation of Kyoto.  

 

In March 2007, as a method for assisting with encouraging the UN dialogues about objectives 

for the period after 2012, EU Heads of State conceded to establish three objectives alluded to 

as "20-20-20 by 2020". It comprises:  

 
A decrease of greenhouse gas emissions as a minimum of 20% in contrast with 1990 levels,   
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A 20% share of sustainable power sources in definite energy utilization (just as a 10% objective for 

renewable fuels) and  

20% of investment funds on the anticipated EU conclusive energy utilization in 2020 (Prahl, 2014). 

 

To implement the objectives of the “20-20-20 by 2020” framework, the EU introduced a set 

of policies in 2009, known as the "Climate and Energy Package," which consisted of four 

main parts (Prahl, 2014):  
a reviewed Directive on emissions trading (ETS Directive) (European Parliament and the Council, 

2009a), 

the Effort-Sharing Decision (ESD) (European Parliament and the Council, 2009b), 

the Renewable Energy Directive (RED) (European Parliament and the Council, 2001), and 

a Directive on carbon capture and storage (CCS Directive) (European Parliament and the Council, 

2009c). 

 

The adjustment of the ETS Directive presented a solitary EU-wide emissions cap for 

emissions from power and industrial installations, and it instantly stopped the national 

objectives in this sector. Around 45% of EU full emissions are secured by the ETS (Prahl, 

2014, as cited in Hedegaard, 2013). The particular national decrease focuses on the non-ETS 

segments just have been set through an equation dependent on Member States relative 

prosperity (estimated by Gross Domestic Product per capita). Non-ETS segments include 

households, buildings, transport, agriculture, services, and smaller industrial installations and 

represents around 55% of EU emissions (Prahl, 2014).   

 

In 2009 the EU Heads of State and Government officially embraced the objective to decrease 

emissions by 80-95% by 2050 in contrast with 1990 levels. In the Communication entitled " 

Roadmap to a low carbon economy, "distributed in May 2011, the European Commission 

explained in detail objectives for domestic greenhouse gas emissions for a cost-effective 

pathway to 80-95% reductions in 2050, of 25% in 2020, 40% in 2030 and 60% in 2040 

(Prahl, 2014, as cited in European Commission, 2011) 

 

In October 2014, the European Council settled a new objective framework for 2030 that 

regenerates the triple objective method of 2020. The new reduction objective of greenhouse 

gas emissions set as a minimum of 40% domestic decreases will be allocated into ETS (43% 

in contrast to 2005) and non-ETS sector objectives (30% in contrast to 2005), with the 

concluding required at Member States level (Prahl, 2014).  

 

To emphasize their objectives in greenhouse gas emission reduction, the EU signed the Paris 

Agreement in 2015 and restricted greenhouse gas emissions reduction strategies. Besides, the 

EU submitted in March 2020, a long-term strategy to the UNFCC expressing determination to 

become the first continent by 2050 with zero greenhouse gas emissions. 

 

 

Methodology 
 

To analyze greenhouse gas emissions in the European Union, the authors used secondary data 

available at Eurostat. The analyzed data is reported in annual greenhouse gas inventories from 

the EU to the UN under the UNFCCC. Every greenhouse gas has an alternate ability to cause 

global warming, contingent upon its radiative properties, sub-atomic weight, and the 

timeframe it stays in the air. The global warming potential (GWP) of every gas is 

characterized comparable to a given mass of carbon dioxide for a set timeframe, referring to 

the Kyoto Protocol a time of 100 years (Eurostat, 2019). 
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The European Environment Agency (EEA) accumulates a yearly greenhouse gas substance 

inventory report for the benefit of the EU. Assessments of greenhouse gas emissions are 

created for various sources which are allocated in sectors fundamentally as per the 

technological source of emissions, as developed by the IPCC. The five emission source 

sectors include: 
energy (fuel combustion and fugitive emissions from fuels) — which also includes transport; 

industrial processes and product use; 

agriculture; 

land use, land-use change and forestry (LULUCF); and 

waste management (Eurostat, 2019). 

 

As a purpose of the research, the authors analyzed data only for all the sectors mentioned 

above together. Also, the authors used secondary data for the population obtained from the 

World Bank to calculate greenhouse gas emissions per GDP ratio. The World bank describes 

GDP at purchaser's prices as the sum of gross value added by all resident producers in the 

economy plus any product taxes and minus any subsidies not included in the value of the 

products. It is calculated without making deductions for depreciation of fabricated assets or 

depletion and degradation of natural resources. Data are in current US dollars. Dollar figures 

for GDP are converted from domestic currencies using single year official exchange rates 

(World Bank, 2019). 

 

The observed data congregated from Eurostat consists of greenhouse gas emissions for all 

before-mentioned sectors together. Available data has a time range from 2008 until 2017, and 

these years were analyzed. The observed data from the World Bank has a more extended time 

range than the Eurostat data, but in order to conduct the analysis, only data from 2008 until 

2017 was observed. The observed data congregated from World Bank shows the GDP that 

was calculated into millions of US dollars by authors. 

 

All the secondary data gathered from Eurostat and the World Bank represents the data for all 

28 Member States of the EU as well as for ten years of observed time. 

 

Based on research that authors made and the available data to analyze, the following 

hypotheses were set: 

 

H1: The CEE countries have higher greenhouse gas per GDP by country ratio than the other 

Member States.  

H2: The correlation between greenhouse gas emission (in thousands of tons) and GDP (in 

millions of US dollars) is positive in CEE countries. 

 

 

Research findings 
 

Descriptive statistics as a method of univariate statistics were used to describe the sample of 

the conducted analysis. To show the differences between CEE countries and other Member 

States of the EU authors have represented data in tables 1 and 2 that show mean, minimum 

and maximum values of the greenhouse gas emissions and GDP. Additionally, tables 3 and 4 

show the results of bivariate statistical methods that tested hypotheses.  
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Table 16: Greenhouse gas emissions (in thousands of tons) in CEE countries and the Member 

States 

Year  Mean Minimum Maximum 

2008 
CEE countries 81321.52 7208.47 378461.33 

Member States 225332.95 3076.41 956880.54 

2009 
CEE countries 74633.58 9174.70 362226.18 

Member States 208195.99 2880.64 890024.52 

2010 
CEE countries 77109.84 11745.18 381648.18 

Member States 212969.40 2911.94 926173.26 

2011 
CEE countries 77359.78 11496.44 374300.27 

Member States 204262.85 2999.70 904572.58 

2012 
CEE countries 74292.22 9264.45 367328.86 

Member States 202623.76 3189.86 910135.74 

2013 
CEE countries 71651.99 9942.04 361702.70 

Member States 198468.93 2862.74 927962.51 

2014 
CEE countries 71436.04 11481.26 357616.51 

Member States 189294.90 2877.87 888305.23 

2015 
CEE countries 72552.99 12904.51 359888.13 

Member States 190007.12 2191.34 892815.05 

2016 CEE countries 73461.72 10962.25 373079.17 

Member States 188792.63 1899.10 897139.52 

2017 CEE countries 75181.55 9599.35 379935.26 

Member States 190475.98 2155.24 891426.25 

Source: Authors 

 

The data in table 1 represents how do greenhouse gas emissions change during the observed 

time (2008-2017 time-series) in the European Union, whether a country is a CEE country or 

other Member State. In the observed time, both CEE countries and the Member States 

managed to decrease their average greenhouse gas emission in all sectors that are included in 

the analysis. If the Change in the ten years is analyzed, CEE countries managed to decrease 

their average greenhouse gas emissions by 7.55%, whereas the Member States managed to 

decrease them by 15.47%.  

 

Table 17: GDP (in millions of US dollars) in CEE countries and the Member States  

Year  Mean Minimum Maximum 

2008 
CEE countries 139144.02 24371.30 533815.79 

Member States 1036854.09 8977.15 3730027.83 

2009 
CEE countries 117112.80 19744.11 439796.16 

Member States 931179.91 8528.20 3397791.05 

2010 
CEE countries 119402.65 19685.03 479321.46 

Member States 923643.38 8749.17 3396354.08 

2011 
CEE countries 131516.39 23394.84 528832.19 

Member States 997228.29 9510.02 3744408.60 

2012 
CEE countries 122970.16 23192.71 500360.82 

Member States 940393.33 9209.87 3527344.94 

2013 
CEE countries 129339.25 25271.41 524234.32 

Member States 979684.06 10154.46 3732743.45 
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2014 
CEE countries 133235.80 26773.47 545389.13 

Member States 1013497.12 11303.72 3883920.16 

2015 
CEE countries 117240.05 23048.86 477576.87 

Member States 893185.46 10715.55 3360549.97 

2016 CEE countries 119727.51 23996.45 472028.00 

Member States 897607.36 11452.90 3466790.07 

2017 CEE countries 132471.25 26792.76 526216.50 

Member States 935893.55 12768.67 3656749.41 

Source: Authors 

 

Table 2 represents how GDP changes during the analyzed time in CEE countries and the 

Member States. In the observed time, both CEE countries and Member States declined their 

GDP. The CEE countries have the highest average GDP in The CEE countries recorder the 

loss of 4.80% in their GDP in 2017 compared to 2008, while the Member States also recorder 

the loss in GDP in 2017 compared to GDP in 2008 by 9.74%.   

 

To test the set hypothesis, authors used bivariate statistical methods such as t-test to find the 

differences between CEE countries and the Member States and Spearman's rank-order 

correlation to test the relationship between tested variables for CEE countries.  

 

Table 18: Greenhouse gas emission (in thousands of tons) per GDP (in millions of US 

dollars) in CEE countries and the Member States  

Year Country Mean St. deviation T-test 

2008 

 

CEE countries .5170 .2385 t = 3.851, df = 11.318, 

p = 0,003** Member States .2312 .0758 

2009 

 

CEE countries .5386 .2149 t = 4.496, df = 11.792, 

p = 0,001** Member States .2345 .0795 

2010 
CEE countries .5824 .2514 t = 4.324, df = 11.239, 

p = 0,001** Member States .2447 .0775 

2011 
CEE countries .5306 .2399 t = 4.167, df = 11.337, 

p = 0,001** Member States .2194 .0767 

2012 
CEE countries .5267 .2341 t = 3.992, df = 11.986, 

p = 0,002** Member States .2314 .0911 

2013 
CEE countries .4854 .2202 t =3.880, df = 11.818, 

p = 0,002** Member States .2164 .08208 

2014 
CEE countries .4813 .2083 t = 4.200, df = 12.222, 

p = 0,001** Member States .2034 .0857 

2015 
CEE countries .5535 .2232 t = 4.558, df = 12.591, 

p = 0,001** Member States .2277 .0992 

2016 
CEE countries .5313 .2095 t = 4.543, df = 13.028, 

p = 0,001** Member States .2237 .1006 

2017 
CEE countries .4999 .2034 t = 4.292, df = 13.220, 

p = 0,001** Member States .2167 .1008 

**Correlation is significant at the 0.001 level 

Source: Authors 
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Table 3 shows the results of the t-test to analyze the differences between CEE countries and 

Member States in their greenhouse gas emissions per GDP ratio. For all the analyzed years, 

the t-tests show statistically significant differences between countries because the p-value for 

all the tests is lower than 0.05. In other words, CEE countries have higher greenhouse gas 

emissions per GDP ratio than the Member States, and the difference between them is 

statistically significant. Based on the results, the authors do not reject their first hypothesis.  

 

Table 19: The correlation between greenhouse gas emission (in thousands of tons) and GDP 

(in millions of US dollars) in CEE countries and the Member States  
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Table 4 represents the results of Spearman's rank-order correlation to test the relationship 

between tested variables for CEE countries. Spearman's rank-order correlation shows 

statistically significant correlations between analyzed variables for the observed time because 

the p-value for all the tests is lower than 0.001. Specifically, the correlation between 

greenhouse gas emissions and GDP in CEE countries has a very strong and positive 

relationship for all the analyzed years. Based on the results, the authors do not reject their 

second hypothesis.  

 

Discussion and concluding remarks 
 

The low carbon economy has many environmental, health, and economic advantages for all 

the countries around the world. The reduction of air pollution can be successfully obtained, 
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which influences health and the environment as well. If air pollution is decreasing, the air 

quality is better, people do not inhale harmful particles, and their health is better than in the 

opposite situation, therefore countries can save money on treatments they would not pay. 

Also, lower greenhouse gas emissions influence acid rain that is damaging crop yields, so 

there will be more food, and the agricultural sector would not be damaged from acid rain 

anymore. Nonetheless, the use of fossil fuels is also harmful to the world since the large areas 

of land have to be used to extract vast amounts of fossil fuels, and therefore those areas will 

not be a suitable habitat for people, animals, and plants. There are many more examples of 

advantages that a low carbon economy can bring to the world, but it is crucial to reduce 

greenhouse gas emissions. In the conducted research and based on the results, it is evident that 

CEE countries need to increase their GDP to influence their greenhouse gas emissions as the 

other Member States of the European Union did. In the correlation analysis between 

greenhouse gas emission and the GDP in CEE countries, it was shown that the relationship 

between those two values is powerful and positive, but it should be another way around. If the 

country has high GDP, it should invest in the greener way of life from the aspect of people or 

into greener technologies from the firms' point of view. It is essential to have enough money 

to invest in new renewable resources and better technologies that can lead to a reduction in 

greenhouse gas emissions. 

 

Nevertheless, in the CEE countries, it is not the case, and there is more than enough room to 

make some changes. European Union has recently proposed the long-term strategy to the 

UNFCC expressing determination to become the first continent by 2050 with zero greenhouse 

gas emissions. Not only that CEE countries need to act better, but also all other European 

countries should, regardless if they are or they are not the Member State of the European 

Union.  

 

For further research, authors recommend analyzing other countries in Europe, to see their 

relationship between GDP and the greenhouse gas emissions as well as to conduct a study that 

will represent countries with the best practices in the field of the low carbon economy. 

However, in the end, according to all the data, Europe is doing well in order to achieve its 

objectives for 2030, and even though there is a lot of time to achieve the objective for 2050, 

much work needs to be done.    
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Abstract  

We are living in turbulent times. The spread of COVID-19 disease has affected all aspects of 

our life but the most important is to prevent human suffering and save lives. COVID-19 

represents not only public health emergency but has become a global economic problem. It 

has affected all economic sectors threatening global poverty. The sectors that have been 

hardest hit with the global pandemics are sports and entertainment industry, travel industry, 

hospitality industry, oil industry and financial markets and others. The important question 

that arises is what catalyses the spread of the disease? In this paper the relationship between 

population density and spread of COVID-19 is observed which is goal of the paper. For the 

purpose of the analysis the correlation between the population variables (population and 

population density) and COVID-19 variables (total cases, deaths and total tests) on a global 

country level (209 countries) and regional level of individual countries with the most cases of 

infection (the United States of America, Spain, Italy, France, Germany and the United 

Kingdom) is observed. In addition, the case of Croatia will be also analysed. The results have 

shown that on a country level variable population is statistically significant in all regression 

models for total cases, deaths and total tests variables whereas variable population density 

was not. This conclusion was also valid when the USA states, Spain and German regions 

were observed. On the other side, in the case of Italian, French and United Kingdom’s 

regions the results have shown that, not only variable population, but variable population 

density is statistically significant in all regression models meaning that the disease will 

spread faster in a more populated countries or areas. Limitations of the paper are related to 

unavailability of data for all COVID-19 variables for some countries. The research results 

from this paper can be important and relevant for economic and health policy makers to 

guide Covid-19 surveillance and public health decision-making. 

 

Keywords: Population density, spread of the disease, COVID-19, World, Croatia 

 

JEL classification: I19, J1 

 

 

Introduction  
 

COVID-19 represents not only public health emergency but has become an international 

economic crisis surpassing the global financial crisis of 2008-2009, Loayza and Pennings 

(2020). It has affected almost all aspects of human life threatening with the global poverty. 

From the economic aspect sectors that have been the hardest hit with the global pandemic are 
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sports and entertainment industry, travel industry, hospitality industry, oil industry and 

financial markets, Peterson and Thankom (2020). In order to prevent catastrophic suffering 

and loss of human lives an immediate and adequate measures have been taken. The important 

question that arises is what accelerates the spread of the disease? According to the US 

Department of Health and Human Services/Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 

(2020) COVID-19 is primarily transmitted by respiratory droplets so population density might 

play a significant role in the acceleration of transmission. In this paper the impact of 

population density on global spread of COVID-19 will be analysed. Investigations on link 

between population density and propagation and magnitude of epidemics so far have been 

proved inconclusive, Li et al (2018). There is an evidence that high population density 

catalyses the spread of disease. A main control-strategy of COVID-19 is contact tracing while 

contact rate is proportional to population density, Rocklöv and Sjödin (2020). The main goal 

of this paper is to investigate the relationship between population density and spread of 

COVID-19 disease. For that purpose, the correlation between COVID-19 variables and 

population size is observed on a sample of 209 countries. In addition, countries with the most 

total cases of infection (the United States of America, Spain, Italy, France, Germany and the 

United Kingdom) are inspected in more details. Therefore, for those countries, the relation 

between COVID-19 and population variables is observed at a region level as well. In addition 

to those countries, the situation in Croatia is inspected in the same way. Paper is structured in 

five chapters. After the introduction, short literature review elaborates on relationship between 

high population density and spread of the disease. In the methodology and data section the 

methodology of the paper is explained and descriptive statistics of data is presented. In the 

results and discussion section the main results of the analysis are displayed, both on a country 

level and individual countries regions level. Final chapter presents concluding remarks. 

 

 

Short literature review 
 

In this chapter the short literature review about link between population density and spread of 

the disease will be presented an elaborated. High population densities catalyse the spread of 

COVID-19. Controlling contact rates is key to outbreak control, and such a strategy depends 

on population densities, Rocklöv and Sjödin (2020). Tarwater and Martin (1999) evaluated 

the effect of population density on the epidemic outbreak of measles or measles‐like 

infectious diseases in four different population densities scenarios. Using average‐number of 

contacts with susceptible individuals per infectious individual as a measure of population 

density, they found that there was a decrease in a susceptible contact rate from four to three in 

different scenarios. Kraemer et al (2015) investigated the transmission of dengue disease 

across Pakistan in relation to population density and contact rates. Population density was 

identified as an important factor that affects the spread of the disease.  

 

Li et al (2018) has shown that there is a weak but clearly defined relationship between 

population density and a death rate of epidemics. It was also shown that population density 

determines the time dependence of the death rate. Mazharul et al (2020) developed a model to 

measure the risk of coronavirus outbreak in four countries (United States, Australia, Canada 

and China). The model underlined the hypothesis that higher the population density, higher 

the risk of transmission of infectious disease from human to human. The authors 

recommended avoiding mass gatherings, maintaining recommended physical distance and 

restricting inbound and outbound flights as well. Hu, Nigmatulina and Eckhoff (2013) 

investigated the scaling of contact rates with population density for the infectious disease 

models. They highlighted that contact rates tend to increase with density and saturate at higher 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0025556413001235#!
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0025556413001235#!
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0025556413001235#!
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density. On the other side, Barr and Tassier (2020) provided the answer to question are 

crowded cities the reason for the COVID-19 pandemic and conclude that placing too much 

blame on urban density is a mistake. 

 

 

Methodology and data 

 

In the paper correlation between COVID-19 variables and population size is observed. 

COVID-19 variables are total cases, total deaths and total tests. However, it has to be 

emphasized that there are no available data for all observed countries for all three COVID-19 

variables. Those three variables will be compared with population size in absolute sense and 

population size per km2 (population density). 

 

In the first step of the analysis COVID-19 variables will be compared with population 

variables for all countries in the World for which data are available. In the second step, 

countries with the most total cases (the United States of America, Spain, Italy, France, 

Germany and the United Kingdom) will be inspected in more details. Also, for those 

countries, the relationship between COVID-19 and the population variables will be observed 

at a regional level as well. In addition to those countries, situation in Croatia will be inspected 

in the same way. In the analysis the most recent data will be used and that could be different 

in the case when regions of a country are observed. In the analysis the main focus will be 

given to correlation and regression analysis. In the simple linear regression model, the role of 

dependent variable is going to have a certain COVID-19 variable whereas independent 

variable will be one from the population variables group. In that way it will be possible to 

detect the size and impact of correlation between COVID-19 and population variables. In 

addition, the actual and estimated (regression) values will be compared and discussed in order 

to detect which countries may have high residual values. 

 

Table 1 Descriptive statistics results for the observed COVID-19 and population variables 

 

Statistics 

COVID-19 variables Population variables 

Total cases Total deaths Total tests Population 

Population 

density 

(P/km²) 

Number of countries 209 163 162 209 209 

Mean 10,444 901 112,689 37,059,910 566 

Standard deviation 52,945 3,969 352,795 142,842,565 3,177 

Coefficient of variation 507% 441% 313% 385% 561% 

Median 394 15 15,272 6,948,445 94 

Minimum 1 1 10 3,480 0.14 

1st quartile 43 4 1,543 895,312 35 

3rd quartile 2,605 119 76,322 26,378,274 237 

Maximum 678,144 34,641 3,411,394 1,439,323,776 39,242 

Skewness 10 6 7 9 10 

Kurtosis 124 42 52 82 116 

Source: Worldometer (2020a, b), authors. 

In Table 1 descriptive statistics results for the observed variables are presented. All COVID-

19 variables refer to the state on April 17, 2020 whereas population variables are estimations 

related to year 2020. The data are analysed for overall 209 countries worldwide. The data 

related to total deaths cases are available for 163 countries and the data for total tests are 

available for 162 countries. There are 10,444 cases, 901 deaths and 112,689 tests on average 

per observed country. However, high values of standard deviations and of coefficients of 

variations are suggesting that those average values are not representative. Therefore, median 

https://www.scientificamerican.com/author/jason-barr/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/author/troy-tassier/
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values should be used as representative ones. On that way, it can be concluded that 50% of 

observed countries have 394 total cases or less whereas the other 50% of countries have more 

total cases. Similarly, it can be concluded that 50% of observed countries had 15 or less 

deaths due to the COVID-19. Also, half of observed countries had conducted 15,272 tests in 

total. 

 

 

Results and discussion 
 

In Figure 1 the scatter diagrams for total cases of infection and population on the left side and 

total cases and population density on the right side are shown. In both diagrams there are 

some cases which are quite far away from others so the vast majority of cases or dots are 

placed in the left bottom corner. Consequently, it was hard to determine the shape of relation 

between those variables. It is expected that those cases will have large deviations from the 

regression line, because the linear regression modelling will be conducted.  

 

Figure 1 Scatter diagrams of total cases and population variables, 209 countries 

 
Total cases and population Total cases and population density (P/km²) 

  
Source: Worldometer (2020a, b), authors. 

 

The decision that such cases will not be omitted from the analysis is brought. What’s more, 

such cases will be emphasized and listed separately. In Table 2 results of two simple linear 

regression models are given. According to the model A results, it appears that the correlation 

between total cases and population is positive but weak (coefficient of correlation is 0.2328). 

On the other hand, according to the model B results, there is no significant correlation 

between total cases and population density. Those conclusions are supported by regression 

coefficients estimates. In the model A regression coefficient is highly statistically significant 

whereas in the model B it is not. 

Table 2 Linear regression results, dependent variable total cases 

 
Statistics Model A Model B 

Independent variable Population Population density (P/km2) 

Coefficient of correlation 0.2328 0.0261 

Coefficient of determination 0.0542 0.0007 

Standard error of the model 51,615 53,054 

Observations 209 209 
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Empirical F-value 11.858 0.141 

Constant term 

Estimate 7,246.23 10,690.10 

Standard error 3,689.02 3,727.97 

P-value 0.0508 0.0046 

Regression 

coefficient 

Estimate 8.63E-05 -0.44 

Standard error 2.51E-05 1.16 

P-value 0.0007 0.7074 

Countries with large standardized 

residuals (less than -2.0 or above 2.0) 

USA (12.47), Spain (3.37), Italy 

(3.04), France (2.95), Germany 

(2.39), India (-2.19) 

USA (12.61), Spain (3.29), Italy 

(2.99), France (2.92), Germany 

(2.40) 

Source: Worldometer (2020a, b), authors. 

 

Accordingly, it can be concluded that an increase of 100 thousand persons in population on 

average leads to the increase in total cases by about 9 persons (8.63). In the last row of Table 

2 countries with absolute standardized residual values higher than 2 are listed. Obviously in 

those countries there is no such pattern and relation between total cases and population 

variables as for other countries. Therefore, those countries should be inspected in more detail. 

 

Figure 2 Scatter diagrams of total deaths and population variables, 163 countries 

 
Total deaths and population Total deaths and population density (P/km²) 

  
Source: Worldometer (2020a, b), authors. 

 

Scatter diagrams of total deaths and population variables are shown in Figure 2. Again, there 

are some countries which have much higher values of the observed variables. Consequently, it 

is difficult to see real pattern there because majority of cases (dots on Figure 2) are placed on 

the small area. Results from Table 3, for simple linear regression models, should be more 

helpful in detection the relation between the observed variables. 
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Table 3 Linear regression results, dependent variable total deaths 

 
Statistics Model C Model D 

Independent variable Population Population density (P/km2) 

Coefficient of correlation 0.1784 0.0276 

Coefficient of determination 0.0318 0.0008 

Standard error of the model 3,917 3,980 

Observations 163 163 

Empirical F-value 5.295 0.123 

Constant term 

Estimate 701.25 919.08 

Standard error 318.87 316.07 

P-value 0.0293 0.0042 

Regression 

coefficient 

Estimate 4.41E-06 -0.03 

Standard error 1.92E-06 0.10 

P-value 0.0227 0.7265 

Countries with large standardized 

residuals (less than -2.0 or above 2.0) 

USA (8.32), Italy (5.43), Spain 

(4.71), France (4.34), United 

Kingdom (3.26) 

USA (8.50), Italy (5.36), Spain 

(4.64), France (4.29), United 

Kingdom (3.23) 

Source: Worldometer (2020a, b), authors. 

 

According to Table 3, there is a weak, but positive, correlation between variables total deaths 

and population (coefficient of correlation is 0.1784) whereas no statistically significant 

correlation is between total deaths and population density variables. According to the 

regression estimate in the model C, it can be concluded that increase of one million in 

population on average leads to increase of about 4 total deaths (4.41). 

 

Figure 3 Scatter diagrams of total cases and population variables, 162 countries 

 
Total tests and population Total tests and population density (P/km²) 

  
Source: Worldometer (2020a, b), authors. 

 

Similarly, as previous scatter diagrams presented on Figures 1 and 2, scatter diagrams given 

in Figure 3 are revealing that there are some countries which have much higher total tests or 

population variables values compare to the rest of observed countries. 
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Table 4 Linear regression results, dependent variable total tests 

 
Statistics Model E Model F 

Independent variable Population Population density (P/km2) 

Coefficient of correlation 0.2623 0.0345 

Coefficient of determination 0.0688 0.0012 

Standard error of the model 341,508 353,685 

Observations 162 162 

Empirical F-value 11.819 0.191 

Constant term 

Estimate 84,950.56 116,916.07 

Standard error 28,018.27 29,424.96 

P-value 0.0028 0.0001 

Regression 

coefficient 

Estimate 0.0008 -13.10 

Standard error 0.0002 30.00 

P-value 0.0007 0.6628 

Countries with large standardized 

residuals (less than -2.0 or above 2.0) 

USA (9.01), Germany (4.63), 

Russia (4.15), Italy (3.07), Spain 

(2.38), India (-2.54) 

USA (9.35), Germany (4.58), 

Russia (4.24), Italy (3.02), Spain 

(2.31) 

Source: Worldometer (2020a, b), authors. 

 

Results of linear regression models given in Table 4 are confirming previous conclusions. 

Namely, in linear regression model, in which a COVID-19 variable is dependent variable, it 

turned out that variable population is statistically significant whereas variable population 

density is not. The situation is the same here. When variable total tests is dependent one, 

variable population is statistically significant (the model E) whereas variable population 

density is not (the model F). So, it can be concluded that an increase in population of 10 

thousand on average leads to an increase of 8 conducted total tests. 

 

Table 5 Linear regression results, the United States of America states (with District of 

Columbia) 

 

Statistics 
Regression models 

USA 1 USA 2 USA 3 USA 4 USA 5 USA 6 

Dependent variable Total cases Total cases 
Total 

deaths 

Total 

deaths 
Total tests Total tests 

Independent variable Population 
Population 

density 
Population 

Population 

density 
Population 

Population 

density 

Coeff. of correlation 0.4342 0.0158 0.3520 0.0107 0.7123 0.0319 

Coeff. of determination 0.1885 0.0002 0.1239 0.0001 0.5073 0.0010 

Sta. error of the model 30,114 33,425 2,163 2,311 62,238 88,626 

Observations 51 51 51 51 51 51 

Regression 

coefficient 

Estimate 0.0020 0.8680 0.0001 0.0408 0.0086 -4.6597 

Sta. error 0.0006 7.8590 4.22E-05 0.5434 0.0012 20.8379 

P-value 0.0015 0.9125 0.0113 0.9405 4.58E-09 0.8240 

Note: the regression models include constant term but the estimates are omitted from the table. 

Source: United States Census Bureau (2017), Wikipedia (2020a), Worldometer (2020c), authors. 

 

One of countries for which the standardised residual value was larger than 2 standard 

deviations in Models A-E is the United States of America (USA). Therefore, the USA were 

inspected more closely. Instead of observing countries, here the analysis was conducted on 

lower level by observing states of the USA (District of Columbia included). However, even at 

lower level the same conclusions are valid as before (Table 5). In cases when the dependent 
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variable was one of COVID-19 variables, variable population was statistically significant 

(Models USA 1, USA 3 and USA 5) whereas variable population density was not (Models 

USA 2, USA 4 and USA 6). 

 

Table 6 Linear regression results, Spanish regions 

 

Statistics 
Regression models 

ESP 1 ESP 2 ESP 3 ESP 4 

Dependent variable Total cases Total cases 
Total 

deaths 

Total 

deaths 

Independent variable Population 
Population 

density 
Population 

Population 

density 

Coeff. of correlation 0.7271 0.1695 0.6751 0.1241 

Coeff. of determination 0.5286 0.0287 0.4558 0.0154 

Sta. error of the model 9,122 13,094 1,254 1,687 

Observations 19 19 19 19 

Regression 

coefficient 

Estimate 0.0037 -1.2181 0.0004 -0.1141 

Sta. error 0.0008 1.7175 0.0001 0.2213 

P-value 0.0004 0.4878 0.0015 0.6129 

Note: the regression models include constant term but the estimates are omitted from the table. 

Source: Centro de Coordinación de Alertas y Emergencias Sanitarias (2020), Statista (2020c), Wikipedia 

(2020b), authors. 

 

Another country which was outlined in Models A-E as a country with too high standardized 

residual value is Spain. Unfortunately, there were no available data for total tests for Spanish 

regions. Therefore, in Table 6 the results only for four regression models are given. The 

conclusions are in relation to previous findings. Again, variable population is statistically 

significant in the regression models (Models ESP 1 and ESP 3) whereas variable population 

density is not (Models ESP 2 and ESP 4).  

 

Table 7 Linear regression results, Italian regions 

 

Statistics 
Regression models 

ITA 1 ITA 2 ITA 3 ITA 4 ITA 5 ITA 6 

Dependent variable Total cases Total cases 
Total 

deaths 

Total 

deaths 
Total tests Total tests 

Independent variable Population 
Population 

density 
Population 

Population 

density 
Population 

Population 

density 

Coeff. of correlation 0.7624 0.5651 0.7112 0.5261 0.7780 0.6137 

Coeff. of determination 0.5812 0.3193 0.5058 0.2768 0.6053 0.3766 

Sta. error of the model 9,299 11,855 1,822 2,205 40,391 50,760 

Observations 20 20 20 20 20 20 

Regression 

coefficient 

Estimate 0.0042 69.0532 0.0007 11.5985 0.0192 335.5386 

Sta. error 0.0008 23.7636 0.0002 4.4189 0.0037 101.7464 

P-value 9.33E-05 0.0094 0.0004 0.0172 5.38E-05 0.0040 

Note: the regression models include constant term but the estimates are omitted from the table. 

Source: Ministero della Salute (2020), Statista (2020d), Wikipedia (2020d), authors. 

 

In Table 7 linear regression results for Italian regions are given. The results have shown that, 

not only variable population, but population density variable is statistically significant in all 

regression models. So, here can be concluded that population and population density have 

positive impact on the COVID-19 variable values. There was lack of data for COVID-19 

variables for French regions. Only available data related to COVID-19 variables were the 

ones regarding the number of hospitalised persons. In Table 8 the results of linear regression 

models for hospitalised persons variable as dependent one, are presented. 
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Table 8 Linear regression results, French regions 

 

Statistics 
Regression models 

FRA 1 FRA 2 

Dependent variable Hospitalised Hospitalised 

Independent variable Population 
Population 

density 

Coeff. of correlation 0.8391 0.9343 

Coeff. of determination 0.7040 0.8729 

Sta. error of the model 1,982 1,299 

Observations 13 13 

Regression 

coefficient 

Estimate 0.0010 12.6795 

Sta. error 0.0002 1.4589 

P-value 0.0003 2.95E-06 

Note: the regression models include constant term but the estimates are omitted from the table. 

Source: Sante publique France (2020), Statista (2020e), Wikipedia (2020c), authors. 

 

According to the results, variables population and population density have positive and 

statistically significant impact on the number of hospitalised persons. 

 

Table 9 Linear regression results, German regions 

 

Statistics 

Regression models 

DEU 1 DEU 2 DEU 3 DEU 4 

Dependent variable Total cases Total cases Total deaths Total deaths 

Independent variable Population 
Population 

density 
Population 

Population 

density 

Coeff. of correlation 0.9160 0.1357 0.8838 0.1763 

Coeff. of determination 0.8390 0.0184 0.7810 0.0311 

Sta. error of the model 4,592 11,340 168 354 

Observations 16 16 16 16 

Regression 

coefficient 

Estimate 0.0021 -1.3499 0.0001 -0.0551 

Sta. error 0.0002 2.6343 8.79E-06 0.0822 

P-value 6.33E-07 0.6163 5.62E-06 0.5137 

Note: the regression models include constant term but the estimates are omitted from the table. 

Source: City Population (2020b), Robert Koch Institut (2020), Wikipedia (2020e), authors. 

 

Like for Spanish regions, the values for variables total cases and total deaths were available 

for German regions. According to the results from Table 9, variable population is statistically 

significant in both regression models (Models DEU 1 and DEU 3) whereas variable 

population density is not statistically significant in both models in which it was used as 

independent variable (Models DEU 2 and DEU 4). Still, the positive correlation between 

COVID-19 variables and population is confirmed again. 
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Table 10 Linear regression results, the United Kingdom’s regions with Northern Ireland 

 

Statistics 
Regression models 

GBR 1 GBR 2 

Dependent variable Total cases Total cases 

Independent variable Population 
Population 

density 

Coeff. of correlation 0.8016 0.8323 

Coeff. of determination 0.6425 0.6928 

Sta. error of the model 2,925 2,712 

Observations 12 12 

Regression 

coefficient 

Estimate 0.0017 2.4997 

Sta. error 0.0004 0.5264 

P-value 0.0017 0.0008 

Note: the regression models include constant term but the estimates are omitted from the table. 

Source: City Population (2020c), Statista (2020a, b), authors. 

 

For United Kingdom regions (alongside with the Northern Ireland) data for total cases were 

available only. Therefore, in Table 10 results of only two regression models are given. 

However, in both regression models it has been shown that population variables are 

statistically significant. Also, those two regression models have shown that there is a positive 

correlation between total cases of infection and population variables. 

 

Table 11 Linear regression results, Croatia counties 

 

Statistics 
Regression models 

CRO 1 CRO 2 CRO 3 CRO 4 

Dependent variable Total cases Total cases 
Total 

deaths 

Total 

deaths 

Independent variable Population 
Population 

density 
Population 

Population 

density 

Coeff. of correlation 0.9162 0.7262 0.8933 0.8522 

Coeff. of determination 0.8394 0.5273 0.7980 0.7262 

Sta. error of the model 47.11 80.81 1.52 1.77 

Observations 21 21 21 21 

Regression 

coefficient 

Estimate 0.0006 0.3171 1.74E-05 0.0107 

Sta. error 0.0001 0.0689 2.01E-06 0.0015 

P-value 5.58E-09 0.0002 5.04E-08 9.44E-07 

Note: the regression models include constant term but the estimates are omitted from the table. 

Source: Croatian Bureau of Statistics (2018), City Population (2020a), GDi (2020), authors. 

 

Finally, the situation in Croatia according to 21 counties is observed. At county level data for 

total tests were not available. Therefore, in Table 11 the results of regression models where 

total cases (Models CRO 1 and CRO 2) and total deaths (Models CRO 3 and CRO 4) 

variables are dependent variables are shown. The results suggest that there are positive and 

statistically significant correlations between COVID-19 variables and population variables. 

 

The results of the analysis point out to the conclusion that larger population and higher 

population density lead to higher possibility of infection to COVID-19 due to the consequent 

greater number of contacts between the people. On a country level the population density 

variable has not been statistically significant in all regression models. This can be explained 

with heterogeneity in data (characteristics of individual countries), various health measures 
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being implemented (full, some or no quarantine in different countries) and different stages of 

infection in observed countries. For example, the countries in Africa or India have not reached 

a critical stage of infestation yet so the achieved results at the world level cannot be taken as 

conclusive. On the other side, the results obtained from the regional or state level of some 

countries with the most total cases of infection suggest that population and population density 

variables have positive impact on spread of the disease. This can be explained with more 

possible contacts in population leading to catalysing spread of the COVID-19 disease. It 

would be interesting to investigate the relationship between population variables and COVID-

19 variables on a city level in which case similar results should be obtained as well. 

 

 

Conclusions 

 

Goal of the paper was to investigate the relationship between population density and spread of 

the disease, COVID-19 specifically. For that purpose, the correlation between population and 

population density and total cases, deaths and test conducted was inspected firstly on global 

sample of 209 countries and after that on regional or county level for countries with the most 

cases of infection. The case of Croatia was also analysed. The results on the whole sample 

have shown that variable population is statistically significant in the regression model for total 

cases, deaths and total tests whereas variable population density was not. This conclusion was 

also valid when USA states, Spanish and German regions were observed. On the other side, in 

the case of Italian, French and United Kingdom’s regions the results have shown that, not 

only variable population, but variable population density is statistically significant in all 

regression model also. It can be concluded that population and population density have 

positive impact on the COVID-19 variable values.  

 

Limitations of the paper are related to the fact that there is unavailability of data for some 

observed countries for some COVID-19 variables. The possible future directions of the 

research conducted in this paper could go in the way of analysing the correlation between 

population density and spread of COVID-19 on a city level or for different settlement sizes. 

The results from this paper can be important and relevant for economic and health policy 

makers to guide Covid-19 surveillance and public health decision-making. 
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Abstract 

The financial turbulence in 1990s motivated many countries to reform the financial market 

and monetary policy conduct. Among many reforms, the most remarkable one is the adoption 

of inflation targeting framework in many emerging economies. The primary features of this 

framework are the commitment to an explicit inflation target and the regime of flexible 

exchange rate. However, emerging economies are not willing to lose the autonomy of 

monetary policy. Consequently, many emerging economies cope with the dilemma whether 

following pure inflation targeting with fully floating exchange rate or following flexible 

inflation targeting with certain control of the exchange rate volatility. The objective of this 

paper is to investigate the effect of foreign exchange interventions on the exchange rate and 

monetary policy by applying the vector autoregression model for twelve emerging economies 

that follow inflation targeting framework.  

 

The paper used the VAR model to investigate effect of foreign exchange interventions on the 

exchange rate and monetary policy. Compared with previous studies, the paper is different by 

investigating the linkages between the exchange rate and the two policies, intervention policy 

and monetary policy, under a unifying framework. To account for styled fact about the 

movement of the exchange rate, the GARCH(1,1) model is used to measure the volatility of the 

exchange rate. 

 

The empirical results indicate that foreign exchange interventions can affect the exchange 

rate but they play a limited role in stabilizing the exchange rate. On the other hand, the 

setting of monetary policy is rather sensitive to foreign exchange interventions. However, the 

coordination between monetary policy and foreign exchange intervention is weak, which 

leads to the unexpected sign of the intervention effect on changes in the exchange rate. The 

finding also implies that foreign exchange interventions can stabilize the exchange rate and 

the setting of monetary policy should consider changes in the international foreign reserves 

cautiously.  

 

Keywords: foreign exchange interventions, monetary policy, interest rate, money supply, 

emerging economies. 
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Introduction 
 

Since 1990s, many emerging economies have adopted the inflation targeting framework as a 

strategy to cope with financial crises and hyperinflation. Theoretically, floating exchange rate 

is a principal requirement of the inflation targeting framework. However, in practice, the 

implementation of the inflation targeting copes with dilemma between following pure 

inflation targeting, which comprises of achieving an explicit inflation target and ensuring 

floating exchange rate, and applying flexible inflation targeting framework characterized by 

certain interventions in the foreign exchange market. 

 

Contrary to advanced economies, the inflation targeting framework in emerging economies is 

more flexible and the empirical literature for these economies is also limited. Overall, 

emerging economies that have underdeveloped financial sectors may cope with drop in output 

when the exchange rate is volatile (Mundaca, 2018). Therefore, they often relax the 

theoretical condition of the inflation targeting framework, whereby the exchange rate should 

be fully floating (Mishkin & Savastano, 2001). In practice, emerging economies implement 

flexible rather than strict inflation targeting framework. In these countries, the pattern of 

exchange rate is managed with appropriate interventions to reduce the volatility of exchange 

rate. 

 

Since foreign exchange interventions are frequently conducted in emerging economies, their 

effectiveness in stabilizing exchange rate and their effect on the setting of monetary policy 

becomes critical decisions. Meanwhile, the literature for these issues is scarce, especially for 

emerging economies. The objective of this paper is to empirically investigate the role of 

foreign exchange interventions in the conduct of monetary policy. The paper examines 

integral aspects of the significance of foreign exchange interventions. Firstly, are foreign 

exchange interventions effective in emerging economies? Secondly, how do interventions 

influence the conduct of monetary policy? 

 

The paper contributes to the existing literature in several aspects. Firstly, because the analysis 

includes the period of the recent financial crisis, it quantifies the performance of foreign 

exchange interventions during turbulent periods. Such understanding is of importance when 

the exchange rate policy is likely to be more important in emerging economies than developed 

economies. Secondly, it should also be noted that the analysis fills the gap that the analysis of 

the relationship between foreign exchange interventions and monetary policy is not 

investigated yet, especially for emerging economies. Moreover, the paper uses the VAR 

model to investigate the relationship between foreign exchange interventions, monetary 

policy, and exchange rate through a unifying framework, which is rarely addressed in the 

literature. The analysis provides more understanding about the necessity of the augmentation 

of the intervention in the reaction function of monetary policy. 

 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides theoretical background and empirical 

literature about the relationship between exchange rate, foreign exchange interventions, and 

monetary policy in emerging economies. Section 3 presents methodology and data. Section 4 

discusses empirical results. Section 5 concludes the paper. 
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Literature review 

 

The relevance of forex interventions in emerging economies 
The identification of monetary policy rule for emerging economies should consider their 

small and open nature, which can cause their monetary policy rule different from those of 

more closed and developed economies (Monacelli, 2013). To begin with, emerging 

economies are more likely to be shock absorber; therefore, external shocks play an important 

role in the process of policy-decision making. As a consequence, emerging economies are 

reluctant to free movement of the exchange rate. However, the controversy emerges regarding 

to what additional shocks should be augmented in a small open economy rule. Countries that 

are importer or exporter of production or consumption inputs may find it necessary to 

consider the influence of commodity price (Monacelli, 2013). For an economy adopting more 

rigid regime of exchange rate, the pass-through effect suggests the explicit consideration of 

the exchange rate (Siregar & Goo, 2010). Particularly, the pass-through from exchange rate to 

inflation is higher in emerging economies than advanced economies (Calvo & Reinhart, 

2000). Foreign exchange depreciation ratio also plays a significant role when monetary 

authorities consider it as a mean to cope with speculative attacks or balance-of-payment crisis 

(Berument, 2007). Although strong reaction to exchange rate movement would deteriorate the 

inflation-output performance for advanced countries like the US, it could be necessary when 

examining the monetary policy rule in small and open economies (Taylor, 2000). 

 

Foreign exchange interventions are the sales or purchases of currency in the foreign exchange 

market to steer the movement of exchange rate (Neely, 2005) in emerging economies. The 

sale (purchase) of domestic currency for foreign currency can increase (decrease) money 

supply, which then leads to changes in interest rates and prices. In emerging economies, 

foreign exchange interventions are the common policy to keep the exchange rates at desired 

levels. Particularly, foreign exchange interventions are more frequent in emerging economies 

(Aizenman, Hutchison & Noy, 2011; Chang, 2008) such as Turkey and Mexico (Domaç & 

Mendoza, 2004), Latin America (Chang, 2008; Hansen & Morales, 2019; Humala & 

Rodríguez, 2010; Villamizar‐Villegas, 2016), and Central and Eastern European countries 

(Sideris, 2008). The depletion of the foreign exchange reserves can also be strong in countries 

following floating regime (Calvo & Reinhart, 2002). In Peru, the regime of flexible exchange 

rate does not exclude official interventions in the foreign exchange market (Humala & 

Rodríguez, 2010). According to Chang (2008), Latin America countries actively implement 

official reserves accumulation policies in order to prevent the adverse effect of speculative 

attack on domestic currency. Chen & Lin (2019) conduct analysis for 13 emerging economies 

from 1998:M1 to 2016:M12 and find that intervention policies are sensitive to depreciation 

pressures but insensitive to appreciation pressures. Mundaca (2018) study has a similar 

finding for Peru. The fear of appreciation is typically strong especially during economic 

booms because of the emphasis of emerging economies on domestic competitiveness (Levy-

Yeyati & Sturzenegger, 2007). Sideris (2008) also noted the frequency of foreign exchange 

interventions in Central and Eastern European countries. Blanchard & Adler (2015) examine 

the relationship between intervention policy, exchange rate, and capital flows in 35 emerging 

economies and find that intervention can mitigate the appreciation of domestic currency 

caused by changes in gross inflows.  

 

The fear of floating stems from many drivers such as dollarization (Rossini, Quispe & 

Serrano, 2013), the inelasticity of the external funds supply in times of crises, high pass-

through effect from exchange rate to price, low credibility problem (Caballero & 

Krishnamurthy, 2001; Calvo & Reinhart, 2000, 2002; Chang, 2008; Domaç & Mendoza, 
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2004), and greater financial and real vulnerabilities (Cavoli, 2009). Political pressure caused 

by exchange rate appreciation can force monetary authorities to accumulate foreign reserves, 

thereby reducing the value of domestic currency. The accumulation of foreign reserves is also 

a mean to meet the payment of international short-term debts, thereby avoiding the risk of 

financial crises caused by the shortage of international liquidity. Another reason for the 

relevance of foreign exchange interventions is that they can be considered as a useful 

instrument to fulfil objectives other than price stability (Chang, 2008). 

 

Foreign exchange interventions under inflation targeting framework can help to reduce the 

volatility of the exchange rate, especially during the crisis period. Domaç & Mendoza (2004) 

use autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity models to investigate the effect of foreign 

exchange interventions on exchange rate volatility in Mexico and Turkey and find that sale 

interventions are more effective than purchase interventions. Yilmazkuday (2007) conducts a 

calibration analysis for Turkey and suggests that flexible inflation targeting minimizes the 

welfare loss function. Roger, Restrepo & Garcia (2009) also support the benefit obtained from 

smoothing some exchange rate movement in Turkey because these interventions can 

minimize the welfare loss function and mitigate the reserve effect of volatile exchange rate on 

economic activity. Sideris (2008) applies Johansen analysis for six Central and East European 

countries (Bulgaria, Poland, Romania, Russia, Slovenia, and Ukraine) and finds that foreign 

exchange interventions are effective in mitigating exchange rate volatility. Berganza & Broto 

(2012) conduct an analysis for the panel of 37 emerging economies and divide the sample into 

groups of inflation targeting and non-inflation targeting. They find that stock of foreign 

reserves has a negative effect on exchange rate volatility, especially during times of crisis.  

 

However, the effectiveness of forex interventions is limited in other studies. Guimarães & 

Karacadag (2004) find mixed results about the effectiveness of foreign exchange interventions 

in term of level and volatility in Mexico and Turkey. While interventions reduce volatility in 

Turkey, they increase volatility in Mexico. The adverse effect of interventions is also found in 

Peru (Mundaca, 2018). Foreign exchange interventions under the inflation targeting 

framework can cause confusion for the public in interpreting the priorities of monetary policy 

actions, thereby distorting expectations of the public. To avoid misunderstanding about the 

objective of monetary policy, Minella et al. (2003) argued that the transparency of 

interventions is important to maintain the credibility of monetary policy. The evidence 

suggests that the central bank should implement intervention policies cautiously (Guimarães 

& Karacadag, 2004).  

 

 

Foreign exchange, interventions, and monetary policy 
 

Sterilization is the justification for the connection between monetary policy and foreign 

exchange interventions. Foreign exchange interventions cannot be sterilized perfectly as 

expected by the theory because that changes in monetary policy cannot match size and timing 

to offset the effect of foreign exchange interventions on monetary base. This means that 

interventions will lead to changes in monetary policy indicators such as monetary base or 

interest rate.  

 

Whenever foreign exchange interventions take place, the stock of money changes in the 

economy. As noted by Ponomarenko (2019), money stock is positively related to reserve 

accumulation despite of sterilization undertaken to stabilize interest rate. However, the 

intervention effect on money stock is not immediate. When a central bank intervenes in the 
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foreign exchange market by buying foreign reserves, commercials banks experience a loss in 

their net foreign assets. Since commercial banks cannot compensate the reduction in their net 

foreign assets, a part of interventions will transfer to the non-banking sector, of which the 

effect is similar to an inflow of funds and a rise in money stock. Furthermore, imperfect 

sterilization can also indirectly affect credit expansion through a reduction in interbank 

interest rate.  

 

Studies investigate the interaction between interventions, exchange rate, and monetary policy 

is scant, especially in developing and emerging economies. Foreign exchange interventions 

can affect monetary policy setting (interest rate or money supply) if it is not fully sterilized. 

According to Ho & Yeh (2010), a restrictive stance can be established by keeping interest 

rates unchanged while de-accumulating the stock of foreign exchange reserves. Furthermore, 

foreign exchange interventions can incorporate information about changes in the stance of 

monetary policy in the future. Kim (2003) uses a structural vector autoregressive model to 

investigate the effect of monetary policy and foreign exchange interventions on trade-

weighted exchange rate. The study is supportive of the substantial effect of foreign exchange 

interventions on the exchange rate. Furthermore, foreign exchange interventions are more 

effective than monetary policy in term of managing the exchange rate. Kim (2005) studies the 

effect of both monetary policy and foreign exchange interventions on the exchange rate for 

the case of Canada and finds that intervention policies weaken the effect of monetary policy 

on the exchange rate, leading to the existence of delayed overshooting problem, whereby the 

exchange rate remains appreciation for a prolonged period following a contraction in 

monetary policy. Aizenman, Hutchison & Noy (2011) augment international foreign reserves 

in the analysis of the Taylor rule reaction function. They find that interest rate only shows a 

significant response to foreign reserves in inflation targeting countries that are not exporter of 

basic commodities whereas monetary policy response to foreign reserves is not significant in 

inflation targeting countries that are commodity exporters. 

 

 

Methodology and data 

 

Methodology 
 

According to Neely (2005), there are three methodologies to investigate the effect of foreign 

exchange interventions. Time-series analysis is the most common methodology. With this 

method, interventions are often considered as exogenous (Mundaca, 2018). The second 

methodology is event studies, which requires grouping clustered interventions into one event. 

The effect of interventions is compared with events of no interventions. Structural analysis is 

the approach that accounts for structural economic relations, thereby solving the simultaneity 

problem. 

 

To investigate the relationship between monetary policy, foreign exchange interventions, and 

exchange rate, we use the VAR model to estimate the following data vector: 

 

 [ , , , , , , ]t t t t t t t tY COM I INT M CPI Y EX=   (1) 

 

Where It is the measure of foreign exchange interventions represented by changes in foreign 

exchange reserves (Berganza & Broto, 2012; Blanchard & Adler, 2015; Kim, 2003; 2005; 

Sideris, 2008). A positive value means that purchases is greater than sales of foreign currency. 

However, it should be noted that changes in foreign exchange reserves can stem from either 
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intervention policies or other reasons (Berganza & Broto, 2012). According to Blanchard & 

Adler (2015), changes in foreign reserves are considered as a narrative proxy for foreign 

exchange interventions. Furthermore, the correlation between changes in foreign reserves and 

actual interventions is weak (Neely, 2000) and there is error in measuring the stock of 

reserves (Sideris, 2008). It, INTt, Mt, CPIt are four principle variables in the literature of 

monetary business cycle. INTt and Mt are two principal measures of monetary policy. CPIt is 

the consumer price index. Yt is the industrial production index. EXt is the nominal effective 

exchange rate. COMt is the commodity price index, which is an important variable 

influencing domestic inflation. Because of stationarity, they enter the VAR model with the 

difference of the logarithm. Interest rate is not the variable that is not logarithm transformed. 

 

 

Data 
 

Figure 1 shows changes in the international foreign reserves in twelve emerging economies. 

The movement pattern of foreign reserves can be divided into two distinguishing episodes. In 

the first period, these economies accumulated reserves over time. The reserves stock 

increased with low and stable pace in early 2000s, especially in Brazil, Chile, Hungary, 

Philippines, and South Africa. However, its growth accelerated in several years before the 

global financial crisis, which stems from the effort to resist exchange rate appreciation and the 

consciousness of sudden stops of international capital flows (Blanchard & Adler, 2015; 

Ponomarenko, 2019). The precautionary motive is favorable in emerging economies, 

especially Asian economies, because they want to avoid becoming the target for speculative 

attack (Cheung & Qian, 2009). The dependence of economic growth on export is also a 

probable explanation for the rise of foreign reserves in emerging economies (de Beaufort 

Wijnholds & Sondergaard, 2007). To stimulate export, the incentive to avoid appreciation is 

strong (Blanchard & Adler, 2015). Since the onset of the global financial crisis, foreign 

reserves have stayed at high level. The frequent changes in foreign reserves over the last 

decades indicates the violation of the basic principle of the strict inflation targeting. 

 

Table 1 provides test statistics for the normality of the exchange rate in emerging economies. 

According to the literature, skewness and kurtosis are two basic statistics that can be used to 

evaluate the asymmetry of and the existence of extreme values in the probability distribution 

of the exchange rate. Overall, the exchange rate is not normal distributed in emerging 

economies. The probability of skewness is also low in many countries, suggesting the 

exchange rate is asymmetrically distributed. The probability of kurtosis is close to zero in 

most countries excepting for Korea, implying that exchange rate can move sharply in some 

occasions. With respect to the joint test, Korea is an exceptional case, whereby the null that 

the exchange rate is normally distributed cannot be rejected. It should be noted that the 

asymmetry is not rejected in Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Hungary, and Thailand. 

 

Exchange rate volatility measures the deviation of exchange rate from the average of the 

exchange rate. The statistics in Table 1 imply that the method to measure exchange rate 

volatility should account for its styled movement such as asymmetry and fat tail. According to 

the literature, GARCH(1,1) model developed by (Bollerslev, 1986) is a common method to 

estimate the volatility of exchange rate (Berganza & Broto, 2012; Guimarães & Karacadag, 

2004; Neely, 2005). 

  

 1 2log( ) t t tEX I d   = + +   (2) 

 2

0 1 1 2 1 3 4t t t th h e I d    − −= + + + +   (3) 
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Where EX is nominal effective exchange rate. d is the interest rate differential measured by 

minus foreign interest rate from domestic interest rate.  

 

Figure 1: Foreign exchange interventions in emerging economies 

 
Notes: Authors’ construction  

 

Table 1: Styled changes in exchange rate 

Country probability(skewness) probability(kurtosis) Chi-squared p value 

Brazil 0.10 0.00 35.26 0.00 

Chile 0.11 0.02 7.76 0.02 

Colombia 0.44 0.00 43.61 0.00 

Mexico 0.08 0.01 9.75 0.01 

Hungary 0.85 0.00 . 0.00 

Poland 0.00 0.00 22.71 0.00 

Romania 0.00 0.00 59.44 0.00 

Turkey 0.00 0.01 16.97 0.00 

Korea 0.54 0.94 0.39 0.82 

Philippines 0.01 0.02 11.48 0.00 

Thailand 0.91 0.00 37.94 0.00 

South Africa 0.10 0.00 36.53 0.00 

Source: Authors’ estimation  

 

 

 

Figure 2 shows the volatility of the exchange rate in emerging economies. As observed, the 

exchange rate varies substantially over the past decades. In most economies, the volatility is 
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dramatically high in time of financial turbulence. From 2009 to 2011, the exchange rate is 

highly volatile in Chile, Colombia, Mexico, Hungary, Poland, Romania, Korea, Thailand, and 

South Africa. In Brazil, Philippines, and Turkey, the exchange rate volatility is very during 

mid-2000s, which is higher than the figure in the recent global financial crisis.  

 

Figure 2: Exchange rate volatility in emerging economies 

 
Notes: Authors’ construction 

 

 

Empirical analysis 
 

Foreign exchange interventions and exchange rate 
 

Figure 3 indicates how foreign exchange interventions affect the movement of the exchange 

rate. As observed, foreign exchange interventions have an immediate and positive effect on 

the level of the exchange rate. The finding suggests that a positive shock to foreign reserves 

causes domestic currency to appreciate on impact. However, the exchange rate depreciates 

quickly and tends to return to the original level. Chile is an exception where reserve 

accumulation leads to exchange rate depreciation. The finding is contrary with Kim (2003) 

and Kim (2005) which find that foreign exchange interventions can break the trend of the 

exchange rate movement. Our finding implies that foreign exchange interventions cannot 

cause exchange rate that are appreciating to depreciate. In other words, interventions may 

slow the speed of the appreciation or depreciation of the exchange rate rather than revert the 

trend of the exchange rate movement. 
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Figure 3: Foreign exchange intervention effect on exchange rate movement 

 
Source: Authors’ construction 

 

Figure 4 provides further evidence about the role of foreign exchange intervention in 

stabilizing the exchange rate in emerging economies that follow the inflation targeting 

framework. The empirical results are mixed. A positive to net purchase of foreign reserves 

reduces exchange rate volatility on impact in most countries: Brazil, Chile, Colombia, 

Mexico, Turkey, Korea, and Thailand. For Poland, the effect of foreign exchange 

interventions is significant in the medium term. Such a finding is in line with Berganza & 

Broto (2012), Domaç & Mendoza (2004), and Fatum (2015). On the other hand, foreign 

exchange interventions cause the exchange rate to be more volatile in Chile and Romania. 

Foreign exchange intervention effect is insignificant in Hungary, Philippines, and South 

Africa. As noted by Domaç & Mendoza (2004), interventions are useful under the inflation 

targeting framework when they do not target a particular currency. To sum up, most countries 

gain benefits from interventions in the foreign exchange market. 

 

In summary, foreign exchange interventions play a role in controlling the level and volatility 

of the exchange rate in emerging economies. However, foreign exchange interventions have 

limited role in stabilizing the movement of the exchange rate. The unexpected sign and low 

effectiveness of foreign exchange intervention on changes in the exchange rate may stem 

from the weak support of changes in monetary policy. To increase the effectiveness of foreign 

exchange interventions, it requires high level of coordination between foreign exchange 

intervention and interest rate policy. 
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Figure 4: Foreign exchange intervention effect on exchange rate volatility  

 
Source: Authors’ construction  

 

 

Monetary policy response to foreign exchange interventions 
 

Figure 5 shows the response of interest rate to shocks to foreign exchange interventions. The 

evidence is mixed. Firstly, interest rate response is negative and statistically significant in 

Brazil, Mexico, Hungary, Romania, and Turkey. The finding implies that interest rate 

response is not to offset the effect of changes in foreign reserve stock. The finding is 

consistent with the finding of with Aizenman, Hutchison & Noy (2011) for inflation targeting 

countries. However, it should be noted that Aizenman, Hutchison & Noy (2011) find a 

significant response of interest rate in inflation targeting countries that are not commodity 

exporters. On the other hand, interest rate response is not statistically significant in other 

countries. 

 

Figure 6 indicates how foreign exchange interventions affect money creation in emerging 

economies. They have a positive effect in other countries with the exceptions of Brazil, 

Philippines, and South Africa, whereby they cause an impact reduction in money supply. The 

positive response of money supply to changes in foreign reserves indicates that the exchange 

rate is managed to a certain degree and part of money demand is satisfied by an increase in 

foreign reserves (Chen & Lin, 2019). 
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Figure 5: Interest rate response to foreign exchange interventions 

 
Source: Authors’ construction  

 

In summary, following a positive shock to foreign exchange intervention, money shows a 

slight increase and interest rates show a reduction, suggesting that foreign exchange 

interventions are partially sterilized in emerging economies. Such a finding is in line with 

previous studies (Kim, 2003). The impulse response of both interest rate and money supply 

does not coordinate with changes in foreign exchange interventions. Therefore, the effect of 

foreign exchange interventions is weakened rather than supported by the setting of monetary 

policy. This may explain the insignificant or unexpected response of foreign exchange 

interventions on the level of the exchange rate.  

 

Furthermore, the relationship between monetary policy and foreign exchange intervention is 

not too strong in emerging economies. Changes in foreign reserves lead to changes in 

monetary policy in a few countries. The weak response of monetary policy to foreign 

exchange interventions does not mean that foreign exchange interventions play no role in the 

implementation of the inflation targeting framework. On the contrary, foreign exchange 

interventions affect the setting of monetary policy through their effect on the level and 

volatility of the exchange rate. Furthermore, monetary policy response to foreign reserve 

shocks is significant in some countries, implying their significance in the reaction function of 

monetary policy. 
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Figure 6: Money response to foreign exchange interventions 

 
Source: Authors’ construction  

 

 

Conclusions 
 

The paper used the VAR model to investigate the relationship between monetary policy, 

foreign exchange interventions, and exchange rate in twelve emerging economies that follow 

the inflation targeting framework. Therefore, the paper is different with previous studies by 

investigating the linkages between the exchange rate and the two policies under a unifying 

framework. The empirical results show that foreign exchange interventions have a significant 

effect on changes in the exchange rate and a limited effect on the volatility of the exchange 

rate. Furthermore, the setting of monetary policy is rather sensitive to foreign exchange 

interventions. The empirical results also imply that the coordination between monetary policy 

and foreign exchange intervention is weak, which leads to unexpected sign of the intervention 

effect on changes in the exchange rate. Overall, foreign exchange interventions can stabilize 

the exchange rate and the setting of monetary policy should consider changes in foreign 

reserves cautiously.  
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Abstract  

The object of this paper is the applicability of the Fama-French Five-Factor model on the 

emerging, Croatian stock market. This model is one of the results of research in the fields of 

corporate finance and investment analysis, seeking to identify common risk factors in stock 

returns. Using time-series regression the goal was to capture the common variation in stock 

returns. 𝑅2 values and parameters (slope coefficients) were used to assess how well the model 

captures the common variation. The Fama-French Five-Factor model includes the following 

risk factors: market risk premium, size, book-to-market equity, profitability, and investment. 

The 𝑅2 for the five-factor model was on average 0.54, meaning that, on average, 54% of the 

variation in the dependent variable is explained by the linear relationship with the 

independent variables in the model. The results showed that the Fama-French Five-Factor 

model proved to capture the most variation in stock returns in comparison to other models, 

but only slightly more than the three-factor model. Finally, while the Fama-French Five-

Factor model and its risk factors capture approximately half of the variation in stock returns, 

there is still a lot of variation left unexplained by this model. 

 

Keywords: Fama-French Five-Factor model, Croatian stock market, risk-return, asset pricing 

model, factor models 

 

JEL classification: G11, G12, C32  

 

Introduction  
The basic problem of investors is determining which risky securities to purchase, and 

therefore, selecting the optimal portfolio from a set of possible portfolios. This is referred to 

as a portfolio selection problem, to which Harry Markowitz proposed a solution later viewed 

as the origin of the modern portfolio theory (Sharpe et al., 1999: 139). In his paper “Portfolio 

Selection” (1952), Markowitz stated that portfolio selection is a choice of portfolio’s mean 

and variance. He introduced the idea of a frontier of investment portfolios in which each 

portfolio would have the highest expected rate of return for a specified level of risk or the 

lowest risk for a specified expected return. Markowitz set out the basis for asset allocation 

decision making, and portfolio optimization is today an important part of portfolio 
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construction (Haugen, 2000: 1-3). The use of Markowitz’s portfolio analysis had to wait for a 

longer period of time, due to a large number of mathematical operations required (Orsag, 

2003: 427). At that time, Markowitz's analysis was overly demanding so there was an 

initiative to simplify the model. Researches developed one-factor and multi-factor models that 

defined the linear relationship between risk and reward (Orsag, 2015: 50).  

 

Great attention was given to a specific one-factor model called Capital Asset Pricing Model 

(CAPM) developed by J. Treynor, W. F. Sharpe, and J. Lintner. The CAPM relates the 

required rate of return on a security to its systematic risk which is measured by beta, or in 

other words, the model predicts the relationship between the risk and equilibrium expected 

return on a risky asset. The CAPM has many limitations resulting from high theoretical 

abstraction and many assumptions. It implies a theoretical market portfolio, consisting of all 

assets, which makes the model untestable, because such a portfolio cannot be observed (Roll, 

1977). Also, the assumption of portfolio selection based on expected returns and variance can 

be challenged by the fact that the probability distributions are not exactly normally distributed 

(Orsag, 2003: 462).  

 

Many researches criticized the assumption about only one factor which can explain the 

expected return on a security. Based on that, multi-factor models were developed to redress 

such shortcoming. Multi-factor models assume that return on assets is sensitive to movements 

of different factors (or indices). The primary objective of security analysis is, therefore, to 

identify these factors and sensitivities of security returns to movements in these factors 

(Sharpe et al., 1999: 256-257). One of the most popular multi-factor models was introduced 

by Fama and French (1996). They identified firm characteristics like size, earnings/price, cash 

flow/price, book-to-market equity, past sales growth, long-term past return, and short-term 

past return which are related to average returns on stocks, and which are not included in the 

CAPM, and were therefore called anomalies. They developed the model (three-factor model) 

to capture these anomalies. The first factor in the model was the stock market return, and the 

other two were the size of the company and the book-to-market ratio. Fama and French 

(2015) expanded their model additionally by adding profitability and investment factors. 

Adding profitability and investment factors to the three-factor model was motivated by the 

dividend discount valuation model42 which explains why these additional factors influence the 

average returns. Jagannathan and Wang (1996) point out that the betas and the market risk 

premium are not static, but vary over time. They have also added return on human capital in 

the calculation and concluded that stated conditions result in a better explanation of security 

returns. 

 

This paper aims to empirically examine the Fama-French Five-Factor model on the Croatian 

stock market. The paper seeks to examine the applicability of the model on the Croatian stock 

market and to determine whether the five risk factors related to market, size, book-to-market 

equity, profitability, and investment can explain the risk-return relationship of Croatian stocks 

and provide a good stock pricing model. To our knowledge, this is the only paper that deals 

with the five-factor model in the Croatian stock market. As the Croatian stock market is an 

emerging market with the characteristic of low liquidity and the small number of traded 

stocks, testing the five-factor model contributes to the weak existing literature of risk factor 

models in Croatia. Also, besides contributing to Croatian literature it has significance for 

 
42 The dividend discount model states that the value of a stock is the discounted value of its future dividends. 

Higher expected profitability suggests higher expected return on the stock because of higher expected cash flows 

to shareholders. Higher expected investment suggests lower expected return because of the lower expected cash 

flows to shareholders (Fama and French, 2015). 
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emerging market literature as well. 

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section two lays out the related research 

overview. Section three contains the methodology description and the following section 

describes the obtained empirical results. The conclusion of the research is presented lastly.  

 

 

Related research overview 
 

The analysis in this paper was conducted on the Croatian stock market which belongs to an 

emerging market. Because of that, a literature review is divided into two parts. The first part 

concerns the findings of factor models tested in emerging markets. These papers are 

summarized with highlighted main conclusions. The other part deals with the results of factor 

models on the Croatian stock market and these researches are described more detail. Since 

emerging markets are less attractive to investors there are much fewer papers about factor 

models in emerging countries in comparison to developed markets.   

 

Fama and French (1998) tested their three-factor model on 13 developed, mostly European, 

countries and 16 emerging markets mostly from Asia and South America. The sample for 

emerging markets included monthly stock prices and accounting data from 1987 to 1995. 

They proved the strong existence of the value premium across emerging markets while this is 

not the case with the size factor. The size factor has an explanatory power but it is less 

intense. They noted that conclusion needs to be taken with caution because emerging markets 

are very volatile and the observed period is relatively short. Foye et al. (2013) used stock data 

for Emerging Eastern European countries that were part of the European Union since 2004 to 

test the ability of the Fama-French Three-Factor model. The sample included stocks from 

Stoxx EU Enlarged Total Market Index and used stock returns from July 2005 to June 2012. 

They tested the Fama-French Three-Factor model and proved that the market risk factor and 

value factor do have significant explanatory ability on returns while the size factor performs 

poorly. They made some adjustments to the Fama-French model and proved better 

explanatory power on returns. Zaremba and Czapkiewcz (2017) collected stock returns and 

accounting data for the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Russia, and Turkey for the period 

between December 1997 to November 2015. Results from applying the Fama-French Three-

Factor model showed that the model does not have explanatory power of explaining stock 

returns. On the contrary, Al-Mwalla and Karasneh (2011) found that the Fama-French Three-

Factor model can explain variation in stock returns for an emerging economy. The same 

conclusion can be found in Drew and Veeraraghavan (2003) for four emerging markets (Hong 

Kong, Korea, Malaysian, and Philippines) over the period from 1991 to 1999. 

 

Some researchers suggest adding additional factors to the Fama-French Three-Factor model. 

Novy-Marx (2013) suggested in his paper that profitability (gross profit to assets) has 

approximately the same power in explaining the cross-section of average returns of stocks as 

book-to-market equity. He argues that profitable firms produce notably higher returns than 

unprofitable firms, but that profitable firms are less prone to distress, unlike the firms with 

high book-to-market equity which are also said to provide higher rates of return. Novy-Marx 

suggested that controlling for profitability will eliminate most anomalies related to earnings. 

Similarly, Titman et al. (2004) concluded that capital investments can explain the cross-

section of future returns which is in line with work by Anderson and Garcia‐Feijóo (2006). 

They both found that investments achieve negative benchmark-adjusted returns. This is one of 

the reasons why Fama and French extended their initial model and formed the five-factor 
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model by including investment and profitability as additional factors.  

 

Foye (2017) tested the Fama-French Five-Factor Model on a group of emerging markets. The 

sample consisted of stocks from 18 emerging markets from Eastern Europe, Latin America, 

and Asia for the period from December 1996 to June 2016. Using time-series regression 

analysis he proved that the five-factor model is better at explaining equity returns than the 

three-factor model in emerging countries from Eastern Europe and Latin America. Results for 

Asian countries showed that the five-factor model underperforms the three-factor model 

which means that the description of equity returns can’t be improved using the five-factor 

model. The main conclusion in paper from Zaremba and Czapkiewcz (2017) stated that the 

Fama-French Five-Factor model outperforms all other factor models in explaining the future 

returns for emerging markets. Mosoeu and Kodongo (2019) used weekly stock data for six 

emerging markets (China, India, Egypt, Malaysia, South Africa, and South Korea) from 2010 

to 2015. Overall results showed the Fama-French Five-Factors do not adequately explain the 

cross-section of stock returns in selected emerging markets.  

 

Dolinar (2013) conducted a test of the Fama-French Three-Factor Model on Croatian stocks. 

In his paper, he also tested the one-factor market model (similar to the CAPM) and a two-

factor model including only size and B/M variables. The models were tested using time-series 

regression analysis on stocks listed on the Zagreb Stock Exchange in the observed period 

from April 2007 to March 2013, on common stocks that had at least 13 consecutive months of 

trading. Four portfolios obtained by sorting stocks according to size and B/M were used, 

unlike the six portfolios originally used by Fama and French (1993). For the observed period, 

the three-factor model captured on average 51% of the variation in stock returns. The paper 

showed that the model can be applied to the Croatian emerging capital market, but its success 

in explaining the risk-return relationship of stocks is significantly smaller than on developed 

markets.  

 

Apart from the paper of Dolinar (2013), only the CAPM has been empirically examined on 

the Croatian stock market so far. Odobašić et al. (2014) applied the CAPM on selected stocks 

on the Croatian stock market. They concluded that the CAPM was not applicable to the 

Croatian stock market and that the returns estimated by the CAPM were significantly lower 

than actual returns because of the low CROBEX index returns and the high risk-free rate. 

Džaja and Aljinović (2013) tested the CAPM on the emerging markets of central and 

southeastern Europe (the sample included Croatia). They conducted the test using a cross-

section analysis of monthly stock returns for nine countries with emerging securities markets, 

in the observed period from January 2006 to December 2010. They found that the CAPM is 

not adequate for pricing the capital assets on observed emerging markets of Central and 

Southeastern Europe. They have also concluded that beta is not a valid measure of risk on 

these markets since they found that higher yields do not mean a higher beta. They also 

examined the efficiency of market indices of observed countries and found that the observed 

stock market indices do not lie on the efficient frontier so they do not represent an efficient 

portfolio. Therefore, these indices cannot be taken as market portfolios to test models. 

Minović and Živković (2014) examined the standard CAPM (by Sharpe, 1964) and the 

Liquidity CAPM (LCAPM) (by Hearn et al., 2009) on returns of stock on the Croatian stock 

market. They found that the LCAPM is more successful in explaining stock returns than the 

original CAPM because the classical CAPM does not capture liquidity risk which is one of 

the main problems in the emerging Croatian stock market. Liquidity risk and company size 

were shown to have a significant impact on stock price formation and can significantly 

improve the ability of the model to explain variation in stock returns. They suggested that the 

combination of company size and illiquidity factors in asset pricing can improve the 
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description of equilibrium in the Croatian stock market when included in the Fama and 

French cross-sectional framework. 

 

 

Fama-French Five-Factor Model 
 

Fama and French (2015) proposed the five-factor model that was designed to capture the 

returns on stocks using the factors related to profitability and investment, in addition to factors 

in the three-factor model, the equity market risk premium, and factors related to size and 

book-to-market equity. Fama and French measured the operating profitability of the 

companies as revenues minus cost of goods sold, minus selling, general, and administrative 

expenses, minus interest expense, all divided by book equity, where the accounting data from 

fiscal year t-1 was used for sorts of year t. They measured investments of the companies as a 

change in total assets from the fiscal year ending in year t-2 to the fiscal year ending in t-1, 

divided by total assets from fiscal year t-2. 

 

The equation of the Fama-French Five-Factor model is 
(𝑅𝑖𝑡 − 𝑅𝐹𝑡) =  𝑎𝑖 +  𝑏𝑖(𝑅𝑀 − 𝑅𝐹𝑡) + 𝑠𝑖(𝑆𝑀𝐵𝑡) + ℎ𝑖(𝐻𝑀𝐿𝑡) + 𝑟𝑖(𝑅𝑀𝑊𝑡) + 𝑐𝑖(𝐶𝑀𝐴𝑡) + 𝑒𝑖𝑡 

where the three factors from the Fama-French Three-Factor model, market risk premium 

(𝑅𝑀 − 𝑅𝐹𝑡), risk factor related to size (𝑆𝑀𝐵𝑡)43, and risk factor related to book-to-market 

equity or value (𝐻𝑀𝐿𝑡)44 remain the same, and factors related to profitability and investment 

are added. The 𝑅𝑀𝑊𝑡 (robust minus weak) portfolio is designed to capture the variation of 

stock returns produced by company profitability. The 𝑅𝑀𝑊𝑡 portfolio is calculated as the 

difference between returns on portfolios of stocks with robust profitability and returns on 

portfolios of stocks with weak profitability. The 𝐶𝑀𝐴𝑡 (conservative minus aggressive) 

portfolio is designed to capture the variation of stock returns produced by the company 

investment level. The 𝐶𝑀𝐴𝑡 portfolio is calculated as the difference between returns on 

portfolios of stocks of firms with low investment (conservative firms) and returns on 

portfolios of stocks of firms with high investment (aggressive firms). 𝑎𝑖 is the intercept for 

stock 𝑖, while 𝑏𝑖, 𝑠𝑖, ℎ𝑖, 𝑟𝑖 and 𝑐𝑖 are slope coefficients of stocks. The risk-free asset taken was 

the one-month Treasury bill rate. The performance of the model is measured on the portfolios 

formed based on size, book-to-market equity, profitability, and investment.  

 

The results of the regression showed that this model explains between 71% and 94% of the 

cross-section expected return variance of portfolios based on size, book-to-market equity, 

operating profitability, and investment. The five-factor model provides a better explanation of 

average returns than the three-factor model, for portfolios formed based on size, book-to-

market equity, profitability, and investment. Another finding was that the value factor (HML) 

becomes redundant when profitability and investment factors are added to the three-factor 

model. Fama and French (2016) also found that there are fewer anomalies in the five-factor 

model than in the three-factor model. Anomalous returns become less anomalous in the five-

factor model and the returns associated with different variables of anomaly share factor 

exposures that imply that they are mostly a part of the same phenomenon. 

 

 
43 The SMB (small minus big) portfolio is calculated as a difference between returns on a portfolios of stocks of 

small companies and returns on a portfolios of stocks of large companies. 
44 The HML (high minus low) portfolio is calculated as a difference between returns on portfolios of stocks of 

companies with high book-to-market ratio and returns on portfolios of stocks of companies with low book-to-

market ratio. 
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Data Selection and Data Sources 
 

For the empirical analysis, monthly data were extracted from the Croatian stock market for 

the stocks listed on the Zagreb Stock Exchange (ZSE) in the period from October 2007 until 

March 2018 (126 months). The observed period includes 21 revisions of the CROBEX index, 

as CROBEX is revised semiannually, in March and September. There are 57 stocks on the 

ZSE that were included in the CROBEX index in at least one of the revisions in the observed 

period.  

 

Data for the analysis was downloaded from the ZSE web page. The stock prices were 

downloaded directly from the ZSE web page. Market capitalization (market value of equity) 

data was taken from the ZSE periodical trading reports. Other data, including book value of 

equity, total assets, revenues, operating expenses, depreciation and interest expenses (or 

income or loss from operating activities before taxes in case of financial companies), was 

taken from the companies’ annual reports published on the ZSE web page. If available, these 

data were taken from the audited and consolidated annual reports. The size of the companies 

was determined by market capitalization at the end of the fiscal year t-1. Book-to-market 

equity was determined as book equity at the end of fiscal year t-1, divided by market 

capitalization at the end of fiscal year t-1. Operating profitability was determined as revenues 

minus operating expenses, minus interest expenses, and plus depreciation (all at the end of 

fiscal year t-1), all divided by book equity at the end of fiscal year t-1. The investment was 

defined as the change in total assets from fiscal year t-1 to fiscal year t-2, all divided by total 

assets at the end of fiscal year t-2. 

 

 

Variables in the Fama-French Five-Factor Model 
 

In the time-series regression, monthly returns on selected stocks are regressed on the 

portfolios mimicking for size, book-to-market equity, profitability, and investment, as well as 

on the market portfolio. For every month of the observed period, stocks were divided into: 1) 

two groups according to size – small and big (S and B); 2) two groups according to book-to-

market ratio – high and low (H and L); 3) two groups according to profitability – robust and 

weak (R and W); and 4) two groups according to investment – conservative and aggressive (C 

and A). Therefore, eight portfolios were formed from sorting stocks according to size, B/M, 

profitability, and investment. The stocks were split into two groups according to each criteria 

using the median. The created portfolios are all equally weighted. 

 

The risk-free rate was not included in the regression as in the original Fama-French Three-

Factor model because of the low yields of the Croatian Treasury bills, which make the impact 

of risk-free rate insignificant.45 Therefore, the regressed values were returns on selected 

stocks instead of the returns in excess of the risk-free rate (Rit – RFt) used in the original 

Fama-French models. Also, market return (RM, here return on a CROBEX stock index) was 

included in the regression instead of the market premium (RM – RFt).  

 

The regression is conducted on returns on single stocks and not on portfolios like in the 

original Fama-French Five-Factor model. Fama and French (2015) used as dependent 

 
45 At the last auction in the observed period, in May 2019, the yield of the Croatian three-month Treasury bill 

was 0.03%. The six-month Treasury bill auctioned in February 2019, had a yield of 0.06% (Republic of Croatia 

Ministry of Finance, 2019). 
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variables 25 portfolios from sorts of stocks into five size groups and five B/M groups, 25 

portfolios from sorts of stocks into the size and profitability quintiles, and 25 portfolios from 

sorts of stocks into the size and investment quintiles. In this paper, the dependent variables are 

total returns on selected stocks because of the modest number of stocks available on the 

Croatian stock market and therefore, the inability to form many portfolios. 

The equation used in the time-series regression is 

𝑅𝑖𝑡 =  𝑎𝑖 +  𝑏𝑖(𝑅𝑀𝑡) + 𝑠𝑖(𝑆𝑀𝐵𝑡) + ℎ𝑖(𝐻𝑀𝐿𝑡) + 𝑟𝑖(𝑅𝑀𝑊𝑡) + 𝑐𝑖(𝐶𝑀𝐴𝑡) + 𝑒𝑖𝑡 

where variables are defined as follows: 

Rit is the dependent variable in the model, i.e. the variable which is explained by the risk 

factors defined below. It is the monthly return on security i for period t, i.e. the monthly return 

on 17 selected stocks, for the observed period of 126 months. 17 stocks were chosen out of 57 

stocks that were at some point included in the CROBEX index. The 17 stocks were chosen 

according to the following conditions: 1) stocks had to be included in the CROBEX index in 

at least 50% of the CROBEX revisions in the observed period, i.e. in at least 11 of 21 

revisions; and 2) stocks have been trading for every month in the observed period (i.e. 126 

consecutive months). 

RMt is the monthly return on the stock market portfolio, or in this case the return on the 

equally weighted CROBEX index.  

SMBt (small minus big) variable is the simple average of monthly returns on a portfolio of 

CROBEX’s stocks with small market capitalization minus the simple average of monthly 

returns on a portfolio of CROBEX’s stocks with big market capitalization. This variable is 

designed to mimic risk factor in stock returns related to the size of the companies. 

HMLt (high minus low) variable is the simple average of monthly returns on a portfolio of 

CROBEX’s stocks with a high B/M ratio minus the simple average of monthly returns on a 

portfolio of CROBEX’s stocks with low B/M ratio. This variable is designed to mimic the 

risk factor in stock returns related to the book-to-market equity of the companies. 

RMWt (robust minus weak) variable is the simple average of monthly returns on a portfolio 

of CROBEX’s stocks with robust (high) profitability minus the simple average of monthly 

returns on a portfolio of CROBEX’s stocks with weak (low) profitability. This variable is 

designed to mimic the risk factor in stock returns related to the profitability of the companies. 

CMAt (conservative minus aggressive) variable is the simple average of monthly returns on a 

portfolio of CROBEX’s stocks with conservative (low) investment minus the simple average 

of monthly returns on a portfolio of CROBEX’s stocks with aggressive (high) investments. 

This variable is designed to mimic the risk factor in stock returns related to the investment of 

the companies. 

ai is the intercept for stock i, while bi, si, hi, ri and ci are slope coefficients of stocks (i.e. factor 

exposures). For the model to be successful, all factor exposures (parameters) should be 

significant. Also, the intercept ai should be insignificant (i.e. indistinguishable from zero).  

 

 

Empirical results 
 

In this section are presented the descriptive statistics for the variables used in the model as 

well as the regression results. 

 

Descriptive Statistics 

 

Table 1 presents descriptive statistics for the independent variables (i.e. explanatory returns) 

for the period from October 2007 to March 2018, for 126 monthly observations. The average 

value of the monthly market return for the observed period is -0.89% (approximately -10% 
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annually), which is very poor from an investment perspective, and it is -1.22 standard errors 

from zero. The average monthly premium for the factor related to size in returns (the average 

SMB return) is the largest, 1.2%. The factors related to book-to-market equity (HML), 

profitability (RMW), and investment (CMA) produce average monthly premiums of 0.22%, 

0.24%, and -0.40% respectively, and are within 1.16 standard errors from zero. 

 

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics of Independent Variables (Explanatory Returns) from October 

2007 to March 2018 (126 Observations) 

Variable Mean 
Standard 

Deviation 
t(mn) Minimum Maximum Kurtosis Skewness 

RM -0.00887 0.08162 -1.21920 -0.30071 0.45365 9.67831 0.66371 

SMB 0.01248 0.04727 -2.96400 -0.25053 0.12644 7.09500 -1.49448 

HML 0.00221 0.04608 0.53771 -0.09311 0.21170 2.73938 0.88651 

RMW 0.00238 0.03138 0.85174 -0.11314 0.07250 1.52783 -0.59755 

CMA -0.00400 0.03899 -1.15240 -0.14073 0.08346 0.55533 -0.57155 

Source: Author’s work 
 

Table 2 presents descriptive statistics for the dependent variables (i.e. returns of 17 selected 

stocks) for the period from October 2007 to March 2018, for 126 monthly observations. Size 

and B/M ratio data are calculated as simple averages of the values in the observed period.  

 

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics for 17 Stocks and Their Returns from October 2007 to March 

2018 (126 Observations) 

Stock 
Size (mn 

HRK) 
B/M Mean 

Standard 

Deviation 
t(mn) Minimum 

Maximu

m 
Kurtosis Skewness 

ADPL-R-A 538.55 1.299 0.0064 0.1001 0.7228 -0.3203 0.4214 3.9954 0.4160 

ADRS-P-A 2,191.69 3.698 0.0091 0.0991 1.0319 -0.2241 0.5924 13.5797 2.3156 

ATPL-R-A 1,043.14 2.064 -0.0015 0.1425 -0.1201 -0.5611 0.6665 5.6408 0.9288 

DDJH-R-A 233.87 0.917 -0.0098 0.1429 -0.7735 -0.3457 0.4353 0.9487 0.4557 

DLKV-R-A 707.06 1.099 -0.0240 0.1424 -1.8883 -0.4352 0.3502 0.8710 0.2858 

ERNT-R-A 2,005.21 0.421 0.0027 0.0795 0.3868 -0.2994 0.2767 2.4100 -0.0534 

IGH-R-A 662.72 1.193 -0.0144 0.2014 -0.8015 -0.5914 1.0115 7.9361 1.8425 

INGR-R-A 375.91 2.309 -0.0229 0.1563 -1.6428 -0.4082 0.6234 3.6783 1.1322 

KOEI-R-A 1,633.00 1.259 0.0007 0.0965 0.0767 -0.4178 0.3683 5.1627 0.1264 

KRAS-R-A 597.11 1.115 0.0005 0.0820 0.0639 -0.3139 0.3956 5.3287 0.5191 

LKPC-R-A 324.30 1.100 -0.0132 0.1113 -1.3364 -0.3888 0.5263 6.5733 0.6616 

LKRI-R-A 907.56 0.665 -0.0151 0.1354 -1.2512 -0.3191 1.0436 29.4640 3.7277 

PODR-R-A 1,837.31 1.116 -0.0021 0.0836 -0.2859 -0.2480 0.4865 8.8645 1.3182 

PTKM-R-A 528.72 1.543 -0.0117 0.1669 -0.7839 -0.4764 0.8652 11.1294 2.1430 

ULPL-R-A 390.89 2.020 -0.0190 0.1194 -1.7905 -0.5034 0.7066 12.6768 1.3874 

VIRO-R-A 815.23 0.746 -0.0078 0.1249 -0.7046 -0.4574 0.4651 3.6506 0.4700 

ZABA-R-A 16,141.50 1.175 0.0020 0.0933 0.2409 -0.2723 0.3253 1.2600 0.2283 

Source: Author’s work 
 

Regression Analysis  

The time-series regression was conducted to capture the common variation in stock returns 

(i.e. the systematic risk). 𝑅2 values and parameters (slope coefficients) were used to assess 

how well the model captures the common variation. The focus of this study is on the Fama-

French Five-Factor model, but additional models were also tested including the one-factor 

(market) model46, two-factor model47, and Fama-French Three-Factor model.  

 
46 One-factor model is the Sharpe’s market model and includes only stock market return as an explanatory 

variable 
47 Two-factor model includes risk factors related to profitability and investment as explanatory variables 
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The five-factor model includes all five factors that are originally defined by Fama and French 

(2015). The 𝑅2 values range from 0.40 to 0.71, with an average of 0.54, meaning that, on 

average, 54% of the variation in the dependent variable is explained by the linear relationship 

with the independent variables in the model. It can be concluded that the Fama-French Five-

Factor model captures the most variation in stock returns in comparison to other tested 

models48. Zaremba and Czapkiewcz (2017) also concluded that the five-factor model 

performs best. R2 values for the three-factor model range from 0.35 to 0.70, with an average 

of 0.52. The same result is found in Dolinar (2013) where the three-factor model captures on 

average, 51% of the variation. The market return has the strongest explanatory power in the 

model, while the size and B/M related risk factors added in the three-factor model, as well as 

profitability and investment related risk factors added in the five-factor model have only 

marginal explanatory power. Concerning the market factor, the result is in line with Foye et 

al. (2013) for emerging markets. Therefore, regarding the market factor, all 𝑏 parameters 

(slope coefficients) were statistically significant at 1% level. 9 out of 17 parameters 𝑠 (related 

to size factor) were statistically significant mostly at 1%. 8 out of 17 parameters ℎ (related to 

B/M factor) were statistically significant at 1% and 5% level. 4 out of 17 parameters 𝑟 (related 

to profitability factor) were statistically significant at 10% level. Finally, 6 out of 17 

parameters 𝑐 (related to investment factor) were statistically significant mostly at 5% level. 

Risk factors related to profitability and investment showed very little power to explain the 

variation in stock returns, as their parameters showed statistical significance only for few 

stocks. Risk factors related to size and B/M do a slightly better job at explaining the variation 

in stock returns, and their parameters show some statistical significance, but little in 

comparison to the market factor. These results are considerably poorer than those of Fama and 

French (2015) who estimated that the five-factor model explained about 71% to 94% of the 

cross-section variance of expected returns for the size, B/M, profitability, and investment 

portfolios they examined. Table 3 presents the details of the regression analysis of 17 selected 

stocks. 

 

Table 3: Regression Results for the Five-Factor Model 
Stock b t(b) s t(s) h t(h) r t(r) c t(c) R2 s(e) 

ADPL-R-A 0.99*** 9.65 -0.59*** -3.03 -0,38** -2.35 -0.54** -2.38 0.25 1.49 0.51 0.07 

ADRS-P-A 1.09*** 11.89 -0.70*** -4.06 0,42*** 2.90 0.03 0.14 -0.19 -1.23 0.60 0.06 

ATPL-R-A 1.12*** 6.98 -0.17 -0.58 0,21 0.82 -0.61* -1.71 0.21 0.78 0.41 0.11 

DDJH-R-A 0.63*** 4.32 0.99*** 3.60 -1,16*** -5.01 -1.38*** -4.28 -0.44* -1.81 0.52 0.10 

DLKV-R-A 1.05*** 7.13 0.43 1.52 0,19 0.81 -0.11 -0.35 0.53** 2.17 0.50 0.10 

ERNT-R-A 0.86*** 11.30 -0.45*** -3.16 -0,27** -2.24 -0.03 -0.16 0.20 1.59 0.58 0.05 

IGH-R-A 1.29*** 5.68 0.78* 1.80 0,14 0.39 0.75 1.48 1.17*** 3.09 0.40 0.16 

INGR-R-A 1.18*** 7.54 0.44 1.48 0,65** 2.60 0.29 0.83 0.59** 2.28 0.54 0.11 

KOEI-R-A 1.09*** 14.36 -0.46*** -3.20 -0,08 -0.65 -0.27 -1.61 -0.20 -1.57 0.71 0.05 

KRAS-R-A 0.56*** 6.11 0.21 1.24 -0,05 -0.34 0.52** 2.58 -0.20 -1.32 0.43 0.06 

LKPC-R-A 1.05*** 9.99 -0.06 -0.30 -0,07 -0.44 -0.11 -0.47 -0.13 -0.74 0.59 0.07 

LKRI-R-A 1.15*** 9.38 0.26 1.13 0,17 0.86 -0.30 -1.12 -0.20 -0.99 0.62 0.09 

PODR-R-A 0.98*** 13.86 -0.49*** -3.66 0,36*** 3.17 0.02 0.15 0.25** 2.17 0.67 0.05 

PTKM-R-A 0.94*** 5.03 0.68* 1.93 -0,02 -0.05 -0.62 -1.49 -0.31 -1.00 0.42 0.13 

ULPL-R-A 0.99*** 8.04 -0.06 -0.27 0,41** 2.08 -0.28 -1.02 0.04 0.20 0.51 0.09 

VIRO-R-A 1.11*** 9.87 0.15 0.72 -0,44** -2.44 0.03 0.13 -0.39** -2.07 0.63 0.08 

ZABA-R-A 1.08*** 12.95 -0.70*** -4.46 0,19 1.44 -0.19 -1.01 -0.01 -0.11 0.63 0.06 

Note: Single, double, and triple asterisks denote 10%, 5%, and 1% levels of significance 

respectively.   

Source: Author’s work 

 
48 The 𝑅2 is calculated for each stock and for every observed model in this paper. The results are available on 

request. 
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An accurate pricing model requires intercepts equal to zero, i.e. the intercept ai will be zero 

for all of the stocks if the exposures to the five factors (bi, si, hi, ri, and ci) capture all variation 

in expected returns (Fama and French, 2015). Also, most (or all) of the parameters (i.e. factor 

exposures) should be significant for the model to be successful. Intercept values (parameters 

a) in the two-factor, three-factor and five-factor models are all indistinguishable from 0. At 

10% level of significance, 5 intercepts in the one-factor (market) model, and 2 intercepts in 

the two-factor model were statistically significant and distinguishable from 0. All of the 

intercepts in the three- and five-factor models were statistically insignificant and 

indistinguishable from 0. 

Overall regression results show that only the models which include the stock market factor are 

acceptable pricing models and that the average premiums for the proxy factors in these 

models are successful in explaining the cross-section of average stock returns. Every 

additional factor improves the model, but the addition of the last two factors from the five-

factor model (RMW and CMA) improves the model only marginally, making their usefulness 

questionable. Table 4 shows the intercept values for the four presented models for 17 selected 

stocks. 

Table 4: Regression Intercepts and Their Significance for All Four Models 

 One-factor model Two-factor model Three-factor model Five-factor model 

Stock a t(a) a t(a) a t(a) a t(a) 

ADPL-R-A 0.013* 1.922 0.007 0.765 0.010 1.393 0.011 1.636 

ADRS-P-A 0.017*** 2.779 0.007 0.853 0.009 1.496 0.008 1.364 

ATPL-R-A 0.008 0.803 0.000 0.005 0.007 0.637 0.008 0.763 

DDJH-R-A -0.001 -0.067 -0.009 -0.795 0.013 1.244 0.012 1.274 

DLKV-R-A -0.014 -1.429 -0.022* -1.716 -0.009 -0.966 -0.007 -0.755 

ERNT-R-A 0.009* 1.676 0.002 0.292 0.005 1.076 0.006 1.231 

IGH-R-A -0.002 -0.126 -0.011 -0.631 0.006 0.361 0.009 0.627 

INGR-R-A -0.011 -1.101 -0.021 -1.484 -0.009 -0.843 -0.007 -0.655 

KOEI-R-A 0.009* 1.840 -0.001 -0.108 0.005 1.023 0.005 0.924 

KRAS-R-A 0.006 1.014 -0.002 -0.256 0.007 1.192 0.006 1.022 

LKPC-R-A -0.004 -0.621 -0.014 -1.482 -0.004 -0.644 -0.005 -0.696 

LKRI-R-A -0.004 -0.482 -0.015 -1.331 -0.002 -0.200 -0.002 -0.262 

PODR-R-A 0.005 1.060 -0.002 -0.250 0.000 -0.071 0.001 0.132 

PTKM-R-A -0.001 -0.055 -0.011 -0.796 0.006 0.498 0.005 0.444 

ULPL-R-A -0.010 -1.298 -0.018* -1.768 -0.011 -1.431 -0.011 -1.371 

VIRO-R-A 0.003 0.353 -0.011 -0.998 0.005 0.635 0.003 0.436 

ZABA-R-A 0.010* 1.739 0.001 0.138 0.003 0.485 0.003 0.499 

Note: Single, double, and triple asterisks denote 10%, 5%, and 1% levels of significance 

respectively. 

Source: Author’s work 

 

 

Conclusion  
 

The focus of this paper was to empirically examine the applicability of the Fama-French Five-

Factor model on the Croatian stock market. Additionally, three other factor models were also 

tested. This means that four statistical models were tested to capture the explanatory power of 

risk factors defined by the Fama and French. Time-series regressions were conducted on data 

taking returns on selected Croatian stocks as dependent variables, and portfolios mimicking 

for size, book-to-market equity, profitability, and investment, as well as the CROBEX stock 

index mimicking for the market portfolio as dependent variables. The criteria for assessing the 

models were the significance of the parameters (i.e. factor exposures) and the significance of 
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the intercepts.  

 

Empirical research in this paper again showed that the Fama-French Three-Factor model 

proved to be slightly more successful than the one-factor model in explaining the common 

variation in stock returns, as the parameters of the risk factors related to size (SMB) and B/M 

(HML) were statistically significant for the greater number of stocks. The Fama-French Five-

Factor model proved to capture the most variation in stock returns in comparison to other 

models, but only slightly more than the three-factor model. In this model, the size and B/M 

factors showed slightly more explanatory power than profitability and investment factors.  

 

After conducting the regression analysis, it is clear that, while the Fama-French Five-Factor 

model and its risk factors capture approximately half of the variation in stock returns, there is 

still a lot of variation left unexplained by this model. It is fair to assume that there are other 

factors to be determined that help explain the variation in stock returns on the Croatian stock 

market, especially when bearing in mind the unfavorable characteristics of the Croatian stock 

market such as persisting illiquidity, a small number of stocks, numerous illiquid stocks and 

other, which also presented the limitations of this research. Therefore, further research should 

focus on the development of the research methodology to better fit the Croatian stock market. 
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DEVELOPMENTS IN BANKING SYSTEM, REGULATION, 

RISK MANAGEMENT AND RELATIONS WITH THE REAL 

ECONOMY 
 

 

Miroslav ILIĆ 

 

Abstract 

This paper examines dynamics of changes in the global banking and financial system with 

relations to the real economy and management of financial institutions. Current economic 

environment is for some time characterised by low rates of economic growth, high debt levels 

and what is very important – by to few further enhancement and development opportunities. 

Current competiveness position in the world economy and financial system is highly 

concentrated toward developed large countries that will be more able to create opportunities 

to promote economic growth and recovery, what will be even more important in the future. It 

will be major research interest which measures regarding financial system will be most 

suitable to create economic growth and under which conditions. The most recent regulatory 

changes will increase operating cost for financial institutions and bring implementation 

uncertainties, although that was not intended. Increasing regulatory and risk management 

demands will also increase pressure on financial institutions and further reduce capital 

availability in the economy. Productivity in global financial institutions also tends to 

increase, but that will probably boost overall profitability and not reduce finance costs in the 

economy. It is very important research question how regulations will affect the sector 

dynamics and development of the competition. Market concentration in many countries may 

impact financing possibilities and entrance of new competitors in the financial services 

sector. Economic stagnation is major factor that impacts financial markets and banking 

activity, but that is also impacted by structural factors in the economy. Analysis in this paper 

will also discuss factors that impact banks business strategy and broader impacts of these 

changes. Changes in business strategies of major banks tend to reduce internal costs and 

change focus of their business activity. Many major international banks tend to narrow their 

business scope to better adjust risk and returns, comply with regulations and to increase 

shareholder returns. That will certainly change market conditions and availability of 

financial products. Possible profitability for many financial products will impact their market 

offer. International capital flows tend in the future to be concentrated on economies which 

offer manageable financial risk. How to support real economy is more becoming more 

important than ever. This paper discuses several actual groups of partly interconnected 

factors that may significantly impact future of banking and financing in relationship with the 

real economy.  

 

Keywords: banking, financial sector, real economy, risk management, regulation 

 

JEL classification: G20, G21, G24, G32, O16 

 

 

Introduction  
 

Global banks were after the last global crisis gradually prepared for possible problems on 

global markets, but only to an uncertain extent, especially related to uncertain developments. 

Financial markets are not only impacted on liquidity and loan level, but also on equity and 
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securities valuation that maintains financial value and invested income. One of the most 

important economic questions in the last financial crisis and most recent times, is how to 

ensure that each economic policy and government mechanism should be enough efficient and 

distributed.  

 

Current global economic environment puts more pressure on global financing system than 

ever. Economic downturn in most recent times reduced financing viability and liquidity for 

many business subjects. Possible credit crunch is a very significant risk for the economy in a 

whole, which may lead to reduced business activity. Modern financial institutions are to 

limited, but to increasing extent subject to increasing demands for increased productivity of 

their respective operations. In the last financial crisis it was possible to notice that many 

liquidity measures from central banks did not resulted in increased money availability to the 

real economy. That can be mostly attributable to bank’s conservative and risk averse business 

policies, but also to lack of modern financial intermediaries that may better suits risk and 

return profiles of particular money demanding subjects. This paper will analyse current trends 

with separate accents on important aspects of banking activity and financial markets related to 

the real economy.  

 

 

Impact of changes in banking and financial sector to the real economy 
 

Globalisation in the financial system, although considered to benefit real economy and 

financing opportunities, did not increased financing availability for many segments of the real 

economy. This can be particularly seen in less developed countries but also in countries with 

bank-centred financial system. That particularly affects small and middle companies, where 

global financial competition does not bring too many benefits for them. Such particular 

situation can be relativized in some countries where regional banks do exist that are not profit 

run, but tend to more support local economy. Sometimes unofficial government and 

regulatory policies can support smaller companies in many countries, particularly where 

domestic banking groups do exist. Global banking groups and their local branches often 

connect local economy globally (Schnabl, 2012, De Haas and van Lelyveld, 2014), both to a 

limited extent for positive and negative business implications. Generally, international 

banking groups tend to be better diversified than other groups (Demsetz and Strahan, 1997). 

This is also important in the Eurozone (Saka, Fuertes, Kalotychou, 2015). However, 

conclusions from papers are limited to differences from economies and their international 

competitiveness. Balance sheets of many banks are optimized with divestments and have 

abundant liquidity. However, this is not enough to support economic growth in all economies. 

Inter-banking markets also play a role here (Acharya and Schnabl, 2010, Schnabl, 2012, 

Abbassi, Brownlees and Podlich, 2017, Cai et. al., 2018). This can be relativized with respect 

to their own bank balance sheets. Global financial disintermediation has only limited effects 

for banking system and real economy in a whole. In can be noted that many subject that have 

good access to capital markets also can get even better terms for banking loans. Many smaller 

companies are unable to get loans in such times or are less available (Cole, 2012, Alessandri 

and Bottero, 2017), as this research with the limited scope shows the main problem. 

 

Only largest companies and highly reliable and solvent debt issuers were able to slash their 

lending cost in today’s environment. What is a major issue in today’s economy smaller and 

medium companies did not received better financing terms despite liquidity measures or other 

programs (Cole, 2012, Bending et. al., 2014, Alessandri and Bottero, 2017, Acharya et. al., 

2019), despite what was intended with these measures. Also, there are other adverse effects of 
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monetary measures possible, that are not known yet (Markets Committee, 2019). Liquidity 

crunch is a major issue for many smaller and medium companies, that can deter them from 

doing business and what is very important, from further investing. This factor is 

underestimated by the economic policy and leads to structural problems in many economies 

and regions. It can further reduce growth rates in the real economy and limit further 

development. These smaller businesses do not have scale to access capital markets or in such 

cases to get better banking financing terms. However, paper by Ferrando, Popov and Udell 

(2015) shows that ECB liquidity programs facilitated lower use of debt securities and 

increased credit applying by companies. Also non-baking lending has showed significant 

growth (Aramonte, 2020).  

 

Increased liquidity in the global financial system is still present in many countries, and despite 

doubts and propositions, such situation combined with low interest yields could stay for a 

long time. Today’s capital market access for large companies is very good with low interest 

yields what is impacted by investor´s risk preferences and trust in large companies. Much of 

global government bonds saw also reduced yields for their new placements, what can be 

attributed to increased investor´s risk preferences in times of increased financial liquidity. 

Such situation tends to be stable in the future. Banks tend to save their balance sheets and 

deter lending to many solvent borrowers and may prompt them to reduce and exit activity due 

to less capitalized balanced sheets (Acharya et. al., 2018). Banking crisis had also other 

negative impact on business investments and activity (Chodorow-Reich, 2014). Figure 1. 

shows ratios of non-performing loans to total loans in percentages in selected economic areas 

as a clear sign of economic condition. Bank’s average in OECD area show better statistics 

than in Euro-area, even during the global financial crisis. Non-performing loans affect also 

lending capacity to the real economy.  

 

Figure 1. Bank nonperforming loans to gross loans in percentages 

 
Source: author, based on World Bank latest available consolidated data  

 

Such differences can affect economic growth and the real economy, due to concentration of 

business activity to larger and better rated economies and their companies. Banking crisis 

outcomes also have differences between economies (Laeven and Valencia, 2012, Giannetti 

and Simonov, 2013 Acharya et. al., 2018,). This can be particularly attributed to previous 

economy structure in many countries. Financing structure regularly affects internal money 

allocation, and reduce internal development expenses and liquidity. Both of these factors 
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impact company successes, economy competitiveness and with that real economy. Larger 

time periods in poorly performing economies that have limited financing and development 

options, regularly lead to increased plant closures, layoffs and lack of the technological 

development. This not only reduces economic development, but also reduces general 

competitiveness and international economic relations. Recent changes in global financial 

systems opened some questions about need for financing continuity for local traditional 

branches in economy like ship financing. These segments are often covered by regional banks 

in several economies and are out of focus of large banking groups. Changes within these local 

banks can deter such financing and negatively affect local real economy.  

 

Current changes in the global financial system are not going to increase financing prospects 

and capital flows for middle and less developed economies. Today, many international banks 

are often not ready to support their local branches in times of crisis (De Haas and van 

Lelyveld, 2014). That can be attributable to risk aversity of global groups and saving their 

own liquidity. There is a significant risk that increases in capital demand will reduce banks’ 

lending to the real economy. Some research show a relativity significant impact (Fraisse, Lé 

and Thesmar, 2017), other a modest impact (Bridges, et. al., 2014). However, their research 

may underestimate the impact of current abundant liquidity and high solvency of many 

corporate issuers in today’s market.  

 

 

Bank’s business strategy in the current business environment 
 

Many of the largest European banking groups significantly reduced exposure to global 

banking markets after the last financial crisis and then later gradually exited many positions 

and markets. Sometimes, governments and regulators affected such decisions after receiving 

financial help in the turmoil of the latest financial crisis. The void in the global financial 

market is being increasingly filled with major global Japanese and Canadian banks, which are 

currently not forerunners, but are increasing positions in many segments of corporate and 

investment banking. This is attributable to their large strong balance sheets and tendency to 

take more risk to increase business results. However, despite strong balance sheets of many 

major European banks do not have large global investment bank presence, what is in this case 

mainly attributable to their business policy and subjective constraints. Despite this, many of 

these European banks are significantly active in some of lucrative investment and corporate 

banking segments that have good risk/return ratios or have good local propositions in some 

sectors.  

 

Global mergers and consolidations in banking tend to reduce costs with front office reductions 

and rationalisations of back-office activity. Innovative IT solutions will dramatically reduce 

and simplify the cost for many technical sides of assets management, trading and other similar 

business activities segments. Increased computerisation of many processes will not necessary 

reduce prices of services. It can be also discussed future efficiency of such processes and final 

effects (Lenz, 2015). Many of the banking products segments will be increasingly 

standardised, what will better control risk, but reduce their flexibility. Price competition will 

be limited, and probably mainly beneficial to highly solvent companies with good access to 

capital markets. Figure 1. shows returns on bank equity as percentage of bank assets. It show 

stable tendencies, even with increased equity requirements for many banks. Figure 2. shows 

returns on assets in the EU area as percentage of assets. It is important to notice that returns 

returned to pre-crisis levels despite different asset qualities and regulatory requirements. 
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Figure 3. shows cost to income ratios for banks in the EU-area. Ratios tend to be stable, but 

average is slightly lower compared to some of most productive banking groups.   

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Returns on equity as percentage of banks assets 

 
Source: author, based on ECB data 

 

 

Figure 2. Returns on assets in EU-area as percentages of banks assets 

 
Source: author, based on ECB data 
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Figure 3. Cost to income ratios for banks in EU-area in percentages 

 

 
Source: author, based on ECB data 

 

Competition outside of the banking sector is still limited for most of its the segments. It can 

be partly relevant in some riskier consumer lending and leasing. Direct lending and other non-

banking intermediation has a limited competition impact in segments of banking, but it has 

potential for growth (Aramonte, 2020), as it removes some costs layers and simplifies terms. 

However, limiting factor is that only part of financial system is aligned and ready to lend 

directly and it is usually in segments with higher risk/return expectations. There are 

suggestions that funds’ allocations in alternative lending are rising and could even increase 

financial stability in their respective economy (Netherlands Bank, 2016). However, other 

economies may have different situations. Banking relations are determined on relationship 

that are differently valued by the banks management and have many factor that can 

significantly impact them. Current market situation gives banks and their criteria advantage 

over customer’s preferences.  

 

 

Regulatory changes in the financial system 
 

Although currently not completely defined, reforms of the financial system will tend to 

redesign organisation structure of large financial institutions. Some of the most important 

reforms that will affect global banks are related to increased capital ratios, that could reduce 

lending capacity, increase own capital requirements and associated costs. Despite 

expectations, it is not certain in any way that banking regulatory reforms are going to help the 

real economy. Increased costs and regulatory burden can, in many instances, marginally 

reduce financing opportunities for some subjects. Regulatory changes could increase banking 
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activity costs (Adrian, Kiff and Shin, 2018). Regulatory reforms will tend to make decisions 

making and risk management processes and reporting (BCBS, 2014) in banks more 

standardised. This will certainly affect reduction of employee number in many global banks. 

Outsourcing of many back office activities will also have its impact. Technological 

advancement does not replace many decision making mechanisms in financial institutions as 

they are traditionally run on middle and higher management levels with high personal 

contribution what defines successful management criteria and staffing policy. Another 

important factor that may increase banking cost is procylicality of capital requirements, 

especially during expansion. However, it remains unclear how will be such procyclicality 

analysed, regarding different strategies, bussines scope and asset properties for diverse global 

banking groups. Also reforms will increase loss absorbing capacity for banks, with additional 

MREL and BRRD directives regarding bank dissolution. That may increase cost und make 

capital returns and profit distribution less certain. The most actual Basel 4 (BCBS, 2020) 

reforms tend to make risk-weighing more accurate for different assets categories. Risk 

weighing should be more detailed and with more particular data, but it remains open how 

much accurate it can be. In addition criteria for additional risk weighted capital will also 

increase.  

 

Many international banking groups are required, regarding actual regulatory changes, to 

present plans that could separate investment-banking segments from other deposit based 

segments of activity. This was intended to protect deposit based segment from possible 

failures and problems in investment banking. Despite the regulatory attitude and goals, it is 

still unknown how would be that practically possible in the real case. It is also less known 

how would that affect further internal banking financing for etc. securities underwriting and in 

certain cases coverage for related claims. It is also worthwhile noticing that many banks that 

exited or reduced their investment banking exposure, after the last financial crisis did not 

increased their profitability and were affected by regulatory reforms and government supports 

(Laeven and Valencia, 2012). These changes tend to better regulate and standardise banking 

practice. This also did not necessary had positive results for the real economy, despite the 

economic policy attitude.  

 

Recent regulatory changes also tend to increase liquidity structure of banks’ balance sheets 

(Banerjee and Mio, 2014, Duijm and Wierts, 2016, Hoerova et. al., 2018). Banerjee and Mio, 

2014, suggest that does not have an impact on lending to the real economy, but their research 

is limited on sample in today’s economy with high general liquidity in markets. Related 

research by Buch and Prieto (2014), on limited sample from Germany shows that bank´s 

capital base does not limit lending. However, their sample is limited to mainly prosperous 

times and unconventional banking structure. Research by Altunbaşa, Tommaso and Thornton 

(2016) suggest that better capitalised banks lend more. There are suggestions that ECB 

measures regarding sovereign debt, helped to decrease price for other long-term debt 

(Szczerbowicz, 2015). Early pre-crisis research show that banks tend to reduce lending and 

balance sheets to comply with increased regulation, and may also have cyclical impacts 

(Kashyap and Stein, 2004). Also, actual banking reforms tend to decrease their proprietary 

trading positions to reduce risk. That could also impact banks profitability in the middle term.  

 

 

Changes in risk management system  
 

Derivatives trading, what was indicated once, was a major factor for global financial crisis has 

underwent major regulatory reforms that will certainly make changes in the financial system 
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(BCBS, 2014, BCBS, 2019a). Current reforms tend to increase transparency and margin 

requirements for derivatives deals. That could increase costs for such transactions and reduce 

advantage for some of market participants due to increased transparency. Trading costs are 

also about to increase, what can affect liquidity and high frequency trading in this asset class. 

Institutions that carry the necessary steps for modernisations of derivatives activity and have 

enough broad scope will have market advantage. Margin levels for derivatives transactions 

may reduce issuing and trading opportunities and increase costs. Transparency could increase 

even on daily basis. Many derivatives transactions will have standardised terms on market 

basis what should increase transparency and derivatives properties acknowledgment. This 

should make clearer risk and return frame for derivatives, with limited risk scope. Centralised 

clearing should reduce costs and increase transparency. However, these reforms do not affect 

significantly the problem what put once derivatives in the headlines, as many derivatives had 

problems on underlying assets and problems from the real sector. Also what is important to 

mention, there will be more need to transparently show off-balance sheet items for many large 

financial institutions. That is particularly important to better analyse risk for large financial 

institutions.  

 

Future regulatory reforms will tend to increase stability of financial institutions, by primarily 

increasing capacity (BCBS, 2019b) to absorb possible loses. Although that may impact their 

lending ability, and these reforms will be limited by possible negative impacts to the real 

economy and economic policy attitude. Global regulatory changes will concentrate such 

transactions within developed countries due to standardisation and better business certainty, 

however differences between countries would exist (Coelho, Restoy and Raihan, 2020). 

Balance sheet stability and diversification is an important factor for many banks. It is the 

latest tendency that many banks which are very active on high level investment banking, have 

good balance sheets, and moreover other well capitalized banks have unused surpluses on 

their balance sheets. Research shows that bigger and more competitive banks have lower 

default possibilities (Demsetz and Strahan, 1997, Kick and Prieto, 2015). This could also have 

implications for increasing competitiveness in the entire financial system. However, 

diversification for many regional banks can increase systematic risk, as shown on specific 

limited sample in Japan (Hirata and Ojima, 2019). Table 1. shows solvency ratios for banks in 

European countries. Numbers trend to be stable with adjustments in countries with 

macroeconomic uncertainties and outside single currency area. Solvency ratio also can be 

impacted on inter-banking levels for many international banking groups.  

 

Table 1. Solvency ratios in percentages for banks in European countries 

 

Country 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 2008 

Austria 18,58 18,91 18,22 16,17 15,56 15,39 14,18 13,55 13,20 12,72 11,02 

Belgium 18,77 18,96 18,81 18,69 17,57 18,71 18,20 18,55 19,29 17,27 16,43 

Bulgaria 20,59 21,77 21,51 21,61 21,51 16,97 16,64 17,55 17,38 17,04 14,93 

Croatia 21,06 21,35 20,78 19,23 20,44 19,62 - - - - - 

Cyprus 17,12 16,29 16,79 16,57 15,33 13,50 7,32 8,62 12,26 12,11 11,00 

Czech Republic 18,29 18,07 17,66 17,57 17,04 16,56 15,63 14,98 15,25 13,97 11,57 

Denmark 21,59 22,13 20,74 19,82 18,21 19,24 18,70 16,91 16,24 16,10 13,10 

Estonia 31,01 30,57 34,39 35,39 41,83 23,14 23,19 19,41 16,29 15,76 13,16 

Finland 20,95 23,40 24,58 23,78 17,53 16,30 17,24 14,39 14,56 14,61 13,71 

France 18,04 17,78 17,59 16,41 15,20 15,01 14,00 12,23 12,56 12,24 10,34 

Germany 18,44 18,79 18,05 17,91 17,25 18,67 17,39 15,78 15,28 14,27 12,99 
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Greece 16,01 17,05 17,04 16,46 14,08 13,57 8,70  12,22 11,75 9,44 

Hungary 18,46 16,16 17,97 16,95 17,03 17,43 16,30 13,82 14,09 14,37 12,90 

Ireland 25,39 25,22 24,99 25,26 22,61 20,50 19,24 18,93 14,50 12,79 11,98 

Italy 16,09 16,75 13,87 14,83 14,24 13,70 13,43 12,68 12,06 11,63 10,38 

Latvia 22,26 20,64 20,37 21,84 20,18 18,04 16,73 16,52 13,91 13,72 11,01 

Lithuania 18,58 19,05 19,39 24,85 21,29 17,47 15,65 14,24 14,83 12,90 11,60 

Luxembourg 21,40 22,49 24,28 20,92 19,59 24,39 21,89 17,82 17,82 18,12 15,14 

Malta 22,25 21,07 20,17 21,25 25,14 46,38 51,87 54,62 52,03 24,16 17,66 

Netherlands 22,38 22,10 22,40 20,62 18,43 15,27 14,49 13,74 14,11 14,96 11,99 

Poland 17,93 17,98 16,94 15,81 14,90 15,57 14,87 13,29 14,01 13,46 11,34 

Portugal 15,16 15,18 12,27 13,32 12,25 13,71 12,64 9,78 10,33 10,54 9,36 

Romania 19,67 19,39 19,22 18,92 17,75 18,79 17,24 16,81 16,66 15,76 14,14 

Slovakia 17,76 18,60 18,04 17,75 17,35 17,51 15,90 13,54 12,53 12,75 11,25 

Slovenia 17,95 18,08 19,05 18,64 17,87 13,67 11,41 11,84 11,32 11,68 11,67 

Spain 15,37 15,36 14,69 14,48 13,59 13,26 11,46 12,16 11,89 12,23 11,31 

Sweden 20,71 25,89 26,34 24,11 22,19 12,33 12,07 11,78 12,24 12,74 10,48 

United Kingdom 21,39 20,50 20,84 19,46 - 19,28 17,11 15,73 15,86 14,95 12,97 

Source: based on ECB data, EU and Euro area countries are included on changing base  

 

Criteria for management level and decision-making employees will stay to be extensive and 

talent based, as many of this functions rely on personal experience and individual business 

decision making. However, criteria for management efficiency differ significantly between 

banking groups and even countries. Probably, some of these criteria are partly, but not 

completely impacted, with economic policy and with properties of each economic system. 

This also implies different roles of banking system in each economy. Regulatory changes and 

economic policy, despite tendencies, did not helped in many economies to enable better 

banking integration and contribution to the real economy. Banking competition in global 

investment and corporate banking is limited as banks hold the expected risk and return profile 

and expected profitability in each deal. Banks do large investment banking deals as a 

syndicate due to advantages (Ljungqvist, Marston and Wilhelm, 2009) and there are 

limitations on which banks are capable and willing to do segment activities.  

 

Risk management system is despite IT and regulatory changes, still highly dependent on 

personal risk management and decision making. It is particularly important that internal data 

management and reporting structure have enough adequacy to cover important items for 

decision making, despite its big volume. This can be attributable to personal knowledge of 

risk management and risk taking preferences on management level. These factors are often in 

internal conflict, as many banking groups tend to reduce risk, but also to increase profit. Basel 

4 reform will more standardise risk calculations for banks despite their own models, what may 

impact their lending capacity. This could party increase models transparency. Risk reporting 

is often impacted between several criteria (BCBS, 2014, BCBS, 2020, Abbassi and Schmidt, 

2018), what can change risk perception. In addition, risk management changes are often under 

pressure from regulators, despite lack of exact benefits and criteria that would reduce risk. 

That aspect can increase costs, reduce banking market competitiveness and what is more 

likely, to force cost cuts. “Big data” management and optimisation will determine future IT 

technology advancement. Risk management process in banking contains often interest-

conflict, particularly for performance in relation to risk and related capital intensity. Parts of 

that risk are mitigated with organisation structure and separation of risk analytics, decisions 

criteria and later decision making levels. Changes in reporting structures could make effects 
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in better risk management, both for internal use and for regulators. Banking strategy on top 

level has only partial possibilities to precisely address problems and strategy on lower level. 

Higher levels of banking management are today busy with setting up strategies and complying 

middle term criteria from multiple stakeholders, that also can imply different risk attitude in 

different organisation levels and cultures (Sheedy and Griffin, 2018), with different attitudes 

(Stulz, 2014). Despite expectations, shareholder criteria are not top priority in banking 

management today. Suboptimal recent performance of several banking groups confirms that.  
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Conclusion 
 

In recent times, even before actual economy problems was possible to notice increasing 

public debt level, lack of economic growth and stagnating investor confidence. All of this 

stagnating factors are not easy to overcome. Selective monetary policies could impact asset 

prices despite their underlying value, what already happened. Economic tendencies of world 

major economies will increasingly have spill-over effects to smaller countries who won’t be 

able to provide enough help to their economies. Governments that have better earlier financial 

propositions will have also more space to help economies and not to increase burden on the 

real economy. Monetary easing measures are not enough in the further to support economic 

growth. It also stays open how will markets react and what impact such measures could have 

on asset prices. Generally, many of debt instruments and securities have low yields what will 

impact returns on such assets. Sovereign debt in form of loans or securities may gain on risk 

for some countries. Different countries regarding their risk profile and development, also 

provide different possibilities for banking business activity. This will certainly put some 

countries in more competitive position, what will also benefit their economies.  

 

Current low interest environment will not have fully positive effects on the real economy and 

money demanding subjects. That can be mostly attributable to conservative business policies 

of the major banks and the lack of opportunities in the real economy. It is to be expected like 

before that major developed economies will more tools to manage possible economic slumps 

and to what is more important than ever, to regain consumer and business confidence. Smaller 

and less developed economies will further have burden of relatively higher interest rates in 

combination with lower economic growth prospects. Even furthermore this will reduce their 

competitive position. There are also notable tendencies, although not largely declared to ease 

regulation of financial sectors in current situation, especially to ease the financing in the real 

economy. However, it remains open what will be effect of such tendencies.  

 

Banks with large deposits base tend even more to do classical lending job or even to hold 

much of unused deposits and liquidity. Many major international banks do not tend to be full 

financial supermarkets anymore, instead they tend to optimize their financial services 

portfolio to products and services that contribute to solid net income rates and have limited, 

but manageable risk. That will probably led to the lending gap in many economy sectors. 

Current low-interest rate environment contributes to this, regardless of increased liquidity 

made by national banks. Increased competition in the global banking sector, contrary to 

expectations, does not lead necessary to better terms for customers. Also, segments of global 

corporate and investment banking with relatively large and solvent customers did saw 

increased competition, but many high-yielding banking segments are un-impacted by 

competition. Also, highly lucrative segments of global investment banking are associated with 

alternative investment funds. In many segments of global financing, corporate and investment 

banking there is a surplus capacity, based both on capital levels and technical resources. That 

surplus capacity is reduced in recent times with internal restructurings and unwinding for 

some departments in many banks. This will further lead to bigger concentration in global 

corporate and investment banking.  

 

It is expected that countries with better fiscal position will have better possibilities to help 

economies and to have more flexibility in the financial system by not imposing all of 

limitations. Banking regulatory reforms increased banking capital what impacted returns on 

equity. For the future of banking and financial institutions it is unclear, but interesting 

research question, how regulation will impact the competition and new possible entrants in 
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the sector. Despite expectations, new entrants to the financial sector only got in certain niche 

sectors with negligible total market shares. Also is it is a very important research question for 

the real economy in crisis, which measures in financial system have not only capacity , but 

best potential to distribute them. 
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Abstract  

In recent years an incredible progress has been made in the field of artificial intelligence, 

deep learning and machine learning. There are various applications of machine learning in 

economics today such as virtual personal assistants, predictions while commuting, videos 

surveillance, social media services, email spam and malware filtering, online customer 

support, etc. Machine learning or data mining techniques are used with some success for 

predicting stock prices and are gaining popularity in recent years. However, prediction of 

financial markets is a very difficult task because factors that influence stock price formation 

are complex and hard to predict. The main factors are political situation, expectations, 

economic conditions and unexpected events. In the process of predicting stock prices the most 

common approach is to use historical time-series data. This paper contributes to this 

important field of research. The aim of the paper is to use machine learning tools in Nasdaq 

Composite stock market index prediction. For that purpose an open source machine learning 

software Weka was used accompanied with its algorithms (Linear regression, Gaussian 

Processes, SMOreg and neural network Multilayer Perceptron). Multilayer Perceptron is a 

feed-forward artificial neural network composed of multiple layers or perceptrons. The 

prediction of close price of Nasdaq stock market index was made for 15 working days, in the 

period from the January 3rd to the January 24th 2020 using training data for the past five 

years. The dataset contained data for 7 attributes: open price, high price, low price, close 

price, adjusted close price and volume of transactions. The performance of aforementioned 

data mining techniques was evaluated using standard statistical error measures, MAE, MSE, 

MAPE and RMSE. Actual and forecasted values of Nasdaq stock market index are then 

compared with calculated difference between these two values. Machine learning technique 

that has the smallest errors can be accepted as the most accurate one or best suited to data. 

The results of the analysis have shown that vector machine SMOreg is the most accurate 

method for predicting the close prices of the Nasdaq stock market index. On the other side, 

neural network Multilayer Perceptron and algorithm Gaussian Processes were ranked lower 

on the precision scale. Limitation of the paper is related to the analysis of only one major 

stock market index so the results of the analysis should not be taken as final. Therefore, 

further investigation should be made in this field by analysing other stock market indexes or 

individual stock prices in order to get more conclusive results. Although a prediction of stock 

price movements is a very difficult task, finding a best prediction method can be helpful to 

investors when making decisions about their actual buy-sell strategy.  

 

Keywords: Machine learning, neural networks, WEKA, stock price prediction, Nasdaq 

Composite index 
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Introduction  
 

Artificial intelligence studies developments of software and intelligent machines that can 

perform tasks such as reasoning, learning and gathering information. Artificial intelligence 

came into existence in 1955. The term “artificial intelligence” was coined by John McCarthy, 

known as a father of an artificial intelligence. Although it was originally founded by computer 

scientists in the 1950s artificial intelligence has become a multidisciplinary field with 

applications in nearly every aspect of human life, Evans (2013). Artificial intelligence is a 

subfield of computer science including creation of intelligent machines and software that 

works like human beings. Major artificial intelligence areas are expert systems. They are 

applicable in speech recognition, natural language processing, computer vision and scene 

recognition, robotics and sensory systems, business and finance, gaming industry, Kamble & 

Shah (2018). Machine learning is a current application of artificial intelligence concerned 

with discovery of models, patterns and other regularities in data (Kulkarni & More, 2016). 

Types of machine learning are supervised learning, unsupervised learning, reinforcement 

learning and recommendation systems Das et al (2015). Data mining has been applied to stock 

market since 1980s, Kaur & Mangat (2012). Big data analytic techniques associated with the 

machine learning and deep neural networks are increasingly having important role in stock 

market prediction, Zhong and Enke (2019). Neural networks have received a great deal of 

attention due to their ability to solve difficult problems. They are suited to find accurate 

solutions in a complex, noisy and partial information environment, Grudnitski & Osburn 

(1993). Stock prices as time series are non-stationary and highly noisy because they are 

affected with variety of factors. Predicting stock prices in that surrounding is usually subject 

to large errors, Wang, Wang, Zhang & Guo (2011). Ability to predict stock market price is 

crucial for investors to maximize their profit with data mining techniques successfully 

generating high forecasting accuracy of stock price movement, Ou & Wang (2009). 

Predicting the direction of stock price changes is very important as it contributes to the 

development of efficient strategies for stock market transactions, Oliveira, Nobre & Zarate 

(2013). While prediction of stock market is regarded as a challenging task, data mining is well 

founded in theory that historic data contain the essential memory for predicting the direction 

of future stock price movements, Kannan, Sekar, Sathik & Arumugam (2010). The aim of 

this paper is to use machine learning tools in Nasdaq Composite stock market index 

prediction. For that purpose an open source machine learning software Weka was used 

accompanied with its regression algorithms Linear regression, vector machine SMOreg, 

Gaussian Processes and artificial neural network Multilayer Perceptron. The prediction was 

made for future 15 working days in the period from January 3rd 2020 to January 24th 2020. 

Training data were gathered for the period of almost five years, from the January 27th 2015 to 

the January 2nd 2020. The performance of Weka’s machine learning tools is then evaluated 

using MAE, MSE, MAPE an RMSE error metrics.  

 

Paper is structured in five chapters. After the introduction, literature review elaborates on 

application of machine learning tools and neural networks in stock price prediction. In the 

methodology and data section the main characteristics of data and its preparation for analysis 

are explained in detail along with the description of algorithms and neural network used in the 

forecasting process. In addition, the short description of error metrics used is presented. In 

results and discussion section the evaluation of close price on training data using all 

algorithms and statistical error metrics is displayed and elaborated afterwich the actual values 

of Nasdaq index are compared with the predicted (forecasted) values according to the Weka’s 

machine learning tools. Final chapter presents concluding remarks. 
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Literature review 
 

In this chapter the chronological literature review of empirical investigation on application of 

machine learning tools and neural networks in stock price market prediction will be displayed 

and elaborated. Ryll & Seidens (2019) surveyed more than 150 articles related to application 

of machine learning tools in financial market forecasting. A comprehensive study which 

classified different algorithms and ranked them according to their performance has shown that 

machine learning algorithms tend to outperform most of traditional stochastic methods in 

financial market forecasting. Fernandez-Rodriguez, Gonzalez-Martel & Sosvilla-Rivero 

(2000) investigated the profitabiliy of a simple technical trade rule based on artificial neural 

networks by applying it to the General Index of the Madrid Stock Market. It was shown that 

technical trading rule was always superior in regards to the buy-and-hold strategy for both 

bear and stable market events. Cao, Leggio & Schniederjans (2005) used artificial neural 

networks for stock price movement prediction on the Shanghai stock exchange. The results 

have shown that univariate and multivariate neural networks have outperformed the linear 

predictive models. Vanstone, Finnie & Tan (2005) evaluated the application of neural 

networks in the Australian stock market. The neural networks have been trained using 

fundamental company data and have been capable of producing economically significant 

results. Armano, Marchesi & Murru (2005) used hybrid genetic-neural approach for time-

series forecasting. Stock market forecasting system has been implemented and tested on two 

stock market indexes with results pointing to good forecasting capability of the approach 

outperforming the buy and hold strategy.  

 

De Faria et al (2009) predicted the Brazilian stock market using neural networks and adaptive 

exponential smoothing methods. The objective was to compare the forecasting performance 

of both methods and evaluate the accuracy to predict the sign of market returns. The results 

have shown that both methods produced similar results regarding the prediction of index 

returns. Bildirici & Ersin (2009) improved forecasts of GARCH family models with the 

artificial neural networks in evaluating the volatility of daily returns in Istanbul Stock 

Exchange. The artificial neural networks and extended versions of the obtained GARCH 

models improved forecasts results significantly. Liao & Wang (2010) investigated the 

statistical properties and fluctuations of the Chinese stock index. In the paper a promising data 

mining technique in machine learning has been proposed as well as introducing the Brownian 

motion in order to have random movement while maintaining the original trend. Hsieh, Hsiao 

& Yeh (2011) presented an integrated system where wavelet transforms and recurrent neural 

network are combined for stock price forecasting. The study produced simulation results for 

several international stock market indexes, such as Dow Jones Industrial Average Index, 

London FTSE-100 Index, Tokyo Nikkei-225 Index, etc. The results have demonstrated that a 

proposed system is highly promising and can be implemented in a real-time trading system 

for forecasting stock prices.  

 

Kara, Boyacioglu & Baykan (2011) developed two efficient models based on artificial neural 

networks and support vector machines comparing their performance in predicting the daily 

Istanbul Stock Exchange National 100 Index. Experimental results showed that the 

performance of models was in the range of 70% to 75% of correct predictions. Computer 

science plays a vital role to solve the problem of stock market prediction, Iqbal, Ilyas, 

Shahzad, Mahmood & Anjum (2013). Data mining and artificial intelligence used techniques 

such as decision trees, rough set approach and artificial neural networks to tackle this 
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problem, Al-Radaideh, Assaf & Alnagi (2013). In reality it is impossible to correctly predict 

the absolute value of stocks on a daily basis but one could have enough indicators to forecast 

the trend with significant accuracy, Huang & Lin (2014). Technical indicators play an 

important role in predicting future trends so the accuracy of them should be specified. 

Machine learning has been used to increase the accuracy of this indicators, Emami (2018). 

Chopra, Yadav & Chopra (2019) investigated stock market price prediction ability of artificial 

neural networks before and after the demonetization in India on a sample of nine stocks. 

There was high efficiency of neural networks designed. Many studies have been performed 

for the prediction of stock index value, yet almost everyone had their own weaknesses, Garg 

& Vishwakarma (2019). Raso & Demirci (2019) tackled the problem of forecasting the 

Turkish Stock Market BIST 30 index with the help of historical index price data. Based on the 

results obtained, the authors argued that using deep neural networks is advisable for stock 

market index prediction.  

 

 

Methodology and data 

 

In this paper the close price value of Nasdaq Composite index is predicted for 15 days using 

open-source machine learning software Weka, University of Waikato (2020). Weka is a 

collection of machine learning algorithms for various data mining tasks. It contains tools for 

data pre-processing, classification, regression, clustering, associate rules, visualization and 

forecasting. There are several studies using Weka for stock price prediction such as Kumar & 

Balara (2014), Sumam (2016) and Kulkarni & More (2016). Nasdaq Composite is a stock 

market index of the common stocks and similar securities listed on the Nasdaq stock market. 

The data for the Nasdaq index are downloaded from the Yahoo Finance website, 

Yahoo!Finance (2020). The dataset contains daily historical data of Nasdaq Composite index 

for 7 attributes: open price, high price, low price, close price, adjusted close price and volume 

of transactions. For the purpose of the analysis data on 1243 working days or instances in the 

period from January 27th 2015 to January 1st 2020 were provided. This dataset will serve as a 

training data for Weka artificial neural network for predicting close stock price of Nasdaq 

Composite index.  In Table 1 is presented basic descriptive statistics of data. 

 

Table 1: Descriptive statistics of data  

 

Variable/Stat. Minimum Maximum Mean StdDev. Obs. 

Open 4,218.81 9,049.47 6,328.277 1,274.046 1243 

High 4,293.22 9,093.43 6,360.562 1,279.443 1243 

Low 4,209.76 9,010.89 6,292.512 1,267.208 1243 

Close 4,266.84 9,092.19 6,329.322 1,273.717 1243 

AdjClose 4,266.84 9,092.19 6,329.322 1,273.717 1243 

Volume 149,410,000 4,534,120,000 2,008,692,027 396,734,013 1243 

 

Source: Author's calculations 

 

In the Figure A1 in Appendix is displayed graphical presentation of attributes. There are 6 

numeric attributes and one date attribute. For the purpose of the analysis data are converted 

from .xls format to .csv and .arff formats. The detailed process of data and software preparing 

and modelling can be found in Medić (2019). Here are presented only few rows of commands 

of data preparation for .arff file:  
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@relation Nasdaq 

 

@attribute date date "yyyy-MM-dd" 

@attribute open numeric 

@attribute high numeric 

@attribute low numeric 

@attribute close numeric 

@attribute adjclose numeric 

@attribute volume numeric 

 

@data 

2015-01-27,4698.229980,4721.870117,4659.830078,4681.500000,4681.500000,1954160000 

2015-01-28,4740.689941,4742.060059,4637.479980,4637.990234,4637.990234,2118680000 

2015-01-29,4635.729980,4688.410156,4601.759766,4683.410156,4683.410156,2110710000 

2015-01-30,4671.209961,4703.810059,4631.100098,4635.240234,4635.240234,2264230000 

2015-02-02,4650.600098,4676.689941,4580.459961,4676.689941,4676.689941,2006450000 

… 

 

In Figure 1 is illustrated system framework for stock price prediction containing input stock 

market data and attributes, lags, time stamp and periodicity which are fed into system to 

forecast data. 

 

Figure 1: System framework  

 
Source: Author's illustration according to Patel (2019) 

 

Regression techniques applied to make predictions are Linear regression, Gaussian processes, 

SMOreg vector machine and neural network Multilayer Perceptron (MLP). Linear regression 

is a simple regression algorithm that works by estimating coefficients that best fit the training 

data. The performance of this method can be reduced if the input attributes are highly 

correlated. Gaussian processes is a regression method for collecting variables with a joint 

Gaussian distribution and is usefull tool in a non-linear multiple variate interpolation. 

SMOreg supports the vector machine for regression. It is sequential minimal optimization 

algorithm developed by Alex Smola and Bernahard Scholkopf. Multilayer Perceptron is a 

feed-forward artificial neural network composed of multiple layers or perceptrons. Multilayer 
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Perceptron has three basic layers. The first layer is the input layer containing the main 

information to be processed, the second layer is the hidden layer and third layer is the output 

layer. In hidden layer neutrons create weighted connections using activation function in order 

to obtain the output. The Multilayer Perceptron has a feed forward based architecture and is 

trained with the help of back propagation training algorithm which belongs to a supervised 

learning method, Nemeş & Butoi (2013). Its multiple layers distinguish it from the linear 

perceptron. In Figure 2 is illustrated a scheme of a Multilayer Perceptron with input layer, 

hidden layer and output layer. 

 

Figure 2: Scheme of a Multilayer Perceptron  

 

 
Source: Author's illustration 

 

In order to evaluate the performance of an aforementioned regression algorithms and neural 

network, Weka interface offers various statistical error measures: mean absolute error (MAE), 

mean squared error (MSE), root mean squared error (RMSE), mean absolute percentage error 

(MAPE), direction accuracy (DAC), relative absolute error (RAE) and root relative squared 

error (RRSE). In the paper, four error measures were selected, namely MAE, MSE, RMSE 

and MAPE which were chosen as the most common error measures used for performance 

evaluation (Equations 1-4). 
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where �̅�𝑖 is the predicted value and 𝑌𝑖 is the observed value for the number 𝑁 of observations. 

The procedure for predicting the close stock price of Nasdaq Composite index for the next 15 
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days is as follows. Firstly, regression algorithms and Multilayer Perceptron will be used in 

order to forecast close stock price of Nasdaq index. After that the evaluation of the forecasts 

using MAE, MSE, MAPE and RMSE metrics will be presented and elaborated. Actual and 

forecasted values will be then compared by calculating the difference between these two 

values. Regression technique that has the smallest errors will be therefore accepted as the 

most precise one. 

 

 

Results and discussion 
 

In Table 2 are presented the results of evaluation of close price on training data (1243 

instances) using all four methods of forecasting. Training data include period from January 

27th 2015 to January 2nd  while actual data are related to the following 15 stock market 

working days, from January 3rd 2020 to January 24th 2020.  

 

Table 2: Evaluation of close price on training data, all methods, 1243 instances 

 

Target 1 step 2 step 3 step 4 step 5 step 

Linear regression 

N 1236 1235 1234 1233 1232 

MAE 49.0967 73.961 95.9065 116.0277 135.779 

MSE 4,704.3609 10,037.9398 15,919.6142 23,150.4816 31,277.6235 

MAPE 0.7861 1.1945 1.5622 1.9068 2.2515 

RMSE 68.5883 100.1895 126.173 152.1528 176.8548 

Gaussian Processes 

N 1236 1235 1234 1233 1232 

MAE 481.6078 701.876 892.8792 1,054.2876 1,175.9863 

MSE 350,374.6048 710,511.9663 1,102,962.941 1,483,107.823 1,791,279.1318 

MAPE 8.6689 12.4984 15.7169 18.3227 20.144 

RMSE 591.9245 842.9187 1,050,2204 1,217.8291 1,328.3868 

SMOreg 

N 1236 1235 1234 1233 1232 

MAE 44.7458 63.1283 76.8798 87.8212 97.5302 

MSE 4,264.1882 8,189.1239 11,767.5463 15,524.6924 19,206.3054 

MAPE 0.7119 1.0052 1.2234 1.4015 1.5547 

RMSE 65.3008 90.4938 108.4783 124.5981 138.5868 

Multilayer Perceptron 

N 1236 1235 1234 1233 1232 

MAE 72.7322 123.4043 169.5033 219.9036 269.8041 

MSE 7,716.466 20,617.6031 37,6223.3856 61,447.147 90,698.6259 

MAPE 1.1378 1.9202 2.6344 3.4048 4.1657 

RMSE 87.8435 143.5883 193.9675 247.8854 301.1621 

 

Source: Author's calculations 

Evaluation on training data is shown for the first 5 steps ahead. Periodicity was set to daily 

while time stamp was set to use an artificial time index with 95% confidence interval. Further 

calibration of the Multilayer Perceptron include the 𝑎 number of hidden layers calculated as 
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the number of attributes and classes divided by 2. Learning rate was set to 0.3 while 

momentum applied to the weights updates was set as 0.2. Finally, the number of epochs to 

train through is 500. From the results in Table 2 it can be seen that SMOreg vector machine 

has the smallest error mistakes for all error metrics compared to other methods. After the 

SMOreg vector machine the best performance has the Linear regression algorithm while 

Multilayer Perceptron and Gaussian processes were ranked lower on the precision scale. It 

can be seen increasing trend in computed errors for all evaluations. There is a consisent error 

present for multiple-step predictions because when there is an error in the first step, that error 

continues to propagate to the future predictions.  The explanation is that each next calculation 

has embedded the mistake in it from the previous forecast so the errors cumulate. In Table 3 

are compared the actual and forecasted values for the following 15 days by calculating the 

difference between these two values.  

 

Table 3: Actual and forecasted values of close price, all methods 

 

Model Linear Regression Gaussian processes SMOreg Multilayer Perceptron 

Day Actual Forecast Diff. (%) Forecast Diff. (%) Forecast Diff. (%) Forecast Diff. (%) 

1 9.020,77 9.031,19 0,12 9.410,95 4,33 9.078,77 0,64 8.990,35 -0,34 

2 9.071,47 8.985,91 -0,94 9.660,16 6,49 9.076,13 0,05 8.916,34 -1,71 

3 9.068,58 8.956,45 -1,24 9.938,67 9,59 9.077,78 0,10 8.879,29 -2,09 

4 9.129,24 8.921,34 -2,28 10.267,51 12,47 9.073,90 -0,61 8.821,41 -3,37 

5 9.203,43 8.894,87 -3,35 10.634,16 15,55 9.067,77 -1,47 8.755,15 -4,87 

6 9.178,86 8.879,09 -3,27 11.007,87 19,93 9.067,93 -1,21 8717,06 -5,03 

7 9.273,93 8.864,62 -4,41 11.368,97 22,59 9.066,10 -2,24 8685,47 -6,35 

8 9.251,33 8.852,41 -4,31 11.693,63 26,40 9.064,27 -2,02 8646,69 -6,54 

9 9.258,70 8.842,83 -4,49 12.003,06 29,64 9.062,91 -2,11 8.611,43 -6,99 

10 9.357,13 8.834,73 -5,58 12.276,61 31,20 9.061,63 -3,16 8.579,67 -8,31 

11 9.388,94 8.828,16 -5,97 12.500,65 33,14 9.060,17 -3,50 8.545,09 -8,99 

12 9.370,81 8.823,24 -5,84 12.668,28 35,19 9.058,97 -3,33 8.509,57 -9,19 

13 9.383,77 8.819,68 -6,01 12.777,91 36,17 9.057,82 -3,47 8.475,89 -9,68 

14 9.402,48 8.817,30 -6,22 12.829,39 36,45 9.056,74 -3,68 8.442,58 -10,21 

15 9.314,91 8.815,98 -5,36 12.824,41 37,68 9.055,74 -2,78 8.409,05 -9,72 

Average abs. difference (%) 3,95  23,78  2,02  6,22 

 

Source: Author's calculations 

 

In the last raw the average absolute difference expressed in percentages for the each method 

are calculated. The absolute value of difference was chosen in order to catch the magnitude of 

the errors between actual and forecasted value. The results are identical with those obtained in 

Table 2. SMOreg has been identified as the most accurate method for predicting the close 

prices of the Nasdaq stock market index. An average absolute difference for SMOreg vector 

machine was 2.02%, for the Linear regression 3.95%, for the Multilayer Perceptron 6.22% 

while Gaussian processes had the largest average absolute difference of 23.78%. In Figure 3 

are displayed the actual and forecasted values for all four methods of predicting stock prices. 

Figure 3: Actual and forecasted values  
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Source: Author's calculations 

 

It can be noticed that Gaussian processes has the largest deviation from the actual value 

predicting a much higher value of Nasdaq close price index in regard to the actual value. On 

the other hand, other machine learning techniques predicted the lower values of Nasdaq index 

in regard to the actual value. Results obtained by comparing the actual and forecasted values 

have been similar to the one obtained by evaluation on training data. In both case SMoreg 

vector machine has been identified as the best algorithm to tackle the problem of Nasdaq 

stock market index prediction.  

 

 

Conclusions 

 

The goal of this paper was to forecast the close price of Nasdaq stock market index for the 

future 15 days by using open-source machine learning software Weka and its algorithms and 

neural network Multilayer Perceptron. The performance of this techniques was evaluated 

using standard statistical error measures MAE, MSE, MAPE and RMSE. The results have 

shown that the vector machine SMOreg and algorithm Linear regression are the most accurate 

methods of prediction. On the other side, Multilayer Perceptron and Gaussian processes were 

ranked lower on the precision scale. Limitations of the paper are related to analysis of only 

one stock market index although on a satisfactory time frame. The prediction of stock prices 

using historical data corresponds to the technical analysis while fundamental analysis was left 

out from the framework. Therefore, the achieved performance of machine learning tools 

evaluated in this paper could be probably better with inclusion of stock index fundamentals in 

the form of different financial indicators, stock trading signals or news. The 

possible future directions of the research in this paper could go in the way of analysis the 

other major stocks market indexes and further optimization of algorithms used. Stock price 

prediction is one of the most complex issues in finance due to many factors that affect the 

stock price movements. However, the optimal prediction method could help investors in 

determining their actual best buy-sell strategy and maximizing their profit. 
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Figure A1: Graphical presentation of attributes 

 

 
 

Source: Author’s results, Weka interface   
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Abstract 

The primary aim of the research is to highlight the common features of the banking sector’s 

ownership structure in the post-Yugoslav states. Since the breakup and transition of the 

Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, all countries applied different sequencing and 

methods regarding the banking sector’s reform process. During the transition period of the 

financial sectors, the Slovenian case could be considered as an outlier until 2018 within the 

analysed group of countries. Nevertheless, since 2018 a common template can be outlined for 

the sector’s development, primarily from the ownership structure’s point of view. Generally 

speaking, foreign-owned – primarily EU-headquartered – banks gradually became the 

dominant actors in the sector. By the end of 2018, the asset share of foreign-owned banks 

exceeded 60 percent in all of the reviewed countries. In some cases the foreign-ownership 

reached around 90 percent in terms of asset share. Parallel with this, the asset share of state-

owned banks dropped below 35 percent in all countries. During the transition period, 

foreign-owned banks were able to provide new technology, management skills and financial 

resources. Despite their significant market concentration, they even stimulated market 

competition. On the other hand, during periods of negative economic shock waves, foreign-

ownership became a double-edged sword. Since the 2008 global crisis, there is a continuous 

risk of potential negative spillovers from the subsidiaries to their parent banks and the other 

way around. In order to mitigate this risk, the home and host countries’ supervisory and 

regulatory authorities try to enhance cooperation. The potential risk factors underline the 

importance of the ownership structure’s analysis. As far as the methodology is concerned, the 

qualitative analysis is based on the respective literature on the impact of foreign-owned 

banks. The data on the banking sector’s ownership structure is gained from the statistics 

published by the ECB, the EBRD and the respective central banks. 

 

Keywords: Banking sector, foreign-owned banks, state-owned banks, post-Yugoslav states 

 

JEL classification: G21, G28 

 

 

Introduction 
 

Since the breakup of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY), the successor 

states started their transition process under different conditions. However, recently the 

banking sectors’ ownership structure shows certain common features. These can be attributed 

to the challenges of transition states or the general economic booms and busts. Thus, these 

common characteristics can be outlined during the analysis of the sector’s development path. 

 

Currently, all of the reviewed countries have bank-based financial systems. Furthermore, all 

banking sectors are dominated by foreign – mainly EU-headquartered – banks (ECB, 2019). 
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Nevertheless, the ownership structure within the banking sector was not a clear cut as, for 

instance, Croatia or Slovenia where among the successor states that intended to keep the 

majority of banking assets domestically-owned. 

 

The primary aim of this paper is to highlight that despite different intentions, similar 

ownership structures have been developed among the successor states of SFRY from certain 

aspects. This paper analyses the ownership structure on a macro-level with the help of two 

key indicators. The first is the assets share of state-owned banks, while the second refers to 

the foreign-ownership. Based on the spillover effects between the owners and their 

subsidiaries, this fact can be treated as a mixed blessing. 

 

This paper is organised as follows. The upcoming chapter outlines the applied methodology. 

Then we briefly reflect certain characteristics of the banking system of SFRY, as it should be 

treated as the starting point for the analysis. We also discuss that after the breakup of 

Yugoslavia, the banking systems’ transition paths diverged. In the next chapter we highlight 

that despite the differences during the transition period, common features can be outlined 

regarding the ownership structure by 2018. In the final chapter we draw our conclusions. 

 

 

Applied methodology 
 

This paper highlights certain characteristics related to the banking sectors’ ownership 

structure in the successor states of SFRY; namely Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, 

Kosovo49, Montenegro, North Macedonia, Serbia and Slovenia. Based on the statistics of the 

respective central banks, one can state that all countries have bank-based financial systems,50 

and banks have crucial importance to the economies. As a result, this paper does not analyse 

other sectors – such as the insurance sector for instance – within the financial system. 

 

There are many key indicators related to the banking sector, which carry fundamental 

messages for specific analyses. Such indicators can be related to various aspects, such as 

efficiency, financial deepening or concentration. Within this paper, we focus on the 

ownership structure of the sector from a macro perspective, thus we omit using bank-level 

data. We rather use two key, country-level indicators for reflecting the ownership structure. 

The first variable is the percentage of foreign-owned banks’ assets compared to the banking 

sector’s total assets. The second key indicator is the asset share of state-owned banks. Judging 

the efficiency and macroeconomic effects of the latter indicator in not part of our current 

analysis However, we do indicate the pros and cons of foreign ownership. Both variables are 

collected from the reports and datasets of the ECB, the EBRD and the respective national 

banks. One should underline that there might be methodological differences among the exact 

time series, but this does not bias our conclusions. 

 

As for the time frame, we collect data from 2000 until 2018, while focusing on the tendencies 

of the ownership structure. However – for better understanding – even earlier years must be 

mentioned. Thus, we touch upon the system within SFRY and the transition period of the 

post-Yugoslav countries. We do not publish statistics following 2018, as not all of the 

required data are available at the current stage. 

 

 
49 This designation is without prejudice to positions on status, and is in line with UNSCR 1244 and with the ICJ 

Opinion on the Kosovo Declaration of Independence. 
50 For relevant statistics, see the datasets and reports of the respective central banks. 
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Based on the relevant literature on the reviewed countries’ banking sector, the qualitative 

analyses helps to understand the development of the ownership structure. The literature also 

clarifies the potential positive and negative effects related to state and foreign-owned banks. 

Besides the qualitative review, the quantitative analysis supports the conclusions drawn from 

the literature, namely that currently foreign-owned banks dominate the sector in all of the 

post-Yugoslav countries. 

 

By comparing the time series related to the ownership structure, the mentioned common 

characteristics can be detected. This can be interpreted as a result of the path dependency, 

which relates to the countries’ applied economic policies. Namely, the former common 

institutional development has a major impact on a sector’s future, due to its institutional 

heritage (Bednar and Page, 2018). This is among the conclusions of this paper’s empirical 

analysis. 

 

 

The common and diverging past 
 

SFRY could be considered as a clear outlier within the “communist bloc” from a political and 

economic aspect as well. First of all, instead of the classical communist state ownership, the 

country implemented the unique system of the so-called “workers’ self-management”, where 

the ownership was transferred to the citizens’ collectivity from the state (Bonin, 2004). Based 

on this concept, the assets were supposed to be managed by the respective employees on their 

behalf (Bartlett, 1997). The banking system was adjusted to this special ownership structure 

and became a unique prototype. As a result of a set of reform waves during the socialist era, 

SFRY developed a two-tier banking system, including the co-existence of a national bank and 

the commercial banks. Republican, provincial and a large number of commercial banks also 

operated in the system (Šević, 2002). Within this financial network, a further institution was 

responsible for the internal payment system (Rant, 2004). In theory, a number of market 

economic elements have been implemented to the system by the 1970s – as, for instance, the 

disposal over own profits or competition – nevertheless, most of these elements were not able 

to function efficiently due to bureaucratic restrictions.51 As a result, after the breakup of 

SFRY, all of the successor states had to build a well-functioning market economy almost 

from scratch. 

 

What differentiated the successor countries from other transition economies was the gradual 

dissolution of Yugoslavia. This process tore apart a former economic unit and left behind 

unsettled issues, such as the topic of “frozen” FX savings for instance (Barisitz, 2008). In 

addition, in many cases, the dissolution was accompanied by devastating wars. A further 

differentiating feature was the fact that most republics inherited large monopolistic or 

oligopolistic financial institutions operating besides a large number of small, undercapitalised 

local banks. 

 

The general economic transition process reflected great differences among the countries. This 

could be attributed to a wide range of factors. As a starting point, the post-Yugoslav countries 

inherited different economic development levels. As a next phase, these initial conditions 

were further shaped by military conflicts in certain states. Based on the political environment, 

also the starting date of the specific transition processes reflected differences. So did the 

 
51 To read more on SFRY’s economic – including the banking – system see, for instance, Gligorov (1998), 

Kornai (1992), Lydall (1984) or Singleton (1976). 
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political attempts, the sequencing and the applied methodologies for stabilising and 

restructuring the system. These features were valid not only for the general economy, but also 

for the banking sector itself, which became even more heterogeneous. 

 

With the exception of Slovenia, all countries experienced at least one overwhelming banking 

crisis, or a systemic meltdown generated by collapsing pyramid schemes. Generally, 

privatisation was treated as a best possible solution to heal the system. Privatisation was 

organised usually after a rehabilitation program of the specific banks, placing significant 

burden on state budget. It is worth mentioning that Kosovo could be treated as a further 

unique case, as in practice its banking system was missing when it declared its independence. 

In its case the financial system has been artificially built almost from scratch under the 

administration of the United Nations Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo and the 

auspices of international financial institutions.52 

 

In the next chapter, Figure 1 illustrates that in the year of 2000, the reviewed countries were 

still at different phases of their transition process. Nevertheless, sooner or later all states opted 

for privatising their banking sectors. As a result, by 2008 – before the global crisis reached the 

region – the share of state-owned banks dropped below 20% is all cases. This variable 

amounted to 0% in case of Kosovo and Montenegro. However, following the booming pre-

crisis years, the countries’ financial system had to face various internal and/or external 

shocks, which indicated significant changes in the ownership of certain specific commercial 

banks.53 Nevertheless, with the exception of Slovenia, the share of state ownership remained 

low. It is worth underlining that even in case of Slovenia, the respective indicator dropped to 

31% by 2018. 

 

After reviewing the degree of state ownership in the banking sector, we turn to the topic that 

is strongly related to this indicator; namely the issue of foreign ownership. We refer to its 

connection to state ownership and demonstrate the potential advantages and risks. 

 

 

The dominance of foreign banks – A double-edged sword 
 

In most countries, the entry of foreign banks was supported at certain phases of the transition 

process. This often took place following a massive banking crisis or a general financial 

meltdown. Foreign banks usually entered during the privatisation process, but in certain cases 

acquisitions took place or new banks have been established (Iwanicz-Drozdowska et al, 

2018). 

 

Figure 1 shows two graphs; the asset share of state-owned banks and below it, the asset share 

of foreign-owned banks. Thus, the parallel shifts and the negative correlation between the two 

variables can be well detected. The connection between these two variables is clear, as they 

refer to the privatisation of state-owned banks. The great differences among the countries 

until 2004 can be explained by the timing of the rehabilitation and privatisation programs. For 

instance, Croatia took certain rehabilitation measures already in 1991, while in case of Serbia, 

fundamental reforms were launched only after the fall of the Milošević regime in the 2000s 

 
52 Most of the reviewed countries’ transition period is covered by Barisitz (2008) or Šević (Ed., 2002). For 

Slovenia, see Rant (2004). For the case of Kosovo, see the Financial Stability Reports published by the Central 

Bank of the Republic of Kosovo. 
53 For further information, see the various annual reports published by the respective central banks. 
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(Barisitz, 2008). Figure 1 reflects that between 2000 and 2018, the market share of foreign-

owned banks showed an increasing tendency despite its volatility. 

 

Before the global crisis has hit the region, this indicator was over 75% in all country cases, 

except for Slovenia. Furthermore, in case of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia and North 

Macedonia, this variable was over 90%. However, due to the financial turmoil and instability 

in the home and/or host countries, the ownership structure slightly shifted in most of the 

reviewed states between 2008 and 2018. Usually, the asset share of foreign-owned banks 

somewhat decreased, whereas the state ownership even increased in certain cases. During the 

reviewed timeframe, the clear outlier was Slovenia, which intended, and was able, to keep the 

dominance of domestic ownership in its banking sector. Nevertheless, in Slovenia there was a 

clear uncertainty regarding the state-ownership of the largest banks for several years. It was 

not until 2018 that the asset share of foreign-owned banks exceeded the domestic share and 

amounted to 62%. 

 

Figure 1: Asset share of state and foreign-owned banks (%) 

 
Note: We include data for Kosovo from 2008 and for Montenegro from 2002. Data for Serbia in 2000 

refer to FR Yugoslavia. With the exception of Croatia and Slovenia, the numbers for 2018 refer to the 
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second quarter of the year. The graph for Kosovo’s state-owned share is not visible as it amounts to 

0%. 

Source: Statistics and reports published by the respective central banks, EBRD (2005), EBRD (2007), 

EBRD (2009), ECB (2019) 

 

One should note that in the first phase of the transition process brisk globalisation and 

liberalisation labelled the era. The entry of large international banks played a pivotal role in 

the stabilisation and development of the sector, leading to a win-win situation. From the large 

international banks’ point of view, these institutes could cover new markets with higher 

profitability indicators – compared to their home countries – thus compensating the higher 

risks and initial costs related to transition economies. A rapid financial deepening process 

began, which included high credit growth rates (Clarke et al, 2003; De Haas and van 

Lelyveld, 2003). 

 

As for the transition economies point of view, foreign banks contributed to the consolidation 

process. They supported the local banks’ integration to the international financial network and 

transferred financial resources. Despite increasing concentration they enhanced competition 

and product innovation. They had the knowledge and resources for the IT systems’ 

development. They transferred the know-how of managerial skills, accounting and auditing 

standards or risk management techniques. Following the various bank failures, foreign-owned 

banks helped to regain certain trust and confidence from the clientele’s point of view 

(Barisitz, 2008; Pervan et al, 2015). The rapid retail and corporate credit growth stimulated 

economic development, but could also be treated as a risk factor. 

 

As the 2008 global crisis emerged, foreign-owned banks became a source of systemic risk. 

Since then, multinational banks are treated as potential channels for negative spillovers from 

the parent banks to their foreign subsidiaries and the other way around (Allen et al, 2017; De 

Haas and van Lelyveld, 2014). The various risk factors can be mainly related to deleveraging 

or credit risks. The so-called “Vienna Initiative” is operating since 2009 in order to mitigate 

the tension between the banks of home and host countries. The key risk factors might shift 

during time, but the need for cooperation is continuously present (De Haas et al, 2015; Vienna 

Initiative, 2019). This cooperation is required not only within the banking sector itself, but 

also among the supervisory and regulatory authorities of the home and host countries (World 

Bank Group, 2019a). Furthermore, there is a need for further diversification of financial 

instruments in order to mitigate the various risk factors (World Bank Group, 2019b). 

 

 

Conclusions 
 

This paper’s primary aim was to give an overview on the dynamic ownership structure of the 

post-Yugoslav countries’ banking sector. Between 2000 and 2018, the tendencies of the key 

variables – namely the asset share of state and foreign-owned banks – served to reflect the 

similarities. As it has already been mentioned, both Kosovo and Slovenia could be treated as a 

unique case within the country group. Interestingly, the former was the least developed region 

within SFRY. During its transition period it had to face political and military conflicts. 

Following its independence, its banking sector has been developed under the auspices of 

international financial institutions. On the other hand, Slovenia was economically the most 

developed republic within SFRY. It could start is transition process at an early stage and did 

not experience major financial crises. It was a clear outlier with its ownership structure until 

2018. As for the other country cases, the starting date and sequencing of their transition 
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process led to differences. All in all, we still come to the conclusion that by 2018, all of the 

reviewed states had a similar ownership structure in their banking sectors. 

 

Referring to the path dependence theory, the similarities can be linked back to the post-

socialist development of the overall financial systems. By giving an overview on the common 

tendencies, signs of determinist path-dependency can be traced. These can be explained by the 

historical and economic background of SFRY, which cannot be completely erased from the 

system. 

 

During the reviewed time period, the share of state-ownership decreased in almost all of the 

countries, while parallel with this tendency, the foreign-ownership increased in all cases. As a 

result, large international banking groups gradually penetrated the financial markets in the 

region and gained dominant positions. Based on the market share of foreign-owned banks, 

they became a source of systemic risk over time. 

 

As a result of the current ownership structure, the banking sectors of the post-Yugoslav states 

have to cope not only with the internal market shocks, but they even became more vulnerable 

to external factors. In all of the reviewed country cases the financial markets are integrated to 

the international system. Moreover, due to the high share of foreign-owned banking assets, 

the subsidiaries are endangered by the negative spillover effects from the owners. The 

bidirectional treat is particularly relevant since 2008, and regardless of the somewhat differing 

“hot topics”, it remains a concern even in the future. As a consequence, continuous 

international cooperation and further diversification is required. 
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Abstract 

After the financial crisis, the focus in most banking systems have been the nonperforming 

loans (NPLs). The level of today's NPLs is connected to the period of the credit boom when 

loans were skyrocketing and the banks had lower criteria for credit risk rating and 

consequently approved loans to risky clients. High credit risk exposure from that period 

mirrored onto today's level of NPLs in certain banks. Many analytics find that asset quality is 

a statistically significant predictor of bank insolvency. The increase in NPLs in a bank can 

lead to bankruptcy and a loss in the efficiency of the banking sector. It is also one of the 

symptoms of a banking crisis. Despite the efforts of the banking sector and regulatory bodies, 

the level of NPLs in SEE countries has been high for a long period after the crisis with lately 

significant improvements. Managing NPLs is a banking sector problem, and managing those 

loans in less than an adequate way is dangerous for bank survival and it threatens to 

jeopardize the general stability of a financial system. Therefore, it is necessary to identify the 

factors influencing the emergence and the increase in NPLs. The author of this paper wants to 

point of the significance of the increase in NPLs after the financial crisis in SEE countries 

and the main goal of this research is to identify macroeconomic factors and bank-specific 

factors impacting NPLs of SEE countries. Although available literature on NPLs is quite 

extensive, this paper represents the first empirical research on the sample of SEE countries 

using aggregate data on the level of each observed country. The results lead to the conclusion 

that the macroeconomic factors are greater causers of NPL trends which is in contrary to 

bank-specific factors and that there is a proportional regression between NPLs by conduction 

analysis in affected countries and the rate of increase of GDP, and rate of inflation which can 

be seen from the statistically significant coefficients.  

 

Keywords: nonperforming loans, banking sector, financial stability, banking and macro-

economic variables 

 

JEL classification: G21, G10, G01, E44, E69 
 

 

Introduction  
 

Along with economic growth, the global financial crisis had an impact on credit growth in the 

banking sector in many countries as well as on the increase of NPLs in total loans. The rise in 

NPLs has been one of the key issues faced by SEE countries. Despite the measures introduced 

by banks and the governments of observed SEE countries, the level of NPLs is still high. 

Dealing with such loans requires a more comprehensive approach with the aim of attaining 

the financial stability of a country considering the "banco-centric" system of the financial 

sector of those countries. In such a system the banking sector has a very important role due to 

insufficiently developed capital markets but also because of the existence of insufficient 

nonbank financial institutions. Given that the main goal of every banking institution is 

profitability, having high levels of NPLs negatively affects the level of private investments, 
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the capability of a bank to make due on its occurring obligations and the level of loans 

available for placement. 

The focus of this paper is the determinants of NPLs in SEE countries with a look at the 

chosen countries of that region (B&H, Croatia, Serbia, Albania, Kosovo, Bulgaria, Romania). 

The goal of the paper is to point of the significance that the increase in NPLs has in SEE 

countries hoping along the way to encourage the resolution of that problem by the banks 

themselves as well as the governments of the countries in question. Managing NPLs is a 

problem faced by all banks, and bad management in that regard is a big danger for their 

market survival. Because of that, it is extremely important to identify the factors impacting 

the emergence and the increase in NPLs which is the focus of this paper. An increase in NPLs 

could be a consequence of man factors, but the authors mostly divide those determinants into 

two- factor groups: macroeconomic determinants and bank-specific determinants. Throughout 

history, economies of the world have been faced with a strong comeback relationship between 

the real sector and the financial sector. Banks collect their capital from residents and other 

depositors. The conversion of deposits to loans is a way of placing their assets to the 

residents, companies and the state. Bad financial sector performance and the lacking of liquid 

assets thereof lead the real sector and the residents in a liquidity reduction zone and a situation 

of absence of additional money assets. An increase in NPLs means a decrease in bank 

liquidity which brings about a fall in offered bank products to the population which 

consequently brings them to an illiquidity zone as well. Economic stagnation leads to a 

decrease in credit demand. This means private as well as the business sector while the supply 

of banks is influenced by debt availability from the home banks.  

 

Therefore, the failure of banks has a greater influence on the economy than the failure of any 

company leading to a conclusion that insolvency and illiquidity of banks don't just affect 

banks but also stock owners, debtors, depositors and other institutions loaning funds from the 

bank (Rankov and Kotlica, 2013). Many analyses have shown that bank bankruptcies are far 

more harmful to the economy than the bankruptcies of other financial institutions because 

liquidation of a single or more banks rapidly spills over onto the real sector of an economy, 

contributes to the balance of payments crisis (BoP) and increases the costs of GDP (Leckow, 

2006). Taken the previously mentioned significance of financial sector stability into 

consideration and its influence on the real sector, it is necessary to look into the causes of 

NPL trends as well as the possibilities of predicting those trends to give banks the possibility 

of defining their efficient NPL management strategy. This is useful not just to improve the 

asset quality in the banking sector but also to attain economic growth in a certain country.  

 

Looking into the literature dealing with this topic, we can see that there are more than one 

macroeconomic and bank-specific factors influencing NPLs. However, the results of 

conducted studies show that the impact of such factors is different in different countries so 

general conclusions applicable to all countries cannot be drawn. Even though the literature 

about NPLs is relatively extensive, this paper is the first empirical research on the sample of 

SEE countries using aggregate data (on the level of each observed country). The empirical 

analysis includes seven countries: Bulgaria, Romania, Croatia, Serbia, Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, Macedonia and Kosovo. Methods used comprise descriptive statistics, 

correlation, and regression analysis. The analysis results show that the primary causes of a 

high level of NPLs in mentioned countries negative economic trends in the analyzed period 

and a rising inflation rate. The paper primarily offers an overview of the relevant literature 

review about the NPL determinants. The second part gives a short theoretical background 

about NPLs and determinants of such loans. The third chapter describes the methodology 
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used and the fourth part of this paper show the results of the empirical analysis conducted 

after which final considerations are presented. 
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1. Literature review 
 

Due to the increase in NPLs in the banking sector after the global financial crisis, this topic 

has gained a greater interest in the past few years. Managing the credit risk with the aim of 

quality increase in bank assets is a rather complicated process that needs a lot of attention. To 

be able to adequately manage credit risk, we need to look at all the determinants influencing 

the rise of NPLs. Classification of the determinants influencing the movement of NPLs based 

on professional literature doesn't exist but there are many studies on the topic of determinants 

of NPLs. Studies were conducted using different methods and on different levels, some on the 

level or area of one country, others took it on the level of multiple countries. Authors mostly 

categorize the determinants of NPLs on bank-specific and macroeconomic determinants. 

While defining the variables used in the analysis of NPLs and the determinants influencing 

them, usually the value of NPLs are defined as the dependent whereas the macroeconomic 

and bank-specific factors are defined as the independent variables. In an attempt to truly 

understand this problem, an overview of empirical researches is given which were conducted 

in individual countries and in multiple countries. Some of them analyze only bank-specific 

determinants and some focus on the macroeconomic ones. However, most studies analyze 

both groups of determinants influencing NPLs. In the next part of the paper will be listed 

studies related to the determinants of NPLs on a single country level. 

 

Among the first studies conducted on an example of a single country is an empirical analysis 

of determinants of NPLs on a sample of 2500 banks in the USA (Keaton and Moriss, 1987). 

Research has been conducted in different countries over the last two decades: USA (Gambera, 

2000), Spain (Salas and Saurina, 2002), (Jimenez and Saurina, 2006), India ( Rajan and Dahl, 

2003), Montenegro (Stijepović, 2014), Serbia (Stakić, 2014), B&H (Jović, 2014, 2015), China 

(Zhang, Jing, Dickinson and Kutan, 2016). All of the aforementioned studies were conducted 

on a single economy level with the aim of explaining the determinants influencing NPLs. The 

results of prior mentioned studies demonstrate that both macroeconomic, as well as bank-

specific factors influence bank loans but their individual impact is different. Because of that 

reason, it is not possible to extract a general conclusion about the impact of a specific factor 

on NPLs and use it in the case of every country. It is necessary to organize research in every 

country individually to be able to with a great degree of certainty, determine which factor 

influences the quality of a bank loan portfolio and in what way. Lately, besides the analysis of 

the factors influencing NPLs, the influence of NPLs on business performance is also being 

analyzed. There aren't many studies of that sort so far but an overview of such studies 

conducted is given in the following section. 

 

In the next part of the paper will be listed studies related to determinants of NPLs on a 

multiple country level. These kinds of researches can use aggregate (on a banking sector 

level) and separate (on an individual bank level) data, i.e. monthly, quarterly or annual data. 

The following section gives an overview of the studies analyzing the influence of 

macroeconomic and/or bank-specific factors affecting NPLs in the banking sectors of 

different countries.  

 

There are many studies dealing with the trends of NPLs on a multiple country level thereby 

analyzing the factors influencing the changes in NPLs among which are: NPLs in countries of 

Central, Eastern and Southeast Europe (Klein, 2013), (Jakubik and Reininger, 2013), 

(Boutant, 2013)  (Škarica, 2014), (Tanasković and Jandrić, 2014),  NPLs in contries of Gulf 

Cooperation Council region (Espinoza and Prasad, 2010). The results of these studies are 

different and complement each other. International Monetary Fund (IMF) (2015) conducted 
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research on NPLs in Europe given the fact that those loans recorded a significant increase in 

the whole of Europe since the global financial crisis. In their study, they answer the following 

questions: How serious are the NPL problems in Europe? What are the macro-financial 

implications of a high NPL? What are the obstacles in dealing with NPLs? What would be the 

comprehensive strategy for dealing with NPLs? In the study, but based on international 

experience, they state that the strategy for dealing with NPLs should be based on three key 

pillars: (1) increased supervision, (2) illiquidity reforms, (3) stable debt market development. 

Among the foreign authors and researches dealing with NPLs, we should mention the 

following: Barisitz (2013), directed towards the definitions of NPLs in Western European 

countries, Florin Filip (2015) shows the concept of the "quality of bank loans" and points out 

the interdependence of the determinants of NPLs in the context of globalization and lastly 

Cifter (2015), A. Ghosh (2015), A. Dimitrios, L. Helen, T. Mike (2016). 

 

The research in question should serve the purpose of a better understanding of the role of the 

banking sector in encouraging economic growth and the causality of macroeconomic 

indicators and the bank-specific indicators as well as other indicators and NPLs after the 

emergence of the recent global financial crisis in the regional countries of SEE. 

 

 

2. Background 

 

In the following chapter, we will take a look at the common definitions of nonperforming 

loans (NPL) followed by their treatment in the countries of he affected sample. Further on, we 

will describe the variables used in the empirical analysis and their expected prognostic in 

relation to the dependent variable.  

 

A short overview of indicators of nonperforming loans will be presented in the frame of the 

banking sector of countries in Southeast Europe that are affected by this, along with their 

capital adequacy ratios. 

 

2.1. Nonperforming loans (NPLs) 

 

In the last few years, more precisely since the emergence of the global economic and financial 

crisis at the end of 2007, NPLs have attracted a greater interest among academic circles. The 

literature review is a source of valuable information about the factors influencing NPLs, but 

the definitions of those loans vary in different countries. 

 

Although a universally excepted definition of NPLs doesn't exist, the ones that are mostly 

used are those originating from International Monetary Fund (IMF), Basel Committee on 

Banking Supervision (BCBS) and Institute for International Finance (IIF).  

 

According to the definition of IMF, NPL is a loan in which: the debtor (borrower) is late with 

his payment on the principal and/or interest at least three months (90 days) in relation to the 

deadline determined by the loan relationship contract the amount of interest for three months 

(90 days) or more is capitalized (reinvested in the principal amount), refinanced or an 

agreement on its delayed payment has been made (IMF, 2006). 

 

Basel Committee on Banking Supervision recommends the "90 days rule" obedience, i.e. as it 

is stated "unfulfillment of the obligation has occurred if the debtor is late in fulfilling his 

obligations with the bank for more than 90 days" (BIS, 2006). 
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A great number of international regulators are following the instructions given by the IIF for 

defining NPLs. Namely, the IIF categorizes all loans in one of the five categories: standard, 

under observation, substandard, suspicious and irrevocable loans. According to the 

aforementioned, NPLs are the loans from the last three groups: substandard loans (paying of 

interest and/or principle is behind for more than 90 days); Suspicious loans (payment of 

interest and/or principal is behind for more than 180 days); irrevocable loans- loss (it is 

thought that the loan will never be repaid to the creditor, i.e. he will never collect his claims 

on those loans, or, the debtor is late on his payment of interest and/or principal for more than 

a year) (IIF, 1999). 

 

Although the previously mentioned definitions are applied in a great number of countries, it is 

thought that, in some countries, NPLs are those loans on which the debtor is late on his 

payment for 31 days or more, or 61 days or more. But, the number of days that the debtors are 

late on their payments is not the only criterion by which the definitions of NPLs diversify 

across countries. Other criteria are financial capacity (capability) of the debtor, the knowledge 

of possible lawsuits against them if the NPL is shown in a gross or net amount, and more than 

not, the criterion of guarantee and collateral are used. As the criteria for the classification of 

NPLs are different, so are the criteria for the classification of multiple loans of a single client. 

Some countries employ the practice of classifying all loans of a single client as NPLs so long 

as one of their loans is nonperforming. Most of the studies conducted deal with the factors 

influencing the growth of NPLs in the total assets of the banking sector but not many of those 

studies focus on the definition itself. 

 

2.2. Determinants of NPLs 

 

The increasing trend of NPLs is one of the key problems faced by many economies, including 

also the world's advanced economies (AEs). To be able to look at the problem of NPLs in an 

adequate way and to take on the right measures for managing the credit risk in relation to such 

loans, we have to determine the factors influencing the rise of NPLs. With the help of the 

literature reviews of domestic as well as foreign authors, we were able to come to the 

conclusion that there are two groups in which we can place those factors: macroeconomic 

factors and bank-specific factors.  

 

Macroeconomic factors focus on the external events influencing the debtors' ability of debt 

repayment. Studies that are centered around the relationship of macroeconomic factors and 

NPLs analyze multiple factors but the reoccurring ones are the rate of increase of real GDP, 

unemployment rate, inflation rate, active interest rate, stock prices, public debt, and budget 

surplus or deficit. We will be analyzing four macroeconomic factors in this sense: rate of 

increase of GDP, unemployment rate (UNEMP), inflation rate measured by the rate of 

increase in CPI (Consumer Price Index), and the rate of public debt participation in GDP 

(PD). 

 

Rate of increase of GDP- the most common macroeconomic indicator that represents the total 

output of a particular country. In relation to NPLs, it can be statistically significant or 

insignificant, positive or negative. Studies that have been conducted so far show the statistical 

significance and negative relation between the rate of increase of GDP and NPLs. Economic 

growth implies the growth of debtor capacity, i.e. his capability of settling his debt obligations 

in an orderly manner and it generally supports financial stability. Most research results show 

that the rate of increase of GDP has a statistically significant and negative influence on NPLs 
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(Salas and Saurina, 2002), (Jimenez and Saurina, 2006), (Nkusu, 2011), (Badar and Javid, 

2013), (Jakubik and Reininger, 2013), (Klein, 2013), (Škarica, 2014). 

 

Unemployment rate - an important macroeconomic aggregate depicting the state of an 

economy and the success of economic policy in a country. Research results mainly show a 

positive relationship between the unemployment rate and NPLs. Such a relation is highly 

logical given the fact that by an increase in unemployment, a certain number of individuals 

lose their income and consequently cannot make due on their loan payments (Klein, 2013), 

(Škarica, 2014). 

 

The inflation rate – measured by the change in CPI, represents a standardized measure of 

inflation in the countries of the EU, as well as the countries in the sample. Looking at it 

theoretically, an increase in inflation should decrease the real value of debt and allow the 

debtor to meet his debt obligations easier. On the other hand, high inflation can induce a rise 

in interest rates or it could negatively influence the debtor's real income leading to an increase 

in NPLs. There are researches which show a positive relationship between the aforementioned 

variables (Rinaldi and Sanchis‐Arellano, 2006) and the ones that show a negative relationship 

in that regard (Shu, 2002). 

 

Rate of public debt in GDP participation – High values of foreign debt indicates great 

indebtedness of the domestic sector and brings up a question of the capability of the domestic 

sector for meeting its future obligations.The credit rating of a country is lowered with higher 

values of public debt, consequently raising the interest rate and the price of capital leading to 

questionable bank stability (Pečarić and Visković, 2013).  

 

Most studies centered around the analysis of specific banking factors affecting NPLs, the 

following variables are used: capital adequacy ratio, the ratio of loans to deposits, return on 

assets (ROA), return on equity (ROE), credit expansion, percentage of deposits and 

percentage of reserves. Due to a lack of available data, we will be analyzing the impact of the 

following variables: capital adequacy ratio, ROA, ROE, credit expansion and the size of bank 

assets. 

 

Capital adequacy ratio – the capital of the bank is the permanently invested source in the 

bank, i.e. the most stable part of the bank's financial potential. Results of conducted research 

mostly show a negative relationship between capital adequacy ratio and NPLs which implies 

that the banks having a low capital adequacy ratio are shoring up the risk of their loan 

portfolio and also, as a result, their NPLs in the following period (Salas and  Saurina, 2002), 

(Shingjergji, 2013),  (Pradhan and Pandey, 2016). 

 

Return on assets (ROA) – an extremely significant indicator of a bank's profitability since it 

indicates the efficiency of asset management. ROA is calculated by bringing in relation to the 

bank's net income (after taxes) and the average total assets of the business year in question. If 

the value of ROA is equal to or higher than one, investing in stocks of that bank is considered 

to be a profitable investment. Profitability indicator of a bank, measured by ROA is a part of a 

great number of studies dealing with the issue of NPLs and the results reached show that their 

mutual relation can be different: statistically significant and a positive relationship (Pradhan 

and Pandey, 2016), statistically significant and a negative relationship (Louzis, Vouldis and 

Metaxas, 2010).  
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Return on equity (ROE) – depicts an internal mechanism of stock value measurement. ROE 

indicator is calculated by bringing the bank's net income and average equity capital in 

relation. This indicator is a direct assessment of a financial return on investment. Most study 

results show a statistically significant and positive relationship between ROE and NPLs 

(Ahmad and Bashir, 2013), (Shingjergji, 2013), (Klein, 2013), (Pradhan and Pandey, 2016), 

which can be explained by the fact that during the worsening of a bank's profitability 

(measured by ROE) there is a rise in the level of NPLs. On the other side, there are research 

results showing opposite results (Ganić, 2014), (Alihodžić, 2014).  

 

Credit expansion – literature shows that fast credit expansion is very often connected to a fall 

in the quality of loan portfolio, since, due to a rise in issued loans, there is a consequential rise 

in NPLs (Shingjergji, 2013). On the other side, there are studies where credit expansion has a 

statistically significant and negative relationship to NPLs (Espinoza and Prasad, 2010), 

(Klein, 2013), (Ganić, 2014). 

 

2.3.  NPLs in countries of Southeast Europe (SEE) 

 

Now, we will show the NPLs of countries of SEE, average NPLs of SEE region, Central 

Europe and Eastern Europe compared to B&H, as well as capital adequacy of the 

aforementioned regions. 

 

Looking at the graph 2.3.1.  we can come to the conclusion that the quality of the banking 

sector of SEE countries has significantly been reduced since the observed period. In the 

observed selection of countries, the average participation of NPLs in total loans in 2009. is 

8% which increased by the time of 2013 and 2014 to 17% after which it fell to 8% in 2018. 

We need to determine the causes of such NPL movement. 

 

Graph 2.3.1. Participation of NPLs in the value of total loans of SEE countries 
 

 
Source: National Bank of the Countries 
 

Although all countries of SEE have a significant recorded increase in NPLs, their banks are 

still adequately capitalized. CAR (capital adequacy ratio) puts in relation the bank's capital 

and risky assets and it is used as a control function in cases of taking on too much risk by 

banks and as an insolvency protector. CAR is generally used as a cushion in cases of bigger 

negative effects that can also emerge in a shape of writing off a large number of NPLs 
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Graph 2.3.2: Capital adequacy ratio for observed countries in the period of 2009-2018. 

 
Source: National Bank of the Countries 
 

European Banking Authority (EBA) determines the lower level of capital adequacy indication 

at 8%, whereas some economists are advocating its increase up to 15% in the period of a 

financial crisis. Banks with lower than described CAR according to Basel standards are 

obliged to adjust their balance sheet accounts by conducting recapitalization or decreasing 

their risky assets. Looking at the graph 2.3.2. CAR of the observed countries of SEE we 

notice a rise in the indicator since 2009 with its value at that time of 17% and a rise in the 

value to 20% in 2018.  

 

 

3. Research methodology 

 

The goal of this paper is to investigate the macroeconomic and specific banking factors 

influencing NPLs of the banking sector of the selected countries of SEE (B&H, Croatia, 

Albania, Kosovo, Rumania, and Bulgaria) for the period from 2009 to 2018. The data used in 

this research come from secondary sources (National bank, National banking agency, 

National Agency for statistics, World bank). Data used is on an annual basis. Quantitative 

research uses descriptive statistical analysis, correlation analysis, and regression analysis. A 

dependent variable (NPLs) is used in the research along with nine independent variables, i.e. 

explaining variables (rate of increase in real GDP - GDP, unemployment rate - UNEMP, rate 

of increase in CPI - CPI, rate of public debt - PD, capital adequacy ratio - CAR, return on 

assets (ROA), return on equity (ROE), rate of credit expansion - CG , asset balance - AB) 

 

 

4. Research results 

 

The next chapter will be dedicated to presenting the results of descriptive statistical analysis, 

correlation analysis, and regression analysis. 

 

4.1. Descriptive statistical analysis 

 

Descriptive statistical analysis is a combination of methods aimed at calculating, representing 

and describing the basic characteristics of statistical series, and the mission of this analysis is 

to gather, sort and present the statistical data as well as determining the basic indicators of 

statistical series. The results of descriptive statistics show a minimum and a maximum value, 

average value and the standard deviation of the variables being analyzed i.e. whose general 

characteristics are being shown. Descriptive statistics for all examined variables and all 

countries (Table 4.1.1.) presents, among other things, the most indicative data which is the 
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percentage of average NPL in the period in question in the value of 13,16%. It shows a 

significantly high level which emphasizes the necessity of future caution in managing credit 

policy to avoid historical errors. The maximum value of NPL, belonging to Albania in 2013 is 

23,5% which is worrying information. The biggest average values for NPLs in observed 

countries are in the years 2013 and 2014. 

 

4.2. Correlation analysis  

 

The easiest definition of correlation is that it represents the mutual connectedness between 

variables and the coefficient of correlation is a measurement based on which one decides 

about the rate of their connection. More precisely, during the conduct of the analysis of the 

factors influencing NPLs, simple linear correlation was used and the results were presented in 

the form of a table with their belonging statistical data and explanations. Correlations for 

banking and macroeconomic indicators in relation to the share of NPLs in the total value of 

gross loans in  correlation matrix (Table 4.2.1.) allows us to see that the macroeconomic 

indicators show a statistically significant relationship with the variable. The share of NPLs in 

the total value of gross loans NPL on the level of 0.01 (r = .342, p<0.01) whereas the 

connection between banking indicators with the NPLs is small (r = .043, p<0.05). 

 

Correlation matrix for all examined variables and all countries (Table 4.2.2.) shows that the 

NPL variable indicates a statistically important and negative connection with variables CG (r 

= -0.438; p< 0.01), ROA (r = -0.562; p<0.01), ROE (r = -0.570; p< 0.01), AB (r = -0.360; 

p<0.01) i UNEMP (r = -0.342; p<0.01) in the value of 0.01. The sign of this correlation 

demonstrates that the share of NPLs in total gross loans is bigger if the values of the rate of 

credit growth (CG) are lower, as well as ROA, ROE, asset balance (AB) and unemployment 

rate (UNEMP). Furthermore, the NPL variable expresses a statistically significant and 

positive relationship with the PD variable (r = 0.495; p<0.01) in the value of 0.01, indicating 

that the share of NPLs in total gross loans is bigger if the rate of public debt in GDP 

participation (PD) is bigger. In attachments is table which depicts the mutual relation between 

all variables (Table 4.2.3.). 

 

 

4.3. Regression analysis  

 

Regression analysis helps determine the shape of the relationship between the observed 

phenomena which is attained by the usage of an adequate regression model. Furthermore, by 

using the regression model we can evaluate and predict the values of the dependent variable 

using the chosen explaining variables. More precisely, this research uses simple and multiple 

regression analysis and the results are shown in a table with assigned statistical data and 

explanations.  

 

Table 4.3.1.:Model Summaryb 

Model R R Square 

Adjusted R 

Square 

Std. Error of 

the Estimate 

1 
.722a .521 .450 3.9981 

Source: Created by the author 
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This table displays that the value of the multiple correlation coefficient of the predictor of the 

dependent variable is 0,722 which tells us their relationship with the dependent variable is 

very strong. The coefficient of determination is 0.521 and demonstrates the proportion of 

dispersion of the dependent variable, i.e. that this research explains 52,1% of the variance 

concerning the dependent variable whereas the remaining 47,9% are under the influence of 

factors unknown to us. We tested if the significance of this indicator: F-value in ANOVA 

table shown below, tests if the regression model is good for these values. The table shows that 

the independent variables are doing a good job statistically predicting the dependent variable. 

In other words, the regression model is good. (F = 7.264, p &lt; 0.01).  

 

We come to the conclusion that the null hypothesis is accepted and that at least one 

independent variable is in a linear relation with the dependent variable (NPL). 

 

Table 4.3.2.: ANOVAa 

Model 

Sum of 

Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 1045.082 9 116.120 7.264 .000b 

Residual 959.099 60 15.985   

Total 2004.181 69    

Source: Created by the author 

 

We rated the coefficient of the model and the significance of independent variables in the 

model (Table 4.3.3.) and see how much did each of the variables contribute to the prediction 

of the share of NPLs in total gross loans. The results reveals the value of the t-test i.e. how 

significant each of the independent variables is in the prediction of the dependent variable: 

our model shows the variables of ICP (B = .469; t = 2.085, p<0.05) i GDP (B = .495; t = 

1.988, p<0.05).  

 

Considering that for both independent variables B-coefficient is positive which tells us that 

the regression is proportional, with the rise in the rate of GDP increase and a higher inflation 

rate measured by CPI, a higher share of NPLs in the total value of gross loans will be 

recorded. The equation for linear regression for the dependent variable of the share of NPLs 

in the total value of gross loans (NPL): Y = 6.279 + .469 ICP + .495 GDP. 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

Considering the strong "banco-centric" system of the countries of SEE where traditional 

banking business usually dictates how things are done as well as the undeveloped capital 

market, financial stability is mostly dependent on the financial stability of the banks which 

encourages domestic economic growth. After the financial crisis, many countries faced an 

increase in NPLs and so did the SEE countries (especially Serbia and Albania). Considering 

the fact that the main goal of any banking institution is to be profitable in its business, 

existence of a large volume of NPLs in the banking sector negatively influences the level of 

private investments, the capability of banks to fulfill its obligations when due and the level of 

loans placed to debtors. Problems that can occur in economies with high share of NPLs 

demand a better understanding of this problem to define the measures for their reduction in 
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the shortest period possible. The process of handling those loans demands significant efforts 

such as financial and regulatory incentives, dealing with jurisdictional 

 and regulatory obstacles, handling the shortcomings in organizational and technical 

capabilities of banks, setting up of a legal framework for voluntary reconstruction as well as 

the cooperation among all participants to be able to implement the necessary measures. The 

banks themselves should also invest the effort in dealing with this problem through the 

adequate credit management procedure in a way to control the risk exposure and be on top of 

potential worsening of the situation. They have to maintain sufficient reserves for potential 

losses and take on preventive measures to avoid unwanted situations. The results of the 

correlation analysis in the conducted research show that the macroeconomic indicators depict 

a statistically significant relationship with the NPL variable whereas the relationship between 

the banking indicators and the NPL is small.  Correlation matrix indicates that the NPL 

variable shows a statistically significant negative relationship with the variables of rate of 

credit growth (CG), return on assets (ROA), return on equity (ROE), asset balance (AB) and 

unemployment rates (UNEMP). Also, the NPL variable shows a statistically significant 

positive relationship with the variable of rate of participation of public debt in GDP (PD).The 

result of the regression analysis indicates that the regression is proportional, i.e. it shows that 

with a higher rate of increase in GDP and a higher rate of inflation measured by CPI a higher 

share of NPL in total gross loans (NPL) will be recorded. The author hopes this research helps 

to look at the macroeconomic and bank-specific factors with a statistically significant impact 

on NPLs so to be able to create the measures for managing credit risk in commercial banks. 
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Abstract 

Since the WW1, after two gold debasements, twice the monetary authorities have faced a 

concurring national issue: the unstable foreign debt and the internal escalating deficit. 

Institutionally, these two faces of a single problem have been the central issue, until the 

establishment in Bretton Woods of the IMF, the World Bank and the GATT in July 1944 then 

WTO, without solving these two fundamental issues. The imbalances, mostly linked to the 

different economic growth and to local social peculiarity, like the COMECON agreement, a 

multilateral clearing solution, are recurring,  according the clear Minsky scheme “… 

capitalist economies exhibit inflations and self-deflations, which seem to have the potential to 

spin out of control ..” (Minsky, 1992: 1). The alternative Swiss market of the discounted 

COMECON clearing balances, pending open among member states in the planned economies 

area, split the World currencies into two classes, the heavy currencies area and the soft 

devalued multi clearing, weak currencies balances, lately traded in Zurich. Between the two 

World Wars, the 1933 gold confiscation, the emergency bond – rescue loans, could not 

resolve the stagnating economies, wide unemployment and general trade imbalances.  During 

the conference of Genoa, in the year 1922, promoted by the League of Nations, a committee 

of Experts tried to design a set of guidelines to a new gold standard. Supporters G. R. 

Hawtrey and G. Cassel the formal drafter, who gave his contribution as recollected in the 

U.K. Parliament papers, inserted in the currency resolution number 5, signed by Gustav 

Cassel member of the currency commission. What came out was a Real and Pseudo Gold 

Standard. “My thesis is that current proposals to link national currencies rigidly to gold 

whether at present or higher prices arise out of a confusion of two very different grounds, the 

use of gold as money, which I shall call a “real” gold standard; governmental fixing of the 

price of gold, whether national or international, which I shall call a “pseudo” gold 

standard.” (Friedman, 1961: 67). The Minsky explanations of the recurring markets’ 

instability and investing cycles, linked to the speculation, arbitrage and financial Tom Ponzi’s 

schemes, have satisfied the expectations theory, until the recent uncontrolled monetary 

policies. The deficit spending inconsistency is focused by Robert Shiller; growing financial 

bubbles, in open conflict with a sound efficient market, under artificial, out of control 

monetary basis supply and random prices’ walk (Shiller, 2005: 177). Since the monetary 

order drafted in Bretton Woods by Harry Dexter White in July 1944, and the following 

developments proposed by A. Hansen and all the monetary policy supporters, in and after the 

sixties, the Bretton Woods final collapse in ’71, failed to adjust the external and internal 

enduring instability. Recently, a new monetary and financials network is overlapping most of 

the World’s single markets: “Money will decide the fate of mankind” (Rueff, 1964: IVX). 

Gurley & Shaw tested the monetary functions performed by financial intermediaries, just 

when the Triffin dilemma became real, worrying most of the authorities affecting prices and 

intermediaries, banks and Central Banks. The spread of the accelerator and multiplier 

Keynesian deficit spending followers, excluding the Fredrick Hajek, the Thomas Hoerber and 

the Hunter Lewiss, isolate scientific contributions, critics of the prevailing monetarism) 

entangle the banks as new tools facing the economy cyclical developments. In the global 
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market, as envisaged by Hume, Hicks and Adam Smith, a natural evolution and production 

pattern prevails. “The social utility of its activities, anchoring the price level, administering 

the payments mechanism, and tuning the financial intermediaries, is not paying off 

handsomely in earnings and performance. As a result its capital position tends to deteriorate, 

and deterioration is hastened by development of nonmonetary finance outside the orbit of 

control.” (Gurley and Shaw, 1960: 299).  In the late 1950s, Robert Triffin observed that there 

was a fundamental fragility posed by the US dollar’s hegemon role in the global system. 

Triffin was right in 1971, when a run on the dollar and President Richard Nixon, terminated 

the gold exchange system. Triffin was wrong when he predicted the dollar to lose eminence. 

Instead, freed of its golden convertibility obligations, the currency quickly reestablished its 

dominance up to the huge public debt left by President Obama in the new volatility exchange 

rates. 

 

Keywords: Central banks, monetary policy, financial instability, gold standard and exchange 

rates 

 

JEL classification: G28 

 

 

Monetary and financial instability fallouts 
 

“The financial instability has both empirical and theoretical aspects….” (Minsky, 1992: 1) in 

the capitalistic evolution, fallout of  the modern industrial revolution, the economic cycle has 

shown a regular characterizing history of upside down expansions and recessions phases, 

always followed each other, not considering the political and meteorological anomalies. 

  

Apart from episodic social or political relevant turmoil, like the South Sea Bubble, the John 

Law financial French distress, the 1907-1908 USA great financial instability, the twentieth 

Century recurring bubbles, up to the first 21st Century economic Western downturn, after the 

roaring years 20’s. The industrial production, employment and financial markets have shown 

a complex and sophisticated financial systems unpredictable events’ trend. 

 

The prerequisite of a consistent economic growth has been especially a complex financial 

system, a set of orderly financial balancing institutions, a liquid and self-sustaining market 

and a fair and neutral political environment, not altered or manipulated by private or political 

conflicting interests. 

 

The necessary capitals essential to the replacement, improving and innovating of tangible 

producing assets phases is assured by financial intermediaries, able to supply continuous 

capital and financial instruments through the transfer of necessary savings from clients 

sensible to the recycling of the physical capital stock.  

 

“The first thing that happened in the financial sphere upon the outbreak of the World War 

was that the existing gold standard was abandoned – not only in the belligerent countries, but 

also in the majority of neutral states. Upon the entrance of the United States in the War, 

corresponding stops were taken in that country”   (Cassel, 1922: 1).  

 

Only a general accepted economic theory, which from the beginning of the WW1, foresaw 

free currencies issuing under legal tender imposition,  linked generally the war expenses 

coverage to the public debt, can offer a true and intuitive picture of the reasons, in the 
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development which followed, translating the same pattern in the settlement of all private 

general economic transactions.   

 

“Moreover, even after the crash, in January 2009, the unemployment rate, then at 7.8 percent, 

was forecast by the chairman design the President’s Council of Economic Advisers to fall to 

7.0 percent by the end of 2010 and to 6.5 percent by the end of 2011. In December 2011 the 

rate was 8.5 percent.”  (Greenspan, 2014: 8). 

 

In other epochs, the monetary excessive expansion, and the irrational exuberance of investors 

eager to take part to a going on stock exchange bubble, have produced derailed stock 

exchange values, not reflecting wise capital - income ratios: the South Sea bubble, the tulips 

frenzy Dutch market, the monetary expansions linked to war episodes, especially in the 

Columbian era. 

 

Monetary crisis due to wars like the Kipper and Wipper, at the start of the Thirty Years War, 

the Dutch Tulip Mania, the South Sea Bubble, the John Law Mississippi Company 

misadventure, the Overvaluation of the East India Company, represent likely financial fiascos 

based on artificial monetary grounds. Other minor recessions linked to local political and 

State misadventure, up to some American minor Panics and the great first 1907 monetary 

panic in the interbank clearing, which suggested the Banking Commission in the Jekyll 

Island, the first blow to the Fed System actually operating at the end of 1914. “Failure to 

respond promptly to a crisis spells disaster: A financial panic spreads like an epidemic. On 

July 31, 1914, McAdoo shut the New York Stock Exchange for an unprecedented four months 

to hamper British sales of American securities.” (Silber, 2007: 4). 

 

After the gold debasement, the national deficits, swollen by the WW1 legal tender expenses, 

started a roaring monetary euphoric mood that promoted many new starts up, leading to a 

huge financial turmoil and insane growth. It was mainly debt-structured enterprise, which 

success lies through innovation and short term temporary monetary and not financial 

balances. Some brands discovered in this period are still present on the market and like: Du 

Pont, discovering the nylon fiber, Procter & Gamble introducing the soap powders, GM 

(General Motors), Ford, expanding general automotive facilities to all Americans, IBM 

introducing the first digital accounting systems, in the roaring years preceding the great 1929 

modern times’ financial disaster. 

 

At the end of the twenties, the system collapsed: “What made convertibility workable before 

1914, and what made in unworkable in all of the following forty five years, except for the 

brief bonfire of the late 1920’? Theoretical and textbook discussions tend to stress primarily 

in their answer to these two questions the corrective mechanism of balance of payments 

adjustment.” (Triffin, 1961: 25). 

 

 

Market and social structures turbulences fallouts 
 

Apart from these peculiar recurring stop and go in the economy and related markets, the 

technological innovation and the frequent conflicts, especially in the Post Napoleonic 

depressions, show a final specific pattern encouraging free market forces ready to take 

advantage of the declining concurrent competition.  
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The reconsideration of the ‘900 century monetary policies, formulated by Mundell in his 

Nobel Prize ceremony message, in Stockholm in the year 1999 (Mundell, 2000) and the 

Triffin dollar dilemma (Triffin, 1961), are segments of the same monetary dispute: initiated 

originally in Genoa, in April-May 1922. 

 

After the 1971 dollar debasement, and the immediate prearrangements taken during the ‘70s 

to face the ’73 OPEC surge oil price shock, the new stagflation era, the new supply side 

economy, the WIN (win inflation now) attitude, close the decades with the wish to change the 

monetary policy. Public confidence was shaken, corporate investments reduced and a general 

negative attitude induced the new Reagan Policy to promote a monetary restriction that the 

FED, led by the new President Paul Volker, conducted through an interest rates restriction at 

the beginning of the eighties.” Never the less, there is a very real convenience in using a 

metallic standard and metallic reserves. Other assets take the form of debt too and every debt 

depends for its value on the person and local situation of the debtor. Gold is an anonymous 

asset, and is capable of transportation from one place to another without retaining any link 

with the place of its origin.” (Hawtrey, 1939: 256) and: “It is sometimes maintained that no 

paper money can have any value except in virtue of some expectation of its ultimate 

convertibility into coin. Indeed inconvertible paper is often a relic of a pre-existing 

convertible issue, the issuing Government having failed to maintain the convertibility of the 

notes. ” (Hawtrey, 1919: 32). 

 

In the year 1987, a new black Monday dramatically reflected the new low interest rates policy 

and the first huge bubble crippled the D.J. index reducing it to almost a half. Greenspan Alan, 

the new Mr. “put” as he was called after his deliberate loose monetary policy, started the long 

period, ended in the year 2008, with a large boom and a set of bubbles. From the Dot-Com 

one, (2000-2002) to the subprime, derivative, mortgage crisis (2007-2010) till the new 

approach in the (2011-2012) promoted a new decade of loose monetary policy, after the 

Keynesian TARP (Troubled Asset Recovery Program) as quantitative easing policies: large 

amount of credit supply attitude,  that finally reduced the interest rates almost to definitive 

negative values.   

 

The fundamental neoclassical perspective is stated by Milton Friedman: “Despite the 

importance of enterprises and money in our actual economy, and despite the numerous and 

complex problems they raise, the central characteristic of the market technique of achieving 

coordination is fully displayed in the simple exchange economy that contains neither 

enterprises nor money“  (Minsky, 2008: 129). 

 

The following monetary fallout is linked to the second dollar debasement and relative 

consequences, since the year 1971: 

Nixon directive to “temporarily suspend the dollar conversion into gold, Camp David 15 

August 1971”; 

Foreign exchange instability and OPEC reaction, wars in the Gulf and inflation surge, 

financial perturbance linked to the dollar instability, with a shift to a quasi oil standard for the 

huge amount of money deposited in the euro-money supporting the London market Big Bang; 

 Financial intermediaries instability, starting with Latin America debt crisis, bank crisis in the 

UK 1973-1975; 

Spread banking crisis through all the seventies with the Vatican finance crisis, Italian banking 

crisis and appearance of the first derivatives instruments and development of the trash bonds 

market. 
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The following events develop simultaneously and are strictly interlinked since the year 1979: 

In January of that year the Shah of Iran left his Country and never returned, after thirty seven 

years on the throne; 

Khomeini, Ruhollah (Ayatollah) toppled the Shah leading a wave of rebellion, called Islamic 

revolution, the largest “revolution” ever in human history, likely engineered by some real 

other interest; 

The Iranian upheaval ignites the rest of the Islamic World, most apparently in Afghanistan, 

were the jihad showed a rebellion to the previously Moscow’s controlled leadership of the 

Muslims’ World.  

 

On the Christian Day 1979, Leonid Brezhnev and his Politburo sent their troops across the 

border invading Afghanistan where the KGB had assaulted the Government building killing 

their new rival Hafizullah Amin, second president of the Afghanistan Democratic Republic 

since 14 September 1979, up to his death. Babrak Karmal, Soviet forces backed, took his 

assignment as third President. 

  

Peculiar debasements and relative fallouts of the year 1979 happen together:  

Mrs. Margaret Thatcher, election in May 1979 as British prime minister, marked another 

radical new trend in the UK, first woman to become Prime Minister and most influential 

premier of the twentieth Century, since Winston Churchill. At the very beginning, she did not 

even dare to pronounce the word privatization, a new economic profile that became 

prominently in the global market that she helped to rekindle. "We used to think, “James 

Callaghan told the Labour party conference since 1976," you could spend your way out of a 

recession and increase employment by cutting taxes and boosting spending. I tell you in all 

candour that this option no longer exists;” (Callaghan, 1976). The Thatcher succeeded in 

focusing in London the main World financial Center, taking advantage of the preexisting 

Eurodollar center and the Arab and Russian’s concentration of liquid assets otherwise sizable 

in consequence of the still pending Czars’ debt.  

The Pope Karol Josef Wojtyła (junior), born on 18 May 1920 in Wadowice Archbishop of 

Krakow in southern Poland, was chosen from behind the iron curtain. The College of 

Cardinals in Rome, in October 1978, elect Josef Wojtyla Pope under the name of John Paul II, 

the first non-Italian to become Pope since the Dutchman Adrian VI, 457 years earlier, who 

has spent his entire life confronting the political and spiritual challenge of Communism. In 

June 1979, he proceeded on a pastoral visit to his Polish homeland that shook Communist 

East Central Europe;   

In the last months of the year 1979, the septuagenarian Deng Xiaoping Chinese Communist 

Party leader, changed his Country beyond all recognition perspective.  Emulating local 

previous political structures, he started to duplicate the Singapore, Hong Kong and Taiwan 

Special Economic Zones, all over the Southern seaside Chinese Shore, inviting foreign capital 

and technology under the new private property principle, with disregard of cooperatives’ 

previous economic prevalence; 

US President Ronald Reagan on 31st May, 1988 at Moscow State University addresses under 

the glowering visage of Lenin statue, during his three days in Moscow;   

James Callaghan assessments under premier Harold Wilson, then minority premier himself 

and then the following government Edward Heath; 

Mohammad Reza Pahlavi in 1953 ousted  Mohammad Muscadet the left the Marxist took 

over and launched the white revolution;  

Ruhollah Khomeini, at the end of the white revolution, becomes the leader of Iran definitely. 
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Actually, as clearly expressed by Gustav Cassel, after the first historical debasement of the 

monetary unit, the free artificial currency requiring simple paper and ink (later toner, then 

digital memory) and fantasy, starting from the last day of July 1914 put in the political 

competition a powerful gun, in satisfying the electoral expectations.  

 

The value of fiat money, according to the exchange equation of Irving Fisher, since the 1971 

severance of the dollar from its gold base and the succession of events, again reflect the 

European scenery as depicted by Gustav Cassel in his Money and foreign exchange after 

1914, date of the real gold debasement.  

 

On May 30, 1908, the Congress passed the Emergency Currency Act, modeled on these 

principles, which become law. The act, commonly defined as the Aldrich-Vreeland Act, after 

its sponsors allows the issuance of artificial money (fiat money) to overcome insolvency 

banking and Treasury conditions. 

 

The Aldrich-Vreeland Act provided a mechanism that would permit banks to use securities, 

other than U. S. government bonds, to obtain short-term increases in their monetary circuits. 

Two types of entities could apply for the additional currency: (1) groups of at least 10 banks 

formed into national currency clearing associations and (2) individual banks. 

 

The total amount of emergency currency that could be issued under this act was set at $ 

500,000,000. This amount was subsequently raised to over $1 billion by a hastily passed 

amendment dated August 4, 1914, immediately following the outbreak of World War I in 

Europe. When, contrary to everybody prevision, the Wall Street Stock Exchange was 

compelled to shut down its activities to avoid a massive sale of shares to procure proceeds to 

convert in metal gold. 

 

The Aldrich Vreeland Act was inserted in the Fed Act and became the third paragraph of the 

art. 13, which allows the FED Board to supply artificial money to overcome market crisis that 

lately allowed the TARP (Troubled Assets Recovery Programs).  One of these artificial 

monetary issues, of the obscure but explosive section 13 (3) of the Federal Reserve Act, was 

lastly invoked in a first time in decades. Broadly interpreted, section 13 (3) has originally 

empowered the Federal Reserve to lend nearly unlimited cash to virtually anybody. On March 

16 1908, it empowered the Federal Reserve Bank of New York to lend $29 billion to facilitate 

the acquisition of Bear Stearns by J. P.  Morgan. (Greenspan, 2014: 1). 

 

The first ten years of inflationary trends, were showing ever-growing interest rates when 

central bank discount rate reached values over 20% and the acronym WIN (Win Inflation 

Now), was the slogan of almost all American citizen. In Italy we used to say, “call the 

Government defend your bill”. The Euro market and the relatively stable oil price surrogated 

the gold standard and we faced a new epoch of oil standard. The gulf wars, the OPEC 

dissolution lead to a quiet inflation regression which stated that “Gold is the only common 

standard which all European countries could at present agree  to adopt” (Papers Relating to 

International Economic Conference, Genoa, April-May 1922. Printed and Published by His 

Majesty & Stationery Office, London 1922). 

    

Most of the theory expressed by Ralph Hawtrey in his taking part to the Bruxelles Conference 

and to the two commissions appointed by the League of Nations, at the end of the WW1, lead 

to the resolution 5, based on the dollar rebasement through a general return to that standard. 

The (PSFM) price specie flow mechanism seemed the only solution to a general international 
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debt imbalances’ system. The Hyman Minsky Financial Hypothesis theory, explains why the 

Hawtrey – Cassel explanation of the financial turbolences were linked to a common solution 

that made R. Batchelder and D. Glasner formulate the secular question “What Ever Happened 

to Hawtrey and Cassel” just at the end of the fifth huge financial and monetary turbulence 

after the 1971 decision to abandon the gold standard (Batchelder and Glasner, 2013). 

 

“But there is another narrative. And that is that the fundamental growth capacity in industrial 

countries has been shifting down for decades now, masked for a while by debt-fuelled 

demand. More such demand, or asking for reckless spending from emerging markets, will not 

put us back on a sustainable path to growth. Instead, industrial democracies need to improve 

the environment for growth.”  (Rajan, 2013: 3). 

 

The artificial money is such also in all the internal transactions, but at least there is the legal 

settlement balanced by the State or Banks’ liabilities which lead to the over indebted world’s 

sceneries we are living in. The inconsistency of this scenery is understood if we think that the 

most compromise function is the saving capacity essential in a currency existence, apart from 

that of a temporarily mean of Exchange.       

 

 

Unanswered questions 
 

The time lag running from 2001 and the present time are marked by the 2001 – 2006 -2008 

bubbles and the final 2012 peak in the financial market historical premises about saving and 

investment, as classically accepted and proposed.  The financial and monetary instability has 

suggested an empowerment of the aggregate demand through a Keynesian monetary policy 

which, on the contrary, has caused an unbalanced set of interstate relations due to the deep 

differences in the cost of labor and interest rates sinking to negative values, without any 

incentive to saving propensity. After almost ten years of strict monetary expansion rules, the 

capital structures of most previously highly industrialized Countries are facing serious 

external and internal debt volumes without any sign  of investment on productive expansion. 

From a financial markets point of view: “The booming economy and expansion of credit were 

abetted innovations in capital markets and securities. Many of these innovations amplified the 

complexity - and therefore the opacity-of the financial system. This made it hard for decision 

makers of all kinds, from CEOs to individual investors, to know what was going on and make 

intelligent choices. Growing complexity bred information asymmetries at levels of the 

financial system: Individual securities ……. trading positions ……… Institutions ……. ” 

(Bruner and Carr, 2007: 179). 

 

The consolidation of such a pattern of recurring bubble and expanding internal and external 

deficits, badly arranged by the IMF are sign of a deficitary monetary and financial policies, 

incapable to reset the mechanism that worked smoothly during the first term of the gold-

exchange standard. The solution elaborated of a debt tolerance, when an austerity program 

permits the reimbursement of special IMF loans, on a long term basis. Is actually restricting 

the chances of a smooth recovery and the convulsions of most national electorates end up to 

choose an adversary attitude towards the political or monetary union imposing a severe 

restrictions of  maladjusted economic policies and perspectives. In a faster growing world, 

were the paradox of a high birth rate in low income countries, the high population growth rate 

ends up to intricate the problem and likely inhibit an effective recovery. 
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Perhaps, the solution would be to overcome the blowing bubbles, artificial monetary illusion 

and to find a balance between the internal deficits and the external uncontrolled debts over a 

fixed percentage of the national GDP. On the middle term: “What did not fit neatly within that 

model was an explicit role of the central bank in the pursuit of financial stability. Although it 

was the need to ensure financial stability that led to the establishment of some central banks/ 

such as the Fed, this objective is treated in the statutes of various central banks more or less 

as an afterthought. In the Maastricht Treaty, and in the Statute of the ECB, financial stability 

is only briefly mentioned and only as it relates to banking supervision. The most explicit 

formulation is found in Article 127.5 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union 

(TFEU) (which is repeated in Article 3.3 of the statute of the ECB):” (Papadia and Valimaki, 

2018: 65). 

 

Demography evolution, cronyism growth and silent majorities, have become the common 

feature of emerging democratic political structures, in a too crowded community. The global 

problem has become the financial instability and the obsolescence of the Bretton Woods 

remedies, based on the oil-dollar standard. The real economic model nowadays has become 

the severance of the economic activities and the political profession, running a successful 

business and promoting a political opinion require different qualities, experiences and 

relations, clean of business interferences and intermixed interests.  A democracy cannot exist 

as a permanent form of government. It can only exist until the voters discover that they can 

vote themselves facilities from the public treasury. From that moment on, the majority always 

votes for the candidates promising the most benefits from the public treasury with the result 

that a democracy always collapses over loose fiscal policy, always followed by a public 

default. Originally phrased as: “It is not, perhaps, unreasonable to conclude, that a pure and 

perfect democracy is a thing not attainable by man, constituted as he is of contending 

elements of vice and virtue, and ever mainly influenced by the predominant principle of self-

interest. It may, indeed, be confidently asserted, that there never was that government called a 

republic, which was not ultimately ruled by a single will, and, therefore, (however bold may 

seem the paradox) virtually and substantially a monarchy.” (Fraser, 1854: 216).  

 

Really, the incompatibility between the public function and the private interests let the 

coexistence of both roles become impossible and conflicting permanently. The appointment to 

public activities and the pursuance of private goals are always hardly pursued together being 

always of different nature and scope.  

 

“Of course, the reader now understands that this literal analogy between country and 

corporate debt is highly misleading. A bankrupt corporation may simply not be able to 

service its debts in full as a going concern. A country defaulter, on the other hand, has 

typically made a strategic decision that (fall) repayment is not worth the necessary sacrifice.” 

(Reinhart and Rogoff, 2009: 59). 

 

The 20th Century perspective is a complex one, from a monetary and financial point of view. 

There is a common initial gold debasement ignited by a general misunderstanding, which 

would have been the background of a European catastrophic consequent war. 

 

The initial misunderstanding of the Bankers committee, lead by J. P. Morgan on the eve of the 

WW1 on the 30th July 1914, fighting on the field after the expiration of the Austrian 

ultimatum, leads to the contradictory two issues on the NYT reporting the first day the 

decision to keep the NY Stock Exchange open. The successive day, instead, to close it, under 

the general night pressure Worldwide directed towards the gold conversion, allowed then 
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during the gold standard regime, to ratify the general agreement of both choices: the Stock 

Exchanges closure and the abandon of the gold conversion. 

  

After the euphoric roaring twenties, the artificial currency issuance with monetary of 

unsustainable debt promises, the Roosevelt gold confiscation and the huge social intervention, 

lead to a 25% unemployment and production collapse without precedent in the American 

history. It will take over twenty years and a second WW to overcome the huge depression and 

reach the 1929 DJ indexes. 

 

The remaking of a pseudo gold standard, or quasi gold standard, allowed the trade 

agreements, based on the dollar, to utilize it, all over the planet, as the single international 

payments unit. The mechanism worked to a saturation level in the 1971 panicking week-end 

in Camp David, when President Nixon suspended definitely (he actually used the expression 

temporarily) the gold conversion, letting the precious metal fly well over the 1.000 dollars 

level, from 35 dollars an oz. 

 

The inflationary decade of the 70’s took off the artificial monetary issuances the prodigal 

Taylor-Phillips capacity to expand positively the Keynesian axiomatic leverage effect, on the 

investment multipliers combined with the monetary Hansen’s accelerators.    

 

 

Fallouts: demography evolution, cronyism growth. 
 

The recent globalization has been developing a new financial context with a never before 

confronted problem. During the first globalization, under the British gold standard 

predominance, the (PSMS) price-specie-flow-mechanism, Humes’ account of international 

adjustments to an exogenous monetary shock, was easily faced through a deflationary-

inflationary self and autonomous mechanism. After the WW1 notwithstanding the Genoa’s 

prescription, the return to gold standard was not possible and all efforts culminated in more or 

less general bilateral or multilateral clearing agreements, that after WW2 evolved in monetary 

unions, under the local single predominant fiat money currency.  

 

After the pseudo or quasi gold standard, called Gold Exchange standard,  since the 15th 

August 1917, we entered a dollar international currency era, with the international currency 

based de facto on the oil standard first and on an unsettled international progressing debt 

system and recurring adjustment after, with assumed monetary Keynesian solutions. 

Generally, they were the major causes of the financial unbalances, erupting in the bubble 

bursting rows, States’ defaults and finally in the Chinese syndrome, after the Deng reform 

inducing an economic huge success in a free market economy, based on the supply side 

competition, free of trade unions excessive negotiating force and obstacle.  

 

In the Western world, the competition stemming from the new emerging Marxist systems 

induce a quasi-economic collapse badly exorcised through the Keynesian unadapt remedies.                       

 

At the base, the big success of the industrial revolution had meanwhile induced a 

demographic explosion of the World population, bringing the total population from less the 

one billion people at its beginning, since the man  arrival on the planet Earth, approximately 5 

million years ago, to almost 8 billions, in just two centuries. 
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The paradox of the demographic revolution is that less developed and less welfare countries 

are the most prolific and growth stimulating ones. The over population has been recently 

migrating towards the welfare rich advanced areas, posing a new huge interracial and religion 

potential conflict. 

Conclusion 
 

The present paper, considering some problems affecting most of the financial systems and 

modern monetary theories’ evolution, seems not to reach a common base to extrapolate from 

the economic calculus the monetary conflicts in a progressive globalization of both markets 

and production (Pines, 2002). All the efforts to find a common currency working mechanism 

and avoid exchange rate risks, have been fruitless since the gold debasement. The drastic 

alternatives, introduced since the first day of the financial market closure, on the 3oth July 

1914, when the gold standard was abandoned, at the very beginning of the WW1, up to the 

Roosevelt gold complete confiscation in 1933, have left open the issue of a global legal, or 

intrinsic value based, alternative currency. After the pseudo or quasi gold standard, from 1944 

to 1971, the World transactions have been influenced mostly by a single universal legal tender 

currency unit, the US dollar, established by a special central banks’ reserve privileged 

function, supporting local currencies circulation, on a free basis. The introduction of the euro 

has only seemed to remove the reserve isolate function of the dollar (Pines, 1998). On the 

contrary, the dissolution of the planned economies and the capitalistic affirmation of a huge 

economic industrial empire in Asia, have removed all the competition hindrances, especially 

the inefficiencies and the low quantity of the Western countries industrial mass output. The 

Chinese competition, the low labor costs and its technology, have permitted to overcome the 

Western productions with cheaper industrial advanced output prices, up to the financial 

collapse of firms not any more competitive on the global market, under consolidated high 

labor costs’ rigid restraints. 

  

The first role of central banks, to support the interbank clearing function and prevent the 

illiquidity balances of the interbank daily settlements, were recently expanded by the 

monetary policies pursuing a coverage of banks losses or (NPL) not performing loans. Finally 

a smooth clearing of banks too big to fail or banks to be bailed by the taxpayers, to support 

great general recessions due to the before considered concurrent causes.  From a private to a 

public function profile, from private legal contracts, to statutory functions, in an ever closer 

relationship with the Treasury and Public finances, to the coverage of bank deposit risk, the 

bailing out of NPL loans and the (TARP) trouble assets recovery programs. Central Banks 

may become lender of last resort to intermediaries in a financial general instability 

perspective. Slowly banks stuck to a social accounting function in a non-planned economy, 

using the banking standards of planned economies of the past, without a likely and 

satisfactory exit. 

   

The speed of the economics changes, the huge volumes of the financial economic transactions 

on the global market, are actually destroying both the historical monetary function of the 

banks and the public accounting centers of artificial money, function not likely possible and 

sustainable on the long run as happened unreservedly in the COMECON multilateral clearing 

monetary area. The prevailing substance of artificial money, not representing any real 

economic intrinsic value, has de facto, reduced the banking functions to institutions operating 

in the monetary transaction function, in an uncertain short term nominal expression of 

uncertain values and uncertain financial indicators with a collapse of the financial stability 

worldwide in an unpredictable economic chaos. The bubble epoch has overcome the human 
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saving attitude and the risk has become unconvertable and completely spread over the global 

economic scenario. 

 

The fallout of such a global instability, primarily financial and then social, stems from a 

monetary illusion to overcome the historical vision and perception of fiscal money as intrinsic 

value money, inconsistent and not reliable, with which most of the economic transactions are 

uncertain and restricted to the short term horizons. 
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Abstract  

This research deals with the effects of investor’s sentiment on the return and risk series of 

selected exchange rates. The analysis allows for a time-varying inter-dependence between the 

observed variables to estimate the spillovers between them. The main goal is to determine if 

the investor’s sentiment affects the return and risk series and if there exists feedback as well. 

For this purpose, monthly data on the index Sentix and exchange rates EUR-USD, EUR-CHF 

and EUR-JPY were collected for the period February 2003-December 2019. The applied 

methodology consists of vector autoregression models (VAR) with Diebold and Yilmaz (2009, 

2012) spillover indices. The main findings show that using static analysis could result in 

misleading conclusions. Furthermore, the dynamic analysis shows that the financial crisis of 

2007-2008 and specific negative events increase the spillovers of shock between the observed 

variables for all three exchange rates. The net receivers and emitters of shocks in the system 

also change over time. Thus, the dynamic analysis should be taken into consideration in 

future analysis and pricing models. Finally, the robustness of the results was checked. Thus, 

results of this study could be used in dynamic portfolio rebalancing over time in order to 

achieve specific investment goals. 

 

Keywords: behavioral finance, exchange rate return, shock spillover, Vector Autoregression, 

Sentix index 

 

JEL classification: G10, C32, G12 

 

 

Introduction  
 

Investor sentiment has become a popular topic of interest in academic research in the last 

couple of years. Although this notion is recognized in the literature for a long time now (e.g. 

De Long et al., 1990; Lee et al., 1991), the empirical research which utilizes investor 

sentiment as a variable in the analysis has been emerging in the last decade. The reason lies in 

the definition of such a variable and its measurement. Although rational pricing models 

assume the rational behavior of investors in financial markets, there has been a lot of evidence 
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which disputes this assumption. Behavioral finance is probably the most popular theoretical 

approach which explains that emotions and psychological factors affect the decision-making 

process (Shleifer, 1999). 

 

Although the research on the effects of investor’ sentiment is extremely popular, the majority 

of research has been focusing on the stock markets. However, the predictive power of changes 

in sentiment to the volatility of stock returns (or portfolio return) is in most cases ignored. 

Furthermore, the interaction between the sentiment and exchange rate returns and risk is also 

underrepresented. That is why we focus in this paper on the risk and return series of the 

exchange rates, as another possibility to invest. The nature of this research is exploratory, as 

there are not many papers which deal with exchange rates. The sentiment variable we use is 

the Sentix index, constructed by the Sentix GmbH on a monthly basis and a sample of 2800 

investors (Investing, 2020a). The reason why we use this index is as Brown and Cliff (2004) 

show that survey data are reasonable proxies for investor sentiment. Also, Pan (2018) 

preferred using the Sentix index, as a survey-based sentiment indicator, because survey results 

constitute new information while market-based indicators often only aggregate information 

that was already available. Recently, this index is being used in empirical researches, as it was 

constructed relatively late, in 2001, with a small sample of about 50 participants in Germany. 

After 2006, the survey is available in English, with an increase of participants up until this 

day (Zwergel and Klein, 2006). Although previous research has shown that the sentiment 

affects return and risk series (please see the literature review section), in this research, we 

allow for a feedback relationship between all three variables. This is due to Fisher and 

Statman (2003), Wang et al. (2006), and Spyrou (2012) finding such results in the analysis. 

However, every mispricing must eventually be corrected so that one should observe that high 

levels of investor optimism (pessimism) are on average followed by low (high) returns 

(Schmeling, 2009). Earlier evidence (Fisher and Statman, 2000; Brown and Cliff, 2005) do 

indeed showed that there is a negative sentiment – return relationship in the case of the U.S. 

stock market. Baker et al. (2012) demonstrated the same on the international level expanding 

U.S. results of Baker and Wurgler (2006) to the international context. 

 

The main contributions of this research are as follows. First, we allow for spillovers of shocks 

in variables within the VAR (vector autoregression) models in all directions. This means that 

not only do we allow for sentiment to affect the exchange rate return and risk, but they both 

can affect the sentiment as well. Second, a dynamic analysis is included in the study. This is 

found in estimating rolling window models and spillover indices of Diebold and Yilmaz 

(2009, 2012). Third, the mentioned spillover indices are included in the study as well. They 

represent a step further in the VAR modeling, as these indices are used to estimate the 

percentage spillovers of shocks between all variables in the model over time. Finally, we 

control the results by including short term interest rates, inflation rate, and stock market return 

as exogenous variables. The robustness of the results is checked at the end so that the investor 

recommendations can be reliable for future use. 

 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The second section gives a critical overview of 

related research, whereas the third section describes the used methodology in this research. 

The fourth section is the empirical part of the research, with conclusions given in the final, 

fifth section. 
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Related research overview 
The large body of research is focusing on the effects of investor sentiment and in the last 

period the number of researches growing even more. There is one group of papers which 

investigated the effects of investors sentiment measured with different approaches, while 

other group used Sentix index as a proxy for investor’s sentiment. A common feature of the 

first group of paper is that high levels of investor optimism (pessimism) are on average 

followed by low (high) returns. In some researches, investor sentiment was not treated only as 

a causal variable, but the variable being caused – high stock returns positively affect 

consumer confidence. Also, the majority of work utilizes simpler methodologies, such as 

regression, ARMA (autoregressive moving average) or static VAR model. There are only 

several papers that measured investor sentiment with the Sentix survey. These papers have a 

couple of common attributes. They usually used weekly data for Sentix indices. To have a 

quantitative measure they formed bull-bear-spread based on answers provided by the Sentix 

survey. The majority of the work observed the effect of investor sentiment on stock returns 

where stocks were represented with different market stock indices.  

 

Analysis of Brown and Cliff (2005) used a direct survey measure of investor sentiment 

instead of relying on other proxies. Results have shown that the direct survey measure of 

investor sentiment has the ability to predict market returns over the next 1-3 years. Baker & 

Wurgler (2006) studied how investor sentiment affects the cross-section of stock returns. 

They considered several proxies for investor sentiment. They found that when beginning-of-

period proxies for the sentiment were low, subsequent returns were relatively high for small 

stocks, young stocks54, high volatility stocks, unprofitable stocks, non-dividend-paying 

stocks, extreme growth stocks, and distressed stocks55. Opposite, when sentiment was high, 

these categories of stock earned relatively low subsequent returns. A year later, Baker and 

Wurgler (2007) showed also that stocks that are difficult to arbitrage or to value are most 

affected by sentiment. Baker et al. (2012) focused on the effect of global and local 

components of investor sentiment on major stock markets. Results showed that when 

sentiment was high, future returns were low on relatively difficult to arbitrage and difficult to 

value stocks. Their paper appears to be the first paper that studied the international time-series 

of the cross-section of stock returns. Their results also indicate that the U.S. results of Baker 

and Wurgler (2006) extend to the international context. 

 

Ho and Hung (2009) tested whether incorporating investor sentiment as conditioning 

information in asset pricing models helps to capture the impacts of size, value, liquidity and 

momentum effects on risk-adjusted returns of individual stocks. The results of the research 

showed that incorporating investor sentiment enhances the explanatory power of asset pricing 

models for stock returns. They find that the conditional models often capture the value, 

liquidity and momentum effects. Results of the analysis of Schmeling (2009) suggested that 

sentiment negatively forecasts aggregate stock market returns, on average, across countries. 

When sentiment was high, future stock returns tended to be lower and vice versa. The 

predictive power of sentiment was more pronounced for short and medium-term horizons (1 

to 6 months) than for longer horizons (12 to 24 months) and its impact was higher for 

countries that are more prone to herd-like investment behavior. Yu and Yuan (2011) tested 

the influence of investor sentiment on the market’s mean-variance tradeoff. The results 

showed that the stock market’s expected excess return is positively related to the market’s 

conditional variance in low-sentiment periods but unrelated to variance in high-sentiment 

 
54 Young stocks are newly listed stocks.  
55 Distressed stocks are issued by a company that is near to or currently going through bankruptcy. 
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periods. They also demonstrated that the negative correlation between returns and 

contemporaneous volatility innovations is much stronger in the low-sentiment periods.  

 

Fisher and Statman (2003) found that consumer confidence has some predictive power for 

stock returns. There was a negative relationship between the level of consumer confidence in 

one month and stock returns in the next month and the next 6 and 12 months. They also found 

a positive and statistically significant relationship between changes in consumer confidence 

and contemporaneous stock returns: high stock returns boost consumer confidence. Wang et 

al. (2006) run the Granger-causality test to investigate the predictive power of sentiment for 

returns and volatility. They found strong evidence that sentiment measures are not casual 

variables but are in fact the variables being caused. They found that most of the sentiment 

measures are caused by returns and volatility rather than vice versa. Spyrou (2012) as investor 

sentiment proxy used sentiment index of Baker and Wurgler (2006). Results showed that 

contemporaneous returns of extreme portfolios are significantly related to monthly sentiment 

changes and tend to be higher during periods of negative sentiment. In addition, stock returns 

seem to Granger-cause sentiment changes and are more important in predicting sentiment 

changes than vice versa.   

 

Given the fact that the sentiment variable used in this paper is the Sentix index, the rest of the 

section contains the main findings concerning the impact of investor sentiment provided by 

the Sentix survey on stock and other markets. Zwergel and Klein (2006) used weekly data to 

determine is there a relationship between investors' sentiment and stock returns movements. 

In the study, the authors used data from a sentiment survey called Sentix and calculated 

weekly returns for six different stock market indices. When observing a short term that covers 

the period from 1 to 4 weeks private and institutional investors are not able to predict future 

returns. In the medium-term (up to 6 months) institutional investors are able to predict future 

stock returns which are contrary to private investors. A year later Schmeling (2007) examined 

the importance of investors’ sentiment for future stock returns and like Zwergel and Klein 

(2006) observed private and institutional investors separately. They observed the impact of 

investors’ sentiment using weakly data for Sentix index on the medium horizon on several 

major stock markets in Europe, Japan, and the US. Using bias-adjusted long-horizon 

regressions they concluded that institutional investors are able to predict future stock returns 

in the medium horizon which is in line with Zwergel and Klein (2006). On the contrary to 

institutional investors, individual investors do not have that power. It is also shown that the 

implementation of the simplest investment strategy for investors’ sentiment and returns 

showed to be profitable. Hengelbrock et al. (2010) examined the relationship between 

investor sentiment and stock indices returns. The paper is focused on the US and German 

markets. They obtained data for investors' sentiment from the Sentix survey for the German 

market. The stock index which was in focus for the German market is DAX30. The analysis is 

based on medium- and long-term predictability for stock returns using weekly data. 

Formation period covered a period of 24 weeks while holding period was 1, 4, 8, 13 and 26 

weeks. Also, the immediate response of stock returns to the publication of investor' sentiment 

surveys is analyzed using the event-study methodology. From 2001 to 2008 for the German 

market, it is found a positive relationship between investor sentiment and stock returns.   

 

The center of an investigation by Pan (2018) is the impact of investors' sentiment on different 

asset classes which is by their knowledge the first paper concerning this wide range of 

markets. Sentiment indices of Sentix are used for equities, bonds, gold, exchange rates and 

crude oil. From the results, it can be seen that sentiment has an impact on equity markets, 

while this is not the case for other markets. Using Granger causality, it was demonstrated the 
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significant effect of investor sentiment in one market to some other markets. Also, sentiment 

in the exchange rate affects other exchange rates, gold, and crude oil markets. Heiden et al. 

(2013) using long-horizon regression examined the predictive power of investor sentiment for 

exchange rate movements. They used weekly data for private and institutional sentiment 

provided by Sentix indices for two currency pairs (EUR-USD and USD-JPY). The results for 

the EUR-USD market showed that institutional investors sentiment can predict returns across 

the different medium horizon (up to 6 months), while this conclusion is not found for private 

investors sentiment. On the contrary, when observing USD/JPY market investor sentiment 

does not have a predictive power of future returns. It is important to highlight that investors 

were mostly German so they stated it is probably the reason for this conclusion. The 

shortcoming of their paper is not examining the forecasting power of investors’ sentiment on 

exchange rate returns in the short term (up to one week). Schneller et al. (2017) using data 

from the Sentix survey constructed a new variable to measure investor sentiment and to 

explore the impact on stock volatility. The investigation was conducted on five European 

stock markets using a flexible empirical similarity model. Empirical research showed that 

investor sentiment has the ability of forecasting stock returns volatility. Other newer stock 

related empirical analysis can be found in Škrinjarić (2019) or Škrinjarić and Čižmešija 

(2019).  

 

Thus, some evidence in favor of return and risk predictability on financial markets exist. 

However, the literature mostly focuses on stocks, with smaller group of papers which deal 

with currencies. Furthermore, dynamics is often ignored. That is why we observe additional 

aspects of the analysis as follows. 

 

 

Methodology description 
 

The vector autoregression (VAR) models are useful for many different applications. Here, we 

give a brief description of the main terms and notations. A stabile VAR model of order p is 

observed for N variables, in a compact form as follows: 

 Yt = a + AYt 1 + et, (1) 

where Yt is a vector of all vectors y of every variable in the system, a = [v  0  … 0]′,  et 

 t= 0 0 ′ and  A = 

1 2 1

0 0 0

0

0 0 0

p p

N

N

N

I

I

I

− 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A A A A

 . The t  is the vector of innovations, where 

it should hold that E( t ) = 0, E( t  t ′) = Σε < ∞ and E( t s ′)=0 for t≠s. the MA(∞) 

representation is used to estimate impulse response functions, as well as the variance 

decomposition: 

 Yt = (INp – A)-1a +
1

i
t i

i



−

=

A  , (2) 

i.e. its polynomial form: 

 Yt = Φ(L) t , (3) 

where Φ(L) is the polynomial of the lag operator L, with impulse response coefficients. Due 

to the presence of correlation between the innovation terms in t , the variance-covariance 

matrix of innovation terms can be orthogonalized via the Choleski decomposition, or to 

estimate the GFEVD (generalized forecast error variance decomposition). Based on (3), the 
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forecast error in the h steps ahead is estimated as et+h =Yt+h – E(Yt+h), with the mean squared 

error E(yj,t+h – E(yj,t+h))
2. The variance of every variable is then decomposed based on the shares 

of all variables and those shares are estimated as: 

 ( )
1 2

1 ' '
,

0

/ '
h

jk h j j i k j i i j

i

e e e e  
−

−

=

=      , (4) 

where j is the variable which receives the shock from variable k in the h forecast step. ej and 

ek are the vectors containing unit values. Finally, the total spillover index of Diebold and 

Yilmaz (2009, 2012) is estimated as: 
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−
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=    , (5) 

where the numerator is the sum of the shares from (4), and the denominator is the total forecast 

variance. This index can be estimated on a rolling window basis so that dynamics is included in 

the analysis. Furthermore, the “from” and “to” indices are estimated as 
, ,
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=


=  , and the “net” index for every variable can be calculated as the 

difference between them. Furthermore, the pair wise indices can be estimated as the 

differences between two variables spillovers in the model. For more details, please see Urbina 

(2013), Lütkepohl (1996, 2003, 2010), Demirer et al. (2019), etc. 

 

 

Empirical results 
 

For the empirical analysis, monthly data on the Sentix index has been collected from 

Investing (2020b). This index measures the sentiment towards the Euro. Thus, the exchange 

rates EUR-USD, EUR-JPY, and EUR-CHF have been chosen to explore the relationship 

between the exchange rate return, risk and the movement of the Sentix. Daily data on all three 

exchange rates have been collected from Investing (2020) as well, and daily return series have 

been calculated. Based on the daily data, monthly average returns have been estimated in the 

second step, as well as monthly standard deviations of every return series. For the control 

variables in the model, we include the return series on stock market indices: Nikkei 225 for 

the Japanese market, Nasdaq for the American and FTSE CHF for the Swiss market, bond 

yields (3 months for the American and Swiss, 6 month1 for the Japanese), and the consumer 

price indices (CPI, all items, 2015=100) were collected from the FRED (2020) database. The 

CPIs were seasonally adjusted and the inflation rates were calculated. The period of the 

analysis includes February 2003 to December 2019, as the data on the Sentix variable was 

available for this period. All of the variables with abbreviations are explained in Table 1. The 

unit root tests (Augmented Dickey-Fuller) were performed for all variables in levels, with the 

results shown in Table 2. Since the CPIs were found to be non-stationary, as well as the 

interest rates, the first differences were calculated for every country and the test was repeated 

(last column of Table 2) and now, the series was found to be stationary. Thus, in the next step, 

we proceed with all stationary variables in the VAR model.   
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Table 1: Variables included in the analysis, with abbreviations 
Variable Abbreviation 

EUR-CHF return r_chf 

EUR-CHF risk v_chf 

EUR-JPY return r_jpy 

EUR-JPY risk v_jpy 

EUR-USD return r_usd 

EUR-USD risk v_usd 

Sentix index sent 

Consumer price index, Switzerland chf_cpi 

Consumer price index, USA usd_cpi 

Consumer price index, Japan jpy_cpi 

Government bond yields, 6 months, Japan jpy_6m 

Government bond yields, 3 months, USA usd_3m 

Government bond yields, 3 months, Switzerland chf_3m 

Stock market index return, FTSE CHF, Switzerland stock_chf 

Stock market index return, Nasdaq, USA stock_usd 

Stock market index return, Nikkei 225, Japan stock_jpy 

Source: Investing (2020), FRED database (2020) 

 

Table 2: Unit root test results (constant included) 

Series 
ADF test value, 

 in levels 

ADF test value, 

 in first differences 

r_chf -10.851 

- 

v_chf -6.982 

r_jpy -9.813 

v_jpy -5.485 

r_usd -10.068 

v_usd -3.429 

sent -2.853 

chf_cpi -2.323 -8.264 

usd_cpi -0.693 -9.307 

jpy_cpi -0.616 -8.676 

jpy_6m -1.063 -7.775 

usd_3m -1.150 -7.247 

chf_3m -1.104 -9.878 

stock_chf -9.198 

- stock_usd -9.505 

stock_jpy -9.096 

Source: authors’ calculation 

Note: the critical values for the test are: -3.46, -2.88 and -2.57 for 1%, 5% and 10% 

respectively. 

 

The variables sentiment, return and risk series are utilized as endogenous in the VAR model, 

whereas the rest of the variables are exogenous, used as controls. We estimate a trivariate 

VAR model for every exchange rate and respective controls, for the full sample in the first 

step. All of the diagnostics are shown in Table A1 in Appendix56. Based on every VAR(p) 

model, the spillover tables have been estimated and are given in Table 3. The bolded values in 

each table represent the total spillover index (hereinafter SI). The rest of the interpretations 

are as follows. If one observes the USD table, the first row explains that 93.15% of the 

 
56 Furthermore, impulse response functions have been estimated for every model. The results are available on 
request. 
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variance of variable r_usd is explained via shocks in the same variable in the forecast horizon 

of 12 months, whereas the shocks in the v_usd and sent explain 3.29% and 3.55% of the r_usd 

variance respectively. The horizon of 12 months is used as Fisher and Statman (2003) found 

that the investor sentiment is related to returns up to 12 months. The column “FROM” 

includes the average of the two previously mentioned values, i.e., on average, 3.42% of the 

r_usd variance is explained by shocks in the other two variables. Other interpretations are 

similar. Hence, one can see which variable has affected others in the system more, and which 

more the net receiver is. Sentiment affects more the volatility series for CHF and JPY, 

although the values are not great (0.52% and 6.93%). Even though research of Brown (1999) 

is not related to exchange rates, results have shown that investor sentiment is related to 

increased volatility of closed-end funds. On the other side, the sentiment is more affected by 

the shocks in return and risk series for the USD case (2.02% and 3.41% respectively) which is 

in line with research of Fisher and Statman (2003), Wang et al. (2006) and Spyrou (2012).  

 

Table 3: Spillover tables, for the full sample, h=12 

USD 

USD r_usd v_usd sent FROM 

r_usd 93.15 3.29 3.55 3.42 

v_usd 14.74 84.46 0.80 7.77 

sent 2.02 3.41 94.58 2.72 

TO 8.38 3.35 2.18 9.27 
 

CHF 

CHF r_chf v_chf sent FROM 

r_chf 82.65 17.04 0.31 8.68 

v_chf 15.99 83.50 0.52 8.26 

sent 0.58 1.78 97.64 1.18 

TO 8.29 9.41 0.42 12.07 
 

 

JPY 

JPN r_jpy v_jpy sent FROM 

r_jpy 83.04 15.34 1.62 8.48 

v_jpy 12.72 80.35 6.93 9.83 

sent 0.78 3.30 95.92 2.04 

TO 6.75 9.32 4.28 13.56 
 

Source: authors’ calculation 

 

By observing the spillover percentages, it can be concluded that sentiment does not affect 

much return and risk series for all three exchange rates, and vice versa. However, these results 

are based on the entire sample as a whole. To obtain information if the spillovers change over 

time, we estimate rolling window spillover indices for all three exchange rates. Thus, a VAR 

model is estimated for a rolling window of length 24; and additionally, 30 months (for the 

robustness checking later). 24 and 30 months were chosen as we deal with financial data. 

Since changes in the financial markets occur quickly, the length is reasonable, and in 

accordance with Škrinjarić (2020) and Antonakakis et al. (2016). Panel A (first column) is 

showing the total spillover indices for every exchange rate, and Panel B (second column) 

refers to the pair wise indices between all variables in the system.  

 

Panel A shows for all three exchange rate cases that the financial crisis of 2007-2008 is 

characterized with an increase of the total SI. This is in accordance with previous literature 

(Abdelhédi-Zouch et al., 2015; Leung et al., 2017). As depicted in Panel B, the net receivers 

and givers of shocks in the system also change over time. For CHF and JPY, the sentiment is 

receiving more from the volatility almost in the whole observed period. This is in line with 

the work of Fisher and Statman (2003), Wang et al. (2006) and Spyrou (2012) who 

demonstrated that investor sentiment is caused by stock returns and volatility (in this case) 

rather than vice versa. The sharp increase in net receiving position for sentiment in the case of 

CHF is visible in 2015 which is in line with events happening on the market at that time. The 
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panic began at the beginning of 2015 when the Swiss National Bank suddenly announced that 

it would no longer hold the CHF at a fixed exchange rate with the euro. The CHF soared. 

Several hedge funds across the world made big losses. The Swiss stock market collapsed. For 

USD changing in net receiving and giving position is most pronounced during the financial 

crisis. Major jump for JPY happened in the middle of 2013 were return is receiving much 

more from volatility. The prominent reversal effect is recorded in 2016 such as the volatility 

is receiving more from the sentiment. The reason for this behavior could be caused by a 

negative interest rate policy which was implemented at the beginning of 2016.    

 

 

Figure 1: Rolling total spillover indices, 24- and 30-month rolling windows, h=12 (panel A), 

pair wise rolling indices, 24 month rolling windows, h=12 (panel B) 
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Source: authors’ calculation 

 

To observe the greatest spillover effects in the crisis period (2007-2008) and specific 

increases of the index in Figure 1 (Panel A), spillover tables have been estimated for all three 

exchange rates and are given in Table 4. The spillovers have been estimated based on h = 12 

again forecasting horizon for each currency. Panel A depicts the spillover tables for the crisis 

period, whereas Panel B shows specific periods concerning Figure 1 Panel A: January 2014 – 

December 2016 for the USD, January 2015 – January 2017 for CHF and January 2014 – 

December 2016 for JPY. The period from January 2007 to December 2008 is chosen because 

of the presence of the global economic crisis. It can be seen that quite high values of the total 

SI (bolded values) during the global economic crisis are detected, suggesting a high level of 

interdependence between the three observed variables. When observing the specific period 

selected for each exchange rate (Panel B), there is also relatively high connectedness between 

the return of exchange rate, the volatility of exchange rate and investors’ sentiment, but it is 

less intense if comparing it with previous time sample.   

 

Based on relatively high values of total Spillover indices for all observed exchange rates 

presented in Table 4 Panel A, it can be seen that the financial-economic crisis had an effect on 

selected currencies but also on the whole financial situation in the three observed developed 

economies. The total SI for USD has the highest value of all currencies during the economic 

crisis which can be explained by the size of the financial market where the U.S. market is far 

ahead when observing these three economies. The lowest value for total SI is found for CHF. 

The reason for that could be found in the fact that the country had done its homework ahead 

of the crisis, making its economy fit for the good and the bad times. Overall looking, 

relatively high values of total SIs are found in each country which indicates the large 

spillovers of shocks between three observed variables. If looking in the first row which 

contains the value of the total variance of each variable explained by the shocks in investors’ 

sentiment, the greater spillovers of shocks from investors’ sentiment to return series is for 

JPY (15.25%), while for the volatility series is for CHF (60.97%). More precisely, 15.25% of 

the total variance of variable r_jpy for JPY and 60.97% of the total variance of variable v_chf 

for CHF is explained by shocks in the Sentix index. It can be concluded that shocks in 

investor’s sentiment have the largest impact on return for EUR-JPY exchange rate and the 

largest impact on volatility for the EUR-CHF exchange rate. This is in line with the research 
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of Abdelhédi-Zouch et al. (2015), who showed that sentiment significantly influences returns. 

Moreover, this effect is higher during the crisis than during the tranquil period. Increased 

spillover during financial crisis has been documented by Leung et al. (2017) as well. On the 

other hand, the greater shocks in return and volatility are for USD and JPY which explains 

20.89% and 22.58% of the total variance of investor’s sentiment. In comparison with other 

currencies, CHF is the lowest showing resistance to changes in the currency market. 

 

The specific period for each country is chosen based on possible major changes and results 

concerning specific periods are presented in Table 4 Panel B. In 2014 positive U.S. 

employment reports, combined with an overall healthy U.S. economy, led to expectations of 

an increase in the U.S. Federal Reserve Federal Funds interest rate. International factors also 

influenced the USD’s appreciation relative to other currencies like slower growth in China’s 

economy, weak global growth and commodity demand, and instability in the Middle East. In 

January 2015, the Swiss National Bank suddenly announced that it would no longer hold the 

CHF at a fixed exchange rate with the EU. As mentioned before, several hedge funds across 

the world made big losses and the Swiss stock market collapsed. At the beginning of 2016, 

the Bank of Japan adopts the policy of negative interest rates. The central bank has imposed a 

0.1% fee on deposits. The aim of this political measure was to lift encourage of borrowing, 

spending, and investment. As can be seen, specific periods are overlapping for USD and JPY, 

with a slight shift in a specific period for CHF. Specific periods for all three observed 

currencies included the year 2016 in which the United Kingdom voted to leave the European 

Union and Donald Trump was elected for president of the United States. These two major 

events surely had an impact on the major currency market. Even though the selected time 

period for each country was challenging the value of total SI was on a lower level in 

comparison to its level during financial crisis shown in Panel A. Just like in Panel A the 

magnitude of total SI for USD is the greatest with 24.30%. 

 

Table 4: Spillover tables for selected currencies from January 2007 to December 2008 (panel 

A) and Spillover tables for selected currencies for specific period (panel B), h=12 

Panel A     Panel B 

USD 

 USD r_usd v_usd sent FROM 

r_usd 57.91 32.25 9.84 21.05 

v_usd 26.48 14.43 59.09 42.79 

sent 20.89 4.92 74.19 12.91 

TO 23.69 18.59 34.47 51.16 

 

 CHF 

CHF r_chf v_chf sent FROM 

r_chf 55.68 41.11 3.21 22.16 

v_chf 14.31 24.72 60.97 37.64 

sent 3.90 5.20 90.90 4.55 

TO 9.11 23.16 32.09 42.90 

 

 JPY 

JPY r_jpy v_jpy sent FROM 

r_jpy 49.28 35.47 15.25 25.36 

v_jpy 34.11 38.80 27.09 30.60 

sent 12.86 22.58 64.56 17.72 

TO 23.49 29.03 21.17 49.12 
 

USD, Jan 14 – Dec 16 

USD r_usd v_usd sent FROM 

r_usd 78.71 12.79 8.50 10.65 

v_usd 21.76 73.54 4.70 13.23 

sent 7.75 17.39 74.86 12.57 

TO 14.78 15.09 6.60 24.30 

 

CHF, Jan 15 – Jan 17 

CHF r_chf v_chf sent FROM 

r_chf 80.07 7.90 12.03 9.97 

v_chf 7.65 68.60 23.75 15.70 

sent 5.53 6.12 88.36 5.83 

TO 6.59 7.01 17.89 20.99 

 

JPY, Jan 14 – Dec 16 

JPN r_jpy v_jpy sent FROM 

r_jpy 82.00 11.04 6.96 9.00 

v_jpy 9.93 80.64 9.43 9.68 

sent 5.12 13.60 81.28 9.36 

TO 7.53 12.32 8.20 18.69 
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Source: authors’ calculation 

 
Finally, robustness checking has been performed by changing the length of the rolling 

window for the total spillover indices, as Diebold and Yilmaz (2009, 2012) suggest. Thus, 

Figure 1 Panel A compares the rolling indices for 24 and 30 months. It was seen that the 

dynamics of both series are very similar, which can be interpreted as fairly robust. Thus, we 

are confident in the results obtained in the study. 

 

 

Conclusion  
 

In this paper, it was analyzed whether investors' sentiment affects the return and risk series of 

selected exchange rates and also, in accordance with previous research, whether this effect is 

valid vice versa. Monthly data on the index Sentix and exchange rates EUR-USD, EUR-CHF 

and EUR-JPY were collected for the period February 2003-December 2019. We allowed for 

spillovers of shocks in variables within the VAR (vector autoregression) models in all 

directions. Besides static analysis, dynamic analysis was included in the study as well. Rolling 

window models and spillover indices were estimated following Diebold and Yilmaz (2009, 

2012). Spillover indices represent a step further in the VAR modeling, as these indices are 

used to estimate the percentage spillovers of shocks between all variables in the model over 

time. In addition, certain exogenous variables were included in order to corroborate the results 

obtained by the analysis.  

 

Given the fact that static analysis didn’t reveal any specific spillover of shocks between the 

observed variables, it could have led to wrong conclusions. Instead, in this paper, dynamic 

analysis was employed which showed that the financial crisis in 2007-2008 and specific 

negative events on the markets of the observed currencies increased the spillover of shocks 

between the observed variables, for all three exchange rates. For the whole observed period 

sentiment affects more the volatility series for CHF and JPY, while the sentiment is more 

affected by the shocks in return and risk series for the USD case. Based on estimated rolling 

window spillover indices, the financial crisis in 2007-2008 is characterized by an increase of 

the total spillover indices. In addition, specific periods were detected for each currency with 

increased levels of total spillover indices, however, levels were lower compared to those 

during the financial crisis. Application of the dynamic analysis proved to be correct which 

was additionally validated with robustness check.    

 

The shortfalls of this study include using the monthly data frequency, as this was available for 

the authors; and not using the results to form possible trading strategies. Namely, investors are 

interested to obtain new information on weekly and daily basis, not only monthly. However, 

at the time of writing this research, we could obtain only monthly data. Furthermore, the 

nature of the study was exploratory. We wanted to see how much is the utilized methodology 

useful to obtain answers to our specific questions. Thus, future research is going to try to 

utilize the results of such analysis in a dynamic portfolio rebalancing so that the full potential 

of information obtained here can be explored. 
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Appendix 
 

Table A1: Diagnostics of every VAR model for the full sample 

 
Criterion/Currency CHF USD JPY 

AIC 2 2 1 

HQ 1 2 1 

SC 1 1 1 

FPE 2 2 1 

ARCH (12) 
388.7 

(0.031) 

451.92 

(0.245) 

487.96 

(0.032) 

LM (12) 
112.64 

(0.361) 

131.75 

(0.060) 

92.707 

(0.853) 

Source: authors’ calculation 

Note: p-values are given in parenthesis, AIC, HQ and SC denote the Akaike, Hannan-Quinn 

and Schwartz criterion respectively; chosen lags for the CHF, USD and JPY are as follows: 1, 

2 and 4 (so that problems of autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity are not present in the 

residuals). ARCH and LM denote the heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation tests up to lag 12. 
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Abstract  

This research deals with an empirical comparison of the forecasting abilities of standard 

GARCH (Generalized AutoRegressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity) and GM-GARCH 

(Grey Model) models. Although the standard GARCH models are probably the most popular 

approach in stock risk modelling and forecasting, there have been many different extensions 

over the years of those models. One possible direction is the Grey Systems Theory, which 

focuses on uncertain and grey data. Thus, it is very suitable for stock market applications. 

Based on daily data for the period 4 January 2017 – 5 May 2020 for the stock market index 

CROBEX, GARCH and GM-GARCH models are estimated and compared based on out-of-

sample forecast capabilities. The results indicate that the GM based model is superior 

compared to its counterpart. That is why it is advisable to incorporate the models from Grey 

Systems Theory into the investment strategies which focus on hedging or minimising the 

portfolio risk. 

 

Keywords: Grey Systems Theory, risk, forecasting, stock market 

 

JEL classification: G32, C22, G11 

 

 

Introduction 
 

Portfolio management today represents a difficult task as it requires much different 

knowledge from the area of finance theory and quantitative methods and models. Financial 

econometrics has focused on specific methodology in order to model risk and return series on 

financial markets. These include specific characteristics of financial data and their inter-

relationships (see Pagan and Scwert, 1990; Amado and Teräsvirta, 2014; Nelson, 1990, 1991; 

Ruey, 2002, etc.). However, financial markets face many different challenges today, 

especially with the rising uncertainty and risks on the global market. The McKinsey Global 

Institute (2016) predicts that the possibilities of making profits on financial markets will 

decline in the next 20 years. This is especially true when compared to all of the recent crises. 

Since a good risk manager should be skilled in decision making under uncertainty, 

quantitative models and methods should be always improved (Alexander, 2009). That is why 

one special branch of research has focused on the uncertainties and grey data. It is called the 

Grey Systems Theory (Liu, Yang, and Forrest, 2016). This theory is being developed since 

the 1980s and it is mostly used to facilitate decision-making process when data is scarce, 

uncertain, fuzzy and grey (Lin, Hung, and Wang, 2005). 

 

Last couple of years have experienced a rise of theoretical development and empirical 

applications of different models and methods from Grey Systems Theory in the area of 

finance and economics: forecasting cash flows and other financial variables from financial 
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statements (Ping and Yang, 2004; Khajavi, Najafi and Zinedine Zadeh, 2012); bankruptcy 

prediction (Cheng, Chen and Cheng, 2009; Delcea, Bradea, Maracine, Scarlat, Cotfas, 2013; 

Delcea, Scarlat and Maracine, 2012; Lin, Wang, Wu and Chuang, 2009; Scarlat and Delcea, 

2011); evaluation of financial performance (Jin, Yu and Mi, 2012; Wu, Lin, Tsai, 2010; Kung 

and Wen, 2007; Pshaki, Ahadzadeh and Shahverdiani, 2018). Some of the most interesting 

applications include stock return and risk prediction, modelling and forecasting (please see 

the second section for detailed review, as these applications are most related to this research). 

 

The popularity of the Grey approach is rising in the last decade. However, it is not yet 

popularized in Europe and the West. Thus, the idea of this research is to popularize such an 

approach, with a first empirical test on the Balkan market to see if a GARCH (Generalized 

AutoRegressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity) model extended by the Grey approach could 

obtain better results in terms of forecasting future risk. The contribution of this research is 

found in a critical overview of the related research (second section), and empirical analysis of 

the Croatian stock market risk which is done for the first time in such a way in the literature. 

By observing the related literature, the papers which utilize the methodology used in this 

paper do not include previous related empirical research. Thus, a critical overview of the 

literature is missing. Furthermore, by focusing on the empirical part of this research, if it 

proves to be useful for the Croatian market, future research could utilize such approach in risk 

management. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The second section gives an 

overview of previous related research. The third section describes the methodology utilized in 

the fourth, empirical section. The final section concludes the paper. 

 

 

Related research review 
 

By observing the related literature, there are roughly three groups of papers that utilize the 

Grey methodology in stock price, return, and risk modelling. One group utilizes the Grey 

Relational Analysis approach in ranking the stocks based on different criteria. The second 

group focuses mostly on predicting the stock price (and/or return series) via Grey Models and 

the third group combines the Grey Model into the GARCH methodology which is probably 

the most common approach of modelling the risk series. Furthermore, some papers combine 

the Grey methodology with other methodologies, as it was shown that complementarities 

exist between them. Unfortunately, a lot of authors do not explain why specific financial 

ratios are utilized in the research. A smaller number of papers show possible investment 

strategies that can be simulated and performed in practice. Thus, a lot of work needs to be 

done in the future in order to improve the whole analysis and applications based on its results. 

 

The first group of papers applies the Grey Relational Analysis (GRA), which is sometimes 

called Grey Incidence Analysis in order to rank stocks based on different criteria. The idea 

here is that the potential investor wants to compare the stocks based on return, risk, and other 

relevant time series (such as financial ratios and other measurable performance of a 

company). The characteristics of each stock are the criteria and based on this approach, the 

investor compares those stocks to the “ideal” characteristics based on the criterion, and the 

stock which is the closest to the ideal stock is ranked the best. Such papers include Škrinjarić 

and Šego (2019a), where authors observed a sample of 55 stocks for the trading year 2017 on 

the Croatian capital market. Based on 14 different stock characteristics, authors have shown 

that applying the GRA approach enhances portfolio performance in terms of several measures 

of risk, return, and investor utility. Since the authors used financial ratios, simpler dynamic 

portfolio trading strategies were simulated. In Škrinjarić (2020), the GRA approach was made 
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solely on market data. Thus, a more dynamic approach was done in this paper to compare the 

stock performance for more frequent data. The author compared the first four moments of 

return distributions of the five sector indices on the Croatian stock market for the period from 

February 2013 until January 2019. This research has shown how to utilize the results from 

rankings within the GRA methodology, as it simulated more than 20 strategies. A comparison 

was made to see which strategy was better for which purposes. A lot of papers combine the 

GRA approach with other methodologies. They include the following ones. Huang and Jane 

(2008) utilized the Fuzzy C-Means, VPRS (variable precision rough set) theory, and GRA to 

specify the weights of the socks and to predict future stock price movements, alongside the 

financial ratios. The empirical results on the Taiwanese stock market for the period first 

quarter of 2003 - the first quarter of 2007 that portfolios based on the approach suggested in 

this paper obtain attractive returns. Škrinjarić (2019) combines the Fuzzy logic within the 

GRA approach on the Zagreb Stock Exchange (period: January – April 2019). The rankings 

from GRA were then used in the membership function formation so that the decision-making 

process was based on both methodologies. The author has shown via investment strategies 

simulation that the combination of both approaches results in better achievement of 

investment goals. Razi (2014) combined the Fuzzy Inference System with GRA in the 

selection of the optimal portfolio in the area of environmental investment. Furthermore, the 

GRA approach was combined with the DEA (Data Envelopment Analysis) and GSD (Grey 

System Decision) in Fang-Min and Wang-Ching (2010). Authors have shown that GRA as a 

simpler approach had an approximately 79% accuracy rate in discriminating between good 

and bad company performance (data sample included 122 Taiwanese companies in 2005, 

based on 9 financial ratios).  

 

The second group of research observes the GM (Grey Model) approach of forecasting 

financial series. The most common models used are the GM(1,1) and (2,1) models in 

forecasting stock index or price values. This group also in the majority cases combines the 

GM models with some usual form of stock price and/or return forecastings, such as ARMA 

(autoregressive moving average) models, or some form of regression models. More technical 

papers are some early ones, such as Hsu, Liu, Yeh and Hung (2009), where GM, Fourier 

series and Markov chains were combined into a new proposed model of stock price 

forecasting; Chen, Hsin and Wu (2010), where authors proposed a Nash nonlinear grey 

Bernoulli model; Ji, Zhang, Zou, and Zheng (2011); where authors compared a modified 

unbiased to the modified GM model (technical comparisons); etc. Others compare models 

based on investment strategies that were simulated based on the forecasts from the GM 

models. Here we include Škrinjarić and Šego (2019b), where GM(1,1) and (2,1) models were 

compared to ARMA models in their forecasting capabilities in the short term. In this paper, 

the authors show that the GM(1,1) model was best in out-of-sample forecasts and investor’s 

utility achieved from strategies based on GM models. 

 

The final group is mostly related to this research: authors combine the GM modelling within 

those models and methods which mostly focus on the risk series. The first paper which 

proposed the GM-GARCH (Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity) 

model is Lin, Hung, and Wang (2004). The authors proposed this novel model in the first part 

of the paper, and in the second part, an empirical evaluation was made for the period 1995-

2005, on the Japanese, American, British, and French stock markets. The results have shown 

that the proposed model increases the forecasting ability of the risk series compared to regular 

GARCH models. Geng and Zhang (2015) combine the GM and genetic algorithms with 

GARCH modelling on the Chinese stock market (period: July 2011 – July 2014). This 

research, as the previous one found that the out-of-sample forecasts were best for the 
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proposed model. Chang, Wang, and Yu (2019) proposed a modified Grey-GARCH model 

where the original model is modified via general residual sequences so that the unexpected 

factors within the GARCH equation can be incorporated in a more timely way. The empirical 

part of the paper focused on the NASDAQ index, for the period from 1992 to 1996. As 

expected, this newer model was superior in forecasting capabilities when compared to the 

standard GARCH model. 

 

To summarize, the research which utilizes different models of Grey methodology is growing. 

However, the majority of researchers focus on the Far East, with more technical approaches to 

modelling, and much less economic and financial interpretations and applications based on 

the obtained results. The least amount of research is done in applying the Grey models to 

model and forecast risk series. Thus, this research aims to popularize this approach in the 

sections which follow. 

 

 

Methodology description 
 

In describing the used methodology of GM (Grey Model) modification of GARCH 

(Generalized AutoRegressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity) models, we follow the seminal 

paper of Lin, Hung, and Wang (2004). The GARCH model is described as in Engle (1982) 

and Bollerslev (1987). The standard GARCH(p,q) model is given in the form: 
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where rt is the return series, assumed to follow a random noise (i.e. error term) ,t  which 

follows a distribution with expectation zero and heteroskedastic variance 2
t .  Besides the 

mean equation, the risk equation consists of previous lags of quadratic error terms and 

previous values of the variance. Return series can be modelled via any other functional form, 

such as ARMA (AutoRegressive Moving Average) with explanatory variables. Usual 

conditions need to hold (non-negativity of parameters i  and j , their sum is less than zero, 

etc. For details please refer to Alexander, 2008). The out of sample forecasts of the variance 

are estimated as follows: 
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where T is the last observation in sample, h is the forecast horizon value, h = 1, 2, ..., H.  

Usual measures of comparing the forecasting abilities out of sample are the measures RMSE 

(Root Mean Squared Error), MAE (Mean Absolute Error) and MAPE (Mean Absolute 

Percentage Error), which are calculated as follows: 
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Now, within the Grey Systems Theory, the GM-GARCH (Grey Model) model is observed as 

follows. The error term t  contains the uncertain information. Thus, it belongs to the area of 

“grey” data. The base for the analysis is a first order differential equation: 

 

 
( )

( )
d t

a t b
dt


+ = , (6) 

where ( )t  is the unknown function (background value), 
( )d t

dt


 is the first derivative of this 

function with respect to time t, and a and b are real numbers. If ( )t >0, information density 

of ( )t  is infinite, background values are grey numbers, and the derivative 
( )d t

dt


 satisfies 

horizontal mapping, (6) can be formed as a Grey differential equation (see Liu and Lin, 2006). 

Since the error term t  does not satisfy the condition of positivity, in the first step, the values 

are transformed such that sequence of original values  (0) (0) (0) (0)(1), (2),..., ( )t n     =  

are translated into the sequence  (0) (0) (0) (0)(1), (2),..., ( )n   = , where 

 (0) (0) (0) (0) (0)( ) ( ) min (1), (2),..., ( )i i n    = + , which is now a non-negative sequence. The 

first order accumulated generating operation (AGO) is defined in the next step:  

 (1) (0)

1

( ) ( ), 1,2,...,
k

i

i i k n 
=

= = , (7) 

so that (1) ( )i  > 0. Now, the sequence in (7) is a monotonically increasing sequence which 

can be used in the equation (6). Next, the mean sequence 
(1)z  is defined in the third step: 
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2

i i
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 + −
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so that the horizontal mapping condition holds for equation (6). Finally, the GM(1,1) model 

can be estimated as the following equation: 

 (0) (0)( ) ( )i az i b + = , (9) 

which is estimated via simple OLS (ordinary least squares), so that the solution (time path) of 

t  can be forecasted as: 
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. (10) 

Thus, the idea is as follows. In the first part of the analysis, we estimate the usual GARCH 

model and obtain the error terms from the model. Then, those error terms are translated and 

transformed via the previously explained procedure, to estimate (9) and make out of sample 

forecasts with (10). Furthermore, values obtained from (10) will be used in out of sample 

forecasting of the variance of the return series and compared to the out of sample forecasts of 

the GARCH model without adding values in (10). The comparisons are made by utilizing 

formulas (3), (4), and (5). 
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Finally, the true values of the variance out of sample are estimated by following Parkinson 

(1980) and Lin, Hung and Wang (2004): 

2
2 ( )

4 ln 2

t t
t

h l


−
= , where ht is the high price on day t 

and lt is the low price on the same day. 

 

 

Empirical results 
 

For the empirical analysis, daily data on closing prices of the stock market CROBEX index 

was collected from the Zagreb Stock Exchange (2020), with the period from 2 January 2017 

to 5 May 2020. Furthermore, the low and high prices have been also collected for the 

mentioned period so that the range measure of Parkinson (1980) can be estimated for the out 

of sample subsample. All return series were calculated by using the continuous formula, and 

the descriptive statistics shown in Table 1, with the return series shown in Figure 1. Table 1 

shows that the return distribution is not normal, which is something usual for financial series. 

This indicates that the GARCH model will probably be modelled with the assumption of 

Student or other distribution compared to the normal distribution, whereas Figure 1 shows the 

effects of the Agrokor concern crisis of spring 2017 (for details see Škrinjarić and Orlović, 

2019) and the recent COVID-19 crisis at the beginning of 2020. 

 

Table 1: Descriptive statistics for return series 
Measure Value 

Mean -0.0003 

Median 0.0002 

Std. Dev. 0.009 

JB (p-v) 
75828.95 

(0.000) 

No obs. 827 

Source: author’s calculation. 

Note: JB denotes the Jarque-Bera test statistics for normality of the distribution. Respective 

p-value is given in brackets. No obs. denotes number of observations. 

 

Figure 1: Return on CROBEX 
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Source: author’s calculation. 

 

Based on the Box-Jenkins (1970) approach of modelling the return and risk series, the best 

model chosen based on information criteria was the GARCH(1,1) model with a constant for 
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the expected return equation. Details are shown in Table 2, where the estimation was done in 

the sample, until 28 February 2020. Thus, the rest of the period, from 1 March until the end of 

the sample (5 May 2020) is used for out of sample forecasting comparisons. Table 2 indicates 

that the GARCH(1,1) model is fairly good in describing the movements in the observed 

subsample. Thus, the residuals from the model have been extracted and are used in the Grey 

modelling part of the analysis. 

 

Table 2: GARCH estimation results, in sample estimation 
Parameter / Statistics Value 

Mean equation 

r  
0.0001 

(0.0002) 

Garch equation 

0̂  
3.2∙10-6 *** 

(1.1∙10-6) 

1̂  
0.134 *** 

(0.043) 

1̂  
0.771 *** 

(0.057) 

t-dist dof 
4.367 *** 

(0.563) 

Q-stat (15), (p-value) 12.044 (0.676) 

Q-stat 2 (15), (p-value) 0.501 (1.000) 

AIC, SC, HQ -7.775;  -7.746; - 7.764 

Log Likelihood 3049.011 

Source: author’s calculation. 

Note: standard errors are given in brackets. r  is the expected value of the return series. ***, 

** and * denote statistical significance on 1%, 5% and 10%. t-dist dof denotes degrees of 

freedom of the Student distribution. Q-stat (15) and Q-stat 2 (15) denote the Ljung-Box test 

statistics for autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity of standardized residuals up to lag 15. 

AIC, SC and HQ denote the Akaike, Schwartz and Hannan-Quinn information criteria. 

 

For the Grey modelling part, the error terms from the GARCH model were translated into a 

non-negative sequence, and the sequence in (7) has been defined. Furthermore, the mean 

sequence in (8) was calculated and in the final step, the model in (9) was estimated via OLS. 

The value of parameters a and b are 1 and 6.1 respectively. Thus, the out-of-sample 

forecasted values of the error terms were done by using the time path function: 

( )(0) ( 1) 1ˆ ˆ (1) 6.1 (1 )T h
T h e e  − + − −
+ = + − . Then, the range estimation of the variance was 

regressed on the out-of-sample variance forecasts, as in Lin, Hung, and Wang (2004) and in 

the second model on adding the error terms  T̂ h + .  The measures (3), (4) and (5) were 

calculated for both model specifications and are contrasted in Table 3. The GM-GARCH 

modified model is better, as all three errors are smaller when compared to the GARCH 

forecasts. This indicates that the Grey modelling could be very useful in forecasting future 

risk series for better conduction of the risk management. Additionally, to evaluate if a forecast 

is good, the correlation coefficient can be estimated between the true and forecasted series. 

The correlation coefficient between the GM-GARCH estimates and the true values of the 

volatility out of sample is equal to 45.79%, whereas the GARCH estimates are correlated to 

the true series with the strength of 28.65%.  
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Table 3: Out-of-sample forecast performance 
Measure GM-GARCH GARCH 

RMSE 0.00047 0.00051 

MAE 0.00029 0.00031 

MAPE 6.0872 7.0061 

Source: author’s calculation. 

 

The results are in line with previous related research: Škrinjarić and Šego (2019b) found that 

the simple GM model for ARMA model forecasting had better out-of-sample performance for 

the return series for the same stock market; Chang, Wang and Yu (2019), where GM-GARCH 

model was also found to have better forecasting accuracy (on the US market); Geng and 

Zhang (2015), who also found that GM and GAGM-GARCH (Genetic Algorithm) had better 

volatility forecasting performance on the Chinese market. 

 

Thus, several conclusions arise from the obtained results. The Grey methodology is shown 

here to be complementary to the GARCH methodology. This means that adding an additional 

step in the usual approach of volatility forecasting in the form of Grey Model forecasting 

could result in greater forecasting accuracy. This was confirmed in Table 3, where the 

common forecasting measures shown that the GM model was better. Thus, future portfolio 

management could utilize such approach in the risk modelling and hedging. 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

As already known, the risk management is only one part of the total portfolio management 

process. This makes the whole portfolio management as a dynamic process a very difficult 

task. The main idea of this paper was to familiarize the audience with a newer and less known 

approach in stock return and risk modelling, namely, the Grey theory approach. This 

methodology can be utilized on its own in economic and financial modelling, but it can be 

combined with already known concepts and methods. That is why the first part of the paper 

deals with an overview of the related literature and the second part shows an empirical 

application on the stock market. 

 

The results of the empirical part of the research are promising in terms that the forecasting 

accuracy of well-known models can be enhanced. The contribution of this research is found in 

modelling such an approach for the first time not only on the Croatian stock market, but to the 

knowledge of the author the European stock markets as well. Furthermore, a concise literature 

overview is given here, as it was not previously done. However, there are some shortfalls of 

this study as well. A relatively simple GM model was used in the study. Other GM models 

were developed in the Grey literature, which could also be observed in the future (GM(2,1) 

model, hybrid GM model, etc.). A combination of GM model both for the price and risk series 

could also be observed in future work as well. A static approach was made in this research. 

This means that the estimated equation (9) was assumed to hold in the whole out-of-sample 

subperiod. Future work could also incorporate a dynamic estimation approach in which every 

day the parameters a and b are changing every day (week, month, depending on the frequency 

of the data). 
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Abstract 

Cryptocurrencies represent a new type of digital asset that cannot be linked to the framework 

of fundamental and systematic factors of existing financial instruments of the traditional 

capital market. Due to the lack of strictly defined fundamental indicators, supported by the 

results of research by the academic community, considering cryptocurrencies as investment 

opportunities can put investors in a subordinate position, a situation of complete uncertainty. 

Cryptocurrencies and their entire technical infrastructure are still a kind of unknown to the 

general public. Due to this, but also the lack of a regulatory framework, investors have to rely 

on sometimes uncertain information gathered through various media platforms. However, 

regardless of the type of assets and the mentioned shortcomings, when constructing a 

portfolio, investors should consider the dynamics of returns of potential components of the 

portfolio in order to identify and quantify the assumed investment risk and define the expected 

return. Cryptocurrencies are based on the idea of decentralization initially introduced by 

bitcoin blockchain technology and as such have their own historical sequence of origin. Since 

bitcoin is the first digital currency based on asymmetric cryptography, the change in its value 

can serve as a leading indicator of the movement of the cryptocurrency market as a whole. 

Accordingly, this paper will formally identify and describe the performance of the 

cryptocurrency portfolio with different optimization goals taking into account the assumption 

of a significant systematic impact of bitcoin cryptocurrency on the dynamics of the value of 

the aggregate secondary cryptocurrency market. For this purpose, six optimization targets 

will be formed: MinVar, MinCVaR, MaxSR, MaxSTARR, MaxUT and MaxMean. The results 

of the formed portfolios will be compared with the results of portfolios with the same 

allocation objectives, but which include a limitation on the impact of BTC as a systematic 

factor. The results suggest that by controlling the exposure by factor, better overall portfolio 

performance can be achieved through higher returns and Sharpe Ratio in four of the six 

implemented optimization strategies, while in terms of absolute risk measure five out of six 

portfolios achieved lower overall risk. Also, the obtained results confirm that the bitcoin 

transaction system plays a major role in defining the future movement of the value of the 

secondary cryptocurrency market. 

 

Keywords: cryptocurrencies, portfolio choice, factor investing, risk management, portfolio 

return 
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Introduction 

 

With the increasingly significant development of information technologies and the Internet in 

the last two decades, the already existing idea of digital money has been revitalized. The 

result was the publication on October 31, 2008 of a document entitled "Bitcoin: A Peer-to-
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Peer Electronic Cash System" which describes a new decentralized transaction system that 

excludes the central body as an intermediary between potential participants in the transaction. 

Bitcoin is a computer program that was released on January 9, 2009, which created the 

transaction infrastructure for the first cryptocurrency - bitcoin. Bitcoin transactions are 

recorded on a public ledger, secured by cryptography and managed by the consensus of the 

participants in the community that accepts it. All transactions created on the Bitcoin protocol 

are grouped into transaction blocks, which means that the general ledger is actually a chain of 

transaction blocks (blockchain).  

 

Cryptocurrencies can also be viewed as a new type of digital asset that does not fall into any 

of the existing definitions and classification categories of financial instruments. The open 

source feature has also contributed to the spread of new technology companies that base their 

business idea on the practical application of distributed ledger technology. Such companies 

financed their initial development by issuing new cryptocurrencies adapted to their business 

philosophy. The practical implementation of blockchain technology on the one hand and the 

positive reaction of the public to the idea of transparency and decentralization on the other 

hand, contributed to the creation of supply and demand conditions and thus created a new 

primary cryptocurrency market. The development of the primary market has led to an increase 

in the number of exchanges that enable active trading in cryptocurrencies, thus creating a 

completely new self-sustainable ecosystem of the primary and secondary market of new 

digital assets - cryptocurrencies. 

 

The cryptocurrency market is a highly risky market burdened by the absence of a regulatory 

framework. In addition, a mathematical expression has not yet been derived to calculate at 

least an approximate intrinsic or fundamental value that would serve as a stabilizer of the 

price momentum of a particular cryptocurrency. If, from one point of view, there are assets 

that have been traded on some form of market for more than ten years, and from the other 

point of view there is no stronghold of fundamental value that would justify that price, one 

cryptocurrency can be expected to double in one day, but also loses most of its value. 

Accordingly, in order to assess risk, it is primarily necessary to define variables that could in 

theory affect the market value of cryptocurrencies, and only then examine and study their 

causal relationship. After that, taking into account these new insights, one can approach the 

construction of the portfolio in order to try to stabilize its risk by modeling. 

 

The dynamics of change in the value of the cryptocurrency market can be justified through 

several theoretical assumptions. The first is that it is influenced by some other fundamental, 

technical systematic factors that have not yet been defined and examined and therefore remain 

unknown. There are only a few recent papers described below that link the price of 

cryptocurrencies and certain technical properties presented as systematic factors. The second 

is that the cryptocurrency market depends solely on the state of mind of investors who base 

their positions solely on technical analysis. And the third is that the value of the 

cryptocurrency market is defined with the current condition of investors in the traditional 

capital market, which could be seen at the end of the first quarter of 2020. However, whatever 

the reason, the fact is that the cryptocurrency market and its entire infrastructure is 

continuously growing. Due to its availability, more and more investors invest and trade in 

cryptocurrencies, which is why there is an even greater need for research conducted in this 

paper in order to define investment opportunities, but also the associated systematic risks. 

Given that cryptocurrencies are new digital assets that cannot be linked to the framework of 

fundamental indicators of existing financial instruments, this paper will formally identify and 

describe portfolio performance with different optimization objectives taking into account the 
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bitcoin cryptocurrency as the only systematic factor that could define the price dynamics of 

the cryptocurrency market presented as a portfolio. Such a theoretical assumption arises from 

the significant influence of the value of bitcoin cryptocurrency on the aggregate value of the 

cryptocurrency market. 

 

 

Literature review 
 

Among the first studies to define the relationship between the market value of 

cryptocurrencies and selected indicators is conducted by Hayes (2014). In his paper an author 

implements a multiple regression model using cross-sectional data on 66 of the most widely 

used cryptocurrencies. The dependent variable was represented by the market value of the 

cryptocurrency, while for the independent variables the data of five variables representing the 

properties of the blockchain system were used. The results of the regression model confirmed 

three of the five theoretical hypotheses set out in the paper: mining power, dynamics of 

mining new coins and hashing algorithm as an independent variables describe as many as 

84% of the variations of the dependent variable. 

 

Bouoiyour & Selmi (2014) also used a regression model to examine the relationship between 

bitcoin cryptocurrency returns and 18 selected independent variables. The results indicate that 

most variables do not describe well changes in the value of bitcoin and that there is no 

significant relationship between explanatory variables and bitcoin. Also, the results suggest 

that only lagged google search were significant at the 1% level. Cianan, Rajcaniova & Kancs 

(2016) showed a negative relationship between the number of transactions and bitcoin price 

returns, which is contrary to the theoretical assumption that more transactions mean higher 

demand, or higher price. To examine how well selected factors can explain the value 

movement of 11 leading cryptocurrencies, Renkens (2018) creates long / short single and 

multiple-factor portfolio strategies. By far the best performance was achieved by google 

trends single-factor strategy, so it can be concluded that google trends can be used as a factor 

in describing movements of the crypto market. 

  

The linear relationship between the five leading cryptocurrencies and three categories of 

factors: market micro structure, traditional financial markets and internet attention is carried 

out by Khamisa (2019). The results suggest that the exchange volume is one of the major 

factor of the crypto market. The linear relationship between the price of 39 cryptocurrencies 

and the blockchain fundamental indicators computing power and network size, derived from 

the five leading cryptocurrencies, is proven by Bhambhwani, Delikouras & Korniotis (2020). 

In addition to the influence of the index of fundamental indicators, the authors also point out 

the significant influence of bitcoin cryptocurrency as an isolated factor on the movement of 

other cryptocurrencies. 

 

All of the above papers examine the impact of an individually selected factor, or a linear 

combination of them, on the dynamics of cryptocurrency market movements to potentially 

define a fundamental relationship. However, given the results obtained, it is still not possible 

to unambiguously conclude which factors are the drivers of the fundamental value of 

cryptocurrencies. The reason for the conflicting results arises from both the methodological 

approach and the time frame of the observation. In addition, the cryptocurrency market is only 

in its infantile phase with the characteristics of each emerging market, and as such is subject 

to extremely large reactions to information. Some of these reactions are probably 

fundamentally grounded, and some are just market noise. In all researches, dependent 
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variables are presented through the movement of the value of an individual cryptocurrency 

with the aim of defining factors as a possible information input during the construction of the 

portfolio. Accordingly, the research results suggest the importance and impact of bitcoin 

transaction infrastructure on the aggregate cryptocurrency market. This paper complements 

previous researches and observes and defines how much changes in the value of bitcoin 

cryptocurrency, as the only factor, affect the movement of the cryptocurrency market 

presented through created portfolios with different optimization goals. 

 

As bitcoin is the first cryptocurrency that can be traded in some form of secondary market 

(Mt. Gox started in 2010), during 2013 and 2014 bitcoin achieved great price growth and 

attracted the attention of the scientific community. Due to that, it has been included and 

considered as an individual alternative asset in the construction of the portfolio. Its inclusion 

in a well-diversified portfolio of traditional assets is carried out by Briere, Oosterlinck & 

Szafarz (2015) and Eisl, Gasser & Weinmayer (2015). The research results of both papers 

suggest that bitcoin should be included in the portfolio because the higher risk is compensated 

with higher portfolio expected return. The contribution of portfolio dynamics created from 

traditional assets to continental affiliation is examined by Kajtazi & Moro (2018). The results 

also suggested the inclusion of bitcoin cryptocurrencies in a well-diversified portfolio of 

traditional assets contributes to improving reward-risk ratio. Research which potentially 

denies previous results was conducted by Klein, Hien & Walther (2018). Comparing the 

performance of bitcoin cryptocurrencies and gold, the authors conclude that bitcoin does not 

have investment characteristics like gold. A portfolio that includes bitcoin, e.g., S&P 500 / 

bitcoin, contains a small proportion of bitcoin, as opposed to the S&P 500 / gold portfolio 

where there is a larger share of gold in the portfolio. 

 

Trimborn, Li & Härdle (2019) conduct research where they introduce a number of 

cryptocurrencies into the existing portfolio composed of traditional financial instruments. All 

portfolios created that include cryptocurrencies in their composition performed better than 

portfolios created only from traditional assets. The contribution to the performance of the 

portfolio created from traditional assets is confirmed by Petukhina, Trimborn & Härdle 

(2018) and Chuen, Guo & Wang (2018). The results of all optimization goals indicate the 

usefulness of considering cryptocurrencies as a component in a portfolio made up of 

traditional assets. 

  

The secondary cryptocurrency market can be viewed as a separate entity and for this reason it 

is desirable to examine the possibility of constructing an efficient portfolio composed 

exclusively of cryptocurrencies with different allocation objectives. Such possibilities are 

examined by Liu (2018), Brauneis & Mestel (2018) and Platanakis, Sutcliffeb & Urquhartc 

(2019). The authors form multiple portfolios with different optimization goals of risk 

minimization, returns maximization, and return to risk ratio maximization. The results which 

were obtained were contrary to expectations. All authors state that no optimization strategy 

can outperform portfolio performance if weights are equally represented, and conclude that a 

portfolio with equal shares is the best choice when creating and modeling a portfolio in the 

cryptocurrency market. 

 

Depending on the goal which needs to be achieved, exposure to market factors can be both 

positive and negative. Thus, for example, if a factor trading strategy is applied to individual 

assets, it is desirable to have as much exposure to the market factor as possible, in order to 

minimize the risk or deviation from short and long positions. On the other hand, if portfolios 

are created, and the market is extremely burdened by individual systematic factors, the 
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success of risk diversification, as well as other optimization goals, is questionable. In 

accordance with the above, the paper will examine the possibility of portfolio construction 

with different optimization goals, if the exposure to BTC cryptocurrency, as the only 

systematic factor is controlled and reduced to a minimum. The described methodological 

approach has not been considered so far and represents a significant contribution in the field 

of research of investment opportunities in the cryptocurrency market. 

 

 

Data and Methodology 
 

The study used publicly available data on daily value movements for 122 cryptocurrencies (in 

USD), collected from the Coinmarketcap - CMC platform. The observation period used is 

from 26/08/2019. to 04/05/2020. which represents a sample of a total of 253 daily 

observations, or 252 daily discrete returns for 122 time series. To examine the impact and 

control of bitcoin cryptocurrency as a systematic factor on the created portfolios, the research 

was conducted through three steps. In the first step, portfolios are created from an existing 

data set that does not include bitcoin as a potential component, various optimization goals are 

performed, and the obtained portfolio performance is measured and interpreted. In the second 

step, applying a simple linear regression model, the influence and dependence between a 

single cryptocurrency as a dependent variable and bitcoin cryptocurrency as an independent 

variable is examined in order to define the beta coefficient as a systematic risk factor. The 

same model also defines the relationship between the obtained time series of portfolio returns 

as dependent variables and bitcoin cryptocurrency. In accordance with the obtained results of 

the regression model, in the third step a linear lower bound constraint is created 𝛽𝑝,𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑛
𝐿 =

0,05 and upper bound is created 𝛽𝑝,𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑛
𝑈 = 0,10 according to the exposure of the bitcoin 

cryptocurrency portfolio to control the risk of the systematic factor, and restart the portfolio 

optimization with the same optimization goals and parameters, the results are interpreted and 

conclusions are drawn. 

 

Formed optimization goals of asset allocation and portfolio notation in which factor exposure 

is not controlled are the following: minimum variance (MinVar), minimum CVaR 

(MinCVaR), maximize sharpe ratio (MaxSR), maximize stable tail-adjusted return ratio 

(MaxSTARR), maximize utility function (MaxUT) and maximize mean return (MaxMean). 

Given the results of research by Briere et al. (2015) and Chuen et al. (2018) and the absence 

of normal return distribution, in addition to the standard deviation, for the risk measure will 

be used conditional value at risk - CVaR, or the methodology that accompanies the work of 

Rockafellar and Uryasev (2000), with a confidence level of 95%. The notation of portfolio 

optimization goals in which bitcoin cryptocurrency exposure is controlled as a systematic 

factor is as follows: minimum variance (MinVar-B), minimum CVaR (MinCVaR-B), 

maximize sharpe ratio (MaxSR-B), maximize stable tail-adjusted return ratio (MaxSTARR-

B), maximize utility function (MaxUT-B) and maximize mean return (MaxMean-B). 

Optimization was performed as out of sample backtesting with equal parameters for each 

optimization goal. The assessment of initial parameters and portfolio weights was performed 

on a time period of K = 10 days, and considering the dynamics of the cryptocurrency market, 

a more frequent monthly rebalance k = 30 days was chosen with the so-called extending 

window approach K + k. For each period K + 1, portfolio returns were extracted with respect 

to the results of weights optimization in the previous k and K + k moment, respectively. 

 

 

Regression model and risk decomposition 
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The linear regression model used to estimate the beta coefficient, as well as to estimate the 

dependence of portfolio returns on bitcoin is given by expression (1). 

 

𝑟𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽𝑖𝑟B𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡                                                                (1) 

 

Where 𝑟𝑖𝑡 represents the cryptocurrency return (portfolio) 𝑖 for period 𝑡, 𝛼𝑖 stands for 

cryptocurrency return component (portfolio) 𝑖 which is not explained by bitcoin, 𝛽𝑖 is the 

covariance relationship between cryptocurrency returns (portfolio) 𝑖 and bitcoin returns, 𝑟B𝑡 

represents the returns of bitcoin cryptocurrency for period 𝑡 and 𝜀𝑖𝑡 is the residual deviations 

from the slope (portfolio return not explained by the bitcoin return). 

 

According to Škrinjarić (2013), the total portfolio variance can be divided into two 

components: a non-systematic component that represents a specific investment risk and 

manifests itself as a deviation from the functional relationship in regression, and a systematic 

component that represents variations explained by an independent factor. In order to 

determine the influence of the systematic factor, the assumption of the same relationship can 

be applied in the cryptocurrency market where the dependent variable is represented by 

portfolio returns, and the independent bitcoin. Therefore, the total portfolio risk can be written 

as expression (2). 

 

𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘𝑃𝑡 = 𝛽𝑖
2𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘(𝑟B𝑡) + 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘(𝜀𝑖𝑡)                                                  (2) 

 

The factor contribution to the total risk of the portfolio can be distinguished according to 

other risk measures. In addition to the decomposition of variance of the portfolio from 

expression (2), it will be conducted and presented the percentage decomposition of 

Conditional Value at Risk (CVaR) (6) the risk measure following the work Zivot (2016) by 

using Euler theorem. 

 

 

Global Minimum Variance Portfolio Formation 

 

Portfolio modeling was approached by applying the Modern Portfolio Theory concept, which 

represents the theoretical basis for the problem of asset allocation and defining the optimal 

portfolio investment (Markowitz 1952). The original form of the model minimizes the 

variance for a given level of expected return within certain theoretical assumptions, which is 

why it is known as the mean-variance (M-V) model. If the limitation of the required rate of 

return is omitted from the basic model, the optimization of the portfolio creates the Global 

Minimum Variance Portfolio - GMV. The formulation for GVM in this paper is given by 

expression (3) which includes a linear limit for exposure to the bitcoin beta coefficient as a 

systematic factor. For a portfolio that does not include factor control, the linear constraint is 

omitted. 

 

min
𝑤

   𝜎𝑝
2 (𝑤) = 𝑤ΤΣ̂𝑤                                                              (3) 

𝑠. 𝑡.   𝟏𝑁
Τ 𝑤 = 1 

0,05 ≤ 𝛽𝑃,𝐁 ≤ 0,10 

𝑤𝑖 ≥ 0,   𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑁 
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where 𝜎𝑝
2 represents the portfolio standard deviation, 𝑤 = (𝑤1, 𝑤2, … , 𝑤𝑁)𝑇 is the weight on 

individual assets in the portfolio and Σ̂ stands for the estimated covariance matrix of the 

respective assets N. The above relation includes three additional constraints: 𝟏𝑁 represents the 

(𝑁 × 1) vector where all elements of the vector represent portfolio weights and their sum 

must be 1 (full investment constraint), 𝛽𝑃,B represents the total exposure of the portfolio 

according to the systematic factor given that 𝛽𝑃,B = ∑ 𝑤𝑖𝛽𝑖,B
𝑁
𝑖=1 , and the last constraint 

defines the prohibition of short sale of assets, which means that all weights in the portfolio 

must be of a positive value. 

 

 

Global Minimum CVaR Portfolio Formation 

 

Research done by Briere et al. (2015) and Chuen et al. (2018) shows the evidence of the 

presence of a heavy-tailed distribution of cryptocurrency returns. The relation used in this 

pape ris based on Petukhina et al. (2018) and Eisl et al. (2015), which is based on the 

methodology of Rockafellar and Uryasev (2000). In this case, a more reliable measure of 

CVaR is taken as the risk measure so that the Mean-Variance model transitions to Mean-

Conditional Value at Risk (M-CVaR). 

 

We define the cumulative distribution function of a loss function 𝑧 = 𝑓(𝑤, 𝑦) as  

 

Ψ(𝑤, 𝜁) = 𝑃{𝑦|𝑓(𝑤, 𝑦) ≤ 𝜁}                                                    (4) 

 

Where 𝑤 is fixed decision vector (i.e. portfolio weights), 𝜁 loss associated with that vector 

and 𝑦 uncertainties (e.g. market variables) that impact the loss. Then, for a given confidence 

level 𝛼, the Value at Risk (𝑉𝑎𝑅𝛼) associated with portfolio is given as 

 

𝑉𝑎𝑅𝛼(𝑤) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝑦|Ψ(𝑤, 𝜁) ≥ 𝛼}                                                  (5) 

 

If 𝑓(𝑤, 𝑦) exceeds the VaR, then the expected value of the loss is defined as  

 

CVaR𝛼(𝑤) =
1

1 − 𝛼
∫ 𝑦𝑓(𝑦|𝑤)

𝑦(𝑤)≤𝑉𝑎𝑅𝛼(𝑤)

𝑑𝑦                                       (6) 

 

This relation is adjusted to the optimization goal of risk minimization, with a confidence level 

of 95%. For portfolios that do not include bitcoin factor control, the linear constraint is 

omitted. 

 

min
𝑤

   CVaR𝛼 (𝑤)                                                                   (7) 

𝑠. 𝑡.   𝟏𝑁
Τ 𝑤 = 1 

0,05 ≤ 𝛽𝑃,𝐁 ≤ 0,10 

𝑤𝑖 ≥ 0,   𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑁 

 

 

Maximize Sharpe and STARR Ratio Portfolio Formation 
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The ratio of the expected return of the portfolio, adjusted for the risk-free interest rate in the 

same observation period and the standard deviation of the portfolio, results in a Sharpe ratio, a 

ratio that defines how much additional return is obtained per taken unit of risk. By changing 

the investor's risk tolerance, the optimization goal of maximizing the return for a given level 

of risk is performed. Portfolios that have the highest expected return for a given level of risk 

create an efficient frontier of possible portfolios, and the portfolio that has the highest Sharpe 

ratio represents the optimal tangent portfolio (8). As before, for portfolios without bitcoin 

factor control, the restriction is omitted. 

 

max
𝑤

   {
𝑤T𝜇

√𝑤ΤΣ̂𝑤
}                                                                   (8) 

𝑠. 𝑡.   𝟏𝑁
Τ 𝑤 = 1 

0,05 ≤ 𝛽𝑃,𝐁 ≤ 0,10 

𝑤𝑖 ≥ 0,   𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑁 

 

Where 𝑤T𝜇 is the expected portfolio return. For the purposes of the research, the risk-free 

interest rate was omitted, which is evident from equations (8) and (9). If CVaR is used as a 

risk measure in the denominator of expression (8) instead of the standard deviation, the 

Sharpe ratio changes to Stable Tail-Adjusted Return Ratio (STARR) and is given by 

expression (9). The optimization goal is to maximize the STARR ratio with a 95% confidence 

level and a linear limit for the bitcoin systematic factor. 

 

max
𝑤

   {
𝑤T𝜇

CVaR𝛼(𝑤)
}                                                                  (9) 

𝑠. 𝑡.   𝟏𝑁
Τ 𝑤 = 1 

0,05 ≤ 𝛽𝑃,𝐁 ≤ 0,10 

𝑤𝑖 ≥ 0,   𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑁 

 

 

Maximize Quadratic Utility Function Portfolio Formation 

 

By changing the investor's risk tolerance, it is possible to create an indifference or utility 

curve as a function of the investor's risk preference for lower but safer, as opposed to higher 

but riskier expected returns, where different combinations of risk and return providing equal 

satisfaction to the investor. In order to derive the curve, it is necessary to introduce the degree 

of investor aversion to risk 𝛾. The value of the parameter used in this paper is 1. A lower 

value of the parameter also means a lower penalty of the portfolio risk contribution, which 

leads to a higher risk portfolio and a higher expected return. In the case of more risk aversion, 

higher risk portfolios will also be more penalized, leading to a portfolio with lower risk and 

lower expected return. The restriction is omitted for portfolios without control impact of 

bitcoin factor. 

 

max
𝑤

   𝜇 (𝑤) −
𝛾

2
𝑤Σ̂𝑤                                                             (10) 
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𝑠. 𝑡.   𝟏𝑁
Τ 𝑤 = 1 

0,05 ≤ 𝛽𝑃,𝐁 ≤ 0,10 

𝑤𝑖 ≥ 0,   𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑁 

 

 

Maximize Return Portfolio Formation 

 

In this paper an optimization is performs that maximizes the expected return on the portfolio 

where the average return on individual assets of the previous period is used to estimate the 

highest expected return on the portfolio in the next period. The formulation used to maximize 

the expected return is given by expression (11) which includes a linear constraint for the 

influence of bitcoin factors. 

 

max
𝑤

   𝜇𝑝 (𝑤) = 𝑤Τ                                                               (11) 

𝑠. 𝑡.   𝟏𝑁
Τ 𝑤 = 1 

0,05 ≤ 𝛽𝑃,𝐁 ≤ 0,10 

𝑤𝑖 ≥ 0,   𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑁 

 

Where 𝜇𝑝 is the expected portfolio return. 

 

 

Performance Metrics 

 

In order to define the performance of the portfolio, this paper presents the results of several 

absolute measures of return and risk: geometric return, cumulative return with initial wealth 

of $ 1, standard deviation, VaR, CVaR, worst drawdown and decomposition of CVaR. In 

order to consider investment opportunities, the results of relative measures derived from the 

results of the linear regression model (1) between the series of portfolio returns and BTC 

returns as market benchmark are presented. Except regression beta and R-squared, all values 

are expressed on an annual basis and refer to the total time series of portfolio returns. 

 

For realized portfolio return annual geometric average return is used 𝑅𝐺𝑖 = 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑(1 +

𝑅𝑑,𝑖)
𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒

𝑛 − 1, where 𝑅𝑑,𝑖 is the daily realized return of portfolio 𝑖 for period 𝑡, 𝑛 the total 

number of existing observations and 𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 number of observations in one year 252. Standard 

deviation, VaR and CVaR is expressed annually in terms 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘𝑎,𝑖 = 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘𝑑,𝑖 × √252, where 

𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘𝑑,𝑖 is the risk mesure of daily returns. If the risk-free interest rate is omitted from the 

calculation as an indicator of opportunity profitability, the Sharpe ratio 𝑆𝑅𝑑,𝑖 used in this 

paper is given by the expression (12). 

 

𝑆𝑅𝑑,𝑖 =
𝑅𝐺𝑖

𝜎𝑎𝑖
                                                                   (12) 

 

 

Results and discussion 
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As follows, results are presented and interpreted for out-of-sample backtesting of each of the 

implemented optimization goals. First of all, the results are compared and interpreted at the 

level of asset allocation models. In order to define the impact of factor isolation on portfolio 

performance, the results are compared below between portfolios that differ in their 

composition due to a factor constraint. 

 

Table 1 shows the results of portfolio optimization without limiting the impact of bitcoin 

cryptocurrency. The first three rows of the table show the parameters of the fitted regression 

line between the portfolio return as a dependent variable and the bitcoin cryptocurrency as an 

independent variable. Only the MaxMean portfolio did not achieve a statistically significant 

relationship with bitcoin cryptocurrency, all other variables are significant at a significance 

level of 5% and achieve a positive beta. The MaxUT strategy has the highest response of the 

portfolio to changes in the value of BTC, where the beta coefficient is 0.54. However, from 

the aspect of considering systemic risk, it can be said that strategies are still less volatile than 

bitcoin. The decomposition of variance presented by the R-squared measure suggests that 

most variations are described from the MaxUT and least from the MaxMean portfolio. 

Equally, all portfolios on average achieve higher returns than BTC returns indicating 

regression alpha. However, although the MaxMean portfolio achieved significantly higher 

average returns, it was the only one to achieve a negative geometric or cumulative return, as 

well as a lower return than BTC. On the other hand, the best performance was achieved by the 

MaxSR portfolio with a cumulative return of 1.32 and 32%, respectively, and a standard 

deviation of 36%. Risk measures are consistent with optimization goals. The MinVar and 

MinCVaR portfolios have the lowest level of risk compared to other portfolios, while 

MaxMean is by far the most risky strategy. 

 

Table 1: Asset allocation models without factor exposure constraint 
 

Asset Allocation Models  

Performance Metrics MinVar MinCVaR MaxSR MaxSTARR MaxUT MaxMean BTC 

Beta  

(p - value)  
𝛽𝑖,B 

0,28 

(0,00) 

0,34 

(0,00) 

0,33 

(0,00) 

0,48 

(0,00) 

0,39 

(0,00) 

0,40 

(0,16) 
1 

R-squared 𝑅2 0,36 0,49 0,40 0,44 0,54 0,01 1 

Annualized 

Alpha   
𝑎𝑎,𝑖 0,10 0,08 0,32 0,04 0,26 7,54 0,00 

Annualized 

Return               
𝑅𝐺,𝑖 0,15 0,15 0,38 0,07 0,35 -0,10 0,09 

Cumulative 

Return $1 
𝐶𝑌𝑖 1,13 1,13 1,32 1,06 1,29 0,91 1,07 

Sharpe 

Ratio 
𝑆𝑅𝑎,𝑖 0,49 0,44 1,08 0,13 0,96 -0,03 0,13 

Annualized 

Std Dev 
𝜎𝑎,𝑖 0,32 0,33 0,36 0,50 0,36 2,87 0,69 

Annualized 

VaR 
𝑉𝑎𝑅𝑎,𝑖 0,51 0,53 0,56 0,81 0,57 4,57 1,11 

Annualized 

CVaR 
𝐶𝑉𝑎𝑅𝑎,𝑖 0,64 0,67 0,71 1,03 0,72 5,77 1,39 

Worst 

Drawdown     
𝑊𝐷𝑖 0,22 0,29 0,22 0,42 0,25 0,93 0,52 

CVaR 

Decomp. 
𝐶𝑉𝑎𝑅 % 36,76 48,95 40,96 44,60 54,41 1,06 100 

Source: author’s calculation 

 

Figure 1 shows the dynamics of daily cumulative returns of individual strategies and the 

underwater chart for drawdown which additionally illustrates the performance of portfolio 

optimization goals. 
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Table 2 shows the results of portfolio optimization with a limitation on the exposure to bitcoin 

cryptocurrency as a systematic factor. As before, only the MaxMean portfolio does not have a 

significant relationship between BTC returns and portfolio returns, which confirms the 

extremely large impact of BTC on the overall cryptocurrency market. Regardless of the 

implemented optimization strategy, changes in the value of the portfolio can still be defined 

by changes in the value of bitcoin cryptocurrency. On the other hand, the regression 

coefficients still suggest a slightly lower impact of BTC on portfolio dynamics. Only the 

MinVar-B portfolio achieved a higher beta than the MinVar portfolio, and MaxSR-B 

achieved a slightly higher R-squared. Of all the observed portfolios with constraint, the 

highest average alpha, geometric as well as total cumulative return was achieved by the 

portfolio with the aim of maximizing it, and the usefulness of introducing a limit on BTC 

exposure can already be confirmed here. In the context of risk, the lowest standard deviation 

was achieved by the MinCVaR-B strategy, while the MinVar-B strategy achieved a slightly 

higher risk compared to MaxSR-B and MaxUT-B. Compared to BTC, except MaxUT-B 

where the geometric return is 1% lower, all constrained strategies achieved higher geometric 

and cumulative returns, and lower risk 

 

Figure 1: Performance summary various strategies without factor exposure constraint 

 
Source: author's illustration 

 

Control of BTC exposure as a systematic factor had a significant impact on the overall 

performance of the portfolio. Namely, in comparison with Table 1, only MaxSR-B and 

MaxUT-B achieved a lower annual geometric and cumulative return and Sharpe Ratio 

compared to MaxSR and MaxUT. The impact of factor control is particularly emphasized in 

the MaxMean-B portfolio, where the portfolio achieved a significantly positive geometric and 

cumulative return compared to the MaxMean portfolio, but also to other portfolios with a 

limit on factor exposure. The positive consequence of the introduction of constraints is also 

visible through the values of risk measures. Only the MinVar-B portfolio achieved a slightly 

higher standard deviation compared to the equivalent unconstrained strategy, all other 

strategies achieved significantly lower risk. On the other hand, CVaR decomposition results 

suggest that the impact of BTC on portfolio risk is still present. In the case of the MaxSR-B 
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and MaxMean-B strategies, BTC achieved a higher share of risk than on equivalent 

unconstrained strategies. 

 

Table 2: Asset allocation models with factor exposure constraint 
 

Asset Allocation Models  

Performance Metrics MinVar-B MinCVaR-B MaxSR-B MaxSTARR-B MaxUT-B MaxMean-B BTC 

Beta  

(p - value) 
𝛽𝑖,B 

0,30 

(0,00) 

0,10 

(0,00) 

0,30 

(0,00) 

0,09 

(0,03) 

0,20 

(0,00) 

0,11 

(0,07) 
1 

R-squared 𝑅2 0,35 0,09 0,48 0,02 0,25 0,01 1 

Annualized 

Alpha   
𝑎𝑎,𝑖 0,38 0,14 0,07 0,76 0,05 1,23 0,00 

Annualized 

Return               
𝑅𝐺,𝑖 0,43 0,15 0,14 0,66 0,08 0,97 0,09 

Cumulative 

Return $1 
𝐶𝑌𝑖 1,36 1,13 1,12 1,55 1,07 1,79 1,07 

Sharpe 

Ratio 
𝑆𝑅𝑎,𝑖 1,27 0,64 0,46 1,56 0,31 1,63 0,13 

Annualized 

Std Dev 
𝜎𝑎,𝑖 0,34 0,23 0,30 0,43 0,27 0,60 0,69 

Annualized 

VaR 
𝑉𝑎𝑅𝑎,𝑖 0,54 0,37 0,48 0,66 0,44 0,92 1,11 

Annualized 

CVaR 
𝐶𝑉𝑎𝑅𝑎,𝑖 0,68 0,46 0,60 0,84 0,55 1,17 1,39 

Worst 

Drawdown     
𝑊𝐷𝑖 0,22 0,12 0,26 0,15 0,21 0,19 0,52 

CVaR 

Decomp. 
𝐶𝑉𝑎𝑅 % 35,66 9,68 48,44 2,38 25,88 1,67 100 

Source: author’s calculation 

 

Given the presented results, it is necessary to emphasize the dynamics of the MaxMean 

portfolio for both methodological approaches. Although no statistically significant association 

with bitcoin cryptocurrency was found, the strategy still performed much better with a 

constraint than a unconstrained strategy.  

 

Figure 2: Performance summary various strategies with factor exposure constraint 

 
Source: author's illustration 
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The obtained results significantly contribute to the current research of investment 

opportunities in the field of cryptocurrency markets because they suggest the usefulness of 

considering BTC factors when defining the parameters of optimization strategies. Namely, by 

controlling the influence of factors on portfolio performance, the optimization algorithm is 

forced to include cryptocurrencies that it would not initially include as potential components 

of the portfolio. This approach reveals "undervalued" lower-ranking cryptocurrencies by 

market capitalization whose bitcoin value is not so much influenced, or which is influenced 

by some other, for now, unknown factors or trends, but which generate additional returns and 

lower risk. 

 

Figure 2 shows the dynamics of daily cumulative returns of individual strategies and the 

underwater chart for drawdown which further illustrates the performance of portfolio 

optimization goals with a constraint on the influence of factors. Comparing Figure 1 and 

Figure 2, we can see the volatility and the impact of changes in the value of BTC on the 

dynamics of the portfolio, which is especially evident by comparing Drawdown from Peak 

Crypto Attained. 

 

Due to its importance in cryptocurrency ecosystem, bitcoin is known to be the leading 

variable in the cryptocurrency market. Therefore, the decline in the value of BTC, caused by 

the uncertainty associated with the global pandemic virus COVID-19, has affected the decline 

in the value of all other cryptocurrencies, and thus indirectly in the overall results of 

optimization strategies. However, by isolating the influence of the BTC factor, portfolio 

returns are no longer so much exposed to sudden changes in bitcoin cryptocurrency but, by 

choosing other components, portfolios are constructed over which BTC does not have as 

much influence. In this case that resulted in portfolios with lower risk and better overall 

performance. 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

Consideration of the possibility of constructing a cryptocurrency portfolio with different 

optimization goals taking into account the systematic factor presented by the dynamics of 

change in the value of bitcoin cryptocurrency is the primary topic of this paper. The 

implemented methodological approach has not been considered so far, which additionally 

contributes to the current research of investment opportunities in the field of cryptocurrency 

markets. The methodology of research on the usefulness of systematic factor isolation during 

portfolio construction was implemented and presented in two steps. The first step creates and 

presents portfolio results that did not include a factor exposure constraint, and the second step 

sets a limit and restarts portfolio optimizations with the same allocation targets. The inclusion 

of the BTC factor constraint is justified by the theoretical assumption of a significant impact 

of the change in the value of the bitcoin cryptocurrency on the aggregate movement of the 

secondary cryptocurrency market. Taking into account such an assumption, it is possible to 

examine the possibility of constructing portfolios with a controlled influence of a systematic 

factor in order to avoid taking on additional systematic risk and to achieve better overall 

performance. 

 

The obtained results suggest that portfolios with limited exposure to changes in the value of 

BTC presented as a systematic factor achieve higher returns and Sharpe Ratio in four of the 

six implemented optimization strategies, while in terms of absolute risk five of the six 

portfolios achieved overall lower risk. Accordingly, it can be concluded that by controlling 
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the portfolio exposure according to the systematic factor represented by bitcoin 

cryptocurrency, it is possible to achieve better overall portfolio performance, higher 

cumulative return and lower risk. 

 

From the other point of view, in the context of considering the strategy to be applied, 

significant exposure to changes in factor values may be a good or bad property. For portfolio 

managers, it would be ideal to make the most of the dependence on the factor during its 

positive momentum, and to hedge its position at the time of negative returns. Otherwise, the 

performance of the portfolio will depend in part on the value of that factor, that is, on its 

performance. Equally, exposure to BTC as a factor does not necessarily means bad 

performance. As a proposal for further research, it is suggested to examine the response of the 

portfolio to different frequency of the rebalance, different time period of model optimization, 

but also other acceptable ranges of exposure to BTC as a factor or a combination of several. 

Such approach during practical implementation can certainly achieve results that are more in 

line with the aversion and tolerance of the portfolio manager towards risk, which contributes 

to the overall performance of the portfolio in the cryptocurrency market. 
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Abstract 

Small or community banks are traditionally the main source for funding of small and medium-

sized enterprise. Such a role of small banks is important for small businesses because they 

often struggle with the higher risk profile and connected difficulties in funding through large 

banks. However, the number of small banks declined significantly in recent years, not only in 

Croatia but also in general as a consequence of failures and M&A activities in the post-crisis 

period. This paper investigates the business model of small banks, their role in the financial 

system and economy with an accent on their role in the funding of the small business. 

Moreover, this paper analyzes the trends in the banking sector during the last decade and 

their impact on a number of banks, size, financial indicators and business performance in 

general. The main goal of the paper is to analyse the efficiency of small banks: for that 

purpose, the main market and financial indicators of the Croatian banking industry are 

analysed with special remarks on small banks, especially in the part of efficiency. Efficiency 

is tested for the period 2012–2018 on the sample of 21 small banks and compared with results 

for the total banking sector. In that sense, and for the purpose of research, efficiency 

measurement results, obtained by using specific mathematical nonparametric linear 

programing tool, are analysed: namely, Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is conducted on 

chosen income statement data used as inputs (expenses) and outputs (income) in super-

efficiency SBM model. Such analysis aims to detect how conglomerisation wave and other 

specific conditions impacted banks business performance in the period observed. The results 

of such an analysis can be a valuable source of information for better understanding of the 

business model of small banks and its sensitivity to external stresses in addition to underlining 

the importance of presence and existence of small banks for a community – small businesses 

particularly – but also for the financial system and economy in total.  

 

Keywords: small banks, small business, Data Envelopment Analysis, efficiency, Croatia 

 

JEL classification: G21, G28, M41, C02, C61, O16 

 

 

Introduction 
 

Banks, in general, have an important role in the financial system and total economy as the 

main external source of funds and creditors for both commercial and retail clients. In that, 

small banks have an even bigger role since they are locally oriented and have a specific 

business model which allows them to establish better customer relations and offer financial 

products and services that are more accommodating to smaller customers within a community 

in which they operate, which would otherwise possibly be financially excluded due to a more 

rigid business policy or absence of larger banks and banking groups. Such a position and 

mailto:btuskan@efzg.hr
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business policy of small banks is of crucial importance for small businesses, which can be 

qualified as generators of economic growth; however, their business performance is more or 

less particularly dependent on bank loans in the part of funding and other financial services, 

which small banks can provide for small businesses more efficiently than large banks. Since 

many changes, caused by the financial and economic crisis, occurred in the financial sector 

during the last decade, this paper analyses trends in the banking industry in that sense and 

offers insight into how these changes impacted both the small banks and their business 

performance under new circumstances in the business environment as well as their efficiency. 

This paper aims to present a more detailed analysis of the Croatian banking industry in that 

part: empirical research refers to efficiency measurement of small banks that operated during 

the period observed. The main goal of the research is to detect and explain how the ongoing 

financial, macroeconomic, and other changes and movements impacted the business 

performance of small banks trough the income statement data included into efficiency 

measurement model as input and output data. The results obtained herein can contribute to a 

better understanding of the business model of small banks, its sensitivity to abovementioned 

changes, and in forming a conclusion on how they both survive and improve their efficiency 

in such circumstances – as well as what this means for the financial sector and economy. 

 

The paper consists of six parts. After Introduction, its second part presents a literature 

overview. The third part presents the role of small banks in the financial system and economy. 

Analysis of trends in the banking industry during the last decade is given in the fourth part 

accompanied by a more detailed analysis of the perspective of small banks. Empirical 

research follows in the fifth part, whereas the last section presents the conclusion. 

 

 

Literature overview 
 

Many research papers have already been written in the field of business performance 

efficiency of banks and by using different analytical approaches and methodology. Most 

common approaches include calculation of financial indicators and efficiency measurement 

by using the mathematical tool Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA). DEA is a specific 

mathematical nonparametric linear programing tool for measuring the relative technical 

efficiency as well as cost efficiency and comparison of the decision-making units (DMUs), 

described by several inputs that are spent for the production of several outputs. The approach 

involving DEA has usually been used to assess the efficiency of schools, hospitals, public 

sector, and not-for-profit institutions, but is increasingly more often used to assess the 

efficiency of financial institutions, particularly banks, as DMUs. Consequently, many 

research attempts were already made in the abovementioned areas of application by using the 

DEA efficiency measurement approach alone, or in combination with another approach, or a 

selection of them, to measure efficiency. This paper analyses the business performance 

efficiency of small banks. According to the results of prior research papers made by using 

different DEA models, the level of inefficiency is generally lower for larger banks when 

compared to smaller banks since larger banks tend to report higher levels of pure technical 

efficiency (Berger et al., 1993; Drake, 2001). High level of concentration and the lack of 

competition were detected as the main causes of such results. The research results of 

efficiency measurement by using DEA approach and focused on the Croatian banking 

industry for the period 1995-2000 suggest that smaller banks are globally efficient, but that 

large banks are locally efficient (Jemrić, Vujčić, 2002). Fries and Taci (2005) found that an 

average-sized bank in the sample operated (East European) at a point that is close to constant 

returns to scale, while smaller banks operated with significant unrealised economies of scale: 
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they concluded that consolidation of smaller banks in the region could contribute to their 

greater cost efficiency. Řepková (2014) studied the efficiency of Czech banking sector using 

DEA window analysis which showed that larger banks are less efficient than small and other 

banks due the fact that larger banks hold huge deposits and have an inappropriate size of 

operations. Novickyte and Droždz (2018) researched the efficiency of the Lithuanian banking 

sector using different DEA models and concluded that larger banks applied a more 

appropriate business model than the smaller banks. Henriques and others (2018) focused on 

the case of the Brazilian banking sector and detected that smaller banks had increasing returns 

to scale in comparison to larger banks. Shawtari and others (2018) found that, with regards to 

bank-specific characteristics, size has a significant negative impact on scale efficiency, 

suggesting that larger banks suffer from inefficiency. This was contrary to the findings of 

both Pasiouras and Kosmidou (2007) as well as Sufian and Kamarudin (2016) who argued 

that the economies of scale and scope for the smaller banks to grow, expand, and gain are 

better than those of larger banks, where only smaller banks can benefit from economies of 

scale up to certain sizes, beyond which it would be disadvantageous for them (Shawtari et al., 

2018). Al-Gasaymeh (2016) found that banks in developing countries suffer from size 

constraints, as it would impede them from best allocation of resources to investments 

necessary to help them in promoting themselves and reducing their costs; furthermore, 

smaller banks were forced to compete for the survival in the market (Shawtari et al., 2018). In 

Tuškan and Stojanović (2016) DEA window analysis results pointed at smaller-by-size, post-

transition, and other EU-12 countries as more efficient (higher than average) EU banking 

systems. The detected lag of values of accounting indicators over the results of DEA approach 

also highlighted DEA as a desirable alternative, or complement, analytical tool in detecting 

the early signs of inadequate business strategies, which can lead to the slowdown of business 

activity or poorer efficiency results (Tuškan, Stojanović, 2016). This could be an important 

finding for the banking systems or banks smaller-by-asset size, which are potentially more 

sensitive on changes in the business environment or have fewer opportunities to accommodate 

to the new circumstances due to the size or specific business model. Most of the earlier 

research findings suggest that smaller banks are more efficient than large banks. 

 

 

The role of small banks in the financial system and economy  
 

It is difficult to define small banks because a unique criterion for differentiation in that sense 

does not exist. In the US, small (community) banks are those with asset size up to USD 1 

billion; European Central Bank defines small banks with asset share up to 0.005% of total EU 

banking sector asset; in Croatia, small banks include all banks with asset share up to 1% of 

total Croatian banking sector asset. Except for the asset size, the defining feature of small 

banks is their specific business model characterised by decentralized structure and locally 

oriented business performance with better, direct customer relations, which is particularly 

important in lending decisions intended for smaller clients that dominate the customer base of 

small banks. For that reason, small banks are important and have a significant role in the 

funding of local small businesses. According to Berger and others (1995), loans to SMEs in 

the US took asset share of 9% in small banks (asset size up to USD 100 million), whereas this 

share in larger banks was only 2%. Small businesses play a significant role, in general, within 

local communities, as they demonstrably contribute to local economic growth and job 

creation (Jagtiani, Maingi, 2019: 2) and account for roughly half of the private employment as 

well as more than half of total economic output (Laderman, 2008). SMEs play a crucial role 

in the total European economy as well, accounting for 99% of the business in the EU, 

employing 2/3 of workers and generating over 20% of EU’s GDP (European Commission, 
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2018: 8). However, access to funds is important for small businesses to be able to successfully 

stimulate the local economy: their financing is highly dependent on their ability to access the 

funding as needed (Jagtiani, Maingi, 2019: 2). Additionally, a decline in access to funding for 

small businesses has a strong negative impact on both economic and employment growth in 

the long term (Drechsler et al., 2017). Bank loans are one of the most important external 

sources of funds for SMEs since they have limited access to funding through the capital 

market. A credit line, or overdraft, was singled out as the most relevant source of external 

financing for EU28 SMEs in 2018 with a share of 52%; in addition to this, the three most 

often used types of financing among all of the EU28 SMEs were credit line or overdraft with 

a share of 35% in total – but only 17% of the SMEs actually used bank loans, whereas 15% 

internal funds, 8% other loans, 8% grants or subsidised bank loans, etc. (European 

Commission, 2018: 9-12). However, due to higher credit risk, SME loans are a riskier part of 

banks’ total loan portfolio, so the business policy of banks remains more rigid in that part, and 

this is an important reason why SMEs often have difficulties in accessing such funding 

(Tuškan, Stojanović, 2019: 525). Lending to small businesses often involves unique 

challenges since SMEs and startups tend to be opaque because they have a short credit history 

(Jagtiani, Maingi, 2019: 2), therefore credit-scoring methods are difficult to apply on them. 

Despite this, smaller banks and their specific business model offer some advantages over 

large banks to small businesses in easier access to funds: relationship-based lending (Cole, 

1998), without rigid processes used by larger banks. Business performance of local markets 

and geographic proximity of SMEs are important for the lending activity of small banks to 

SMEs (Berger, DeYoung, 2001). Consequently, community banks traditionally serve as the 

main source of funds for small businesses, often charging modest fees in comparison to larger 

banks, although interest rates in small banks are often higher due to a higher risk profile of 

less diversified client base and inability to diversify the portfolio as efficiently as large banks.  

 

For abovementioned reasons, small community banks have a very important role in each 

economy: they are both intended and oriented to more efficiently support and serve the clients 

from riskier categories which are, despite this, important for economic growth and 

development, as is the case with SMEs. However, the most important role of small banks is 

serving to the community in which they operate in general, as they are mostly locally 

oriented, with better customer relations relative to the other banks and financial institutions. 

Serving the community in terms of banking corresponds to local reinvestments of locally 

collected funds. Local reinvestments help the growth of subjects of local small business as 

well as help the local families finance their major purchases. However, diversification is less 

covered in terms of risk due to a smaller and less diversified client base, which is one of the 

main disadvantages of small banks, in addition to their difficulty in achieving cost efficiency 

and competitiveness without an increase of their service prices. Small community banks also 

are more flexible in adoption and use of new technological platforms in business; they easily 

support and accept new payment methods and, at the same time, care about tougher security 

standards in order to protect their customers. Despite this, in a competitive environment, small 

banks could have an impact beyond their size by dragging the larger banks toward a more 

socially oriented direction, which is important from social and economic aspect (Table 1). 

 

Table 1: Most important benefits detected – local banks vs large banks 
 Small (community) banks Large banks 

Business 

model 

Financial support and service to local 

community: local reinvestments of 

locally collected funds 

Financial support and service to broader 

community: more diversified reinvestments of 

funds collected from broader base of clients 

Geographic 

orientation 

Locally oriented business performance Broader business performance: broader base of 

branches and offices, domination in large(r) cities 
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Financial 

products and 

services 

supply  

Smaller base, but more specialized 

products and services adapted to needs of 

specific local clients due to local 

knowledge and engagement in local 

business: more relationship-based 

lending; “soft” information anticipation 

in lending; more personal services 

Larger base of different products and services to 

be more competitive and cover broader base of all 

client type needs; credit scoring methods based 

lending; ability to achieve more efficient cost, 

structure and risk diversified services; economy 

of scale is their comparative advantage in 

providing financial services  

Products 

and services 

prices 

Competitive fees and rates for most 

common basic products and services 

Higher level of security and products and services 

offered to compensate potentially less competitive 

fees and rates than those in local small banks 

Clients’ 

orientation 

Local or regional community, more 

socially oriented; better customer 

relations 

Broader national or international base of clients; 

less socially and more profit-oriented; poorer 

customer relation (in-personal banking service) 

Commercial 

clients 

The main source of funds for SMEs 

(higher risk exposure through less 

diversified credit portfolio based on 

credits for SMEs -higher risk profile) 

Large commercial clients orientation (usually 

low(er) risk profile) 

Innovation 

acceptance 

Higher level of flexibility in adoption 

and use of new technology platforms, 

new payment methods, etc. 

Potentially less flexible in adoption of new 

technologies and other innovations, but higher 

level of usage in general 

Source: Author 

 

Although small banks sometimes don’t operate as efficiently as large banks, their presence 

and services offered by them are crucial for better financial inclusion of the small business 

subjects, as they are often categorized as riskier, but also take a bigger part in the credit 

portfolio of small banks than in larger banks. Small banks often enable their small business 

clients a possible approach to financial products and services, especially when this is not 

offered by big banks due to their more rigid business policy, systems, and processes. Taking 

into consideration classification, and treatment of riskier customer categories by large banks, 

the situation of limited approach to financial services, in general, is noticed in many other 

customer categories, which, without the existence of small banks, are often financially 

excluded or have restricted access to financial services. The importance of small banks is 

obvious and emphasized exactly in such situations and connected market conditions. Besides 

outperforming the large banks in the part of better financial inclusion of different customer 

categories, small banks are also more efficient and flexible in the part of SMEs lending as 

well as in smoothing out the local inequalities through their existence and business activities.  

 

 

Trends in the banking industry: the perspective of small banks  
 

The downward trend in the number of banks is present worldwide. In the EU, the total 

number of credit institutions decreased from 8,525 in 2008 to 6,088 in 2018, while total asset 

size contracted to EUR 43 trillion in 2017. The return on equity (ROE), a key indicator in 

assessing the bank sector’s attractiveness for investors, has been slowly recovering (5.6% in 

2017 for EU 28, which is half of the 10.6% registered in the burst of the financial crisis but is 

also the highest since 2007). Non-performing loans (NPLs) within the EU peaked in 2012 at 

nearly 8%, but their level returned to an acceptable level of 4% in 2017. (EBF, 2018: 8-22) 

 

Abovementioned trends, especially accented conglomerisation, in addition to failure 

processes in the banking industry during the last decade after the onset of last financial crisis 

followed by a recession, impacted the survival of efficient and competitive banks with sound 

asset quality and sufficient capital as well. Considering the performance of European banks in 

the global financial crisis, large banks were affected more than small banks; specific 
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characteristics as reliance on wholesale funding, high leverage, and a market-oriented 

business model explain why larger banks were less resilient than others (Liikanen, 2012). 

Consequently, losses during the crisis were largely concentrated among the largest banks, 

while after 2009 small banks were most strongly affected; therefore, the crisis hit the largest 

banks first and the smaller banks later (Haan, Kakes, 2018). Small banks are especially 

dependent on interest income, have little other income from fees or trading, and hold a lot of 

liquid assets (Haan, Kakes, 2018), which are mostly concentrated in short-term or lower-risk-

profile long-term securities investments due to the lessening of other possibilities in raising 

funds in short-run if liquidity problems occur. Many smaller banks had been merged or 

acquired by larger banks in the post-crisis period. Jagtiani and others (2016) found that the 

consequence of the enlargement of small banks through mergers and acquisition was 

increased lending to small businesses. However, the latest research results in the paper which 

investigated community banks in greater detail suggests that they continued to play an 

important role in providing funding to small businesses; absence of such community banks 

that had become a target of merger or acquisition by nonlocal acquirers has led to credit gaps 

in local small business lending that could not be and were not covered by the rest of the 

banking sector and other financing sources (Jagtiani, Maingi, 2019). Such findings 

furthermore suggest and confirm the importance of continued existence of smaller banks not 

only for the local community but also for total economy due to their significant role in the 

successful business performance of SMEs, the important generators of economic growth.  

 

Results of an earlier analysis of the business performance of small banks in comparison with 

the results of large banks in Croatia indicated the small banks as less profitable and less 

efficient, with a higher level of overtaken risk while operating when compared to large banks; 

however, conglomerisation, specialisation, and strengthening of relationships with customers 

can influence those indicators positively (Šverko et al., 2012). Croatian banking sector 

experienced a stronger decrease in the number of banks during the period observed: from 31 

to 21 between 2012 and 2018, as a consequence of conglomerisation process, but also taking 

into consideration bankruptcy and voluntary winding up proceedings that were initiated in 

some of the banks. Among the total number of banks (21, as of 2018), 15 banks had asset size 

under 5% in total; 13 banks participated in total banking sector asset with their asset share of 

less than 1%. The largest merger in the Croatian financial market took place in 2018, after 

which 12 small banks remain active, although the probability of them realizing profitable 

business sustainably is low since the improvement in cost efficiency is limited in the rising 

complexity of regulation (EBF, 2018). High regulatory costs are one of the biggest problems 

small banks encounter globally. Such changes in the number of banks, but also the size of 

banks since the concentration of 2 (4) largest banks, notably increased from 43% (67%) to 

48% (73%) of total banking sector asset – this, in addition to their business performance, was 

the direct consequence of factors that strongly influenced the market conditions important for 

the business activity. Last (2008) financial crisis and its overflow to the economy resulted in a 

prolonged recession in Croatia, lasting until 2015. Further, in 2013 Croatia became EU’s 28th 

member state and many legal changes in the part of both the business performance of banks 

and financial services regulation were prepared and made as preconditions for membership, 

coming into force just before, or immediately after the accession. The post-crisis period and 

accession to the EU brought forth many challenges in doing business to Croatian banks in 

general. Adjustment to the new, stricter regulatory rules (especially in the part of capital 

adequacy and risk management), fight with NPLs, economic recession, etc. have had a 

stronger impact to the business activities of banks and resulted in more restrictive or tighter 

business policy in terms of borrowers’ risk profilation. More than 90% of the banking sector 

asset is foreign-owned (large international banking groups) and banking sector asset size did 
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not change notably after 2012 (HRK 400 billion). Furthermore, a slight decrease is present up 

until 2016 (HRK 389 billion) as a consequence of asset “cleaning” process: removal of NPLs 

from balance sheets, but also retreat of some foreign banking groups from Southeast Europe 

region in general after the last financial crisis, while taking into consideration all other 

abovementioned impacts. The share NPLs increased to 14% up until 2012, with the highest 

level reached in 2014 (17.1%), but this was followed by another decrease in manageable 

levels (under 10%) after 2017 (CNB, 2019 c). The rising surplus of liquidity in the financial 

system (consequence of expansionary monetary policy) has focused the competition between 

banks on lending and contributed to the decline in interest rates while, their dependence on 

cross-border financing decreased, leading to a drop in exposure to systemic risks. 

Consequently, capacity to absorb potential losses remained very high: capital ratio in total 

improved from nearly 21% in 2012 to over 23% in 2018; however, in small banks, this ratio is 

satisfying at a level somewhat lower than the average for all banks (CNB, 2019 c). From 2017 

onward, an increasing trend in asset size is obvious again (HRK 409 billion in 2018; HRK 

420 billion in 2019 (CNB, 2019 a). Return on Average Asset and Return on Average Equity 

ratios accomplished a satisfied recovery (in 2018:1.4%; 8.5%) after continuous value decrease 

in post-crisis period regarding abovementioned deteriorated asset quality (CNB, 2019 a). 

 

 

Empirical research of small banks business performance in Croatia  
 

Methodology and data 

 

This research uses DEA approach in efficiency testing of business performance of banks. 

Charnes and others (1978) were first to describe the DEA approach as a tool for measuring 

the relative efficiency and comparison of Decision Making Units (DMU). The DMUs are 

usually described by several inputs that are spent on the production of several outputs. If the 

set E of n decision-making units E = {DMU1, DMU2,..., DMUn} is considered, each of the 

units produces r outputs and spends m inputs for their production (Jablonský, 2006). For the 

banking sector, the DEA efficiency measurement approach considers how much total 

efficiency can be improved and ranks the efficiency scores of observed DMUs: chosen banks, 

in order to define productive units, which are characterized by common multiple outputs and 

common designated inputs (Charnes et al., 1978). DEA is most useful in cases where 

accounting ratios are of little value, multiple outputs are produced through the transformation 

of multiple inputs, and the input-output transformation relationships are not known (Charnes 

et al., 1978). Moreover, different DEA models result in different types of efficiency. Charnes-

Cooper-Rhodes (CCR) model, the first DEA model developed by Charnes et al., 1978, 

assumes constant returns to scale (CRS) and results in global technical efficiency. Banker, 

Charnes and Cooper (BCC) model assumes variable returns to scale (VRS) and results in pure 

local technical efficiency (Banker at al., 1984). CCR and BCC can be called the standard 

DEA models. The window analysis, however, is a specific and somewhat different DEA 

model due to analysis of panel data that is used for examination of changes in the efficiencies 

of a set of DMUs over time for example (Cooper et al., 2006). All of these models rank 

efficiency between 0 and 1 and only those with efficiency score 1 can be called efficient. It 

should be noted that sometimes the number of units identified by DEA models as efficient, or 

those which reached the maximum efficiency score (1 or 100%), can be relatively high; when 

it is necessary to perform a more detailed analysis to determine the more efficient units, the 

use of the model(s) which can rank those efficient units further is both more valuable and 

more practical. Such, more improved models, which relax the condition for unit efficiency 

and further classify the efficient units are called super-efficiency models because they remove 
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the evaluated efficient unit from the set of units and are, in that sense, better for more precise 

analysis of efficient units (Jablonský, 2006). In these models the efficient scores of inefficient 

units remain lower than 100%, but the efficiency score for efficient units can be higher than 

100%. In that sense, all results = 1 or 100% mean efficient; results > 1 or 100% mean super 

efficient; results < 1 or 100% mean inefficient DMU(s). Andersen and Petersen (1993) 

formulated the first super-efficiency DEA model. Tone (2001) proposed a slack-based 

measure of efficiency (SBM model) that was the basis for the formulation of the super-

efficiency SBM model (Tone, 2002). Such models use pooled data in the analysis, which 

means that each bank from the sample in each year that operated is observed as one DMU.  

 

For the purpose of analysis conducted herein, all of the abovementioned changes in the 

number of banks operating in the Republic of Croatia from 2012 to 2018 were taken into 

consideration. All of the small banks (with asset share up to 1% in total) that operated in the 

period observed were included in the DEA efficiency measurement: consequently, the sample 

of 21 small banks corresponds to 121 DMUs. The DEA methodology super-efficiency SBM 

model (output-oriented, variable returns to scale) is applied on pooled data and by using 

software package DEA-Solver-Pro. Variables used are chosen taking into consideration that 

they reflect the total business performance of DMUs. The main bank activities result in three 

main categories of incomes and expenses: expenses are included as inputs and incomes as 

outputs in DEA model efficiency measurement. For each j-th DMU, the input data (xij) are:  

Input 1, (x1j) → interest expenses (expenses that arise from deposits collection activity and 

related expenses) 

Input 2, (x2j) → non-interest expenses  

Input 3, (x3j) → other expenses (labour-related and capital-related administrative expenses 

and other expenses from the bank’s business activity). 

Taking into consideration the expenses division of banks, output data (yij) include:  

Output 1, (y1j) → interest incomes (interests from lending activities and related revenues) 

Output 2, (y2j) → non-interest incomes (from fees and commissions and other) 

Output 3, (y3j) → other incomes from business activity. 

Data used in the analysis, ie. inputs and outputs, were collected from financial statements of 

banks available in Croatian National Bank Banks Bulletin (different editions). 

 

Results of small banks business performance measurement  

 

The results obtained by analysis of super-efficiency SBM model scores (table 2) suggest that 

a number of efficient small banks, as well as the average efficiency of small banks in Croatia, 

decreased significantly after 2012, remaining at a lower level until 2018 – a consequence of 

all of the changes and trends detected in the previous part. 
 

Table 2: Analysis of DEA methodology super-efficiency SBM model scores 

 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 Total 

No. of DMUs 21 20 18 18 16 15 13 121 

Average (in)efficiency of all 0.735 0.478 0.393 0.435 0.478 0.494 0.879 0.549 

No. of inefficient 14 16 15 13 12 12 5 87 

Average efficiency of efficient 1.186 1.046 1.154 1.106 1.079 1.007 1.172 1.107 

Number of efficient (1)  7 4 3 5 4 3 8 34 

Average efficiency of super-efficient  1.260 1.046 1.154 1.106 1.079 1.010 1.196 1.122 

Number of super-efficient (>1) 5 4 3 5 4 2 7 30 

Source: Author’s calculation 
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Graph 1: Comparison of DEA efficiency measurement results for small banks (left) and total 

banking sector (right) in Croatia 
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Source: Author 

 

However, banks with a more liberal, or riskier business policy in the part of lending, when 

compared to the other small banks, but especially to the other banks in total, achieved higher 

efficiency results. The average efficiency of all efficient small banks was also at a higher level 

when compared to the results for the total banking sector (graph 1, right), but at lower, though 

satisfying, capital ratio, which indicates the partially negative impact of such business policy 

on stability and overall health. Banks partially compensated the decrease in interest income, a 

consequence of new lending decrease and increase of NPLs, with an increase in non-interest 

income in the output part of the model, while in the input part the interest expenses 

significantly decreased due to a stronger decrease of interest rates on deposits, a consequence 

of liquidity surplus over the total period observed. No significant difference in the efficiency 

measurement results between small banks and total banking sector in both, values and trends, 

is detected, although they were positioned at a lower level for small banks’ average (graph 1). 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

Small banks play an important role in the total economy, so it is crucial to assure their 

continued existence and presence. However, due to the conglomerisation trend and strong 

competition of large banks, small banks intending to survive have to accommodate their 

business strategies in order to achieve a satisfying efficiency that would allow them to be 

competitive in the overall financial market. Efficiency measurement results obtained in the 

paper suggest that small banks achieved such results: similar to those for the total banking 

sector, or even better if only efficient units are compared, by implementing a somewhat more 

aggressive, or less rigid, lending policy in a situation when market conditions caused 

deterioration of customer risk profile. Such decisions resulted in somewhat better efficiency 

results of efficient units, but at the same time, those banks had lower capital ratio, which 

brought them in a less desirable situation when the business position and overall health is 

taken into consideration. However, for small businesses and other higher-risk-profile 

customers, especially in the situation of recession and other unfavourable macroeconomic and 

financial conditions, small banks assure more or less affordable access to necessary financial 

services and products at a somewhat higher level; alternatively, when this is not made 

possible by large banks with more restrictive lending policy, at a time when such access is 

important, or crucial, for banks’ customers business performance continuity, or even survival. 
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Abstract 

This work tackles the problem of automatic recognition of favourable days for intra-day 

trading when looking at the data on Croatian stock index CROBEX. Day trading consists in 

buying and selling financial instruments within the same trading day and favourable for 

intra-day trading means that the increase between the opening price and the closing price of 

the same day is large enough for obtaining a profit by buying at the opening price and selling 

at the closing price. The problem is to discover the relation between the selected indicators at 

a certain day and the market situation at the following day which would determine the class 

of day that is observed, according to technical analysis. In this work, a set of indicators is 

calculated based on opening, closing, high and low values of CROBEX for ten years. The 

problem is to predict whether a given day is favourable for intra-day trading or not, based on 

selected indicators. A binary classification problem is formulated for the described problem 

of intra-day trading and random forest algorithm is used to predict the outcomes. Using 

machine learning algorithms in stock market prediction problems have proven to be 

successful in solving such problems. Random forest is one of such alternative algorithms, very 

promising when looking at its performance in terms of accuracy. However, a possible 

limitation of random forest is that it generates a forest consisting of many trees and rules, 

thus it is viewed as a black box model, as most of the machine learning algorithms are after 

all. This can possibly be overcome by extracting rules from the underlying random forest 

model which can allow an easy interpretation of such a model. Obtaining a set of rules that 

are easy to understand in this way should increase scalability and comprehensibility while 

hopefully preserving satisfactory level of accuracy. In this paper, a set of rules for intra-day 

treading problem with CROBEX data is extracted from random forest model. 

 

Keywords: Rule extraction, random forest, intra-day trading, CROBEX, stock market 

 

JEL classification: C38, C44, C45, C53, G11  

 

 

Introduction 
 

There are many research efforts in the literature on different topics regarding stock market 

prediction. Some of them address regression problems by trying to predict stock market 

prices, while others treat them as classification problems, for example, by trying to predict the 

direction of changes in prices. Besides classical statistical approaches, there are many 

examples of using machine learning algorithms in stock market prediction problems. One of 

such alternative approaches is random forest (RF) algorithm which has proven to be 

successful in many cases. Random forests are an ensemble learning methods that operate by 

constructing a multitude of decision trees and the literature on them is extensive these days 

(Ho, 1998; Breiman, 2001; Izenman 2008; Hastie et al 2009).  
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However, although random forest seems to be promising when looking at its performance in 

terms of accuracy, a possible limitation of RF is that it generates a forest consisting of many 

trees and rules, thus it is viewed as a black box model, as most of the machine learning 

algorithms are after all. On the other hand, a very appealing possibility with random forest is 

that it can be used for extracting rules which can allow an easy interpretation of such a model. 

Obtaining a set of rules that are easy to understand in this way would increase scalability and 

comprehensibility while hopefully preserving satisfactory level of accuracy. For example, 

Mashayekhi and Gras (2015) proposed such methods that are evaluated on 22 data sets and 

their experimental results show that the proposed methods outperform one of the state-of-the-

art methods in terms of scalability and comprehensibility while preserving the same level of 

accuracy.  

 

This work attempts getting a glance at how a comprehensible set of rules can be extracted 

from the underlying model built by RF and what that set of rules would actually look like for 

the problem of automatic recognition of favourable days for intra-day trading when looking at 

the data on Croatian stock index CROBEX. The problem of automatic recognition of favourable days 

for intra-day trading can be modelled as a binary classification problem. Day trading consists in 

buying and selling financial instruments within the same trading day and favourable for intra-day 

trading means that the increase between the opening price and the closing price of the same day is 

large enough for obtaining a profit by buying at the opening price and selling at the closing price. The 

problem is to discover the relation between the selected indicators at a certain day and the market 

situation at the following day which would determine the class of day that is observed, according to 

technical analysis (Lo and Hasanhodzic, 2010).  

 

This work aims at pursuing one of the ideas originated from evaluation of alternative approaches in 

classification algorithms for prediction of CROBEX value in Vlah Jerić (2020). It is the first attempt 

of such kind to the best of authors’ knowledge and should fill some gap in this area of research 

observed in literature (Šego and Škrinjarić 2018). The work by Šego and Škrinjarić (2018) 

summarizes the results of most quantitative research Zagreb Stock Exchange since its foundation until 

today and systematizes existing relevant stock market research in Croatia and the authors noticed 

much more room for incorporating atypical methodology for stock market research. 

 

 

Data structure and initial analysis 
 

This research uses the CROBEX data (daily opening, closing, high and low values) for the 

last ten years, more precisely from the beginning of year 2010 until the end of year 2019. 

Figure 1 shows CROBEX closing values in the chosen time interval.   

 
Figure 1: CROBEX closing values – historical data 

 
Source: The Zagreb Stock Exchange (ZSE) 
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There are 2492 records (observations) since each data record refers to one trading day. The 

indicators used were selected following Bruni (2017) where detailed explanations of the 

calculation procedure can be found. A total of 18 indicators are used: 
Momentum which shows the direction of movement in index value by remaining positive while an 

uptrend is sustained or negative while a downtrend is sustained. In this research M_t (5) is used and 

labelled as MOM. 

An exponential moving average (EMA) which applies weighting factors that decrease exponentially in 

the past, but never reach zero. In this research EMA_t (12) and EMA_t (26) are used and labelled as 

EMA12 and EMA26, respectively. 

Moving Average Convergence/Divergence which is an oscillator that should reveal changes in the 

strength, direction, momentum, and duration of a change in a stock's price. In this research MACD_t 

(12,26,9) is used and labelled MACD.  

Return On Investment which is one way of considering profits in relation to capital invested. On the 

data in this paper ROI(10), ROI(20) and ROI(30) are calculated and labelled as ROI10, ROI20 and 

ROI30 respectively. 

Relative Strength Index which is a momentum oscillator that measures speed and change of price 

movements of a security. In this research RSI_t (10), RSI_t (14) and RSI_t (30) are used and labelled 

RSI10, RSI14 and RSI30, respectively.  

Stochastic Relative Strength Index which is an indicator that attempts to predict price turning points. In 

this research SRSI_t (10), SRSI_t (14) and SRSI_t (30) are used and labelled SRSI10, SRSI14 and 

SRSI30, respectively. 

Average True Range which is a measure of the degree of price volatility. In this research ATR_t (14) 

is used and labelled ATR.  

Average Directional Index which indicates only trend strength and is computed using the positive 

directional indicator, the negative directional indicator and ATR. In this paper, average directional 

index is calculated over the last 14 periods i.e. ADX_t (14) is used and labelled as ADX. 

Williams %R which is an oscillator that analyses whether a stock or commodity market is trading near 

the high or the low, or somewhere in between of its recent trading range. In this work, %R_t (14) is 

used and labelled WPR. 

Commodity Channel Index which is an oscillator originally developed by Lambert (1980) to identify 

commodity cycles. The assumption is that commodities (and other instruments) move in cycles in a 

sense that highs and lows occur in regular intervals. Its values are high when prices are far above their 

average and low when prices are far below their average so it can be used to identify overbought and 

oversold items. Also, it can be used to identify new trend. In this research CCI_t (20) is used and 

labelled CCI.  

Ultimate Oscillator which uses buying or selling “pressure”, represented by where the daily closing 

price falls within the daily true range. In this chapter UO_t (7,14,28) is used and labelled UO. 

 

The values of the parameters used in the calculations were selected as values that traders and 

authors of research papers commonly use as default in the area of intraday trading, although 

there are ways to determine better parameter values for specific cases. The total number of 

data records finally used in this research is 2453 since 39 data are lost during the calculation 

of the indicators. Summary data for the data are given in Table 1. 

 

 

Table 1: Data summary statistics (CROBEX data and calculated indicators) 
 Min Max Mean St.dev. 

OPEN 1577.13 2334.96 1857.26 154.23 

HIGH 1590.29 2338.31 1864.13 155.53 

LOW 1570.05 2323.92 1849.14 152.73 

CLOSE 1576.47 2333.76 1857.18 154.14 

MOM -237.10 179.18 0.20 29.48 

EMA12 1594.33 2307.58 1856.90 151.84 
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EMA26 1601.54 2295.04 1856.44 148.07 

MACD -5.00 3.47 0.01 0.95 

ROI10 -8.02•10-6 4.82•10-6 -3.68•10-10 1.20•10-6 

ROI20 -4.57•10-6 3.20•10-6 -8.50•10-10 9.23•10-7 

ROI30 -4.33•10-6 2.42•10-6 -2.66•10-9 7.97•10-7 

RSI10 7.77 84.03 49.58 15.96 

RSI14 11.34 79.68 49.57 13.91 

RSI30 17.66 72.56 49.58 10.24 

STOCHRSI10 0.00 1.00 0.49 0.38 

STOCHRSI14 0.00 1.00 0.49 0.38 

STOCHRSI30 0.00 1.00 0.49 0.39 

ATR 8.41 73.39 19.15 8.46 

ADX 6.54 78.11 26.54 13.21 

WPR 0.00 1.00 0.49 0.30 

CCI -294.16 392.65 -0.28 115.07 

UO 30.77 70.00 52.00 5.42 

Source: author 

 

Finally, the class is assigned to each daily record in the following way: if the increase between 

the opening price and the closing price of the same day is larger than than 0.3%, the day is 

considered to be favourable and labelled “YES” in the data; otherwise, the day is marked as 

unfavourable and labelled “NO” in the data. Namely, if the increase between the opening 

price and the closing price of the same day is larger than 0.3%, it is considered large enough 

for obtaining a profit by buying at the opening price and selling at the closing price. It should 

be noted that this computation of the class causes the loss of the last data record, so the data 

set now contains 2452 records. There are 657 favourable days and 1795 unfavourable days, 

according to the previous definition which means the data is highly imbalanced since there are 

significantly more unfavourable days than the favourable ones. 

 

 

Random forest and rule extraction framework 
 

Random forests are an ensemble learning method for classification, regression and other tasks 

that operate by constructing a multitude of decision trees and outputting the class that is the 

mode of the classes (in case of classification) of the individual trees (Ho, 1998; Breiman, 

2001). The name “forest” comes from the fact that RF makes predictions by combining the 

results from many individual decision trees – forest of decision trees. RF falls under the 

category of ensemble learning because it combines multiple models.  

 

Basically, the main idea behind RF is that a large number of relatively uncorrelated models 

(trees) operating as a committee will outperform any of the individual constituent models. 

Each individual tree in the random forest generates a class prediction and the class with the 

most votes becomes the model’s prediction. The low correlation between models is the key to 

RF success since uncorrelated models (trees) can produce ensemble predictions that are more 

accurate than any of the individual predictions (individual tree). The trees protect each other 

from their individual errors. RF uses bagging and feature randomness when building each 

individual tree to try to create an uncorrelated forest of trees. More on random forest can be 

found for example, in Izenman (2008) and Hastie et al (2009). 

 

As a solution to problem of misleading importance scores when features are similar to each 

other, regularized random forest (RRF) was developed (Deng & Runger, 2013). In short, RRF 

memorizes the features used in previous tree nodes during the tree building process, 
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preferring these features in splitting future tree nodes, therefore avoiding redundant features in 

the trees. 

 

Regularized random forest algorithm based on Breiman’s random forest code (Breiman, 

2001) for classification is applied on CROBEX data. Number of trees to grow is set at 500. 

The number of variables randomly sampled as candidates at each split is set at square root of 

number of variables i.e. √18. Created RRF model then serves as a rule engine following the 

framework proposed by Deng (2019). 

 

To extract insights from RRF model built on CROBEX data, first the rules are extracted from 

a decision tree’s root node to a leaf node. The rules are measured and thus ranked by quality 

using the following metrics: frequency, error and length. Frequency of a rule measures the 

popularity of the rule since it is defined as the proportion of data instances satisfying the rule 

condition. Error of a rule for classification problems, like the one this paper deals with, is 

defined as the number of incorrectly classified instances determined by the rule divided by the 

number of instances satisfying the rule condition. The length of the rule measures its 

complexity by being defined as the number of variable-value pairs in the condition. Higher 

frequency is preferred since it represents more popular rule, error should obviously be as less 

as possible, while the smaller rule length is preferred due to its better interpretability. 

 

The next step is to prune irrelevant or redundant variable-value pairs of a rule (prune each 

rule). Afterwards, the selection of a compact set of relevant and non-redundant rules is 

performed by applying feature selection to the conditions from a tree (random forest). Then, 

frequent variable interactions are extracted using association rule analysis, discovers 

associations between items in transaction data sets, where one transaction consists of one or 

multiple items. Finally, the rules extracted from a tree ensemble are summarized into a rule-

based learner that can be used to data for obtaining predictions. 

 

 

Results 
 

The framework for extracting rules from random forest described in the previous section was 

applied to the CROBEX data. All the analysis was conducted using R (R Core Team 2019) 

and the core for performing the experiments by following the described rule extraction 

framework was inTrees package (Deng et al, 2018). The R package for running the RF 

algorithm was RRF (Deng, 2013; Deng & Runger, 2013; Deng & Runger, 2012). For 

calculations of technical indicators, packages TTR (Ulrich 2019) and quantmod (Ryan and 

Ulrich 2019) were used. The procedure of extracting the rules from 500 trees from random 

forest with maximum length of six resulted in 17332 rules, 17316 of which are unique. After 

the process of rule pruning and selection, the procedure ended with 66 rules. It is interesting 

that only 10 out of these 66 rules predict favourable day, while the remaining 56 rules all 

predict unfavourable days. This result is expected given that the data is imbalanced to start 

with. 

 

Given that the data is highly imbalanced and that the investors might be particularly interested 

in the detection of favourable days which are in minority, the results are be presented for 

favourable days separately from the results for unfavourable days. In both cases, the values of 

length, frequency and error along with the condition and the prediction are given. 
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Table 2 summarizes the results of extracting rules from random forest applied to CROBEX 

data for cases when day is predicted to be favourable for trading, for five combinations of 

variable-value pairs with smallest error (sorted by error ascending).  

 

Table 2: Rules extracted for CROBEX data for days predicted as favourable 
Length Frequency Error Condition Prediction 

5 0.01141925 0.107142857 MOM>0.543864706447584 & 

ROI30>0.644001564757569 & 

RSI14<=0.608411565499203 & 

ATR<=0.119452289407932 & 

ADX<=0.12583104260756 

YES 

5 0.01141925 0.107142857 EMA26>0.426153683905549 & 

MACD<=0.484074416308749 & 

ROI20<=0.421613730339602 & 

ADX<=0.707900105739639 & 

UO<=0.669717193682529 

YES 

4 0.010195759 0.16 EMA26<=0.408039511512537 & 

STOCHRSI10>0.2344429006376 & 

ATR>0.0972990215420535 & 

ADX<=0.0696480548900297 

YES 

5 0.010195759 0.16 EMA12>0.434198717333167 & 

ROI10<=0.594833549026573 & 

ROI20>0.508080629041323 & 

ROI30>0.638376963366296 & 

UO<=0.682522814219693 

YES 

4 0.016721044 0.195121951 EMA26>0.425936469530978 & 

ROI20<=0.848001857220449 & 

ADX>0.219653650084536 & 

ADX<=0.276151536112824 

YES 

Source: author 

 

It can be observed that i.e. a day is predicted to be favourable if MOM>0.543864706447584, 

ROI30>0.644001564757569, RSI14<=0.608411565499203, ATR<=0.119452289407932 and 

ADX<=0.12583104260756, a rule with length of five, frequency around 0.011 and error 

around 0.107. From the rules obtained, the decision maker should further make selections 

based on his/her knowledge, experience and common sense, but that is not the focus of this 

paper. Shorter rules might also be preferred by the decision maker, which will be addressed 

later in the text. 

 

Table 3 summarizes the results of extracting rules from random forest applied to CROBEX 

data for cases when day is predicted to be unfavourable for trading, for five combinations of 

variable-value pairs with smallest error (sorted by error ascending).  
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Table 3: Rules extracted for CROBEX data for days predicted as unfavourable 
Length Frequency Error Condition Prediction 

4 0.013458401 0 ROI30>0.601564201808278 & 

STOCHRSI14>0.06033252047347 & 

ATR<=0.0696850443894393 & 

CCI<=0.346884477258891 

NO 

4 0.011011419 0 ATR<=0.162380166493585 & 

ADX<=0.169273761954489 & 

UO>0.361651350863683 & 

UO<=0.396519290897766 

NO 

3 0.010195759 0 ROI30>0.554886546394454 & 

ADX<=0.132935382907274 & 

CCI<=0.180231846179504 

NO 

3 0.010195759 0 EMA26<=0.403346659282703 & 

ROI30>0.815239801127817 & 

ADX<=0.466676492405271 

NO 

4 0.012642741 0.032258065 EMA26<=0.167324031854257 & 

ATR>0.146209197970501 & 

ADX<=0.427083802843744 & 

UO>0.489640363808769 

NO 

Source: author 

 

It can be observed that for the first four rules in table 3, all of the instances are classified 

correctly by the given rule. As expected, it seems that unfavourable days are easier to predict. 

 

Since the rules with two conditions are the easiest to interpret and understand, it might be 

interesting to see which the most accurate rules (with smallest error) with two conditions are. 

Table 4 summarizes the results of extracting rules from random forest applied to CROBEX 

data for combinations of variable-value pairs with exactly two conditions and smallest error 

(there were only four of them).  

 

Table 4: Rules extracted for CROBEX data with two conditions 
Length Frequency Error Condition Prediction 

2 0.015089723 0.135135135 ATR<=0.145928509088067 & 

ATR>0.137782003048334 

NO 

2 0.013458401 0.181818182 EMA26<=0.278491516976334 & 

EMA26>0.263102625272464 

NO 

2 0.018760196 0.195652174 ROI30>0.632700667186391 & 

RSI10<=0.499938139002986 

NO 

2 0.018352365 0.311111111 MACD<=0.52070197763133 & 

ROI20>0.489195761953837 

NO 

Source: author 

 

As it might be anticipated, simpler rules have higher errors than more complicated rules (the 

rules with more conditions). However, simpler rules are easier to interpret. Also, the 

popularity of rules should also be considered when choosing the rules to make the final 

decisions by. Also, as mentioned before, the rules could be pruned more and chosen by the 

decision makers’ preferences. Also, different maximum length could be chosen so the rules 

with more than six conditions could be included too. 
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Conclusion 
 

In summary, this work analysed the possibility of obtaining a set of rules for automatic 

recognition of favourable days for intra-day trading using CROBEX data.  A random forest 

algorithm is used and a set of rules are extracted from the underlying random forest model. 

The obtained rules are easy to understand and in this way increase scalability and 

comprehensibility of random forest approach. The rules are measured and ranked by 

frequency, error and length, but the final decision of rule selection could be further 

personalized. 

 

For the future research, it would be interesting to try to discretize the numeric variables or 

some of them. Namely, numeric variables can have many combinations of variable-value 

pairs in the rule sets extracted from a tree ensemble and the small differences could be 

difficult to comprehend. Thus, the variable values would all fall into a certain category, which 

could make the rule set smaller and simpler. On the other hand, this process would most 

probably deteriorate classification accuracy to a certain extent. 

 

Also, it is left for the future work to measure the degree of deterioration in accuracy due to 

using a set of rules instead of actual random forest as black box. Moreover, to test the 

accuracy of the simplified tree ensemble learner from the framework used in this paper on 

CROBEX data even further, its performance could be compared to the popularly used 

decision tree method in the rpart package (Breiman et al, 1984; Therneau et al, 2010). 

 

Finally, an open question remains whether or not the procedure should be modified in an 

attempt to tackle the problem of using imbalanced data, since it is an on-going discussion in 

the machine learning research community too. 
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Abstract  

In the past decade a variety of research analyzed the possibilities of moving away from 

inefficient cap-weighted benchmarks by empirically testing different “smart” beta strategies 

which aim was to offer a more efficient harvesting of risk premium in the developed equity 

markets. While successful in the developed markets such strategies are not easy to implement 

in the undeveloped and illiquid markets in which it is hard to outperform the cap-weighted 

benchmark due to fewer investment opportunities and missing or unreliable data. In this 

paper we analyze the possibility of using fundamental weighting, a strategy criticized for 

exposing investors to additional and implicit risk factors, as a tool to intentionally tilt 

portfolio towards illiquid and undeveloped market’s specific and unobservable risk factors. In 

the second step we perform principal component analysis to capture the underlying risk 

factors of the fundamentally weighted portfolio and use them to optimize portfolio’s 

performance in the analyzed sample by reducing its volatility. Thus far fundamental-

weighting has been shown to be able to outperform the cap-weighted index in such 

environment but no attempt regarding control for implicit factor exposure of such portfolio 

has been reported. On the other hand, approaches focusing purely on portfolio risk reduction 

by estimating minimum variance portfolios failed both from in-sample and out-of-sample 

perspective. Therefore, we limit our analysis to in-sample estimation only in order to assess 

potential for further testing. We test 15 revisions of the cap-weighted CROBEX index in the 

period from 2009 to 2016 and find that the proposed approach significantly improves 

portfolio’s performance when compared to the (untilted) minimum variance portfolio 

estimated by applying the principal component analysis. We also find that it outperforms the 

cap-weighted benchmark in the illiquid and undeveloped Croatian stock market, albeit on the 

in-sample basis. However, research results do not show the possibility of increasing the 

portfolio efficiency relative to the cap-weighted index by reducing its volatility which can be 

explained by exposure to additional risk factors. Still, the reported improvement should 

foremost be viewed in the context of a market in which both the naïve equal-weighting and the 

minimum volatility strategy failed and, therefore, did not yield results comparable to the 

developed markets. Nevertheless, to evaluate the improvement of this approach over the 

standard fundamental-weighting further out-of-sample testing has to be conducted. 
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Introduction  
 

The research on efficient harvesting of risk premium in the equity market has been growing 

ever since the market cap-weighted indices inefficient risk-reward ratio was exposed in the 

papers by Haugen and Baker (1991) and Grinold (1992). Gradually the focus shifted from 

outperforming the cap-weighted benchmark towards the source of outperformance and the 

proper risk assessment of the newly proposed strategies (sometimes labelled the “Smart beta 

2.0” approach, see more in Amenc et al. (2013) for instance). In this process the research 

crystallized two requirements for efficient investing, derived from the drawbacks of the cap-

weighted indices and backed up by the asset pricing theory, as summarized by Amenc et al. 

(2014):57 i) efficient diversification of rewarded risk factors (efficient exposure to such 

factors) and ii) efficient diversification (elimination) of unrewarded risk factors. The 

described process provided more efficient equity investment strategies for the developed 

markets (see Amenc et al. (2014) for an overview) and fostered further research in the field 

related to other asset classes. 

 

On the other hand, in the case of emerging, let alone undeveloped and illiquid markets, the 

comparable research is hard to find.58 Also, judging by the research focusing on Croatian 

undeveloped and illiquid market, outperforming the market cap-weighted equity benchmark 

index seems to be much more difficult to achieve. Although it has been well documented by, 

for example by Amenc et al. (2006, 2011a), that cap-weighted indices in the developed 

markets are ill-diversified (offer limited exposure to long-term rewarded risk factors) and 

highly concentrated (poorly diversify away the exposure to unrewarded risk factors), in the 

case of CROBEX index the deconcentration is relatively high.59 Therefore, unlike in the 

developed markets, equal weighting (naïve strategy maximizing deconcentration) does not 

outperform the cap-weighted benchmark index. On contrary, it performs much worse both in 

terms of risk (measured by volatility) and return as reported in Dolinar et al. (2017). It can be 

argued, based on the empirical evidence, that in these specific market conditions additional 

 
57 Amenc et al. (2014) elaborate on these requirements in the context of the proposed “smart-factor” investing 

approach as an extension to the “smart beta” investing. 
58 Hamza et al. (2006) perform somewhat comparable analysis as they address the benchmark issue for the 

emerging markets arguing in favor of the equally weighted index. Madsstuen (2015) tests some strategies 

proposed as alternatives to cap-weighted index but focuses on the emerging markets performance potential 

relative to the developed markets, not on the strategies themselves. Nowak (2016) is the only true comparable 

research we could find testing the alternative weighting schemes on the WIG 20 index for the Polish market on 

the Warsaw Stock Exchange. Fundamental weighting, equal weighting, Minimum Variance and Maximum 

Sharpe Ratio strategies all out-performed the benchmark but the analysis was most likely (based on the reported 

results) performed on an in-sample basis. 
59 CROBEX is the Zagreb Stock Exchange broad-based equity market-cap weighted index. In the past 10 years it 

was composed of close to 25 constituents on average. It is free-float factor adjusted but also has a 10% 

maximum weight constraint leading to the average effective number of constituents of around 13 or 

deconcentration of above 50%. This is much higher than in the case of developed markets cap-weighted indices 

(see Amenc et al. (2006) for a comprehensive overview). Since developed market indices typically have many 

more constituents an equivalent maximum constraint on weights to the 10% used by CROBEX would be much 

lower (e.g. 0.5% in the case of S&P500 index) causing deconcentration. 
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deconcentration leads to unnecessary exposure to unrewarded risk factors. Since Dolinar et al. 

(2017) and Zoričić et al. (2018a) also reported that Maximum Sharpe Ratio (MSR) and 

Minimum Variance Portfolio (MVP) out-of-sample estimation failed to outperform the cap-

weighted benchmark too, question is raised whether a more efficient alternative to cap-

weighting can be provided. It should be mentioned, however, that while the MSR portfolio 

out-of-sample performance was quite similar to the equally weighted portfolio (and only 

marginally better), the MVP estimation did yield reduction in volatility. Unfortunately, the 

reported reduction came at the high cost of much stronger decline in portfolio’s return. This 

was also shown to be true even in the case of in-sample analysis by Škrinjarić et al. (2018). 

The issue regarding the stated research question therefore seems to be whether exposure to 

additional rewarded risk factors is possible which could provide the source of 

(out)performance and whether such exposure can be allocated efficiently. 

 

Expanding the results of Kovačević et al. (2017), whose research results suggested the 

possibility of outperforming the CROBEX index by fundamentally weighted portfolio, in this 

paper we aim to provide answers to the above question. The results of Kovačević et al. (2017) 

were further analysed by Zoričić et al. (2018b) who used the Fama French three factor model 

and an additional factor accounting for exposure to illiquid stocks. Although, research 

typically as in Amenc et al. (2008, 2013) report size and value factor tilts, Zoričić et al. 

(2018b) found significant exposures only to the market factor and liquidity risk (which can be 

associated to any strategy deviating from cap-weighting) related to the analysed portfolio. 

However, due to specific market conditions it cannot be claimed that the two detected risk 

factors are the only underlying rewarded sources of risk. Therefore, in this research we take 

the agnostic approach and apply principal component analysis (PCA) in order to try to capture 

the unobservable underlying rewarded risk factors of EBITDA fundamentally weighted 

portfolio in Kovačević et al. (2017). Based on the PCA results we perform minimum variance 

optimization in order to minimize the risk of the rewarded-risk-factor-seeking strategy. 

However, due to the fact that, as reported in Škrinjarić (2018), the estimation of minimum 

variance portfolios in the illiquid and undeveloped stock market performed poorly even when 

in-sample estimation was analysed we limit our analysis to in-sample testing in order to 

evaluate potential for further research. 

 

The main contribution of this paper is related to the research efforts focused on capturing the 

rewarded risk factors by conducting (PCA) in an illiquid and undeveloped market based on 

the fundamentally weighted portfolio as factor tilted investment strategy. Furthermore, the 

paper aims to explore whether exposure to such factors can be efficiently allocated 

(optimised) by applying the minimum variance optimization. Since the diversification effect 

relying on further deconcentration of the cap-weighted benchmark seems to be non-existent 

the efficient exposure to the rewarded risk factors remains the only source of outperforming 

the CROBEX index. In this regard it should be noted that the failure of the alternative 

strategies tested by Dolinar et al. (2017) and Zoričić et al. (2018a) has been blamed on fewer 

investment opportunities and unreliable data. Unreliable data present a special challenge 

steering the out-of-sample estimation efforts towards strategies with lower parameter 

estimation (and lower optimality) risk as discussed in Amenc et al. (2013). However, the 

fewer investment opportunities problem seems to have even stronger implications as Amenc 

et al. (2016) provide empirical evidence of the importance of broad based strategies and factor 

diversification as key components for successful risk exposure in the long run which 

emphasizes the importance of findings in this paper. 
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Second section describes the data and 

methodology. Third section contains the findings of the empirical research followed by the 

concluding remarks.  

 

 

Methodology and data 
 

Given the fact that Croatian capital market is undeveloped and illiquid, this research is based 

on the CROBEX index, which is, as mentioned in the introduction, its most important 

benchmark. It is subject to regular revisions twice a year (in March and in September) and to 

extraordinary revisions. For the purpose of this analysis, only the regular revisions are taken 

into account.  

 

The research covers the period from March 2009, which is the beginning of the CROBEX 

index’ first regular revision in 2009, till September 2016, which is the end of the first regular 

revision in 2016. In total, 15 regular revisions were taken into account in the analyzed period. 

During this time the number of constituents of CROBEX index varied from 23 to 25 stocks 

(with an average of 24). A total number of 50 stocks were included in the index in the 

observed period and all of them were included in the analysis since the composition of the 

proposed efficient benchmark is matched for each revision to the CROBEX’ for the purpose 

of performance comparison. 

  

As a starting point, we follow Kovačević et al. (2017) who constructed fundamentally 

weighted indices whose out-of-sample performance was analyzed and compared to 

CROBEX’. The only index which succeeded to outperform CROBEX index was 

fundamentally weighted index based on EBITDA fundamental indicator with restriction 

imposed on the maximum weight of each constituent. Following the mentioned research, in 

this paper we solely focus on fundamentally weighted EBITDA index (hereinafter “FW”), i.e. 

on its composition, in order to analyze the sources of its higher returns which facilitate the 

outperformance of CROBEX. In Kovačević et al. (2017) weight of each stock in 

fundamentally weighted index was calculated based on fundamental indicators, in this case 

EBITDA, using the following formula: 

 

𝑤𝐹𝑊,𝑖,𝑡 =
𝐹𝐼𝑖,𝑡

∑ 𝐹𝐼𝑖,𝑡
𝑁
𝑖=1

 (1) 

 

where 𝑤𝐹𝑊,𝑖,𝑡 is the fundamental weight of each index constituent i in revision t, and 𝐹𝐼𝑖,𝑡 is 

3-year average of fundamental indicator for preceding 3 years. In case of a negative value of a 

fundamental indicator, assigned weight to the constituent was set to zero in order to regard the 

fact that short selling is not allowed in the Croatian stock market. In order to achieve greater 

portfolio deconcentration, restriction on the maximum weight of a constituent was introduced 

by setting the limit equal to φ/N, where N is the number of constituents in each revision and 

φ is an arbitrary parameter which was set to 5.60 Thus, the maximum weight of a stock in the 

fundamentally weighted index was restricted to 20% − 25% depending on the number of 

constituents in a revision.  

 

After obtaining fundamental weights for each revision period, further estimation process is 

based on “fundamentally-weighted” 26-week (or 27-week in case of 2 revision periods) time-

 
60 See Amenc et al. (2011b) for more information. 
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series window of returns of CROBEX’ constituents for each revision. Such time-series of 

returns are calculated using the following formula: 

 

𝑟𝐹𝑊,𝑖,𝑡 = 𝑟𝑖,𝑡 ∗ 𝑤𝐹𝑊,𝑖,𝑡 (2) 

 

and are used as inputs for covariance-based PCA.  

 

After running the PCA, we obtain factor loadings matrix 𝐵 which is used for the construction 

of factor returns matrix 𝐹. Based on this covariance matrix of factor returns denoted as Λ is 

calculated. Taking the pairs of factor loadings 𝛽𝑖𝑗 from matrix 𝐵 and eigenvalues 𝜆𝑖𝑗 from 

covariance matrix of factor returns Λ we obtain PCA decomposition of covariance matrix of 

stock returns denoted by 𝛴, for a chosen number of components m:  

 

𝛴 = [

𝛽11 … 𝛽1𝑀

… 𝛽22 …
𝛽𝑁1 … 𝛽𝑁𝑀

] [

𝜆11 0 0
0 𝜆22 0
0 0 𝜆𝑀𝑀

] [

𝛽11 … 𝛽1𝑀

… 𝛽22 …
𝛽𝑁1 … 𝛽𝑁𝑀

]

𝑇

 (3) 

 

𝛴 = 𝐵𝛬𝐵𝑇 

 

(4) 

In this way we follow Amenc et al. (2011b) in decomposing sample covariance matrix in 

order to explain covariance structures by using only a few linear combinations of the original 

stochastic variables. In other words, we use such estimated PCA-based covariance matrix as 

input for the in-sample performance estimation of the proposed efficient benchmark. Hence 

estimated covariance matrix 𝛴 is used for in-sample MVP optimization. Optimal weights of 

constituents of MVP are found by solving the following problem: 

 

𝑤∗ = 𝑎𝑟𝑔 𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝒘

𝜮−𝟏𝟏

𝟏′𝜮−𝟏𝟏
  (5) 

 

where w* is the vector of weights (i.e. optimal weights) which meets above optimization 

problem, 1 is the vector of ones, and 𝛴 is the estimated covariance matrix of stock returns 

obtained from PCA as described above. Performance of MVP is estimated using semi-annual 

returns (matching CROBEX revision twice a year).61 Since in this paper 15 regular revisions 

of CROBEX index are covered, MVP is estimated 15 times. Finally, performance of MVP for 

the whole observed period is compared to the CROBEX index as the cap-weighted 

benchmark. 

 

In addition, in order to decrease portfolio concentration in the process of optimization 

restriction on minimum weight of a constituent is imposed by defining the lower limit as 

follows: 

 

𝑤𝑖
∗ ≥

1

𝜑𝑁
 (6) 

 

Higher φ value implies that weaker constraint is imposed leading to higher portfolio 

concentration. In this paper φ is set to different levels in order to test portfolio’s 

(de)concentration on its performance. In addition, in order to ennoble this analysis, besides 

using “fundamentally-weighted” time-series window of returns, we also use original (untilted, 

 
61 Dividend yield is not taken into account given the fact that CROBEX index is a price index. 
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i.e. not weighted) weekly returns of CROBEX’ constituents for each revision as well. 

Analysis performed for such returns referrers to formulas from (3) to (6).     
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Research findings 

 

The results of the performed optimization process using “fundamentally-weighted” returns as 

inputs for PCA are shown in Table 1 below. Average returns refer to geometric mean and are 

calculated based on semi-annual returns while volatility refers to their standard deviation. 

 

Table 1: Performance of the estimated MVP using “fundamentally-weighted” returns as 

inputs for PCA 

  CROBEX 

Equally-

weighted 

portfolio*  

PCA 1 component PCA 2 components 

MVP (w/o 

restrictions) 

MVP 

(𝜑min=4) 

MVP (w/o 

restrictions) 
MVP (𝜑min =4) 

 March 2009 

– September 

2016 

Average 

return 
2.09% -0.53% 0.26% 4.47% 0.28% 4.34% 

Volatility 19.18% 21.33% 26.77% 23.52% 16.86% 16.09% 

Risk-

reward 

ratio** 

0.109 -0.001 0.010 0.190 0.017 0.270 

Source: authors’s calculation 
 
* Equally-weighted portfolio matches the composition of CROBEX benchmark.  

** In order to properly measure performance of competing benchmarks risk to reward ratio is used as a measure of risk-adjusted 

performance. Since portfolio returns are exhibiting negative values in some cases, in order to account correctly relation between risk and 
return, modified risk to reward ratio is used as proposed by Israelsen (2005).  

 

Table 1 reveals that based on the proposed approach estimated MVP benchmark is able to 

outperform CROBEX in the observed period if estimated portfolio is deconcentrated by 

imposing minimum weights restrictions.62 It should be noted here that we also applied the 

same approach to the equally-weighted benchmark (for which performance is reported also in 

Table 1) with disappointing results.  

 

In this analysis, when only one component (presenting one factor) is taken into account for 

further estimation, MVP with restriction on minimum weight of a constituent perform better 

compared to CROBEX based on the reported risk to reward ratio. Average return is 

significantly higher, but the volatility is not decreased providing evidence of the inability of 

diversification of exposure to rewarded risk factors based on a single component. 

Consequently, when two components are used for the estimation, desirable consequences of 

diversification are achieved (again only in the case of 𝜑𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 4). Volatility is lower in 

comparison to CROBEX index and risk to reward ratio is higher. It is important to note that in 

both cases (one and two components) estimated MVP without restrictions on weights in not 

able to outperform CROBEX index. Given the poor results related to the return, the 

introduction of the second component in the optimization process did not decrease volatility 

sufficiently to achieve better risk to reward ratio of portfolio. Additionally, Table 1 reports 

performance of equally-weighted portfolio again providing evidence of failure to achieve 

diversification effect by naïve deconcentration as discussed in the introduction. 

 

 

Table 2: Performance of the estimated MVP using original (untilted) returns as inputs for 

PCA  

  CROBEX 

Equally-

weighted 

portfolio 

PCA 1 component PCA 2 components 

MVP (w/o 

restrictions) 

MVP 

(𝜑min=4) 

MVP (w/o 

restrictions) 
MVP (𝜑min =4) 

 
62 In this analysis we only focus on first two components obtained from PCA since they capture the relatively 

high portion of variability. First component explains solely on average 54.04% of variability, while the first two 

components combined explain 77.75%. Adding the third component increases explained variability to 87.20%. 
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 March 2009 

– September 

2016 

Average 

return 
2.09% -0.53% -4.01% -3.86% -1.71% -2.94% 

Volatility 19.18% 21.33% 13.29% 15.11% 18.03% 16.25% 

Risk-

reward 

ratio 

0.109 -0.001 -0.005 -0.006 -0.003 -0.005 

Source: authors’s calculation 

 

Table 2 results corroborate domination of fundamental-weighting method presented in Table 

1 as estimated MVP benchmark is not able to outperform CROBEX in the observed period. 

The PCA-based minimum variance optimization is able to decrease portfolio risk, which is 

the aim of a minimum variance optimization, but the portfolio return decreases even more (i.e. 

it is negative in all cases). This in line with findings for minimum variance portfolio both in 

the out-of-sample and in-sample estimation in Zoričić et al. (2018a) and Škrinjarić (2108). 

There are no significant differences in the results whether restrictions on minimum weight of 

a constituent are imposed or not.      

 

Table 3: Performance of the estimated MVP (using “fundamentally-weighted” returns as 

inputs for PCA; 2 factors and different levels of 𝜑 on minimum)  
  CROBEX MVP (𝜑min =4) MVP (𝜑min =3) MVP (𝜑min=2) 

 March 2009 – 

September 2016 

Average 

return 
2.09% 4.34% 3.82% 2.30% 

Volatility 19.18% 16.09% 18.00% 18.93% 

Risk-reward 

ratio 
0.109 0.270 0.212 0.122 

Source: authors’s calculation 

 

Since results from Table 1 favor “fundamentally-weighted” returns and two components from 

PCA used in estimation, further analysis is carried out as different levels of constraints on 

minimum weights are tested. Table 3 shows that for all tested values of φ parameter the 

analyzed portfolio outperforms the benchmark. Moreover, the results undoubtedly show that 

as φ is set lower imposing higher portfolio deconcentration the portfolio performance 

deteriorates (both in the terms of risk and return). Most alarmingly, portfolio deconcentration 

in case of 𝜑𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 4 stands on average at stunning 11.3%.63 Reducing 𝜑𝑚𝑖𝑛 to 2 increases 

deconcentration on average to 17.6% but reduces portfolio performance drastically. The 

results lead to conclusion that outperforming cap-weighted benchmark in the analyzed 

condition is possible but leads to extreme portfolio concentration. Portfolio performance is 

very sensitive to imposing restrictions on portfolio weights leading to the conclusion that 

results are not robust and that, due to high concentration, cannot be properly associated with 

diversification effects.   

 

 

Conclusion 
 

The research addresses the challenge of implementing efficient investment strategies in the 

specific environment related to the illiquid and undeveloped Croatian equity market. If one 

decides not to take into account the effect of data reliability the main issue is related to the 

successful capturing and diversification of the rewarded risk factors in a market offering 

fewer investment opportunities. This issue is emphasized by the relatively high 

deconcentration of CROBEX as the cap-weighted benchmark index which is, unlike in the 

 
63 This corresponds to 2-3 effective number of stocks. 
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developed markets, not outperformed by the equally weighted portfolio. On the contrary, 

empirical evidence seems to point out that such naïve deconcentration increases unrewarded 

risk factor exposure instead of reducing it. Therefore, the source of increase in efficiency 

relative to the CROBEX index rests solely on the diversification benefits of the rewarded risk 

factors. 

 

In an attempt to capture the rewarded risk factors in this paper we perform PCA on the 

EBITDA fundamentally weighted portfolio which outperformed CROBEX as reported in 

Kovačević et al (2017). In order to efficiently allocate exposure to risk we further apply 

minimum variance optimization and find that based on two components, if restrictions on 

minimum weights of portfolio are imposed, it is possible to reduce estimated portfolio’s 

volatility and outperform the benchmark, albeit on the in-sample basis. Reported results 

present that contrary to results in Škrinjarić (2018) minimum variance optimization can be 

suitable used even in the illiquid and undeveloped markets. Nevertheless, in such an 

environment in order to achieve efficient diversification it is perhaps even more important to 

not only use a proxy for MSR portfolio (MVP in this case) but also to diversify among 

exposure to different rewarded risk factors (by applying fundamental weighting in this case) 

as advocated by Amenc et al. (2014).  

 

However, our results show that outperformance depends strongly on the constraints imposed 

on the weights in the optimization process. Also, regardless of the constraints imposed we 

find the portfolio concentration to be extremely high leading to the conclusion that in order to 

expose to the rewarded risk factors in the analyzed market conditions one needs to highly 

concentrate portfolio. This is in contrast to the diversification principle and also to the 

empirical findings for the developed markets which demonstrate that broad exposure is 

needed for efficient long-run rewarded factor exposure. This could suggest that fewer 

investment opportunities will not allow for proper diversification effects related to both 

rewarded risk factor exposure and out-of-sample MSR proxy portfolio estimation in the 

undeveloped and illiquid markets. On the other hand, the initial success of the employed 

strategy seems to provide a motive for out-of-sample estimation testing. Furthermore, equal 

risk contribution could be added to the to the minimum variance approach in the optimization 

procedure. 
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Abstract  

Mobile technology has made a major leap forward in understanding the quality and 

simplicity of modern life. Its presence is also evident in numerous economic sectors. Still, it 

has an exceptional place in mobile commerce. It has visibly influenced the development of the 

market and has drastically changed the relationship between consumers and buyers in 

opposition to sellers. The development of mobile technology and mobile Internet and an 

increase in the number of mobile devices in the world have enabled numerous activities to be 

carried out regardless of the location of the user. Thus, it is affecting the emergence and 

development of mobile commerce. The time dimension, which is also priced nowadays, is 

substantially in favour of the growing consumer preference for mobile commerce. One of the 

starting goals of this paper was to get acquainted with the emergence and development of 

mobile technology, its characteristics and specific features. So, the goal was to gain insight 

into effectively leveraging the benefits of mobile technology, especially in the mobile 

commerce segment. The main aims of this work were: to get acquainted with the mobile 

market in Croatia, to explore the practice of using mobile phones in conducting m-commerce 

and to gather information about some general attitudes of the respondents. The survey 

research was conducted on residents of the Zagreb area. Based on the literature reviewed and 

the results of the survey research, it is evident that the mobile market has undergone some 

major changes. It turned out that mobile devices have a more functional use and that the 

usage of more applications has become more frequent. Respondents are increasingly prone to 

making online purchases. Furthermore, ads have a significant impact on the desire to buy and 

the very act of shopping. Information on products and services is being collected via 

smartphones, however, still in insufficient quantity. Also, there is a certain dose of fear when 

shopping via mobile devices, but it does not hinder mobile commerce. 

 

Keywords: mobile technology, mobile commerce, online purchase, telecommunication 

market, Croatia 

 

JEL classification: F1, L8, O14, O33, Q55 

 

 

Introduction  
 

Mobile technology includes electronic devices such as mobile phones or small computers that 

can be used in various places (Cambridge Dictionary, 2017). Cox (2011) classifies electronic 

devices and basic infrastructure (e.g. wireless Internet access) as mobile technology that 

enables communication and remotes access to data and information. The main feature of 

mobile technology is portability.  
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The beginning of the 21st century was considered a mobile technology era. Its development 

began with mobile telephony which later expanded to other areas (Panian & Strugar, 2013). 

There were 11 million mobile phones in the world at that time. In the first decade of its 

existence, more than 400 million people used cell phones (Giddens, 2007). Although it was 

originally invented for business purposes (not social conversations), mobile technology 

became an indispensable part of everyday life. Mobile devices completely changed the way 

people maintain interaction (Kim & Low, 2015). The growth of mobile telephony can best be 

demonstrated by the fact that in 2002 the number of mobile phone users worldwide exceeded 

the number of landline users (Campbell, 2005). According to the European Information 

Technology Observatory, 3.9 billion people had a mobile phone at the end of 2008 (Relja & 

Božić, 2012). The number of users has been growing steadily, reaching 4.78 billion users in 

2020 (Statista Research Department, 2020). 

 

Cell phones are not a novelty, but the technology that has made them a global phenomenon is 

brand new. The development of mobile technology has evolved from analogue technology 

through the Wireless Application Protocol to Personal Digital Assistant and other complex 

operations such as Global Positioning System, Web browser, Instant Messenger etc. (Bolin, 

2016). The modernization of mobile technology and innovation has led to the fact that mobile 

technology is present in almost all aspects of modern business. This is the result of several 

advantages of mobile technology. The most striking are ubiquity, accessibility, security, 

localization, convenience and personalization (Panian, 2013). 

 

Consequently, telecommunications industry nowadays represents one of the largest branches 

of the national economy. Moreover, it is seen as a driver of development which makes its role 

in the dynamics of progress even more pronounced. Telecommunication networks connect all 

countries of the world with huge transmission capacities. The structure of the 

telecommunications market is an extremely important factor in the development of each 

country. The fact is that the telecommunications services market has made remarkable 

progress in the last ten years and has become one of the largest and fastest-growing branches 

of the economy (Ericsson Mobility Report, 2019). Therefore, one of the starting goals of the 

paper was to get acquainted with the emergence and development of mobile technology, its 

characteristics and specific features. So, the goal was to gain insight into effectively 

leveraging the benefits of mobile technology, especially in the mobile commerce segment. 

The main aims of this paper were: (i) to get acquainted with the mobile market in Croatia, (ii) 

to explore the practice of using smartphones in conducting m-commerce and (iii) to gather 

information about some general attitudes of the respondents about mobile purchase. 

 

The structure of the paper is as follows; after the introduction part, a review of the literature is 

given. The emphasis is placed on the role of mobile technology in digital business models and 

digital transformation. Also, a brief overview on the topic of mobile commerce is made. The 

main features and drivers of mobile commerce are given, but the disadvantages are also 

highlighted. The third section represents the main features and trends in the Croatian 

telecommunication market. Then, an overview of the methodology and results of the primary 

research are given. The paper is finalized with concluding considerations. 

 

 

Literature review 
 

Digital business transformation has changed the way people are doing modern business. It 
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implies a continuous process of using digital and other technologies and creating a digital 

culture in the company to achieve digital maturity (Ivančić et al., 2019). New working 

models, processes and software are created (Schwertner, 2017). New trends are set; trends 

that include social media, big data, the internet of things, mobile computing and cloud 

computing. In addition to that, technology has become a part of everybody’s everyday life.  

Meanwhile, not only the intensity but also the speed of the resulting change is extraordinary 

(Blaschke et al., 2017). Consequently, all potential obstacles partially fade and disappear. 

Therefore, it is much easier to be innovative, disparate and proactive (Urbach et al., 2017). 

The final results are reflected in the improvement of the competitiveness, efficiency and 

profitability (Spremić, 2017). 

 

Mobile technology represents an important part of digital transformation technologies. It 

creates technological and infrastructure digital platforms that improve existing and creates 

new services. It is associated with wireless protocol (WAP, PDA), smartphones and the latest 

4G network. It is possible to achieve almost perfect interaction with target customers as the 

usage of tablets and smartphones has become the daily routine of every individual. People are 

part of a flexible, modern and innovative world through these devices, especially with the 

emergence of digital services and mobile applications (Agarwal et al., 2017). Easy availability 

of wireless internet and high-end mobile devices has driven several benefits such as social 

networking collaborations, communication, mobile shopping and travellers (Chhonker et al., 

2018). 

 

Mobile commerce is a type of electronic commerce with very similar characteristics and 

activities. However, the underlying technology is different. Its use is limited to mobile 

telecommunications networks accessed through wireless mobile devices such as mobile 

phones, laptops and Personal digital assistants (Jelassi & Enders, 2014). Customers are 

provided with access to various online stores worldwide. They can complete the entire 

purchasing process – from finding the desired product and gathering information about it, to 

ordering, paying and tracking the shipment.   

 

Sales growth is significant if companies direct their business towards the use of m-commerce. 

There are multiple options and each has its advantages and disadvantages. In moving on 

towards the m-commerce, companies have the option to adapt their existing website to 

mobiles or to create an application (Hussain et al., 2017). Both strategies are reliable. 

However, the business applications of trusted application stores offer consumers the required 

guarantees. Also, an individualized approach is achieved through the application. In other 

words, a user adjusts the settings interface application settings. An added benefit is the 

amelioration of the user’s experience as customer content is more specific and consequently 

more successful (Blaise, et al., 2018). Nevertheless, m-commerce through websites is still 

dominant due to the competitive opportunities it provides for companies locally and 

nationally (Nakhoul et al., 2017). 

 

Some of the basic advantages of mobile commerce over other forms of e-commerce are listed 

below (Niranjanamurthy et al., 2013; Abdelkarim & Nasereddin, 2010; Xiaojun et al., 2004): 

(i) Mobile commerce allows consumers to search online stores through mobile applications 

that do not require internet access; (ii) Mobile purchase is much simpler, easier, more 

comfortable and time-independent; (iii) Transaction costs and ordering time are reduced; (iv) 

Access to a variety of products around the world on the palm of their hand; (v) Information 

about all product features is available, enquires catalogues and actions allow customers to 

compare prices easily and maximize their savings; (vi) The mobile commerce objectifies the 
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customer, that is, it "protects" him from the attitudes and beliefs of the sales staff; (vii) 

Merchants are enabled to increase their reach, and therefore their overall sales when doing 

mobile commerce business. 

 

Considering the factors that affect users from mobile commerce acceptance, among the most 

important drivers of mobile commerce can be distinguished: social impact, innovation, 

customization, mobility, utility, alleviation and purpose of the usage (Kalinić & Marinković, 

2016). 

 

Social influence by relatives, friends and media is a significant predictor of consumer's 

acceptance of mobile commerce. It is especially evident in the early stages of implementation 

of the new technology when the lack of information and experience are present (Chong, 

2013).  Personal innovation is manifested through the willingness of the user to try new 

products and services. Many studies confirm that individuals with this characteristic are more 

likely to adopt technological innovations than others (Lu, 2014; Tariq, 2007; Agarwal et al., 

1998). Customization usually means the degree to which the offer of a mobile commerce 

provider is customized or can be adapted to different needs, values and desires of users 

(Anderson et al., 1997). Modern mobile devices are designed to fully support customization 

and personalization since they are personal devices. Onwards, thanks to the small size of 

mobile devices and the ability to connect to the internet wirelessly, commerce is possible 

anywhere and anytime (Schierz et al., 2010). Besides that, it is in human psychology to accept 

an innovation only if it is simple and more useful than previous solutions. Therefore, the 

utility is one of the most commonly used factors in predicting the adoption of technological 

innovation (Davis, 1989). Finally, in the context of mobile commerce, the purpose of the use 

is defined as the subjective likelihood of users to use mobile commerce (Zarmpou et al., 

2012). 

 

Although mobile commerce has many advantages, it is also important to point out some of its 

basic disadvantages. The first drawback is the poorer functionality of mobile devices 

compared to landlines. This primarily refers to the size of the screen. Then, in mobile 

technology and mobile commerce, heterogeneity is present. It necessitates the non-

standardization of devices, operating systems and network technologies. Therefore, it is a 

great challenge for international and telecommunications organizations to find commonly 

accepted solutions in the form of different IP protocols. The problem is also reflected in the 

personalization of mobile devices as they can be alienated and/or destroyed much easier. 

Accordingly, they need to be protected adequately which increases the cost of procurement, 

use and maintenance. Finally, wireless communication between the mobile device and the 

transmission network creates additional security risks that are increasing and diversifying with 

each new technology (Panian, 2013).  

 

 

Croatian telecommunication market 
 

For many years there was a monopoly on the provision of telecommunications services in 

Croatia. Due to the rapid expansion of supply options, increased quality efficiency, diversity 

and innovation, a certain degree of market competition has been established. The solution was 

established based on imposed regulation based on (i) establishing competition through 

licenses of new operators and service providers, (ii) ensuring interconnection between 

telecommunications networks and operator services and (iii) preventing abuse of dominant 

operators (Marin, 2014). 
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The legal framework for telecommunication activities is regulated by the Electronic 

Communications Act (originally: Zakon o elektroničkim komunikacijama, NN 73/08, 90/11, 

133/12, 80/13, 71/14, 72/17). It is in line with the regulatory framework of the European 

Union and has been in force since mid-2017. It covers several regulations related to the 

management, provision and maintenance of all types of communication and electronic 

services, as well as measures for the protection and security of all participants in the 

telecommunications market (Grgurić, 2019). The Croatian Network Regulatory Agency 

(abbreviated as HAKOM) is the competent national regulatory authority that takes all 

appropriate measures in compliance with the principles of objectivity, transparency, non-

discrimination and proportionality. Besides, HAKOM promotes competition in the activities 

of electronic communications networks and services, as well as electronic communications 

infrastructure and related equipment. It also promotes the interests of service users and 

contributes to the development of the European Union's internal market (Popović, 2015). In 

addition to HAKOM, Croatian Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT) also operates 

as the relevant authority. It has two basic tasks: (i) prevention and protection against computer 

threats to the security of public information systems in Croatia, and (ii) performing activities 

in the technical areas of information security of state bodies of Croatia (cert.hr, 2020). 

 

Chronologically, the liberalization of the telecommunications market in Croatia occurred in 

1998. Though, significant changes happen in October 2005 when the third mobile network 

operator entered the market. The next liberalization step happened in 2006. Mobile number 

portability was enabled and the third mobile telecommunications operator was significantly 

strengthened (Pejić Bach et al, 2013; Skuflic & Mravak, 2011). In addition to liberalization, 

the development and trends of telecommunications services were affected by the global 

economic crisis. These include trends in the use of fixed and mobile telephone services, as 

well as the movement of broadband Internet connections (Kovačević et al., 2017).  

 

Namely, the number of fixed telephone lines increased until 2010. After that, it declines 

continuously. Also, the inverse proportion between the minutes spent in the fixed network and 

those in the mobile network, whose number has been continuously increasing since 2008, is 

evident. When it comes to the sent messages, it can be seen that this number fluctuates from 

year to year as the number of broadband connections continues to grow significantly. In 2012, 

for example, it increased by more than 200% compared to 2007 (Croatian Bureau of 

Statistics, 2017).  

 

Looking at the number of users, the upward trajectory from 2005 to 2010 is visible. At that 

time, the number of mobile users reached 6.36 million. If this number is compared with the 

Croatian population (4.29 million inhabitants), it can be concluded that on average every other 

Croat used more than one number in the mobile network. However, a downward trend in the 

number of users has been recorded after 2010 (HAKOM, 2011). On the one hand, this is a 

result of the crisis and reduced purchasing power of citizens, but on the other hand, it is a 

consequence of the expanded range of services that mobile operators provide to their users. In 

essence, the total business activity in a fixed public communications network (from the 

revenue side, number of users, outbound operator traffic to number of connections) decreases 

from year to year. When it comes to the mobile network, the situation is slightly different. 

Table 1 shows some of the basic indicators of the current state of the mobile market in 

Croatia. It also gives an insight into the situation in 2013 and 2015 so that trends can be 

observed. 
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Table 1: Mobile telecommunication services in 2013, 2015 and 2018 
 2013 2015 2018 

The number of mobile connections 4.912.134 4.415.660 4.388.476 

Total revenue of the electronic communications market* 12.07  10.95  11.53 

Total revenue from mobile phone services* 6.05  4.23  4.35 

Total investments of electronic communications operators* 2.41 2.54  2.59 

Total investments of electronic communications operators in 

the mobile network* 
- 1.64 1.74 

Total revenue from broadband internet service - Mobile 

Internet Access* 
- 1.89  2.57 

Duration of roaming calls on international networks 

(in millions of minutes) 
48 86  551 

Source: Croatian Regulatory Authority for Network Industries (HAKOM)  

Note: *in millions of HRK 

 

The number of mobile subscribers decreased. According to the latest available data, it was 

approximately 4.39 million. The reduction is a consequence of favourable tariff packages for 

users. The total revenue of the electronic communications market exceeded HRK 11.53 

billion in 2018. That is an increase of HRK 73 mil. in comparison with the previous year. 

Mobile phone services make up 37.7% of total revenue and with Internet access (39,1%) they 

represent the largest revenue item. The total investment of electronic communications 

operators in Croatia is progressively increasing. More than HRK 2.5 billion has been invested 

in the market. The main investment segment (67%) are investments in infrastructure 

development and innovation in the mobile communications network. The basis of 

advancement in the digital society is a broadband internet, which is closely linked to the rise 

in popularity and adoption of smartphones. Total revenue from this service has been growing 

steadily since 2015. In 2018, broadband Internet access accounted for the largest share of total 

mobile phone revenue, generating the highest revenue to date. Mobile broadband has 

generated revenue of more than two and a half billion Croatian kunas. Data traffic in mobile 

networks is doubling every year for the last three years. The novelty of 2016 is the emergence 

of an unlimited tariff. Internationalization is also reflected in the duration of calls from 

roaming customers on international networks. Specifically, it recorded an enormous increase 

as a result of population mobility. It was realized by Croats abroad, but also by foreign 

visitors in Croatia (HAKOM, 2019; HAKOM, 2015). 

 

The mobile market in Croatia is divided mainly between three major mobile operators: 

Hrvatski Telekom, A1 Croatia and Tele2. Hrvatski Telekom is one of the most powerful 

economic entities. It is the leading provider of telecommunications services in Croatia with a 

share of about 45% (HT Group, Financial statements 2019). They provide fixed and mobile 

telephony, wholesale, internet and data services. Their business strategy is based on the 

quality of service, customer satisfaction and further development of broadband and value-

added services related to broadband. They are continuously investing significant financial 

resources in modernization to maintain their competitive advantage. With the advent of A1 

operator in 1998, the monopoly in the Croatian telecommunications market ceases. A1 

Croatia is part of an Austrian group that is considered to be a leader in the provision of digital 

services and communications solutions in Central and Eastern Europe. They also strive to be 
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as innovative as possible and to take leadership in individual telecommunication segments. 

They set a record in the mobile segment of the demonstrated speed and capacity of 5G 

technology. At one time, they were leaders when it came to customer satisfaction (Tomić, 

2017). Since 2005, Tele2 has been competing in the telecommunications market in Croatia. 

The main strategic approach is to provide the greatest value for money. As a result, they have 

become one of the fastest-growing telecommunications operators. 

 

 

Research on the usage of mobile commerce in Croatia 

 
Methodology 

 

Research on the usage of mobile phones when doing mobile commerce was conducted 

through an online survey created by Google Forms. The survey was composed of 10 closed-

ended questions. Specifically, respondents were given the choice of predefined responses. The 

questions were divided into three main categories. The first part addressed general questions 

about the profile of the respondents. The second group of questions included the purpose of 

using the cell phone, the number of applications and information on the products and services 

offered by the cell phone in the purchasing process. The third part of the survey referred to the 

experience gained when shopping via their cell phones and contemplations about future 

purchases via mobile devices.  

 

The survey was conducted on the sample of inhabitants of the Republic of Croatia, regardless 

of any specific characteristic. The only prerequisite was that they were persons living on the 

territory of the Republic of Croatia. Such a broad definition of the sample was chosen since 

we aimed to include all the age groups of Croatian inhabitants to reflect the habits of various 

citizen groups. Recent research indicated that mobile commerce has become more and more 

popular among all age groups (Liu et al., 2018). The survey was conducted during February 

2018. A total of 174 respondents participated in the survey, of which the dominant category 

was women (61%). The survey was attended by the majority of young people up to 35 years 

(60% of respondents). All respondents were from the vicinity of the city of Zagreb. The 

relevant results were analysed, described descriptively and presented below. 

 

Results 

 

The majority of respondents (65%) use a mobile phone for both – personal and business 

purposes. Interestingly, as many as 33% of respondents use the cell phone for personal use 

only, while only 2% do so solely for business purposes. It is assumed that the above 

respondents are not employed and do not need to provide any business communication. When 

asked about the number of applications installed in a mobile device, the distribution is as 

follows: 30% of respondents have more than 15 applications, 22% of respondents use 

between 11 and 15 applications, 37% of respondents between 6 and 10 applications, and 11% 

are not inclined to more complex use of mobile phones so they use up to 5 applications. When 

it comes to the frequency of using a mobile device to obtain product information, 105 

respondents (60%) do not have this practice. On the other hand, 40 respondents (24%) often 

use a cell phone to inform themselves about the products they intend to buy and 26 

respondents (15%) always seek information about products using a mobile device. 

Furthermore, 30% of respondents often change their mind about buying a product or service 

through mobile phones, and 45% of respondents are not influenced by the information they 
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receive and do not change their original decision. The remaining 25% always base their 

decision solely on the information collected via mobile phones. 

 

Most respondents (61%) have experience in purchasing a product or service through a mobile 

device. Furthermore, when using mobile apps or the Internet, the impact of ads on purchase is 

noticeable. 89% of respondents are (almost) always or oftentimes susceptible to an impulsive 

tendency to buy after seeing ads. The remaining 11% were not encouraged to buy because of 

the ads they saw. When it comes to a sense of security when purchasing via a mobile device, 

35% of respondents are generally considered safe. The same number of respondents is 

indifferent, and 19 respondents retain the extremes of opinion – either feeling complete 

security or total insecurity. The future of mobile shopping is promising, according to 

respondents. Specifically, 58% of respondents believe that mobile devices will replace 

computers in online purchase. A pessimistic attitude is held by 15% of respondents, while the 

remaining 27% of respondents remain restrained. 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

The mobile market has undergone some major changes in the early 1990s. Cheaper, smaller-

sized mobile phones were manufactured and service gradually improved. The turning point 

was 1998 when suddenly everyone owned a cell phone. Mobile technology has become an 

indispensable part of everyday life. Mobile devices have significantly changed the way people 

communicate. It has a tremendous impact on business life and is present in almost every 

segment of modern business. The development of mobile technology, the mobile internet and 

the growing number of mobile devices in the world have made it possible to perform 

numerous activities regardless of the location of the user. This inevitably influenced the 

emergence and development of mobile commerce. 

 

Mobile commerce is extremely important because it allows consumers to shop through their 

smart mobile devices from anywhere and anytime. Given the accelerated pace of life in which 

time is an essential element of private and business life, the development of mobile commerce 

is a turning point and a great relief for every person. Today, mobile commerce offers several 

options. In addition to buying from home at any time and without the need for mobility, it also 

provides easier information on product features and accompanying services, a search of 

catalogues and promotions for easier price comparison to save time and money.  

 

Telecommunication networks connect all countries of the world with huge transmission 

capacities. Today's capabilities for global information transfer are thousands of times greater 

than just fifteen years ago. This is the result of the persistent construction of 

telecommunications networks around the world. The fact is that the market for 

telecommunications services has been making remarkable progress in the last ten years and 

that a well-developed telecommunications network is a necessary prerequisite for the 

economic progress of the country, including Croatia. 

 

Most countries have opened up their telecommunications sector to competition. However, 

liberalization has taken place at different epochs and has been achieved through different 

tools. In Croatia, the liberalization of the telecommunications market began in the late 1990s 

and took place in several stages. The regulatory framework in electronic communications was 

adapted to EU regulations long before Croatia acceded to the Union. Croatian regulatory 

agency for network activities is responsible for market surveillance. The mobile market in the 
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Republic of Croatia is split between three major mobile operators. What can be deduced from 

the data collected is that HT successfully retains its leading position from the outset and that 

Tele2, although the least competitive, is continuously showing a tendency to grow in terms of 

market share and several users. 

 

The results of a survey research on the usage of mobile phones during online commerce are 

summarized and shown below. The majority of respondents use a cell phone for both business 

and private purposes. However, obtaining information about products and services through 

mobile devices is still a relatively rare practice. Also, a small proportion of respondents said 

they would change their mind about buying a product because of the information collected 

through mobile devices. The tendency towards online shopping is present, despite some 

scepticism when it comes to feeling secure when shopping.  The study found that the ads 

encourage the purchase and that mobile phones are increasingly being more often used when 

making purchases.  

 

The conducted survey has several limitations. The first limitation of this research may be the 

limitation of the data collection method – an online survey. Given that the survey was located 

exclusively in electronic form, it could be accessed by computer literate respondents and 

those who own a computer or mobile phone and have Internet access. Another limitation of 

the survey represents the demographic characteristics of the respondents. All respondents 

were from the Zagreb area. Therefore, the restriction leads to a relative homogeneity of 

respondents in terms of demographic and social characteristics. A third limitation was the 

convenience of the sample and the small number of respondents who make the sample 

unrepresentative. Due to the mentioned research, the data can be considered indicative. 

However, research results still provide a valuable insight into the impact of mobile devices on 

mobile commerce in Croatian settings. Given that this is an area of great interest, future 

research is warranted that would be conducted on a broader sample, including a wider 

geographical area.  
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Abstract  

Digital transformation, as a cultural shift that integrates people, technology and business, is 

an ongoing process which affects many or all segments within society. It is a necessary and 

unavoidable process in changing the way of doing business as it increases productivity, value 

creation and the social welfare. However, there is a need to identify key factors that enable 

the successful implementation and support the process of digital transformation. Therefore, 

the primary goal of this paper is to analyse importance of one of the six key factors in this 

context: continuous learning. Companies should rely on continuous learning while facing the 

digital transformation process. Results based on a sample of medium and large enterprises in 

the Republic of Croatia shows that the private sector is developing the ability of continuous 

learning to a greater extent than public sector. 

 

Keywords: Digital transformation, Organizational culture, Continuous learning, Chi-Square 
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Introduction  
 

Organization and management theorists have long agreed that one of the key characteristics of 

the functioning of modern organizations is a very unstable and uncertain environment which 

implies the need for high flexibility of companies. Therefore, for modern companies it is 

necessary to have the sense of agility and the need for a turnaround of the traditional ways of 

doing business. The list of changes that have shaped the modern world of work is long and 

have brought about new circumstances in which many organizations struggle to cope (Sausa 

& Rocha, 2019).  

 

Digital transformation, through new trends related to technological, social and economic 

aspects of the use of information and communication technologies, means the phenomenon of 

transition from a traditional economy to the economy based on network information, faster 
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decision-making with the emergence of new business models in the modern world. Also, 

digital transformation encompasses an organization’s ability to adapt, respond, and position 

itself for success in the face of rapid technology evolution (Vial, 2019).  

 

With today’s level of development, the process of transition to the digital economy is 

irreversible and it can be concluded that doing business in a modern and dynamic 

environment is based on the effective use of information and knowledge that contribute to the 

innovative creation of new values. Digital transformation includes a set of very complex 

activities and within this, employee learning and training requires special attention. If an 

organization does not have and not develop an appropriate set of skills, knowledge, and 

attitudes with continuous learning, it will not be able to cope with the challenges of the digital 

age (Vey, Fandel-Meyer, Zipp & Schneider, 2017). 

 

 

Managing digital transformation 

 

The concept of digital transformation is at a high level that is easy to illustrate. It indicates 

that things that were exclusively in the physical world are moving towards the digital today. 

But, there is currently no unique, commonly accepted definition of the term digital 

transformation and it is not uniformly recognized in the literature. Although it is currently a 

popular point of discussion, the key question is whether the digital transformation as a topic is 

really new.  

 

The foundations of digital transformation have been known since the 1990s when the process 

of business transformation began. But what is certain is that digital transformation is a 

phenomenon that occurs with the growing use of information and communication 

technologies (Christensen, 2016). Digital transformation is considered one of the main 

challenges in all industries in recent years without exception and with the above views, 

scientists agreed that it is associated with a fundamental shift by achieving superior 

performance in internal, external and overall dimensions.  

 

According to Kane (2017) and his understanding of digital transformation, it is about adopting 

business processes and practices to help the organization compete effectively in an 

increasingly digitalized world. The mentioned view brings two important implications. 

Implementation of digital technology in companies, is only one part of the story. Other issues 

include digital strategy, talent management, organizational structure and leadership that are 

equally important, if not more important for successful process of digital transformation 

(Singh, Klarner & Hess, 2020).  

 

Thus, digital transformation can be defined as the ultimate level of digital literacy achieved 

when developed digital forms enable creativity, innovation and encourage significant change 

within professional or personal development. Mazzone (2014) identifies the digital 

transformation with the deliberate and constant evolution of digital companies, business 

models, processes and methodologies through strategic and tactical ways. 

 

As the phenomenon of digital transformation has been explored in different academic 

domains, Ismail, Khater, and Zaki (2017) grouped the representation of the concept through 

different perspectives. This is shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Digital Transformation Perspectives 
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Source: Ismail, M.H., Khater, M. & Zaki, M. (2017) Digital Business Transformation and 

Strategy: What do We Know So Far? Great Britain: Cambridge Service Alliance, p. 2 

 

From a socio-economic perspective, digital transformation emphasizes a fundamental change 

in the economy and the world with the growing presence of digital technologies. There is a 

global change in economic relations with conceptually new connections that never existed 

before. The next perspective is related to industries and emphasizes how the destructive 

nature of digital technologies has revolutionized the way industries operate with the 

introduction of the concepts of Industry 4.0, smart factories and advanced manufacturing. 

Digital transformation also emphasizes the dynamics of networks while creating value in the 

digital age and the need for transformation is a clear business reality which affects companies 

of all sizes and shapes. The next perspective indicates how digital transformation uses 

technology as a tool and, with the development of organizational culture, practice and 

processes in the digital era, responds to people's expectations (Moroz, 2018). Lemon & 

Verhoef (2016) and Inman & Nikolova (2017) conclude that digital technology can benefit 

organizations, as it ultimately increases profitability and business performance and also plays 

a key role in increasing the competitive advantage. The last perspective shows the way in 

which digital transformation dramatically affects representation of individuals and mutual 

communication.  

 

Taken together, digital transformation encompasses changes from employee functions and 

daily operations to the creation of new digital organizations based on organizational culture, 

innovation, creation of new business values and shifts in the supply and demand for new 

services and talent throughout the economy in the digital age (Spremić, 2017). 

 

 

Developing continuous learning in the process of digital transformation 

 
The result of the implementation digital transformation is the expansion of the scope using 

information and communication technologies in the daily work of the organization. However, 

in practice there is a need to identify the enablers and key factors that facilitate the process of 

digital transformation and according to Sommerfeld and Moise-Cheung (2016) understanding 

the concept is the starting point in process. They emphasize that the challenge of digital 

transformation of business thus becomes the challenge of digital transformation of talent. It 

should be noted that organizations can be considered digitally competent when they have 

competent employees working in the company. Therefore, continuous learning, as one of key 

factors in the process of digital transformation, represents the ability to manage learning 

autonomously, use digital resources, and also maintain and take part in learning communities.  
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As today's companies operate in a turbulent business environment, changes, learning and 

knowledge management at the individual, group, organizational and inter-organizational level 

are among the most promising concepts of modern management literature.  

 

Organizational culture is a pervasive social system in an organization that guides the choice of 

strategic outcomes and ways to achieve them (Balaji, Jiang, Singh & Jha, 2020).  Guinan, 

Parise and Langowitz (2019) identify four essential team-based levers that enable digital 

transformation. These levers include diverse and targeted team composition, iterative goal 

setting, continuous learning, and talent management, which together separated positive digital 

transformation experiences from negative ones. Also, the developed organizational culture is 

the result of the work and business of the organization and is vividly described as the glue 

which keeps employees to work either well or badly within the business. 

 

The process of digital transformation for each organization offers a number of new 

opportunities, but organizations often lose sight of the essential elements, namely the three 

business fundamentals (Kane, 2015). Focusing on the technological aspects of digital business 

often leads to forgetting how the goal is to improve and enhance the way the organization has 

operated. Digital technologies are only part of the digital transformation that enables the 

creation of new and more efficient business strategies. The next two important items are the 

support of management and leadership, which is the key to success, and educating employees 

to make the organization succeed in digital initiatives. With adequate employee training, the 

new way of working requires free time and cognitive resources to run a new business model 

and system as successfully as possible. Although these basics sound simple, without their 

implementation, a digital business initiative will not be fully successful. 

 

It is interesting to mention that digital transformation is giving opportunity to create a new 

generation of jobs where employees can finally do what they are best at. Bajer (2017) 

observes that creativity in people acts as a problem solving mechanism, whit no rules defined. 

Also, facilitating the exchange of information and innovation and keeping the organization 

up-to-date and competitive in the market are in the long run contributes to the development of 

the organization. 

 

Among the many changes that will come about in the world of business and work over the 

coming years, those concerning professional development clearly stand out. 

 

Methodology and sample description 

 

The empirical research was conducted through a survey questionnaire on a sample of medium 

and large companies, i.e. companies with more than 50 employees within the private and 

public sector operating in Croatia. Medium and large-sized companies are defined according 

to the Accounting Act and indicators of the amount of total assets, revenue and average 

number of employees in the course of the financial year. In this research, the number of 

employees was used as the main criterion for the size of companies, and according to the 

Register of the Croatian Chamber of Economy and the Ministry of Finance, a total of 1,222 

medium and large companies from the private and public sector were included in the sample.  

 

Digital transformation, as a phenomenon, is not sufficiently analyzed in Croatia, and thus the 

appropriate choice of the target group of research was of extreme importance. The target 
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population is the management of the company, whether it is the president, member of the 

management or directors who have knowledge of the research topic. 

 

The research involved the collection of responses in the form of an online survey which was 

distributed via email in the period 10/2017- 6/2018. with explanation of the purpose of the 

survey and instructions for completing it. The survey was sent to 1,100 companies operating 

within the Republic of Croatia and 387 surveys were completed, which represents a return 

rate of 35.18% which is acceptable for this type of research. Based on these responses, a 

sample of a total of 83 female and 304 male subjects was obtained in this study, which makes 

a total of 387 subjects. It should be mentioned that out of the total number of analyzed 

companies, 317 companies belong to private sector, and 70 companies are classified as public 

companies. 

 

In order for the process of digital transformation process to be successful and lead to positive 

outcomes and results, it must consider a number of key factors which companies should 

acquire and develop in the transformation process. The following key factors are included: 

continuous learning, digital knowledge and skills, ability to apply new technologies to the 

business, strategic vision, network leadership and agility (Kokolek, 2019). When they are 

applied to an organization as a whole, they have a great impact.  

 

In this sense, the goal of this paper is to determine whether the implementation of digital 

transformation is dominantly present in the private or public sector. The main research 

hypothesis in this paper is that the implementation of digital transformation is prevalent in the 

private sector. The degree of digital transformation is determined based on the analysis of one 

of the key factors of digital transformation: continuous learning.  

 

 

Research results 

 

Continuous learning was examined in the form of the statement in which respondents ranked 

the: (i) extent to which the company carried out a continuous learning and education of 

employees to use digital resources and (ii) the extent to which it focuses on research, 

development, technological leadership and innovation. The results of the both statements are 

in the Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Distribution of companies in relation to the development of continuous learning 

Rating levels of ability 0 1 2 3 4 Total 

1
. 

S
ta

te
m

en
t 

Private 

Count 23 58 105 97 34 317 

% within Business 

ownership 
7,3% 18,3% 33,1% 30,06% 10,7% 100,0% 

Public 

Count 9 23 21 10 7 70 

% within Business 

ownership 
12,9% 32,9% 30,0% 14,3% 10,0% 100,0% 

2
. 

S
ta

te
m

en
t 

Private 

Count 15 35 122 105 40 317 

% within Business 

ownership 
4,7% 11,0% 38,5% 33,1% 12,6% 100,0% 

Public Count 13 12 24 18 3 70 
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% within Business 

ownership 
18,6% 17,1% 34,3% 25,7% 4,3% 100,0% 

Legend: 0 = not at all, 1 = small degree, 2 = moderate degree, 3 = high degree, 4 = very high degree 

Source: Author's calculation on research results 

 

According to the data in Table 1, respondents whose companies belong to the private sector 

agree to a greater extent with the given statements compared to respondents from the public 

sector. This means that private sector places more emphasis on research, development, 

technological leadership and innovation, and on the skills associated with continuous learning 

of employees within the company. 

 

To test the statistical significance in the difference between the responses from the private 

sector and public sector we use hi-square test, with following statistical hypotheses: 

 

H0: The respondent's opinion and assessment of a greater measure of developing the ability of 

continuous learning does not differ depending on the ownership of the company in which 

he/she works. 

 

H1: The respondent's opinion and assessment of a greater measure of developing the ability of 

continuous learning differs depending on the ownership of the company in which he/she 

works. 

 

Table 2 shows whether there is a statistical significance in the difference between the 

respondents' opinions dependent on the ownership of the company. 

 

Table 2. Statistical significance of the remaining statements within the continuous learning 

No.. Chi-Square Value df Asymptotic Significance (2-sided) 

1.Statement. Pearson Chi-Square (𝟐) 21,778 4 0,000 

2.Statement Pearson Chi-Square (𝟐) 11,531 4 0,021 

Legend:  ^2= Value, df= Asymptotic Significance, (p) = empirical level of significance 

Source: Author's calculation on research results 

 

The results of the Chi-square test point to rejection of the null hypothesis for both statements 

related to the development of continuous learning. At the significance level of 5%, there is a 

statistically significant difference between the respondents' opinions of competence 

assessment between sectors. Thus, we can conclude that the private sector is developing the 

ability of continuous learning to a greater extent than public companies. 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

Digital transformation is fundamentally transforming the way we do business. It is important 

that organizations see digital change not as a threat, but as a great opportunity. Continuous 

and lifelong learning, digital knowledge and skills, ability to apply new technologies to the 

business, strategic vision, network leadership and agility are powerful business tools for the 

21st century. Separately they each make employees better professionals and collectively they 

enable organizations to successfully face digital challenges.  
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After providing insights into the current research effort in the field of digital transformation in 

the theoretical part, the main goal of this paper in the empirical part was to investigate how 

continuous learning affects the digital transformation of private and public companies in 

Croatia. More precisely, the key empirical question was whether there are statistically 

significant differences in one of the key factors of digital transformation, continuous learning, 

between private and public companies. 

 

Our results showed that private sector companies in Croatia put more emphasis on continuous 

learning compared to public sector companies, despite the fact that many public sector 

companies engaged in the process of digital transformation in recent years. 

 

This research was based on the sample of medium and large enterprises in Croatia, while in 

the future research it would be interesting to also analyze workforce skills in small businesses 

which represent a generator of knowledge and innovation in the digital economy. 
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Abstract 

This paper aims to present a deep learning and artificial neural network application in the 

field of stock market trading, specifically, in the analysis and forecasting of the stock market 

prices as an additional tool to reduce risk and increase profits. The goal of the paper is to 

introduce a new form of technology, show its potential, and encourage further research into 

this subject in Republic of Croatia. To achieve this goal and to present the potential of this 

technology, two different artificial neural network prototypes were built, trained, and tested 

on the available set of historical stock price data from the Zagreb Stock Exchange. Two 

artificial networks were build using Python programming language: Long Short-Term 

Memory (LSTM) network and Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) network. Both artificial neural 

networks were built and the data sets they were trained and tested on were taken from the 

Zagreb Stock Exchange, containing historical stock prices of Croatian telecommunication 

companies, Optima Telekom (OPTE), and Hrvatski Telekom (HT). The results, i.e. price 

predictions, of both neural networks are presented in two parts. First, for OPTE stock prices 

and then for HT stock prices. 

 

Keywords: Artificial intelligence, deep learning, artificial neural networks, stock market 

trading, stock prices, Republic of Croatia 

 

JEL classification: C45, C53, G11 

 

 

Introduction 

 

The analysis involves a careful study of the available facts with an attempt to draw 

conclusions based on established principles and sound logic. It is part of the scientific method. 

However, in the application of securities analysis, we encounter a serious obstacle since 

investing by nature is not an exact science (Graham & Dodd, 2008). Therefore, various 

approaches are used and tested in the area of analysis and predicting stock market changes. 
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Deep learning is a subclass of machine learning, and today it is the front-runner of machine 

learning methods and is used in many branches of human life and modern-day society. Many 

companies have discovered its effectiveness and are actively investing and developing deep 

learning architectures to increase competitiveness. Some examples of deep learning 

applications can be found in web searches, e-commerce website recommendation systems, 

content filtering on social networks, smartphone applications such as artificial intelligence 

cameras. Deep learning is also used for computer vision, pattern recognition, natural language 

processing, etc. (LeCun, Bengio, & Hinton, 2015.). Most deep learning methods include the 

use of an artificial neural network. 

This paper aims to present a new approach to stock market analysis using artificial 

intelligence, i.e. deep learning, as one of the fastest-growing technologies today, and to 

explore its potential in predicting future stock prices. Both a theoretical basis for the 

application of this model will be presented, as well as a practical example in a form of an 

artificial neural network, which will analyze historical data and predict future stock prices. 

The main research question of this paper is “Can artificial intelligence, i.e. deep learning 

model, successfully predict future price movements?”. 

To achieve the goal of this paper, two different artificial neural networks were built, 

Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) and Long Short-term Memory (LSTM) neural network. Both 

networks were built using Python programming language and its libraries. Stock prices used 

for training and testing the artificial neural networks were taken from the Zagreb Stock 

Exchange, and are those of Croatian telecommunication companies, Optima Telekom (OPTE) 

and Hrvatski Telekom (HT) for the period from January 1, 2015. Until January 1, 2020. 

After the introduction, the second part of the paper cover similar research involving artificial 

neural networks. The third part of the paper presents the methodology used in this paper.  

Results of the utilized artificial neural networks on the datasets from the Zagreb Stock 

Exchange are presented in the fourth part, and concluding remarks are presented in the final 

part of the paper.  

 

 

Literature review 
 

There is a long history of studying securities, and to this day, it has become a separate 

scientific discipline, which we call the investors to approach, investment analysis, portfolio 

management, etc. (Orsag, 2015). Stock market predictability and tools to increase investment 

effectiveness have a long history of research and study. While opinions on the subject differ, 

many empirical studies do show that financial markets, i.e. stock markets, are somewhat 

predictable. 

Security analysis can be divided into two basic directions: fundamental and technical analysis. 

In terms of security analysis and efficient investment, the fundamental analysis includes 

analysis of entire industries, or individual industries, international industrial trends, inflation, 

and the like. In the analysis of joint-stock companies, their operations are analyzed based on 

publicly available financial statements and other public information relevant to their 

operations. In doing so, various standardized indicators are used, which are publicly available 

and are monitored continuously. The main goal of fundamental analysis is, based on various 

indicators, to determine which factors affect a particular price of a security, and to identify 

those securities that are overvalued or undervalued to achieve a return. Technical analysis is 

used in the analysis of various conditions in the capital market, such as price changes, 

exchange volume, supply, and demand, etc. All of these terms are graphically displayed and 

processed to find the best time to act, be it buying or selling. Capital market indicators such as 
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Dow Jones Industrial Averages, S&P 500 Index (Standard & Poors), NASDAQ, etc. are also 

used. 

Deep learning based on usage of neural network emerged recently as the novel approach to 

the security analysis, with various applications. Deep learning is a subset of machine learning, 

as machine learning is a subset of artificial intelligence. Deep learning represents a new 

approach to learning from data that is based on concluding successive layers of increasingly 

meaningful representations (Chollet, 2018). The number of layers in a certain model 

represents its depth. Some machine learning approaches (and earlier neural networks) tend to 

contain only one or two layers of representations of the data and are commonly known as 

shallow learning models. Deep learning, on the other hand, at least modern versions of it, use 

tens or even hundreds of layers of representations and are almost always represented by a 

model called artificial neural network (Chollet, 2018). 

Artificial neural networks are often compared to a human brain, hence the name neural 

network. However, despite some similarities with the human brain, and concepts that were 

introduced to the development of artificial neural networks based on scientific understanding 

of a human brain, deep learning models, i.e. artificial neural networks, are not models of the 

brain and are not modeled after the brain. They are a programmed mathematical framework 

designed for learning representations and discovering patterns in data (Chollet, 2018). 

Artificial neural networks are often used for security analysis. For example, Chong, Han, & 

Park (2017) proposed a model for stock market prediction using data from the Korean stock 

market, and compared its results to established linear autoregressive models and have found 

that deep learning models have outperformed the linear models in the training set. However, 

they’ve also concluded that the advantage drastically lowers in the testing phase. 

Hiransha, Gopalakrishnan, Menon, & Soman (2018) also tested artificial neural networks on 

the New York Stock Exchange and compared its efficiency with ARIMA linear model. They 

have found that Convolutional neural network (CNN) outperformed the other types of neural 

networks used in the research, and have also observed that the neural networks outperformed 

the ARIMA linear model in price prediction. 

Selvin, R, Gopalakrishnan, Menon, & Soman (2017) also proposed a deep learning 

technology for stock price prediction and have found that the proposed system was capable of 

identifying patterns within the data, and have also found that CNN networks were capable of 

capturing changes in trends. They have trained the model on Infosys stock prices and were 

able to predict future stock prices for Infosys, TCS, and Cipla, once again proving the 

potential of deep learning technology. 

Nelson, Pereira, & de Oliveira (2017) built an LSTM prediction model and tested it through a 

series of experiments. Their results show promise, as the neural network was getting more 

than 55% accuracy when predicting a rise or fall of a certain stock. 

Many more papers have covered the use of deep learning models in some form of prediction, 

most of which have concluded that artificial neural networks have great potential and a large 

field of application. Besides, this technology hasn't yet reached its peak. It is still being 

developed, and new architectures and fields of application are still being discovered almost 

daily.  

 

 

Methodology 

 
Data 

The data for the analysis were taken from the Zagreb Stock Exchange website, and they 

include the historical prices of Optima Telekom shares (OPTE), and Hrvatski Telekom shares 

(HT). OPTE and HT are Croatian companies based in Zagreb, and both are providers of 
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telecommunication services. As such they are listed on the Zagreb Stock Exchange as part of 

the “Telecommunications” sector.  

The downloaded data sets contain daily data on the starting price, highest price, lowest price, 

closing price, average share price, quantity, and the number of transactions, all from 1 January 

2015. to 1 January 2020. 

Both data sets were divided into training data (80%) and testing data (20%). The first 80% of 

the data will be used to train neural networks, and the last 20% of the values in the data sets 

will be used to test each network and will serve as a measure of neural network performance. 

The movement of prices of both shares is shown for the period from 1 January 2015 to 1 

January 2020 (Figure 1). 

Figure 12: Historical data of OPTE and HT shares (1.1.2015-1.1.2020) 

  
Source: Authors’ work 

 

Research methods 

 

Since the use of deep learning models, i.e. artificial neural networks, is an extremely complex 

process, which requires significant investment, knowledge and time to build, train and test, 

the aim of this paper is to present two simple models of artificial neural networks as an 

example of deep learning in the area of predicting future movements, in this case of stock 

prices. 

As previously mentioned, there are several types of artificial neural networks that can accept 

different data to solve different tasks. In this paper, simple Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) and 

Long Short-term Memory (LSTM) neural networks, created using Python programming 

language and its packages (keras, tensorflow, etc.), were built and used. The results are 

presented using the numpy and matplotlib packages. 

The subject of the paper is the comparison of actual prices of OPTE and HT shares with the 

prices predicted by the neural network models (last 20% of data – testing data). It is important 

to emphasize that these models are just a simple representation of the principle by which 

artificial neural networks operate. For further in-depth analysis and more accurate, i.e. 

reliable, predictions, it would be necessary to program a more complete neural network that 

would take many more factors into account and which should be trained in several phases 

with different data. 

This paper does not advocate replacing the existing analyses but rather complement them to 

increase efficiency. The application of simpler neural networks is more in line with technical 

analysis since the conditions and indices observed through technical analysis are much easier 

to record, acquire, and load into the neural network. Such is the case with the models in this 

paper. The downloaded data set contains data on the closing price of shares from the Zagreb 

Stock Exchange, which is enough for these neural networks to make simple forecasts. In 

fundamental analysis, data collection would be somewhat more difficult, but not impossible. 

As a part of building working neural network models, the available data was standardized 

using the MinMaxScaler package from the sklearn.preprocessing Python module. The data 
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was then divided into training and testing data. 80% of data was used for training and the rest 

was used for testing the models. 

Both neural networks were built using a Sequential model which is a part of Keras Python 

library. To verify the results given by neural network models, we used mean squared error. 

Neural networks were trained over 100 epochs, in batch size of 33, using MSE as a measure 

of quality and Adam as the optimizer. Adam is an optimization algorithm commonly used to 

train deep learning models. 

The training was completed successfully with a reported MSE of 0.0016 for LSTM network, 

and 0.0013 for MLP network. The results of testing the models can be found below. 

 

 

Results 
 

As previously stated, two different neural network architectures, MLP, and LSTM were used 

to analyze and predict stock prices, and the results of these two models are presented in this 

chapter. 

 

Stock price prediction with MLP network  

Multilayer Perceptron is a fairly simple (compared to other neural networks) neural network 

architecture. However, the simplicity does not hinder its ability to accurately predict future 

movements. MLP is a commonly used artificial neural network that is being used in multiple 

fields. For example, Colombet,  Ruelland, Chatellier, Gueyffier, Degoulet, & Jaulent (2000) 

used a MLP model to predict cardiovascular risk, and Lee & Choeh (2014) used MLP to 

predict helpfulness of online reviews. 

Even using a relatively simple neural network that is MLP, when predicting future price 

movements of HT and OPTE stocks, we can notice the efficiency and potential of deep 

learning technology. Based on historical stock prices – marked in red – the MLP neural 

network was able to predict stock price movements to some extent, as is visible by the blue 

line in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 13: OPTE stock price prediction using MLP network 

 
Source: Authors’ work 
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We can view the results in more detail when we enlarge the graph (Figure 3). We can observe 

that the MLP network, at several time points, has successfully predicted the prices of OPTE 

shares. For example, for the time interval 50-100, it can be observed that MLP predicted 

relative price stagnation with a slight short-term decline, followed by a sharp increase present 

in the time interval 100. The success of the forecast is visible throughout the testing data, 

however, at several time points, the network failed to accurately predict price movements 

(e.g., time intervals 150, 170, and 220). These deviations could be somewhat corrected by 

further adjustment of the MLP model (weight correction), or by additional training and 

optimization of the MLP neural network. 

 

Figure 14: Comparison of actual and predicted OPTE stock prices using MLP 

 
Source: Authors’ work 

 

A similar degree of accuracy can be observed for the HT stock price data set. The MLP 

network once again predicted the stock price movements, highlighted in blue in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 15: HT stock price prediction using MLP network 
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Source: Authors’ work 

 

In Figure 5, when we study the graph in more detail, once again we can observe that the 

network predicted the price movements and at several time points captured the exact stock 

price. However, at several time intervals it did not successfully predict HT stock prices (e.g. 

time intervals 50, 70, 100, etc.). 

 

Figure 16: Comparison of actual and predicted HT stock prices using MLP 

 
Source: Authors’ work 

 

Even though the network was not perfectly accurate, MLP network successfully predicted a 

decline in stock prices (time interval 100), and then an increase (time interval 120), as well as 
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an increase in stock prices for the time interval 190-210. At time points the network was able 

to predict HT stock prices perfectly (e.g. time intervals 60, 120, 130, etc.). 

 

Stock price prediction with LSTM network 

LSTM neural network is one of the youngest neural network architectures which is popularly 

used for time series prediction, classification, and processing because of its ability to “learn” 

long-term dependencies. An example would be using an LSTM network to predict real-time 

traffic flow (Fu, Zhang, & Li, 2016). Fu, Zhang, & Li used LSTM model to predict traffic 

flow because existing models such as ARMA and ARIMA couldn’t capture the nonlinear 

nature of traffic flow. Similarly, Duan, L.V., & Wang (2016) used an LSTM neural network 

to predict travel time. LSTM neural networks show promising results in time series prediction 

which can also be seen in this paper. 

The LSTM network has proven to be extremely effective using a simple model built with 

Keras package of the Python environment. The first graph (Figure 6) shows the actual price 

movement from 2015 to 2020 (red line) and the predicted prices given by the LSTM network 

on the testing data (blue line). From the graph, it can be seen that the network noticed and 

predicted the movement of OPTE stock prices. Of course, this model needs to be further 

tested on future stock price data to establish its real efficiency and usefulness in stock market 

analysis and investment. 
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Figure 17: OPTE stock price prediction using LSTM network 

 
Source: Authors’ work 

 

When the graph is enlarged and we study the results in more detail (Figure 8), we can observe 

that, although the neural network mostly did not perfectly estimate the exact stock prices, it 

predicted the actual price movement. The network predicted the fall and rise of prices (time 

points 100, 110, 150, etc.), and at certain time intervals perfectly accurately predicted the 

price of OPTE shares (time points 90, 105, 110, etc.).  

 

Figure 18: Comparison of actual and predicted OPTE stock prices using LSTM 

 
Source: Authors’ work 

 

We can also notice that the accuracy of the LSTM network decreases over time, which can be 

mitigated to some extent by optimizing the LSTM model. If we compare MLP and LSTM 

models in this paper, we will notice that the MLP network gave more accurate predictions for 

OPTE stock prices. However, the LSTM network is a more complex and more advanced 

model of an artificial neural network, which with further optimization and development would 

produce significantly better results. Nevertheless, even with these simple models, we can 

discern the potential of deep learning, i.e. artificial neural networks. 

For the results of the LSTM network, in case of HT stock prices, we can observe slightly 

better, more accurate results. The LSTM network again managed to predict the overall stock 

price movement (Figure 9). 
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Figure 19: HT stock price prediction using LSTM network 

 
Source: Authors’ work 

 

When we look at the graph more closely (Figure 10), we can see that the LSTM network 

successfully predicted the rise and fall of stocks (e.g. time interval 100-110) and that the 

accuracy of the network remained the same over time. We can also notice that the LSTM 

network at several time points perfectly predicted the price of HT stocks (e.g. time points 60, 

80, 135, etc.). However, at some time points it has failed to predict the prices accurately (e.g. 

time points 45, 105, 190, etc.). 

 

Figure 20: Comparison of actual and predicted HT stock prices using LSTM 

 
Source: Authors’ work 

 

 

Discussion  
 

This paper, and similar research done in the past, can give a clear answer to the question 

stated at the beginning of this paper: “Can artificial intelligence, i.e. deep learning model, 

successfully predict future price movements?”. The answer is yes, yes it can. However, an 

artificial neural network (or any other artificial intelligence model) will never be able to 
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predict price movements 100% of the time. It can, however, reduce risk and increase 

efficiency of analyses that are currently used for stock market trading and price prediction. 

This has been proven many times. Even though artificial neural networks have just recently 

been developed to a point they can be effectively used for time series prediction (and other 

tasks), the field of deep learning models has been a part of the scientific research for a much 

longer time. For example, Kimoto, Asakawa, Yoda, & Takeoka (1990) used modular neural 

networks to create a time prediction system which buys and sells stocks on the Tokyo Stock 

Exchange. They developed a number of learning algorithms and prediction methods for the 

system. The system achieved accurate predictions, and the simulations created for stock 

trading showed an excellent profit.  

Guresen, Kayakutlu, & Daim (2011) used Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), dynamic artificial 

neural network (DAN2) and a hybrid neural network (GARCH) to predict daily closing values 

on NASDAQ Stock Exchange. They used MSE and MAD to compare the efficiency for each 

model. They’ve found that MLP gave satisfying results and was able to predict price 

movements, DAN2 was architecturally inconsistent, and the hybrid neural network did not 

give any meaningful results. 

Chen, Zhou, & Dai (2015) modeled an LSTM neural network and used it to predict stock 

returns on the stock market in China, and have found their prediction accuracy to increase 

drastically when using an LSTM neural network. 

And, as mentioned before, Chong, Han, & Park (2017) proposed a model for stock market 

prediction using data from the Korean stock market. Hiransha, Gopalakrishnan, Menon, & 

Soman (2018) tested artificial neural networks on the New York Stock Exchange and many 

more papers have been written on this subject. Most of them conclude that artificial neural 

networks can predict (to a certain extent) future price movements, and that they outpeform 

most, if not all, currently used tools for stock market analysis and price prediction. 

This conclusion can be drawn from the results in this paper as well. It is evident that even 

simple neural network models can predict future price movements, and with further 

optimization produce even more accurate results. However, further research and development 

is required to be able to apply a neural network model in a real world environment. 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

As part of this work, two different artificial neural networks, LSTM and MLP, were built and 

used to analyze and predict stock prices on the Zagreb Stock Exchange. The data sets used for 

training and forecasting include historical stock prices of OPTE and HT were taken from the 

Zagreb Stock Exchange. 

This paper aimed to present models of deep learning, i.e. artificial neural networks, for 

analysis and prediction of stock prices. This was achieved by using the Python programming 

language and its packages. It is important to note that the neural networks used in this paper 

are simple models, which, with adequate upgrades and optimization, can be improved 

significantly. Besides, there are a large number of different artificial neural networks that are 

not part of this paper but do possess the potential for analysis and prediction. One example 

would be a Convolutional neural network, which is primarily used for computer vision but 

can also be adapted to a task such as time series prediction. However, since the development 

of more advanced neural networks requires greater investment and time, research has been 

conducted with simpler neural network models. 

However, even the results of simple artificial neural network models allow conclusions to be 

drawn on the application of deep learning methods in the stock market, and one of the 
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conclusions is that they can be a powerful tool in stock analysis, which can reduce investment 

risk and increase efficiency. 

The availability of data today, as well as stronger processing computer power with the 

development of related technology, allow both large and small investors to strengthen their 

investments by using various tools. Classical analyses, technical and fundamental, can be 

optimized by applying various methods, especially deep learning methods. The number of 

research projects on deep learning is growing exponentially, and methodology and technology 

are evolving daily, so it is highly likely that deep learning methods, and artificial intelligence 

in general, will become standard instruments of stock analysis and price prediction. 

It is important to emphasize that the models used in this paper use a simple neural network 

architecture, which can most certainly be improved with time and resources. Nevertheless, 

some conclusions can be drawn by observing and comparing the results. Furthermore, 

numerous neural network architectures can be used for time series prediction, including 

predicting stock prices. However, building and optimizing those architectures would also take 

time, which is beyond the scope of this paper. All these architectures are continuously 

upgraded; their efficiency is rising rapidly, as is their area of application. Therefore, this poses 

a new potential area for future research.  
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Abstract  

Relevance. Globalization, technological change and the development of information and 

communication technologies (ICT)worldwide lead to more intensive use of knowledge and 

ICT  in companies. One of the management tools to help ensure this is the idea management 

systems (IMS), for which research is topical. Thereby, the research of IMS is both practical 

and theoretical. The use of IMS has already become a part of the innovation culture in 

multiple organisation around the world. The authors of this paper aim to explore web-based 

IMS and their usage impact on IM results. 

Methodological approach. The authors conducted empirical research by holding a survey 

based on adaptive structuration theory framework in 2018. In the research paper analysis 

447 responses were included. The object of the research is companies using IMS. The subject 

of the research is the impact of types of IMS on IM results. 

Results. Basic data set analysis showed that it is possible to test the hypothesis on these data. 

That is the reason why in the further paper the authors conducted significance tests for 

population mean of ideas selection efficiency. A respondent frequency distribution shows the 

main trends that will be tested: (1) passive IMS provide higher idea selection efficiency than 

active; (2) internal IMS provide higher idea selection efficiency than external; (3) internal 

IMS provide higher idea selection efficiency than mixed; (4) mixed IMS provide higher idea 

quality than external. From test results, the authors conclude that sample data provide strong 

evidence to support conclusions that: (1) passive IMS provide higher idea selection efficiency 

than active; (2) internal IMS provide higher idea selection efficiency than external. Sample 

data do not give enough evidence that internal IMS provide higher idea selection efficiency 

than mixed and mixed provide higher idea selection efficiency than external IMS. Basic data 

set analysis showed that it is possible to test the hypothesis on these data. That is the reason 

why authors further conduct significance tests for population mean of involvement efficiency. 

A respondent frequency distribution shows the main trends that will be tested: (1) passive IMS 

provide higher involvement efficiency than active; (2) internal IMS provide higher 

involvement efficiency than external; (3) internal IMS provide higher involvement efficiency 

than mixed; (4) mixed IMS provide higher involvement than external. From test results, the 
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authors would reject the null hypothesis and conclude that sample data provide strong 

evidence to support conclusions that: (1) passive IMS provide higher involvement efficiency 

than active; (2) internal IMS provide higher involvement efficiency than external. 

Sample data do not give enough evidence that internal IMS provide higher involvement 

efficiency than mixed and mixed provide higher involvement efficiency than external IMS. 

Value/Originality: (1) this paper fulfils an identified need to research IMS type application 

efficiency; (2) the paper provides empirical insight on how different IMS type application 

influence involvement and idea selection efficiency, that could help for enterprises to select 

the most appropriate IMS type. 

 

Keywords: Idea management systems, Idea quantity, Idea quality, Involvement, Survey 

research 

 

JEL classification: M190; M150, M110 

 

 

Introduction  
 

Innovation and knowledge management and application of ICT in organisations has become 

even more crucial during the last decades. Web-based idea management systems (IMS) 

provide all previously mentioned considerations, because it is a manageable systematic tool to 

generate and evaluate ideas. The use of web-based IMS has become a part of the 

organizational culture in various enterprises and Web-based IMS are used by many well-

known organizations such as Boeing, P&G, Volkswagen, Xerox, Pentax, Heineken, 

Panasonic, Sony, Fujitsu, Electrolux, Volvo, etc. The use of web-based IMS falls in line with 

current developments (e.g. growing importance of ICT, the spread of open innovation and co-

innovation, etc.). The authors expect that throughout the following years the role of web-

based IMS will grow as even more organizations will apply them. There are many good 

examples that show positive effects of using web-based IMS on organization performance. 

For example, BT Group uses its IMS Webstorm and due to this, the company has acquired 10 

000 ideas in the seven-year period between 2005 and 2012. Realization of these ideas has 

helped the company to earn an extra 100 million pounds and improve its customer loyalty 

(Bright Idea, 2018). Another example is Bruce Power, the only privately owned nuclear 

power station in Canada. It started using IMS Idealink Open two years ago and since then it 

has acquired more than 2700 ideas and more than 10 000 participants have participated in 

their management (generation, development). With the use of IMS both a decrease in costs 

and an increase in income can be achieved (Brain Bank, 2014). Application cases show that 

this tool gives the possibility to connect internal and external idea creators and evaluators in 

the idea management process and these systems could connect different entrepreneurship 

areas, for example, intrapreneurship and innovation management, opportunity identification 

and creation.  But there is a lack of research on exploration of web-based IMS application and 

its results. The authors of this paper aim to explore web-based IMS application type impact on 

the efficiency. To fill the gap the authors, apply theoretical and empirical approach with the 

main aim to examine how different IMS application types impact IMS efficiency. 

Applegate (1986) is the first researcher mentioning idea management (IM) and to begin IM 

and IMS research. Since then there has been several academic perspectives how to research 

IM and IMS. A majority of researches focus on systematic aspects of IM and IMS (e.g. Bailey 

and Horvitz, 2010; Barczak et al., 2009; Bjork and Magnusson, 2009; Coughlan and 

Jahanson, 2008; Flynn et al., 2003; Galbrait, 1982; Gish, 2011; Green et al., 1983; Korde and 

Paulus, 2016; Vandenbosch et al., 2006)  and structural (e.g. Bassiti and Ajhoun, 2013; 
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Bergendah and Magnusson, 2014; Divakaran, 2016; Luo and Tobia, 2015; Narvaez and 

Gardoni, 2015; Perez et al., 2013; Poveda et al., 2012;  Summa, 2004; Vagn et al., 2013; 

Voigt and Brem, 2006; Westerski and Iglesias, 2011, 2012; Westerski, 2013; Wooten and 

Ulrich, 2015). Structural literature sources focus on design and the process, but systematic 

literature sources focus on social capital, creativity, cognition, etc. (Rose and Jensen, 2012; 

Vagn et al., 2013). 

Authors have revealed in the previous researches that there are multiple types of research with 

a structural perspective that provide a theoretical base for IMS concept exploration. Literature 

about IMS overviews mostly existing IMS and their application and potential improvements 

(e.g. Summa, 2004; Bakker et al., 2006; Coughlan et al., 2008; Bothos et al., 2008; Bjork et 

al., 2009; Barczak et al., 2009; Beretta, 2015; Tung et al., 2009; Bailey et al., 2010; Hrastinski 

et al., 2010; Holzblatt et al.,2011; Westerski, 2013) but some researches also aim to research 

development of new IMS (e.g. Flynn et al., 2003; Vandenbosch et al., 2006; Lindroos, 2006; 

Bothos, et al, 2009; Iversen, et al., 2009; Bansemir et al., 2009; Bettoni et al., 2010; Xie et 

al.,2010; Bothos et al., 2012; Lowe and Heller, 2014). This paper aims to be part of the first 

type of papers which explore existing systems focusing on commercially available systems. 

Most researches that explore existing IMS research one or a few systems but this research 

studies involves the survey of different IMS users.  

IMS has not been given sufficient scientific attention and it should be researched how 

different IMS application types impact results (van den Ende et al., 2015). This research will 

fill this gap. First, paper will help researchers and IMS applicators to understand the basic 

IMS application types and their potential results. Second, exploration of different IMS types 

and their results could motivate entrepreneurs to overlook their IM strategies. Third, 

developers and users of web-based IMS see potential of these systems but positive outcomes 

do not often occur and that is one of the reasons why organizations do not use them in the 

long term (DeSanctis and Poole, 1994). That is the reason why it is important to explore web-

based IMS application types and their results, to explain what results companies could expect 

from different application types.  

In this paper, IM is defined as a systematic, manageable process of idea generation, 

evaluation, and repeated idea generation and evaluation if it is needed and IMS is defined as a 

tool, tool kit or complex system which provides systematic, the manageable process IM 

(Mikelsone and Liela, 2015). The authors use 2 IMS classifications: based on involved idea 

sources (internal, external, mixed) and based on the application focus (active, passive). The 

rsearch aims to answer to the research questions: (RQ1) How different IMS application types 

impact idea selection efficiency; (RQ2) How different IMS application types impact 

involvement efficiency. To answer these questions several hypotheses will be tested that are 

based on the 3 types of IMS and 4 dimensions of the results: 

(H1) Passive IMS provide higher idea creation efficiency than active. 

(H2) Internal IMS provide higher idea creation efficiency than external. 

(H3) Internal IMS provide higher idea creation efficiency than mixed. 

(H4) Mixed IMS provide higher idea creation efficiency than external. 

(H5) Passive IMS provide higher involvement efficiency than active. 

(H6) Internal IMS provide higher involvement efficiency than external. 

(H7) Internal IMS provide higher involvement efficiency than mixed. 

(H8) Mixed IMS provide higher involvement efficiency than external. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: the second section introduces the theoretical 

background; section 3 continues by presenting the research methodology; the fourth section 

provides the answers to the research questions through the conducted research.   
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Theoretical background 
 

An acknowledgement section should be written between the conclusion and the references. In 

this paper the authors based the definition of the IM on the main assumptions that IM is: (1) 

systematic process; (2) manageable process; (3) main parts of process are idea generation, 

evaluation, and repeated idea generation and evaluation if it is needed. Based on these 

assumptions IMS is a tool, tool kit or complex system which provides IM (Mikelsone and 

Liela, 2015). In Table 1, one can see a detailed description of IMS characterising all 

previously mentioned elements with sub-elements. 

 

Table 1: IMS Main Characteristics  

IMS - tool, tool kit or complex system which provides systematic, manageable process of: 

Idea generation (preparation, 

capture/gathering of ideas, 

retention, enhancement) 

Idea evaluation (screening, selection, 

retention) 

  

Continuation of IM (concept 

development, distribution of ideas, 

support during implementation with 

repeated IM and rewarding, retention) 

e.g. Korde and Paulus, 2016; 

Wooten and Ulrich, 2015; 

Summa, 2004 

e.g. Westerski, 2013; Summa, 2004 e.g.Summa, 2004 

Source: based on Mikelsone, Volkova and Liela (2019) 

 

There are 3 IM types: external, internal and mixes IM. External IM - external idea generation 

and evaluation (main IM sources – experts, partners, customers and other stakeholders (out of 

the organization) (e.g. Bothos et al., 2008; Tung et al., 2009; Westerski et al, 2011; Bothos et 

al., 2012). Internal IM - internal idea generation and evaluation in an organization (main IM 

source – employees) (e.g. Iversen et al., 2009; Fatur et al., 2009; Bansemir et al., 2009; 

Glassmann, 2009; Klein and Lechner, 2010; Bettoni et al., 2010; Selart and Johansen, 2011; 

Shani et al., 2011; Moss et al., 2011; Deichmann, 2012; Zejnilovic at al., 2012; Aagaard, 

2012, 2013; Poveda et al., 2012; Bassiti and Ajhoun, 2013, Wood, 2003). Mixed IM - idea 

generation and evaluation involving internal and external sources (e.g. Fritz, 2002; Nilsson et 

al., 2002; Voigt et al., 2006; Brem et al., 2007; Enkel et al., 2009; Brem et al., 2009; 

Sandstrom and Bjork, 2010; Baez and Convertino, 2012). 

 

For this research the authors have applied two categories for classifying IMS application: (1) 

based on the involved IM source; (2) based on the IM application focus. There are other 

possible categories for classification: based on the provided process functions (limited IMS, 

full IMS, extra IMS) and based on the price type (IMS with monthly payment, IMS with 

yearly payments). The last two types of the classifications further will not be investigated as 

they focus on systems not on their application type. 

 

The authors divide all IMS application cases as:  

internal IMS – involved internal idea creators and evaluators;  

external IMS – involved external idea creators and evaluators; 

mixed IMS – involved internal and external idea creators and evaluators.   

 

Based on the application focus all systems could be divided into “active” and “passive”. 

Therefore, there are passive and active IMS. Passive IMS collect all ideas in an unfocused 

way, but active IMS provide functions to collect ideas in a focused manner and in most cases 

include idea evaluation possibilities. IMS type descriptions are given in Table 2. 
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Table 2: IMS Application Types 

 
Classifications 

Classification criteria: based on the application focus  

Passive IMS  Active IMS  

Functions 

Focus on idea 

generation 

Type of focus 

Unfocused process 

Functions 

Focus on all IM 

dimensions 

Type of focus 

Focused process  

Classification criteria: based on the involved IM source  

Internal IMS External IMS Mixed IMS 

Description 

IMS that allows 

involving only 

internal IM 

sources 

Main IM 

source 

Employees 

Description 

IMS that 

allows 

involving only 

external IM 

sources 

Main IM 

source 

Crowds, 

experts, clients, 

etc. 

Description 

IMS that 

allows 

involving 

internal and 

external IM 

sources 

Main IM source 

Employees; 

clients, experts, 

crowds, etc. 

 

      

Source: based on Mikelsone, Volkova and Liela (2019) 

 

The authors have investigated active IMS (the opportunity to submit ideas that are focused on 

special needs (focused) and passive IMS (the opportunity to submit all ideas that come to 

mind (unfocused) (Gamlin et al., 2007; Mikelsone and Liela, 2015). 

 

Quality and quantity of ideas are most often used as measurements for IM and IMS 

application, and the result should be considered as the main element of the web-based IMS 

application output. Denis and Garfield (2003) have revealed that the decision support system 

processes may encourage more participation that gives also a challenge to research this 

element in the IMS context. Wooten and Ulrich (2015) had researched feedback importance 

in the idea management process, based on the conclusion that managers make a decision on 

when and how to provide in-process feedback to the idea generators about the quality of 

submissions. Their research revealed that a directed feedback benefits the average quality of 

the entries submitted. Stimulus ideas impact on web-based IMS application and its results can 

also be researched.  

The authors have concluded that there is no common view on IMS output elements, except 

idea quality, idea quantity and involvement. It would be advisable to create IMS effectiveness 

evaluation tool that would include the most important output elements. In this research, the 

authors will apply the most frequent researched IMS output variables - idea quantity and idea 

quality and involvement.  

 

Idea quality could be defined as an average number of selected ideas (Selart & Johansen, 

2011; Deichmann, 2012; Bjork & Magnusson, 2009). Idea quantity could be defined as a 

number of ideas generated (MacCrimmon & Wagner, 1994; Korde & Paulus, 2016; Girotra & 

Ulrich, 2010; Deichmann, 2012). There is an additional variable chosen to research results – 

involvement or number of people involved (Dennis & Garfield, 2003; Deichmann, 2012). So, 

there are two efficiency measurement selected: idea selection efficiency (number of selected 

ideas vs. generated ideas) and involvement efficiency (number of people involved vs. selected 

ideas). 

 

 

Methodology 
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For the purpose of the survey of a web-based IMS applied by companies there was a 

questionnaire created by the authors. The questionnaire distributed in English, as the 

dominant language of the IMS and its use is English. The survey was conducted in the 

summer/autumn of 2018. The methods for primary data obtaining are described in Table 3.  

 

Table 3: Primary data selection and analysis description 

 
Aim Data selection Data analysis Period Steps 

IMS application 

type impact on the 

results   

Survey of the 

enterprises 

that apply 

web-based 

IMS  (n>400)  

Statistical 

analysis 

(frequency 

distribution, 

standard 

deviation, t-

statistics, 

degrees of 

freedom (df), 

critical 

values (tc) 

and p-values, 

etc.) 

3rd quarter 

of 2018 

Survey development based on literature 

analysis and classifications development. 

3 Round survey test (data is not included 

in the analysis).  

Survey distribution to 107 web-based IMS 

developers, that they could distribute to 

their clients. 

400 valid surveys.  

Standard deviations to evaluate the data 

consistency for the analysis. 

Data analysis through selected methods. 

Source: created by author’s 

 

This survey results allowed to compile data on IMS according to Adaptive Structuration 

Theory in 8 blocks: (1) type of IMS; (2) tasks; (3) organization system; (4) adaptation and 

type of use; (5) IMS results; (6) organisational effectiveness; (7) new structures; (8) problems 

with the use of IMS. A total of 186 elements are summarized in 8 question blocks.  In this 

paper the survey block – IMS results are analysed.  

 

To characterize the IMS application and its results, 3 criteria were applied– idea quality, idea 

quantity, and involvement. Each of these criteria were evaluated in 2 different IMS 

application classifications. All criteria were based on literature analysis and updated scales 

were based on the results of case studies as used to describe the results of the IMS. Table 5 

highlights the survey block - IMS results. 

 

In order to test the questionnaire, it was sent to 9 companies using the IMS that conducted a 

survey and were able to comment on any question. The test was done in 3 rounds, the 

questionnaire was sent to 3 companies using the IMS; when the comments were received, the 

questionnaire was improved. In the third round, the comments on the structure or clarity of the 

questions were no longer provided. Based on the tests, the time of completing the 

questionnaire was determined (20-30 minutes). After the test, the survey results were deleted. 

 

It should be noted that in order to reach the target audience more accurately, the authors asked 

IMS developers to distribute the survey to their clients. It stipulated that the survey should 

only be sent to companies using the system in question to the person in charge of the IMS 

(mostly think-tanks, innovation managers or business managers). In the authors’ private 

communication with 107 IMS developers and the information published by the IMS 

concerned, it was concluded that the IMS employs around 70, 000 - 100,000 companies 

(derived from the average number of IMS clients). Invitation sent to 108 idea management 

system developers.  To test the hypothesis, the following data analysis methods were applied: 

(1) significance tests for a population: mean number for the result variable; (2) the t-test was 

used to measure statistically significant variations between IMS types; (3) additional p-values 
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were calculated for given test statistics and degrees of freedom. The p-value is the probability 

of obtaining a value of the test statistic as extreme as or more extreme than the actual value 

obtained when the null hypothesis is true. Thus, the p-value is the smallest significance level 

at which a null hypothesis can be rejected, given the observed sample statistics.  

 

 

Findings 
 

Hypothesis testing – ideas selection efficiency 

Basic data set analysis showed that it is possible to test the hypothesis on these data. That is 

the reason why further paper authors conduct significance tests for population mean of ideas 

selection efficiency. A respondents frequency distribution shows the main trends that will be 

tested: (1) passive IMS provide higher idea selection efficiency than active; (2) internal IMS 

provide higher idea selection efficiency than external; (3) internal IMS provide higher idea 

selection efficiency than mixed; (4) mixed IMS provides higher idea quality than external (see 

in Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1: Respondents frequency distribution(number) for idea selection efficiency based on 

sample data 

 

  

  
Source: created by author’s 

 

Hypothesis tested: 

(H1) Passive IMS provide higher idea selection efficiency than active 

H0: �̅�𝑃𝐸 −  �̅�𝐴𝐸= 0 and HA: �̅�𝑃𝐸 − �̅�𝐴𝐸> 0 

(H2) Internal IMS provide higher higher idea selection efficiency than external  

H0: �̅�𝐼𝐸 − �̅�𝐸𝐸= 0 and HA: �̅�𝐼𝐸 − �̅�𝐸𝐸> 0 
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H0: �̅�𝐼𝐸 − �̅�𝑀𝐸= 0 and HA: �̅�𝐼𝐸 − �̅�𝑀𝐸> 0 

(H4) Mixed IMS provide higher higher idea selection efficiency than external  

H0: �̅�𝑀𝐸 −  �̅�𝐸𝐸= 0 and HA: �̅�𝑀𝐸 −  �̅�𝐸𝐸> 0 

Calculated t-statistics, degrees of freedom (df), critical values (tc) and p-values are aggregated 

in the following Table 4.  

 

Table 4: Hypothesis test statistics for idea selection efficiency 

 
Source: created by author’s 

 

From test results, authors rejected the null hypothesis 1, 2, and concluded that sample data 

provide strong evidence to support conclusions that: (H1) Passive IMS provide higher idea 

selection efficiency than active; (H2) Internal IMS provide higher idea selection efficiency 

than external. These conclusions are supported by very low p-values (<0,007). Regarding 

hypothesis H3 and H4 authors cannot reject the null hypothesis because t < tc and p-value 

>0,05 – so sample data do not give enough evidence that internal IMS provide higher idea 

selection efficiency than mixed and mixed provide higher idea selection efficiency than 

external IMS. 

 

Hypothesis testing – involvement efficiency 

Basic data set analysis showed that it is possible to test the hypothesis on these data. That is 

the reason why further paper authors conduct significance tests for population mean of 

involvement efficiency. A respondents frequency distribution shows the main trends that will 

be tested: (1) passive IMS provide higher involvement efficiency than active; (2) internal IMS 

provide higher involvement efficiency than external; (3) internal IMS provide higher 

involvement efficiency than mixed; (4) mixed IMS provides higher involvement than 

external. See in Figure 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pairs tested t df tc p-value

AIMSvsPIMS 7,5534 336 1,9671 <0,0001

IIMSvsEIMS 2,7092 724 1,9632 <0,007

IIMSvsMIMS 0,3889 724 1,9639 >0,05

EIMSvsMIMS 1,9309 607 1,9637 >0,05
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Figure 2: Respondents frequency distribution (number) for involvement efficiency based on 

sample data 

 

  
Source: created by author’s 

 

Hypothesis tested: 

(H5) Passive IMS provide higher involvement efficiency than active 

H0: �̅�𝑃𝐸 −  �̅�𝐴𝐸= 0 and HA: �̅�𝑃𝐸 − �̅�𝐴𝐸> 0 

(H6) Internal IMS provide higher higher involvement efficiency than external  

H0: �̅�𝐼𝐸 − �̅�𝐸𝐸= 0 and HA: �̅�𝐼𝐸 − �̅�𝐸𝐸> 0 

(H7) Internal IMS provide higher higher involvement efficiency than mixed 

H0: �̅�𝐼𝐸 − �̅�𝑀𝐸= 0 and HA: �̅�𝐼𝐸 − �̅�𝑀𝐸> 0 

(H8) Mixed IMS provide higher higher involvement efficiency than external  

H0: �̅�𝑀𝐸 −  �̅�𝐸𝐸= 0 and HA: �̅�𝑀𝐸 −  �̅�𝐸𝐸> 0 

Calculated t-statistics, degrees of freedom (df), critical values (tc) and p-values are aggregated 

in the following Table 5.  

Table 5: Hypothesis test statistics for involvement efficiency 

 
Source: created by author’s 

 

From test results, authors would reject the null hypothesis 5, 6, and conclude that sample data 
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Pairs tested t df tc p-value

AIMSvsPIMS 2,7653 313 1,9676 <0,006

IIMSvsEIMS 3,2438 678 1,9635 <0,002

IIMSvsMIMS 0,6251 678 1,9655 >0,05

EIMSvsMIMS 1,2457 427 1,9647 >0,05
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(H6) Internal IMS provide higher involvement efficiency than external. 

These conclusions are supported by low p-values (<0,002). 

Regarding H7 and H8 cannot reject the null hypothesis because t < tc and p-value >0,05 – so 

sample data do not give enough evidence that internal IMS provide higher involvement 

efficiency than mixed and mixed provide higher involvement efficiency than external IMS. 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

There is a strong statistical evidence to support conclusions that: 

Passive IMS provide higher idea selection efficiency than active 

Internal IMS provide higher idea selection efficiency than external 

Passive IMS provide higher involvement efficiency than active 

Internal IMS provide higher involvement efficiency than external. 

 

The research does not have enough evidence that internal IMS provide higher idea selection 

efficiency than mixed, mixed provide higher idea selection efficiency than external IMS, 

internal IMS provide higher involvement efficiency than mixed and mixed provide higher 

involvement efficiency than external IMS.  

Research results help understand what kind of the results companies could expect from 

different IMS application types. Research results highlight the benefits/implications of 

adopting different types of IMS for organizations. These contributions also give managers a 

richer set of theoretical tools, making them better to select IMS that are the best for the 

achieving the results in a given context. Web-based IMS types could help understand the 

potential application of these systems in different application scenarios. 

In the research process many future research directions have been identified. Further research 

could focus on how different IMS application types are customized in organizations according 

to different task and organization system settings. Case studies could provide more 

comprehensive characteristics of web-based IMS application. 

Future research could provide evidence what benefits of IMS different classes of IMS provide 

to organizations. That also coincide with van den Ende et. al. (2015) call to research different 

IMS types and their results. The authors aimed to provide evidence for the first issue 

mentioned above, but there are many additional questions to be answered to clarify these 

benefits. The authors are convinced that this paper will attract more researchers interest about 

IMS types and their impact on IM results. 
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Abstract 

This exploratory study analyses the supply side of e-participation, i.e. the use of e-

participation tools by city governments in Croatia, based on data collected from the cities’ 

websites and other available platforms. The rationale for the study stems from the recent 

developments in the availability of public e-services and smart city concepts gaining 

momentum, consequently pushing government officials into accepting more transparent and 

collaborative ways of operating with citizens, local businesses and organisations. The results 

show that the city governments in Croatia use social media channels (mostly Facebook) to 

communicate with their stakeholders. In contrast, e-participation platforms and more 

collaborative tools (such as chat rooms, discussion forums, decision-making games, and e-

voting) are not used, and citizens are consequently only digitally informed, but not given a 

real opportunity to influence the decision-making processes. That level of genuine public 

engagement characterises smart city environments where the ultimate goal of a smart city 

initiative should be to facilitate the collaboration between citizens, businesses and NGOs with 

the local government. Therefore, the second aim of the paper was to investigate if there were 

differences between the portfolio of e-participation tools in smart cities compared to cities 

that do not have a smart city strategy in place. Although the results are in favour of smart 

cities, due to a low number of cities reviewed (20 altogether), this difference is not 

statistically significant.  

 

Keywords: e-participation, e-tools, Croatia, smart cities 

 

JEL classification: M15, H83, L86 

 

 

Introduction 
 

Governments on all levels are still struggling to leave paper-based systems and did not keep 

up with the opportunities of technological developments (Korhonen, 2015) in their operations 

and communication with their stakeholders. However, many local governments worldwide 

have introduced a number of instruments to enhance citizen involvement in policymaking, 

including e-tools within their e-governance initiatives (Michels and De Graaf, 2017). Local 

governments that are more open provide a wide range of e-participation opportunities, 
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resulting in their citizens being more active and engaged in discussions initiated by local 

government officials (Bonson, Royo and Ratkai, 2014). One study focusing on the ways to 

involve citizens in all aspects of city governance devised the term “we-government” reflecting 

the need for governmental transformation through co-operation and increased citizen e-

participation (Linders, 2012). The consensus is that the local governments should ensure that 

citizens have a direct voice in public discussions and decisions by employing tools for user 

inclusion and empowerment, in this way increasing the percentage of acceptance of plans and 

new solutions (Rexhepi, Filiposka and Trajkovik, 2018). For that purpose, the officials need 

to continuously assess new content and methods and select the most suitable and effective 

tools (ibid). 

 

Every transformation of the local government should start with an understanding of the needs 

and priorities of citizens (Dudley et al., 2015). Today, this is especially emphasised and 

reflected in the context of Smart Cities (SC) highlighting that people should be at the centre of 

all initiatives and the topic of people in SCs should be crucial (Albino, Berardi and Dangelico, 

2015; Chourabi et al., 2012). What is more, a smart city should be seen as an innovative 

platform that fosters knowledge of all affected stakeholders, combining top-down and bottom-

up approaches (Breuer, Walravens and Ballon, 2014). The role of citizen participation is 

repeatedly highlighted in SC literature, as it is considered the primary mechanism for making 

governments open and closer to the citizens’ needs in the context of smart cities (Rodríguez 

Bolívar, 2018). In this stimulating context where citizen participation is supported by 

appropriate technology, it becomes digital or e(lectronic)-participation.  

 

There are not many studies that focus on local governments’ actual practices and software 

used in regards to citizen involvement in smart cities in particular (Muñoz and Rodríguez 

Bolívar, 2018; Meijer and Rodríguez Bolívar, 2016), and none are available for Croatian city 

governments. Research on smart cities in Croatia and Southeast Europe, in general, is still 

focused on the concepts and less on the implementation and evaluation (Ninčević Pašalić, 

Ćukušić and Jadrić, 2020). For that reason, this exploratory study aims to contribute to this 

area by analysing state-of-the-art on the sample of 20 largest cities in Croatia but not limiting 

the research to smart cities due to a small number of cities that have SC strategies in place. To 

identify the supply side of citizen e-participation, the following research questions were 

formulated: 

 

RQ1: Which e-participation tools (e-tools) are used by local governments in Croatia to 

engage the citizens in policymaking and other activities? 

RQ2: Are there differences in adopting e-tools between cities that are labelled as smart cities 

and other cities; cities with more inhabitants or depending on the surface of a city? 

 

In line with the questions, the study investigates which new technologies are used by city 

governments in Croatia that could favour the e-participation of its citizens. The focus is on the 

identification of the tools used to promote citizen participation in decision-making processes 

in the cities, encompassing all levels of e-participation (e-information, e-consultation and e-

decision making). To that end, the websites of the 20 largest cities in Croatia were analysed to 

identify available e-tools. Then, by analysing the available content and strategic documents, 

the commitment towards smart city concepts was determined in an effort to explore the 

possible link between SC commitment, city size and city surface and the availability of e-

tools. 
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The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents an overview of key concepts, including 

citizen participation, e-participation, and elaborating the smart city context. Section 3 outlines 

and discusses the results of the exploratory study, and Section 4 concludes the study, lists the 

limitations and suggestions for future research.  

Theoretical background 
 

Citizen participation has been a well-researched topic since the 1960s; and usually defined as 

the involvement of the general public in societal governance in terms of planning, organising, 

and community development, including activities that enable individuals to influence public 

decisions of their interests (Baum, 2015). International Association for Public Participation 

(IAPP) developed the tool Spectrum to define the role of citizens in any public participation 

process. The tool differentiates between the types of citizen participation categorised in 

following levels (IAPP, 2014): inform (providing the public with the objective information), 

consult (obtaining feedback from the general public), involve (working directly with the 

public), engage (partnering with the people in the decision-making process) and empower 

(placing final decision-making in the hands of the public).  

 

ICT changed the way individuals, organisations and governments communicate (Alawneh, 

Al-Refai and Batiha, 2013). It was especially apparent with the advent of Web 2.0 tools that 

led to the development of the social media which further influenced the transformation of the 

internet into a two-way communication platform (Wirtz, Daiser and Binkowska, 2018). The 

result is that governments on all levels are trying to use the potential of ICT for e-

participation. E-participation as “the process of engaging citizens through ICTs in policy, 

decision-making, and service design and delivery in order to make it participatory, inclusive, 

and deliberative” (UNDESA, 2018:112) is led and provided by public officials. There are 

several well-known categorisations of e-participation forms; however, widely accepted are the 

ones by Rodrigo and Amo (2007) and UNDESA (2018): e-information as availability of 

information on the internet, e-consultation as online public consultations and e-decision-

making as directly involving citizens in decision processes. E-information represents a crucial 

stage as, without publicly available information, citizen participation cannot be evidence-

based nor relevant and significant (ibid). The three e-participation stages and the 

corresponding levels of technology enablement, according to Macintosh (2004) are presented 

in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Matching e-participation stage with the technology enablement level 

E-participation stages  

(UNDESA, 2018) 

Use of technology to enable 

participation (Macintosh, 2004) 

e-information e-enabling 

e-consultation e-engaging 

e-decision making e-empowering 

 

Similarly, and corresponding to the three stages, the e-participation effects have been 

recorded falling into three categories: civic engagements effects, deliberative effects, and 

democratic effects, including all outcomes, desired or undesired, attributable to the impact of 

e-participation activities (Sæbø, Rose and Flak, 2008). More specifically, civic engagement 

effects refer to changes in the scope and reach of participation by citizens, while deliberative 

effects are concerned with phenomena of e-participation enabling, facilitating, or hindering 

the debate of issues in a fair and factual way (Medaglia, 2012; Sæbø, Rose and Flak, 2008). 
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Democratic effects include all e-participation effects on the quantity or quality of democratic 

governance in a political system (ibid). 

 

Different tools or instruments could be used to achieve the above-listed effects and higher 

stages of e-participation ranging from weblogs, web portals and search engines to more 

sophisticated tools such as consultation platforms, argument visualisation tools and natural 

language interfaces (Tambouris, Liotas and Tarabanis, 2007). For displaying the range of 

possibilities, e-participation framework proposed by Al-Dalou’ and Abu-Shanab (2013) could 

be used. It contains the list of tools and performance indicators corresponding to the stages of 

e-participation (ibid): e-informing (mobile phones/devices, text messages, webcasts, GIS-

tools, RSS feeds, online newsletters, FAQs, web portals, weblogs/blogs, video conferencing, 

alerts, wikis), e-consulting (e-surveys, feedback forms, e-mail, e-polls, newsgroups), e-

involving (consultation platforms, online citizen juries), e-collaborating (chat rooms, social 

networks, data analysis tools), and e-empowering (e-petition, e-voting tools, e-bulletin 

boards). E-participation tools can also be differentiated based on the objectives (Phang and 

Kankanhalli, 2008): information exchange, education and support-building, decision-making 

supplement and input probing. The identified tools ranged from web portals with discussion 

forums, online chat to online survey questionnaires, web comment forms, and data analysis 

tools (ibid). The lists of the tools are used in this study to structure the checklist for the 

analysis of cities’ websites presented in Section 3. 

 

The second research question is focused on the novel context that cities worldwide 

acknowledge in the last decade – the setting of smart cities. Defined as “the environments of 

open and user-driven innovation for experimenting and validating future internet-enabled 

services” (Schaffers et al., 2011), the perspective of user-centricity represents an essential 

factor for the study. Most definitions of smart cities, by default, put ICT in focus – both as a 

driver and prerequisite of the smart city initiatives, but also include different multi-

stakeholder approaches (Van den Bergh and Viaene, 2016; European Parliament, 2014). 

Based on the literature review from an information systems (IS) perspective, Ismagilova et al. 

(2019:90) brought forth another one: “Smart cities use an IS centric approach to the intelligent 

use of ICT within interactive infrastructure to provide advanced and innovative services to its 

citizens with impact to quality of life and sustainable management of natural resources.“ A 

city is considered smart if it addresses one or more of the following six characteristics 

(Giffinger and Gudrun, 2010) illustrated in Figure 1: Smart Governance, Smart People, Smart 

Living, Smart Mobility, Smart Economy and Smart Environment. These dimensions have 

been the research focus of many scholars and governments for the last decade. It is a 

multidisciplinary field studied in economy and business, public administration, political 

science, urbanism, environmentalism, and technical disciplines.  
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Figure 1: E-participation in smart cities (Vázquez and Vicente, 2019) 

The themes identified by various authors in the smart city research include, but are not limited 

to: traffic management, vehicle tracking, internet of vehicles, smart metro, public safety, 

healthcare, smart education, smart tourism, smart buildings, air pollution, green spaces, waste 

management, energy efficiency, crowdsourcing, open data in open government, smart 

business, data exchange and storage, cybersecurity and other (Ismagilova et al., 2019). Kogan 

and Lee (2014) identified citizen engagement and governance as two critical success factors 

of smart city projects together with ICT and other factors as key enablers. Acknowledging the 

importance of citizen participation, it is clear why e-participation is changing the interaction 

between citizens and governments. In that line, in Figure 1, based on a study by Vázquez and 

Vicente (2019), e-participation is explicitly positioned with smart governance in smart cities. 

 

 

Analysing the use of e-participation tools in Croatian cities 
 

For the analysis, 20 largest Croatian cities with over 25.000 inhabitants have been selected. 

In-depth evaluation of specific (online) city sources was done during March 2020 with the 

particular purpose of collecting data about tools/technologies used for e-participation. The 

primary source was the official website (all cities websites available), together with other 

available media and strategic documents to identify the following: 

the use of social media channels (availability of social media profiles managed by city 

governments: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Youtube and LinkedIn) and e-participation 

platforms, as in Muñoz and Rodríguez Bolívar (2018), 

availability of SC strategy and/or any of the SC projects/initiatives, 

availability of open data platforms, 

availability of other e-participation tools and mechanisms (as presented earlier in the 

theoretical background section): e-consultations, surveys/polls, FAQ, online newsletter 

subscriptions, chat rooms, discussion forums, e-voting, decision-making games, dashboards, 

podcasts, webcasts, e-petitions, hackathons and living labs. 

 

It was already stated that a city could be considered “smart” if it has a project in one or more 

of the six dimensions (as in Giffinger and Gudrun, 2010): Smart Governance, Smart People, 

Smart Living, Smart Mobility, Smart Economy and Smart Environment. Several different 
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sources were analysed to determine whether each city in the sample could be defined as a 

smart city based on that specific criterion. Out of the 20 cities, it was found that 18 could be 

identified as smart cities i.e. have implemented at least one project in one out the six 

dimensions. However, having in mind the maturity levels set by the EU Parliament (2014) 

where the starting level (level 1) indicates the availability of a smart city strategy or policy, 

the list was reviewed. Out of the 20 cities, only four (20%) meet this criterion. Notably, two 

more cities are in the process of preparing their SC strategies. According to this criterion, 

cities that do not attain the maturity level 1, do not qualify as “smart” as there is no clear 

evidence of achieving progress in any of the six characteristics (ibid). Surprisingly, out of the 

20 cities, ten are implementing a pilot project(s) or have launched a smart city initiative, but 

without a set strategy. This is an important issue, already identified by Jurlina Alibegović and 

Šagovac (2017) as the critical decisions in large Croatian cities have mostly been made 

without proper strategic consideration. Strategic factors are the most critical challenge for 

developing smart city initiatives and applications in Croatia (Ćukušić, Jadrić and Mijač, 

2019). 

 

The results in Table 2 show that 17 out of 20 cities (85%) use at least one social media (SM) 

channel in their communication with citizens and businesses, and the most popular social 

media channel is Facebook (all 17 cities have an official Facebook page). This percentage is 

similar and slightly higher (compared to 82%) than one presented in research on SCs in EU 

by Muñoz and Rodríguez Bolívar (2018). Another popular SM channel is Youtube used by 

50% of cities. Five cities, out of the 20, have Instagram and Twitter accounts and only two 

have a LinkedIn account. The difference in using Twitter accounts when compared to EU 

cities is notable as 67% of EU’s SCs use it (compared to 25% in Croatia). The approximate 

number of SM accounts per city is 1.95, close to the EU average (2.04). A considerable 

difference is noted in the use of e-participation platforms. None of the 20 cities in Croatia 

provides access to an e-participation platform, compared to the average percentage of use in 

EU’s smart cities amounting to 75% of 90 studied cities (ibid). 

 
Table 2: Use of social media and platforms in Croatian cities (N=20) 

Criterion checked % of cities that use the 

tool 

Use of social media overall 85% 

Facebook 85% 

Youtube 50% 

Twitter 25% 

Instagram 25% 

Open data platform 20% 

E-participation platform 0 

Source: Own analysis 

 

Further to that, some city governments provide access to open data platforms. Only four 

(20%) of the 20 cities, implemented a portal/platform with official city-data accessible to all 

interested parties. Frequently asked questions (FAQ) page is available only in four websites. 

In contrast, results are better for Geographical Information System (GIS) platforms that 

provide access to spatial information: GIS is available in 85% of the selected cities. The 

analysis revealed that no cities are using the following e-participation tools: online newsletter, 

chat room, discussion forum, e-voting system, decision-making games, dashboards, podcast, 

and e-petition mechanisms.  
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Most democratic countries require some form of citizen participation by law. For example, the 

Croatian Law on Local and Regional Government prescribes and approves the following 

citizens’ activities: 1) citizens can directly participate in local decision-making through a 

referendum and local assembly of citizens, 2) citizens have the right to make proposals for the 

issuance of a specific act or to resolve the relevant issues, 3) citizens have the right to submit 

complaints for the work of local and regional government units or their employees (OG, 

2017). The cities meet the legal requirements and evidence was found that public 

consultations were conducted on the drafts of general acts regulating the needs of citizens and 

other stakeholders of city. Citizens and other stakeholders had an opportunity to address their 

propositions, complaints and similar via compiling and sending a downloadable form to a 

specified e-mail address of the responsible city official.  

 

Moreover, the city of Rijeka allows its citizens to participate in the budgeting process. 

Indication of successful surveying was found for 50% out of the 20 cities, where citizens were 

asked their opinion on a specific matter. For example, citizens of Split were asked for their 

opinions related to spatial planning of the coastal part of the city. To specify, these results 

show that at least on one occasion, a citizen survey was performed in the timeframe of two 

years before the analysis.  

 

Out of the 20 cities, 45% organised one or more competitions, hackathon(s) focusing on a 

specific city-relevant issue that could be solved or mitigated using a software application. 

There are two living labs in Croatia; in Rijeka at the Faculty of Maritime studies (consisting 

of 4 labs: maritime, logistics, e-learning and e-government labs) and a living lab in 

Koprivnica dedicating to issues of public lighting, with the City of Koprivnica as the project 

leader. The complete list with the results per city is presented in Appendix A. It is evident that 

SCs (Dubrovnik, Karlovac, Rijeka and Zagreb) have implemented a higher number of e-

participation tools. At the same time, two of them tie with Koprivnica, Samobor, Split and 

Varaždin. 

 

The second aim of the analysis was to review the relationship between several key 

characteristics, one of which is the adoption of a smart city strategy, and the total number of 

e-participation tools implemented. It was posited that other relevant aspects were the area and 

population of the analysed cities. Table 3 presents descriptive statistics together with 

percentiles for city population and surface variables, whereby the cities are grouped into four 

quartiles to for the purpose of conducting the chi-square test. 

 

Table 3: Descriptive statistics with percentile values for city population and surface 

 City population in 2011 City surface in km2 

Mean 96875.35 168.45 

Median 47357.00 121.50 

Std. Deviation 167435.308 128.024 

Minimum 27683 44 

Maximum 790017 422 

Percentiles 25 37891.50 61.00 

50 47357.00 121.50 

75 72175.75 236.75 

100 790017.00 422.00 

Source: Croatian Bureau of Statistics (2011), own analysis 
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Although the analysis of the difference in the total number of e-participation tools between 

cities with a different population and surface quartiles of the observed cities did not show 

statistical significance, the visualisation of the links is given below in Figure 2.  

 

  
Figure 2a and 2b: a) Count of e-participation tools used * City’s population quartiles and  

b) Count of e-participation tools used * City’s surface quartiles 

Looking at the number of e-tools and the population of the cities (Figure 2a), it can be seen 

that in Q1 the minimum, maximum, and median value is higher than in the remaining three 

quartiles. To better understand the visual, it is important to emphasise that the thick line in the 

middle is the median, the whiskers show the maximum and minimum values, and the outliers 

(circles) are at least 1.5 box lengths from the median. This growth in the total number of e-

participation tools with the population growth is confirmed by Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient of 0.471, significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). However, non-parametric tests do 

not confirm this correlation.  

 

Illustrated in Figure 2b, it is not possible to determine the association or statistical 

significance between the observed variables as in Figure 2a. Moreover, some pitfalls of this 

type of analysis and the posited associations can be found, for example, the city of Rijeka 

with the largest number of e-participation tools is placed in Q1 by population and in Q4 by its 

surface.  

 

The conducted chi-square tests for the quartile of the city population and the existence of a 

smart city strategy is not statistically significant, indicating that there is no difference in 

having a strategy in place between the quartiles by city population. However, looking at 

Figure 3a further insight is provided showing that such a distinction does exist (although not 

statistically significant), all five cities in Q4 (with the smallest population - less than 37,892) 

have no SC strategy, in Q3 four cities have no strategy and one city has it in place, same as in 

Q2.  

 

In comparison, in Q1, there are three cities without SC strategy and two cities with SC 

strategy in place. It can be concluded that with the increase in the number of citizens, the 

probability that the city will have an SC strategy is increasing, although this is indeed a small 

sample for generalising the results. 
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Figure 3a and 3b: a) Smart city strategy * City’s population quartiles and  

b) Smart city strategy * City’s surface quartiles 

 

Again, the results of the chi-square test for the quartiles of city surface in km2 and the 

existence of a smart city strategy are not statistically significant, indicating that there is no 

difference in having a strategy in place between the quartiles by city surface. Figure 3b 

confirms this as well, although it is not a statistically significant result and cannot be 

generalised. 

 

 

Conclusions and future research 
 

The study aimed to present the current state of e-participation tools offered by local city 

governments in Croatia. The results showed that city governments mostly provide information 

via website pages, social media accounts (mostly Facebook) and spatial data through the use 

of GIS.  In general, this can be considered as the first stage of e-participation: e-information. 

E-consultations are limited to completing MS Word forms and sending them to designated e-

mail addresses. Engaging tools such as e-voting, e-petitions, regular surveys, chat rooms and 

discussions are not used at all, which does not demonstrate an active approach in promoting 

citizen engagement to soliciting their needs, ideas, complaints and suggestions. The issue is 

mainly reflected in the fact that none of the cities has implemented a wide-ranging e-

participation platform, which is almost a standard practice in EU cities. In that line, there is a 

lot of room for improvement and experimentation, especially within the framework of the 

upcoming pilot smart city initiatives. City governments should work towards using the tools 

for participatory governance, thus enabling their stakeholders to participate in decision-

making processes within and beyond the pilot initiatives. This paper may help city officials in 

identifying the requirements, the potentials and the weaknesses in engaging their citizens, and 

as a reminder of many e-participation tools at their disposal (many of them free for non-

commercial use and adaptation). 

 

In reference to the smart city context and the related strategies, the study showed that cities 

with the smart city strategy in place have a higher probability of adopting more e-participation 

tools. Similarly, with the increase in the number of citizens, the likelihood that the city will 

have a smart city strategy is increasing. Still, results cannot be generalised due to the small 

sample.  
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Therein lies the most critical limitation of the study - the sample size of 20 cities with the 

largest population selected for analysis. Expanding the sample can be done in the future; 

however, e-participation tools are more convenient for reaching larger audiences in cities. For 

that reason, the limit has been set to 20, noting the size of cities in Croatia. Another drawback 

of the study is that it does not include the review of mobile applications provided by the cities 

and municipalities. Such an analysis can be done in the future as it has the potential for a 

separate case study. Another future study should consider various digital technologies (such 

as Internet of Things (IoT), cloud computing, Artificial Intelligence (AI) and similar) and 

their effect on smart city solutions’ implementation and on participation of citizens. 

 

Further to that, and based on the fact that the new, active, role of citizens is emphasised in the 

literature and within new EU practices, a survey of local and central governments could be 

conducted to see if forthcoming initiatives and strategy development plans to involve citizens 

in co-creating and co-producing policies and services, as outlined by Vázquez and Vicente 

(2019). According to Bertot, Jaeger and Hansen (2012), potential benefits for the governments 

that choose to be a part of the social media environment are: 1) greater public participation 

and engagement; 2) possibilities for a co-production where governments and the citizens 

jointly develop, design and deliver government services to improve service quality, delivery, 

and responsiveness; 3) development of crowdsourcing solutions and innovations, through 

public knowledge by sharing data so that the public has a base on which to innovate. Along 

those lines, future studies should focus on examining the data generated by social media 

profiles in order to analyse if these tools are used for informing city’ stakeholders or for more 

participatory governance. In particular, it would be interesting to see the increase in volume 

and reach of SM posts during the COVID-19 pandemic.  
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Abstract 

The information and communication technology (ICT) usage and the digitalization, as the 

broader implication of ICT deployment, fosters innovation and social cohesion and, over 

time, becomes an increasingly important driver of economic and social growth. Moreover, the 

digitalization yield directly to economic growth through the ICT supply side by enhancing the 

contribution of ICT goods and services in total value added (i.e. production effect). Although 

the impact of ICT on economic growth and overall development over time become more 

evident, due to rising in ICT investments and ICT usage, the analyses based on the 

comprehensive indicators of the economic and the ICT development, still remain open for 

additional research attention.  

In that context, the aim of the paper is to explore the impact of the ICT sector on the 

development of EU countries. In this research context, the Human Development Index (HDI) 

was used as an indicator of economic development, that indicate the life quality of individuals 

in EU countries in terms of their income, the estimated life expectancy and the educational 

level. Additionally, International Digital Economy and Society Index (DESI) is used as an 

indicator of the ICT sector development.  

The empirical research was conducted on a sample of 28 EU countries. By using a dynamic 

panel model it was determined that ICT variable influence the HDI of EU countries. Survey 

results also indicate that broadband Internet usage, individual-level of Internet use and e-

commerce use positively contribute to the EU economic development, while the use of e-

government services and the increase number of the ICT professionals employed have a 

negative impact on the same variable. Since the research results provide insight into the areas 

relevant for economic development the same may contribute and be used as a guideline for 

development policies at national and sectoral levels as well. 

 

Keywords: Information and Communication Technologies (ICT), Economic Growth and 

Development, European Union, panel analysis 
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Introduction  
 

From the historic view, the information availability (i.e. access to information) has been one 

of the most important drivers of progress and development within societies. According to 

Janich, Hayot and Pao (2018) the increase in the importance of information transfer and the 

availability of information greater volume has been recorded long before, in the19th century, 

and stimulated by (i) an increase in the volume and complexity of public sector and 

operations, (ii) the emergence of the large scale production systems based on a large-scale 

economy, and (iii) the development of a social and communication structure.  

In the same line, the importance of information has been encouraged by the ICT global 

international trade growth, as well as the growth of competition and worldwide market 

liberalization as proved in many national and global economies (Pohjola, 2001; Niebel, 2015). 

Furthermore, studies indicate that ICT, by fostering innovation and social cohesion, become 

driver of economic and social development, which over time generate new investments in the 

ICT sector development (Sepehrdoust, 2018).  

 

Over time, the importance of the ICT issues grows up for both, economies and societies. 

Consequently, the ICT role extends from (i) supporting role to various socio – economic 

processes like: the education (Fu, 2013; Garbin Praničević, Spremić and Jaković, 2019), the 

health system (Berg, Aarts and van der Lei, 2003, Haluza and Jungwirth, 2015), public 

services (Cordella and Bonina, 2012), the life quality and transparency (Trushell, Byrne and 

Hassan, 2013, Deb, 2014), etc., to (ii) strategic role particularly fostered by the perception of 

the ICT as the source of productivity and innovation in the economic crisis (Alfirević, Garbin 

Praničević and Ćukušić, 2010). Although the ICT sector does not generate a priori revenue 

and does not always has a positive impact on the development, the ICT usage becomes in time 

cause more positive impacts on the economic growth (Ceccobelli, Gitto and Mancuso, 2012; 

Khoung, 2011). Anyhow, there are still no unambiguous attitudes referring how ICT and 

related investments affects the growth and development of a particular country. 

 

Following above mentioned, this research based on EU countries sample should contribute to 

the up to date body of knowledge. The related research question is: which segment of the ICT 

sector needs to be improved in order to stimulate positive influence in EU economies? To face 

with such research challenge, the relationship between the Digital Economy and Society 

Index (DESI) and the Human Development Index (HDI) is empirically analysed.  

 

Accordingly, the text bellow comprehends: (i) the aspects of ICT understandings and ICT 

perspectives in EU, (ii) the relationship between the ICT and the economic growth & 

development complemented with the relevant indicators, (iii) set hypotheses, (iv) the research 

methodology and (v) the research model specifies. The discussed findings and the conclusion 

are enclosed at the end. 

 

 

ICT general overview and ICT perspectives in EU 
 

The construction of the ARPANET network in the mid of 20th century, conceptually and 

practically, is considered as the start point of the ICT sector development (Shrum, Benson, 

Bijker and Brunnstein, 2007). The network, mission and goals, were: (i) to reduce labour 

costs by using computers, (ii) to enable scientists to share resources (such as specialized 

hardware, software and data), and (iii) to strengthen the scientific community by allowing 

scientists the closer collaboration. Intriguingly, from the ICT development beginning until 
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nowadays there was no unique definition of the acronym ICT, mainly due to various ICT 

usages and the complexity of such implications. The ICT usage and its perceptions differ by 

sectors but generally the ICT “cover” devices and infrastructures that facilitate the transfer of 

information through digital means (Zuppo, 2012). Accordingly, the ICT perceptions mainly 

refers on: (i) network components, applications and systems that enable users to innovate 

through interaction with the digital world (Hilty and Aebischer, 2015); (ii) an integration of 

ICT issues, such as business software, data warehouses, mobile wireless technologies, cloud 

computing, etc. that enable access, store, transmit and manage information worldwide (König, 

Närman, Franke and Nordström, 2011) and (iii) the infrastructure that includes the named 

components that underpin up to date computing (Rouse, 2017). Apart from that, the ICT is 

also perceived as a social capital designed for the knowledge sharing (Hendriks, 1999, Van 

den Hooff, de Ridder and Aukema, 2004, Becerra-Fernandez and Sabherwal, 2008). 

 

It seems that the variety of terms used to describe ICT concepts and practices is a reflection of 

the relevance of understanding the broader digital environment and as such stress the need for 

digital flexibility. In other words, although not each ICT interpretation is straightforward, it is 

undeniable that the ICT use leads to the business digitization, which entails the complete 

transformation of business through the continuous learning and innovation of business 

models, business processes and products (Spremić, 2017). In addition, it is worthy to 

emphasize the increasing benefit of the green ICT application, which refers new mode of ICT 

usage with respect to sustainable concept as base for future economic growth and 

development (Suryawanshia and Narkhedeb, 2015). 

 

An insight into the state of the ICT sector in EU countries reveals ICT’s significant role in the 

development of the country's economy, especially the ICT support to EU economy 

competitiveness on the international market. The same is encouraged by the Digital Agenda 

(DA)  implementation (the Official EU 2020 strategy issue) and associated development goals 

for EU countries by 2020 (European Commission, 2019). Considering the DA objectives such 

as: (i) achieving a digital single market, (ii) improving interoperability and standards, (iii) 

enhancing online trust and security, (iv) promoting worldwide high-speed Internet access, (v) 

investing in research and innovation, (vi) promoting digital literacy, skills and inclusion; and 

(vii) harnessing the benefits provided by the ICT sector for EU citizens, it can be claimed that 

the potential and the perspectives of the ICT sector in EU countries are highly recognized and 

therefore supported from the national levels. 

 

 

The ICT, economic growth and economic development: the relationship 

and the indicators 
 

Various  studies exploring  the relationship between ICT sector and the economic growth and 

development, resulting with different findings namely: (i) general insights referring explored 

relationship globally (Maldoom, Marsden, Sidak and Singer, 2005, Cartelli and Palma, 2009; 

Nashab and Aghaei, 2009; Bankole,  Shirazi and Brown, 2011), (ii) findings relevant for EU 

countries only (Rohman and Bohlin, 2010, Cortés and Navarro, 2011; Laitsou, Kargas and 

Varoutas, 2017),  and (iii) comparison results indicating that the positive effects of ICT on the 

economic growth and productivity in EU lag behind the US countries (van Ark, 2002, van 

Ark, Inklaar and McGuckin, 2003; Daveri, 2004; McCauley, Lofthouse, Kekic and Kenny, 

2004; Timmer and  van Ark, 2005; van Ark, O'Mahony and Timmer, 2008; Inklaar, Timmer 

and van Ark, 2008). 
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Moreover, for proper understanding the mentioned concepts some clarifications ought to be 

done. Namely, the concept of socio-economic growth is distinguished from the concept of 

economic development. Economic growth is a shift in quantity and presents a quantitative 

change reflected in physical indicators, such the rise in employment and investment (Todaro 

and Smith, 2003). According to Amaedo (2019) economic growth is considered as an increase 

in the production of goods and services over a given period measured through different 

indicators, mainly quantitative ones such as Gross Domestic Product (GDP), Gross National 

Product (GNP) and Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita. On the other side, the 

economic development concept’s features are: (i) it is created within the economic system; (ii) 

it appears in discontinuity, and (iii) it leads to significant qualitative changes, namely working 

and business conditions, resulting in new equilibrium conditions (Schumpeter, 1982). 

Development is therefore a process of complete structural change in society, while growth is 

only a component of development and one of its many drivers. 

 

Regarding related indicators, the most commonly used indicators of economic development in 

mentioned studies are the gross domestic product and the gross national income per capita 

(Bankole et al. 2011; Cortés and Navarro, 2011; Laitsou, et al. 2019). Furthermore, the 

indicators of the ICT sector development referred as above are like: the availability of 

broadband Internet by country (Maldoom et al., 2005), the application of e-learning and 

related concepts in the education (Cartelli and Palma, 2009) and the share of internet sales and 

R&D investment in ICT sector (Cortés & Navarro, 2011). According to Bankole et al. (2011), 

the impact of ICT sector on economic development varies by countries and depends on many 

factors. Those factors are the level of economic development, the level of household income, 

the market situation, etc. The empirical results of numerous studies (van Ark, 2002, van Ark 

et al, 2003, Daveri, 2004; McCauley, et al. 2004; Timmer and van Ark, 2005; van Ark et al., 

2008; Inklaar et al, 2008) pointing out that the increase in ICT development produces the 

added value, in the US, but not in EU countries.  

 

Although the importance of quantitative growth indicators remains indisputable, the same 

ones often cannot explain and measure developmental outcomes occurred simultaneously in 

different spheres of social life, in a particular country and under the particular circumstances. 

In that context, as the qualitative shift in this research the authors argued the use of more 

comprehensive indicators of the economic and the ICT development. 

On the same line, as complex (composite) indicators of economic development (Klugman, 

Rodríguez and Choi, 2011) often and recently used are: Global Competitiveness Index (GCI), 

Human Poverty Index (HPI), Physical Quality of Life Index (PQLI), and also one of the 

almost most commonly used Human Development Index (HDI). The last HDI is a composite 

index comprising three sub-indices: (i) the index of life expectancy according birth, (ii) an 

educational index measured by the mean of the duration of education or the expected duration 

of education, and (iii) the standard of living measured by gross national (or social) income per 

capita (PPP US $) (Conceição,  2019).  

 

As an indicator of the ICT sector development and as the factor of the countries’ economic 

development is used the Digital Economy and Society Index (DESI). The DESI compares EU 

countries with other countries with respect to five key digital economy dimensions, and as 

such illustrates the ICT sector complexity. The DESI has been established by the European 

Commission with intention to: (i) originate the transformation of society from analogue to 

digital, (ii) increase the growth potential of the European digital economy, (iii) monitor and 

evaluate annually the development of key dimensions (5 in total) of the digital economy in 
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EU countries and (iv) bring closer to population the purpose of necessary reforms that precede 

the digitalization of the economy.  

The key 5 related dimensions are: (i) connectivity (an indicator of the implementation of 

broadband infrastructure and its quality), (ii) human capital (an indicator of the skills required 

to use the digital technologies), (iii) use of the Internet (an indicator of online services use 

such as on-line content, video calls, online shopping and banking), (iv) integration of digital 

technology into the business (indicator of e-commerce use versus to the whole business), and 

(v) digital public services (indicator of public services digitization, namely e-government and 

e-health) (European Commission, 2019).  

 

 

Research framework: variables, hypotheses and methodology 
 

Research variables and hypotheses 

 

Based on all above elaborated, the dimensions of DESI are used as the independent 

(explanatory) variables, while the HDI presents the dependent variable. The research variables 

in details are enclosed in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: The research variables specifications 

Variable Indicator 
Variable 

Type 
Abbreviation 

Expected 

Sign 
Source 

Human 

Development Index 

The main indicator of 

economic development 

within the country 

dependent HDI / HDR
64

 

Broadband Internet 
% of households using 

the broadband internet 
independent HousUsBro + Eurostat 

ICT professionals 

employed 

domestically 

No of ICT professionals 

employed (in 000) 

in total employment 

independent ICTemploy +/- Eurostat 

Internet usage per 

individual 

% of people (Internet 

users) within the country 
independent IndUsInt + Eurostat 

the use of e-

commerce in the 

enterprise 

% of enterprise using 

e- commerce 

 

independent EnterprECOMMpurch + Eurostat 

 

E-government 

% of individuals using 

government services 

 

independent 

 

Egovermen 

 

+/- 

 

Eurostat 

Source: Authors’ research output 

 

Furthermore, with the intention to analyse the impact of ICT sector on the economic 

development of EU countries, the main and ancillary research hypotheses are defined as 

follows: 

 

H1: There is a statistically significant impact of the development of the ICT sector, expressed 

through the selected indicators, on the economic development of EU countries. 

H1a: All these indicators have a positive impact on the economic development of EU 

countries. 

 

Research methodology  

 

 
64 UNDP: Human Development Data (1990-2018) retrieved from  http://hdr.undp.org/en/data 
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There are several advantages of panel data methodology in empirical analysis when it is 

crucial to analyse available time series data and space data i.e. countries, firms or even 

individuals. According to Škrabić Perić (2014) panel models allow for larger number of 

explanatory variables, larger sample of countries, longer time periods under analysis and 

greater complexity in the relationships between selected model variables. One of the most 

important advantage is that panel data modelling allows for the control of heterogeneity in the 

sample, while there is also possibility to relax the assumption of independence and 

homoscedasticity with the use of appropriate estimator (Višić and  Škrabić Perić, 2011). 

Considering the sample characteristics in this research, and the dynamic nature of the control 

variables, the model specified for this research is dynamic panel data model presented with 

the following formula: 

 

𝐻𝐷𝐼𝑖𝑡 =  µ +  𝛾𝐻𝐷𝐼𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝛽1𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑈𝑠𝐵𝑟𝑜𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽2𝐼𝐶𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽3𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑈𝑠𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡

+ 𝛽4𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑝𝑟𝐸𝐶𝑂𝑀𝑀𝑝𝑢𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽5𝐸𝑔𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼𝑖 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡 

𝑖 = 1,2, . . . ,28, 𝑡 = 2011,2012. . . ,2017 

where i=1, 2…, N counts for each country in the panel and t=1, 2…, T states the year of the 

analysis. Besides, µ refers for an intercept; γ is a parameter of lagged dependent variable and 

β1, β2, β3, β4, β5, β6 denote the parameters of exogenous variables. It is assumed that εit are 

IID (0, σε 2) while αi represents the unobservable individual-specific effect that is time 

invariant and it accounts for any individuals. 

 

 

Research findings 
 

Descriptive statistics 

 

Descriptive statistics of the data is presented in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Descriptive statistics 
Variable Ar.Sred. Stand.Dev. Min. Max. I N 

HDI 0.8745  0.0385269        0.782        0.938 28 196 

HousUsBro 0.745051 0.1286956 0.5571429 0.9071429 28 196 

IKTemploy (u tis.) 267.5566 383.4336 5.4 1619.6 28 196 

IndUsInt 0.742402 0.1589218 0.5467842 0.9472677 28 196 

EnterprECOMMpurch 0.312602   0.1788019 0.1 0.6314286 28 196 

Egovermen 0.4804592 0.1850746 0.1171429 0.8542857 28 196 

Source: Authors’ research output. 

Note: all tests done in this paper are run in the statistical software package Stata 14.2. 

 

The Table 2 indicate that the average value of HDI in EU-28 countries is 0.8745. Given that 

the maximum number of index is 1, it can be confirmed that EU countries have a high level of 

index of human development, that is, the overall quality of life in these countries is on 

average high.  

The next step is to interpret each independent ICT variable. The first of these is the percentage 

of households that use broadband internet. On average, about 75% of households use 

broadband, where the least-used country has broadband coverage of about 56%. Next variable 

is the share of employed professionals in ICT relative to the total population, and it was on 

average around 3.4%. Variable internet use per individual has shown that on average about 
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74% of EU-28 residents are using the internet, with the smallest share of 55% in the total 

population, and the highest at about 95%. The next indicator is the percentage of e-commerce 

in enterprises, which averages around 31% in EU-28 countries, with the lowest being 10% 

and the highest around 63%. Finally, the use of e-government services per individual is about 

48% on average for the sample countries, where the lowest value is about 11% and the highest 

is about 85%. Thus, the variation in explanatory variables could explain the different levels of 

HDI for the countries in the sample. 

 

Testing hypothesis and findings overview  

 

To run panel data analysis, and to estimate the model properly, the multicollinearity among 

independent variables has to be checked. Thus, a pair wise correlation matrix is calculated 

revealing if there is a multicollinearity problem in the model. Multicollinearity is the 

occurrence of high intercorrelations among independent variables in a multiple regression 

model, and it can lead to distorted or unreliable results when determining how well each 

independent variable can most effectively predict a dependent variable in a statistical model. 

Furthermore, multicollinearity can lead to wider confidence intervals and less reliable 

probability values (P values) for independent variables (Kenton, 2018).  

 

Table 3. Pair wise correlation matrix 
Variable HDI HousUs~o IKTemploy IndUsInt Enterp~h Egover~s 

HDI 1.0000       

HousUsBro 0.6660 1.0000      

IKTemploy 0.4316 0.2963 1.0000     

IndUsInt 0.4879 0.3702 0.0133 1.0000    

EnterprECO~h 0.5852 0.4051 0.3075 0.2837 1.0000   

Egoverment~s 0.7233 0.6102 0.0610 0.5642 0.3828 1.0000  

Source: Authors’ research output 

 

Table 3 presents the overview of the degree of correlation between the model variables. The 

highest degree of correlation is between the variables: use of e-government services and the 

number of households using broadband, which is approximately 0.6. However, according to 

Gujarati (2009), a serious multicollinearity problem does not occur until these numbers 

exceed the value of 0.8, so it can be concluded that there is no multicollinearity problem in the 

specified model. 

Finally, using statistical software Stata 14.02, the model of determinants of HDI is estimated 

using Blundell-Bond estimator and presented in Table 4.  

 

Table 4. Estimation results 
Variable Model 

 HDI 

L.HDI 0.979*** 

 (0.0187) 

HousUsBro 0.00451*** 

 (0.000922) 

IKTemploy -0.00000193*** 

 (0.000000647) 

IndUsInt 0.000708* 

 (0.000392) 

EnterprECOMMpurch 0.00156** 

 (0.000738) 

Egovermentindividuals -0.00668*** 
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 (0.00198) 

_cons 0.0208 

 (0.0153) 

Number of observations 

Number of countries 

Number of instruments 

Sargan test 

AR (1) -p value 

AR (2) -p value 

168 

28 

26 

0.5762 

0.0809  

0.5417 

The brackets contain standard error values 

* p <0.1, ** p <0.05, *** p <0.01 - Interpretation of statistical significance 

Source: Authors’ research output 

 

Table 4 shows the results of the model as well as the results of the Sargan test and the first 

and second-order serial correlation test. As the methodology requires, before analysing the 

model results, diagnostic tests of model validity are performed. For this purpose Sargan test 

and tests for serial correlation are used. Additionally, when conducting a panel analysis, it is 

always necessary to check the number of instruments used. According to Roodman (2009), if 

the number of instruments exceeds the number of observations (in this case the number of 

countries observed), the estimator will become biased and the Sargan test may mislead the 

model of endogeneity. 

This is not the case in this model, since the number of instruments is 26 and the number of 

countries is 28. This proves that the model is not biased, and a Sargan test value of 0.5762 

approve that there is no endogeneity problem in the model, since the p-value of this model is 

higher of 0.05.  

For serial correlation in dynamic panel data, Arellano and Bond (1991) derived two tests: test 

for the first-order serial correlation (labeled AR(1)) and the test for the second-order serial 

correlation (labeled AR(2)) in differenced residuals. Null hypothesis of both tests posits that 

there is no serial correlation and no misspecification of the model if there is no second-order 

serial correlation. Since p-value of AR (2) test in the specified model is 0,5417, the null 

hypothesis test is not rejected. Finally, since the lagged dependent variable is less than 1, 

positive and statistically significant, the stationarity condition is fulfilled and the use of a 

dynamic panel model in this paper is justified. 

 

After validation of the model, it is necessary to interpret the results obtained in the model and 

confirm that they are in line with the expected results. The first explanatory variable is the 

percentage of households using broadband Internet, or broadband. Costa (2016) outlines 

three main ways in which this variable can contribute to economic growth: (i) better access to 

global labour markets, (ii) increased workplace productivity and (iii) increased GDP growth, 

due to the business processes improvement, innovation fostering with new customer 

applications and services, and improving the business efficiency. 

 

The second explanatory variable within the model is the number of ICT professionals 

employed domestically, and its impact on economic development is negative. This can be 

explained by the fact that investing in the education and training of people to become an ICT 

professionals is a long and expensive process and that it takes long time (than it was 

encompassed in this paper) to turn this contribution into a positive influence. Furthermore, 

another possible explanation is that once these workers finish education and training, they 

decide to move out of the country where they were educated, thus making the negative 

balance of the government investment in education (OECD, 2001). Therefore, if the number 

of people employed in ICT industry is growing on a yearly basis, this brings a higher cost to 

the country with negative investment balance in the education in ICT, because it means that 
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ICT workers come from abroad. Lastly, as this sector is profitable and offers the opportunity 

to make good profits, people from other sectors tend to work in ICT, creating redundancies in 

ICT, and a shortage of employees in other sectors. Consequently, the labour market 

imbalances occur, which negatively affects counties’ economic growth. 

 

The third explanatory variable within the model is internet usage per individual. This 

variable contributes positively to economic development, and according to Manyika and 

Roxburgh (2011), there are three main reasons for this: strong contribution to GDP growth 

due to the rise of online trade, the improvement of the living standards and constant 

promotion of business transformation and economic modernization through internet. 

 

The fourth explanatory variable relates to the use of e-commerce within the enterprise, and 

it has a positive impact on economic development. Albăstroi (2007) screened several aspects 

of this variable, which could promote and give values to economic development, such as 

enabling businesses to sell goods and services in international markets (thus empowering 

international transactions) not only in domestic ones; creating new opportunities for SMEs to 

participate in international and/or global trade and encouraging the process of economic 

activities fragmentation. Thus, e-commerce is becoming an essential mean of counties’ 

integration in the global economy. 

 

The last explanatory variable studied in the model is the use of E-government services per 

individual, and this has had a negative impact on economic development. This can be 

explained by the fact that in order to achieve e-government services, an individual 

government need to highly invest in the successful building and implementation of these 

services, which costs money and time. Since government spending has a negative impact on 

GDP (Mitchell, 2005) and GDP is one indicator of economic development, it is clear why this 

variable has a negative impact on it. 

 

The above mentioned confirms that there is statistically significant impact of the development 

of the ICT sector, expressed through selected explanatory variables (i.e. DESI components), 

on the economic development of European countries. According to the p-values within the 

model, it can be confirmed that all variables are significant at values of 1%, 5% and 10%.  

Additionally, the results show that out of the 5 explanatory variables studied, 3 of them have a 

positive effect on the economic growth (use of the broadband, use of the Internet per 

individual and the use of e-commerce in enterprises), while two variables have a negative 

impact on economic development (number of ICT professionals employed and use of e-

government services). Thus, the auxiliary hypothesis H1a: All indicators have a positive 

effect on the economic development of the countries studied, should be partially accepted.  

 

 

Conclusion 
 

This paper has sought to contribute to the raised and ongoing scientific interest on the 

contribution of ICT industry to the economic growth and development. The research aim was 

to determine how ICT affect the development of EU countries. Because social aspects are 

often overlooked when examining the impacts of these variables, research looked at both, 

social and economic aspects, for a more comprehensive and better account of the situation 

within EU countries.  

To bring the new insights, a not often analysed group of explanatory variables and dependent 

variable was chosen for the study. Furthermore, this study brought the novelty to the 
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empirical research by panel model specification, specific time-period under study (2011-17) 

and data sample, i.e. EU 28 member states.  

Due to the breadth of the variables taken into the model estimation, a more realistic picture of 

the state of economic development in the countries under study was obtained. The findings 

suggested that at EU 28 level investing in parts of the ICT sector such as broadband 

expansion, e-commerce growth and encouraging online activities is favourable for economic 

development. On the other hand, EU countries should start encouraging people to invest their 

knowledge and resources into their own countries, i.e. to work domestically, as well as to 

reduce government spending on e-services investments or repurposing them, since the results 

show the negative effects on economic development. 

 

Finally, the research results can serve as a guide for the further ICT sector development, and 

for finding ways to improve people's lives due to ICT and to stimulate economic growth in the 

observed countries. With smart and well-planned development of ICT sector and 

implementation of its products and services, contribution can be made in areas of life quality 

for both individuals and nations. 
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Abstract 
This study intends to discuss a rather newly observable fact in management practice that is the 

personalization of pricing. The possibility of this phenomenon is brought up by the rapid 

industrial development called by scientists and practitioners ‘the fourth industrial revolution’. 

It is a conceptual paper based not on the results of particular field research. Its methodology is 

grounded on desk research, which contained the review of the scientific literature and 

observations of research institutions analysing the practical development going on nowadays 

in the different fields of the economy.    

The study proves that as a result of the fourth industrial revolution, the elbowroom of pricing 

is growing. The growing zone for price-setting makes it necessary for companies to use new 

and more sophisticated methods among them price personalization. Personalization requires 

lots of information about the individual behaviour of customers. The advanced analytics of 

Big Data can deliver real-time information; however, if they are used without control, the 

privacy of customers may become hurt. The paper discusses the effects of the General Data 

Protection Rules (GDPR) on companies and customers.  

The paper concludes that price personalization, which is a kind of price discrimination, should 

be used by sellers with care. The effects of GDPR will be not limited to the European Union; 

it will have worldwide consequences.   

 

Keywords: Industry 4.0, pricing, price personalization, Big Data, AI, DGPR 

JEL classification: M21, M31 

 

 

Introduction 
 

This study intends to discuss a rather newly observable issue in management practice, which 

is the personalization of pricing and its relation to the Big Data and the General Data 

Protection Regulations (GDPR) of the EU. The possibility of price personalization is brought 

up by the rapid industrial development called by scientists and practitioners the fourth 

industrial revolution.  
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According to Schwab (2017), the technical development of the world has entered a phase, 

which can easily be called a revolution, and this is a development, which could transform 

earlier trends and redefine our whole life. This industrial revolution is triggered by the 

revolutionary advancement of the information technology or as the experts call it, the 

digitalization. 

 

These technological advancements will fundamentally transform the global system of 

production (Bauer et al., 2015; Bloem et al., 2015; Moavenzadeh, 2015). The integration of 

information technology with operation technology will create a new digital technology and 

the resulting Internet-based cyber-physical systems will induce favourable changes in the 

creation of customer value or – as Francois Barbier (2017) one of FLEXS's managers puts it: 

“The fourth industrial revolution will change the way we produce and consume.” 

 

The writings about the digitalized economy emphasize that it will enable manufacturers to 

produce smarter, with lower costs and increased personalization of the production. This study 

would like to draw attention to another possible outcome of digitalization, to the 

personalization of marketing tools and among them personalization of pricing, which has 

become possible by the rapid advancement of the Big Data analysing technologies. With the 

introduction of GDPR as EU regulation for the protection of personal customers’ data, the 

situation with price personalization strategy has become different; companies must adjust 

their activity according to this regulation. Even the GDPR is protecting only EU customers’ 

data; the impact will be global.  

 

 

The effect of digitalization on pricing  
 

Companies’ pricing decisions have an elbow room, which is set by two borders: the upper and 

lower limits. The upper limit is determined by the money customers are willing to pay for the 

given product or service. This willingness – called by economics the reservation price – is 

dependent among others on the functional and emotional value of the offering. The lower 

limit is formed by the costs of the offered product or service. In the long term, prices should 

cover the total unit costs; in shorter run companies, because of certain marketing reasons, 

sometimes go below it. In this case, the lower limit is set by the unit variable costs. To go 

below unit variable costs would result in a loss (Rekettye & Liu, 2018).    

  

The literature review of the fourth industrial revolution proves that it will have a determining 

effect on both borders of the possible zone of pricing decisions. The floor of a pricing 

decision, i.e., the costs of manufacturing products and services will go down substantially. 

Röβmann et al., (2015) for example, made calculations concerning the production of spare 

parts in Germany and concluded that 

 

on the average direct labor costs will decrease by 30%, over the present values within the 

next 5-10 years; 

a decrease of similar magnitude can be expected in the costs of operation; 

Costs of materials will remain unchanged, but forecasts speak of a 50% decrease in moving 

goods and materials, and logistics; 

 overhead costs are supposed to decrease by 30% 

It takes, however, significant investment to create the “smart factory” and this will increase 

the rate of depreciation – by about 40% forecasts say. Depreciation is the only cost 

component that is supposed to increase.  
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In conclusion, they forecast a 5-7% decrease in total costs, and a 27-30% decrease in 

conversion costs (with materials excluded).  

 

 This cost-decreasing tendency can be forecasted, with smaller or larger percentages, on 

almost all industries, which are touched by digital technology (see for example the article of 

Ghotgalkar et al., 2017). 

 

 As far as the ceiling of a pricing decision is concerned, the scientists’ forecasts state that the 

different means of digitalization will make it possible to create new products with higher 

customer benefits and will make it possible to improve also the functional value of the 

existing products and services. So, it is safe to state that the increased benefits will also 

increase customer willingness to accept the potentially higher prices. Adding up these two 

tendencies, it is almost sure that the gap between the two borders of pricing will grow in the 

future, giving an ever-growing room of price setting. It is true for tangible goods and even 

truer for services where the fixed costs are usually high, and marginal costs are low, 

sometimes nearing to zero.  

 

 How prices in this growing elbowroom will develop in the different industries will depend on 

many circumstances. Depending on the bargaining power of the participant, i.e., 

manufacturers, intermediaries and customers, prices may follow the downward trends of the 

cost, they may remain stagnant or may go along with the increased benefits of the companies’ 

offerings and may increase.  

 

This growing gap between the floor and the ceiling of pricing decisions gives companies the 

possibility of using different and more and more sophisticated pricing technics. The newest 

trend in the digital era is price personalization.  

 

The mainstream literature emphasized that the tools and methods of the fourth industrial 

revolution made are possible to create a paradigm shift in manufacturing by producing lower 

product costs and better value creation through product personalization. The use of these tools 

– like improved analytics, Big Data, cloud computing, and artificial intelligence – however, 

will make it possible to personalize not only the products but also the other means of 

marketing among them pricing (Rekettye and Rekettye Jr., 2019).       

 

Personalization is the new trend in marketing. However, the majority of the studies discuss 

the personalization of customer relationship or marketing communication (Heimbach, 2015; 

Chung et al. 2016; Shani, 2018), and only a few deals with personalization of prices. Before 

discussing the issue of price personalization, let us first have a look at the process of 

personalization. According to Murthi and Sankar (2003), the personalization process has three 

stages: (1) learning about consumer preferences, (2) matching offerings to customers, and (3) 

evaluation of the learning and matching processes (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. The process of personalization 

 

 
 

Source: Own construction based on the idea of Murthi and Sankar (2003) 

 

 

The influence of big data on the personalization process 
 

The improvement in the analytical capabilities and the technology to process and use Big 

Data creates the opportunity for sellers for collecting customers' personal data such as 

location, search history, preference, and behaviour on the internet. What the customer like or 

unlike, purchasing history or the opinion expressed on social media, through blogs, 

comments, easily can be determined. All this data can be accessed and processed in a near or 

real-time situation. Collection and using Big Data requires investment from the users. That is 

why only larger companies can afford to do the process themselves.   

 

Other companies can buy the necessary information on the secondary market of consumer 

information. This secondary market has been created by companies like Google and 

Facebook, both of which earn much of their revenue by selling targeted marketing 

opportunities to those who cannot afford to produce them in-house. Google and Facebook and 

similar companies demonstrate the commercial potential of ad-supported Internet platforms 

(The Economist, Sept 13, 2014). The companies that gathered customer data are able with the 

Big Data technology to make intelligent predictions in customer moves related to the different 

demand and pricing schemes. Furthermore, high probability prediction is getting more 

importance and attention from the side of marketing strategists.  

 

Big data environments represent good opportunities to the sellers but also the buyers. 

 

For sellers, these opportunities can be grouped into the following categories: 

 

Exploring the demand curve. Trough experimentation sellers can explore consumers’ 

behavior and the development of demand. Sellers can offer different prices to different 

customers, depending on certain customers’ attributes. There is, however, the danger that the 

experimentation can be contra-productive, because, customers may consider this as unethical 

business behaviour which can trigger negative attitudes toward the company and the products.  

 

Steering. In the Big Data environment, the seller can group consumers into separate segments 

when web site triggers its search results based on potential consumer’s characteristics. The 

Dell Computer company offers the same computers with different price tags depending on the 

demographic information that they obtain from the internet about their customer groups.  

 

Collecting autentic and real time information about the individual 
preferences of customers

Matching the offer (product, price, availability, comminication, etc) 
to these preferences

Evaluate and control the process of personalization and make the 
neccesarry changes to improve it 
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Behavioural targeting and personalized pricing. Companies use customer information for 

behavioural targeting which means personalized advertisements and for tailoring the prices of 

their products (Inside Privacy, 2015).  

 

Before the era of Big Data personal targeting and pricing individualization was possible only 

on the spots of purchase and it was rather expensive because only skilful salespersons were 

able to do that. With Big Data, the process is simpler, cheaper, faster, and more affordable.  

 

The Big Data environment offers advantages also for customers: 

 

E-commerce: the digital era makes it possible to use the Internet for shopping, and it is on the 

constant rise. According to Statista the global e-commerce sale amounted to 1336 trillion US 

dollars in 2014 and it has almost tripled by 2019. According to their forecast, this amount will 

double by 2023 (Statista, 2019).   

 

Consumer technology: customers have on their disposal a wide variety of internet tools to 

explore and compare the prices. They can find the best possible deal. There is a huge number 

of best price and price tracking web sites, which can produce the price reduction trough 

arbitrary behavior of the sellers, who use this possibility also for exploring what the 

competition is doing.  

 

Privacy tools: there are tools available, which protect consumer privacy. The consumers can 

actively influence what kind of advertisement they want to receive and what kind of 

information they are willing to share with the sellers. However, many consumers are not 

aware of the existence of these tools. According to Advisers (2015), only 10% of them know 

about this possibility.  

 

 

Price personalization vs price discrimination  
 

Price personalization is nothing else then price discrimination. The theory and practice of 

price discrimination have already more than a century old history; it is enough to refer to the 

book of Pigou in 1920 or Phlips in 1981. Many companies have used price discrimination to 

capture more of the customer’s surplus and increase their profit. The simple definition of price 

discrimination is that it occurs when the seller charges different prices for the same product to 

a different customer, and the price differences are not backed by cost differences. Handbooks 

of economics distinguish three types of price discrimination:    

  

Figure 2. The three degrees of price discrimination 

 

First degree or perfect 
price discrimination

•It occurs when the 
firm charges different 
prices on every unit 
sold to every 
customer. 

Second degree or 
quantity 

discrimination

•It occurs when the 
company charges 
different prices on 
different amounts but 
does not distinguish 
between customers.

Third degree or multi-
market price 

discrimination 

•It occurs when the 
company charges 
different segments of 
customers different 
prices.
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 Source: Own construction 

 

 First-degree price discrimination is based on knowledge of the maximum price that the 

customer is willing to pay. First-degree price discrimination has been perceived as only 

theoretical category usable only for academic purposes to explain sellers' and buyers' 

preferences.  However, with the development of new technological and analytical Bid Data 

capabilities, the internet of things (IoT), and machine learning, and with the erosion of data 

privacy, the precondition has been created that this price discrimination category comes more 

and more in focus. This technological improvement environment “induced a shift towards 

personalized pricing and a close approximation to the mentioned ‘ideal’” (R.Steppe, 2017). 

In a traditional bazaar a seller might charge a well-dressed buyer twice as much as another 

based on visual clues or accents. Now, the use of big data analytics and artificial intelligence 

offer scientific approach for selling at different prices, depending on an individual's 

willingness to pay (Tanner, 2014).  

 

 Second-degree price discrimination is the situation where the seller offers its product on 

special prices and special deals to those buyers who meet special requirements or to those 

buyers who seek specials qualities. The second-degree discrimination is a situation where the 

seller offers promotions such as “by two and get one for free,” or when buyers buy a certain 

quantity of certain combination of products (bulk purchase). A seller does this to reward loyal 

customers or to provide savings to those buyers who appreciate the deals. This form of price 

discrimination allows savings to customers who value "deals," reward loyal customers with 

frequent purchase history and increase the company’s margin on rare or premium items. In the 

telecommunication sector, the second-degree price discrimination is in the package offers of 

Internet, TV, and Phone, where the price is lower when they are bought all together 

comparing to the aggregate price when those services are bought separately. 

 

 Third-degree price discrimination is a situation when a seller offers special discount 

prices depending on the affiliation to the groups such as retiaries, students, soldiers, children, 

etc. Those discounts can be found in public transportation, entrance fee in theatre or zoo. The 

main reason for offering discounts is that those groups are extremely priced sensitive, and an 

increase in the prices will result in a drop in demand. 

 

 

The use of Big Data analytics and AI to implement an effective price 

discrimination strategy – practical examples 
 

As mentioned earlier in this study, the improvements in the analytical capabilities and 

technological ways to collect and process Big Data create the opportunity for easy harvesting 

of customers' data such as location, search history, preferences and behaviour on the internet. 

What the customer like or unlike, purchasing history or the opinion expressed on social 

media, through blogs, comments, easily can be determined. All this data can be accessed and 

processed in a near or real-time situation.  

 

To implement an effective price discrimination strategy and to carry out an effective daily 

price setting activity companies need to have the necessary hardware and software for using 

the above information in creating and constantly changing personalized price tags to achieve 

the optimal price margins in everyday transactions.  
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Artificial intelligence (AI) is one of the technologies used in dynamic pricing. In the past 

years, we have witnessed a revolutionary development in machine learning and its 

functionality when it has come to data analytics (Sky Tree, 2018). Artificial intelligence has 

been an important subject since the middle of the 20th century (Danyi, 2018), but its big 

popularity in the present time comes from three factors. After many decades it has become an 

everyday reality that (1) today there are efficient algorithms available, (2) there are enormous 

big real-time databases and (3) the productivity of computers has become fast enough to 

handle these processes (Miailhe and Hodes 2017, cited by Danyi 2018).  Machine learning 

techniques, such as deep learning, are viable approaches to exploiting the value of big data 

(Liang et al., 2018). 

  

  If we look at the present pricing practice of companies, we can state that the most modern 

pricing technology is used by the so-called disruptive organizations. Their pricing policy is 

becoming the major force of their disruptive business models (Rekettye, 2020). If we look at 

the industries, the most plausible example can be found in the field of transportation, tourism, 

commerce, and amusement and sports industries. Let us show some examples where AI and 

big data analytics are already used efficiently. 

 

Transportation. Uber, for example, uses price personalization for individual journeys with the 

help of machine learning. The AI takes into consideration geographical location, the time, the 

traffic, the weather conditions of the journey and calculates the expected amount the 

passengers are willing to pay for it.  When there is little or no data at all, Uber exploits LSTM 

(long short-term memory) networks as well as deep learning models to predict the future 

stance of the market and even the “unexpected” events before they can happen (Didur, 2018). 

A very similar method is used by Lyft a community transport company or the yield or revenue 

management software used by the low-cost airlines and in the hotel businesses (Danyi, 2018).         

      

Community hotel business. One manager of Airbnb writes in a journal article the following: 

“We released our latest improvements. We started doing dynamic pricing- that is, offering 

new price tips daily based on changing market conditions. We tweaked our general pricing 

algorithms to consider some unusual, even surprising characteristics of listings. And we've 

added what we think is a unique approach to machine learning that lets our system not only 

learn from its own experience but also take advantage of a little human intuition when 

necessary.” (Hill, 2015) 

 

Commerce. “Sears uses big data to help set prices and give loyalty shoppers customized 

coupons. Sears analyses massive amounts of data about product availability in its stores to 

prices at other retailers to local weather conditions to set prices dynamically. Also, e-Bay to 

achieve the highest price possible for items sellers place for auction examines all data related 

to items sold before (e.g., a relationship between video quality of auction items and bidding 

prices) and suggests ways to maximize results to sellers” (Lee, 2017). Both companies use 

Hadoop, Big Data open source technology to reduce the cost of pricing and to achieve the best 

possible returns.  

 

Amusement and sports industries. For example, in a baseball league, Big Data analytics is 

used to combine ticket price strategy and discrimination. Many variables are investigated and 

beside the traditional ones also unconnected and unrelated variables. For example, inputs such 

as construction around the stadium, teams of the rise, the potential for record-setting events, 

amount of klicks on social media are used (Erevelles et al., 2016).     
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 Summarizing: Big Data analytics and AI technology allow the price strategists to change prices of certain products or services even several times per day and to adjust them to the consumer's buying habits. In this process, pricing strategists use not only data got from customers' habits, but also, combine them with the data got 

from such as weather channels, traffic, mobile phone locators, etc.  

 

 

Customers’ privacy — price discrimination strategy in the GDPR context  
Personalization of prices – as discussed earlier – requires detailed information about 

customers. This requirement raises the issue of customer privacy and the issue of privacy 

protection immediately. This topic has already a wide international literature (Lee et al., 2011; 

Richards et al., 2016; Malgieri et al., 2018). When discussing personalization, an interesting 

contradiction must be mentioned: while customers expect from sellers to treat them in a 

personalized way, they are protecting their privacy. This behaviour was demonstrated very 

clearly in the Acquia research made in 2018 (Figure 3.).  

 

Figure 3. The contradiction between customers’ expectations and their readiness to give 

access to their private information  

 
   Source: Own construction based on the figures of the Acquia research. 
Note: the Acquia research was done in several advanced countries; the two percentages under the statements 

show the lowest and the highest country average agreements with the given statement.  

 

This customer behaviour also proved that there was a severe need for personal data protection 

regulation. This study tries to discuss this question in the context of the GDPR.  

 

The GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) is an EU regulation (EU, 2016) about the 

protection of personal data. It was adopted on 14 April 2016, and after a two-year transition 

period, it entered into the force on 25 May 2018. The GDPR is a regulation, and because it is 

not a directive, it is automatically binding and applicable. According to the relevant EU 

regulation, the GDPR application does not require EU member states to adopt any enabling 

legislation. They are obliged to adjust internal legislation according to the GDPR. To have 

enough time for EU member states' internal adjustment, the EU gave two years for proper 

preparation. The sanctions for breaching the GDPR are huge enough, up to EUR 20 million, 

to be treated seriously.   

 

For marketing experts, GDPR will change the way how to communicate and how to get 

approval or consent from the customers to use their data. (Maxim, 2018). The marketing 

experts will have to reinvent the way how to manage personal advertisements. Even GDPR 

refers only to the personal data of the EU citizen; the impact will be global. The GDPR 

contains various provisions related to price discrimination (R.Steppe, 2017). The GDPR 

applies to personal data processed wholly or partly by automated means. ‘Personal data’ is 

defined as (i) any information (ii) relating to (iii) an identified or identifiable (iv) natural 

person, regardless of the nationality or place of residence of the person.  

Brands should not be 
able to use my personal 
data to try and market 
different things to me 
(78-81%)

I would be more loyal to 
a brand that showed they 
really understood me and 

what I was looking for 
(79-82%)

H 

O 

W 

E 

V 

E 

R 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Directive_(European_Union)
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The GDPR is connected only with the natural or living persons, and data from the legal 

persons such as the company are not treated with the GDPR.  With the Big data techniques, 

data retrieved from legal persons can be the object of price discrimination targeting. The 

GDPR defines “objective” and “subjective types of information. The objective group of 

information includes data that are gathered as a part of purchase history, and the subjective 

dimension of the information are the data that are gathered on the internet. Also, GDPR 

defines its jurisdiction over price discrimination if the personal data are wholly or partly 

processed by automated means (R.Steppe, 2017). 

 

Price discrimination may bring a lot of benefits for the consumer, one of these is through a 

price reduction, and it is very important not to allow that rigid data protection provision close 

possibilities for making this kind of pricing strategy. At the same time, it should be careful 

because some techniques of the extraction and using personal data can be harmful to the 

integrity of the individual, for example, children's data. The processing of collected data 

should be based on lawfulness.  

  

In the GDPR, there are references (article 4 of GDPR) on the lawfulness of price 

discrimination, such as consent of data gathering and processing, pre-contractual measures, 

and legitimate interest.  In the area of consent, it has to be given by the customer in a freely, 

specific, informed, and unambiguous way that the data will be collected for processing 

purposes. The consent has to be specific, explicit, and legitimate. The consent to be 

lawfulness has to be given and used for specific purposes, not the general one (article 5. 

GDPR). The purpose must be explicated, meaning that it has to be clearly explained, revealed, 

or expressed in an intelligible way (R.Steppe, 2017). The consent has to be legitimate, which 

means that it has to be in accordance with the law in the broadest sense.  

 

In the context of price discrimination, the lawfulness can be established if pre-contractual 

measures have been taken (R.Steppe, 2017).  As the third ground for the lawfulness of the 

price discrimination in the GDPR context, there should be, as article 6 of GDPR states, ”the 

legitimate interest of the controller or by the third party.” This legitimate interest of the 

controller has to be presented to the customer.  

 

Article 22 of GDPR gives the right to the customer to refuse to be an object of price 

discrimination. The article defines that customer has right not to be the subject of a decision 

based on solely on automated processing which either produces a legal effect concerning him 

or her or similarly significantly affects him or her (Steppe, 2017).  

 

GDPR not only regulated B2C data collection but third party liability, which may influence 

how personal data are shared and used, but also protected, by the third party in B2B relation  

(GDPR articles 44-50). It will have a huge impact on the non-EU legal subjects who collect 

share and process personal data for pricing strategy. They will have to apply all rules coming 

out GDPR, which can trigger adoption similar personal data protection regulations in the rest 

of the world.  

 

How it will look like and what impact will on personal advertising and the cost of using the 

internet remain to be seen. Certainly, for those companies that collect, use, and protect 

personal data in accordance with GDPR, this will present new costs and organizational 

burden. As L. Downes wrote (Downes, 2018) “...calls for regulation in the US, may lead to 
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the end of what has long been internet’s grand bargain: the exchange of free or subsidized 

content for personalized advertising.” 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

The multiproduct company has to find each product a suitable price. The impact of wrong 

pricing can be devastating for the company. There are many ways and strategies available to 

do this. For each pricing strategy, the crucial part is relevant data about the customers. In the 

Big Data era, the data are available like never before. The analytical tools enable decision-

makers to analyze and process data almost instantly and to discover particularities about 

customers that were not visible before.   

 

It allows them to be proactive in defining pricing. Big Data tools create the precondition for a 

more affordable and successful price discrimination strategy. The first-degree price 

discrimination so far has been treated only as a theoretical category for academic purposes. It 

was an “ideal” price discrimination target. With Big data and AI, the first-degree price 

discrimination, become available, workable, and affordable.  

 

Big data processing is a precondition for personalized advertisement targeting and pricing 

individualization. With the Big Data capabilities, profit maximization through first-degree 

price discrimination is within reach, but to achieve this proper pricing infrastructure should be 

established in the company. With GDPR, the EU introduced the new rules in dealing with EU 

citizen personal data. The impact of GDPR will be global, and the companies have to adjust 

their practice and internal organization accordingly.  
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Abstract 

Entrepreneurship within organisation is a key prerequisite of entrepreneurial and economic 

growth. Factors of organisational support such as financial rewards are important for 

entrepreneurial activity within the framework of existing organisational structures. Business 

performance and its organisational prerequisites are in a feedback loop. Frequently financial 

results are a determinant of financial rewards and they are a strong motivation for 

entrepreneurial activities of employees upon which the further entrepreneurial growth and 

development depend. In order to achieve its sustainability, market success should be observed 

through multiple, financial and non-financial indicators and absolute and relative measures, 

especially if business result is the basis for determining organisational incentives of 

employees’ entrepreneurial activity. The aim of this paper is to examine the perception of 

management in Croatia regarding financial rewards as a key factor of organisational 

incentives within organisations and related tax instruments as a key determinant of their 

implementation. A structured questionnaire was used with this aim to test 62 small and 

medium-sized enterprises in Croatia with a pronounced entrepreneurial activity of employees. 

The research led to a conclusion that in Croatian companies the importance of financial 

rewards as a key factor in supporting entrepreneurial activities within organisation is not 

sufficiently recognised. In the process of financial rewarding, individual rewards are used 

exclusively, which were proven to be the least efficient financial instrument to the 

entrepreneurial activity of employees. The surveyed managers confirmed the assumption that 

the tax system has a significant impact on the choice of form and sum of employees’ financial 

rewards used, but it does not provide the necessary incentive and support in this sense. 

 

Keywords: entrepreneurial activity with an organisation, entrepreneurial performance and 

growth, organisational support to entrepreneurial activity of employees, financial rewards, tax 

system 

 

JEL classification: M12, M21, M48, M52, M54 

 

 

Introduction 
 

Entrepreneurial activity of employees is considered a strategic determinant of successful 

organisations. Numerous studies have proven the link between entrepreneurial activity within 

an organisation and the growth and profitability of the company (Antoncic and Hisrich, 2001; 

Antoncic and Hisrich, 2004; Covin and Slevin, 1986; Covin and Slevin, 1989; Covin and 

Slevin, 1990; Covin and Slevin, 1991; Wiklund, 1998; Naman and Slevin, 1993). Employees’ 
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entrepreneurial activity has been proven to be the key prerequisite of growth and successful 

performance of small companies facing hostile environment (Covin and Slevin, 1989). 

Novelty as an assumed trait of entrepreneurship ensures competitiveness and represents 

growth potential of a company (Lumpkin and Dess, 1996; Sharma and Chrisman, 1999; 

Antoncic and Hisrich, 2003). Therefore entrepreneurial activity within an organisation should 

be continuously fostered with instruments of organisational support (Hornsby et al., 1993; 

Kuratko, Hornsby and Bishop, 2005; Kuratko, Hornsby and Covin, 2014; Antoncic and 

Hisrich, 2001). Organisational incentives to entrepreneurship within an organisation reflect 

the attitude and decisions of its management and/or owners (Antoncic and Zorn, 2004; 

Hornsby et al., 1993; Khandwalla, 1987; Mintzberg, 1971). Financial rewards stand out 

among them as a strong motivator of entrepreneurial activity of employees. These rewards are 

most frequently linked to measurable indicators of success of new activities (Hornsby, 

Kuratko and Zahra, 2002; Hornsy et al., 1993; Scheepers and Bloom, 2008; Kuratko, Hornsby 

and Goldsby, 2004). They are both a result and a prerequisite of success which can be 

observed with the help of various financial and nonfinancial indicators as well as absolute and 

relative measures (Rauch, Wiklund, Lumpkin, Frese, 2005; Covin and Slevin, 199; Naman 

and Slevin, 1993; Antoncic and Hisrich, 2001). Tax system should facilitate and stimulate 

financial rewarding of employees. Various forms of financial rewarding should be taken into 

account, such as individual rewards, group incentives, participating in profit distribution and 

equity interest. In such a manner, innovative activity as a prerequisite of competitiveness, 

growth of the company and national economy would be stimulated. 

In Croatia, insufficient research attention is paid to employee entrepreneurial activity as an 

important determinant of entrepreneurial success and economic growth. Particularly neglected 

are organizational prerequisites and related macro factors of entrepreneurial employee 

support. 

The aim of this paper is to explore the perceptions of the management of small and medium-

sized enterprises, which form the basis of the Croatian economy, about financial rewards and 

related tax instruments as an important precondition for stimulating, and supporting 

entrepreneurial activity within the organization.   

In the introductory part, multidimensional measures and ways of perceiving entrepreneurial 

output and growth are elaborated. The proven correlation of entrepreneurial output and 

entrepreneurship within the organization was then highlighted, as well as the necessary 

organizational support for employees' entrepreneurial activity. The research focuses on 

financial rewards as an important organizational factor for stimulating entrepreneurial activity 

within the organization and related financial support tax instruments.   

 

 

Entrepreneurial result, growth and development  

 

Entrepreneurial activity contributes to positive macroeconomic and microeconomic 

performance. It enables growth of economic base and contributes to the better performance of 

the company, which in turn leads to economic growth and development (Hisrich, Peters and 

Shepherd, 2011:14-16). 

Entrepreneurial performance is a multidimensional concept. Correlation between 

entrepreneurial orientation and performance depends on indicators used to evaluate 

performance. Indicators are commonly classified as financial and nonfinancial measures. 

Nonfinancial measures encompass satisfaction and perception of success of the owner and/or 

manager. Financial measures include evaluation of the increase in sales and return on 

investment. Measures of growth and those of profitability differ the most. Even though these 

concepts are empirically and theoretically connected, they are frequently mutually exclusive. 
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Companies may tend to invest in long-term growth while sacrificing short-term profit. 

Conceptual assumptions of a correlation between entrepreneurial orientation and performance 

mostly focus on financial aspects of performance. It is not as easy to evaluate correlation of 

the construct of entrepreneurial orientation and nonfinancial goals, such as owner’s 

satisfaction. If nonfinancial goals are of primary importance, uncertainty linked to bold 

initiatives and risk taking can lead to agony and decreased satisfaction of company’s 

management. However, satisfaction can increase due to better financial performance. 

Therefore it is assumed that correlation between entrepreneurial orientation and financial 

performance is higher than the correlation between entrepreneurial orientation and 

nonfinancial performance (Rauch, Wiklund, Lumpkin, Frese, 2005:9-10; Covin and Slevin, 

1991:19). However a more thorough insight and long-term perception of business success 

requires both objective and subjective measures of performance. After implementing meta- 

analysis of entrepreneurial orientation and performance, Rauch, Wiklund, Lumpkin, Frese 

emphasise the necessity to classify performance as self-reported financial performance, 

archival financial performance and non-financial performance. It is their view that financial 

performance registered by the stakeholders of an organisation allows for testing its various 

dimensions such as comparison with competitors. They consider archival financial 

performance an objective measure of achieved results (Rauch, Wiklund, Lumpkin, Frese, 

2005:10). By developing the model in which there is a convergence of environment, 

organisation, entrepreneurial style and performance, Naman and Slevin (1993:145) stressed 

the need to use subjective and objective measures of financial performance in order to achieve 

a more comprehensive evaluation of the achieved result and its correlation with 

entrepreneurship within organisations.  

 

A research by Antoncic and Hisrich tested the impact of entrepreneurship within 

organisations, as conveyed by organisational and environmental factors, on the performance 

of organisations as seen through wealth creation. The term “wealth creation” referred to 

financial assets in the form of new funds and financial means which resulted from net profit 

and growth (Antoncic and Hisrich, 2004:519). The integrative model by Antoncic and Hisrich 

was based on the assumption that there is a positive correlation between entrepreneurship 

within an organisation, its prerequisites (organisational and environmental determinants) and 

its consequences (growth and profitability). The growth of a company was assessed based on 

absolute and relative measures. Absolute growth was expressed in number of employees and 

total sales and relative growth in achieved market share in comparison to competitors. The 

results of the research indicated that entrepreneurship within organisations has a stronger 

influence on growth than on the profitability of business (Antoncic & Hisrich, 2001:496-503). 

In their research, Covin and Slevin (1989, 1991), Covin and Covin (1990), Wiklund (1998), 

Naman and Slevin (1993) proved that there is a correlation between environmental and 

organisational factors, entrepreneurial orientation and related entrepreneurial activity within 

an organisation and its consequential performance.  

 

An increase in sales potentially leads to entrepreneurial growth and consequently to economic 

growth. When the growth of a company is measured using quantitative methods most 

frequently what is observed is the increase in the number of employees, sales, total revenue , 

assets, market share, profit, capacity and capital using relative and absolute measures 

(Shepherd and Wiklund, 2009; Davidsson, Steffens and Fitzsimmons, 2009; Šarlija, Pfeifer 

and Bilandžić, 2016 cited in CEPOR, 2018:88). Absolute growth is commonly measured with 

annual growth in the number of employees and sales during three consecutive years. Relative 

growth is assessed as growth in market share in the last three years (Antoncic and Hisrich, 

2001:512). The concept of growth is used in business demography in order to study how 
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groups of enterprises develop. It is measured as a change in the size of established indicators 

during a defined time frame (OECD, 2007:47). A special attention is given to high-growth 

enterprises due to their contribution to the demographic and economic structure of a country. 

High-growth enterprises exceed a threshold, which defines them as high-growth. The 

thresholds are set by agreement, mostly according to the results of scientific research or 

experiences of an individual country. According to the definition by OECD, high-growth 

enterprises are enterprises with average annualized growth in the number of employees and 

turnover greater than twenty percent per annum, over a three-year period, and with ten or 

more employees at the beginning of the observation period (OECD, 2007:61). Medium-

growth enterprises are enterprises that achieved growth in turnover and number of employees 

which ranges from 10 to 20 per cent (Eurostat, 2019). In the used OECD methodology 

turnover is defined as the total value of invoices issued by the observed enterprise during the 

reference period. Its meaning encompasses the sales of goods and services and involves all 

duties and taxes on the goods and services invoiced by a business unit with the exception of 

VAT and similar direct taxes which are deducted from the final calculations (OECD, 

2016:54).  The 2017 report of the SMEs and Entrepreneurship Policy Centre contains an 

estimate of the growth potential of Croatian enterprises by region and activity. The aim of the 

project was to estimate growth potential in the early stage of business in order to achieve a 

more efficient distribution of resources at micro and macro level. Primary and secondary data 

was used in the process. Secondary data refer to the objective, and primary to the subjective 

measure of performance. In the primary research data was collected about the characteristics 

of the entrepreneur, enterprise and surroundings. With secondary data objective measures of 

absolute growth were utilised. The number of employees and sales were used as a criterion of 

growth. High-growth enterprises were given special focus in the research. An enterprise was 

characterised as high-growth if in a three consecutive years its sales increased by 20 per cent 

or the number of employees increased by 10 per cent during two consecutive years. In the 

sample of 156 companies, 46 were categorized as high-growth companies. Such a share 

indicates that the number of businesses which contribute to economy the most is alarmingly 

low (CEPOR, 2018:85-89). 

 

 

Entrepreneurship within organisations and entrepreneurial results 
 

The concept of entrepreneurship which initially focused on individuals with time gained a 

more general dimension. It is connected with individuals and groups that create new 

combinations of resources with their own capabilities or within the framework of the existing 

organisation (Lumpkin and Dess, 1996:135; Sharma and Chrisman, 1999:13, Antoncic and 

Hisrich, 2003:8). Schumpeter was among the first to advocate organisational approach to 

entrepreneurship, stressing that organisations have the necessary resources for innovative 

activity (Lumpkin and Dess, 1996:138). 

 

As of 1970s entrepreneurial processes within organisations have been intensely studied and 

recommendations given to stimulate them. In this process there are two basic approaches to 

entrepreneurship within organisations. The approach of corporate entrepreneurship refers to 

undertaking new business ventures within existing organisations, reshaping existing 

organisational structures and cultures and innovation. On the other hand the approach of 

entrepreneurial orientation focuses on various dimensions of entrepreneurial behaviour at the 

level of organisation (Antoncic and Hisrich, 2003:15). 
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In line with the mentioned approaches, when researching entrepreneurship at the level of 

organisation two measures of entrepreneurial performance were used: ENTERSCALE and 

corporate entrepreneurship scale. ENTERSCALE focuses on two main behavioural 

dimensions of entrepreneurship: innovation and proactivity. It is inteded to evaluate 

management’s focus on entrepreneurship and allows researching the correlation between 

entrepreneurship within organisations and company’s performance (Khandwalla, 1987:42-

43). In practice it confirmed a positive correlation between entrepreneurship within 

organisations, growth and profitability of large organisational structures (Covin and Slevin, 

1986) and entrepreneurship within organisations and performance of small enterprises in 

hostile environment (Covin and Slevin, 1989), as well as entrepreneurship within 

organisations and growth of small companies (Covin, 1991). A hostile environment means 

uncertain determinants of industry, intense competition and lack of market opportunities 

(Covin and Slevin, 1989:75-76). Competitive threat is estimated by number, intensity and 

strength of competitors and their activities which represent a declining or growing trend of 

industry life cycle (Miller and Friesen, 1983:222). On the other hand, corporate 

entrepreneurship scale is aimed at evaluating involvement of organisational structures in 

activities of corporate entrepreneurship which encompass development of new organisations, 

self – renewal and innovation. The described scales were used to measure four basic 

dimensions of entrepreneurship within organisations: starting a new business venture, 

innovation, self –renewal and proactivity. The first dimension, starting a new business 

venture, referred to forming new autonomous or partly autonomous organisation units and 

entering new markets with existing products and services of the company. The dimension of 

innovation referred to developing new products, services, processes and technologies. The 

dimension of self-renewal stressed redefining strategy, reorganisation and organisational 

changes, while the dimension of proactivity involved initiative and taking risks and 

competitive aggressiveness and boldness, reflecting the competitive striving of the 

management. All four dimensions represent determinants of Schumpeter’s innovation, which 

is the stronghold of entrepreneurship. They are the basis of the concept of entrepreneurship 

within organisation with its striving for creative solutions of challenges which an enterprise 

encounters, including development or improvement of products and services, markets, 

administrative techniques and technologies, as well as changes in strategy and business 

organisation. As seen through Schumpeter’s postulates, entrepreneurship within organisations 

presumes facing opponents with innovation in the broadest sense of the word (Antoncic and 

Hisrich, 2001:495-501). 

 

Numerous research confirmed correlation between entrepreneurial orientation and 

performance as seen in the achieved growth and financial results. It has been noted that 

entrepreneurial orientation is a prerequisite of entrepreneurial behaviour. The strategic 

orientation of a company was measured based on the perception of the entrepreneur or 

manager. It has been proven that the perception reflects strategic orientation and connected 

behaviour within entrepreneurial structures (Wiklund, 1998:1-8). Covin and Slevin stress that 

the prerequisite of competitiveness of strategic orientation is its implementation within 

organisational structure and culture. Operative processes and tactics are instruments of 

competing. The extent and the manner in which entrepreneurial attitude is reflected in them 

affect company’s performance (Covin and Slevin, 1991:10-14). They also stress that 

performance of a company is a result of interaction between factors of organisational structure 

and strategic stance with business practices and competitive tactics (Covin and Slevin, 

1989:80-84). 
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Organisational support to entrepreneurship within organisations 
 

Factors of organisational support such as management support, freedom of choice, time 

availability, rewards and weak internal barriers are key prerequisites for entrepreneurship 

within organisation (Hornsby et al, 1993:31; Kuratko, Hornsby and Bishop, 2005:286; 

Kuratko, Hornsby and Covin, 2014:39-41; Antoncic and Hisrich, 2001:502). 

Organisational support is an important determinant of entrepreneurial activity within 

organisations. It is frequently linked to the entrepreneurial attitude of management (Antoncic 

and Zorn, 2004:7). Hornsby and collaborators described management support as the extent to 

which management stimulates entrepreneurial behaviour. A quick idea implementation, 

recognising and rewarding innovative individuals, supporting experimental projects and 

availability of financial resources are underlined as key activities of management support 

(Hornsby et al., 1993:31-32). While researching innovative behaviour at the level of 

organisations, Khandwalla particularly focused on managers as motivators of proactive and 

innovative behaviour within organisations. He proved a positive correlation between 

entrepreneurship-oriented management and company’s performance. In the described 

conclusions he stressed strategic prerequisites of entrepreneurship within organisations which 

can be managed in line with market needs (Khandwalla, 1987:39-53). 

 

Management is responsible for maintaining continuity of entrepreneurial processes within an 

organisation. Financial rewards stand out as an important motivation of entrepreneurial 

activity of employees. A standardised reward system which consists of setting goals, 

monitoring success and individual responsibility stimulates employees to accept challenge of 

opportunities not taken and accept the risk of taking them (Hornsby, Kuratko and Zahra, 

2002:259; Hornsby et al, 1993:32; Scheepers, Hough and Bloom, 2008:55). 

 

Hisrich, Peters and Shepherd as well as Kuratko, Hornsby and Bishop stress independence 

and possibility for promotion within the reward system as the primary drivers of employees as 

entrepreneurs. Rewards are seen as reflections of success of the entrepreneurial activity and 

they encompass promotion and financial rewards. Recognition in a form of a deserved 

position in the new venture has proven to be the best motivator in the rewards system 

(Hisrich, Peters and Shepherd, 2011:70-73; Kuratko, Hornsby and Bishop, 2005:286). 

Kuratko, Hornsby and Goldsby stress the importance of the perception of expected result and 

related individual rewards for entrepreneurial motivation. With the model of sustainable 

entrepreneurial activity within organisations, they emphasise communication and perception 

of desired results. It is their view that positive perception of employees about the outcomes of 

entrepreneurial strategy is crucial for their motivation, and the prerequisite of positive 

perception is a suitable communication of strategic determinants. In addition to the 

importance of intensive and interactive communication, with their model they stressed the 

significance of previous entrepreneurial experiences. They established that individuals will be 

more motivated for entrepreneurial activities if their previous expectations linked to outcomes 

of entrepreneurial activities were fulfilled (Kuratko, Hornsby and Goldsby, 2004:84-85). 

After studying activities and related roles of management, Mintzberg stresses the importance 

of interactive communication as an indispensable factor of managerial function within 

organisation (Mintzberg, 1971:102-107). 

 

Despite the efficiency of results-driven entrepreneurial behaviour, individual rewards in the 

form of performance – related pay was proven an ineffective motivator of entrepreneurial 

activity within organisation. It presupposes objective measures of financial performance. This 

is the reason why individual financial awards limit entrepreneurial behaviour of employees to 
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activities they are certain will bring success. In such a manner creativity and innovation which 

implies novelty and accepting the risk of new activity failing are discouraged. However it was 

noted that participating in profit distribution and the possibility to acquire equity interest spurs 

proactive and innovative behaviour of employees. By giving them ownership rights, 

employees are enabled to participate in activities linked to managerial function. This in itself 

increases their interest in achieving sustainable competitive advantage on the market by 

differentiation (Noe and al, 2006:431-436). Equity interest increases commitment of 

employees to the organisation, which was proven to be the key motivator for participating in 

innovative activities (Garrett, 2010:4-7; Hisrich, 1990:219; Klanecek and Antoncic, 2007:35-

36). Allocating equity interest involves profit distribution and decision-making rights which 

are based on it, providing timely and complete information, training in line with the 

requirements of organisational processes (Rosen and Carberry, 2003:4). With group 

incentives and team rewards groups of employees are motivated to undertake entrepreneurial 

activity within organisation. Group incentives imply objective evaluation of financial results 

and rewards based on financial results. On the other hand, team rewards are based on 

qualitative evaluations of the extent to which interaction of groups of employees is successful 

and of benefits within organisational structure and culture achieved through it (Noe et al., 

2006:431-436). Team work ensures synergy of interdisciplinary discoveries and skills which 

increases efficiency of innovation processes (Christensen and Overdorf, 2000:6; Srivastava 

and Agrawal, 2010:166-169). Team structure erases limits between organisational units and 

hierarchical barriers. Teams can be organised within individual organisational units or 

between organisational units of various hierarchical levels. In such a way, they make 

organisational structure shallow and free-flowing (Sikavica, 2011:437-439). Flexible and free-

flow organisational structures are a stimulating environment for innovative ventures (GII, 

2016: XXIV). 

 

 

Fiscal instruments as support to financial factors of organisational support  
 

As of 1 December 2018, Art. 7, p. 2, line no. 32 of the Ordinance on Personal Income Tax 

(Ministry of Finance, 2018) allows employers to provide non-taxable financial rewards to 

their employees for their professional performance. The prescribed sum that that can be paid 

amounts to 5 000 kn a year, exempt from income tax and contributions. The conditions of the 

payment have not been prescribed so employee can be rewarded even if the employer suffered 

a loss, if the employer deems that the employee deserves the reward that particular year. 

However, what every employer needs to take into consideration is that the reward can only be 

paid to the employee’s current account. If employer estimates that an employee deserves a 

reward higher than the non-taxable sum amounting to 5 000 kn, then the difference will be 

seen as employment income and relevant taxes and contributions will have to be paid. 

 

The Ordinance does not prescribe particular criteria that employers should implement when 

rewards are paid, apart from concluding an employment contract. The reward can be paid 

according to the employer’s subjective evaluation to an employee or a group of employees 

who fulfilled internal requirements of the organisation. The amount of the reward does not 

have to be equal for all selected employees. Also, employer can limit the payment of rewards 

as they see fit in line with particular internal guidelines, for instance to employers who have 

been employed the entire current year. 

 

As of 1 September 2019 additional non-taxable benefits were made available in the form of 

meals for employees. As of Ordinance on Personal Income Tax, Article 7, paragraph 2, line 
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no. 34 and 35 there are two models that can be implemented and employers can decide on 

each of them in agreement with employee (Ministry of Finance, 2019a): 

 

1. A lump sum covering the costs of meals which amounts to 5 000 kn a year. As well as the 

performance reward, the payment has to be made to the current account of an employee. The 

document that accompanies the payment can be employer’s decision, employment agreement 

or some other internal document of the company. In this case it is not necessary to provide 

invoices as the basses for the costs of meals. If this model of financial rewards is chosen, 

travelling allowance is not reduced on business trips, since its main purpose is to cover costs 

of meals on a mission. Also this sum can be paid all at once, in monthly instalments or in line 

with some other scheme. This model is particularly interesting to small entrepreneurs who do 

not have an arrangement for the sustenance of their employees.  

 

2. Meals costs based on valid documents – amounting up to 12 000 kn a year. In addition to 

the condition that the sum needs to be paid to the current account of the employee, it also 

needs to be evenly distributed throughout the year (1000 kn per month). When using this 

model it is important to fulfil the following conditions: 

a) Employer has to be invoiced. 

b) The invoice cannot be paid in cash nor by credit card of the employee; subsequent refunds 

to the employee will not be made. The invoice has to be paid either with funds from the 

employers account or by credit card of the employer. 

c) Costs were incurred during employment with the employer  

d) There is a continuity of costs – what is required is a regularity of meals. 

When this model is used, daily travelling allowance is reduced, according to Ordinance on 

Personal Income Tax, Art. 7, p. 2, i. 13 (Ministry of Finance, 2019a), and in the following 

manner: for one meal a day – a reduction of 30% from the sum of the daily travelling 

allowance (employee will receive 140 instead of 200 kn), and for two meals a day – 60% 

(employee will receive 80 instead of 200 kn).  

In addition to non-taxable bonuses employer can also pay bonuses to employee in a form of 

thirteenth month salary or a bonus for professional contribution. However in that case the 

bonus is taxable and it is considered a salary (Ministry of Finance, 2019a). This means that in 

order to pay a net bonus amounting to 10 000 Kuna, the employer would have to calculate 

gross amount based on it and then add relevant taxes and contributions. 

Rewards given to employees by employers also encompass equity interest in the company. 

Taxing income from the allocation or purchase of company’s shares depends on whether the 

recipient of shares is an employee or member of the management board of the company. The 

focus of this paper is on the relationship between an employer and employee and it will only 

cover the topic of share allocation to employees. The taxation is prescribed by Act on 

Personal Income Tax, Article 21, paragraph 4, item 3 (Ministry of Finance, 2019b) and the 

Ordinance on Personal Income Tax. In the Ordinance on Personal Income Tax, Article 22, 

paragraph 2 (Ministry of Finance, 2019a), shares are allocated to employees without any 

compensation which is treated as benefit in kind and taxation of the income is calculated as 

salary. It is necessary to take into account that benefit in kind is net amount and its gross 

should be calculated. The value of the received sum is determined in the nominal value of the 

shares or the market value of the shares if it is higher than the nominal. 

If the employer decides to reward an employee by giving them a part of profit, then this 

payment is taxed in line with the rules of tax on capital income according to Act on Personal 

Income Tax, Article 70, paragraph 18 (Ministry of Finance, 2019b) which is calculated based 

on the rate of 24% since this is considered a capital income which was realised based on 

allocation or option purchase of personal shares. 
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Research in management’s perception of financial rewards as instruments 

of organisational support to entrepreneurial activity of employees  
 

The survey was conducted using a questionnaire as the most commonly used measuring 

instrument in the social sciences. It can examine large samples of respondents with small 

resource requirements (Tkalac Verčić, Sinčić Ćorić and Pološki Vokić, 2011: 102-103). The 

management of 62 small and medium-sized enterprises in Croatia with pronounced 

entrepreneurial activity of employees was subjected to testing. According to the estimates of 

the Center for SME Policy and Entrepreneurship, SMEs make up 99.7% of the Croatian 

economy (CEPOR, 2019: 14). Also, within their structures, the largest share of 

entrepreneurial activity within organizations was observed (GEM, 2013: 38-40). 

 

Sample, procedure and measures 

The research was conducted with a questionnaire as the most frequently used measuring 

instruments in social sciences. The questionnaire consisted of 12 closed-ended questions, the 

first of which was elimination question. It established the existence of entrepreneurial activity 

of employees within organisations that participated in the research. The management of 62 

small and medium-sized companies in Croatia were subjected to research. The basic criteria 

for selecting companies which are to be a part of the sample were the age, size and 

entrepreneurial activity of employees. When defining criteria of sampling Global 

Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) was used, a methodological framework in which small and 

medium-sized companies are defined as companies with 10 to 249 employees in which the 

highest share of entrepreneurial activity of employees in economies of the development level 

comparable to Croatia was noted (GEM, 2013:38-40). Entrepreneurial activity of employees 

within organisation was defined as “innovative activity which suggests developing and 

launching new products and services, forming new organisational units, branches and 

business entities on behalf of the employer, that is, parent enterprise in the last three years“ 

(GEM, 2013:7). This is why companies that were part of the sample have existed for more 

than three years. Since the GEM report for 2019 noted that there are 9.2% of entrepreneurs 

employees in the overall number of employees in Croatia (CEPOR, 2019:44), the sample of 

62 organisations with internal entrepreneurial activity was seen as representative. After the 

initial question which tested the existence of entrepreneurial activity of employees within 

organisation, there were questions linked to their financial rewards and role of fiscal 

instruments. 

 

Results 

In companies that reported about the existence of new activities that pointed to entrepreneurial 

activity of employees within organisation, 85% of employees were involved in such activity 

as leaders. In the process 61.9% were financially rewarded for the undertaken activity and this 

was done exclusively with individual financial awards. Only 9.5% of managers confirmed 

that there are group financial incentives which are used to award a team of employees who 

participated in developing and implementing new activities within organisations. Only 4.8% 

of surveyed managers stated that participation in profit distribution was used as a financial 

reward. Giving equity interest has not been used at all as a form of financial incentive to 

entrepreneurial activity of employees.  

While examining fiscal aspect of financial stimulus to entrepreneurial activity within 

organisation, 71.4% of managers responded that tax burden influenced the choice of rewards, 

47.4% stated that benefits of non-taxable elements of financial rewards had an important role 
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when choosing the form of financial reward. All managers who were surveyed concluded that 

tax relief measures would prompt them to use forms of financial rewards that they are not 

currently using, as many as 90.5% of them also stated that they would influence the sum of 

the reward.  

 

A large majority of respondents (95.2%) confirmed that financial rewards of employees 

depend on the achieved business success. All respondents confirmed that they estimate 

achieved success based on financial indicators, even though 57.1% of them mentioned using 

non-financial success indicators as well, such as satisfaction with strategic position and 

relationship with clients. When assessing growth, surveyed managers mostly take into account 

realised turnover (85.7%) and market share (61.9%). This confirms that both absolute and 

relative measures of growth are used hence leading to a more objective insight of 

management in the achieved business results. 

As few as 71.4% of managers stated that they used financial rewards to stimulate employees 

to autonomously initiate and implement new activities within organisation.  

 

 

Discussion about the findings  
 

Organisational support is an important prerequisite of entrepreneurial activity within 

organisation. It depends on the attitude and concrete activities of the management. Numerous 

studies have shown a positive correlation between management with entrepreneurial focus, 

entrepreneurial activity within organisation and performance. Business performance and its 

organisational prerequisites are in a feedback loop. Frequently financial measures of 

entrepreneurial success determine financial rewards for individuals who deserve them. 

However, they  are also a strong motivator for entrepreneurial activity within organisation that 

dictates further entrepreneurial growth and development. In order to have a more thorough 

insight into market success and its sustainability it is necessary to observe it through multiple, 

financial and non-financial indicators and absolute and relative measures of growth. This is 

particularly the case if business result is the basis for specifying financial awards as a 

stimulating determinant of entrepreneurial activity of employees which the further 

development of organisation depends on.  

 

Within tested enterprises which show entrepreneurial activity in which employees actively 

participate, the importance of financial rewards as a key factor of support to entrepreneurial 

activity within organisation is not sufficiently recognised. Only 61.9% of managers confirmed 

that they provide financial rewards to employees for taking the leading role in introducing and 

implementing new activities within organisations. They mostly used individual rewards which 

were proven to be the least effective financial instrument of support and incentive to 

entrepreneurial activity of employees. Individual financial rewards are linked to the achieved 

financial result. Earlier studies have shown that such rewards direct employees towards those 

entrepreneurial activities they are certain to bring success, which stifles their creativity and 

consequently innovation within organisation. Even though surveyed managers used absolute 

and relative measures and subjective non-financial indicators when evaluating achieved 

success, which provides a more comprehensive, long-term insight in success and 

sustainability of business, they are exclusively led by objective financial results when 

deciding on employee rewards. However, they were not prepared to include employees in the 

distribution of realised profit. 
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Surveyed managers confirmed the thesis that tax system greatly affects the selection of the 

form and amount of financial rewards for employees. The existing tax relief measures which 

encompass the non-taxable sum of 5 000 Kuna of reward are insufficient incentive for 

entrepreneurs employees and insufficient relief measure to employers. This was confirmed by 

the results of the research. Only 47.4% of managers think that benefits of non-taxable 

elements have an important role in financial rewards of employees whose focus is almost 

exclusively on individuals and which is suitable for this type of benefit. The perceived 

tendency to choose individual rewards which depend on financial success puts emphasis on 

the possibility to use employee participation in profit distribution as a very encouraging 

instrument of organisational support to entrepreneurial activity of employees. However, tax 

rate of 24 % which is incurred in profit distribution places significant burden on employers 

and frequently deters them from this type of reward. In the case of providing equity share, 

employer is obliged to pay taxes and contributions on behalf of employees on the basis of 

reduced salaries, which has a negative impact on employees’ perception of the reward. On the 

other hand, it cannot be stated that tax relief measures would prompt employers to use this 

form of reward which changes ownership structure and relations within organisation.  

 

 Since it was noted that participating in profit distribution and equity interest are highly 

efficient instruments of support to entrepreneurial activity within an organisation because they 

allow employees to have a stimulating feeling of individual responsibility for business 

operations of the organisation, lowering the tax rate applicable to profit distribution would 

increase the possibility and probability of such rewards. However, when deciding on the 

amount of distribution of realised profit it is necessary to also take into account financial and 

non-financial indicators of business success in order to have a more thorough insight and 

more long-term perspective of business. Also, it has been noted that when deciding on 

financial rewards, managers rarely think of the importance of group incentives. Team work is 

crucial for implementing and realisation of innovative processes. It allows upgrading of 

knowledge and skills of individuals within organisations and in such a manner it reduces fear 

of failure and the feeling of personal risk. Group rewards which involve participation of a 

group of employees in profit distribution could increase the level of innovation of 

entrepreneurial processes.  

 

 

Conclusion 
 

Entrepreneurial activity enables the development of economic base and its growth. Novelty as 

a prerequisite of entrepreneurship ensures competitiveness and acts as a company’s growth 

potential.  

 

Schumpeter’s innovative view on entrepreneurship is a stronghold of entrepreneurship within 

organisation in which competitiveness is based on starting new business ventures, self-

renewal, innovation and proactivity of employees. A significant correlation between 

entrepreneurial activity of employees and performance of the organisation as seen in achieved 

growth and business results has been established. Business results are commonly evaluated 

with financial and non-financial measures. However, it is assumed that the correlation 

between entrepreneurial orientation and financial performance is stronger and more objective 

than the correlation between entrepreneurial orientation and non-financial performance. A 

more comprehensive evaluation of achieved results and their correlation with 

entrepreneurship within organisation requires objective and subjective measures of 

performance and absolute and relative measures of the achieved growth. 
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Entrepreneurial performance perceived it its multiple dimensions is a suitable bases for 

rewards paid to individuals who engage in it. Individual rewarding based on objective 

measures of financial performance has proven to be very inefficient. Individual financial 

rewards given according to the achieved financial result limit employees to activities they are 

certain will result in success and increase the perception of risk and fear of failure which 

possibly can be eliminated with group incentives and long-term targeted subjective measures 

of achieved result. Moreover, by involving employees in the distribution of realised profit, 

they are given recognition and responsibility for successful work which spurs proactivity and 

taking the risk of innovative activities.  

The results of the research conducted on the sample of 62 small and medium-sized 

organisations with an internal entrepreneurial activity show that Croatian management is 

prone to choose individual rewards based on financial results. Using the benefits of group 

rewards and participation in profit distribution would have a stronger impact of financial 

motivation of employees to act innovatively. According to the research results, tax relief 

measures would have a significant role in deciding to involve employees in profit distribution, 

which would give employees a suitable recognition and responsibility necessary for proactive, 

innovative action. 
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Abstract 

Marine debris is a relatively new global problem which has negative impact on the 

environment, and also presents  a risk to human health with significant economic, social, 

health and cultural impacts. Nowadays, there are about 66 million tons of waste in the oceans 

80% of which is plastics. Each year over 10 million tons of new plastics enter the seas and 

oceans. In Croatia this problem is increasing, particularly regarding the input of significant 

amounts of waste from the sea streams from neighbouring countries. This paper presents 

strategic documents and initiatives concerning the problem of marine debris on a global 

level, legislative and strategic framework on the European Union level and the rules 

concerning marine debris in the Republic of Croatia regarding the international and 

European obligations undertaken as well as national strategic and legislative documents. It 

also provides data on the types, sources and amounts of waste in the Adriatic Sea collected 

and analysed so far. Besides the necessity to issue a policy document addressing this issue in 

Croatia, more intensive scientific and research activities on innovative sustainable 

technologies for removal of marine debris and improvement of coastal and marine ecosystem 

are suggested. Also, as key elements in reducing the waste in the sea more intensive activities 

to include the public are recommended as well as intensified educating activities and 

campaigns and communication with wider public. 

 

Keywords: marine litter management, global policies, Adriatic Sea, new technologies, 

communication, education 
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A Review of International Strategic Framework for Marine Debris 

Management 
 

In 1982, the first United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) was adopted 

that was a so called ‘constitution’ for the seas and marked the beginning of making of an 

international legislative framework for seas and oceans management. Six main sources of 

seas and oceans pollution were identified in the Convention while issue of waste dumping into 

the sea and pollution from ships took the key place in the efforts for future improvements. This 

Convention authorized each country with the access to the sea to apply national standards 

and measures for prevention of pollution of its territorial sea. 

 

During 1970s two main international conventions were adopted for regulation of the seas and 

oceans pollution from ships, platforms and the air. One was International Convention for the 

Prevention of Pollution from Ships with the 1978 Protocol (MARPOL Convention). Annex V 

defines all sorts and amounts of waste that ships can dump into the sea while dumping plastics 

is explicitly prohibited. The second convention was the 1972 London Convention on the 

Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter with the 1996 

Protocol that expanded the list of waste materials explicitly prohibited from dumping into the 

sea (the so called ‘black list’) and a ‘grey list’ of materials that required special permit was 

made. London Convention also expanded the protection of the sea from the pollution from  

platforms and aircrafts. The Convention was modernized and eventually replaced by the 

Protocol that entered into force in 2006.  

 

The Barcelona Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment and the 

Coastal Region of the Mediterranean adopted in 1995 was a legislative framework for 

Mediterranean Action Plan (MAP) established within the United Nations Environment 

Programme (UNEP). In 2012 within the framework of UNEP/MAP the Strategic Framework 

and Action plan for Marine Litter Management were adopted, while in 2013, the Regional 

Plan on Marine Litter Management in the Mediterranean was adopted. The plan has become 

the foundation of the signatory countries of the Barcelona Convention for shaping national 

policies and plans for control and prevention of the pollution of the sea from land. The Plan 

covers all measures for reducing marine debris from measures preventing waste inflow from 

the land  and from the sea-based marine litter sources to the measures for removal of the 

already present marine litter. The Plan states that the set measures should be conducted to the 

‘largest possible extent’, which provides it a flexibility characteristic despite firmly defined 

implementation deadlines.  

 

As regards the measures preventing pollution from the sea-based sources, the Plan states that 

the signatories are obliged to cooperate according to the 14th Protocol of the Barcelona 

Convention in prevention of the pollution from ships and, in case of danger, in fighting 

pollution of the Mediterranean Sea (Emergency Protocol). Also, by 2017, they should 

research and apply, to the possible extent, ‘Charges at Reasonable Costs for the Use of Port 

Reception Facilities’ or if applicable apply system without special charges. By 2017, 

necessary measures should be taken to prevent waste mud production in accordance with 

adequate guidelines adopted within the Barcelona Convention Protocol for the prevention of 

pollution of the Mediterranean Sea by dumping from ships and aircraft or incineration at 

sea (Dumping Protocol). 

 

There is range of obligations regarding reduction of marine waste stipulated by the European 

Union. The Marine Strategy Framework Directive of the European Parliament and of the 
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Council of 17 June 2008 (2008/56/EC) establishes a framework for community action in the 

field of marine environmental policy within which the member states must take measures to 

achieve or maintain good status of the marine environment by 2020 the latest, including those 

concerning marine litter defined as one of the important pressures on marine environment. 

 

Tackling plastic and microplastic pollution of the sea is one of the three main fields of the 

European Strategy for Plastics in a Circular Economy (COM/2018/028), adopted by the 

Commission on the 16th of January 2018. Most of the proposed actions in the European 

Strategy for Plastics in a Circular Economy is either directly or indirectly related to marine 

waste. 

 

The Amended Waste Framework Directive supplements the objective determined by the 

Article 9 of the Directive 2008/98/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 

November 2008 on waste and repealing certain Directives, as it was changed in 2018, i.e. that 

member states should take measures aiming to cease the generation of marine waste as well as 

measures to prevent waste generation, to fight it and to clean it. The Directive supplements 

Marine Strategy Framework Directive that requires achieving the good status of marine 

waters till 2020. A descriptor referring to marine waste in the Marine Strategy Framework 

Directive demands from the member states to establish programmes of measures in order to 

ensure that “quantities and composition of marine litter are not harmful to marine and coastal 

environment.”  

 

 

Strategic framework for marine litter management in the Republic of 

Croatia 
 

In the Republic of Croatia activities related to prevention of marine litter generation and 

marine litter treatment are conducted through implementation of the existing strategic 

documents and legislative framework related to waste management. Tailor made plan for 

marine waste is in the making and has not been adopted yet. 

 

Waste Management Strategy of the Republic of Croatia (NN 130/05) elaborates the current 

situation of waste and more closely defines objectives, priorities and measures of action 

towards the establishment of sustainable waste management. Waste Management Strategy 

quotes five strategic objectives of the waste management in the Republic of Croatia by 2025 

that are still valid today: (1) Avoiding generation and reducing the quantities of waste at the 

source as well as waste that must be disposed with material and energy recovery of waste; (2) 

Development of infrastructure for a full system of waste management; (3) Reducing the waste 

risk; (4) Contribution to the employment in Croatia; and (5) Education of administrative 

structures, experts and the public for solving the problems of waste management. 

 

The problem of marine waste was emphasized in the Waste Management Strategy, which 

states that marine waste with waste waters is a key source of devastation of life in the Adriatic 

Sea and at the sea bottom. The Strategy demands greater efforts in the implementation of 

regulations of the MARPOL international convention 73/78, i.e. the annex regulating the 

waste disposal in the ports. 

 

Through passing of the Regulation on the Establishment of the Framework for Action of the 

Republic of Croatia in Marine Environment Protection (NN 136/11) and the Regulation on the 

Elaboration and Implementation of the Documents of the Strategy of Marine Environment 
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and Coastal Area Management (NN 112/14, 39/17, 112/18), the Republic of Croatia has 

transposed the regulations of the Marine Strategy Framework Directive into the national 

legislation as well as the related Commission decisions 2010/477/EU on criteria and 

methodological standards on good environmental status of marine waters, and Barcelona 

Convention Protocol on Integrated Coastal Zone Management in the Mediterranean (NN-MU 

8/2012, the so called ICZM Protocol). The Regulation provides starting points and criteria for 

elaboration, development, implementation and monitoring of the implementation of the 

Marine Environment and Coastal Area Protection Strategy that has legal obligation in the Act 

on Environment Protection (NN 80/13, 78/15, 12/18, 118/18). 

 

According to the provisions of the Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSDF) three 

preparatory documents and two action programmes were passed as parts of the Marine 

Environment and Coastal Area Protection Strategy. The first preparatory document “Initial 

Assessment of the status and burdening of the marine environment of the Croatian part of the 

Adriatic” (2012) showed current environmental status of sea waters. Then the next 

preparatory document was passed under the title “Group of characteristics of good 

environmental status for sea waters under the sovereignty of the Republic of Croatia and 

Group of objectives in the marine environment protection with the related indicators” (2014) 

and finally a preparatory document was released under the title “Economic and social analysis 

of the use and cost of devastation of marine environment and coastal area” (2015) bringing 

analysis of sea and coastal area from economic and social perspective and provides 

recommendations for a sea management strategy as well as an integrated management of 

coastal zone strategy. The first Action programme was “Monitoring and observing system for 

continuous assessment of the status of the Adriatic Sea” (2014) in which according to the 

European Commission recommendations monitoring was considered from the regional aspect. 

Then “Programme of protection measures and management of marine environment and 

coastal area” was issued (2017). The programme defines measures that should be taken to 

achieve and/or maintain good environmental status as well as measures necessary for 

realization of objectives of marine environment and coastal area management. It should be 

stressed that the elaboration of a draft plan of marine waste management in the Adriatic Sea is 

under way as umbrella policy document with activities for alleviating this problem. 

 

 

Results of the scientific research on marine debris in the Adriatic Sea 
 

Although the issue of marine debris in the Croatian part of the Adriatic Sea has been present 

for a longer period of time, knowledge about it is  still quite meagre. The data on its 

quantities, spreading and composition are scarce and limited and as such they are insufficient 

for making systematic conclusions on its trends. Among the first analyses in the scientific 

literature on marine debris are the works by Kwokal and Štefanović (2009, 2010) on the 

floating debris and the debris flooded on the beaches. The results of two years research 

conducted on the island of Mljet in order to assess the quantities, composition and origin of 

the debris flooded on the coast showed that 80% of the found debris is composed of various 

kinds of synthetic polymers while the rest are glass, metal, rubber and wood. Over 70% 

collected objects originate from the neighbouring countries (Kwokal & Štefanović, 2010). 

Furthermore,  Petricioli and Bakran-Petricioli (2012) recorded marine debris during the 

research of bentonite communities in three different places: in waste settled by the system of 

undersea disposal of waste waters (Zadar Canal, depth 35 m), debris settled in a port of a 

small settlement on the island (Dugi Otok, port Sali, depth 18 m), and the debris disposed in a 

place without human activities (island of Vis, lagoon Zapara on the peninsula of Nova Pošta, 
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depth 6  m). The conclusion was that the amount of debris had significantly increased during 

years and that settling of debris (mainly plastics) in those places leads to degradation and 

complete destruction of bentonite habitats. 

 

Entanglement in floating debris like ropes, polymeric bags and small bags, various folia, 

remnants of different nets and fishing tools is one of the frequent causes of death of various 

marine animals, especially bigger marine mammals. Impact of marine debris on the death of 

whales and dolphins was monitored by Pribanić et al. (1999), and Gomerčić et al. (2006). In 

the digestive system of the loggerhead sea turtles (Caretta caretta) various kinds of waste were 

found (plastics, ropes, Styrofoam, parts of fishing tools, etc.), Lazar and Gračan (2011). The 

data about the debris on the bottom of the sea were also obtained in 2014 in 60 different 

places in Croatian territorial waters (Isajlović et al., 2014).  

 

Marine debris is identified as the main increasing ecological problem in Adriatic-Ionic region, 

which was pointed out in the work by Vlachiogainni et al. (2018) dealing with debris on the 

beaches as well as Zeri et al. (2018) dealing with debris on the sea surface and the debris on 

the bottom of the sea. Swallowed debris in the fish was found by Anastasopoulou et al. (2018) 

with the effects that are still to a large extent unknown. Furthermore, the role of the floating 

debris as potential vector in transmission of pelagian crabs is shown in Tutman et al. (2017) as 

well as the patterns of distribution of the floating debris in the Adriatic Sea. 

 

Collecting of bulky waste from the sea bottom that is found in trawlers catch during fishing 

and their later disposal at the intended places on the coast is very simple and also very 

efficient way to include fishing sector into cleaning seabed actions. Plastics is the most 

represented with 42% of the total amount of marine debris collected by the fishermen 

(Pavičić, Šiljić, Tuman & Bojanić-Varezić, 2015). Total of 9 ports participated in the 

implementation of this activity on the Croatian side of the Adriatic (Ronchi et al., 2019; 

Tutman & Bojanić-Varezić, 2019). Special danger is lost and/or discarded fishing tools, 

especially nets and weirs that continue to catch even in such a state (Tutman et al., 2015). 

 

Bojanić et al. (2015) gave a significant contribution to determining the area of lager burdening 

by debris related to sea currents. The biggest concentration of marine debris in the Croatian 

part of the Adriatic was noticed in the areas under the greater impact of human activities in 

the populated coastal areas (aquatorium around the cities of Split, Trogir, Dubrovnik, Pula) 

and around known nautical and tourist destinations (islands of Kornati, Brijuni, Telašćica). 

Canal areas contain debris that mainly originates from the nearby land while in the more 

distant areas plastics originates from the neighbouring countries. Occasionally, big amounts of 

debris enter through the river Neretva due to untended landfills near its banks. Due to their 

geographic situation and because they are turned towards entering currents, winds and waves, 

there is a continuous flooding of large amounts of debris on the south coasts of the peninsula 

of Pelješac and the islands of Mljet, Korčula, Lastovo and Vis. 

Crnac et al. (2018a) conducted research on quantitative-qualitative composition, spatial 

distribution and quantity of debris in the shallow littoral zones on the south eastern side of the 

island of Korčula. This was the first marine debris assessment of the kind in Croatia, 

conducted according the protocol compatible to Marine Strategy Framework Directive. In 

their another work, Crnac et al. (2018b) showed the results of the quantitative-qualitative 

analysis of marine debris collected by monitoring the beaches in Pupnatska Luka on the island 

of Korčula. Both researches were conducted in 2016 and point out to bad management of 

landfills of municipal waste, sewage system, tourism and recreational activities, fishing and 
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mariculture as well as ship transportation. The debris analysis showed that the largest amounts 

of the debris comes from the neighbouring countries, particularly from Albania. 

 

Besides non-governmental organizations that have important role in promoting the awareness 

of marine debris and increasing sensibility of the public, scientific institutions are the ones 

that should more intensively be engaged in basic research of these complex issues, and based 

on the scientific facts in cooperation with state administration take part in passing strategies 

and legislative frameworks. Apart from that, research institutes have an indispensable role in 

supporting the establishment of national measures of marine debris monitoring and 

professional training and networking of the interested stakeholders (Tutman, 2015). 

 

 

Proposal of a model to reduce marine debris in the Adriatic Sea 
 

Development of a model to reduce and prevent entrance of the marine debris into the sea and 

marine ecosystems as well as a model for recovery, recycling and disposal demands 

participation of a large number of stakeholders and their coordination. Therefore, organization 

elements of the model, i.e. identification of leading bodies and models of cooperation, are of 

key importance for their successful implementation. 

 

Sustainable waste management is based on the principles of environmental protection: 

integration, polluter pays principle, proximity principle, self-sufficiency principle and 

traceability principle. Protocol on Protocol on Integrated Coastal Zone Management in the 

Mediterranean prescribes the principle of integration. Polluter pays principle means that the 

waste generator, former owner of waste i.e. waste owner, pays the costs of waste management 

measures and is financially responsible for implementation of recovery measures due to the 

damage caused by or that could be caused by the waste. In accordance with the proximity 

principle, treatment of waste should be performed in the closest adequate facility or device to 

the point of the waste generation taking into consideration efficiency and acceptability for the 

environment. According to the self-sufficiency principle, waste management should be 

performed in a self-sufficient way enabling independent realization of prescribed objectives 

on the state level, taking into consideration geographic circumstances or the need for special 

facilities for special waste categories. Traceability principle concerns determining the origin 

of waste related to the product, packaging and manufacturer of that product as well as 

ownership of that waste including the treatment. 

 

In accordance with the principles, identified legal and institutional framework, pressures and 

environmental and socio-economic effects of marine debris, the model proposes three 

components of marine debris management: 

(i) Reducing and preventing entrance of marine debris from the land. This component 

includes: 

a. Strengthening the waste management on the land (in the Republic of Croatia) that requires 

implementation and improvement of sustainable waste management system, i.e. activities of 

waste generation prevention in the Republic of Croatia with the focus on specificities on the 

coast and islands. 

b. Transition to the circular economy including expansion of the responsibility of the 

manufacturers, promotion of innovations, increase of recycling. 

c. Activities in key sectors for coastal area (tourism, recreation). 

(ii) Prevention and reduction of entrance from the sea (in the Republic of Croatia). This 

component includes consideration of possibilities to apply model of expanded responsibility 
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of the manufacturers of the equipment for fishing and aquaculture and strengthening of 

monitoring and control. 

(iii) International cooperation in reduction and prevention of marine debris entrance into the 

sea and marine systems originated from the third countries. 

 

Priority order of the waste management identifies prevention of generation and preparations 

for recycling as priorities. Recovery and disposal follow in priority order. Thus, accordingly, 

the elements of the model for reduction and prevention of waste entrance into the sea and 

marine systems are identified as well as the elements of model for recovery, recycling and 

disposal. 

 

 

Economic effects of marine debris 
 

The cost assessment of the establishment of the marine debris management system according 

to the Waste Management Plan is HRK 2.5 million. However, it is not clearly stated what that 

cost covers. According to the integrated approach, as previously mentioned, costs are not 

assessed and identification of possible financial sources is generic. It, e.g. includes state 

budget, counties budgets and budgets of units of local self-government, EU programmes and 

the like. The costs assessments to local communities generated by marine debris could serve 

as the basis for identification of possible financial sources of the marine debris management 

system and willingness to pay. So far, two socio-economic analyses have been made that are 

related to marine debris, in 2015 and 2019. Economic and social analysis of the use and cost 

of the devastation of marine environment and coastal area (2015)65 analyses sea and coastal 

area from the economic and social perspective and identifies recommendations both for 

marine strategy and the integrated management of coastal area strategy. Quantification of 

costs and their categories is illustrative. The identified costs refer to the establishment of 

waste management system in the coastal counties (e.g. recovery of landfills, construction of 

waste management centres), with (to a lesser extent) the costs related to marine debris (e.g. 

part of the costs of the vessels for intervention and cleaning the sea) (Tišma,  Boromisa & 

Čermak, 2019). 

 

Economic analysis conducted within the updating of the documents of the Strategy for Marine 

Environment and Coastal Zone Management based on the obligations from Articles 8, 9 and 

10 of the Marine Strategy Framework Directive 2008/56/EC (2019)66, provides a survey of 

current expenditures for protection and preservation of marine and coastal environment and 

partially also quantifies costs of the devastation of environment related to some of the most 

prominent unsustainable development trends in the coastal area. According to Croatian 

Bureau of Statistics environmental accounts total expenditures for environmental protection 

in the Republic of Croatia in 2107 were HRK 7.37 billion, i.e. 2.02 of GDP in that year. 

Amount of expenditures for environmental protection was continuously growing, totally for 

6.7% since 2014. Within the total expenditures during the entire period, current expenditures 

are 58% and investments are about 42%. Public administration is far the most significant 

source, with 59% in current expenditures and 36% in investments. Behind it follow the 

subjects registered for NACE (National Classification of Activities) activity E. Water supply, 

 
65 https://pap-thecoastcentre.org/pdfs/gospodarsko-
socijalna_analiza_koristenja_i_troska_propadanja_morskog_okolisa_i_obalnog_podrucja.pdf 
66 
https://mzoe.gov.hr/UserDocsImages/Uprava_vodnoga_gospodarstva_i_zast_mora/Strategija_upravljanja_mo
rem/Izvjesce_Azuriranje_dok_Strategije_2019.pdf 
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removal of waste waters, waste management and environmental recovery, with 15% in 

current expenditures and 35% in investments. Manufacturing has a significant share as well, 

more in investments (22%) than in current expenditures (11%). 

 

The size of allocations for environmental protection in the Republic of Croatia (2.02% of the 

GDP) and their structure (mostly public investments, limited role of the market and business 

sector) point to the limited possibilities for increase of noncommercial financing of marine 

debris management. Therefore, in the model elaboration, it is important to consider 

affordability and possible increases of efficiency of the existing waste management systems, 

especially having in mind the structure of pressures where land sources and plastics have 

dominant role. 

 

Waste management system in the Republic of Croatia has characteristics of local/regional 

public service while part of the activities can be performed based on the market principles. 

Management of special waste categories for which the implementation acts have been passed, 

demands significant fiscal allocations with perceived growth trend. Therefore, an ex post 

evaluation of the activities of the special waste categories management is planned (Vlada, 

2019). This provides possibility to ensure financial and institutional sustainability of the 

system in elaboration of the model of marine debris management along with the possibility to 

expand responsibility of the manufacturer and strengthening of market instruments.  

 

 

Conclusion 
 

Existing international and national legislation related to marine debris is not applied at 

satisfactory level in practice. Marine debris is not environmental problem that could be solved 

only by legislation, cleaning of beaches and technical solutions. Dealing with the problem 

requires change of culture and habits, approaches, behaviour, approach to management, 

education and inclusion of all sectors and interests. 

 

Although the issue of marine debris in the Croatian part of the Adriatic Sea has been present 

for a longer period of time, our knowledge about it is still quite meagre. Main drawbacks are 

the lack of a data on quantities, composition and trends of marine debris, poor understanding 

of oceanographic and climate processes affecting its distribution and retention in the marine 

environment and the knowledge of the further processes once waste entered into the sea (time 

of disintegration, sinking to the bottom and the like). Apart from that, on the regional level 

sampling methodology and sample analysis are poorly developed and insufficiently mutually 

comparable. Most of the collected data relate to small areas while research actions were 

mainly conducted by NGOs and individuals. Currently, the knowledge on the impact of 

marine debris is not on a satisfactory level for establishing meaningful objectives or indicators 

of impact monitoring. In any case, it is necessary to conduct a systematic research and 

monitoring of status, that would lead to understanding of these issues. At the same time, on 

the EU level it is necessary to find common indicators and methods and determine common 

objectives aiming at solving these issues. Intensifying the campaigns on challenges brought 

by marine debris related to environmental issues as well as to health and quality of human life 

should be included among those objectives in order to identify and reduce the problem in its 

initial stage – at its source. It is also important to intensify new innovative technological 

solutions for collecting the debris in the seas on a global level. With these guidelines, further 

activities are envisaged in Croatia in collecting data on the status of marine debris, 

development of protocol for transport mechanism as well as determining the place of 
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accumulation of marine debris aiming at defining adequate measures for management and 

alleviating problems. 
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Abstract  

School climate can be seen as a significant antecedent of student well-being, where various 

aspects of school climate can have both positive and negative influence on student outcomes, 

with well-being as one of them. During their student life, university and its environment play 

a significant role in youth development and both affective, and cognitive well-being. 

Therefore the aim of this paper is to investigate the connection between school climate and 

student well-being. Empirical research was done on a sample of 187 students from the 

University of Zagreb, Croatia. Research results reveal that different aspects of school climate 

can be associated with student well-being. Justice in school, professor support and safety at 

school are aspects positively related to well-being, while loneliness during breaks is 

associated with lower levels of well-being. Disturbances in class, student support, 

unreasonable expectations, and bullying as aspects of climate were not statistically 

significantly associated with student well-being. 

 

Keywords: school climate, student well-being, university 

 

JEL classification: I21, I23, I31 

 

 

Introduction 

 
Student well-being has been recognized as an important element of youth development 

(Soutter, O'Steen, & Gilmore, 2014). It represents a potentially important resource for 

successful engagement in meaningful relationships, navigation through one's environment, 

and realizing one's fullest potential throughout the lifespan (Bowman, 2010).  

 

During their education process, students are faced with many challenges related to their well-

being to which they have to effectively response in order to navigate successfully through 

numerous aspects of their student and learning environment (Deb, 2015). Student behaviour 

and achievements in a great degree vary on personal abilities or socioeconomic background 

(Ruus, Veisson, Leino, Ots, Pallas, Sarv, & Veisson, 2007) but also on different 

environmental aspects such as school climate. Some school environments and climate can be 

very positive, friendly, and supportive, while others quite negative, hostile and unsecure. As 

such, school climate can have a positive influence on the learning environment "by yielding 

favourable educational and psychological outcomes for students and school personnel" 
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(Kutsyuruba, Klinger, & Hussain, 2015: 104). Moreover, positive climate can even mitigate 

the negative effects of self-criticism and socioeconomic status on academic success (Borkar, 

2016). On the other hand, negative influence is seen as a risk factor not just for students, but 

also teachers, administrators, parents and other members of the community (Aldridge, Fraser, 

Fozdar, Ala'i, Earnest, & Afari, 2016). Review of literature clearly emphasizes how school 

climate can positively impact not just student achievement and their behaviour, but also their 

well-being (e.g. Borkar, 2016; Collins & Parson, 2010; Uline & Tschannen-Moran, 2008; 

Ruus et al., 2007).  

 

Past studies have demonstrated that positive school environment leads to multiple benefits for 

students. For example, Ruus et al. (2007) have shown that positive school climate is important 

for healthy physiological and psychological functioning. A nurturing school environment also 

leads to students' resiliency (Benard, 2004). Moreover, students who experienced bullying are 

more lonely, school avoidant, and report more health problems (Kochenderfer & Ladd, 1996; 

Modin & Östberg 2009). 

 

However, how the environment is perceived is crucial for understanding well-being (Herrera, 

Gloria, & Castellanos, 2018; Kutsyuruba et al., 2015; Ruus et al., 2007). And although 

numerous studies have been developed to assess perception of school climate, as Aldridge et 

al. (2016) emphasize, many of those surveys have assessed teachers' perspective, mostly 

regarding school organisational aspects. Regarding well-being most of the researchers 

emphasize only some aspects of well-being, namely psychological aspect of well-being (e.g. 

Chang, 2006). In addition, most of the studies are focused on primary and secondary school 

students. Very little research has examined well-being among university students and how 

certain elements can be connected with it (Bowman, 2010). Therefore, our study gives insight 

into the university environment with emphasis on wider concept of well-being. More 

concretely, the present study investigates the linkage between different aspects of school 

climate and university students' well-being. As most aspects of school climate are amenable to 

change, it is valuable to provide a deeper understanding of the most influential determinants 

of school climate for student well-being. 

 

 

Student well-being 
 

Student well-being is essential for their academic achievement and, consequently, their future 

earning opportunities. Moreover, it is crucial for healthy youth development, and it has an 

impact on the whole society. Well-being represents "optimal psychological experience and 

functioning" (Deci & Ryan, 2008: 1). Psychological literature offers two viewpoints on well-

being. From the hedonistic viewpoint, the focus is on affective states, and it can be defined as 

the predominance of positive affective experiences over negative affective experiences. From 

the eudaimonic viewpoint, the focus is on cognition, and the fundamental key to happiness is 

personal fulfilment. Different researches usually emphasize the importance of one component 

of well-being, either hedonic or eudaimonic, but Demo and Paschoal (2016) emphasize the 

importance of including both dimensions. In order to achieve optimal functioning, it is 

necessary to encompass all aspects of well-being. Since many different socializing factors 

contribute to general student well-being, the focus of this study is on student well-being 

concerning their university. Students with high levels of well-being experience more often 

positive affect than negative during university activities, and their studies allow them to 

develop their potential.  
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Students spend a significant amount of time on classes and university activities. Therefore, 

university plays a central role in their life. Neely, Schallert, Mohammed, Roberts, & Cheen 

(2009) consider student life as notorious for students' well-being since they struggle to handle 

both academic and social goals and their emotional responses to success and disappointment. 

Literature reveals that different forms of student well-being can lead to better academic 

performance (Lyons & Huebner, 2016), increased student engagement in schooling (Lewis, 

Huebner, Malone, & Valois, 2011) and better mental health of students (Gilman & Huebner, 

2006).  

  

 

School climate and its importance to student well-being 

 
School climate can be defined as a set of beliefs and norms that represent guidance for all 

school operations, which consequently results in creating an environment where students, 

professors, and staff should feel safe and respected (Aldridge et al., 2016). Modin and Östberg 

(2009) define it as a set of beliefs, values and attitudes that dominate at the school and 

includes social interaction between students and professors. It is used as synonymous with the 

school environment (Aldridge & McChesney, 2018). Furthermore, students' perception of the 

school climate represents their view towards processes incorporated in the organizational and 

relational dimensions (Samdal, Nutbeam, Wold, & Kannas, 1998).  

 

As the researches have shown, determinants of work environment can be replicated to the 

school setting. According to Theorell and Karasek (1996), employee well-being is achieved 

when there is a fit between job control and job demands, combined with high levels of social 

support. When applied to school environment, students' level of autonomy and control refers 

to the possibility for students to participate in creating regulations and weather they consider 

school rules and demands as fair and relevant, which consequently impacts the way they feel 

about school (Samdal et al., 1998). The perceptions of the level of students' involvement in 

developing regulations influences their school satisfaction (de Róiste, Kelly, Molcho, Gavin, 

& Gabhainn, 2012). Allowing students to participate in decision-making processes at school 

is an important element of health-promoting schools (Simovska, 2004). Furthermore, the 

order in class is vital for students to feel secure and avoid harassment (Samdal et al., 1998). 

 

Social connections and support from others impact individual optimal functioning. 

Additionally, social support has buffering impact against stress and disease (Modin & 

Östberg, 2009). In the school environment, students build bonds with professors and peers. 

The quality of those relationships determines the students' emotional, social, and academic 

level (Kutsyuruba et al., 2015). Participative teaching style enables students to experience 

regulation of behaviour as a way to care for them individually and collectively (Kottkamp & 

Mulhern, 1987, Lunenburg & Schmidt, 1989, as cited in Samdal et al., 1998). According to 

Vieno, Perkins, Smith, and Santinello (2005) the opportunity to express own viewpoint helps 

students to develop a better understanding and appreciation of others and see their 

environment as supportive. Acceptance among students influences students' perception of 

feeling safe in school (Samdal et al., 1998). As one of the basic human needs is to feel safe, it 

is essential to create an environment where students feel secure, protected, and have a sense of 

belonging. Encouraging a democratic school climate also leads to a students' personal 

development. 

 

As high job demands without enough support may lead to stress in the work environment, the 

same happens in the school environment. If students feel that the professor expects more than 
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he/she can deliver, they might experience frustration and dissatisfaction. Moreover, bullying 

and social exclusion lead to negative perceptions of school and have a detrimental impact on 

well-being (Samdal et al., 1998). Modin and Östberg (2009) emphasize that the extent to 

which bullying occurs in school is an indicator of school functioning. 

 

Based on everything aforementioned and according to Samdal et al. (1998) justice in school, 

disturbance in class, teacher support, student support, students' perceptions of unreasonable 

job demands, safety in the school environment, bullying and loneliness during breaks can be 

considered as essential aspects of school climate.  

 

Previous researches among adolescences identified positive relation between high life 

satisfaction and high social support from teachers and peers (e.g. Dew & Huebner, 1994; 

Suldo & Huebner, 2004, 2006). Similarly, the positive relationship between social support 

from teachers and peers and happiness among adolescents was confirmed in the study by 

Natvig, Albrektsen, and Qvarnstrøm (2003). Samdal et al. (1998) examined the linkage 

between different aspects of school climate and school satisfaction among school children. 

They confirmed that the strongest predictors of students' satisfaction with the school were 

safety in the school environment, justice in the school, and teacher support. In their systematic 

literature review, Aldridge and McChesney (2018) concluded that school safety and good 

relationships with teachers and peers were associated with an increase in adolescents' 

psychosocial well-being and a decline in mental health issues and risk behaviours. 

Furthermore, students' perception of high demands was positively related to mental health 

issues and risk behaviours. However, university students' perception of school climate and its 

connection with well-being was not examined.  

 

 

Methodology of research 

 
Participants and procedure  

 

The survey was carried out in Croatia during December 2019 using an online self-reported 

questionnaire. Students were informed about the aim of the survey and their anonymity was 

fully secured. Sample included 238 students from the University of Zagreb, but due to content 

nonresponsivity (Nichols, Greene, & Schmolck, 1989) final sample included 187 students. 

Among the respondents, 76.1% were women with an average age of 22.84 years. They were 

mostly graduate students in economics (47.1%), and with active participation in 

extracurricular activities (82%).  

 

Measures 

 

Students' perception of school climate was assessed using a scale developed by Samdal et al. 

(1998) but modified for the university environment. The scale measured aspects of school 

climate related to justice in school, disturbances in class, professor support, student support, 

unreasonable expectations, safety at school, bullying and loneliness during breaks (sample 

item "Professors treat students fairly."). Respondents were asked to indicate the extent to 

which they agree with a particular statement using 5 point Likert scale (1- strongly disagree, 5 

- strongly agree).  

 

Student well-being was assessed using Well-Being at Work Scale (Demo & Paschoal, 2016), 

also adjusted for the university environment. Respondents were asked to assess their level of 
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agreement using 5 point Likert scale (1- strongly disagree, 5 - strongly agree) on items related 

to (i) positive affect (sample item "Over the past six months, my university made me feel 

content."), (ii) negative affect (sample item "Over the past six months, my university made me 

feel depressed.") and (iii) personal fulfilment (sample item "In my university, I engage in 

activities that express my skills."). Student well-being represents a general mean score 

incorporating all three aspects of well-being. 

 

Age, gender, year of study, participation in an extracurricular activity, and a number of passed 

exams in the last six months were control variables used in our study. 

 

The Cronbach's alpha coefficient for all variables is higher than 0.7, indicating high internal 

consistency of the measurement's items. 

 

 

Research results and discussion 
 

Descriptive statistics (means and standard deviations) were assessed for each variable of 

interest. The results are presented in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Descriptive statistics 
Variable Mean Std. Deviation N 

Justice 2.58 1.06 187 

Disturbance in class 2.21 1.22 187 

Professor support 2.56 1.07 187 

Student support 2.95 1.13 187 

Unreasonable expectations 4.04 1.03 187 

Safety at school 3.30 1.20 187 

Bullying 2.53 1.12 187 

Loneliness during breaks 3.01 1.32 187 

Student well-being 2.84 1.21 187 

1- strongly disagree, 5 - strongly agree 
 

As result indicate students do not consider very favourably various aspect of their school 

climate. For instance, students consider they experience significant unreasonable 

expectations, and support from both professor and their student colleagues should be higher. 

At the same time results on overall student well-being indicate lower level of well-being (x̄ = 

2.84). It is not as surprising as previous studies also indicate lower levels of students' well-

being, with students' well-being decreasing steadily from the first year to their final exams 

(Burke & Minton, 2019). 

 

In order to observe which dimensions in students' perception of school climate are associated 

with well-being, a correlational analysis was conducted. Correlations among variables, 

indicating the strength and direction of the statistical links, are displayed in Table 2. 

 

As seen in table 2, student well-being has a significant positive correlation with justice in 

school (r = 0.272, p < 0.05), professor support (r = 0.326, p < 0.05) and safety at school (r= 

0.361, p < 0.05). In contrast, a significant negative correlation was observed between student 

well-being and loneliness during breaks (r = -0.353, p < 0.05). These results are similar to the 

results of studies conducted on adolescents and children. The concepts used in these studies 

are not the same but are still overlapping with well-being. In particular, these studies are 

concerned with school climate and satisfaction with school (Samdal et al., 1998), general life 
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satisfaction (Suldo & Huebner, 2006), happiness (Natvig et al., 2003) and health (de Róiste et 

al., 2012; Modin and Östberg, 2009).  

 

Table 2: Correlation coefficients 

Variable Justice 
Disturb. 

in class 

Professor 

support 

Student 

support 

Un. 

expect. 
Safety Bullying 

Lonelines

s 

Justice         

Disturb. 

in class 
-0.156*        

Professor 

support 
0.282* -0.032       

Student 

support 
0.278* -0.078 0.204*      

Un. 

expect. 
-0.176* 0.198* 0.093 -0.214*     

Safety 0.263* 0.026 0.125 0.394* -0.066    

Bullying -0.256* 0.147* -0.074 -0.171* 0.029 -0.257*   

Lonelines

s 
-0.096 0.081 -0.053 0.116 -0.055 -0.141 0.436*  

Student 

w-b 
0.272* -0.281 0.326* 0.257 0.336 0.361* -0.271 -0.353* 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed); Disturb. in class – Disturbance in 

class, Un. expect. – Unreasonable expectations, Student w-b – Student well-being 

 

The results indicate that for well-being, it is necessary for students to feel that they are treated 

fairly, supported by their professors, secure and not isolated from peers. The importance of 

employees to participate in decision-making processes is well-known from the business 

perspective (Cotton, Vollrath, Froggatt, Lengnick-Hall, & Jennings, 1988; Han, Chiang & 

Chang, 2010; Locke, Schweiger, & Latham, 1986). But, as results show, the same can be 

applied in the school environment. Students need to feel that their opinion is important in the 

process of developing school regulations and that all rules are applied in the same way for all 

students. Professors represent authorities, and their support and caring for students is 

necessary, especially for well-being since university students cope with many challenges, and 

their support might reduce stress. It is well-known that safety is one of the basic human needs, 

and in order to function properly, students need to feel secure, so this result is expected. 

 

Dimensions of disturbances in class, student support, unreasonable expectations, and bullying 

were not statistically significantly associated with student well-being. In a study conducted on 

adolescents by Chen and Lu (2009), disturbance in class was significantly negatively 

correlated with students' general happiness. The student age could be an explanation for the 

difference in results. University students are more mature and are more disciplined, and thus 

they do not experience disturbances in class. Surprisingly, peer support did not seem to be 

important for student well-being. Some studies found it important (e.g. Aldridge et al., 2016; 

Dew & Huebner, 1994; Suldo & Huebner, 2004), but results of research from Samdal et al. 

(1998) revealed that peer support is of minor importance for satisfaction with school. 

Although student support was not statistically related to well-being, another construct which 

also includes social dimension was considered important for students' well-being – loneliness 
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during breaks. It might be more crucial for students to feel included in the activities during 

breaks than to have peer support. Unreasonable expectations from professors might not be a 

problem for students' well-being if they had established good relationships with professors 

which might represent a possible explanation. Regarding bullying, the results are similar to 

those of Samdal et al. (1998), and it is likely that students in general do not experience 

bullying often.  

 

The statistical links between some school climate dimensions were also significant. 

Disturbance in class, professor support, student support, unreasonable expectations, safety at 

school, and bullying were all significantly correlated with justice in school with small effect 

sizes (ranging from r = -0.176 to r = 0.282 , p < 0.05). Positive correlations with small effect 

sizes were also observed between disturbance in classes and unreasonable expectations (r = 

0.198, p < 0.05), disturbance in classes and bullying (r = 0.147, p < 0.05), professor support 

and student support (r = 0.204, p < 0.05). Medium positive correlation was detected between 

student support and safety at school (r = 0.394, p < 0.05) and bullying and loneliness (r = 

0.436, p < 0.05). Negative correlations with small effect sizes were indicated between student 

support and unrealistic expectations (r = -0.214, p < 0.05), student support and bullying (r = -

0.171, p < 0.05) and safety at school and bullying (r = -0.257, p < 0.05). As results show, 

school climate does not comprise of strictly distinct aspects. It is a complex construct, and in 

order to have a positive school climate, it is necessary to consider all dimensions. 

 

No statistically significant differences were observed across all control variables. 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

Both positive and negative school climate can have significant influences on a wide range of 

emotional or behavioural outcomes for student, including their well-being. The experiences 

that students gain at school as well as their school environment influence their well-being. 

Therefore, the goal of this paper was to provide a more in-depth insight into the role of the 

school environment for student well-being. As the results of our research suggest, different 

aspects of school climate can be associated with student well-being. Justice in school, 

professor support and safety at school are aspects positively related to well-being, while 

loneliness during breaks is associated with lower levels of well-being. In other words, 

research implies that in order to ensure higher student well-being it is necessary to provide a 

school environment where students feel secure, professors provide support when it is needed 

and show they are interested in student development and achievements, rules are righteous 

and students experience less loneliness during breaks.   

 

In general, however, results indicate that most of the aspects of school climate and overall 

student well-being are perceived and marked quite low. This calls for additional studies into 

the subject, where further studies would be oriented towards understanding other aspects of 

school environment and personal characteristics that are connected and influence student 

well-being, as well as their mutual interference.  

 

This study has its limitations regarding sample size and its characteristics, as well as regarding 

the usage of a single source and students' subjective perception of their well-being and school 

climate. Therefore future studied should also address these issues.  
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Still, the results should be a valuable input for education policy makers, and university 

administrators in order to improve their school climate, but also overall educational practice. 

Programs and policies aimed at enhancing student well-being should be designed and 

implemented, and additional emphasis should be put on this aspect of students and their 

development. This is even more important when taking into account the importance of school 

climate and student well-being for other members of school environment besides students, 

such as professors and administrators. 
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Abstract 

The purpose of this study is to explore influence of personality trait neuroticism with career 

aspiration of business administration students who are at the end of their university 

education. With the advent of ever more ambiguous business environment, the emergence of 

next technological revolution and global job competition, career choices and aspirations are 

becoming more and more complex issue. Insight into the antecedents of career aspiration are 

therefore valuable for students but also for the student counselling services as well as for 

future employers.  

 

Individual differences between employees are important factor in career choices as well as in 

success in a particular business field. Personality is one of the major influences that these 

individual differences arise from. In order to shed light to this important issue we have 

examined the effects of personality trait neuroticism, which is often described as negative 

influence factor on work results, with student aspiration. Level of neuroticism was measured 

by personality indicator test based on the big five personality traits which are the best 

accepted and most commonly used model of personality in academic psychology. Students 

aspirations were approximated by their ambition in organizational hierarchy and the 

responsibility they would like to bare in ten years time from finishing their education. 

 

The research sample included 114 last-semester students of the well respected middle 

European university who have their academic major in management. The results yielded 

support to the hypothesis that the students with higher level of personality trait neuroticism 

have more modest career aspirations. The results showed significant difference between 

aspirations of associate level and manager level students (p = 0,007), associate level and 

director level students (p < 0,001) and between director level and managerial level students 

(p = 0,04). Students who designated their aspiration in ten years time at the position of 

associate showed higher levels of personality trait neuroticism, that is they tend to be more 

prone to emotional stress and anxiety (M = 4,83; SD = 1,17) in respect to students who 

reported level of aspiration to be the one of middle responsibility (M = 3,30; SD = 1,30) as 

well as the ones who said that they aspire for highest positions in the organizational 

hierarchy (M = 2,76; SD = 1,34). Also, students who said that their ambition in 10 years time 
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is to be in the middle of organizational hierarchy have showed higher results in personality 

trait neuroticism (M = 3,30; SD = 1,30) in respect to the students who have claimed that their 

ambition is to bare more responsibility (M = 2,76; SD = 1,34).  
 

 

Keywords: career aspirations, personality, anxiety, neuroticism, business student counselling  

 

JEL classification: M10, M12 

 

 

Introduction 
 

Past research on the connection between level of personality trait neuroticism and career 

aspirations suggests that personality trait neuroticism interferes with the career options on the 

level of indecisiveness about career choices.  

 

However, in this paper we suggest that the influence of personality have even wider impact 

and that it works as a self limitation system. More precisely we try to find out whether the 

personality trait neuroticism plays a role in self-perception of possibilities and hence of 

ambition on an individual.  

 

Answering this question is important because it will shed light not only on the way how our 

level of anxiety influences our career aspirations but arguably also on the question of how 

personality dictates our ambition. Furthermore, better understanding of the relation between 

level of neuroticism and student career aspirations will give incentive to university 

counselling services to evaluate their efforts in this respect.  

 

To answer the question of relation between level of neuroticism and student career aspirations 

we have used one way analysis of variance in respect to differences between personality trait 

neuroticism and career ambition approximated by their aspiration on the position in 

organizational hierarch ten years from finishing their education. For addressing this question 

we have used sample of 114 last year business administration students from a large, well 

respected middle European university. Our findings indicate that the students with higher 

level of personality trait neuroticism have more modest career aspirations. 

 

These findings contribute to the body of knowledge on relation between personality traits, 

namely neuroticism, and career planning by moving the focus of research from the career 

decisions to career aspiration which arguably offers more suitable approach to career 

counselling. 

 

 

Neuroticism and career aspirations: literature overview 
 

While deciding on a career is a key developmental task in late adolescence and early 

adulthood by the end of university education young people are presented with another 

important question - finding the most suitable employment in respect to their affinities. 

Through university education students are becoming to realize their strengths and weaknesses 

out of which they constitute expectations in respect to career development. One of the aspects 

of career development is their aspiration in respect to the position in organizational hierarchy 

in their future job. This kind of ambition is an important factor in future career development 
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and as such deserves research attention. Although the problem of career aspiration in respect 

to position in organizational hierarchy can be tackled from multiple perspectives, we 

hypothesise that the personality traits have a significant role in the matter and we especially 

focus on the personality trait neuroticism. 

  

 

Differences in personality and major personality traits 

 

Issue of differences in personality was matter of research interest from the beginnings of 

psychoanalysis. Allport et al (1937), Jung (1961), Cattell (1966), (Eysenck and 

Eysenck,(1975) and many more after them have dwelled on the subject in different ways.  

 

Among different approaches to personality constructs the most widely accepted one is a five-

dimension personality model presented by Goldberg (Goldberg, 1992; Sucier and Goldberg, 

1998). The five-dimension personality model, also called the Big Five model, consists of five 

main psychological traits: extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, openness to 

experience and neuroticism. 

 

Extraversion is the personality trait which depicts straightforward people, who do not mind 

arguing for their opinions, interacting in a frank way and who seek excitement (Burch and 

Anderson, 2008, Cattell and Mead, 2008). A person high on extraversion has a tendency to be 

sociable (Besser, Shackelford 2007). On the other hand, a person who is more reserved, less 

likely to be social and tends to be uncomfortable with interacting with strangers is termed as 

an introverted person (Goldberg, 1992). Research suggests that extraversion is personality 

dimension which have quite healthy role in predicting the success in a career (Judge et al., 

1999). 

 

Agreeableness is a personality trait that holds people to be accommodating and helping 

(Burch and Anderson, 2008). Individuals who have high level of agreeableness create win-

win situations by their flexible attitude (Cattell and Mead, 2008). This traits helps one to 

negotiate and maintain balance (Chuenyane, 1983). More agreeable individuals have a 

propensity to attain cooperation and social harmony (Goldber, 1992). On the other hand, 

people who rank low on this personality trait tend to be selfish, not caring for others concerns 

and as such they believe that others are also working on their personal motive and for that 

reason they are likely to be less inclined to build relationships based on trust (Goldber, 1992).  

 

Personality trait conscientiousness have positive influence on the career success in any 

organization (Judge et al., 1999). Conscientious person tends to be very careful about their 

future plans (Burch and Anderson, 2008); they are cautious about their surroundings, compact 

and fully scheduled (Cattell and Mead, 2008). Conscientiousness encompass traits like 

reliability, perseverance, dependability and hard work (Peng, Herr, 1999). People ranking low 

on this trait will be carless about their work, and are not inclined to work in a concise way 

which would assure their work be free of faults (Goldberg, 1992). 

 

Openness to experience is a trait which allows us to reconfigure situation in different ways 

(Cattell and Mead, 2008) and gives us deductive ability to analyze problems (Judge et al., 

1999).  People with low score on openness to experience tend to be more conventional in their 

problem solving approach and do not try to be explorative in finding new ways to solve a 

particular problem (Burch and Anderson, 2008, Sucier and Goldberg, 1998). They also tend to 

dislike change and prefer well known routines (Goldberg, 1992). 
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Neurotic individuals are easily trapped by stress and tend to be emotional and anxious (Sucier 

and Goldberg, 1998). They often feel hopeless and frustrated when showing their feelings and 

exhibiting their behaviours (Ostendorf, Angleitner, 1992). This personality type is prone to 

mental disorder and depression (Burch and Anderson, 2008) which may have a serious impact 

on their physical and psychological health (Goldberg, 1992). On the other hand, people who 

rank low in this personality trait are more optimistic, emotionally stable they seem to be 

mature, and not likely to over react in stressful environments (Cattell and Mead, 2008).  

 

 

Relationship between Big Five personality traits and career decidedness 

 

Numerous studies have investigated the links between personality traits, career development 

characteristics, and career aspirations (for an overview of different approaches see Smith 

2011, Sepich, 1987). 

 

Lounsbury, Hutchens, and Loveland (2005) found a significant relationship between Big Five 

traits and career decidedness among early and middle adolescents in the sample of 248 

seventh-grade, 321 tenth-grade, and 282 twelfth-grade students. Conscientiousness was 

positively and significantly correlated with career decidedness in all three grades. Openness 

and agreeableness were found to be positively related to career decidedness for these middle 

and high school students. Emotional stability was positively, significantly related to career 

decidedness for the twelfth-grade sample. 

 

Similarly Smith (2011) in his study on relation between personality traits and career 

decidedness which included a total of 2,046 undergraduate students showed how that career 

decidedness correlated positively with the broad (Big Five) personality traits, openness, 

conscientiousness, and agreeableness. However, career decidedness did not correlate as 

expected with the broad trait, extraversion, and correlated significantly and inversely with the 

broad trait, neuroticism, only for low-achievement students. 

 

While both of these researches added to the previous career decidedness literature by helping 

identify those at risk for indecision at an earlier age and plan development programs 

according to their personality characteristics, the actual career aspirations in respect to 

personality traits remains to be investigated.  

 

 

Neuroticism and career decisions 

 

Focus of our paper is trait neuroticism, a term for negative dispositional affect including 

anxiety, anger, depression, vulnerability and overall emotional instability (Piedmont, 1998).  

 

Previous research indicates how personality trait neuroticism interferes with the career 

choices mostly by examining issue of indecisiveness about career choices. Meyer and Winer 

(1993) reported positive correlations among neuroticism, anxiety, and career decisions. Also, 

studies examining anxiety and career decidedness have shown that cognitive restructuring, 

problem solving and anxiety management efforts are worthwhile interventions for reducing 

state anxiety in undecided students (Mendonca & Siess, 1976; Peng, 2001, 2005; Peng & 

Herr, 1999) 
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Meldahl and Muchinsky (1997) found that university students with higher level of 

neuroticism had less knowledge about occupations and training and academic options than 

their less neurotic peers. Similar finding was given by Lounsbury, Tatum, Chambers, Owens, 

and Gibson (1999) who concluded that neuroticism was related to career indecision. 

Similarly, Kelly and Pulver (2002) found that neuroticism was related to lack of career 

information, career choice anxiety, and general indecisiveness. There also is evidence that 

negative thoughts and feelings specific to the career context are related to lack of information 

(Kelly, Shin, 2009). 

 

Also, studies examining anxiety and career decidedness have shown that cognitive 

restructuring, problem solving and anxiety management efforts are worthwhile interventions 

for reducing state anxiety in undecided students (Mendonca, Siess, 1976; Peng, 2001, 2005; 

Peng & Herr, 1999) 

 

Building on these research findings we have posted our hypothesis on the influence of level of 

psychological trait neuroticism on the level of career aspiration.  

 

 

Research sample and design  
 

The participants of the research were 114 graduate students (83 female, 31 male) enrolled in a 

last year of business administration program in a large mid-European university. 

 

Students were asked two sets of questions. First set of questions was on topic of the level of 

their career aspiration ten years from now and second part of the questions regarding 

assessment of their personality types. 

 

The research question on the career aspiration levels included two dimensions. One is vertical 

promotion through organizational hierarchy and the second was level of readiness to take on 

more responsibility concerning the well-being of the people in the organization as well as 

achievement of the organizational goals. That way we wanted to include internal perspective 

of ambition, in aspect of level of responsibility they perceive they would be willing to take on, 

but also the external perspective, that is level of recognition they think they would obtain for 

their work. In that manner we attempt to connect career ambition to both vertical and lateral 

promotion. Research subjects could select one of three levels or organizational hierarchy they 

wish to be in through their career development ten years from now. Possible positions in 

organizational hierarchy were described to them in respect to the level of responsibility for the 

work and the co-workers. Lowest level of responsibility was described as level of associate, 

middle responsibility level was level of middle manager while highest level of position in 

organizational hierarchy was level of director. Also, this set of questions was accompanied 

with question of the most favourable area of business administration in which they would like 

to develop their careers. 

 

The second part of survey was conducted by a Ten Item Personality Indicator (TIPI) which 

represents concentrated way of measuring big five personality traits: extraversion, 

agreeableness, conscientiousness, openness to experience and neuroticism.  

 

Main hypothesis of the research was: 
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H1. The students with higher level of personality trait neuroticism have more modest career 

aspirations. 

 

To test the hypothesis we have used one way analysis of variance: differences in personality 

types in respect to career ambition in 10 years from now (N = 111) and Fishers Least 

Significant Difference (LSD) post-hoc test. 

 

Selection of proper method of data analysis was one of the major concerns of the paper since 

the research included personality data which can be treated in several ways (e.g. Gurven, von 

Rueden, Massenkoff, Kaplan, Lero, 2013, or Fleeson 2001). Although analysis shows that 

subjects’ scores do not perfectly conform to a normal distribution (but that they are skewed to 

the left side of distribution), information on the measurement from previous larger studies on 

distribution of personality factors show that normal distribution could be applied in such cases 

as well as that personality factors can be treated as continuous data. Therefore we concluded 

that it would be reasonable to assume that the distribution should to be normal in our study as 

well. However, an alternative estimator, which is not based upon strict parametric 

assumptions, would also be good option for our data. 

 

 

Results 
 

Descriptive statistic results for the first set of questions show that most of the students aspire 

for the middle position in the organization (47,4%), but also that a significant number of 

subjects have high level of ambition (director position) (44,7%), a small number of subjects 

(5,3%) declared that they would prefer position of less responsibility and only 2,7% of them 

declared that their aspiration is to be self-employed. Tendency to high ambition is not 

surprising since the research was done on the students who are enrolled in the last year of 

prestigious business school and as such most of the subjects have good idea about their 

desires concerning the career path they are about to undertake. 

 

Concerning the preferable business administration domain in which the subjects want to build 

their careers they have mostly declared for finance (33,3%), general management (28,1%) 

and, marketing (12,5%). Smaller number of subjects declared how their preferable area of 

employment is accounting, tourism, IT, corporate law and digital media. 

 

Second part of the research is presented in Exhibit 1. where horizontal axis shows measure of 

each personality trait. For example in the trait extroversion, measure of 1 indicates that the 

subject is highly extroverted while measure of 6 indicates that the subject is introverted. 

Vertical axis designates percentages of overall number of 114 students that participated in the 

survey. 
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Exhibit 1 Personality inclinations of the students in the research sample 

 
 

From the Exhibit 1 it can be seen that the distribution of students personality traits is 

positively asymmetric which indicates that more results are grouped around lower values for 

each trait with highest level in the agreeableness and lower level on neuroticism. 

 

Most of the subjects in the survey have described themselves as relatively emotionally stable 

(level 3) and after that emotionally stable (level 2) but also 20% of the research subjects 

designated themselves as relatively emotionally unstable (level 4). 

 

In order to tackle the research hypothesis that there is a difference in career aspirations in 

respect to level of emotional stability measured by trait neuroticism on the Big Five 

personality model we have used one way ANOVA in respect to differences between 

personality trait neuroticism and career ambition of students approximated by their aspiration 

on the position in organizational hierarch 10 years from now. 

 

Table 1: One way ANOVA: differences in personality types in respect to career ambition in 10 

years from now (N = 111) 
  N M SD F P 
Neuroticism Associate 6 4,83 1,21 

7,492* 0,001 Manager 54 3,30 1,38 
Director 51 2,76 1,51 

*p < 0,01 

 

In respect to the hypothesised problem the research yielded with statistically significant 

difference between career aspiration and neuroticism (F(2,108) = 7,49, p = 0,001). In order to 

determine between which groups of designated positions there is a statistically significant 

difference we have conducted Fishers Least Significant Difference (LSD) post-hoc test. The 

results showed significant difference between aspiration levels of associate level and manager 

level (p = 0,007), associate level and director level (p < 0,001) and between director level and 

managerial level (p = 0,04). In other words, research subjects who designated their aspiration 

in ten years time from now at the position of associate show higher levels of personality trait 
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neuroticism, that is they tend to be more prone to emotional stress and anxiety (M = 4,83; SD 

= 1,17) in respect to students who reported their level of aspiration to be at the middle of the 

organizational hierarchy (manager level) (M = 3,30; SD = 1,30) as well as the ones who 

designated their ambition to be the one of highest responsibility (director level) (M = 2,76; SD 

= 1,34). Also, students who said that their ambition in ten years time is to be in the middle of 

organizational hierarchy have showed higher results in personality trait neuroticism (M = 

3,30; SD = 1,30) in respect to the students who have claimed that their ambition is to take on 

more responsibility (M = 2,76; SD = 1,34). Therefore our research hypothesis that the students 

with higher level of personality trait neuroticism have more modest career aspirations was 

approved by the research findings. 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

Career aspirations are formed by students over extended period of time, before and especially 

during their university education. While career choices, and especially question of career 

decidedness is well investigated problem domain, career aspirations of students at the begging 

of their professional path lacks research insight. That is especially a problem for university 

counselling services that rely heavily on accessing and processing information that their 

students give them on the matters of competencies, positive attitudes and coping behaviours. 

 

Among many influences that explain student career decision making process notable place in 

research have individual differences based on personality. In respect to personality traits 

research there is a substantial evidence that trait neuroticism is negatively related to success in 

careers including extrinsic and intrinsic success (for example Judge et al., 1999). Focal 

research problem was whether that is also truth for student aspirations before starting of their 

careers.  

 

Our findings confirmed our hypothesis that the students with higher level of personality trait 

neuroticism have more modest career aspirations. That means that students are intrinsically 

aware of their personality preferences and that they form their ambitions accordingly.  

 

However, the paper bares several limitations that should be highlighted. One limitation of the 

research can be found in the research sample sizes. While samples of middle and high career 

aspiration level students proved to be adequate, higher relative segment of research subjects 

who claimed ambition of lower responsibility (designated in the research as associate level) 

would be preferable. Uneven subsample size in respect to lower level of career aspiration is 

one of the major issues of the research results since unequal sample sizes can affect the 

homogeneity of variance assumption. However since ANOVA is considered robust to 

departures from this assumption in the case that sample variance values for the subsamples 

are moderately different, and also since the sample size difference is confounded in one factor 

(career aspiration), we have concluded to proceed with it. Also, claim can be made on the 

potential misconception of the levels of student aspirations. Since the students are at the 

beginning of their professional work they do not have experience to test themselves in respect 

to claimed level of responsibility they are willing to bear in the future.  
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Abstract  

The dynamic environment and the constant demand to be globally competitive require 

companies to focus closely on their management of internal resources. One of the systemic 

approaches towards improvements in internal resources is the implementation of lean. The 

Toyota Production System introduced lean which later widespread across western production 

systems. The Hoshin Kanri tool, a strategic aspect of the lean approach is still not so common 

in the practice of western management systems. 

 

The reason for not using Hoshin Kanri may be in the non-understanding of the embedded 

cultural elements of lean. In this paper, we propose two insights into Hoshin Kanri based on 

its implementation in western business environments. The first one is founded on the content 

of Hoshin Kanri, and the second on the soft principles guiding the process itself. Both of them 

are developed in combination with the theoretical background found in the literature and 

expertise in implementing Hoshin Kanri in companies. We provide insight for the example of 

a Hoshin Kanri implementation in a company through two crucial graphic representations: 

PDCA with Catchball and X- matrix. The stages of the strategic management process are set 

up on the PDCA principle. Contrary to the classic approach, a pre-phase is suggested for 

companies implementing Hoshin Kanri for the first time. Others suggest to start with the C – 

check phase. Plan is the most complex phase. One of the ways to present all the activities to 

strategic objectives, annual goals, activities, management by name in charge of these 

activities, indicators, timetable and status is an X-matrix. It is a complex but very helpful way 

to present, usually overwhelming, strategic activities in the company. Catchball is used to 

enable communication between everyone engaged in shaping and implementing the strategy 

at all organizational levels in search for the optimal plans and realistic goals in the company.  

 

In this paper, we shared the insights on transparency, flexibility and communication as the 

three most important soft principles in the process. These three elements answer the call of 

western strategic management, both practice and theory, for a more open strategic process 

with higher level of engagement of all employees and a system of knowledge sharing fostering 

a culture of sharing and caring.  

 

Keywords: lean, Hoshin Kanri, strategy 

 

JEL classification: L10, L11, L15, M11 
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Introduction 
 

The accelerated business dynamics, the necessity of rapid adaptation to macroeconomic 

developments, and the increasing global competitiveness require companies to have excellent 

business performance. In order to achieve world-class performances and make the most of 

their internal competitive resources, companies need a systematic approach to improvements 

and thus apply a variety of methodologies leading to improvement.  

 

According to some authors, lean methodology is recognized as the most popular methodology 

for improvements in the production sector (Jain & Lyons, 2009; Jasti & Kodali, 2015; 

Prabhushankar et al., 2015; Sony, 2018).  Its popularity is also growing in the service sector 

(Cheng et al., 2015; Resta et al., 2015). Lean’s potential is large, but the level of successful 

lean implementation, that is the achievement of lean transformation of companies, is not 

satisfactory (Bortolotti et al., 2015; Yadav et al., 2017).  

 

The research in this area, in most cases, focuses on the lean principles, philosophy, methods 

and processes and rarely discusses the strategic perspective of the entire process (Bortolotti et 

al., 2015; Shah & Ward, 2003, 2007). Since the lean principle addresses a front-line approach 

to changes and innovation, the strategic component of the whole process is not so widespread, 

neither in practice nor in research (Bhasin & Burcher, 2006; Cortes et al., 2016). The aim of 

this paper is to elaborate on the strategic perspective of the successful implementation of the 

lean approach. We would like to present the insights on the content of the Hoshin Kanri 

implementation by explaining the two crucial graphic representations: the PDCA with 

Catchball and the X-matrix. The second aim is to provide and discuss insights about the three 

guiding principles, as a soft side that could help the Hoshin Kanri implementation process. 

Western managers do not use Hoshin Kanri for strategy planning and implementation and this 

paper helps them in understanding the three soft essences of Hoshin Kanri.  

 

The structure of this paper first provides a theoretical background of lean and Hoshin Kanri 

and continues with more specific insights into their implementation. Hoshin Kanri and lean 

are grounded in practice, therefore the insights for implementations, specifically for western 

managers, follow two sets of recommendations: ones on the content and ones on the process. 

Practical recommendations are based on the expertise in both the production and service 

sector of one of the co-authors. Experience gained in implementing lean and Hoshin Kanri in 

Croatian companies are presented in both graphical forms of Hoshin Kanri and give 

reflections on the process itself. Both groups of insights are embedded in the current stream of 

literature on Hoshin Kanri and lean.  

 

 

Lean 
 

Lean management, as a managerial tool used in production, appeared in the early 1990s. 

Greatly supported by Taiichi Ohno (Ohno, 1988), the idea of lean management spread 

through the business world very quickly. It is one of the key underlying ideas promoted by the 

Toyota Production System (TPS). The main idea is that a business, while making a product, 

also creates waste and production inconsistencies. The increasing customer demand lead to 

the need for a focused production that would create greater value at lower costs. One of the 

practices that makes this possible is lean management. The main goal of lean production is to 

create a product with no waste. There are many tools and methods in lean management that 

one can implement in order to reduce waste in production such as the 5S, kaizen, PDCA etc. 
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Most of the papers on lean management in history have been very practical, describing plants 

and their way of doing business, and showing the thought process of lean through practical 

application (Abbasian-Hosseini et al., 2014; Jimmerson et al., 2005; Kumar et al., 2006). This 

is probably the reason why lean has been accepted as it is a concept that is not theoretically 

invented and popularized, but is a part of a business system that has been tested, proven and 

applicable in different production systems. It has a very practical component tightly related to 

productivity, efficiency and is in direct correlation with business profits (Mwelu et al., 2014). 

In this way it is well recognized and supported even today in every textbook and manual on 

quality (Goetsch & Davis, 2013; Jones, 2014). It is not just a management fade from the 80's; 

it still remains an important aspect of quality management because of the practical concepts 

and the possibility that it can, despite the other elements of TPS, be implemented separately 

into other systems. Some other quality management systems have taken the lead (e.g. ISO 

standards), and lean may not be the mainstream topic, but is still an inevitable topic for both 

teaching and training in quality management. 

 

As for any theoretical concept, there is a variety of terms for lean used interchangeably. Some 

authors call it lean manufacturing (Jabbour et al., 2013), others lean production (Found & 

Harrison, 2012; Jeffers, 2010), or  lean practices (Hong et al., 2012), lean management 

(Ioppolo et al., 2014; Martínez-Jurado & Moyano-Fuentes, 2014), lean operations (Taylor et 

al., 2013), lean thinking (Martínez León & Calvo-Amodio, 2017), lean system (Colicchia et 

al., 2017) while some simply prefer to name it just lean (Pampanelli et al., 2014). This 

combination of different terms all refer to the paradigm explaining waste elimination in 

organizations.  

 

We made an effort to seek for different terms for lean. To shed light on the nuances between 

different terms (Pettersen, 2009), we provide a table (Table 1) with the different aspects of the 

lean paradigm, the authors that use it and the way they define it.  

 

Table 1: Different terms of lean 
Construct  Definition Authors that use it 

Lean manufacturing manufacturing process whose 

main goal is to generate a 

minimum amount of waste; the 

production side of lean 

Büyüközkan et al., 2015; Jabbour 

et al., 2013; Longoni & Cagliano, 

2015; M.P. et al., 2017; Pakdil & 

Leonard, 2015; Pham & Thomas, 

2011; Prasad et al., 2016… 

Lean production (system) a term that can be used 

interchangeably with lean 

manufacturing; application of  the 

lean paradigm in the 

manufacturing industry 

Azevedo et al., 2016; Bergenwall 

et al., 2012; Gelei et al., 2015; 

Glover et al., 2011; Kurilova-

Palisaitiene et al., 2018; Pettersen, 

2009 

Lean practices practices making up the lean 

concept 

Susana G. Azevedo et al., 2012; 

Fahimnia et al., 2015; Hong et al., 

2012 

Lean management changing of organizational 

policies (managerial level) in 

order to obtain better efficiency 

and quality production; lean at 

higher strategic levels (e.g. 

performance management, 

Kaizen) 

Ioppolo et al., 2014; Martínez-

Jurado & Moyano-Fuentes, 2014 

Lean logistics include just-in-time (JIT), product 

postponement and vendor 

managed inventory 

Ugarte et al., 2016 
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Lean thinking implies implementing lean as a 

culture in the business; strategic 

level of the firm 

Caldera et al., 2017; Hines et al., 

2004; Womack & Jones, 2003  

Lean operations operations/steps used in 

production that support the lean 

paradigm 

Piercy & Rich, 2015; Taylor et al., 

2013 

Lean system an entity that uses the lean 

methodology 

Colicchia et al., 2017; Dhingra et 

al., 2014 

Lean methods tools that are used in lean, for 

example just-in-time (JIT), total 

productive maintenance (TPM), 

automation, value stream mapping 

(VSM) and kaizen/continuous 

improvement (CI) 

Garza-Reyes et al., 2018 

 

Lean philosophy implies spreading lean culture in a 

business; the manner of producing 

and behaving in a lean company 

Glover et al., 2013; Piercy & Rich, 

2015 

Lean program similar to simply lean; refers to 

one of the best improvement 

programs for production systems 

inspired by TPS 

Kurdve et al., 2014 

Lean paradigm entails waste elimination, total 

quality management (TQM) 

and just-in-time (JIT) 

Ciccullo et al., 2018; Garza-Reyes 

et al., 2016 

Lean construction practicing lean in the construction 

sector 

Abbasian-Hosseini et al., 2014; 

Saieg et al., 2018 

 

Leanness maturity level of lean Maasouman & Demirli, 2016 

Lean includes all of the above Cherrafi et al., 2017 

Source: made by authors using the sources in the table 

 

Lean has always been a concept joining forces with other concepts. For example, the most 

popular one is the Lean Six Sigma (Atmaca & Girenes, 2013; Zhang et al., 2012). Recently, 

the research on lean moved to a different research setting. Since lean is all about reducing 

waste, the recent research on lean has been refocused toward sustainable production through 

the triple bottom line (TBL). Following the tradition of TBL in line with Spreckley 

(Spreckley, 1987) and Elkington (Elkington, 1994), a company takes into consideration the 

social, economic and ecological aspects in every step they take. There are only several papers 

referring to the concepts of lean and sustainability through all triple bottom line levels 

(Bergenwall et al., 2012; Martínez-Jurado & Moyano-Fuentes, 2014; M.P. et al., 2017). Lean 

is in its nature focused on the economic aspect of the production system. Since lean is about 

waste reduction, it is assumed that it supports the green production as well. The majority of 

the works that discuss lean management in regards to sustainability, deal only with one part – 

the ecological sustainability - popular lean and green (Dües et al., 2013; Gupta et al., 2018; 

Prasad et al., 2016). The least discussed topic in terms of lean and sustainability is the social 

aspect (Dillard et al., 2012; Pakdil & Leonard, 2015; Taylor et al., 2013). Looking through the 

literature, we can conclude that the area of lean and green is widely explored whereas the area 

of lean and social sustainability is still overlooked and under-investigated.  
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Hoshin Kanri 
 

Hoshin Kanri is a system that shapes and implements a strategy, led by the development of 

the most powerful world production system – the TPS (Dennis, 2006).  It is a part of the 

Japanese management system that implies a strategic management system transferring the 

vision and goals of a business across the organization (Hines, 2011: 36). The Hoshin Kanri 

allows the managers to achieve their strategic intentions. According to Akao (Akao, 2004), it 

consists of (1) enhancing and uniting the business’s capabilities, (2) shaping of a common 

plan and policy as a yearly management plan based on the motto of the business and (3) 

carrying out operations employing the main resources (people, goods, money) and at the same 

time optimizing quality, quantity, costs and time of delivery. Other terms that are used are 

policy deployment, Hoshin planning and management by policy. 

 

The concept of Hoshin Kanri is based on the principle in which the strongest organization is 

the one that uses the strength of its employees’ creative thinking to become the greatest 

business organization in its field. This entails that every person in the organization is viewed 

as an expert at his workplace. At the same time, every person clearly understands the vision 

and goals of the organization.   

 

Jackson (Jackson, 2006) states that at the heart of lean and the Lean Six Sigma lies the same 

operational system, the Hoshin Kanri. Hutchins (Hutchins, 2008) sees Hoshin Kanri as a 

strategic approach to continuous improvement which gives the setting to individual elements 

of Six Sigma or lean production. Wilson (Wilson, 2010) points out that the use of Hoshin 

Kanri is much more productive in the planning and accomplishment of goals in lean than the 

usual, common approaches. It is interesting how first-line employees can contribute to the 

development of strategy (Tegarden et al., 2005; Tonnessen & Gjefsen, 1999) and how 

communication and interaction works in line of innovation, elimination of waste and 

promotion of lean production (Worley & Doolen, 2006). 

 

In spite of the value of Hoshin Kanri in practice, there are just a few scientific research papers 

addressing this topic. For example, de Silveira et al. (de Silveira et al. 2017) discuss Hoshin 

Kanri in view of its implementation, assumptions, use and structure. There is a case study 

example of using Hoshin Kanri in a company (Witcher, Butterworth, 1999), and the use of the 

Catchball process (Tennant, Roberts, 2001).  

 

Hoshin Kanri allows for the shaping and the implementation of strategy in an organization, 

active participation of employees at all business levels in every stage of strategy control, and 

for continuous improvements and a continuous process of strategic management. The main 

methods of Hoshin Kanri include the well-known Deming’s PDCA, Catchball process and X-

matrix. 

  

The catchball process cascades the strategic plans down the management hierarchy so that the 

PDCA cycles nest one within the other. The top management develops strategic plans by 

involving the middle management and the employees in the shaping and implementation of 

strategy. The result is strong self-control based on improved understanding and the acceptance 

of strategy by all. Hoshin Kanri demands that every manager and employee becomes an 

independent practitioner of PDCA, which calls for intensive education and training. Since 

every level of PDCA activity is interconnected, the change in one cycle will cause a change in 

all of the other cycles. There are some variations to the PDCA. Akao (Akao, 2004) mentions 
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that the PDCA is the heart of Hoshin Kanri and originally the PDCA began with C (control), 

thus becoming a CAPD cycle.  

 

Catchball is the key method of Hoshin Kanri which represents a two-way communication 

process between everyone engaged in the shaping and implementing of strategy at all 

organizational levels, as the basis for development and setup of optimal plans and realistic 

goals and their implementation (Akao, 2004; Jackson, 2006; Kondo, 1998). The 

communication can go across all directions of organizational structure; top-down, bottom-up 

and horizontal. One of the prerequisites of smooth communication in all directions is the setup 

of cross functional management as another key factor of Hoshin Kanri. Practical use and 

realization of catchball depends on the size and structure of an organization. Catchball 

enhances worker motivation and develops optimal plans and realization. 

 

A3 plan (Kesterson, 2015) is a tool (a set of documents) typically used in Hoshin Kanri in the 

formulation and planning of strategic, tactical and operational plans and problem solving. The 

creator of A3 plan is Toyota, and the term derives from the use of the A3 paper format, on 

which the plan is set. It represents a concise overview of continuous improvement ideas 

visually and in a standardized way. This standardized form allows planning but also enables 

clear plan communication on all levels of the organization. There are several types of A3 

plans, described by Jackson (Jackson, 2006): A3-i (intelligence report), A3-X (X-matrix), A3-

T (team charter), A3-SR (state review), A3-P (problem report), and A3-SSR (summary state 

report). 

 

The Hoshin Kanri X-Matrix is a document presenting company’s objectives, strategies, 

projects (initiatives) and people responsible for their realization. The matrix consists of four 

quadrants (Kesterson, 2015): long-term goals (strategic objectives) are written at the bottom, 

annual objectives to the left, top level priorities (activities to improve) at the top and metrics 

to the right. On the far right side there is a list of people responsible for each part of the plan 

and a timeline for delivering the plan. Depending on the company’s needs and specifics, there 

could be some additional elements in the X-matrix.  

 

There are also some recommendations of using Hoshin Kanri alongside the Balanced Score 

Card (BSC). For example, Manos (Manos, 2010) recommends the use of BSC to define the 

indicators (KPI) used in an X-matrix in order to direct the activities towards achievement of 

goals. Moreover, combining BSC and Hoshin Kanri leads to greater results in companies 

(DeBusk & DeBusk, 2011). 

 

 

The insights into the content of Hoshin Kanri implementation 
 

In this section, we propose insights into the content of Hoshin Kanri implementation. The 

content is based on the practical use of Hoshin Kanri, the emphasis on its principles and 

characteristics, specifically PDCA, catchball and X-matrix. Deliberately, there is no data on 

the specific company or numbers. The stages of the strategic management process are set up 

on the PDCA cycle principle. The role of catchball is to communicate and coordinate between 

different hierarchical levels until the strategy is understood, improved and implemented.  

 

The suggested time frame for analyzing and defining strategy is the last quarter of the ongoing 

year for the following one. Respecting this time frame allows the company to start the new 

yearly cycle with aligned and set strategic guidelines, activities and goals. It is important to 
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note that the annual employees' review as part of performance management is done at the end 

of year. It is optimal, during this conversation, to set individual goals for the coming year that 

are aligned with the strategic activities of the company.  

 

Figure 1: PDCA in the process of developing strategy  
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Source: Manos, 2010; Hutchins, 2008, p.10; Jackson, 2006, p. 2; Hines, 2011, p. 9; Wheelen 

and Hunger, 2012, p. 15 as cited in Lerner, 2019 

The remaining three phases, the DCA, run throughout the year. During the last quarter, it is 

time to estimate the annual business results and to establish a strategy which will allow for a 

timely start of the next PDCA cycle.   

 

The pre-phase – analysis of the current state and business environment is deducted from the 

“P” phase. This is the initial analysis of a business in case the company does it for the first 

time.  Before starting with the implementation, the top management must ensure a total 

understanding and acceptance of the new system even if it implies changing some of the 

management. The efforts must be focused on education and training about lean philosophy.  

 

Plan is the most complex stage, implying analysis of the environment with the old good 

SWOT matrix or EFAS and IFAS matrices. The next important step is writing/revising the 

mission, vision, values and policies. Corporate values are complemented with lean values 

encouraging lean behavior: trust, respect, openness, consistency, fairness, objectivity and 

listening (Hines, 2008). Policies give clear directions on the work within the organization 

aligned with the lean principles. 

 

X-matrix (short form X-M, Table 2) is the main document representing the implementation of 

strategy based on Hoshin Kanri.  It is set up in order to display the alignment and 

interdependence of all implementation steps of strategy in a very concise way. The X-M is 

one of the variations of A3 plans known as the communication and presentation tool because 

of the clear and standard form and logical connections. The reading of the X-matrix starts 

with the strategic objectives and clockwise transforms to annual objectives. Furthermore, the 

additional step is to transform annual objectives to activities/projects for improvement (first 

level) and these to KPI indicators. Transformation is accomplished as an interconnection of 

all plans, projects and activities and is followed by the exact name of the people in charge, 

role, timetable and status. There are no universal rules to the structure, definitions or names of 

certain elements of X-M, as they are adjusted to the features of a company.  

 

The principle of BSC was used in defining the KPI’s of the business. The perspectives of BSC 

are marked in brackets before the name of the indicator. When implementing lean, at least one 

indicator has to be established at the strategic level to measure the success of the 

implementation or the degree of maturity of lean within the business. 

 

The coordination of plans, activities, projects, indicators and goals between organizational 

levels is done through catchball. Do is the implementation phase. All the employees are 

included in the implementation of the strategy. This is achieved through a detailed description 

of activities, projects and tasks cascading to the lowest levels and effective communication. 

Activities for improvements and projects are developed into action and project plans. 

Implementation of measurement systems is important for the actual conducting of activities 

and phase C – check. Effective communication with all employees is key in the 

implementation phase. They need to understand their role in strategy implementation.  

 

Check is the stage where the realization of activities and strategic plans is checked on all 

organizational levels, systematically and as scheduled. The analyzed business will check the 

necessary realizations on a weekly, monthly, quarterly and finally, annually basis in a uniform 

and standardized report.  
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Table 2: Example of developing an X-matrix 

 
Source: Manos 2010, p. 10; Jackson, 2006, p. 75 as cited by Lerner, 2019, p. 101 

Note: For detailed elements of the structure, see Manos, 2010 and Jackson, 2006. Some elements of the X-matrix were adjusted to best suit our example. However, the presented X-matrix is developed by our co-

author based on his real experience dealing with a real company.  
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Act- depending of the reporting results, two actions can be taken; if the goals are achieved, 

the business processes are recognized as the standard in future practice, in case that the results 

are not accomplished, corrective activities are suggested. The act phase is about solving 

problems and learning from both success and failure. Lean has a set of tools to help reach the 

root of the problem, e.g. Pareto principle, Ishikawa diagram and to point out the solution e.g. 

DMAIC methods (define, measure, analyze, improve and control mostly used with Six 

Sigma). Another path is to adjust the goal according to more realistic expectations. No matter 

the level of operation, complexity or industry - the principle is PDCA. 

 

 

The insights into the process of Hoshin Kanri implementation 
 

Developing Hoshin Kanri in a company implies a complex system of steps, procedures and 

processes. It requires knowledge about lean philosophy, unconditional support of the top 

management and the participation of all employees in the company. Western approach to 

strategic management has shown a lot of changes in direction towards flexibility, employee 

participation in planning, less formal ways and shorter periods of strategic planning. When 

viewed in detail, it is very close to the nature the Hoshin Kanri approach to strategy. Actually, 

all the attempts of strategic managers in the western world are founded on accepting modern 

thought of strategy-as-practice, dynamic capabilities of managers, knowledge management, 

the particular elements that can also be found in Hoshin Kanri. The purpose of this paper is to, 

based on the work of da Silveira et al. (da Silveira et al., 2017), systemize, for western 

managers, a set of universally applicable guiding principles, or guidelines for Hoshin Kanri 

initiatives. Hoshin Kanri may be regarded as complex, but it is not more complex than any 

other western strategic management tools.  

 

The examples of Hoshin Kanri implementations present in the literature (Serdar Asan & 

Tanyaş, 2007; Tennant & Roberts, 2001; B. Witcher & Butterworth, 1999) show that the 

procedures in the implementation, the processes followed and the lean principles are common 

to all, but each of the examples developed their own specific way in line with their needs, 

requirements and capabilities.  

 

After closely reviewing the examples in the literature and participating in and creating our 

own Hoshin Kanri example in a company, we conclude that there are three essential features 

present in the process of developing Hoshin Kanri: transparency, flexibility and 

communication – the wishful characteristics managers look for in times of extreme business 

dynamics.  

 

Transparency: it is important not to have hidden information. Sometimes front-line 

managers have more recent and updated information than top management and the top 

management has more information about the wider context or different competitor than the 

employees. X-matrix brings everybody on the same page about the plan, implementation, 

results and improvements. In this way, all employees are invited to participate in creating 

plans for the company and may suggest improvements. Additionally, it allows the culture in 

which there is no grouping of the people that “think” and people that “work”. The focus is on 

the business process, customer satisfaction and results and not on the informal social relations 

or privileged employees or any situation of asymmetric information. The ultimate goal is to 

have full information about the strategic objectives, activities, measures, responsible 

employees and results shared among all employees. The tool that we used and propose is X-

matrix.   
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Flexibility: plans are subject to change. They should be adjusted to new trends, new 

opportunities and the correction of existing plans if found unrealistic. Continuous monitoring 

of the situation on the market and good channels of communication will allow for the changes 

to happen sooner rather than later. The cycle of plan, implement, check and act on results has 

the goal to detect unsuccessful processes and improve them in the next cycle. Learning from 

experience is based on both success and failure. The ultimate goal is being flexible and 

adaptable in modern business world. The tool we used and propose is PDCA.  

 

Communication: the involvement of managers from different hierarchical level enables the 

provision of useful information from different sources, both outside and inside the company. 

Iterations of communication between managers from different hierarchical level, make it 

possible to implement the horizontal approach in addition to the top-down and the bottom-up 

approach. Ideas are exchanged, expectations and plans explained, leaving less space for 

misunderstandings. The ultimate goal is to create a culture of trust, caring, knowledge sharing 

and to understand the context and business and to be on the same page when working on 

plans for future. The tool we used and propose is catchball. 

 

Our understanding is quite similar to the research of da Silveira et al. (Giordani da Silveira et 

al., 2017), who recognizes content based essences of Hoshin Kanri; organizational structure, 

capabilities, focus, alignment, integration and review. They interviewed Hoshin Kanri 

experts, trying to point out the culturally inherited elements of the Japanese culture within the 

Hoshin Kanri approach and tried to explain these to western management.  

 

Maybe the most distinguished framework in explaining the structure of Hoshin Kanri is the 

Witcher’s FAIR framework. Witcher (B. J. Witcher, 2003) conducted extensive research and 

came to the FAIR framework which stands for focus, alignment, integration and review. The 

congest and easy to remember acronym syntheses the crucial elements of Hoshin Kanri.  

 

Yang and Yeh (Yang, Yeh, 2009 as cited by Nicholas, 2016) compared it with the BSC and 

traditional strategic planning. This study, alongside Nicholas (Nicholas, 2016) found Hoshin 

Kanri to be unique in terms of workforce involvement, catchball, and attention to daily work 

and performance. And this is exactly what makes it dynamic and competitive. Another 

supporting study is that by Mothersell et al. (Mothersell et al. 2008 as cited by Nicolas, 2016) 

who found two additional features unique to Hoshin Kanri – process management (connecting 

processes to goals/targets) and employee development (continuous employee learning and 

delegating authority). 

 

 

Conclusion  
 

The main conclusion of this paper is that Hoshin Kanri is a strategic management tool that can 

be of a great value for western management. As perceived as culturally embedded, there could 

be some insights gained by experienced western management that could be used in order to 

successfully implement Hoshin Kanri in western business environment. The insights into the 

content implies example of using PDCA, catchball and X-matrix. The insights into the 

process implies taking care of the three soft principles; transparency, flexibility and 

communication. 
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This paper has several limitations. The first one is the limited methodological design. This 

paper is a combination of both personal experience and a theoretical conceptual approach. 

Any further paper should be focused either on qualitative or quantitative design in order to get 

more in-depth insights. This might be done by analyzing a larger sample of existing 

experience of Croatian managers or it might be a theoretical paper trying to capture some of 

the theoretical aspects of Hoshin Kanri. The second limitation is the simplification of the 

example of the implementation of the Hoshin Kanri approach. An extensive implementation 

does take a lot of time, training, iterations and methods that are not presented in this paper. It 

is a resource-demanding process and the results could be perceived as simple, an easy table 

with logical strategic activities. The experience of creating it is telling the other part of the 

story. The ultimate goal is to have a result that looks simple and is easy to understand and 

implement.  

 

The Hoshin Kanri might seem very culturally embedded in the Japanese culture but the 

proposed research and papers have been trying to explain, discuss and educate other cultures 

about the benefits of Hoshin Kanri in developing strategies. Knowing that between 50 and 

90% of the strategies do not get implemented (Candido & Santos, 2015), Hoshin Kanri could 

be one of the ways to make a strategy more competitive in the implementation phase and in 

this manner make this percentage of failure much lower.  
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Abstract  

Innovation cooperation has become an increasingly prominent feature of firm´s innovation 

activity. Cooperation activities with other partners are opportunities to access 

complementary technological resources (such as skill sharing), which can contribute to faster 

development of innovations, improved market access, economies of scale and scope, cost 

sharing and risk spreading. Intensive knowledge exchange and learning processes 

characterize such cooperation activities which tend to combine complementary assets and to 

build synergies.    The aim of this article is to assess the SME´s cooperation with external 

partners in innovation in special division of mechanical engineering industry in Slovakia. We 

will answer three questions. First: how is assessed by Slovak SME´s managers the importance 

of cooperation in innovation with external subjects as one of the factors significant for 

innovations in SMEs. Second: how is assessed by Slovak managers the significance of SMEs 

cooperation with individual external subjects in innovations in analysed division of 

mechanical engineering industry in Slovakia Third: to assess the respective type of innovation 

relationships with individual cooperation partners of SME´s in analysed division of 

mechanical engineering industry in Slovakia. We stated 14 potential external subjects for 

cooperation in innovations and with the Friedman test we assessed the importance 

(significance) of SME´s cooperation with external subjects in innovation activities as well as 

the respective type of innovation relationships with individual cooperative partners. 

Suggested are positive effects of cooperation with external partners in innovation, indicated 

are main reasons of low cooperation. Based on the research results are formulated the 

implications for SMEs managers and policy makers concerned with the management of 

innovation cooperation.  

 

Keywords: Cooperation, innovations, small and medium enterprises, Slovak Republic 
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Introduction  
 

At present we watch an increasing trend towards cooperation in innovation activities. 

Cooperation offers many opportunities for problem solving, especially for small and medium 

enterprises. As some studies underline (Liefner et al, 2006; Kaminski et al, 2008), innovation 

cooperation became more and more important for SMEs to promote their innovation abilities. 

It can be a complementary factor to achieve economies of scale and to merge and integrate 

diverse skills, technologies and competencies (Schott and Jansen, 2016). The requirement of 

SMEs to cooperate, as a means of supplementing and complementing internal resources, has 

dominated much of the academic debate (Fitjar and Rodriguez-Pose, 2013; Becker and Dietz, 

2004; Liefner et al, 2006; Zeng et al, 2010). According to Hewitt-Dundas (2006), the external 

resources and capabilities that SMEs could access through external innovation partnerships 

might provide them with the stimulus and capacity to innovate, while the lack of innovative 

partnerships has a negative impact on innovation. Thus, the central motivating factor for 

cooperation in innovation activities is the expectation that entrepreneurs will reach their goals 

easier and better by cooperating that would have been possible when struggling alone.  

 

Successful cooperation allows the individual partner to gain access to resources otherwise 

inaccessible, i.e. completely new sources for innovation, skills, markets and application 

possibilities, and they offer a sizeable cost reduction potential to the participant (Bessant and 

Tidd, 2009; Sroka and Gajdzik, 2015). For enterprises, their ability to be innovative is an 

important element in remaining competitive. As Lesáková (2014a) stress, cooperation in the 

field of innovation activities brings several synergic effects to the enterprise. The most 

important of them is sharing of knowledge, a similar approach to the latest know-how, sharing 

of capacities and a lower demand for financial sources. 

 

The aim of the article is to assess the SME´s cooperation with external partners in innovation 

in special division of mechanical engineering industry in Slovakia. Formulated are three 

research questions: 1. How is assessed by Slovak SME´s managers the significance of 

cooperation in innovation with external subjects as one of the factors significant for 

innovations in SMEs. 2. How is assessed by Slovak managers the significance of SMEs 

cooperation with individual external subjects in analysed division of mechanical engineering 

industry in Slovakia. 3. What is the respective type of innovation relationships with individual 

cooperation partners of SME´s in analysed division of mechanical engineering industry in 

Slovakia. Finally, on the basis of the research results will be formulated the implications for 

SMEs managers and policy makers concerned with the management of innovation 

cooperation.  

 

The structure of the paper is set as follows. Section 2 provides a comprehensive review of the 

literature on SME´s cooperation in innovation. In section 3 we outline the methodological 

approach and provide details on the data used. In section 4 are presented results of the 

research and discussion to them and section 5 summarizes main outputs of the research, 

considers implications for managers and policy makers, and gives limitations of the research 

and concludes with some suggestions for future research.  

 

Our study is the pioneering study on this topic in Slovakia. It is the first research study 

assessing the SME´s cooperation with external partners in innovation. There was no any 

similar research carried out in Slovakia before. 
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Theoretical background 
 

Cooperation among firms has been increasingly considered as a strategic means not only to 

acquire knowledge, but to innovate, gain competitive advantages and sustain a firm´s 

development (Acs et al., 2016; Argote and Ingram, 2000; Franco and Haase, 2015). 

Developing cooperation, the innovation targets can be reached faster and with better quality 

(Nooteboom and Stam, 2008). Enterprises need to build bridges across boundaries inside the 

organization and to many external partners who can play a part in the innovation process. 

Innovations that an enterprise would not tackle alone because of lack of material, information, 

personnel and financial resources, can be then developed and implemented (Jaklič et al, 

2008). 

 

When small and medium enterprises (SMEs) cooperate to innovate, they generally do so to 

seek benefits, for example, to reduce costs and uncertainties, access technology and teams, 

acquire know-how and gain access to investment. These are additional benefits for SMEs that 

already have strengths such as flexibility and speed of internal processes, thereby increasing 

their competitive advantages over competitors (Audretsch, 2009; Paul et al., 2017; Cristo-

Andrade and Franco, 2019). 

 

Several studies demonstrate the positive effect of cooperating with specific categories of 

partners on innovation activity (Malerba and Vorontas, 2015; Maráková and Kvasnová, 2016; 

Potočan and Mulej, 2009; Smith, 2006; Lampikovski and Endeu, 1996). Becker and Dietz 

(2004) stated that cooperation with different partners has a positive effect on innovation 

achievement. Using data from a longitudinal sample of Spanish manufacturing firms, Nieto 

and Santamaria (2007) concluded that the greatest positive impact on the degree of innovation 

novelty came from cooperative networks with different types of partners. 

 

In general, all the external partners on innovation activities could be divided into four main 

categories: inter-firm partners, universities and research institutions, intermediary institutions 

and government agencies (Zeng et al, 2010). 

 

The main innovative partners for inter-firm cooperation are customers, suppliers, enterprises 

in the same field of activity (producers and services providers) and competitors. Inter-firm 

cooperation helps to gain sources of knowledge located outside the boundaries of the firm, to 

gain fast access to new technologies (Šimurina, 2006) or to new markets, to benefit from 

economies of scale in joint R&D and/or to share the risks for activities that are beyond the 

scope or capabilities of a single firm (Fischer and Varga, 2002). 

 

Fischer and Varga (2002) noted that customer networks represent the most frequent form of 

inter-firm cooperation. Firms that collaborate for innovation with their customers are reducing 

their ignorance of customer needs, increasing users´ confidence in their offerings, raising 

acceptance of new product (thus reducing risk of its commercialization) and thereby, reducing 

the risk associated with bringing an innovation to market (Fritsch and Lukas, 2001). Many 

researchers (Chung and Kim, 2003; Nieto and Santamaria, 2007; Liefner et al, 2006; 

Huizingh, 2011; Kim and Lui, 2010) stress the importance of cooperation with suppliers in 

innovation; they suggest that cooperation with suppliers enables firms to reduce the risks and 

times of product development, while enhancing flexibility, product quality and market 

adaptability (Dulčič et al, 2012). In particular, suppliers are valuable sources of information to 

develop or improve products. As regards competitors, the purpose of cooperation with them is 

mainly to carry out basic research and establish standards. SMEs cooperate with competitors 
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whenever they share common problems that are outside the competitor´s area of influence, 

such as precompetitive research programs and co-production arrangements (Tether, 2002). In 

general competitors collaborate when they face common problems and especially where these 

problems are seen as being outside the competition (Lewandowska, 2012). 

 

Several studies have examined the important role of universities and research institutions in 

SME´s innovation. Scholars have indicated that the cooperation of enterprises with 

universities and research institutes can positively influence different proxies of innovation 

(Tether, 2002; De Propris, 2002; Liefner et al, 2006; Huizingh, 2011). Such cooperation helps 

to decrease transaction costs, correct market failures and decrease the risks of the interacting 

partners leading to increased productivity. Usually, cooperation with research institutions and 

higher-education institutions is an important source of new knowledge for SMEs (Liefner et 

al, 2006; Arsenijevič et al, 2017; Lesáková, 2014b; Letonja et al, 2016; Colnar and Dimovski, 

2017).  

 

Innovative cooperation between SMEs and universities and research institutions has mainly 

the form of informal communication of skills and knowledge, technology transfer, R&D 

cooperation, training of innovative personnel and provision of skilled work-force and 

graduates with knowledge and skills (Zeng et al, 2010).  

 

According to Diez (2000), universities are regarded as the powerful drivers of innovation and 

change in science and technology; research institutions are regarded as crucial partners for 

supporting the innovation activities of businesses, especially SMEs. Besides the provision of 

new knowledge for businesses through research activities, research institutions also provide 

knowledge in the form of a skilled workforce through university-graduates and through their 

own employees.  

 

Intermediary institutions such as technology intermediaries, training institutions or technology 

transfer organizations represent a special category of partners for cooperation. These 

institutions play also important roles within the innovation process. Intermediary institutions 

perform a variety of functions in innovation, including communication, information scanning 

and gathering, knowledge processing and combination, evaluation of outcomes and 

commercialization (Howells, 2006). 

 

Cooperation with intermediary organizations could be the source of new ideas for SME´s 

innovation and technological productivity. From the view-point of policies those intermediary 

institutions that are supported or funded by the government, aim to provide innovation 

support especially for SMEs. For example, to promote innovative activities of SMEs, many 

intermediary institutions or organizations are established such as Business Innovation 

Centres, Business Incubators or Regional Innovation Centres. 

 

Intermediary institutions could provide spaces and contacts between universities and firms, 

create stable and continuing relations. Generally, SMEs benefit more than large firms from 

the technology information and advice provided by the local intermediary institutions. 

 

The special group of partners for cooperation represent the government agencies with the 

view to enhance the knowledge and SME´s innovation. They are represented by the Slovak 

Business Agency, Slovak Innovation and Energetic Agency or by Slovak Industrial Property 

Office. 
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The cooperation with government agencies refers to the improvement of service provision, or 

to the public support that can promote cooperation between SMEs and other firms, 

intermediary institutions and research organizations. A special form of cooperation with 

government agencies refers to government-sponsored agreements – publicly funded 

cooperation stimulated by government research and development programmes (Matt and 

Wolff, 2004). 

 

Tether (2002) suggested in his study, that cooperative linkages with external partners could be 

vertical, horizontal or lateral. Fischer and Varga (2002) found that cooperation activities are 

primarily based on vertical relationships (customers, suppliers and enterprises in the same 

field of activity) rather than on horizontal linkages (producer networks, industry and 

university or research institutions linkages). Nieto and Santamaria´s (2010) study of 1300 

Spanish SMEs (using data from the Spanish Business Strategies Survey) found that vertical 

technological cooperation was the most important factor in improving firm´s innovativeness, 

allowing them to close the innovation gap with their larger rivals. Finally, Lasagni (2012) 

used data from a survey of 500 SMEs across six European countries (Austria, Germany, Italy, 

Hungary, Poland, and Slovenia) and has find cooperation with both customers and suppliers 

as very significant in aiding innovation. 

 

What concerns the horizontal cooperation among SMEs and external partners (universities, 

research institutions or intermediary institutions), it can speed up product development, 

provide economies of scale and mitigate the risk associated with R&D resources and 

technology, allowing them to compete with larger players (Morris et al, 2007, Nieto and 

Santamaria, 2007; Zeng et al, 2010). 

 

 

Methodology of the research 
 

This study deals with two main phenomena: innovation and cooperation in innovations. The 

terminology used in the study is based on the commonly agreed  definitions of innovation and 

cooperation in innovations provided by Oslo Manual (OECD/Eurostat, 2005), where 

innovation is defined as the implementation of a new or significantly improved product (good 

or service), or process, a new marketing method, or a new organizational method in business 

practices, workplace organization or external relations. As to the second phenomenon – 

cooperation in innovations means active collaboration with other enterprises or public 

research centres for innovation activities. The parties of such cooperation do not have to 

derive immediate economic gain from their projects, but active participation of all cooperating 

partners in the joint activity is indispensable. 

 

In the year 2018, we have conducted the research oriented on identification of main factors 

and barriers determining innovation activities in Slovak SMEs. One part of the questionnaire 

was oriented on evaluation of the significance of cooperation in innovation as one of the 

factors determining the innovations in SMEs in analysed division of mechanical engineering 

industry. In accordance with the SK NACE classification, the mechanical engineering 

industry comprises of four divisions – 25, 28, 29 and 30. One of them, according to SK 

NACE, is the division 28 – Manufacture of machinery and equipment not elsewhere 

classified. The Division 28 includes the manufacture of machinery and equipment operating 

independently of materials either mechanically or thermally, or they treat material, including 

their mechanical parts producing and using power and all specially produced primary parts. It 

contains fixed and mobile or manual devices, irrespective of whether they are manufactured 
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for mechanical or building engineering, agricultural or domestic use. The production of 

special equipment for passenger or freight transport beyond determined borders also belongs 

to this division.   

 

Our research used questionnaire as a method of primary data collection. To describe the main 

features of collected data descriptive statistics is used. The parent population in analysed 

sector Manufacture of machinery and equipment not elsewhere classified contains 728 small 

and medium-sized enterprises (608 small enterprises and 120 medium enterprises). The 

questionnaire was distributed electronically to 398 enterprises. Top managers from each 

enterprise to whom the questionnaire was sent, responded the answers in questionnaire. 161 

of the enterprises responded and sent the completed questionnaire. After reviewing each 

response, we collected at the end 102 valid questionnaires from SMEs that realised any form 

of innovation activity during the last three years. After that, we processed the data through 

MS Excel and made a statistical analysis of the data in R 3.2.4 statistical system. For 

statistical tests, we assumed significance level (α = 0.1). 

 

The representativeness of the sample regarding the classification SK NACE (p-value = 

0.1594) and region (p-value = 0.2824) was tested using chi-squared goodness of fit test. 

Based on the test results we concluded that our sample of enterprises can be seen as a 

reasonable sample of the entire population of small and medium enterprises. 

 

The sample included 81.4% of small enterprises and 18.6% of medium enterprises. It 

consisted mainly of enterprises located in the region of Bratislava (43.1%), which was most 

likely caused by the highest concentration of enterprises in this region. The second most 

frequent representation had enterprises from the region of Banská Bystrica (15.7%).  

 

To fulfil the aim of the paper the procedure of the research was set up to answer the research 

questions. The first research question was formulated with the aim to identify how is assessed 

by Slovak SME´s managers the significance of cooperation in innovation with external 

subjects, as one of the factors significant for innovations in SMEs. The respondents indicated 

the importance of key factors (6 factors) determining innovation activities in SMEs in 

analysed division of mechanical engineering industry on a four–grade scale. The importance 

(significance) of cooperation in innovation activities of the responded enterprises with 

external subjects was analysed with the Friedman test. Critical was finding that 70% of 

enterprises consider cooperation in innovation with external partners as a factor of low 

importance. The second research question was aimed at identifying how is assessed by Slovak 

managers the significance of SMEs cooperation with individual external subjects in analysed 

division of mechanical engineering industry in Slovakia. We stated 14 potential external 

subjects for cooperation in innovations and with the Friedman test we assessed the importance 

(significance) of SME´s cooperation with individual external subjects in innovation activities. 

To answer the question concerning the respective type of innovation relationships with 

individual cooperation partners of SME´s in analysed division of mechanical engineering 

industry, the respondents were asked to attach the respective type of cooperative relationships 

and to declare the main contributions(benefits) of this cooperation or reasons of low 

cooperation. Results of the questionnaire research enabled to identify respective types of 

innovation relationships with the major external partners in innovation and to indicate main 

reasons of low cooperation.  

 

The main findings coming from our research provide some important implications for SMEs 

managers and policy makers in Slovakia concerned with the management of innovation 
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cooperation. 
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Results and discussion 
 

The first part of the questionnaire was focused on evaluation of the factors significant for 

innovation in Slovak SMEs (Table 1). Evaluating the importance of the key factors a majority 

of enterprises (64.7%) indicated financial resources (average 3.86) as the most important 

factor for the innovations. Another two factors – human resources and technology – had the 

same average (3.04), but 39.2% indicated human resources as the most important factor of 

innovation activity in the enterprise. Technology as the most important factor was indicated 

by 29.4%. Critical is the finding that 68.6% of enterprises consider cooperation in innovation 

with external partners as a factor of low importance. 

 

Table 1: Factors determining innovation activities in Slovak SMEs  

Factors 

The importance of factors 

The lowest  

(1) 

Lower  

(2) 

Higher  

(3) 

The Highest 

(4) 
Average 

Human resources 
10 

(9.8%) 

16 

(15.7%) 

36 

(35.3%) 

40 

(39.2%) 
3.04 

Financial sources 
2 

(2.0%) 

4 

(3.9%) 

30 

(29.4%) 

66 

(64.7%) 
3.86 

Technology 
6 

(5.9%) 

14 

(13.7%) 

52 

(51.0%) 

30 

(29.4%) 
3.04 

Cooperation with 

external partners  

20 

(19.6%) 

50 

(49.0%) 

16 

(15.7%) 

16 

(15.7%) 
2.27 

Management of 

innovation activities in 

enterprises 

8 

(7.8%) 

48 

(47.1%) 

26 

(25.5%) 

20 

(19.6%) 
2.57 

System of state support 

for innovation 

14 

(13.7%) 

28 

(27.5%) 

26 

(25.5%) 

34 

(33.3%) 
2.78 

Source: created by the authors. 

 

 

The importance (significance) of cooperation in innovation activities of the responded 

enterprises with external subjects was analysed with the Friedman test. The results show that 

the enterprises do not perceive the importance of cooperation with individual external subjects 

identically (p-value <2.2e-16). 

 

The enterprises indicated the level of importance of cooperation in innovations with 

individual external subjects on the Likert scale on a four grade scale (the lowest, lower, 

higher, the highest). There were 14 different categories of external subjects: 1 = suppliers, 2 = 

customers, 3 = enterprises in the same field of activity, 4 = competitors, 5 = universities, 6 = 

research institutions, 7 = SARIO (Slovak Agency for Development of Investments and 

Commerce), 8 = SBA (Slovak Business Agency), 9 = SIEA (Slovak Innovation and Energetic 

Agency) , 10 = Slovak Industrial Property Office, 11 = business incubators, 12 = Business 

Innovation Centres, 13 = Regional Innovation Centres, 14 = Slovak Association of Venture 

Capital.  

 

The results of identifying the level of importance of cooperation with individual external 

subjects in innovation are presented by box plots in the Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Box plots of subjects important for cooperation in innovation 

 
Source: created by the authors. 

 

When asked to indicate the most important subjects for cooperation in innovation activities, 

most enterprises in the sample mentioned customers (clients) (average = 3.52), suppliers 

(average = 3.38), enterprises in the same branch (average = 2.74) and competitors (average = 

2.60). On the other hand, the least important external subject for the enterprises in terms of 

cooperation was the Slovak Association of Venture Capital (average = 1.34) and Business 

Innovation Centres (average = 1.42). The graphical illustration using box plots (Figure 1) is 

coherent with the average values of individual subjects. 

 

To answer the question concerning the respective type of cooperative relationships in 

innovation, the respondents were asked to attach the type of cooperative relationships. 

Respondents had to report only those cooperative relationships that had to do only with 

innovation activities (Table 2). 

 

Table 2: Respective type of relationship in innovation cooperation  
Type of relationship Share of enterprises with the respective type                                                                                  

of relationship in innovation cooperation (%) 

With customers                                                                                     35.3 

Organized exchange of knowledge/experiences 

        in the area of innovation 

21.6 

Involvement in planning and operation of innovation 

projects  

14.7 

       Pilot use of innovation 7.8 

With suppliers                                                                                     26.5 

Organized exchange of knowledge/experiences 

        in the area of innovation  

19.6 

        Involvement in planning and operation of 

innovation projects   

14.7 

       Pilot use of innovation 5.9 

With other firms in the same field of activity       10.8 
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Organized exchange of knowledge/experiences 

        in the area of innovation 

8.8 

        Joint use of equipment 5.9 

        Joint R&D projects 7.8 

With universities and research institutions                                                 7.8 

        Communication of knowledge and skills 6.9 

        Joint R&D projects   6.9 

        Technology transfer 4.9 

With competitors 4.9 

       Joint use of equipment and resources 2.9 

       Research contracts 2.0 

     Exchange of information/experiences 3.9 

Source: created by the authors. 

 

We have discovered that about 35.3% of the SMEs in our sample have cooperative 

relationships with their customers, nearly 26.5% maintain cooperation with their mechanical 

suppliers, 10.8% with other enterprises in the same branch”, 8% cooperate with academia and 

research institutions and 4.9% with the competitors (Table 2). This result shows that 

cooperation for innovation with customers (clients) is more likely to occur in SMEs. This can 

be explained by the specificities of the analyzed sector, but also by the SME´s own 

characteristics. As the customers (clients) act mostly the various machinery plants and 

enterprises, as well as automotive enterprises. The second reason is that cooperation with 

customers (clients) tends to be easier to carry out for small enterprises. There is generally 

proximity between the firm and its clients favouring cooperation. This may even be 

considered the most appropriate form of cooperation for SMEs, which find it easier to listen 

to their customers (Acs et al., 2016; Franco and Haase, 2015). 

 

Looking at the respective type of cooperative relationships in innovation the organized 

exchange of knowledge/experiences in the area of innovation has the highest share. For 

cooperation with vertically related firms, the involvement in planning and operation of 

innovation projects constitutes the second important type. About 7.8% of enterprises which 

maintain cooperative relationships with their customers stated that these customers act as pilot 

users of their new products. Looking at the different kinds of relationship with suppliers, we 

find that 5.9% of our enterprises act as pilot users for their suppliers´ innovation. In the 

relationships with other firms in the same field of activity, an organized exchange of 

knowledge and experiences in the area of innovation (8.8%) is the most important form of 

cooperation followed by joint R&D projects (7.8%) and joint use of equipment (5.9%). In 

relationships with academia and research institutions the communication of knowledge and 

skills (6.9%) and joint R&D projects (6.9%) play the most prominent roles, followed by 

technological transfer (4.9%). 

Results confirm, that cooperation (in support of innovation) exist particularly with the 

clients/customers and with the suppliers of equipment, material and components of software.  

 

Our findings are in correlation with results of various authors (Tether, 2002; Nieto and 

Santamaria, 2007; Liefner et al, 2006; Huizingh, 2011). Using data on innovative firms in the 
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UK, Tether (2002) stated that cooperation with clients/customers and suppliers was more 

frequent for pursuing higher level of innovations. Based on the investigation of the innovation 

activities of 53 SMEs in Otawa in Canada, Doloreux (2004) revealed that innovation of SMEs 

relied much on the cooperation with customers and suppliers. 

 

According to our results SMEs indicated as the main contribution of cooperation with 

clients/customers improvement of product quality (27.45%), new product design (16.67%) 

and exchange of information/experiences (30.39%). Thus customers – especially those 

experienced and highly knowledgeable (who extend the areas of product´s application, 

suggest new product features, etc. to achieve more complete customer solutions) are suitable 

for collaborative product innovation. 

 

What concerns the cooperation with suppliers SMEs in analysed sector of machinery industry 

in Slovakia mentioned mainly improving quality of inputs (20.59%) and exchange of 

knowledge/experiences in the area of innovation (32.35%). As further positive effects were 

declared improving delivery times (12.74%), production organisation (10.78%) and 

technological upgrading (11.76%). Networking with suppliers is suitable especially for 

process innovation. This type of innovation is focused on manufacturing/assembling 

efficiency, which requires resources and knowledge (usually industry specific) directly related 

to solving specific technological problems. The intensity of interactions within the supply 

chains may depend on the type of conveyed knowledge and technology. If technology applied 

by the partners is closely interrelated, innovations in the supply chain must be coordinated in 

details, as the changes in technological configuration of one product component have to take 

into account the changes in the remaining elements. On the other hand, if technologies are 

fully modular, the firm assembling the final product may communicate with other suppliers 

according to market principles and the interaction is mostly based on the purchase of 

equipment or services containing the new know-how (Oslo Manual, 2005).  

 

It is surprising, that cooperation with the firms in the same field of activity is less frequent 

(10.78%). The reasons of lower cooperation were also declared. They are: the bad experiences 

in cooperation, low trust to cooperating partner and problematic defence of intellectual 

property. SMEs have stressed that the innovation advantages, e.g. concerning certain 

technologies, have to be partly surrendered (these innovations are disseminated among the 

participating enterprises and can no longer be used exclusively).  

 

It is surprising that links with academia and research institutions were not indicated as a factor 

significant for innovation activities though it is generally known that innovations need 

creative ideas and advanced knowledge, which usually resides in academia and research 

community. As the reasons of lower cooperation with universities and research institutions 

were declared the problematic coordination of work, low openness for cooperation and not 

sufficient technological capacities. (But during last two years the universities and research 

institutions in Slovakia are under considerable pressure to move closer to industry, as 

government have sought to encourage these institutions to undertake more industrially 

relevant research.)   

 

The findings of Whitley (2002), and Nieto and Santamaria (2007) confirm that vertical 

cooperation with customers, suppliers and other firms (inter-firm cooperation) plays a more 

distinct role in innovation for SMEs than horizontal cooperation with research institutions and 

universities. 
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Cooperation with competitors has helped SMEs in analysed sample mainly in exchange of 

information/experiences SMEs stressed the main benefits of innovation cooperation with 

competitors; it includes mostly cost barrier reduction, accelerating innovation process as well 

as effective joint learning and knowledge sharing. However, the decision to enter into 

cooperation with competitors depends also on the assessment of potential costs and risks – 

those related to partner´s opportunistic behaviour, unwanted outflow of knowledge or to cost-

benefit asymmetries. 

 

Our findings confirm that in Slovak SMEs operating in the special division of mechanical 

engineering industry cooperation (in support of innovation) exists mainly with the customers 

and with the suppliers. Cooperation within the firms in the same field of activity is less 

frequent. Links with universities and research institutions were not indicated as a factor 

significant for innovation. Critical may be viewed the results in cooperation linkages between 

SMEs and intermediary institutions (especially with Business Innovation Centres and 

Regional Innovation Centres) as well as with the government agencies (Slovak Agency for 

Development of Investments and Commerce, Slovak Industrial Property Office and Slovak 

Business Agency). These institutions are alternative sources of information and knowledge 

for innovation (they can provide applied knowledge, specialist skills and information). 

Nevertheless, the findings reveal that the actual significance of cooperation with these 

institutions is very low.  

 

 

Conclusion 
 

Our study offers some contribution to the study of SME´s innovation in Slovakia. Building 

effective linkages outside the organization is more and more connected with the aim to 

develop and implement innovation for sustainability. It suggests that firms should not 

innovate in isolation, but in cooperation with others. Such cooperation would yield not only 

efficiency of scale or scope but, also for innovation, a greater diversity and flexibility. In this 

term cooperation can be understood as an attempt to cope with the increasing complexity and 

interrelatedness of different technologies and markets. In cooperation with suppliers, 

customers, firms in related markets, and sometimes even with competitors, the firm fits 

existing ideas and practice into their different but related thinking and practice. As far as the 

SMEs, it is suitable for them to use various cooperation linkages to source external 

knowledge and resources. 

 

The main findings coming from our research provide some important implications for SMEs 

managers and policy makers concerned with the management of innovation cooperation. 

Based on the above analysis, as the main policy recommendations may be formulated: 

 

- SMEs are required to seek for more cooperation with external partners; it is suitable to 

develop the cooperation also with research institutions, universities and intermediary 

institutions by establishing cooperation networks. 

- Research institutions, universities as well as intermediary institutions should play a 

more significant role in SME´s innovation. This can be achieved by improving the functions 

and service quality of the intermediary institutions, increasing the level of university 

participation in various R&D programs, enabling cooperation and technology transfer 

between SMEs and research institutions as well as between SMEs and intermediary 

institutions. 

- Policy makers should place greater emphasis on creating effective institutional 
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arrangements and policies to help to develop cooperation and to establish a stable platform for 

cooperation.  

- To overcome barriers to cooperation the intermediary institutions like Business 

Innovation Centres, Regional Innovation Centres could be of help in organising various joint 

workshops and discussions over problems which can help to build the innovation linkages. 

 

Identifying the main individual partners in cooperation for innovation represents also an 

important contribution, since papers on cooperation for innovation tend to deal with partners  

in a general way, without considering the specificities of the SMEs seeking cooperation and 

its relationship with the various partners in cooperation for innovation. 

 

Our research is a scan of the current situation in SME´s cooperation linkages with external 

subjects in innovation in Slovakia and offers a space to improve. The main limitation of this 

study is that the empirical results are derived from a small sample of Slovak SMEs 

representing one division of mechanical engineering industry. In future research work we 

should focus on enterprises of various sizes (small, medium-sized and large enterprises) and 

various activities. Next, the further research could be aimed also on findings relationships 

between innovation cooperation and innovation performance of SMEs. 
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Abstract 

The research was an attempt to discover the role of demographic characteristics of employees 

in influencing their turnover intentions in order to prevent or reduction the unwanted 

consequences for both the organization as a whole and the employees individually. We were 

wondering if there were differences in the turnover intentions in Serbia regarding the age of 

its employees. Accordingly, a survey was conducted on a sample of 236 respondents which 

included employees from several privately owned companies and one state-owned enterprise. 

For the purpose of data collection, a questionnaire was created intended to examine the 

selected variables through appropriate instruments, which was done online, by sending a 

questionnaire to the emails of employees in the period from 10 to 30 November 2019. One-

factor multivariate analysis of variance was used to determine differences in the level of 

turnover intention with respect to age. Differences in the level of expression of turnover 

intention according to the years of life of the respondents were tested by the Chi-square test of 

independence. Despite the differences in the results of the research to date, it has been 

generally accepted in the literature that younger employees will be more likely to make the 

decision to leave the organization while older people are more difficult to decide on such a 

step. The results of this study show, however, that the impact of employees' years of life on 

turnover intentions is not significant, that is, there is no relationship between the age 

structure of respondents and the turnover intention. Incorporating other demographic 

characteristics, it has been found that highly educated male employees are most considering 

leaving. 

 

Keywords: Employee turnover, turnover intentions, demografic factors, age structure of 

employees, predictor of turnover intentions 

 

JEL classification: C19, J63, M19 

 

 

Introduction 
 

The literature of human resource management has been dealing with fluctuation as an 

important aspect of employment for sixty years. The turnover rate shows the number of 

employees who leave the organization for various reasons. In recent years, with increasing 

competition and rapid technological change, many organizations have faced the need to 

systematically manage this aspect of employment. On the other hand, in recent years, the 

mobility of the working age population in the labor market has increased due to the search for 

more challenging jobs, higher wages or better benefits, which has further strengthened the 
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need for a more serious approach to managing employee turnover. The analysis of voluntary 

turnover is of particular importance for the efficient management of the outflow of employees 

and the control of their costs in the long run. Although involuntary fluctuation is also an 

important aspect of overall fluctuation, it is most often not included in various research 

models. Voluntary turnover is especially important for organizations because employees who 

achieve good results in the workplace have more opportunities for employment outside the 

organization and are more likely to leave, which is why high rates of voluntary turnover can 

have detrimental effects on organizational performance.  

 

The main reason for the special interest in voluntary turnover is the fact that it represents a 

cost for the organization, which is why the rate of voluntary turnover of employees should be 

kept as low as possible. Accordingly, one of the most important tasks for organizational 

practitioners and theorists is to discover the causes that contribute to voluntary turnover . 

Given that the turnover intention is considered a direct predictor of actual turnover (Mobley, 

1977; Vandenberg, 1999; Griffeth, Hom, Gaertner, 2010), this paper will analyze the impact 

of employee age on their thinking about replacing their current job with one that justifies their 

expectations. 

 

 

Intention to voluntarily turnover 
 

In the literature so far on the turnover intention, we come across a rare precision in its 

definition, since it is perceived as a term that explains itself. Thus, Fishbein and Eisen (1975) 

described the intention to leave as the behavioral will of an individual to leave the 

organization. Lacity, Lyer, Rudramuniyaiah (2008) define the intention to leave as the degree 

to which the employee plans to leave the organization, while Mobley, Horner, Hollingsworth 

(1978) describes it as a conscious and thoughtful willingness to leave the organization. 

Wanberg, Glomb, Song, Sorenson (2005) express the intention to leave as an assessment of 

an individual to permanently leave the organization at some point in the near future. 

Glissmeyer (2012) suggested that turnover intention should be defined as the mediating factor 

between attitudes affecting the intent to quit and actually turnover an organization. 

 

The concept of the turnover intention, especially since the mid-seventies of the last century, 

has attracted great attention in examining the causes and consequences of employee turnover. 

The explanation is twofold. First, it is generally accepted that "the best predictor of an 

individual's behavior is his intention to commit such behavior" (Fishbein and Eisen, 

1975:369). Therefore, the intensity of actual turnover can be largely explained by the strength 

of the employee's intention to engage in such behavior. It is more likely that an individual will 

actually leave the organization if the intention to perform such behavior is extremely strong, 

which speaks in favor of the fact that making a decision to turnover is not an impulsive act but 

a product of thinking during a certain period of time before taking concrete steps. 

 

According to this line of research, turnover intention is expected to be the strongest predictor 

of actual turnover behavior (Griffeth, Hom, Gaertner, 2000; Lee, Whitford, 2007). This 

theoretical expectation has empirical support. For instance, in a meta-analysis of job attitudes 

and behavior, Harrison, Newman, and Roth (2006) concluded that turnover intentions, 

reliably predict job behaviors, such as leave the organization. Generally speaking, scientists 

have found that employees turnover intentions and actual turnover to be statistically 

correlated. For instance, based on a random sample drawn from the U.S. Office of Personnel 

Management’s (OPM) Central Personnel Data File, Cho and Lewis (2012) found a correlation 
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of .80. Also, Cohen, Blake, and Goodman (2015) evaluated the usefulness of turnover 

intention rate as a predictor of actual turnover rate among U.S. federal government agencies 

and proved that turnover intentions have a direct effect on actual turnover. 

 

Second, the application of the turnover intention in the examination of employee turnover 

stems from pragmatic reasons. As a surrogate for actually leaving the organization, the 

intention is more suitable for research because it is statistically better and more economical. 

In contrast, actual turnover is a dichotomous variable that generally requires expensive 

longitudinal methods in order for the evaluation of the obtained results to achieve its full 

effect. Actual turnover is not easy to analyze due to the potential difficulties in finding 

employees who have left the organization which would often make the rate of answering 

questions about leaving a job very low. It is more realistic to ask employees about their 

intentions to leave the organization, than to determine on the basis of monitoring that they 

really left or stayed in it. 

 

 

Predictors of turnover intention 
 

Despite the lack of a single answer to the question of what influences employees' turnover 

intentions, organizations and organizational theorists are concerned that any form of turnover 

entails a decrease in overall efficiency due to loss of knowledge and skills of outgoing 

employees selection and training of potential candidates. The results of examining the causes 

of voluntarily turnover intention are often contradicted, which indicates the complexity of 

their definition and measurement within different work contexts.  

 

In this regard, potential causes of the turnover intention are mainly categorized into three 

basic groups: (1) demographic factors (personal characteristics of employees and factors 

related to work); (2) personal attitudes of employees that include organizational commitment 

and job satisfaction; (3) organizational conditions such as fairness in the payment of benefits 

and perceived organizational support. 

 

Demographic factors are considered to be the most common and convincing indicators of the 

turnover intention by employees, including length of work experience, level of education, 

marital status, age, gender, number of dependent family members, economic strength of his 

family, ease of finding a first job, reality job expectations. The paper will analyze the 

influence of the age structure of the employed on their intentions to leave the job. 

 

Age and Turnover Intention 

 

Initial research regarding the prediction of the turnover intention showed that the age of 

employees have an extremely low value. Healy, Lehman, Mcdaniel (1995) concluded on the 

basis of 46 collected samples from all papers published between 1959 and 1993, that the age 

of employees, isolated from other variables is an insufficient predictor of intention to leave 

the organization. The authors are united in the view that years of life provide little information 

about when employees will decide to leave the organization. The age of employees in later 

meta-analyzes proved to be a strong predictor of the turnover intention. In others, it is a 

predictor of moderate strength, but more important than cognitive abilities, level of education, 

expertise, marital status, race and gender of employees. 
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Despite that, the general opinion was accepted that younger employees will find it easier to 

make a decision to leave the organization, while older ones find it harder to decide on such a 

step. In many cases, older employees thought fewer job opportunities were available and 

chose to remain employed with an organization (Wren, Berkowitz, Grant, 2014). The 

explanations are varied and mostly related to the changes that occur during the life of an 

individual in terms of his emotional experiences, desirable social relationships and 

experiences of himself. The assumption is that older employees will find it harder to choose to 

leave the organization voluntarily due to expressed more positive emotions towards work, 

valuing social relations at the family level and lack of self-confidence in finding new jobs 

compared to younger colleagues who are more resistant to change and have lower family and 

financial levels responsibilities (Moynihan, Landuyt, 2008). 

 

Age is also thought to affect differences in what an employee values at work or with the 

employer, expectations about the future within the organization, and the primary importance 

of work experience at a particular stage. It was found that younger professionals stay in the 

organization mainly because of preoccupation with salary and recognition, while older ones 

because of the feeling of satisfaction and pride in what they do. 

 

In accordance with the above, we can set the following hypotheses: 

H1. There are differences in the level of expression of the turnover intention in terms of the 

age of the employees. 

H1.1. Younger people express a higher level of turnover intention compared to older people. 

 

 

Research methodology 
 

Organizing and conducting research 
 

The final sample consisted of 236 respondents. The sample included almost twice as many 

women as men (68.63% women and 31.4% men). In terms of age structure of the total 

number of respondents who completed the survey, 66.5% of respondents are aged 30 to 45 

years, followed by respondents over 45 years of age (26.7%) and finally respondents younger 

than 30 years who in there are only 16 in the sample, which represents 6.8% of the total 

number. When it comes to the level of education of respondents, slightly less than half of 

them have completed high school (47.9%), 35.2% are respondents with a university degree, 

while 16.5% of respondents have completed college (2 years). In terms of length of service, 

most respondents have 10 to 20 years of service (53.43%), while the smallest number of 

respondents have over 20 years of service (19.5%). Out of a total of 236 respondents who 

completed the questionnaire, more than half of them are employed in the public sector 

(61.9%), while the remaining number of respondents (38.1%) come from the private sector. 

 

For the purposes of data collection, a questionnaire was created to examine the selected 

variables through appropriate instruments. The research used an appropriate sample that 

included employees from several privately owned IT and publishing companies in Serbia 

(Microsoft, Win Win, Extreme, VD Soft, Adverta, Control Point) and one state-owned 

company. 

 

The survey was conducted online, by sending a questionnaire to the e-mail addresses of 

employees. The researcher explained the purpose of the research to the respondents in writing 

and gave instructions on how to fill in the questionnaire. Each completed questionnaire was 
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forwarded to the researcher through the management of the organizations, which ensured the 

anonymity of the respondents who participated in the research. The examination was 

conducted in the period from November 10 to 30, 2019. 

Methods of statistical analysis 

 

Non-experimental, correlation research, without repeated measurements, was chosen as the 

general research method. One-factor multivariate analysis of variance was used to determine 

the differences in the level of expression of the turnover intention in terms of different 

demographic categories. Differences in the level of expression of the turnover intention 

according to different demographic characteristics of the respondents were tested by the chi-

square independence test. 

 

All analyzes in the research were performed using the software package SPSS for Windows 

20.0. 

 

 

Variables 

 

The dependent variable in this research is the turnover intention. The variable was 

operationalized through the question of turnover intentions, where the task of the respondents 

is to assess on a two-point scale the extent to which they agree with the stated statements (1 = 

I do not intend to leave the job, 2 = I intend to leave the job). For the purposes of the analysis, 

the answer under 1 will be categorized as “no”, while the answer under 2 will be categorized 

as “yes”. 

 

Demographic characteristics of employees: gender, age, level of education, length of service 

and business sector are included in the research as independent variables. Gender is 

operationalized into two categories: female and male. Age is operationalized in three 

categories: younger than 30, 30 to 45, and older than 45. The level of education is 

operationalized in three categories: high school, college (2 years) and faculty. Length of 

service is operationalized in three categories: less than 10 years of service, 10 to 20 years and 

more than 20 years of service. The sector is operationalized in two categories: the public 

sector and the private sector. The questionnaire on the demographic characteristics of the 

respondents consists of five questions related to the demographic characteristics of the 

respondents: gender, age, level of education, length of service and business sector of the 

organization to which the respondents belong. 

 

 

Results 
 

Table 1 shows the results of the analysis of Chi-square tests between the dependent and 

independent variables. We notice that out of the total number of respondents younger than 30, 

62.5% of them do not intend to leave their jobs, while the remaining 37.5% stated that they 

intend to leave their current job. More than half of the total number of respondents aged 30-45 

(65.0%) do not intend to leave the organization, unlike 35.0% of those who expressed a desire 

to leave. Among the respondents who belong to the oldest population, almost half of them 

express the intention to leave, the other half of the respondents think about staying in the 

organization.  
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One-factor multivariate analysis of variance shows that differences in the level of expression 

of the turnover intention according to the age structure of respondents are not significant, ie 

the proportion of younger respondents who intend to leave the job does not differ significantly 

from the proportion of their older colleagues c2 (1, n =236) = 4,704 with a significance of p = 

0,095. In other words, there is no connection between the age structure of the respondents and 

the turnover intention. 

 

Table 1 Relationship between age and turnover intention 

 
Age 

Total 
 30  30 to 45    45  

T
u
rn

o
v
er

 i
n
te

n
ti

o
n

 

No 

Count 10 102 31 143 

% inside of turnover intention 7,0% 71,3% 21,7% 100,0% 

% inside of  age 62,5% 65,0% 49,2% 60,6% 

% inside of total 4,2% 43,2% 13,1% 60,6% 

Yes 

Count 6 55 32 93 

% inside of turnover intention  6,5% 59,1% 34,4% 100,0% 

% inside of age 37,5% 35,0% 50,8% 39,4% 

% inside of total 2,5% 23,3% 13,6% 39,4% 

Total 

Count 16 157 63 236 

% inside of turnover intention 6,8% 66,5% 26,7% 100,0% 

% inside of age 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 

% inside of total 6,8% 66,5% 26,7% 100,0% 

Chi-square tests 

 Value df 
Significance (two-

sided) 

Pearson hi- square 4,704a 2 ,095 

Probability ratio 4,641 2 ,098 

Linear association 3,349 1 ,067 

Number of valid cases 236   

a. 0 cells (0,0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 6,31. 

 

It is interesting to note, however, that of the total number of respondents belonging to the 

oldest group (over 45 years of age), slightly more than half of them (50.8%) express an 

intention to leave work. In contrast, 65% respondents under the age of 45 do not think about 

leaving their current job at all. Therefore, a further analysis was performed which included 

other demographic characteristics of the respondents, primarily gender, level of education, 

employment sector and length of service. 

 

One-factor multivariate analysis of variance shows significant differences in the level of 

expression of the intention to leave work by including the gender variable of the respondents. 

According to the data from Table 2, we can state that among the oldest respondents (older 

than 45 years of age), only those who are male (p = 0,025) intend to leave the organization to 

a greater extent. As many as 65% of men over the age of 45 intend to leave their current job, 

unlike their younger colleagues. On the other hand, female respondents from all three age 

groups do not express an intention to leave their current job. 

 

Table 2 Gender structure of respondents with the turnover intention according to age 

Gender Turnover intention Total 
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With no turnover 

intention 

Turnover 

intention 

Women 

 Age 

 30 8 5 13 

30 to 45 74 41 115 

 45 21 13 34 

Total 103 59 162 

Men 

Age 

 30 2 1 3 

30 to 45 28 14 42 

 45 10 19 29 

Total 40 34 74 

Chi-square tests 

Gender Value df 
Significance (two-

sided) 

W
o
m

en
 Pearson hi- square ,101a 2 ,951 

Probability ratio ,101 2 ,951 

Linear association ,012 1 ,913 

Number of valid cases 162   

M
en

 

Pearson hi- square 7,355b 2 ,025 

Probability ratio 7,450 2 ,024 

Linear association 6,367 1 ,012 

Number of valid cases 74   

a. 1 cells (16,7%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 4,73. 

b. 2 cells (33,3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1,38. 

 

At the same time, by including the education variable in the analysis of the impact of the age 

structure on the turnover intention (Table 3), we come to the conclusion that there are 

significant differences. Namely, highly educated respondents older than 45 years, in contrast 

to those who finished college (2 years), ie high school, think more about leaving the 

organization (p = 0,047). As many as 55% of the oldest highly educated respondents are 

considering leaving the organization, compared to 20% of respondents under the age of 30, or 

26% under the age of 45. 

 

Table 3 Educational structure of respondents with the turnover intention according to age 

Level of Education 

Turnover intention 

Total With no turnover 

intention 

Turnover 

intention 

Faculty 
Age 

less than 30  4 1 5 

30 to 45 43 15 58 

older than 45 9 11 20 

Total 56 27 83 

College 

(2 Years) 

Age 

less than 30  3 2 5 

30 to 45 11 8 19 

older than 45 5 10 15 

Total 19 20 39 

High school 
Age 

less than 30  3 3 6 

30 to 45 48 31 79 

older than 45 17 11 28 

Total 68 45 113 
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Chi-square tests 

Level of Education Value df 
Significance 

(two-sided) 

Faculty 

Pearson hi- square 6,133b 2 ,047 

Probability ratio 5,877 2 ,053 

Linear association 5,295 1 ,021 

Number of valid cases 83   

College 

(2 Years) 

Pearson hi- square 2,316c 2 ,314 

Probability ratio 2,350 2 ,309 

Linear association 1,845 1 ,174 

Number of valid cases 39   

High school 

Pearson hi- square ,274d 2 ,872 

Probability ratio ,268 2 ,874 

Linear association ,081 1 ,776 

Number of valid cases 113   

a. Statistics are not calculated because the Age and Turnover intent are constant. 

b. 2 cells (33.3%) expected a number less than 5. The minimum expected number is 1.63. 

c. 2 cells (33.3%) expected numbers less than 5. The minimum expected number is 2.44. 

d. 2 cells (33.3%) expected numbers less than 5. The minimum expected number is 2.39. 

Differences in the level of expression of turnover intent by including variables in the 

employment sector and length of service were not significant in this study. 

 

 

Discussion 
 

The aim of the research was to discover the influence of the demographic characteristics of 

employees on the turnover intentions in order to offer possible measures of prevention and 

control. First, the age of employees in Serbia has no influence on the turnover intentions, ie 

they do not provide enough information on whether and when a certain age population will 

make a decision to leave the organization. The results are in agreement with the original 

research on the extremely low value of age in predicting the turnover intention (Healy, 

Lehman, Mcdaniel, 1995). Accordingly, we can conclude that hypothesis H1 has not been 

confirmed. There are no differences in the level of expression of the turnover intention in 

terms of the age of employees. 

 

Second, although the general opinion in the literature on employee turnover is that younger 

employees will find it easier to make a decision to leave the organization, while older ones 

find it more difficult to decide on such a step, this research provides different evidence. Over 

50% of respondents do not intend to leave their job, with the difference that employees 

younger than 45 are more pronounced. 

 

Among the respondents who belong to the population older than 45 years of age, almost half 

intend to leave their jobs, mostly more educated males. A number of studies support the 

above thesis that men, unlike women, are more likely to choose to leave work voluntarily 

(Khatri, Budhwar, Chong, 2010). Accordingly, we can conclude that hypothesis H1.1 has not 

been confirmed, it has not been proven that younger people express a higher level of intention 

to leave the job compared to their older colleagues. A possible explanation should be found in 

the need of older and more educated employees to leave their current job in favor of someone 
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more attractive who meets their expectations, either in terms of opportunities for 

advancement, greater autonomy in doing work and the like. 

 

Also, the results show significant variations in the strength of the relationship between the age 

of employees and leaving the job when including other characteristics of the samples used in 

the research. The relationship is stronger with a higher level of education and the gender 

structure of employees, which only indicates the need to combine the age with other personal 

characteristics of employees in terms of predicting voluntary fluctuation. 

 

Research has several limitations. The way of grouping respondents according to age does not 

provide a precise answer to the question of what is the average age of respondents who intend 

to leave work, bearing in mind that the oldest population included in this study are middle and 

older respondents while only 6,8% respondents are younger than 30 years. Also, 61,9% 

respondents are employed in the public sector and all of them work in only one state-owned 

enterprise. The sample included twice as many women (68,63%) as men (31,4%). At the end 

the research did not include specific questions regarding the reasons that lead to thinking 

about leaving the organization. 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

This study revealed that there are no differences in the level of expression of the turnover 

intention in terms of the age of the employees. However, by including other demographic 

characteristics of employees such as gender and education, we learn that exclusively 

employed men with a university degree are more likely to consider leaving the job. This result 

can serve as a recommendation for the implementation of certain organizational measures that 

would aim to prevent or control the need of older employees to leave work, especially those 

who are educated and competent. Although most of these measures cannot be prescribed by 

general acts of the organization, the special responsibility of managers for managing people 

and taking care of retaining the best employees can be established.  

 

Given the findings of the research, the support of managers must include: 

regular and adequate praise of employees (praise that is public and that specifically indicates 

to the employee the value of the achieved result); 

directing and referring to the space for improvement in work, which would not be a mere 

criticism, but would motivate employees towards self-improvement; 

encouraging employees to be more autonomous in performing their work tasks; 

support in personal development and professional development; 

individualized approach and application of motivational measures in accordance with a good 

understanding of personal circumstances.  
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Abstract 

Organizations often publicly declare certain values that form part of their organizational 

culture; such values have been called espoused values. Although espoused values can be 

different from the enacted (true) values practiced by employees, they can still impact 

employee behavior and firm performance. This paper analyzes espoused values of all 20 

banks operating in Croatia in 2020. Content analysis revealed that 45% of Croatian banks 

publicly declare its values, with an average of six declared values per bank. The total number 

of different values espoused by Croatian banks is 34. After clustering values in different value 

groups, it has been found that most often mentioned value group is focused on the bank itself 

and approach summarized as“doing the right thing”. Most often recognized individual values 

are: integrity, speed and teamwork. When bank size is considered, it has been found that there 

are some differences between large and small banks. In addition, the Croatian banking 

system is significantly dominated by large, foreign-owned banks which have also contributed 

to the faster creation of corporate values within the domestic credit institutions. Although all 

banks with declared corporate values emphasize client orientation, it is more important for 

smaller banks than large ones.  

 

Keywords: espoused values, corporate culture, banks, Croatian banking system 

 

JEL classification: M 14, G 21, G 34 

 

 

Introduction 
 

Introduction 

 

Organizational culture has been recognized as one of important determinants of overall firm 

performance (Kotter & Heskett, 1992) and competitive advantage (Madu, 2012). At the core 

of this multilayered phenomenon reside organizational values (Schein, 2004; Schneider & 

Barbera, 2014). Values are usually defined as conditions that a person or organization finds 

desirable (Rokeach, 1973; Locke, 1976), either as end goals or as instrumental goals. 

Employees have conscious understanding of organizational values (Schein, 2004) and express 
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them through organizational norms, practices, symbols and rituals (Trice & Beyer, 1993). In 

other words, values guide people when selecting their actions and evaluate people and other 

events. Therefore, values are central to understanding the behavior of both individuals and 

organizations (Schwartz, 1992; Buchko, 2006) with repercussions on overall firm 

performance.  

 

Values shared by organizational members and those publicly expressed are not necessarily 

equal. Argyris and Schon (1978) named this different value types as enacted and espoused 

values. Espoused values, as described by Kabanoff & Daly (2002), are usually espoused by 

senior managers and reflect what senior managers believe their organization is alike or what 

they would prefer their organization to be, or how they would like important stakeholders to 

see their organization to be like. Some organizations publish special organizational value 

statements in order to guide decision making and behavior inside the organization (Anderson 

& Jamison, 2015). Although publicly declared, espoused values might not correspond to true 

values practiced and appreciated by organizational members. As opposed to espoused values, 

values that are actually practiced in day-to-day behaviors and comprise real organizational 

culture are called enacted values (Argyris & Schon, 1978). As espoused values are publicly 

declared, they create grounds for stakeholders’ expectations regarding the ways of behavior 

within the organization and the behavior of organization towards its environment.  

 

The intention of this paper is focused on exploring espoused values of credit institutions, 

namely banks, in Croatia. Along with credit institutions, other important participants in the 

financial system are pension funds, insurance companies, investment funds and leasing and 

factoring companies. However, given their historical role and significant impact on the 

Croatian economy, the purpose of the paper is focused on Croatian banks solely. Croatian 

banking system experienced significant development in the last 20 years. During the 90s, in 

the first years of Croatian independence, the banking system was quite inefficient and lacked 

of free competition. By gradual opening of the economy and removing restrictions on private 

and foreign ownership, the number of banks significantly increased, amounting to 60 banks at 

the end of 1998. Due to their access to cheaper financial resources from their parent 

companies, foreign-owned banks were significant contributors to the development of the 

banking system and increased supply of various banking products and services to clients. 

These foreign banks, mostly owned by Italian or Austrian shareholders, were the largest 

promoters of bank integration in the Croatian banking system and contributing equally to the 

increased level of banking concentration in the banking system (Šubić, 2009). Structural 

changes in the ownership of credit institutions have also contributed to the creation of 

different corporate values, especially evident today in the clearly expressed values mostly 

developed by the foreign owned banks. Despite the dynamic development of financial system, 

the most important financial intermediaries are still credit institutions, so the Croatian 

financial system undoubtedly remained bank-oriented.  

 

The purpose of this paper is to analyze espoused values of Croatian banks. The paper has two 

research questions: (1) to determine the visibility of espoused values among banks in Croatia 

and to (2) identify most appreciated espoused values among Croatian banks. To authors' 

knowledge, this is the first study that deals with espoused corporate values of Croatian banks, 

or in a broader sense, with enacted and espoused values as a crucial part of the governance of 

the Croatian credit institutions. 

 

Theoretical background 

The importance of espoused values 
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Organizations differ both in the type of organizational values but also in the importance 

attached to values (Kabanoff & Daly, 2002). The overall set of values can contain both 

compatibility and conflict between values, creating a unique value complex for every 

company (Schwartz, 1992). Due to great variation among values, there were even some 

attempts to create value dictionaries that would enable measuring public revealing of values 

defined by theory (e.g. see Kabanoff, Waldersee & Cohen, 1995). However, due to great 

value variety shown by different organizations, these were unsuccessful. The level of value 

communication can range from no communication to full public promoting of explicit value 

statements. Some organizations explicitly communicate their values through announcements, 

official documentation, internal newspapers, intranet, corporate value surveys, web pages, 

annual reports etc., while other minimize public declaration of such espoused values. Still, it 

must be emphasized that although Kabanoff & Daly (2002) showed a relative stability of 

espoused values over time, espoused values cannot be seen as true representations of 

organizational values in global firms (Kabanoff & Daly, 2002; Zander et al., 2016), as in 

some cases they can differ from enacted values.   

 

Organizational values and value-based leadership have been identified as key elements to 

successful organizations (Whetten & Delbecq, 2000). Even though espoused values might not 

really represent organizational values that govern employee behavior in practice, they do have 

an impact on how external and internal stakeholders perceive the organization (Bourne, 

Jenkins & Parry, 2019). Espoused values have an important role in the socialization and 

integration processes (Grøgaard & Colman, 2016). Congruence between espoused and 

enacted values has a positive effect on organizational members' affective commitment 

(Howell et al., 2012). On the other hand, the discrepancy between the organizational espoused 

values and their enactment by employees can lead to negative outcomes such as indifference 

of staff (Murphy & Kate, 2002). As shown by Howell et al. (2012), if espoused values are not 

widely shared, it can decrease affective commitment. Furthermore, espoused values are 

related with other cultural elements, for example, values are continuously reinforced by 

artifacts and impact the content of artifacts (e.g. reward structure emphasizing performance or 

physical setting emphasizing hierarchy or customer orientation) (Sagiv & Schwartz, 2007).  

 

Jonsen et al. (2015) found that the number of values a firm espouses has a significant and 

positive influence on its profitability. The same research found that organizations that 

demonstrate stable espoused values perform worse than those that change them over time. 

Earlier research showed that the average number of values is just under 5 values in UK and 

just under 6 values in US (Bourne, Jenkins & Parry, 2019), while a research conducted among 

large companies in Croatia indicated that 26% or large companies explicitly espoused on 

average 6 (5.5) values (Načinović Braje, Babok, 2019). 

 

Researchers are mostly consensual that there is no universal theory of value dimensions that 

could be used for comparing organizations. However, some existing frameworks have been 

used more often to analyze values, for example Hofstede et al. framework (1990), Cameron & 

Quinn (1999) Competing Values Framework, the GLOBE project framework (House, Javidan 

& Dorfman, 2001) and Schwartz (1999) theory of universal value structure. Buchko (2006) 

identified value classification scheme based on 13 value categories in organizations. Some 

industry based researches, like Ehrenhard & Fiorito (2018) in banking, have attempted to 

provide value groups used by organizations in specific area. This research on corporate values 

of 25 largest European banks, measured by total assets, has shown that “integrity”, as a part of 

efforts to promote good and righteous behavior, was the most common value among, 
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followed by “customer or client focus” and, on third and fourth position, focus on 

performance or shareholder value and focus on transparency (Ehrenhard & Fiorito, 2018). For 

some values, differences were found with respect to bank size: the value of focusing on 

clients was observed more often at larger banks but the largest banks were less inclined to be 

transparent in their business operation than smaller banks (Ehrenhard & Fiorito, 2018). 

Transparency was also one of the key identified espoused values for an UK based research on 

espoused values in banking industry (Spicer et al., 2014). Espoused values had a broader 

impact, for example, banks that had inclusive social principles such as respect, solidarity, and 

equality did not face large ‐ scale scandals (Ehrenhard & Fiorito, 2018).  

 

Deal & Kennedy (1982) argued that the environment has a prevailing impact on culture 

formation thus there might be similarities among organizations operating in the same 

environment, for example within an industry. However, banks can have numerous differences 

in their organizational cultures (e.g. see Bajaj, 2009), and in fact research on organizational 

culture in the banking sector is extremely scarce. Some UK-based evidence indicates that in 

terms of culture, banks mostly moved from being focused solely on sales, to wider set of 

outcomes, especially those related with client satisfaction (Spicer et al., 2014). One of the 

very few researches that assessed the relationship between culture and bank performance, 

measured as profitability and shareholder returns, was performed by Carretta et al. (2006). 

This research showed that bank culture impacted shareholder return, but not profitability. 

More precisely, results-oriented culture had a negative relationship with creating value for 

shareholders (Carretta et al., 2006). 

 

 

Overview of Croatian banking system 

 

At the end of 2019 the Croatian banking system consists of 20 banks and 3 housing savings 

banks which is a clear evidence of the process of consolidation in the banking system. Out of 

maximum of 60 banks in the banking system (at the end of 1998), the number of still 

operating credit institutions fell tremendously. The number decreased due to trend of M&A or 

exits from the system because of bankruptcy procedures for example, the most recent cases of 

consolidation in 2019 were the two mergers (one of medium-sized commercial bank and one 

of housing savings bank to its parent bank). However, this trend is not unique only to Croatia. 

 

With respect to ownership structure, the Croatian banking system is already recognized on EU 

level as the system that is significantly dominated by large, foreign-owned banks whose share 

in total bank assets already reached 90%. Out of 20 banks, 11 banks are in foreign ownership, 

dominantly from Italian or Austrian shareholders while the remaining nine are private or 

state-owned domestic banks. The indicators of banking system concentration show medium to 

high system concentration and the system is relatively considered as a competitive market. 

The two largest banks, owned by Italian shareholders, accounted for close to half of total bank 

assets (48%). Taking into account criteria of size and importance for the economy, the 

Croatian banking system consists of eight large banks whose total assets are above EUR 

1.0bn, while the remaining 12 banks were identified as small institutions with a market share 

of less than 1% (CNB, 2019). 

 

After several years of stagnation, total bank assets lately considerably increased (3.7% in year 

2018 and 4.1% in year 2019). With significant increase in deposits growth and an increase in 

lending activity, the total assets of the Croatian banking system reached EUR 57.9bn at the 

end of 2019. In parallel to asset growth, bank profits grew and performance indicators 
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remained stable during the last two years. From the generated profits in previous years, banks 

paid dividends to their shareholders and the remaining part was kept in the equity to support 

the capital base.  

 

Methodology of research 

 

Sample and procedure 

This paper explores espoused organizational values of Croatian banks. Research sample 

included all banks operating in Croatia in 2020, a total of 20 banks. In order to identify 

espoused values, content analysis of banks’ websites, annual reports for 2019 and 2018 as 

well as the social media platforms - LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter – has been conducted in 

April and May 2020. The assumption of content analysis is that organizations include 

information about their distinct value patterns in their documents and that information from 

these documents can be observed and measured (Kabanoff, Waldersee & Cohen, 1995). 

 

With the purpose of deciphering declared banks’ values, publicly available information was 

examined. The procedure to identify values would usually start by examining bank's 

homepage, part “About” which in many cases contained information about values. The 

information about values would either be explicitly stated under subheading “Our values”, or 

more often, would be included as a part of mission or vision statements. This would be 

followed with researching part of web pages dedicated to human resources or corporate social 

responsibility. The final step was to examine homepage for the annual report, and to check if 

organizational values have been declared as a part of annual report. In most cases annual 

report was found under the heading “Investors”. Besides bank’s web page and annual report, 

banks’ social media platforms were also examined for any information about declared values. 

If this analysis did not result with finding any relevant information, the final conclusion was 

that the bank does not have espoused values. 

 

Research instrument 

Content analysis was based on Ehrenhard & Fiorito (2018) classification of corporate values 

among 25 European banks. This classification system for bank values divides all values into 

six groups according to target groups or stakeholders the respective corporate value focus on. 

Clustering of corporate values is organized as follows: 1) doing the right thing (focus on the 

bank itself); 2) a focus on clients (customers); 3) other stakeholders/wider community 

(communities and political groups); 4) working environment/employees (employees); 5) 

performance/shareholder value (investors); 6) regulators (government).  

 

Descriptive analysis 

Altogether, nine out of 20 Croatian banks have their values espoused (45%) as a part of their 

web pages. In the examined cases the corporate values presented on the homepage could be 

found in eight cases under the menu option “About us” and in one case under the menu option 

“Career”. In many cases values were presented together with the corporate's vision and 

mission, although for some banks only two latter categories were mentioned, while there was 

no explicit listing of corporate values at all. When banks’ size is taken into account, seven out 

of eight large banks have defined corporate values (87.5% of large banks), whereas only two 

out of twelve small banks have defined their espoused values (16.6% of small banks).  

 

In annual reports corporate values formed part of the management board report (management 

letter etc.) instead of being presented in separate paragraphs and they were not therefore 

explicitly revealed. Two out of 20 banks mentioned all values and six banks some of their 
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postulated corporate values in their annual reports, while 12 banks did not mention any 

corporate values. Taking into account the small vs. large banks classification, the results 

change as follows: four out of the six banks that are listing only some of their corporate 

values in their annual reports, are to be assigned to the group of large banks; i.e. two banks 

remain in the group of small banks. 

 

The analysis of the three social media platforms LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter was 

conducted at the beginning of May 2020 (the results reflect the situation as of 6 May 2020). 

While 15 banks have their own account on the business platform LinkedIn, 12 banks have a 

Facebook- and only 5 have a Twitter account. Only 5 banks – all of them large banks – have 

accounts on all three platforms. Four banks – all of them small banks – do not have an 

account on any of the above-mentioned social media platforms. However, with respect to the 

communication of corporate values via social media only one of the large banks published 

them on two of the three platforms (LinkedIn and Facebook) and only one small bank 

declared its corporate values on LinkedIn. 

 

Research results 

During the detailed analysis of the statements on corporate values it was found that among 

Croatian banks that publicly espouse its values, the number of corporate values a bank 

declares is in range between a minimum of three and a maximum of 11, with two banks 

defining 3 values, two banks express 4 values, one bank five, another six each, two banks 10 

values and one bank expresses 11 corporate values. This results in a total of 56 corporate 

value denominations. Among those banks that declare its values, an average of 6.2 corporate 

values is defined per bank. When looking at the distribution of corporate values by bank size, 

large banks have 6.0 corporate values defined per bank vs. 7.0 corporate values declared per 

small bank. 

 

In the following step espoused values of Croatian banks were clustered into six value types 

based on Ehrenhard & Fiorito (2018) classification.  

 

 Table 1: Core Values Cumulative Categorization  

Group of 

corporate 

values 

(c.v.) 

Specified values as 

mentioned 

ALL BANKS LARGE 

BANKS 

SMALL 

BANKS 

Numb. 

of c.v.  

(N=56) 

ran

k 

Numb. 

of c.v 

(N= 42) 

ran

k 

Numb. 

of c.v 

(N=14) 

ran

k 

Doing the 

right thing 

(bank) 

▪ 4 mentions: integrity 

▪ 3 mentions: trust 

▪ 1 mention: competence, 

commitment, shared vision, 

professionalism, 

compliance with ethical 

principles, concentration 

on the essentials, learning 

organization 

14 1. 10 1. 4 2. 

A focus on 

clients 

(customers

) 

▪ 4 mentions: 

speed/efficiency 

▪ 3 mentions: commitment to 

the clients 

▪ 2 mentions: quality 

13 2. 8 3. 5 1. 
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▪ 1 mention: reliability, 

flexibility, client 

satisfaction, simple 

communication 

Other 

stakeholde

rs / wider 

community 

(communiti

es and 

political 

groups) 

▪ 2 mentions: responsibility; 

commitment/contribution 

to the community 

▪ 1 mention: entirety, justice, 

reciprocity, public trust, 

freedom to act, respecting 

diversity, value of the 

individual 

11 3. 9 2. 2 3. 

Working 

environme

nt/ 

employees 

(employees

) 

▪ 4 mentions: teamwork/-

spirit/cooperation 

▪ 1 mention: esteem, 

reciprocity, initiative, 

empowerment and 

development, employee 

satisfaction, leadership 

mentality 

10 4. 8 3. 2 3. 

Performan

ce / 

shareholde

r value 

(investors) 

▪ 3 mentions: excellence 

▪ 2 mentions: realizing profit 

▪ 1 mention: culture of goal 

achievement 

6 5. 5 5. 1 5. 

Regulators 

(governme

nt) 

▪ 2 mentions: transparency 2 6. 2 6. 0 6. 

Source: author’ work 

 

After clearing up multiple mentions of the originally mentioned 56 values, 34 corporate 

values were identified as declared by Croatian banks. It is evident from the results that most 

of these belong to the group of values aimed at doing the right thing. In terms of their 

appearance, this is followed by values that focus on clients, larger community, employees, 

investors and regulators.  

 

Ehrenhard & Fiorito (2018) stress that the value group "doing the right thing" represents the 

standing values of the profession itself, in this case the banking sector. A total of 14 

individual values declared by Croatian banks can be assigned to this value group, which thus 

makes it most often mentioned value cluster. Within this group, value "integrity" represents 

the most important individual value, mentioned by four banks. This is followed by the value 

“trust” mentioned by three banks. Other espoused values that can be classified in this value 

group include competence, commitment, shared vision, professionalism, concentration on the 

essentials, to follow the idea of lifelong learning and to act in accordance with ethical 

standards in the business working context. 

 

Second value cluster in terms of importance for Croatian banks is group of values related to 

clients/customers. Although two of the banks with espoused values have not presented any 

individual values that can be assigned to this group, the other 7 banks have a total of 13 

individual values considering focus on clients to be significant. The value "speed/efficiency" 
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is decisive for customer orientation, which – if correctly understood and implemented in daily 

practice – ensures “fast, efficient and flexible implementation of customer enquiries and 

requests”, as well as "reduction of the complexity of banking transactions". Three banks 

explicitly mentioned “commitment to clients” and two mentioned values that can be 

categorized as “quality” (namely "correct and prudent handling of customer funds" and 

"responsible investment recommendations"). It should be emphasized that all the values 

mentioned in this group are focused on one ultimate final goal: ensuring a high level of 

"customer satisfaction”, or as mentioned by one bank “all for clients”.  

 

Values relating to "other stakeholders/wider community" are of approximately equal 

importance as is focus on the customer, taking third rank with 11 individual mentions by 

examined banks. Five of the nine relevant banks consider “responsibility” and “commitment 

to society” to be very important and give numerous examples for specific individual values 

reflecting this attitude. For example, “responsibility” is reflected as “important to keep in 

mind the context of political, economic and social context while not losing sight of the 

individual customer with his or her concerns and wishes”. "Responsibility" as a value is 

reflected upon efforts to "act sustainably" and “helping to prevent discrimination of any kind” 

or keeping “public trust”. 

 

Several banks publicly declared values related to working environment thereby placing 

employees at the centre of attention and putting the "working environment/employees" value 

group in fourth place in rank of importance. “Teamwork” and “team spirit” are cited as values 

essential for the success of the corporation. The complexity of this value is evident from its 

description as "a sense of belonging, good communication, cooperation, diversity and 

inclusion, measurable ambition, a modern culture, exchange and openness, as well as positive 

charisma and optimism", and "mutual support".  Some banks value "clearly defined roles and 

responsibilities" as well as "sharing information and know-how". Besides teamwork, declared 

values include “leadership personality, creative ideas and suggestions” or increase in 

employees’ satisfaction through further “training and personnel development measures". 

 

The values with a direct reference to "performance/shareholder value", take the fifth place in 

rank or importance. In this context operational "excellence" as the value taking the form of 

"continuous development, creativity and innovation" as well as "knowledge and experience, 

but also the highest quality standards" is ultimately reflected in "monetary success", or 

"profit", as explicitly mentioned by some banks.  

 

The last rank expresses the value cluster "transparency" that aims to satisfy regulator’s 

requests. Transparency was mentioned by two banks, as a "basis of all service activities and 

contracts" and as a "claim to share one's own knowledge without using it for one's own 

benefit". 

 

When bank size is considered, there are some differences in rank of importance for different 

value clusters. For example, as can be seen from the table, top three value clusters espoused 

by large banks are related to doing the right thing (the bank itself), other wider-community 

stakeholder-oriented values and client focus on third position. Among small banks, top value 

cluster in terms of importance is client focus, followed by orientation to the bank itself and 

other wider-community stakeholders.  

 

Discussion and conclusion 
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Although values shared by organizational members and those publicly expressed are not 

necessarily equal, the importance of publicly declaring values was confirmed by previous 

research findings indicating that espoused values can be important for employee attitudes 

(Howell et al., 2012) and firm’s financial performance (Jonsen et al., 2015). Practice indicates 

that companies greatly differ in terms of value communication and content of values. This 

paper focused on espoused values in the banking sector, by analyzing espoused values of 

Croatian banks. The first research showed that 45% of Croatian banks have espoused values. 

Although more than half of banks still do not espouse their values, when compared to the 

previous finding that only 26% of large companies in Croatia espouse their values (Načinović 

Braje & Babok, 2019) such research finding actually indicates that banks declare their values 

at above-average rates. Since many of Croatian banks are owned by larger Italian or Austrian 

banks, it can be that they follow practices used by their parent companies. Furthermore, if 

banks are split according to their size, most large banks (87.5%) do espouse their values. The 

analysis revealed that in most cases banks declare their values on their web pages, while just a 

few banks indicate their values in annual reports or social media.  Among those banks that 

have declared their espoused values, the average number of values is around 6 which is 

aligned with most previous research (e.g. Bourne, Jenkins & Parry (2019); Načinović Braje, 

Babok (2019)).  

 

Besides the number of values, this paper analyzed the content of espoused values among 

banks. A total of 56 different values have been espoused by the analyzed banks. Some of 

these have been repeatedly used by several banks, so the total number of declared individual 

values is 34. In order to be able to analyze the focus of these values, they were clustered into 

several value groups applicable to banks, as identified by Ehrenhard & Fiorito (2018). Further 

analysis showed that most declared values belong to the value group described as “"doing the 

right thing", which represents values that promote good and righteous behavior in the banking 

sector. Several Croatian banks emphasized “integrity” and “trust” as key values in their 

activities. “Integrity” promotes compliance to rules, both in formal and informal way, when 

nobody is watching ones’ actions. In the context of specifics of this industry, postulating 

“integrity” and “trust” among core values of this sector is really a basic requirement to sustain 

long term success of the whole banking sector. 

 

Almost equal importance as to the bank itself is given to clients. Client orientation is the 

second value cluster in terms of number of espoused values. As a part of their relationship 

with clients, banks emphasized values such as fast response to customer needs, open 

communication with clients, assuring quality for clients, flexibility, client satisfaction etc. 

Interesting to compare, these two value clusters (orientation to the bank itself and client 

focus) were also dominant among European banks as found by Ehrenhard & Fiorito (2018) 

which confirms that values within an industry are often similar (as argued by Deal & 

Kennedy, 1982), but also indicates that Croatian banks follow European banking trends. 

Additional reason for such finding can be the fact that several Croatian banks are owned by 

large and successful Italian and Austrian banks. By the number of espoused values, the two 

mentioned clusters are followed by values focusing on the general community, which is 

significantly different than Ehrenhard & Fiorito (2018) research on European banks, since in 

the EU context this was least emphasized value group. Such finding can be related to the 

point that banks have an important role for the growth of Croatian post-transition economy 

and they are aware of the importance of this role. Just slightly less emphasized are values 

related to employees. Least emphasized values among Croatian banks are those related to 

shareholders and regulators. Some differences in espoused values have been found with 
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respect to bank size. Smaller banks do not espouse values as often as large banks, and they 

give priority to client orientation first and then the bank itself (“doing the right thing”).  

 

Altogether, after the examination of the theoretical background and empirical analysis, it can 

be concluded that Croatian banks implement their espoused values in their communication to 

the general public. The choice of espoused values is generally similar to the values espoused 

by largest EU banks, especially for large Croatian banks.   

 

This study has several limitations. This analysis is based on publicly available sources. Since 

values communication can take different forms, it is possible that espoused values are 

communicates to employees in some other forms that are unknown to authors (e.g. through 

channels of internal communication). Value clustering is based on the Ehrenhard & Fiorito 

(2018) classification of corporate values among 25 European banks which might not 

correspond to clustering of values among Croatian banks. As a part of the future research, it 

would be interesting to examine if these espoused values are actually practiced in the 

organization, i.e. the alignment between espoused and enacted values. Finally, this research is 

opening new opportunities for further analysis such as, for example, the analysis of the 

Croatian banks performance and its relationship with corporate values. 
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Abstract  

Although there is a growing body of research on open innovation, small and medium-sized 

enterprises (SMEs) have received little attention. The vast majority of literature on open 

innovation has been focused on large firms. In addition, most studies are conceptual and 

descriptive by nature. Only a few and recent studies have provided empirical analysis of 

positive and significant relationship between Open Innovation practices and innovation 

performances of firm while financial performances were left on the side. On the other hand, 

there is a considerable number of studies which confirmed that collaboration with externals 

for SMEs is more significant in the commercialization than in innovation development stage. 

Given commercialization stage of innovation process together with market capability affect 

both innovation and financial performances of firms, this paper aims to investigate how Open 

Innovation practices affect financial performances of SMEs. The study extends understanding 

OI practices in SMEs by providing empirical evidence on the effects of both Inbound and 

Outbound OI on financial performances of SMEs including ROA, ROE, ROS, market share 

and sales growth as key measures. In order to test our research framework we conducted a 

survey on SMEs located in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Most surveyed SMEs are mainly located 

in central part of the country (79%) and belong to metal (23,6%), wood (21,3%) and textile 

(19,8%) industries. The results revealed that both Inbound and Outbound OI have significant 

impact on firm financial performances. Based on the evidence discussed in this paper, 

conclusions, research and managerial implications are drawn. Precisely, this study confirms 

that SMEs management need to be aware of OI practices and their importance not just for 

overcoming firm’s liabilities of smallness but also for commercialization of innovation and 

creating the economic return. They should recognize necessity to be more open in innovation 

processes and thus improve both innovation and financial performances. Moreover, this study 

extends existing knowledge on innovation by providing insights about OI practices in SMES 

from developing countries.   

 

Keywords: Open innovation, SMEs, inbound innovation, outbound innovation, developing 

countries 
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JEL classification: O30, O32, O36 

 

 

Introduction  
 

Technology intensive and everchanging environment implies new challenges that lie ahead 

for most firms in terms of the necessity of opening their boundaries. 

To remain competitive firms need to be flexible, open and adopt new resources and 

capabilities (Stucki and Finger, 2009). By opening their boundaries, they can achieve 

synergetic effects based on joined resources and competences, but also enhance innovative 

capabilities through interaction with the outside. Thus, firms can stimulate and improve 

internal innovation processes or even ensure commercialization opportunities for internally 

developed inventions (Huizingh, 2011).  

 

Although large firms are recognized as early and the most common adopters of 

open innovation, it’s impact can be greater for small and medium-sized enterprises 

(SMEs) due to their „dependence on external knowledge and 

collaboration“ (Jørgensen and Ulhøi, 2010; pp. 397; Spithoven et al., 2013). Embracing 

collaborative innovation practices SMEs can overcome their smallness and lack of 

resources (Gassmann et al., 2010). Spithoven et al., (2013) found that open innovation is a 

necessary approach for small firms in order to increase their innovative performances and 

chances to launch new products and services. So, existing literature largely emphasized how 

SMEs engage in open innovation providing insights into Inbound OI practices including 

research and development stage of innovation process (Henttonen and Lehtimäki, 2017). Still, 

there is a considerable number of studies which confirmed that collaboration with externals 

for SMEs is more significant in the commercialization than in innovation development stage 

(e.g. van de Vrande et al., 2009; van Hemert et al. 2013).  

 

Neverthless, despite the increasing number of studies published in this area, some issues still 

need further clarifications. The vast majority of literature on open innovation has been 

focused on large firms rather than their small and medium-sized counterparts. In addition, 

most studies are conceptual and descriptive by nature. Only a few and recent studies are 

empirical with emphasis on positive and significant relationship between OI practices and 

innovation performances of firms. Although literature stressed the positive impact of OI 

practices on firm’s performances and competitiveness, their importance for financial 

performances was left on the side.   

 

 

In order to close this gap, the main purpose of this paper is to investigate how OI practices 

affect financial performances of SMEs. Hence, this study extends understanding OI practices 

in SMEs by providing empirical evidence on the effects of both Inbound and Outbound OI on 

financial performances of small and medium-sized enterprises including ROA, ROE, ROS, 

market share and sales growth as key measures. Additionally, since open innovation is 

„deeply rooted with the culture of a particular location“ (Hossain, 2015) our intention is to 

investigate whether open innovation in developing economies SMEs is equally used as in 

their developed counter-parts. Previous research has shown that these countries are positively 

affected by technological and organizational innovations (Hashi and Krasniqi, 2011), but the 

source of that innovation is still not identified, although it is known that these companies 

usually do not possess enough resources to innovate on their own. Consequently, we aim 
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to extend existing knowledge on innovation by providing insights about open 

innovation practices in SMEs from developing countries.  

 

The paper is structured as follows. In the next section the relevant theoretical background is 

provided including research hypotheses. Section 3. Describes research methodology including 

data collection, sample and research model. The empirical results are presented within the 

section 4, while discussion of results, concluding remarks and recommendations for future 

research are displayed in Section 5.    

 

 

Theoretical background and hypotheses  
 

Although there is a growing body of research on open innovation, SMEs have received little 

attention. Most studies suggested that open innovation is inherent to large companies.  

Namely, large firms have all necessary prerequisites to achieve more successful partnership 

and collaboration with external entities. They have more competences, internal resources but 

also sufficient knowledge and expertise to gain benefits from R&D alliances. These 

companies are capable of managing complex interactions with external partners and they can 

afford greater resources, more time and highly educated and trained employees such as 

professionals and specialists that significantly facilitate external knowledge exploitation 

(Laursen and Salter, 2006). Also, they are strong enough to preserve their innovations in the 

context of competitive imitation, and commercialize their ideas. Larger firms have larger 

technology portfolio and wider technological knowledge suitable for commercialization 

(Lazzarotti et al., 2011; Lichtenthaler and Ernst, 2009). Therefore, they are not just capable to 

acquire knowledge, they also have solid own knowledge base for outbound innovation 

activities. 

 

Although large firms are recognized as early and the most common adopters of open 

innovation, small and medium-sized firms (SMEs) can achieve significant advantages by 

opening their innovation processes. Embracing collaborative innovation practices SMEs can 

overcome their smallness and lack of resources as their liabilities (Gassmann et al., 2010). 

Therefore, sourcing knowledge from the outside is decisive for innovation capabilities of 

SMEs (Moilanen et al., 2014). Still, they should not rely exclusively on external sources, but 

build internal capabilities (enhancing their absorptive capacities) that will enable them to 

identify the relevant knowledge and exploit it. Hence, "balancing capability building through 

training and capability acquisition through collaboration will enhance the innovation 

performance of SMEs." (Whittaker et al., 2014, pp.127). 

 

Even open innovation in SMEs has become increasingly popular among researchers a number 

of unexplored issues remains. Those issues are mainly related to commercialization stage of 

innovation process and SMEs market capabilities. Generally, SMEs have troubles with idea 

commercialization and they have no power to face market uncertainty in innovative products 

(Lee et al., 2010). However, this issue is often neglected. It is essential that small companies 

in this stage of innovation process open their boundaries and collaborate with externals 

especially with customers getting insights into customer requirements and acquiring 

information about the market. They need to “develop a strong ability to transform an 

innovative idea into a product, organize the resources required to make it happen, and 

ultimately manufacture the product” (van Hemert, et al., 2013, pp. 443-444).  
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Given that commercialization stage of innovation process together with market capability 

affect both innovation and financial performances of firms, this paper aims to investigate how 

OI practices affect financial performances of SMEs. While there are studies which indicated 

negative or curvilinearly relationship between Inbound and Outbound OI practices and 

financial and non-financial firm’s performances (e.g. Torkkeli et al., 2009; Laursen and 

Salter, 2006), most of previous research found a positive and significant impact of OI 

practices on firm’s profitability and performances (e.g. Carayannis and Grigoroudis, 2014; 

Chiang and Hung, 2010; Reed et al., 2012). Furthermore, recent research found that 

relationship between OI practices and firm’s performances are even more beneficial for SMEs 

than for large enterprises mainly because of their greater flexibility and responsiveness. Based 

on these findings we offer the following hypotheses: 

 

H: OI practices significantly contribute to financial performances of SMEs. 

 

Ha. Inbound OI practices significantly contribute to financial performances of SMEs. 

Hb. Outbound OI practices significantly contribute to financial performances of SMEs.  

 

 

Methodology  
 

Data and Sample  

 

This study used a sample of 350 small and medium enterprises from Bosnia and Herzegovina. 

The firms were randomly-selected from a list of manufacturing firms with at least 20 

employees.  

 

The data were collected by mailing questionnaire between September and December 2019. 

The questionnaire was organized into three main sections: firm profile, OI adoption and 

firm’s financial performances.  The first section was designed to provide information about 

firm age, number of employees, industry, profile of the respondent, etc. Questions regarding 

the level of OI adoption including its main factors are defined within the second section while 

the third section included questions aimed at investigating financial performances.  

 

Before launching the survey, a pilot study was conducted with aim to check whether 

respondents understood the questionnaire adequately. Based on their responses, comments 

and suggestions, minor changes were made to the questionnaire. Responses from the firms 

involved in the pilot study were not included in the final sample. At the end, our final dataset 

of 200 firms was obtained. Most surveyed SMEs are mainly located in central part of the 

country (79%) and belong to metal (23,6%), wood (21,3%) and textile (19,8%) industries. 

Also, 69,8% are small firms while the remaining 30,2% are medium-sized firms.  

 

 

Research model 

 

All variables and measurement items were selected and operationalized on the basis of the 

relevant literature review. Hence, level of open innovation adoption was tested by using the 

scale from Cheng and Shiu (2015) consisted of two factors. The first factor refers to Inbound 

OI which includes sourcing knowledge/technology from the outside, while Outbound OI 

refers to commercialization of internally generated ideas and innovations. Inbound OI factor 

is consisted of 8 items which load on factor higher than 0.67 with Cronbach alpha reliability 
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of 0.93. Items (8) which load on the Outbound OI factor higher than 0.67 with Cronbach 

alpha reliability of 0.79. Both factors are computed as a mean score on respective items.  

Although, there are two main approaches in measuring the financial performances of the firm 

- accounting- based and market-based measures, the authors prefer accounting performances 

such as the accounting-based measures type given they reflect the organization’s internal 

efficiency. So, drawing on Popa et al., (2017), Martinez-Conesa et al., (2017), Soto-Acosta et 

al. (2016a), Martin-Rojas et al., (2011), 5 items were employed to measure financial 

performances of the firm ROA, ROE, ROS, market share and sales growth.  

 

This research assesses the model that assumes predictive ability of OI adoption (Outbound OI 

and Inbound OI), existence of OI strategy, industry and firm age for the explanation of 

financial performances. To investigate the effect of the OI adoption on financial performances 

of SMEs, the research model is assessed by regression analysis.  

 

 

Multiple regression model equation is as follows: 

 

Y = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 ∗ 𝑥1 + 𝛽2 ∗  𝑥2 + 𝛽3 ∗ 𝑥3 + 𝛽4 ∗ 𝑥4 + 𝛽5 ∗ 𝑥5                    (1) 

 

 

Results 
 

This paper performs multiple regression model to test the hypothesized relationship between 

level of OI adoption in the firm, OI strategy, industry and firm age as set of independent 

variables and firm’s financial performance as dependent variable.  Before assessing the 

model, correlation between independent variables is estimated to see if multicollinearity 

might cause problems with regression analysis. 

Correlations between OI adoption scores are all statistically significant and range from 0.4 to 

0.73. Overall, correlations between independent variables are small and do not pose threat to 

multicollinearity within the model. 

 

The model successfully predicts 75.8% of outcome cases. Nagelkerke R Square is 0.098. The 

statistically significant predictors in the model are Inbound and Outbound OI. As the level of 

Inbound and Outbound OI are higher for one, the odds of financial performances increase by 

97.7% and 24,6 % respectively as seen in Table 1 below.  

 

Table 1 Model estimation – firm’s financial performance 
 

Variable B S.E. Sig. Exp(B) 

Inbound OI .471*** .119 .000 1.977 

Outbound OI .540*** .166 .002 1.246 

Industry .042 .180 .817 0.232 

Firm age .409* .179 .025 1.284 

OI strategy .357* .156 .024 1.285 
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Therefore, our findings revealed that Inbound and Outbound open innovation practices of 

SMEs have positive and significant impact on their financial performances. These results are 

in line with recent research on open innovation. In this context, significant implications can be 

drawn. The main findings and conclusions are discussed in the following section.  
 

 

Discussion, concluding remarks and recommendations  
 

This study sheds light on the open innovation practices in small and medium-sized enterprises 

and their financial performances. The results revealed that both Inbound and Outbound OI 

have significant impact on firm performances. As a contribution this paper adds to literature 

on relationship between OI practices of the firm and its performance. Namely, previous 

studies on open innovation, especially in SMEs, were mainly focused on effects of open 

innovation on innovation performances of firms (e.g. Dufour and Son, 2015; Hochleitner  et 

al., 2017; Santoro et al., 2018;). SMEs as resource-scarce entities have always been forced to 

source knowledge and technology from the outside in order to compensate their disadvantages 

(Petersen et al., 2002; Sağ et al, 2016). Spithoven et al., (2013) indicated that open innovation 

is a necessary approach for SMEs in order to increase their innovative performances and 

chances to launch new products and services. So, existing literature largely emphasized how 

SMEs engage in open innovation providing insights into Inbound OI practices including 

research and development stage of innovation process (Henttonen and Lehtimäki, 2017). 

 

However, SMEs mostly face challenges how to commercialize innovation and thus create the 

economic return. Lee et al., (2010) found that SMEs lack necessary resources for 

commercialization. Although many SMEs have advanced technological capabilities especially 

in the early stage of innovation process such as invention, they lack marketing abilities, access 

to sales and distribution channels to introduce their innovative products and/or services to the 

market (Narula, 2004). There is a considerable number of studies which confirmed that 

collaboration with externals for SMEs is more significant in the commercialization than in 

innovation development stage (e.g. van de Vrande et a., 2009; van Hemert et al. 2013). 

Hence, this study extends understanding OI practices in SMEs by providing empirical 

evidence on the effects of both Inbound and Outbound OI on financial performances of small 

and medium-sized enterprises including ROA, ROE, ROS, market share and sales growth as 

key measures.  Moreover, we found that open innovation practices are being adopted by low-

tech SMEs while increasing their turnover/profits. Hence, this concept can be successfully 

extended to low-tech sectors including more traditional and mature industries. This is parallel 

with latest research which haven’t supported major differences in open innovation practices in 

different sectors (e.g. Keupp and Gassmann, 2009; Van de Vrande et al., 2009; Lichtenthaler, 

Constant 1.041*** .371 .006 1.804 

Note: *, **, *** represent significance level at 10%, 5% and 1%, respectively 
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2008). Thus, Keupp and Gassmann (2009) suggested that impact of collaboration on 

innovation performances is determined by internal (such as business strategy) more than by 

external environment.  

 

From the evidence discussed in this paper, we can derive implications useful for research and 

management. Most of previous studies on OI practices have been focused on large 

enterprises.  Although there is a growing body of literature addressing OI in SMEs, numerous 

studies are conceptual and conducted on secondary data. This study provides empirical 

evidence that OI practices in SMEs increase their financial performances. On the other side, 

this study confirms that SMEs management need to be aware of OI practices and their 

importance not just for overcoming firm’s liabilities of smallness inherent to SMEs but also 

for commercialization of innovation and creating the economic return. This means that they 

need to create organizational culture and climate which will be supportive for OI practices. 

They should recognize necessity to be more open in innovation processes and thus improve 

not just their innovation but financial performances. In this way they can gain competitive 

advantage. In addition, this study extends existing knowledge on innovation by providing 

insights about OI practices in developing economies SMEs and indicating that they can 

achieve financial benefits from OI practices like their Western counterparts.  

 

Because of the limited number of respondents, specific research context (developing country) 

and predominance of small firms in the sample, this study suffers from some limitations that 

should be further elaborated in future studies. Future studies should include other factors in 

the model such as absorptive capacity of SMEs given its significance in innovation process, 

innovation climate, export orientation of the company, etc. Also, scales and measures could 

be improved by including more objective indicators especially in the context of financial 

performances. Moreover, a possible mediation effect of some variables on relationship 

between OI and financial performances could be tested.  
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Abstract 

This paper deals with the concept of organizational justice that has multiple dimensions. The 

purpose of the paper is to analyze the nature of various dimensions of organizational justice 

and to investigate whether the dimensions of organizational justice are interconnected. The 

results of a quantitative study on the sample of employees in Croatian IT sector are presented. 

Quantitative study starts with the analysis of the reliability of the measurement scales for 

organizational justice. In the next step the difference in dimensions of organizational justice 

by age and gender was examined and the correlation between different dimensions of 

organizational fairness was analyzed. The research results showed a statistically significant 

correlation between all dimensions of organizational justice, which can be considered as 

medium to strong, whereby procedural and interactional justice showed the greatest 

correlation. Regarding the gender of the respondents, no statistically significant difference in 

the perception of any of the three dimensions of organizational justice was obtained. 

According to the age of the respondents, a statistically significant difference in the perception 

of all three dimensions of organizational justice was found, i.e. younger respondents had a 

more positive perception of organizational justice. 

 

Keywords: organizational justice, dimensions of organizational justice, correlation 

 

JEL classification: D23 

 

 

Introduction 
 

Researches within organizational justice study the impact of justice on the effective 

functioning of an organization (Colquitt J. A., Conlon, Wesson, Porter, & Ng, 2001). In the 

last few decades, the role of organizational justice in the field of organizational behavior has 

become more important research subject. The concept of organizational justice was originally 

derived from Adams’ Euity Theory, which suggests that individuals make judgments of 

fairness based on what they invest in relation to what they receive. Organizational justice 

covers a variety of issues including workplace behavior, manager behavior, wage 

determination, promotion, gender equality, etc. Scientists have recognized its importance as a 

source of motivation at work (Cojuharenco, Patient, & Bashshur, 2011), an essential factor in 

employee selection (Gilliland & Chan, 2001), moral reasoning (Rupp, Byrne, & Wadlington, 

2003), different leadership styles, work and organizational outcomes such as job satisfaction, 

organizational loyalty, work performance as well as responsible organizational behavior 
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(Colquitt JA, Conlon. Wesson, Porter, & Ng, 2001). Organizational behavior theorists believe 

that the perception of organizational justice is a positive predictor of responsible 

organizational behavior, trust, loyalty, desire to remain in the organization, job satisfaction 

and commitment, and other similar attitudes and collaborative behaviors. If decisions made in 

an organization are perceived as unfair, frustration is likely to increase, a perception of 

procedural injustice will emerge, which may increase negative attitudes and behavior in the 

workplace. 

 

This paper defines the concept of organizational justice, after which various approaches in 

formulating a multidimensional model of organizational justice are presented. The following 

section presents the results of an empirical survey of employees in Croatian companies in the 

information technology sector (IT), which examined the existence of an connection between 

various dimensions of organizational justice, as well as differences in perceptions of these 

dimensions by gender and age. The conclusions and limitations of the research are outlined at 

the end of the paper. 

 

 

Defining organizational justice 
 

Organizational justice has proved to be an important determinant of attitudes and behavior at 

work, so one of the main goals of organizational psychology is a better understanding it 

(Gilliland & Chan, 2001). The construct of organizational justice was introduced by Jerald 

Greenberg, who defined it as an individual's perception of justice in an organization with 

associated behavioral, cognitive and emotional reactions. (Greenberg, 1987). Unlike 

philosophers, who apply a priori standards (ethical principles) to specific situations by a 

normative approach, psychologists use a descriptive approach, focusing on the experiences of 

individuals in experienced situations (Greenberg, 2011). Such a descriptive perspective, 

preferred by organizational justice scholars, places an emphasis on individual perceptions of 

justice. In an organizational context, justice is a social construct empirically based on the 

subjective experiences of individuals (Colquitt, Conlon, Wesson, Porter, & Ng, 2001). It is 

emphasized that perceptions are formed from the meanings that a person attaches to a 

particular situation, and therefore the same situation can be interpreted in different ways. In 

other words, organizational justice is based on employees’ perception or assessment of just in 

the work environment. This approach is subjective and allows for disagreement about what is 

or is not appropriate (Cuguero-Escofet & Fortin, 2014). An event may be characterized as just 

or unjust because the person believes it to be so. According to Rego (2001), an assessment of 

justice is formed through the process of selecting, organizing, and interpreting contextual 

information, of which individuals give meaning to what surrounds them. For example, an 

organizational decision may be objectively fair in the light of the given framework of the 

organization's principles and norms, but be perceived by employees as unjust and vice versa. 

 

In study of justice, several basic principles are emphasized: equity (to everyone according to 

merit), equality (to everyone equal) and need (to everyone according to needs). Equality is the 

dominant principle in situations where an orientation of solidarity is present in groups, while 

the need is expressed in care-oriented groups or institutions. Furthermore, the principles of 

need and equity represent the criteria of differentiation between individuals and groups since 

they are based on individual needs, while equality is a non-differentiating principle - rules 

apply to all, regardless of individual needs (Berti, Molinari, & Speltini, 2010). 
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There are various theoretical attempts to explain the process of justice estimation, but most of 

these conceptual models share certain commonalities. In most cases, it is thought that, after a 

particular event, individuals make a judgment of just, using a comparative referent (norms, 

standards, rules, fairness criteria) to understand whether the event was unjust, unhappy and /or 

accidental. When events are negative and inconsistent with these reference points, people tend 

to conclude that injustice has occurred. In other words, dissatisfied individuals compare the 

actual occurrence with the normative standard and then evaluate the deviations. Theorists 

point out several preconditions in the process of evaluating the justice. First, it is considered 

important for the event to attract attention. Therefore, negative events that are personally 

relevant are considered more likely to be considered. Second, in a real environment, people do 

not always go through the judgment steps described above. Often, employees imitate their co-

workers, adopting their views instead of elaborating on their personal evaluations. Third, 

when the event affects the people to whom the adjudicator is associated or belongs to, such as 

members within the group, the adjudicator is more conscientious in applying the principle of 

just. On the other hand, when other people with whom the adjudicator is not closely related 

are involved, such as members of other groups to which the adjudicator does not belong, then 

the adjudicator becomes less cautious and disinterested in applying the principle of just. This 

factor is more powerful for those who have a poor moral identity than for individuals who 

consider morality to be important (Reed & Aquino, 2003). Fourth, while people think that 

they care about justice, in their judgment they show signs of egocentric bias (Thompson & 

Loewenstein, 1992), which can be automatic and unconscious. This suggests that personal 

importance influences on the processing of factual information (Cropanzano, 2015). 

Therefore, the main features of organizational justice are: basing on social comparisons, 

egocentricity and self-righteousness. 

Given that perceptions of organizational just are subjective, the main goal of justice theories 

is to conceptualize and measure it (Azar & Darvishi, 2011). 

 

 

Dimensions of organizational justice 
 

The nature of the reaction to perceived injustice depends on whether the injustice experienced 

is primarily related to the outcomes, processes and procedures, or the quality of the 

interpersonal relationship (Cojuharenco, Patient, & Bashshur, 2011). Hence, we can recognize 

the multidimensionality of the organizational justice construct. In other words, justice in an 

organizational setting can be described by the determinants and effects of several types of 

subjective perceptions: a) just distribution or allocation of outcomes; b) the just procedures 

used in determining outcomes; and c) the beliefs of individuals that they have been treated 

with dignity and respect in the process of outcome allocation. Therefore, multiple forms of 

justice can be recognized: distributive (Adams, 1965) (Leventhal, 1980), procedural 

(Leventhal, 1980), and interactional justice (Colquitt J. A., 2001). Three-dimensional model 

of organizational justice is most often formed, comprising: a distributive, procedural, and 

interactional dimension (Greenberg, 2011). Some scholars combine interactional justice with 

information justice by adopting a three-dimensional model. Other theorists are separating 

interactional and information justice, shaping a four-dimensional model of organizational 

justice. 

 

Distributive justice is based on Adams' theory of equity (1965), that is, the assumption that 

people do not care so much about the absolute level of outcome as much as about the just of 

the outcome itself. According to Adams' theory, employee motivation is greatly influenced by 

comparison with others in the same situation, thus emphasizing the norm of just in the 
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distribution of outcomes by contribution. To this standard of comparison, Deutsch (1975) and 

Leventhal (1976) add two more standards of comparison - uniformity and need. Distributive 

justice can thus be defined as the judgment of just distribution of outcomes, regardless of 

whether the criterion for assessing justice is based on needs, equality, contributions, or a 

combination of these factors (Leventhal, 1980). Different contexts, different organizational 

goals, but also different personal motives may, in a given situation, favor an individual norm 

of distribution (Deutsch, 1975). 

 

Stating that the procedures used to determine outcome may have a greater impact on the 

assessment of justice than the outcome in itself, Thibaut and Walker (1975) introduced the 

notion of procedural justice. Based on research in a judicial context, they have identified 

procedural justice with control of the (judicial) process, believing that individuals evaluate 

procedures as most just when they have control over them (Thibaut & Walker, 1975). This 

process control effect has been referred to as the "process justice effect" or "voice effect" 

(Folger, 1977) and is considered one of the most replicated findings in the field of 

organizational justice research. Studies on this subject were later continued by a number of 

scholars who identified four elements of procedural justice: neutrality (the degree to which a 

decision-maker is perceived as impartial and objective); trust (the degree to which the 

decision maker is perceived in a way that recognizes and cares for the interests of the 

individual); position (the degree to which the decision maker is perceived to respect the 

individual and his/her views and rights); and voice (the opportunity for the decision maker to 

give the individual the opportunity to communicate their views and preferences during 

decision making) (Nelson, Shechter, & Ben-Ari, 2014). The transfer of procedural justice 

from a judicial to an organizational context was made by Leventhal (1980), defining six 

criteria of procedural justice: consistency, impartiality, accuracy, error correction, 

representativeness and ethics. Colquitt (2001) systematized 7 criteria of procedural justice 

based on Thibaut and Walker's (1975) previous work: voting right in the process (process 

control), degree of influence on the outcome (decision control), consistency, impartiality, 

precision, correction and ethics. In judging procedural just an individual may consider one or 

more rules (criteria) and may alter the rules and their relative importance in different 

situations. Thus, procedural justice refers to the perceived just of the methods and procedures 

used in the organizational decision-making process, which should be consistent, impartial and 

morally acceptable (Cropanzano & Greenberg, 1997). 

 

Bies and Moag (1986) emphasized the importance of the quality of interpersonal treatment in 

organizational procedures and introduced the concept of interactional justice. Interactional 

justice includes communicative aspect of interpersonal relationships (McDowall & Fletcher, 

2004). Interactional justice refers to the way in which information and decisions are conveyed 

and to treat individuals, who are affected by those decisions, with respect (Bies & Moag, 

1986). Interactional justice refers to the treatment that employees receive from representatives 

of the organization, that is, superiors and colleagues. This type of justice some theorists call 

interpersonal justice and it refers to the perceived quality of how people in an organization are 

treated (Colquitt & Jackson, 2006). It is also important to mention the theory of reciprocity of 

the norm (Gouldner, 1960), which assumes that employees reciprocate the treatment (good or 

bad) that they perceive to be received by others. 

 

Information justice encompasses the perception of just in communication within 

organizational procedures. It refers to the degree to which individuals believe they have 

adequate information in organizational processes. Explanations that are adequate (clear, 

reasonable and appropriately detailed) and timely delivered add to perceptions of information 
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justice because they help employees to make sense of the difficult situations they face 

(Skarlicki, Barclay, & Pugh, 2008). 

According to recent scholars' views, distributive, procedural, and interactional justice are 

related and can be considered as constituent components of overall organizational justice. 

Although their interaction can be explained in multiple directions, the conclusion is that the 

adverse effects of injustice can be at least partly mitigated if only one dimension of justice is 

preserved fair. 

 

An empirical study of the relationship between the dimensions of 

organizational justice in Croatian companies in Information Technology 

sector (IT) 
 

This paper aims to examine the connection between different dimensions of organizational 

justice. An empirical study was conducted in which the research population consisted of 

employees of Croatian information technology (IT) companies. The data were collected over 

a four-week period in June 2019 and were completed by 58 respondents. The analysis showed 

that the respondents are mostly employed in medium-sized companies with more than 50 

employees in the IT sector. 

 

Survey questionnaire by Google Form was used as a data collection instrument. The 

questionnaire of this survey had a total of 17 questions, of which 2 included demographic 

information (age and gender). The following 15 questions were related to the perception of 

organizational justice. To measure organizational justice, a questionnaire according to 

Jakopec & Sušanj (2014) was used. This questionnaire was developed based on previously 

verified questionnaires (Beugre & Baron, 2001; Colquitt, 2001; Cropanzano, Prehar, & Chen, 

2002; Leventhal, 1976; Rupp & Cropanzano, 2002, etc.). Specifically, the part of the 

questionnaire that refers to measuring justice whose source is the organization as a whole is 

used in this research. Organizational justice was measured using a three-dimensional model 

that included: distributive, procedural, and interactional justice. Three groups were 

constructed, each with 5 items, covering the above dimensions. They were evaluated on a 

Likert-type scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). The items intended to 

measure distributive justice included assessment of fairness of outcome (primarily rewards 

and promotion opportunities) in relation to individual's input (experience, effort, work 

performance, quality of work done) and the characteristics of the job itself (work stressors, 

specific job role requirements). The items intended to measure procedural justice were related 

to consistency, impartiality, accuracy, and clarification of the methods and procedures used in 

the organizational decision-making process and to feedback on quality of work. Interactional 

justice referred to the communication aspect of interpersonal relationships, i.e., the perceived 

quality of how people in an organization are treated (appropriately, honestly and openly, with 

respect), that was also measured through five items. 

 

The analysis of the empirical research was conducted in the following stages: (1) assessment 

of the reliability of the applied measurement scales, (2) identification of differences in 

perceptions of organizational justice by gender and age, (3) analysis of the relationship 

between the dimensions of organizational justice. 

 

Assessing the metric characteristics of measurement scales for dimensions of 

organizational justice  

Assessment of the metric characteristics of measurement scales for organizational justice 

dimensions was made using the Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient, which is one of the most 
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commonly used coefficients for determining the reliability of measurement scales. The 

Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient is a measure of the internal consistency of a set of items and can 

take values between 0 and 1. The closer the Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient is to the value 1, 

the more reliable the measurement scale. 

Distributive justice was measured by the items: DJ_1 (The organization justly rewards me 

with regard to my experience); DJ_2 (The organization justly rewards me for the effort I put 

into my job); DJ_3 (The organization justly rewards me for a job well done); DJ_4 (The 

organization justly rewards me with regard to the demands and stress of my job); DJ_5 (The 

organization justly rewards me with regard to my work performance). 

Analysis of scale reliability for distributive justice and the impact of individual items on 

overall reliability are shown in Table 1.  

 

Table 1: Measurement scale for distributive justice - Analysis of the impact of individual 

items on the Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient 

Item-total statistics: Total Cronbach’s Alpha = 0,95 

Items of 

distributive 

justice 

Scale Mean if 

item deleted 

Scale Variance if 

item deleted 

Corrected item-

total correlation 

Cronbach's Alpha 

if item deleted 

DJ_1 14,07 21,714 0,835 0,937 

DJ_2 14,21 21,185 0,920 0,923 

DJ_3 14,24 20,607 0,898 0,926 

DJ_4 14,22 20,493 0,816 0,941 

DJ_5 14,43 20,776 0,813 0,941 

 

Table 1 shows that the scale for distributive justice is in the area of excellent reliability. All 

the items of that measuring scale contribute equally to its reliability and it can be concluded 

that the scale is suitable for further analysis. 

Procedural justice was measured by the items: PJ_1 (I receive clear feedback from my 

organization about the quality of my work); PJ_2 (The organization clearly explains me the 

decisions made and provides additional information when I request it); PJ_3 (Decisions are 

implemented consistently toward me by the organization); PJ_4 (Decisions regarding my job 

are based on accurate information in the organization); PJ_5 (The actions of an organization 

that affect me are just and impartial). The results of the scale reliability analysis for measuring 

procedural justice and the impact of individual items on overall reliability are presented in 

Table 2. 

 

Table 2: Measurement scale for procedural justice - Analysis of the impact of individual items 

on the Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient 

Item-total statistics: Total Cronbach’s Alpha = 0,86 

Items of 

procedural justice 

Scale Mean if 

item deleted 

Scale Variance if 

item deleted 

Corrected item-

total correlation 

Cronbach's Alpha 

if item deleted 

PJ_1 13,60 13,787 0,480 0,891 

PJ_2 13,53 12,639 0,731 0,823 

PJ_3 13,24 12,292 0,773 0,811 

PJ_4 13,38 12,941 0,712 0,828 

PJ_5 13,14 13,454 0,777 0,818 
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Table 2 shows that the measurement scale for procedural organizational justice is in the area 

of very good to excellent reliability, but the reliability can be further enhanced by deleting 

PJ_1 statement " I receive clear feedback from my organization about the quality of my 

work." The results of the new reliability analysis, without this item, are shown in Table 3.  

Table 3: Measuring scale for procedural justice - Analysis of the impact of items on the 

Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient after deleting PJ_1 

Item-total statistics: Total Cronbach’s Alpha = 0,89 

Items of 

procedural justice 

Scale Mean if 

item deleted 

Scale Variance 

if item deleted 

Corrected item-

total correlation 

Cronbach's Alpha if 

item deleted 

PJ_2 10,41 7,931 0,734 0,871 

PJ_3 10,12 7,406 0,832 0,832 

PJ_4 10,26 8,195 0,711 0,879 

PJ_5 10,02 8,614 0,781 0,857 

 

After removing PJ_1 from the scale for measuring procedural justice, excellent reliability was 

achieved and its Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient now stands at 0.89. Therefore, the scale will be 

used in this form in further analysis. 

Interactional organizational justice was measured by the following statements IJ_1 

(Organization that I work for treats me properly); IJ_2 (Organization that I work for respects 

me); IJ_3 (Organization that I work for treats me honestly and openly); IJ_4 (Organization 

that I work for shows me that I am a valuable employee); IJ_5 (The organization that I work 

for takes into account my feelings and they are considered essential). Analysis of the 

reliability of the measurement scale for interactional justice and the impact of individual items 

on its overall reliability are presented in Table 4. 

 

Table 4: Measuring scale for interactional justice - Analysis of the impact of items on the 

Cronbach’s Alpha Coefficient 

Item-total statistics: Total Cronbach’s Alpha = 0,91 

Items of 

interactional justice 

Scale Mean if 

item deleted 

Scale Variance 

if item deleted 

Corrected item-

total correlation 

Cronbach's Alpha 

if item deleted 

IJ_1 14,45 17,234 0,589 0,922 

IJ_2 14,22 16,002 0,885 0,867 

IJ_3 14,48 15,166 0,826 0,874 

IJ_4 14,57 14,811 0,846 0,869 

IJ_5 15,17 15,373 0,722 0,898 

 

Table 4 shows that the scale for interactional justice is in the area of excellent reliability, but 

this reliability can be further enhanced by deleting IJ_1 item "Organization that I work for 

treats me properly".   

 

Table 5: Measuring scale for interactional justice - analysis of the impact of individual items 

on the Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient after deleting item IJ_1 

Item-total statistics: Total Cronbach’s Alpha = 0,92 

Items of 

interactional 

justice 

Scale Mean if item 

deleted 

Scale Variance if 

item deleted 

Corrected item-

total correlation 

Cronbach's Alpha 

if Item deleted 

IJ_2 10,45 10,673 0,861 0,891 

IJ_3 10,71 10,000 0,799 0,905 
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IJ_4 10,79 9,465 0,865 0,883 

IJ_5 11,40 9,647 0,777 0,916 

 

The new reliability analyzes without this item are shown in Table 5. After deleting item IJ_1 

from the scale for measuring interactional justice, excellent reliability was achieved and its 

Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient is now 0.92. Therefore, the scale will be used in this form in 

further analyzes. 

 

Difference in perceptions of organizational justice by gender and age 

In this research, among the respondents were 48% women and 52% men. A t-test was used to 

determine the difference in perceptions of organizational justice dimensions by gender, taking 

into account Levene's equality test of variance in sub-sample distribution (male, female). For 

the purposes of this test, the individual scores of the respondents on the 5 items of distributive 

justice were summed up, then the individual scores of the respondents on the 4 items of 

procedural justice were summered up and the individual results of the respondents on the 4 

items constituting interactional justice were summered up. Three new variables were thus 

obtained: distributive justice, procedural justice, and interactional justice. The results of the 

analysis are presented in Table 6. 

 

Table 6: Differences in perceptions of organizational justice - distributive, procedural and 

interactional, by Gender 

Dimensions of 

organizational 

justice 

Scale Mean (Male)  

 Item-total statistics  

Scale Mean (Female) 

Item-total statistics  
t(56) 

p-

level 

Distributive justice 18,36 17,27 0,727 0,470 

Procedural justice 13,86 13,37 0,499 0,619 

Interactional justice 14,25 14,63 -0,349 0,729 

 

It is evident from Table 6 that no statistically significant difference in the perception of any of 

the three dimensions of organizational justice was obtained with respect to the gender of the 

respondents (p> 0.05).  

 

If the mean (Item total statistics) of particular dimension of organizational justice is divided 

by the number of items used to measure it, an average mark of that dimension is calculated. 

For example, if the mean of distributive justice by male respondents is divided by 5, an 

average mark of distributive justice is 3.67. On the other side, the average mark of distributive 

justice, according to female respondents is 3.45. According to the male respondents, the 

average mark of procedural justice is 3.46, while women mark that justice at 3.34 on average. 

Interactional justice is evaluated by male respondents with the average mark 3.56 and by 

female respondents 3.66.) 

 

In terms of age, the largest share of respondents is in the 18 -25 age category, accounting for 

55% of the sample. Next in number is the 26-45 age category, which makes up 38% of the 

sample. Only 7%, or 4 respondents, are older than 45 years. None of the respondents were 

older than 65 years. Given that in the analyzes to determine the differences in perception of 

dimensions of organizational justice, the variable "age" is used as a distinguishing criterion 

and that the third age category is very poorly represented, the variable "age" was recorded 

into two categories: from 18 to 25 years and from 26 years upwards. 
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A t-test was used to determine the difference in perceptions of organizational justice 

dimensions by age, taking into account the results of Levene's equality test of sub-sample 

distribution variance (18 to 25 years, 26 years or more). For the purposes of this test, the 

individual scores of the respondents on the 5 items of distributive justice were summed up, 

then the individual scores of the respondents on the 4 statements of the procedural justice 

were summered up and the individual results of the respondents on the 4 items of interactional 

justice were summered up. Three new variables were thus obtained: distributive justice, 

procedural justice, and interactional justice.  

 

Table 7: Differences in perceptions of organizational justice - distributive, procedural and 

interactional, by Age 

Dimensions of 

organizational 

justice 

Scale Mean 

(Age 18-25) 

Item-total statistics 

Scale Mean 

(Age 26+) 

Item-total statistics 

t(56) p-level 

Distributive justice 19,50 15,69 2,670 0,010 

Procedural justice 14,84 12,08 3,016 0,004 

Interactional justice 16,03 12,50 3,531 0,001 

 

The results of the analysis are presented in Table 7. It is evident from Table 7 that a 

statistically significant difference in the perception of all three dimensions of organizational 

justice was obtained with respect to the age of the respondents (p <0.05). Younger 

respondents from 18-25 years have a slightly more positive perception of organizational 

justice. 

 

Furthermore, if the mean for distributive justice (Item total statistics) by younger respondents 

(18-25 years) is divided by 5, the average rating on those items is calculated (average mark is 

3.9). Respondents of age 26 and older rated distributive justice with average mark 3.14. The 

younger respondents (18-25 years old) rated procedural justice at 3.71 on average, while the 

older respondents (aged 26+) gave procedural justice an average score of 3.02. Interactional 

justice was rated averagely 4.01 by younger respondents, while older respondents gave an 

average rate 3.12. 

 

Interrelationship between dimensions of organizational justice 

A correlation analysis was conducted to determine the interconnectedness of the three 

dimensions of organizational justice. The Pearson correlation coefficient |r| is used to describe 

the relationship between two variables and assumes a value between -1 and 1. The following 

criterion is usually used to interpret the correlation coefficient by the strength of connectivity: 

(1) |r| between 0 and 0.5 is poor connection; (2) |r| between 0.5 and 0.8 is a medium-strength 

relationship, (3) |r| 0.8 or higher is a strong connection. 

 

Table 8: Matrix of correlation between the dimensions of organizational justice 

Dimensions of organizational 

justice 

Distributive 

justice 

Procedural 

justice 

Interactional 

justice 

Distributive justice 1,000 0,634* 0,720* 

Procedural justice 0,634* 1,000 0,755* 

Interactional justice 0,720* 0,755* 1,000 

* statistically significant correlation 

 

The results of the correlation analysis are shown in Table 8. Statistically significant 

correlation coefficients are indicated, which confirm the correlation of all dimensions of 
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organizational justice. Procedural and interaction justice, which share 57% of the variance, 

show the greatest correlation. Distributive and interactional justice share 52% of the variance, 

and distributive and procedural justice 40% of the variance. The correlation of the three 

dimensions of organizational justice can be considered medium to strong. 

 

 

Conclusion 

 
In a highly competitive environment, organizations need employees whose performance goes 

beyond their traditional job descriptions or formal duties. These became the vital sources of 

organizational effectiveness. A series of empirical studies in the field of organizational justice 

shows that the perception of just in the workplace influences on attitudes towards work, 

leadership and organization, on different organizational behaviors, on motivation and 

performance. Perception of unjust outcome distribution can negatively affect emotions (such 

as anger, pride, guilt), cognition (such as distorted perceptions of one's own or others' roles 

and outcomes) and employee behavior (such as work performance, absenteeism, leaving the 

job) (Cohen -Charash & Spector, 2001). Perceptions of distributive justice, on the other hand, 

are linked to organizational outcomes such as high quality job performance. Furthermore, 

perceptions of procedural justice is also positively associated with the assessment of the good 

nature of the organization, authority and rules, responsible organizational behavior, 

organizational loyalty and job satisfaction (Clay-Warner, Reynolds, & Roman, 2005). 

Concerning interactional justice, some theorists point out that such justice becomes more 

important and psychologically meaningful to employees compared to other dimensions of 

justice (Fassina, Jones, & Uggerslev, 2008). The meta-analysis evidence confirms the effect 

of interpersonal injustice on the occurrence of deviant behavior in the workplace (Colquitt J. 

A., Conlon, Wesson, Porter, & Ng, 2001). 

 

The empirical research in this paper examined the relationship between perceptions of 

different dimensions of organizational justice as well as differences in perceptions of 

organizational justice by age and gender in Croatian IT companies. The results show that 

there are no statistically significant difference in the perception of any of the three dimensions 

of organizational justice with respect to the gender of the respondents (p> 0.05). On the other 

hand, a statistically significant difference in the perception of all three dimensions of 

organizational justice was obtained with respect to the age of the respondents (p <0.05). 

Younger respondents from 18-25 years have a slightly more positive perception of 

organizational justice. Furthermore, the correlation of all dimensions of organizational justice 

was confirmed. Procedural and interaction justice, which share 57% of the variance, show the 

greatest correlation. Distributive and interactional justice share 52% of the variance, and 

distributive and procedural justice 40% of the variance. The correlation of the three 

dimensions of organizational justice can be considered medium to strong. Obtained results are 

in line with recent scholars' views to which different dimensions of justice are interrelated. 

Jakopec & Sušanj (2014) found a high correlation between different dimensions of 

organizational justice, especially between procedural and informational. Thus, if managers 

create preconditions for only one dimension to be just, there is a scope to achieve positive 

employee reactions (Cropanzano, Bowen, & Gilliland, 2007). The adverse effects of injustice 

can be mitigated or diminish if only one dimension of justice is preserved just. By analyzing 

the dimensions of organizational justice in their organizations, managers can identify 

dimensions that are not adequate, identify factors that threaten just, and work systematically 

to improve them. 
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The limitations of the empirical research presented in this paper stem from the size of the 

sample (the sample was relatively small). Nevertheless, the results of the research should be 

understood as indicative for assessing the reliability of the measurement scales as well as for 

assessing the interrelatedness of organizational justice dimensions. Recommendations for 

further research on this issue include conducting empirical studies on the relationship between 

organizational justice dimensions in other industries of Croatia or other countries. Empirical 

research on various factors that influence organizational justice in the workplace may be 

interesting. That may lighten the key drivers of injustice that should be addressed in theory 

and practice in the future. 
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Abstract 

Modern companies, regardless of their size and the country of origin, face challenges to 

improve their efficiency, marketability and legitimacy. Goals of coordination, cooperation 

and continuous improvement could be achieved on the basis of continuous learning and 

decision-making based on real-time and accurate information. Many companies rely on 

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) to achieve these goals. Not much evidence is available 

regarding ERP implementation in developing countries. In addition, there are no studies that 

used the same methodology to examine ERP implementation in both developed and 

developing countries to study the differences. Having this as the primary goal, this study 

serves to fill this gap. The study identified differences in approaching ERP implementation in 

certain developed countries compared to Brazil as a developing country. The differences 

found could be attributed to the ERP implementation project size which was lesser in scope in 

companies in Brazil, which were also smaller in size and operated under greater financial 

constraints. In this study, good planning and sincere commitment of all stakeholders involved 

in the implementation process were found to be of a crucial importance in ERP 

implementation projects. That includes support by vendors and consultants, which reduces 

the need for improvisations. Future studies could analyze multiple case studies and focus on 

multiple sources within a single enterprise to gain more insight. 

 

Keywords: Enterprise Resource Planning, large companies, developed countries, developing 

countries, Brazil 

 

JEL classification: M15, L25, D83 

 

 

Introduction 
 

Modern companies, regardless of their size, face challenges to satisfy rising customer 

expectations, provide diversified product lines, shorten throughput time, lower all costs, 

improve productivity, ensure short delivery times, improve responsiveness to customer 

desires and complaints, coordinate value creation process that is often global, and adjust to 

sudden changes. These goals could be achieved by establishing collaborative business models 

and by continuously learning and improving capabilities based on accurate and real-time 

information. To accomplish these goals, many companies rely heavily on ICT, especially 

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems. By providing accurate and timely information 

and forecasts based on data analyses, they help increase responsiveness to stakeholder 

requirements and achieve goals of increased operational efficiency and productivity, 

especially through better resource allocation, improved stakeholder relations and satisfaction 

and subsequently profitability.  
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The literature on ERP is rich in references dealing with its implementation in developed 

countries. However, not much evidence is available regarding ERP implementation in 

developing countries. Developed and developing countries still differ significantly in this 

regard. Research regarding ICT adoption in developing countries focuses significantly on 

factors such as socio-economic conditions and availability of technological infrastructure 

(Mukti, 2000; Jennex and Amoroso, 2002). Al-Mashari et al. (2006) showed that there are 

challenges when implementing ERP in developing countries. In addition, there are no studies 

that used the same methodology to analyze ERP implementation in both developed and 

developing countries with the purpose to compare results and reach conclusions regarding 

their differences. Considering these arguments, this study represents a contribution in this 

regard.  

 

 

Literature review 
 

For large companies, ERP systems implementation is a massive project which should be 

managed by following the principles of project and change management. Effective change 

management in ERP implementation, supported by effective project management, has also 

been identified as important by Nah et al. (2001) and Motwani et al. (2002). Absence of 

effective change management was found to contribute to ERP failures (Dunn et al., 2005; 

Momoh et al., 2010). In this paper, two phases of the ERP implementation project and change 

management have been examined in more detail. A similar approach was also suggested by 

Altamony et al. (2016) who have identified that a successful change management strategy 

consists of three phases: preparing to change, implementation of change, and measuring the 

impact on user. 

In the preparation phase, goals and desired outcomes are identified. It is suggested that in this 

phase companies start with a thorough situational analysis by examining corporate goals, 

process and information flows, key problems and relationships with stakeholders/key 

partners. This step includes a thorough analysis of the organizational infrastructure, which 

could indicate problems in the existing functional and process design unsustainable in the 

long run and/or incompatible with the ERP operating principles. Dilemmas regarding internal 

integration, poor understanding of business implications and requirements regarding IT 

solutions and misalignment of IT with business goals have been found as factors that 

contribute to ERP failure (Momoh et al., 2010). Poor understanding of cross-functional 

business processes is often reported a problem when implementing ERP systems (Markus et 

al. 2000). Fit between the organizational architecture and ERP platform should be achieved to 

avoid customization. Customization increases implementation costs and time, which can 

cause business problems and sometimes bankruptcy. Customization was also found to 

contribute to ERP failure (Momoh et al., 2010). Preparation phase ends with the 

implementation plan, which has been identified as a factor of crucial importance (Rosario, 

2000), in which expected operational and strategic benefits, expected costs and risks, the 

order of implementing activities, timelines, necessary resources (Kurbel, 2013), and 

measurable targets and outcomes as project milestones are specified. Project leader and team 

members are identified as well.  

ERP implementation process should go beyond technical implementation issues to those that 

address associated complex change management in terms of its impact on human resources 

(McAdam and Gallowey, 2005). ERP also drastically alters jobs affecting job satisfaction. In 

this regard, Morris and Venkatesh (2010) found that ERP implementation moderated the 

relationship between job characteristics of skill variety, autonomy and feedback and job 

satisfaction. That is why it is important to work on the employee motivation when 
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implementing ERP, especially in the preparation phase. In order for them to accept and 

implement change, employees need to understand the reasons for change, expected benefits 

for the company and for themselves and implications of ERP implementation on their work. 

After that, other requirements should be estimated such as the size of the implementation 

team, communication channels (who reports to whom), training requirements and the plan 

regarding data migration. For best results, implementation phase should proceed in two 

directions: process redesign and implementation of the platform requirements (hardware, 

software and network requirements). ERP packages are often offered as off-the-shelf business 

solutions with little customization possibilities. That is why compatibility of existing 

packages with company specifics should be estimated in order to result in the decisions that 

could best serve the company’s needs. Falkowski et al. (1998) found that minimum 

customization is more important than clear business plan and vision. The existing 

organizational architecture in most companies was found not to be compatible with ERP 

systems, even the most flexible ones, which have their own logic of business operations, 

strategy and even culture (Umble et al., 2003).  

Implementing both business process reengineering (BPR) and ERP can put tremendous strain 

on companies in financial and organizational terms, especially when they are conducted as 

two separate projects. However, implementing ERP without prior efforts in BPR can cause 

failure. It is therefore not surprising that the majority of companies surveyed by Wood and 

Caldas (2001) (71 per cent) have been found to have conducted BPR prior to investing in ERP 

or the two projects have been conducted simultaneously. That is why it should be concluded 

that the investment in ERP should be considered a major and strategic decision. Firms that put 

emphasis on business process redesign and invested in IT resources to increase customer 

value in terms of timeliness, quality and convenience have been found to have greater 

productivity and business performance (Brynjolfsson and Hitt, 1995). ERP implementation 

urges many companies to change their business models. Rodríguez et al. (2020) found that 

there is a link between ERP and business model innovation mediated by organizational 

complexity. In that way, ERP enables companies to gain a better strategic perspective of their 

business processes and business model in general. 

Implementation process is followed by intensive training which has been identified as a factor 

that often determines implementation success or failure (Kumar and Hillegersberg, 2000; Al-

Mashari, 2002; Arnold, 2006). Umble et al. (2003) suggest that 10-15% of the total budget 

should be dedicated to training, which could result in the implementation success rate of up to 

80%. Ram et al. (2013) also identified training and education as critical success factors for 

ERP implementation success. An increase in the individual absorptive capacity regarding 

effective implementation of the ERP system can increase individual and organizational 

competency level. In this phase, the implemented system is also tested with real data, under 

full data load and in extreme situations, which is followed by extensive reports on the system 

functionality. Rigorous testing and troubleshooting have been found to significantly affect 

successful ERP implementation and usage (Scheer and Habermann, 2000; Rosario, 2000; 

Maguire, 2004). Software usability has been identified as a factor of ERP project 

implementation success contributing to user satisfaction (Yassien et al., 2017).  

 

 

Research methodology 
 

Data was collected from the two consultants who have successfully worked on implementing 

ERP systems for more than ten years. Contacts were obtained from the LinkedIn database. 

The suggestion by Huber and Powere (1985) was followed when selecting the respondents. 

They noted that the person most knowledgeable about the issue of interest should be 
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identified. This approach enabled gathering of a significant amount of data. The study used a 

survey questionnaire designed by the author and based on the literature review. Respondents 

were asked to answer closed (yes/no) question, selects items which were relevant according to 

their experience and indicate the extent of agreement with the questionnaire items 

(statements) on a five-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly 

agree) or in percentages of cases. Inductive approach was used to get a full picture of the ERP 

implementation process making this study explorative in nature. As frequent in exploratory 

studies, the goal was “to learn what is going on here?” [Schutt, (2006), p.14]. This study is 

therefore based on the interpretative method of research. Wynekoop and Russo (1997) 

defined interpretative research as “An attempt to understand a phenomenon by studying it in 

its natural context from participants’ perspective.” The unit of analysis were projects of 

implementing ERP by the surveyed consultants. 

 

 

Results  
 

The results refer to estimates provided by the two consultants with international experience in 

implementing ERP in large companies. The first consultant worked on implementing ERP 

systems in the developed countries such as U.S., South Korea and Germany mostly in the 

service sector, while the second consultant gained experience in Brazil and worked on 

implementing ERP systems in large, mostly manufacturing companies. Brazil is still 

considered to be a developing country due to its lower GDP per capita, high inequality, low 

living standards, high infant mortality rate and other factors. However, between 2003 and 

2014 Brazil experienced a period of economic and social progress, when inequality declined 

significantly and more than 29 million people left poverty.  

To better understand the ERP implementation process, it is important to focus on the 

preparation phase. The results are presented in Table 1.  

Table 1: Comparing efforts in the preparation phase  

 Developed countries Brazil 

Situation analysis was conducted 
To some extent (50%) 

 
No (100%) 

Reasons to implement ERP from 

the situational analysis 
Internal weaknesses (100%) - 

Clearly defined goals  
Yes, to some extent (80%) 

No (20%) 

Yes, to great extent (70%) 

Yes, to some extent (20%) 

No (10%) 

Clearly defined impact on the 

bottom line  

Yes, to some extent (50%) 

No (50%) 

Yes, to great extent (10%) 

Yes, to some extent (70%) 

No (20%) 

In defining goals and the desired 

impact companies relied on:  

Vendors (30%) 

External consultants (70%) 

Vendors (30%) 

External consultants (70%) 

Implementation plan was defined, 

all activities were specified 

Only general plan and key activities 

(100%) 

Complete plan with all 

activities (70%) 

Only general plan and key 

activities (30%) 

 

Needed resources were clearly 

specified 

Major resources (90%) 

No resources (10%) 

All resources (60%) 

Major resources (30%) 

No resources (10%) 

Time frame for completion was 

defined 

Yes (90%) 

No (10%) 

Yes (90%) 

No (10%) 

Expected risks were defined 
Only the most prominent risks (80%) 

No (20%) 

All risks (5%) 

Only the most prominent risks 

(90%) 
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No (5%) 

Expected costs were defined  
Only major cost components (60%) 

No (40%) 

All relevant costs (70%) 

Only major cost components 

(20%) 

Mapping operations and 

processes 

All operations and processes (10%) 

Only key processes (60%) 

No (30%) 

All operations and processes 

(80%) 

Only key processes (20%) 

 

Information flow was mapped 
Only key information flows (30%) 

No (75%) 

All information flows (80%) 

Only key information flows 

(20%) 

 

The conclusion was that BPR was 

needed 

In the majority of cases (10%) 

In the minority of cases (50%) 

Rarely or almost never (40%) 

In the majority of cases (10%) 

In the minority of cases (20%) 

Rarely or almost never (70%) 

Impediments to ERP 

implementation were determined 

Only key impediments (50%) 

No (50%) 

All impediments (10%) 

Only key impediments (10%) 

No (80%) 

Reasons for implementing ERP 

were explained to employees  

Very thoroughly (1%) 

To some extent (70%) 

No (29%) 

Very thoroughly (20%) 

To some extent (60%) 

No (20%) 

Benefits of implementing ERP 

were explained to employees 

Very thoroughly (40%) 

To some extent (50%) 

No (10%) 

Very thoroughly (20%) 

To some extent (60%) 

No (20%) 

Employees were made clear how 

the system would impact their 

work 

Very thoroughly (20%) 

To some extent (70%) 

No (10%) 

Very thoroughly (10%) 

To some extent (30%) 

No (60%) 

The level of motivation in the 

planning phase 
3 4 

Technical requirements were 

estimated 

Very thoroughly (10%) 

To some extent (70%) 

No (20%) 

Very thoroughly (70%) 

To some extent (20%) 

No (10%) 

In the preparation phase relying 

on the help by vendors 

Highly (50%) 

To some extent (40%) 

No (10%) 

Highly (80%) 

To some extent (20%) 

 

Value of the help of vendors 4 4 

 

Excellent planning was not found in either of the groups of countries. In Brazil, situational 

analysis was not conducted, while in the developed countries partial attention was dedicated 

to such analysis, resulting in insights regarding internal weaknesses as the major identified 

reason to implement ERP. This discrepancy could be explained by the scope of the ERP 

implementation project regarding ERP modules. In Brazil, significant situational analysis of 

the overall business was not necessary because only modules related to production were 

introduced. This fact is probably related to the next finding that in 70% of cases goals were 

clearly defined to a great extent, which was not the case in the developed countries. It was 

probably easier to clearly define goals only for one aspect of business (manufacturing, 

maintenance, quality control) then for other aspects, which shows a higher level of 

complexity. Companies in Brazil were therefore more able to define the impact of 

implementing their production-related ERP modules on their bottom line. In that process, they 

relied on the help of external consultants in the majority of cases (70%) and that is the finding 

that was equal in both groups of countries. Consistent with the previous findings, companies 

in Brazil were seen to define the implementation plan with all specified activities and 

resources needed in the majority of cases, while companies in the developed countries 

developed only the general plan with key activities and major resources needed in 100% of 

cases. In Brazil 5% of the companies even went so far to define all expected risks, while the 
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other companies in both groups of countries mostly defined only the most prominent risks. 

Consistently, all expected relevant costs were defined in 70% of cases in Brazil, while in the 

developed countries only major costs components were determined in 60% of cases. In the 

rest of the cases in those countries the expected costs were not defined. Time frame was 

equally well defined in both groups of countries.  

Equally consistent with previous findings, in Brazil all operations and processes that were to 

be automated and integrated by ERP were mapped in 80% of cases compared with only 10% 

in the developed countries where companies predominantly mapped only key processes. A 

similar result was obtained regarding information flow mapping. In Brazil, all information 

flows were mapped in 80% of cases, while only key information flows were mapped in 30% 

of cases in the developed countries. In those countries in 75% of cases information flows were 

not mapped at all, which, together with the other findings, contributes to the conclusion that 

planning was much more thorough in Brazil compared to the developed countries. Besides the 

fact that implementation projects were lesser in scope, the reason probably also lies in the 

financial constraints faced by companies in that region so thorough planning and tighter 

budget control were important.  

 

The result of the process, operation and information mapping prior to introducing ERP could 

indicate that some flows need to change or that BPR is necessary. In Brazil, in the preparation 

phase, it was determined that in 70% of cases BPR was rarely or almost never necessary, 

which is consistent with the smaller scope of implemented ERP modules. In the developed 

countries, probably due to a larger scope of modules implemented, BPR was needed more 

often, though mostly in the minority of cases. Surprisingly, companies in Brazil were not 

found to express scrutiny regarding identification of impediments to ERP implementation. In 

the majority of cases (80%) they were not identified compared to the developed countries in 

which 50% of companies did identify impediments to ERP implementation, albeit only key 

ones. Consultant 1 identified all suggested factors as relevant impediments to ERP 

implementation in the developed countries. They were project complexity, inadequate help 

and support, unclear benefits of the system, organizational incompatibilities with system 

requirements, existing routines and behavioral patterns and employee resistance due to the 

fear of change. Consultant 2 identified unclear benefits of the system and organizational 

incompatibilities with system requirements as the most important impediments in Brazil. It 

should be noted that Consultant 1 reported low satisfaction with identification and 

understanding of current operations and processes as well as information flows in the 

developed countries. That consultant stated that that aspect was crucial in good identification 

of ERP requirements. In addition, that consultant mentioned that a lot of effort was necessary 

on the part of that person and other consultants to persuade their clients to place more 

emphasis on that aspect of the implementation process. 

 

Resistance to change by employees is a major impediment for any change process. That is 

why good relationship with employees is very important in the implementation phase because 

it can increase motivation for change. It seems that companies in both groups of countries 

were equally but moderately dedicated to improve the ERP implementation process from the 

standpoint of employee motivation. Reasons for implementing ERP were thoroughly 

explained to employees in Brazil in 20% of cases compared to only 1% in the developed 

countries but explanation “to some extent” was comparable. Benefits were very thoroughly 

explained in the developed countries in 40% of cases compared to 20% in Brazil. However, 

benefits were explained at least to some extent in the majority of cases in both groups of 

countries. However, surprisingly, employees in Brazil were not made clear in the majority of 

cases (60%) how ERP would impact their work compared to very thorough explanation in 
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20% of cases in the developed countries and to some extent in 70% of cases, respectively. The 

reason could lie in the fact that managers are responsible for these processes and they may be 

clueless of the exact details of ERP implementation so they resort to the option of keeping the 

employees in the dark. These findings are reflected in the level of motivation which was only 

moderate in the developed countries compared to very good motivation in Brazil, indicating 

room for improvement. The reason for lower motivation could also be found in the 

complexity of business operations in large companies, which makes it impossible to clarify all 

details leading to some level of fear and resistance to change.  

In the implementation phase attention is given to technical requirements, which were 

estimated next. Companies in Brazil were again noticed to pay more attention to planning in 

this regard. Technical requirements were very thoroughly estimated in 70% of cases 

compared to only 10% in the developed countries. The complexity and scope of ERP module 

implementation could be responsible for such a result. However, in these countries technical 

requirements were estimated to some extent in 70% of cases, which could probably also be 

related to lesser financial concerns. In this phase, companies in Brazil relied very heavily on 

the help of vendors in 80% of cases, compared to 50% in the developed countries. Companies 

in Brazil resorted to the help of the vendors at least to some extent while as many as 10% of 

companies in the developed countries did not rely on the help of vendors at all and replaced it 

with the help of the consultants. However, both groups of companies estimated the value of 

vendor help as very good.  

The project is successful only if it is implemented and put in use. These results are presented 

next (Table 2).  

 

Table 2: Results regarding the implementation phase  

 Developed countries Brazil  

Average implementation team size 100 full time members 20 

Members regarding their position - 
Supply chain manager/MRP 

controller 

Team members outside of the 

organization 

Yes, frequently (90%) 

Yes, sometimes (10%) 

Yes, sometimes (10%) 

No, rarely (90%) 

They were Consultants Consultants 

Communication channels especially 

reporting procedures clearly 

defined 

Yes (10%) 

Sometimes (40%) 

No, rarely (50%) 

Yes (80%) 

Sometimes (20%) 

Training needs determined 

To a large extent (50%) 

To a degree (45%) 

No, rarely (5%) 

To a large extent (70%) 

To a degree (25%) 

No, rarely (10%) 

Data migration plan and transition 

procedure from the old system to 

the new clearly defined 

Yes, in the majority of cases 

(60%) 

Only in some cases (35%) 

No, rarely (5%) 

Yes, in the majority of cases (70%) 

Only in some cases (30%) 

BPR was conducted 

Yes, in the majority of cases 

(85%) 

Only in some cases (10%) 

No, rarely (5%) 

Yes, in the majority of cases (10%) 

Only in some cases (20%) 

No, rarely (70%) 

Was it conducted before 

implementing ERP 

Yes, in the majority of cases 

(80%) 

Only in some cases (15%) 

No, rarely (5%) 

Yes, in the majority of cases (90%) 

Only in some cases (10%) 

Management satisfaction with the 

BPR result if it was conducted 
4 3 

Average implementation time  - 8 months 

Employee training 

Yes, thoroughly (90%) 

To some extent (10%) 

 

Yes, thoroughly (90%) 

To some extent (10%) 
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Average training time 
3 months, time was often 

extended 
1 week per module 

Training programs introduced 50-60 10 

Employee satisfaction with training  5 4 

Testing of the system Yes, thoroughly (100%) Yes, thoroughly (100%) 

While testing the system errors 

were documented and corrected 
Yes, to a large extent (100%) Yes, to a large extent (100%) 

Unexpected 

circumstances/problems during the 

implementation phase 

Yes, to a large extent (10%) 

To some extent (10%) 

No, rarely (80%) 

Yes, to a large extent (20%) 

To some extent (30%) 

No, rarely (50%) 

Companies resorted to 

improvisations during the 

implementation phase 

Yes, but not frequently (10%) 

Rarely or never (90%) 

Yes, but not frequently (20%) 

Rarely or never (80%) 

 

Consultant 1 (developed countries) supervised the implementation process in substantially 

larger companies than Consultant 2 (Brazil), which is evident from the size of the 

implementation team (100 versus 20). Consultant 1 did not want to specify members of the 

implementation team regarding their position due to diversity of cases that that consultant 

supervised. Consultant 2 gave an ambiguous response stating supply chain manager and MRP 

controller as key implementation team members. The difference was noted regarding team 

membership outside of the organization. While in the developed countries external team 

members were almost a rule, in Brazil they were hired rarely. However, in both cases they 

referred to the consultants who helped implement the system.   

 

Communication is key to good project implementation. It is important to clearly define 

communication channels and reporting procedures. It seems that companies in Brazil were 

more aware of this fact. Surprisingly, in the developed countries communication channels and 

reporting procedures were rarely defined in half of the cases under that consultant’s 

supervision. Only 10% of companies fully defined those implementation aspects.  

 

Large companies put significant attention on determining training needs in this phase, which 

could be explained by the greater number of employees involved in using the system and the 

fact that the implementation success was highly dependent on good employee usage. 

However, companies in Brazil seem to have been more studious in this regard as training 

needs were determined to a large extent in 70% of cases compared to 50% of cases in the 

developed countries. Comparable results were achieved regarding data migration plans and 

transition procedures which deserved significant attention in both groups of countries 

probably due to the awareness that disturbances in that process could cause significant 

problems and losses. 

 

Even though in the preparation phase in the developed countries the need to conduct BPR was 

detected rarely or almost never in 40% of cases, the reality was different. BPR was conducted 

in the majority of cases in 85% of companies compared to 5% of cases in which it was 

conducted rarely or never. The results for Brazil in the implementation phase exactly mirrored 

the situation in the preparation phase. This finding could be explained by the scope of ERP 

modules that were implemented. Regardless of the intensity of implementing BRP, in both 

groups of companies BPR was predominantly conducted before implementing ERP to avoid 

confusion and mistakes. However, management satisfaction differed. In the developed 

countries managers showed above average satisfaction with the implemented BPR process, 

while managers in Brazil showed only average satisfaction. The consultant that operated in 

the developed countries could not estimate the average implementation time but it was longer 
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than a year compared to eight months in Brazil. The reasons could again be attributed to the 

factors mentioned previously.  

 

Companies in both groups of countries dedicated significant attention to employee training. It 

was done thoroughly in 90% of cases. However, the average training time differed 

significantly. In the developed countries training lasted for three months on average but the 

time was often exceeded due to the number of modules introduced. In Brazil, training 

averaged to one week per module with significantly fewer modules introduced. However, 

employee satisfaction shows that more could have been done in Brazil even though the 

employees showed above average satisfaction with their training. Employees in the developed 

countries expressed great satisfaction with the training that they had received.  

 

All companies thoroughly tested the system and placed significant attention to documentation 

and correction of system errors. Unexpected circumstances or problems rarely happened 

during the implementation phase in 80% of cases in the developed countries compared to 50% 

of cases in Brazil. The difference could be explained by the size of the implementation team 

which cared for careful implementation of the modules. However, in general, companies in 

both country groups seem to have dedicated an adequate amount of attention to the 

implementation process as they resorted to improvisations rarely or never. That was true for 

90% of companies in the developed countries and 80% of companies in Brazil. Significant 

consultant support was probably a key reason for such a result.  

 

 

Discussion and conclusion 
 

Companies in the developed countries and in Brazil placed attention to planning. However, 

the intensity of efforts was not the same. Even though companies in Brazil were found not to 

conduct situational analysis, they placed more attention than the developed countries on 

defining ERP implementation goals, determination of the implementation plan, needed 

resources, expected risks and costs, mapping of operations and processes as well as 

information flows. The difference could be attributed to the implementation project size 

which was lesser in scope in the companies in Brazil, which were also smaller in size and 

operated under greater financial constraints. These companies were focused on preventing 

ERP failure by concentrating on factors such as understanding of implications and 

requirements as well as alignment of ERP with their business goals (Momoh et al., 2010). 

This study also confirms the importance of the implementation plan, which has been 

identified as a factor of crucial importance (Rosario, 2000).  

 

ERP implementation process was also identified as a complex change management process 

that goes beyond technical implementation issues and addresses changes regarding human 

resources (McAdam and Gallowey, 2005). However, the larger the implementation project, 

the less thorough is the planning process, as was shown from the results pertaining to the 

developed countries. Other impediments such as inadequate help and support, unclear benefits 

of the system, organizational incompatibilities with system requirements, existing routines 

and behavioral patterns and employee resistance due to the fear of change contributed to this 

fact and should be better addressed by practitioners in future projects. These reasons 

contributed to the fact that in the preparation phase the need to conduct BPR was not 

identified. However, later in the implementation phase the need for BPR became evident in 

the majority of cases in the developed countries. It was conducted prior to introducing ERP 

systems, as found by Wood and Caldas (2001).  
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Significant attention was dedicated to employee training, which has also previously been 

determined as the factor that determines success or failure of the ERP implementation project. 

In our survey, the majority of staff were trained when the system was fully implemented and 

not before. It was found that the developed countries compensated poorer planning with 

greater attention to training, which resulted in great satisfaction of employees. It is not always 

the case as Šimunović et al. (2013) on the sample of Croatian companies found that training 

was organized in 96% of cases and it was rated unsatisfactorily in 46% of the surveyed 

companies. It should be noted that vendor and consultant support was found to be very 

important for ERP implementation success as companies rarely resorted to improvisations.  

 

The study provides evidence of the importance of the effective change and project 

management as suggested by previous research (Nah et al., 2011; Motwani et al. 2002; Dunn 

et al., 2005; Momoh et al., 2010). It should be noted that Consultant 1 reported low 

satisfaction with identification and understanding of current operations and processes as well 

as with information flows in the developed countries. In addition, that consultant mentioned 

that a lot of effort was necessary on the part of that person and other consultants to persuade 

their clients to place more emphasis on that aspect of the implementation process. That is why 

it could be concluded that good planning and sincere commitment of all stakeholders is of a 

key importance in ERP implementation projects.   

 

The research method and approach could be identified as the major limitation of this study, 

which limits the validity of generalizing the results on the entire population. Another problem 

lies in the response acquisition method rendering social bias a possibility. Future studies could 

be based on multiple case study approach and focus on multiple sources within a single 

enterprise. Quantitative research comprising numerous ERP implementation projects could 

also shed more light on this complex business endeavor.  
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Abstract  

Every entrepreneurial endeavor is inherently exposed to risk. Risk management is important 

because risks pervade every aspect of our life and the risks we choose to manage influence 

how well we achieve what we value (Keeney, 1996; Khoo, 2012). In the corporate context, the 

risk management transformed together with the transformation of the modern business itself. 

Risk management started as a reactive model based on so called "silo-approach" where risks 

where managed individually in a highly disaggregated manner. Only certain risks were taken 

into consideration and their interdependencies and correlations were disregarded. 

Inefficiencies of the traditional risk management (TRM) systems, especially in the financial 

institutions, became one of the hardest learned lessons in the modern corporate history. 

Economic turmoil and great corporate scandals of the first decade of the 2000s, emphasized 

the existing limitations and weaknesses of the TRM concepts and called for the new 

paradigms in risk management. Rating agencies, professional associations, regulatory bodies 

and international standardizing organizations found the answer in the concept of Enterprise 

Risk Management (ERM) (Arena, Arnaboldi, & Azzone, 2010). ERM was designed to 

overcome the weaknesses of the TRM concept and to elevate the risk management function to 

the very top of the organizational strategic management. If properly implemented, ERM 

allows for more efficient, comprehensive and coherent risk management. The ERM topic is 

particularly relevant today since both Basel III Framework and Solvency II Directive, as 

central regulatory guidelines in banking and insurance, promote and demand the adoption of 
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holistic approach to risk management. The objective of this paper is to make a comparison 

between traditional silo-based (TRM) and holistic (ERM) approach to risk management. The 

special emphasis is on historical and contextual drivers behind the evolution in risk 

management that led to emergence of the ERM concept. Furthermore, the paper aims to 

analyze the current risk management regulatory framework in banks and insurance 

companies in Bosnia and Herzegovina. It also examines the potential hurdles on a way from 

traditional towards integrated approach to risk management. 

 

Keywords: risk, traditional risk management (TRM), enterprise risk management (ERM),  

 

JEL classification: G21, G22 

Introduction  

 
Risk  taking is often perceived as the very driving force of business, fundamentally important 

for achieving market success (Bekefi, Epstein, & Yuthas, 2008). The evolution of risk 

management has ensued from the evolution of business itself. From the beginning of its 

formalization as a discipline, risk management was expanded, adapted and upgraded to 

adequately reflect and respond to the challenges of the existing business setting. In the last 

sixty years, corporate world changed massively primarily due to the technological revolution 

and globalization which brought about completely different risks and exposures. Along with 

these changes, Traditional Risk Management (TRM) process was elevated from a simple 

traditional silo-based managerial technique to a comprehensive, holistic concept of strategic 

importance called the Enterprise Risk Management (ERM). 

 

This article aims to provide a brief insight into the evolution of risk management, its 

foundations and principles and to shed light on the contextual drivers behind this shift from 

TRM towards ERM. A simple comparative analysis of the two approaches will be presented. 

Also, small, non-EU, transitional countries have so far been overlooked in the ERM studies. 

To the authors' knowledge, there have been no previous research about ERM implementation 

in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Thus, this paper adds to the existing research by analyzing the 

existing regulatory requirements regarding the risk management in banks and insurance 

companies in Bosnia and Herzegovina and investigates the opportunities and potential hurdles 

on a way from traditional towards integrated approach to risk management. 

 

 

Risk management evolution 
 

Human aspiration to protect ourselves from risk is a natural and innate practice inherent in our 

behavior. In business context, ISO Guide 73:2009, defines the risk management as a process 

of coordinated activities to direct and control an organization with regard to risk.  

 

Despite the intuitive nature of risk management, it became a part of the corporate decision-

making process only in the late 1940s, the time when managers only contemplated weather to 

transfer or to retain insurable risks with the alternatives (Vo, 2016). In 1963, authors Mehr 

and Hedges published a book titled Risk Management and the Business Enterprise. It is 

widely regarded that the formalization of the risk management process as a separate 

managerial discipline began with this book. It was in the 1970s when the financial derivatives 

were first developed which opened new possibilities for financial risks management 

(Dickinson, 2001). Regardless, in this period, risk management was still perceived only as a 

mean of assuring loss avoidance. 
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During the 1980s, insurance premiums significantly increased which brought the need for 

alternative solutions. Also, from this time, we can find some of the first attempts to integrate 

risk and a financial risk management which resulted in the development of tools and 

techniques combined to deal with market risk, credit risk and operational risk for financial 

institutions (Sithipolvanichgul, 2016). In the 1990s, risk management started to be referred to 

as TRM. The idea has changed, from attempting to transfer the risk to third parties towards 

striving to achieve better management of risks and opportunities by minimizing the risk level 

(Hopkin, 2012).  

 

From TRM to ERM 

 

The first traces of ERM can be found from the mid-1990s to early 2000s, when the new 

positions of Chief Risk Officer (CRO) were first introduced in the corporate world. At the 

time, corporations were encouraged to implement the company-wide risk management system 

especially after some of the most famous corporate scandals of early 2000s (e.g. Long-Term 

Capital Management, Enron and WorldCom) and passing of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 

in the US. Not long after, ERM started to appear as a solution to TRM's inefficiencies and the 

first ERM frameworks were developed (Kraus & Lehner, 2012).  

 

Ultimately, the 2007 financial crisis added the final push towards revision of TRM especially 

in financial companies. It became evident that financial institutions' inappropriately high risk 

exposures combined with the flawed corporate management practices were the key reasons 

why the crisis escalated to a such serious global extent (Kashyap, 2010). Severe shortcomings 

of the TRM systems, triggered  the formal response from regulators. In the United States 

extensive Dodd-Frank Reform of Wall Street and Consumer Protection Act were adopted in 

2010. Similar initiatives were passed by international authorities for financial reporting 

resulting in amendments to the International Financial Reporting Standards. Additionally, the 

aftermath of the crisis also brought new pressures for adoption of systematic approach to risk 

management in financial institutions coming from rating agencies (Moody's, 

Standard&Poor's), creators of risk management standards (COSO, ISO 31000) and authorities 

in banking and insurance industries (BIS and European Commission). Consequently, the 

Basel III framework and Solvency II Directive  were redesigned to address the new demands 

for holistic approach to risk management in banks and insurance companies (Gatzert & 

Wesker, 2012).  

 

Traditional Risk Management (TRM) 

 

In its essence, TRM is mainly a reactive model designed and used for the managerial or a 

decision-making process. TRM is also known as the “silo- based” approach since it implies 

the management of individual risks in separate units, in a highly disaggregated method 

(Dickinson, 2001). Managers of the silos are individually responsible to manage the risks that 

threaten their particular silos (Liebenberg & Hoyt, 2003). For this reason, TRM is often 

deemed inefficient since it rarely allows coordination between separate corporate departments 

or insight in the mutual relations between different risks.  

 

From the early years until the 1990s, TRM addressed only two types of risk: non-financial 

and financial. At first, TRM used only insurance companies to transfer their non-financial 

risks (Kraus & Lehner, 2012). Formalization of the financial risks management started when 

the financial derivatives, such as futures, swaps and options, development first began 
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(Dickinson, 2001).  

 

As Eryılmaz, (2018) and McShane, Nair, & Rustambekov, (2011) note, TRM offers limited 

interaction with organizational strategy and does not call for engagement of top management. 

It is a reactive model, heavily based on loss avoidance with main focus to control and 

minimize the risks. The risks managed are only the measurable risks. Also, TRM does not 

traditionally imply the presence of specific position or department with the sole task of 

managing the risks - manager of separate silos are individually responsible for risks 

threatening their silos.  

 

Finally, TRM focuses on individual risks, disregards their potential interaction and usually 

consists of five phases, as presented in Table 1. 

 

Table 20 TRM phases 

I Risk Identification 

 
All risk factors and loss exposures threatening the organization  are 

identified. 

II Risk Analysis 

 
Risks are analyzed, assessed and measured. Potential loss for 

organization is assessed. 

III Risk Response 

 
The most effective response is selected from following alternatives: to 

assume, to transfer or to reduce the risk. 

IV Risk Control 

. 

Internal controls are implemented in order to transfer or reduce 

the risk 

V Risk Monitoring  

 

The most effective method for continuous monitoring of results is 

selected and put in practice. 

 

Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) 

 

ERM concept implies comprehensive and coherent treatment of all risks the company is 

exposed to as opposed to individual approach to every risk separately as it is common in the 

TRM (Bromiley, McShane, Nair, & Rustambekov, 2015). The extensive use of ERM 

programs today is confirmed by the fact that their implementation in the company is one of 

the rating criteria used by Standard & Poor's, A.M. Best i Moody's while the global risk 

authorities (COSO and ISO 31000) developed their own ERM frameworks.  

 

Although, there are many options for the practical implementation of ERM, COSO ERM 

(2017) and ISO 31000:2018 frameworks are by far the best-known and most widely used to 

implement ERM (Hunziker, 2019a). In the ERM studies and publications, COSO's ERM 

definition is most commonly used (Arena et al., 2010; Hunziker, 2019). COSO defines the 

ERM as "the culture, capabilities, and practices that organizations integrate with strategy-

setting and apply when they carry out that strategy, with a purpose of managing risk in 

creating, preserving, and realizing value." (COSO, 2017). COSO's ERM framework consists 

of five components that are presented in the Table 2.  

 

Table 21 ERM components  

I Governance and 

Culture 

 

Governance sets the organization's tone and oversight responsibilities for 

ERM while culture relates to ethical values, preferred behaviours and 

understanding of risk 

II Strategy and 

Objective Setting 

 

ERM strategy  and objective-setting work together in the strategic planning. 

A risk appetite is established and aligned with strategy. 
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III Performance 

 

Risks that can impact the strategy and objectives  achievement are identified,  

assessed and prioritized. The risk responses are chosen and a portfolio view 

of the risks is taken. 

IV Review and 

Revision 

Performance is reviewed to assess tthe functioning of ERM components over 

time and in terms of substantial changes.  

V Information, 

Communication, 

and Reporting  

Continual process of obtaining and sharing information, from both internal 

and external sources, streaming up, down, and across the organization. 

Derived from: COSO, 2017 

 

However, there are certain problems in operational implementation of ERM. Authors Fraser 

& Simkins, (2016) identified the following: 1) rigid and inflexible corporate culture, 2) lack 

of knowledge about the ERM especially amongst the corporate board members, 3) starting the 

implementation with over-complex models with too many features, 4) not recognizing ERM 

as change management that should be used as a change management tool in changing the 

information sharing, factoring the risks in all capital projects, building the strategic orientation 

of the company around the ERM principles etc. 

 

Finally, previous research demonstrated that ERM implementation success and degree is 

dependent on several factors on organization level. Some of these are size and industry of the 

organization (Beasley, Clune, & Hermanson, 2005; Golshan, Zaleha, & Rasid, 2012; 

Laisasikorn & Rompho, 2019), financial leverage (Hoyt & Liebenberg, 2008; L. Li, 2018; 

Liebenberg & Hoyt, 2003; Sithipolvanichgul, 2016), engagement of management, board of 

directors and CFO in the ERM implementation (Beasley et al., 2005; Vo, 2016), ownership 

structure (L. Li, 2018) and organizational complexity (Golshan et al., 2012; L. Li, 2018; Ping 

& Muthuveloo, 2017). 

 

 

TRM versus ERM comparison 
 

Since ERM emerged as a natural part of the risk management evolution, it was designed to 

address the weaknesses of its predecessor - TR. Some of the most notable differences between 

the two concepts are presented in the Table 3. 

 

Table 22 Differences between TRM and ERM 

TRM ERM 

"Silo-based" approach "Holistic" approach 

Risk as individual hazards Risk perceived in the context of business strategy 

Risk identification and assessment Risk portfolio development 

Focus on discrete risks Focus on critical risks 

Risk mitigation Risk optimization 

Risk limits Risk strategy 

Risks with no owners Defined risk responsibilities 

Hazard risk quantification Monitoring and measurement of risks 

"Risks is not my responsibility" "Risk is everyone's responsibility" 

Derived from: Banham, R. (2004). Enterprising Views of Risk Management, Journal of 

Accountancy, 197:6, 65-71. 
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A number of studies have shown that holistic, portfolio approach the ERM is based on, is 

more efficient for management of risks than traditional silo-based concept (Baxter, Bedard, 

Hoitash, & Yezegel, 2012; Hoyt & Liebenberg, 2008; McShane et al., 2011; Mikes & Kaplan, 

2013; Olson & Wu, 2017). ERM's approach to risk is different. It is assumed that risks 

threaten the company as a whole and that all risks are interconnected in a certain way. Risks 

are combined in portfolio that enables the "natural" hedging of different risks. Residual risk of 

total portfolio risk is less than sum of the individual risks which decreases the hedging, 

insurance and risk management costs (Carter, Rogers, & Simkins, 2006). Unlike TRM, where 

every risk is to be managed individually, ERM calls for holistic view on risks that allows 

insight in correlations of all risk categories (Monda & Giorgino, 2013). All risks are observed 

simultaneously through strategically placed, unique managerial framework that enables risks 

interdependencies to be identified and managed. (Henschel, 2007; Murtaja & Al-Wattar, 

2016; Nocco & Stulz, 2006). 

 

Secondly, ERM covers risks that are quantifiable and non-quantifiable possible, meaning both 

traditional and strategic risks. While TRM focuses on traditional risks such as product liability 

and accidents, ERM develops comprehensive risk management framework and additionally 

incorporates strategic risks such as product obsolescence or competitor actions (Bromiley et 

al., 2015). The aim is to centralize the risk management in organization and to deal with 

strategic, external, internal, operational, compliance and reputational risk jointly 

(Sithipolvanichgul, 2016). ERM concept is based on philosophy that prioritizes strategic and 

integrated approach to risks, both traditional and untraditional  (Dickinson, 2001; Liebenberg 

& Hoyt, 2003; Baxter et al., 2012). ERM implies strategic process of identification, 

assessment and response to collective risks and opportunities the companies face (Olson & 

Wu, 2017; Wu & Olson, 2015). Hence, every important decision in the organization deals 

with the risk management concerns.  

 

Finally, ERM enables insight in events of potentially negative but also positive influence on 

the company and, with that, creates space for the risk mitigation or using potentially profitable 

opportunities that finally leads to a better competitive position. In TRM systems, risk is 

usually only negatively interpreted hence diversification effects of upside risk potentials are 

neglected (Hunziker, 2019b).  ERM suggests that firms should not perceive the risk as a 

problem to mitigate. Instead, companies with a capability for management of specific should 

seek competitive advantage from it (Bromiley et al., 2015).  

 

 

Risk management in banks and insurance companies in BiH 
 

The financial system in Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) is decentralized and reflects the 

administrative-territorial division of the country. BiH consists of the two entities, namely, the 

Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina (FBiH) and the Republic Srpska (RS). Both entities are 

semi-autonomous and have their own  government, judicial system and stock exchange. 

Supervisory bodies in the financial sector are established on a state and entity levels. State 

institutions are the Central Bank of BiH, Deposit Insurance Authority and Insurance Agency 

of BiH. On the other hand,  Banking Agency of FBiH, Banking Agency of RS, Insurance 

Supervisory Agency of FBiH and Insurance Agency of RS are independent regulatory 

authorities for bank and insurance supervision and licensing in the two entities.  

 

The total assets of the financial sector in BiH in 2018 amounted to BAM 33,76 billion. The 

largest market share is traditionally held by banks with 88,45% of total assets in the financial 
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sector while insurance and reinsurance companies participate with 5,40%. All other financial 

institutions, namely investment funds, microcredit organizations and leasing companies 

participate with 6% in the total assets of the sector (Insurance Agency of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, 2018). 

 

The banking sector of BiH is strongly concentrated, with total of twenty-four commercial 

banks present in the market. The sector is dominated by four banks/groups, all foreign owned,  

which hold almost half of the banking sector’s assets. Although the overall sustainability, 

security and profitability of the banking sector are on an acceptable level, certain banks still 

have have a high share of non-performing loans (Banks Association of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, 2019).  

 

There is a total of twenty-seven insurance and one reinsurance companies present in the BH 

insurance market. The five largest insurers, all foreign owned accounted for 41,94% share in 

the total premium of the sector in 2018. Out of total realized insurance premium in 2018, 

79,89% refers to non-life insurance business and 20,11% to life insurance business (Insurance 

Agency of Bosnia and Herzegovina, 2018).  

 

Existing risk management requirements 

 

Risk management in the banking sector is generically mentioned in the BH Law on Banks, 

and more precisely defined by the decisions issued by the entity agencies (Banking Agency of 

FBiH, Decision on Risk Management in a Bank, from October 2017 and Banking Agency of 

RS, Decision on Risk Management in a Bank, from July 2017). The decisions are rather 

harmonized and prescribe the following pertaining to the risk management in banks: 

 
Banks are obliged to establish and maintain comprehensive, reliable and efficient risk management 

system that  must be designed based on type, volume and complexity of the banks' operations. 

Adopted policies and procedures for risk management should clearly define the risk responsibilities 

and appropriate risk management methods. Banks should revise and update the risk policies and 

procedures at least annually.  

In the organizational structure, supervisory board and management should be appropriately involved 

in the risk management process. They should also appoint an independent senior management 

employee who will be solely responsible for risk management. 

All banks must establish and implement Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process (ICAAP), 

Internal Liquidity Adequacy Assessment Process (ILAAP) and stress testing program that should 

capture all material and relevant risks. 

In all systematically important banks, supervisory boards are to establish the risk committee that will 

provide expert advice to supervisory board and management in the supervision and implementation of 

risk management. Banks that are not systematically important, can assign the risk committee tasks to 

the audit committee given that they are knowledgeable and experienced for the undertaking. 

 

Another document, titled Decision on Bank's Control Functions (from October 2017), issued 

by the Banking Agency of FBiH, provides more guidelines for the risk management process. 

With this Decision,  the Agency prescribes that banks operating in FBiH should establish 

following control functions: 1) risk management function; 2) compliance monitoring function; 

and, 3) internal audit function. While the risk management function is responsible to analyze, 

monitor, stress test and report on risks, the internal audit function is primarily responsible to 

continuously assess the risk management systems. 
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In the insurance sector, risk management is broadly defined by the entity laws, such as Law 

on Insurance of FBiH and Law on Insurance Companies of RS. More details are provided in  

decisions an guidelines passed by the entity agencies such as Rulebook on Risk Management 

of FBiH. Some of the most important notes are: 

 
Independent risk management function should be established within the risk management system.  

The management should adopt the Risk Management Strategy that will clearly define and document 

the risk management system, risk appetite as well as risk management policy.  

The early risk detection system should be developed to monitor and identify the warning signals 

indicating the potential loss or negative events in the business operations. The early risk detection 

system should minimally cover following areas: finances, market, internal organization and 

management, operational business activities and banking information, accounts and activities.  

The risk register should be established, maintained and regularly revised in which risk management 

results will be documented and analyzed. The register is to be designed and used as a data base for all 

risk information and should provide clear image on the existing risk profile.  
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Discussion 

 

Considering that BiH has a potential candidate status for joining EU, legal and regulatory 

framework will have to be revised in order to assure the harmonization of the domestic 

financial sector with the regulatory framework of the EU, mainly Basel III and Solvency II. It 

is safe to assume that this will be the main driver that will bring the integrated approach to 

risk management (such as ERM) to BH financial system.  

 

However, certain elements of ERM are already in place in the banks and insurance companies 

operating in the financial system of BiH. Many of the banks and insurance companies have 

Chief Risk Officer position or a similar top management function in their organizational 

structure, which is considered one of the most common indicators for ERM presence. It is 

safe to assume that ERM elements exist due to the fact that the biggest financial institutions in 

BiH are foreign owned and hence routinely adopt changes and innovations introduced by the 

parent company. The parent companies come from developed EU countries that have already 

initiated the adjustments towards the Basel III and Solvency II requirements, including the 

more integrated and holistic approach to risk management.  

 

In their efforts to adapt to the new integrated risk management requirements prescribed by 

Basel III and Solvency II, banks and insurers will probably face the same challenges. The 

most evident pertains to the lack of systematized knowledge about the new regulations. 

Hence, extensive trainings and educational programs will be needed for employees in banking 

and insurance sector. Staff working in supervisory and regulatory bodies should also be 

adequately trained in order to obtain more knowledge and expertise regarding the integrated 

risk management demands. 

 

Both banks and insurers will be encouraged to develop their own internal risk assessment 

models, in accordance with Basel III and Solvency II stipulations. However, ERM and 

internal risk assessment models require major data bases that many of the financial 

institutions (especially smaller in size) lack. This will require significant financial resources to 

be invested in procurement, know-how and training which will probably be hardly attainable 

to small organizations. Additionally, integrated risk management systems usually require 

advanced digitalization of processes and accompanying IT hardware and software to be in 

place. Again, smaller banks and insurers will probably face challenges in this respect as well. 

 

Finally, existing regulatory framework in BH financial sector is unfortunately significantly 

lagging behind the Basel II and Solvency I requirements, let alone their successors, that are in 

force in developed EU countries (Kozarević, Šain, & Hodžić, 2014). Policy makers should 

revise the existing legal regulations in order to assure maximum harmonization, not only 

between BH and EU regulations, but also to achieve greater internal synchronization amongst 

the two entities. Hence, transition towards the Basel III and Solvency II and all their elements, 

already requires major changes in BH financial system particularly in terms of more 

centralized supervision, stronger and updated regulation and stronger emphasis on 

professional education and knowledge sharing amongst all participants in the financial sector. 

 

 

Conclusion and recommendations 
 

Although the popularity of ERM systems in both practice and academic research cannot be 

disputed, as Fraser, Simkins, & Narvaez (2015) note, ERM is still "an evolving phenomenon 
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that could take years before achieving codification and consistent practical application". It is 

evident that the field lacks empirical evidence about the determinants of successful ERM 

implementation. Particularly, previous research omits the influence of different types of 

organizational resources (especially intangible) on the ERM functioning which should be 

accounted in the future studies (Abd Razak, Ab Rahman, & Borhan, 2016).  

 

Also, majority of the most relevant previous ERM studies analyzed the companies in the USA 

(such as Beasley et al., 2005, 2008; Eckles et al., 2014; Fraser et al., 2015; Liebenberg & 

Hoyt, 2003; and Liu, 2019). As noted by Florio & Leoni, (2017) and Paape & Speklé, (2012), 

only few studies analyze the ERM concept in European context (e.g. Altuntas et al., 2011; 

Battaglia et al., 2017; Henschel, 2007; Lechner & Gatzert, 2017; Vo, 2016). 

 

ERM research conducted in South-Eastern Europe is negligible and in the Western Balkans 

practically non-existent. Not a single scientific paper that analyzed the ERM concept in 

Bosnia and Herzegovina was found. The field also lacks research in non-industrial 

organizations working in health or education (Eryılmaz, 2018). Therefore, it is likely that the 

future will see more studies on ERM in SMEs, non-industrial organizations and countries 

other than USA and the most influential EU members. 

 

This paper can be of particular use to academics and practitioners interested ERM's 

implementation in small, transitional countries with underdeveloped financial markets that are 

heavily dominated by large international institutions. Factors hindering and leading the ERM 

implementation in such countries are undoubtedly different than the ones found in other 

places. This paper adds to understanding of rather complex institutional and regulatory 

framework in BH financial sector, which is crucial for examining the possibilities of ERM 

implementation in such environment. This becomes of particular importance since, as authors 

Paape & Speklé, (2012) note, there are evidence that suggest that ERM implementation and 

success are conditioned by legal and regulatory environment and cultural factors (for a 

reference: Arnold et al., 2011, 2012; Hunziker, 2019; Liu, 2019). Since it only offers analysis 

of the legal and regulatory requirements which is its main limitation, this paper should be 

used as a basis for further empirical research in ERM field in Western Balkans. 
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Abstract 

Over the last few decades, entrepreneurial alertness has established its place as one of the 

central concepts in entrepreneurship research. It implies one’s ability to identify 

opportunities that are overlooked by others and as such plays an important role in the 

process of opportunity discovery and creation. Entrepreneurial alertness is theoretically set 

as a multidimensional construct that comprises of scanning and searching for new 

information, associating and connecting seemingly unrelated pieces of information and 

making evaluations and judgments about potential opportunities.    

The purpose of this study is to explore the notion of entrepreneurial alertness among the 

youth in order to identify its relationship with metacognitive knowledge, metacognitive 

experience, perception of self-efficacy and entrepreneurial intention. The aim is to provide 

suggestions and guidelines to scholars and educators about the ways entrepreneurial 

alertness can be developed and enhanced through teaching methods as well as specific 

activities offered to students during their university study. The sample includes 206 business 

students on the undergraduate and graduate level majoring in seven different areas (financial 

management, marketing, general management, trade and logistics, business informatics, 

entrepreneurship and economic policy and regional development). Statistical methods applied 

in the data analysis included correlation analysis, factor analysis and analysis of variance 

(ANOVA). The results showed a statistically significant positive relationship between 

entrepreneurial alertness and all four preselected variables: metacognitive knowledge, 

metacognitive experience, perceived self-efficacy, and entrepreneurial intent. Various student 

activities outside the classroom contribute to higher levels of students’ entrepreneurial 

alertness. However, not all activities equally contributed to the development of students’ 

metacognitive knowledge. Students who volunteered in local non-profit organizations, did an 

internship in a company that operates in Croatia, participated in providing consulting 

services to small and medium businesses and took part in national case study competitions 

demonstrated higher levels of metacognitive knowledge. Finally, the paper provides 

suggestions to scholars, educators and policy makers in the field of entrepreneurship and 

education.   

 

Keywords: Self-efficacy, metacognitive knowledge, metacognitive experience, 

entrepreneurial intention, higher education 

 

JEL classification: L26, D91, I23  

 

 

Introduction 
 

Entrepreneurial alertness is a concept originally developed by Kirzner (1979) as an 

individual’s ability to identify opportunities that are overlooked by others. In the context of 

entrepreneurship research, alertness has found its place in studies focused on opportunity 
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discovery and opportunity creation. The underlying assumption is that entrepreneurs tend to 

be more alert to opportunities for developing new entrepreneurial ventures. In line with that, 

alertness has the potential to contribute to the understanding of how new entrepreneurial 

opportunities get initiated and pursued. Even though this is theoretically sound, scholars were 

reluctant to include this concept in their studies due to an ambiguous understanding of the 

term (Gaglio & Katz, 2001). Only after the paper written by Tang, Kacmar & Busenitz 

(2012), the notion of entrepreneurial alertness was clearly defined and the measurement scale 

was provided for prospective studies on this topic. According to the authors, entrepreneurial 

alertness consists of three distinct elements: scanning and searching for information, 

connecting previously disparate information, and making evaluations on the existence of 

profitable business opportunities. 

 

With a measurement scale for entrepreneurial alertness at hand, scholars have pursued several 

research streams by looking for antecedents of entrepreneurial alertness, identifying 

differences between entrepreneurs and managers, and exploring the nuances of the 

phenomenon. After being awarded with the International Award for Entrepreneurship and 

Small Business Research for his work on entrepreneurship and alertness,  Kirzner (2008, p. 1) 

stated “This prize, I understood, was thus part of a broad research initiative that might lead to 

public policies and educational programs that would in turn stimulate and encourage the 

entrepreneurial potential latent in society, and thus bring about the desirable economic 

results that successful entrepreneurship can generate”. In the spirit of his directive and the 

general quest for a practical implication of scientific research, this paper sets its goals as 

follows. 

 

The aim of the paper is threefold: 1) to increase our understanding of the concept of 

entrepreneurial alertness among young people (students), 2) to analyze its relations to 

constructs and measures used to predict an entrepreneurial career and 3) to explore ways of 

enhancing entrepreneurial alertness through activities available to students during their formal 

education.  

 

 

Theoretical Framework 
 

Development of Research in Entrepreneurial Alertness 

 

The seminal work on entrepreneurial alertness was conducted by Kirzner (1979) who sees an 

entrepreneur as “one who snuffs out given profit opportunities by promptly exploiting them”. 

Critics of Kirzner’s theory describe an entrepreneur as relatively passive individual who is 

alert to exploiting arbitrage opportunities on the market and juxtapose Kirzner’s perspective 

to Schumpeterian view of the entrepreneur as one who is a bold and creative disruptor on the 

market. However, Kirzner (2008) himself and later studies on entrepreneurial alertness 

discouraged such views by highlighting the fact that alertness implies a certain proactive 

approach based on a number of social, cognitive and information processing capacities. The 

sum of those capacities was later described as ‘schemata’ – a specific set of mental 

frameworks that can be utilized to make sense of the world (Valliere, 2013). According to this 

study, schemata applied by alert individuals is different from schemata used by less alert 

people in the following ways. Their schemata are richer in value-creation attributes, they are 

more strongly associated with internal and external stimuli, and they are intentionally primed 

for activation in response to even very slight stimuli. Another important implication of 
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Valliere’s study is that “entrepreneurially alert” set of schemata can be taught and enhanced 

by specific pedagogical methods that rely on the repetitive analysis of subtle or diverse cases.  

 

While many studies confirmed the uniqueness of alertness as a mental framework, the 

“entrepreneurial” portion of this concept had to be empirically tested as well. In that context, 

Kaish and Gilad (1991) explored the differences in the way entrepreneurs, as opposed to 

managers, expose themselves to information as well as use and evaluate that information. The 

study reinforced the notion of alertness as a major determinant of entrepreneurship and a 

special talent that is not equally shared by all. According to their results, new venture 

founders were willing to undertake a significantly larger volume of information search (using 

unconventional sources of information), especially those founders with less professional 

experience. However, the question of differences in mental processes that convert the data 

into opportunities has remained open. To fill this gap, Gaglio and Taub (1992) examined the 

notion of entrepreneurial alertness as a set of unique cognitive skills and strategies, and tested 

it on a sample of business owners and corporate managers. Study participants were presented 

with an ambiguous business situation and asked to search for new business opportunities or 

ideas. The analysis found that the two groups appeared to approach the task differently. 

Finally, it is not just that other people perceive entrepreneurs as highly alert individuals, but 

the entrepreneurs identify themselves as the ones having a special alertness to opportunity 

(Hills, 1995).   

 

Once entrepreneurial alertness was established as one of the central notions in 

entrepreneurship research, scholars moved on to identify determinants of entrepreneurial 

alertness. Ardichvili, Cardozo & Ray (2003) applied a systematic approach to theory building 

utilizing Dubin’s theory building framework in the context of the opportunity identification 

process. Their study resulted in several important findings. First, they confirmed a positive 

relationship between a high level of entrepreneurial alertness and successful opportunity 

recognition and development. Second, successful opportunity identification is associated with 

the existence and use of an extended social network. Third, high levels of entrepreneurial 

alertness are related to high levels of entrepreneurial creativity and optimism (based on high 

self-efficacy). Finally, the process of opportunity identification results in enriching the 

entrepreneur’s knowledge base and an increase in alertness, leading to the identification of 

future business opportunities. Thus, the greater the number of previously successful 

opportunity identification events, the higher the probability of future successful opportunity 

identification events. In the context of predicting entrepreneurial alertness, entrepreneur’s 

personality traits, social networks and prior knowledge were identified as antecedents of 

entrepreneurial alertness.  

 

Theoretical Framework and Hypothesis Development 

 

As a complex construct, that incorporates both cognitive and behavioral elements, 

entrepreneurial alertness is assumed to be correlated with certain personality traits and 

entrepreneurial attention. The focus of this study is on the elements that can be influenced by 

formal education. The following constructs are included in the study. 

 

Entrepreneurial self-efficacy. According to Bandura (2006), self-efficacy refers to an 

individual’s belief in their capabilities to produce given attainments. It is an important 

element of personal development and change, and it can be learned. Bandura (1990) states 

that through repeated tasks and successes an individual can gradually build expertise in a 

particular field (as long as those tasks are complex and challenging enough). Moreover, 
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beliefs about self-efficacy influence the selection of challenges to solve and the amount of 

effort and time invested in solving the challenges (Miljković Krečar, 2013). An experimental 

study showed that subjects who are led to believe that they are very competent at decision 

making see more opportunities and take more risks (Krueger & Dickson, 1994). This leads to 

the first hypothesis. 

H1: There is a statistically significant positive relationship between self-efficacy and 

entrepreneurial alertness. 

 

Metacognitive ability. Metacognition represents the control that individuals have over their 

own learning and cognitions, as a function of a differing ability (between individuals) to be 

self-reflective and consider alternative cognitive strategies in light of a changing environment 

(Haynie et al., 2012). Prior empirical studies have shown that prior knowledge is related to the 

discovery of opportunities (Ucbasaran,Wright, &Westhead, 2008) and that individuals with 

no prior business ownership experience detect fewer entrepreneurial opportunities (Baron, 

2006). According to Haynie et al. (2012), metacognition represents a variable that can help 

explain the assimilation of new information into new knowledge, and extend our 

understanding of the cognitive factors that influence entrepreneurial decision making. 

Research design of this study includes two measures of metacognition – metacognitive 

knowledge and metacognitive experience. In line with previous research, the second and the 

third hypothesis go as follows. 

H2: There is a statistically significant positive relationship between metacognitive knowledge 

and entrepreneurial alertness. 

H3: There is a statistically significant positive relationship between metacognitive experience 

and entrepreneurial alertness. 

 

Entrepreneurial intention. Valliere (2013) has developed a theoretical model consisting of 

three factors that influence entrepreneurial alertness. First, through experience, education and 

prior knowledge, the entrepreneur develops a set of schemata rich in value-creation 

possibilities. Then, through practice and repeated use, these schemata become highly 

associated with some domain of stimuli. Finally, the formation of an entrepreneurial intent 

serves as a trigger for activating a set of schemata that ultimately results in heightened 

entrepreneurial alertness. Based on this model, the final hypothesis is set as follows. 

H4: There is a statistically significant positive relationship between entrepreneurial intention 

and entrepreneurial alertness. 

 

 

Methodology and Results 
 

Sample and Data Collection 

 

In line with many studies on entrepreneurial intention and entrepreneurial awareness, this 

study utilizes graduate students as prospective entrepreneurs. The sample is composed of 

final-year undergraduate students, first- and second-year graduate students majoring in one of 

seven following areas: financial management (27.7% of the sample), marketing (9.7%), 

general management (8.7%), trade and logistics (10.2%), business informatics (15.0%), 

entrepreneurship (16.0%) and economic policy and regional development (12.6%). Business 

students are typical respondents in this area of study for several reasons. Presumably, they 

have knowledge and skills (gained throughout their university education) necessary for 

starting and running a business. Furthermore, they tend to identify themselves with their 

future career choice (which makes them feel pulled toward it, rather than being pushed into 
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it). Finally, the fact that they will soon complete their formal education may serve as a 

triggering effect to speed up the decision of pursuing an entrepreneurial career.  

 

Data collection method included self-report written questionnaires that were distributed to 

students in the classroom. The sample included 206 students with the average participant age 

equal to 23.5 years (standard deviation of 2.28) and respondents being predominantly female 

(66.5% of the sample were female students). Majority of respondents (84% of the sample) 

reported to having work experience (mainly typical part-time student jobs arranged by student 

service center) and 43.7% of them have one or both parents with the experience of being an 

entrepreneur (small and medium-sized enterprise owner). 

 

Measures 

 

Entrepreneurial alertness is set as the central construct of this study and is measured with a 

thirteen-item measurement construct adapted from Tang, Kacmar & Busenitz (2012).  Each 

item of the construct was scored on a seven-point Likert scale (from “Strongly disagree” to 

“Strongly agree”). According to Cronbach’s Alpha values, all subscales have very good 

internal consistency reliability (Table 1).  

 

Table 1: Measurement construct for entrepreneurial alertness (adopted from Tang, Kacmar 

and Busenitz, 2012) 

Item 

Scanning and search (Cronbach’s Alpha = 0.845) 

1. I have frequent interactions with others to acquire new information. 

2. I always keep an eye out for new business ideas when looking for information. 

3. I read news, magazines, or trade publications regularly to acquire new information. 

4. I browse the Internet every day. 

5. I am an avid information seeker. 

6. I am always actively looking for new information. 

Association and connection (Cronbach’s Alpha = 0.858) 

7. I see links between seemingly unrelated pieces of information. 

8. I am good at “connecting dots”. 

9. I often see connections between previously unconnected domains of information. 

Evaluation and judgment (Cronbach’s Alpha = 0.880) 

10. I have a gut feeling for potential opportunities. 

11. I can distinguish between profitable opportunities and not-so-profitable opportunities. 

12. I have a knack for telling high-value opportunities apart from low-value opportunities. 

13. When facing multiple opportunities, I am able to select the good ones. 

Source: Tang, Kacmar & Busenitz, 2012 

 

Previous research on entrepreneurial behavior and career choice pointed to several variables 

relevant for this study. They are entrepreneurial intent, perceived self-efficacy, metacognitive 

knowledge, metacognitive experience and the amount and types of activities that student had 

participated in during their university study.  

 

Entrepreneurial intention was measured using a measurement construct adapted from Liñán 

and Chen (2009) with a five-point Likert scale and five items included. An example item is “I 

will make every effort to start and run my own firm”. Cronbach’s alpha of 0.946 for this scale 

points to a very adequate reliability level.  
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Perceived self-efficacy was assessed using an average of the respondents’ answers to the 15 

items. The respondents were asked to express the degree of certainty to perform the described 

task on the scale from one to five with ‘1’ indicating they are completely unsure and ‘5’ 

indicating they are completely sure of their ability. The measurement construct consists of 

five subscales covering groups of manager’s activities related to marketing, innovations, 

management, risk taking and financial control. An example item is “Define organizational 

roles, responsibilities, and policies”. Cronbach’s alpha for this scale is 0.935. 

 

Metacognitive knowledge and metacognitive experience were assessed using the scales taken 

from Haynie & Shepard (2009) with a five-point Likert-type question format. Similar to 

previous variables, the final score for each of the measurement constructs is the average of the 

scores on the items included in the construct. Metacognitive experience scale included eight 

items (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.860) with one of them being “I challenge my own assumptions 

about a task before I begin”. Metacognitive knowledge scale consists of eleven items 

(Cronbach’s alpha = 0.860) and the statement “I think about what I really need to accomplish 

before I begin a task” was one of them.  

 

In addition to these measures, the questionnaire also included questions about activities that 

were offered to students during their undergraduate and graduate study. Those activities 

included student mobility Erasmus+ activities (studying abroad or doing an internship outside 

Croatia), volunteering activities, doing an internship in local or national companies, 

participating in consulting work of Legal-Economic Clinic, national case study competitions 

or various educational projects that provided opportunities for students to travel and visit 

universities from Europe and the United States of America. All the selected activities 

provided opportunities for students to gain new knowledge and skills, increase self-

awareness, network with national and international companies, and indirectly increase their 

entrepreneurial awareness.     

 

Analyses and Results 

 

The first step of the analysis was to assess the relationships among the main variables to test 

the hypothesis. The analysis included one additional variable that describes student 

involvement in various activities and projects during the period of university study. Students 

were able to select among ten different activities and projects. The variable was calculated by 

counting the number of activities selected by a respondent.   

 

The results for Pearson correlation are presented in table 2. Entrepreneurial alertness has the 

strongest positive relation with metacognitive experience. Relationship of medium strength 

was found between entrepreneurial alertness and three other variables: self-efficacy, 

metacognitive knowledge and entrepreneurial intention. The results shown in table 2 confirm 

all four hypotheses.  

 

Table 2: Correlation matrix  

 1 2 3 4 5 6 

(1) Entrepreneurial alertness 1 .457** .513** .427** .313** .117 

(2) Self-efficacy  1 .517** .490** .333**  .157* 

(3) Metacognitive experience   1 .783** .140* .312** 

(4) Metacognitive knowledge     1 .117 .289** 

(5) Entrepreneurial intention      1 -.021 

(6) Activities total      1 
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Number of items 13 15 8 11 5  

Cronbach’s Alpha 0.925 0.935 0.860 0.881 0.946  

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level. 

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level. 

Source: Author 

 

Surprisingly, the analysis did not identify a significant relationship between entrepreneurial 

alertness and amount of activities students participated in during their university study. 

Theoretically, it makes a sound assumption that participation in various activities and projects 

exposes students to more information, expands their networks and allows them to develop 

their skills and knowledge, which can all ultimately lead to higher entrepreneurial alertness. 

Moreover, number of activities that students participated in is positively correlated with their 

perception of self-efficacy, metacognitive experience and metacognitive knowledge. To shed 

more light to this matter, a factor analysis of various types of student involvement was 

conducted. The results are shown in table 3. 

 

Table 3: Factor analysis of various student activities 

 Component 

 1 2 3 

National case study competition .692   

Video pitch competition .683   

Internship .630   

Volunteering  .552  .502 

Legal-Economic Clinic .530   

International case study 

competition 
 .787  

INTENSE project  .723  

Erasmus+ internship program  .698  

Erasmus Student Network  .503  

Erasmus+ study program   .789 

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization 

Source: Author 

 

The goal of a factor analysis was to summarize the activities using a smaller number of 

components. The analysis singled out three factors. The first factor includes five sets of 

activities and projects that are organized on a local and national level, and that provide 

students with the insights into business challenges that profit and nonprofit companies in 

Croatia face. Besides, participation in those activities helped students to expand their network 

on a local and national level. The second factor consists of four sets of activities that provide 

students with the opportunity to get insights into international business practices and connect 

with the people from abroad. All the activities within the second factor included traveling 

abroad. Finally, the third factor incorporated only one set of activities and that is studying at 

Erasmus+ partnership universities for one or two semesters. This activity is focused on 

gaining new knowledge and skills as well as getting experience of living in a foreign country 

for a longer period.  

 

Based on the results of factor analysis, a new variable was created that grouped students 

according to the type of activity they were involved in. The first group matched the first 

factor, the second group included the second and the third factor (as they both have the 
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international perspective), and the third group involved students who did not participate in 

activities and projects during their study. Analysis of variance (one-way ANOVA) was 

conducted to detect any differences in entrepreneurial alertness, self-efficacy, metacognition 

and entrepreneurial intention among the predetermined groups of students. The analysis 

yielded the following information. First, students who actively participated in the project, 

both national and international (group 1 and group 2), demonstrated significantly higher 

levels of entrepreneurial alertness than students who were passive in that regard (F2,137 = 

3.400, p<0,05). Second, students who were engaged in local and national projects, who were 

interns in local and national companies and who volunteered in predominantly nonprofit 

oriented organization (group 1) had significantly higher levels of metacognitive knowledge 

than students without such experience (F2,137 = 5.096, p<0,01). Third, students from the group 

1 also had significantly higher GPA than the other two groups (group 2 and 3) on both 

undergraduate (F2,137 = 6.169, p<0,01) and graduate level (F2,130 = 22.272, p<0,01). 

 

Discussion and Conclusion 

 

In line with the suggestion from previous studies (Yu, 2001; Valliere, 2013), the aim of this 

study were to increase our understanding of the notion of entrepreneurial alertness and it 

relations to selected concepts from entrepreneurial research on opportunity discovery and 

cognition. Variables in focus are metacognitive knowledge and metacognitive experience, 

perceived self-efficacy and entrepreneurial intention. The results of correlation analysis 

showed statistically significant positive relationship between entrepreneurial alertness and all 

four variables. Several important implications can be drawn from this. First, metacognition 

and perceived self-efficacy are cognitive and psychological aspects of an individual that have 

a potential to influence levels of entrepreneurial alertness among the youth population. 

Moreover, previous studies showed that these aspects could be developed and influenced 

during formal university education. Metacognitive knowledge includes several dimensions of 

knowledge such as strategic knowledge (knowledge of general strategies for learning, 

thinking and problem solving), knowledge about cognitive tasks (knowledge of the condition 

under which these strategies might be used) and self-knowledge (knowledge of one’s 

strengths and weaknesses). Metacognitive experience is a multidimensional construct that 

implies a certain level of awareness that connects the present with the past learning 

experiences and facilitates or inhibits self-regulation of learning in the present as well as in 

the future. Both metacognitive knowledge and metacognitive experience are positively related 

to student learning (Pintrich, 2002; Efklides, 2009). Therefore, introduction of teaching 

methods that are explicitly position for developing metacognitive knowledge and experience 

could boost entrepreneurial capacity of students. Second, positive relationship between 

entrepreneurial alertness and entrepreneurial intention suggests that alertness may play an 

important role in decisions related to career choice. The results of this study serve as a trigger 

for future research aimed at detecting the nature and direction of this relationship. Third, the 

results showed that entrepreneurial alertness is closely related to student’s perception of self-

efficacy. As previous studies showed, perceived self-efficacy plays an important role in the 

formation of entrepreneurial intention and individual’s decision to work for someone or 

pursue a career of a self-employed person (Feldt & Woelfel, 2009). Entrepreneurial alertness 

has a potential to indirectly influence and lead one’s decision to an entrepreneurial career.  

     

Furthermore, this study set to explore the ways of enhancing entrepreneurial alertness through 

activities available to students during their formal education. Results show that, outside the 

classroom, student’s alertness can be increased through various activities that put students 

outside their comfort zone. Students with higher levels of entrepreneurial alertness were the 
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ones that were involved in the activities that provided them a chance to work on new and 

complex tasks, participate in the multidisciplinary and multinational teams, expand their 

network locally, nationally and internationally, operate under uncertainty and work on real-

life business problems. However, not all activities equally contributed to development of 

students’ metacognitive knowledge. Students that were predominantly active in projects and 

tasks closely related to the local and national business environment were the ones with the 

higher levels of metacognitive knowledge. Those activities included doing internships in 

companies that operate in Croatia, volunteering in local nonprofit organizations, participating 

in national case study competitions and consulting small and medium-business owners and 

managers as part of Legal-Economic Clinic activities.    

 

This study makes several contributions relevant to scholars in the field of entrepreneurship, 

psychology and education as well as to business educators and policy makers focused on 

boosting entrepreneurial capacity through education. Suggestions for future research are 

primarily directed toward further exploration of a role that entrepreneurial alertness may play 

in the process of career decision making and its relationship to entrepreneurial intent. 

Additionally, digital competences may play an important role in formation of entrepreneurial 

alertness and should be explored in more details. A weakness of this research design is that it 

captures only the nature of relationships among selected variables, but it does not explore the 

causal relationship. Therefore, future studies should employ experimental design to detect the 

influence of entrepreneurial alertness on the decision making process. Furthermore, educators 

and scholars should focus on developing pedagogical methods and tools that trigger alertness 

and boost metacognition.   
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Abstract 

The purpose of this paper is twofold. On the one hand, the study presents the importance of 

the different service quality evaluation levels of higher education institutions such as 

institution, program and course levels. On the other hand, the importance of providing 

practical knowledge for higher education students during their higher education studies and 

the relevance of project work type courses are examined according to the voice of students, 

companies and recruitment agencies. First of all, five personal interviews were conducted 

with recruitment agencies to collect their answers on the two main topics since their 

experience with the various organizations could provide comprehensive feedbacks. Then, 17 

organizations were contacted during one of the biggest job fairs of Hungary to gather their 

opinion related to the research questions. In the meantime, 2 focus group discussions were 

also organized to collect the student expectations related to the process of choosing university 

for their higher education studies. Based on the obtained results, the program level is of 

utmost importance for all the interviewed stakeholders, that is the first decision point for 

them. Regarding the institution level, the opinion of the organizations was divided. According 

to the interviews, the institution plays a significant role in the recruitment process only in the 

case of some positions. Students first choose programs, and after that look for institutions that 

provide the given program. None of the participants found the course level as highly 

important. The professional and practical knowledge was highlighted as significant by both 

parties. The organizations require professional experience even from fresh graduates and 

students find it crucial to acquire industry-related knowledge and experience during their 

studies, however, none of them looked for courses providing these kinds of knowledge in the 

application processes. Project work courses at the investigated Hungarian university are 

focusing on the usage of the theoretical knowledge acquired during higher education studies 

in practical works. Most of the interviewees did not hear about these courses before, but 

based on the introduction of their description, in some cases their fulfilment can be 

considered as professional experience but certainly, they improve the skills and abilities of 

the students. Based on the 22 conducted interviews and the 2 focus group discussions, the 

relevance of the project work courses in the curriculum of higher education business 

programs could be confirmed. 
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Introduction 
 

As well as all business and non-business organizations, higher education institutions (HEI) 

also seek for various competitive advantages such as attracting more students than the other 

institutions or ‘creating’ graduates that can become successful on the labour market easier. 

(Farenga and Kathleen, 2016) As Paquibut (2017:166) highlights, ‘no matter how complex a 

HEI becomes, it should never lose sight of what is essential’ sending the message that 

institutions should be market-driven by meeting industrial expectations. These expectations 

mainly focus on the skills and abilities, knowledge and attitude of graduates (Behle, 2016). 

Education plays a significant role in the development of the skilled and competent workforce 

(Obadić and Pehar, 2016), thus universities look for ways to prepare students for jobs. 

According to Behle (2020) and Ramberg, Edgren and Wahlgren (2019), employability of 

graduates is an outcome of utmost importance for HEIs. The challenge of providing higher 

education (HE) students with these kinds of knowledge could be overcome by a number of 

ways and as students wish to play an active role in the teaching and learning process (e.g. 

Mizikaci, 2006), Azevedo, Apfelthaler and Hurst (2012) suggest different kinds of 

simulations and individual or group case studies. However, the supervision of different 

student projects is a special process as lecturers act as supervisors, advisors and mentors at the 

same time (Doloiert, Sambrook and Stewart, 2012). According to Zackariasson (2019:1), it is 

‘a rather specific pedagogical arena within higher education, since it is characterized both by 

the expectations on student independence and by the relatively close interaction between 

student and supervisor (cf. Ekholm, 2012; Light, Cox and Calkins, 2009; Reid, 1994)’. 

 

The research focus is twofold. The importance and the relevance of project work courses in 

the higher education application process and in the recruitment process of companies are to be 

examined; and the importance of HEI operational levels is evaluated. The paper is structured 

as follows. At first, the main features of project work courses at one of the most prestigious 

Hungarian universities are described. Then, the methodology of the research is introduced, 

and later, the results of the qualitative research focusing on the voice of labour market 

participants and students are highlighted. Finally, the managerial conclusions and research 

limitations based on the obtained results are summarized. 

 

 

Project work courses 
 

The Business administration and management (BAM), the International business economics 

(IBE) and the Engineering management (EM) business programs are some of the most 

popular programs in Hungary considering annual national application and graduation numbers 

in the case of the Hungarian HE sector. BAM program is offered at 30 Hungarian universities, 

IBE program is run at 15 Hungarian universities, while students can apply for EM program at 

15 Hungarian universities. The Business administration and management bachelor program 

focuses mostly on providing a wide, but general view over organizational operation in 

business context. The International business economics BSc program is similar to the BAM 

BSc but put more emphasis on international aspects. The Engineering management BSc 

program prepares graduates to be able to serve as a ‘bridge’ between engineering and 

management fields of business operation by getting acquainted with the basic knowledge of 
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various engineering professions. Project work courses are generally obligatory parts of the 

curricula of these specific business programs at most Hungarian universities with the 

fulfilment of which students can obtain quite high ECTL points. 

 

At the Hungarian university under investigation, in the case of these programs (and also of 

some master programs, for further details see Surman and Tóth, 2019a) consecutive courses, 

namely project work courses and a closing thesis course are obligatory parts of the curricula. 

Depending on the exact type of the business program, there are one, two or three obligatory 

sequential courses before writing the final thesis work. Bachelor students usually complete 

two or three consecutive project work courses. On master level, students are required to 

execute a single project work course (and a specific state-of-the-art describing study) due to 

the lengths of master programs. The output of each project work is a written paper. After the 

students have completed and uploaded their written report to the official website, they prepare 

an oral presentation where both the content of their paper and their presentation skills are 

evaluated. Students are given a final grade only after successful oral presentation. During the 

fulfilment of these courses the students have to do a review of the relevant literature and get 

acquainted to organizational operation deeply, and as part of the last project work, they have 

to propose solutions, improvement opportunities for the companies based on their results. 

Almost all of the programs’ purposes as included into the original accredited program 

descriptions could be connected to the knowledge that should be presented by students in the 

final project works and theses. Student project works embody the knowledge students have 

acquired during their studies, these student outputs are to reflect the gained skills and abilities, 

student attitudes and that they are ready to work autonomously and to take responsibility. In 

the most cases, project works are carried out at various business and non-profit organizations, 

institutions (e.g. in the Quality Management sub-group at the Department of Management and 

Business Economics at BME in the fall semester of 2019 from 45 theses 38 were 

organization/institution-specific). Through the completion of these courses a lecturer is 

supervising the work of each student (as a supervisor) and helps the improvement of both 

their knowledge and project works. At the investigated university, a service quality evaluation 

framework for project work courses is in place to provide feedback and reflection for the 

supervisors on their work, since these kinds of information are the basis of their improvement 

(Filippou, Kallo and Mikkilä-Erdmann, 2019). The framework highlights the mismatches 

between student and supervisor expectations related to a number of quality dimensions (see 

more in Surman and Tóth, 2019b). 

 

Doloiert et al (2012) see HE ‘as a site of human resource development (HRD)’ through the 

mentoring, supervising, advising processes since the goal of them to steer, guide and support 

students through case studies, research, project works and theses relying heavily on the nature 

of the relationship between students and teachers. The teachers taking part in these processes 

should approach ‘contractual’ supervisory style (high support, high structure) to become real 

mentors and advisors to the students in completing the works. (Gatfield, 2005) Supervisors 

should be able to assess and accommodate diverse student needs and personalities to ensure 

the best possible supervisor style (Malfoy and Webb, 2000), as for supervisors to just have 

one style is no longer acceptable (Pearson and Brew, 2002). According to Filippou et al 

(2019), supervisors are directors, facilitators, advisors, teachers, guides, critics, freedom 

givers, supporters, friends, managers and examiners depending on the situation, just like a 

chameleon. It could be the result of the supervisors and students having an active role and 

different levels of power relations in the various HE processes e.g. supervision process. These 

features of project work courses demonstrate the importance of them in the curriculums of 

business programs, however, they are not communicated and popularized enough by the 
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Hungarian HEIs towards the companies and the future students. 

 

 

Methodology 
 

To conduct this study, primary data were collected using qualitative techniques to seek for 

answers to two research questions. On the one hand, we would like to prove that these courses 

are not known by the future students of HEIs and the future employers of university students 

and that these stakeholders do not pay attention to any kind of courses in university 

application and company recruitment process. On the other hand, the role of project work 

courses in the professional experience of graduates is examined. To investigate these topics 

personal and focus group interviews were organized with students of the investigated 

university and with companies of the labour market related to the HE programs connected to 

these courses. As shown in Figure 1, 2 focus group discussions and 22 interviews were 

conducted to examine the research questions. 

 

Figure 1. Methodology of the research 

 

 
 

Results 
 

The main aim of this research was to map the various stakeholder’s view primarily associated 

with BAM, the IBE and the EM programs in order to highlight the need for specific 

professional knowledge and courses including project work courses standing in the focus. 

According to the state-of-the-art (as presented in Surman and Tóth, 2019b), the main 

stakeholders of educational programs provided by HEIs are the students, labour market actors 

and lecturers. In this study, the feedbacks of recruitment agencies and companies of labour 

market and student expectations are primarily taken into consideration. 

 

Three recruitment agencies (RA), namely Schönherz RA, BME MISZ RA and MŰISZ RA, 

dealing with university student recruitment as a profession were chosen for interviews aiming 

to get a deeper knowledge about the features of internships and the importance of project 

work type courses in the investigated business programs. Moreover, the opportunities these 

courses may provide for students entering the labour market are also examined. One of the 

involved agencies is strongly university-related, that is, this agency primarily recruits students 

of the investigated university, while the other two agencies recruit students from several 

universities. What is common in their operation is that they offer internships and part-time 

jobs only for university students having different professional background. A 4th and a 5th 
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interviews with similar questions were also organized but in these cases the interviewees were 

not usual recruitment agencies. DreamJo.bs is a new generation of job portals where the focus 

is not only on job offers but also on the features of employers, companies. Although, there are 

job opportunities from almost every sector of Hungary, their primary target is the Y and Z 

generation of intellectual (white collar) workers with various levels of experience: internships, 

junior, moderately experienced and experienced. They use different filters on the site to help 

everyone find the right job (category, seniority). Hays Hungary is a known recruitment 

agency focusing on white collar positions related to almost every sector of the Hungarian 

industry and pays specific attention on the research and analyzation of the labour market’s 

trends. The workers of the company are organized into groups according to the industrial 

sectors. The main topics of the interviews were the relevance of the university, faculty, 

program and fulfilled courses in the recruitment process; the importance of the received 

practical knowledge and their opinion on project work courses. 

 

According to the interviewed recruitment agencies, the fulfilled courses do not really add 

value during the recruitment process except for some special job offers (or in the process of 

personal interviews). The agencies have underlined that the program (in some cases more than 

one program is favorited) the student attends to is of high importance, since the accredited 

programs offer similar knowledge on the same field, the companies and the recruitment 

agencies can recruit students studying at or graduating from a given program. The knowledge, 

abilities and skills provided by HE programs are listed in the so-called Training and Outcome 

Requirements. Institutions have the autonomy to decide through what kind of courses they are 

able to prepare students for labour market requirements. Tough, it is not typical, every 

interviewee has mentioned cases when the companies looked for students studying at one 

specific university. An interviewee had also highlighted situations when the recruiting 

organization did not want to recruit students from a given university e.g. due to the lack of 

practical knowledge. There are organizations that do not set any requirements related to a 

specific university, faculty, program or courses, only skills, abilities, integration to the 

organizational culture, willingness to learn and personality traits do matter. An interviewee 

pinpointed that in the case of lack of experience, the applicant could highlight fulfilled HE 

courses and acquired knowledge in connection with the given position. For the students, the 

program and its description are the most important factors when deciding. At first, they 

usually choose a specific program. After they have voted for a specific interest, they explore 

those universities which provide that specific program and review the curriculums (and 

sometimes the lecturers also) at each institute mainly by searching on websites and by 

attending open days at the given institutions. 

 

In order to listen to the voice of students also, two focus group discussions were organized to 

understand their point of view associated with the examined business programs since ‘if the 

proof of the pudding is in the eating, the proof of the program is commonly seen in those who 

have gone through the program.’ (Linfield and Posavac, 2019) The participants were 2nd and 

3rd year students from BAM, IBE and EM programs at the investigated University. The 

student focus groups had similar topics such as the importance of the evaluation levels of 

HEIs related to their application to the University and their opinion and knowledge on project 

work courses. 

 

In spite of that the students have not had exact information and knowledge about the kinds 

and number of practices, they emphasized the importance of participating in real life 

problems, lab works during their studies and they have found profitable to fulfil obligatory 

internship. Three recruitment agencies usually do not look for specific practical experiences 
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related to the student since they act as intermediators when providing students with internship 

opportunities. On the other hand, a professional internship is a crucial part of a student’s 

education. Internship programs are viewed as a ‘spring board’ between student life and adult 

life. They could provide the necessary professional experience to students to enter 

successfully the labour market, which means that right after graduation they already have the 

necessary theoretical and the practical knowledge to apply for higher-level jobs, since in most 

cases companies expect 1-3 years of professional experience already even from freshmen. 

According to the interview with DreamJo.bs, in the case of 80% of the job offers on their 

website practical and professional experiences and/or knowledge are needed on a given field. 

However, they highlighted that the personality features of the applicant are also crucial, they 

could be even more important than the experience in some cases. 

 

Interviewed representatives of the recruitment agencies have also pointed out that students 

should highlight better their practical and professional experiences both in their CV and 

during the interviews. Except one, neither of the interviewed representatives nor the 

participated students when applying for universities have had information about the 

obligatory courses of project works in the investigated programs at the University. According 

to both groups, it should be communicated more effectively to future students when deciding 

on a given program and university. These courses should also be communicated to the labour 

market since it could mean a competitive advantage as relevant professional experience from 

their viewpoint since they help in the development of cooperation skills in organizational 

projects, system approach, in the improvement of time management skills and in the 

prioritization of tasks. 

 

‘Based on the description of project work courses, I would say that whoever fulfil these kinds 

of courses may have significant theoretical or practical knowledge as a freshman. If the 

person fits into a company’s corporate profile in personality, a project work course can be a 

big advantage. On the one hand, this knowledge can make the applicant an immediately or 

easy-to-integrate new employee, and on the other hand, a given company can also benefit 

from the knowledge acquired during these courses.’ (An Interviewee) 

 

In every semester one of the biggest job fairs, the HVG job fair is organized in Budapest, 

Hungary offering hundreds of positions (mostly white collar jobs) for the interested students, 

freshmen and graduates. In spring semester of 2020, 17 organization’s representatives from 

the exhibitors were interviewed. The interviews had three main focus, the importance of the 

HE evaluation levels, the importance of professional experience and their thoughts related to 

project work courses. 9 companies from the 17 employs more than 500 people, 4 between 100 

and 500, while the others are smaller organizations. 6 organizations are specialized in the field 

of engineering, 4 in economics, the other organizations are related to more fields. Almost all 

of them offer jobs to graduates with EM, BAM or IBE diploma. 

 

Regarding the importance of institutions, programs and courses, the organizations did not 

provide similar answers, but in the case of courses they mostly agreed on their unimportance 

in the job application process. According to the answers, the majority of the organizational 

representatives highlighted program level as the most significant out of the three levels. The 

institutional level was pointed out as the most important by some organizations and as least 

by others, that is, it strongly depends on the future position of the applicant at the company. 

 

The professional experience is only of moderate importance when choosing a candidate for 

the job, the characteristics such as the personality traits and skills that were highlighted by the 
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recruitment agencies could be more significant in some cases. However, the mentioned 

personal features could be improved by fulfilling courses such as the one in focus of this 

paper. 

 

6 interviewees have already heard about project work courses but none of them knew exactly 

what they are. Only two of the representatives thought that fulfilling project works cannot be 

accepted as professional experience, three pointed out the fulfilment as no real competitive 

advantage after getting familiar with its description and main features. On the other hand, they 

highlighted that the personality traits and skills improved by the course can be seen as 

competitive advantage. 

 

Table 1 shows that the thoughts provided by the recruitment agencies, the job fair 

organizations and the participated students in the focus group discussions exhibited many 

similarities. 

 

Table 1. The results of the interviews related to the level of importance 

Opinion about the importance of … 

 Labour Market 
Students (when applying for 

universities) 

university 
mostly not important/ depends on 

the position 

important (but only after the 

program is chosen) 

program highly important highly important 

fulfilled courses not important not important 

practical knowledge 
important (but personality can be 

more significant) 
highly important 

project works 

not known, but is competitive 

advantage / in some cases can be 

considered as practical 

experiences 

not known; during the studies it is 

kind of acquiring practical 

experience, but it is not 

comparable to internship 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

The three most popular business programs at the investigated Hungarian university taking the 

number of enrolled students into consideration are the Business administration and 

management BSc, the International business economics BSc and the Engineering 

management BSc programs. While the first two programs train students for the field of 

economics, engineering managers are trained to act specifically as a ‘bridge’ between the 

engineering and business aspects of running a business. 

 

A number of labour market interviews were conducted with the involvement of recruitment 

agencies and various companies to collect general labour market and student expectations 

related to HEI evaluation levels and professional experience. According to the interviewees, 

the employing organizations are mainly interested in the program the applicant graduated 

from and do not really consider the university and not at all the fulfilled courses. On the 

contrary, the labour market expects 1-3 year long professional experience even from freshly 

graduated students. Therefore, fulfilling practical courses such as project work courses could 
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provide competitive advantage to students (Figure 2).  

 

During the student focus group discussions, it has also become clear that students first choose 

the program which corresponds to their interest. At the second step, the curricula of the 

specific programs at the institutions providing the same program are investigated, but they do 

not look specifically for practical courses. Nevertheless, it has been pointed out that students 

find crucial to be involved in concrete practical issues during their studies by being conscious 

of the purpose of their programs. 

 

Figure 2. Potential competitive advantage of project work courses 

 

 
 

The state of the art and the results of the interviews indicate that project work courses are 

highly important educational services with student- and supervisor-specific attributes and are 

crucial parts of the curricula of these programs. Their relevance in the improvement of 

students and in the application process, based on the thoughts of the interviewees, is of utmost 

importance as shown in Figure 2. The results show, that fulfilling project work courses at 

HEIs as students is competitive advantage in the recruitment process and in a number of cases 

it can even be part of the professional experience of the applicant. But neither the future 

students nor the companies of the labour market monitor the courses related to the programs 

of higher education institutions resulting in that for the competitive advantage both the HEIs 

and the students should highlight their fulfilment. The results connected to the relevance of 

higher education project work courses are based on the interviews with 17 representatives of 

big and considerable business organizations, 5 recruitment agencies, with the students of two 

focus group discussions and on the relevant literature. 

 

The research is limited in two ways. In the first place, the study concentrates on the practice 

of only one specific university. Secondly, the number of companies, recruitment agencies and 

students could be widened further, and the voice of lecturers should be examined also. 

However, the results of the paper provide a basis for managerial decisions and further 

research. The next step is twofold. On the one hand, the voice of all Hungarian higher 

education institutions should be collected related to these courses pointing out the similarities 

and differences in the service provision and popularizing the project work service quality 

evaluating framework that is already in practice at the investigated university (Surman and 

Tóth, 2019b). On the other hand, a cause-and-effect analysis is to be prepared to examine the 

reasons related to the lack of marketing and advertisement of these courses towards both the 

future students and employers. 
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Abstract  

The paper focuses on the problem of high youth unemployment and low levels of 

entrepreneurial activity, as well as the limited potential of young people to work on real life 

projects as a result of the COVID-19 economic crisis. Strengthening the entrepreneurial and 

project management competencies of young people, especially those with high educational 

potential and ambitions in specialized professional fields, is one of the ways to solve the 

problem described. In the current education system, the latter have little opportunity to 

develop their entrepreneurial and project management competencies. The lack of such 

competencies among highly educated young people, especially those studying in non-

economic faculties such as the natural sciences, humanities, etc., has almost no potential to 

develop into so-called high-impact entrepreneurs. Instead, they become a useful but very 

scarce resource. The skills and attributes that characterize an entrepreneurial individual are 

also largely consistent with the skills and characteristics required of project managers. The 

paper presents the synthesis of entrepreneurial and project management competencies, 

according to the ECF (Entrepreneurial Competency Framework) and PMCF (Project 

Management Competency Framework) models. A comparative analysis illustrates the 

numerous coherences and interrelationships between the competencies of these two important 

areas, which can considerably simplify and, in particular, shorten their development 

processes. Although the names and scope of the individual competencies are not always the 

same in the first and second models, they are almost or entirely consistent in terms of content. 

We have defined three categories depending on the consistency of content or relationship of 

the identified competencies according to the ECF and PMCF models: (1) "ECF and PMCF 

compliant competencies", (2) "Entrepreneurial / Project management specific competencies" 

and (3) "ECF exclusive competencies". The proposed synthesis of the two models can 

therefore be a very suitable basis for implementing a program for the harmonious 

development of such competencies in educational programs and training. 

 

Keywords: entrepreneurial competencies, project manager competencies, entrepreneurship 

education, project management  
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Introduction 
 

The economic crisis, and consequently the business crises of companies that are and will 

continue to be the result of the COVID-19 virus, pose unprecedented challenges to the 

workforce and the organization and management of companies. Unemployment will increase, 

and again young people will be among those most affected by the crisis, similar to previous 

crises. At the same time, it is assumed that during the crisis period, companies will try to 

make up for lost time and overcome the crisis as quickly as possible, so that they will be more 

efficient and agile than usual, decide on the right projects and implement them effectively in 

the context of the new realities. Professionalism and the ability to work in an entrepreneurial 

and project-related manner as a grown competence of the individual will be particularly in 

demand on the labour market. Such competences, acquired through various forms of non-

formal and even more formal training, will be an important asset and opportunity for those 

young people who will develop and acquire them, and who are willing and able to practice 

them through their agile entrepreneurial and project-related creativity. Strengthening the latter 

has been a key objective since January 2013, as formulated by the European Commission in 

its document Entrepreneurship 2020 Action Plan (European Commission, 2013). A look 

across Europe shows that over the past decade policy has increasingly focused on providing 

learning opportunities for citizens - especially young citizens - to support the acquisition of 

entrepreneurial competences. This policy focus has increased since the 2008-2009 financial 

crisis (Andersen et al, 2017). The promotion of creativity, innovation and entrepreneurship is 

thus becoming one of the key priorities of the Union's strategic objectives. Education for 

entrepreneurship is one of the basic prerequisites for its successful implementation. 

 

A key premise of the European Commission programs is that entrepreneurial skills can be 

learned because they are not predefined personal characteristics. Although only a minority of 

graduates actually start ambitious enterprises, most young people who have completed 

education in entrepreneurship could apply the skills acquired in many professions and 

organizations and raise the level of knowledge and innovation in small enterprises. For this 

reason, entrepreneurship education should be available at all levels of education (European 

Commission, 2012: 3). Entrepreneurship is one of the key competences of lifelong learning, 

alongside personal initiative (European Parliament and European Council, 2006). These are 

the skills with which ideas are turned into reality. Entrepreneurship requires competencies 

such as creativity, innovation, the ability to seize opportunities and risk-taking, as well as the 

ability to plan and manage resources and projects to achieve goals. EU citizens need these 

competences, which can also be described as entrepreneurial behaviour, for personal 

fulfilment, social inclusion, active citizenship and employability in a knowledge-based society 

(European Commission, 2012: 7). 

 

Given the important role of projects in the life cycle of SMEs, it is therefore not surprising 

that there is a high degree of agreement between the necessary competencies of entrepreneurs 

and project managers or responsible stakeholders for successful and efficient project 

implementation. A large part of the necessary competencies of successful project managers 

can also be developed through training. Therefore, the identification of coherence and 

complementarity of the competencies of the entrepreneur and project manager is a suitable 

basis for the development of educational programs in which participants are simultaneously 

profiled in two interrelated areas - entrepreneurship as an area of identifying opportunities and 

project management as an area of systematic and targeted implementation of the set 

objectives. 
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The impact of COVID-19 on the career prospects of young people 

 

Higher youth unemployment 

 

The crisis COVID-19 has already turned into an economic and labour market shock, affecting 

not only supply (production of goods and services) but also demand (consumption and 

investment). Just as young people were disproportionately affected by the financial crisis, new 

research findings from the University of Cambridge (Adams-Prassl et al, 2020) suggest that 

young people are also likely to be disproportionately affected by the economic impact of the 

crisis COVID-19. Initial ILO estimates suggest a significant increase in unemployment and 

underemployment in the wake of the virus (global unemployment will rise between 5.3 

million ("low" scenario) and 24.7 million ("high" scenario) from a baseline level of 188 

million in 2019). Although these estimates remain highly uncertain, all figures point to a 

substantial increase in global unemployment. For comparison, the global financial crisis of 

2008-9 increased unemployment by 22 million (ILO, 2020). Epidemics and economic crises 

can have a disproportionate impact on certain segments of the population, which can lead to 

an increase in inequality. Based on past experience and current information on pandemic 

COVID-19 and lessons learned from previous crises, one of these groups is young people, 

who are more vulnerable to falling demand for labour, as observed during the global financial 

crisis. It is well known that recessions can have a lasting impact on the lifetime earnings of 

those entering the workforce during such a period, and since the economic impact of COVID-

19 is likely to be longer and deeper than any recession over several generations, the impact on 

young people's careers could be profound (Forbes, 2020). 

 

Young generations now in education and young people who are unemployed represent a very 

important part of the supply side of the labour market. There is the problem of the loss of the 

employment potential of young people caused by: frequent episodes of unemployment, 

precarious employment in jobs below the level and type of training of young people, 

emigration abroad (brain drain), withdrawal from the labour market due to job search failures, 

etc. For these reasons, national employment policies must identify young people as a priority 

group. 

 

Entrepreneurial engagement as an opportunity for young people 

 

As the GEM report on Future Potential - A GEM Perspective for Youth Entrepreneurship 

2015 shows, young people are three times more likely to be unemployed than adults (Schøtt et 

al, 2016). Employed young people often work in informal, temporary or unpaid jobs or in 

family businesses. Given the challenging socio-economic context after the crisis COVID-19 

young people need to create jobs for themselves, through small and medium-sized or high-

growth enterprises that employ others. Young entrepreneurs face significant barriers to 

starting businesses due to a lack of mentors as well as business and management skills, while 

at the same time lacking financial constraints, funding and market access (Lim & Grant, 

2014). Addressing the lack of entrepreneurial skills and abilities among young people will 

require greater cooperation between governments, education providers, financial leaders and 

other entrepreneurs who will need to act as mentors. Creating more opportunities for young 

people to enter the labour market as entrepreneurs will lead to job creation in the future, as 70 

per cent of all jobs are created by micro, small and medium-sized enterprises (World Bank, 

2018). 
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It is encouraging to note that young nascent and new entrepreneurs are not only concentrated 

in traditional activities (retail, hotels, restaurants, etc.) but are also well represented in some of 

the more promising sectors such as information technology. The trends undoubtedly indicate 

that a high proportion of business opportunities are emerging in the fields of biology, 

chemistry, etc., indicating the extreme need for entrepreneurially oriented professionals in 

these areas. This brings us back to the question of appropriate skills for entrepreneurial 

engagement and the dilemmas that follow: (1) whether educational institutions have adequate 

educational programs and (2) whether young people from these programs are sufficiently 

qualified for the demands of the labour market and employers. Educational institutions should 

therefore adapt their programs in such a way that their implementation contributes to 

improving the perception of entrepreneurial careers as a desirable choice for young people's 

careers. Of course, young people need to be trained through educational programs to identify 

business opportunities and help them develop the knowledge and skills necessary to make 

them a reality.  

 

Limited potential of young people to work on real life projects  

 

The ability to plan and manage projects systematically and comprehensively in order to 

achieve the strategic, developmental and other goals set by companies must be one of the key 

competencies of the entrepreneur. The projects realize the entrepreneurial ideas and set goals, 

and the efficiency of project implementation has a direct impact on the success of the 

company and thus on the success of the entrepreneur. The achievement of efficiency and 

effectiveness in connection with projects is addressed in the area of project management. 

With the increasing dynamics and complexity of today's business environment, researchers 

and experts are becoming increasingly aware of the impact of the competencies of project 

managers and other responsible stakeholders on projects and on the achievement of project 

efficiency and effectiveness.  

 

Project managers and project team members with the desired project management 

competencies are vital human resources in economies around the world. However, studies 

focusing on human resource requirements and skills gaps in project management have shown 

that the gap between the actual skills of job seekers and the skills desired by potential 

employers for project management tasks is widening in the labour market (Sharma, Israel, & 

Bhalla, 2019). Previous research studies have stressed that a large proportion of project 

failures are due to the lack of the desired skills of project managers and team members 

(Brown, Adams, & Amjad, 2007). Project management skills increase the efficiency of 

project implementation processes (Mainga, 2017) and at the same time influence the success 

of projects (Mir & Pinnington, 2014). 

 

Young people who have completed their training usually do not have many of the real-life 

project management experiences and therefore do not have the appropriate competencies. But 

it is not always and really unnecessary to be like that. Educational institutions should develop 

or adapt their programs in such a way that students are confronted with real-life project 

situations during their studies. This insight is in line with the above-mentioned question of 

whether young people from entrepreneurial programs are sufficiently qualified for the 

demands of the labour market and employers. For this reason, in the next chapter we discuss 

the potential for a parallel development of entrepreneurial and project management 

competencies of young people through their educational programs. 
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Strengthening the entrepreneurial and project managerial competencies of 

young people 

 

Entrepreneurship and the role of entrepreneurship education 

 

On the one hand, the development of any socio-economic system is largely dependent on the 

development of entrepreneurship (Bosma & Levie, 2010), on the other hand it is the result of 

successfully implementing the right strategy and development projects (Merino & 

Carmenado, 2012). Without entrepreneurial individuals who are able to find and exploit new 

business opportunities within the company or independently, to create new companies and 

start-up businesses with growth potential, there can be no development, neither economically 

nor, consequently, socially. Similarly, without competent individuals who are able to initiate, 

comprehensively and successfully manage and carry out development projects and other 

investments that create new continuous creative processes, it is not possible to make lasting 

progress and increase competitiveness (Kerzner, 2013). 

 

The totality of an individual's skills, abilities and attitudes towards entrepreneurship influence 

the perception of an individual's abilities and business opportunities in the environment. 

These are reflected in entrepreneurial intentions that are realized through the entrepreneurial 

activity of the individual and consequently influence economic growth and the development 

of the economy. Innovation, creativity, self-confidence, risk-taking and risk management, 

willingness to change and other problem-solving skills are becoming increasingly important 

qualities in meeting dynamic economic, social and political challenges. All these 

characteristics are closely linked to entrepreneurship and project management, so the need to 

integrate entrepreneurship and project management has never been greater. 

 

People's self-confidence in their own knowledge and skills required for entrepreneurship is 

strengthened in a number of ways, with entrepreneurship education and training playing an 

important role. The sources of education and training for entrepreneurship vary. In formal 

education, individuals acquire entrepreneurial skills through the learning process at all three 

levels of education (primary, secondary, higher or faculty). Non-formal education refers to all 

other forms of education and training that may take place in educational institutions as well as 

in business associations or government institutions. Levie and Autio (2008) have shown that 

entrepreneurship education is a good way to promote entrepreneurship as it has a statistically 

significant impact on entrepreneurial activity. Entrepreneurship education is primarily about 

developing certain personality traits or qualities and is not necessarily directly linked to the 

creation of new businesses. Through entrepreneurship education, individuals develop 

entrepreneurial skills, acquire competences and change their attitudes towards 

entrepreneurship. They also develop their creativity, initiative, perseverance, teamwork, 

understanding of risk and responsibility. It is about developing an entrepreneurial mindset that 

enables entrepreneurs to turn ideas into action (European Commission, 2013: 6). 

 

On-the-job and study programs for project management education 

    

People responsible for the implementation of projects build up their project management 

competency mainly through the informal way of learning at work. With their initial learning 

experiences, they tend to gain some insight into the practical side of the business and find out 

whether they enjoy project management work, while with later learning experiences they tend 

to gain self-efficacy, become more people-oriented and develop a broader view of their role 

(Savelsbergh, Havermans, & Storm, 2016).  
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In the midst of the increasing number of projects in all sectors, study programs and certificate 

programs related to project management are emerging at universities around the world. While 

project management is more often included in the curricula of business schools, the focus is 

generally on technical skills (Poston & Richardson, 2019), often referred to as the "hard" 

skills of project management - such as methods, processes and tools. These technical skills are 

undoubtedly a necessary part of project management education, but they are not enough on 

their own. Students also need to become familiar with the "soft" skills required in project 

management. Soft skills include communication skills, critical thinking, leadership, 

collaboration and teamwork, socio-political requirements and the ability to analyse a situation 

and develop an effective solution. To develop these skills effectively, students should have 

the opportunity to learn, practice and develop project management skills in an environment 

that reflects as closely as possible the "real world" of the commercial environment and 

provides opportunities for reflection and interaction with lifelike clients (Smith, Smarkusky, 

& Corrigall, 2008). 

 

The application of a practical approach and experiential learning methods in project 

management training programs is therefore essential for student learning and development. 

Sharma et al. (2019) showed that an experienced student seeking a university education in 

project management is better prepared to take full advantage of the academic inputs provided 

during the program and to understand the application of knowledge, tools and techniques to 

real-life projects. Since the majority of students do not have previous project experience, the 

project management curriculum should be structured in such a way that it both facilitates the 

learning and understanding of project management concepts and enables students to apply 

these concepts to complex situations (Mitchell, 2006; Reif & Mitri, 2006). 
 

Synthesis of entrepreneurial and project management competencies 

 

Chandler and Jansen (1992) deal with the question of which skills are essential for successful 

entrepreneurial activity. They suggested that the core of entrepreneurial competencies 

represents the ability to identify entrepreneurial opportunities. Otherwise, the authors combine 

individual competencies in relation to three basic roles that they believe are essential for a 

successful entrepreneur to take on: entrepreneurial, managerial and professional/technical 

roles. 

 

The basis of entrepreneurial competencies is presented from the theory of managerial 

competencies (Mitchelmore & Rowley 2010: 99). Boyatzis (1982) pointed out the connection 

between entrepreneurial competencies and managerial competencies. Various authors began 

research managerial competencies in the 1960s and 1970s, which continued in the 1980s 

(McClelland, 1973 and Boyatzis 1982), while research on entrepreneurial competencies 

appeared later, in the 1980s and 1990s. Since then we have witnessed research comparing 

managerial and entrepreneurial competencies (Chandler & Hanks, 1994). Most authors 

conducting research on entrepreneurial competencies base their work on the competency 

approach.  

 

Some believe that entrepreneurial competencies are necessary to start a business, while 

developing a business requires managerial competencies. Others point out that 

entrepreneurship requires competencies in both areas. Entrepreneurial competencies are 

defined as the general ability of an entrepreneur to do work (Man et al, 2002). On the other 

hand, the authors agree that the entrepreneurial context focuses on the individual, while the 
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managerial context focuses on the organization (Mitchelmore & Rowley 2010: 97). Previous 

research has shown that entrepreneurs and their competencies are central to the success of 

SMEs. It is therefore important to identify entrepreneurial competencies, as this is the only 

way that organizations, businesses and higher education institutions can influence their 

development (Kyndt & Baert, 2015: 13). On this basis, the Entrepreneurial Competences 

Framework (ECF) has been adopted from three previous models (Zdolšek Draksler & Širec, 

2018) - the first model by Man et al (2002), the second model by Kyndt and Baert (2015) and 

part of the third model by Moberg et al (2014). Since some of the competence constructs 

overlap, either wholly or partially, the authors brought them together and finally obtained 

eighteen competence constructs: strategic planning, organizing, business economics 

awareness, network building, relationship management, persuasiveness, independence, 

creativity, learning, decisiveness and commitment, perseverance, personal strength, self-

knowledge, recognition of opportunities, entrepreneurial knowledge, market insight, 

conceptualisation and sustainable behaviour. 

 

However, the skills and attributes that characterise an entrepreneurial individual also largely 

correspond to the skills and attributes required of project managers. Professional associations 

and researchers have uncovered many different perspectives on project management 

competencies and have created an extensive but fragmented body of knowledge on the 

subject. This is why Bolzan de Rezende and Blackwell (2019) recently introduced a 

comprehensive competence framework that describes project managers in all their complexity 

and goes beyond technical competences. They carried out a systematic review and created a 

Project Management Competency Framework (PMCF) based on all the competencies 

discussed by the authors over the years. Within their PMCF, the competences are presented in 

eleven main groups, which were formed according to the affinities of the competences: 

influencing, communication, teamwork, emotional, contextual, management and cognitive 

competencies, professionalism, knowledge and experience, project management knowledge 

and personal skills and attributes. 

 

For the identified entrepreneurial competencies according to the ECF model and the 

competencies of the project manager according to the PMCF model, we conducted a 

comparative analysis of the content (Figure 1). At the same time, we initially divided all 

competencies according to both models into three groups: (1) management competencies - 

competencies related to managing a business as a business system and ensuring its long-term 

stability, (2) individual competencies - competencies related to the personal characteristics of 

the entrepreneur or project manager and in relation to oneself and others, and (3) business 

context competencies - competencies related to the ability of the entrepreneur or project 

manager to operate successfully in a broader environment and context. 

 

Depending on the content consistency or relationship of the identified competencies 

according to the ECF and PMCF model, we have defined three categories: (1) "ECF and 

PMCF compliant competencies", (2) "Entrepreneurial / Project management specific 

competencies" and (3) "ECF exclusive competencies". In the category "ECF and PMCF 

compliant competencies" are those competencies that are defined in both the ECF and PMCF 

models. Although the names and scope of the individual competencies are not always the 

same in the first and second models, they are almost or entirely consistent in terms of content. 

Of the eighteen ECF competencies, six are in this category (i.e. one third), and of the eleven 

PMCF competencies, three (almost one third) are in this category. In the category 

"Entrepreneurial / Project Management specific competencies", these are competencies that 

are consistent in terms of performance and purpose, but specific to the environment in which 
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they are applied - i.e. the company or project. Out of eighteen ECF competencies, there are 

ten (just over half) and eight out of eleven PMCF competences (almost three quarters). In 

fact, we recognized only two competencies within the ECF competence group as totally 

specific competencies of one area, which are by no means characteristic of the other area, and 

were therefore classified in the category of "ECF exclusive competencies"; these are the 

competencies independence and recognition of opportunities, it should be emphasized that the 

latter competence relates to the recognition of business opportunities, which is not expected of 

the project manager, since the project is the entrepreneur's response or a tool in the hands of 

the entrepreneur to benefit from the perceived business opportunity. 

 

Figure 1: Synthesis of entrepreneurial and project management competencies 

 
Source: Authors’ own. 
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This insight is an important starting point for the design of educational programs, on the one 

hand to strengthen the entrepreneurial orientation of the individual and on the other hand to 

develop competent project managers. Since competencies are related to entrepreneurial 

behaviour and can be learned, a properly designed program and a tailor-made way of 

delivering education can develop entrepreneurial thinking people who are also trained in a 

project-based approach. 

 

Implications and conclusions  
 

The development of entrepreneurship and project management competencies is achieved 

through educational programs that are most intensive, comprehensive and oriented at the 

faculties of economics and business, and partly and to a limited extent also at some technical 

and other faculties. The formal and comprehensive entrepreneurship and project management 

skills education in the faculties has only a very limited impact in terms of needs and 

opportunities. The proportion of students enrolled in such faculties and undergoing a formal 

form of education in entrepreneurship and project management is relatively low compared to 

the proportion of students who are not studying or who are not confronted with such content 

during their studies (Figure 2). The latter are therefore deprived of the opportunity to develop 

these competencies, although they have a significant impact on their career prospects and 

could encourage them to take entrepreneurial/business opportunities. 

 

Figure 2: The role of education in promoting high-impact entrepreneurship 

 

 
 Source: Authors’ own. 

 

Enabling the conditions for ambitious, innovative entrepreneurship is very different from the 

conditions for self-employed subsistence entrepreneurship. It is not only the number of 

entrepreneurs and companies that determine development, but it is entrepreneurs who have 

the desire and ability to grow their business and hire new employees. There are very few such 

entrepreneurs in the world, and they are the most valuable human resource in any nation. 

They are called "high-impact" entrepreneurs. According to Global Entrepreneurship Monitor 

data (GEM), the education of high-impact entrepreneurs is very important (Morris, 2011:12). 

Although high-impact entrepreneurs account for only 4% of all entrepreneurs participating in 

the GEM survey, they create the most jobs. Enterprises founded or co-founded by high-

impact entrepreneurs account for up to 40% of new jobs (Morris, 2011:12). In general, these 

are high-tech and knowledge-based companies in which a high level of technical, 

technological, engineering, medical and other expertise is of primary importance, naturally 

with an appropriate level of development of business skills. Non-business knowledge is 

acquired by students at non-business faculties (natural sciences, humanities, etc.), but usually 
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they do not acquire important business knowledge or content that would enable them to 

develop entrepreneurial and project management competencies. Nor do they develop those 

competencies during their pre-university education, as these ambitious and capable 

individuals usually come from secondary school orientations. The education system is one 

that must promote the ideas of individuals so that they can decide what they want to do in 

their careers. If individuals do not realize during their education that an entrepreneurial career 

is a good choice, then it will naturally be less entrepreneurial engagement. 
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Abstract  

Innovation is considered as one of the factors of business success, as well as a generator of 

economic growth and development. Micro-enterprises in the Republic of Croatia have a 

growing contribution to economic development and it is important to monitor the level of 

innovative activities and in line with the available data, investigate the link between 

innovation and business performance. Despite the great importance of innovation activities 

for business success and business growth, microentrepreneurs innovation activities have still 

not been sufficiently explored in the Republic of Croatia. There are regional developmental 

disparities in the Republic of Croatia, and for this reason, this paper focuses on the Slavonia 

and Baranja regions (there are five counties) whose macroeconomic indicators are below the 

average of the Republic of Croatia. The sample in this survey were successful and 

unsuccessful micro entrepreneurs from manufacturing industry, construction industry and 

agriculture, forestry and fisheries. The results of earlier inquiries conducted in 104 micro 

enterprises in the Slavonia and Baranja region have shown that the assessment of the 

importance of innovation is linked to the business success achieved by micro enterprises and 

that there is a correlation between the number of new or improved services from micro 

enterprise performance. The aim of this paper is, based on the same research, ranking the 

counties of the Slavonia and Baranja regions according to perception and the actual 

performance of the business and calculate the correlation (Spearman's rho) between the 

ranks of the perception of the importance of innovation for business success and the ranking 

of really achieved results EBITDA Margin, ROE, growth rates of operating revenues, number 

of years of positive business in the last three year and level of success of micro enterprises 

measured with values 0-12. The results showed that none of the calculated correlations was 

statistically significant. 

 

Keywords: innovation, micro-entrepreneurs, Spearman's rank correlation 

 

JEL classification: C40, D22, E00, M20 

 

 

Introduction 
  

In the past decade, the Republic of Croatia has been increasingly active in stimulating and 

strengthening competitiveness based on innovative business. In addition to the stimulating 

entrepreneurial environment, it is necessary to create an effective innovation system that 
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stimulates Research & Development (R&D), creating new or improved products and services, 

production processes, organizational methods and registered patents. According to Higgins 

(1995) the secret of competitive advantage is in innovations. The innovation system is based 

on various legislative and institutional frameworks. The legislative and institutional 

framework for research, development and innovation in the Republic of Croatia is largely in 

line with the systems of other European countries, and therefore, the concept of Regional 

Innovation Systems (RIS) is applicable to Croatian regions (Bačić, Aralica, 2016). 

 

According to the analysed data on total investments in R & D, the volume of investment in R 

& D, and the number of patents in the Republic of Croatia (Štavlić, 2016), the Republic of 

Croatia is still in the process of strengthening investment policy in R & D and strengthening 

of competitiveness. Bačić and Aralica (2016) found that there are differences in innovation 

systems in three Croatian regions: Northwestern Croatia which contributes to the expansion of 

innovation activities; Central and eastern Croatia, which has lower innovation activities, low 

technology development and innovation, is supported by public financing, and Adriatic region 

of Croatia diminishes in innovation activity. In accordance with the aforementioned, it can be 

concluded that Croatia is still insufficiently innovative country and tries to keep up with the 

degree of innovation achieved in developed countries with higher intensity of R & D 

investment. Low degree of innovation has an impact on competitiveness and ultimately on 

business success and it is necessary to increase investment in all dimensions of the economy 

and of society in general. Results, reflected in the Report from the Observatory of Small and 

Medium Enterprises in the Republic of Croatia (2013: 9) are in line with the aforementioned. 

According to that Report, investment in Croatia in microenterprise research and development 

represents only 1.1% of total R & D investment in the business sector, while investments in 

small businesses account for another 6.6%. These values are among the lowest figures 

recorded for European countries and are talking for themselves how important innovation 

research in micro-enterprises is. 

 

The innovation of micro-entrepreneurs is still insufficiently explored field. Previous scientific 

research and professional analysis in the Republic of Croatia on the innovativeness of 

Croatian micro enterprises have not completely identified the level of innovation of micro-

entrepreneurs and the connection of innovations with the success of micro-entrepreneurs. 

Apart from the results of the research conducted by Štavlić (2016, 2017) and Štavlić et al. 

(2016) there is no empirical data on the level and importance of innovations for micro-

entrepreneurs on the county or region levels of the Republic of Croatia. Considering that 

innovation is considered to be a key factor in the performance of micro, small and medium-

sized enterprises (Porter, 1998; Joyce et al., 1996; Daraboš, 2015; Štavlić et al. 2016), there is 

a need to conduct a more detailed analysis of connection between the importance of 

innovation and performance in micro-enterprises. 

 

Since Štavlić (2016) presented that in the Slavonia and Baranja region of the Republic of 

Croatia there is a statistically significant positive correlation estimates of the importance of 

innovation and micro enterprise performance, there was a need for further analysis of 

collected data on this topic. This paper analyses the connection between the perception of the 

importance of innovation and performance indicators of micro-enterprises on the county level 

in Slavonia and Baranja region. The value of the micro enterprise's business results is 

summed up and divided by the number of micro-enterprises analysed within a particular 

county, so each county is viewed as one entrepreneurial unit which is then compared to 

another county. After the obtained results, the results for the counties were ranked and the 

rank correlation was calculated. 
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Micro-entrepreneurship and innovativeness 
 

Micro enterprises and micro-entrepreneurs in the last five years have an increasingly 

important role in the Croatian economy, and core features of micro-enterprises are defined by 

the Small Business Development Promotion Act, which is in accordance with the 

recommendation of European Commission (2003). 

 

In the previous volume of scholarly articles, there are several different definitions of the 

concept of innovations that describe innovation as transforming new ideas into a commercial 

product. According to the European Commission (2015: 7), innovation occurs when a 

company introduces a new or significantly improved product, service, process, marketing 

strategy or organizational method. Innovation can be developed by the company itself or 

originally developed by another company or society. According to Eurostat (2015), 

innovation is the introduction of a new or significantly improved product or service, or the 

introduction of a new or significantly improved manufacturing process within a company. 

The above definitions point to the fact that a new product or service is not considered 

innovation unless it is introduced into the market. As the literature has different definitions of 

the term innovation, the European Commission's (2015: 7) definition of the term innovation 

has been used for this work. 

 

Innovations as a success factor have been the subject of many recent types of research. Some 

authors (Kay, 1996; Hamel & Prahalad, 1990; Porter, 1998; Joyce et al., 1996; Drucker, 1992; 

Daraboš, 2015; Štavlić, 2016) highlighted innovations as one of the key business success 

factors. 

 

Most of the research was conducted on a sample of small, medium and large enterprises 

(Lima & da Silva Muller, 2017, De Massis, Frattini, & Lichtenthaler, 2013; Block, J. H., 

2012; Joyce et al., 1996; Higgins, 1995), while only Štavlić (2016) conducted research on the 

innovativeness of micro-entrepreneurs. The relevance of the innovation and success of the 

company was explored by Berkham et al. (1996). They noted that companies that undertake 

innovative activities are not necessarily successful. On the other hand, Joyce et al. (2016) 

claim that businesses who offer new products to the market generate more revenue during the 

period when the product is still new and has no strong competitor. In addition to production 

innovations, process innovations are also present in manufacturing companies. Research has 

shown that companies introducing process innovations achieve higher productivity, improved 

product quality and lower average production costs (Berkham et al., 1996; Joyce et al., 1996). 

 

According to Daraboš (2015: 179), the link between innovation and business success exists 

and the results present that membership engagement resulted in a higher level of strategic 

innovation of the company and had a positive impact on the business performance of 

companies in the Republic of Croatia. According to the same research, apart from the 

entrepreneurial spirit, the competitiveness and cohesiveness of the members of the 

management team are affected by the higher level of strategic innovation, and thus the 

positive impact on business performance. There are no management teams in micro 

companies, so in micro-enterprises, the expression competitiveness, entrepreneurship and 

cohesion of all employees is applicable, since micro enterprises in the Republic of Croatia 

have a maximum of nine employees and each of them performs managerial functions through 

the business activities of their workplace and every member behaves like a 'manager'. 

However, some scholars believe that innovations are not essential to the success of small and 

medium enterprises (Aulet, 2015). Aulet (2015: 7) believes that the business success, growth 
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and competitive advantage of small and medium enterprises, especially small businesses, are 

not necessary in need of innovation. 

 

Hisrich & Peters (1998) point out the entrepreneurial skills essential for successful business: 

internal control, risk taking, innovation, orientation to change, and visionary leadership, while 

Drucker (1992) emphasizes strategic decisions aimed at innovative business because he 

believes that the purchasing power is an act of entrepreneurship, and believes that the 

economy is based on systematic innovation, entrepreneurial management and entrepreneurial 

strategies. 

 

According to Štavlić (2016) entrepreneurs/managers perceive the quality of products and 

services as the most important factor influencing the company's business. As another 

important factor influencing business, entrepreneurs point out human resources and employee 

satisfaction while innovation is the third important factor on which business success depends. 

 

The first two ranked factors show no statistically significant correlation with the success of 

the business. Although, according to the rank of the perception of the importance of 

innovation ranging third factor affecting the company's business, there is a statistically 

significant albeit weak positive correlation between the perception of how important 

innovation is, and micro-enterprise performance, measured by 0-12 (Somers' D = 0.20, p = 

0.03). Hence, it can be said that the perception of the importance of innovation as a business 

factor is greater in the case of successful than in unsuccessful micro-entrepreneurs but is not 

statistically significant. Established correlation is statistically significant, but not strong, 

positive correlation between the perception of the importance of innovation and the Before 

Interest Taxes Depreciation Amortization Margin (EBITDA Margin) (Somers' D = 0.22, p 

<0.05). Also, there is a statistically significant relationship between the perceived importance 

of innovation and Return on Equity (ROE) in 2015 (Somers' D = 0.21, p <0.05). It has also 

been found that there is no statistically significant correlation between the average level of 

investment in innovation and the financial indicators presented and the actual performance of 

micro enterprise operations. The discovery of statistically significant correlation is the result 

of the study discussed in the next chapter and has prompted further statistical analysis within 

the Slavonia and Baranja region by the counties that are in its composition. 

 

 

Data, model and methods 
 

The survey questionnaire surveyed micro-enterprise owners or managers in micro-companies 

in the five Croatian counties of the Slavonia and Baranja region: Brod-Posavina County, 

Osijek-Baranja County, Pozega-Slavonia County, Virovitica-Podravina County and Vukovar-

Srijem County. The selected sample includes all micro-enterprises whose core business is one 

of the followings: manufacturing (C), agriculture, forestry and fisheries (A), construction (F) 

(NKD, 2007). The samples are micro-enterprises that are active, who submitted their annual 

financial report for 2015. 1,773 companies, out of a total of 2,534 registered micro companies 

in Slavonia and Baranja regions met the criteria. Based on the available contact data, we 

attempted a contact with approximately 1,100 micro enterprises and 104 (9,5%) respondents 

were successfully surveyed, conducted by telephone during June and July 2016. The sample 

frame is comprised of 43.3% of unsuccessful companies (negative financial result (loss), the 

decline in business income, negative EBITDA and negative ROE for a minimum of two years 

in 2013, 2014 and 2015. Also, we found that 56.7% of successful businesses incurred a 

positive result, business income growth, and had a positive EBITDA margin and positive 
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ROE for at least two to three years according to financial information on business operations 

available via Fininfo Financial agencies. The ratio of successful and unsuccessful enterprises 

in the County of Brod-Posavina is 56%:44%, in Osijek-Baranja 39%:61%, in Pozega-

Slavonia 100%:0%, in Virovitica-Podravina 47%:53% and in Vukovar-Srijem 70%:30%. 

 

The questionnaire was drawn up in accordance with the parts of the questionnaire used by the 

European Commission (2015). The survey questionnaire assessed the importance and impact 

of the factors affecting the company's current business. The perception of the importance of 

the factor was tested on Linkert's scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being the lowest impact on 

performance and 5 being the greatest impact on business performance. 

 

The results of micro-enterprise surveys are compared with the financial indicators: 1st 

EBITDA Margin 2015 (taking into account its shortcomings); 2nd Return on Equity 2015 

(ROE); 3rd Growth / Decline Rate of Business Income 2015; 4th year of positive business, 

analysed in the last three years; 5th Success index of 0-12, compiled from the number of 

positive indicators in 2013, 2014 and 2015. Level 0 refers to micro-enterprises that have had 

negative indicators throughout the years, and level 12 to micro companies that had all four 

years positive for all four indicators. 

 

This paper investigated correlation between the perception of the importance of innovation in 

achieving success and the real success of companies (Table 1). In Table 1, results are 

presented as rank-variable pairs - in other words - numeric variables transformed into rank 

variables. For this purpose, Spearman's rank correlation coefficient rS was used (Spearman's 

rho). The reason for using this indicator is that at least one of the sets of data follows the 

ordinal scale, does not set the condition of linearity, symmetry and sample size (Horvat and 

Mijoč, 2012) and the distribution of data significantly deviates from the normal distribution. 

Despite the benefits (Rice, 2007: 406), the lack of this test is just five pairs (n = 5) 5! of 

possible combinations. Two of them have the correlation strength equal to 1 and we consider 

correlation 1 to be statistically significant at p <0.05 (Petz, 1985: 198). Since the ranks are 

among the tied ranks, the corrected Spearman's rho is calculated using the correction factor cf. 

Results Spearman's rho and corrected Spearman's rho are shown in Table 2. 

 

 

Results and discussion 
 

Out of 104 surveyed micro-companies in the region of Slavonia and Baranja 82.9% of 

participants graded the importance of an innovation for success in business as 4 and 5, with an 

average grade of 4.39. It has been established that micro enterprises have introduced 245 

innovations over the past three years. Although the results show a strong innovative activity 

in some micro enterprises, the results show that on average more than 50% of surveyed micro 

enterprises did not have any innovations in the past three years.  

 

Estimates of the importance of innovation for the success of micro enterprise operations for 

each county of Slavonia and Baranja have been established. The value of the micro 

enterprise's business results is summed up and divided by the number of micro-enterprises 

analysed within the county, so each county is viewed as one entrepreneurial unit. Then, we 

compared it to another county. After the obtained values, the results for the counties were 

ranked and the rank correlation was calculated (Table 1). 
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Table 1: The rank of perceptions of the importance of innovation and business results of 

microenterprises 

County 

Perception 

of the 

Importance 

of 

Innovation 

EBITDA 

Margin 

2015 

ROE  

2015 

Business 

Revenue 

Growth 

Rate 

2015 

The 

number of 

positive 

results in 

the last 

three years 

Performance 

Index scaled 

0-12 

Brod-Posavina 3,5 5 4 1 3 3 

Osijek-Baranja 2 2 1 2 5 5 

Pozega-Slavonia 3,5 3 2 3 1 1 

Virovitica-

Podravina 1 4 5 5 4 4 

Vukovar-Srijem 5 1 3 4 2 2 

Source: authors’ calculations 

 

The results have shown that the established rank of perceived importance of innovation for 

the current business, as the entrepreneurs/managers see in each county, is not the same as the 

established ranking of the business result of the county. According to the achieved results, the 

Osijek-Baranja County is the best-ranked, which is the most successful by ROE, and is the 

second-ranked in EBITDA Margin and the Growth Rate of Business Revenues in 2015. 

However, it has the worst results in the number of positive results in the last three years 

(2013, 2014 and 2015) and a performance index measured on a scale of 0-12 is very low. 

Since both indicators cover business in the last three years, unlike the first three indicators, 

showing business results only in 2015, the fact is that the business of micro-entrepreneurs is 

significantly better in 2015 than in previous years and indicates a positive and significant 

improvement on a county level. The Brod-Posavina County has the best results at the growth 

rate of business income, but the smallest EBITDA Margin, and compared to other counties by 

rank is only better than the Virovitica-Podravina County. The Vukovar-Srijem County is the 

most successful in EBITDA Margin the importance of innovation in the business results 

achieved is perceived as least important. The Pozega-Slavonia County is neither the last nor 

the next to the last on the list ranked by any performance indicator. However, it is first ranked 

by the number of positive business activity in the past three years and the success index. Both 

indicators are ranked on the same level, partly because they measure the performance of the 

business over the last three years. 

 

Table 2: Spearman's rank correlation coefficient of perception of the importance of 

innovation and business results of microenterprises 

 

Perception 

of the 

Importance 

of 

Innovation 

EBITDA 

Margin 

2015 

ROE  

2015 

Business 

Revenue 

Growth 

Rate 

2015 

The number 

of positive 

results in 

the last 

three years 

Performance 

Index scaled 

0-12 

i r(xi) r(yi) r(yi) r(yi) r(yi) r(yi) 

Spearman's 

rho r 1 -0,375 -0,175 -0,175 -0,675 -0,675 

t value  -0,70065 

-

0,30786 -0,30786 -1,58458 -1,58458 

corrected   -0,410 -0,205 -0,205 -0,718 -0,718 
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Spearman's 

rho  

t value  -0,77948 

-

0,36314 -0,36314 -1,78764 -1,78764 

Source: authors’ calculations 

 

The results show a negative correlation between the perception of the importance of 

innovation in achieving success and the real success of microenterprises. The strongest 

negative correlation is with the number of positive results in the last three years and 

performance index. But, as explained above, none of the computed correlations is statistically 

significant (if n = 5 only correlation 1 can be statistically significant). In order to verify the 

significance of the results, although n <10 the t values are calculated, and the significance 

level is 0.05. All absolute values of the calculated t values | t | <3,182 = tcrit = TINV (.05,3), 

again lead to conclusion that there is no significant negative correlation between the 

perception of the importance of innovations and the real accomplished business results. After 

using the correction factor cf when calculating the correlation rank, Spearman's rho is more 

accurately calculated, but the results have not changed. 

 

The results obtained are in line with the results of Berkham et al. (1996), according to which 

companies that undertake innovative activities are not necessarily successful. 

 

The results obtained by the counties (NUTS III region) were in contrast to the results of 

Štavlić (2016), which found that there is a positive correlation between the perception of the 

importance of innovation and achieved business results in region of Slavonia and Baranja 

(NUTS II region). The model depicted could be useful in expanding research and determining 

the relevance of innovation links to the actual business results of micro-enterprises in the 

Republic of Croatia. This would increase the number of rank pairs to 21 (21 counties) and it 

would yield the ability to accurately calculate the statistical significance of the results. 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

Innovation and innovation activities, regardless of the size of an enterprise, are today 

considered key factors of business performance. Just as entrepreneurs are often considered 

main drivers of economic growth and development, innovations also strongly influence the 

overall economic growth. The system of incentivising and innovation growth in micro-

enterprises in the Republic of Croatia, and thus in Slavonia and Baranja, is still insufficient 

compared to the volume of investments and incentives for innovations in European countries, 

and it is necessary to encourage supporting institutions and the state to invest further in this 

area in order to provide a more stimulating and effective innovation system. 

 

The results of the conducted empirical research found that in Slavonia and Baranja there was 

an attempt of an innovative activity on average in more than 50% of surveyed 

microenterprises, while the other nearly 50% of microenterprises did not innovate in the last 

three years of business. The surveyed entrepreneurs/managers perceived the importance of 

innovation as one of the main things for the company's business success. The established rank 

of perceived importance of innovation as seen by entrepreneurs/managers in each county is 

not the same as the established rank of business success of the affiliated county. 
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The rankings of business successes enabled the analysis of the success of a particular county 

in relation to other counties. According to these results, Osijek-Baranja County is ranked first 

on the list. The results of the calculated correlation between the perception of the importance 

of innovation in achieving success and the actual success is shown by the pair of numeric 

variables transformed into rank variables (Spearman's rho) showed that none of the computed 

correlations was statistically significant. Although not statistically significant, there is a 

negative correlation between the perception of the importance of innovation in achieving 

success and the actual success of microenterprises in the last three years, which is not in 

accordance with our expectations. 

 

Further recommendations for future research arise from the limitations of this research. The 

limitations of this study are a small sample for the application of other statistical tests and the 

determination of statistical significance with some other variables as well. Recommendations 

for future research are in the direction of conducting research on a sample of micro-

entrepreneurs from all over Croatia and in all industries. 
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Abstract  

The work-life balance plays an important role in achieving professional commitment. In 

today's fast-paced world, individuals often find it difficult to balance all roles and 

responsibilities in life. All organizations are looking for engaged employees, as numerous 

studies have shown that more engaged employees are also more productive employees. The 

organizations themselves can also make a major contribution to facilitating the work-life 

balance of employees and thus to greater life satisfaction by introducing family-friendly 

policies and practices. For example, numerous studies confirm the important influence of 

work-life balance on life satisfaction and life satisfaction on job engagement, but few 

research studies examine all three concepts in one study. Based on an extensive literature 

review, three hypotheses were formulated, which were empirically tested in a structural 

model using structural equation modeling (SEM). The aim was to investigate whether life 

satisfaction mediates the relationship between work-life balance and work input. The 

quantitative data for the analysis were collected through a survey of 164 online participants; 

higher education lecturers from Austria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Germany, Serbia and 

Slovenia. The results show that life satisfaction mediates the relationship between work-life 

balance and job engagement. Implications for the results from research and practice are 

discussed in terms of their contribution to the field of employee behavior together with an 

understanding of the relationship between work-life balance, life satisfaction and job 

engagement. 

 

Keywords: work-life balance, life satisfaction, job engagement, organization, SEM 
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Two key areas in a person's life are work and family. It is often difficult to balance the 

requirements of both areas, so the compatibility of work and family has become a common 

topic in both general discussions and in many academic debates. With the increase in the 

number of families in which both parents are employed, single-parent families, and on the 

other hand with the increasing demands of work organizations, the extension of working 

hours and modern technology, where the individual must be available practically at all times, 

balancing work and family life is becoming an increasing problem. 

 

Problems related to work- family balance affect everyone, regardless of gender, age, 

occupation, education and the like (McMillan, Morris and Achley, 2011), but to varying 

degrees and with varying outcomes. The success of work-family balance is influenced by 

many factors, at individual, organizational and governmental level. These factors are often 

interrelated, for example, because organizations will not introduce and implement family-

friendly policies without the support of the state, in the form of appropriate labor laws. On the 

other hand, without well-organized institutionalized childcare, the individual may have a 

problem balancing work and family despite the family-friendly measures within the 

organization. Depending on the family background and personality of the individual, the 

individual reacts differently to the support provided by the organization and the state, while at 

the same time being confronted with different problems of work-life balance. 

 

In general, the work-life balance has many positive and/or negative consequences. For 

example, the conflict between work and family can lead to stress and health problems, 

dissatisfaction, and on the other hand, a balanced work and family life affects the quality and 

satisfaction in family and work. However, a person with a balanced work and family life is 

usually more satisfied in life and also more engaged at work. This is something all 

organizations strive for, as engaged employees are also more productive employees. 

 

Based on theoretical backgrounds and previous research, the aim is to determine how the 

concepts of work-life balance, life satisfaction and employee engagement are related. The 

main objective of this research was to determine whether life satisfaction mediates the 

relationship between work-life balance and work engagement. 

 

 

Literature review 
 

The work-life balance is a frequent topic of scientific research, which examines the influence 

of various factors on the work-life balance and the consequences such as life satisfaction and 

work engagement. In the following, the concepts used are defined on the basis of an analysis 

of the literature to date and the research conducted, which will serve as a basis for hypothesis 

formation and further research. 

 

Work-life balance 

 

The problem of work-life balance is a frequent topic both in everyday conversations and in 

scientific research. In scientific studies, the concept of work-life balance has been used 

primarily to describe the stability and balance between the responsibilities and obligations 

associated with work and those in the family, with a balance in which the individual feels that 

he or she is in the right (Rajni and Ravinder, 2015). In general, work-life balance could be 

described as a satisfactory integration or adjustment between different roles in one's own life 

(Bedarkar and Pandita, 2104). 
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Work- family life consists of three components: "work", "family" and "balance" (Suresh and 

Kodical, 2017). In the context of work-life balance, "work" is defined as paid work (Guest, 

2002), or more precisely as "a committed human activity aimed at satisfying human needs and 

desires" (Yadav and Dabhade, 2014). It is more difficult to define a family because today we 

cannot speak of a family form because of the different ways of life. For our research, we will 

use a statistical definition which states that "we define a family in the strictest sense as a 

nuclear family, i.e. two or more persons living in a common household and connected by 

marriage, cohabitation or parental relationship" (Keilman, 2003). 

 

The term 'balance' also has many meanings (Suresh and Kodikal, 2017), and there is no 

consensus on how work-life balance should be defined, measured and researched (Rantanen, 

Kinnunen, Mauno and Tillemann, 2011). There are many definitions of work-life balance 

(Greenhaus and Beutel, 1985; Voydanoff, 2005; Rajni and Ravinder, 2015). In general, work-

life balance can be described as a satisfactory inclusion or 'adjustment' between several roles 

in an individual's life (Bedarkar and Pandita, 2014). 

 

The literature research has shown that the authors report mainly on three types of experiences 

that individuals face when trying to balance work and family life. These are the conflict 

between workand family (Greenhaus and Beutell, 1985), satisfaction with the work-life 

balance (Greenhous and Allen, 2011) and the third experience is the enrichment of workand 

family (Greenhous and Powell, 2006). The conflict between work and family is an important 

precursor of work/family balance and occurs when work and family are not compatible 

(Netemeyer, Boles and McMurrian, 1996; Cooklin, Dinh, Strazdins, Westrupp, Leach and 

Nicholson, 2016).  

 

A conflict between work and family exists when the time devoted to the demands of one role 

makes it difficult to meet the demands of another role (time conflict), or when the stress of 

one role makes it difficult to meet the demands of another role (stress conflict), and when 

specific behaviours required of one role make it difficult to meet the demands of another role 

(Greenhaus and Beutell, 1985). 

 

Work-life conflicts have many consequences, which among other things have a considerable 

influence on life satisfaction (Goh, wlies and Wilson, 2015; Turliuc and Buliga, 2014). The 

work-family enrichment is defined as "the extent to which experiences from one role improve 

the quality of life in another role" (Greenhous and Powell, 2006). In addition to work-family 

enrichment, terms such as improvement or positive impact from one sphere to another, 

integration, facilitation, all show the positive sides of the interaction between workand family 

(Frone, 2003; Hassan, Dollard and Winefield, 2009; McMillan, Morris and Atchley, 2011). 

 

Work-life balance is influenced by factors at three levels: the individual, the organisation of 

work and the state. In the past, most research has focused on the impact of the organisation or 

of various family-friendly measures on work-life balance. More recently, however, there has 

been increasing research on the impact of the individual, his or her personality traits and 

family background (partner support, children, etc.) on work-life balnce (Turliuc and Buliga, 

2014).  

 

To explain: pressure on employees is not only generated by the organisation and the demands 

of work, but the pressure can also be generated by the employee himself in the desire to fulfil 

his own goals, both in the area of work and family life (Khallash and Kruse, 2012). Gender 
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also plays an important role (Shadab and Arif, 2015). Women are still more involved in 

childcare and domestic work, so they are more likely to face the problem of work-life balance 

(Delina and Prabhara, 2013). 

Work organization has a major, if not the greatest, influence on the compatibility of family 

and career. Family-friendly policies and practices in the organization have a major influence 

on employees' perception of conflicts between workand family (Boyar, Maertz Jr., Mosley Jr. 

and Carr, 2008; Jiang, 2012). Research (Grover and Cooker, 1995) has even shown that 

employees are more committed to an organization that offers family-friendly policies, 

whether or not they benefit from them. There are several family-friendly policies and 

practices. The literature review has shown that among employees, the most common are 

flexible working hours, overtime, part-time work, "tight" workweek, flexible working hours, 

working from home, holidays (Parakandi and Behery, 2016), organizational culture in general 

(Thompson, Beauvais and Lyness, 1999) and support from managers for reconciling workand 

family life (Li, McCauley and Shaffer, 2017). 

 

In addition to the individual and the organization, the state is also an important factor 

(Roeters, 2011). Through its policies and measures, the state creates more or less favorable 

conditions for work-life balance. The country's most important initiatives focus mainly on 

childcare, holidays, care for dependent family members, flexible working arrangements and 

equal opportunities for women and men. Without state incentives, employers do not or only 

rarely contribute to the creation of a family-friendly environment (Švab, 2003). 

 

A balanced work and family life has many positive effects both for the individual and for the 

organization. From the individual's perspective, work-life balance is important because it 

reduces stress and has a positive effect on the health and general well-being of the employee 

(Frone, 2003). From a company perspective, however, it is important because it affects job 

satisfaction, company commitment, productivity, performance, efficiency and retention of 

existing employees (Kaur and Kumar, 2014). 

 

Life satisfaction 

 

Life satisfaction is understood to be a universal feeling and attitude towards life at a certain 

point, ranging from negative to positive (Kashyap, Joseph and Deshmukh, 2016). It includes 

satisfaction with the past, with the future, and with important other views about the life of the 

individual (Servants, 1984). Life satisfaction is a cognitive component of subjective well-

being, i.e. the individual's assessment of his or her well-being, health, friendship and 

partnership and satisfaction with himself or herself (Dimec et al., 2008). 

 

Diener (1984) names three main determinants of life satisfaction. The first determinant is that 

satisfaction is subjective, which means that the experience of satisfaction is the perception of 

an individual. Another determinant is that subjective satisfaction has positive criteria. And the 

third determinant is that subjective satisfaction involves a complete evaluation of all 

parameters of an individual's life. 

 

Although life satisfaction is relatively stable at all times, various life events (e.g. loss of or 

change of job, divorce or marriage, etc.) can have a profound impact on the long-term level of 

subjective well-being (Lucas, Clark, Georgellis and Diener, 2004). Research reports report, 

for example, on the long-term effects of parenthood on an individual's life satisfaction 

(Mikucka, 2016). 
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Life satisfaction and job satisfaction are often linked. For example, some studies show that 

those who are more satisfied with life are also more satisfied with work (e.g. Qu and Zhao, 

2012), and conversely, job satisfaction is still one of the strongest predictors of quality of life 

(Rus and Tos, 2005). 

 

Job engagement 

 

Employee engagement in the workplace involves an emotional and psychological relationship 

between employees and their organization, which can be reflected in negative or positive 

employee behavior in the workplace (Andrew and Sofian, 2012). Employee engagement is 

one of the most important issues in human resource management today, partly because it is 

strongly linked to the productivity of the organization (Gujral and Jain, 2013). 

 

Christian, Garza and Slaughter (2011), based on an analysis of the literature on engagement in 

the workplace, defined engagement in the workplace as a relatively permanent state of mind 

related to the simultaneous investment of personal energy in work experience or performance. 

Most authors also agree that engaged employees have a high level of energy and are strongly 

identified with their work (Bakker, 2009; Bakker and Schaufeli, 2008). A person is engaged 

when he or she feels valued and involved in the organization (Taghipour and Dezfuli, 2013). 

 

Gallup (2006) divides employees into three types: engaged, unengaged and actively 

unengaged. Committed employees work with passion and feel deeply connected to their 

organization. They drive innovation and drive the organization forward. Unengaged 

employees are essentially "unattached". They spend their time passively at work and dedicate 

time to their work, not energy or passion. Active, unengaged employees are not only 

dissatisfied with the workplace, they even generate this dissatisfaction themselves. These 

employees undermine what their dedicated employees create. 

 

Several factors influence the engagement of employees. Based on the literature review, 

Christian, Garza, and Slaughter (2011) summarized the antecedents of engagement in three 

main factors, namely job characteristics, support of the social environment, and physical 

demands; the second factor is leadership, which should be decisive in how an individual 

views his or her work, and the third factor is disposition characteristics (employee 

personality). 

 

The success of work-life balance also influences the engagement of employees in the 

workplace (Bedarkar and Pandita, 2014). Indeed, supporting an organization in work-life 

balance is linked to an individual's sense of being valued and respected in the organization 

(Timms, Brough and Bauld, 2009), which helps to increase individual engagement. 

Furthermore, research (Mache, Vitzthum, Klapp and Danzer, 2014; Taghipour and Dezfuli, 

2013) also confirms that family-friendly measures taken by an organization have the effect of 

increasing work engagement. Those employees who receive the support of the employer in 

work-life balance are more satisfied at work and have more sense of belonging (Kar and 

Misra, 2013). 

 

The employee engagement has many positive effects. Employee engagement therefore plays 

an important role in promoting work ability (Airila, Hakanen, Punakallio, Lusa and 

Luukkonen, 2012), work performance or productivity (Bakker, 2011) and improving work 

results (Andrew and Sofian, 2012). Individual work engagement also serves as a mediator 

between the effects of high work demands and organizational commitment (Hakanen, Bakker 
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and Schaufeli, 2006) and plays an important role as a mediator between family-friendly 

organizational policies and the enrichment of the working family (Siu, Lu, Brough, Lu and 

Bakker, 2010). A survey (Mache, Vitzthum, Klapp and Danzer, 2014) also found that work 

engagement also has a positive effect on an individual's job satisfaction and quality of life, 

and is an important indicator of professional well-being, both for the individual and for the 

organization (Bakker, 2011). 

 

Research 

 
Hypotheses 

 

Based on written above, a hypothesis was formulated to determine the relation between work-

life balance and job engagement, where life satisfaction has a moderating effect on their 

relation. Proposed hypothesis is shown in the conceptual model (Figure 1). The hypothesis is: 

“Life satisfaction is a moderator of the relation between work-life balance and job 

engagement in a manner that that the effect of work-life balance on job engagement is higher 

as the level of life satisfaction higher is.” 

 

Figure 1: Conceptual model of an indirect relation between work-life balance and job 

engagement with life satisfaction as the moderator. 

 
 

Instruments 
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Work-life balance was measured by using a four item scale developed by Brough, Timms, 

O'Driscoll, Kalliath, Siu, Sit, and Lo (2014). The response scale was a five-point Likert scale 

ranging from 1 (completely disagree) to 5 (completely agree). The coefficient of reliability 

(Cronbach’s alpha) was 0.402, respectively. 

 

Cronbach's alpha on the work-life balance scale was low, which was surprising as a higher 

value was expected. The questionnaire of the authors Brought et al (2014) was validated and 

used in more than 100 papers and research projects (e.g. Chan, Kalliath, Brough, Siu et al., 

2016; Karkoulian, Srour and Sinan; 2016; Casper, Vaziri, Wayne, DeHauw and Greenhaus, 

2018), so the assumption is, that the questionnaire is nevertheless reliable and that such a 

small Cronbach alpha is most likely due to small sample size (n = 164). 

 

Life satisfaction was measured on a five-item scale developed by Diener, Emmons, Larsen 

and Griffin (1985). The response scale was a five-point Likert scale ranging from 1 

(completely disagree) to 5 (completely agree). The coefficient of reliability (Cronbach’s 

alpha) was 0.870, respectively.  

 

Job engagement was measured on a nine-item scale based on Schaufeli and Bakker’s UWES 

(2004). The response scale was a five-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (completely disagree) 

to 5 (completely agree). The coefficient of reliability (Cronbach’s alpha) was 0.864, 

respectively.  

 

Empirical research on work-life balance, life satisfaction and job engagement was performed 

by survey method. To obtain data, an online questionnaire was designed, which was sent via 

e-mail in spring 2019. After conducting online research, primary data was controlled and 

edited. For processing and analysing data, IBM SPSS Statistics 24 has been used. 

 

Research setting and participants 

 

The full set of questionnaires was completed by a total of 164 participants, which represent 

our sample, of whom 63 (38.4%) were men and 95 (57.9%) were women and 6 (3.7) did not 

answer this question. According to the marital status of respondents: 96 (58.5%) were 

married, 4 (2.4%) were engaged 9 (5.5%) were divorced, 70 (36.8%) were 14 (8.5%) were 

single, 35 (21.3%) were in a committed relationship and 6 (3.7) did not answer this question. 

We have also asked about the number of children (under the age of 18), where 106 (64.6%) 

had none, 24 (14.6%) had one child, 17 (10.4%) had two children, 6 (3.7%) had three 

children, 2 (1.2%) had four children and nine did not respond.  

 

According to the educational level of respondents: 6 (3.7%) had a B.Sc. or B.A., 30 (18.3%) 

had a M.Sc. or MBA, and 121 (73.8%) had a Ph.D. (seven did not respond). According to 

their academic ranks 27 (16.5%) were teaching assistants, 16 (9.8%) were research assistants, 

57 (34.8%) were assistant professors, 33 (20.1%) were associate professors, 24 (14.6%) were 

full professors and seven did not respond. 

 

According to work status, 140 (85.4%) had full time employment, 8 (4.9%) had part time 

employment, 8 (4.9%) worked per contract, one was self-employed and seven did not answer. 

The average age of respondents was 38.62 years for the 158 who responded to this question. 

The average years of work experience in higher education was 15.09 and the average years of 

work experience overall was 18.68. 
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Results 
 

The empirical part of the research is based on quantitative research, for which the data was 

collected through a survey. In continuation, a method to test the model by applying structural 

equation modelling (SEM), which is used for testing structural relations between constructs is 

presented. That operation was made by building a model in Lisrel 8.80 software package, 

which is an analytical statistics program, which allows the testing of multiple structural 

relations at once (Prajogo and McDermott 2005). It combines factor and regression analysis 

by which it tests the proposed model by which one can assess the significance of 

hypothesized cause-and-effect relations among the variables (Diamantopoulos and Siguaw 

2000). The standardized solutions and t-values for the hypotheses tested in the model are 

presented in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Standardized solutions (and t-test) for the hypothesis 

  
Source: Own research. 

 

Standardised solution weights between the work-life balance and life satisfaction and between 

life satisfaction and job engagement are presented in the model in Figure 2. With the use of 

structural equation modelling, the positive relations between the researched constructs in the 

proposed hypothesis and a mediating effect of life satisfaction on the relation between work-

life balance and job engagement can be confirmed. Based on the standardized solutions, the 

relations are positive. Table 1 presents model fit indices for the researched model. 

 

Table 1: Model fit indices 
Fit indices Value for the model  

ꭕ2/df 2.247 

RMSEA = Root Mean Square Error of Approximation  0,087 

NFI = Normed Fit Index 0.894 

NNFI= Non-normed Fit Index 0.933 

CFI = Comparative Fit Index 0.942 

IFI = Incremental Fit Index 0.942 

SRMR = Standardized Root Mean Square Residual 0.091 

Source: Own research. 

 

Model fit indices therefore confirm a good model fit and positive and statistically significant 

relations. A direct relation between work-life balance and job engagement is not statistically 

significant and can therefore not be confirmed; therefore, the need for life satisfaction as a 

moderator. 

 

 

Discussion and Conclusion 
 

The broad scientific and professional interest in the constructs relating to work-life balance, 

life satisfaction and professional work engagement is growing as global competition increases 

rapidly and management expresses the need for such research; and our research can 

complement these studies. Work-life balance plays a remarkable role in the sustainability of 

organizations through their employees.  

 

The theoretical contribution of this study is a contribution to existing research on work-life 

balance, life satisfaction and professional work engagement, with a view to further developing 
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previous research by empirically investigating the relationships and the mediating effect 

between them among university lecturers. The practical contribution consists in the presented 

results that work-life balance influences professional engagement with life satisfaction as a 

mediator.  

 

With the proposed hypothesis, based on previous research and in-depth studies of the relevant 

literature, empirical evidence was collected on the relationships between work-life balance, 

life satisfaction and work engagement, which were lacking in this study and are highlighted in 

this study, which presents and confirms life satisfaction as a mediator between work-life 

balance and work engagement.  

 

The results are interpreted as follows: With an increasing work-life balance, life satisfaction 

increases, which leads to a higher work engagement. Positive experiences therefore lead to a 

work-life balance, which in turn leads to a life satisfaction that is reflected in a higher work 

engagement of the higher education lecturers. 

 

Limitations of this study must be considered before interpretations of the results can be 

examined. All research focused mainly on these three constructs and the mediating effect, 

while other determinants were not taken into account and are being investigated on a sample 

of higher education lecturers. As mentioned above, work-life balance is not the only 

determinant of life satisfaction, so it can only be suggested that work-life balance influences 

the construct of life satisfaction together with job engagement, while there are other factors 

involved in the process.  

 

Family background in terms of parents or previous generations and respondents' income was 

not taken into account as it was not relevant for the purposes of the study. However, questions 

were asked about the legal status of the respondents, the number of minor children and 

whether or not they are caring for dependent members. Research on the differences between 

the links in the concepts studied according to family background was not included, but it 

would be useful to do so in the future as it would provide a broader insight into the area 

studied. 

 

For further research, it is proposed to examine the effects of the omitted or, in other words, 

not considered in this study determinants and in different settings. These determinants could 

be divided into those that influence the constructs studied in this study, such as situational and 

other attributive determinants.  

 

Human resource management has become indispensable for most organizations, including 

those employing higher education lecturers, and will make those who do not follow these 

trends seem obsolete. Sustainable business practices are essential for the survival of 

organizations, and an employee base is essential, especially in a highly competitive 

environment such as the global marketplace. While it is important to reach new employees, it 

is equally important to retain those that companies already have. 
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Abstract  

Over the past two decades, the role of public authorities in achieving public policy goals has 

been thoroughly re-examined. More precisely, there is an increasing awareness that 

instruments such as EU Green Public Procurement (GPP) has environmental, social, 

economic, and political benefits by encouraging the use of life-cycle costing approach that 

moves beyond the lowest price criteria. In the context of European Green Deal, GPP has 

tremendous potential in initiating a shift towards resource-efficient, low-carbon, circular, 

sustainable, and innovative economies throughout the European Union. At the same time, 

there is substantial untapped potential arising from a voluntary nature of EU wide guidelines 

requiring time and resources for further development of sustainable practices in public 

procurement. Hence, this paper defines different concepts of public procurement and analyses 

the implementation of sustainable practices in public procurement in the EU, primarily GPP. 

According to the conducted analysis, the successful uptake of EU criteria will mostly depend 

on encouraging companies to enter green markets, improving monitoring methodology, 

promoting GPP, and active engagement of public procurement authorities at all levels. 

 

Keywords: European Union, circular economy, green public procurement, life-cycle costing, 

sustainable public procurement 

 

JEL classification: H57, Q56 

 

 

Introduction  
 

Every year, public authorities in the European Union (EU) spend approximately EUR 1.8 

trillion, around 14% of GDP on the purchase of goods and services. In the context of EU 

policies, this purchasing power is expected to promote sustainable production and provision 

of environmentally friendly and resource-efficient goods and services. Therefore, public 

authorities can use this lever in a more strategic manner, to obtain better value for each euro 

of public money spent and to contribute to a more innovative, sustainable, inclusive, and 

competitive economy (European Commission, 2017a). Green public procurement (GPP) and 

socially responsible public procurement „have become the subject of scientific observation 

and investigation in the 1990’s along with the increasing interest in implementing sustainable 

development“ (Burchard-Dziubińska, 2017). Public procurement is evolving both 
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conceptually and organizationally, but the other side of evolution is that governments are 

faced with increased pressures to “do more with less“ (Thai, 2017). 

 

The first important step was taken in 2002 when the OECD adopted The Recommendation on 

Improving the Environmental Performance of Public Procurement which includes some 

“concrete steps to ensure the incorporation of environmental criteria into public procurement 

of products and services including, where appropriate, environmental impacts throughout the 

lifecycle, while ensuring that transparency, non-discrimination and competition are 

preserved”. In the case of the EU, the potential of GPP was for the first time stressed in 2003 

in the European Commission Communication on Integrated Product Policy, in which EU 

member states were encouraged to draw up publicly available action plans for greening their 

public procurement for the first time by the end of 2006 and then revise them every three 

years. According to the European Commission (2003), these “action plans will not be legally-

binding but will provide political impetus to the process of implementing and raising 

awareness of greener public procurement”. Globally, in 2015 the importance of green public 

procurement is incorporated in Sustainable Development Goal 12 (Ensure sustainable 

consumption and production patterns), target 12.7 Promote public procurement practices that 

are sustainable, in accordance with national policies and priorities. According to European 

Green Deal (European Commission, 2019a) public authorities, including the EU institutions, 

should lead by example and ensure that their procurement is green. 

 

The aim of this paper is to analyse the implementation of sustainable practices in public 

procurement in the European Union, primarily green public procurement. While most 

research focuses on the demand side of public procurement, we combine the demand and 

supply side to provide better insight on the potential of GPP implementation. The analysis is 

based on the OECD framework using secondary data published by the European Commission 

and the EU Open Data Portal. The paper also describes different aspects of public 

procurement and its role in promoting sustainable development.  

 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the size and structure 

of public procurement by general government sub-sector. Different concepts of sustainable 

practices in public procurement and their potential benefits are presented in Section 3. The 

analysis of the EU role in implementation of public procurement sustainable practices is 

presented in Section 4. Section 5 provides concluding remarks. 

 

 

The size and structure of public procurement  
 

The public procurement matters more than ever because procurement is a powerful tool for 

spending public money, especially in times of strained national budgets (European 

Commission, 2017a). However, due to the budgetary constraint the use of life-cycle costing 

(LCC) or whole-life costing (WLC) in procurement should be integrated at the stage of 

budgetary planning in order to achieve proper budget allocation (European Commission, 

2009). The size of public procurement within the EU can be compared and measured by its 

share in GDP as well as its share in general government expenditures (Graph 1). 

 

Graph 1: Share of public procurement in GDP and general government expenditures in the 

EU in 2018  
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Note: Data for France and Netherlands are provisional, and data for Bulgaria, Cyprus, 

Malta, Romania, and Croatia are missing. 

Source: OECD.Stat (2020). 

 

The share of public procurement in GDP varied between 7,5 and 19,3% in the EU countries in 

2018. At the same time, public procurement formed a significant part of public expenditures 

ranging from 20,4 to 45,8%. The Netherlands has both the largest share of public procurement 

in GDP and general government expenditures, but the share of Ireland’s public procurement 

in public expenditures is about average at 29,1% even though it has the smallest share of GDP 

(Office of Government Procurement, 2020).  

 

The differences between the EU countries become even more profound when observing the 

public procurement across general government levels. The structure of the public procurement 

by subsectors shows the share of different public authorities responsible for public 

procurement (Graph 2).   
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Graph 2: Structure of public procurement by sub-sector in the EU in 2018 

  
Note: Data for France and Netherlands are provisional, and data for Bulgaria, Cyprus, 

Malta, Romania, and Croatia are missing. 

Source: OECD.Stat (2020). 

 

The share of central government in public procurement ranges from 7 to 80%, and the share 

of sub-central government from 18 to 83%. Therefore, public procurement policies are 

implemented by government officials at different levels of government to varying extent 

across the EU. However, officials at the national level are usually more familiar with the 

policies, practices, and specific recommendations on GPP (OECD, 2007). The social security 

funds can also play significant role in procurement as their share reaches up to 49% of total 

public procurement (Germany). That is not the case in Ireland where the central government 

had an 80% share in public procurement and the subcentral government a 20% share, 

respectively. Ireland established the Office of Government Procurement in 2014 that works 

together with sector-retained procurement functions (Health, Local Government, Education 

and Defence) to speak with “one voice” to the market for each category of expenditure, 

eliminating duplication and taking advantage of the scale of public procurement to deliver 

sustainable savings for the taxpayer (Office of Government Procurement, 2020). The 

centralisation of procurement practices is not considered to be an obstacle to implementation 

of GPP policies (OECD, 2007) and decentralisation can lead to great results on the sub-

central level as achieved in Belgium (Ghent has used 100% renewable energy since 2008), 

Denmark (in Copenhagen 59% of the city car fleet was electric by the end of 2015 and 88% 

of public sector meals are organic; Kolding is close to 100% GPP), Finland (Tampere uses 

100% green electricity as well as Turku that applied sustainability criteria in 70% of 

procurement tenders), Netherlands (Rotterdam realised 100% sustainable purchases in 2015), 

etc. (Procura+, 2020a). 

 

Considering the share of public procurement in GDP it is obvious that central and local 

governments (regional/state, and local) can use their purchasing power to drive markets 

towards greener, more innovative, and sustainable products and services. Also, subcentral 
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government often has a greater share in public procurement than central government that 

formulates national policies supporting resource efficiency and sustainable development. In 

this context, the cooperation of subcentral government institutions becomes especially 

important not only with central government but among its institutions as well as with 

subcentral government of other countries.  

 

 

Literature review 
 

There are several concepts of public procurement that promote sustainable practices in the EU 

including green, circular, and sustainable public procurement (Table 1). 

 

Table 1: Definitions of public procurement processes promoting sustainable development 
Type of public procurement Definition 

Green Public Procurement 

(GPP) 

“a process whereby public authorities seek to procure goods, services and 

works with a reduced environmental impact throughout their life cycle 

when compared to goods, services and works with the same primary 

function that would otherwise be procured.” (European Commission, 

2020a) 

Circular Public Procurement 

(CPP) 

“the purchase of works, goods or services that seek to contribute to the 

closed energy and material loops within supply chains, whilst minimising, 

and in the best case avoiding, negative environmental impacts and waste 

creation across the whole life-cycle”. (European Commission, 2020b) 

Sustainable Public 

Procurement (SPP) 

“a process by which public authorities seek to achieve the appropriate 

balance between the three pillars of sustainable development – economic, 

social and environmental - when procuring goods, services or works at all 

stages of the project.” (European Commission, 2020a) 

„a process whereby public authorities meet their needs for goods, services, 

works and utilities in a way that achieves value for money on a whole life 

basis in terms of generating benefits not only to the organisation, but also 

to society and the economy, whilst minimising damage to the 

environment.” (Defra, 2006) 

“a procurement wherein public authorities use their buying power to signal 

preferences to the market with its choice of goods and services that meet 

sustainable criteria”. (United Nations, 2008) 

 

Definitions of these processes indicate that the focus in green public procurement is on 

environmental factors and the focus in circular public procurement is extended to the 

economic factors. The most comprehensive approach is the sustainable public procurement 

encompassing all three pillars of sustainable development and striving to strike a balance 

between produced capital, natural capital, as well as human and social capital (EEA, 2012). 

According to Roos (2012), economic factors integrated in SPP include the cost of products 

and services over their whole life cycle as well as cost for society to ensure real value for 

money over the longer term. Environmental factors include reducing the environmental 

impact of goods, works, and services (impacts on health and well-being, air quality, 

generation and disposal of hazardous material) and to minimize the use of resources (reduce, 

recycle, reuse) throughout the supply chain (Roos, 2012). Finally, the social factors include 

recognizing equality and diversity, observing core labor standards, ensuring fair working 

conditions, increasing employment and skills, and developing local communities (Roos, 

2012).  

 

However, it should be emphasized that the goals of sustainable public procurement could also 

be achieved through a green or circular public procurement process. Moreover, circular 
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procurement incorporates principles of SPP and GPP to deliver circular economy benefits 

(European Commission, 2019b). Promoting sustainable practices in public procurement is 

important because they can reap benefits for the economy in terms of increasing resource 

efficiency, they can reduce the impact on the environment and ensure its resilience, while the 

society can benefit from enhancing social equity and fairness (EEA, 2012). Most important 

benefits are summarized in the following table. 

 

Table 2: Potential benefits of sustainable practices in public procurement 
Economic benefits Environmental benefits Social benefits Political benefits 

Financial savings  

 

Contributing to meeting 

environmental 

challenges 

Improved living 

conditions  

Demonstrating 

responsible 

governance  

Driving markets to 

more innovative 

solutions 

 

Contributing to 

achieving binding targets 

Improved compliance 

with social and labor law 

Improving public 

reputation and 

legitimacy 

Increased access to 

markets 

 

Contributing to local 

environment 

Improved social justice Raising awareness on 

sustainable development 

Source: According to European Commission (2016) and Roos (2012). 

 

Potential economic benefits that can be achieved through public procurement are financial 

savings in terms of reduced total cost (UNEP, 2012) for purchase, use, maintenance, and 

disposal by using life-cycle costing or whole-life costing approach. Although green and 

sustainable products are perceived as more expensive, sometimes the purchase and associated 

costs of such products are lower due to green and sustainable production processes. 

Moreover, negative externalities reflected in the cost for societies caused by pollution, global 

warming, etc. can also be reduced (Roos, 2012). Purchasing products that consume less 

energy or save water can contribute to a significant reduction in utility bills, and reducing the 

content of harmful substances in purchased products can reduce the cost of waste 

management (European Commission, 2016). Green, circular, and sustainable procurement can 

provide market opportunities for SMEs to place their innovative solutions and products based 

on eco-friendly technologies, potentially resulting in increased competition and reduced 

prices due to economies of scale (European Commission, 2020c). It can also encourage early 

engagement and dialogue with the market and stakeholders to increase demand for locally 

supplied goods (UNEP, 2012). Public procurement can be a powerful driver of innovation, 

especially in sectors where public procurers represent a large share of the market such as the 

construction industry, healthcare, or transport (European Commission, 2016).  

 

Environmental benefits that can be achieved by public procurement are very important in 

terms of achieving national policy objectives (UNEP, 2012) and especially in addressing 

environmental problems such as greenhouse gas emissions (e.g. procurement of products and 

services with a lower CO2 footprint), energy efficiency and resource use (by choosing more 

efficient and eco -friendly products), air, water and soil pollution (by controlling chemicals 

and limiting the use of hazardous substances), waste (by encouraging closed loop material 

flows or specifying processes which generate less waste), etc. (European Commission, 

2020c). By choosing more environmentally friendly and sustainable products like low-

emission vehicles for local transport, using non-toxic products for cleaning of public 

institutions like schools and kindergartens, and purchasing only organic food, the resilience of 

local environment can be enhanced. 

 

Public procurement can also act as a tool for promoting social capital by improving living 
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conditions and improving social justice through integration of people with disabilities and 

enhancing gender and ethnic equity (Roos, 2012). Improving public service like clean 

transport improves air quality, and reduced use of toxic chemicals in cleaning products 

provides a healthier working environment, both enhancing the quality of life (European 

Commission, 2020c). Sustainable public procurement also ensures the compliance with 

provisions of the basic Conventions of the International Labour Organization (ILO) which 

establish right to freedom of association and collective bargaining, forbid forced labour and 

child labour, and eliminate discrimination in respect of employment and occupation (UN, 

2008).  

 

Sustainable practices in public procurement demonstrate the public sector’s commitment to 

environmental protection and to achieving sustainable development goals, especially 

sustainable consumption and production (European Commission, 2020c). By linking 

sustainable growth with reduced environmental impact and improved living conditions, the 

public authorities demonstrate that they operate in accordance with their moral and political 

responsibilities. Focusing on greener, circular, or sustainable products and services can reflect 

positively on the perception of government by improving its reputation. Leading by example 

can contribute to raising consumer awareness on important subjects related to sustainable 

development including environmental and social implications of their purchases and 

promoting behavioural change (Roos, 2012). Research has shown that public administration 

can lead by example by implementing GPP practice, influencing the choices of corporate 

managers and private consumers when buying similar products.  

 

According to European Commission (2019c), the greatest challenges to implementing 

sustainable practices in public procurement refer to lack of political support, lack of co-

operation between authorities, perception that green products cost more, lack of legal 

expertise in applying environmental criteria, lack of practical tools and information, lack of 

training, the need for systematic implementation and integration into management systems, 

and limited established environmental criteria for products/services. The most important 

barriers cited in OECD (2007) survey were lack of training, lack of information concerning 

environmental benefits and lack of information on financial benefits. Løland Dolva (2007) 

states that increased cooperation, increased focus from management, simplification of criteria, 

and more available products with environmental labels are seen as drivers to a greener 

procurement practice. 

 

The study by PricewaterhouseCoopers, Significant, and Ecofys (2009) presents the levels and 

impact of GPP measured in Austria, Denmark, Finland, Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden, 

and the United Kingdom (the so-called Green-7) in the second half of 2008, based on two 

indicators. The target set for the European Member States was 50% GPP by 2010. Hence, 

efforts undertaken by the Green-7 have led to an average overall level for all countries of 45% 

GPP of the total procurement value and 55% GPP of the total amount of contracts. Testa et al. 

(2012) investigated the factors that influence the inclusion of green criteria in the public 

tenders, based on a sample of 156 public organizations from three Italian regions. The survey 

was implemented in the first half of 2010. Their econometric analysis shows “that the 

dimension of public authorities and the level of awareness of the existing tools for supporting 

GPP have a positive and significant effect on the probability that they adopt GPP practices”. 

According to Renda et al. (2012), the uptake of Green Procurement in the EU is significant, 

but it appears that the 50% target has not been met. The study highlights that the uptake of EU 

GPP criteria varies significantly across Europe. Four top performing countries were Belgium, 

Denmark, Netherlands, and Sweden, in which all EU core GPP criteria were applied in 40–
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60% of the cases. Moreover, the study shows that purchasing costs are still the predominant 

criterion for awarding contracts used by 64% of respondents, while only a minority used life-

cycle costing evaluation methods (Renda et al., 2012).  

 

The recently published academic review of GPP is presented in studies by Cheng, Appolloni, 

D’Amato, and Zhu (2018) and Sönnichsen and Clement (2020). According to Cheng et al. 

(2018) GPP discussion “has mostly focused on the specific impacts of GPP implementation, 

while the discussion on GPP as compared to other environmental policy tools, in terms of 

efficiency and innovation, is still lagging behind”. Further, Sönnichsen and Clement (2020) 

provide a comprehensive literature review of preliminary publications on green and 

sustainable public procurement from the year 2000 until now in nine sub-categories. They 

analyse shared complex features of green, sustainable, and circular public procurement. Their 

review showed “that the level of awareness and knowledge of existing tools for supporting the 

adoption of circular public procurement, is one of the most important factors in decision 

making on technical specification and award criteria”. A literature review including papers 

before 2000 has been consolidated in the work of Lange, Telgen, and Schotanus (2014) 

covering the period from 1997 to 2012. The authors state that less than 10% of academic 

research on public procurement, published in English in academic journals covered by Scopus 

and Web of Science in the period referred, deal with green public procurement. They 

conclude that the field of GPP is highly neglected which may indicate that GPP will become 

of more relevance in the upcoming years. Although the number of publications has been 

growing since, the research in this area remains rather limited.  

 

 

The analytical framework for GPP implementation 
 

The implementation of GPP in the EU is assessed based on six dimensions of analytical 

framework developed by the OECD (2013). The successful implementation includes setting a 

GPP legal and policy framework, planning GPP, introducing environmental standards in the 

public procurement process, professionalizing GPP, raising awareness, and monitoring the 

results of GPP (OECD, 2015).  

 

According to OECD (2015), a clear GPP framework with understandable definitions, targets 

and priorities is instrumental in reaching GPP objectives. The Council of the European Union 

and the European Parliament adopted two Procurement Directives (Directive 2014/24/EU on 

public procurement and Directive 2014/25/EU on procurement by entities operating in the 

water, energy, transport and postal services sectors) aimed to bring simplicity and flexibility 

into public procurement procedures. EU countries had to transpose the new rules into national 

law by April 2016 to ensure greater inclusion of common societal goals related to 

environmental protection, social responsibility, innovation, combating climate change, 

employment, public health, and other social and environmental considerations (European 

Commission, 2020d). When implementing GPP public authorities must comply with the basic 

principles of free movement of goods, services, capital, and people along with a prohibition 

on discrimination based on nationality and specific principles of transparency, equal 

treatment, proportionality, and mutual recognition (European Commission, 2020e). The 

European Commission provides guidance on green and socially responsible public 

procurement through communications, handbooks (“Buying Green”), brochures and guides 

(“Buying Social”), GPP Training Toolkit, a Helpdesk for GPP and promotes GPP policy. So 

far, twenty-two Member States have developed National action plan or National strategy on 

GPP with only few countries with mandatory GPP requirements.  
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Effective planning and carrying out GPP includes understanding technical solutions and 

market capacity as well as assessing costs and benefits (OECD, 2013). There is limited 

empirical evidence in the area of market transformation, although it can be a potentially 

important effect of GPP programmes (OECD, 2007). Market capacity will be described based 

on Flash Eurobarometer survey conducted amongst companies in Europe, neighbouring 

countries, and in the US. The last survey conducted, which included green public 

procurement, was published in 2015 as Flash Eurobarometer 426: SMEs, resource efficiency 

and green markets (European Commission, 2015). This survey follows up on past 

Eurobarometers (FL342 in 2012 and FL381 in 2013) in reviewing the levels of resource 

efficiency actions and the state of the green market.  

 

Graph 3: Offering of green products and services by EU companies 

 
Note: The results of the survey question cover 13114 companies in 28 EU member states. 

Source: https://data.europa.eu/euodp/en/data/dataset/S2088_426_ENG 

 

Only 26% of the companies surveyed confirmed that they sell green products and services, 

while 7% of them stated they were planning to offer green products and services in the 

following two years and 60% of the companies were not planning to do so (Graph 3). Top 

performing countries which retained share of over 30% companies selling green products and 

services in the following survey (FL456 in 2017, European Commission, 2018a) were 

Austria, Denmark, Finland, Germany, and Sweden (all members of the Green-7 group). At the 

same time, these countries had high recycling rates of municipal waste (40–67%) indicating 

relatively high quality of national waste management systems. The highest share (43%) of the 

companies offering green products and services was recorded in Austria where GPP is 

mandatory for central government. For 39% of the companies that provided green products 

and service in 2015, such products and services presented up to 5% of their last year’s annual 

turnover, and only 13% of the companies realized more than 75% of their last year’s annual 

turnover through the green sale. The companies rely heavily on its own financial resources 

(59%) and technical expertise (57%) to produce green products and services, but the external 

support is also important (23%). The external support is mostly provided by advice or other 

non-financial assistance from private consulting, audit companies and public administration, 

as well as private and public funding. Based on the survey results, it can be concluded that 
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most companies lack funds and need assistance with identifying potential markets or 

customers, while technical support and consultancy for developing green products and 

services are also very important for expanding green product or service offerings. 

 

While assessing costs and benefits of the offered products and services authorities should use 

life-cycle costing approach that moves beyond the lowest price criteria and considers “all 

consecutive and/or interlinked stages, including research and development to be carried out, 

production, trading and its conditions, transport, use and maintenance, throughout the 

existence of the product or the works or the provision of the service, from raw material 

acquisition or generation of resources to disposal, clearance and end of service or utilisation” 

(Directive 2014/24/EU). The purchase price does not reflect the financial and non-financial 

gains that are offered by environmentally and socially preferable assets as they accrue during 

the operations and use phases of the asset life cycle (IISD, 2009). The contracting authority 

evaluates the quality of the tenders and compares costs based on predetermined award criteria 

that can include sustainability considerations, performance ladder of working processes and 

life cycle assessment (European Commission, 2016). Although an increasing number of 

public authorities in the EU are using LCC to evaluate tenders, the lowest price remains the 

mostly used award criteria in 2018 with 18 countries applying only the lowest price criteria in 

over 50% of the public procurement procedures, while eight of them (Bulgaria, Cyprus, 

Estonia, Greece, Lithuania, Malta, Romania and Slovakia) used it in over 80% of procedures 

(European Commission, 2019d). Green and more socially equitable alternatives may involve 

higher capital outlays at the time of purchase, but these premiums can often be offset through 

reduced operating and maintenance cost and avoided environmental risks. However, such 

savings do not alter procurers’ concerns that they can be perceived to be too generous or even 

wasteful with scarce public funds (IISD, 2009). 

 

Public authorities can take environmental considerations into account during pre-

procurement, as part of the procurement process itself, and in the performance of the contract 

(European Commission, 2016). European Commission published GPP criteria because the 

“concept of GPP relies on having clear, verifiable, justifiable and ambitious environmental 

criteria for products and services, based on a life-cycle approach and scientific evidence base” 

(European Commission, 2019e). In the Communication “Public procurement for a better 

environment” the European Commission proposed that 50% of all public tendering 

procedures in the EU should be green by 2010, where ‘green’ means compliant with core EU 

GPP criteria (European Commission, 2008). The core criteria are designed to allow easy 

application of GPP (European Commission, 2016) and address the most significant 

environmental impacts to be used with minimum additional verification effort or cost 

increases by any contracting authority across the Member States. The comprehensive criteria 

address best environmental products on the market for achieving environmental and 

innovation goals (European Commission, 2016), thus may require additional verification 

effort or a slight increase in cost compared to other products with the same functionality 

(European Commission, 2019e). The European Commission has published GPP criteria for 20 

groups of products and services to facilitate the inclusion of green requirements in public 

tender documents, while procuring authorities may include all or only certain requirements in 

their tender documents (European Commission, 2019e). 

 

To assess the market perspective of including environmental requirements in the public 

procurement tender the data from the Flash Eurobarometer 426 survey covering public 

procurement are used. Based on the results of the survey, it can be concluded that only 6% of 

the companies covered by the survey successfully participated in the public procurement 
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tender that includes environmental requirements (Graph 4). A large majority (86%) of the 

companies did not participate in such a tender, while 3% of the companies participated 

unsuccessfully, and 3% of the companies that participated were not aware of the outcome. 

 

Graph 4: Bidding for a public procurement tender with environmental requirements 

 
Note: The results of the survey question cover 13114 companies in 28 EU member states. 

Source: https://data.europa.eu/euodp/en/data/dataset/S2088_426_ENG 

 

Regarding the potential difficulties in bidding for tenders for public procurement including 

environmental requirements, Graph 5 shows that 20% of the companies had difficulties in 

bidding for such public procurement tender (mostly unsuccessful bidders), while 78% of the 

companies did not experience such difficulties. 

 

Graph 5: Experiencing difficulties when bidding for a public procurement tender including 

environmental requirements    

 
Note: The results of the survey question cover 1371 companies in 28 EU member states. 

Source: https://data.europa.eu/euodp/en/data/dataset/S2088_426_ENG 

 

The most prominent difficulty companies faced when bidding for a public procurement tender 

with environmental requirements was „too much paperwork to be submitted“ as reported by 
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40% of the companies, 28% of the companies stated costs, and 11% considered technical tests 

of the environmental performance or functionalities of products or services to be the most 

prominent difficulty (Graph 6). 

 

Graph 6: Main difficulty when bidding for a public procurement with environmental 

requirements 

 
Note: The results of the survey question cover 270 companies in 28 EU member states. 

Source: https://data.europa.eu/euodp/en/data/dataset/S2088_426_ENG 

 

While stating reasons for not applying for such public procurement tender, 51% of the 

companies answered that they have never faced such a tender, 19% of the companies did not 

even try to bid because they assumed it was too complicated, 15% answered that there was 

too much paperwork to be submitted, 10% considered the costs were too high, and 8% stated 

that technical tests (costs) of the environmental performance or functionalities of products or 

services were too complicated to obtain (multiple answers were possible) (Graph 7). As much 

as 25% of them stated some other reason for not applying which was not listed in the survey. 

 

Graph 7: Reasons for not applying for a public procurement tender including environmental 

requirements     
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Note: The results of the survey question cover 11270 companies in 28 EU member states. 

Source: https://data.europa.eu/euodp/en/data/dataset/S2088_426_ENG 

 

Too much paperwork seems to present a real difficulty when bidding and a reason for not 

applying for a public procurement tender. It is interesting that some stakeholders stressed the 

importance of conducting paperless procurement procedures as a way of contributing to 

environmental goals (OECD, 2015). According to European Commission (2016), the use of e-

procurement system is well advanced in most Member States and allows public purchasing 

bodies to track the use of GPP criteria, verify that suppliers have provided the required 

information to demonstrate their compliance and to feed information on GPP effectiveness 

into their monitoring and review activities. The results of the survey also indicate the need to 

develop proper market dialogue in order to enhance greener procurement practice. 

 

For public authorities to carry out and follow GPP procedures and contracts, they need an 

adequate number of trained experts, including procurers, lawyers and environmentalists with 

specific knowledge of the stages and requirements of GPP, either in-house or through external 

support (OECD, 2013). The European Commission (2019e) designed the GPP Training 

Toolkit for public purchasers and GPP trainers or for integration in public procurement 

training courses and workshops. Countries have reported that GPP knowledge, training, and 

advice of the procurement workforce are important elements of successfully using 

procurement to achieve environmental benefits (OECD, 2015). The approach implemented by 

the city of Rotterdam, a frontrunner in sustainable purchases, is that leading by example starts 

with the budget holder, procurement professional, and sustainability expert (Global Lead City 

Network on Sustainable Procurement, 2016). When the budget holder approves the 

procurement of needed products or services, the sustainability specialist advises on 

environmental savings and supports procurement official professionals to formulate effective 

and appropriate criteria for choosing the best supplier. Early involvement of sustainability 

expertise enabled successful implementation of effective award and selection criteria in the 

Rotterdam procurement procedure for European tenders (Global Lead City Network on 

Sustainable Procurement, 2016). 
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Networking can also be a valuable tool for capacity building, exchanging ideas, sharing 

experience and know-how. EU plays an important role in promoting and funding initiatives 

for networking at both national and regional level. GPP4Growth project brings together nine 

partners from nine countries, to exchange experiences and practices and increase the capacity 

of regional administrations to effectively implement resource efficiency policies that promote 

eco-innovation and green growth through Green Public Procurement (GPP) (Interreg Europe, 

2020). SPP Regions promoted the creation and expansion of European regional networks of 

municipalities working together to transfer skills and knowledge and boost the capacity of 

public bodies for sustainable public procurement and public procurement of innovation (SPP 

Regions, 2020a). The project included seven networks which collaborated on tendering of 40 

eco-innovative solutions focused on energy savings in public buildings, vehicles and transport 

(low emission vehicles), and food and catering services (SPP Regions, 2020b). SPP Regions 

released best practice reports, case studies, guides for setting a new network and 

implementing sustainable procurement, and how-to-videos. SPP Regions received funding 

from the EU’s Horizon 2020 and was co-ordinated by Local Governments for Sustainability, 

a global network of more than 1,750 local and regional governments committed to sustainable 

development (ICLEI, 2020). ICLEI initiated and coordinates Procura+ network of European 

public authorities that connect, exchange knowledge and experience, and act on sustainable 

and innovation procurement by providing advice, support, and publicity (Procura+, 2020b).  

 

Raising awareness on GPP solutions and their benefits with public officials, businesses, and 

the civil society can have a significant impact on the success of GPP (OECD, 2013). The 

Directorate-General for the Environment launched two projects aimed at raising awareness on 

EU GPP policy and training national GPP experts in 2009–2010. The International Training 

Centre of the ILO provided training for 40 national GPP policy and procurement experts in 19 

Member States, and over 2,000 delegates attended national conferences across the EU 

(European Commission, 2019f). Although only a small number of initiating countries in the 

EU explored how to use public procurement for environmental policy goals in 2008, GPP is 

currently becoming a strategic policy tool. Many countries as well as local and regional 

authorities have moved towards greener procurement as shown by the number of action plans, 

projects, and good practice examples that can be found throughout Europe (European 

Commission, 2017b). However, GPP still remains a voluntary instrument allowing 

governments to determine to what extent they want to implement it (Interreg Europe, 2019). 

 

Measuring and monitoring GPP results show that monitoring serves to consolidate the 

benefits of GPP and provide valuable feedback for policy makers (OECD, 2015). The 

European Commission (2018b) recommends setting up a monitoring system and keeping 

track of progress and monitoring the achievements of the strategy and targets more than once 

per year. Key indicators for measuring the level of GPP are share of GPP in total public 

procurement in terms of monetary value and share of GPP in total public procurement in 

terms of the number of contracts (PricewaterhouseCoopers, Significant, & Ecofys, 2009). 

Performance indicators could include CO2 or greenhouse gas emission impact as well as 

financial and social impact of GPP. Information on the inclusion of sustainability criteria is 

usually not collected in most public organisations, so this will likely require adjustments to 

procurement procedures from simple database of when GPP criteria have been included to 

systems that can be linked to e-procurement platforms (European Commission, 2018b).  

 

At the EU level, according to the latest available report (European Commission, 2018c), 

Estonia, Greece, Hungary, Luxembourg, and Romania do not have a national strategy or 

action plan on GPP in force. Although Austria and Ireland have a valid strategy, they do not 
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monitor the results. The GPP is foreseen as a circular economy indicator within the area 

production and consumption measuring the share of public procurement procedures above the 

EU thresholds, which include environmental elements (European Commission, 2020f). 

Although the importance of this indicator is indisputable, the data have not yet been 

published. The lack of consistent methodology for measuring implementation of GPP makes 

it very difficult to monitor the results of GPP, especially in terms of performance against 

targets whether they are mandatory or voluntary. 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

Public procurement can serve as a very valuable tool for implementing new practices that 

promote sustainable development enabling government and public sector institutions to lead 

by example. The European Parliament and European Commission have set adequate 

regulatory and policy framework for the implementation of GPP policy in the EU. The EU 

institutions and programmes provide guidance and encourage sustainable practices in public 

procurement through financial support provided especially to regional networks working 

together to boost the capacity of public authorities. However, the implementation of GPP 

varies significantly across EU countries and GPP uptake could be further improved. 

 

The market capacity for GPP is still rather limited at the EU level. In 2015, only around 

quarter of the companies surveyed offered green products and services. Most companies 

lacked adequate funds and needed assistance with identifying potential markets or customers 

to expand their range of green products or services. Only a small portion of the companies 

successfully participated in the public procurement tender that included environmental 

requirements and a very large majority did not participate at all. The most common difficulty 

faced when bidding was too much paperwork, which was also one of important reasons why 

companies did not apply. The main reported reasons for not applying was lack of experience 

with such a tender. Therefore, raising the awareness and capacity of businesses to develop 

green and sustainable products and apply for tenders with GPP criteria has a crucial role. 

Encouraging SMEs to enter green markets and promoting innovative solutions based on 

cleaner technologies could accelerate transition to a more resource efficient and 

environmentally resilient economy.  

 

Public authorities can take environmental and sustainability considerations into account 

during the public procurement process by using LCC, however, the lowest price remains the 

mostly used award criteria. GPP as a voluntary instrument has a limited scope in supporting 

sustainable production and consumption and lacks the monitoring framework for measuring 

progress in the EU. The voluntary feature means that the national governments choose to 

what extent they plan to include sustainability considerations into the public procurement 

processes. The lack of database on green public procurement diminishes the transparency of 

public spending and the potential of scientific research on the role of public procurement in 

promoting sustainable development.  

 

This paper is based on the available secondary data which also posed a limitation. Given the 

scarce availability of green, circular, and sustainable public procurement research and 

concrete evidence of their benefits, the further research of various aspects of public 

procurement is strongly recommended. Since too much paperwork is considered to be a 

difficulty and a barrier to applying for green public procurement tender, it would be 

interesting to explore the impact of e-procurement in promoting GPP. The specific knowledge 
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of green specifications is important both for the bidders and procurers, and we therefore 

recommend research based on the best practice of local government procurers aimed towards 

sustainable procurement. Furthermore, analysis of current state of green market and the role 

of green supply chain management in the public procurement process could add to the 

understanding of market potential for GPP.        
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Abstract   

Artificial Intelligence is one of today's most outstanding research fields and can be easily 

used in marketing activities. Multimedia platforms (social networks, news, photos, video, 

infographics, newsletters, podcasts, blogs, e-books, how-to-guides, etc.) today no longer serve 

only for communication between users or users and companies, but also for companies to 

collect and classify data of paramount importance for directing all forms of business. 

Data from the systems that register user’s behaviour on multimedia platforms enables deep 

segmentation by applying models based on artificial intelligence, while also creating a 

personal profile of such behaviour. This allows multichannel systems in marketing 

communications to reach users with personalized message. Multimedia platforms are also 

suitable for transmission of affective visual concepts through image content. 

Latest relevant literature findings show that basic functions, values and the nature of 

marketing will not change, but multimedia platforms as well as communication channels in 

synergy with a large amount of data will make marketing more focused, and communication 

and buying more atomized.  

The main purpose of this paper, drawing on the wealth of available literature, is to give a 

theoretical insight into this new and fast developing area where the newest technology merges 

with the existing business practices. Also, some exciting applications of the AI into the real-

world marketing practices has been briefly presented. In the conclusion of the paper the 

evaluation of such technological advances in marketing field and future predictions have been 

provided.  

 

Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Marketing Activities, Multimedia Platforms  

 

JEL classification: C89, M31, M37  

 

 

Introduction 
 

Computers and communication technologies have a great impact on changing and improving 

effectiveness of modern marketing. Evolution of the big data, as well as usage of newest and 
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disruptive technologies, like intelligent systems, allowed integration of individualization and 

personalization in creating marketing activities on multimedia platforms. Multimedia 

platforms include social networks, news portals, photos, video, infographics, newsletters, 

podcasts, blogs, e-books, how-to-guides and many other components. Marketing materials are 

a vast online resource. In a number of industries, they are in fact the only authoritative source 

of information (Apostolova, Pourashraf & Sack, 2015). 

 

The 4th industrial revolution enabled a fusion of human and machine intelligence which leads 

to the advancement into digitalization of Internet of Things (IoT) and Virtual Reality (VR), 

Augmented reality (AR), quantum computing and Artificial Intelligence (AI) (Skilton & 

Hovsepian, 2018). 

Artificial intelligence stands for machine ability that simulates the human way of thinking and 

logical conclusion. There are three basic things which artificial intelligence systems try to 

achieve, and those are: gathering information, determining what is happening and 

understanding why it is happening (Figure1).  

 

Figure 1: AI framework (Burgess, 2018) 

 
 

In this process, the artificial intelligence system has ability to find patterns or clusters of data 

within information gathered from the system and try to establish what is happening.  A 

common factor for solving these tasks is usage of mathematical, but also probabilistic 

language models which predict probability distribution. The last and most complex purpose of 

artificial intelligence is the ability to understand why something happened. But such systems 

still have a lot to “learn” and they still cannot compete with humans in creativity (Burgess, 

2018). Making technological systems which are capable in creativity, logic and copying of 

exact “human steps” is a difficult task to achieve and for now the results are still modest 

(Elkhova & Kudryashev, 2017).  

Some popular artificial intelligence techniques regarding mentioned solutions are artificial 

neural networks, fuzzy logic, genetic algorithms, neuro-fuzzy inference systems, expert 

systems, swarm intelligence-based algorithms, machine learning techniques etc. Also, 

artificial intelligence beside mathematics, economy and computing, connects philosophy, 

neuroscience, psychology, cybernetics, and linguistics (Russel & Norving, 2010). This is 

especially characteristic of the hybrid forms of artificial intelligence that combine multiple 

narrow artificial intelligence solutions that are capable of adapting to new challenges (Wirth, 

2018). 
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A successful artificial intelligence implementation program includes a large number of 

elements of digital and analytical transformation (McKinsey, 2017), for which the best basis 

is the multimedia platforms. Integration of personality traits and multimedia features, for sure 

is an important step towards building personalized systems for automatically discovering 

actionable multimedia content (Gelli et al., 2017). Al Said (2019) also suggest formation of a 

multimedia application with a user-friendly depth of interactivity 

 

The field of multimedia covers a broad range of research and technologies that aim to develop 

solutions for individual disciplines as well as multidisciplinary domains. However, many 

challenges remain, which calls for the need to extend multimedia artificial intelligence to 

tackle these problems and to lead to great opportunities in the near future (Chen, 2019). 

Therefore, this paper aims to discuss about potential of artificial intelligence in digital 

marketing activities placed on multimedia platforms and, also comes with some essential 

information to enable readers to improve their sense about this fast-growing field. 

 

 

Data and knowledge roles in digital marketing communication 
 

Under the availability of vast amounts of various data, extended information, communications 

and mobility, customers use Internet as a powerful informational and buying tool that shapes 

a modern buying behaviour (Kotler & Keller, 2016). Besides that, they interact on social 

media and actively communicate among each other, but also with companies, and in that way, 

they interfere in creating and personalizing marketing content and the products itself (Intezar, 

2017). The power of interaction between buyer and seller in marketing communication which 

encompasses a broad spectrum of electronic media is large. In this way new types of 

communication forms, that is digital platforms, produce a large amount of data (Church & 

Burke, 2017). A combination of digital transformation and need for gaining insight into the 

big data actually creates the big data phenomena. It is important to realize that the amount of 

data generated globally doubles every two years. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that in 

2020, 44 zettabytes or 44 billion gigabytes of data will be produced. This fact is extremely 

important since basic raw material for artificial intelligence is a big amount of data (Burgess, 

2018). The real problem in this data gathering is that data inside the system is in structured 

and unstructured form, so artificial intelligence systems first must be able to format and 

standardize the unstructured data (Amado et al., 2018). This can be mostly found in a written 

form of the basic human language, like blogs, posts, reviews or comments (Paschen, 

Kietzmann & Kiertzmann, 2019). So, to get quality marketing analytic solutions, it is 

necessary to enable storage and analyse big volume of data that is constantly in circulation in 

real time through multimedia technological systems (Ervelles, Fukawa & Swayne, 2016). 

 

As stated in the introduction, clustering by the artificial intelligence is done through finding 

samples or clusters of similar data inside big amounts of structured data, and therefore making 

some sort of classifier (Burgess, 2018). In this way artificial intelligence identifies similar 

groups of consumers inside customers’ behaviour data. This is where the critical component 

of artificial intelligence stands out - anticipation, the better it is, lesser is the uncertainty 

(Townsend & Hunt, 2019). One of the most common usages of anticipation is a 

recommendation in on-line stores (“You bought book A, so you probably will also like the 

book B”). For that reason, anticipation is one of the most active areas of artificial intelligence 

in digital market. It is also useful in forecasting of estimates, revenues, requests, demands, etc. 
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In the meantime, artificial intelligence systems act in a world filled with uncertainty and 

volatility, so the challenge of building a secure and reliable system is very complex and much 

needed. Priority must be given to technical accuracy goals, reliability, security and robustness, 

and with constant rigorous testing and validation, provide an appropriate monitoring and 

control mechanism (Leslie, 2019). Also, with the advances in digital media processing 

technologies and the tremendous growth in the amount of digital media that have been 

created, new artworks and visual layouts are becoming possible and drawing much attention 

from researchers, industry, and consumers (Chu et al., 2019). 

 

 

Intelligent systems as a marketing tool 
 

In today's digital world, with the exponential growth of data, new approaches to aggregate and 

analyse data are bringing considerable benefits to many marketing fields (Chen, 2018). The 

most important and most useful is implementation of artificial intelligence in marketing today 

encompasses content personalization for users through personalization of marketing 

communication, as well as the product itself by installing chat-boots and virtual assistants, as 

well as smart segmentation. All this could be possible through users’ digital trace analyses 

which leaves an imprint in the information system. There are two types of digital traces: 

active ones and passive ones. Active digital traces users consciously leave by communication 

on social networks or forums, and through filling different registration forms and surveys. 

Passive ones are left unconsciously through tracking cookies when visiting some website 

(Wodecki, 2019).   

 

Algorithms that support recommendation systems use methods of statistical modelling, 

especially cluster analyses and neuron networks. Among advanced solutions of this type, two 

of them need to be emphasized – Arimo and Lazer6.ai. Their functions are to support 

marketing communication adjustment. Persado is also important, it serves for personalizing 

visual or textual element in Call on Action, which increases user involvement based on 

constantly updated user's cognitive profile (Wodecki, 2019). 

These software solutions are of paramount importance for creating intelligent model and 

personalized marketing content based on understanding users’ behaviour on internet. 

Background systems include tracking only actions for certain activities at the time when users 

are using the platform and inform the main system of the fact which user can be attracted by 

using a proposed set of elements through specific content used for marketing purposes. In 

short, this kind of model can be accepted as a typical, intelligent version of cookies which is 

widely spread on all web platforms that need to store specific user information (Kose, 2017). 

 

Advanced interaction personalization with end users allows automated adjustment of supply 

to the individual needs of every user through automated and efficient price creation and 

demand targeting specific market segments. It is important to emphasize optimization and 

personalization of users experience in terms of application interface. 

When mentioning intelligent system elements which communicate with users, chat-boots and 

virtual assistants stand out. Chat-boots allow human and computer communication using 

natural language and they are as intelligent as their database where they are based. They 

generate results based on keywords, knowledge modules, texts and rules their programmers 

used, but also use questions and customers’ reactions as a base for creating answers (Ahram, 

2018). On multimedia platforms algorithms of advertise-bots are integrated in all steps of 

marketing actions through the employee bots, general user interfaces, bot contractors, and 

bots factories. Good example is Amazon’s Echo which is containing a built-in bot named 
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Alexa. “She” is found to be a key factor in developing digital assistant culture, and Apple’s 

Siri which is included in general user interfaces (Gentsch, 2019; Weber & Schutte, 2019). 

Then there is Spixii, Insurify, Digit and MyAlly as representatives of employee-bots.  Kasisto, 

MindMeld and Sudo are representatives of bots contractors, and Octane AI, Montion.ai, 

Init.ai as representatives of “bot factories”. All four named categories have many more 

representatives, and the list is growing longer each day. 

 

Along with the high degree of personalization, artificial intelligence also enables smart 

segmentation because it allows recognition and potential customer profiling. New customers 

and new markets can be recognized and characterized based on given users’ profile through 

so called statistical twins (lookalike). By creating a statistical twins algorithm generates new 

potential buyers based on digital imprint of already existing customers. Based on this data 

vectors it can be anticipated who could be a new customer in digital space using artificial 

intelligence algorithms with a predictive analytics technique. A good example for that is 

Adobes Target Premium. It is specialized to find the best customers using an artificial 

intelligence algorithm. Integrating Target into the Audience Manager makes it possible for 

logical modelling to be used to automatically find new customer segments expanding the 

audience in unexpected directions and in that way allows a creating successful conversion 

(Sterne, 2017). 

 

Artificial intelligence is a helpful tool for improving content marketing processes as well. 

Kose and Sert (2017) emphasize six examples of models: intelligent scenario – target 

customer/user determining, optimized scenario, intelligent evaluation of social media, self-

learning digital content, intelligent customer/user tracers, and intelligent strategy path 

determiner.  

 

In the future, marketers anticipate that artificial intelligence use will grow at a much higher 

rate than any other technology type. 

 

 

Artificial intelligence usage in digital marketing activities examples 
 

Web and its widely used interactive platforms (i.e. search engines, social media, blogs) are 

effective on making companies or brands more attractive for people, especially through their 

current marketing processes (Kose & Sert, 2017; Ahmad, Musa & Harun, 2016; Diaconu, 

Oancea & Brineza, 2016; Holliman & Rowley, 2014; Smith & Chaffey, 2013). Therefore, the 

intangible investments of the current wave of digital technology are the focus of major 

network effects (Haskel & Westlake, 2018) 

 

It is not so easily to itemize all of the specific cases or sectors where artificial intelligence in 

marketing can be used, so there are few selected samples in the remaining of this paper that 

are representative of the impact artificial intelligence has made (Corea, 2019). Beside below 

given samples, there are many examples in IT and telecommunication industry, digital media 

industry, food and beverage industry (Wodecki, 2019). 

 

Artificial intelligence in marketing activities in the insurance sector 

 

According to Corea (2019) artificial intelligence is helping the insurance sector in different 

ways. First of all, through target marketing activities on a different media server it can help 

increasing the customer engagement and retention problem which has been just mentioned. 
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The abundance of data can be used indeed to refine customers’ segmentation and provide 

personalized offers based on personal features. This helps in reducing the costs through smart 

automatization and making people more aware of the risk as well as habits.  Furthermore, the 

better pricing and risk assessment that artificial intelligence is introducing analysing more 

granular data will make some people uninsurable as well as to turn back some previously 

uninsurable people into insurable customers again. 

 

Most of the innovations are happening in the following segments: claim processing, virtual 

agents and chatbots, customers engagement, telematics, underwriting, P2P insurance, 

insurchain and smart contracts, and insurance on-demand. 

 

As a conclusion, artificial intelligence is able to improve the cost structure, increasing the 

competitiveness and enlarging the customer base accessible to insures, while optimizing 

processes. 

 

Artificial intelligence in marketing activities in the financial sector 

 

Artificial intelligence is affecting the financial sector beside marketing activities and customer 

targeting in several ways, ranging from financial wellness to financial security, capital 

markets, and even money transfer (Corea, 2019). Financial sector is an old industry with slow 

changes. Therefore, marketing specialists need to make greater efforts and have innovative 

ideas for creating specific activities that will lead to small steps improvement. So, there are 

specific challenges for artificial intelligence because of many limits such as legacy systems, 

data silos, poor data quality control, lack of expertise, lack of management vision, and lack of 

cultural mindset. 

 

For example, The Bank of America operated a bot that was meant to help customers with 

complaints via Twitter. When an angry Occupy activist turned to the bank’s Twitter account, 

it sent the same prompt and standardized replies it sends for request for help from customers. 

The Bank of America ensured, however, that humans and not bots were behind replies. 

 

In 2017 Royal Bank of Scotland introduced a chatbot to help answer a limited number of 

questions from customers. Deutsche Bank is using the speech recognition technology to listen 

to recordings of their staff dealing with clients, in order to improve efficiency, but, more 

importantly, ensure compliance to regulations. These conversations are transcribed by the 

artificial intelligence and can be searched for specific contextual terms. This used to be the 

job of the bank’s auditors, and would require listening to hours of taped recordings, but the 

artificial intelligence system can do the same thing in minutes. The bank is also using other 

artificial intelligence capabilities to help it identify potential customers based on the large 

amount of public information that is available on people (Burgess, 2018). 

 

Artificial intelligence in marketing activities in the sales sector 

 

Good example of using artificial intelligence algorithms in a digital marketing activities is 

Amazon by Echo and Alexa. The investment in complex recommendation algorithms has 

automated 35% of the sales and 90% of customer support. This reduced the costs at Amazon 

by 3-4%. 

 

The Otto Group applies big data and artificial intelligence for marketing and media 

controlling. Based on customer touch-point tracking, a customers’ activities can be 
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systematically measured via various touchpoints such as search engines, social media and 

online advertising. Otto systematically derives marketing measures and media budgets from 

the temporal cause and effects chains (Burgess, 2018). 

Artificial intelligence in marketing activities in the entertainment industry 

 

As mentioned above, developing of personalization mechanisms, purchase analysis 

algorithms apply methods that take into account a wide spectrum of data which allows an 

increase in personalization level. For example, Netflix, the online service for streaming films 

and TV series uses algorithmic marketing to personalize the content for the users and to 

recommend titles. Netflix beside the Amazon has the most well-known recommendation 

engines, and these are deeply embedded in the normal workflow of how the customer engages 

with the company. All the required data—the individual customer’s buying and browsing 

behaviours and the historical data of all the other customers’ behaviours—are available 

through those normal interactions; that is, there is no additional work that the customer has to 

do to enrich the data set (Burgess, 2018). A total of 800 developers work on the algorithms 

with the aim of keeping viewers.  

 

Spotify also tries to understand what the user wants and to suggest matching products and 

services (music in this case) accordingly (Gentsch, 2019). 

 

Disney through a decision tree of questions via chatbot identifies the best products for the 

personality of each family member. It is a personalized journey and it is a new way of 

shopping, a sort of digital personal shopper that takes your hand and makes your life easier 

(Gentsch, 2019). 

 

Artificial intelligence in marketing activities in the automotive industry 

 

Through a variety of marketing activities, artificial intelligence is mostly used for 

encouraging sales in the car industry through forecasting and personalization atomization. 

One of the best examples for this kind of usage is Harley-Davidson. Regarding BusinessWire 

(2016) in 2016 they implemented a marketing platform named Albert, which is based on 

artificial intelligence. Its function is acting on digital multimedia channels. The goal was to 

optimize the results of marketing activities in order to maximize sales and form a database of 

potential buyers. In their first campaign based on artificial intelligence named “48 Bikes in 48 

Hours” Albert almost doubled the record so far by selling 15 bikes in just one weekend. It 

created a holistic multichannel digital campaign through research, social and display network 

and accomplish conversion goals. And how did it happen? It used business logic, accessible 

key success indicators of Harley-Davidson NYC and last campaign performances as to 

identify unknown audiences, best budget allocation across multimedia platforms and 

evaluated the performance of different words and colours in ads. Through data processing it 

established trends and behavioural changes of existing and potential buyers (Kaplan, 2017). 

After that it continued in optimizing marketing campaigns that achieved extraordinary results 

and brought sales success to a whole new level. 

Using program based advertising or atomized process and communication by chat-boots and 

virtual assistants, artificial intelligent systems determinate to which customers and when will 

they send a specific content in which exact marketing channel (Outsell, 2017). The result is 

that numerous advertisers in this industry decided to invest in solid integrated software that 

they could reach data from different digital media campaigns on versatile media channels 

(display ads, video ads, search ads, mobile ads, social network ads, etc). 
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These advanced marketing tools based on artificial intelligence optimize consumption on each 

and every marketing channel in a form of planning and allocation of multichannel budgeting 

for greater efficiency of media budget. In that, programmatic advertising, Nissan and Škoda 

stand out. Nissan achieved price improvement by 33% in qualified visits and 67% in 

conversion rate growth. Škoda reached 53% in conversion rate growth and their marketing 

campaign was 9 times cheaper than average (McKinsey&Company, 2019). 

 

Mercedes-Benz Consulting also analysis of various contact centre data collected by chatbots 

in the automotive sector revealed that 80% of customer inquiries are repetitive and are rather 

simple in nature. The key results of studies provide initial insights for developers, project 

managers, researchers etc (Gentsch, 2019). 

 

Artificial intelligence in marketing activities in the electronics industry 

 

On the internet, thousands of products reviews can be automatically analysed at any given 

time which could not be realized without big data through classical market research. Ratings 

and reviews that are distributed across various multimedia platforms need to capture and 

analysed fast, especially in terms of negative reviews which require quickly respond. Positive 

reviews can be implemented in the marketing communication via websites, social presences 

or other product advertising means. Regarding Gentsch (2019) Bosch Siemens 

Haushaltsgeräte manages on basis of big data infrastructure as software as a service (SaaS) 

the entire process from the generation, capturing, analysis and use of ratings and reviews. By 

way of these automatic rating and review analyses, customer reviews can be examined both in 

terms of quality and quantity and be used in a meaningful way for sustainable increases in 

turnover. BSH’s internal analyses reveal, for example, that products with positive reviews 

achieve an increase in sales of up to 30%.  

 

 

Conclusion 
 

This paper presented a brief cross-section of the implications of AI in marketing activities on 

digital platforms. The explanations provided within this paper are a way to better understand 

some opportunities and challenges regarding the future of artificial intelligence-driven 

marketing on multimedia platforms. 

The best way to discover the potential of artificial intelligence as a tool of marketing activities 

on multimedia platforms is through running a series of smaller reversible experiments within 

one criterion like brand, communication channel, etc. Besides this, intelligent systems learn 

on an interactive basis of constantly optimizing and improving. 

  

Artificial intelligence-based algorithms can now use content from previous marketing 

campaigns to create emotional profiles for user groups. Based on these profiles can create 

similar content that is tailored to specific platforms and to individual user groups, increasing 

the likelihood that the targeted audience will engage with the ads. Data about click-through 

rates can then be fed back to fine-tune  model, building more detailed profiles of how targeted 

users respond to certain types of messaging. Unlike older A/B testing methods that optimize 

for statistical significance, artificial intelligence solutions can be used in real-time, continuous 

optimization. They work well when used for frequently testing new versions of ads. For 

example, bandit algorithms, a type of semi-supervised machine learning, are often used to 

optimize pricing, creative, and placement decisions in digital advertising. 
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Many sophisticated technology companies use artificial intelligence to improve product 

recommendations, such as movies to watch, products to buy, or restaurants to try. 

Personalizing the product selection that is displayed to customers results in an improved 

experience for them and higher revenue for the company. Many different algorithm 

approaches are used to drive recommender system performance. Some use active learning in 

the form of bandit algorithms, like in digital ad optimizations, while others use ensemble 

methods that combine the advantages of multiple models. This technology includes 

applications which recognize items in pictures uploaded by consumers and make 

recommendations of similar items currently for sale. The next frontier in recommendation 

systems is the cold-start scenario, in which algorithms must be able to draw good inferences 

about users or items despite insufficient information. Customer personalization is like a 

recommendation system on steroids, delivering highly relevant content, experience, or 

products to consumers without their having to exert additional effort.  

 

In the past, customers were presented with generic content, but today they expect digital 

experiences as a new standard from which they receive targeted, tailored offers in all 

categories of goods and services. Customer satisfaction in that case doesn’t depend on the 

product or service itself, but it is based on the overall experience in the complex buying 

process. Sophisticated models can combine user personality traits and image visual concepts 

for the task of predicting user actions in advance. 

 

Artificial intelligence-driven marketing will and is already changing the present and the future 

of media modelling and planning. Multicriteria decision making and model simulations will 

shape an optimized media mix and achieve targeted marketing results.  
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Abstract 

Culture and art play an important role in society. Many public cultural institutions including 

classic theatres are faced with similar problems worldwide. These problems can be identified 

as supply and demand side issues. Supply side issues include increasing competition from 

other types of entertainment and decreasing public financing while demand side issues are 

related to the trend of the aging of loyal audiences and, in general, a decrease in audience 

size, or a number of visitors. With the advent of cinema, television, Internet (IT revolution), 

fewer and fewer young people are choosing to spend their free time attending theater 

performances. For this reason, classical theaters around the world are faced with the trend of 

aging of loyal audience and a general decrease in the audience size. This indicates that 

attracting young audience to the classic theatre is the key issue of its existence. The research 

was conducted with aim to determine whether young people recognize the role of theater and 

the importance of theatre on case of Croatian National Theater (Hrvatsko narodno kazalište - 

HNK) Zadar, and to examine how and to what extent they are informed about activities of 

HNK. The research was carried out using a survey method in several high schools and at the 

University of Zadar, during 2019. The sample consists of 300 respondents from three high 

schools and the University of Zadar. The survey questionnaire consisted of 9 questions. The 

research showed that, despite being satisfied with existing information on theater and theater 

performances, the expectations of young audience are, however, higher. Two-way Internet 

communication, which forms an integral part of the theater product to existing and potential 

consumers, should be implemented in theaters and other cultural institutions, along with the 

latest digital technologies in marketing. 

 

Keywords: nonprofit marketing, arts marketing, consumer generations, digital marketing, 

cultural organizations 
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Introduction 
 

Culture and art play an important role in society. Their role extends “from contributing to 

economic development to solving some of the deep-rooted problems of society” (Fudurić, 

2008: 251). Many public cultural institutions including classic theatres are faced with similar 

problems worldwide. These problems can be identified as supply and demand side issues. 

Supply side issues include increasing competition from other types of entertainment and 

decreasing public financing while demand side issues are related to the trend of the aging of 

loyal audiences and, in general, a decrease in audience size, or a number of visitors. 

Moreover, the younger generation is hardly interested in attending theaters. Leko Šimić & 

Biloš (2017:1) states that “attracting young audiences to classic theatre is the key issue of its 

existence”. 

 

One possible explanation is that nowadays theaters have a vast competition in catching the 

attention of young people as there are many forms of entertainment such as TV, cinema, 

Internet, social networks, sports, visual art, VR, etc. Furthermore, it is also important to note 

that theater education has been very poorly represented in recent years (Stoyanov & Stanoeva, 

2016)  

 

Jurica Bartulović (1998:5) states that “It is in the interest of marketing that the museum world 

becomes a world of ours as well, to release itself from its own self-suppression, and finally, 

for the museum world to start thinking about efficiency, business and cost effectiveness – i.e., 

profit.” By quoting Rocco (1989), he adds: “The whole purpose of marketing in culture is to 

organize the cultural offer, articulate its possibilities and to achieve the optimal distribution of 

culture’s effects. In such a way, by imposing cultural values to indifferent or uninterested 

ones, not only the so-called mass cultural consumerism is achieved, but also the whole 

process of democratization of culture and meeting needs at a higher level.” 

When it comes to young people, the astonishing results of the study indicate that the time 

spent by the majority of young people in front of TVs, cell phones and computers has evened 

out, and sometimes exceeds the time spent in school (Miliša & Milačić, 2010). Therefore, the 

question arises of how to approach this new generation of young people, who are practically 

living in the digital media world, in the right way when it comes to theater and theater 

repertoire, but also to theater institutions in general. 

 

The aim of this paper was to examine the extent to which young people are satisfied with the 

information and offer provided; with theater performances and other “cultural products” in a 

public cultural institution, as exemplified by the Croatian National Theater (HNK – Hrvatsko 

narodno kazalište) Zadar.  

 

When researching the available literature, a certain research gap can be noticed when talking 

about arts and theatre marketing focused on the younger audience, especially within the 

context of applying modern technology and digital marketing. Some of the early works dating 

back to the 1990s are focused on applying the concept of marketing in cultural institutions 

and identifying marketing segments overall, while after the year 2010 researchers put more 

focus on the young audience as a specific segment of theatre marketing. By applying 

multidisciplinary approach over the last ten years various factors have been investigated, such 

as preferences of young people, ways in which they spend their free time, attitudes towards 

theatre, motivational factors for visiting a cultural institution etc. However, a sufficient 

number of such researches do not exist, and this is supported by the fact that the first such 

research, on preferences and attitudes of young people towards theatre and their motivational 
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factors for visiting theatre, has not been conducted until 2008 by a commercial theatre. For 

the purpose of this paper a similar research has been conducted, and it seeks to answer the 

following research questions:  

What are the specific features of art marketing, with special emphasis on theatre marketing, in 

relation to the classic marketing concept?  

Why nowadays young people as a target group are especially important for the future and 

further development of both theatre and other cultural institutions?  

What are the attitudes of young people towards theatre, what is their perception of it and what 

kind of expectations do they have? 

What are the future development directions, trends and recommended steps for the future of 

the theatre when talking about “gaining” younger audiences primarily within the context of 

applying modern technologies?  

Following the previous question, what is the importance of applying digital marketing and 

modern technologies in a two-way communication between the theatre and its users, 

particularly the young ones?  

Table 1 in Chapter 3 of this paper will show an overview of selected researches in the field of 

theatre marketing and marketing of other public institutions.  

 

 

Research methodology 
 

This research has been conducted as a part of the preparatory activities for adapting the 

Strategy for the Development of Culture of the City of Zadar until 2026. It has been carried 

out by the City of Zadar in cooperation with the Institute for Development and International 

Relations (IRMO) and ZADRA NOVA agency. The research leader was the author of this 

paper. For the purpose of this research, a survey questionnaire of a total nine questions was 

compiled, and it was conducted from March until May 2019. The target groups were high 

school students from Zadar and students from the University of Zadar. The survey 

questionnaire consisted of 9 open-ended and closed-ended questions corresponding to a 

combination of mixed research. The survey was anonymous and performed by the random 

sampling method. The survey questionnaire was sent via e-mail to three high schools in the 

city of Zadar, and the students completed the survey during their regular classes, with the 

prior consent of the principal. The students approached the survey via Facebook pages of 

certain departments of the University of Zadar. The results were collected using the Google 

Docs document management service. 300 survey questionnaires were completed and later 

processed using statistical analysis. The results are presented in this paper. As a limitation of 

this research the authors state the fact that the research was conducted on a sample of only 

couple of schools and one university, and it also refers to only one cultural institution. It 

would certainly be useful to expand the research on a wider population and a greater number 

of participants, and to include more of different cultural institutions. In the future, the research 

should also go deeper and find an optimal way of communication between the theatre and its 

(young) audience, but first and foremost, it should develop a marketing model of 

communication that will be able to include the audience, especially the young people, in 

(co)creation of the cultural offer of theatres and other cultural institutions.  

 

 

Arts marketing – theoretical and conceptual framework 
 

This research falls under the field of Arts Marketing. Kerrigan, Fraser & Ozbilgin (2007) state 

that arts marketing “focuses on a variety of sectors within the arts and addresses the way in 
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which marketing principles are applied within these, outlining both similarities and 

differences that occur”. In recent years, there have been significant shifts in arts marketing, 

both as a practice and academic discipline. “The relationship between art and the market is 

increasingly complex and dynamic, requiring a transformation in the way the arts are 

marketed” (O'Reilly & Kerrigan, 2010). These authors also believe that “arts marketing is not 

about the simple application of mainstream managerial marketing to the arts” and therefore 

the research and practice of marketing in culture and the arts should be approached in a 

different, specific way. 

 

Marketing orientation in culture focuses on understanding the needs and wants of different 

cultural contents final recipients. According to Hill et al. (2003:1) “Marketing orientation 

plays a key role in the demystification of the contents of cultural institutions, and therefore 

marketing should be considered as a tool by which potential demand for contents of cultural 

institutions is translated into real demand.” The same group of authors points out that non-

profit and public-sector organizations present a further tier of complexity to marketing 

because of their diversity of purpose. Furthermore, they quote Hofstede, who states in his 

1981 classic article that: “As we shall see, the bottom line in the arts is smudged not only by 

the varying objectives of different organizations, but by the difficulty of measuring the impact 

and value of the activities they generate. Marketing’s role in such organizations is to offer a 

route to effectiveness: the achievement of organizational objectives which will include, but 

not be limited to, financial ones. Marketing has therefore moved on from an automatic 

association with big business – its analytical models and techniques are relevant to a much 

wider field.” (Hill et al., 2003: xiv) 

 

Already in the first phases of marketing development in cultural institutions, the focus of 

research was on conceptualizing the experiences of visitors to cultural institutions. As the 

offer of cultural contents become more and more diverse, marketing of cultural institutions is 

focused on the question of how to offer visitors additional value for money, how to stand out 

in the minds of target group of customers and gain their loyalty. The answer to these 

questions lies in the need to provide extraordinary, unique and exclusive experiences that will 

engulf visitors for their uniqueness and exceptional emotional, multisensory and aesthetic 

nature (Hume, 2011). The aforementioned author also points out that the level of experience 

of visitors to a cultural event is influenced by the interaction between the overall quality of 

services, the perceived value for the time and money invested, and the satisfaction of visitors 

with overall marketing relationships at cultural institution level. 

  

“Understanding the customers' needs and wants induces companies to realize that no two 

buyers are ever exactly the same. This heterogeneity in needs and wants drive companies to 

look for distinctive groups of customers with rather homogeneous needs and expectations 

which, when aggregated, represent potential target markets (Dibb et al., 1998) and this is even 

more intense when it comes to marketing of cultural goods as identifying every individual's 

elegance and taste is such a difficult task.” (Shahhosseini & Ardahaey, 2011:231) 

 

According to Colb (2004), “cultural organizations have long been protected from the harsh 

realities of the marketplace by relying on wealthy patrons or public subsidies. But as these 

sources of finance become scarcer they now find that they have to compete for an audience. 

Some have adjusted to this new reality, but many have not.” 

 

In discussing theater, there is a generally accepted view that theaters and other public 

institutions should turn to marketing practices and attract as many people as possible to the 
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theater. In other words, it is about establishing two-way communication with users, i.e. it is 

the attitude of contemporary authors and experts who believe that theater audiences should be 

discovered, introduced and actively involved in the creation of repertoire, choice of genres 

and the like. However, that wasn't always the case. Nikčević talks about the so-called First 

attitude, that is, a negative attitude or “contempt for the audience”, stating the basic postulate 

on which this attitude is based: “It will not be up to the crowds to determine the winner by 

raising their hands!” (Nikcevic, 2016). This attitude stems from Plato's theses, who himself 

believed that “the audience is simply incompetent to judge art” (Beker, 1997, cited in 

Nikcevic, 2016). “The negative attitude towards the audience, or the view that the audience is 

incompetent in judging the quality, meaning or purpose of the work and that it should be 

taught how to do so, has always existed in the European theater, but it was the dominant 

opinion only in certain epochs” (Beker, 1997, cit. in: Nikcevic, 2016). 

 

In antiquity, the theater was a ritual that was considered an important act for the benefit of the 

community, and so the performers and the audience were equally important. The presence of 

the audience was important (theaters had several thousand seats and representatives of all 

tribes would come), as well as the opinion of the audience (the audience chose the winner), 

and the proper behavior of the audience. The sanctity of the theatrical act was also protected 

by the laws, meaning that the punishment for the audience disobedience at the games could 

also be death! In his “On Poetic Art”, Aristotle, contrary to Plato’s theses, formulated the 

importance of audience participation not only for the community but also for every individual 

in the theater, as he considered catharsis or purification of the emotions of the audience to be 

the main function of the theater, and thus a very important activity in the achievement of 

happiness and well-being (Beker, 1979). 

 

Emotional expression, which is contained in cultural contents, is complemented by a deep 

symbolic meaning of cultural contents, since symbols evoke in man collective 

unconsciousness and build a sense of belonging, identity and spiritual growth. Symbolic 

elements are present in all forms of artistic expression - from visual symbols in fine arts to 

narrative identity in stories and theatrical arts, or unique atmosphere and expression in music 

as a universal emotional and symbolic language. The symbolism of cultural contents leads to 

the exchange of personal experiences at the highest level, the emotional and the essential one. 

The objective of cultural contents marketing is not and cannot be to produce the emotional 

and symbolic component of visitors’ experiences, but to recognize and understand them with 

the aim of securing further offering of contents that are oriented towards a high level of visitor 

satisfaction with the service (Colbert & St-James, 2014). 

 

Some other authors have come to a similar conclusion and argue that if art does adopt a 

marketing concept, it will quickly go down the road of commercialization. As an example, 

Munjin (2017) cites the dismissal of legendary director Frank Castorf as director of Berlin’s 

socially engaged Volksbühne Theater and the arrival of a new administration that wants to 

introduce a more commercial repertoire, which, Munjin states, is “an emblematic example of 

a new situation in which the theater is becoming more and more commodity and less and less 

art.” The same author ironically adds: “Today, it is perfectly normal in theaters to see the light 

of a cell phone during a play and the audience casually navigating social networks, while at 

the same time a fierce battle over good and evil, honesty, honor, and death takes place on 

stage.” 

 

According to Černjul (2013): “More important questions that have been asked and which 

need to be answered are: To what extent is marketing present in these (cultural) activities, 
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whether systematic marketing research on culture and the arts is being conducted, is there an 

adequately educated staff for that specific area, how to be a successful example in practice, 

how to raise (required financial) funds, etc. However, it is good to have in mind that in 

theatrical and any other artistic production (in the broader sense of social activities) the laws 

of the market cannot be the main and only parameter, as they are in the economic field. 

Mihanović (2005) states: “Culture and art should not be changed according to marketing 

assumptions, but the marketing concept should be adapted to the essence and nature of culture 

and art.“ 

 

As far as young people are concerned, the question is how they spend their free time and how 

much cultural content is involved in spending their free time. Research conducted by Miliša 

and Milačić in Zadar in 2010 demonstrates the following: The most common orientation of 

young people in their free time is leisure (watching TV, surfing the Internet, listening to the 

radio, reading magazines, lying around, wandering around the city and shopping centers, etc.), 

followed by an orientation to entertainment (going to concerts, going to night clubs, going to 

house parties), family orientation (going to church, participating in traditional games, i.e. 

family games and taking care of pets), orientation to sports (active, recreational sports, going 

to sports events) and, at the end is the cultural orientation (going to the theater, attending 

exhibitions, reading books, attending courses ...). 

Taylor et al. (2001) conducted rather similar researches as a part of the project initiated by the 

Government in the UK, and translated into a policy initiative in the form of a New Audiences 

Fund. The initiative has focused on, among other aims, increasing participation in the arts by 

young people. After the research was conducted, the authors conclude that: “price discounts 

are necessary and important attractions to young people but they are not sufficient and must 

be complemented by other elements of the marketing mix.” (Taylor et al., 2001:141) 

Leko Šimić and Biloš examined the communication tactics that specifically refer to web-site 

characteristics and web-site experiences on 7 Croatian national theatres and three commercial 

theatres. They concluded that theatre marketing needs to introduce a two-way web 

communication, “which makes existing and potential consumers an integral part of theatre 

product.” (Leko Šimić & Biloš, 2017: 11) 

Constantinides and Foundain (2008:242) also advocate the introduction of new technologijes, 

saying that:  “The Web 2.0 movement emphasises the trend towards openness and technology 

democratisation and introduces new forms of participation based on decentralisation and user-

generated content.” Although in this case the need to introduce new technologies in 

organizations in general is being discussed, this thesis can be very specifically and 

appropriately applied to art and theatre marketing, because it supports (and eventually 

becomes) a creative process in the interaction of providers and "consumers" of user content. 

Table 1. Overview of selected research in the field of theater marketing and the marketing of 

other public institutions 
Author and Year Research Topic Research Area Contribution to Theory on 

Nonprofit Marketing  

Sargeant (1997) Theatre Audiences  Theatre attendees in the 

Plymouth area of South 

Devon 

An attempt to identify 

distinct market segments 

Gainer  & Padanyi 

(2005) 

Analysis of the relationship 

between market orientation 

and organizational 

performance 

Nonprofit arts organizations, 

market‐oriented internal 

culture 

The application of the 

marketing concept to 

nonprofit arts organizations 

Lončar (2008) Theater in Croatia and Youth 

- market research - theater 

visitors in the youth segment  

The first such research in 

Croatia - Mala scena 

Theater Zagreb 

A contribution to the 

knowledge of youth 

preferences regarding 

attitudes towards theater and 
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motivation to go to the 

theater 

Miliša & Milačić 

(2010) 

The Role of the Media in the 

Creation of Youth Leisure 

Structuring youth leisure Behavior of a segment of 

customers (young people) in 

the field of media 

communication 

Černjul (2013) Review and application of 7P 

service marketing mix in 

cultural institutions 

Application of the service 

marketing mix in the theater 

on the example of 

alternative, non-institutional 

theater Dr. INAT Pula 

Contribution to the theory of 

service marketing mix in 

cultural institutions 

Tonković, Krolo 

& Marcelić (2014) 

Cultural consumption and 

musical preferences of youth, 

in the case of Zadar 

Patterns of cultural 

consumption 

A contribution to 

understanding consumer 

preferences in the area of 

demand for music cultural 

content 

Miočević (2015) Analysis of the marketing 

mix in culture 

 

 

Design and development of 

marketing mix in public 

culture institutions, on the 

example of the Istrian 

National Theater (INK – 

Istarsko narodno kazalište) 

Pula 

Contribution to modeling 7P 

service model in cultural 

institutions 

Bestvina Bukvić, 

Borić Cvenić & 

Buljubašić (2017) 

Theatre attendance  

in Croatian cinema and 

professional theatre industry 

operating in Osijek and Zadar 

Analysis of the impact 

factors influencing the 

cinema and professional 

theatre attendance 

Factors relevant for the 

younger population 

attendance 

Kukić (2018) Motivation factor analysis in 

cultural institutions 

 

Student's motivation factors 

for visiting cultural 

institutions 

Understanding the factors 

that influence the motivation 

of young people to visit 

cultural institutions 

   Source: author's research based on available literature  

 

Youth and theater 

Božić (2017) states: “My experience working on youth plays in small-town theaters and 

national houses tells me that even the leaders and associates of these houses themselves do 

not know what to do with these performances/projects. There is resistance to engaging young 

people in the working stages of the development of the play and cooperation with professors 

and pedagogues is difficult because such projects, understood solely as compulsory reading in 

the theater, cannot be included in the educational process, and in the post-production phase 

they do not converse with young people on topics that individual plays explore, let alone offer 

workshops of creative exploration through theater.” 

 

The same author points to the fact that in the Republic of Croatia the “last serious research” 

on the state of youth theaters was conducted in 2006 by private theater Mala scena, and not 

by some higher education institutions or cultural policymakers. The results of a research 

conducted in Zagreb on a sample of 1400 young people between the ages of 14 and 18, as 

stated by Božić, “show not only the attitude of young people to the theater arts, but also point 

to the wider problems of growing up in a post-transition society.” The results showed that for 

25% of young people “theater was not interesting enough and it did not arouse deeper 

interest”. The survey also pointed to the devastating fact that 25% of young people go to the 

theater only when they are forced to do so by the school, and 7% do not go to the theater at 

all. Among the respondents, 40% of them spend their free time in a cafe, 25% of them at 

home in front of TV screens, while only 1.3% decide to go to the theater in their free time 

(Božić. 2017). Similarly, Iveković (2009) claims that “unfortunately, there are still no 
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empirical studies of theater audiences in Croatia.” It is evident that there is a serious deficit of 

research on the preferences, motivation, and profile of theater audiences in general, and 

therefore young people, at least in the Republic of Croatia. 
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Research results 
 

Graph 1 is showing the age distribution of the respondents. Most of the respondents are 

between 17 and 21 years old, while only four respondents are between 32 and 46 years old. 

                    Graph 1. Age of respondents 

 
                       Source: authors’ research 

 

Graph 2 is showing the distribution of respondents in terms of gender. It was found that the 

majority of respondents were males (52%). 

 

Graph 2. Gender of Respondents 

 
 Source: authors’ research 

 

 

                            Graph 3. Educational Status of Respondents 
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                                     Source: authors’ research 

 

Graph 3 is showing the percentage of respondents based on their educational status. It is 

evident that out of the total 300 respondents, 41% are high school students while 59% are 

students. 

 

    Graph 4. HNK Zadar Theater Attendance 

 

 
 

                  Source: authors’ research 

 

Graph 4 is showing the attendance rate for HNK Zadar. The majority of respondents have 

watched one play in the last few years. 

 

Graph 5 is showing the level of informations that HNK Zadar provides to its visitors. The 

majority of respondents believe that the HNK Zadar sufficiently informs the audience about 

its contents, 93 respondents have said that they do not receive enough informations about the 
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programs at HNK Zadar. Respondents were also allowed to respond freely; therefore, three 

respondents answered that they did not know whether HNK Zadar was sufficiently informing 

the audience about its contents, and thus it is assumed that these three respondents do not 

regularly visit HNK Zadar. 

            

          Graph 5. Respondent perception of the level of informations provided by HNK Zadar 

 
            Source: authors’research  

 

Graph 6 illustrates in what ways visitors are informed about the programs of HNK Zadar. 

Respondents were allowed to choose multiple answers. Data analysis has shown that as many 

as 113 respondents receive informations about HNK Zadar via social media. Respondents 

were also given the option to answer freely. Some respondents have stated that they receive 

informations on the theatre program via SMS. The respondents are assumed to be student 

subscribers, as this is one of the ways how HNK Zadar informs its subscribers. Also, some of 

the respondents mentioned that they receive the information via student email and so it can be 

concluded that HNK Zadar and the University of Zadar together have built a successful 

communication with students. 

 

Graph 7 is showing the distribution of respondents' opinions on the fundamental values of 

HNK Zadar. For the majority of respondents, the value of HNK Zadar is reflected in its long 

history and tradition. In the second place is the repertoire and, as a result, the acting ensemble. 

Visual posters, working hours and courtesy are considered as assets of the HNK Zadar for 27 

respondents. 
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    Graph 6. Methods of informing about the programs of HNK Zadar 

 

 
Source: authors’ research 

 

Graph 7. Respondents' opinions on the fundamental values of HNK Zadar 

 
         Source: authors’ research 

 

Graph 8 is showing respondents' opinions on the role of theater. Respondents' opinions were 

divided regarding on this question. Considering that the respondents were given the option of 

multiple answers, it is assumed that more respondents answered that the role of the theater is 

to entertain and relax, educate and raise young people and to develop critical awareness and 

intellect. 
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               Graph 8. Respondents' opinions on the role of the theater 

 
Source: authors’ resarch 

Respondents were allowed to answer freely on the last question asked: “If you are a regular 

visitor to HNK Zadar, do you think that something should change in the theater repertoire?” It 

is assumed that this question was answered by respondents who regularly visit HNK Zadar. 

The majority of the respondents have said that nothing should change in the theatrical 

repertoire. However, respondents were critical on drama plays that “were not interesting to the 

younger population” and suggested the introduction of more plays that are also required 

reading in schools. 

 

The research conducted on a sample of 300 respondents, aged 12-46 years, found that 19.7% 

of the respondents had never been to the Croatian National Theater Zadar, so the assumption 

is that the mentioned respondents are students of the University of Zadar who reside in 

another city. It was also found that 41.8% of respondents have watched one play in the last 

few years. Even though these are devastating results, it is also shown that as high as 58.1% of 

respondents believe that the HNK Zadar provides its visitors with sufficient informations 

about its program and activities. This indicates a significant polarization when it comes to 

potential and real visitors of the theater. The first group is an audience that does not or almost 

does not visit the theater (about half of the respondents), while on the other side of the 

spectrum are more regular, younger theater visitors who have a positive opinion on it. 

Moreover, according to the research 68% of the respondents consider the long history and 

tradition as the greatest value of HNK Zadar. 

 

 

Discussion 
 

It is clear that in recent years the culture in Zadar has become less popular among the younger 

population. The assumption is that, due to a large amount of informations, the younger 

population chooses to socialize with friends elsewhere and participate in other activities and, 

rather than to visit cultural sites.  

In an era when younger generations are turning into “media addicts” (Milisa & Milacic, 

2010), the question is what kind of theater repertoire could attract them. This research has 

shown that younger generations prefer comedy genres and more amusing types of art; plays 
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that can both entertain them and relax them. The reason for such preferences could be that the 

existing repertoire consisting mainly of dramas that are either too difficult to understand or 

more appropriate for adults. The above findings coincide with the thesis of Iveković (2009) 

who claims that “it turned out that the theater audience requires entertainment, even though 

they do not consider the theater as pure entertainment as they do film and television”. 

However, the author does not refer to the younger audience, but rather to the theater audiences 

in general. Furthermore, the younger generation wants to visit the theater with friends so they 

do not want to visit something that will be boring to them. In other words, the younger 

generation is looking for fun in everything, they are constantly surrounded by digital media, 

the Internet and video, and thus, they require a more casual approach from a serious 

institution like theater. Hence, it is quite important for theater managers to take certain 

measures in order to attract new visitors. This can be achieved by introducing certain 

marketing tools and activities such as discounts, special packages for students, tickets as a 

gift, rewards for multiple visits, one ticket plus one free for bringing a friend or by 

introducing loyalty cards etc.  

However, it is particularly important that the theaters focus on the use of new media, digital 

marketing, two-way communication, presence on social networks, creation of digital 

applications, use of new marketing concept as storytelling and gamification, etc. With only a 

small marketing investment, as these tools offer sponsored content, and because of their 

appeal, in that way advertised media posts can be used as a tool to reach younger audiences. 

This is also supported by the fact that young people today use smartphones in their daily 

communication and through them they receive information in a fast and easy way. The viewer 

will opt for a play he has heard positive reviews about, but he or she will also opt for a theater 

on which he can find every information needed, including the ticket price and the possibility 

of booking, which is currently available only “in the best theaters” (Krpan, 2008). “Theaters 

with a clear marketing structure and purpose are becoming synonymous with better, more 

popular and more visited theaters. Such development requires the organization and 

transparency of the website and the attractiveness of the information that can be found there” 

(Krpan, 2008). 

Constantinides and Fountain (2008: 242, 243) state that:  “The obvious course for marketers 

is to engage the new media in passive and active ways as part of the overall marketing 

strategy: as part of the PR and communication mix, as new channels for listening to the 

customer's voice and as means for direct, one-to-one marketing. These areas are already 

pioneered by corporations testing and adopting new tactics based on openness, dialogue and 

individual (one-to-one) approach, offering customers the possibility to express their needs, 

creativity and experiences and in some cases even involving customers in the production of 

communication messages and the design of their products.” Such modern digital 

communication is a necessary form of digital marketing that needs to be introduced in public 

and commercial theatres, with the aim of attracting younger audience and other segments. 

The research presented in this paper found that very few respondents regularly visit the HNK 

Zadar Theater, although they believe that the HNK Zadar sufficiently informs the public 

about the program and activities of the institution. The question therefore arises: What is the 

reason for disinterest in visiting the theater? Further research is needed to determine the 

specific reasons for the low turnout of the young audience and in order to formulate a 

marketing and communication strategy aimed, for instance, to create a play in creative 

workshops led by an ensemble and other creative ways in which HNK can approach young 

people. At the center of the solution should be a two-way communication; the HNK should 

systematically and purposefully provide relevant information to the audience, but also accept 

and be ready for criticism and use it to their advantage. Although HNK Zadar recognizes its 

target group, namely high school students and university students, yet according to them, 
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properly defined marketing communication is still non-existent. Media content is being 

generalized to suit all age groups, and thus the HNK Zadar faces a great challenge in terms of 

creating communication strategy aimed exclusively at young people because they are the 

future of the Theater. 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

A recent trend in nonprofit organizations is the emphasis on business management and 

concepts. Public theaters, as well as other cultural institutions, are constantly struggling to 

reach an audience with generally limited resources. The simplicity, publicity and low cost 

required to build a quality and successful communication strategy are the main features of 

public theater websites that make them a unique tool for reaching and communicating with 

the target market, i.e. with the audience. However, these features also apply today to other 

digital communications media such as social networks, digital applications etc. They also 

allow for active audience participation, which can contribute to the overall theatrical 

experience. In terms of strategic implications, this research highlights the underutilized 

potential of digital marketing communication channels as an effective communication 

medium in reaching out to young audiences in cultural institutions. At the moment, most 

cultural institutions in the Republic of Croatia have websites designed to meet the need for 

information, but the expectations of young audiences are much higher. It is therefore high 

time that public cultural institutions, especially theaters, become more market-oriented to 

young audiences by effectively communicating with them. Two-way web communication 

should be used as it not only reaches existing and potential young audiences but also makes 

them an integral part of the theater product. This should be a goal for all theaters in order to 

popularize visits to the theater for the purpose of cultural upliftment and socializing, but also 

to fulfill the broader social and cultural role played by theaters and other cultural institutions. 

With that in mind, the theoretical contribution of this paper can be seen in its contribution to 

the art marketing theory, specifically theatre marketing. In other words, it aims to gain a better 

insight into contemporary concept of marketing communication which surely changes the 

paradigm of marketing, expanding it to new areas that go beyond the “strict business” 

(according to Hofstede’s thesis). Besides that, this paper aims to add a key dimension that is 

missing from the classic marketing, which means adding a two-way communication with 

consumers. Hence, as a key solution for winning over the audience, this paper suggests the 

establishment of integrated interactive marketing communication in cultural institutions and 

its implementation in marketing strategies. According to the authors, previously mentioned 

suggestion is the only way for approaching the younger audience due to the fact that they 

simply spend a great part of their lives on various digital media. It is also a way to turn 

marketing communication into a creative process, where people, in this case the young ones, 

take over a proactive role in creating both the programs, and the approaches of cultural 

institutions towards their users. In this way, the young people will begin to feel as “a part of 

the cultural institutions”, and they will, in turn, emerge from their usual routine and 

confinement to a narrow circle of audience, mostly those who are middle-aged and older.  

Although focused on the local area of research, the paper also provides insight into the 

number of young visitors of the theatre that is extremely low. It also gives insight into the 

level of information and the ways of informing about the program, and, most importantly, it 

gives an overview of the fundamental values of theatre according to the perception of young 

people, as well as the role of the theatre and the opinion of young audience about the theatre 

repertoire. All of the above can serve as a starting point for further research about the role of 

theatre in the lives of young people, but also as a practical implication and a guideline for the 
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managers of the theatre or other cultural institutions, as well as any other stakeholders related 

to decision making processes in cultural politics and development strategies in culture. In that 

area, a significant attention should be paid to young people and their involvement in cultural 

life.  

However, this topic is not only relevant to the marketing and communication context, but also 

to the wider social context (pedagogical, cultural, political etc.) and therefore requires 

additional research and a multidisciplinary approach. Or, as Iveković (2009) states: “There is 

great work ahead of the coming generations of theatrologists since they need to fill the void 

that exists in the thinking and research of theater audiences. And all for the purpose of fully 

and comprehensively grasping our theatrical past as well as the present.” 
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Abstract  

The article is given to the issues of quality of life and social indicators (markers) in 

contemporary marketing. In the first part is the quality of life in advertising characterized as 

“entrepreneurial approach that plans, decides cost, advances and disperses financial items in 

such a way as to attain the most extreme client fulfilment and well-being”. The quality of life 

concept is becoming increasingly important for major corporations which use corporate social 

responsibility schemes to cover this area for consumers. Major companies tend to offset 

carbon footprint, subsidise products for those in needs or decreasing environmental impact 

through ecological farming and fair trade. However, there are more aspects of the quality of 

life, especially including under social indicators which are discussed in depth in the second 

part of the article. The second half is centred on certain methodological issues of social 

markers and their interconnecting with the progressively imperative subject of security. These 

six key areas of social indicators in contemporary marketing: household, work, health, family, 

transport and education. On top of those six, other authors add another seven which are 

increasingly important to individuals: income, social communication, participation in the 

proceedings and operations, necessity, recreation, anti-social behaviour and culture. We 

further argue that some kind of security should be included as the perceived dangers can have 

a tremendous impact on the well-being of a person. In the last part, we will discuss the four 

repeated empirical types of research from 2005 through 2015 which shows the genuine case 

of security issues and quality of life in Brno (the Czech Republic) and how the discernment of 

security by its inhabitants can be affected by current showcasing and media. It will be 

valuable to do a follow-up paper on whether the perceived security threat will change this 

year as the borders are closed and people are unable to move around different countries, so the 

potential perceived negative consequences of immigrants should slowly diminish. Moreover, 

our paper accommodates early apparent changes in contemporary marketing due to Covid-19 

pandemic around the globe. We see a decrease in spending on traditional media by up to 39%, 

whereas the marketing budget for digital media went down by up to 33%, depending on the 

channel. Focus on sustainability and indicators of quality of life has been slightly diminishing 

since the beginning of the year. 
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Introduction  
The problem of quality of life (QOL) and social indicators appeared in our country nearly a 

half-century ago (Foret, 1978 or Illner & Foret, 1980). At that point, it had influence mainly 

within the context of social planning, social forecasting and social management. It returns as a 

surprisingly topical difficulty of cutting-edge marketing these days (Alves & Vázquez, 2013). 

Furthermore, online marketing becomes more and more relevant as the audience shifts their 

attention from offline (newspapers, radio) to online (websites, social media, etc.) information 

consumption. And so, effective contemporary marketing has to follow and adapt. In the 

current environment of the global pandemic, we experience a severe negative impact on the 

economy, greater than the one during Financial Crisis 2008-2009. According to early analysis 

of the crisis, we expect the global GDP to contract by about 7% in the first half of the year 

2020 which is roughly the double the size of contraction in 2009 during Financial Crisis 

(Oxford Economics, 2020). Some sources expect to global GDP shrink overall by 8% in 2020 

whereas in 2009 the global GDP shrunk by (only) 1.1% (EIB, 2020). This can have an 

unprecedented impact on how marketers will incorporate the concept of the quality of life to 

advertisements and whether we can predict any formation of the conceptual framework for the 

use of social indicators to target right customers with the most appropriate ad on digital 

media. This is especially true for social networks such as Facebook, YouTube, Instagram or 

Tik-Tok where it is easier to separate different target audiences with different advertising 

content. For example, the advertising of shoes/sneakers will be different to 20 years old than 

to 50 years old due to their priorities, how they make decisions to buy shoes and what is 

important to them. Most 20-year olds would go for stylish, designer shoes which are trendy 

and used by other influencers or famous people whereas 50 years olds focus mostly on 

comfort and durability. Targeting the right customers with the advertising can lead to lower 

costs per acquired customer and help a company to create a distinctive “vibe” around the 

brand.  

 

 

Quality of life in contemporary marketing 
 

Marketing looks at the quality of life (QOL) as a type of approach that plans, determines 

costs, promotes and distributes goods and services in such a way as to maximise clients´ 

satisfaction and well-being (Alves & Vázquez, 2013). Thus, maximizing the clients' welfare 

becomes a key purpose of this type of marketing, especially to be and feel, as individuals say, 

“cool”. In this spirit, managers then broaden and develop marketing strategies that aim to 

maximize customer fulfilment throughout most parts of the product life cycle. It extensively 

includes a wide variety of experiences of human life in the course of a product/service 

longevity. 

Subsequently, the consumer advantages are primarily based on the emotions of pleasure or 

dissatisfaction they experience for the duration of acquisition, preparation, consumption, 

ownership, preservation and disposition of the product. The mission of the organisation then 

will become an expansion of items and offerings as efficaciously and successfully as possible, 

each for the customers themselves and other individuals of the public. Emphasis is positioned 

on increasing patron welfare and, conversely, lowering terrible effects, for example, whilst 

promoting or eating a product. It, therefore, places a unique emphasis on the corporations 
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delivering value to the individual, benefiting not only itself but, alongside with the customer, 

the general public and creating positive externality of creating and consuming a product or 

service. 

Secondly, contemporary advertising then moves into the realm of the social entrepreneurial 

concept. Current developments have tended towards it in increasingly steep direction. The 

social concept is primarily based on the basic need that the activities of producers and 

retailers should not only solely lead to the most perfect fulfilment of customers' wants and 

needs, but also it should not negatively affect the quality of the environment, general public 

health and above all, the effective overall functioning of the local and global society. The aim 

of the social concept is to advance and positively impact the QOL. It is an indirect response to 

the unbiased complaints that marketing does predominantly only increase costs and 

consequently prices of products and services, is intimidating and forceful towards new 

customers, does not hinder the supply of goods and services to those who need them the most 

or does not create any useful goods.  

Last but not least, the use of the concept of QOL in current marketing is likely directly linked 

to the social responsibility of companies and producers, as emphasized at the corporate level, 

for example, by the concept of creating goods and services that have signs of corporate social 

responsibility (CSR in short) (Foret, 2016). CSR is increasingly being one of the unique 

selling points for certain brands which promote lifestyle products and their main focus is to 

improve the quality of life of their customers. A great example is an American company 

TOMS Shoes which is in the footwear and accessories industry. Their business model is 

known as the “one for all concept” is based around the company´s promise to deliver a pair of 

free shoes to a child in need for every sale of their retail product (shoes) and it includes 

countries such as Guatemala, Haiti, Rwanda, Ethiopia, Argentina and others. Also, their main 

marketing channel in order to utilise and make the much of its sales have been word-of-mouth 

mainly thanks to centring its business focus on CSR. This does not directly improve the QOL 

of their customers but it enhances living experiences of children in need and many customers, 

especially in the US and the UK has been very responsive and supportive via purchases of 

shoes. 

What we see during the current Covid-19 pandemic is a significant decrease in the spend on 

marketing and the immediate effect will be significantly higher on traditional media than 

digital channels of communication with customers. We are seeing a significant drop in linear 

TV and print ad revenues (spending) by 38% and 39% respectively, whereas the digital ad 

revenues are down between 19% - 25%, depending upon channel (IAB, 2020). What do 

buyers and sellers of marketing space agree upon is that compared to 2008-2009 Financial 

Crisis, Coronavirus will hit an economy harder than the Financial Crisis with a prolonged and 

deeper negative impact on the advertising revenue (Hogan, 2020). We can see a slow shift 

from using the concept of the quality of life to utilising the greatest efficiency in 

contemporary marketing or so-called getting the most visibility for the dollar spent on 

advertising. Although there might be a decrease in overall use of QOL and social indicators in 

the current marketing activities, we can see the increased creativity in the process of catching 

the attention of a media user, with focus on the mobile devices, often referring to the current 

environment and restrictions due to the pandemic. As we mentioned above, TOMS shoes are 

a huge advocate of improving QOL and emphasises CSR even during the current pandemic. 

Their marketing strategy has been promoting their initiative called TOMS COVID-19 Global 

Giving Fund where they have been redirecting one-third of their net profits since April 1st! 

This fund supports their long-term partners such as International Medical Corps, Water Aid, 

Partners in Health or Americares. But to fully understand the concept of QOL, it is crucial to 

understand which social indicators are used in contemporary marketing and affects the 

perceived QOL of the customers. 
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Social indicators in contemporary marketing 
 

The main role of social indicators in today's marketing is to quantitively measure and express 

the impacts of the practical use of online marketing tools and SEO settings, particularly at the 

macro-social level. Thus, the focus is on the two-way relationship between marketing and 

society, primarily to what extent does online marketing affects society perspective on the used 

marketing tools and advertising campaigns and vice versa. 

A more specific idea is demonstrated by the cited authors on the classic form of the marketing 

mix. The product, its labels and packaging should contribute to the healthy enjoyment and 

safe behaviour towards products of both consumers and other members of the public. 

Similarly, the price should be set with caution to target the potential group of customers. If 

you set the price too high, it can deter certain groups of customers from buying it but at the 

same time, it can give the product the “want” feel to showcase the status of the person. The 

main goal of distribution should be to facilitate product availability at all times or to 

strategically limit the number of goods in certain areas around the globe. Finally, promotion 

should definitely avoid any fraudulent practices and predominantly major false disclosures, 

which could lead potential clients to have inaccurate, higher and/or misplaced expectations 

about the merits of a product or a service (Alves & Vázquez, 2013). 

The above-cited authors mention the main six areas on which the system of social indicators 

of QOL marketing should predominantly focus and those are: 

 

1. household, 

2. work, 

3. health, 

4. family, 

5. transport, 

6. education. 

 

On that occasion, they draw attention to the problem of measuring the internal state of 

satisfaction and contentment in each area considered, both in terms of its subjective disability 

and in terms of possible objective expression (Alves & Vázquez, 2013). 

This raises the major well-known problem of marketing purpose of research, namely the 

substantial information difference between the hard data that capture the results of an activity 

or the frequency of occurrence of the observed phenomena versus the soft data, reflecting 

their state of consciousness, the frequency of popularity of individual brands, or disability of 

the company´s image. In any case, however, we should not prioritize one over the other. In 

marketing management, we should not prioritise the one over the another as we cannot do 

without both types of data, even though at first look hard data provide a stronger narrative 

power than soft data and are easier to read and understand. As it can be understood, the soft 

data, only informs about the intentions of potential customers whereas the hard data express 

what has actually happened. Basically, it is the difference between what the customers 

plan/are willing to buy vs. what and how much the customers bought in the past. However, 

several important marketing issues cannot be simply identified without the use of soft data 

methods. Such issues can be the ratings of the brand, perceived image among potential clients 

or customer satisfaction with a purchased product or service. It can be said that they stay 

“hidden” inside the minds of potential customers and cannot be reliably extracted from their 

specific behaviour in the past (Foret, 2016). 

As noted, before, foreign authors emphasize the following six areas of quality of life health, 

work, household, education, transport and family 
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Other authors also considered a wider variety of components in the taxonomic conceptual 

model (Illner & Foret, 1980).  

Although, the starting point at that time was a somewhat different concept of "way of life", 

one can recall these 13 components for further inspiration and discussion: 

 

1. income, 

2. work, 

3. health, 

4. participation in the proceedings and operations, 

5. biosocial reproduction, 

6. necessity, 

7. housing, 

8. education, 

9. spatial mobility, 

10. social communication, 

11. recreation, 

12. anti-social behaviour, 

13. culture. 

    

The second basic methodological requirement for a set of social indicators for the 

management of marketing QOL is the ability to capture observed phenomena in their 

developmental dynamics adding to another static way. This requirement is usually met in the 

case of hard-data, especially secondary as we are unable to continue primary research for 

longer periods. Statistical authorities in different countries have a long history of their census 

data and preferable method of accumulating those data. Normally we can access data which 

span decades back, in some rare cases even more than centuries. Moreover, these data are 

usually repeatedly collected monthly, yearly or even in longer time periods which produces 

extremely interesting and highly beneficial time series of social indicators that are capable of 

capturing various social phenomena in their dynamics what makes it useful for the 

management of QOL. As a good example of data spanning back centuries with regular 

updates is housing. Researchers from MIT and Cambridge University gathered data on 

household developments and its affordability in the city of Amsterdam (Netherlands) 

spanning 355 years back which shows that if the data collection is done correctly, it can span 

through centuries (Ambrose, Eichholtz & Lindenthal, 2013). 

Unfortunately, the soft data collection is in a worse situation. The detection of regularly 

collected soft data is not standard practice yet, nor there is a proper theoretical framework for 

doing so. Repetitive form of empirical research can capture more than regular opinions of 

respondents and can capture even firmer attitudes towards the certain community or societal 

issues. In our opinion, more attention should be paid to the results from repeated empirical 

studies to consolidate a simple framework for future researches. Especially if they are 

practically used to solve and manage specific problems, particularly as complex as in the case 

of quality of life. 

For the demographic hard data outlined above, it is possible to analyse adequately long-term 

time series on income level, household size, marriage, divorce rate, family completeness, 

birth rate and many others. Similarly, long-term soft data on family plans and goals, family 

life satisfaction, evaluation of family life, etc. would positively complement hard data and 

would give us a better picture in terms of QOL. 

In any case, whether the content-based definition of the QOL is divided into six areas or 

thirteen as mentioned above, nowadays we would at least extend it to include security, which 

is undoubtedly one of the basic human needs. All humans want to feel secure and we are 
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lucky to have certain expectations towards our freedom and safeness within Europe. 

Perception of security and safety can be a significant driver of demand for products and 

services and it will impact marketing strategies used to target consumers in order to bring 

them the highest potential value in terms of QOL. In the last paragraph, we shortly discuss 

quantitative research, from the data by the International Institute for Marketing, 

Communication and Entrepreneurship, focused on the perception of citizens´ safety which 

took place in the second-largest city of the Czech Republic, Brno from 2005 till 2015. 

 

 

Perception of security in Brno 
 

Brno is the second-largest city in the Czech Republic, after Prague, with nearly 400,000 

inhabitants. Brno is relatively close to two bordering countries – Slovakia and Austria. Brno is 

also internationally famous for its exhibition centre and it hosts around 50 trade fairs yearly 

with more than 1 million visitors annually. Therefore, it is crucial to analyse the perception of 

security among locals and what impact it has on their quality of life. 

We have four repeated empirical pieces of research done by the International Institute for 

Marketing, Communication and Entrepreneurship (IIMCE) which was founded by Prof. 

Foret. The IIMCE collected the data during the period of 2005 till 2015 and we are expected 

to repeat the research this year during autumn. In these four surveys, we obtained around 600 

respondents which were our representative sample and they were obtained utilizing quota 

selection. All of them had to be over 18 years old with permanent residence in the city of 

Brno. In 2005 we had 592 respondents, in 2009 it was 598 respondents, in 2012 we had 610 

respondents and in 2015 it was 603 respondents. This small changes in subsequent years 

occur mainly due to incorrectly filled questionnaires. We aimed for 620 respondents on each 

survey. Furthermore, we had similar numbers of respondents from each district of the city 

Brno as we tried to overcome any skewness in our data, as well as a negative portrayal of 

certain citizens groups. Respondents were equally split among men and women and equally in 

thirds according to these age groups 18-34, 35-50 and 50+. Also, the IIMCE did follow-up 

research on the perception of immigrants by locals in Brno in 2018, which we included in 

table 2 with 605 respondents and with equal spread among the districts and age groups as in 

the previous surveys. 

 

Table 1. The most common answers of perceived threats groups in respective years 

Answers 2005 2009 2012 2015 

Roma citizens 53% 49% 41% 42% 

Professional thieves 16% 13% 13% 12% 

Extremists/skinheads 14% 17% 13% 10% 

Drug addicts 6% 7% 18% 14% 

Recidivists  - - - 12% 

Other 11% 14% 15% 10% 

Source: Created by authors according to data from IIMCE 

 

As it can be seen from the table 1, in 2005, the inhabitants of Brno felt particularly threatened 

by Roma citizens (53%), significantly less by professional thieves (16%), 

extremists/skinheads (14%) or drug addicts (6%). The remaining counts up to 100% represent 

other, less frequently mentioned threat groups, or respondents did not feel threatened by 

anyone.  
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The situation was similar during the second survey in 2009, when the Roma took a clear 

leadership position again (49%), with extremists/skinheads (17%), professional thieves (13%) 

or drug addicts (7%) being reported less frequently. 

Three years later, in 2012, the share of perceived threats from Roma by locals continued to 

decline (41%), but they still held a strong lead. On the other hand, addicts (18%) came in 

second, followed by professional thieves (13%) and extremists/skinheads (13%). 

A similar situation occurred even in the last representative survey conducted so far in 2015. 

The share of perceived threats from the Roma remained roughly preserved (42%), followed 

by drug addicts (14%), professional thieves (12%) and recidivists (12%).  There was a slight 

decrease in the perceived threat from extremists/skinheads (10%). 

Throughout the period 2005 - 2015, the Roma was continuously perceived and mentioned by 

Brno residents as the one with the greatest sense of threat to regular inhabitants with more 

than 3 times greater than the closest perceived threat. Districts which viewed Roma as the 

biggest threat to their safeness where the ones which were next to their homes and 

experienced the negative behaviour for years. Also, older generations tend to be more 

negatively inclined towards Roma citizens than younger generations. Drug addicts and 

professional thieves resonate with the youngest age group as they can very likely encounter 

them on their nights out and in the pubs or clubs. However, there has been a downward trend 

in perceived threat by Roma from 53% to 42% over 10 years period which can be attributed 

to better inclusion of secluded Roma citizens and increasing threat from other groups 

especially immigrants. 

In contrast to the previous problem, there were significant changes in opinions on immigrants 

during the monitored period 2005 – 2015, especially worsening towards the of this period. 

Moreover, the International Institute for Marketing, Communication and Entrepreneurship did 

fifth follow up research in 2018, where we can see in table 2 that opinion about immigrants 

was slightly improving as the perceived negative influence on the locals was not confirmed by 

the experiences of these Brno residents (IIMCE, 2018).  

 

Table 2. The opinion of Brno residents on immigrants and their perceived impact on the local 

society  

Opinion 2005 2009 2012 2015 2018 

Strongly negative  19% 16% 18% 44% 38% 

More or less negative 65% 59% 58% 40% 42% 

Positive 1% 2% 3% 1% 1% 

Indifferent 15% 23% 21% 15% 19% 

Source: Created by authors according to data from IIMCE 

 

At the very beginning in 2005, we see more negative opinions above the impact of 

immigrants on local safety and society benefit with almost one-fifth of the respondents (19%) 

expressed an extremely negative opinion on this issue in the sense that immigrants are a 

foreign, alien element in the Czech Republic. Overall, nearly two-thirds (65%) viewed 

immigrant influx to the country more or less negatively. On the contrary, only 1% of 

respondents thought that immigrants are of a great benefit (asset) to us. 

In the next two pieces of research, we see that the opinion of immigrants has slightly 

improved with people being more or less indifferent of their impact on the society but still, 

majority of respondents perceived their arrival negatively. 

However, everything changed in the research in 2015 where the unprecedented influx of 

immigrants in recent years, as well as the wave of terrorist attacks in the European Union 

countries, have undoubtedly influenced the marked deterioration in the results. This was 
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manifested in the extreme view that immigrants are an alien element in our country, with even 

more than twice as many respondents – 44% of them – suddenly endorsing this extreme view. 

This was a 26% increase compared to the previous research in 2012, totalling the negative 

opinion on immigrants to 84% as in 2005, but the compound of the number is different with 

more respondents having a strong negative opinion on immigrants in 2015 than in 2005. The 

last research in 2018 shows that local residents did not experience predicted and feared 

negative consequences from immigrants in Brno and so they slightly moved down from 

strongly negative opinion to being more indifferent, but still less than in 2009 and 2012. Older 

generations once again had a more negative view of the immigrants and did not want them in 

their neighbourhoods which can correspond to their fear of Roma. It is predominantly based 

on the inadaptability of Roma to certain local standards for a long time and they might be 

feared it will be similar with immigrants, especially from the Middle East or Africa. 

Brno residents' response to the Roma and immigrants’ issues are particularly noteworthy. In 

this respect, it is self-evident that for decades or rather centuries, the Roma situation has not 

been coped with, as the above results confirm. From the trend, we further found out that 

people who lived closer to the Roma citizens where strongly against immigrants and 

perceived the Roma as the biggest threat in Brno. It can be argued, that they might have a 

negative experience with them in the past, so they rank them as a number one threat to their 

safety and these people might have similar expectations of arriving immigrants.  

This makes the social problem all the more challenging with the arrival of immigrants from 

Eastern Europe as well as from more distant Arab countries, Asia, Latin America or Africa. 

Yet, just from the demographic point of view, said immigration is an absolute necessity for 

the developed countries of the European Union, including the Czech Republic. Most 

importantly, however, it is already existing reality. Managing the problems outlined will 

undoubtedly require bipartisan resolution and patient but steady efforts towards mutual 

respect. It will undoubtedly be necessary to find and implement new ways of beneficial 

coexistence in everyday life. In this context, a number of very topical, and even acute, 

theoretical but mainly practical problems, such as the activities of state institutions concerning 

illegal immigration, are already emerging. Mainly, it should be about mastering a truly 

managed process, involving both its regulation and, above all, the control of its impacts 

through a set of social indicators. 

It is interesting to see that older people (50+) tend to have a more negative view of Roma 

citizens than the rest. Similarly, they have a more negative approach toward immigrants. 

Younger generation 18-34 tend to perceive skinheads and extremists and drug addicts as a 

greater danger than the two other groups – 35-50 and 50+. The middle group (35-50) tend to 

point towards professional thieves as the biggest threat to their safety in Brno which is logical 

as they tend to have most assets which can be seized or damaged by criminals. Also, 

according to districts, people who live in closer neighbourhoods to Roma citizens tend to 

perceive them as a greater threat to safety than people who lived on the opposite side of the 

city. Similarly, people in “poorer” areas of the city perceive drug addicts as a greater threat 

than other districts. In this sense, the Brno is an average city where many people tend to 

respond as predicted and are afraid of unknown. Furthermore, they tend to react to news 

outlets with greater anxiety compared to Prague, which is more cosmopolitan and open-

minded. 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

Such a negative perception of immigrants and the Roma have a significant negative impact on 

the QOL of locals and few social indicators are belittled by this. Two most obvious from the 
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previous section are family and housing. When people are worried for the safety of their 

closed ones and their possessions in households, it directly impacts their perception of local 

environment and dictates what their brain filters and what contemporary marketing strategy 

could be working. It leads to a focus on certain products for the protection of these two social 

indicators and people in Brno would get a higher improvement of QOL when buying 

protection gear such as pepper spray, proper locks on entrance doors and windows or security 

cameras and alarms. Currently, most people are afraid of the Covid-19 pandemics which has 

an increasing impact on health and has over 300,000 deaths as of 13th May 2020 

(Worldometer). Major media outlets come up with shocking and sensational titles for their 

articles which tends to spread even more fear and misinformation. On the other hand, 

companies which are committed to provide sustainable marketing and have a mission to the 

positive impact the lives of consumers and the general public have a more difficult position to 

catch the attention of consumers and communicate the perceived benefits to society. This is 

mainly due to the fact that people´s consumption of non-essential goods has decreased, they 

tend to save more and spend/invest less. There is hardly any added value in essential goods 

such as bread, toilet paper or flour to the society. Companies usually differentiate their 

products in a non-essential range where they can decrease the negative impact of the 

production of such good to environment or increase the durability which can be used in 

contemporary marketing regarding QOL. As mentioned above, many leading experts and 

organisation such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF) predict the worst global recession 

since the Great Depression of the 1930s which will follow Covid-19 pandemic (IMF, 2020). 

This can add to lower spending on advertising and subsequently pushing out the concept of 

quality of life from the advertising industry to a certain degree. Lastly, one of the most 

developed areas of the world today, undoubtedly represented by increasingly sophisticated 

means of communication, has demonstrated the lack of credibility of the content of its 

communications to the public, especially in the case of state statements in the wide media 

outlets. Here, in terms of sustainable marketing management, the basic principles of public 

relations, especially for communication in a crisis situation, such as timeliness and 

truthfulness, have not been properly followed.  

To finally conclude, we found that more and more customers focus on products which add 

value to their life. There are six key areas and seven more which directly impact social 

indicators and this, in turn, impacts the perception of products and services regarding their 

added value to QOL of customers. We also found out, that security (safety) should be added 

to the mix as it has direct influence over the people´s perception of the general quality of life 

and overcoming major issues in this category would have one of the most significant impacts 

on individual lives. The rise in importance of the QOL concept in contemporary marketing is 

becoming increasingly apparent especially as more and more companies tend to move 

towards corporate social responsibility which usually includes QOL (social indicators) such 

as health, family, income, safety or education. Education is becoming and prevailing topic on 

social media (Instagram or Facebook) and many advertising strategies revolve around 

acquiring of knowledge and skills which would in return increase ones ability to earn more 

money or to undertake “healthy” decisions to improve their lifestyle. 
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Abstract  

One of the main preconditions for a sustainable and successful tourism development is the 

involvement of all destination stakeholders. Their attitude regarding different aspects of 

destination development, as well as the perception of their role in it is very important, as it is 

very much influencing their direct or indirect involvement in tourism activities. Therefore, it 

is crucial to include different destination stakeholders from the very beginning in the process 

of tourism planning. The aim of this paper is to analyze how different stakeholders involved in 

tourism activities in rural destinations perceive the tourism development of their destination. 

The destination Ravni kotari was taken as a case study. This area is a rural tourism 

destination in the hinterland of Zadar region in Croatia and it is just at the beginning of 

tourism development. Therefore, it is very important to investigate how different stakeholders, 

who are part of the tourism offer and actively participate in tourism activities, perceive the 

current state and further tourism development of the destination. So, the main goal is rather 

to determine the future direction of the tourism development of a rural tourism destination 

than to evaluate the impact of tourism on the local community.  

The research was conducted by using a qualitative research method. A focus group with 

eleven different stakeholders involved in tourism activities in Ravni kotari was organized in 

order to collect some in-depth information about their attitudes and perceptions toward 

tourism development of the destination. The results showed a positive stakeholder's attitude 

regarding tourism development and their willingness to participate in it. On the other hand, it 

was determined that the different stakeholders who are involved in different activities 

(agriculture, hospitality, culture, etc.) perceive similar challenges regarding the destination 

development. Based on the information gained from the focus group, some guidelines for the 

further tourism development of the destination were defined.  

 

Keywords: rural tourism destination, tourism development, stakeholders, Croatia 
 

JEL classification: Z32, L83 
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Introduction 

 

One good examples of a rural area in Croatia is the area of Ravni kotari in Zadar County, 

whose rich resources and suitability for a rural tourism development will be analyzed within 

this paper. It is an area full of picturesque villages of authentic rural architecture in which 

evidences of a rich heritage from some past times are visible at every step. It is a landscape of 

beautiful and often untouched nature. All the aforesaid makes the area more and more 

attractive to visitors and these trends have not gone unnoticed, so certain shifts in terms of 

forming a recognizable tourist product of the location can be recognized. However, it is often 

forgotten that the local population represents one of the pillars of tourism development and 

one cannot even think of concrete entrepreneurial ventures in tourism without actively 

involving the local community in the process of planning and implementation of certain 

tourism policies. Therefore, it is extremely important to consider, in general, the attitude and 

perceptions of the local community towards tourism development within the inhabited area 

(Muresan et al., 2016; Ružić and Demonja, 2013; Sharpley, 2014), which is the primary 

objective of this paper. Numerous studies have been carried out confirming the positive 

effects and the need to bring humans back to their roots, i.e. nature (Bramwell, 1994). 

Fortunately, Republic of Croatia in the broad sense, and Zadar County in the strict sense, 

represent areas characterized as rural and in this fact tourism policy makers should try to 

achieve a competitive advantage. The following chapters will give a brief overview of the 

theoretical background relating to rural tourism, perceptions of the local community toward 

the tourism development in the rural area, as well as an analysis of the current state and 

development opportunities of this type of tourism in the Ravni kotari area.  

 

Rural tourism conceptual framework 
Although various experts all around the globe tried to define the concept within numerous 

publications written, a unique definition of rural tourism still hasn’t been established 

(Bartoluci et al., 2015; Bramwell, 1994; Fang, 2020; Lewis and D’Alessandro, 2019; Nair et 

al., 2014; Oppermann, 1996) due to a many reason. One of the main stumbling blocks in such 

attempts could be recognized in the non-uniformity of the criteria relating to the mentioned 

low population density from the point of view of particular areas, regions and, finally, states 

in general. Different nations use different criteria that vary considerably (Lane, 1994). 

However, from the perspective of this paper, it’s important to focus on criteria that is used on 

the level of the Republic of Croatia. Relevant indicators date back to 2012, when 

approximately 80% of nation’s land area was classified as predominantly rural, which has 

been inhabited by 56.7% of the total population (Ministry of Agriculture of the Republic of 

Croatia, Directorate for Rural Development, 2015). In previous studies, some authors used 

former criterion used by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (150 

inhabitants per km²), or the European Union criterion, where 100 inhabitants per km² were 

taken as the threshold (Defilippis, 2005). According to this latest methodology, 91.6% of the 

total territory of the Republic of Croatia belongs to the rural area, which were inhabited by 

47.6% of the total population (Baćac, 2011; Bartoluci, Hendija and Petračić, 2015). These 

claims prove that even within a particular country, it is difficult to clearly establish the 

criterion by which certain areas will be defined as rural. Another important issue that largely 

defines the concept of rural tourism and at the same time causes some controversy is the 

anthropogenic and biotrophic resource base that is fundamental for engaging in specific 

activities in a particular rural area and thus motivates individuals to visit that area (Grgić et 

al., 2017). It is also important to emphasize the existence of a kind of feedback, since rural 

tourism itself contributes to the preservation of the natural and cultural-historical heritage of 

the receptive environment and thus produces numerous other effects, which are reflected, 
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primarily, in the retention of the local population in the observed areas, which ultimately 

encourages the revaluation of the authentic values of the area (Bartoluci et al., 2018). 

Although it seems perfectly legitimate from some authors to include an attraction base as one 

of the essential elements of the definition of rural tourism, yet, on the other hand, some 

researchers believe that concentrating too much on receptive area with its anthropogenic and 

biotrophic characteristics when defining rural tourism may diminish significance of the other 

part of tourist market, i.e. demand (visitors in particular) (Bartoluci, Hendija and Petračić, 

2015). This fact points to the need to observe the attempt to define rural tourism also from the 

perspective of involvement of different stakeholders. Apart from the aforementioned 

participants of tourism demand, one of the main segments of tourism supply, from the 

perspective of this paper, relates to the local population of a particular area which wants to 

develop rural tourism in all its forms. Many authors highlighted the role of the local, receptive 

community within their definitions of rural tourism and pointed to the fact that this type of 

tourism is associated with an environment in which it has been developed as a few other types 

of tourism and it represents a major force for the conservation of the authentic way of living 

of domestic population and local families (Aref and Gill, 2009; Bramwell, 1994; Grgić et al., 

2017; EQUATIONS, 2006; Lane, 1994; Ružić and Demonja, 2013). The local community, 

therefore, represents the backbone of rural tourism development, and no initiative in this 

regard can proceed without their active involvement in the decision-making process. Its 

opinion is essential and not negligible. 

The search for a unified definition of rural tourism would be greatly facilitated if the only 

unknown was the one related to the definition of rural area. Nevertheless, the issues that 

complicate this definition process are numerous and also apply to core dimensions such as 

attractions/activities available in area visited (multifaceted), purpose of visit itself 

(personalized experience and self-fulfillment through involvement in activities), scale of 

operation (areas of low population) and sustainability, which refers to the long-term use of 

resources (Nair et al., 2014). These natural and cultural resources are necessary when 

planning the future development of rural tourism (Bartoluci et al., 2018; Gao and Wu, 2017; 

Huang et al., 2016; Saxena et al., 2007), and considering the huge percentage of the territory 

of the Republic of Croatia that can be seen as a rural area, one could argue that focusing on 

complementary economic activities within rural tourism could result in tangible progress of 

the nation’s economy as a whole. As one of the areas that could play a significant role in these 

efforts, the Ravni kotari area is being imposed, which will be presented further in this paper. 

 

 

Stakeholder's perceptions regarding tourism development  
 

Tourism destinations are very complex entities, which consist of various attractions, tourism 

facilities, general infrastructure etc., but also of various individuals or groups who are directly 

or indirectly engaged in tourism activities, thus being part of the destination. This is especially 

important when the focus is on sustainable tourism development, where it is crucial to 

somehow reconcile interests within the destination. Freeman (1984: 46) defined those so-

called stakeholders as “any group or individual who can affect or is affected by the 

achievement of an organization's purpose”. Sautter and Leisen (1999) adapted Freeman's 

definition of stakeholders and created a tourism stakeholders map where they stated that 

tourism planners have to be aware of different individuals or groups who are affected or who 

affect tourism services like local businesses, employees, residents, activist groups, tourists, 

national business chains, competitors and government. Later, Waligo, Clarke and Hawkins 

(2013) identified tourists, industry, local community, government, special interest groups and 

educational institutions as six categories or groups of stakeholders in a destination. They also 
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defined that stakeholders in a tourism destination are individuals or groups who are in a way 

related with initiatives regarding some development initiatives, but that those initiatives can 

be affected by their decisions or activities, as well as the initiatives can be affected by them 

(Waligo, Clarke and Hawkins, 2013: 343). As earlier mentioned, destination stakeholders are 

not homogenous entities, as they very often perform different and multiple roles within the 

destination (Tuohino and Konu, 2014: 204). For example, sometimes they are involved in 

activities such as owning a service or business, but at the same time they are part of the 

tourism destination management. These stakeholders can be part of the public or private 

sector, they can be involved or not in tourism activities, they can be involved in activities 

from different industries etc. Therefore, it is a complex issue trying to analyze their roles and 

activities within a destination, especially when taking them into consideration in the process 

of planning tourism development. 

During the last decades a fair number of tourism researchers investigated the role of the local 

community's or resident's attitudes toward the impact of tourism (Andereck and Vogt, 2000; 

Yu, Cole and Chancellor, 2018; Xu et al., 2016; Stylidis, 2017; Almeida García, Balbuena 

Vázquez and Cortés Macías, 2015), as it was recognized that the perceptions of the host 

communities are crucial for a successful and sustainable tourism development (Sharpley, 

2014; Lee and Jan, 2019). It is important to investigate that tourism does not only have 

positive socioeconomic, cultural and environmental impacts on the destination and their 

residents, but also negative ones (Krce Miočić, Razović and Klarin, 2016; Sanagustin-Fons, 

Lafita-Cortés and Moseñe, 2018). Therefore, it is very important to recognize to what extent 

(if any) the local community supports such development and it is crucial to involve the local 

community in the process of tourism planning and tourism development (Saito and Ruhanen, 

2017). According to different statements of business leaders and entrepreneurs, Wilson et al. 

(2001) identified ten factors or conditions that have the most impact on the success of tourism 

development in rural areas. These are the following: “a complete tourism package; good 

community leadership; support and participation of local government; sufficient funds for 

tourism development; strategic planning; coordination and cooperation between 

businesspersons and local leadership; coordination and cooperation between rural tourism 

entrepreneurs; information and technical assistance for tourism development and promotion; 

good convention and visitors bureaus; and widespread community support for tourism” 

(Wilson et al., 2001: 134). The same authors stated that the community approach and 

collaboration between entrepreneurs and businesses is crucial when talking about tourism 

development in rural areas. It is important for the involved stakeholders to realize that a 

destination is an amalgam of different products and services and that only together they can 

achieve a positive impact.  

 

 

Ravni kotari as a rural tourism destination 
 

Ravni kotari has 24,699 inhabitants and it covers a surface of 830.42 km2 (Matassi et al., 

2013). It extends from the Nin, Novigrad and Karin Sea in the northwestern part, through the 

lower streams of the Krka River in the southeast, and the Zadar and Pašman canal in the 

southwest, all the way to Bukovica in the northeast (Juric, 2018). The administrative center of 

this area is Benkovac. This area covers a vast lowland, coastal and flysch area that is 

predominantly rural, with a significant agricultural production, especially in fruit farming and 

horticulture (Rajković Iveta, 2014). Furthermore, a well-known tradition of growing wine and 

table grapes characterizes the area, especially organic wines (Matassi et al., 2013). Apart from 

this, the economy of Ravni kotari is based on the exploitation of the tile stone used in 

construction.  
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Ravni kotari are predominantly flatland area whose climatic characteristics [moderately warm 

humid climate with hot summers - Cfa, according to Köppen (Blaće, 2014)] favor agricultural 

production. In addition to its importance for agriculture, climate features are important from 

the perspective of rural tourism development in the area as they ensure a comfortable, almost 

year-round outdoor stay. Seen from the perspective of the geopolitical meaning of this area, it 

should be emphasized that Ravni kotari played a significant role in the creation of the earliest 

Croatian state, since the Croats intensively settled this area in the late 6th or early 7th century 

(Juric, 2018). One of the most important archeological sites in the area relates to Asseria 

locality that has been inhabited since the Iron Age. There is a wealth of anthropogenic 

resources present in Ravni kotari area, which are reflected in gastronomy and oenology, 

handicrafts, folklore, traditional gardening, traditional crafts, etc. (Rajković Iveta, 2014).  

However, the cultural and historical significance is not accompanied by the same kind of 

tourist significance, not only at the level of the entire Republic of Croatia, but even within the 

Zadar County. When talking about tourism activities in Zadar County, there were 1,751,741 

arrivals and 9,868,704 overnight stays in 2019 registered (Croatian Bureau of Statistics, 

2020), but the administrative area of Ravni kotari contributed with just 0.73% to the total 

number of arrivals (12,819 arrivals), while the share in the total nights spent is slightly higher 

and amounts to approximately 1% (98,279 overnights) (Croatian Bureau of Statistics, 2020). 

The cause of the low share in total numbers is largely hidden in the unfavorable and 

insufficient structure of accommodation capacities – there were only 165 holiday houses, 2 

rural houses on a family farm, 143 tourist apartments, 23 studio apartments, 3 apartments on a 

family farm, 30 rooms, 5 rooms in a family farm, 2 camping sites and 1 diffuse hotel in 2019 

(Ravni kotari Tourism Board, 2020). Accommodation facilities are one of the main and basic 

preconditions for tourism development, so it is necessary to further stimulate the development 

of such, to increase the possibility for visitors to stay overnight and not only to visit the area 

as a destination for excursions. In order to overcome such steps that must be taken by all 

tourist destinations in their initial stages of development, it is necessary to ensure certain 

prerequisites. One of the main activities with the aim to strengthen tourism activities in this 

area was the foundation of the Ravni kotari Tourism Board in April 2019. It was recognized 

that only with joint efforts the tourism offer of this area could be promoted on the market. So, 

the main goal of this tourism board is to lay the foundations for cooperation and to start a new 

story for the whole of Ravni kotari. In this way, it tries to make full use of the potential of this 

area and make it a recognizable tourist destination. 

 

 

Methodology 
 

The research was conducted through one focus group where eleven different stakeholders 

from the Ravni kotari destination were involved in the discussion, which took place on the 

26th of February 2020 in Benkovac. The participants were invited by the Ravni kotari Tourism 

Board, as some of the key stakeholders in the destination, who show a very high level of 

motivation regarding the participation in the tourism development and who are actively 

involved in the destination tourism offer. Members of the focus group discussion were one 

participant from the tourism board, one official from the city Benkovac, three winemakers, 

one owner of an accommodation facility, three farmers, one representative from the city 

museum and one accountant. An expert form the University of Zadar was the focus group 

moderator, but there were also two additional assistant moderators. The participants were 

asked to talk about different aspects of the tourism destination Ravni kotari, the potentials, 

problems, threats, as well how do they see themselves in the tourism offer of the destination. 

The moderator used a set of questions based on Wilson et al. research (2001). The reason of 
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choosing this method was to gather in-depth information about the perceptions and attitudes 

of different stakeholders involved in tourism activities in the destination about the possible 

directions of the future tourism development. The discussion was recorded, and the recorded 

material was afterwards transcripted. The first step in the analysis was a full transcription of 

the focus group discussion, after which the authors created summaries with main conclusions 

separated in six main topics.  

 

 

Results  
 

Stakeholders who participated in the focus group regarding the future tourism development of 

the destination discussed a couple of topics which could be grouped as following: 1) 

stakeholders' general perceptions toward the Ravni kotari area, 2) stakeholders' perceptions 

toward the current situation regarding tourism development in the Ravni kotari area, 3) 

stakeholders' perceptions toward the tourism potentials of the Ravni kotari area, 4) 

stakeholders' perceptions toward the problems that the Ravni kotari area faces in terms of 

tourism development, 5) stakeholders' perceptions towards the threats related to tourism 

development of the Ravni kotari area, 6) stakeholders' perceptions towards the development 

directions of the Ravni kotari area. Further in this paper every one of these topics will be 

explained: 

stakeholders’ general perceptions toward the Ravni kotari area  

In general, the stakeholders who are involved in tourism activities in Ravni kotari perceive the 

area as an area which is pleasant for living, with preserved nature, an area with huge (and 

unused) potentials, but also as a young destination. Agriculture is one of the main activities in 

this area and in the recent years the producers have been trying to focus on organic food 

production, which could be a competitive advantage for the destination, because the organic 

market increased more than five times during the last twenty years (Kyrylov et al., 2018) and 

in 2018 the global organic food and drink sales reached more than 95 billion euros (Willer 

and Lernoud, 2020). Stakeholders perceive tourism as a possible distribution channel or 

platform through which their (agricultural and other) products could be easier placed on the 

market. In this context they often mention selling authentic products “on their doorsteps” to 

the tourism demand visiting their destination. When talking about huge potentials, 

stakeholders stress that they relate primarily to various tourism resources, as well as their 

famous Benkovac stone, in addition to an excellent geographic position. Vicinity represents a 

very important competitive advantage, as it means that Ravni kotari is close to the sea, to five 

national parks and three parks of nature, but also to other very popular tourist destinations in 

Dalmatia (Biograd, Vodice, Šibenik etc.). The stakeholders also emphasize that they have all 

that is needed for stepping-up their tourism significance – excellent food, good wine and 

cultural capacities, but the only thing that lacks from their perspective is a link between the 

different stakeholders and their activities.  In this context, they perceive Ravni kotari also as a 

young tourism destination, as the majority of the tourism accommodation facilities were just 

opened in 2018 and 2019. So, they are aware of the fact that it will take some time to establish 

the destination with its full potentials, but they think that the tourism boom “caught them 

unprepared”. In that sense, the foundation of the Ravni kotari Tourism Board is perceived as a 

positive and important direction when talking about linking tourism stakeholders in the 

destination. 

stakeholders' perceptions toward the current situation related to tourism development in the 

Ravni kotari area 

According to the stakeholders, the majority of their tourists arrive from Germany, Belgium, 

Sweden, Austria and Netherlands, but they stress that these tourists are not well informed 
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about the tourism offer in this area, although they’re usually characterized as very 

experienced travelers who are well informed about the destination they visit. The participants 

think that this paradox is caused by the bad relationship that the tourist policy makers have 

towards this destination within the county, where Ravni kotari is perceived as competition to 

other destinations (like Zadar) and not as a complementary tourism product. Nevertheless, the 

participants in this focus group highlight that they are satisfied with the guests visiting their 

destination. They usually arrive to the destination individually. A relatively small number of 

tourists who are visiting this area via tourist agencies could be a result of bad tourism policies, 

which are manly focused on the seaside area of the Zadar county where the main tourism 

offer is concentrated. But an important thing to mention here is the seasonality of the tourism 

offer. Most of the accommodation facilities are occupied only two or three months during the 

year, because of what the stakeholders express their discontent. During the rest of the year, 

the locals (owners of these facilities) are engaged in other activities which help them gain 

revenues, for example agriculture. However, the participants are aware of the fact that the 

owners of these facilities are also to blame for the high seasonality, because they think that 

their everyday activities would bother the guests (for example if the accommodation is 

situated between two vineyards or olive groves). On the contrary, one gets the impression that 

the participants believe that the hosts should not completely avoid their daily activities since 

their guests arrive looking for an authentic experience they can witness in this area. 

Furthermore, the involved participants believe that hosts are to blame for the high seasonality 

since quite a number of them live in these facilities (villas, apartments etc.) during the periods 

when the accommodation facilities are unoccupied, so they have to move out during summers 

in order to rent it for tourism purposes. 

stakeholders' perceptions toward the tourism potentials of the Ravni kotari area 

The stakeholders identified gastronomy, cultural attractions and Benkovac stone as three 

potentials which can be used for further tourism development of this area. Gastronomy and 

the authentic culture of dining is an important part of the local community of the destination, 

especially dishes like the “prisnac”, “peka”, lamb with potatoes, peka bread, prosciutto and 

cheese, olive oil, wine etc. It is recognized that the local community plays an important role in 

the preservation of old recipes, which could be used to demonstrate the gastronomic “wealth” 

of this area to the interested tourists. But although there are a lot of initiatives regarding the 

presentation of the gastronomic offer of this area within different gastronomical 

manifestations, the crucial problem which the participants stress is - where can the tourist try 

these dishes after the manifestation is over? It is not clear which restaurants in this area serve 

these authentic dishes. The second most important potential perceived by the locals are the 

cultural attractions. There are a lot of cultural attractions or locations in Ravni kotari which 

could be the foundation for a more intense tourism development. In this sense, the museum 

Benkovac and the town Benkovac have made a list of categorized locations in the Benkovac 

area, but only five or six of these are suitable for a tourism valorization. So, it is important to 

organize an info-point where the tourist will get an overview of all the attractions/ locations, 

and for this purpose also an app will be launched. The Benkovac stone is perceived as third 

potential or driving force for the whole area. The participants compare it with the Brač stone, 

which is much better used for tourism purposes, although it is a very similar resource. 

stakeholders' perceptions toward the problems that the Ravni kotari area faces in terms of 

tourism development 

Some of the crucial problems of this “young” destination perceived by the stakeholders are an 

underdeveloped tourism infrastructure, an undefined tourism product, a lack of support of the 

wider tourism area (county), unsolved legal property relations, no coordination (link) between 

the stakeholders in the destination, improper distribution of financial funds allocated to 
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tourism development and promotion of the destination within county and a lack of (educated) 

human resources (in tourism and in general).  

One of the main issues which this destination faces it the lack of basic infrastructure, where 

some of the participants mention that some of the places in this area do not have adequate 

water supply, not to mention anything else. This area consists of 41 settlements, which are 

very heterogenous and a lot of financial investment is needed. When talking about tourism 

infrastructure, it has to be mentioned that there are no (quality) restaurants in this area where 

the gastronomic offer could be presented. The participants also mention the lack of support of 

the wider tourism area, as it is mentioned earlier, but they also highlight the lack of human 

resources as a crucial problem regarding tourism development. In this context, there are two 

problems. One of them is that the younger population move out of this area and the other is 

that the population living in this area is not adequately educated in the field of tourism.  

stakeholders' perceptions towards the threats related to tourism development of the Ravni 

kotari area 

The threats for the tourism development are, according to focus group members, 

environmental pollution, impacts from the surrounding and disunity of the local population. 

They perceive waste management as one of the most important threats regarding 

environmental pollution of this area. Furthermore, stakeholders stressed that nonchalance of 

the locals could cause problems in this context. They also think that it is important to educate 

the local community about waste management, but that it is necessary to include the local 

authorities. Although they perceive this topic as one that should be addressed in every family, 

they think that it is necessary to penalize unethical and irresponsible behavior. Other relevant 

threats from the perspective of the locals are those related to potential political instabilities in 

this part of the world, pandemics such as the COVID-19, etc. But in general, they think that 

the mentality of the local community could also be a threat, especially when talking about 

their collaboration. That means that they are not willing to collaborate in terms of agricultural 

production, so missing the chance to foster their position on the market. Especially when 

realizing that a collaboration between the different stakeholders would create an increased 

total impact, primarily from the economic perspective.  

stakeholders' perceptions towards the development directions of the Ravni kotari area 

At the end of the focus group discussion the participants stressed how important it is to 

preserve their identity when developing tourism activities and not to adept to all of the wishes 

and needs of the tourism demand. They are aware of the fact that tourists are visiting the area 

because they want an authentic feeling and experience. This is where they see their role in the 

tourism development of the destination – sharing their traditions, customs etc. In addition, 

they are also stressing that the tourists are visiting this area because of the people. They want 

to talk to the locals, to get to know them better and to learn something about them and their 

local production. In this context, it is obvious that all the participants involved in this focus 

group discussion have a very positive attitude regarding the tourism development of the 

destination and see themselves as very important in the tourism offer. They want to 

participate in different ways, but they are also aware of the fact that it will be a slow 

development, as the destination is just at the beginning of tourism development. 

Wilson et al. (2001) identified ten factors that affect the success of rural tourism development, 

which could be identified also in this research. Although their research was conducted almost 

twenty years ago in the USA, it could be seen that rural tourism destinations which are 

situated in geographically, socially, and economically different areas face almost the same 

issues. One of the main conclusions in Wilson's et al. (2001: 137) research was that “rural 

tourism development and entrepreneurship cannot work without the participation and 

collaboration of businesspersons directly and indirectly involved in tourism”, which was also 

one of the main conclusions in this research. 
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Conclusion 
 

The Ravni kotari area as a tourism destination should base its tourism offer on tradition, 

natural beauties, and cultural heritage. A lot of the mentioned resources have been unused for 

a long time and it is necessary to use them in a more efficient, but sustainable way. The focus 

should be on creating an image of a destination that offers something distinctive, products and 

services developed in a traditional way, but with a modern outlook. As the Ravni kotari 

destination is just at the beginning of tourism development, it is crucial to define guidelines 

for a sustainable tourism development. One of the key steps in this planning process is an 

active inclusion of all relevant stakeholders. From this perspective, one of the most important 

issues regarding further tourism development is the lack of human resources who could 

participate in the tourism offer. On the other hand, the same issue could become a very 

important opportunity for the area as tourism development could possibly provide an answer 

to the burning issue of revitalization (Demonja, 2014). Some of the resources in the 

mentioned area have been listed and under a guidance of a comprehensively planned strategy, 

these resources could potentially develop in well-known tourist attractions. Using these 

attractions, rural tourism policy makers could contribute to economic diversification and keep 

young people in their domestic areas by providing them with new job opportunities. Another 

very important challenges that Ravni kotari area is facing are linked to the lack of basic 

infrastructural (water supply, roads etc.) and tourism facilities (accommodation facilities, 

restaurants etc.) in the destination, which should be a priority for the policy makers at all 

levels if they want to develop tourism. Without basic tourism infrastructure, it will be very 

hard to develop and organize any tourism activities. Further, stakeholders who are actively 

participating in the tourism offer lack in soft skills regarding tourism services, as this is a 

completely new activity for them, so it is necessary to educate them and foster these skills. 

Additional education should also be done in terms of organic agriculture and eco-certificates, 

as this could be a very strong competitive advantage on which the tourism offer in this area 

could be based. Furthermore, based on the results of the conduced research, it was identified 

that one of the most important activities for a further tourism development of the destination 

is to develop a destination management framework and to link all interested parties. It is very 

important to define their roles and obligations in the destination and to include them in the 

decision-making process, as the stakeholders in the Ravni kotari area highlighted that there is 

a lack of collaboration between stakeholders, but also authorities in the destination.  

In conclusion, this area has the potential to tackle the problem of seasonality in Zadar county, 

as it is not primarily dependent on the “sun and sea” product. Therefore, it could be a 

complement to the exiting tourism offer of the county, but unfortunately the involved 

stakeholders perceive a lack of support in this context. The stakeholders have the impression 

that policy and decision makers in the county perceive Ravni kotari more as a competition 

then as an area which could complement and fulfill the existing tourism offer. The decision-

makers should use the competitive advantage of this diverse area to reduce the tourist 

concentration in some destinations by the sea and to promote Ravni kotari area in order to 

redirect the tourism flows, as this area has the potential to develop tourism activities through 

the whole year and not only during the main tourism season (July-August). In this context it is 

also necessary to support the tourism activities of the destination in terms of financial support, 

so it can develop all its potentials, but also through the investment in promotional activities 

which would increase tourism arrivals in this area. 
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Abstract 

Increased interest in health care is one of the main opportunities for the development of 

wellness tourism. The growing concern of people about their own health leads to an increase 

in demand for wellness services. The number of tourists motivated by improvement of physical 

and mental health is in constant growth. Wellness is one of the trends that has been 

increasingly present in recent years in all developed countries in Europe, the United States 

and the Far East. The aim of the paper is to explain wellness tourism phenomenon and to 

analyse the current state and the possibilities of wellness tourism development in Croatia. A 

large number of thermal springs, numerous healing factors and a long tradition of spas are 

the basis for the quality development of the wellness offer in Croatia. Wellness in Croatia is 

developing both in coastal and continental part. In the coastal part, these are mostly wellness 

centres within the hotel, while in the continental part, the basis for the development of 

wellness are spas. Continental part, with its preserved environment, should be the basis for 

the development of wellness tourism in Croatia. For quality development, it is necessary to 

properly use terms related to health tourism. Improper use of terminology, along with the lack 

of wellness standards, has led to the development of incomplete, and in some cases, poor 

quality wellness offer. To develop quality wellness offer, Croatia has to have strategy, but 

also standards which would assure usage of term “wellness” only for shareholders who 

provide quality service.  Although there is no strategy for wellness tourism development in 

Croatia, some of the leading wellness companies have plans and strategies to follow in order 

to achieve the set goals, thus positioning Croatia in the wellness market in small steps. 

Croatia therefore needs new investments in existing wellness offer in order to rise on the list 

of top wellness destinations in Europe. Spa, wellness and finally health tourism mean exactly 

what we strive for - year-round business and profit.  
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Introduction 

 

The growing concern of people about their own health leads to an increase in demand for 

wellness services. Wellness as part of health tourism offer implies the entire concept of health 

and integrates a large number of different components. Wellness is one of the trends that has 

been increasingly present in recent years in all developed countries in Europe, the United 

States and the Far East. The appearance of many wellness centres has resulted in an 

insufficient wellness offer of these centres, which is usually disproportionate to the 

philosophy of wellness. For that reason, countries with the initial stage of wellness tourism 

development, like Croatia, can and must start creating a quality and comprehensive wellness 

offer that seeks to harmonize different content and programs into wellness tourism offer.  

 

Although travel motivated by health dates back to ancient times, "the first health tourism can 

be described as a specific phenomenon, tourism of privileged social strata, which occurs in 

the mid-19th century and ends at the beginning of the First World War" (Kušen, 2006:216). 

During this period, people from the upper strata of society spent their free time in health 

resorts where they were they had conditions for maintaining physical, mental and spiritual 

health. In Croatia, such health resorts include Opatija, Varaždinske toplice, Krapinske toplice, 

Crikvenica ... "In Croatia, after the Second World War, natural health resorts took on the 

characteristics of clean health care institutions" (Kušen, 2006:217). Spas in Croatia were 

declared special hospitals for medical rehabilitation in the 1990s, and they still remained so, 

with a few exceptions that have adapted their business to the needs of the market. The aim of 

the paper is to explain wellness tourism phenomenon and to analyse the current state and the 

possibilities of wellness tourism development in Croatia. 

 

 

Theoretical background 
 

Different terms are associated with health tourism, such as: spa / thermal tourism, tourism in 

treatment centres and wellness tourism. The existence of numerous definitions and the 

intertwining of these terms often leads to their misuse and wrong interpretation. Travelling for 

the purpose of improving one's health, along with culture and religion, is one of the first 

motives for travelling. The essence of the mentioned motives has not changed to this day. Yet, 

life in the 21st century differs in many ways from life in the past, leading to changes in 

behaviour and demand expectations and to differences in existing definitions of health 

tourism. Medical Lexicon (1992) defines health tourism as a branch of tourism activity in 

which the emphasis is on the professional and controlled use of natural healing factors or 

physical medicine procedures. In the Anglo-American literature, it is called "travel for health 

purposes or travel for medical purposes." In health tourism, all this acquires a new quality - 

controlled use (by type, shape and duration), which aims to improve health. This definition 

explains that in fact all tourist trends to some extent involve the use of climate and other 

natural factors and thus become part of health tourism. In a narrower sense, health tourism 

includes the controlled use of the mentioned factors. In the controlled use of these factors, 

there is a distinction between tourists whose primary motive is health and those for whom 

travel for the purpose of maintaining health is one of the secondary motives for a particular 

trip. 

 

In the Dictionary of tourism (Vukonić & Čavlek, eds., 2001:389), health tourism is defined as 

"temporary change of permanent residence of an individual in a certain more favourable 

climate or bathing place for health prevention, curative and rehabilitation." In health tourism, 
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the emphasized motive of tourist travel is the preservation of health. Travelling for medical 

purposes is most often associated with thermal springs of healing waters. Health tourism 

means any form of travel that improves family health or one’s own health (Messerli & 

Oyama, 2004). Hall (2003:275) defines the term as "a commercial phenomenon of an 

industrial society involving a person leaving a place of residence for no less than 24 hours for 

the express benefit of preserving or improving health and offering and promoting facilities 

and destinations that seek to provide such benefits." Travel for the purpose of preserving one's 

own health appears in antiquity, and later becomes the privilege of exclusively privileged 

strata of society. Health tourism as a commercial phenomenon, as defined by Hall, emerged in 

the 19th century, and its emergence was greatly fuelled by the Industrial Revolution. With the 

departure of the rural population to the cities, the economy develops, employment increases 

and income increases. Consequently, tourism ceases to be a privilege of the privileged strata 

of society and becomes available to all people. All provided definitions imply leaving the 

domicile for the purpose of improving and preserving health, with primary reference to the 

physical health of a person. Today, due to the accelerated pace of life and accumulated stress, 

the mental health of people is greatly impaired, which is the reason more and more people are 

travelling in order to establish mental and physical balance in the body. There is no 

component in definitions that includes the preservation of human mental health. Precisely 

because of the modification of this term today, a more comprehensive definition of health 

tourism defines health tourism as "the totality of all relationships and phenomena resulting 

from a change of residence in order to improve, stabilize and establish physical, mental and 

social well-being using health services in tourist destination” (Mueller & Kaufmann, 2001:7). 

 

Health tourism includes three main components: treatment centres, medical and wellness 

tourism. Tourism in treatment centres includes travel for curative purposes, ie treatment of 

diseases. The term thermal / spa tourism partially includes tourism in treatment centres and 

wellness tourism. Thermal waters are used both in the prevention and treatment of diseases. 

Thermal waters are considered to be natural water sources with a temperature above 20 ° C. 

Such waters can be hypothermic (above 20-34 ° C), isothermal (34-38 ° C) and hyperthermic 

(above 38 ° C). In terms of composition, it can be ordinary water, acratotherm (mineralization 

below 1 g / L, or unusual trace elements) or thermomineral (mineralization above 1 g / L). 

They are used in swimming pools or other facilities for bathing, swimming and recreation, but 

also for economic purposes (heating residential and other facilities, watering plantations of 

flowers and vegetables, etc.) (Padovan, 1992). Spa tourism is defined as a component of 

health tourism that refers to the provision of services to specific facilities and destinations that 

traditionally involve the use of thermal waters (Hall, 2003).  

 

One of the main components of health tourism, wellness tourism, can be defined as the sum of 

all relationships and phenomena arising from the travel and stay of people whose main motive 

is to preserve or improve health. They stay in specialized hotels that provide certain 

professional know-how and individualized care (Mueller & Kaufmann, 2001), or as an effort 

to maintain a certain level of health with the help (Mair, 2005). Wellness tourism, or travel to 

prevent disease and improve the quality of life is a trend that is conquering the world. The 

desire for stress relief, relaxation and recreation is becoming a need of an increasing number 

of people who travel to be healthier. The expansion of wellness tourism is greatly contributed 

by the fact that man is becoming increasingly aware that he must increase the care of his own 

health. The word wellness is a compound of two terms: well-being and fitness. According to 

research by the Deutscher Wellness Verband, the term wellness dates back to the 17th 

century, when it was used in English as a term for good health and comfort. In the 20th 

century, American preventive medicine offers a new interpretation of the word 
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(http://www.fitness.com.hr/fitness/zdravlje/Wellness.aspx). The term wellness was first 

mentioned in 1961 in the book "High level wellness" by Dr. Halbert L. Dunn, who thus 

combined the terms well-being and fitness (being in shape) (Pilzer, 2006). Some authors call 

wellness an industry of the 21st century. Unfortunately, term is often used without any 

criteria. Wellness products and services are perhaps the only spending sector that does not 

take time to enjoy (Pilzer, 2006). By using wellness products and services, a person feels 

better, stronger, younger - he simply enjoys life. From the destination point of view, wellness 

tourists actively participate in the production of the therapeutic landscape and facilitate the 

healing process (Huang and Xu, 2017). 

 

The beginnings of wellness were recorded forty years ago in America, and the term itself can 

be defined as a health state of harmony of body, mind and spirit whose main elements are 

self-responsibility, caring for your body / beauty, healthy diet, relaxation (need to remove 

stress) / meditation, mental activity / education and care for the environment / social contacts 

(Mueller and Kaufmann, 2001). Mental and physical balance in the body is achieved through 

recreation, participation in various treatments and programs. A large number of wellness 

treatments have their roots in the ancient past, most often in Eastern religions, where the 

emphasis is on the balance of physical and mental. Tourism based on health care implies “the 

overall concept of health, and includes all areas of healthy movement, exercise, nutrition, 

relaxation and stress management to a sense of comfort and satisfaction” (Andrijašević and 

Bartoluci, 2004:130). A comprehensive approach to maintaining the physical and mental 

health of the individual and disease prevention is what makes the essence of wellness. 

Wellness is not just an occasional health concern, it is an individual’s way of life and 

thinking. In order to achieve harmony and balance of mind and body, it is necessary to respect 

the philosophy of wellness. While wellness tourism is an occasional escape from everyday 

life, the term wellness means the implementation of wellness in everyday life. 

 

Wellness integrates a large number of different components (Bartoluci & Čavlek, 2007; 

www.nationalwellness.org): (1) emotional wellness - recognizes positive feelings, optimism 

and constructive solutions to problems. It also implies the ability to realistically determine 

their own capabilities, the ability to deal with stress, and good relationships with people 

around them, and enables independent work and decision-making with an understanding of 

the importance of other people's opinions and support; (2) intellectual wellness - represents 

the desire to learn and apply information for better functioning of the organism in the function 

of quality of life. It presupposes intellectual growth and encouraging other people to do the 

same; (3) physical wellness - implies the need for regular physical activity, efficiency in work 

and quality use of free time, as well as the ability to recognize the signals sent by your own 

body and react accordingly, promotes a healthy diet; (4) social wellness - means that a person 

is  capable to communicate with other people and contribute to the community and the 

environment; it emphasizes the connection between man and nature; (5) spiritual wellness - 

represents the personal wealth of the spiritual life and the search for the meaning and purpose 

of human existence. It forms the basis of self-satisfaction. According to Global wellness 

institute, components that became a part of wellness in recent years are occupational and 

environmental wellness. The understanding and living of wellness is very subjective, it differs 

depending on the age of the individual and his lifestyle. 

 

Wellness tourists are most often people with higher level of education and higher income 

compared to other tourists. According to Messerli and Oyama (2004), wellness tourists can be 

classified into four age groups: (1) young people (20-24 years) - mostly use fitness and 

wellness services, have an average income; (2) young families with small children - mostly 
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use spas and water parks; (3) adults (40-50 years) - seek preventive methods and relaxation in 

spas; (4) older generations (50-60 years) - mostly use the usual medical treatments. The last 

two groups have the largest share in the total number of wellness tourists. Members of the 

third group, adults between the ages of 40 and 50, are currently the most represented segment, 

while members of the older generation spend the longest time in wellness centres. Recently, 

young people are taking wellness trips more and more, and the expansion of these two groups 

is still expected. Unlike more traditional forms of travel, wellness tourism attracts the solo 

travellers quite often (Dillette, Douglas & Andrzejewski, 2020). 

Users of wellness services are guests who will be happy to spend money, but in return want 

the quality of services, accommodation and offers (Pešut, 2004). Wellness tourists are usually 

considered more demanding than other tourists. The reason for this is partly the lack of free 

time due to more and more work, which is why not only "value for money" is sought, but also 

"value for time". Wellness tourists want to use free time for rest and gathering strength for 

new business obligations. 

 

 

Critical overview of wellness tourism development perspectives in Croatia 
 

The development of wellness and wellness tourism in general in Croatia is lagging behind 

other destinations in Europe. Although this delay is now a disadvantage, it can, with good 

strategic planning and implementation of plans, be turned into an advantage. A total of 19 

specialized spas have been registered in Croatia, while more than 6,000 beds have been 

registered in health resorts and other institutions dealing with health tourism in Croatia, which 

is not a negligible number (Šmidt, 2006). All spas in Croatia are specific for certain climatic 

factors and in accordance with them and the therapies they offer (climatotherapy, 

thalassotherapy, balneotherapy, peloid mud, naphthalene oil ...). Most of the spas is still state-

owned, with no possibility of claiming and obtaining funds to renovate or expand the offer. 

The majority of the offer in health tourism is within special hospitals and a small number of 

health resorts in Croatia, which are mostly state-owned, which is a major shortcoming when it 

comes to financing investments to improve the offer (Dujnić Hundrić, 2019). 

 

In Croatia, patients with referrals realize the majority of traffic in spas, while in the coming 

years the Ministry of Health will send fewer and fewer patients to spas through referrals. 

Several examples of privatized spas in Croatia represent great potential for supply 

transformation. Terme Tuhelj, Toplice Sveti Martin na Muri and Terme Topusko are positive, 

and for now the only examples of the transformation of Croatian spas. Unlike spas, health 

tourism destinations with a long tradition such as Opatija, Lošinj, Crikvenica keep pace with 

trends and adjust their offer to demand. Today, there are almost no hotels in Opatija without a 

wellness centre. However, Opatija did not neglect the TALASO health tourism either. Terme 

Tuhelj and Sveti Martin na Muri have completely focused on prevention, while Terme 

Topusko provide both prevention and treatment. Overview of the current state of wellness in 

Croatia is provided through a SWOT analysis, in which, in addition to strengths and 

weaknesses, opportunities and threats to the future development of wellness in Croatia are 

identified. 

 

Table 1: SWOT analysis of wellness tourism in Croatia 

STRENGHTS 

• large number of thermal springs 

• preserved environment 

• numerous healing factors 

WEAKNESSES 

• developed wellness tourism in 

neighbouring countries 

• ownership 
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• thermal tradition 

• possibility of connecting with other special 

interest tourism 

• favourable traffic position 

• misuse of terminology 

• lack of wellness standards 

• poor transport infrastructure 

OPPORTUNITIES 

• increased interest in health care 

• development of underdeveloped parts of 

Croatia 

• reduction of seasonality 

• employment of local population 

• development of activities closely related to 

tourism 

THREATS 

• privatization by foreign investors 

• unplanned development 

• lack of understanding of the local 

community 

• underdevelopment of the analysed areas 

• lack of cooperation 

 

Source: authors 

 

A large number of thermal springs, numerous healing factors and a long tradition of spas are 

the basis for the quality development of the wellness offer in Croatia. Wellness in Croatia is 

developing both in coastal and continental part. In the coastal part, these are mostly wellness 

centres within the hotel, while in the continental part, the basis for the development of 

wellness are spas. Continental part, with its preserved environment, should be the basis for the 

development of wellness tourism in Croatia. For quality development, it is necessary to 

properly use terms related to health tourism. Improper use of terminology, along with the lack 

of wellness standards, has led to the development of incomplete, and in some cases, poor 

quality wellness offer. In addition to defining wellness standards, it is also necessary to define 

the status and legal framework of all health tourism institutions, in order to achieve the 

desired level of quality and standardization of services. It is also important to note that in 

Croatia there are almost no regulations governing the issue of natural healing factors, which is 

necessary for development of both wellness tourism and overall health tourism (Kušen, 2002). 

 

With increasing demand and increasingly fierce competition, this development of the wellness 

offer is not sustainable in the long run. Precisely for these reasons, it is necessary to adopt 

wellness standards, which include all components of wellness, in order to create an image and 

achieve recognition both in Croatia and abroad. One of the main obstacles to attracting 

foreign demand is poor transport infrastructure. Solving the problem of infrastructure must be 

on the list of priorities when it comes to the development of not only wellness tourism, but 

tourism in general in continental Croatia. 

 

In addition to wellness, continental Croatia has exceptional potential for the development of 

other special interest tourism such as sports tourism, cultural tourism and tourism based on 

gastronomy and wine roads. When talking about other special interest tourism that can be 

associated with wellness tourism, it is necessary to mention sports - recreational tourism, 

which is inextricably linked with wellness tourism. Sports and recreation programs have an 

extremely important place in health tourism, especially when the term health tourism does not 

only mean "curative" i.e. treatment of diseases but also prevention, alleviation of various 

health problems, especially those that are a direct consequence of hypokinetic syndrome, 

inadequate diet and excessive neuropsychiatric tension (Bartoluci and Čavlek, 1998). In 

addition to sports tourism, cultural tourism also has the potential to connect with wellness 

tourism. The reason for this is that "old values such as: authenticity, old architecture, 

preservation of food traditions, customs, etc. have become especially important for tourists" 

(Avelini Holjevac, 2001:60). These potentials can be used as one of the main driving forces of 
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tourism development by connecting the wellness offer with other specific forms of tourism. A 

good example of such connection can be found in Zagorje and Međimurje. The image of 

countries that are at a high level of development of wellness tourism is currently one of the 

weaknesses for wellness in Croatia. However, if these countries are used as a role model, it is 

possible to carry out planned development and develop a quality wellness offer. Currently in 

Croatia, a quality wellness offer has developed mostly in spas owned by foreign companies, 

such as Terme Tuhelj and Stubičke toplice. The development strategy should also take into 

account one of the threats, and that is the privatization of all spas by foreign investors. A good 

model of privatization would be the sale of shares to employees of spas, as this would avoid 

sales to foreigners. The strategy should include education and involvement of the local 

community in development, in order to avoid their misunderstanding and non-acceptance. In 

addition to the involvement of the local community, the quality of development requires the 

cooperation of all participants directly or indirectly involved in the development of the 

wellness offer. Government support also has an important role in the development of wellness 

tourism. The success of planning at the national level is based on the tools and resources that 

can achieve the goals. If the strategy is supported by funds, the chances of its success are very 

high. Otherwise, plans and strategies remain only on paper. (Smith and Puczko, 2009). In a 

complex economic situation with a high unemployment rate of the working age population, a 

significant contribution to the development of tourism would be the creation of new jobs, 

directly in tourism or related activities (Aljinović Balenović, 2000).  

 

The development wellness tourism would lead to the development of underdeveloped areas of 

continental Croatia and to the realization of numerous economic effects that directly or 

indirectly resulted from tourism. With the entry of low cost airlines in Croatia, destinations 

are given the opportunity to attract even more guests, but they must also be offered a good 

motive for which they would decide to come (Dronjić, 2007). Wellness in Croatia is still 

attracting mostly domestic demand. However, one of the goals in the strategy should be to 

increase the number of foreign tourists. The focus of wellness tourism development must be 

on the commitment, idea and desire to keep up with the world standards and offer. It is 

necessary to profile the professional staff who will design the contents and create new spaces, 

educate the staff and follow the wellness trends (Gradišek, 2007). The importance of quality 

staff stems from the very goal of wellness: that people feel pampered and cared for, and such 

service can only be provided by professional staff. Unfortunately, not enough importance is 

still given to continuous education and motivation of staff, which affects the quality of the 

offer and guest satisfaction (Pešut, 2005). 

 

As customers become more demanding (and often less attached), as competitors become more 

numerous and aggressive, as environmental conditions become more difficult, so the value of 

planning increases (Mountinho, 2005). That is why it is necessary to create the 

aforementioned quality strategy for the development of wellness tourism as soon as possible, 

in order for that development to be of high quality and sustainable. Every strategy should be 

based on quality before price and promote that quality, exclusivity, environment and trust. It 

is also necessary to connect horizontally with other participants in the wellness offer (García-

Altés, 2005). 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

Increased interest in health care is one of the main opportunities for the development of 

wellness tourism. The number of tourists motivated by improvement of physical and mental 
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health is in constant growth. As already mentioned in the paper, wellness has become an 

absolute hit and a "product" which can sell almost everything. This trend should be used for 

the development of wellness in continental Croatia, which would indirectly support the 

development of activities related to tourism such as trade, transport, agriculture and 

employment of the local population. 

 

But, destinations have to be careful when promoting wellness, due to the fact that wellness 

tourists expect holistic approach which includes all components (emotional, intellectual, 

physical, social, spiritual, occupational and environmental). To develop quality wellness 

offer, Croatia has to have strategy, but also standards which would assure usage of term 

“wellness” only for shareholders who provide quality service. Croatia therefore needs new 

investments in existing wellness offer in order to rise on the list of top wellness destinations in 

Europe. Spa, wellness and finally health tourism mean exactly what we strive for - year-round 

business and profit. Although there is no strategy for wellness tourism development in 

Croatia, some of the leading wellness companies have plans and strategies to follow in order 

to achieve the set goals, thus positioning Croatia in the wellness market in small steps. 
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Abstract  

The contribution of travel intermediaries to tourism development is recognized from their 

fundamental role in the market. They create and market tourist products that they have 

created based on the available resource base, combining the services and products of 

different local businesses. They are directly connected with local businesses as well as 

tourists. According to the stakeholder theory, the cooperation of all stakeholders in the 

destination is crucial for the sustainable tourism development, especially in the case of 

cultural tourism, or its sub-type of heritage tourism, because an inefficient management of 

tourism development can jeopardise the protection of cultural heritage. Therefore, it is 

important for all stakeholders, including travel intermediaries, to be aware of the richness of 

cultural heritage, to understand and respect it. The aim of this paper is to analyse the role of 

travel intermediaries in the development of cultural tourism in the city of Split, taking into 

account their cooperation with other stakeholders, in order to identify which intermediaries 

can support (and which can disrupt) the cultural tourism development. The main contribution 

of the research can be summarized as follows. Profit-oriented tour operators who do not 

respect the principles of sustainable development can be dangerous for tourism development 

in the destination, because they create and market products that can have greater negative 

than positive effects of tourism in the destination. On the other hand, destination management 

companies that are specialized in cultural tourism in the destination can support the 

sustainable development of cultural tourism in the destination.  

 

Keywords: travel intermediary, destination management company, cultural tourism, 

sustainable tourism development 

 

JEL classification: L83, Q01, Z18  

 

 

Introduction  
 

Croatia has a rich cultural resource base, which can be used for creating an authentic tourism 

product. The fact that Croatia is one of the smallest countries in the world with the most 

protected cultural monuments by UNESCO can be used for promotional purposes (Magaš, 

2018). Although Croatia’s rich cultural and historical heritage is not the only motivation for 

tourism development in Croatia, it is definitely an important factor to consider when planning 

tourism development.  
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Split is the second largest city in Croatia, located on the east coast of the Adriatic Sea, which 

has experienced its tourist boom in the last few years. According to the data provided by the 

Tourist board of Split, in 2019, 932.722 tourist arrivals and 2.737.157 tourist overnight stays 

were realized in Split, which represents an increase of about 8% compared to the number of 

tourist arrivals and overnight stays in 2018. However, when comparing the same data from 

2014, it seems almost unbelievable that tourist movement (also expressed by tourist arrivals 

and overnight stays) in Split has more than doubled in just 5 years. 

In recent decades, tourism and culture have become inseparably linked partly due to the 

increased interest in culture, particularly as a source of local identity in the face of 

globalization, the growth of tourism and easier accessibility of cultural assets and experiences. 

The culture can be both a primary and a secondary motivation for tourists to visit a 

destination. According to a survey conducted by the UNWTO (2018) in a sample of 17 

countries that could assess culture as the primary or secondary motive for visits, the results 

showed that for about 30% of incoming tourists the culture is the primary motivation and for 

an additional 17% secondary motivation to visit a destination.  

Diocletian Palace and the entire historical core of Split have been on the World Heritage 

UNESCO list ever since 1979.  However, Split also has other cultural resources that are the 

basis for (cultural) tourism development.  

Because heritage sites have outstanding universal values and these unique natural and cultural 

wonders represent our past and present and belong to all, sustainability is a critical issue for 

the permanency of these sites. World Heritage Sites bring a certain level of prestige and 

international recognition to destinations and their local communities. These sites are 

important travel destinations and create great opportunities for developing tourism. World 

Heritage properties have great potential impact for local economic development and long-

term sustainability if they are managed properly (Kristiana and Nathalia, 2017). 

In this context, the aim of this paper is to explore the role of different stakeholders in the 

sustainable development of cultural tourism. Special attention was paid to the role of the 

travel intermediaries that creating and selling tourism products in the destination can have a 

significant impact on sustainable development. 

This paper is organized as follows. The first part defines cultural tourism as a sustainable type 

of tourism. In the second part sustainability is emphasized as an imperative for the 

development of cultural tourism. The third part analyses the role of different stakeholders in 

the sustainable tourism development model, and the last part analyses the contribution of 

different types of travel intermediaries to the sustainable development of cultural tourism in 

the destination. 

 

 

Cultural tourism as sustainable form of tourism  
 

Cultural tourism may be recognized as one of the earliest form of tourism. In history, the first 

individual travellers have been defined as cultural tourists because at the time, the travel was 

the privilege of rich people, and the basic motivation for travel, besides religion and 

conquering new territories, was getting to know new cultures and destinations that are 

different from one’s own (Jelinčić, 2009). Although the motivation for travel became more 

multilayer over time, can be recognized entertainment and education as common component 

of modern travel. In this manner any kind of tourism containing educational (sightseeing) or 

entertainment component (participation in any kind of mass events) could be considered as 

cultural tourism.  

The term cultural tourism is not easy to define, although it is often used. One of the first 

definitions of cultural tourism was proposed by the World Tourism Organization (UNWTO). 
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UNWTO (1985) defines cultural tourism as including movements of persons for essentially 

cultural motivations such as study tours, performing arts and cultural tours, travel to festivals 

and other cultural events, visits to sites and monuments, travel to study nature, folklore or art, 

and pilgrimages.  

Cultural tourism comprises journeys which are mainly motivated by cultural heritage. 

Cultural heritage was defined by UNESCO (2020) as the legacy of physical artefacts and 

intangible attributes of a group or society that are inherited from past generations, maintained 

in the present and bestowed for the benefit of future generations. 

Heritage is understood here in two ways. According to the narrow definition, heritage 

represents landmarks and works of art – culture in this sense is strictly related to general 

history and history of arts. On the other hand, broadly understood heritage including such 

elements as: daily living, science and technology (factories, machinery), geographical 

environment (landscapes and their interpretation, methods of utilizing spaces in the past and 

today), literature devoted to various regions, cuisine treated as an art of living, etc. (Mikos 

von Rohrscheidt, 2008). 

It follows that cultural tourism can include both tangible and intangible heritage. Tangible 

heritage includes historic structures, monuments and artefacts that are deemed significant to 

the archaeology, architecture or technology of a specific culture. Intangible cultural heritage 

can take the forms of handicrafts and visual arts, gastronomy and culinary practices, social 

practices, rituals and festive events, music and the performing arts, oral traditions and 

expressions and knowledge and practices concerning nature and the universe (Lowry, 2017). 

Cultural tourism plays an important role in the development of a destination because it 

enables areas that are not exclusively tourist-based to become attractive to tourists, as well as 

to the local population, through invented development strategies based on local cultural and 

artistic potential. Therefore, local values put into the function of cultural tourism can become 

interesting to tourists, thus enriching tourist destinations with cultural content and becoming 

more attractive to the local population too (Demonja, 2011). 

While cultural tourism provides economic opportunities for many culture-rich destinations, it 

may also represent a threat in terms of the potential degradation of a heritage which in turn 

leads to the destruction of these resources and diminishes the benefits of cultural tourism 

development. The relationship between heritage and tourism is frequently characterized by 

contradictions and conflicts whereby conservationists perceive heritage tourism as 

compromising conservation goals for profit (Aas, et al., 2005). In order to minimize these 

threats, there is a need for dialogue, cooperation, and collaboration among the various 

stakeholders involved. If a common ground between the different interested parties can be 

found, then heritage tourism can be developed in sustainable way that preserves the resources 

of the local community and is beneficial to all. 

 

 

Sustainability as an imperative for the development of cultural tourism  
 

Tourism, as one of the most significant phenomena of modern society, is at the same time one 

of the world’s largest industries and hence the main form of global economic expansion 

(Fletcher et al., 2019). However, despite the fact that tourism is recognized as a vital 

contributor to job and wealth creation, economic growth, environmental protection and 

poverty alleviation, its negative effects at a social, environmental and economic level are 

increasingly emphasized. Numerous examples of tourist destinations, which were thrilled by 

the crowds of tourists, had given priority to economic interests and the devastating effects on 

the environment became important only when ecological problems escalated. 
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The problem is that the development of tourism is perceived as a goal in itself with an 

emphasis on economic benefits, while it should actually be a means of achieving overall 

prosperity of the local community and the environment in which it lives (Slivar, 2018). One 

of the basic assumptions of tourism development should be the balance of the country. 

Tourism develops when there are natural, cultural or historical monuments and where as yet 

there has been no disruption of the balance between the elements of the environment 

(Jurigová and Lencsésová, 2015).  Therefore, various literature sources (Sharpley, 2000; 

McKercher, 2003; Kilipiris, 2005; Grundey, 2008; Turker et al., 2016, Sardianou, 2016;) 

promoted the necessity of sustainable tourism development, bearing in mind that sustainable 

development is basically about how to balance the protection of nature from human 

incursions and the use of natural resources to support human needs (Aall, 2014). 

The sustainable development presupposes development that meets the needs of the present 

without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. The 

definition of sustainable development of tourism is often derived from the sustainable 

development, and according to the UNEP & WTO (2005) tourism, that take full account of its 

current and future economic, social and environmental impacts, addressing the needs of 

visitors, the industry, the environment and the host communities, can be considered as 

sustainable tourism.  

In order to operationalize sustainability in the tourism development, the principles of 

sustainable tourism development have been developed, which can be summarized as follows: 

economic, ecological, cultural and community sustainability. The economic sustainability 

implies development that is profitable in both the present and the long term. To achieve the 

economic sustainability, McKercher (2003) suggests that it is necessary to form partnerships 

throughout the entire supply chain from micro-sized local businesses to multinational 

organizations, to use internationally approved and reviewed guidelines for training and 

certification, to promote among clients ethical and environmentally conscious behaviour, to 

diversify the products by developing a wide range of tourist activities, to contribute some of 

the income generated to assist in training, ethical marketing and product development and to 

provide financial incentives for businesses to adopt sustainability principles.  

The ecological sustainability presupposes the development that is compatible with 

maintaining essential ecological processes, biological diversity, and biological resources. In 

order to realize the ecological sustainability, it is required to establish codes of practice for 

tourism at all levels and guidelines for tourism operations, impact assessment, and monitoring 

of cumulative impacts, to formulate national, regional, and local tourism policies and 

development strategies that are consistent with the overall objectives of sustainable 

development, to ensure that the design, planning, development, and operation of facilities 

incorporate sustainability principles, to ensure that tourism in protected areas such as national 

parks is incorporated into and subject to sound management plans, to identify acceptable 

behaviour among tourists and to promote responsible tourism behaviour.  

The development that increases people’s control over their lives is compatible with the culture 

and values of those affected, and strengthens the community identity. Some of the 

recommendations for achieving cultural sustainability are: initiate tourism with the help of 

broad community input, establish education and training programs to improve and manage 

heritage and natural resources, conserve cultural diversity,  respect the land and property 

rights of traditional inhabitants, guarantee the protection of nature and the local indigenous 

cultures, especially traditional knowledge, work actively with indigenous leaders and minority 

groups to ensure that indigenous cultures and communities are depicted accurately and with 

respect, educate tourists and the tourism industry about desirable and acceptable behaviour. 

The last principle of sustainability tourism development refers to local sustainability and 

implies the development that is designed to benefit local communities and generate and retain 
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income in those communities. To achieve the economic sustainability, it is necessary to 

enable the community to maintain control over tourism development, to ensure that tourism 

provides quality employment to community residents, to encourage businesses to minimize 

negative effects on local communities and contribute positively to them, to ensure the 

equitable distribution of financial benefits throughout the entire supply, to provide financial 

incentives for local businesses to enter tourism and to improve local human resource capacity 

chain. These four pillars are vital for the long-term sustainability of destinations and tourism 

companies (Turker et al., 2016). 

Tourism in general, and cultural tourism in particular, seems to be closely linked to the 

cultural heritage. Sustainability is acknowledged as of a great potential for bringing heritage 

preservation, tourism and economic development into a balanced and constructive connection, 

as it is recognized that the mistaken neglect of the important economic and social dimensions 

of heritage in many cases has led to the irreversible decay and destruction of heritage assets 

(Ursache, 2015). 

 

 

Stakeholder’s contribution in sustainable cultural tourism 
 

Sustainable cultural tourism development cannot be achieved without regarding the 

stakeholders’ interests. One main key to the success and implementation of sustainable 

tourism development in a community is the support from different groups of stakeholders 

(Gunn, 1994). The term stakeholder was defined by Freeman (1984) who considered a 

stakeholder as any group or individual who can affect or is affected by the achievement of the 

organization’s objectives. If applied to tourism, the destination stakeholders can be widely 

defined as such organizations which are affected by the destination management or which are 

able to affect its success (Luštický and Musil, 2016). Presenza, Sheehan, and Ritchie (2005) 

used a more precise definition and they defined stakeholders as any entity that is influenced 

by, or that may influence, the achievement of the destination management activities.  

In destination management, the inclusion of all stakeholders with interests in the planning, 

process and delivery as well as the outcomes of the tourism service should be taken into 

account and consideration should be given to each stakeholder, irrespective of the level of 

interest and power held (Kristiana and Nathalia, 2017). It seems that is the identification of all 

potential stakeholders is more challenging than the implementation of the collaborative 

planning approach, including all parties who are involved in the planning process. The 

collaborative planning process is considered to be complicated due to the existence of 

multiple, cross interest, and diverse stakeholders that often have different and contradict 

objectives and visions.  

The first stage in phase of establishing an effective collaborative process can be considered 

bringing various and varied interests together. Considering too many definitions of 

stakeholders and collaboration, it might be looked upon as an operation of joint decision-

making among independent, key stakeholders to find solution for the planning problems in the 

area of sustainable tourism development (Kadi, et al, 2015). 

Various stakeholders have different goals and interests and with their activities they affect 

sustainability (Slivar, 2018). On the other hand, the different stakeholders are not 

homogenous entities and there are significant overlaps between them (e.g. local community 

residents own local businesses or are involved in the management of the destination) 

(Kristiana and Nathalia, 2017). Therefore, the identification of key stakeholders has to be 

adapted to the specific conditions prevailing in the destination, which implies that different 

types of stakeholders with multiple typologies can be found in the literature of the tourism 

study. 
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According to the stakeholder’s theory, for the purposes of this research the main groups of 

key stakeholders will be underlined, with an emphasis on travel intermediaries and their role 

in the development of sustainable cultural tourism in the destination. 
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The main stakeholders in the sustainable cultural tourism 

 

Key stakeholder groups and their interests are shown in Figure 1. The usual approach in the 

literature classifies key stakeholders in a destination into four basic categories: the public 

sector, the private sector, the civil sector and the local community. 

The public sector plays an important role in sustainable development, because it defines 

direction sustainability through public policies, plans and financial support, and on the local 

and regional level, it influences the sustainability of tourism through planning on the local and 

regional level. It also affects the infrastructure development and support the local economic 

development. In the field of tourism, it is important to emphasize the role of tourism 

organizations that are primarily responsible for stimulating market demand through 

destination marketing and the role of agencies, which are interested in the planning or 

maintenance of specific attraction (such as protected areas and cultural sites).  

Although the public sector has a great influence in promoting sustainable development, a 

primary challenge for public sector on the local level is to navigate increasingly external, 

global forces on local development so that development achieves the shared vision of the 

local population. However, if tourism development by the government of a particular 

destination is not aligned with the wishes and needs of the local population by legal and other 

regulations, it is possible to expect the local population's resistance to tourism development 

(Matošević Radić, et al, 2020). 

 

Figure 1  The main stakeholders and their interests in sustainable cultural tourism 

development 
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Source: author’s creation  

The private sector is crucial in the tourism development, because it is responsible for the 

creation and market of the tourism product. Tourism suppliers, as the main employers, affect 

the complete tourism value chain. It is responsible for producing and sustaining quality 

tourism products and services such as accommodation, food and beverages, local tours, 

transportation facilities, and recreational activities (Turker et al., 2016). It is the bearer of 

tourism development in general, so it wouldn’t be possible to develop sustainable tourism 

without it. On the other hand, travel intermediaries influence market accessibility through 

setting conditions to tourism suppliers and tourism destinations (Slivar, 2018). We should not 

ignore the role of the private sector (outside the field of tourism) and professional associations 

in the development of local communities.  

Also, the civil sector which is mainly represented through the work of non-governmental 

organizations is one of the stakeholders in supporting sustainable tourism development. They 

can be assembled in the socio-cultural, environmental and conservation groups and involved 

in the provision of consultancy services in designing campaigns, investment projects or 

gaining public support for a series of particular causes (Iorgulescu et al., 2005). 

The local community is the core stakeholder in the sustainable tourism development process. 

The full participation of local communities in the tourism sector, not only benefits them and 

the environment in general, but also improves the quality of the tourism product, because the 

tourism employees and other members of local community are the sub-creators of hospitable 

tourism destinations. Local communities benefit from sustainable tourism through economic 

development, job creation, and infrastructure development. Tourism revenues bring economic 

growth and prosperity to attractive tourism destinations which can raise the standard of living 

in destination communities. Increase in tourism revenue to a destination acts as a driver for 

the development of increased infrastructure. As tourist demands increase in a destination, a 

more robust infrastructure is needed to support the needs of both the tourism industry and the 

local community. Projects imposed from outside and motivated by the pursuit of rapid 

economic growth often override local needs, conditions and resources, and result in 

unacceptable environmental, social and cultural costs (Kilipiris, 2005). On the other hand, 

tourists influence the sustainability and profitability of tourism products by making their 

decision to visit the destination and to consume some tourism products (Slivar, 2018). 

Sustainable tourism in general, and also sustainable cultural tourism, clearly highlights the 

interconnection between the different stakeholders that matter for tourists and the local 

community, an interconnection that allows mutual benefits for the development of a tourism 

offer for both current and future generations (Gazzola et al., 2018). 

 

The role of destination management companies in the sustainable cultural tourism 

 

In order to explain the difference in the role of travel intermediaries in the development of 

sustainable cultural tourism, it is necessary to highlight the basic features of cultural tourism 

product. According to Mikos von Rohrscheidt (2008) the term cultural tourism relate to all 

tourist expeditions taken by groups or individuals, where encounters with sites, events and 

other assets of high culture or popular culture, or effort aimed at improving one’s knowledge 

of the surrounding world organized by man are the essential part/aspect of the traveler’s 

itinerary or are a clinching argument for individuals’ decision on whether or not take up such 

a journey/participate in such a trip. From the definition follows that services typical for 

cultural tourism, which constitutes culture tours, include: expeditions with specially designed 

itineraries (trips mainly focusing on cultural program), specialist guiding services at the sites 

and locations, and information materials meeting expectations of cultural travelers (e.g. 

books, pamphlets, brochures, albums, multimedia publications, etc.). Of course, it goes 
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without saying, it includes all the necessary and usual tourism services such as 

accommodation and restaurants, transportation, tour-guides and other services typical for the 

tourism industry, but unlike other types of tourism it cannot deal without specific tools 

necessary for culture-oriented sightseeing. 

Because of that, the tourism industry is characterized by large numbers of small suppliers 

whose services were included in cultural tourism product and, on the other hand, tourists are 

numerous, diverse and geographically separated from the suppliers. There is the need for 

emergence of subject who reassembles tourism suppliers, creates the united product from 

their services and sells it to tourists. This is the task of the travel intermediaries. Travel 

intermediaries purchase separate elements of transport, accommodation and other services and 

combine these into a package which they then sell directly or indirectly to tourists (Holloway, 

2009). 

In the context of sustainable tourism development, it is important to emphasize that tourism 

development and destination promotion that is related to the ecological and social 

characteristics of the destination and that is not focused only on their economic viability, is 

key to its long-term sustainability. Of course, such an approach must be supported by all 

stakeholders in the destination, and especially by private sector businesses that may find 

themselves sacrificing short-term profits in the name of long-term development. In this way, 

it is possible to attract potential tourists who are looking for circumstantial or deliberate 

tourism offers in destinations where they can enjoy a personalized offer linked to their 

lifestyle and interests (Gazzola et al., 2018). 

Traditionally, travel intermediaries may be divided into wholesalers and retailers. The tour 

wholesaler, also called tour operator, buys different components of the tourism product, like 

transportation, accommodation and sightseeing, from suppliers to create packages that are 

sold via the travel agent to the consumer. The travel agencies, or retailers, have been the main 

traditional distribution channel to wholesale suppliers (Lubbe, 2000; Anckar, 2003; Lubbe et 

al., 2006; Ezeuduji and de Jeger, 2015). However, in the 1980s, changes in the tourism market 

such as deregulation of airline industry, rapid development and implementation of 

information and communication technology, and changes in demands and behavior of tourism 

consumers led to a changed role of travel agencies in the tourism market. They would have to 

clearly re-evaluate their position in the tourism market, providing ways of adding value to 

tourists, in order to remain relevant (Ezeuduji and de Jeger, 2015). 

In response to changes in the market, some travel agencies try to specialize their business and 

to offer a tailor-made product on the market, which is adjusted to their wishes, in response to 

the unified and impersonal products of the tour-operators, what is most notably lack of their 

products. This creates a new form of travel agencies, known on the market as Destination 

Management Companies (DMC). This type of company is locally-based and uses local 

resources to provide products and services and satisfy interests and needs of individual clients 

and groups within a specific city, region or a country. Modern DMC are characterized by 

complex activity, more sophisticated products and more independent market approach. Some 

of them took over the role of incoming tour operators, specializing in a specific destination 

and creating products for unknown customers. (Spasić, 2015). 

From the above, we can clearly see the differences between the two basic forms of travel 

intermediaries, which are dominant in the current conditions. Tour operators, which bundle 

together transportation, accommodation and other services and sell them to consumers as a 

complete vacation package. In that way, they minimize transaction cost and exploit 

economies of scale. Due to the pressure to reduce costs and the desire to make extra profits, 

tour operators do not pay too much attention to the needs of the local community. They create 

cultural tourism products in such a way that they only touch the cultural and historical 

heritage superficially, often without taking into account how they are interpreted or protected. 
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Their primary business motives can threaten the sustainable cultural tourism development in 

the destination.  

On the other hand, DMC use their extensive knowledge of local tourism resources, employ 

professional staff and have available other necessary resources to design and deliver services 

related to travel and various activities in the tourist destination. Using their established 

contacts and purchasing power when negotiating with local service providers, DMC will 

provide the highest quality service in the most cost effective way. (Čorak and Trezner, 2014). 

DMC will allow local suppliers to get involved in the tourism industry much easier than 

cooperating with tour operators, resulting in better performance for the destination. DMC 

maximize the potential of the destination by using their creative ideas in the combination with 

social networking in the destination and knowing the destination's resources with an emphasis 

on protecting them. Due to its good networking with the local community, DMC should not 

jeopardize the sustainable development of tourism, since the quality of its product depends 

precisely on the positive image in the local community and the willingness of local suppliers 

to cooperate. 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

In destinations that abound in natural resources and therefore predetermined for mass tourism 

development, there is an active hunt for strategies that can mitigate the negative effects of 

mass tourism development. In this context, the development of the cultural tourism, especially 

in destinations with rich cultural and historical heritage, can contribute to reducing the 

negative effects of tourism while conserving and protecting their heritage. 

Therefore, when choosing a strategy of the cultural tourism development, a focus on 

sustainability is necessary. The sustainable development of cultural tourism requires the 

cooperation of all stakeholders in the destination. Since their individual goals can often be 

opposed, the major emphasis should be placed on the sustainable development of the local 

community, that suffers the highest costs of tourism development and on the protection of 

cultural heritage. Otherwise it would be difficult to develop the cultural tourism.  

In this paper the role of the travel intermediaries in the development of sustainable cultural 

tourism was particularly analyzed. The differences between the two basic types of travel 

intermediaries are emphasized. The analysis took into account their cooperation with other 

stakeholders in order to identify which intermediaries could support (and which could disrupt) 

the cultural tourism development.  

The main contribution of the research can be summarized as follows. Profit-oriented tour 

operators who do not respect the principles of sustainable development can be dangerous for 

tourism development in the destination because they create and market products that can have 

greater negative than positive effects of tourism in the destination. On the other hand, 

destination management companies that are specialized in cultural tourism in the destination 

can be carriers of the sustainable development of cultural tourism products in the destination. 
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Abstract  

Contemporary society has reached a point where it needs to address the issue of sustainable 

development more intensively, simultaneously enabling implementation of sustainable 

practices within communities. This has proven to be a critical breakpoint in ensuring long-

term liveability of residents, as different stakeholders have different interests that are 

sometimes difficult to be achieved, still less balanced. Hence, it seems reasonable to introduce 

community-based tourism as a development model that would enable prosperous, stimulative 

environment. Numerous researches, however, emphasize that this concept did not yield 

desired results, especially as local interests were very often not consulted sufficiently, to say 

the least. The issue of coordinating public and private interests within one destination, 

especially in terms of tourism development, seems to be in the focus of numerous studies 

nowadays. Besides public and national interests, there is also a gap between local and 

national interests, especially when it comes to the issue of physical planning and construction 

within destination borders. In that process local communities and their interests should be 

given precedence, which is usually not the case. 

 

Sustainable development goals clearly indicate that there is a global need to end all 

inequalities, promote sustained growth and ensure sustainable environment. With all its 

economic impacts and implications on both local and global level, tourism proves to be an 

important tool in alleviating poverty in numerous destinations. However, uncontrolled growth 

and neo-liberal strategies can lead to numerous negative consequences of tourism 

development and can result with unsustainable environment. In the process of developing 

tourism in any destination it is of crucial importance to involve local community into product 

development process and to enable residents to reach their potentials and ensure optimal 

living conditions.  

 

It is in the focus of this research to determine the main constraints of more intensive inclusion 

of community-based tourism in destinations. There is little argue that such approach could 

serve as a potential for overcoming all downsides caused by unsustainable development. 

However, a lot of effort is needed in the process of diminishing those effects and developing a 

new mind-set that would allow a stronger inclusion of local community into tourism 

development process. Therefore, the aim is to analyse potentials of implementing community-

based tourism on destination level, especially if its main benefits are taken into consideration. 

The main research question of this study is: Is it possible to reach the potentials of 

community-based tourism in destinations by disruption the current global distribution of 

power? Additionally, the aim is to analyse such model of tourism development through the 

prism of global sustainable development goals. 

 

The contribution of this study is reflected through thorough critical analysis of community-
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based tourism theory and practice and addressing its main pitfalls at destination level. The 

main conclusions of analysing available theoretical findings are tested by using different case 

studies worldwide and addressing global issues of the concept. Based on the conducted study 

it is possible to conclude that community-based tourism, despite its numerous potentials, has 

reached a point where it needs to provide clear possibilities to empower local communities 

and to enable their active participation in decision-making process when it comes to tourism 

development in destinations, especially in rural areas.    

 

Keywords: community-based tourism, tourism development, community empowerment, 

community participation 

 

JEL classification: L83, Z32  

 

 

Introduction 
 

Nowadays a lot of attention is given to the question of communities and to the efforts put in 

the process of their empowerment. Even though one might expect that, if communities are 

given bigger control over their livelihoods, they would maximize their overall living 

conditions. That, however, is not necessarily the case. In terms of tourism, communities are 

expected to gain better control over their development through the implementation of 

community-based tourism (CBT) and its principles. Such development can be defined as “any 

business organisational form grounded on the property and self-management of the 

community’s patrimonial assets, according to democratic and solidarity practices; and on the 

distribution of the benefits generated by the supply of tourist services, with the aim at 

supporting intercultural quality meetings with the visitors” (International Labour 

Organization, 2005: 3, as cited in Zapata et al., 2011: 727). Such development assumed high 

involvement of local community into the decision-making process, with the aim to enhance 

the quality of life of its inhabitants. “The emergence of community-based tourism can be 

placed in the context of two developments: one, recent worldwide activities that promote 

sustainable and responsible forms of tourism; and two, the emergence of alternative 

approaches to protected area management and conservation efforts that link biodiversity 

conservation with local community development” (Hiwasaki, 2006: 677). Community-based 

tourism and its main characteristic go along with the theory of sustainable tourism 

development, as it aims at preserving the environment, enabling economic viability and 

ensuring socio-cultural integrity of communities.  

 

However, there is a lot of attention given to the question of whether communities in fact are 

given equal opportunity as other stakeholders in the decision-making process, as well as 

whether all members of community, especially ethnic minorities and women, are given the 

same voice. “Experience shows that community-based development does not automatically 

include marginalized groups, the poor, women or ethnic minorities unless their participation is 

specifically highlighted as a goal, both at the agency and community levels” (Narayan, 1995: 

5). With this respect, it is important to clearly determine role of each particular stakeholder in 

this process and to emphasize the importance of each individual’s involvement. As a society, 

we have failed to include all marginalized groups of people into the global development 

processes and we are still continuing to do so. As much more attention is given to the issue of 

ensuring peace and prosperity to people and the planet, Sustainable Development Goals were 

defined, and the ones directly related to CBT are: 1) end poverty in all its forms everywhere; 

5) achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls; and 8) promote sustained, 
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inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent work 

for all (United Nations, 2015: 14). Even though global prosperity requires coordination of 

numerous activities, stakeholders, balancing different interests and involving marginalized 

groups of people into the global process, tourism can help in alleviating poverty and ensuring 

global peace. However, in most cases such prospects of tourism development remain only 

declarative, as economic interests prevail and the focus is put dominantly on achieving 

growth, simultaneously neglecting the importance of development in destinations. Hence, 

much more attention needs to be paid to the process of shifting global mind-set and focusing 

the activities of different stakeholders on enabling sustainable development in general, and 

sustainable tourism development in particular. In that way one could expect the global 

sustainable development goals to be achieved, CBT to be implemented and prosperity of 

communities to be enabled.  

 

 

Purpose and Methodology 
 

It is in the focus of this study to critically analyse how the concept of CBT has been used to 

alleviate poverty within destinations and to preserve their resources. Additionally, the aim is 

to determine which conditions have caused the concept not to yield desired results within 

numerous communities. One of the reasons can be found in the fact that “…communities in 

non-Western countries continue to pursue tourism-led development opportunities” (Mayaka, 

Croy, & Cox, 2018: 416). Tourism is global economic force, ensuring economic benefits to 

numerous destinations worldwide. For this reason, destinations decide to take part on global 

tourism market and to ensure additional revenue. However, in this process numerous 

questions arise, such as the issue of foreign ownership over tourism facilities, inflow of 

imported workforce, authenticity of tourism products, commodification, standardisation, 

pressure on the natural environment, physical planning, etc. All these issues are taken into 

account when discussing about sustainable environment and long-term preservation on the 

market. Therefore it is in the focus of this study to analyse how much of these issues have 

been addressed through CBT, especially in rural areas, as they are most commonly used 

example of destinations in need of additional, usually external incentive for a more intensive 

economic activity. In such environment, it is expected that local community will be provided 

a means for optimising its potentials and ensuring its own sustainability. 

 

For the purpose of this study a secondary research was conducted. Firstly, the theoretical 

findings related to CBT were addressed, after which a more critical approach was applied in 

order to make more accurate and useful conclusions about the potentials of CBT in 

destinations and its long-term implications of community development.  

 

 

Theoretical implications 
 

Community-based tourism proves to be a concept of upmost importance in contemporary 

development of tourism destinations. Namely, if the concept of sustainable tourism 

development is adopted and strategies are adjusted accordingly, it is possible to expect that 

local communities will be given the opportunity to maximize benefits arising from tourism 

development. “Experiences of community-based tourism seek to achieve sustainable 

development, so that communities can improve their living conditions without disappearing 

and without irreversibly damaging the environment” (Ruiz-Ballesteros, 2011: 657). However, 

development policies in practice have turned into different direction. Namely, during the 
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1960s the development of mass tourism was initiated, and such development was dominant 

until the beginning of the 1990s and the document Our Common Future. Nowadays, however, 

we are faced with the increasingly growing consequences of overtourism in numerous 

destinations worldwide and the time has come to rethink the former development policies and 

to implement new, sustainable strategies and activities. “It could easily be concluded that 

tourism development based on community’s long-term needs would be a significant inventive 

for improving the quality of life within that area and including all of its potentials into 

creation of more stimulative environment” (Krajinović, Ferjanić Hodak, & Vlahov, 2019: 

391).  

 

In order for CBT to yield optimal results and to bring desired benefits to communities, certain 

presumptions need to be met. Key elements for its success can be determined as (Dodds, Ali, 

& Galaski, 2018: 1550): 
participatory planning and capacity building – to strengthen community’s tourism management skills 

collaboration and partnerships facilitating links to market – to ensure financial viability 

local management/empowerment of community members 

establishment of environmental/community goals – to ensure outcomes are in alignment with 

community’s values 

assistance from enablers (government, funding institutions, and private sector) – to facilitate access to 

the formal economy 

focus on generating supplemental income for long-term community sustainability.  

 

Among all elements, the one that goes along with the fifth sustainable development goal is 

local management/empowerment of community members. If all community members would 

be given the opportunity to maximize their expertise and optimize their interests, local 

economy would have significant benefits, primarily through employing local workforce, 

engaging the local products and enhancing the importance of local ownership. However, even 

though economic empowerment seems to be in the focus of community development, other 

types – psychological, social and political – must not be neglected or overlooked. If the 

concept is to be in line with sustainable development principles, all types of community 

empowerment must be balanced, implemented and achieved in optimal manner. 

 

Table 1: Types of community empowerment in tourism development 
Type Signs of empowerment 

Economic Tourism brings long-term financial benefits to a destination community. Money is spread 

throughout the community. There are notable improvements in local services and 

infrastructure. 

Psychological Self-esteem is enhanced because of outside recognition of the uniqueness and value of their 

culture, natural resources, and traditional knowledge. Increasing confidence in the 

community leads members to seek out further education and training opportunities. Access 

to jobs and cash leads to an increase in status for usually low-status residents, such as 

women and youth. 

Social Tourism maintains or enhances the local community’s equilibrium - community cohesion is 

improved as individuals and families cooperate to build a successful industry. Some funds 

raised are used for community development initiatives like education and roads.  

Political The community’s political structure provides a representational forum through which people 

can raise questions and concerns pertaining to tourism initiatives. Agencies initiating or 

implementing the tourism ventures seek out the opinions of community groups and 

individual community members, and provide chances for them to be represented on 

decision-making bodies.  

Source: Scheyvens, 1999, as cited in Timothy, 2004: 152  

 

There are numerous obstacles to successful implementation of CBT in destinations, such as 
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gender and ethnicity, economic environment, political issues, administration, etc. Each of 

those obstacles can influence the ability of the community to manifest its best self and to 

empower each of its members. Empowerment is therefore not strictly related to economic 

issues, it is strongly attached to the question of self-awareness, pride, the right to be involved 

in decision-making process, community cohesion, etc. Due to such comprehensive approach 

to overall development, this concept has not yielded desired results in all destinations and has 

occasionally proved to be unsuccessful to meet the set objectives. Examples of such 

communities are analysed in the following section. 

 

Impacts of CBT are reflected in: “employment and income, skills and self-esteem, women, 

family, the community, and the environment” (Zapata et al., 2011: 736). Indeed, if the 

concept could be more intensively implemented into development strategies, numerous 

benefits would occur. Numerous obstacles to this process can be identified, though. Tosun 

(2000: 618) has emphasized main obstacles usually associated with the operational 

procedures: centralization of public administration of tourism, lack of co-ordination between 

involved parties and lack of information made available to the local people of the tourism 

destination. Another interesting standpoint is raised by Andereck and Vogt. They claim that 

“in most studies, there is apparently an assumption that positive attitudes toward tourism 

imply support for tourism development” (2000: 28). Such situation, however, does not 

necessarily have to be the case in all destinations. Not each community will have a positive 

attitude towards tourism development nor will such development be appropriate for each 

community. A clear and thorough analysis of all potentials and limitations of tourism 

development in a destination must be conducted. “Community attachment can be 

conceptually defined as the extent and pattern of social participation and integration into the 

community, and sentiment of affect toward the community” (McCool & Martin, 1994: 30).  

 

All imperfections and problems of former unsustainable development have forced society to 

think better of potential alternatives and to embrace sustainable policies. “Four dimensions 

are considered equally important for sustainable development: 
community-based tourism should be economically viable 

community-based tourism should be ecologically sustainable 

there should be an equitable distribution of costs and benefits among all participants in the activity 

institutional consolidation should be ensured: a transparent organisation, recognised by all 

stakeholders, should be established to represent the interests of all community members and to reflect 

true ownership” (Salazar, 2012: 11). 

 

Despite the fact that tourism is before all a social phenomenon, it nevertheless provides 

important and significant economic benefits for the communities. Hence, sustainable 

development ensures that the revenue does not exceed the costs and that the environment does 

not decrease in value. In general, it can be argued that CBT is inward oriented and as such can 

ensure long-term sustainable growth and development. Environment that enables sustainable 

development of each destination as an ecosystem can yield positive outcomes for the local 

community. Compared to other institutional arrangements in tourism, CBT is thought to have 

three types of advantages at the local level: it minimises leakages occurring at the local level; 

it maximizes linkages; and it fosters empowerment and sense of ownership (Lapeyre, 2010: 

758). Leakages are the consequence of insufficient local ownership, linkages are crucial for 

empowering local entrepreneurship and businesses in general, while the sense of ownership 

fosters more effective, stimulative and competitive environment that should initiate 

innovation and recognition on the market. “With respect to the community, the focus of 

community economic development is inward; the objective is to help consumers become 

producers, users become providers, and employees become owners of enterprise” (Joppe, 
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1996: 476). In such way, destinations would become sustainable and minimal external 

intervention would be needed, in terms of inflow of workforce, investments or product 

development.   

 

Goodwin and Santilli (2009: 5) indicate the following characteristics of CBT projects (each 

project has at least one of these characteristics):  
“benefits going to individuals of households in the community 

collective benefits – creation of assets which are used by the community as a whole, roads, schools, 

clinics, etc.  

community benefits where there is a distribution of benefit to all households in the community 

conservation initiatives with community and collective benefits 

joint ventures with community and/or collective benefits, including an anticipated transfer of 

management 

community owned and managed enterprises 

private sector enterprises with community benefits 

product network developed for marketing tourism in a local area 

community enterprise within a broader co-operative 

private sector development within a community owned reserve”.  

 

To a certain extent, CBT can be related to social entrepreneurship as these two concepts are 

interrelated and complementary. If a community seeks a source of additional income, tourism 

can be regarded as a solution only if the level of awareness is high enough to ensure 

preservation of resources, engaging local workforce, achieving collective benefits and overall 

satisfaction of all participants.  

 

The basis for CBT is cooperation between different stakeholders. At the same time, this 

stands as its main barrier. In optimal circumstances, the ladder of participation, power 

redistribution, and bonding and linking social capital would be focused on internal and 

vertical participation levels within the community” (Okazaki, 2008: 517). Such conditions, 

however, assume high level of awareness and collaboration between all stakeholders engaged 

in the process. At the same time, it seems rather difficult to balance and optimize interests of 

all stakeholders involved in the process, which almost inevitably results with lack of control 

of local community over their livelihoods. “Within the vast literature on community-based 

tourism, while the participation of the resident community is a relatively ubiquitous principle, 

community ownership and resident control over decision-making face significant challenges” 

(Álvarez-García, Durán-Sánchez, & de la Cruz del Río-Rama, 2018: 3). In general, the issue 

of community involvement is a manifestation of power between different stakeholders not 

only on destination level, but also on regional and/or national level. “Overall, the participation 

of the local community is important in ensuring that visitors get an unforgettable, pleasant 

tourist experience, while at the same time enabling the community to derive benefits from 

their visits” (Sebele, 2010: 137). If CBT is implemented on destination level, that should 

enable both hosts and guests to yield optimal results, in terms of maximizing experience, 

increasing tourist expenditure, and preserving resources.  

 

However, CBT is often associated with rural areas, and that is the main reason why 

community participation might be put in question. Namely, “involvement may be perceived 

as a luxury by certain people more concerned with their basic everyday survival rather than 

long-term planning” (Novelli & Gebhardt, 2007: 446). If an underdeveloped community 

decides to get engaged in tourism development process by embracing CBT policies, that 

might disrupt the former economic activities within communities. Even though such 

development approach assumes involvement of all other economic activities within the 
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community, some of them, such as agriculture, assume high level of work involvement and 

might not allow those inhabitants to be actively involved in decision-making process 

regarding tourism development. “Pro-poor tourist initiatives take place within a capitalist 

context and, in effect, help support the system” (Harrison & Schipani, 2007: 198). Numerous 

imperfections colour contemporary society, and the fact that a concept that can be described 

as altruistic is implemented in the context of the society oriented towards consumerism and 

driven by capitalism is rather paradoxical, to say the least. This certainly can be underlined as 

one of the major obstacles of its more effective implementation on global level. “…promoting 

tourism exploitation of underdeveloped rural areas in Developing Countries is not, a priori, 

good or bad, but depends on different political, cultural, social, economic and environmental 

factors” (López-Guzmán, Sánchez-Cañizares, & Pavón, 2011: 70). 

 

As already claimed, CBT proves to be rather troublesome concept, as it involves a lot of 

insufficiencies and problems of contemporary society, adding to the fact that its somewhat 

altruistic note is paced within capitalist, pro-growth oriented, neoliberal context. Additionally, 

the increasing number of players of tourism market (primarily businesses and tourists) 

additionally complicate the balance of power in decision-making process. “The failure to 

engage with the contested nature of community means the community-based tourism 

paradigm assumes shared interests and a consensus on the preferred tourism outcomes” 

(Blackstock, 2005: 42). With the increase of the size and number of stakeholder groups, it 

becomes rather difficult, if sometimes not impossible, to define and implement sustainable 

practices and strategies on destination level. Therefore, the initially profound basis for 

implementation of the concept has remained unchanged, while its practical implications need 

to be redefined and revised.  

 

“The influx of external developers, financiers, entrepreneurs, and others to provide these 

additional services and goods increases the number of actors and the complexity of the 

tourism domain, since the stakeholder values and perspectives on tourism development may 

vary widely” (Jamal & Getz, 1995: 193). Despite all potential benefits of CBT, more often 

than not the concept is compromised with external interests, foreign interventions into 

ownership structure and the inability to meet the needs of all local inhabitants. “The targeting 

of poor communities and poor households within communities is markedly worse in more 

unequal communities, particularly when the distribution of power is concentrated within 

elites” (Mansuri & Rao, 2004: 30). Any tourism development, especially sustainable 

development and CBT are strongly connected to political issues. The decision-making process 

and distribution of power is often left outside communities. Even though the concept itself is 

indeed in line with sustainable development goals and principles, one of its major limitations 

lies in the fact that it is oriented towards developing remote, poor, undereducated rural 

communities. In such environment the crucial step includes education about the potentials and 

importance of CBT, introducing different policies of its implementation, raising awareness 

about its positive impacts on living standards, etc. “Particularly in emergent tourism settings, 

the lack of institutions supporting tourism may allow conventional power holders in the 

community to retain their influence in key decisions” (Reed, 1997: 569). The power in 

decision-making process depends on the level of education. Therefore small, remote 

communities have to put much more effort in the process of empowering their participants 

and providing them with enough knowledge to be able to take on active role in the process of 

tourism development. 

 

“No matter what the activity, experience indicates that the following five features characterize 

well-functioning groups:  
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the group addresses a felt need and a common interest 

the benefits to the group of working together outweigh the costs 

the group is embedded in the existing social organization 

the group has the capacity, leadership, knowledge and skills to manage the tasks 

the group owns and enforces its rules and regulations” (Narayan, 1995: 12). 

 

There is no doubt that group cohesion is the key to the success of CBT in any destination. A 

lot of interest is shared at community level and therefore group synergy seems to be of 

upmost importance. Local community, comprehended as a group, has the power to make 

decisions at destination level, to boost its economy and to raise pride in local heritage. 

However, once again the issue of education can be raised in this context, as without the group 

efforts and achieving the objectives of CBT, this concept can be comprehended as utopian 

and indeed altruistic approach. Even though the majority of efforts are put on local 

communities, the question of education and infrastructural basis lies also within the 

cooperation with institutions on national level.  

 

“For sustainability, managers require grater knowledge or support from stakeholders, such as 

non-governmental organizations or scientists, to plan and manage tourism development and 

provide greater benefits to local residents” (Lee & Jan, 2019: 370). Even though the decision-

making process in CBT is inward oriented, the knowledge is transferred also from national 

and regional level to different communities. Therefore the cooperation between numerous 

stakeholders is needed, especially in terms of implementing scientific knowledge into local 

policies, but also in adjusting scientific findings to the changes in communities’ livelihoods. 

For those reasons, CBT development is receiving increased attention from a variety of 

sectors: government and non-governmental organisations, government and the private sector, 

involvement of local people (Ashley & Garland, 1994). Among many potential critiques of 

CBT development, it is possible to emphasize the one mostly related to the issue of meeting 

the needs of communities. Namely, if such large number of stakeholders is involved in the 

process, it is possible to expect that only the ones most powerful in terms of political or 

economic interests will have the ability to fulfil their interests, leaving the usually 

undeveloped community with little potentials to actively participate in restructure of their 

surroundings. “Although it seems that tourism development is to take place based upon host 

communities’ priorities, it is heavily skewed towards the fostering and development of 

tourism, and would primarily be concerned with meeting the needs and desires of decision 

makers, tourism’s operators and tourists” (Tosun, 2006: 495). In such circumstances, CBT is 

in no position to alleviate poverty, provide jobs, enhance community pride, preserve 

resources, improve living standard or achieve any other of its objectives.  

 

Table 2: A Collaboration Process for Community-Base Tourism Planning 
Stages  Facilitating conditions Actions/Steps 

Problem-Setting recognition of interdependence 

identification of a required number of 

stakeholders 

perceptions of legitimacy among 

stakeholders 

legitimate/skilled convener 

positive beliefs about outcomes 

shared access power 

mandate (external or internal) 

adequate resources to convene and enable 

collaboration process 

define purpose and domain 

identify convener 

convene stakeholders 

define problems/issues to resolve 

identify and legitimize stakeholders 

build commitment to collaborate by raising 

awareness of interdependence 

balancing power differences 

addressing stakeholder concerns 

ensuring adequate resources available to 

allow collaboration proceed with key 

stakeholders present 

Direction-Setting coincidence of values collect and share information 
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dispersion of power among stakeholders appreciate shared values, enhance 

perceived interdependence 

ensure power distributed among several 

stakeholders 

establish rules and agenda for direction 

setting 

organize subgroups if required 

list alternatives 

discuss various options 

select appropriate solutions 

arrive at shared vision or plan/strategy 

through consensus 

Implementation high degree of ongoing interdependence 

external mandates 

redistribution of power 

influencing the contextual environment 

discuss means of implementing and 

monitoring solutions, shared vision, plan 

or strategy 

select suitable structure for 

institutionalizing process 

assign goals and tasks 

monitor ongoing progress and ensure 

compliance to collaboration decisions 

Source: Jamal & Getz, 1995: 190 

 

The process of collaboration is, without a doubt, complex and long-term activity that results 

with numerous benefits for communities. However, due to the very complexity of relations 

between large numbers of stakeholders, the concept has proved to be not as successful as 

expected. In the following section different examples of community development from 

destinations worldwide are analysed and elaborated.  

 

 

Critical analysis of community-based tourism: some evidence from 

destinations 
 

As the literature review has emphasized, community-based tourism did not yield desired 

results in all destinations, nor did it bring desired benefits to all communities. Obstacles to 

more intensive and more successful development of CBT are numerous, but Timothy (2004: 

159-163) has emphasized the following: power: socio-political traditions; gender and 

ethnicity; information accessibility; lack of awareness; economic issues; lack of 

cooperation/partnerships; peripherality. Among others, one could also highlight the former 

unsustainable development in general, tourism development in particular; the issue of 

distribution of power among stakeholders; the problem of education or, to be precise, the lack 

of it if remote, traditional communities are in question; the lack of understanding of the 

concept on global level, which in the end reflects on the local communities; etc. All these 

changes initiate constant rethinking of the concept’s effectiveness and the need for its 

redefining on community level. The basic limitation of the concept can be found in the 

general mindset on global level and the lack of initiatives to shift the understanding of how 

the tourism should be developed from mass strategies towards diversification of tourism 

products and services, enabling local crafts to be implemented into the creation of tourist 

experience.  

 

In order to provide critical assessment of community-based tourism in different destinations 

and its impacts on local livelihoods, Table 3 contains overview of several research related to 

collaboration between stakeholders in community-based tourism.  
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Table 3: Analysis of CBT in different destinations 
Destination Author/s Year  Research Success of collaboration in 

CBT 

Botswana Sebele, L. S.  2004 Qualitative Partial 

Croatia Krajinović, V. 

Ferjanić Hodak, D. 

Vlahov, A. 

2019 Qualitative  No 

Ecuador Ruiz-Ballesteros, E.  NA Qualitative Yes 

Japan Hiwasaki, L.  NA Qualitative Yes 

Kenya Kibicho, W. 2003 and 

2004 

Quantitative Yes 

Manyara, G. 

Jones, E. 

2005 Qualitative No  

Mayaka, M. 

Croy, W. G.  

Cox, J. W. 

2012-2013 Qualitative Yes 

Namibia Novelli, M. 

Gebhardt, K. 

2003 and 

2006 

Qualitative Yes 

Lapeyre, R.  2005-2007 Qualitative Partial 

Nicaragua Zapata, M. J. 

Hall, C. M. 

Lindo, P. 

Vanderschaeghe, M. 

2007 Qualitative Partial 

Papua New Guinea Wearing, S. 

McDonald, M. 

1998 Qualitative Yes 

Taiwan Lee, T. H. 

Jan, F. H.  

2016 Quantitative Yes 

Turkey Tosun, C. NA Quantitative Partial 

Vietnam Ngo, T. 

Lohmann, G. 

Hales, R. 

2015-2016 Qualitative Partial 

Source: author’s work based on literature review  

 

In total, 14 different research articles were analysed. Among them, only two used quantitative 

data, all others were based on qualitative research. The majority of research was based on the 

examples from Africa and Asia, including remote communities that have limited access to 

development opportunities and perceive tourism as one of potential solutions to this issue. As 

evident from the data in Table 3, in 7 communities the collaboration was achieved, in 2 it was 

not successful, while in 5 cases the collaboration was initiated, but has required certain 

adjustments and improvements. The selected cases reflect research conducted mostly in the 

beginning of 2000s, as it was then when the concept has drawn a lot of attention and was 

comprehended as a solution to economic underdevelopment of numerous destinations. The 

collaboration was chosen as a key element for the study based on the previous research 

conducted for the purpose of this study. Namely, the basis for success of CBT lies in the equal 

distribution of power between all stakeholders involved in the process. Therefore 

collaboration serves as the key element for determining how successfully CBT was 

implemented on destination level.  

 

Even though each concept is expected to yield both positive and negative results within 

communities, this particular approach has proved to be overly altruistic and did not attain 

enough cooperation between different stakeholders. Additionally, in many of the research one 

of the major limitations for a successful implementation of CBT in destinations lies in the 

lack of power and control in decision-making process given to local communities. Even 

though they should be empowered to make majority of decisions, they are still disabled to 

take proactive role in that process – either by national governments, tour operators, private 
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businesses or some other stakeholders. In order for this to be eliminated, or at least 

minimised, it is necessary to empower local communities primarily through education. This 

would allow them to have better understanding about the potentials and limitations of this 

concept within communities, but also to be able to regain formal control over decision-

making process. This would be reflected through all stages of concept’s development, i.e. 

problem-setting, direction-setting and implementation. It is of crucial importance to have 

local stakeholders involved in all these stages.  

 

Education and increased awareness about the local potentials, pride and importance of 

resource preservation could initiate more effective development of private businesses. These 

two factors might have the highest impact on success of CBT within communities. They are, 

at the same time, most difficult to be resolved, as they require certain shift in mindset on 

global level, regarding the education of communities in rural areas, but simultaneously are 

trapped in somewhat unsolvable paradox – how to minimise the effect of foreign ownership 

of businesses and to encourage local entrepreneurs to take part in creation of tourist 

experiences. Large companies have the potential to attract tourists, to provide marketing tools 

and to ensure certain economic benefits. By minimising their influence on local economy, 

communities risk certain share of tourist arrivals and receipts, but at the same time they can 

expect creation of sustainable environment that would ensure better living standard for the 

local community. As this is the dominant objective of this approach, it can be argued that 

these two factors are in a way a breaking point of its success. Therefore, to ensure its better 

results within communities, it is crucial to address its needs at the beginning of the process, to 

ensure that each stakeholder is enabled to make decisions and to give the vote to anybody 

who wants to take part in the process. Most importantly, it seems crucial to simultaneously 

educate people about the importance of sustainable tourism development and how to achieve 

it through community-based tourism, and vice versa.     

 

 

Conclusion 
 

There is little argument that community-based tourism development is a concept that might 

bring in numerous benefits to destinations worldwide. Moreover, its main presumptions are in 

line with the idea of sustainable tourism development, which should, ideally, result in optimal 

environment and empowerment of all stakeholder groups, before all the local community. 

However, numerous obstacles to its successful implementation arose, provoking the need to 

redefine its strategies and enable its more effective implementation. As it is primarily oriented 

towards small, often remote, communities, the level of awareness, education and 

empowerment of those communities is very often not in line with the basic presumptions of 

this approach. Consequently, the issue of control and decision-making is very often shifted 

outside of the community. If the interest of foreign capital is raised along the way, the concept 

itself cannot be comprehended as successful.  

 

The research conducted in this paper has firstly addressed theoretical implications of the 

concept, which were then corroborated with the analysis of different case studies related to the 

issue in question. It is evident that community-based tourism development is much needed, 

but somewhat provocative concept. Even though the society in general is eager to be more 

altruistic, oriented towards the needs of those in need, marginal or in any way discriminated, 

when it comes to the operationalisation of those ideas, we tend to withdraw and leave the 

market to balance itself. Many communities would benefit from stronger inclusion of tourism 

products and services into their local economies but need education and clear instructions 
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how to implement the concept. Therefore, this concept requires high level of involvement of 

stakeholders at national level that would be willing to take only advisory role in the process, 

leaving economic benefits and all other results to and within the local economies. Due to such 

delicate roles and tasks, this concept requires a major shift in the mindset on global level and 

that point has not been reached yet. The contribution of this study is seen in addressing the 

critical aspects of community-based tourism development, especially with respect to the 

sustainable development goals and the issue of empowering members of the community.  

 

Limitations of this research lie in the fact that no primary data was collected. It would be 

extremely interesting and beneficial to conduct such research in rural parts of Croatia, where 

the lack of tourism activity is registered, but at the same time a lot of potential exists. This 

would add to the general body of knowledge and would provide more reliable conclusions. 
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Abstract 

Digital analytics is crucial in the process of benchmarking business performance and 

predicting future trends in the hotel industry. It requires that hotel management knows new 

technologies and techniques and methods of digital analytics. The first aim of this paper is to 

shed light on the role and importance of digital analytics in the hotel industry and to propose 

a framework for the development of a digital analytics dashboard for a hotel website. This 

framework suggests a set of KPIs and metrics that should facilitate strategic and tactical 

marketing decisions in the hotel business. The second objective of the paper is to examine the 

level of application of digital analytics (Google Analytics) in the hotel industry of Croatia, 

Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Serbia. Through the empirical research using the content 

analysis method on a sample of 1006 hotel websites, the author investigates differences 

between countries, but also differences between hotel groups according to their 

categorization, and examine the significance of these differences. Results confirm a 

significant and very strong association between the hotel location (country) and the use of 

Google Analytics on the hotel website. However, a significant and moderate association 

between the hotel categorization and use of Google Analytics has been confirmed only in 

Croatia, but not in other countries. In the conclusion, the author interprets the research 

findings, points out the limitations of the research, and provides recommendations for future 

research.  

 

Keywords: digital analytics, marketing optimization, hotel industry, google analytics, KPI 

 

JEL code: M310, M15, Z330 

 

 

Introduction 
 

Tourism, and in particular the hotel industry as its backbone, has become a significant catalyst 

for economic development in the world with an increasing share of GDP and total 

employment. At the same time, this industry is increasingly influenced by the changing digital 

environment, which is full of diverse information on new consumer habits and characteristics, 

as well as new distribution and promotional channels. Hotel websites have become the most 

important distribution channel, and the emergence of new channels such as online travel 

agencies creates new pressures on business conditions and pricing strategies. Quality and 

timely information are essential for hotel management to understand the efficiency and 

effectiveness of business operations and to make good marketing decisions. Some previous 

mailto:kenan.mahmutovic@unbi.ba
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research findings demonstrate a positive association between marketing effectiveness and 

business performance in terms of growth, enhanced customer satisfaction, competitive 

advantage, and a strong marketing orientation (Gladson-Nwokah & Gladson-Nwokah, 2015; 

Appiah-Adu, Fyall & Singh, 1999; Taylor, 1996). To be effective company needs adequate 

information available to managers (Moncarz, 1996) to conduct marketing analysis and to 

make effective strategic plans and implement marketing strategies (Hart & Troy, 1985; Buttle, 

1986; Seaton & Bennet, 1996). 

In today's fast-changing digital environment, digital analytics is crucial in this process of 

benchmarking business performance and predicting future trends using the data collected 

from the hotel website. It requires that hotel management knows new technologies and 

techniques of digital analytics, to be able to collect the needed information and to analyze 

them in a meaningful context. Google Analytics is the most used digital analytics tool for web 

sites in the world. Very few scientific papers and literature deal with the use of digital 

analytics and Google Analytics in the hotel industry. This is the reason that the first objective 

of this paper is to shed light on the role and importance of digital analytics in the hotel 

industry and to propose a framework for the development of a digital analytics dashboard for 

a hotel website. This framework suggests a set of KPIs and metrics that should facilitate 

strategic and tactical marketing decisions in a hotel. The second objective of the paper is to 

examine the level of application of digital analytics (Google Analytics) in the hotel industry 

of Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Serbia through empirical research on a sample of 

1006 hotels, to investigate differences between countries, but also differences between hotel 

groups according to their categorization, and to examine the significance of these differences. 

In the discussion, the author interprets the research findings, points out the limitations of the 

research, indicates the theoretical and practical implications of the paper, and provides 

recommendations for future research. 

 

 

Framework development 
 

Marketing information system and digital analytics 

The marketing orientation as defined by Kohli and Jaworski (1990) requires adequate 

knowledge of consumers, competitors, as well as the overall market environment. The 

strategic and tactical marketing decisions that the company makes regarding market 

segmentation, target market selection and positioning, competitive strategy, and the selection 

of an appropriate marketing mix and control system must be based on timely and accurate 

information. The marketing information system (MIS) consists of people, equipment, and 

procedures for collecting, sorting, analyzing, evaluating, and distributing the necessary, 

timely, and accurate information to marketing decision-makers (Kotler et al., 2005: 337). MIS 

interacts with decision-makers to identify their information needs, collects information from 

internal sources, through the collection of marketing intelligence and the marketing research, 

makes data more useful through the analysis process, and then distribute information to 

decision-makers.  

Today, the marketing information system is facing the challenges of the new digital era. An 

important advantage of the digital economy, e-commerce, and digital marketing is the high 

degree of measurability and analysis of consumer behavior. Companies can collect and 

process large amounts of data from the digital environment. This data may come from own 

business sources (such as the company website or other online channels that company uses), 

from online marketing intelligence sources (websites and other online channels used by 

competitors, social networks, etc.) or through the online marketing research, and may relate to 

the consumers, to the competition or generally to the market environment. Every click, every 
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visit, and every online activity generates a digital footprint, which is recorded on the servers, 

generating a valuable digital database. By analyzing and mining this data, companies can 

obtain very useful information for decision-makers.  

Digital analytics is a set of business and technical activities that define, create, collect, verify 

or transform digital data into reporting, research, analysis, recommendations, optimizations, 

predictions, and automation (Phillips, 2013). The classic definition of MIS should be 

upgraded with digital analytics to support all elements of MIS. 

Previous academic papers show a significant impact of marketing performance measurement 

on marketing results, financial results, and company performance. (Gök, Peker & Hacioglu, 

2015; O’Sullivan, Abela & Hutchinson, 2009; O’Sullivan & Butler, 2010; Ambler & Roberts, 

2008; Stewart, 2009; Li, 2011; Hacioglu & Gök, 2013). 

 

Main benefits of digital analytics for digital marketing experts are website usage analysis, 

campaign and event tracking, digital business performance management and ad campaign 

optimization (Zumstein & Mohr, 2018), while data collection automation (Pauwels et al., 

2009) and standardization (Russel, 2010)  stand out as important features of digital analytics. 

Despite these benefits, it is evident that digital analytics is utilized on an ad-hoc basis, the 

metrics data are not used for strategic purposes, and the benefits of the usage remain unclear 

(Järvinen & Karjaluoto, 2015). 

 

A website is a basic tool for conducting digital marketing activities. Its mission is to support 

all other digital channels (e.g., social networks, mobile applications), as well as all activities 

related to the marketing mix. Therefore, digital analytics as a process of collecting and 

analyzing data from a hotel website can help companies make both strategic and tactical 

marketing decisions. Its task is to ensure the effective and efficient achievement of the set 

marketing goals, by defining and monitoring the appropriate analytical parameters and 

adequate and timely reporting. Measuring effectiveness aims at minimizing the cost of digital 

marketing and maximizing return on investment in various areas, such as attracting visitors to 

a website, converting visitors to buyers, or encouraging customers to make repeated 

purchases. New IT solutions have made it possible to monitor the performance, effectiveness, 

and profitability of individual marketing activities, and to report results through the easily 

understandable dashboards. The new technologies not only enabled counting and calculations 

(number of visits, sales revenue, earnings calculation), but also adequate forecasts based on 

processing large amounts of data collected from several sources like social media, review data 

and search engine traffic. 

 

Importance of the hotel industry for Croatian, Serbian, and Bosnian economy 

Positive economic developments with fewer visa barriers, lower transportation costs, and new 

tourism business models have affected the growth of the tourism industry worldwide, with 1.4 

billion tourist arrivals in 2018, and hotel value sales of EUR 525 billion with an estimate of 

the compound annual growth rate of 4% in the next 5 years (UNWTO, 2019; TuiGroup, 

2019). At the same time, export earnings generated by tourism have grown to USD 1.7 trillion 

(UNWTO, 2019) making this sector a truly global force for economic growth and 

development.  

With 710 million international tourist arrivals in 2018 and USD 570 billion in international 

tourism receipts, Europe remained the largest and most mature tourism market in the world, 

accounting for 51% of international tourist arrivals and 39% of tourism receipts in 2018 

(UNWTO, 2019). 

According to the Croatian National Bank, tourism revenue in the Republic of Croatia 

amounted to EUR 10.1 billion in 2018, representing a 19.6% share of GDP. In the same year, 
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the number of employees in the provision of food, lodging and preparation services amounted 

to 101,000, of which 71,000 were in legal entities, which is 5.4% of the total number of 

employees in legal entities of all forms of ownership (Croatian National Tourist Board, 2019). 

There were 731 hotels in Croatia in 2018. The most represented are 3-star (44%) and 4-star 

(43%) hotels, while the percentage of 5-star and 2-star hotels counts for 6% and 8% 

respectively. In the same year, 20,436,000 overnight stays (22.8%) were spent in hotels and 

aparthotels, while in private rooms 43,382,000 overnight stays or 48.4% of the total nights 

spent. Overnight stays of foreign tourists prevailed in hotel accommodation (89%) compared 

to overnight stays of domestic tourists (11%) (Croatian National Tourist Board, 2019). 

In 2018 in Bosnia and Herzegovina tourism and travel contribution to GDP counted 2.0 

billion EUR, or 10.2% of GDP (Knoema, 2020).  In 2019, a total of 3,371,322 overnight stays 

were realized in Bosnia and Herzegovina within the category of hotels and similar 

accommodation, of which the share of foreign tourists was 71.8% (BHAS, 2020). In 2019, 

there were 145 hotels and 5 aparthotels operating in the Federation of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina (FMOIT, 2019), of which 77% were 4-star hotels, 15% were heritage hotels, 

7.6% were 5-star hotels, and 5 were 4-star aparthotels. In the Republic of Srpska in 2020, 101 

hotels are registered. From the total number, 5% are 5-star hotels, 38.6% are 4-star hotels, 

52.5% are 3-star hotels, 5% are 2-star hotels and one hotel is 1-star hotel (Government of RS, 

2020). In December 2019  in the tourism and hospitality sector in Bosnia and Herzegovina 

43,058 persons were employed, or 5.2% of the total number of employees in Bosnia and 

Herzegovina (BHAS, 2020).  

According to data from the National tourist organization of Serbia (2020), there are 250 hotels 

and 129 heritage hotels operating in Serbia. From the total number of hotels, 2.8% are 5-star 

hotels, 39.7% are 4-star hotels, 36.8% are 3-star hotels, 16.8% are 2-star and 3.9% are 1-star 

hotels. In January 2020, a total of 82,459 employees were registered in the area of 

accommodation and catering, or 3.9% of the total number of employees in this country. In 

2019, 10.1 million overnight stays were realized in Serbia, of which 60.1% were domestic 

tourists and 39.8% foreign tourists. In 2018, tourism and travel contribution to GDP counts 

2.0 billion USD (15.4% GDP).  

 

Changes in the distribution and importance of a website and digital analytics 

HOTREC (2018) study shows that share of direct bookings in Europe, which includes the use 

of offline (phone, mail, fax, walk-in reservations), and online web site contact forms (contact 

form on web site without of availability check, direct e-mail, real-time booking over web site) 

were 52% in 2017, of which 28.9% were bookings from the hotel website. In the same year, 

the share of OTAs (online travel agencies) was 26%, while the share of global distribution 

systems (GDS) and social media channels in 2017 were 2.5% and 0.5% respectively.  

Considering that HOTREC (2018) survey reported that in the last five years the number of 

bookings continued to grow through OTAs (from 19.7% in 2013 to 26% in 2017), which are 

putting increasing pressure on hotels in terms of lowering prices and meeting specific 

requirements, it becomes clear that hotels need to empower and use the website as a direct 

channel for better communication and distribution of its products and services. The issue of 

evaluating and continuously improving the hotel website is becoming a strategic issue, and 

digital analytics plays a crucial role in this process. 

 

Google Analytics – characteristics and capabilities 

The tool that is mostly used for digital analytics is Google Analytics. According to W3tech 

(2020) company report, 35.2% of the websites use none of the traffic analysis tools, while 

Google Analytics is used by 55.0% of all the websites that is a traffic analysis tool market 

share of 84.8%. The success of the tool is surely associated with the fact that it is free to use. 
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Aside from figures regarding user behavior, the user's background, and interaction on the 

website, Google Analytics offers a precise view of all user activities. 

Connecting Google Analytics with the hotel website, by placing GA tracking code on every 

page, provides insight into detailed information about visitors, their computers, geographic 

origin, number of visits and unique visitors, site retention, traffic paths, and bounce rates. It 

also enables measuring of goal accomplishments such as registrations, online sales, and 

estimates of certain visitor demographics.  

One Google Analytics account can be used to track more properties (for example hotel 

website and mobile app). For every property more "views" can be defined. Views enable 

companies to filter data that will be used in reports. For example, a hotel group that has more 

hotels, and one main website, can have one view that will collect all data, and one view for 

each hotel section of the website. Or, a hotel that has a blog and news section on its website, 

can define one view to collect and analyze only data for blog pages, and one view for news 

pages. This kind of structure will enable easier management and assignment of access to 

individual reports for individual stakeholders within the company.  

Google Analytics reports consist of dimensions and metrics. Dimensions describe the data. 

Practically in the reports, they represent the names for the individual rows in the tables. 

Dimensions answer the question "what/which" such as "what keyword they used" or "what 

city visitors came from". Metrics measure data. Metrics are dimension elements that can be 

measured. Metrics answer the question "how many" or "how long," such as "how many visits" 

or "how long a visitor stayed on a page." There are more than 230 metrics and dimensions 

that can be combined when creating specific reports within Google Analytics, and the 

advanced capabilities of this tool are revealed by linking companies' website databases (CRM 

database) to a Google Analytics database, which enables custom dimension and custom 

metrics analysis. For example, if a visitor is browsing hotel website searching for a double 

room with specific requirements, this information (location, type of room, specific 

requirements, etc.) can be sent to Google Analytics as custom dimensions so that the company 

can analyze what types of visitors (their geographic, demographic, technological 

characteristics) are most often looking for such accommodation, and through which online 

channels they came to the hotel website. This helps hotels better understand their customers, 

makes it easier for them to segment the market and to make positioning decisions, as well as 

to better tailor their offer and make better decisions about promotional budget allocation. 

Also, it is important to understand that any event on the website can be tracked and also 

measured as a custom metric on the website. For example, clicking a button to check 

available dates can be tracked and measured as a custom metric, which provides information 

to a hotel about how many potential guests were interested in the hotel. Other examples of 

events tracked as custom metrics are newsletter signup, product details viewed, rating form 

submitted, contact form submitted, booking made, etc.  

 

Proposal of a framework for building custom digital analytics dashboard for a hotel 

website  

In this chapter, the author suggests a framework for building a custom digital analytics 

dashboard for a hotel website. The aim of this chapter is not to provide technical details about 

using Google Analytics and creating custom reports and dashboards, but to propose the 

framework that can be used for creating such dashboards in Google Analytics or using any 

other tool. 

A key issue for many companies today is how to process a large amount of data collected and 

turn it into useful information for decision making  (Lavalle et al., 2011).  The essential 

question is which KPIs to monitor, which metrics to use, and how to apply the obtained 
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results in strategic and tactical decision making. A practical framework with clearly defined 

KPIs and how they are calculated can significantly help companies to solve this problem. 

 

Fáilte Ireland (2013) outlines the five categories of primary KPIs in use in the hospitality 

industry: accommodation, food, beverage, profitability, and liquidity, while main KPIs for 

accommodation category are: average room rate, bedroom occupancy rate, revenue per 

available room, cost per occupied room and labor cost ratio. Pantelić & Nadkarni (2019) have 

investigated the perceived importance and relevance of key performance indicators (KPIs) in 

UAE hotel properties. Through a detailed review of previous research, they have identified 

the following KPIs in the hotel industry: sales growth, market growth rate, customer online 

engagement, market penetration index (MPI), number of new customers acquired, total 

revenue, gross operating profit (GOP), F&B sales/revenue, F&B cost of sales %, revenue 

generated index, total operating cost,  room occupancy, employee cost %, average daily rate 

(ADR), guest turnover ratios, revenue per available room (RevPAr), EBITDA, guest 

interaction quality, service outcome quality, maintaining hotel star classification and number 

of products and services innovated per year. 

 

From a digital marketing perspective, we can define KPIs as metrics that indicate the firm's 

overall digital marketing performance concerning its most important digital marketing goals. 

The KPIs are supplemented with other more granular metrics that are used to evaluate the 

effectiveness and efficiency of specific digital marketing activities that support the overall 

digital marketing performance measured by the KPIs (Chaffey & Patron, 2012). 

 

Saura, Palos-Sanchez and Cerda Suarez (2017) highlighted that the most common, and 

conceptually simple methods for calculating the profitability of digital marketing actions is 

ROI (return on investment) and CTR (Click-Through-Rate). The same authors define six 

basic KPIs that companies should follow and analyze with web analytics in their DM 

strategies: conversion rate, goals conversion rate, type of user, type of sources, 

keywords/traffic, keyword ranking. 

 

Smith's (2014) SOSTAC® marketing planning model indicates that digital marketing 

implementations require strategic and tactical decisions. The strategic decision level needs 

information related to market segmentation, positioning, online value proposition, and 

competitive strategy, while the tactical level needs information to help manage the elements 

of the marketing mix. This model is a base for framework development. 

 

Custom dimensions and metrics can be used to collect and analyze data that Google Analytics 

doesn’t automatically track (Google Support, 2020). For example, if a hotel stores the gender 

of signed-in users in a CRM system, it can combine this information with analytics data, to 

see page views by gender. Or for example, while a user is making a booking request on the 

hotel website, information about the room type, the number of persons, the number of 

overnight stays and included services, as well the total value of the purchase can be sent to 

Google Analytics and combined in reports with all other metrics and dimensions. 

 

Built on the previous elaboration, a framework presented in Table 1 suggests that the hotel 

analytics dashboard should consist of two parts: strategic and tactical decisions part. Through 

the three-step process for the creation of custom reports, the author proposes KPIs and metrics 

for strategic and tactical decisions. The first step in the process is to define hotel business 

objectives. The second is to translate those objectives into KPIs (key performance indicators), 

and the third step is to define metrics to be collected to create custom reports.  
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The strategic part consists of KPIs that should help hotels understand website visitors, their 

characteristics and behavior, and overall company market position, but also to monitor the 

achievement of the set goals. For every tactical marketing activity, the author suggests metrics 

that enable the company to benchmark the efficiency of every operation or different channels. 

The proposed framework implies that a hotel should perform analytical measurement of 

transactions and analysis of purchasing activities on the website (website booking engine). 

This includes monitoring and analyzing transactions, including information on transaction 

revenue, hotel products, and services involved in transactions, conversion rates, average 

revenue per transaction, periods of purchases made, etc. Furthermore, if the hotel is using the 

Google Analytics system, in addition to tracking standard dimensions and metrics, it should 

also track specific custom dimensions and metrics. The model presented in Table 1 suggests 

the inclusion of the following custom dimensions that describe guests or hotel products: type 

of guest (existing customer or new customer), type of accommodation, type of service 

package, number of persons (adults and children on the reservation), length of stay and 

discount coupon. When it comes to custom metrics, the model suggests tracking important 

events on the website and measuring them through custom metrics such as completed 

booking, booking started, review submitted, specific offer viewed, phone number viewed, 

online contact form submitted. Below is an explanation of the proposed KPIs and metrics that 

hotels should consult before making strategic and tactical decisions. 

 

Strategic decisions 

When developing a strategy and creating a plan for its implementation, the hotel must first 

conduct a situation analysis to evaluate its market position, understand the market segments, 

the current effectiveness of the online channels, and the existing marketing mix. The basic 

KPIs that should be analyzed at this stage is the number of sessions and the number of users 

who visited the hotel website, booking engine click-through rate, conversion rate, and revenue 

generated. The dimensions by which reports should be generated are visitor locations, gender 

and guest type, keywords, and visitor sources. Based on these dimensions, the hotel can 

conclude the characteristics and quality of individual market segments and their contribution 

to the total revenue generated. Information on the most effective keywords that generate 

organic visits makes it easier to define or redefine online value proposition, especially when 

placed in context with the bookings and revenue generated through the visits from those 

keywords. 

Some of the classic hotel industry KPIs that should be monitored within strategic decisions 

are ARR (average room rate), RevPar (revenue per available room), and OCC (average 

occupancy rate). Also, the framework suggests using additional calculated metrics as KPIs: 

WBS, WBOBR, and MPI.  

The WBS (website booking share) should be continuously compared with the averages within 

the industry, but also to other sales channels to evaluate the effectiveness of a website as a 

direct sales channel. With this indicator, it is very useful to monitor WBOBR which presents 

the share of bookings through the website relative to the total number of bookings online. 

This KPI helps to evaluate website performance against other channels, as well as hotel 

dependency on OTAs. Market penetration index (MPI) can be calculated by dividing total 

hotel occupancy by the total number of rooms in the local market. 
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Table 1: Digital analytics framework for hotels 

Source: author 
 

 

DECISION LEVEL KPIs (metrics and calculated metrics): dimensions Example of calculation 

S
T

R
A

T
E

G
IC

 L
E

V
E

L
 

MARKET 

SEGMENTATION 

 

POSITIONING 

AND ONLINE 

VALUE 

PROPOSITION 

DEFINITION 

 

COMPETITIVE 

STRATEGY 

WBS (website booking share) 

WBOBR (website bookings share of total online bookings) 

MPI (market penetration index) 

ARR (average room rate) 

RevPar (revenue per available room) 

Users and Sessions: Visitor location, Type of guest 

Bounce rate:  Visitor location, Type of guest,  Traffic channel 

REV (total revenue from website bookings): Visitor location, Type of guest, 

Number of persons 

CVR (conversion rate): Visitor location, Type of Guest  

CVRU (conversion rate per user): Visitor location, Type of Guest  

ALOS (average length of stay): Visitor location, Type of Guest, Number of 

persons 

BECTR (booking engine click-through rate): Visitor location, Type of 

Guest, Number of persons 

TAR = total number of rooms available 

WBS = website bookings / total hotel bookings 

WBOBR = website bookings / online bookings 

MPI = occupancy/number of rooms in the local market 

REV = SUM (website booking revenue) 

quantity = SUM (length of stay (days)) 

RR (room rate) = revenue / length of stay 

ARR = website booking revenue / quantity 

RevPar = website booking revenue / rooms available 

CVR = website bookings / sessions 

CVRU = website bookings / users 

ALOS = SUM (length of stay) / website bookings 

BECTR = booking engine sessions / website sessions 

M
A

R
K

E
T

IN
G

 M
IX

 T
A

C
T

IC
S

 

PROMOTION PPS (average page views per session): traffic channel, source/medium, 

campaign 

Bounce rate:  referral, traffic channel, source/medium, campaign 

MCPB (marketing cost per booking): referral, campaign 

REVMCR (revenue vs marketing cost ratio): referral, campaign 

CVR: referral, traffic channel, source/medium, campaign 

PPS = pages / sessions 

MCPB = total marketing cost / website bookings 

REVMCR = website booking revenue / campaign 

marketing costs 

CVR = website bookings / sessions  

PRODUCT REV: room type, package, persons 

CVR: room type, package, persons 

ALOS: Visitor location, Type of Guest, Number of persons 

REV = SUM (website booking revenue) 

CVR = website bookings / sessions 

ALOS = SUM (length of stay) / website bookings 

PRICE OCC (average occupancy rate) 

REV: coupon code 

CVR: coupon code 

OCC = rooms sold / TAR for same period 

REV = SUM (website booking revenue) 

CVR = website bookings / sessions 

DISTRIBUTION REV: affiliate partner  

CVR: affiliate partner 

WBS 

WBOBR 

REV = SUM (website booking revenue) 

CVR = website bookings / sessions 

WBS = website bookings / total hotel bookings 

WBOBR = website bookings / online bookings 
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Tactical decisions 

Tactical decisions are related to the elements of the marketing mix. Promotion KPIs should 

answer the following questions: which online channels send the highest quality visitors (who 

stay longer on the site and have a high conversion rate, and low bounce rate), what is the cost 

of promotion per booking (MCPB), and how much revenue is generated from website 

bookings per € 1 invested in a promotion (REVMCR). Those metrics should be analyzed per 

traffic channel, source/medium, referral, and campaign. Answers will help the hotel decide 

about the most effective promotional budget allocation. After the initial establishment of the 

analytics system, this area could be further analyzed considering that visitors usually go 

through several stages in the buying process from information gathering to the act of 

purchasing. This means, that models like REAN (reach, engage, activate, nurture), or RACE 

(reach, act, convert, engage) should be used to separate conversion activities into a generation 

of leads or interactions with an online presence and then conversion to the sale (Chaffey & 

Patron, 2012:41). 

KPIs related to the product (hotel service package) that should be monitored and calculated 

are revenue, conversion rates, and the average length of stay. Revenue and conversion rates 

should be analyzed per room type, package type, and the number of persons (in the 

reservation), and length of stay should be analyzed by visitor location, type of guest, and the 

number of persons. The above KPIs answer the question of what types of rooms and what 

packages (products) are the best-selling, as well as how many persons (adults + children) 

usually are looking for accommodation in a particular room type. These KPIs should assist 

the hotel management in deciding on the hotel packages and the minimum length of stay in 

each package. 

The decision on the pricing strategy should be supported by information on the average 

occupancy rate of the hotel and the revenue generated at different price reductions. Price 

reductions in this sense are most easily realized through discount coupons. If the average 

occupancy rate is generally low, the hotel may consider a different pricing strategy and a 

general price reduction. It should also analyze current OTAs offers and their pricing 

strategies.  

In addition to strategic decisions, WBS and WBORB should be analyzed when considering 

distribution decisions. If a hotel is using an affiliate program, revenue and conversion rates 

should be analyzed for every referral to find out which referrals are most effective.  

 

 

An empirical study of the use of Google Analytics in the hotel industry in 

Croatia, Serbia, and Bosnia and Herzegovina 
 

To understand the extent to which hotels use digital analytics, the author has conducted 

empirical research in the hotel industry of the Republic of Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 

and Serbia.  

  

Methodology 

Guided by the fact that Google Analytics is the most popular digital analytics tool in the 

world, this empirical research is focused on examining the existence of Google Analytics 

tracking code on the hotel websites. For the primary data collection, quantitative content 

analysis is used.  Content analysis is a research technique that quantitatively describes the 

content of an aspect of communication (Milas, 2005: 500-519). In the present study, the 

author uses innovative automated software content analysis (web scraping) of hotel websites 

in Croatia, Serbia, and Bosnia and Herzegovina to determine the presence of Google 

Analytics code on the hotel web sites, which indirectly indicates whether or not the hotel uses 
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digital analytics. Then, the results obtained were compared between the countries, as well as 

between different groups of hotels according to their categorization, and finally, differences 

were tested to determine their significance and intensity of correlation between the tested 

variables. 

For web scraping, the author has developed a script for Scrapy67 - an open-source and 

collaborative framework for extracting the data from the websites. The data collected were 

statistically processed by using IBM SPSS v26 software.  

 

Sample profile 

A total of 1006 hotel websites were analyzed, of which 629 hotels in Croatia, 218 hotels in 

Serbia, and 159 hotels in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The profile of a sample is presented in 

Table 2. 

Table 2: Sample profile 

Country Total number of 

hotels 

Number of hotels in 

a sample 

% of the total 

population 

Croatia 731 629 86% 

Bosnia and Herzeg. 251 159 63.3% 

Serbia 379 218 57.5% 

Source: author 

 

Analysis of differences between countries 

Table 3 presents the results of website content analysis and the percentage of hotels that use 

the Google Analytics service. It can be concluded that in the region, on average, 68.5% of 

hotels use Google Analytics, most of the hotels in Croatia (86%), while the percentage of 

hotels in Serbia (43.1%) and Bosnia and Herzegovina are twice smaller (34%).  

Table 3: The use of Google Analytics on hotel websites 
 Use of Google Analytics 

NO YES Total 

Row N % Count Row N % Count Row N % Count 

Country Bosnia and Herzegovina 66.0% 105 34.0% 54 100.0% 159 

Serbia 56.9% 124 43.1% 94 100.0% 218 

Croatia 14.0% 88 86.0% 541 100.0% 629 

Total 31.5% 317 68.5% 689 100.0% 1006 

Source: author 

 

To test whether differences in the use of Google Analytics between hotels in different 

countries are significant the Chi-Square test is performed. The null hypothesis for the test is 

that there is no significant association between the variable "use of Google Analytics" and 

variable "hotel location" (country) (p < .05). The Cramer's V is used as a measure for the 

strength of an association between two categorical variables in tables bigger than 2 × 2 

tabulations. 
 

Table 4. Interpretation of Cramer's V. 

Cramer's V. Interpretation 

> 0.25 Very strong 

> 0.15 Strong 

> 0.10 Moderate 

 
67 https://www.scrapy.org 
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> 0.05 Weak 

> 0 No or very weak 

Source: Haldun (2018). 

A chi-square test of independence χ2 (2, N = 1006, p < .001; Cramer's V = .491) showed that 

there is a significant and very strong association between the hotel location (country) and use 

of Google Analytics on the hotel website. 

 

Analysis of differences between hotels of different categorization 

In addition to the established difference in the application of Google Analytics between 

hotels in different countries, the author was interested in whether there was a significant 

difference in the application of Google Analytics between groups of hotels of different 

categorizations.  

Given that different countries have different methods of hotel categorization, and that the 

complex administrative structure within Bosnia and Herzegovina brings differences in 

methodologies within individual entities (Federation of BiH and Republic of Srpska), the 

author decided to analyze differences between hotels of different categorizations separately 

for each country.  

Table 5: Hotels categorization and the use of Google analytics in Bosnia and Herzegovina 
 Google Analytics 

Not in use In use Total 

Row N % Row N % Row N % 

Hotel categorization heritage 70.6% 29.4% 100.0% 

2* 100.0% 0.0% 100.0% 

3* 60.0% 40.0% 100.0% 

4* 68.1% 31.9% 100.0% 

5* 28.6% 71.4% 100.0% 

Source: author 

 

Table 6: Chi-Square tests of independence (Hotel category * Use of Google Analytics) for 

hotels in Bosnia and Herzegovina 

 Value df p 

Pearson Chi-Square 6.115a 4 .191 

Fisher's Exact Test 5.431  .223 

N of Valid Cases 159   

a. 4 cells (40.0%) have expected count less than 5. 

Source: author 

As in contingency table for Chi-Square test there were more than 20% of cells that have 

expected count less than 5, assumptions for Chi-Square test were not met (McHugh, 2013), 

so Fisher's Exact test has been used to determine if there are nonrandom associations between 

two categorical variables (hotel location and use of Google Analytics). The result presented 

in Table 5 (p=.223 > .05) shows that there is no significant nonrandom association between 

the hotel category and the use of Google Analytics on the hotel websites in Bosnia and 

Herzegovina.  

The use of Google Analytics on hotel websites in Serbia for different hotel categorizations is 

presented in Table 7. 

Table 7: Hotels categorization and use of Google Analytics in Serbia 
 Google Analytics 

Not in use In use Total 

Row N % Row N % Row N % 
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Hotel categorization 1* 40.0% 60.0% 100.0% 

2* 70.6% 29.4% 100.0% 

3* 52.0% 48.0% 100.0% 

4* 58.3% 41.7% 100.0% 

5* 37.5% 62.5% 100.0% 

Source: author 

 

Table 8: Chi-Square tests of independence (Hotel category * Use of Google Analytics) for 

hotels in Serbia  
 

 Value df p 

Pearson Chi-Square 5.222a 4 .268 

Fisher's Exact Test 5.280  .252 

N of Valid Cases 218   

a. 4 cells (40.0%) have expected count less than 5. 

Source: author  

Similar to the previous analysis, all assumptions for the Chi-Square test were not met, so 

Fisher's Exact test (p=.252 > .05)  was calculated, and it shows that there is no significant 

nonrandom association between the hotel category and use of Google Analytics on the hotel 

websites in Serbia. 

Table 9: Hotels categorization and use of Google Analytics in Croatia 

 Google Analytics 

Not in use In use Total 

Row N % Row N % Row N % 

Hotel categorization 2* 26.2% 73.8% 100.0% 

3* 11.9% 88.1% 100.0% 

4* 15.1% 84.9% 100.0% 

5* 5.6% 94.4% 100.0% 

Source: author 

A chi-square test of independence χ2 (3, N = 629, p < .05; Cramer's V = .117) shows that 

there is a significant and moderate association between the hotel categorization and use of 

Google Analytics on the hotel websites in Croatia. 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

The proposed framework, built on concepts of marketing orientation and marketing 

information system, should assist researchers as well as practitioners in understanding the 

role and importance of digital analytics for the hotel industry. Also, it can help researchers in 

evaluating the level of adoption of digital analytics in the hotel industry. It could be used as a 

basis for developing a scale for assessing the level of adoption of digital analytics, which 

could further be used as a construct in models that take into account the impact of digital 

analytics on hotel business performance. This is one of the suggestions for future research. 

The framework gives a clear picture to practitioners of the role of digital analytics and 

outlines the essential elements to consider when developing and designing a hotel website. A 

framework could be extended to include the REAN or RACE model inside the tactical part, 

which would further improve the quality of the collected information, and this also could be a 

base for further research. 
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The empirical investigation, using an innovative automated content analysis approach, 

revealed that there is a significant difference in the percent of hotels using Google Analytics 

in Croatia (86%), compared to those in Bosnia and Herzegovina (34%) and Serbia (43,1%), 

and that there is a very strong association between hotel location (country) and use of Google 

Analytics. Further research should be conducted to determine factors that influence the higher 

rate of digital analytics deployment. The author believes that it would be particularly 

interesting to explore the impact of higher education in the field of digital marketing and 

digital analytics as one of the factors, as well as the hotel management's level of knowledge 

in this area.  

One of the theses that arise is that the greater importance of tourism for the economy of a 

country affects the education system and increases the number of higher education programs 

in the field of tourism and digital marketing in tourism. This results in a higher level of hotel 

management knowledge of digital marketing and digital analytics, and higher 

implementation. This thesis should be investigated in future researches, through the analysis 

of the education of managers working in hotels of different categorizations and the curricula 

of the faculties they have completed. 

A significant and moderate association between the hotel categorization and use of Google 

Analytics has been confirmed only in Croatia, but not in other countries. An assumption is 

that more star hotels attract higher quality managers who have practical knowledge in digital 

marketing but also have better resources (people, money) for planning and implementation of 

digital marketing activities. This thesis, which should be investigated in future researches, is 

backed up by the results of research by Zumstein & Mohr (2018) which showed that the 

biggest problem in the field of digital analytics for companies is the shortage of skilled 

workers. 

Some of the limitations of research may also be recommendations for future researches. First, 

the analysis was conducted in only three countries and it would be useful to conduct new 

research in more countries and using larger samples. Second, the use of the Google Analytics 

service, recorded through the presence of appropriate code on the website, tells us nothing 

about the extent to which this service is used for analysis. Also, Google Analytics is not the 

only analytics service for website traffic, so these findings should be checked with additional 

research by using a survey method. However, based on many years of experience, the author 

believes that this method is a good basis for getting insights on the use of digital analytics 

because it avoids the possibility of making mistakes by intentionally or unintentionally giving 

the wrong answers in surveys.  

Despite these limitations, the author believes that this paper helps to fill some important gaps 

in understanding the importance of the digital analytics from hotels marketing perspective, 

providing additional empirical support to the relevant literature and suggesting useful 

directions for future research. 
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Abstract 

Tourists’ choice of destination depends on numerous determinants. Based on individual 

preferences, tourists seek very different experiences, from clean nature, to food, history, 

architecture, culture, shopping and many other. European culturalheritage is very rich, 

representing both tangible (architectural and material culturalelements) and intangible 

capital (especially culture) in tourism and general economic development. UNESCO lists a 

number of European sites and the World Heritage List as well as stresses the role of 

intangible cultural heritage in promoting tourism development. This paper explores to what 

extend cultural heritage and world heritage sites in general attract tourists, and in particular 

focuses on the structure of tourists’ preferences. Namely, heritage sites can provide 

significant value added, especially when attracting guests, who are highly interested in the 

heritage itself. Based on an extensive dataset of user-generated content, the paper explores 

the differences among the guests at some of the European most attractive locations, from 

Paris to Dubrovnik and many other in order to identify, what percentage of guests to most 

valued heritage locations are in fact arriving due to the heritage and how they evaluate the 

experiences. By doing so, the paper is able to distinguish between history buffs, foodies, 

architectural lovers and other groups, clearly defining their preferences towards tangible 

and intangible heritage. Consequently, the paper provides important managerial implications 

for both destination management as well as facilities’ management, primarily focusing on 

how to strengthen their competitive advantages in the field of heritage and focus on 

attracting tourists that value the heritage itself and are not just attracted by “trendy” 

locations. 

 

Keywords: world heritage, public intangible capital, visitor reviews, text analysis, 

sustainable tourism 
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JEL classification: E22, Z3, C89 

 

Introduction 
 

Unesco World Heritage list comprises  »world cultural and natural heritage around the world 

considered to be of outstanding value to humanity« as defined by the Convention concerning 

the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage, adopted by UNESCO in 1972 

(UNESCO World Heritage Centre, 2019b). Unesco attempts to encourage efficient 

management of world heritage sites, ensure their conservation by national and local 

management, provide also assistance and training (UNESCO World Heritage Centre, 2019b). 

The selection of cultural and natural or mixed world heritage sites is a complex procedure 

that is based on 10 selection criteria. The extensive criteria development started already in 

1977 and was last revised in 2019 (UNESCO World Heritage Centre, 2019a).  

 

World heritage in terms of tourism development represents an important opportunity to 

tourism development and can consequently stimulate broader economic and social 

development of the region. The presence of world heritage is also mentioned as part of public 

intangible capital, the »given« intangible resources, that drive the value added growth and 

contribute to overall development of a region or a country (Champion & Rahaman, 2019; C. 

Corrado et al., 2017; Dodd, 2016; Kolesnikova et al., 2014; Wataya & Shaw, 2019). As is 

specified in the Sustanable tourism documents, heritage sites help create jobs, promote city 

development, promote the development of arts and crafts, and generate also income (United 

Nations Sustainabe Development, n.d.). Especially, the recent debates about sustainability in 

tourism due to recent growth in tourism sector and especially also the projected growth in the 

future. In 2019 1.5 billion tourist arrivals were recorded in 2019, which represented a 3.9% 

growth from 2018, growing faster than the world economy in general, which grew at 3.2%. 

As such, it contributed 319 jobs globally (1 in 10) and around 10% of world GDP (World 

Travel and Tourism Council, 2019). Similar growth is expected also for 2020. However in 

several locations, while tourism does represent the source of the much needed economic 

opportunity,  tourism, including »heritage-based« tourism has a number of broader social, 

economic (Ryan et al., 2011), and sustainability dimensions, which call for a comprehensive 

approach to tourism development in such a region.  

 

This paper aims to contribute to this debate by investigating, how tourists see world heritage 

sites and how they evaluate the heritage. The paper relies on a rich database of review 

comments from one of the major tourist destinantion reviewing platforms, in total 51 

thousand of review and the available reveier prefeneces. Three key resrach questions are 

attempted to be answered: (1) Does world heritage contribute to a more positive overall 

positive evaluation of the location, (2) Do the reviewers acknowledge the presence of world 

heritage in the broader location and (3) Do the reviewers, who classify themselves as either 

people who are attracted to art and culture (art and culture lovers) or history (history buffs) 

value such locations more or not? The results shed additional light on the value of world 

heritage for the general development of the region. If such regions are not more praised or 

more attractive, they are perhaps not properly managed in view of the heritage or attract to 

many of those, who are less interested in the actual heritage and are consequently not 

marketing the heritage related intangible capital properly. Generally, by attracting primarily 

those visitors that value the heritage would on the one hand allow the destination managers to 

raise prices in order to incorporate the »value added« that is present in the location due to the 

presence of the heritage. Tourists, who would arrive because they value the heritage and are 
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not only driven by the trends, would be willing to pay the mark-up for the heritage. At the 

same time, focusing on attracting primarily those would reduce the pressures of mass tourism 

and thereby contribute to developing more sustainable tourism patterns and help preserve 

world heritage.  

The paper makes several important contributions to the literature. First, it clearly defines the 

link between intangible capital and world heritage as part of public intangible capital as was 

proposed in the literature (C. Corrado et al., 2017) and proposes also the possible approach to 

measuring the public intangible capital in tourism. The paper also stresses the role of social 

media as an external determinant of intangible capital, which is relevant not just in case of 

world heritage, but social media co-create brand value, which is important component of 

intangible capital in general.  

 

In continuing, we first briefly present the theoretical background, followed by methodology 

and presentation of results. The paper ends with discussion and conclusion. 

 

 

Theoretical background 
 

World heritage listing is according to UNESCO »not only an irreplaceable source of identity 

and inspiration, but also a key driving force for sustainable development« (UNESCO World 

Heritage Centre, 2020), in particular with regards to achieving economic growth, promoting 

education, sustainable cities, consumption and production development and developing 

inclusive and peaceful societies. In addition, tourism, which is directly linked to world 

heritage locations, can provide direct jobs in the communities where such heritage is located, 

either directly (as tourism service providers) or indirectly through many related sectors, from 

food and agriculture, to creative industries, retail trade, transport, etc. It can also stimulate 

investment in the region, both private as well as public, the latter primarily improving 

infrastructure. Overall, the expected benefit for economic development is positive (UNESCO 

World Heritage Centre, 2020). 

 

World heritage could also be included as part of public intangible assets. Intangible capital 

has been shown to significantly contribute to economic growth and development and increase 

firm productivity by increasing value added. A number of studies so far has focused on 

private sector intangible capital, where primarily three aspects have been considered: (1) 

computerized information, (2) innovative property and (3) economic competencies. These 

intangibles have been shown to increase productivity by even a third (Carol Corrado et al., 

2009, 2016, 2018; Ilmakunnas & Piekkola, 2014; Jona Lasinio et al., 2011; Piekkola, 2018; 

Roth & Thum, 2013). The revealed importance of intangible capital in the provate sector also 

raised interest in the proper definition, measurement and contribution of intangible capital in 

the public sector. While the definition of public sector intangibles stems from the private 

sector definition, it is nonetheless different. Table 1 summarizes main components of each.  

 

Cultural heritage is a constituent part of the definition of intangible capital in the non-market 

sector, and similarly as for companies entertainment and artistic originals represent value 

added or help distill additional value added, similarly also specific assets, either cultural or 

heritage, provide additional value to a location or an economy in comparison to others that do 

not have such an asset. In addition, public sector intangibles has been shown to be important 

for growth, for example for the correct accounting of growth of the new economy in the US 

(Jorgenson & Landefeld, 2011).  
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Naturally, the existence of public intangible capital and continuous improvement in the 

public intangible capital will have spill-over effects on the private scetor as well. In the case 

of world heritage, the possible spillover effects of the »public intangible capital«, which is 

world heritage listing of a specific site on the Unesco list, will directly impact the torisim 

sector and indirectly the linked sectors and the overall economy as well.   

 

Table 1: Market vs. non-market intangible capital 

Market sector Non-market sector 

Computerised information Information, scientific and cultural assets 

1 Software 1 Software 

2 Databases 2 Databases, including open data 

Innovative property  

3 R&D broadly deined to include new 

prooduct development costs 

3 Basic and applied science research, 

industrial and defense R&D 

4 Entertainment and artistic originals 4 Cultural and heritage, including design 

5 Design  

6 Mineral exploration 5 Mineral exploration 

Economic competencies Societal competencies/Social infrastructure 

7 Brands 6 Brands 

8 Oranizational capital 7 Oranizational capital 

8a Managerial capital 7a Professional/managerial capital 

8b Purchased organizational services 7b Purchased organizational services 

9 Firm-specific human capital (employer 

provided training) 

8 Function-sepcific human capital 

(employer provided training) 

 9 Schooling-produced human capital 

Source: (C. Corrado et al., 2017) 

 

The link between world heritage and actual impact on tourism as the sector, where this 

impact is directly evident, is not neccessarily straightfoward. Specially in the age of social 

media, the actual impact or attractiveness of a specific location and thus the actual impact of 

a heritage site depend a lot on social media, sites such as Booking, Tripadvisor, and other 

user-generated content. The users impact and guide the behaviour of future tourists (Filieri et 

al., 2015; Gretzel et al., 2007). Consumers in this case co-determine the »brand value« of the 

location, which has heritage. Furthermore, the existing user-generated can help also 

understand the actual attractiveness of the location and help define, what visitors liked and 

what they disliked in order to improve the location. This paper builds on these ideas and 

attempts to answer the following research questions: 
Does world heritage contribute to overall positive evaluation of the location? World heritage, either 

natural, historical or cultural is deemed in the literature as public intangible capital. However, while 

this may be true and it might attact the masses, the world heritage should also be deemed as capital, 

contributing to attacting those who are willing to appreciate the heritage and also acknowledge it. This 

would in turn show in the higher value added, not neccessarily revenue, distilled from tourism in such 

locations. In the long run it would also contribute to generating a more sustainable tourism pattern and 

support the preservation of world heritage. In this context two sub-questions will be investigated: 

How do the specific world heritage sites themselves rank in comparison to the locetaion itself and the 

general view? 

How do the world heritage locations rank in comparison to non-heritage locations? 

Do the reviewers acknowledge the presence of world heritage in the location, where such world 

heritage is present by: 

Attributing locations with world heritage a higher average rank; 
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Attributing world heritage locations with a more positive textual evaluation as revealed through the 

sentiment; 

What are the key topics discussed in sites, which are world heritage sites in terms? 

Do the reviewers, who classify themselves as either people who are attracted to art and culture (art 

and culture lovers) or history (history buffs) value such locations more or not? 

 

 

Sample description and methodology  
 

Methodology. The reviews were collected from a major on-line reviewing platform (sample 

description in continuing). The data collected included text evaluation, star rating and also all 

characteristics the reviewers publically shared. The data, which is displayed about the 

reviewer is on one hand depending on the preferences of the reviewer, but the actual 

availability of data, which the reviewer is willing to share also depends on the platform. The 

reviews were analyzed in R to calculate sentiments and extract main topics, while descriptive 

statistics was done using SPSS.   

 

To conduct the analysis, a combination of quantitative methods and text mining was used. 

Table 1 summarizes the main methods used. To obtain the information about how the 

reviewers/vistors see or value the location, text mining was used. To analyse the data, several 

different approaches from the field of text mining and natural language processing were used, 

which can very broadly be grouped to two groups: sentiment analysis; and content analysis 

approaches. First, we calculated sentiment from the text using several different methods 

(AFFIN, Bing, Liu, NRC) and analysis of polarity. These were used later to calculate 

averages and other summary statistics. Text mining was also used to obtain keywords and 

word counts, which are presented in the text.  

 

Sentiment analysis studies the text as “seen from between the lines”. It is based on evaluating 

each word in the review separately. There are several approaches to sentiment analysis. 

Generally, they are based on lexicons, that assign each word a specific “sentimental” value. 

For each text, the sentiment is determined as the sum of sentiments of all words in the text. 

The first sentiment approaches were rather rudimentary and assigned each word one of the 

three values, positive (1), neutral (0) or negative (-1) (Hu & Liu, 2004). Recent methods 

allow a more complex approach, with a scale of for example (-5) to (5) or a conditional 

analysis, where a word is analysed in the context of the text and the same word can have 

different sentiment values, depending on the surrounding words. This implies that sarcasm, 

for example, can be detected (see (Nielsen, 2011), for AFINN sentiment and (Mohammad et 

al., 2015) for NRC sentiment, and (Liu, 2012), for LIU sentiment). Furthermore, based on the 

NRC lexicon (Mohammad et al., 2015) we also identify the prevailing emotion (e.g. trust, 

joy, etc.) in the review.  

 

In continuing, we rely on content analysis, which aims at identifying the main topics in the 

text. We rely on two main methods. First, key-word search is used. The method is simple, yet 

very effective, as key-words by definition summarize the text  (Feldman et al., 1998; Gupta 

& Lehal, 2009; Zhang et al., 2008)).  
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Table 1: Systematization of the methodology used 
Method Key references Output  

 

Sentiment analysis 

 

sentiment value of each 

comment using several 

methods 

 

polarity analysis 

Hu and Liu, 

2004 

Nielsen, 2011, 

Hansen et al., 

2011 

Mohhamad et 

al., 2014 

 

Numerical evaluation of each reviews, where 

the sentiment of each word is analysed. 

 

Determination of the prevailing emotion in the 

text. 

 

Option to link sentiment analysis with the star 

ranking, price and usefulness of review. 

 

Key-words analysis 

Feldman et al., 

1998,  and 

Zhang et al., 

2008 

 

Identification of most discussed aspects 

 

Sample description. The analysis relies on an extensive dataset of textual reviews of several 

tourist locations in Europe, as well as other parts of the world. In total 51,443 reviews which 

comprise overal 6,024,630 words were investigated. The sample of reviews was collected in 

2017 with the purpose of investgating cultural differences in evaluations of different 

locations, but the rich data allows further analysis also in the context of cultural heritage. The 

reviews evaluate locations and hotels in Australia, Croatia, Dubai, France, malaysia, 

Singapore, Slovenia, US and UK. Among the locations, which were investigated in the 

sample are also several locations, which are included in the UNESCO Heritage list. These are 

summarized in Table 2. In total, 62.4 percent of the reviews were referring to one of the 

heritage broader locations (for example Dubrovnik and Dubrovnik hotels in general) and 

4.7% were referring to to specific locations from the world heritage list, for example Tower 

of London or Sydney Opera House). The list of all locations is in Table A1 in the Appendix.  

 

Table 2: Heritage locations in the sample 

 

Country City and heritage location (year of incorporation on list in bracket) 

Australia 

 

Australian Convict Sites (2010) 

Sydney Opera House (2007) 

Greater Blue Mountains Area (2000) 

Croatia Dubrovnik, Old City of Dubrovnik (1979) 

Hvar, Stari grad (2008) 

UK London, Tower of London (1988) 

US New York, Statue of Liberty (1984) 

The 20th-Century Architecture of Frank Lloyd Wright (2019) 

France Paris, Palace and Park of Versailles (1979) 

Paris, Banks of the Seine (1991) 

 

The reviewers were in majority women, which wrote 51.3 % of all reviews, while in terms of 

age, the majority, 41.6%, were between 35 and 49 years old, followed by those aged 50 to 64 

years, which represented 33.7% of the sample, and those aged between 25 and 34, who 

represented 21.5% of the sample. The average reviewer wrote even 81 reviews, with median 

being . This is not surprising given that the average reviewer has been member since 2009, 

while the first reviewer in the sample became member even in 2002. The average reviewer in 

the sample got 55.9 »helpful review« votes, indicating that other readers obtained useful 

information from the review. The majority of reviewers declared themselves as foodies (52% 
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of all reviewers), followed by those who like experiencing »true« local life and luxury 

travellers (39% each).The share of those who classified themselves as either history buffs or 

art and architecture lovers was 25 and 21% respectively, some were also in both groups 

(Figure 1, Table A2). Overall, those reviewers who classified themselves as either history 

buffs or art and architecture lovers represented in total 35.9% of the sample. These two 

groups are those travellers that would according to theory appreciate heritage locations most. 

Table 6 presents further details about the demographic structure. 

 

The average review comprised 117 words, with the shortest comprising only 2 words and the 

longest even 3492 words. The average rating that the reviewers gave in their 1-5 evaluations 

was 4.44. In the analysis also sentiment scores were calculated using several methods. The 

average sentiment was 5.99.   

 

Figure 1: The share of reviewers in the sample that classified themselves as a selected type 

(reviewer could be of several types) 
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Results 
 

The first task referred to a comparative analysis of locations. We were primarily interested in 

whether world heritage contributed to overall positive evaluation of the location. In 

particular, we tried to contrast two aspects. First, we were interested in whether the general 

location, where the world heritage site is located, benefits from the presence of world 

heritage. Second, we wanted to see, whether the evaluations of world heritage sites due to 

their strong »brand« value obtain better reviews than other non-heritage sites.  

 

An analysis of the general location (Figure 2), where the world heritage site is located, shows 

that the locations, including hotels, which are in one of the locations, which is a heritage 

location, on average received a higher average evaluation in terms of star evaluation and the 

difference is also highly statistically significant.  

 

Figure 2: Evaluations by world heritage general locations (*** indicates significance of 

differences) 

 
 

 

Generally, reviews praise the heritage locations and it is hard to find a negative review of the 

location itself, usually they are very positive, even if the review refers to the general location 

and not the heritage site itself (few examples listed below). Usually, when more negative 

reviews do appear, they primarily criticise the experience itself which might have been less 

perfect than expected due to overcrowdedness, prices, lack of ability of take photos, etc.  

 
(...) A boat trip to Dubrovnik is a must. It is a very busy and compact city, with history around every 

corner. One must do trip is to take the cable car ride up to the fortress above old Dubrovnik. Tremendous 

views. Most people just stay in the vacinity of the cable car station, but it is worth taking a walk into the 

adjoining countryside and try to picture why there was so many battles in the area within living memory. 

We look forward to a return visit. (...) 

 

(...) Few buildings catch the imagination like the Sydney Opera House. There is always something to see, 

do, eat, drink, watch or participate in going on.Perched on Bennelong Point, magnificent views up and 

down harbour. So many marvelous performances each year, there is more than something for everyone.It 

is easy to reach whether by your own car or by public transport. There is nothing like travelling home after 
a performance by ferry and watching the stars and moon over the harbour. (...) 
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Like Versailles, emphasise is on taking the visitors money rather than on visitor experience. The queues 

are intolerable. (...) Typical French service.It has an interesting history but too many people are allowed 

inside at any one time. (...) Paris doesn't have a clue how to cope with and manage visitors even after all 

these years. 
 

But interestingly, the world heritage locations are receiving systematically lower sentiment 

evaluations. We are not trying to explain in this paper the reasons, why this is so, because 

there could be a vast array of reasons, stemming from th eactual characteristics, infrastructure 

and services provided at different locations, as well as the structure of tourists. Nonetheless, 

partially we try to address this with methodological explanations and the analysis of the 

structure of evaluators later in the paper.  

 

Similar analysis was done also to investigate the differences in the evaluations between the 

actual world heritage sites and non-heritage sites. Again, the results show that the star 

evaluation was better for world heritage sites, however, the actual sentiment evalutaions of 

London Tower and Sydney Opera were lower than for non-heritage sites, where again the 

differences were statistically significant.  

 

Figure 2: Evaluations by world heritage sites (*** indicates significance of differences at 

0.000 level) 

 
 

Let's take a closer look at the Sydney Opera House. In total, the Opera house had 1741 

reviews, the shortest was 4 words long, the longest was 641 words long. The star rating went 

from 1 to 5, with the average of 4.64, while the average of all sentiment calculations (BING, 

NRC, AFINN and Liu sentiment approaches were used) was ranging from -2.5 to 23.25.  

 

The aforementioned discrepancy between the numerical evaluation and sentiment evaluation 

could be at least partially explained by having a closer look into some reviews of for example 

Sydney Opera Hourse, which had 5 star numerical evaluation but were among the lowest on 

the sentiment score, shows that tourists are quite unanimous that the Opera is an amazing site. 

This is also clearly evident from many textual evaluations, which highlights its architecture, 

sound, many plays, etc. However the discrepancy between the numerical evaluations and the 
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sentiment cannot be explained by the praising evaluations. Several other elements can 

contribute to the discrepancy.  Evaluators are systematically bothered by some elements, 

which points to two systematic deficiencies of world heritage sites: priciness of services, 

which are deemed as quite basic (tickets, photos) and possibly crowds and inability to enjoy 

the location (Table 3 summarizes some interesting reviews with low sentiment, however 5 or 

4 numeric rating).  

 

Table 3: Selected reviews  
Numeric 

rating 

Review text 

5 I know you'll want to take pictures inside so just make sure your pose for them at the beginning 

of the tour so the can sell you the $40 souvenir set as photos are forbidden on the sets due to 

copyright laws and understandable and you'll get the pictures you wanted even if you didn't take 

them. 

5 The outside of the Opera House makes the quintessential Australian tourist picture - however, it 

was a little disappointing.The steps were under construction, so there were a lot of barriers put up 

and orange construction fencing/pilons.The building itself was very dirty (possibly from the 

construction). You didn't have to look too closely to see very yellowed tiles and caked dirt on the 

windows.Once inside, it was quite busy, which made it difficult to relax and try to appreciate 

everything around you. Instead, we came away with the impression of a very drab lobby - plain 

concrete and wood.It's worth a walk around, just to see it, but I would recommend heading over 

the botanic gardens to get a good pic of both the Opera House and the Harbour Bridge. 

5 We couldn't just stand there and take all those photos without going inside. The 'Essential' tour 

cost is around A$30 and you have a guide for the whole hour. A real insight into the design and 

the monumental struggle (and cost) to make this iconic building a reality. You get to see some of 

the many performance venues together with some backstage areas and props. The guide fills in 

all the blanks of your knowledge of the Opera House and welcomes all questions. You are 

limited as to where you can take photos, however you can get some real unusual angles and close 

ups of the internal structure as well. So much more than just Opera!! 

3 The outside of the Opera House makes the quintessential Australian tourist picture - however, it 

was a little disappointing.The steps were under construction, so there were a lot of barriers put up 

and orange construction fencing/pilons.The building itself was very dirty (possibly from the 

construction). You didn't have to look too closely to see very yellowed tiles and caked dirt on the 

windows.Once inside, it was quite busy, which made it difficult to relax and try to appreciate 

everything around you. Instead, we came away with the impression of a very drab lobby - plain 

concrete and wood.It's worth a walk around, just to see it, but I would recommend heading over 

the botanic gardens to get a good pic of both the Opera House and the Harbour Bridge. 

3 The tour is pricey, but they seem to have no real wish to sell it to the visitors and to make it for 

as many people as possible to attend.The Sydney Opera House facility has an information desk 

and several cash registers selling tour tickets. Yes the people who are supposed to sell the tickets 

seem to be providing the services of the information desk instead. We lined up behind 2 people 

(there were 2 ticket offices open at the time) and waited for good 20 minutes to get to the ticket 

window. They just kept chatting with the customers who were with them at the time and did not 

seem to mind the time or the line. If this is their job, then what is the information desk for?In the 

end, we got to the ticket window too late to join the the tour we wanted to join and decided not to 

wait for the next one and just move on to the next attraction. This is quite a disappointment, 

because I was really looking forward to that tour. 

2 I have read other reviews and accept I am in the minority. This review is about the Opera House 

Tour and not the building, which is iconic and amazing.My own opinion is that the tour was lazy. 

Our guide was a nice friendly guy, who tried to make the best out of the lame guidebook they 

had obviously given him. We were taken to an empty studio, then an empty theatre and finally an 

empty concert hall and told we were not allowed to take photos in the building. In between 

empty venues, we were shown two videos about the Opera House, it's designer and the building 

of it. I honestly felt that it was vague and not enough meat on the bones. Despite not being 

allowed to take photos - can you guess what they tried to hard sell us at the end???? 

On the other hand, it is also true that the reviews often describe elements of the opera house 

with facts, where naturally, the sentiment of those descriptive words (design, backstage areas, 

concrete, wood, etc.) is neutral, so in comparison to other evaluations (where many are of 
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hotels) are in terms of sentiment more neutral. In addition, people often »feel more deeply« 

about the hotels and accommodation, because it represents a larger part of their trip (rooms, 

food, staff) and such services are »higher involvement« goods for consumers. Consequently, 

reviewers are more inclined to using stronger language with more variability in the sentiment 

(Godnov & Redek, 2018). This is also confirmed in this dataset. For the non-heritage 

locations the average sentiment ranged between -14 and 63.25, while for world heritage 

locations it ranged between -9.25 and 33.25.  

 

To conclude, we can say that generally both the actual world heritage sites as well as world 

heritage locations receive higher evaluations than non-heritag elocations/ non-heritage sites if 

measured by star rating. The discrepancy between star rating and sentiment rating can 

partially be explained by more descriptive texts of the actual heritage sites, which on average 

have lower sentiment due to their factual nature, but a deeper analysis would be needed.  

 

In the last part, we tried to investigate, whether reviewers who declared themselved as either 

people who are attracted to art and culture (art and culture lovers) or history (history buffs) 

value such locations more or not. Generally, the sample contained 51,3% of women, among 

history buffs, the share of women was only 47.7%, implying that women ar eless interested in 

history, but are more interested in art and architecture, where they slightly dominate with 

52.2%. The majority of reviewers are from the 35-49 year age group (41.6%), followed by 

the 50-64 year old age group with 33.7%. Heritage fans are in general more present among 

those 50-64 year olds, because even 37.3% of all heritage fans are from this age group, which 

is significantly more than this age group represents in the population in general. Among 

history lovers the oldest group dominates even more, and represents even 39% of all history 

lovers. Art and architeture lovers are also disproportionately present (considering general 

population) in the oldest group. 36% of all art and architecture lovers are from this age group, 

even though the biggest age group is 35-49 (but there are disproportionately less art and 

architecture lovers in this group than what the group represents in the sample). In short, older 

men are most common history buffs and women (again older) more common art and 

architecture lovers.  

 

The next question was, who visits the heritage locations, are they predominantly history buffs 

and art and architeture lovers or not and what are the differences in the evaluations. In total 

32956 reviews were prepared by those who did not declare themselves as heritage fans 

(either history buffs or art and entertainment lovers), while 18487 were in this category.  
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Figure 3: Average evaluations by heritage lovers (1) and other evaluators (0) (*** denotes 

statistically significant differences at p=0.000) 

 
 

Generally, the two groups of reviewers, the heritage fans and those, who are not, do not differ 

in their numerical (star) evaluations, in both cases the numerical evaluation is on average 

4.44. However, those who classify as history or art and architecture lovers are more critical in 

their text evaluations and the sentiment is systematically lower (Figure 3). It is an interesting 

results, which can on one hand explain the lower average sentiment in the case of world 

heritage sites and locations, while can on the other hand also reflect the higher expectations 

of those who visit a location or site with additional knowlededge and thus expect more.  

 

In order for the location to have a benefit from the presence of a heritage site, it is important 

that even those, who did not perhaps come or review the actual site, acknowledge the 

presence of such a location. Investigating the key-words in the reviews that are not actual 

sites shows that for example the word tower appears even 8 thousand times and the word 

opera and liberty (statue) appeared 2 thousand and 250 times respectively. Similarly, even 

though the bansk of Sienne and Versailles were not among the reviewed sites for which we 

were able to get data, even in the hotel review in Paris, the wprds appear 241 and 15 times (in 

total for Paris we had 8400 primarily reviews of the Eiffel tower and hotels). Therefore, 

tourists do value the heritage sites or are attracted to them, revealing the possible impact of 

this intangible resource (the fact that a physical resource is branded as world heritage) on 

location performance.  

 

We further investigate the attitudes of heritage lovers and those who are not towards the 

heritage and non-heritage sites. In the evaluations of non-heritage sites, there is no difference 

in the star-evaluation, but otherwise the reviewers who do not declare themselves as either 

history buffs or art and architecture lovers provide more positive evaluations as displayed by 

their texts through sentiment and the differences are also highly statistically significant 

(Table 4).  
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Table 4: Evaluations and statistical significance of differences in the numeric and sentiment 

evaluations of heritage and non-heritage sites by those who are either history buffs or art and 

architecture lovers (heritage fan category 1) and those who are not (heritage fan category 0) 

(*** denotes statistically significant differences at p=0.000 and * at p=0.05) 

 
Heritage 

site   

Heritage 

fan N Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

No rating 

  

0 31429 4,43 0,823 

1 17578 4,43 0,822 

BING*** 

  

0 31429 4,42 4,361 

1 17578 4,19 4,255 

NRC*** 

  

0 31429 4,84 4,878 

1 17578 4,65 4,724 

AFINN*** 

  

0 31429 10,06 8,814 

1 17578 9,42 8,321 

Liu*** 

  

0 31429 5,24 5,766 

1 17578 4,88 5,478 

Average sentiment*** 

  

0 31429 6,1374 5,57354 

1 17578 5,7833 5,31914 

Yes rating* 

  

0 1527 4,53 0,714 

1 909 4,59 0,687 

BING 

  

0 1527 4,24 3,718 

1 909 4,23 3,615 

NRC 

  

0 1527 4,65 3,529 

1 909 4,85 3,724 

AFINN 

  

0 1527 8,99 7,026 

1 909 8,90 6,866 

Liu 

  

0 1527 4,77 4,639 

1 909 4,83 4,479 

Povprečni.sentiment 

  

0 1527 5,6627 4,34588 

1 909 5,7038 4,31381 

 

The patterns is similar in the evaluations of general heritage sites (Table 5), the heritage 

lovers are systematically more negative in their evaluations of non-heritage locations, while 

on the other hand they give systematically higher numerical evaluations of heritage locations, 

but the differences in the sentiments are not significant for any of the sentiment types. This is 

also expected given their revealed preferences as well as partially by their demography 

(primarily higher average age).  

 

As said, these results reflect partially revealed preferences of the travellers, where some 

characterise themselves as either history buffs and art and archtuecture lovers.  This does 

imply that such visitors would appreciate such locations more, it contributes to their overall 

experience. In addition, the  sentiment evaluations are systematically lower (although in case 

of broader location not significantly lower). This could be explained by the nature of the 

descriptions in the text. These evaluators have a more critical view and more knowledge. 

While appreciating the location and giving a high rating, they would describe it more 

systematically with more neutral language, trying to provide non-experts with relevant 

information. This means that sentiment scores would be lower. Given that women dominate, 

lower sentimate could also be a result of a more critical and emotional tone in the language,  

which is more charateristic of women (Thelwall et al., 2010).   Gender bias is partially a 

consequence of the methodology  (Kiritchenko & Mohammad, 2018).  However, further 

multi-method analysis is needed to fully understand the issue. 
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Table 5: Evaluations and statistical significance of differences in the numeric and sentiment 

evaluations of heritage and non-heritage locations by those who are either history buffs or 

art and architecture lovers (heritage fan category 1) and those who are not (heritage fan 

category 0) (*** denotes statistically significant differences at p=0.000 and * at p=0.05) 
Heritage_location_dum N Mean Std. Deviation 

No rating (p=0.053) 0 13143 4,42 0,829 

1 6211 4,36 0,843 

BING*** 0 13143 5,30 4,814 

1 6211 5,04 4,693 

NRC*** 0 13143 6,09 5,567 

1 6211 5,74 5,450 

AFINN*** 0 13143 12,10 9,934 

1 6211 11,17 9,207 

Liu*** 0 13143 6,45 6,538 

1 6211 5,99 6,328 

Average sentiment*** 0 13143 7,4839 6,30502 

1 6211 6,9838 6,01174 

Yes rating* 0 19813 4,45 0,812 

1 12276 4,48 0,800 

BING 0 19813 3,82 3,871 

1 12276 3,76 3,899 

NRC 0 19813 3,99 4,049 

1 12276 4,11 4,129 

AFINN 0 19813 8,62 7,538 

1 12276 8,49 7,573 

Liu 0 19813 4,41 4,940 

1 12276 4,32 4,823 

Average sentiment 0 19813 5,2077 4,72365 

1 12276 5,1700 4,74360 

 

 

Discussion and conclusion 
 

The results of the analysis show that world heritage sites obtain higher numerical evaluations 

and that also the locations where such world heritage is located obtaines higher ranking (even 

if it is a hotel evaluation). Of course, this could results from. Anumber of other reasons, 

which has to be left at this point to future research. However, in terms of studying whether 

world heritage as public intangible capital could contribute to tourism development and 

consequently general economic development the results do indicate that it could, especially in 

view of the fact that social media and user-generated content impacts future travellers' 

decision-making.  

 

Implications. In terms of possible impact on future tourism development in a world heritage 

location, several points can be made: 
the reviewers discuss many elements of the world heritage even in general locations where the 

heritage is located. For example, mentioning of »old town in Hvar«, »old Dubrovnik centre«, »statue 

of liberty« etc. appears many times even in hotel reviews, implying that if visitors visit the general 

location, they are attracted either because of the world heritage site or the world heritage site is an 

additional attraction, allowing the destinations to distill additional revenue by targeted pricing models.  

Not all reviewers are equally attracted to location, which offers an additional option to optimize the 

revenues as well as ensure sustainability. In particular, the history buffs and art and architecture lovers 

represent the most important target group, which would due to their revealed preference also be 

willing to pay a premium.  
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Understanding the preferences of these two groups and in particular studying in detail their reviews 

can be used a source of intelligence to further develop the location and services and attractions 

provided. Namely, especially the locations with many reviews can obtain important information about 

the strengths and weaknesses of their locations. This can serve as information used to further improve 

the location and consequenlty achieve two important goals: (1) improve the location and be able to 

improve also the pricing schemes to ensure higher value added, (2) in the future design a targeted 

marketing policy to attract by location characteristics and developments a desired group of 

consumers. This would limit the pressures of mass tourism and ensure a more sustainable tourism 

development, while at the same time ensuring also higher guest satisfaction. 

Important policy implications could be drawn based on studying such reviews, especially in terms of 

developing national heritage site management strategies, which are also stressed bu Unesco. 

 

This paper provides some initial ideas on how public sector intangible capital could be 

incorporated into economic analysis by relying on existing sources (in this case user-

generated content) and what kind of relationships could be investigated. However, this is just 

a preliminary attemt, which was limited by several things: (1) the database, which was used, 

was not extracted for this purpose, therefore the analysis is limited both in terms of the 

number of included world heritage sites, which limited both the depth as well as the 

reliability of the analysis and results. (2) The data could be interesting if linked also with 

other demographic data, such as income groups, however such data is not available. 

Furthermore, several other dimensions could be checked, primarily with topic analysis, which 

remains a challenge to address in the future. 

 

Intangible capital  in the private sector has been widely acknowledged as a contributor to 

economic performance. Public intangible capital has also been recognized as important, 

despite for now very scarce epirical evidence. Cultural heritage has been acknowledged as 

part of public intangible  capital. As such having »world heritage mark« can be considered  as 

part of public intangible capital. Despite the fact that world heritage comprises both natural 

(physical) capital as well as cultural, which is intangible in its nature alone already, being 

branded as »world heritage« site or location is a type of intangible capital in itself.  

 

Having such a world heritage site is particularly important for tourism development and 

general economic development through indirect effects. This papers investigate whether 

travellers to appreciate world heritage such and consequenlty helps assess whether such a 

trickle down could exist. Of course, the guests must acknowledge this and to stimulate future 

visits. The results indicate that indeed world heritage is important. Furthermore, targeting the 

desired group of consumers will not only help boost productivity though generating a more 

appropriate price-mix but will also help develop a more sustainable tourism model. 
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Appendix 
 

Table A1: List of all locations in the sample (world heritage locations marked) 
  Frequency Percent 

Baska Voda 16 0,0 

Bled 1919 3,7 

Brac 77 0,1 

Cavtat 532 1,0 

Cres 4 0,0 

Crikvenica 3 0,0 

Dubrovnik 2045 4,0 

Emirati 10204 19,8 

Hvar 361 0,7 

Kanegra 5 0,0 

Korcula 47 0,1 

Krk 40 0,1 

Kuala Lumpur 392 0,8 

Lipica 50 0,1 

Ljubljana 2207 4,3 

London 3912 7,6 
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Losinj 36 0,1 

Makarska 32 0,1 

Mexico City 85 0,2 

Slovenian coast 152 0,3 

New York (part of them refer to Statue of Liberty*) 15114 29,4 

Njivice 4 0,0 

Opatija 214 0,4 

Pariz 8485 16,5 

Porec 155 0,3 

Postojna 239 0,5 

Rab 7 0,0 

Rabac 10 0,0 

Rovinj 345 0,7 

Savudrija 46 0,1 

Sidney (Sydney opera house*) 1741 3,4 

Sinapore 1995 3,9 

Split 431 0,8 

Supetar 36 0,1 

Terme 79 0,2 

Umag 63 0,1 

Vrsar 11 0,0 

Washinton 205 0,4 

Zadar 144 0,3 

Total 51443 100,0 
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Table A2: Demographic characteristics 

  

Gender Age of reviewer 

Female Male 13-17 18-24 25-34 35-49 50-64 

N 

Row N 

% N Row N % N 

Row N 

% N Row N % N 

Row N 

% N Row N % Count 

Row N 

% 

HistoryBuff 0 20187 52,58 18203 47,42 61 0,16 1271 3,31 8476 22,08 16357 42,61 12225 31,84 

1 6222 47,67 6831 52,33 11 0,08 349 2,67 2565 19,65 5037 38,59 5091 39,00 

Art&Architec. Lover 0 20794 51,10 19900 48,90 60 0,15 1297 3,19 8886 21,84 17000 41,78 13451 33,05 
1 5615 52,24 5134 47,76 12 0,11 323 3,00 2155 20,05 4394 40,88 3865 35,96 

NightlifeSeeker 0 24335 52,45 22065 47,55 68 0,15 1176 2,53 9009 19,42 19537 42,11 16610 35,80 

1 2074 41,13 2969 58,87 4 0,08 444 8,80 2032 40,29 1857 36,82 706 14,00 
ShoppingFanatic 0 19694 48,15 21208 51,85 48 0,12 1133 2,77 8329 20,36 16939 41,41 14453 35,34 

1 6715 63,70 3826 36,30 24 0,23 487 4,62 2712 25,73 4455 42,26 2863 27,16 

ThriftyTraveler 0 21300 50,37 20987 49,63 60 0,14 1122 2,65 8452 19,99 18077 42,75 14576 34,47 
1 5109 55,80 4047 44,20 12 0,13 498 5,44 2589 28,28 3317 36,23 2740 29,93 

UrbanExplorer 0 19218 54,39 16115 45,61 50 0,14 976 2,76 6680 18,91 14641 41,44 12986 36,75 

1 7191 44,64 8919 55,36 22 0,14 644 4,00 4361 27,07 6753 41,92 4330 26,88 
FamilyVacationer 0 17996 52,19 16488 47,81 42 0,12 1365 3,96 8238 23,89 11846 34,35 12993 37,68 

1 8413 49,61 8546 50,39 30 0,18 255 1,50 2803 16,53 9548 56,30 4323 25,49 

PeaceandQuietSeeker 0 18739 52,06 17259 47,94 56 0,16 1202 3,34 7777 21,60 15218 42,27 11745 32,63 
1 7670 49,66 7775 50,34 16 0,10 418 2,71 3264 21,13 6176 39,99 5571 36,07 

BeachGoer 0 16666 48,85 17450 51,15 34 0,10 908 2,66 6506 19,07 14085 41,29 12583 36,88 

1 9743 56,23 7584 43,77 38 0,22 712 4,11 4535 26,17 7309 42,18 4733 27,32 
Eco.tourist 0 24505 51,59 22992 48,41 67 0,14 1497 3,15 10006 21,07 19828 41,75 16099 33,89 

1 1904 48,25 2042 51,75 5 0,13 123 3,12 1035 26,23 1566 39,69 1217 30,84 
ThrillSeeker 0 21584 52,70 19375 47,30 42 0,10 1045 2,55 7840 19,14 17278 42,18 14754 36,02 

1 4825 46,02 5659 53,98 30 0,29 575 5,48 3201 30,53 4116 39,26 2562 24,44 

NatureLover 0 18333 52,21 16778 47,79 53 0,15 1039 2,96 6797 19,36 14950 42,58 12272 34,95 
1 8076 49,45 8256 50,55 19 0,12 581 3,56 4244 25,99 6444 39,46 5044 30,88 

X60.Traveler 0 24032 51,31 22807 48,69 71 0,15 1614 3,45 10997 23,48 21328 45,53 12829 27,39 

1 2377 51,63 2227 48,37 1 0,02 6 0,13 44 0,96 66 1,43 4487 97,46 
Vegetarian 0 24784 51,26 23565 48,74 68 0,14 1512 3,13 10038 20,76 20125 41,62 16606 34,35 

1 1625 52,52 1469 47,48 4 0,13 108 3,49 1003 32,42 1269 41,01 710 22,95 

Trendsetter 0 23320 51,59 21881 48,41 58 0,13 1343 2,97 8966 19,84 18556 41,05 16278 36,01 
1 3089 49,49 3153 50,51 14 0,22 277 4,44 2075 33,24 2838 45,47 1038 16,63 

Backpacker 0 24979 51,89 23158 48,11 67 0,14 1249 2,59 9549 19,84 20379 42,34 16893 35,09 

1 1430 43,25 1876 56,75 5 0,15 371 11,22 1492 45,13 1015 30,70 423 12,79 
LikeaLocal 0 15872 50,49 15563 49,51 48 0,15 982 3,12 6505 20,69 13437 42,75 10463 33,28 

1 10537 52,66 9471 47,34 24 0,12 638 3,19 4536 22,67 7957 39,77 6853 34,25 
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Abstract  

Rapid tourism development accompanied by exponential increase in the number of tourists and visitors in 

destinations can disrupt the life of destination residents and negatively affect their support for (future) 

tourism development. On the other hand, residents economically dependent on tourism might have 

different attitudes toward tourism in comparison to those who are not economically involved in tourism. 

Several studies have found that economic dependence on tourism induces more positive perceptions of 

tourism impacts and higher degree of support than non-dependence. Another potential valuable predictor 

of tourism support could be residents’ subjective well-being, enhancing our understanding quality of life 

under the influence of tourism. The purpose of this study is to better understand local residents’ support 

for tourism development by exploring their well-being, involvement in tourism activities and perceived 

overall value of tourism development. In order to gain a specific perspective of island tourism 

destination, a sample of residents living on a small Adriatic island Vir (Croatia) was chosen. Vir is high 

seasonal and mature destination with annual number of visitors around 30 times bigger than the number 

of permanent residents. It was found that those residents who are directly or indirectly economically 

benefiting from tourism have significantly higher scores in personal and national well-being domains and 

also exhibit higher support towards future tourism development, than those who don’t experience 

economic benefits from tourism. Regression analysis of an island well-being perception index, revealed 

that tourism generates more benefits than costs and economical involvement in tourism positively affect 

residents’ tourism development support. On the other hand, demographic predictors (age, gender, 

education, income) and personal well-being index are not associated with tourism development support. 

The results provide important insights for researchers and practitioners on understanding residents’ 

perceptions of tourism in mature destinations and how those perceptions can be related both to subjective 

well-being and the level of involvement in tourism activities.  

 

Keywords: well-being, tourism, residents, tourism dependency, support, island Vir, Croatia 

 

JEL classification: I31, Z3, L83  

 

Introduction  
 

Tourism development generates many different types of impacts, i.e. it stimulates local economy, attract 

foreign investments, increase entrepreneurial activities, improves infrastructure, enhances environmental 

sensibility as well as protection and promotion of local cultural heritage, etc. However, not all of the 
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tourism impacts are positive, as a result of tourism property taxes and the price of goods and services 

increases, environment gets damaged, cultural heritage and tradition degraded, etc. Moreover, once a 

community becomes a tourist destination, residents’ daily life changes because of increasing number of 

visitors and tourist –oriented activities (Jurowski, Uysal and Williams, 1997). Many tourism destinations 

are continuing to pursue strategies based on volume growth without paying equal attention to the 

economic, environmental and socio-cultural impacts of that growth on different stakeholders (Pollock, 

2015). Given that the interests of residents are essential to developing sustainable tourism, it is important 

to be aware of how tourism affects their well-being. Moreover, understanding personal well-being at local 

and regional levels is key to development of public policies towards better societies (OECD, 2016). As 

many of the policies that have more direct impacts on people’s lives are local or regional, information on 

the residents’ well-being and, in particular, of their attitudes regarding living conditions, will help policy-

makers to create targeted policies that respond to residents’ specific expectations and, in turn, to restore 

their trust in institutions (OECD, 2016).  

 

In recent years there has been an increasing interest in identifying subnational / regional differences in 

subjective well-being indicators (Kaliterna Lipovčan and Brajša-Žganec, 2017), as such comparisons can 

more accurately identify the needs and aspirations of people in local communities and enable targeted 

actions to improve citizens' life opportunities (Brezzi and Diaz Ramirez, 2016). This study focuses on 

resident well-being as well as their support for future tourism development on the Adriatic island of Vir, 

an island facing serious seasonality issues and increasing negative consequences of previous volume 

growth strategies. The aim is to gain the insight on the differences in well-being perceptions between 

those island residents’ that are directly or indirectly working in tourism and those who are not involved in 

tourism in such manner. 

 

 

Background 
 

Interest in researching resident well-being has grown in recent decades (Diener, 2013; Kaliterna Lipovčan 

et al. 2017; Renn et al. 2009). Recent research show that happy and satisfied people function better in 

different areas of life- they are healthier, live longer, earn more income, are more productive, and have 

better social relationships (Lyubomirski, King, and Diener, 2005; Diener, 2013; Steptoe, Deaton, & 

Stone, 2015). Therefore, it is not unusual that regular measurements and monitoring of happiness and life 

satisfaction are now indispensable elements of national statistics in many countries (Kaliterna Lipovčan 

and Brajša-Žganec, 2017). Liang and Hui (2016) claim that subjective well-being is a comprehensive and 

effective approach to understanding quality of life under the influence of tourism. This is correct only if 

the concept includes the three key dimensions of wellbeing emphasised by the OECD- current wellbeing 

(material and quality of life) and future wellbeing (sustainability) (Stiglitz, Fitoussi and Durand, 2018a, 

b). As Kaliterna and Burušić (2014) state, subjective well-being in specific domains is assessed by 

International Well-Being Index (IWI) (Cummins 2003) which consists of two scales: Personal Well-

Being index (PWI) and National Well-Being index (NWI). PWI measures residents’ satisfaction with 

following life domains: standard of living, personal health, achieving in life, personal relationships, 

personal safety, community-connectedness, future security and spirituality (optional) (Cummins, 2003; 

International Wellbeing Group, 2013). The NWI measures satisfaction with aspects relating to the current 

situation of the country living in: economic situation, state of environment, social conditions, 

government, business and security (Cummins, 2003; Renn et al. 2009). Liang and Hui (2016) indicated 

that these identified domains were applied in academic quality of life as well as in tourism research (e.g. 

Kim, Uysal and Sirgy, 2013; Moscardo et al., 2013; Woo et al., 2015). In the most cases researchers 

modified the previously mentioned domains and the specific measurement items according to the specific 

cases or questions they explored (Liang and Hui, 2016).  

As Andereck et al. (2007) argue, tourism development can improve the quality of life for some 

community stakeholders, while others may not experience the same benefits. Also, several studies have 

found that economic dependence on tourism is an important variable in investigating residents’ attitudes 
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and that it can positively affect their perception of tourism impacts and increase the degree of their 

support to tourism development, in comparison to those residents who are not economically benefiting 

from tourism (Haralambopoulos and Pizam, 1996). Therefore, destination managers and planners must 

take into account those potential differences in order to ensure sustainable tourism development for 

everyone. In order to do so, investigation of the residents’ attitudes is essential, particularly in mature 

tourism destinations where development is economically and volume driven. Even though there has been 

extensive research on models of residents’ support for tourism development (e.g. Choi and Sirakaya, 

2005; Rasoolimanesh et al. 2015; Soldić Frleta and Đurkin Badurina, 2019), there are few studies that 

emphasise resident well-being. Accordingly, this study aims to fill that gap.  

 

 

Research methodology 

 

Study site and respondents  

 

The selection of a study site is important for attitudes study since previous researches have shown that the 

destination development life stage can be significant predictor of resident attitudes (Andereck & Vogt, 

2000; Hunt & Stronza, 2014; Liang and Hui, 2016) and that these attitudes can change according to the 

particular stage of tourism development (Madrigal, 1993). The island of Vir is one of 1186 islands and 

islets in the Croatian Adriatic. It is located in Dalmatia, near Zadar and has a surface of 22.38 square km 

with a 31,43 km long coast-line (Vir tourism, 2020). Vir was connected to the mainland by bridge in 1976 

generating stronger tourism development on the island. Today tourism is the main economic activity on 

the island. Given the fact that there are no hotels, Vir’s accommodation offer is based on renting rooms 

and apartments (Municipality of Vir, 2020). Vir is known as the destination of residential tourism with 

around 7,000 holiday homes and numerous apartments. The number of tourists has been increasing every 

year. In 2018, Vir was visited by 93,453 tourists (20.8% more than previous year) and in the same year 

711,704 overnight stays were registered (19% more than in 2017) (Croatian Bureau of Statistics, 2019). 

The majority of tourists on Vir are foreign (86.3%) and, just like many other small Adriatic destinations, 

Vir faces heavy seasonality issues since most tourism activities take place only during summer season - 

more than 83% of total arrivals register in July and August (Croatian Bureau of Statistics, 2019).  

 

According to the latest 2011 census report, island has a population of 3,032 residents (Municipality of 

Vir, 2020). Hence, during summer, life on the island changes drastically, considering that its population 

rises enormously. Therefore, this survey was conducted in order to gain Vir residents’ perspective 

regarding their well-being and support for future tourism development. Given the large number of 

questions and in order to reduce errors or misunderstanding, a face to face household survey was 

conducted from July to November 2019. The households were randomly selected and respondents 

younger than 18 years old were excluded. For selecting adult respondents and for obtaining balanced 

sample, the Troldahl and Carter method was used (Troldahl and Carter, 1964). A total of 266 usable 

questionnaires were collected and analysed. Since one of the aims of this research was to discern the 

differences in perceptions between those island residents who are directly or indirectly working in 

tourism and those who are not, the sample was divided into two groups accordingly. Analyses of 

demographic characteristics were conducted separately on those two groups. The first group comprised 

147 respondents directly/indirectly involved in tourism activities on the island (55.3% of the whole 

sample), while the second group comprised 119 respondents (44.7% of the whole sample) who are not 

directly economically involved in tourism.  

 

Table 1: The demographic characteristics of the two groups of respondents  

Variables  

Economically involved in 

tourism (N=147) 

Not economically 

involved in tourism 

(N=119) 
 

N % N % 

Gender  χ2-test  
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    Male 76 51.7 61 51.3 χ2= 0.005 

p=0.946     Female 71 48.3 58 48.7 

Age  

t 

Sig. (2-tailed) 

t=-3.430 

p=0.001 

    18 - 25 25 17.0 14 11.8 

    26 - 35 48 32.7 23 19.3 

    36 – 45 28 19.0 23 19.3 

    46 - 55 24 16.4 27 22.7 

    ≥ 56 22 14.9 32 26.9 

Education  

χ2-test  

χ2= 17.749 

p=0.000 

    Elementary school 3 2.0 15 12.6 

    High school 87 59.2 69 57.9 

    College 54 36.7 28 23.6 

    Master/PhD 3 2.0 7 5.9 

Household monthly income 
χ2-test  

χ2= 2.645 

p=0.266 

   ≤ 1.300 Euro 86 58.5 79 66.4 

   1.301 – 2.000 Euro 50 34.0 30 25.2 

   ≥ 2.001 Euro 11 7.5 10 8.4 

 

Table 1 summarises demographic and resident characteristics across the two groups. The results of 

independent t-test and χ2-test revealed that age and educational level differed significantly across the two 

groups, while gender and household income did not show statistical significance at the 0.05 level (Table 

1). 

 

Measurement  

 

The survey consisted of four parts. The first part measures personal well-being index (PWI) with seven 

items measuring residents’ satisfaction with different life domains - scale developed by Cummins at al. 

(2003).  

The next part included six items (also adopted from Cummins et al, 2003) measuring national well-being 

index (NWI). It should be noted that respondents were asked to rate their satisfaction with aspects relating 

to the current situation on the island of Vir, not in the country as a whole, which is usually the case in 

similar researches (i.e. Brajša Žganec et al. 2011; Kaliterna Lipovčan et al. 2014; Renn at al. 2009). 

 

Both scales, PWI and NWI, used 11-point rating scale, ranging from 0 = not at all satisfied to 10 = 

extremely satisfied. Exploratory factor analysis of the International well-being (IWI), that combines PWI 

and NWI subscale confirmed their validity, both with good reliability coefficients of Cronbach’s α 0.926 

(PWI) and 0.965 (NWI), explaining 77.8% of the IWI variance (Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin (KMO) is 0.933 in 

the meritorious range according to Kaiser (1974) and Bartlett’s test of sphericity is 3813.454) 

The third part of the survey measured residents’ level of support for future tourism development on the 

island using four items for which respondents were asked to rate their level of agreement using a five-

point scale (1 = strongly disagree; 5 = strongly agree). Cronbach’s α for support factor is also acceptable 

(0.870). Additionally, respondents were asked to what extent they agree with the statement that tourism 

on the island generate more benefits than costs. 

The last part of the survey concerned the respondents’ demographics and their connection to tourism 

(working in tourism full time or seasonal, renting rooms or apartments for additional income or not 

involved in tourism at all).  

 

 

Findings and discussion 

 

The average satisfaction with different life domains of respondents involved in tourism and of those who 

are not involved in tourism is separately calculated and presented in Table 2. When it comes to the 

differences between the two groups, it can be seen that they are significant for each personal as well as 

the national (island) well-being domain. Moreover, the personal well-being index is significantly different 
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between those who are working directly/indirectly in tourism (M=7.15) and those who are not involved in 

tourism (M=5.51) (p<0.001). The same is with island well-being index: for those who are earning money 

in tourism mean score is 4.97 and for those who are not is 2.36 (p<0.001). 

 

Table 2: Personal and national well-being domains and overall well-being indices 
 Economically 

involved in 

tourism (N=147) 

Not economically 

involved in 

tourism (N=119) 
t 

Sig. (2-tailed) 

 Mean  SD Mean  SD 

Personal well-being domains (PWI) 

   Material status 7.02 2.400 5.33 2.652 
t=5.456 

p=0.000 

   Personal health 7.48 2.374 5.78 2.653 
t=5.492 

p=0.000 

   Achievement in life 7.30 2.144 5.77 2.539 
t=5.315 

p=0.000 

   Relationships with family and friends 7.86 2.090 6.16 2.578 
t=5.803 

p=0.000 

   Feelings of physical safety 7.20 2.739 5.34 3.147 
t=5,056 

p=0.000 

   Acceptance by the community 6.78 2.892 5.29 3.068 
t=4.036 

p=0.000 

   Future security 6.41 3.087 4.89 3.005 
t=4.045 

p=0.000 

Personal well-being index (PWI) 7.15 2.045 5.51 2.341 
t=6.004 

p=0.000 

National (island) well-being domains (NWI) 

   Economic situation 5.29 3.116 2.71 2.697 
t=7.102 

p=0.000 

   The state of the natural environment  4.71 3.219 2.26 2.586 
t=6.721 

p=0.000 

   Social conditions 5.16 3.325 2.54 2.655 
t=6.995 

p=0.000 

   Local authorities and administration 4.35 3.691 1.84 2.831 
t=6.096 

p=0.000 

   Business and entrepreneurship 4.84 3.465 2.08 2.692 
t=7.119 

p=0.000 

   Safety 5.45 3.488 2.76 2.893 
t=6.748 

p=0.000 

National (island) well-being index (NWI) 4.97 3.089 2.36 2.457 
t=7.466 

p=0.000 

Note: 11-point scale ranging from 0 = “completely dissatisfied” to 10 = “completely satisfied.” 

 

Among the PWI domains, both groups of respondents are the most satisfied with their relationship with 

family and friends and with personal health, and least satisfied with future security. These findings are in 

the line of those obtained by Kaliterna Lipovčan and Brajša-Žganec (2017) who reported that Croatian 

citizens are most satisfied with relationship with family and with acceptance by the community.  

Among the NWI domains, respondents of the both groups expressed highest satisfaction with safety 

(M=5.45 for those involved in tourism and M=2.76 for those who are not) and lowest satisfaction with 

local authorities and administration (M=4.35 and M=1.84 respectively). These findings are in line of 

those obtained in the Eurobarometer survey (2015) where it was found that in terms of trust in regional / 

local authorities, Croatian citizens are at the forefront of the EU28, with only 20% of whom trust them 

(the EU28 average was 47%). The level of trust in public institutions is an important parameter of social 

capital, quality of society and significantly affects the well-being of citizens (Kaliterna Lipovčan and 

Brajša-Žganec 2017). Low levels of trust can result in a lack of citizen participation in public action, tax 

avoidance and social fragmentation in many areas (Eurofound, 2014). 

When NWI domains are concerned, it can be noted that those who are not working in tourism and don’t 
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gain any direct economic benefit from tourism, tend to be unsatisfied on all national (island) well-being 

dimensions, given that their mean dimensions’ satisfaction scores range from very low 1.8 up only to 

2.76., indicating that they are unsatisfied with the life conditions on Vir. 

It is evident that those involved in tourism expressed significantly larger level of satisfaction with every 

well-being dimension in comparison to those who are not involved in tourism. Additionally, pair sample 

T-test showed that, for both groups, PWI is significantly higher than the NWI (involved in tourism: 

t=12.156, p<0.001; not involved in tourism: t=15.024, p<0.001). This calls for targeted policy that 

respond to residents’ specific expectations and that will, in turn, increase residents’ satisfaction with 

living conditions on the island (regardless of their connection to tourism activities). 

 

Further analysis took into account residents’ level of support towards future tourism development on the 

island as well as their overall perception of tourism impacts (Table 3).  
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Table 3: Support for future tourism development and overall perception of tourism impacts 
 Economically 

involved in 

tourism (N=147) 

Not economically 

involved in 

tourism (N=119) 

t 

Sig. (2-

tailed) 
Mean  SD Mean  SD 

I support the further tourism development on Vir. 3.72 1.259 2.80 1.357 
t=5.695 

p=0.000 

I support public funding of tourism promotion of 

Vir. 
3.46 1.477 2.17 1.284 

t=7.529 

p=0.000 

I support the construction of new tourist and 

supporting infrastructure on Vir (new hotels, 

apartments, restaurants, entertainment facilities...). 

3.63 1.481 2.79 1.594 
t=4.389 

p=0.000 

I support the increase of tourists on Vir. 3.06 1.567 2.20 1.406 
t=4.656 

p=0.000 

Overall support 3.47 1.194 2.49 1.191 
t=6.655 

p=0.000 

Overall, the benefits that tourism generate on 

Vir are larger than costs 
3.27 1.348 2.76 1.242 

t= 3.242 

p=0.000 

Note: 5-point scale ranging from 1 = “strongly disagree” to 5 = “strongly agree.” 

 

As reported in Table 3, neither group expressed high support for future tourism development on Vir. 

However, as expected, more supportive are those who are economically involved in tourism. The 

independent T-tests results indicate that there is a significant difference in the overall support (t=3.242, 

p<0.001) as well as in the individual items measuring the support across the two groups. In addition, the 

respondents who are economically involved in tourism are agreeing more with the claim that tourism 

generated benefits on Vir are larger than costs (M=3.27) than the others (M=2.76). The lower mean 

scores of agreements for this claim indicate that destination managers should take into account the fact 

that tourism generated costs (economic socio-cultural and environmental) are increasing on the island and 

that “business as usual” can’t be an option any more. Moreover, when analysing rather small overall 

support for future tourism development, especially within the second group of respondents, the issue of 

illegal construction on the island has relevance. Given the fact that many facilities on the island were 

illegally constructed and that no communal infrastructure was provided at the time, for decades Vir was 

perceived as symbol of illegal construction. This has influenced perceptions of the local community and 

most probably explains such low support. Despite certain improvements (in terms of infrastructure 

development, positive demographic trends), very low satisfaction with local authorities and 

administration particularly of those residents’ who are not economically involved in tourism conditions 

their support for future tourism development. 

 

Multivariate regression analysis was performed for the significant predictors of residents’ support for 

future tourism development on the island (Table 4). 

 

Table 4: Regression analysis for factors affecting residents’ support for future tourism development 
 Coefficients 

Std. Error Sig. 
Collinearity Statistics 

 B Tolerance VIF 

(Constant) 1.868 0.371 0.000   

Personal well-being index (PWI) 0.027 0.034 0.432 0.516 1.938 

National (island) well-being index 

(NWI) 
0.173 0.028 0.000 0.427 2.340 

Age -0.007 0.004 0.070 0.906 1.103 

Gender  0.031 0.116 0.787 0.952 1.050 

Education level 0.008 0.104 0.942 0.695 1.438 

Monthly household income  -0.150 0.100 0.133 0.783 1.277 

Economically involved in tourism  

(0 - involved; 1 - not involved) 
-0.307 0.127 0.017 0.793 1.261 

Overall, the benefits that tourism 

generate on Vir are larger than costs 
0.294 0.051 0.000 0.717 1.395 
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Note: R2 = 0.514; F(8, 254) = 33.550, p < 0.001; dependent variable: overall tourism development 

support; VIF - variance inflation factors 

 

As shown in Table 4, regression model explains 51.4% of residents’ tourism support (R2 = 0.514; F(8, 

254) = 33.550; p < 0.001). It can be seen that out of eight variables, only three turned out to be significant 

predictors of residents’ overall future tourism development support. The results indicate that respondents 

who are expressing higher national (island) well-being tend to support more tourism development that 

those who are expressing lower NWI. As expected, those respondents with a higher level of agreement 

that tourism generate more benefits than costs on Vir, are more supportive than those who less agree with 

that statement. Additionally, the findings show that being economically involved in tourism positively 

affects tourism development support, which means that residents who don’t gain any direct economic 

benefit from tourism tend to be less supportive. 

Other independent variables: personal well-being index, age, gender, education level and household 

income, were not associated with the tourism development support. When it comes to demographic 

predictors of tourism support, the findings of this study contradict several previous studies reporting 

significant effects for age and educational level on residents' tourism support (i.e. Látková and Vogt, 

2012; Rasoolimanesh et al. 2015.). However, findings with regard to gender are in line with those of 

Wang and Pfister, (2008) who also found that there are no significant differences between female and 

male level of tourism support. In addition, the finding regarding educational level is also consistent with 

those of Davis, Allen and Cosenza (1988) and Wang and Pfister (2008) who confirmed that educational 

level is a non-significant demographic predictor of tourism development support.  

 

 

Conclusion 

 

This study focused on residents of the small island of Vir (Croatia) that is highly dependent on tourism. 

Results revealed statistically significant and important differences in PWI, NWI and overall tourism 

support between residents economically involved in tourism and those who are not. Given the long years 

of unplanned tourism development and high seasonality, tourism has generated many negative impacts on 

the island and host community well-being. This, in turn, as findings of this study indicate, affect their 

support for future tourism development, regardless of their economical involvement in tourism. 

This approach can be employed in other destinations worldwide, but it is essential to underline that it is 

not enough to determine residents’ level of subjective well-being and how supportive they are, but it takes 

great effort and active involvement of all tourism stakeholders in order to initiate the changes sought by 

the local community. Many tourism operators and destination managers are keen to expand tourism 

without realising that, as tourism continues to grow, is at risk of doing more harm than good (Pollock, 

2015). Research findings confirm the recommendations of Dwyer (2018) and Pollock (2015) that things 

need to be changed, otherwise, conducting “business as usual” will produce more of the same problems. 

This requires finding alternative ways of living and working and the transformation of everyday tourism 

practice (Ateljević, 2011; Sheldon, 2020). Therefore, the results of this study could be a starting point for 

the tourism managers and decision makers to re-shape their strategic planning, foster serious involvement 

of all stakeholders and the application of customised approaches to promoting sustainable tourism to 

different stakeholders (Dwyer, 2018).  

Given that tourism is the main economic activity on the island of Vir, it is important to plan and manage 

future tourism activities in a responsible way that will enhance residents’ quality of life and their well-

being. Apart from developing sustainable solutions for future tourism activities, the key challenge is to 

distribute economic benefits from tourism towards alleviating negative impacts induced by huge number 

of tourists and increase the standard of living of entire community, in order to gain the support from those 

residents that are not directly involved in tourism activities.    

This research was conducted in a short period of time. A clearer picture could be gained if this kind of 

research is done periodically over a longer time period. In that way a comparison could be made in terms 

of changes in residents’ well-being and their support for tourism development in time. Additionally, 
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future research will also need to identify what other variables (i.e. residents’ perceptions of tourism 

economic, socio-cultural and environmental impacts) influence well-being of the residents living in a 

highly seasonal and mature destinations, and also examine the perception of the same destination by 

visitors and tourists.   
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